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P R E F A C E.

THE uſe of an Univerſal Gazetteer, to thoſe who feel any intereſt

at all in what is going on in the world at large, is too obvious

to need pointing out. It's name ſeems to imply, that it is the com

panion, or accompaniment of the newſpaper, or gazette, which latter

name was derived from the gazetta, a ſmall coin of Venice, the ori

ginal price of theſe periodical chronicles in that commercial republic.
*

A work of this kind, neceſſarily formed of materials brought from

every quarter of the world, at uncertain and different periods, and,

enerally, by we know not whom, is peculiarly liable to errors, and

the compiler muſt confine himſelf within very narrow bounds, indeed,

if he do not ſubmit to theſe imperfections.

In the compilation of this work, the lateſt and moſt authentic ac

counts have been conſulted; from travelling, the author has been

enabled to correct ſeveral errors, and from correſpondents he has

received deſcriptions of ſome places, which are certainly the beſt and

-*

--j

moſt accurate that have been yet offered to the public in this way.

Towns and places of note are deſcribed at length, or form diſtin&

Paragraphs; the names of theſe are given in capitals. Thoſe to which

an alleriſk, or ſtar, is prefixed, are the poſt-towns of Great Britain

and Ireland. Even villages, hamlets, and fingle houſes, in theſe

iſlands, have been mentioned, and, in ſome inſtances, their ſitua

tions pretty preciſely told; but theſe, as inferior articles, are given in

* different character, or letter, and do not form different paragraphs,

but, are carried on in continuity, generally forming only diſtina pe.

riods. The expreſſions of inferior and con.#. or of note, are

meant not in reference to wealth but to population. If errors occur

in the places of leſs note, which they probably may, or, indeed, ne

*ſºily muſt, (for, in attempting to make this the completeſt geo

tº. index extant, works of more dubious authority' have alſo

$ºn conſulted) it may be well enough to caution the reader to ſuſpend
his analogical concluſions, “that if a place, which he knows, be inac

**) deſcribed, he may reaſonably ſuppoſe that others are alſo in

*# and that places more remoté, or diſtant, muſt neceſſarily be
more falſe.” It will only, in ſuch caſe, be the part of candour to con

ſider, that ſuch places are, perhaps, but little viſited by travellers, and

*tely known beyond their own vicinity; and that if he, or ſome of

© ſº bis
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iv. P R E F A C E.

his liberal-minded neighbours, do not communicate better informa

tion to the compiler, the error is likely to be continued. -

And here the author hopes it will not be thought improper, if he takes

the liberty to ſuggeſt to men of leiſure and information, whether they

may not well apply a few moments of their time, in a way ſatisfactory

to themſelves, and uſeful to the public, in communicating to the ga

zetteer-makers topographical information. If ſuch will have the kind

neſs to contribute to this work, their communications will be grate

fully received; here alſo he may acknowledge to have received from

ſeveral of his friends, and even from ſtrangers, of this deſcription,

both of the eſtabliſhed religion and diſſenters, very liberal encourage

ment in the proſecution of this work.. But the preſent is a produćtion

which it does not require erudition to find fault with or amend. There

is ſcarcely any individual but may ſuggeſt improvements, or give uſe

ful information, on ſome place which he knows: and every reader,

from the ſchool-boy to the man in years, who ſhall communicate

amendments, will confer an obligation on the author. * * *

All who may have the liberality thus to yield aſſiſtance to the work,

are requeſted particularly to give information on ſuch ſubjećts as the

following, or as an anſwer to any of theſe queries:–What is the place?

—What it's name?--In what diſtrict ſituated?—How many houſes or

people?—/What the ſoil 2–What the appearance of the ſurrounding

country?–By what production or manufacture are they enabled to

ſupport themſelves, pay taxes, &c.?—What curioſities have they or had

they, natural or ariificial?—lſ'hat particular#ſºft
eſtabliſhments of Infirmaries, Hoſpitals, Schools, Libraries, &c. 8–

lf'hat the ſituation of the place 2–0n hill or in vale; on what road or

highway; or on what river, bay, creek, or ſea 2–And what are it's

diſtance and bearingsſº other places &c. *—IWhat places already

mentioned in this work are ſo inſignificant, that they ought to be omit

ted?—And which are ſo important that they ought to form diſtinct pa

ragraphs 2

It may be neceſſary here to notice the improvements introduced into

all parts of the preſent edition, as the proprietors, encouraged by the

flattering reception with which the firſt edition was favoured, have ſpar

ed no exertion or expence to render this extenſive Gazetteer ſtill more

worthy of the public patronage. -

i º

In the execution of this taſk, and in order to render the following

ſheets as complete as the nature of the work will admit, the attention of

the publiſhers has been particularly direéted to the inſerting ſuch omiſ:

' ſons, and correcting ſuch errors, as muſt have unavoidably eſcaped

the author, in compiling ſo laborious a work.

In the firſt edition, no notice was taken of a ſubjećt affording much

uſeful and neceſſary information, although a heavy national calamity,
WAZ
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viz. War; nor of the fatts and circumſtances relating to it; military

and naval eſtabliſhments, fortifications, battles, ſieges, and other re

markable operations and events, by which the moſt important changes

are produced in the political ſtate of nations.

In the deſcription of a conſiderable number of the principal em

pires and countries, the uſual diviſion of the regions (in common with

all our competitors) was erroneous; the geographical poſition, bear

ings, diſtances, &c. of places, were not laid down with uniform ac

curacy; nor was the leaſt attention paid to the markets and principal

fairs in the ſeveral counties of England and Wales. Many miſtakes

have alſo ariſen from the ſame words occurring frequently in various

parts, with different ſpellings, &c. &c. all which deficiencies and in

accuracies have, in this edition, been duly attended to and remedied;

the whole of this Gazetteer having been lately reviſed and corre&ted at

a very great expence, and with unremitting attention and aſſiduity.

Some confiderable improvements have likewiſe been introduced, by

adding to the compoſition of this work, a number of remarkable and

important places omitted in the late edition. The reader may alſo find

much new and intereſting information in the numerous additions oc

caſionally made to places already noticed, ſeveral of which will be

found to be conſiderably improved, if not written entirely new ; not

withſtanding which, the work, although conſiderably enlarged in

valuable and authentic nomenclature, is yet not enlarged in ſize and

price.

The inſertions made, include different topics of deſignation and de

ſcription, but chiefly relate to the curioſities of nature and art, na

tural produćtions, forms of government, military and naval affairs,

inland navigations, manufactures, magnificent public ºuildings, and

the remains of remarkable antiquities; with ſeveral original communi

cations addreſſed to the editor, pointing out ſources of informatica

and improvement, not often to be met with. -

Theſe additions the editor has been enabled to make, by omitting

the latitudes and longitudes of places apparently inſignificant, or whoſe

ſituations may be. aſcertained by a reference to other places ge

nerally known; by reducing and narrowing ſome accounts ather too

circumſtantial and minute, for an abridgment; and by expunging ſe

Veral articles of leſs eſſential importance, which, though not unworthy

of attention, leave little room for others that, on further conſidera.

tion, appear to be more uſeful and intereſting.

The editor, however, in flating the comparative improvements by

which he has added to the flock of knowledge contained in our Geo.

ſº Dićtionaries, does not thereby mean to aſſert, that he hās ſo

uly executed his plan, but that he himſelf can diſcover ſome faults

and imperfections, both in the work and it's execution. Much has,

- been
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been done, yet much remains undone, to improve and bring to perfec

tion the arduous taſk of compiling Gazetteers and Dićtionaries. It is

only by ſlow degrees, and long and perſevering exertions, continued

through a ſucceſſion of ſeveral centuries, that this comprehenſive ſub

jećt can be expećted to arrive at extenſive uſefulneſs; but, from the

mutability of things, it can never be brought to a ſtate of full perfe&tion.

The publiſhers, however, not preſuming to ſuggeſt that they have

completely ſucceeded in the execution of this undertaking, yet relying

on the candid deciſion of a diſcerning public, hope with ſome confi

dence, that the performance, now reſpe&tfully ſubmitted to their notice,

will be found amuſing and entertaining, as well as uſeful and inſtruc

tive to the GENERALITY of READERs; and they truſt it may claim

" the peculiar attention of the YouNg, and such as ARE Not ABLE

To PRocuRE LARGER works; for the uſe, indeed, of whom it is

principally deſigned and calculated. Thereader, whether ſcientificor leſs

informed, will be candid enough, it is preſumed, to excuſe ſmall miſ

takes, for the ſake of the pleaſure, ſatisfaëtion, and information, which

, it is natural to ſuppoſe, the highly intereſting objects contained in the

ſcience here treated of, will afford to his mind.

THE compiler of this work is unwilling to diſmiſs it, without mentioning a prac

tice which he uſed to adopt, as a geographical exerciſe for his ſchólars, when engag

ed in that pleaſing taſk, the tuition of youth, hoping that, if parents and teachers will

but try it, the ſcholars and children may derive from it a pleaſing and uſeful amuſe

ment. The method was, to propoſe an imaginary journey; ſuppoſe from Dublin to

Paris, to Rome, to Conſtantinople, to Jeruſalem, to Delhi, to Pekin, or to 'any

other place; or an imaginary voyage, direct or circuitous, or round the world, or

long or ſhort. In the firſt inſtance, from Dublin to Paris, it was propoſed to the

lower claſſes to deſcribe the eaſieſt courſe : theſe choſe, perhaps, that by water, from

the mouth of the Liffey, ſouthward through the Iriſh Channel, round the Land's End,

by the Iſles of Scilly, and eaſtward through the Engliſh Channel, to Havre-de-Grace;

at the mouth of the Seine; and thence, up the river, to the capital. Others adopted

a weſtern circuitous courſe, through the ſouth of Ireland, and acroſs the ſea to Nantz,

or Bourdeaux, on their way to Paris. Some took the poſt road, or a devious way,

through Wales and England, to Dover and Calais; and others, perhaps, choſe a route

through the north of Ireland, Scotland, acroſs the German Ocean, and through ſome

of the continental countries of Europe, in a SW. dire&tion, to Paris. In all theſe in

ſtances, they planned out their route by the maps, and related, in form of a letter,

what they thought the moſt entertaining in the deſcriptions of the places along the

way, which they found in the Gazetteer.

Though Geography be one of the moſt plain and fimple ſciences, being much eaſier

learnt than reading and writing, there are ſome parents who declare they know very

little of the ſubject; to theſe the following remark may be acceptable, as it may en

able them to lead their children on, as above-mentioned, in imaginary journeys, or

tours, round the earth, till they obtain, in this familiar way, a tolerable acquaint

ance with the different parts of our globe.

To conceive aright of the world, being repreſented in two circles on the map, th

are to obſerve, that each of them repreſents a hemiſphere, or oppoſite half of the globe;

if theſe circles were put back to back, faſtened at the edges all round; and ſwelled

up like a blown bladder, into a ſpherical form, it would give a repreſentation of

our earth; when, therefore, in marking any line on either of theſe circles, we get off

at one edge, we are immediately on the correſponding part of the other, and ſo, on

it, may purſue, or continue our track or way. Hence it will appear, that in de

ſcribing a track round the whole, earth, or glabr, on the map, we muſt, neceſſarily
croſs both the circles.

INTRODUCTORY



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

LAND AND WATER.

CONTINENT is a large tračt of land not ſeparated by the ſea; as En

rope, Afia, &c. An ocean is a vaſt collection of water not ſeparated by

land; as the Atlantic, Pacific, &c. A ſea is a ſmaller collection of water com.

municating with the ocean; as the Mediterranean, the Baltic,

An iſland is a tract of land ſurrounded by water; as Great Britain, Ireland,

&c. A lake is water ſurrounded by land; as the Lake of Geneva.

A cape, or promontory, is a projection or point of land running far into the

ſea; as the Cape of Good Hope. -

A peninſula is land almoſt ſurrounded with water; as the Morea. A gulf is

a part of the ſea almoſt ſurrounded with land; as the Gulf of Perſia.

An iſthmus is the narrow part of land which joins a peninſula to a continent,

or larger country; as the Iſththus of Suez. A ſtrait is a narrow channel which

affords a paſſage from one ſea to another; as the Straits of Gibraltar.

Definitions of Circles, &c.

Aſtronomers have conſidered the ſtarry heavens as a ſphere, with our earth in

the centre: this is the appearance they make to our ſenſes. They have divided

the celeſtial and terreſtrial ſpheres, by great and leſs circles: great circles are

thoſe which divide the ſphere equally; leſs circles are thoſe which divide it un

equally.

Great Circleſ. Leſ Circleſ.

The Ecliptic. Parallels of Latitude and Declination

The Equator. Tropics.

Circles of Longitude and Meridian. Polar Circles.

The Horizons. | Almicanters, or Parallels of Altitudes.

Azimuths. -

To imagine that the earth ſtands ſtill, and that the ſun riſes and falls, is a

falſe idea, however conſonant to the perception of our ſenſes, and as romantic

as the notion that houſes, trees, &c. upon land are moving paſt us, when we

fail in a veſſel along the ſhore.

While our earth annually performs an orbit round the ſun, the latter appears

to deſcribe a circle, in the heavens, and we ſeem to ſtand ſtill; this circle is

called the ecliptic. The zodiac is the ſame imaginary kind of circle, but ex

tended to a confiderable breadth on each fide of the ecliptic, including the paths

of all the planets.

The ancients divide the Zodiac into 12 parts, and imagined or contrived

tertain figns in each diviſion. Their names and charaćters are, as follow:

Northern Signs. Southern Signi.

T Aries. = Libra.

8 Taurus. ml Scorpio.

II Gemini. 1 Sagittarius.

gº Cancer. | w? Capricornus.

Q. Leo. : Aquarius.

Up Virgo. - × Piſces.

The equator divides the ſphere into the northern and ſouthern hemiſpheres.

The latitude of a place upon earth, and the declination of a heavenly object,

as a ſtar or planet, are their diſtances from the equator. The tropics are pa.

rallels of latitude or declination, near 234 degrees from the equator: the tro

Fic, bound the ecliptic in the heavens, and on carth, the torrid zone. º:
Fo



viii INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

polar circles are the ſame diſtance from the poles, as the tropics are from the

equator. On earth, the temperate zones lie between the polar circles and tro

ºpics, the frigid zones lie within the polar circles.

Meridians are indefinite in number; their planes interſect that of the equator

at right angles.

The longitude of a place upon earth, and the right aſcenfien of a heavenly

objećt, are their diſtances from a certain meridian. Circles of longitude in the

heavens are indefinite in number; their planes interſe& that of the ecliptic at

right angles. The latitude of any heavenly object is it's diſtance from the

ecliptic; the longitude it's diſtance from that circle of longitude, which paſſes

through the firſt point of Aries.

The horizon is that circle which bounds out fight, or it is the termination of

what is viſible to us of the ſky, when on the ſea, or an extenſive level plane.

- Soi. A R SYSTEM.

The names and chara&ers by which aſtronomers expreſs the planets are as

follow, in order from the ſun:

§ 2 6B 3. *t 72 H

Mercury. Venus. Earth. Mars. Jupiter. Saturn. Herſchel.

The planets are attraćted by the ſun, and would be drawn into it, and con

ſumed, were it not from an impulſe they have received, which tends to throw.

them off in a right line; by the combination of theſe two forces, (the centri

petal, or centre-ſeeking, and the centrifugal, or centre-fleeing) they are pre
ferved in their orbits. - -

The three outer planets have each of them ſeveral ſatellites, or moons, ac

companying them. The comets of our ſyſtem are ſuppoſed to be 21 in num

ber, they are found to be under the ſame laws with the planets, but their orbits

are very eccentric.

• *- --

(ºr An idea of a place, or it's fituation, may ſometimes be formed from it's

name. In England, borough, bury, berry, burgh, or brough, as alſo caſter, cheſter,

ceafter, and chafter, at the end of the name of a place, ſhew it to have been a

town or fortified place. Chip, cheap, chipping, in the names of places, implies,

a market; combe, a valley between two hills; and comb in the end, or comp in

the beginning of names, a low ſituation. Minſler, is a contraćtion of monaſtery.

Mouth expreſſes the ſituation where a river falls into the ſea, or other water;

and mºſ, a promontory which runs into the water in a form reſembling a noſe.

Thorp, throp, threp, trºp, and trop, all ſignify a village; and wold, whether fingly

or jointly, ſignifies a plain open country, or hills without a wood.

In Ireland, ard ſignifies high ; ath, water; bally, a town, and clon, a retire

ment. Dun and rath imply a fort. Innis ſignifies an iſland; kil, a church;

knock, a hill; lit, an incloſure; lough, a lake; and magh, a field.

THE
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A A L

A* rivers of Courland, Germany,

Swiſſerland, Flanders, and France.

tº Aa in the Daniſh language, Ea in the

Saxon, and Eau, in the French ſignify wa

ter.

AAch, a ſmall town of Nellenburgh

in Suabia, near a river of the ſame name

which falls into the Lake of Zell. It is

ſubject to Auſtria, and ſeated on an emi

nence between the Danube and the Lake of

Conſtance. Lat 47.45. N. lon. 9. o. E.

AAGGil Doggii, a mountain of Ama

ſa, over which the caravans paſs, in their

Fº between Conſtantinople and Iſpa

an.

AAG-Holm, a ſmall iſland of Nor

way

the ſame name, in Weſtphalia, is fituated

near the ſource of the Aa. Lat. 48. 13. N.

lon. 7. 22. E. -

AAIN_Charin, a village near Jeruſa

lem, ſaid to be the place where Zacha

rias lived; it is yet frequented by pil

grims, and near it there is a convent, a

large elegant building, with a handſome

cupola, under which is a remarkably fine

moſaic pavement; the altar, which is a

very ſplendid one, encompaſſed with mar

ble ſteps, is ſaid to be built on the very

ſpot where John the Baptiſt was born.

AAkiak, a diſtrićt of N. Jutland, in

Denmark.

AAkirke, a town, in the iſland of

Bornholm, the ſeat of the civil court and

ſynod.

. AALBERG, or AAlburg, a biſhop

rick in Jutland, Denmark; has for it's

capital -

Aalboko, (that is, eel-town, from the

number of eels taken there) an old, large

AAhus, a ſmall town, in a county of .

A A R.

and populous city, and, next to Copenha

gen, the richeſt and beſt in Denmark. It

has an exchange, and a harbour deep and

ſecure, but rather dangerous in the en

trance. It carries on a confiderable trade

in herrings and corn, and a manufactory

of ſaddles and gloves. Lat. 57. 18. N.

lon. 10.-16. E.

AALAST, or Aelst.

AALEN. See AULEN.

AALHEIDE, a large heath in Jutland.

AAMA, a province of Barbary, 15 days

journey from Tunis. The entrance to it

is very dangerous, being very long and

narrow, among quickſands and rivers, ſo

covered with duſt, that they appear like

one continued plain.

AAN SiRe, a ſmall iſland of Norway.

AAR, rivers in Germany and Swiſſer

land, and an iſland in the Baltic, contain

ing ſeveral villages but no town.

AARAck, a city of Hira, in Perfia.

AARAsso, an ancient city of Aſia Mi

nor, mentioned by Strabo, but at preſent

only a village.

AARAw, a town and bailiwick in Bern,

where the diets of the proteſtant cantons

are held. In theſe aſſemblies, the deputies

and their ſervants, beingalicitizens, dine in

the ſame hall. Their townhouſe is built

of the ruins of the caſtle, which the inha

bitants of Aaraw entirely demoliſhed,when

the Swiſs ſhook off the yoke of Auſtria.

Lat. 47. zo. N. lon. 8. Io. E. º

AAR BERG, or AARBURG. See AR

B ER G.

AARDALswerk, or SEMDALsweRK,

a copper-work, now diſuſed, in the pariſh

of Leyrdal, in Norway.

AARhuus, a dioceſe of N. Jutland,

Denmark; has for it's capital

AARHUus,

See ALosT.
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AARH U US,an open,large,and populous

city, with two market-places, an hoſpital,

univerſity, cathedral, and other public

buildings. It lies low, on a beautiful

plain, between the ſea and an inland lake;

fºom which laſt the water is conveyed, by

means of a pretty broad canal, through

the town. The harbour at the mouth of

this canal or river, is very ſafe and com

modious, but hardly of ſufficient depth

and extent for the trade of the place.

Lat. 55. 6. N. lon. 1 o.o. E.

AAR's Eo, or ARzeo, a town of Al

giers, near the mouth of the river Mina,

which trades to Guinea, Numidia, and o

ther places. Lat. 36.5o. N. lon. 2. 1 o. E.

AAR's HERRed, a diſtrićt of N. Jut

land in Denmark, containing 14 pariſhes.

AAstRup, a diſtrićt of Aalberg and

N. Jutland, to which belong the Herreds

of Wemneborg, with 12 pariſhes, and

Jerlef, with the like number. -

AAsuM HERRed, a diſtrićt of Ny

borg in Funen, containing 11 pariſhes.

AAttic, a village in Aatter, a diſtrict

of Arabia Felix.

ABA, a lofty mountain of Great Ar

menia, part of Mount Taurus; the ri

vers Euphrates and Araxes have their riſe

here; alſo a city of the ancient kingdom

of Phocis in Greece, whoſe inhabitants

were named Abantes.

ABABA, the modern name of the Pe

neus, a river of Theſſaly, in Greece.

ABAcA, one of the Philippine Iſlands.

ABAcENA, the ancient name of a city

and country of Sicily.

ABAch, or WELTENBURG, a town of

Bavaria, ſituated on the Danube, having

excellent ſprings of mineral waters, which

are much frequented. Lat. 48. 53. N.

lon. 11. 59. E.

ABA coa, one of the Lucaya or Baha

ma Iſlands. See PRovid ENce.

AsAcoore, a mountain of Arabia

Felix.

ABAD AN, a town at the mouth of the

Tigris.

ABAfede, a mountain in Egypt, the

reſidence, in antiquity, of the Egyptian

Magi; it was much revered by the Ro

mans on their obtaining it, and was after

wards inhabited by chriſtian devotees,who

lived in caves dug out of the rock.

ABAKAN, a river falling into the Je

meſei, near it's ſource in Aſiatic Ruſſia,

near which ſtands the town of Abakanſkoi."

lat. 53. 5. N. lon. 94-5. E.

A BALAskoi, a town of Siberia, nearTo

bolſk, frequented by pilgrims, on account

of a ſtatue, called the image of the Virgin

Mary. Lat. 58, 11. N. lon, 68. 20. E.

*

º *

ABALA, a city of the tribe of Judah;

alſo a town of the Troglodytes in Africa,
near the Red Sea.

AbAllo. See AvALLon.

ABANo, a town of Padua in Italy,

much frequented on account of it's warm

baths. Lat. 45. 30. N. lon. 10.47. E.

ABARANER, a city of Turcomania, in

Aſia, ſaid to contain about 3oo Chriſtian

families. Lat. 39. o. N. lon. 63.59. E.

ABARGALE, a country ofAšš.
ABARIM, or ABARAIM, a chain of

mountains encompaſſing Paleſtine.

ABASA, a ſmall town of Romania, in

which are an elegant moſque and a ſpacious

kane or inn. It is 12 miles from Adriano.

ple, on the road to Conſtantinople. Lat.

42.8. N. lon. 26.35. E. -

ABAssia, the modern name of a king

dom in Upper Ehiopia; it comprehends

the provinces of Bagemeder, Gojam, Wa

leka, Shewa, &c. and is very mountain

ous; in ſome parts the rocks are ſo ſteep,

that men and cattle are craned up by help

of ropes and ladders, yet on the tops of

theſe there are woods, meadows, and fiſh

ponds.

AbAtos, an iſland of Egypt, in the

Lake Moeris. It was famous for being

the Sepulchre of Ofiris, and for producing

the papyrus, of which the ancients made

their paper.

ABAwiwar, a country in Upper Hun

gary. -

ABASKAJA, a town on the river Iſ

chim in Siberia. Lat. 50. Io. N. lon.

69. 5. E.

Abbas Comb, a pariſh in Somerſet

ſhire. Abbaſton, or Abberffon, Hamp
ſhire.

ABB.E.Fiord, a ſea-port of Norway.

Abberlough, a lake in Argyleſhire.

Abberton, near Lexden, Eſſex. Abberton,

near Perſhore, 7 miles from Worceſter,

noted for it's mineral water. Abberwick,

near Alnwick, Northumberland. Ab

benhall, 12 miles from Glouceſter, and 3

from Newnham. It is noted for a ſpring of

water very efficacious in the cure of cu

talleotis eruptions.

ABBEvil Le, a town in the department

of Somme in France, about 15 miles from

the Engliſh Channel, ſeated in a pleaſant

valley. It is famous for its manufacture

of ſoaps, woollen and limen cloths, and

carries on an extenſive trade by means of

the river Somme, which runs through it,

and in which the tide riſes 6 feet. It is

52 miles S. of Calais, and 8oN. by W.

of Paris. Lat. 5o. 7. N. lon. 1. 55. E.

* Abbey Boyle, a town in Roſcom

mon, Connaught, is ſituated on the river

Buelle,

-
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Buelle,overwhichthere arez ſtonebridges.

It is 22 miles N. of Roſcommon, 32

NW. of Athlone, and 84 from Dublin.

Lat. 53.56 N. lon. 8. 32. W.

Abbey. Feale, a ſmall town in Limerick.

ABBEY-Holme, a town in Cumber

land, ſo called from an abbey built there

by David king of Scots. It is 16 miles

S.W. of Carliſle. Lat. 54. 53. N. lon.

3. 29. W.

Abbey-Manor, Berkſ. 3 miles from

Wantage.

Abbey-M1Lton, or Middleton, an

ancient little town in Dorſetſhire, 12

miles NE. of Dorcheſter. Lat. 50. 51. N.

lon. 2. 24. W.

Abbey-Knockmoy, a town in Galway,

Connaught. Abbey Mahon, in Cork,

Munſter. Abbey-Odorney, in Kerry, Mun

ſter; near the river #. 141 miles

from Dublin. Abbey-Shrule, in Longford,
Leinſter.

ABBIANY, a town on the coaſt of Gui

nea.

Abbington, near Northampton. Abbing

ton, near Royſton, Cambridgeſhire. Ab

bington, Magna and Parva, near Linton

and Bournbridge, Cambridgeſhire. Ab.

born, or Awburn-Chapel, on the E. coaſt

of Yorkſhire, 10 miles from Flamborough.

Abbotſ, or Ape-wood. Caſtle, in Stafford

ſhire, fituated on alofty round promontory,

and a ſteep ridge . hills, extending a

mile in length, ſuppoſed to have been one
continued fortification of the ancient Bri

tons. It is in the pariſh of Seiſdon, and 7

miles from Wolverhampton. Abbots-Anne,

near Andover, Hampſhire.

4bbots-Beckington, on the river Tow

ridge, Devonſhire.

ABBots-BRom LEY, PAGETs-BroM

iFY, or Broxſley-ABBEY, a town in

Staffordſhire, 6 miles E. of Stafford, and

* 29 NW. of London. Lat. 52. So, N.

lon: 1. 53. W. Market on Tueſday.

ABBotsBURY, a town of Dorſetſhire,

where there is a very large ſwannery.

The town conſiſts of 3 ſtreets in the form

of the letter Y. It's chief trade is fiſh

ing. It is 10 miles S.W. of Dorcheſter,

and 127 W. by S. of London. Lat. 50.

38. N. lon. 2.42. W. Market on Thurſ.

Abbot/tury, near Barley, Hertf. Abbot's-

Carſwell, Devon. Abbot's-Crome, Worc.

Abbot's Fee-Tything, near Shirborn, Dor

fet. Abbotſbam, near Biddeford, Devon.

Abºot's Langley, near Barkway, Hertf.

4%at'ſ-Leigh, or Iſle, near II.minſter, So

merſetſ. 4%oſley, near St. Neot's, Huntſ.

Abbot's Mor, ton, Worceſt. Abbotſfock, De

von. Aobotſfoke, near Beminſter, Dorſet.

dºſſom, or Affon, near Kingſwood,

Glou. called alſo Hyke, from a winding

brook that runs by it, Abbotſion, near

Syſton, Glou. Abbotſon, Wilts. Abbot/?on,

Hampſhire, near Alresford. Abbotſroot,

Dorſet. near Winborn Minſter. Abbotſ.

wood, Worceſt. 4 miles N.W. of Per

ſhore. Abbotſworthy, Hamp. near Alreſ

ford. Abb's court, in Walton, Surry.

ABB's. HEAD, a promontory in Ber

wickſhire, forming the ſouthern extremity

of the Frith of Forth. Lat. 55. 55. N.

lon. 1.56. W. .

Abby-Forgate, Salop. near Shrewſbury.

Abby Gate, Leiceſt. Abby-Green, near

Bellingham, Northumberland.

ABCAssIA, ABAscIA, or ABKHAs, a

ſubdiviſion of Georgia, in Aſia. The

Abcaſſes are very barbarous, ſeizing and

ſelling one another, for ſlaves, to Turks,

Perſians, or Tartars.

Abclick, near Ilminſter, Somerſetſ. A5

cot, near Purſlow, Shropſhire.

AbcoUD E, a village, about 9 miles

from Amſterdam, on the road to Utrecht.

AbdERA was anciently one of the moſt

celebrated cities in Thrace. It is now

called Polyſtillo, and is but a ſmall town

of Romania in European Turkey.

Abdan, near Munſlow, Shropſhire.

ABDou A, a town of Pleſkof, in W.
Mulcovy. w

AED UA, or ADD UA, a river of Lom

bardy.

ABELLA, anciently a town of Campa

nia; now Avello, in Naples.

Abenhall. See Abbenhall.

A BE Now, a mountain of Suabia, in

Germany, 23 miles from Friburg. It is

the ſource of the Danube, and gives name

to a chain of mountains, extending from

the Rhine to the Neckar, and from the Fo

reſt-Towns to the city of Thorſheim.

ABENRADE, a mountainous diſtrićt of

Slewick; it has for it's capital

ABE NRADE, or APENRADE, a flouriſh

ing town, on a ſpacious bay, with a good

harbour, where they build large ſhips

Lat. 55.6. N. lon. 9. 14. E.

ABENSBURG, a town of Bavaria, on

the river Abens, near the Danube, 15

miles S.W. of Ratiſbon. Lat. 48.46. N.

lon. 11.55. E.

Aberath, a pariſh of Cardiganſhire.

ABE RAvon, (i. e. mouth of the A

von) a town of Glamorganſ. 19 miles

S.W. of Cowbridge, and 194 W. of Lon

don. Lat. 51. 35. N. lon. 3.48. W.

ABERBRothwick, a town in the ſhire

of Forfar or Angus, having a pretty good

harbour, advantageouſly fituated for trade,

and a mineral water much reſorted to. It

is 15 miles NE. of St. Andrews, and 4o

B 2. NNE.
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NNE. of Edinburgh. Lat. 56.36. N.

lon, 2. 39 W.

ABERconway, a town of Carnarvon

fhire, pleaſanly ſituated on the river Con

way. It has a good harbour, and former

ly carried on a conſiderable trade in corn.

In the burying ground appears the follow

ing remarkable inſcription : “Here lieth

the body of Nicholas IHooker, of Conway,

gent. who was the one and fortieth child

of his father William Hooker, Eſq. by

Alice his wife, and the father of 27 child

ren. He died 20th of March, 1637.”

Aberconway is 18 miles WNW. of Den

bigh, so from Bangor, and 235 WNW.

of London. Lat. 53.20. N. lon. 4. 1. W.

Market on Friday.

ABERco RN, a town of W. Lothian,

near the Frith of Forth; here began the

Roman wall, ſaid to have been buil, by

Severus,which ran W. acroſs the country,

to the Frith of Clyde.

ABERco RN, a ſmall town of Georgia,

in N. America, 13 miles N.W. cf Savan

nah.

A'erdaron, a bay, and a pariſh of Car

digºnin, re.

*AB R DEEN, the capital of Aberdeen

(hire, is the third city in Scotland for

trade and ex ent. It is formed of the old

and new towns; the former on the Don,

over which there is a lotry bridge of one

arch; the lºtter on the Dee, over which

there is a bridge of ſeven arches. In the

bay there is good anchoning, a harbour in

each river, and ſalmon in all. The ſitua

tion is hilly; it has a ſpa and baths. It's

univerſity has produced many learned men.

The manufactures are ſtockings, cottons,

&c. and beſides the coaſting trade, veſſels

are ſent hence to France, Spain, Portugal,

and the northern ſtates of Europe; the

inhabitants are eſtimated at zo,ooo.

Aberdeen is 84 miles NE. of Edinburgh.

* Lat. 57. 6. N. lon. 1.5o. W. .

ABER DE ENSH 1 RE,a county of Scotland,

contaming the d"trićts of Mar, Garioch,

Strathbogie, and the greater part of Bu

chan. It’s length, from NE. to SW. is

about 80 miles; it's breadth nearly 30.

It is bounded on the W. by Inverneſshire;

on the NW. by Banffſhire and the river

Deveron; on the N. and N.E. by the Ger

man Ocean, and on the S. by the counties

of Kincardine, Angus, and Perth. There

is much excellent paſture in the high parts;

and the level tract, Strathbogie, contains

many well-cultivated fields. -

AB E RDo U R, a town in Fifeſhire, on

the Frith of Forth, about 10 miles from

Edinburgh.

49ersiowe, a pariſh in Radrorſhire.
-

Aberecke, in Carnarvonſhire.

ABERfor D, or Abe RForth, a town

in the W. riding of Yorkſhire, ſtanding on

the great Roman cauſeway which, between

this and Caſtleforth, ſeems entire, though

nearly 1820 years old. It is 16 miles SW.

of York, and 184 NNW. of London.

Lat. 53.5o. N. lon. 1. 21. W. Market

on Wedneſday. -

Aberf Raw, a village of Angleſey.

* AB = R G A v ENNY, a well-built town in

Monmouthſhire, containing about 500

houſes. It is 16 miles W. of Monmouth,

and 143 W. by N. from London. Lat.

51. 50. N. lon. 3. 5. W. Markets on

Tueſday and Friday.

A'ergely, a village of Denbighſhire.

Aberguily, or Abergerlech, in Carmar
thenſhire.

*ABER1stwyth, a town of Cardigan

ſhire, on the river Riddal, near it’s conflu

ence with the Iſtwith, where it falls into

the ſea. It's principal trade is in lead

and fiſh. It is 30 miles NE. of Cardigan,

and 203 WNW. of London. Lat. 52.

25. N. lon. 4. o. W. Market on Mon.

A'erlady, a village in E. Lothian.

Aberlezino, in the ſhire of Angus.

Aºerley, Aburley, or Abbotſiey, Worc.

Aberlour, in the ſhire of Elgin.

ABERNETHY, a town on the river

Spey, in Murrayſhire, near which was

erected a famous monument, called Mac

duff's croſs; where if any, within the

ninth degree to Macduff, fled, for man

ſlaughter, he was pardoned, on paying a

few head of cattle, by way of fine.

ABERNETHY, a town of Perthſhire, on

the Tay, formerly the ſeat of the Pićtiſh

kings. -

ABER's PERG. See ABENSBURG.

Abertannot, Shropſhire, near Oſweſtry.

Aberwoon, Glamorganſ, near Swanſey.

Abeſey, Hampſ. between Ringwood and

Fordingbridge, Abetone, Staif. near Tot

manſlow. -

ABE., a country of Africa, S. of

Egypt, bordering on the Red-Sea. It is

about soo miles long and 1 oo broad;

abounds with wild beaſts, and is very ſan

dy, dry, and barren. It's inhabitants

arc Mahometans.

ABHER, HABAR, or Ether, a city of

Perſian.Irak, or ancient Parthia, with a

ſmall river of the ſame name running

through the middle of it, which renders its

ſituation pleaſant. It's moſques, bazars,

inns, &c. are elegant, and their gardens are

of immenſe extent. It contains 250c

houſes, and is governed by a Deroga. Lat.

36. 14. N. lon. 50. 59. E.

AB1Ap, a town on the coaſt of Abex,

- ſeated

-
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ſtated on a high mountain, remarkable for

it's trade in ebony and aromatic plants.

ABIGRAsso, a little town of Milan,

ſeated on a canal. Lat. 45. zo. N. len.

9. 24. E. -

* ABIN GDon, or AB1Ncton, a well

built town of Berkſhire, on the Thanies.

They make great quantities of malt here,

which, with other commodities, they ſend

to London in barges. In the time of the

Britons, it was the ſeat of their kings; and

afterwards, in the Saxon heptarchy, the

place of ſeveral ſynods. It is 7 miles S. of

Oxford, and 56 W. of London. Lat. 51.

43. N. lon. 1. 12. W. Markets on Mon

day and Friday.

ABINGTos, a pretty town of Philadel

phia county, in#. alſo a ſmall

town in Ireland, 7 miles E. of Limerick,

and 91 miles from Dublin.

Abinger, Surry, near Darking. Abing

‘worth, Surry, near Godalming and Stoke.

AB1UL, a town of Beira, containing

13oo inhabitants. Lat. 40. zo. N. lon. 7.

ro. W.

AbkhAs, one of the ſeven nations, in

the countries comprehended between the

Black Sea and the Caſpian. It's capital

is Anakopir, tributary to the Turks.

Abkettleby, a pariſh of Leiceſtel ſhire.

AELAY, a country of Tartary, ſubjećt

to the Ruffians, but their chief is a Cal

muc prince. Lat. from 51 to 54. N.

lon. from 72. to 83. E.

Allench, Worcett. near Flanbury. Ab

lington, Glouceſt. near Fairford. Abling

ton, Wilts. 4 miles from Ambreſbury.

4tled: Court, near Glouceſter, on the

Severn.

Aeloe, a town of Little Tartary, be

tween 'he river Dnieper and the Black

Sea. Lat. 46. zo. N. lon. 33. 15. E.

ABN Akis, a jribe of Indians between

Canada and New England, who diſlike

labour, and preſer hunting and fiſhing to
tillage. - r

Abney, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Aeo, a diſtrićt and a ſea-poit, the ca

pital of Swediſh Finland; it is ſituated at

the mouth of the Aurojoki, near the point

where the gulfs of Finland and Bothnia

unite. The neighbouring country is

mountainous; the own is pretty well

built, but the houſes are generally of

wood, painted red. In 1673, it was al

moſt conſumed by a fire. Here is an uni

verſity, with a botanic garden. The in

habitants expert linen, corn, flax, and

iron. Abo is 140 miles NE. of Stock

holin. Lat. 6o. 27. N. lon. 22. 18. E.

Abo-Flot, or Abo-Hus, in Fin

land.

Aboary or Aboera, Abockoz, and

ABon EP, trasts of Guinea, pretty rich in

gold.

ApoIM DE No CRE v. A. A CoATO, a

diſtrict of Entre Duero e Minho, in Por

tugal.

ABo RAM, a ſmall iſland in the Medi

terrane in, near the coaſt of Morºcco,

whoſe inhabitants live chiefly by fiſhing.

Alornoſ, Suſſex, near Arundel. Abor

rows, Cornwall, near Heiſton Downs.

ABouillo NA, a lake, with a town and

iſland, near Mount Olvimpºs, in Nº'olua.

AbouTI', E, A BUTis H or ABo HIB 8,

a town in Upper Exypt, famous for the

beſt opium in all the Levant.

ABRAHAM's DoRF, a pºpulo's little

town in Hungary. Lat. 46. 20. N.

lon. 19 so. E.

Aºram, Lancaſhire, near Leigh.

ABRAN res, a town of Portugal, in

Eſtremadura, on the Tajo. It’s inhabit

ants are eſtimated at 35,ooo; it has four

convents, an alms-houſe, and an hoſpital.

Lat. 39. 13. N. lon. 8. o. W.

ABREI Ro, a diſtrict, and a town of

Tra-los. montes, in Portugal. Lat. 41.

20. N. lon. 7. 1 o. W.

ABRENNER, a town and conical moun

tain of Turcoinania, where there are me

dicinal ſprings.

ABRETTIN1, a people of ancient

Myſia. -

Airey Hat, b, Eſſex, near Rumford.

Atridge, Eſſex, near Lambourn. Abright

led, near Sarewſbury. Abriſker, Breck

nockſhire. Abroke, Surry, near Cobham.

ABRojos, or BAxos DE BABU ca, a

bank with ſeveral ſmall iſlands and rocks

to the E. of Turks-iſland, in the Weſt

Indies. Lat. 21. 5. N. lon. 69.40 W.

ABRolHos, a promontory and dange

rous ſhoals, on, and Rear, the coaſt of

Brazil. -

ABRUG BANYA, a well-inhabited town

of Tranylvani', on the river Ompay;

near which here are mines of gold and

ſilver, and the mine-court is held there.

Lat. 46.52. N. lon. 23. 24. E.

Abruzzo, a province of N ples. It

has the Apennine and other mountains

running through it, which are continually

covered with ſnow, and the woods abound

with wolves and bears; but it is fertile

in corn, rice, fruit, and ſaff on.

Abſcourt, Surry, near Walton upon

Thames. Aſheals, Northumb. near Mor

peth. A ſhot. Hump. near Tichfield.
ABspe R G, a ſmall town in Suabia.

ABs reisen, a bailiwick and village of

Pruſſia, in a mountainous and pleaiant

country, ſo fertile in corn and cattle, that

it is cºlled the ſtorehouſe of Lithuania.

Afthorpe, and Ayiorne, Nottingh,

B 3 4fox,
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Afton and Wick, Glouceſ. 7 miles from

Briſtol, on the road to London.

Abton, Shropſ. near Wenlock.

Abury, or Aubery, Wiltſ. near Marlbo

rough-Downs, noted for the ſtupendous

remains of a druidical temple, like Stone

henge, on Saliſbury-plain. Aly, Lincolnſ.
near Alford.

ABYDos, an ancient town and caſtle of

Aſia Minor, on the Dardanelles; alſo an

ancient city of Thebais in Egypt, now

quite reduced. Lat.40.16.N. lon. 27.36.E.

ABYo, one of the Philippine Iſlands.

Aynhall, Glouceſterſhire.

ABYssi N1A, called alſo Hicher E

Thiopia, and by the Arabians Alha

BASH, a very ancient kingdom or empire

in Africa. It is bounded on the N. by

Nubia, on the E. by the Red Sea and

Adel, on the S. and W. by Ajan, Alaba,

Gingiro and Goram; lies between 6 and

zo degrees N. lat. and between 26 and 44.

E. lon. It is about 900 miles long and

8oo broad, and contains 378, ooo ſquare

miles. The mountains are very high here,

and ſcattered all over the country; in ſome

parts they are ſo ſteep, that the inhabit

ants aſcend them by ladders, and draw up

the cattle with ropes; among theſe the Nile

and the Niger have their ſource; and here,

as in Egypt, they have their periodical

inundations, which greatly fertilize the

plains. The thunder and lightning here

are ſometimes tremendous,and the winds no

leſs dreadful, overturning the houſes and

tearing up trees by the roots; and the rain

comes down like torrents. Their rainy

ſeaſon holds for near ſix months, during

our ſummer months, and is ſucceeded by

an equal period of cloudleſs ſky. Gold,

filver, and copper are found here, in their

mines; the vegetables are various; the

animals are the lion, leopard, elephant,

rhinoceros, dromedary, camei, ſtag, horſe,

cow, goat, ſheep, monkeys, &c.; with a

great variety of birds, as the oſtrich,

eagles, vultures, ſtorks, &c.; and in the

rivers there are found the crocodile and

hippopotamus. The complexions of the

inhabitants are copper-coloured, olive,

and black; their religion ſeems to be a

mixture of Judaiſm and the profeſſion of

the Greek church; their language is the

Ethiopic, which bears a great affinity to
the Arabic.

AcADIA, or ACADiE. See NovA

ScotiA and New BR UN swick.

AcAMBou, a kingdom of Guinea.

AcANIMINA, a coaſt town of Lower

Guinea. -

AcANNY, a country of Upper Guinea,

long famous for producing and trading in

f

gold, which is ſo pure, as to become pro

verbial, viz. ‘as pure as the gold of A

car ny; alſo a town or village of Guinea.

Lat. 8. 30. N. lon. o. 30. W.

AcApulco, in Mexico, an inconſi

derable town, unleſs at the annual fair,

which laſts about thirty days, when it be

comes a populous city, crowded with the

richeſt commodities of India, brought by

the Manilla galleon ; the treaſures of

Peru brought by the annual ſhip from

Lima, and all ſorts of European goods,

brought over land from Vera Cruz. It

was a galleon returning from hence to

Manilla, laden with ſilver, that our com

modore Anſon took in 1743. Acapulco

is ſeated on a bay in the South Sea, and

has a very commodious harbour. Lat.

17. 22. N. long. 1 oz. 20. W.

AcANTHINE, an iſland; and

AcANThon, a mountain of Ethiopia.

AcARADY, a country on the S. coaſt of

Guinea, remarkable for fine pure gold.

AcARIA, a town of S. America, in

Paraguay, built by the Jeſuits in 1624.

Lat. 26. o. S. lon. 51. 5. W.

AcARNANIA, anciently a part of Epi

rus in Greece, now CAR N1A; and A

cARNE, a town near Magneſia.

AcAron, a town of Paleſtine, called

Ekron in ſcripture, was famous for the

temple of Baalzebub.

Acaſier, Yorkſ, near Sherborn, in W.

Biding. Acºffer-Over, Yorkſ, near We

therly, E. Riding.

AccANY. See ACAN N.Y.

Acclam, Yorkſ. near Bugthorp, E. Rid

ing. Accle, Norf. between Norwich and

Yarmouth. Accleton, Shropſ. near Stot

teſden. Accrington, New and Old, Lanc.

in the pariſh of Whalley.

AceRENzA, AceRNo or Acie RNo,

and Ace RRA, towns in Naples.

AchA, a diſtrict of Sus, in Morocco."

Achaia, now Livadia, a province of

European Turkey, the moſt conſiderable

part of Greece. It contained the cities of

Athens, Thebes, Delphi, Pythia, &c.;

alſo the mounts Parnaſſus, Helicon, and

ſeveral other places celebrated in ancient

hiſtory.

AchArs, a town near the river Oxus

in Sogdiana, built by Alexander, and

called Heraclea; afterwards overthrown

and rebuilt by Antiochus, who gave it

the name of Achais. . -

AcHAM, or AssAM, an inland country

of Aſia, lying between Hindooſtan and

China, and but little known to Euro

pcans. -

Achelous, a river (much celebrat

ed in antiquity) and AcHElov U, a

- biſhop's
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iſhop's ſee of Epirus, in Europ. Turkey.

AcHE EN, Ach EM, or AcHEN, the

capital of a kingdom of the ſame name,

in Sumatra; and the place where Engliſh

ſhips firſt arrived at, in ſailing to the E.

Indies. Chineſe and Europeans live there,

and exchange with the natives their differ

º wares for gold-duſt and elephants'

teeth. The houſes are built on poſts two

* feet above the ground, becauſe, in the

rainy ſeaſon, the city is ſo overflowed, that

they go from houſe to houſe in boats; their

Public buildings are, the king's palace and

the moſques. The Achaneſe are, in gene

ral, taller, ſtouter, and of darker complex

ion than the other Sumatrans; they are

more a&tive and induitrious ; they alſo,

diſcover more ſagacity and penetration,

and are accounted the moſt diſhoneſt and

flagitious people in all the eaſt. They are
Mahometans.

Achen or Acken, in Magdeburg,

Lower Saxony, is a ſmall town on the

Elbe, which has a citadel.

Acheron, a river of Albania, cele

brated in antiquity; and a lake in Naples,

the Tenthroſa Palus of Virgil.

Achiavel, a town of Caſſimere, Hin

dooſtan.

Achill Iſles, two iſlands in Clew-Bay,

on the coaſt of Mayo, Connaught.

AcHilleA, a peninſula in the Euxine

Sea, near the mouth of the Boryſthenes;

and Achill EoN, a town of Boſphorus,

whereanciently was the temple of Achilles.

Atlam, or Acklamn, a village 12 miles

from York, where the body of the em

peror Severus, who died at York, was

burnt to aſhes, agreeably to the cuſtom

of thoſe times.

AcHMETsted, a town of the Crimea.

AchombeNE, a town of L. Guinea.

4thonry, a village of Sligo.

Acholla, a city of Carthage, Africa.

AçHoncagua, a deep river of Chili.

Achurch, Northamp. near Oundle.

Achyr, a town of the Ukrain.

Acis, a river which riſes, at once in a

large ſtream, on Mount Etna, about a

mile from the ſea, to which it runs with

great rapidity. It's waters are of a noxi

ous quality.

ACITANI, an ancient people of Spain.

4&ld, Northumb. in Wooler.

Ackersusdt, a ſmall iſland of Nor

way.

4th), near Buckingham. Ackworth,

Yorkſ, near Pontefract. In this village,

the Society of theQuakers have a reſpect

: ſeminary, for their children of both
xes.

Aclamar, a lake in Turcomania.

4th, Glouc, near Cheltenham. Ady,

Durham, on the river Skern. Acliff, Dur

han, 5 miles from Biſhop Auckland.

AcMonia, a city of Dacia, on the

Danube, near Trajan's bridge. It lies

12 miles from Temeſwaer, and was built

by the emperor Severus. -

AcModes or AcModze, mentioned by

Pliny, ſuppoſed to be the Shetland Iſles.

4col, Kent, near Canterbury.

AcoMA, or Sr. Esrev AN D F Aco

MA, a town of Mexico, on a high moun

tain, which has a ſtrong caſtle, and is ca

Pital of a diſtrict. Lat. 35.'o. N. lon.

Joq. 15. W.

AcoMACK, a large county of Virginia.

4comb, Northumb. on the N. fºie of

Hexham. Acomb, a neat place near York.

AcoNA, a ſmall town in Lower Saxor.

4conbury, 3 miles from, Hereford.

contury, or Auconbury, Hunts.

Aco NF, a port and town; and Aco

Niš, a mountain of Bithynia, where the

Poiſonous herb Aconite grows in great

plenty- -

A cores, a village in Beira, Portugal.

Acouez, certain Indians in Canada.

Acous, a village in Oleron.

Acqs, a little town at the foot of the

Pyrenees, in the dept. of Arriege; and

Acqs, or Dax, a city on the river

Adour, in the dept. of Landes; both of

which places have hot waters or baths.

Acqua, a town in Tuſcany, noted

for waſ in baths. Lat. 43.45. N. lon.

12. Io. E.

Acqua-che FAvell'A, a celebrated

fountain of Calabria, in Italy. It is near

the mouth of the river Crata, and the

ruins are called Sibari Rovinata.

Acq9APEND ENTE, a large town of

Italy, in the pope's territories, ſeated on

a mountain near the river Paglia, ſo

called from it’s abounding with water.

Lat. 42.43. N. lon. 12. 17. E.

Acqua Ria, a town of Modena, re

markable for it's medicinal waters. Lat.

44. 24. N. lon. 11. 17. E.

Acqu ATAccio, formerly Almo, a

ſmall river near Rome, which fails into

the Tiber.

Acqua viv A, a ſmall town of Naples.

Acqui, a town of Montſerrat in Italy,

contiguous to the Apennines. It has loſt

much of it's ancient ſplendor and riches,

from it's inteſtine diſcords ; but is much

reſorted to on account of it's warm baths.

Lat. 44.42. N. lon. 3. 35. E.

AcRA, a town and territory on the

coaſt of Guinea, where the Engliſh,

Dutch, and Danes have built forts, and

each fort has it’s particular village,

AcRA or Ack E, a ſeaport of Paleſtine,

called in ſcripture Accho, and by the

B 4 Greeks

-wa
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Greeks Ptolemais; it underwent, in the

time of the cruſades, many fieges, as well

by the Chriſtians as Saracens. It was here

that our king Edward I. when prince, re

ceiving a wound from a poiſoned arrow,

was cured by his wife Eleanor, who ſuck

ed out the poiſon. The Armenians and

European merchants have their reſpect

ive places of worſhip here, and carry on a

pretty profitable trade with the Arabs.

Lat. 32. 3 o'. N. lon. 35. 24. E.

AcRA, an iſland in the Mediterranean,

on the coaſt of Barbary, forming a har

bour, where veſſels of the greateſt burthen

can lie in ſafety.

AcRon, or GREAT Acron, a kind

of republic, is an inland country, at ſome

diſtance from Acra. See ACRA.

AcRopolis, near Athens.

AcRote R1, a town in the iſland of

Santorin, in the ſea of Candia. Lat. 36.

25. N. lon. 25. 12. E.

Acryſe or Awkbridge, Kent. Aćion,.

Arinagh. Affon, Kent, in Charing.

Aéron, Staff. Aćion Beauchamp, 1o miles

from Worceſter.

Afon Burnell, Shropſ. 8 miles from

Shrewſbury. *

Aãon Eaſt, 6 miles; Aion-Heft, 7 miles

from London, both in Middleſex, on or

near the Oxford-road. Aſton-Grange,

Cheſhire, near the Merſey. Aćion, Che

fhire, near Northwich. Ažon, Cheſhire,

near Namptwich. Afon, Cumb. 8 miles

from Carliſle. Afton, near Northampton.

Afton, Shropſ. near Purſlow. Aćion,

Staff. between the Trent and Severn.

A&on-Higher, Glouc. near Wotton. Ac

ton Pigot, A:/on-Reynold, and Aéron Scot,

or on the Hill, Shropſ. Aéron-Iger, Glouc.

hamlet to Iron A&ton. Aeton-Truffel,

Staff. Aćion Turville, Glouc.

Acu Mo...o, a ſmall town of Naples.

Acwell, near Oxford.

AczUD, a little town of Moldavia.

Adair, an ancient little town 8 miles

from Limerick, and 1 oz from Dublin;

having a good bridge over the river

Maige, which is navigable for large boats.

From it's extenſive ruins of convents, &c.

it appears to have once been a place of

confiderable importance.

ADAK, a lake near the Caſpian Sea.

Adam's-Chapel, Dorſet, near Corfe

caſtle.

} ADAM's-PIKE, a high mount, in Cey
On. f

ADANA, a city of Cilicia or Natolia,

in Aſiatic Turkey, ſuppoſed to have been

ſo called from Elen, on account of it's

fine ſituation and fertile ſoil. It is ſeated

on the Choquer, 2.5 miles NE. from Tar

ſus. Lat. 37. 26. N. lon. 36. 12. E.

An ARETo N, an iſland in the Lake Van

Turcomania, having on it ſeveral villages,

and a monaſtery of Armenian monks.

ADASA, a city of Judea, where Judas

Maccabaeus overthrew and killed Nica

nor.

Adhafton, Staff. near Eccleſhall. Ad

ber, Som. 4 miles from Ilcheſter. Adhol

ton, Nottingh. near Bingham. Adcot,

Shropſ. near Shrewſbury.

ADDA, a little country of Milan, on the

Adda, a river of Swiſſerland and Italy,

falling into the Po.

Adde, Yorkſ. 5 miles from Otley. Ad

derley, Shropſ, near Drayton. Adderbury,

Oxf. 3 miles from Banbury. Addeſham,

Kent, 5 miles from Sandwich. Adding

ham, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Craven.

Addington, Surry, 3 miles from Croydon.

The lord of this manor, in the reign of

Henry HI. held it by this ſervice, viz. to

make the king a meſs of pottage at his

coronation; and ſo lately as the reſtora

tion of Charles II, this ſervice was order

ed by the court of claims, and accepted of

by the king at his table. .

Addington, Magna and Parva, Nor

thamp. two diſtinct pariſhes near Higham

Ferrers. Addington, Bucks. near Win

ſlow. Addle, Yorkſ, near Leeds. Addle

ſton, Surry, near Chertſey. Addleſthorp,

Glou. near Stow on the Would. Addleſ.

thorp, Linc. . ar Spilſby. Addleftock or

Addęſtock, Bucks. -

ADE BETH, an iſland in the Nile, in

Lower Egypt, containing-many villages

and ſtately buildings, which yet can hardly

be ſeen from the river, on account of the

luxuriant foliage of the ſurrounding lofty

trees.

ADE1, a fruitful province of Africa,

called alſo Zeilah, from its capital town.

It ſtretches along the S. coaſt of the Strait

of Babelmandel, near to the Red Sea. It

was formerly a part of Abyſſinia, but is

now ſubject to the Turks and Portu

gueſe.

ADELFors, a gold mine of Smaland,

in Sweden, diſcovered in 1738.

ADEN, formerly a rich and populous

city, on the SW. coaſt of Arabia Felix;

but much-reduced ſince it’s vaſt trade has

been removed to Mocha. Lat. 13. Io. N.

lon. 46. 30. E.

Adenburg, near Nottingham.

ADENB U Ro or A I. DE NE U R G, a town

of Weſtphalia, ſubjećt to the Eleºlor Pa

latine, 12 miles NE. of Cologne. Lat.

51. 2. N. lon. 7. 16. E.

ADERBIGAN. See Ain EP BEzAN.

ADERBURG, a town of Germany, in

Pruſſian Pomerania, 9 miles N.W. or

Stettin. - -

ADER so,
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- At ERNo, a ſmall town in Sicily, at

the foot of Mount Etna, watered by a

river of it's own name.

Adeſham, Dorſetſ. in Broad Windſor.

ADJAzzo. See AJAccio.

ADIGE, a river of Lombardy.

ADIRBEITzAN. See AIDER BEZAN.

ADIs, anciently a city near Carthage.

Adiſham, or Addeſham, Kent. Ading

feet, Yorkſh. W. Riding, between the

Trent and Ouſe.

Adlesbu Rc, a remarkable cavern in

Carniola; the paſſages in which are of

ſome miles extent; form the top, ſparri

cles, and along the ſides, a ſort of pillars,

with various groteſque figures, have been

formed by the exſudations of the petrify

ing fluid.

Adlington, Cheſh. near Preſbury. Ad

lington, Lanc. near Eccleſton. Admaſton,

Shropſ. near Wellington. Admaſion,

Staff. near Paget's-Bromley. Admington,

Glou. near Campden.

ADMIRALTY Islands, a cluſter of

iſlands to the N.of New Britain,and nearly

in a parallel W. from New Ireland. They

are between 20 and 30 in number, of con

fiderable extent, and exceedingly fertile.

The inhabitants are a fierce intračtable

people, going quite naked, except that

they have ſhells on their legs and arms,

by way of ornament. They are of a dark

copper colour, nearly black, with woolly

heads, which they profuſely powder; they

alſo paint their cheeks with white ſtreaks.

Lat. about 2. S. and lon, from 146. to

152. E.

Adney, Shropſ. 3 miles S.W. of New
rt.

"Koorn Fºotnice, sensor, a

filver mine in Sweden.

ADoNE, a village of Stuhl-Weiſſen

burg, Hungary.

Adour, a river in the dept. of Gers.

ADRA, a ſea-port of Granada.

Adragoal, in Bantry Bay, Cork.

ADRIA, a town of Venice, which gives

name to the Adriatic Gulf.

ADR1ANo-A-SIERRA, a chain of moun

tains of Biſcay in Spain. There is a road

over them to Aalba and Old Caſtile,

which at it’s beginning is a dark path of

fifty paces cut through a rock, and then

leads over the |...} of the Pyrenees.

ADRIANople, in Romania, the ſecond

city in the Turkiſh empire. . It is plea

ſantly ſituated on a beautiful plain, and

watered with three rivers, one of which is

navigable. The public buildings are the

moſques, and a beautiful bazar or ex

change, which is an arched building, half

a mile long, containing great numbers of

rich ſhops, kept by Turks, Greeks, Ar

menians, and Jews. It is 115 miles

N.W. of Conſtantinople. Lat, 41. 45.

N. lon. 26. 27. E.

Adrington, Suſſex, near Arundel.

Adrington, Devonſ, near Barnſtaple.

ADRUMETUM, now Mahometta, a

city in Africa, built by the Phoenicians,

between Carthage and the Syrtes.

Adſcomb, Surry, near Croydon. Adſit,

Glouc. near Weſtbury. Adiock, near

Buckingham. Afton or Affºn, Nor;

thamp. between Brackley and Daventry.

Advene, Cornwall, near Leſneath.

ADVENTURE ISLAND, in the S. Sea.

The inhabitants appear mild and cheer

ful, but not enterpriſing or active. Lat.

43. 2 r. S. lon. 147. 29. W.

A DUGAK, one of the Fox Iſlands, in

the Northern Archipelago.

ADULA, a mountain of Navarre, Spain.

ADULis, an ancient port of Ethiopia.

Adur, a river in Suſſex.

Adwalton, Yorkſ. 5 miles from Leeds.

Adwel, Oxf. between Thame and War

lington. Adwick on Stratton, or on the

Street, Yorkſ. near Doncaſter.

ADZEL, a ſmall place in the neigh

bourhood of Riga.

AdzeNot A, a ſmall town of Valencia.

AEA, AEPolis, anciently a city or

cities of Colchis, near the Euxine Sea.

AEBORA, AEE U R A. See TALA v ERA.

AED EP's UM, anciently a city of Euboea.

AED EssA or AFGis, a city of Macedo

nia,where it's ancient kings were interred.

AED U1, an ancient people of Gallia

Celtica, who had the privilege of ſenators

of Rome, ſtyling themſelves, Brothers of

the Romans.

AEGADEs or AEGATEs, three iſlands,

viz. Levenzo, Favignana, and Maritimo,

on the W. fide of Sicily.

AELEN, a diſtrict of Bern.

AEGELSTAwix, a harbour of Suder

mania. -

AELST. See Alost.

AEGEAN SEA. See ARchi PELAGo.

AEGINA, an iſland in the Archipelago,

anciently Oenone and Myrmidonia, the

inhabitants of which were called Myrmi

dons, that is, piſmires or emmets, from

the great pains they took in cultivating

the earth.

AEGIUM, a city of the Peloponneſus,

where the Greeks rendezvouſed prior to

the invaſion of Troy. Here was alſo

held the aſſembly of the Achaean League,

and it became at length a ſort of metro

polis of Achaia.

AEGos-PotAMos, a river in the Thra

cian Cherſoneſus.

AEMILIAN

º
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AEMILIAN WAYs, two conſular roads

in Italy, made before the Chriſtian aera.

AEolis, the ancient name of part of

the W. coaſt of Aſia Minor.

AEoliAN Is LAND's, near Sicily.

AERD ENBURG. See ARD ENBURG.

AERDING, a town and diſtrict of Low

er Bavaria. -

.AERshot,or AER schoir,a city of Bra

bant. -

Aeth. See ATH.

AEThiopi A. See ABYSSINIA and

CAFFRARIA.

AETHRA, a river of Sweden.

AETNA, a dreadful volcano, and the

higheſt mountain in Sicily.

AETol1A, a part of ancient Greece.

Afterwick, Worceſ. near Sukely.

Affane, a pariſh in Waterford county.

Affington, Dorſetſ. near Blandford. Af

fºrty, Leceiſterſ, near Hallaton. Afffid

dle, Dorſetſ. near Bere regis.

AFGHANs, the general name of a peo

ple in Perſia, who, under the late Kouli

Khan, ſubverted the Perſian monarchy.

AFRA, a caſtle of Numidia, on the bor

ders of Zaara, built by Cherif Mahomet,

king of Sus. Lat. 28. 20. N. lon. 23.

1o. E.

AFRICA, one of the four grand divi

fions of the globe, is bounded on the N.

by the Mediterranean, which ſeparates it

from Europe; on the NE. by the Red

Sea, which ſeparates it from Aſia, ſave

where they are connected together by the

iſthmus of Suez; it's other ſhores are

waſhed by the Ocean. The greateſt part

ef this largeſt of all peninſulas, lies within

the torrid zone, hence the inhabitants are

all of dark complexions; and in the centre

and ſouthwards they are quite black.

The mountains and rivers of Africa are ve

ry large; the country is extremely fertile,

except in thoſe extenſive tracts that are

unſupplied with moiſture; there the coun

try is parched up, and the heat becomes

inſupportable. In croſſing theſe arid de

ferts, the ſands are ſometimes ſo raiſed by

the winds, that whole caravans are buried

under them : on the other hand, nothing

can be more beautiful than the fertile

ſº of Africa; the luxuriancy of the

andſcape, continually clothed with all the

beauties of ſpring, ſummer, and harveſt,

ſurpaſſes all deſcription; and the variety of

animals, ſeems greater here than in the

other parts of the globe. Africa lies be

tween the parallels of 37. o. N. and 35.

o, S. latitude, and between 17. o. W. and

51. o. E. longitude, and may be divided

as follows i Morocco, Algiers, Tunis,

Tripoli, Barca, Egypt, Biledulgerid,

Zaara, Negroland, Guinea; UpperEthio

*

pia,including Nubia,Abyſſinia, and Abex;

Lower Ethiopia, Loango, Congo, Ango

la, Benguela, Mataman, Ajan, Zangue

bar, Monomotapa, Monoemugi, Sofala,

Terra de Natal, and Caffraria. The

length of Africa, from the Cape of Good

Hope to the moſt northern part, is 460 a

miles; and it’s greateſt breadth, from Cape

Verd to Cape Guardafui, is 35oo.

AFRICA, or ME HEDITA, a ſea-port of

Tunis. Lat 35. 36. N. long. 11. Io. E.

AFu ERA,an iſland near Juan Fernandez

AF westAD, a town of Sweden, in Da

lecarlia, which has large copper-works,

and a mint for ſmall ſilver coin. Lat. 61.

Io. N. lon. 14. 1 o. E.

AfwiowARA, a village of Daniſla

Lapland, ſituated among the mountains.

It has a bailiwick and a court of law.

Lat. 69. 20. N. lon. 26.12. E.

ſi AGA, or AGAG, a kingdom of Abyſ
nia.

AGADEs, a town, and a kingdom of

Negroland, tributary to the king of Tom

buctou, or Tombut. It produces excellent

ſena and manna. Lat. 20. Io. N. lon. 14.

o. E.

AGAMENTicus, a mountain of N.

America, in the province of Main, in

lat. 43. 16. N. it is a noted landmark

for ſailors, about 8 miles from the ſea,

and a few miles W. from Wells.

AGAN, one of the Ladrone iſlands,

where Magellan, in ſearch of the Molucca

iſlands, was aſſaſſinated.

AGANARA, a town of Hither India.

AGAT HA, Sr. a town of Naples.

Agatha, St. Yorkſ. N. Riding.

AGAttoN, a town of Guinea.

Agborough, Worc. near Bromſgrove.

Agbury, Lanc. near Weſt-Derby.

AGD E, a populous town in the depart

ment of Herault. Lat. 44. 19. N. lon.

3. 33. E.

Agden, near Broxton; Agden, near

Bucklow ; both in Cheſhire.

AGDENAs, a ſmall diſtrićt of Dron

theim. AGDeside, of Chriſtianſand,

both in Norway.

AGEN,a rich,handſome,and ancient city.

in the dept. of Lot and Garonne; is feated

in a very agreeable country, on the banks

of the Garonne. Prunes here form a confi

derable object of commerce, the Dutch

taking great quantities of them for long

voyages. Their manufačtures are table.

linen, camlets, ſerges, and ſail-cloth.

This city was the reſidence of Julius

Scaliger, and the birth place of his ſon

Joſeph, that prodigy of learning. . It is

108 miles S.E. of Bourdeaux. Lat. 44.

12. N. lon. o. 4. E. -

AGENABAT, a town of Tranſylvania. .

AGEssº &

*
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Acer, a town of Catalonia.

Agºſion, Wight-Iſle, near Medina. Ag

fºrd, a hamlet of Fromeſelwood, in Somer

ſetſhire.

AGGA, AGon NA, or AGUNA, a coun

ty of Benin, in Africa, where the Eng
liſh have a fort.

Accer Huys, a dioceſe, a town, and a

mountain-fortreſs of Norway.

Acceroe, a fortreſs, and AGGER

#f KRED, a diſtrict of Aggerhuys, or

Chriſtiana.

Aghaboe, in Queen's co. Leinſter. Agh

ahallºge, in Cork, Munſter. Aghadoe, in

Kerry, Munſter. Aghadown, in Cork,

Munſter. Aghagower, in Mayo, Con

naught. Aghamore, in Kerry, Munſter.

Aghavallin, in Kerry, Munſter. Agh

clare, in Mayo, Connaught. Aghills, cer

tain loughs, near Skibbereen, in Cork,

Munſter. Aghogill, or Ahogill, in Antrim,

Ulſter. Aghrim, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Aghrim, or Aughrim, a village of Galway,

Connaught.

AGHUNAL AshkA, or UNALAshkA,

one of the Fox Iſlands, N. Archipelago.

Agilºvell, Devon. near Newton-Buſhel.

AcIMERE, or AzMERE, a town and

territory of Hindoottan. -

A6 isAR DE Sous A, a diſtrićt in En

tre Minho e Duero, Portugal.

Agincourt, a village in the dept. of the

Straits of Calais. Lat. 5o. 31. N. lon.

2. 10. E.

Aciru, one of the four bailiwicks of

Cortu, in the Gulf of Venice; it has 20

villages and Sooo-inhabitants.

A Givas, a ſmall town in Alentejo.

Agle, Linc. near Boothby Pannel.

Agion y, Cumb. in the pariſh of Warwick.

Agliſh, co. Waterford, prov. Munſter.

Ac:AT, or AGM ET, in the province,

and on a liver of the ſame name, in Mo

rocco, is a pleaſant town on the declivity

of one of the mountains of Atlas. Lat.

30.56. N. lon. 7. 15. W.

Agman eſham. See Amerſham.

AGNABAT, or AGNEThin, a town of

Tranſylvania. Lat. 46.40. N. lon. 24.

ro. E.

AGNADElloA, a village of the Mila

There.

AdNAN, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Loire and Cher, in the form of an amphi

theatre, at the foot of which runs the

Cher. It is diſtant 60 miles from Bour

ges.

AGNano, a circular lake in Naples.

AGNES E LT, one of the Scilly Iſles.

Agnes, St. and itſ Well, Cornw.

AGso, a diviſion of Lauvis, Swiſſ.

AGsos, or AGNo, the Clanius of the

ancients; a river of Terra di Lavora.

AGNONA, a ſmall town in Naples.

AGoN, an iſland and harbour on the

coaſt of Sweden. Lat. 61. 20. N. lon. 18.

1o. E. -

AconNA. See AccA.

Acosta, a ſea-port of Sicily, moſtly

ſwallowed up by an earthquake in 1763.

AGRA, the capital of a province of the

ſame name in Hindooſtan; was, in the laſt

century, a moſt extenſive and opulent

city, where the Great Mogul ſometimes

reſided. His palace was prodigiouſly large,
and the*... contained above 1ooowo

men ; the palaces of the Onrahs and

others were numerous; here were above bo

ſpacious caravanſeras; 8co baths, 7oo

moſques, and 2 magnificent mauſoleums.

The Perſians, Chineſe, and Engliſh re

ſorted here, and the Dutch had a factory :

the inhabitants dealt in ſcarlet, looking

glaſſes, filver, gold, lace, hardwares, cloth

of Jelapour, and ſpices. Agra has ſmce

rapidly declined ; it is 100 miles S. by

E. of Delhi. Lat. 27. 20. N. lon. 78.

3o. E.

AGRAMont, a ſmall town of Cata

lonia, capital of a diſtrict.

AGREABLE, an iſle in a river of Fez.

AGREDA, a populous town of Old

Caſtile. Lat. 41. 56. N. lon. 2. c. W.

AGRIA, a fortified town of Hungary.

AGRIGNAN, one of the Ladrone Iſlands.

AGRIMont, a town of Naples.

AGRIPPA, anciently a city of Apulia.

AGUADE PAo, a town in the iſland

St. Michael, one of the Azores.

AGUADA, in Goa, India. -

AGUADE PE1xEs, in Alentejo.

AGUA Rev Es, in Tra los montes.

AGUAS BELLAs, and AGUEpa, or

AGADA, in Portugueſe Eſtremadura.

AGUEPERSE. See A1GUE PERs E.

AGUER, a city near Mount Atlas.

AGuia R, a town of Beira, and a place

in Alentejo.

AGUIAR DE Sous A, a conceltho, or par.

ticular juriſdićtion in Entre Duero e Minho.

AGUIAs, a place in Alentejo, Portugal.

AGuila, a town and river of Fez.

AGUILAR, a town of Navarre, in

Spain.

AGUILAR DEL CAM Po,in Old Caſtile.

AGUIR, a town of Alentejo.

AGURANDE, a town in the dept. of
Indre.

Aharcroft, in Cork, Munſter.

Ahaſeragh, in Galway, Connaught.

Ahlden, a diſtrićt of Lunenburgh.

AHSAH, a city in Aſiatic Turkey.

AHU Ys, a ſea-port of Gothland.

AJAccio, or AJAzzo, a fine ſea-port

on the weſtern ſide of Corſica. It is one

of the nine diſtricts of the**
an
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and very populous. Lat. 41. 50. N.

lon. 8. 50. E.

AIAL, a town of Berdoa in Africa.

AJAN, or AJEN, a country on the eaſt

coaſt of Africa, ſouth of Abyſſinia and the

Straits of Babelmandel. The inhabitants

are not ſo dark complexioned as thoſe on

the weſt coaſt,and their hair is rather long.

They are accounted good, Muſſulmans.

Farther from the ſea there are negroes,

who, marrying with the Bedouins, a kind

of Arabs, have children that are mulat

toes. The kings of Ajan are frequently

at war with the emperor of the Abyſſi

nians, and ſell the priſoners they take, as

well as ivory and gold, to the Arabs, who

come to trade in their ports.

AJA Lo N, between Jeruſalem and Gath.

AJAs, a city of Arabia Felix.

AJazzA, a ſea-port of Caramania.

ArchA, a town of Bavaria, on the Par.

Alch'sTADT, or Eichs'TADT, capital

of a biſhopric of the ſame name in Fran

conia. Here are ſeveral hoſpitals, an

alms-houſe, a ſeminary for ſtudents, a ca

thedral and other churches, one of which

is built after the model of that called the

Holy Sepulchre at Jeruſalem; here is alſo a

curious piece of workmanſhip, called the

Sun of the Holy Sacrament; it is of maſſy

gold, of great weight, and is enriched with

350 diamonds, 1400 pearls, 250 rubies,

and other precious ſtones. Aichſtadt is

ſeated in a valley on the river Altnaul, 3o

miles S. of Nuremburg. Lat. 48.57. N.

lon. 11. o. E. -

Aid AB, a town on the coaſt of the

Red Sea, in Africa, oppoſite to Gºdda;

from hence great numbers of Africans

take ſhipping to viſit Mecca.

And ER BEz AN, or AZF RBEY AN, a

fruitful province of Perſia, W. of the Caf.

pian Sea: the climate is healthy but cold.

AIF Llo, two finall places in Naples.

Aighton, Lanc, near Blackbourn.

AIGLE, a little town in the dept. of

Orne, where they carry on a trade in corn,

hardware, and pins. It is 47 miles SW.

of Rouen. Lat. 48.45. N. lon. I. o. E.

A1GLE, a neat, thriving little town in

the canton of Berne, the houſes of which

are built with a white marble found in the

neighbourhood. It is ſeated on the

Rhone, about 6 miles from its entrance

into the Lake of Geneva.

A1GNAN, ST. See A GN AN.

AIG NEBE Ll E, or A1GUE Bf Llf, a

little town in the dept. of Mont Bianc,

on the river Are.

A1GUE-F ERs E, a town in the dept. of

Puy de Dome, near which there is a very

cold ſpring, which bubbles up with a

ſtrong ebullition. It is 18 miles N. of

Clermont, and 261 S. of Paris. Lat. 46.

6. N. lon. 3. 20. E. -

AIGUE scAU des, a place in the dept.

of Lower Pyrenees, remarkable for a

warm ſpring, the waters of which are

oily, ſaponaceous, and ſpirituous; they

have a foetid ſmell, and are uſed both out

wardly and inwardly.

AIGUEs MoRTEs, an inconſiderable

town in the dept. of the Gard. It former

ly ſtood near the ſea, and had a harbour,

but this is choked up, and the ſea has

retired two French leagues from the town,

leaving it in a moraſs. Lat. 43.34. N.

lon. 4. 3. E. -

A11. Ah, thought to be the Elath men

, tioned in Scripture, a ſmall town of Ara

bia Petraea, on one of the north bays of

the Red Sea, near the road which the pil

grims take from Egypt to Mecca.

*AILESBu RY, the largeſt and moſt po

pulous town in Buckinghamſhire, and the

centre of the buſineſs of the rich vale of

Aileſbury, one of the moſt fertile tracts in

England. It is : 6 miles S.E. of Buck

ingham, and 41 NV. of London. Lat.

51. 50. N. lon. o. 42. W. In William

the Conqueror's time, it was a royal ma

nor, his favourites holding it of him by

this tenure, that they ſhould find litter and

ſtraw for the king's bedchamber; provide

him three eels in winter, and three green

geeſe in ſummer, if he ſhould come there

ſo often, beſides herbs for his chamber.

Aileſham, or Ailam, Norf. near Nor

wich. Aileſºweſłkorp, or Elweſthorpe,

commonly called Gayton-Thorp, Norfolk,

near Lynn-Regis. Aileſion, near Leiceſter.

Ailmerton, Norfolk.

Ailsa, or AI lz F, one of the weſtern

iſlands of Scotland, ſteep, rocky, and ac

ceſſible only on the NE. where ſteps, or

a kind of ſtairs, are cut out of the rock.

AIME, or Axim A, a ſmall town in the

dept. of Mont-Blanc, on the river Iſère.

AIN, a dept. of France. It takes its

name from a river which riſes at the foot

of Mount Jura, and falls into the Rhone

above Lyons. -

AIN, a ſmall town of Berdoa, Africa.

A 1 NAo N. See HAI NAN.

Aſ NSA; a town of Arragon, in Spain.

Aiſhable, Cumb. between Brampton

and Kirk Oſwald. Air:thorp, Cumb. in

the pariſh of Boulneſs.

Al R. See AY R. -

AIRE, a town in the dept. of Landes,

ſeated on the river Adour, on the decli

vity of a mountain, 6.5 miles S. of Bour

deaux. Lat. 43.42. N. lon. o. 16. W.

Air E, a town in the dept. of the Straits

of Calais. It is ſeated on the river Lis,

22 miles S. of Dunkirk, and communi

cates
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gates with St. Omer by a canal from the

river Aa. Lat. 50.4x. N. lon. 2. 19. E.

Aire, a river in Yorkſhire, which runs

into the Ouſe a little above Hoke. Aſ

laby, Durham, near Stockton. Aſia y,

Yorkſ. in the pariſh of Whitby.

Aisne, a dept. of France. It takes

it's name from a river, which runs by

Soiſſons, and falls into the Oiſe hear

Compeigne. .

Aix, a beautiful and ancient city in

the dept. of the Mouths of the Rhone,

adorned with ſeveral fine ſquares and

fountains. It’s hot baths have been cele

brated fince the time of the Rºmans, who

firſt founded it. In the neighbourhood is

produced excellent wine, but the Princi

al trade is in oil : here are alſo ſome

fuff-manufacturers. It is 17 miles E. of

Montpellier. Lat. 43.32. N. lon. 5.31.E.

Aix, a ſmall iſland on the coaſt of

France, between the Iſle of Oleron and

the continent. It is 12 miles N.W. of

Rochefort. Lat. 46.45. N. lon. 1. 5. W.

The Engliſh made a deſcent on it in 1758,

and demoliſhed the fort.

A1x, an ancient town of the dept. of

Mont Blanc, on the Lake of Bourget.

Here are mineral waters much frequented.

It is 8 miles N. of Chamberry. Lat. 45.

40. N. lon. 6. Io. E.

Aix LA-CHAPelle, a large and hand

ſome town of Weſtphalia. There are

hot baths in it, and ſome mines near it.

The caſtle ſtands upon a hill, from which

it is ſaid that 60 cities or towns, the ſea,

and even England, can be ſeen on a clear

day. Two celebrated treaties of peace

were concluded here, in 1668 and 1748.

It is 17 miles N. cf Limburgh, 22. NE.

of Liege, and 40 W. of Cologn. Lat.

5o. 48. N. lon. 6. 3. E.

Aka, or Roche, a river of Lancaſhire.

Akalzika, a town and caſtle of Geor

f. in Aſiatic Turkey. Lat. 41.55. N.

on. 44.55. E. -

Akeham, with it's Grange, near York.

Airlington, Northumb. between Morpe h

and the coaſt. Aiely, Buckſ. Aken, Not

tingh. Akenham, Suff. near Ipſwich.

Aker MAN, or Big LGoRD, an old town

of European Turkey, at the filix of the

Dmeiſter into the Black Sea.

Aketan, Yorkſ. near Pontefraćt.

Ax1:1, a town on the gold coaſt.

Axiss AT, a town of Natolia, in Afiatic

Turkey, ſeaſed in a fertile plain, 1.7 miles

over, producing corn and cotton. It has

about 5cco inhabitants, chiefly Mahome

tans, and is watered by the river Hermus.

Lat. 38.48. N. lon. 28. 30. E.

Akley, Notting. near Bawtree. Akring

Nottinghainſhire, near Sacrwood Foreſt.

ALARA, a fertile diſtrićt of Biſcay. It

produces good wine and fruits, and has

fine iron mines.

ALABANDA, a decayed town of Caria,

in Aſiatic Turkey. In the Roman divi

fich of the country, this city was made

the head of a juriſdiction, and the judicial

conventus was held in it; there ſtill re

main ſome magnificent ruins of it’s former

ſplendor. -

AlAcar NFs, iſlands on the coaſt of

Mexico, ſo called from the number of ſcor

pions found there.

ALADu LIA, a province of Natolia.

ALAfoeNs, a diſtrict of Beira.

A LAGoA, a town of St. Michael, one

of the Azores Iſlands.

ALAGo N, a ſmall town of Arragon.

ALAINs, or ALANs, a barbarous peo

ple from the North, who in the fourth and

fifth century, joining themſelves to the

Goths and Vandals, carried terror and

deſolation wherever they went, overſpread

ing a great part of the ſouth of Europe,
and the north of France.

ALAJor, a diſtrićt of Minorca.

ALAIs, a town in the dept. of Gard,

near a beautiful plain or meadow at the

foot of the Cevennes. It coutains 1 o,oca

inhabitants, and the annual export of raw

filk from it, is 1,220, ooolbs. From the

foot of one of the adjacent mountains,

iſſues a hot medicinal ſpring, and many

apertures in the rocks ſhew that mines

have been wrought here. It is 350 miles

nearly S. of Paris, and 37 N. of Montpel

lier. Lat. 44. 8. N. lon. 4. Io. E.

AlAlco MeNoE, an ancient city of

Boeotia; by this name alſo Ulyſſes called

Ithaca.

Alall, Lanc.: near Ormſkirk. Alan, or

Camel, a river of Cornwall, which runs

into St. George's Channel at Padſtow.

ALA NBY, Cum”. an agreeable water

ing place, mach reſorted to in the bathing

ſeaſon. The inhabitants are employed in

the herring fiſhery, and there is good an

chorage in the bay. It is about zo miles

N. of Whitehaven and S.W. of Carliſle.

ALAND, or A LANDT, a cluſter of Swe

diſh iſlands, at the entrance of the Gulf of

Bothnia, in the H lic Sea. The principal

iſland, which gives maine to the reſt, is

about 40 miles long, and from 12 to 16

broad. It contains 15 villages, 90oo in

habitants, and lies 75 miles NNE. of

Stockholm.

ALANDRA, a ſmall town of Eſtrema

dura, on the Tagus, 15 miles from Liſbon.

ALAND RoA1., a ſmall place in Alen

tejo.
-

ALA Nov Ar. See ALENQUIR.

ALANTA, a ſmall city of Wallachia.

- ALAN
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Al APAfwshor-SAwoo, an iron-forge

in the Catharinburg diviſion of Siberia. .

ALARcon, a town of New Caſtile.

Lat. 39.4o. N. lon. 2.4. W.

AlatAMAHA, pronounced Ottama

baw, or the river St. George, a large ri

ver of N. America, riſing in the Allegany

mountains, and diſcharging itſelf into the

Atlantic,towards the S. of Georgia, about

60 miles S.W. of the river Savannah.

ALATR1, or Al ATRo, a town on a hill

in the Campagna di Roma, 40 miles SE.
of Rome.

ALATYR, ALATYRsko I, a diſtrićt

and town of Caſan in Aſiatic Ruſſia.

A LAVA. See ALABA.

AlAuta, a river of European Turkey.

ALBA, a ſmall town of Montſerrat, in

Italy, pleaſantly fituated on the river Ta

naro, 2o miles SE. of Turin. Under the

Romans, it was a principal city of Li

guria. Lat. 44. 46. N. lon. 8. 20. E.

ALBA JULIA, a diſtrićt and conſidera

ble town, with an univerſity, of Tranſyl
vania. -

Alba, Pembrokeſ. Albanbury, Yorkſ.

Alba, and Alaxton, Leiceſ.

ALBANIA, or AR NAUT LARos, a

province of European Turkey, compre

hending Epirus, and a ſmall part of the an

cient Illyricum. It produces flax, cotton,

wax, honey, excellent wine, and ſalt,which

is dug out of the mountains. The inhabi

tants make tapeſtry, which they export

with their other commodities; they are

very ingenious in conſtructing aquedućts,

and aſcertaining heights and diſtances,

without the uſe of mathematical inſtru

ºnents. Lat. from 38. 20. to 43. 30 N.

lon. from 18-49. to 21.50. E.

A1. BANIA, a region of Aſia, on the E.

of the Caſpian Sea.

ALBANo, a town on a lake of the ſame

nanne, in the Campagna di Roma, cele

brated by Horace for it's excellent wine, a

virtue which the ſoil his not yet loſt. It

is 15 miles nearly S. of Rome, and much

reſorted to in the ſummer months. Lat.

41. 43. N. lon, 12.56. E.

ALBANo,atown of Baſilicata, in Naples.

ALBANopolis, a town of Albania,

formerly the capital.

* ALBAN’s, St. a town of Hertford

ſhire, which aroſe from the ruins of the

ancient Verulam. It is feated on the river

Coln, 2.1 miles N. by W. of London.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Alban's, St. Dorſ. on the coaſt, S. of

Swannage-Bay, a noted ſea-mark. Alban's

St. Kent, near Canterbury.

ALBANY, a river, and an Engliſh for

treſs, on the SW. of James's-Bay, Hud

ion's Bay. Lat. 52, 20. N. lon,81.20.W.

*

ALBANY, a city and county in the State

of New York, ſituated on the W. ſide of

Hudſon's River. The former contained,

a few years ago, 6oo houſes, and 4ooo.

inhabitants, many of whom are the de

ſcendants of the firſt coloniſts, the Dutch ;

but, adventurers from various parts are

daily flocking here, by the advantages for

trade, which the place affords, it being

ſituated on one of the fineſt rivers in the

world, and the ſtore-houſe of the trade to

and from Canada and the Lakes. It is

160 miles N. of the city of New York.

Lat. 42. 36. N. lon. 73.20. W. -

ALBANY, or B R A EDALBANE, a diſ

trićt of Scotland, in the ſhire of Perth.

ALBARCARIA,a poor town of Alemtejo.

ALBARGARIA DE PAN ELA, a diſtričt

of Portugal, in the province Entre Minho

e Douro,

ALBARRAcIN, or ALBARRAZIN, an

ancient and ſtrong city of Arragon, in

Spain, which contains about 50oo inha

bitants. It is ſeated on a craggy hill, by

the Guadalaviar, 1oo miles E. of Madrid.

It's wool is the fineſt in Arragon. Lat.

40. 30. N. lon. 1. 16. W.

ºnazºrs, a ſmall town of New Caſe

tile.

ALBAzin, a town of Great Tartary,

on the road from Moſcow to Pekin. Lat.

54. o. N. lon. Io9. 30. E.

ALBEGNE, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Lot. -

ALBEMARLE, or AUMALE, a town in

the dept. of Lower Seine; they manufac

ture ſerges here, and other ſtuffs. It is

ſeated on the declivity of a hill, 35 miles

NE. by N. of Rouen, and 7o NNW. of

Paris. Lat. 49.50. N. lon. 1. 30. E.

ALBEMAR Le, a county of Virginia.

Al BEMAR LE-So UND, in N. Carolina,

an inlet of the ſea, at the mouths of the

rivers Roanoke, Meherrin, Nottaway, &c.

ALBEN, a mountain of Carniola.

AlBENGA, a ſmall city on the coaſt of

Genoa, and a little iſland or unſhapen

rock in the ſea, oppoſite thereto,called Iſlota

d'Albenga. The town is ſurrounded

with olive-trees, b ºr the air is unwhole

ſome. It is a ſea-port, 37 miles SW.

of Genoa. Lat. 44. 1 o. N. lon. 8.30. E.

Alberbury, or Aberbury, Shropſ. near the

Severn, between Salop and Welſhpool. Al

berton, Suſſex, near Bramber. Alberton,

Somerſetſ. 3 miles from Axbridge.

ALBI, a town of Abruzzo, in Naples.

Albinº, Eſſex. near Witham.

AlBioN, the ancient name of Britain,

from the Latin, album, white, on account

of the chalky cliffs on it’s ſea-coaſts.

ALB isola, a ſmall town of Genoa,

where there is a porcelain manufacture.

ALBoLoDu Y,
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ALBolopu Y,a ſmall town of Granada.

ALBonA, a ſmall town of Iſtria, Venice.

A LRO RAN. See Abor AM.

Alborn, Suſſex, near Bramber. Alborn,

Wiltſ. near Marlborough. Alborough,

Norf. near Reppis and Erpingham. Al

Brighton, near Stafford. Albrighton,

Shropſ. near Salop.

Albuquerque, a town of Spaniſh

Eſtremadura. It ſtands on an eminence,

and carries on a conſiderable trade in wool

and woollen cloth. Lat. 39. 21. N. lon.

7. 3. W. -

ALBURG, or AlBou Ro.

BURG.

Alburgh, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near the

ſea, S. of Mapleton. Alburgh, or Alberghe,

Norfolk, near Bungay. Alburn, Eſ

ſex, W. of Southminſter. Albury, or Al

derbury, Surry, 5 miles from Guildford;

the river Wye runs through it. Albury,

Hertf. near Putmore-Heath. Albury,

Glouc. near Wickwar. Alby, Nort. 4

miles from Aleſham.

ALBY, an ancient town in the dept. of

Tarn. There are very beautiful waſks in

the environs of the town, and the adjacent

country is very fertile, producing the va

rious kinds of grain, excellent wines, flax,

hemp, ſaffron, aniſeed, coriander, and

woad; the fine paſtures afford wool of a

good quality, which is manufactured into

ſtockings, ratteens, ſhalloons, coarſe wool

lens, &c. and the wax-candles made here

are much eſteemed. This town is 42

miles NE.of Toulouſe,and 335 S.of Paris.

Lat. 44. 15. N. lon. 2. 14. E. The Alli

geºſes, ſo called from their making their

firſt appearance in this city, were a peo

ple who, ſo early as the 11th century, diſ

puted the authority of the pope; for this

they were excommunicated; and ſeveral

very cruel perſecutions were raiſed againſt

them by means of cruſades.

AlcAcAR, a palace on one ſide of To

ledo, in New Caſtile. It ſtands on the

top of a ſteep rock, and commands a pro

ſpect of the city, and of the river Tagus,

running at it's foot through the neigh

bouring fields.

AlcaceRe, or Alcazar Do SAL, a

town of Portugueſe Eſtremadura, called

alſo Salagia by the Romans, on account of

the ſalt produced here. The country

around it, from its barrenneſs, produces

little elſe but ruſhes; theſe are carried

to Liſbon, and worked into fine mats.

Lat. 33.22. N. lon. 8. 17. W.

AlcAcov A, a citadel of Santaren.

AlcalA DE-GUADAIRA, a town of

Seville.

Alcala-DE-los-GAzu LEs, an old

town of Seville, ſituated on a mountain.

See AAL

AlcALA De HENARez, a town of

New Caſtile, anciently called Complutum,

having been a confiderable Roman colony.

It is pleaſantly ſituated on the banks of

the Henarez, over which there is a ſtately

bridge. The univerſity is a handſome

building, it was re-eſtabliſhed, in 1494,

by the Cardinal Francis Ximenes, at whoſe

charges, and under whoſe direction the

firſt Polyglot Bible was printed here. It

is 15 miles ENE. of Madrid. Lat. 40.

26. N. lon. 3.. 6. W.

Alcala DE REAL, a town in Anda

lufia, in a mountainous country, which

yet produces excellent fruits and wine. It

is feated near therive Guadalquiver,6 miles

N. of Seville. Lat. 37.38.N. lon. 5.22.W.

ALCAMER. See AlcMaer.

ALCAMo, a town of Sicily.

Alcan EDE, a town of Portugueſe Eſ.

tremadura. Lat. 39. o. N. lon. 6. o. W.

Alcani, or AlcAN, a town in Egypt,

on the weſtern branch of the Nile, 30 miles

NNW. of Grand Cairo.

AlcANIz, or Alcanitz, a town of

Arragon.

Alcannings, Wiltſ. near the Devizes.

AlcANTARA, a town of Spaniſh Eſtre

madura. It has a magnificent bridge over

the Tajo, built by the emperor Trajan.

It is 42 miles N. by W. of Seville. Lat.

39. 20. N. lon. 6.7. W. -

ALCANTARA, in Andaluſia, ſtands on

an eminence; adjoining which there is a

moraſs, over which the Romans built a

bridge with a tower at each end.

ALCARAz, or ALcArez, a city of

New Caſtile; has a remarkably ancient

aquedućt. It is ſituated near the ſource

of the Guadalquiver, 135 miles SSE, of

Madrid. Lat. 38, 51. N. lon. 2. 25. W.

Alcaffon, Shropſ. near Munſlow.

ALCATRA SEs, an iſland in the Pacific

Ocean, 21 leagues nearly S. from Aca

pulco. Lat. 15, 50. N. lon. 1 oz. 30. W.

ALCAUDETE,a ſmalltown ofAndaluſia,

18 miles W. of Jaen.

Alcazar, a town of New Caſtile.

Alcaza R-po.SAL. See AlcAce Re.

AlcazaR-QUIv ER, a rich and popu

lous town of Fez.

ALCAzAR-LEGUER, a town of Fez,

on the coaſt of the Straits of Gibraltar,

AlcazzAvA, a caſtle of Malaga.

ALCESTER. See AUlcest ER.

Alcheffer, Oxfordſ. a little to the SW.

of Biceſter.

Alchurch, Worceſterſhire.

ALCINo, MT. a ſmall town of Tuſ.

cany; fituated on a mountain. In this

neighbourhood is produced the moſt ex

quiſite wine in Italy, called Muſcatello di

Mont Alcino; but the inhabitants are not

1. allowed
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-allowed to ſell a ſingle, pipe of it, till the

great-duke has firſt ordered what number

he judges proper for his own uſe.

AlcMA FR, or ALKMAER, a populous

town of Holland. They make great quan

tities of cheeſe and butter here, by which

the town is enriched. In 1637 there was

a public auction here of 1zo tulips, which,

all together, ſold for 9o,ooo guilders; a

ſingle one of them, named the Viceroy,

ſold for 42 of guilders; and not only the

name and price, but the weight of theſe

flowers are particularly ſet down in the

city regiſters. The paſſion of giving enor

mous prices for flowers and flower-roots,

by which many individuals were ruined,

had become to prevalent, that the ſtates in

terfered, and put a ſtop to it, by ſevere

penalties. It is 17 miles N. by W. of

Amſterdam. .

AlcMINA, a diſtrićt of Sicily.

Alcoa, a river; Alco Bacă, Alco

cHETTE, and AlcoENTRE, towns of

Portugueſe Eſtremadura.

Alcomb, Somerſetſ. near Dunſter.

conbury, 5 miles from Huntingdon. .

Alco No Ho E, or AlcoNcho EL, a

fortreſs of Spaniſh Eſtremadura. Lat. 38.

42. N. lon. 6. 37. W.

Alco RAz, a town of New Caſtile.

Alcossi R, CoSIR, or CAs EIR, a ſea

port on the Red Sea.

Alcot, Devonſ. near Barnſtaple.

Alcov ENDAs, a town of Old Caſtile.

ALcouTIM, or ALcoYTIM, of Al

garve, on the borders of Alentejo.

Alcox, a river and town of Valencia,

, near an iron mine. -

AlcudiA, a town in Majorca, of about

1 ooo houſes, ſituated between two large

harbours. Lat. 39.50. N. lon. 3. o. E.

Alcyon E, a town of Theſſaly, and a

lake in Peloponneſus. .

A LDAN, a river of Aſiatic Ruſſia.

ALDBorouch, near the river Ald, a

ſea port in Suffolk. The town was form

erly much larger; but the ſea has lately

ſwallowed up one of the ſtreets. It is

pleaſantly ſeated in the valley of Slaugh

den, 3 miles from Orford, 40 miles E. of

Bury, and 94 NE. of London. Lat. 52.

16 N. lon. 1. 4.2. E. Markets on Wed.

and Saturday.

ALDBokoUch, or OLDBOR ou GH, a

town in the W. Riding of Yorkſ. on the

Ouſe, was the Iſurium Brigantium of the

Romans, though not ſo much as the ruins

are now to be ſeen, except ſome remains

of walls, pavements, and baths. It is 8

miles from Rippon, 15 miles NW, of

York, and zo; N. by W. of London.

lat. 54. 3. N. ion. 1. 18. W.

Ald.orough, or Atkócrough, Lincolnſ.
2. -

Al

near Winterton-Cliff. Albourne, Wilts.

Aldºurgh, Yorkſ. E. Riding, on the ſea

coaſt. Aldbury, Hertf. near Berkhamſtead.

Aldbury, Hertf. between Buntingford and

Biſhop's-Stortford. Althy, in the pariſh

of Dacre, Cumberland. Aldy, Norfolk,

on the borders of Suffolk. Aidly, Yorkſ.

E. Riding, on the river Derwent, 4 miles

N. of Stanford-Bridge.

ALDEA GALLEGA, and Alde A GAL

LEGA DE MERCIANA, towns in Portu

gueſe Eſtremadura.

ALDENBURG. See ALTENBU R c.

Aldenham, Hertf. 2 miles from Wat

ford, and 5 from St. Albans: Aldenham,

or Awdenham, Shropſ, near Bridgenörtb.

Alder, a river in Suſſex, which runs by

Shoreham into the ſea. Alderbury, wiltſ.

2 miles from Saliſbury, on a healthy hill,

near the Avon. A manufacture of cot

tons and fuitians is carried on here. By a

fire in 1777, 200 houſes were deſtroyed.

Alderford, Norf. near Sparham.

ALDER Ho LM, a pleaſant iſle of Swe

den, in Nordland. A conſiderable trade

is carried on here in planks and deals.

Alderholt, Dorſetſ. near Corfe-Caſtle.

4.derkirk, Linc. near Kirton. Alderley,

Glouceſ, near, Wotton-Underedge. Ón

ſome of the hills here are found foſſils, ap

parently petrifaštions of marine ſhells. Al

derley-Hall, Cheſh. near Macclesfield. Al

derley, Staff. near Seiſdon. Aldermar

ſon, Berkſ, a pretty meat village, beauti

fully ſituated on an eminence that over

looks the river Kennet. It is 3 miles

from Silcheſter, the Roman ſtation, 3

from Baghurſt, and 8 from Reading. Al- .

dermerſion, and Alderminſter, Worc.

ALDERNEY, a pleaſant and fruitful

iſland, about 8 miles in compaſs, 2 leagues

from Cape la Hogue, and about 30 from

the neareſt part of England, which holds

poſſeſſion of it. On the S. there is a har

bour, called Crabb's, which only admits

finall veſſels, and in the centre the town

of Alderney conſiſts at leaſt of 200 houſes,

and 1 ooo inhabitants. This iſland is ſe

parated from France by a ſtrait, called the

Race of Alderney, which is rendered a

dangerous paſſage, by a ledge of rocks,

called the Caſkets. Here the ſon of Henry

I. was caſt away and drowned on his paſ.

ſage to France, and, here, in 1744, the

Victory Man of War was loſt.

Alderney, Glouc. See Alderley. Al

derſey, Cheſ, near the Dee. Alder/lot,

Hampſ. near Farnham. Alderton, Glouc.

near Tewkſbury. Alderton, or Aldring

ton, Wiltſ, near Chippenham. Alderton,

Shropſ. between Salop and Oſweſtry. All

derton, Suff, near Deben river, 6 miles

frvin Woodbridge. Alder was, or A're

ºwa ºr
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was, Staff. between Lichfield and Bul

ton-upon-Trent. Alderwaſhley, Derby.

near Wirkſworth. Aldfield, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, near Studiey. Aldford, near

Cheſter. Aldfriſon, Suſſ, near Pevenſey.

Aldham, Fºſſex, near Colcheſter. Aldham,

Suff. near Hadley. Aldingborn, Suſſ. near

Chicheſter. Aldingham, Lanc. near Ken- º

Sands. Allington, Kent, near Limme.

Aldington, Worc. on the borders of War

wickſhire. Aldon, Shropſ. near Munſlow.

Aldridge, Staff. near Walſal; near this

is a noted pool, called Druidmeer. Al

dringham, Suff. near Dunwich. Aldring

tºn, Northamp. near Preſton. Aldrington,

Suſſex, near Lewes, almoſt overflowed by

the ocean. Aldwark, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

near Doncaſter and Rotherham. Ald wark,

near York. Aldwark, Derbyſhire, near

Wirkſworth. Aldworth, Berkſ. between

Newbury and Wallingford, 3 miles from

Ilſeley. Aldworth-Wheatcroft, Yorkſh.

W. Riding, near Stafford. Aldſton, Suſ.

ſex, near Seaford; ſome antiquities were

dug out of a tumulus here in 1763. Aldſ.

‘worth, Glouc. on the Bath and Oxford

road, 10 miles from Cirenceſter, 7 miles

from Burford. Aleky, Linc. near Alford.

Alecoats, Nott. near Workſop. Aled, a

river in Denbighſhire.

ALEF chiMo, a diſtrićt in the iſland of

Corfu, including a good harbour.

Alec RETTE, a finall town of Alentejo,

in Portugal.

ALEKSIN, a ſmall town in the province
of Moſcow.

AleMANNI, one of the German na

tions who over-run the weſtern empire of
Rome.

ALEMP toNon. See ALMIPicoN.

Alen, a river in Denbighſhire.

ALENgoN, a large and handſome town

in the dept. of Orne, ſeated on the river

Sarte, in an open fertile country. It is

so miles N. of Mans, and 87 SW. of

Paris. Lat. 48. 28. N. lon. o. 11. E.

ALENQUIR, an ouvidoria, or audience,

and it's capital,in Portugueſe Eſtremadura.

AlestAkiEN, a diſtrićt of Ruſſia.

Alestejo, a large, fertile, and much

improved province of Portugal, lying be.
tween the rivers Tajo and Guidiºm.

Aleppo, called by the natives Haleb,

and anciently Berara, is the metropolis of

Syria,and only yields to Conſtantinople and

Cairo in extent, population, and riches; in

buildings, however,it is inferior to none of

the Turkiſh cities. The inhabitants are

computed to be 235,000,of whom zoo,ooo

are Turks, 30,000 Chriſtians, and 5coo

Jews. The language generally ſpoken is

vulgar Arabic : but the Turks, Arme

*ians, Syrians, and Jews, in converſing

with thoſe of their own nation, uſe their re

ſpective languages. The Chriſtians have

their houſes in the ſuburbs, and carry on a

conſiderable trade in ſilks, camlets, Tur

key leather, &c. Several European na

tions have factories and conſuls, which are

much reſpected here. Here are a caſtle, a

great many ſtately moſques and caravanſe

ras, with fountains and reſervoirs of water,

and vineyards and gardens well planted

with moſt kinds of fruit. The ſtreets are

narrow, but well paved with large ſquare

ſtones, and kept very clean. The water

in all the wells in the city is brackiſh; but

good water is brought from ſome ſprings

about five miles off, by an aquedućt, ſaid

to have been built by the empreſs Helena.

Aleppo is ſeated on a ſmallbrook, 170 miles

N. by E. of Damaſcus, and 60 miles from

the ſea. Lat. 35.45. N. lon. 37. 20. E.

ALEPPo, OLD, anciently Chalcis, a

bout 12 miles S. of the preſent Aleppo.

Alerton, Huntſ, near§. h. Al

ery, or Averbury, Wiltſ. near the De

vizes. Ale/lear, Devonſ. near Exminſter.

ALEsbu R Y. See AilesBURY.

Aleſby, Linc. near Grimſby.

AleshAM, or AYLESHAM, a ſmall,

neat, and populous town in Norfolk, where

they knit great numbers of ſtockings. It is

about 14 miles. N. of Norwich, and 121

of London. Market on Tueſday.

Aless AND RIA, a town; ALESSAN

DRINo, a territory of Milan.

ALessANo, a town of Otranto, Naples.

Alessio, a town of Turkiſh Dalma

tia, ſituated on a mountain.

ALEssio-Liss Us, a town of Albania.

Here is a caſtle where the famous Scan

derberg, prince of Epirus, died, and was

buried in 1467. The Turks have ſuch a

veneration for his memory, that they car

ry away pieces of his tomb for relics, and

eſteem them as an effe&tual charm for ani

mating their courage in battle.

Alfworth, Nott. near Mansfield. Aleſ:

worth, Northamp. near Thrapſton.

ALET, a town in the dept. of Aude,

remarkable for it’s baths, and for the

grains of gold and ſilver found in the

ſtream which runs from the Pyrenees, at

the foot of which it ſtands, and from

whence the Romans dug gold. It is ſeat

ed on the river Aude, 1.5 miles S. of Car

caſione. Lat. 42. 59. N. lon. 2.25. E.

AlexAND RETTA, or SCAN DE Roon,

a town of Syria, the ſea-port of Aleppo,

from which it is diſtant about 70 miles.

The climate here is very unwholeſome in

ſummer, ſome ſhips having loſt even their

whole crews in a ſhort time; while the

heats are ſo exceſſive, many of the inha

bitants retire to the neighbouring villages

C among
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among the mountains, where they have

excellent water, and delicious fruits. Lat.

36. 35. N. lon. 36. 23.

ALEXAND RIA, or ScANDER A, once a

handſome, rich, and celebrated city of

Egypt, built by Alexander the Great, on

the moſt weſterly branch of the Nile, ſoon

after the overthrow of Tyre, about 333

years before the Chriſtian era. It was

long eſteemed the fineſt city in the world

after Rome; we may form ſome idea of

it's iniiabitants from the account of Dio- ,

dorus Siculus, who relates that it had on

it's rolls in his time (44 years before the

Chriſtian era.) 300,000 freemen. The ce

lebrated library, which was founded here

by Ptolemy Soter, and placed in the tem

ple ofsº containing, in his time,

4oo,ooo volumes, and by addition of his

ſucceſſors 7oo, ooo, was, in 642, deſtroy

ed by order of the Saracen khalif, who

became maſter of the city. The Saracen

general who took it, ſaid, in his letter to

the khalif, that he found in it 4ooo pa

laces, 4ooo baths, 40,200 Jews, who paid

tribute, 4oo royal circi, and 12, ooo gar

- deners, who ſupplied the city with all

kinds of herbs in great plenty. At pre

, ſent it does not contain above 12,00c, or

14,coo inhabitants: a mixture from dif

ferent nations, as well as from various

parts of the Turkiſh empire. The Chriſt

ian Copti, Greeks, and Armenians, are

very numerous here; the Europeans all

Paſs under the name of Franks. Although

Alexandria is now ſo much decayed, that

the rubbiſh in ſome places over-tops the

houſes, yet there are ſtill ſome remains of

it's ancient ſplendor, particularly Pom

Pey's Pillar, and two obeliſks of hierogly

phicks. The ancient Pharos, a watch

tower, ſo famous in antiquity, that it was

numbered among the ſeven wonders of the

world, is now turned into a caſtle, called

Pharillon, and is ſtill uſed to direct veſſels

into the harbour. This city was a place of

great trade, before the Portugueſe diſco

yered the paſſige to India by the Cape of

Good Hope, the commodities of the Eaſt

Indies being depoſited here on their way

to Europe by the Red Sea. Lat. 30. 21.N.

lon. 31. 1 1. E.

Al ExAND KIA, a town of Perſia.

ALEXAND RIA. See AL essAND RIA.

ALEXAND RIA, a town of Virginia, on

the S. bank of the river Potomack. The

ſituation is elevated and pleaſant, and the

ſtreets are laid out regularly on the pian of

Philadelphia. It contains upward of 3oo

houſes, many of which are handſome, and

is 190 miles N. of Richmond. Lat. 38.

3o. N. lon. 77. o. W.

Alexion, Leiceſ, near Hallaton.

Alf Acks, iſlands near the mouth of

the Ebro, Catalonia.

Alf ANDEGA-DA-Fe, in

-Montes, Portugal.

Alfarig, in Roſsſhire. Here are large

woods of fir, ſome of which extend 15 or

zo miles.

ALFAYATEs, a town of Beira.

AlFEcº I.M. o. See ALEFCHIMO.

Alf EizeRAo, a town of Portugueſe

Eſtremadura, on the ſea-ſide. .

ALFELD, a town of Lower Saxony.

Alfid ENA, a town of Abruzzo, Naples.

Alford, or Ajord, Aberdeenſhire.

Alford, Somerſ. 5 miles from Bruton,

noted for it’s mineral-water. Alford,

Cheſh. on the Dee, between Malpas and

Cheſter. Alſord, Som. near Caſtle-Carey

AlfoRD, a town in Lincolnſhire, 6

miles from the ſea, and 20 N. of Boſton

Market on Tueſday.

AlfR Eton, (Alfred's-town,) Derb. 6

miles from Cheſterfield, 13 miles N. of

Derby, and 141 NNW. of London. Mar

ket on Friday.

Alfriſon, Suſſex, 3 miles from Lewes.

AlFwoM, a domain of W. Gothland.

ALGAgiol A, or ARGoglio LA, a ſea

port of Corſica.

ALG ARRIA, a fertile diſtrict of New

Caſtile, including Madrid the capital of

Spain.

ALGARv A, a province of Portugal, 67

miles in length, and 20 in breadth; it is

bounded on the N. by Alentejo, on the E.

by the Guadiana, and on the S. and W.

by the occan. It produces figs, almonds,

dates, olives, and excellent wines, and has

a profitable fiſhery. -

ALG ERI, or ALGH FR, a populous city

on the NW. coaſt of Sardinia. Lat. 42.

40. N. lon. 8. 40. E. -

ALGEzi RA, a ſea port of Andaluſia,

on the Straits of Gibraltar, from which

town it is 10 miles N.W. by W. Lat.

36. 14. N. lon. 5. 22. W.

ALG Ezu R, a ſmall town in Algarva.

It’s old caſtle is borne in the royal arms of

Portugal.

Algi ATF, a little town in the Milaheſe.

Alcib.A.Rott A, or ALJU BAROTTA,

a ſmall town of Portugueſe Eſtremadura.

Lat. 39. 30. N. lon. 3. 4o. W.

ALG1ERs, a country of Africa, ex

tending 600 miles from E. to W. along

the Barbary coaſt, has Mt. Atlas on the
S. Tunis on the E. and Morocco on the

W. The Turks, who are not above 70co

in number, have the government in their

hands, and the Moors or natives have no

ſhare in it. It is a kind of republic un

der the protećtion of the grand ſignior,

and is governed by a ſovereign, or º:
wno
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who ſeldom undertakes anything of im

portance without the council of the Jani

zaries. The Arabs, who live in tents, are

a diſtinct people, governed by their own

laws, though the Turks interfere when

they think fit. The dey is abſolute in

ſome reſpects, although he is eleēted by

the Turkiſh ſoldiers, and fiequently de

poſed and put to death by them. The

revenues of the government ariſe from

the tribute paid by the Moors and Arabs;

and the prizes they take, or the piracies

they commit at ſea, ſometimes equal the

taxes they lay upon the natives. The

ſtems of the vines here are ſo large, that

a man can hardly graſp them with his

arms, and the bunches of grapes are a foot

and a half long. The natives are ſtrong

and of a tawny complexion; their reli

gion is Mahometaniſm, and their language

a dialect of the Arabic: they alſo uſe that

jargon, compoſed of the French, Italian,

and Spaniſh languages, called Lingua

Franca, which prevails along the ſhores of

the Mediterranean.

Algiers, a large town of Barbary,

and capital of the country of Algiers. It

is built on the declivity of a hill, and is

of the form of an amphitheatre next the

harbour, ſo that the houſes, appearing one

above another, make a very fine appear

ance from the ſea. The tops of the houſes

are all flat, and the people walk on them in

the evenings to take the air : they are

alſo covered with earth, and are uſed as

gardens. The ſtreets are very narrow; the

adjoining country,however, is adorned with

gardens and fine villas, watered with foun

tains. The mole of the harbour is 50o

F. in length, extending from the main

and to a ſmall iſland. The number of

inhabitants is ſaid to conſiſt of 1 oo,ooo

Mahometans, 15,000 Jews, and 4ooo

Chriſtian ſlaves. Algiers is ſituated op

poſite Minorca, 38o miles W. of Tunis.

Lat. 36.49. N. lon. 2. 18. E.

ALGoDREs, a ſmall town of Beira.

ALGo Nogins, a tribe of Indians in

Canada, near Lake Ontario.

ALGozo, a ſmall town of Tralos

montes. Lat. 41.5o. N. lon. 7. 1 o. W.

ALHALLow, a ſmall iſland in the Ork

neys, noted for a good fiſhery.

Alham, Lancaſhire, near Blackburn.

ALHAMA, a populous well-built town

of Granada, * a village of Arragon.

At both places there are medicinal baths.

Alham BRA, a town and river of Ar

ragon. -

Alhampton, Som. near Shepton Mallet.

AlhaND RA, a town in Portugueſe,

ALHANGA, a town in Spaniſh, Eſtre

madura.

AlibAluc, an iſle in the Caſpian Sea.

AlicANT, a ſmall rich city of Valen

cia in Spain, well known for it’s fine

wines, fruits, &c. It has a good har

bour, and an extenſive trade. The Eng

liſh, Dutch, Italians, &c. have conſuls

here. It is ſeated on the Mediterranean,

on a bay of the ſame name, 75 miles S. of

Valencia. Lat. 38.24. N. lon. o. o.

ALicATA, the Leocata of the ancients,

a town of Sicily, remarkable for corn and

good wine. Lat. 37. 14. N. lon. 14. 16. E.

A Lift, a town of Naples. Lat. 41.

zo. N. lon. 14. to. E.

ALINDA, or HALYNDA, a town of Ca

ria, in Aſiatic Turkey, ſaid by Pliny to

have been built by the Alindienſes.

ALING RAHs, or ALING's AHs, an in

land town of W. Gothland in Sweden,

where there are ſilk, woollen, tobacco,

and pipe manufactories. Lat. 57, 40. N.

lon. 13. 2 o. E.

Alington, Northum. near Warkworth.

ALJUsTREL, a town of Alenteio.

ALKALzik E, a town of Aſiatic Ruſſia.

Alker, Lancaſhire, near Altmouth.

Alkerington, Oxfordſhire, near Banbury.

Alkeſhari, or Alkham, Kent, near Do

ver. Alkham, Glouceſterſhire, near Berke

ley. Alkington, Glouceſterſ. near Stroud.

Alkley, Nott, near Workſop. Alkmanton,

Derbyſ. near Workſop. Alkmere, near

Shrewſbury. Alkmonbury, Huntſ, near

Leighton-ſtone. Alkrington, Lanc. near

Mancheſter. Allynton, Shropſ. near Wem.

ALLA, a well-built town in Auſtria.

AllAGo N, or ALAGON, a ſmall town

of Arragon, in Spain, 4 leagues from Sa

rogoſſa. -

AllAH ABAD, a province and city of

Hindooſtan. The latter is ſeated at the

confluence of the Ganges and Jumna, and

is 470 miles N.W. of Calcutta. Lat. 25.

45. N. lon. 82. o. E.

Allan, St. Cornwall, near Truro.

lanton, Northumb. near Rothbury.

AllAs, a town on, and a ſtrait between,

the Iſle of Lambock,and Combava in the E.

Indies. Lat. Io. 2 o. N. lon. 36. 14. E.

Allchurch, Warwickſ. 5 miles from

Bromſgrove, on the road to Leiceſter; it

was much more extenſive formerly. -

AlLA, or AlLe, a river of Pruſſia.

A L L E G A NY, or A P PAL A C H I AN

Mou N T A 1 N s, a chain, or range of

mountains, in N. America, which extend

north-eaſterly and ſouth-weſterly nearly

parallel with the coaſt of the ſouthern

ſtates, through which they run. They
occupy a ſpace of about 90o miles in

length, and from 60 to zoo in breadth, eaſt

ward of the Miſſiſſippi and the five lakes.

The different ridges which compoſe this
C. a inmanis

Al
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immenſe range have different names in dif

ferent ſtates, as the Kittattiny, the Blue,

the North, and South Mountains. They

are not confuſedly ſcattered and broken,

riſing here and there into high peaks over

topping each other, but ſtretch along in

uniform ridges, ſcarcely half a mile high,

ſpreading towards the ſouth. Some of them

terminate in high perpendicular bluffs;

others gradually ſubſide into a level coun

try, giving riſe to the rivers which run

ſoutherly into the Gulf of Mexico. In the

back parts of Pennſylvania, ſcarce one

acre in ten of this range - capable of cul

ture; in other parts, extenſive tracts of

fine arable and paſture-land intervene be

tween the ridges, having generally a rich

black ſoil, and ſome of the mountains will

admit of cultivation almoſt to their tops.

ALLEGANY, a river of N. America,

which riſes in the Allegany mountains, in

lat. 42. o. N. At Fort Venango, at the

mouth of French Creek, it is zoo yards

wide, and navigable for light batteaux.

At Pittſburg it joins the Monongahela,

and is then called Ohio. See OHIO.

ALLEGRANZA, one of the Canaries.

Allen, a river in Dorſetſhire, which

runs into the Stour, near Blandford. Al

len, a ſmall river of Flintſhire, which

ſinks under ground near Mold, and diſap

Pears for a ſhort ſpace.

Allen, a ſmall village in co. of Kildare,

prov. Leinſter. Iſle of Allen, apparently

an Engliſh name, ſeems to be only a cor

ruption of the Iriſh Hy-al-lain, i. e. the

... of the great plain country. In this

diſtrićt (in Kildare, as above,) ſtands the

Hill of Allen, the Mount Cromla of the

ancient bards. The bog of Allen, an im

menſe tract of turf-bog, or peat-moſs, the

largeſt in the kingdom, runs through part

of the counties of Dublin, Carlow, Kil

dare, Kilkenny, and Meath. A great

part of it has of late years been reclaimed

by burning, and the ſowing of rape-ſeed.

ALLENBURG, or ALLER BURG, a

narrow and dark little town of Tapiau, in

Pruſſia, commodiouſly ſituated on the ri

wer Alle. Lat. 55.30. N. lon. 21.49. E.

ALLEN-CASTLE, in Brunſwick-Lu

menburg. -

AllENDokf, a ſmall town of Heſſe

Caffel, where ſalt works are carried on.

It is ſeated on the Weſer, 15 miles E. of

Caſſel. Lat. 51. 19. N lon. 9, 59. E.

Allenſmore, 2 miles from Hereford.

...ALLER, a river of Germany. It has

it's ſource in Magdeburg, runs NW.

through Lunenburg, and, paſſing by Zell,
falls into the Weſer below Verdun.

4llercar, near Derby, Allercomb,Cornw.

near Stratton. Allerford, Somerſ. near

Carhampton.

SALLERIA, a decayed town in Corſica.

AllER stEIN, a ſmall town of Pruſſia.

Allerthorp, Yorkſ. in the pariſh of

Wakefield. Allerthorp, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, near Thirſk. Allerton, Nott. in the

pariſh of Edinſtow. Allerton-Chapel, Al

lerton Gledhow, Allerton-Grange, Aller

ton-Moor, hamlets of Leeds, in Yorkſhire.

Allerton Maulevrer, Yorkſ, near Knareſ.

borough, Allerton, Lanc. near W. Derby.

Allerton, Shropſ, near Wem. Allerton,

Somerſ. 3 miles from Axbridge. Allerton,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, 3 miles from Brad

ford. Allertown, Northumb. 8 miles SW,

of Hexham. Alleſlry, Derbyſ. near W.

Derby. Allhallows, Kent, 7 miles from

Graveſend. Allhallows, Cumb. on the ri

ver Elne, between Cockermouth and Wig

ton. Allhallows, Linc. near Waynfleet.

ALLEsANI, a town of Corſica.

Allier, a department of France, ſo

called from a river which flows by Mou

lins, and falls into the Loire above Orleans.

Allington, Dorſetſ. from whence a bridge

leads over the Simondbury, which here

joins the river Bret, to Bridport.

All I NGTbN-CAstle, Kent, near the

Medway, called, by the Saxons, the caſtle

of Medway. Market on Tueſ.

Allington, Wiltſhire, near Devizes.

Allington E. and W. Devonſ, near Kingſ

bridge. Allington, Linc. near Grantham.

Allington, Suff, near Hoxon. Allington

Cobham, Kent, near Malling. Allington,

Wiltſ. NE. of Biſhop's-Cannings. Al

lington, Wiltſ, between Boſcomb and New

ton-Tony. Allington, Hampſ. near Buſh

Waltham. Allington, Suffolk, near Eye.

Alliſon, or Aluredſon, Glouc. a hamlet of

Lydney. Alliſion, Suſſex, near Pevenſey.

Alio A, a town on the N. fide of the

Frith of Forth, in the ſhire of Clackman

man. It conſiſts of one ſpacious ſtreet,

well paved and ſhaded with rows of lime

trees. It has a commodious harbour, and

an excellent dry dock. It's great export

is coals, and there is alſo a glaſs-houſe,

with ſome other manufa&tories. The caſtle

of Alloa is beautifully ſituated, and was,

heretofore, the reſidence of the earls of

Mar. It is about 5 miles E. from Stir

ling, and 30 NW. from Edinburgh. Lat.

56. Io. N. lon. 3.45. W.

AllobRoges, an anc. people of Gaul.

Allom-Houſe, Hampſ.near Chriſt-church.

Allon, Northumb. near Beltingham. Al

lonby, Cumberland, in the pariſh of Ab

bey-Holme. Alloftock, Cheſhire, near

Northwich. Allow-Eaſt, a river of Dur

ham, which runs into the Tyne. Allº

Hºff,
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Feſt, a river of Northumb. which runs

into the Tyne. All-Saints,Kent, near Can

terbury. All-Saints, Suff, near Bungay.

ALL-SAINTs BAY, one of the moſt rich

and fertile captainſhips in all Braſit, pro

ducing abundance of cotton, and vaſt quan

tities of ſugar. It has ſeveral cities and

towns, of which St. Salvador is the capi

tal. Lat. 12. 3. S. lon. 40. Io. W.

ALMACARRoN, or ALMAzAR on, a

ſea-port of Murcia, where great quanti

ties of alum are made. Lat. 37.28. N.

lon. 1. zo. W.

ALMAcTA, a traët in Old Caſtile.

ALMADA. See ALMEDA.

ALMADEN, in La Mancha, New Caſ

tile. Nearit are mines of quickſilver.

ALMAGRA, or ALMAGUER, a town

of Popayan, in Terra Firma, S. America.

ALMAGRo, a town of New Caſtile.

Almand, or Aman, a river of Athol, a

branch of the Tay. It has a caſcade

near 30 yards high, cloſe by which two

rocks meet over the river ſo as to form a

natural bridge.

Almanington, Suſſex, near Chicheſter.

ALMANZA,a town of Murcia, 52 miles

SW. of Valencia, and 50 NW. of Ali

cant. Lat. 33.54. N. lon. 1.56. W.

Almar, co. Limerick, prov. Munſter.

ALMAREz, in Spaniſh Eſtremadura.

Almure-Hall, Cheſ. near Malpas.

ALMARst Ax, in Upland, Sweden.

ALMAs, in the Bannat of Temeſwar.

ALMAzAN, a town in Old Caſtile.

ALMEDA, a town of Portugueſe Eſtre

madura, ſeated on the Tajo, oppoſite to

Liſbon. Lat. 38.39. N. lon. 9.4. W.

AlMED1NA, a decayed town of Mo

rocco, on the edge of Mount Atlas. It’s

ruins are confiderable, and the adjacent

country is very fertile.

ALMEIDA, in Tra-los-montes; AL

MEIDA, in Beira ; both towns of Portu

al.
g ALMELoo, a ſmall town in Overiſſel.

ALMENARA, a town of Valencia.

ALMENDvalAio, in Spaniſh Eſtrema
dura.

Almer, Dorſetſ. near Whitchurch.

AlMeRIA, a ſeaport of Spain, in Gra

nada, ſeated on the river Almeria, in the

Mediterranean, 62 miles SE. of Granada.

Lat. 36.51. N. lon. z. zo. W.

ALMERIA, a ſea-port of Mexico. Lat.

20. 13. N. lon. 97. 30. W.

Almerley, or Almeſ'ree, Herefordſ, near

Weobly. Almerſworthy,Som.near Dunſter.

AlMIP1Gon, a lake of Canada.

Almisford,Som.ahamlet ofCaſtle-Carey.

Almissa, a ſmall town in Venetian

Dalmatia, at the mouth of the Cetina. It

ſtands between too high mountains on a

ſteep rock, 16 miles nearly E. of Spalatro.

Lat. 44. 4. N. lon. 17.45. E.

Almiſter, Somerſetſhire.

AlMo, a little rivulet, which falls

into the Tiber at Rome.

AlmodavAR, a ſmall town of Alen

tejo; ALMoDAvaR - DEL-CAM Po, in

New Caſtile; and ALMoDAvAR, in Ar

ragon.

Almond, a river in Perthſhire.

Almondbury, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near

Huthersfield. Almondſbury, Glouceſterſ.

near Berkeley.

AlMonte, a town of Andalufia ; and

a river of Spaniſh Eſtremadura.

• Almos-cliff, Yorkſ. near Ripley.

AlMouchıquois, a tribe in Canada.

AlMud Eve R, and ALMUGNA, fertile

and pleaſant places in Arragon.

ALMUNEcAR, a city and port ofGra

nada, ſtated on the Mediterranean, 3o

miles SSE. of Alhama. Lat. 36. 30. N.

lon. 3.45. W.

Alne, a river in Cumb. which runs into

the Tyne below Kirk-Haugh; another in

Northumb. which runs into the German

Ocean at Aylmouth; and a third in War

wickſhire, which runs into the Arrow at

Round-Alme.

Alme, Cumb. near Kirk-Oſwald. Alme,

near York. Alne, Magna and Parva,

Warw. near Henley. Alneham, North

umb. Almemouth, Northumb. a ſmall ſea

port at the mouth of the Alne, where

bones of a gigantic ſize have been dug up.

Almºſton, Oxfordſhire, near Witney.

* ALN Ewick, or Alnwick, the county

town of Northumberland, 306 miles from

London, on the road to Berwick, from

which it is diſtant 26 miles, and from

Newcaſtle 30 ; is ſeated on the little river

Alne, and is populous and well-built.

It has 3 gates, and was formerly ſur

rounded with a wall. Here is an old ſtately

Gothic caſtle, the ſeat of the Duke of

Northumberland, which has lately been

repaired and beautified. Maik. on Sat.

Alney, a little iſland near the city of

Glouceſter, famous for the ſingle combat

fought on it, between Edmund Ironſide

and Knute the Dane, for the whole king

dom, in ſight of both their armies, in

which the latter being wounded, he pro

poſed an agreement; accordingly the king

dom was divided between them; the S.

part falling to Edmund, the N. to Knute.

Alnham, or ? arºwell, Northumb. 13 miles

from Alnewick, on the road to Scotland.

Alost, or AELst, a tračt and a city

of Flanders, on the river Dender, 1.5 miles

NW. of Buſſels, and 15 SE. of Ghent.

C 3 Alov ENT,
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Alov ENT, a very high mountain of

Perſia, a part of Mount Taurus.

ALPHALH Ao, a ſmall town of Alentejo.

Alperton or Apperton, Middleſex, in the

road from London to Harrow on the Hill.

Alºha ºfton, Eſſex, near Henningham. Al

pheton, Suff. near Sudbury. Alphington,

Devonſ. z. miles from Exeter. Alpington,

Norf, near Loddon. Alport, Derbyſ. in

the High Peak. Apram, Cheſh. near

Ediſbury. .*

ALPEDRINHA, a ſmall town of Beira,

ALPEDRiz, in Portugueſe Etremadura.

A LPH, N, a town near Leyden, in Hol
land.

, ALTHEus, a famous river of Arcadia,

now OR PHEA, a river of the Morea.

A LPs, the higheſt mountains in Europe,

being about 2 miles in perpendicular height.

dividing Italy from Fiance,Swiſſerland,and

Germany. They have ſeveral names. The

Maritime Alps extend from Vado as far as

the ſource of the river of the ſame name,

or even the Po; the Cottian Alps, from

the ſource of the Vado to the city of Suſa;

the Grecian Alps, from the city of Suſa

to the mountain of St. Bernard, the Pen

nian Alps, Mount St. Bernard, to Mount

St. Gothard; by the latter are bounded

the Rhetian Alps, which extend to the

fource of the river Piave ; and, laſtly, the

Norician, or Carnician Alps, extend them

ſelves from the Piave as far as Iſtria,and the

fource of the Sau or Saave. The Alps

have but few paſſes, and thoſe difficult of

acceſs ; Hannibal, the Carthaginian gene

ral, attempting thoſe on the inde of Pied

mont, when he invaded Italy, loſt moſt of

his elephants; he accompliſhed his purpoſe,

however, by making his way with acets;

not with vinegar (as it has been erroneouſ.

ly tranſlated) for diſſolving the ſnow, but

with hatchets for cutting it away. The

proſpect from many parts of this enormous

range of mountains is extremely romantic.

One of the moſt celebrated is the Grande

Chartreuſe, where a monaſtery was found

ed in Io.84. From Echelles, a little vil

lage in the mountains of the department of

Mont Blanc, to the top of theºhartreuſe,

the diſtance is ſix miles. Along this

courſe the road runs winding up, for the

moſt part not ſix feet broad. On one hand

is the rock, with woods of pine-trees hang

ing overhead, and on the other a prodi

gious precipice, almoſt perpendicular, at

the bottom of which rolls a deep torrent.

On the top of the mountain is the convent.

The Glaciers of the Alps are immenſe

maſſes of ice, lodged upon the gentler de

clivities of the mountains, and exhibiting

the moſt groteſque and fantaſtic repreſenta

tions. From the valley of Chamouni there

is a view of a vaſt chain of mountains

inacceſſible, and covered with ice, and of

Mount Blanc above the reſt, whoſe top

ſeems to reach and even pierce the higheſt

region of the clouds. The chain, upon

which this mountain ſeems to look down,

like a giant, is compoſed of maſſes of

rocks, which terminate in pikes or ſpires,

called the Needles, and which ſeem ranged

like tents in a camp. Their fides are co

vered with fretted ſtreaks of ice and ſnow.

ALP's,Low ER,a department of France,

including part of the late province of Pro

vence, is ſo called from it’s vicinity to the

mountains of the ſame name.

Alps, UPPER, a department of France,

including part of the late province of Dau

phiny.

ALPUJARRAs,or AlPUxAR REs,Los,

high mountains of Granada, inhabited by

the ancient Moriſcºes, who profeſs Chriſ

tianity, ſpeak a medley of Arabic and

Spaniſh, and carefully cultivate the

ground, which produces excellent fruits
and wine.

Alreſford, Eſſex, near Tendring.

* AL REs for D, a town in Hampſhire,

on the little river Itching, called Alre by

Camden. It has about 2oo houſes, in

two principal ſtreets, which are large and

broad. A ſmall manufacture of lineys is

carried on here. Part of a Roman high

way, that goes from this place to Alton,

ſerves for the head to a great pond, or lake,

near this town, where there is a large

ſwannery. It is 18 miles ENE. of

Scuthampton, and 57 WSW. of London,

in the road to Wincheſter. There is a

neighbouring village, called Old Alreſ

ford. Market on Thurſ. w

Alrewick, Staff. near Litchfield. Al

rington, Devonſ. between Barnſtaple and

the ſea.

ALRoA, or ALRoe, an iſland on the

coaſt of Denmark.

ALsAce, UPPER and Low ER, late

provinces of France, now included in the

department of the Upper and Lower

Rhine.

Alſager, Cheſh, near Namptwich.

AlschwANGEN, in Courland.

Alſot, Shropſ. near Newport. Alſcot,

Shropſ. near Draton.

ALs EN, an iſland of Sleſwick.

Alsº if D, a town of Heſſe-Caſſe).

Afterig, a place in Cromartyſhire, noted

for large fir woods near it.

ALsH EDA, in Smaland, Sweden, near

which a gold mine was diſcovered in 1738.

After, Warw. 21 miles from Coventry.

Alſºp, Derbyſ, near Wirkſworth.

ALSo
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Fakenham.

Also-sajo, Also-spany, places in

|Hungary; in the former, great quantities

of cinnabar are dug; in the latter, there

is a mineral ſpring.

Alston MooR, a town in Cumber

land, ſeated on a hill, at the bottom of

which runs the Tyne, with a ſtone bridge

over it; and near it, are lead-mines. It

is 10 miles E. by S. of Carliſle, and 303

NNW. of London. Lat. 54.59. N. lon.

2. 14. W. Market on Saturday.

Allon, Glouc. near Cheltenham. Afton,

Lanc. near Kirkham. Afton, near Shrewſ.

bury. Afton, Worceſ in Tedington.

Afton Mary's, Somerſ, near Mere Pool.

Affiretton, Shropſ. near Church-Stretton.

ALsv E6, an iſle near Sky, Scotland.

Alsuncen, a lake of Halland, Sweden.

Alſwick, Herts. near Meaſden.

Alsza, a ſmall place of the Tartar diſ.

triºts, in European Turkey, between the

Nieper and the Don; and a river of Bavaria.

ALT, ALTwA. See ALAUTA.

Alt, a river of Lancaſhire, which runs

into the Iriſh Channel, at Altmouth.

ALTAisch, a tract of mountains, in

Siberia,

ALTALA, a diſtrićt of Corſica.

ALTAMIRA, a town of Gallicia, Spain.

AltaMont, and ALTAMURA, towns

of Naples.

Altdorf, a town of Hungary.

ALTEA,a ſea-port of Valencia, in Spain.

It is ſtated on the Mediterranean, 42 miles

$E. of Valencia, and 11o S. by E. of Ma

drid. Lat. 38.4o. N. lon. o. 15. E.

ALTEN, a diſtrict and gulf of Norway.

ALTENA, or AltonA, a ſea-port of

Hºlſtein, near Hamburg. The merchan

tliſt brought from Aſia, by the Daniſh

Faſt-India Company, is ſold here. Lat.

53.37. N. lon. 9.52. E.

ALTENBURG, towns of Upper Saxony,

"Tranſylvania, of Lower Hungary, and
of Holſtein.

Alterinniſ, Heref. on the borders of

Mºnmouthſhire, nearly encompaſſed in the

Yindings of the river Munnow. Alternon,

Comw. 4 miles from Pickering.

ALTEsson, a town of Piedmont.

. AltezEY, Alzey, or Altzheim,

*territory, town, and caſtle in the L. Pa
latinate.

Althome, Lanc. near Blackburn. Al

tºrne, Eſſex, near Southminſter. Althorp,

4 miles from Northampton. Althorp,

Inc. near Alford. Althºrp, Norf, near

Althorp, Northamp. near

-|

Towceſter.

* ALTHuus, in Poliſh Pruſſia.

Altis, a lake and mountain in Siberia.

... Altkirch, a town in the dept. of the

"Pººr Rhine, on the river Ille, 45 milcs

SSW. of Straſburg. Lat. 47.8. N. lon.

7. z o. E. -

Altland, a diſtrict of Tranſylvania.

Altmore, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Altmouth, Lanc. N. of Liverpool.

A LTM ULL, a river of Germany, which

has it's ſource in Frarconia, and falls

into the Danube, at Kºlheim, 12 miles

above Ratiſbon.

*AltoN. a town in Hampſhire, ſeated

on the river Wye. It conſiſts of about

250 houſes, chiefly laid out in one pretty

broad ſtreet, and has a large market of

cattle, and proviſions. There are ſome

manufactures carried on here; as plain and

figured baragons, ribbed druggets, and

ſerge de Niſines; and round the town

there are woods and plantations of hops.

It is 28 miles ENE. from Southampton,

on the road to London, from which it is

50 miles WSW. Market on 5aturday.

Alton-Grange, Leic. near Aſhby-de-la

Zouch. Alton, Derbyſ. near Cheſterfield.

Alton, Dorſetſ, near Whitchurch. Alton,

Worceſ. near Droitwich. Alion, Staff.

3 miles from Cheadle. Alton-Berns,

Wiltſ, near Marlborough. Alton Dange

ous, Wiltſ. in the pariſh of Langford

Little. Alton-Hall, Derb.near Keddleſton.

Alton-Lodge, Staff. on the river Dove, and

borders of Derbyſhire. Alton. N. and S.

Wiltſ. both 3 miles from Ambreſbury.

Alton-Pancras, Dorſetſ. between Cenne

Abbey and Middleton. Alton-Priory,

Wiltſ. near Marlborough Downs.

Alto RF, a town of Franconia, with

a fine univerſity, a library, and a phyſic

garden.

Alto RF, capital of the canton of Uri.

A1.ToRF, in Wºº. Suabia.

ALTo Rf, is the name of many places

in Germany, and of ſome in Hungary.

ALTRINGHAM, or ALTRINCHAM, a

town of Cheſhire, on the Merſey, between

Stockport and Warrington. It is 1 o miles

E. of Warrington, 24 from Cheſter, and

180 N.W. of London. Market on Tueſ.

ALTRIP, a village of Spires, Germany.

ALTsohl, a diſtrićt and town of Hun

gary. -

Altstadt, A.I.T.sTED, and A Lt.

sterTEN, towns in Upper Saxony, Weſt

phalia, and Swiſſ-rland. -

AlvA. D. E. ToRM Es, a town in Leon.

Alva, ALVAR EN GA, ALVAYA

zer E, and A LvA co-DE SERRA, ſmall

towns in Beira.

Alva LLADE, AlviTo, ſmall towns

in Alentejo.

Alvaro, ALv ARFs, Alv ERCA, and

AlvoRNIN HA, ſmall towns in Portu

gucie Eſtremadura.

A'ºeley, Eſſex, between Dagenham and

C + - Tilbury
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Tilbury-Fort. Alveley, near worceſter.

Alveley, Salop. Alverdiſcot, Devonſ.

ALvER No, a mountain of Tuſcany.

Alverſiock, and Alverſion, Hampſ. both

near Fareham. Alverſion, Wiltſ, near

Wardour. Caſtle. Alverton, Notting. near

Newark. Alveſ ot, Oxf. near Burford.

Alveſton, near Derby. Alveſton, Warw.

near Stratford upon Avon. Alveſton,

Dorſetſ. 1 mile NE. of Folke. Alveſton,

G. onc. near Thornbury, near the Severn.

Alvin G, a caſtle in Weiſenburg.

Alvingham, Linc. near Louth. Alving

ton Glouc. near Lidney, a ſmall village,

with a chapel of eaſe to Woolaſton.

ALUTA. See ALAUTA.

Alwalton, Huntſ. near Yaxley. Al

warby, Cumb. in the pariſh of Aſpatrick.

Alwepton, Northumb. Alwen, a river

of Denbighſhire, which runs into the Dee

above Langer. Alwington, Devonſ, on

the coaſt near Hartland. Point. Alwoodley,

called Allingley, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near

Otley. Alworth, Wiltſ. near Bradford.

Alwye, or Olwy, a river in Monmouthſ.

Alweil, a lake in Berne.

Alwos, a village in Hungary.

k ALY, a town of Georgia, Aſiatic Tur

ey.

ALzYRA, ALCYRA, or ALG Ezi RA,

a city of Valencia, which carries on a con

fiderable trade in filk. It is ſeated on the

river Xucar, 17 miles S. of the town of

Valencia. Lat. 39. 15. N. lon. o. Io. W.

AM, a town of Armenia, in Aſia.

AMAcax1, a people of Brazil.

AMAcusA, an iſland, and city of Ja

pan.

AMADABAT, a large, populous, and

trading city, the capital of Guzerat. The

Gentoos have hoſpitals here for birds

and ſick animals. The rajah, or empe

ror's viceroy, lives very ſplendidly, and

maintains 12,ooo horſe and 5o elephants.

Amadabat is pleaſantly ſituated, has 12

gates, is ſurrounded by a wall, flanked

with towers, and has a large garriſon;

including the ſuburbs, it is about 71

leagues in circumference. The royal

ſquare, 7oo paces long, and 4oo broad,

(planted round with palm, date, orange,

and citron trees) is formed by the caſtle,

as large as a little town, the courts of ju

dicature, palaces, and the grand caravan

fera, for lodging trangers and travellers;

beſides ſmaller moſques, here are 30 large

ones, one of them very magnificent; alſo,

16 pagodas, one of which was converted

into a moſque, by Aurengzebe, who or

dered a cow to be killed in the temple,

being aſſured, that the Gentoos, conſider

ing it polluted, would never enter it again,

Here the Armenians, Abyſſinians, and

Jews, have their reſpe&tive places of wor

ſhip; and the Engliſh, and other Europe

an merchants have their factors, and pur

Chaſe fine chintz, calicoes, and other In

dian merchandiſe. It lies 12o miles N.

of Surat, and 4o NE. of Cambaya. Lat.

23. Io. N. lon. 72. 22. E. -

AMADAN, or HAMADAN, a confider

able town of Perſia, where the Jews are

pretty numerous; they flock here in pil

g image, to viſit the tombs of Mordecai

and Either, which they allege to be here.

Theſe tombs are in the place which

ſerves them for a ſynagogue. It is 85

miles NW. of Iſpahan. Lat. 35. 15. N.

lon. 47. 4. E. .*

AMADANAGAR, or ANDANAGAR, a

beautiful, rich, and populous town in the

Deccan, Hindooſtan. It is 120 miles E. of

Bombay. Lat. 18. 1 o. N. lon. 74. 15. E.

A MADIA, a town and fortreſs of Cur

diſtan, ſituated on a high mountain.

AMAK, an iſland in the Sound, about 4.

miles long, and 2 broad. It contains 6

villages, is laid out in gardens and paſ

tures, and ſupplies Copenhagen with milk,

butter, and vegetables. It is connected

with the city by bridges, one of which is

a mile and a half long, and half a mile in

breadth; a part of the city called Chriſt

ianſhafen ſtanding on it.

AMAL, a town of Sweden, in the pro

vince of Daland, on the Wenner Lake. It

has a good harbour, and carries on a con

ſiderable trade in timber, deals, and tar. .

AMA LF1, an ancient town of Naples.

Flavio Bembo, a native of this place, is

ſaid to have invented the mariner's compaſs,

about the beginning of the fourteenth cen

tury. It is lo miles S.W. of Salerno.

Amalrie, a village of Perthſhire.

AMANA, a mountain of Cilicia, and

one of the Bahama Iſlands.

AMAND, St. a town in the dept. of the

North. It is ſeated on the river Scarpe, 7

miles N. of Valenciennes. Lat. 50. 27. N.

lon. 3. 35. E. -

AMAND, St. a town in the dept. of

Cher. It is ſeated on the river Cher, 20

miles S. of Bourges. Lat. 46.45. N. lon.

2. 30. E. -

AMANTE A, a ſea-port of Naples.

A MANZIRIFD IN, a city of Arabia Felix.

AMA Pa LLA, a city and port, and large

bay, of Mexico. The former trades in

cochineal, cocoa, hides, indigo, &c.

AMARA, a kingdom of Abyſſinia.

AMARANTE,orVILLA D’AMARANTE,

a town of Entre Douro e Minho, Poltu

gal. Here is a linen manufacture.

AMARIA, a caſtle of Candia Iſle.

AMARIN,

*

->
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AMARIN, or DAMARIN, a ſmall town

in the dept. of the Upper Rhine.

AMAsia, anciently AMAssi, a city of

Natolia, near the river Caſalmack. It was

the birth place of Strabo, the geographer,

and anciently the ſeat of the kings of Cap

padocia. Amafia is the reſidence of a ba

ſhaw, and gives it’s name to the province,

where there are the beſt wines and fruits in

Natolia. Lat. 4o. 31. N. lon. 36. o. E.

AM AstRIs, or AMAstro, a ſea-port

of Anatolia, but, it's two harbours have

been long ago choked up with ſand, and
there now remains little of it's ancient

ſplendor, except ſome ruins.

AMAtha, a city on the Jordan.

AMAtiqua, a gulf in Honduras.

AMATo, a town and river of Naples.

AMAYA, a town of Leon.

AMAzoN, or ORELLANA, a river of S.

America, which has it's ſource among the

Andes, in Peru, not far from the S. Sea,

from whenre running eaſtward, it pours

into the ocean, direétly under the equinoc

tial line. This largeſt of all rivers is, at

it's mouth, 150 miles broad, and 1.5oo

miles from it's mouth, 30 or 4o fathoms

deep. It runs at leaſt 3ooo miles, forms

during it's courſe many iſlands in itſelf,

receives near zoo other rivers, many of

which have a courſe of 50o, or 6oo leagues,

ſome of them not inferior to the Danube,

or the Nile; and, in pouring itſelf into

the ocean, repels the waters of the ſea,

to the diſtance of many leagues from the

AMAzoNs, a ſuppoſed race of warring

women, in antiquity, living in Amaſia, on

the banks of the Euxine, and maintaining

themſelves as a nation of women, on their

own ſeparate territory, diſtinctly from the

men. Perhaps, in the ruder ages of anti

quity, companies of women following their

huſbands to battle, and ſometimes fighting

their enemies, may have given riſe to the

romantic deſcriptions of the Amazons, by

the ancients; as in later times, the Ama

zons of S. America ſeem to have had a

fimilar origin, with the wonder-ſtricken

Spaniards.

AMAzoNIA, a country in S. America,

bounded on the N. by Terra Firma and

Guiana; on the E.by the Atlantic and Bra

zil; on the S. by Paraguay and Peru; and

on the W. by Peru. It was firſt traverſed

in 1580, by Franciſco Orellana, who com

ing from Peru, ſailed down the great ri

ver, to the Atlantic Ocean. Obſerving

companies of women (or periaps of men,

for the Indians have a cuſtom of plucking

out the beard by the roots) in arms on it's

banks, he called the country Amazonia,

pital of Abyſſinia.

or the Land of the Amazons, and gave the

name of Amazon to the river, which had

formerly been called Maragnon. Couda

mine,who afterwards went into thoſe parts.

to meaſure a degree on the meridian, could

perceive no ſuch appearance of hoſtile wo—

men. The ſoil is very rich and fertile ;

the trees, fields, and plants, are verdant

all the year round. The rivers and lakes

are infeſted with crocodiles, alligators. and

ſerpents. Their banks are inhabited by

different tribes of Indians, governed by

É. ſovereigns, diſtinguiſhed from their

ubjećts, by coronets of beautiful feathers.

The Spaniards have made many attempts

to ſettle in this country; but difficulties

and diſaſters have hitherto rendered their

deſigns abortive. On a part of the coaſt,

between Cape North, and the mouth of the

Amazon, the Portugueſe indeed have made

ſome ſettlements.

AMBAMARJAM, or AMBARA, the ca

Lat. 13. 12. N. lon.

35. 14. E.

AMBAR, a river of Bavaria.

Ambaſton, Derbyſ. on the Derwent, be

tween Derby and the Trent. Ambaſſon,

Shropſ. near Newport. Amber, a river

in Denbighſhire.

AMBERG MoUNTAIN, in E.Gothland,

* wougvº • F-S we'vº.---, --------------

Somme, 5 gates, and contains 35,000 in

habitants. It has manufactures in linen

and woollen cloth, which employ, in the

city and adjacent country, 30,ooo people.

It is on the roºt from Calais to Pâris, zo

miles S.E. r “eville, and 75 N. of

Paris. La' lon. 2. 28. E.

Amin' "tone. Arlington,

Oxfor’ Amington,

W2: . *k, Angle

ſey

to

sº, º:

- .* §§§3.
.S. § **ś $.”

S. $.5°.S. 39 S

&£º sºo? §§§

... . . sº e S3’sº $3.3A

and 360 ºrdin ºars. Lat. 4; 23. N.

lon. 3. 50. E.

Ambell, Northumberland, near Mor

peth.

AMBrANcutIva, a kingdom and towit

of Upper Ethiopia, on the Nile.

AMBIATINUM, a town near Coblentz.

Amblecote, Staffordſhire, near Wolver

hampton.

AMBleside, a pretty little town in

Weſtmorland, ſituated among lofty moun

tains, at the upper end of Winandermere

lake, and near a remarkable waterfall.

It is 13 miles N.W. by N. of Kendal, and

27 L.
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171 NNW. of London. Lat §4. 28. N.

lon. 3. 6. W. Market on Wedneſday.

AMBLETEUsE, a ſea-port, in the dept.

of the Straits of Calais, France. It is 8

miles N. of Boulogne. Lat 50. 49. N.

Jon. 1.41. E.

AMRoise, a town in the dept. of Indre

and Loire, feated near the confluence of

the Loire and Maſſee. It is 12 miles E.

of Tours, 118 S. by W. of Paris. Lat.

47. 25. N. lon. o. 54. E.

AMBou LE, a fertile vale of Madagaſcar.

Axi Bo YNA. the chief of the Molucca

Iſlands, remarkable for the quantity of

cloves and nutmegs it produces. The na

tives wear large whiſkers, and their dreſs

is only a piece of ſlight ſtuff, wrapped round

their middle. The Engliſh and Dutch had

factories here, at the beginning of the ſe

venteenth century; but the Dutch expelled

the Engliſh by force, and tortured and put

to death many of them, pretending that

they had entered into a conſpiracy with the

Chineſe, againſt them. Since that time,

the Dutch have poſſeſſed the entire domi

nion of the Spice Iſlands, and excluded the

reſt of the world from trading there. Lat.

4. o. S. lon. 127. zo. E.

AMBRACIA, a village, once a city of

Epirus; the reſidence of king Pyrrhus.

city-or-valenčia, which carries on a con

ſiderable trade in filk. It is ſeated on the

river Xucar, 17 miles S. of the town of

|Valencia. Lat. 39. 15. N. lon. o. Io. W.

AM, a town of Armenia, in Aſia.

AMAcAx1, a people of Brazil.

| AMAcusA, an iſland, and city of Ja

pan.

AMADABAT, a large, populous, and

trading city, the capital of Guzerat. The

Gentoos have hoſpitals here for birds

and fick animals. The rajah, or empe

ror's viceroy, lives very ſplendidly, and

maintains 12,oco horſe and 50 elephants.

| Amadabat is pleaſantly ſituated, has 12

\gates, is ſurrounded by a wall, flanked

with towers, and has a large garriſon;

including the *urbs, it is ab

*AMBR EsBURY,orAMEsbu RY,an an

cient town in Wiltſhire, on the Avon, con

fifting of two ſtreets, that interſect each

other. It is 80 miles from London, and 1

from Stonehenge. Market on Friday.

AM Bros E, a town of Piedmont.

AMBRYM, one of the New Hebrides.

AMBY, a town of the Netherlands, in

Limburg, on the E. ſide of the Meuſe,

oppoſite Maeſtricht. Lat. 50. 52. N. lon.

5.43. E. -

Amcotes, Lincolnſhire, on the Trent, 5

miles S. of Burton.

AM EDABAD. See AMADABAT.

!

AMEDNAGUR, a city of Hindooſtan, in

the Decan, once the capital of the foubah

of the ſame name, which is now better

known by that of Dowlatabad. This

place was the reſidence of the emperor

Aurengzebe, during his conqueſt of the

Deccan, and the Carnatic. It is 181 miles

by Poonah, from Bombay. Lat. 18.6.

N. lon. 74. o. E.

AMEL, a kingdom of Negroland.

AMELAND, an iſland of Frieſland.

AMELIA, formerly AMERIA, or AEMI

IIA, a ſmall city in the pope's territories,

feated on a mountain between the Tibet

and Nira, in a fertile country, zo miles

S.W. of Spoieto, and 45 N. of Rome.

Lat. 42. 33. N. lon. 12. 30. E.

Amerden Hall, Eſſex, near Audley. End.

AMERICA, the largeſt of the four

grand diviſions of the globe, is bounded

on all ſides by the ocean, and ſtretches, in

it's extenſive range, through every inha

bited latitude or climate in the world;

and the waters on it's northern extremity

ſeem to be bound up in everlaſting froſt.

The parts that have a vertical ſun, are ſo

near the ſea, or the lofty Andes, conſtantly

covered with ſnow, that they experience

not the exceſſive heats of Africa; and the

complexion of the natives, or aborigines,

is by no means very dark; it is gene

rally of a reddiſh or copper colour, from

the Straits of Magellan to the borders of

Hudſon's Bay.

is divided into N. and S. America, which

are joined by the Iſthmus of Darien. It’s

mountains, rivers, and lakes, are the largeſt

in the world. America took it's name

from Americus Veſputius, a Florentine,

who having accompanied Ojeda, a Spaniſh

adventurer thither, and drawing up an

amuſing hiſtory of his voyage, infinuated

therein, that he had firſt diſcovered that

continent. . The diſcovery of America,

was made ſo lately as 1491, by Chriſto

pher Columbus, a Genoeſe, a bold adven

turer, a patriot, and a man of humanity.

At that time, the authority of the pope,

over the whole world, was generally ac

knowledged throughout Europe. He had

granted, to the Portugueſe, all the lands,

iſlands, &c. they had diſcovered, or might

diſcover, to the eaſtward of the Azores;

hence the other Europeans were deprived

of the advantages of the trade to the Eaſt

Indies, by the Cape of Good Hope, which

the Portugueſe had but lately diſcovered.

The coſtly articles of the eaſt, which had

heretofore come through the Red Sea and

Mediterranean, and afforded to the Ge

noeſe a lucrative trade, were now brought

by the Cape of Good Hope. Columbus

ſaw,

This immenſe continent
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ſaw, with concern, the loſs his country had

ſuſtained, and concluding the earth to be

round, propoſed to evade the force of the

Pope's bull, by ſailing to India by a weſt

£rn courſe. His countrymen were not

better geographers than the biſhop of

Rome. They treated his ſchemes as the

reveries of a mad man; he tried other

courts of Furope, with ſimilar ſucceſs,

till at length Iſabella, queen of Spain,

ſold even her jewels to fit him out for the

expedition. America furniſhes moſt of

the vegetable and mineral produćtions, to

be found in the other parts of the world,

together with a variety of valuable drugs

and other commodities, which were un

known here before it's diſcovery. The

animals on the north are much the ſame all

round the pole, but, in the ſouthern parts

of America, they are generally more dimi

nutive and feeble; and ſome tribes there are,

which, if ever they exiſted in the old world

(as Europe, Aſia, and Africa are called)

have there become extinct, while the moſt

ſtrong and ſavage quadrupeds ſeem not to

have ever arrived here. Nearly the ſame

variety of birds is found in the new world

as in other parts, and ſome there are, that

are peculiar to the climate. America may

be divided into Indian Nations, United

States, and Furopean Colonies. The

countries poſſeſſed by Great Britain, are

Labrador, or New Britain, Upper and

Lower Canada, Nova Scotia, and New

Brunſwick. The thirteen United States

comprehend New Hampſhire, including

the province of Main, Maſſachuſetts,

j. and Connecticut in New

England, New York, New Jerſey, Penn

ſylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,

North and South Carolina, and Georgia.

Vermont, in New England, and Kentucky,

have been lately added to the union;

and all the country to the N. of Ohio, ex

tending from Pennſylvania to the E. the

lakes on the N. and Miſſiſſippi on the W.

is intended by congreſs to be divided

into ten new ſtates, to be called Waſhing

ton, Metropotamia, Peſilippi, Michigania,

Illinoia, Cherſoneſus, Saratoga, Sylvania,

Aſienipi, and Polopotamia. In North A

merica, Spain poſſeſſes E. and W. Florida,

part of Louiſiana, New Mexico, Califor

nia, and Old Mexico, or New Spain. In

South America, they hold Terra Firma,

or Caſtile del Oro, Peru, Chili and Para

guay, or La Plata. The French have

Cayenne, and the Dutch, Surinam; and

the Portugueſe have Brazil. America ex

tends a diſtance of 9ooo miles, from lat.

56. o. S. to the impenetrable depths of

th: northern frigid zone, where it nearly

extends through every degree of weſtern

longitude from London; and varies in it's

breadth, from it's narroweſt part, 60 miles

at the Iſthmus of Darien, to 3690, it's

greateſt breadth, acroſs the northern part
of N. America.

AMERSFokT, a conſiderable town of

the Netherlands, in the province of Utrecht.

It carries on a manufacture of dimity and

bombazine, and is feated in a fertile coun

try, on the river Ems, 12 miles NE. of

Utrecht. Lat. 52. 14. N. lon. 5. 22. E.

Amerſden, or Amérojeden, Oxfordſhire,

2 miles from Biceſter, or Burceſter.

*AMERSHAM, or AGMonDeshAM, an

ancient town of Buckinghamſhire, ſituate

in the Chiltern, a ſort of hills, which

abound with chalk. It conſiſts of a long

ſtreet, on the road from Uxbridge to Buč.

kingham, divided about the middle by a

ſhorter croſs ſtreet. The woods, on the

neighbouring hills, render the proſpects

very agreeable. It is 12 miles from Ayleſ-,

bury, 26 miles S.E. of Buckingham, and

29 NW. of London. Market on Tueſ.

Amerſham, Hampſhire, near Petersfield.

Amerton, Staff. near Ingeſtre.

AMID, a town of Aſiatic Turkey.

AMIENs, a handſome, large, and an

cient town in the dept. of Somme. It has

3 bridges over as many branches of the

Somme, 5 gates, and contains 35,000 in

habitants. It has manufactures in linen

and woollen cloth, which employ, in the

city and adjacent country, 30,000 people.

It is on the road from Calais to Pâris, zo

miles S.E. of Abbeville, and 75 N. of

Paris. Lat. 49. 54. N. lon. 2. 28. E.

Amington, Staff. near Stone. Armington,

Oxfordſ. near Watlington. Amington,

Warw, near Coleſhill. Amlwick, Angle

ſey in N. Wales. - -

AMMERcor, a fort in Hindooſtan Pro

per, in an extenſive ſandy deſert between

the Indus, the territories of Agimere and

Moultan, and the Puddar. It is 190 miles

N. by E. of Tatta.

Ammerform, or Amner. Farm, Hampſ.

6 miles from Buſh-Waltham and Fareham,

Amney-Crucis, Glouc. 2 miles from Ciren

ceſter; adjoining which is Amney St. Mary,

Glouc. 3 miles from Cirenceſter. Amney

St. Peter, adjoins the two former pariſhes,

and is very ſmall.

AMoL, a river and town of the Uſbecks.

Amond, a river in Caermarthenſhire.

AMoRGUS, an iſland of the Archipe

lago, fertile in oil, wine, and corn; it's

inhabitants generally of the Greek church.

It is 30 miles in circumference, and 67

N. of Candia. Lat. 36. zo. N. lon. 26.

15. E.

Amotherly,
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Afrotherby, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Rydel.

AMou R. See AMU.

A Moy, an iſland on the SW. of China.

AMpasa, an iſland of Zanguebar.

AMPHI Polis, now EMBo LA, a city

of Macedon, formerly its capital, on the

river Strymon, 7c miles NE. of Salonichi.

Ampleford. Yorkſ. near Thirſk.

AMPLEPUIs, a town in the dept. of

Rhone and Loire. It is celebrated for it's

wines, and is 16 miles E. of Rouanne.

Ampney Down, Glouc. near Fairford,

and near Cricklade, in Wiltſ. Ampney

Holy-Rood, Amney. Mary, Ampney-Peter,

Glouc. near Fairford. Amport, Hampſ.

near Andover. -

* AMPTHILL, a pretty town in Bed

fordſhire, 44 miles from London, between

the roads from thence to Buckingham and

Royſton. It is almoſt in the centre ofthe

country, ſituated between two hills, and

was the reſidence of the injured Catha

rine of Arragon, wife of Henry VIII.

Market on Thurſday. -

Ampton, Notting. near Tuxford. Amp

ton. Suff. N. of Edmundſbury.

AMPuGNA No, a diſtrićt of Corſica.

... AMPURDAN, a diſtrict, to which be

longs

MPURIAs, a ſea port of Catalonia.

- AMPURIAs, an inland town of Sardinia.

AMRas, See AMBRAS. -

AMRom, an iſland of Denmark.

Amſford, Kent, near Sevenoaks.

AMsTERDAM, a large, rich, populous,

trading, and handſome city of Holland, the

capital of the United Provinces. The

walls are high and ſtrongly fortified, and

the bridge, which joins the rampart, is

built over the Amſtel, and is an extraor

dinary piece of archite&ture. The public

buildings are fine and numerous. Here

are many handſonne churches and hoſ

pitals, for perſons of different ages, ſexes,

religious profeſſions, and countries. To

the good ſenſe and candour of the Dutch,

in tolerating all profeſſions of religion,

when perſecution prevailed in other parts,

we may, in a great meaſure, attribute their

proſperity, and the populouſneſs of their

capital. This city is computed to be a

bout half the ſize of London; the founda

tion is laid upon piles, driven into the

moraſs whereon it ſtands, and under the

ftadthouſe alone, there are 13,000. The

exchange is one of the principal ornaments

of the city; and the harbour, though dif

ficult of acceſs, becauſe of the ſhoals, is one

of the largeſt and fineſt in Europe, where

a vaſt number of ſhips may be ſeen con

ſtantly ; the ſtreets are ſpacious and well

perty, he perfected the work.

paved, and moſt of them have canals with
rows of trees on each ſide. It is feated at

the confluence of the rivers Amſtel and

Wye, 6.5 miles N. of Antwerp, 175 E. by

N. of London, 240 N. by E. of Paris,

and 560 NW. of Vienna. Lat. 52. 23.

N. lon. 4.50. E. -

Amfly, a pariſh of Hertfordſhire. Amſ.

“worth, Lanc. near Mancheſter.

AMU, AMU R, rivers in Aſiatic Ruſſia.

AMUL, a large inland town of Perſia.

Amwell, a village in Hertfordſhire, a

little to the S. of Ware, and 21 miles from

London. One part is called Amwell

Magna, and the other Amwell-Parva ; the

head or ſource of the New River, which

ſupplies London with water, is at the latter

place. This canal was projećted by Sir H.

Middleton; he began it in 1606, and fi

niſhed it in 1612, by aſſiſtance of the city

of London, and by aid of parliament; but

with a confiderable loſs of his own pro

The ex

tent of the canal is near 39 miles; it has 43

ſluices, and there are 215 bridges over it.

Amwick, Lincolnſhire, between Sleaford

and Tatterſhall.

ANABoA. See ANNobo N.A.

ANADIR, a river of Siberia.

ANADIRskoi, a town on the river, be

longing to Ruſſia.

Anadorn, in Down, Ulſter.

ANAGNI, a city of Campagna di Ro

ma, ſituated on an eminence, in the Via

Latina, but now almoſt in ruins. Near

this, are the hot waters, anciently called

Thermae Animae. Lat. 41. 56. N. lon.

13. 25. E. -

ANAkopi R, capital of the Abkas.

ANARstapi NN, a ſea-port of Iceland.

ANATOLIA, or NATOLIA PR opek,

the moſt weſternly diviſion of Natolia.

ANATTo M, one of the New Hebrides.

ANBAR, a town of Hindooſtan.

ANCAR ANo, a town of Ancona, in the

pope's territories, 82 miles NE. of Rome.

Ancaſter, a village of Linc. 8 miles from

Grantham, and 15 miles S. of Lincoln.

Ancaſtle, Oxfordſ, on the borders of Berkſ.

ANcEN is, a town feated on the river

Loire, in the dept. of the Lower Loire, zo

miles NE. of Nantz. -

AN cla M, a town ofthe Weſtern, Swed

iſh, or Royal Pomerania, in Upper Saxony.

It made a good figure once among the

Hanſe tewns, and has an advantageous

ſite among good corn lands and excellent

paſture, with the conveniency of fiſhing and

exporting their commodities, by means of

the river Pene, on which it is ſeated. For

merly it was called Tanglim, and ſome

have ſuppoied it to have been the*:
the
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the Angli, mentioned by Tacitus; ſome

of whom removed from thence to the Elbe,

and afterwards to S. Britain. Anclam is,

zo miles S. of Gripfwald. Lat. 53.52.

N. lon. 14. 2. E.

Ancliff, Lanc. 2 miles from Wigan, has

a curious ſpring, called the burning well.

Ancoates, Lanc. I unile from Mancheſter.

ANcopeR, or Rio, Corbe, a territory

on the gold coaſt of Guinea, and a river of

the ſame name flowing through it; the

banks of which are adorned with fine lofty

trees, affording a very agreeable ſhade.

On the weſtern bank is a populous village.

ANco NA, anciently ANcox, a diſtrict,

and conſiderable ſea-port in the pope's ter

ritories, on the Adriatic Sea. Commerce

has rapidly increaſed here of late years,

through the patronage of Clement XII.

who made it a free port, and built a mole

to render the harbour ſafe. It is erected on

the ruins of the ancient mole, raiſed by the

emperor Trajan, and is above zooo feet in

length, 1 oo in breadth, and about 60 in

depth, from the ſurface of the ſea. Near

this ſtands the Triumphal Arch of Tra

jan, which, next to the Maiſon Quarrée, at

Nijmes, is the moſt beautiful and entire

monument of Roman magnificence exiſting.

Here, likewiſe, Clement erested a lazaret

to, which advances a little way into the

ſea, in the form of a pentagon, and is an

elegant, as well as uſeful edifice. The

Jews have a ſynagogue here, and are eſta

bliſhed in great numbers. Ancona is 116

miles N. by E. of Rome. Lat. 43. 38. N.

lon. 13. 35. E.

Ancraft, Northumb. near Belford.

Ancy R.A. See ANco R.A.

ANDA JA, a river of Old Caſtile.

ANDALUsiA, the moſt rich and fertile

province of Spain. It is 250 miles in

length, and 150 in breadth. The river

Guadalquiver runs through it's whole ex

tent, and Seville is it's capital. It was

reſorted to in antiquity by the Tyrians,

Rhodians, Phoenicians, Grecians, Cartha

ginians, and Romans, on account of it’s

gold and ſilver mines. It is ſtill a place

of great trade, having many commodious

harbours which open to the Weſtern Ocean,

near the entrance to the Mediterranean, as

Cadiz, &c. and abounding in fruits, corn,

wine, oil, honey, ſugar, herds of cattle,

&c. The Andaluſian breed of horſes

have long been celebrated for their beauty

and fleetneſs. -

AND A Lusi A, New, or PARIA, a pro

vince of Terra Firma, ſituated on the At

lantic, with the Oronoque to the SW.

ANDAMAN Is LANDs, on the E. fide of

the entrance of the Bay of Bengal. The

inhabitants are a harmleſs race, living

chiefly on rice, fruits, and herbs.

ANDANAGAR, a beautiful, rich, and

populous town of the Deccan, Hindooſtan.

ANDAYE, a town in the dept. of the

Lower Pyrenees, famous for it's brandy."

It is ſituated at the mouth of the river Bi

daffoa, oppoſite Fontarabia in Spain, 18

miles from Bayonne. Lat. 43. 25. N. lon.

1.45. W.

Ande, a river of Hampſhire, that riſes

in the foreſt of Chute.

ANDELY, or AND Elis, Les, a town of

France, in the dept. of Eure, divided by a

paved road into two towns, Great and Lit

tle Andely; the former on the little river

Gambons, the latter on the Seine. The

cloths manufačtured here are very fine.

It is zo miles SE. of Rouen, and 6o NW.

of Paris. Lat. 49. 20. N. lon. 1, 30. F.

Andenas-Caſtle, Corn. near S. Colomb.

ANDENAs, iſlands of Dromtheim.

ANDENoeN, an iſland of Dromtheim.

ANDER, or ANDERo, Sr. a ſea-port of

Biſcay, where the Spaniards build, and lay

up ſome of their men of war. It is 60.

miles W. of Bilboa. Lat, 43.25. N. lon.

3. 51. W.

Anderby, Linc. near Alford. Andery

Artiers, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Bedal.

Anderby-Steeple, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Richmond. Anderly-Whernhow, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, near Northallerton. -

AND ERLEcht, a fortreſs of Brabant,

2 miles N. of Bruſſels.

ANDERNAcht, a town of Cologne, on

the Rhine, near which are excellent mine

ral waters. They trade here in large tim

ber, which is floated down to this place,
and hence to Holland. It is 1 o miles

NW, of Coblentz. Lat. so. 29. N. lon.

7. 22. E.

ANDERSkow, a town of Zeeland, Den

mark.

Anderſion, Dorſetſ, near Bere. Ander

ton, Cheſh. near Bucklow. Anderton-Ford,

Lanc. near Ormſkirk. Anderton, Lanc.

between Eccleſion and Wigan.

ANDEs, or CoR DILLERAs, a huge

chain of mountains, or rather two ridges,

or cordilleras, running almoſt the whole

length of South America, from the Iſth

mus of Darien to the Straits of Magellam,

through Peru and Chili, a diſtance of 4300

miles; and in a line parallel to, and but a

little diſtance from, the Pacific Ocean.

They are alſo the loftieſt, as well as the

moſt extenſive range of hills in the whole

world. Even the plain of Quito, which

may be conſidered as a baſe of the Andes,

is elevated farther above the ſea, than the

top of the Pyrenees; and, in different

- Places,
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places, they riſe more than one third higher

than the Pike of Teneriffe, heretofore ac

counted the higheſt part of the whole earth.

The Andes may literally be ſaid, to hide

their heads in the clouds: the ſtorms often

roll, and the thunders burſt below their

ſummits; which, though expoſed to the

rays of the ſun, in the centre of the torrid

zone, are covered with everlaſting ſnows.

From experiments made with a barometer,

on the mountain of Cotopaxi, it appeared,

that it’s ſummit was elevated 62.52 yards,

which is ſomething more than 3 geogra

phical miles, above the ſurface of the ſea.

Theſe mountains give riſe to the largeſt

rivers in the world; and, when the volca

nos, which are numerous here, break out

among the ſnows, the ſudden thaws, pro

duce ſuch torrehts of water, as to deluge

the plains, and carry off the inhabitants,

both man and beaſt.

ANnes, a hamlet of Mantua.

Andiffer, near Lancaſter.

ANDoRA, a large village of Genoa,

producing excellent wine. * -

AN porno, a town of Piedmont.

*ANDov ER, a large, well-built, popu

lous town in Hampſhire, pleaſantly ſituat

ed on the river Ande, on the edge of the

Downs. It is a great thoroughfare on the

weſtern road, as well from Newbury to

Saliſbury, as from London down into the

weſt, ſo miles N. by W. of Wincheſter,

and 65 W. by S. of London. Lat. 51. 14.

N. lon. 1. 20. W. Market on Saturday.

ANDRAGH1 RA, a river of Sumatra, on

which the Dutch have a factory.

ANDRA1G, a harbour and fort of Ma

jorca.

ANDRARU M, or ANDERUM, a town

of S. Gothland, 14 miles S. of Chriſtian

ſtadt; here are the greateſt alum works in
Sweden.

Andre, St. Northumb. 6 miles E. of

Hexham. Andrew's, St. Suff. near Bec

cles. Andrew's. Cºfile, St. Hampſhire,

between Southampton and Petersfield.

AND Rew's, ST. a town of Fifeſhire,

formerly the metropolis of Scotland, or of

the Pištiſh kingdom. It is feated on a

bay, on the level top of a ſmall hill, com

manding a view of the German Ocean.

The cathedral, once a large Gothic ſtruc

ture, founded in 1161, and 1 57 years in

building, was ſo completely demoliſhed in

a ſingle day, by John Knox and his adhe

rents, that little of it now remains. The

univerſity, founded by the biſhop Ward

law, in 1411, conſiſts of 3 colleges, the

Old College, the St. Leonard's, and the

New College, and has produced many

learned men. The houſes, though built

of ſtone, are gone to decay, there being no

manufactures here to ſupport the numer

ous inhabitants; and the harbour has ſuf

fered greatly by the encroachments of the

ſea. It is 30 miles NE. of Edinburgh.

Lat. 56. 18. N. lon. 2, 45. W.

ANDREw's, ST. a town in Nova Scotia.

ANDRE, ST. two towns in the dept. of

Mont Blanc, and ſeveral others in different

parts of France; alſo, a diſtrict of Corſica.

ANDREASBERG, or St. ANDREw, a

town of Brunſwick Lunenburg. Near it."

are rich iron mines.

ANDREw, ST. a town of Carinthia.

AND REw, Sr. an iſland, and a town of

Hungary.

ANDREw's, Sr. an iſland, with a town

of Dalmatia.

ANDRIA, a town of Naples.

AND Ros, an iſland and ſea-port of

Turkey, in the Archipelago. The inha

bitants are moſtly of the Greek church,

and about 50oo in number. The princi

pal riches of this iſland conſiſt in ſilks,

and it produces wine, oil, corn, oranges,

citrons, mulberries, pomegranates, figs,

&c. It is almoſt oppoſite to Athens, and

near the S. end of Negropont.

ANDRoss, one of the Bermuda iſles.

ANDRussow, a village of Smolenſkow.

ANDRzelow, a little town of Cracow.

AND ST, a diſtrict in N. Jutland.

AND UJAR, or ANDUxAR, an ancient,

large, and populous city of Andaluſia. It

has ſeveral fine buildings, a ſtrong caſtle,

and is feated on the Guadalquiver, over

which there is a ſtately bridge. It vends

great quantities of ſilk, and the country

around abounds in corn, wine, oil, honey,

&c. It is 25 miles NE. of Corduba. Lat.

33. 10. N. lon. 3. 48. W.

ANDwortskow. See ANDERskow.

AN EGADA, one of the Carribee iſles.

As FA, a diſtrict of Temecen, Algiers.

Anfield, Hampſ, near Southampton.

AN FILoch A, now JE Ro15 LIA, a town

of the ancient Fpirus; it was almoſt ruin

ed, during the wars between the Venetians

and Turks.

Angalary, Herf. near Hitching.

ANGARA, a river of Aſiatic Ruſſia.

Angel, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

ANG E Lo, St. a town in the pope's ter

ritories; a ward, and a caſtle, of Rome,

to which the pope retires, on apprehenſion

of danger ; a ſtrong caſtle of Malta; a

caſtle and diſtrićt of Corfu ; a ſea-port of

Apulia ; a town, two cities, and a moun

tain of Naples.

ANGELos, the ſecond city of Mexico.

The ſtreets are large, clean, and regularly

built. The ſquare, in the centre, is beau

tified,
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tified on three fides with uniform porticos,

where are ſhops, furniſhed with all ſorts of

merchandiſe : on the other ſide, is it's ſtate

ly cathedral, built in the modern taſte. It

has a mint, glaſs-houſe, and other manu

factures, and the country around it is very

fertile t but the inhabitants, both prieſts

and people, are accounted extremely pro

fligate and licentious in their manners.

Angelos is 62 miles SE. of Mexico. Lat.

19. 30. N. lon. 99. 22. W.

Angelſley, Somerſetſhire, near Taunton.

AN GERAP, a river of Pruiſia.

ANGERBURG, a diſtrict, and a town on

a lake of the ſame name in Pruſſia.

ANGERMANNIA,orANGERMANLAND,

a province in Sweden, 24 miles long, and

15 broad. It is diverſified with rocks,

mountains, and foreſts; rivers and lakes,

abounding with fiſh; and here are confi

derable iron-works.

ANGERM UNDE, a town of Courland;

and a town of Weſtphalia.

ANGERN, iron-works in Courland.

ANGERs, a large and populous city in

the dept. of Maine and Loire. It is ſeated

near the confluence of the Sarte and Loire,

and is divided by the Maine into two

parts; the weſtern, extending into the

plain, and the eaſtern, which riſes on the

acclivity of a hill. It's environs preſent

a pleaſing view of numerous country

houſes, upwards of a hundred wind-mills,

well cultivated kitchen-gardens, and emi

pences that produce good white wine.

The inhabitants are computed at 28,ooo.

The manufacture of handkerchiefs and

ſail-cloth, is carried on here ; the produce

of the ſlate-quarries, at the extremity of

the ſuburb of Breſſigny, forms likewiſe an

important article of commerce. In An

gers, there is a ſpacious ſquare, and four

beautiful public walks. It is 50 miles

NE. of Nantz, and 175 S.W. of Paris.

Lat. 47. 30. N. lon. o. 35. W.

Angerton, Cumberl. in Holme-Cultram.

Angerton, Northumb. near Morpeth.

ANGEzela, one of the Comora Iſlands.

ANGI HART, a village of Tuſcany.

ANGH1ERA, a county, and a town of

Milan, on the E. ſide of the Lake Mag

giore, 30 miles NW. of Milan. Lat. 45.

+1. N. lon. 8.4o. E.

Angleſborough, in Limerick, Munſter.

ANGLESEY, or ANGLEs EA, ISLE of,

the moſt weſtern county of N. Wales,

through which the packets regularly paſs

between London and Dublin. It was call

ed by the ancients Mona, and was the ſeat

of the Druids, of whom there ſeem to be

ſome monumental remains, in the ereștions

of huge ſtones, ſingly and colleštively, in

circles, and one upon another, as at Stone

Henge; they are without any inſcription,

to ſhew the time or occation of their erec

tion. Here are alſo found ſome Roman

and other antiquities. Angleſey is ſepa

rated from Carnarvonſhire, by a long and

narrow ſtrait, called Menai, or Meneu,

which, in ſome places, is fordable at low

water. It is a fertile ſpot, has ſome va

luable quarries, and a very fine copper

mine on Pary's Mount.

Angiºſºy Abbey, Camb. near Botſham.

Angleton, Suſſex, near Lewes. Angmering,

E. and W. Suſſex, two ſmall villages on

the Engliſh Channel, near Arundel.

ANGol, a pleaſant well-watered city

of Chili, fituated on a very fertile plain,

125 miles N. of Baldivia. Lat. 37.56. S.

lon. 72. 59. W.

ANGolA, a fertile kingdom of Lower

Guinea, or Congo, ſituated between the

rivers Dande and Coanza. It is bounded

on the N. by Congo Proper, on the E. by

Matamba, on the S. by Benguela, and on

the W. by the ocean. It produces Indian

corn, beans, oranges, lemons, and ſeveral

other fruits. The country is divided

among ſeveral petty princes; the Port

gueſe have ſeveral ſettlements on the.

and the Engliſh and Dutch yet carry on

that infamous traffic, the ſlave-trade. Po

lygamy is allowed in this country, and

they practite the initiatory rite of the He

brews. . They ſeem to be an amiable and

peaceful people; they are tall, and are

reckoned to be elegant figures, and very

handſome ; and from the fertility of the

ſoil, and the fimplicity of their manners,

they live very much at their eaſe; it is

perhaps from this circumſtance, that theſe

injured poor people, when carried into

ſlavery, ſhew an impatience of fatigue, and

an independency of ſpirit ſuperior to thoſe

from the Gold-Coaſt, where the ſoil is

barren, and where they have been accuſ

tomed to hardſhip and labour. Angola is

ſituated between 9 and nearly 12 degrees

S. lat. and between 1 o and 2 o E. lon.

ANGoRA, or ANGou RA, anciently

ANcy RA, a town of Natolia in Aſiatic

Turkey, remarkable for it's remains of

antiquity, as inſcriptions, pillars, ruins of

temples, &c. of porphyry and old marble.

The caſtie, which is as large as a ſmall

town, and well inhabited, both by the

Chriſtians and Turks, is built of white

marble, and ſtone reſembling porphyry ;

and throughout the walls of the town,

which are low, and thoſe of the houſes

which are generally built of unburnt brick,

antique fragments are interſperſed. The

city of Angora is computed to have

loo,ooo
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roo,ooo inhabitants in it, 9o,ooo of

whom are Turks; and about 1ooo of

theſe are janizaries: Greeks, Armenians,

&c. compoſe the remaining 10,009. The

country produces very good red wine, and

they have excellent rice on ſome of the

rivers. They have the fineſt breed of

goats here in the world; their hair or

wool is quite white, and almoſt as fine as

filk; a great trade is carried on in this ar

ticle, and the fineſt fluffs, eſpecially cam

lets, are made of it. The exports of An

gora to Holland, France, and England, are

about 16oo camel-loads yearly. It is 212

miles SE. of Conſtantinople. Lat. 39. 30.

N. lon. 32.5. E.

Axcor, a fruitful kingdom of Upper

Ethiopia, environed with ſteep mountains.

It has been wreſted from Abyſſinia by the

Gallas.

ANcoules Me, a town of France in

the dept. of Charente. It ſtands on a

mountain ſurrounded with rocks, the river

Charente running at the foot of it. It is

ao miles S.W. of Limoges, and 250 S. by

W. of Paris. Lat. 45. 39. N. lon. o. 14. E.

As courtois, late a province of France,

#ow included in the dept. of Charente. It

is hilly, but fertile, has good iron-mines,

and excellent paper manufactories.

ANG RA, a diſtriët, and a ſea-port of

Tercera. The city of Angra is the me

tropolis of all the Azores. The harbour

is good, and the town well built and po

pulous; it has the privilege of ſending a

deputy to the cortes, or ſtates of Portugal.

The Engliſh and Dutch have conſuls here,

though the commerce is inconſiderable;

what they import is moſtly wood and

corn, and other proviſions. Lat. 38. 38.

N. lon. 27. 12. W.

ANGRoc NF, or ANGROGNA, a moun

tainous, yet fruitful community, pariſh, or

townſhip of Piedmont, through which runs

a little river of the ſame name. It is ac

ceſſible only at two places from the S. and

E. and there are retreats among the rocks,

where, during the moſt violent perſecu

tions againſt the poor Vandois, their old

barte, bards, as they are called, or valley

miniſters, preached without interruption.

Sometimes the valleys of Piedmont are

called by the name of Angrogne. . The

town of Angrogna is 7 miles W. of Pig

nerol. Lat. 45. c. N. lon. 7. 15. E.

Angton, Suſſex, near Arundel.

Ancso, a caſtle of Upland.

AncueD, a province of Algiers, or ra

ther a deſert of Temecer. Hordes, or

clans of Arabs, and others, live here

moſtly on plunder, obliging travellers to

pay them money for their paſſports, which

-

are a kind of ſmall flag at the end of a

lance. They have but little corn, and

they feed principally on dates, milk, and

what wild game (ſo called) they kill.

They range at pleaſure about the country,

acknowledging none but their own chief,

and paying no tribute to the Algerines.

AsGuilla, or SNAke Island, a

woody, fertile, level tract, and the moſt

northerly of the Engliſh Carribee Iſlands.

AsGUILLARA, a town in the pope's

territories; alſo a lake, and a ſmall but

handſome town of Padua.

ANGUs, a ſhire of Scotland, ſometimes

called Forfar, from the name of the coun

ty-town, is bounded on the N. by Aber

deenſhire, on the NE. by Kincardineſhire,

on the E. by the German Ocean, on the

S. by the Frith of Tay, and on the W.

by Perthſhire. It is about 40 miles in

length, and 30 in breadth. It has many

lakes and hills, with quarries of ſlate and

freeſtone, and mines of lead and iron ore;

the lower grounds are fertile in corn and

Paſture ; and along the coaſt, the ſalmon

fiſhery is very extenſively carried on. The

Principal rivers are the N. and S. Eſk.

AN HALT, a principality of Upper Sax

ony, 42 miles long, 8 broad. It abounds

in corn, and is watered by the Saala, or

Salde, and the Mulda.

AN HALt, or ANHolt, an iſland in

the Categat, 8 miles from the coaſt of Jut

land, and 10 from Zealand. It is danger

ºus for ſeamen, for which reaſon a light

houſe is erected on it. *

ANIAN. SEE AJAN.

A NJENGo, a ſmall town of Malabar,

held by the Eaſt India company. Their

merchandiſe conſiſts chiefly in pepper and

calicoes. Lat. 8.49. N. lon. 76. I. E.

ANJou, a cidevant province of France,

forming, with the late provinces of Maine

and Touraine, the 4 departments of Maine

and Loire, Indre and Loire, Maine, and

Sarte.

Anker, a river of Warwickſ. which falls

into the Tame at Tamworth. Ankerden,

Worceſt. on the borders of Herefordſhire.

Ankham, a river of Lincolnſh. falling into

the Humber. Ankerton, Oxfordſh. NW.

of Banbury. Ankerwick, Buckinghamſk.

near Windſor. Anlaby, Yorkſhire, near

Hull.

ANNA, or ANAH, a diſtri&t and town

of Turkey in Aſia. The latter is ſeated

on the weſtern bank of the Fuphrates,

where there is a plenty of olives, oranges,

citrons, lemons, pomegranates, and dates.

The fields produce cotton, and the corn

grows exceedingly high; but the inhabit

ants are ſaid to be great freebooters, diſ

Perſing
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perfing themſelves from hence all over the

deſert. The city is tributary to the grand

ſignior; but it is with great difficulty that

the Turkiſh aga and janizaries kept here,

can levy the tribute. It is 130 miles W.

of Bagdad, and 1zo SSW. of Mouſſol.

Lat. 34. 30. N. lon. 41. o. E.

ANNA, Sr. a Ruſſian fortreſs, ſituated

on the Don. It's ſtreets are ſtraight, broad,

and well built; but the country about it is

marſhy.

ANNABo N. See ANNoboNA.

ANNABU Rc, a town in the ele&torate

of Saxony, 16 miles ESE. of Wittenburg.

Annacloy, co. Down, prov. Ulſter, on a

branch of Strangford Lake. Annacotty,

co. Limerick, prov. Munſter, 9.1 miles from

Dublin. Annadorn, co. Down, prov. Ul

ſter, at the ſource of the river of the ſame

name, which falls into the inner bay of

Dundrum. Annagh, co. Cork, prov. Mun

iter, near Charleville: the linen manufac

ture is carried on in this village.

'Annagh, an iſland between the iſle of

Achill and main land of Mayo.

ANNA Liff EY, a river in Leinſter. It

riſes in the co. of Wicklow, and, by a cir

cuitous courſe, runs into the co. of Kil

dare; there it paſſes through the Leinſter

aqueduct under the grand canal, is preci

pitated from the rocks of Leixlip, form

ing a moſt beautiful waterfall, and thence

gently gliding through a beautiful and

improved country, it paſſes through the

county and city of Dublin, and falls into

Dublin-Bay.

Annalong, a river, finall harbour, and

village, in Down, Ulſter, 69 miles from

Dublin.

ANNAMABoE, an Engliſh factory on

the Gold-Coaſt of Guinea.

AsNAMooka, one of the Friendly Iſles,

Rtuated about 20 S. lat. and 173 W. lon.

ANNAN, a ſea-port of Annandale, on

the river Annan, about 3 miles NE. of

Solway Frith, and 60 S. of Edinburgh.

Lat. 55. o. N. lon. 3. 16. W.

ANNANDALE, a diſtrict of Dumfrieſ

ſhire, in Scotland. The mountains in the

N. of this diſtrict, called Moffat Hills, are

the higheſt in the S. of Scotland, and from

them deſcend the Tweed, the Clyde, and

the Annan. -

ANNAso, a fort in the duchy of Milan.

ANNApolls, the capital of Maryland,

ſeated at the mouth of Severn river. The

hºuſes, about 27o in number, are general

ly large and elegant. The plan of the city

is a circle, with the ſtadthouſe, a very ele

gant building, in the centre, and the ſtreets,

like radii, diverging from thence in differ

cut directions. It is 30 miles S. of Bal

timore. Lat. 39. o. N. lon. 77. 20. W.

ANNAPolis, a town of Nova Scotia,

on the eaſt ſide of Fundy Bay, has one of

the fineſt harbours in the world. Lat. 44.

52. N. lon. 64. 5. W.

ANNEcy, a town in the dept. of Mont

Blanc, feated on the river Siar, and on a

lake of the ſame name, about 10 miles

long, and 4 broad. It is zo miles S. of

Geneva, and 22 NE. of Chamberly. Lat.

45. 53. N. lon. 6. s. E.

Anngrove, in Cork, prov. Munſter.

Ann-Little, Hampſhire, near Wherve!.

Anne'ſ St. Eſſex, near Chelmsford. Anne's-

Chapel St. Devonſ. near Barnſtaple. Anne's-

Hill St. Surry near Chertſey. Anneſley,

Nott. near Sherwood Foreſt. Amºſley, or

Houndley, Staff. 1 mile from the Dove.

ANNEN BURG, a caſtle of Courland.

ANN ENHoF, an imperial ſeat near Pe

terſburg, on the banks of the Neva.

ANNET, one of the Scilly iſles, without

inhabitants. On it are ſome druidical re

mains, and, at low water, the foundations

of ruined habitations are viſible, which

are ſuppoſed to have been deſtroyed by

the ſea. -

Anniſºr, a river in Pembrokeſhire.

ANNobo NA, an iſland near the coaſt of

Loango, ſubject to the Portugueſe. It

is well ſtocked with cattle and fruit : the

air is healthful, and proviſions are very
cheap. -

A sons, a town in the depart. of

Ardeche, feated at the confluence of the

Cances and Deumes. Very fine paper is

manufactured here ; and it was in this

place that the two brothers Montgolfiers,

paper-makers, in 1782, made the diſco

very of air-balloons They floated them

with rarefied air, obtained by means of a

fire ſuſpended beneath them; and balloons

of this kind are ſtill called Montgolfiers,

in honour of the inventors, and to diſtin

guiſh them from thoſe that are filled with

gas, or inflammable air : both kinds have

burſt, and the individuals been killed by

the fall. Annonay is 12 miles S.W. of

Vienne. Lat. 45. 15. N. lon. 4. 55. E.

ANNo NF, a fort of Montſerrat.

ANo-CA PRI, the largeſt town in the

iſland of Capri. It belongs to Naples.

Anoºvthan, Cornw. near St. Ives,

ANSEDE, a diſtrićt of Entre Douro e

Minho.

A Nico, a part of Africa, under, or on

the line.

A N S Lo E, or OPSLOE.

A NI A.

AN SPAch, a diſtrićt and town of Fram

conia; the country is beautifully inter

ſperſed with woods. In the town there are

ſome

See CHRISTI
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ſome valuable manufactures, and in the

palace there is a very fine cabinet of curi

oſities. It is feated on the river Anſpach,

25 miles S.W. of Nuremburg. Lat. 49.

20. N. lon. Io. 47. E.

Anſel, Cornwall, between Bodmin and

Grampound. Anſley, Leiceſ. near Groby.

Anſley, Warw. near Coventry. Aftey,

Hampſ. near Alton. Anſley, Suſſex, near

Lewes. -

ANSTRUTHER, a town on the SE.

coaſt of the ſhire of Fife, 2.5 miles NE. of

Edinburgh. Lat. 56.1 °. N. lon. 2. 34. VV.

Aſly, Wiltſhire, near Wardour-Caſtle.

Anſly, Devonſ. near South Moulton.

ARTEN, or HANTA, a country of

Guinea.

ANTEQUIFRA, a handſome and popu

lous city of Granada, ſuppoſed to be the

Singilium of Pliny, and the Antiquaria of

Antoninus's Itinérary. The upper part

of the town is feated on a hill, and has a

caſtle ; the lower ſtands in a fertile plain,

and is watered by a great number of

brooks. Some rocks near this town have

a very romantic appearance, and, in pits

of the mountain, when the water is evapo

rated by the heat of the ſun, conſiderable

quantities of ſalt are obtained. Here are

ſtill to be ſeen the mines, whence the Ro

mans drew ſuch immenſe quantities of pre

cious metals. It is 26 miles N.W. of Ma

laga. Lat. 37. 1. N. lon. 4. 40. W.

ANTEQUIERA, a town of Mexico, 75

miles S.E. of Guaxaqua.

Anter Cheſler, Northumb. near Łear

mouth. Anthony, E. and H. Cornw. near

Saltaſh. It has a fiſh pond which lets in

the ſea, and furniſhes the inhabitants with

fiſh. There are two other villages call, d

Anthony, the one E. the other W. of Fal

mouth. Anthony, Somerſetſ. 8 miles from

Somerton. Anthony St. in Meney, Cornw.

ne:r Helſton-Downs.

ANT1B.AR 1, a thinly peopled town of

Furopean Turkey. It is ſituated on the

Adriatic, ſtanding on a hill, at the foot of

which is the harbour. t

ANTIEEs, a ſea port in the depart. of

War, with a cattle. It is ſented on the

Mediterranean, 9 miles S.W. of Nice.

Lat. 43. 35. N. lon. 7. 13. E.

ANTIcos'TE, an iſle in the St. Lawrence.

Anticarbridge, in Antrim, Ulſter.

ANTIGUA, one of the Caribbee iſlands

held by the Engliſh. It is 20 miles in

length, and nearly the ſame in breadth.

The inhabitants, from the want of ſprings,

are obliged to ſave the rain-water in ciſ

terms, and to fetch it from other iſlands. It

is very rocky, but has excellent harbours,

contains about 70,000 acres, Gooo whites,

w

mania.

and 36co negroes. The chief produce is

ſugar, of which there is annually 16,ooo.

hogſheads produced. The capital is St.

John's. It is 60 miles S.E. of St. Chriſto

pher's. Lat. 17. 5. N. lon. 62. 5. W.

ANTILLFs, the name the French give

to the Cºr:bbees. See INDIES WEST.

Aºtingham, Norf. near Reppis.

ANT10, or ANzio, a promontory in

the pope's territories, near which is a has

bour. It takes it's name from the ancient

city Antium, the ruins of which extend

over a long tract of land.

ANTio ca, a ſmall iſle near Sardinia.

A NTioch, now ANTHAKA, an ancient

and celebrated, but now ruinous town of

Syria, where the diſciples of Jeſus firſt re

ceived the name of Chriſtians. It’s ruins

are yet magnificent; they ſtretch along the

river Orontes, now Aſli, 15 miles E. of

the Mediterranean, and 4o S.W. of Alep

po. Lat. 35. 17. N. lon. 36.45. E.

ANTroch IA, the metropolis of Piſidia,

now Antiochetta, a ſmall town in Cara

Some other cities of Aſia had alſo

the name of Antiochia.

ANTIP Ach's U and PAchsu, two ſmall

iſlands of Greece, ſubject to Venice.

ANTIPARos, the ancient Oliaros, an

iſland of the Archipelago, 2 miles W. of

Paros, in which there is a ſurpriſing natu

ral grotto, 4o fathoms high and 5o broad :

from the top of it there hang lapideous

concretions, in form like grapes, feſtoons,

curtains, ſpears, &c. and on the ſides and

bottom are petrifactions equally groteſque.

Lat. 37. 8. N. lon. 25. 44. E.

ANTI v ARI, a town of Dalinatia.

ANT1v ETRIA, a diſtrićt of Terra Fir

ma in S. America, S. of Carthagena. ,

A N forNE Sr. a fort of Corunna.

I ANTois E ST. a town in the depart. of

!ere.

As Toxicit., a large bay of Madagaſcar.

ANTo NIO ST. a ſea-port, and a moun

tain of Biſcay in Spain.

A Nºro Nio St. one of the Cape-de-Verd

iſlands, 15 miles from St. Vincent. It is

well watered and very fuitful. The

principal town ſtands among the moun

tains, which are high. Lat. 17. o. N. lon.

24, 42. W.

ANToN’S-KlostER, St. in Ruſſia.

ANTonowoKoi-GoRKA, a convent of

Novogorod.

ANTRIM, a county of Ulſter, bounded

on the N. and E. by the ſea, on the S.

by the county of Down, and on the W.

by the counties of Londonderry and Ty

rói.e. 'The country is pretty fruitful, and

the linen manufacture is carried on very

extenſively, ſuppoſed to the amount of

£264,23

º
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£165,000 annually. Antrim contains two

great natural curioſities, Lough Neagh, a

large lake, the waters of which are of a

Petrifying quality, and the Giants Cauſe

way, a very large and curious baſaltes.

*ANTRIM, the capital of the county, is

a ſmall town, fituated at the NE. end of

Lough Neagh, 13 miles W. of Carrick

fergus, and about 84 miles N. of Dublin.

Lat. 54.43. N. lon. 6.40. W.

Antrobus, Cheſh. near Bucklow.

tron, Cornw. near Helſton-Downs.

ANTwerp, a large handſome city of

Brabant, with a ſtrong citadel, feated on

the Scheldt. About zoo years ago it was

the greateſt place for trade in Europe; but

the civil wars, that were the conſequence

of the tyranny of Philip II. diminiſhed

that commerce, which was almoſt annihi

lated in 1648, when, by the treaty of Mun

fler, between Spain and the United Pro

vinces, the navigation of the Scheldt, to

large ſhips, was ſhut. Upon the Seven

United States of Holland being thus de

clared a free ſtate, and the navigation of

the Scheld yielded to them, the Dutch

built forts upon the river, to hinder all

fhips from coming up, except ſuch as paid

them cuſtom, and after that time the trade

was principally removed from Antwerp

to Amſterdam, till then an inconſiderable

town; but, by the late revolutions, all

theſe reſtrištions are done away. The

treets of Antwerp are large and regular,

in number 212, beſides which are 23 pub

lic ſquares: the harbour is very commodi

ous, the river being 4oo yards wide, and,

at the time of high water, 22 feet deep;

ſo that large veſſels may come up to the

quay; and, by the canals from the river,

to the doors of the houſes. The public

buildings are very handſome, and, at leaſt,

zoo in number. The exchange coſt co,coo

crowns. From this building Sir Thomas

Greſham took the model of the Royal Ex

change, in London, as did the burghers

of Amſterdam that of theirs. The town

houſe is a grand piece of archite&ture, and

tands in the great market-place. The

houſe of the Hanſe-Towns, built for the

accom:nodation of the ooſterlingen, or

eaſtern merchants from the Baltic, is a

ſquare building of ſtone. In the middle

ſtory, which has a gallery quite round the

iquare, there are 3oo lodging rooms: the

cellars ſerve for ſtables. It is 22 miles

N. of Bruſſels, 22 NE. of Ghent, and 65

S. of Amſterdam.

ANwick. See AlNewick.

Anwick, a pariſh of Lincolnſhire.

any, 12 miles S.E. of Limerick, Munſter.

AszekMA, a town and province of Po

An

payan, on the river Coca, in S. America,

where there are mines of gold. Lat. 4, 58.

N. lon. 75. 25. W.

ANzi, a ſmall place in Naples.

ANzico, or MA.coko, a kingdom of

Lower Guinea, the country of the Jagas.

The inhabitants are ſtrong, nimble, and

very intrepid; rather fierce, but very fin

cere. They do not till the ground, but,

like the Arabs, wander from place to

place. . They ſeem to pay ſome reverence

to the ſun and m. on, and have other idols :

and they carry off ſlaves from their own

country and Nubia, to barter at Angola

for the toys of Europe.

AoN1A, the hilly part of Boeotia, in

which was Mount Helicon. .

AoustA, a town and diſtrićt of Pied

mont. Here are ſeveral antiquities of the

Romans, who, under their general, Teren

tius Varro, reduced it's ancient and hardy

inhabitants, the Salaſii, a people of Celtic

extraction. It is ſeated at the foot of the

Alps, on the river Doria, 50 miles NW.

of Turin. Lat. 45. 48. N. lon. 7. 30.

E. The valley of Aouſta is 30 miles in

length, and abounds in paſtures and all

forts of fruits. The preſent inhabitants

have moſtly the krope, ſwoln throats, and

are accounted the moſt ſimple people

among all the Piedmonteſe. -

APACHES, or APAC1, Indians of New

Mexico, who live under the government

of their own cacique, and have ſeveral

ſtrong holds in the mountains.

A PAF Alva, a village of Tranſylvania.

APALACHTY-Co LA, a harbour; APA

LACHE, a river; and, APALACHES, a

nation of Indians, in Florida.

APALAchiAN. See ALLE G ANY.

A PAM EA, the metropolis of Phrygia;

a city of Bithynia; another of Media;

two towns of Meſopotamia; alſo a city of

Syria, on the river Orontes, ſtill populous,

though it has loſt much of it's former

ſplendor. It was governed by it's own

kings, till the coming of Pompey into Sy

ria : near it, Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra,

was overthrown by the Emperor Aure

lius, who led her in triumph, at Rome, ſo

overloaded with jewels, that ſhe ſunk un

der them.

APANoMIA, a town of Santorin, an

iſland in the ſea of Candia. It has a ſpa

cious harbour in the form of a half-moon;

but ſo deep, that ſhips cannot anchor there.

Lat. 36. 18. N. lon. 25. 59. E,

APANTA, and A PARIA, provinces of

S. America, near the Amazon River.

APATI, a village of Hungary. -

APee, one of the New Hebrides, in the

S. Sea. Lat. 16.46. S. lon. 163. 32. E.

D 2 Apedale,
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Apedale, Staffordſ, near Stone. Apeley,

Devonſ. near Barnſtaple.

APENRADE. See ABEN RADE.

A PENzel, a ca: on of Swiſſerland, re

ceived into the Helvetic league, in the

year 1513. It is divided into 12 com

munities; 6 of which ale Romaniſts, the

other 6 Proteſtants. It's capital is APEN

zEL, a rich, large, and populous city.

Aperley, Northumb. near Bellingham.

Aperley, Durham, W. of Chopwell. Aper

Jide, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Middleham.

Apeſcroſs, Glouc. near Wičkware. Afteſ.

ley, Bedfordſ. near Wooburn. Apethorp,

Northamp. 4 miles from Oundle. Afte

ton, Staff. near Church-Eaton, and the

river Penk. Ape-wood, Staff. N.W. of

Kinver.

AphGasi. . See Abkhas.

A PHIo N, APHIUM, or Appio M. KA

RAHI’sSART, a city of Natolia, formerly

the patrimony of Othman, the founder of

the Turkiſh empire. It has it's name

from the great quantity of opium (by the

Turks called aphium) produced here.

Lat. 33. 35. N. lon. 31.48. E.

A PH Robisi A, a ſea-port of Carmania.

APHR opis I UM, a town of Latium.

Apio L.A., an ancient city of Italy,

which was taken by Lucius Tarquinius,

the Elder; and with the plunder of it, ac

cording to Pliny, he founded the Capitol

at Rome. º

Apitcomb, Somerſetſhire, near Caſtle

Carey.

Apleton, Durham, near Sherborn. A6

‘ley, Linc. near Market Raiſin. Apley,

Shropſ near Bridgenorth. Afley, Shropſ.

near Wellington.

Apo L.Lo N1A, a town of Albania: an

other in Macedonia; another in Thrace,

now in ruins ; a fourth in Barca, with a

capacious harbour, called, by the Arabs,

Bonandrea; a fifth by the ſea-ſide in Aſia

Minor, thought to be the Aſſos mention

ed in the Acts of the Apoſtles; with e

veral others of leſs note; alſo a promon

tory of Guinea.

Apoſiles, Hertfordſhire, near Hitching.

A PEN NIN Es, a chain of mountains

which divides Italy through it's whole

length, and generally gives riſe to the fe

veral brooks and rivers which water that

fertile count; v.

Apperley, Glouc. near Deerhurſt.

APPENzº L. See A PEN z E. L.

APPER'sHov EN, a village of Suabia.

A PP1AN-WAY, an ancient paved high

way of Italy. It began within the city

of Rome, at the place where Conſtantine's

triumphal arch is erected. The firſt pro

jećtor of it, Appius Claudius Cæcus, at

an immenſe expence from the public trea

fury, carried it as far as Capua; Julius

Caeſar, from Capua to Beneventum; and

- Auguſtus thence to Brunduſium. The

Appian-Way, a great part of which re

mains entire to this day, was above goo

miles in length, and about 15 in breadth.

Caius Gracchus placed ſtones along it,

called cippi, for travellers to fit and reſt

on, and riders to mount at, who, in thoſe

days, had no ſtir ups; alto mile-ſtones,

called miliaria, or lapides.

* APPLEBY, the aſſize town of Weſt

morland. It is pleaſantly ſeated on the

river Eden, by which it is almoſt ſur

rounded. It was formerly a Roman ſta

tion, named Abaliaba; and, from the old

Engliſh ſtatutes, it appears, that parlia

ments have been holden here. It is 1 o

miles S.E. of Penrith, and 266 NNW. of

London. Lat. 54. 34. N. lon. 2. 34. W.

Market on Monday.

Appley, Lincolnſ. between Glandford

bridge and Burton-upon-Trent. A pleby,

Magna and Parva, Leiceſ, near Norman

ton. Appleby, Derbyſ. between Burton

upon-Trent and Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Ap

p/ely-Street, near Hertford. Appledore,

Devonſ. on the coaſt, the firſt harbour

within the bar of Barnſtable. Appledore,

Kent, near Tenderden. Appledore-Comb,

Iſle of Wight. Affledrum, Suſſex, be

tween Chicheſter and Thorney Iſland. Ap

pleford, Berkſ. near Abingdon. Apple

garth, Foreſt of, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Richmond. Appleſław, Hampſ. 4 miles

from Andover. Applethwaite, Weſtmor.

near Winandermere Lake. Appleton

Nan, between Selby and York. Appleton,

Berkſ. near Abingdon. Aftflºton, Cheſh.

near Warrington. Aftflºton, Lancaſh.

near Preſcot. Appleton, Norfolk, N. of

Flitcham. Affleſon, Yorkſ. near Tad

caſter. Appleton, Yorkſ. 5 miles S. of

Yarum. Appleton, Yorkſ. near Rydel.

Appleton, E. and Iſ". Yorkſ. near Bedal.

Appletree. If ick, Yorkſh. near Skipton.

Aſſe, Iſle of Wight, neal Medina. Alpſ

ley, Sufix, near Bramber.

Apt, an ancient town in the départ. of

the mouths of the Rhone. It’s commerce

conſiſts in prunes, coarſe ſerges, and wax

chandlery, for which laſt there is a great

demand. Here are many fine Roman an

tiquities.

laron, 20 miles N. of Aix, and 25 SE. of

Orange. Lat. 45, 51. N. lon. 5. 30. E.

Afton-Comte, Iſle of Wight,neºr Medina.

APU E is, an Indian nation of Brazil.

A PULIA, a country in Italy, on the

Adriatic, between Daunia and Calabria.

See LA PUGL1A.

APURIMA,

It is ſituated on the river Ca
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APURIMA, or ApoRAM Ac, a rapid

river of Peru in S. America.

APURwAcA, a river of Guiana.

Aqua NEGRA, two towns of Italy,

one in the Mantuan, and another in the

Cremoneſe.

Aquila, a large handſome town of

Naples, capital of Abruzzo, Ultra. Lat.

42. 20. N. lon. 13. 39. E.

AQUILAR. D. El-CAM Po, a ſmall town

of Old Caſtile.

Aquilate, Staffordſhire, near Newport.

AQUILEA, or AQUILEIA, a town of

Friuli in Italy, formerly rich and flouriſh

ing, but now decayed. It was taken and

ſacked by Attila, in 452. Lat. 46. o. N.

lon. 13.8. E.

AQUINo, a town of Terra di Lavora,

Naples, conſiſting of only 35 houſes. It

lies 32 miles NW. of Capua. Lat. 41.

36. N. lon. 13. 50. E.

ARAB1A, a country of Aſia, on the SW.

It may be accounted a peninſula, being

joined on the N. to Syria; bounded on

the NE. by the river Euphrates, which di

vides it from Diarbeck, or Diarbekar, the

ancient Meſopotamia; on the E. by the

Gulfs of Perſia and Ormus: on the S. by

the Indian Ocean; and on the W. by the

Red Sea, which ſeparates it from Africa.

It lies between 12 and 32 degrees N. la

titude, and between 35 and nearly 60 E.

lon. extending 1430 miles in length, and

1zoo in breadth. It is divided into Petrea,

Deſerta, and Felix; or, the Sony, the

Deſert, and the Happy. Arabia Petrea is

the ſmalleſt of the three, and towards the

N. very mountainous, having few inhabit

ants becauſe of it's barrenneſs. This

is the wilderneſs through which the chil

dren of Iſrael paſſed, in their journeying

from Egypt to Canaan. In Arabia De

terta, the plains of ſand are ſo immenſe,

that travellers, in croſſing them, are oblig

ed to make uſe of the mariner's compaſs,

as if at ſea; and the tempeſts are not leſs

terrible here than on the ocean. The air

is exceſſively hot; ſprings or ſtreams are

ſcarcely to be met with : a peſtilential va.

pour ſometimes paſſes along, which in

fiantly kills thoſe who happen to inhale

it; and when the wind riſes high, the de

ſet aſſumes the appearance of the moſt

rough and tempeſtuous ſea. The ſand is

lifted from its bed by the force of the

winds, and driven along like waves, clouds,

and rain; every thing that falls in it's

way is overwhelmed, and whole caravans

of travellers, with their horſes and camels,

find one common grave in the deluge of

ſand. Along the banks of the Euphrates,

where the land is fertilized, there are

great flocks of ſheep, and large herds of

cattle and camels. Oſtriches, alſo, are

found in great numbers. The produce of

Arabia Felix is myrrh, aloes, caſia, frank

incenſe, ſpikenard, manna, and other coſtly

gums ; cinnamon, dates, oranges, lemons,

pomegranates, figs, and other fruits; honey

and wax in plenty ; and immenſe quanti

ties of coffee. In a country ſo various,

and of ſuch extent, we may expect the

manners of the inhabitants to vary. Thoſe

in the fertile parts have long been domeſ.

ticated ; to them we are indebted for

inany valuable diſcoveries; they have been

our preceptors in chemiſtry and mathe

matical ſcience; they firſt introduced into

Europe the invention of the ten arithmeti

cal figures, and taught us their uſe. On

the other hand, the Arabs in the Deſert

b ºve no houſes, but tents; they lead wan

dering lives, removing from place to place.

partly for the ſake of paſture, and partly

to lie in wait for the caravans, which

they often rob, as they travel over the

Deſert from Buſſarah to Aleppo, and from

Egypt to Mecca, the place of Mahomet's

nativity.

ARAC AN, or REcca N, a fertile, but

not a populous, country of Aſia, feated on

the NE. coaſt of the Bay of Bengal. It

is governed by 12 princes, ſubječt to the

chief, king, who reſides in his capital,

called alſo Aracan, a city about as large

as Amſterdam; through which the large

and beautiful river, Chaberis, glides in

many ſtreams. His palace is very large.

and contains, it is ſaid, 7 idols of caſt

gold, two inches thick, each of a man’s

height and covered with diamonds, rubies,

and other precious ſtones; and, in his

ſtables, he has horſes, elephants, lions,

tigers, &c. They have only two ſeaſons,

the rainy and the fair; the rainy ſenſon is,

while the fun is on the N. ſide of the line,

or during our ſpring and ſummer months;

the reſt of the year is their ſummer, Ele

Phants, buffaloes, and tigers are namerous

here. The articles of commerce are, tim

ber, lead, tin, and elephan's teeth; and

ſometimes traders meet with diamonds,

rubies, and other precious ſtones. The

inhabitants are idolatrous ; polygamy is

permitted among them : admiring broad

and flat foreheads, they bind leaden plates

on their children's foreheads, as ſoon as

they are born ; and accounting long cars

a beauty, they ſo load them with rings, as

to make them at laſt hang down to their

ſhoulders.

ARAD, a country and a town of Hun

gary. -

ARAFAT, a mountain of Arabia, near

D 3 Mecca,
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Mecca, where great numbers of Muſſul

men reſort annually, having a tradition that

Abraham off-red to ſacrifice Iſhmael there.

Aragniſ, Northum. near Morpeth.

ARAGUIES, a people of Braſil.

ARAL, or ARAT, a lake of Aſia, 2oo

miles E. of the Caſpian Sea, into which

many rivers are now found to run, which

were formerly thought to diſcharge them

ſelves into the latter. It is about 300

miles long, and in ſome places 1.5o broad.

It lies between 42 and 47 degrees N. lat.

and between 58 and 62 E. lon.

ARANDA-D E-DU E Ro, a town of Old

Caſtile, 42 miles SE. of Valladolid.

ARANIAs, a river of Tranſylvania.

ARANJUEz, a royal palace on the Tajo,

in New Caſtile, 2.5 miles S. of Madrid.

ARANYAs. Szek, ARANYos-MA

Roth, ARANYos.MeDo Yes, and ARA

NY-V AR, places in Hungary.

ARARAT, the name anciently given to

art of Mount Caucaſus, between the Eux

ine and Caſpian Seas, where Noah's ark is

ſuppoſed to have reſted after the flood.

ARAR1, a river of Braſil.

AR Assi, a maritime town of Genoa.

ARASTH, or ARRAIs, a maritime town

of Fez, on the river Lucar, where it falls

into the Atlantic.

ARAvA, a fortreſs of upper Hungary.

ARAUco, a fortreſs and town of Chili,

ſeated in a fine valley, and on a river of

the ſame name. The natives of it, after

1oo years war, though deſtitute of fire

arms, drove the Spaniards out of it; but

in 1650, concluded a peace with them.

Lat. 37. 30. S. lon. 73. 20. W.

AR Aw. See AAR Aw.

ARAX Es, ARAs, or ARAssow, a river

of Armenia, which, after running SE.

acroſs that country and part of Perſia, falls

into the river Kur, or Cyrus.

ARAYA, a cape of S. America, form

ing the N. point of the Oronoque. Here

are ſalt pits, from which the Dutch uſed

freely to ſupply themſelves, till 1605,

their ſhips there were unexpectedly de

itroyed by the Spaniards, who in 1622

built a fort.

Arbago, in Weſtmorland, furniſhes a

vaſt quantity of iron ore.

AR B e, a town and iſland lately of Ve

nice, on the coaſt of Dalmatia.

AR BELA, a town of Aſia, in Curdiſtan,

about 60 miles SE. of Mouſel. Lat. 35.

5. N. lon. 42. 25. E.

Arbella, in Kerry, Munſter, near the

ruins of Ballycarthy Caſtle, 13.8 miles

from Dublin.

A R B E R G, a town on the river Aar, in

the canton of Berne. It ſtands on a rock,

out of which there is cut a fort, and it 1 o

miles N.W. of of Berne. Lat. 47. o. N.

lon. 7. S. E.

ARE Es, a city of Tunis, in a beautiful

plain, watered by many fine ſprings. It

is two days journey S. of Bona; here are

ſeveral Roman antiquities and inſcriptions

to be met with.

Arliftock, a pariſh of Denbighſhire.

AR Bog A, or ABRoga, a neat inland

town of Weſtmanland, on the river Storae,

which a little lower falls into Maerlerlake,

It is 56 miles W. of Stockholm.

AR Bois, a ſmall populous town in the

dept. of Jura, celebrated for it's white

wines. It is 22 miles S.W. of Beſançon.

Lat. 46.55. N. lon. 5.40. E.

ARbon, an ancient town of Swiſſerland,

in Turgow, on the lake of Conſtance,

with a caſtle built by the Romans. It is

12 miles S.E. of Conſtance. Lat. 47.3o

N. lon. 9. 30. E.

Arbury, near Cambridge. Arbury

Banks, Hertfordſhire, near Aſhwell. Ar

bury, Warwickſhire, near Nuneaton.

ARBURTHIE, a diſtrict in the ſhire of

Kincardin, or Mearns, Scotland.

ARcADIA, a province of Poloponneſus,

or the Morea, in European Turkey, now

called Traconia. It is mountainous and

woody, but fruitful in corn, and abounds

in paſtures, ſprings, lakes, and rivers.

AR cadi A, a ſea port of the above pro

vince, near the gulf of the ſame name. It

is nearly oppoſite to the Iſle of Zante, 64.

miles S.W. of Corinth, and 22 N. of Na

varin. Lat. 37. 24. N. lon. 21.42. E.

ARck, a river of the dept. of Mt.Blanc,

which, in tumbling along it's rocky courſe,

forms many remarkable water-falls.

ARCEUIL, a village, 3 miles S. of Pa

ris, remarkable for an aqueduct, which is

thought to equal the works of the ancient

Romans. It was built in 1624 by Mary

de Medicis, and ſupplies the different

parts of Paris with water.

A RchANGEL, a ſea-port of Ruſſia,

ſeated on the Dwina, 4 miles from the

White Sea, which is frozen up for three

months in the winter, but the reſt of the

year is open. The paſſage to it, through

the N.Sea, was firſt diſcovered by Richard

Lane, an Engliſhman, in 1553, his ſhip be

ing ſeparated from the fleet of Sir Hugh

Willoughby, then on an expedition to diſ.

cover a NE. paſſage to China, Sir Hugh,

with 70 men, periſhed in Lapland; Lane

wintered here. On the Engliſh firſt en

tering the White Sea, they found a fiſhing

boat, the people in which, having never

ſeen a ſhip before, fled before them ;

but on their coming up with them, 'º

-
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fell at their feet, and though they could

hardly be perſuaded to ſell them any thing

without their prince's leave, they gave

then plenty of vićtuals for nothing. The

Engliſh, from Elizabeth's time, had the

excluſive privilege of trading here, and in

the other northern ports of Ruſſia, from

Wardhus to the river Oby, till the death

of Charles I. when the czar was ſo exaſ

perated at their conduct, that he wholly

deprived them of it; and fince that time

it has been open to all nations. The trade

here is yet conſiderable, though it is great

ly diminiſhed ſince the building of Peterſ.

burg, from which it is diſtant 4oo miles

NE. Lat. 64. 34. N. lon. 39. o. E.

ARCHANG El-GoRod, one of the go

vernments of Ruſſia, comprehending Sa

moides, Laplanders, &c.

Archenfield, Herefordſ. Arches, Berkſ.

in E. Hendred pariſh. Archeſter, North

ampton, 2 miles from Wellingborough.

Archipelago, anciently called the

Ægean Sea, that part of the Mediterra

mean which lies between Europe and Aſia,

having Macedonia and Romania on the N.

Natolia on the E. Livadia and the Morea

on the W. and the Iſle of Candia on the

$. It contains many large and ſmall iſ

lands, as Rhodes, Negropont, Lemnos,

Tenedos. Scyros, Mytelene, Scio, Simos,

Patmos, Paros, Antiparos. Cerigo, Santo

rin, Andros,Tino, Naxia, Milo, Delos, &c.

ARchiDo NA, a town of Andaluſia.

ARchiNto, a village of the Milaneſe.

ARchiPELAGo,NoRTHERN,four prin

cipal cluſters of iſlands, between the E. coaſt

of Kamtſchatka and the W.coaſt of Ame

rica. The firſt, called Saſignan, contains 5

iſlands; the ſecond, called Khao, includes

$ iſlands; and both theſe groups together

are ſtyled the Aleuthian Iſlands. The

third group is called, the Andreanofski

Oſtrova, and compriſes 16 iſlands. The

fourth group, is the Lyſfie Oſtrova, or the

Fox Iſlands, alſo 16 in number.

ARcicovi N.A., a duchy of Dalmatia.

ARcis-su R-Aube, a ſimall town on

the river, and in the dept. of Aube, 15

miles N. of Troyes. Lat 48. 32. N. lon.

4. 12. E.

Arclid, Cheſhire, near Northwich.

ARco, a town and caſtle in the Tren

tin, on the river Sarca, near the N. extre

mity of the Lake de Garda. It is 16 miles

SW. of Trent. Lat. 46. o. N. lon. I 1.

12. E.

Arcole, Shorpſ. a hamlet of Pullid, 3

miles S.W. of Hinſtock. Arcole, or Ark

*ul, now High-Ercal, 4 miles from Shrewſ

bury. Arcop, Herefordſhire.

Akcos, a town of Andaluſia, on a

craggy hill, at the foot of which runs the

Guadaleto, 28 miles NE. of Cadiz. Lat.

36.52. N. lon. 5.46. W.

AR coºr, a large city, the capital of the

Carnatic, in the peninſula of Hindooſtan.

It is 73 miles from Madras, and 217

from Seringapatam. Lat. 12. 30. N.

lon. 79. o. E.

..fr/gh, in Longford, Leinſter. Ardagh,

near Rathkeale, in Limerick, Munſter.

Ardaragh, in Donegal Ulſter. Ardrac

can, a neat village in Meath, Leinſter. It

is 7 miles W. of Navan, and 25 NW. of

Dublin. Lat. 53. 40. N. lon. 7. o. W.

Ardbury, or Erdbary, Warwickſhire,

near Coventry.

A R DEA, a village of the Campagni di

Roma.

Ardeath, in Meath, Leinſter.

AR DE BIL, an ancient town of Adir–

beitzan, for ſeveral centuries the reſidence

and burial place of the Perſian kings, par

ticulariy of Scheich Eider, founder of the

Schah ſect. Pilgrims reſort to this place

from all parts of Per fia. It is 25 miles

E. of Tauris. Lat. 38. 5. N. lon. 48.20. E.

AR of cHE, a department of France.

It takes it's name from the river Ardeche,

which falis into the Rhone.

A R DEE, or ATHER DEE, a town in the

county of Louth, in Leinſter, 34 miles

NW, of Dublin. Lat. 53.54. N. lon. 6.

46. W. Here is a mount, called Caſtle

guard, nearly 90 feet high, apparently a

work of art; the depth of the main trench

is between 30 and 4o, the circumference

at the top is not leſs than 14o, and round

the foundation it is upwards of 6co feet.

Some conclude it to have been a ſepulchral

monument, and burying-place of ſome of

the Iriſh kings; others, that it was a

place of aſſembly, for the people to debate

on public affairs.

Arden, Yorkſhire, near T irſk.

ARD EN BURG, a town of Dutch Flan

ders. 1 o miles NE. of Bruges. Lat. 51.

16. N. lon. 3. 30. E.

ARD EN N Es, a department of France,

ſo named from a famous foreſt, lying on

the river Meuſe, extending in Caeſar's

time far into Germany; what remains

of it at preſent, lies between Thionville

and Liege.

Ardenora, Cornw. between Grampound

and Leftwithiei. Ardenſide, Yorkſ. near

Arden, abovementioned. -

Ardes, a peninſula in the county of

Down, in Ulſter, being nearly ſurrounded

by the Iriſh Channel and the Bays of

Straagford and Carrickfergus. This ba

rony was anciently a county of itſelf, as

it appears, by a Palent rºll of 1 Henry I.

D 4 (A. D.
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(A. D. 1400) in Bermingham's tower,

Dublin-caſtle, that the ſaid king granted

to Robert Fitzjordan Savage, the office of

theriff of the Ardes, in Ulſter.

Ardeſley, Yorkſ, near Settle. Ardeſley,

E. and Iſ. Yorkſ, near Otley.

Ardfert, in Kerry, Munſter, diſtant

from Dublin 144 miles. Ardfinnan, in the

county of Cork, Munſter.

ARDGLAss, now a decayed, but once

a principal town of Down, in Ulſter.

Here is a long range of building, in the

caſtle ſtyle, called by the inhabitants, the

new works, though they have no tradition

of it's deſign or uſe. It extends 250 feet in

length, in breadth only 24; the thickneſs

of the walls is 3 feet: it has three towers

in front joined to it, one at each end, and

one in the centre, conſtrućted on a deſign

uniform and elegant. It has been divided

into 18 apartments below, and the ſame

number above,with a ſtaircaſe in the centre;

each apartment on the ground-floor had a

ſmall Gothic door, and a large ſquare win

dow, which ſeems to denote that they were

fhops or ware-rooms, occupied at ſome

very early period, by merchants from ſo

reign parts. Within i o feet of the S. tower

of this building ſtands a ſquare caſtle,

called Horn-caſtle, from the great quantity

of ox, deer, and cow horns being found

about it; it is 40 feet by 30, conſiſts of

two ſtories, and from the fire-places and

other marks, appears to have been the

kitchen and dining hall belonging to the

merchants. Here are the remains of ſeveral

other caſtles, towers, and gates, and with

in the NE. point of Ardglaſs harbour, is

a very curious and natural cave, with a

large entrance on the ſhore. The duties

of this port were let to farm, ſo lately as

the beginning of the reign of Charles I.

It lies 7 miles NE. of Downpatrick.

Ardgroom, a harbour of Kerry, Munſter.

Arding/eigh, Suſſ. near Lewes, Arding

zon, Berkſ. N. of Wantage, and near the

Vale of White Horſe. Ardingworth,

Northamp. near Rothwell. Ardºy, Eſſex,

near Tendring. Ardley, Oxf. near Biceſter.

ARD MEANAGH,a territory of Roſsſhire.

Ardmillan Spa, a chalybeate water of

Caſtlereah, on the Lake Stangford. Ard

more, a pariſh of Waterford. Ardmore

head, a noted promontory on the S. coaſt

of Ireland, in the county of Waterford,

which forms the E. ſide of Youghall Har

bour.

ARD R AH, a ſmall kingdom and town

of the Slave Coaſt, Upper Guinea. The

country is fertile in Indian corn, palm

wine, plants and fruits, which laſt all the

year, and the inhabitants make a great

deal of ſalt; they live to a great age, but

the ſmall pox is very fatal to them. The

iown of Ardrah, or Ardres, is in lat. 5.

5. N. lon. 4. Io. E.

Ardrahim, in Galway, Connaught.

ARD REs, a ſmall town in the dept. of

the Straits of Calais. Francis I. and Henry

VIII. of Fngland had an interview here,

in 1520, when the two kings and their

attendants, diſplayed their wealth and fi

nery with ſuch emulation, that the plain.

where they met was named, the Field of

the Cloth of Gold. Ardres is ſeated in a

moraſs, 8 miles S. of Calais. Lat 5o. 50.

N. lon. I. 59. E.

Ardroſ, the heights of Roſsſhire.

Ardnamurchan, a diſtrict ofArgyleſhire.

Arduaree, in Mayo, Connaught. Arºpa

trick, in Munſter, 19 miles S. of Limerick.

Ards, N.W. of Inverneſs.

Ardſallah, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Ardfºlias, in Clare, Muniter. Ardtully,

near Callan, in the pariſh of Kilgarwan,

in Kerry, Munſter.

drdwick, Lanc. near Mancheſter. Are.

See Aire.

AREBAtillo, a river of Old Caſtile.

ARE Bo, or ARE Bo N, a town on the

Coaſt of Guinea, at the mouth of the river

Formoſo. The Engliſh had once a factory

here, as the Dutch have ſtill. Lat. 6. o.

N. lon. 5. 5. E. -

. A R EDEM, on the Malabar coaſt.

A R EGA, in Portugueſe Eſtremadura.

A REGNO, a diſtrićt of Corſica.

, ARE KEA, a port on the Red Sea, 55 -

miles from Suaquen, Lat. 15.40. N. lon.

39. o. E.

Arelagh, Lanc. near the river Duddon,

oppoſite to Millum-caſtle.

Areley, or Arnley, Staff, ſtretches above

a mile on the Severn. Airely, Cheſh. near

Norwich. Areley, Staff. near Seiſdom,

Areley-Kings, Areley. Nether, Worceſ. 6

or 7 miles S. of Bewdley.

A R EMBERG, a meat pleaſant city in the

circle of the Lower Rhine, and capital of

a duchy of the ſame name. It is feated

on the river Aer, 22 miles S. of Cologne.

Lat. 50. 22. N. lon. 7.3. E.

Aren, Dorſetſ, on the coaſt, 4 miles E. .

of Wareham, and 1 from Pool Harbour.

ARENA, a town of Calabria, Naples.

ARENDoNK, a town near Antwerp.

AREN s, or ARENSHARDE, a diſtrićt

of Sleſwick in Denmark, through which

paſies the famous Danneuaike, that is, the

i. wall or rampart, which the Daniſh

ing, Gotric, about the beginning of the

ninth century, built acroſs the country

from Hollingfied as far as the Sley, a

length of 46 Engliſh miles, as a defence

º againſt

*
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againſt the incurſions of the Saxons and

Sclavi. The people of this diſtrict were

the firſt in the country who profeſſed Chriſ

tianity, and their church, built in the year

826, was often demoliſhed by thoſe who

turned again to idolatry.

AREN'sBERG, a town and county of

Weſtphalia, ſubject to the elector of Co

logne. The former is ſeated on the Roer,

50 miles NE. of Cologne. Lat. 51.25. N.

lon. 8. zo. E.

ARENshu Ra, a ſea-port town of Ruſ

ſia, in Livonia, in the Iſle of Oeſel, on

the Baltic. Lat. 58. 15. N. lon. 25.40. E.

AREN TIM, in Entre Douro e Minho.

ARENswald E, a town in the New

Marche of Brandenburg, on the frontiers of

Pomerania. Lat. 53.13. N. lon. 15. 32.E.

AR equipA, a city of Peru, feated on

a river in a fertile country, 290 miles S.

by E. of Lima. The air is very tempe

rate; but near it there is a dreadful vol

cano, Lat. 16.40. S. lon. 72. 30. W.

AREs, or ARAs, a river of Armenia.

Arey-beck, Weſtmor. near Gowburrow

Park, on the borders of Cumberland.

AR Ezzo, or ARezzA, an ancient town

of Tuſcany, on a mountain. It is 34 miles

SE. of Florence. Lat.43.27.N. lon, 12.o.E.

ARGA, a river of Spain, which waters

Navarre, and falls into the Ebro.

AR GAN, a town of New Caſtile.

AR GANIL, a town of Beira.

ARGENcEs, a town in the dept. of

£alvados, on the river Meauce, 10 miles

E. of Caen. Lat. 49. 12. N. lon. o. 2. W.

A R GENTA, a river of Albania.

ARGENTAN, a town in the dept. of

Orne, it's trade confiſts of corn, fine

linen, lawns, gauze, and other thin cloths,

hats, and tanned leather. It is ſeated on

an eminence, in the middle of a fertile

plain, on the banks of the Orne, 12 miles

NW. of Seez, and 110 W. of Paris. Lat.

48. 45. N. lon. o. 5. E.

ARGENTA Ro, Monte, a cape and

promontory on the coaſt of Tuſcany,

about 12 miles S. of Orbitello; it juts

out into the ſea, in the form of a peninſula,

and is a ſerviceable landmark.

ARGENTEU 11, a town in the dept. of

the Seine and Oiſe, 8 miles NW. of Paris.

It is a very beautiful place, with fine vine

yards; and in the environs, they have

Quarries of plaiſter of Paris. Lat. 48.52.

N. lon. 2. 22. E.

ARGENTIERA, a barren iſland of the

Archipelago. It's name is taken from the

ſilver mines in it. It's inhabitants are

Greeks, but there is only one village in

the iſland. Lat. 37.1o. N. lon. 25. Io. E.

ARGENTIERE, L', a town in the dept.

of Ardeche, 5 miles SW. of Aubenas,

and 17 W. of Viviers. Lat. 44, 30. N.'

, lon. 4. 22. E.

ARGENTINE, a town in the depart. of

Mont Blanc.

ARGENTox, a town in the dept. of

, the Indre, divided into two by the river

Creuſe. It is 57 miles S.W. of Bourges,

aud 62 SE. of Poitiers. Lat. 46, 35. N.

lon. 1. 38. E.

Argholme, Lancaſ. near Cartmel.

AR Gos, a ſea-port in the Morea, on a

bay, 25 miles S.W. of Corinth. Lat. 37.

3o. N. lon. 23. 5. E.

ARGostoli, a ſea port town of the

Iſle of Cefalonia, over againſt Albania.

A Roul N, a rocky iſland, on the coaſt

of Negroland, 30 miles SE. of Cape Blan

co. It has been ſucceſſively in the hands

of the Portugueſe, Dutch, Engliſh, and

French ; which laſt, in 1678, demoliſhed

the fortreſs which the Portugueſe had

built : ſince that time, the Dutch have

begun to ſettle there again. Lat. 20. 30.

N. lon. 17, 20. W.

ARGUN, ORGoN, or OR ko N, a town

of E. Tartary, on a river of the ſame

name, which ſeparates the Tartar and

Ruſſian dominions in that part. There

are mines of ſilver and lead near it, and a

ſº fiſhery in the river. Lat. 46. 30. N.

on. 1 of. 56. E.

AR GYLE's HIRE, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. by Inverneſsſhire, on

the E. by the counties of Perth and Dum

bárton, on the S. and W. by the Atlantic

Ocean, by which it is broken into iſlands

and peninſulas, with bays and inlets,which

afford good harbours for ſhipping; and

the country is well watered with rivers

and lakes, which yield abundance of fiſh.

It is not quite too miles long, from the

Mull of Cantyre, to it's NE. extremity;

it's breadth is unequal, about 30 miles

where greateſt, and in ſome parts only 1 or

2. To the NW. is a peninſula, detached

from the reſt of the county ; it contains

the diſtricts of Ardnanurchan, Morven,

Sunart, and Ardgowar; the two laſt re

markable for mumerous veins of lead,

which, however, are not very produćtive.

The peninſulas of Cantyre and Cowalt,

are likewiſe very large. A great part of

the country abounds with rocks, fright

ful precipices, and ſtupendous mountains,

apparently piled one upon another 5 yet,

even in the high grounds, the ſoil, though

little fitted for cultivation, affords excel

lent paſture.

AR HU S EN. See AA R H U U.S. .

ARIA No, a town of Naples, 15 miles

E. of Benevento, and 12 N.W. of Tre
Vic O.
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vico. Latitude 4.1. 8. N. lon. 15. 19. E.

ARIA No, a town in the Pope's terri

tories, on a branch of the river Po, 22

miles NE. of Ferrara. Lat. 45. o. N.

lon. 12. 8. E.

ARica, a ſea-port of Peru, almoſt de

ſtroyed by an earthquake, in 1605. It

ſcarcely ever rains here; and many farms

are employed in the cultivation of Guinea

pepper, in which they have a great trade

to Lima, from which it is 550 miles SE.

Here they uſed to ſhip the treaſure which

was brought from Potofi, from which it

is a 70 miles W. but it has now, for many

years been carried overland to Lima.

ARipo, or ARINo, a town on the W.

coaſt of Ceylon, at the mouth of the river

Surunda, ſubject to the Dutch. To the E.

of it is a pearl-fiſhery. Lat. 8.42. N.

lon. So. 25. F. -

Ark, a river in Yorkſ, which falls into

the Swale near Grunton. Arkºndale, Yorkſ.

in the pariſh of Knareſborough. Arken

dale, Yorkſh. near Applegarth. Foreſt.

Arkeſ: n, Edex, near Newport. Arkley,

Yºº between Richmond and Weſtimor

and.

ARKlow, a meat market town and ſea

port of the county of Wicklow. The tide

flows very little here. It is 13 miles S. of

Wicklow, and 26 of Dublin. Lat. 52.

42. N. lon. 6. 25. W. -

Arkſºy. Yorkſ. 5 miles N. of Doncaſter.

Arºſiºn, Herefordſ. between Druxton and,

Kingſton. Arladon, Cumb. near White

haven. Arle, Glouc. 1 mile from Chel

tenham, where is a remarkable ſpring.

ARLEs, a large, handſome, and ancient

city, in the department of the Mouths of

the Rhone. The country about is very

pleaſant, and produces good wine, manna,

oil, fruits, and vermilion, and the air is

excellent, yet the city is not populous.

Constantine,thekoman emperor,took great

delight in this place, and made it the ſeat

of the Roman empire in Gaul; and here

are ſome remains of their antiquities, of

which the amphitheatre and obeliſk are the

moſt remarkable. It is ſcated on the

Rhone, 12 miles SC, of Niſmes, 35 NW.

of Marſeilles, and 450 S. by E. of Paris.

Lat. 43.41. N. lon. 4. 43. E.

Arleſ ote, Warw. under Edgehill. Ar

leſy, Bedfordſhire, near Shefford.

ARLE SHEIM, a town of Baſil.

Arlºſion, Derbyſ. between Barrow and

Findern. Arley, Warw. W. of Nuneaton.

Arlingham, Glouc. near Berkeley, penin

ſulated by the Severn, which is here a mile

in breadth. It’s exhalations are thought to

render the air unwholeſome ; the paſſage

over it is hear this place. Arlingban, near

Glouceſter. Arlington, Suſſex, near Peven

ſey. Arlington, Bedf. between Harlington

and Shepeſtor. Arlington, Glouc. near

Bybury. Arliſºot, Shropſ. near Ford.

ARlon, an ancient town of the Ne

therlands, now diſmantled. It is ſeated on

a mountain, 10 miles NW. of Luxem

burg. Lat. 49.45. N. lon. 5. 56. E.

Arlſy, Yorkſ. N. of Doncaſter.

ARMADABAD. See AMADA BAT.

ARMAGH, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Ulſter, bounded on the W. by

Tyrone and Monaghan; on the N. by Ty

rone and Lough Neagh; on the E. by

Down; and on the S. and SE. by Louth

and Monaghan. It’s ſoil is rich, the

ridge of mountains, called the Fewes, ex

cepted, which runs acroſs it. It is a great

linen county, it's trade therein being eſti

mated at 291,900l. -

*ARMAG11, the county-town, where the

aſſizes are held, formerly a celebrated city

and univerſity, is about 30 miles S.E. of

Londonderry, and 63 N. of Dublin. Lat.

54. 27. N. lon. 6. 57. W.

Armaghbregah, in Meath, Leinſter.

ARMAGNAc, a ci-devant province of

Guienne, in France; it now forms part

of the department of Gers.

ARMA MAR, a town of Beira.

Armanthwaite, Cumb. near the river

Eden, between Kirk-Oſwald and Corby

caſtle. Armanthwate, Yorkſ. near Dan

by. Armanthwaite,Cumb.adjoining Ouſe

bridge, at the foot of B iſfingthwaite-wa

ter. It commands a delightful proſpect of

that beautiful lake, of the romantic hills of

Withop on the right, and the towering

Skiddaw on the left; and the diſtant hills

of Borrodale, or Keſwick, terminate the

view.

Armeboth, Cumb. near the river Thur

lemyre, and Legburth-water. Armed

Knight, Cornw. a rock at the Land’s-end.

ARM ENIA, a large and very fertile

country in Aſia, watered by ſeveral large

rivers. It is bounded on the W. by the

Euphrates; on the N. by Georgia; on the

E. by Schirvan and Ghilan; and on the S.

by Aderbeitzan, Cordiſtan, Diarbeker, and

Ghilan. It was formerly governed by it's

own kings,but the Turks and Perſians hold

poſſeſſion of it at preſent. The inhabitants

are much attached to commerce, and un

dertake long journeys to carry it on. They

profeſs Chriſtianity.

AR MENTIERs, a ſmall handſome town

in the departinent of the North, ſeated on ,

the river Lis, 8 miles N.W. of Liſle. Lat.

5c. 40. N. lon. 3. 3. E.

Armeſion, Northamp. near Polbrook,

Armethorp, Yorkſ. near Doncaſter.

ARMI EBS,

-

-
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ARMr. Rs. a town in the depart. of

the North, on the river Sambre, zo miles

S. of Mons. Lat. 50. 2 o' N. lon. 4. 3. E.

Armin, Magna and Parva, Yorkſ, near

Barkſton, on the river Air. Armingale,

Norf. near Cringleton, 5 miles S. of Nor

wich. Armington, Devonſh. on the river

Arm, near Plympton.

ARM1RA, a town of Livadia, on the

Gulf of Volo, or Velo, 30 miles S.E. of

Lariſſa. Lat. 39. 30. N. lon. 23. 22. E.

Armitage, Staff. on the river Sow. Ar

mitage, Cheſh. near Northwich. Armley,

Yorkſhire, near Leeds.

Armoy, in Antrim, Ulſter, 109 miles

from Dublin.

Armſide,Weſtmorl.nearLittle-Langdale,

on the borders of Cumb. Armſwell, Dor

ſetſ. 1 mile from Pluſh. Armtree, Linc.

near Horncaſtle.

ARMUY DEN, a ſea-port of Zealand, one

of the Seven United Plovinces, in the Iſle

of Valcheren, now inconſiderable, the ſea

having ſtopped up the harbour with ſand.

The fait-works are it's chief trade. It is

3 miles E. of Middleburg. Lat. 51. 31.

N. lon. 3.42. E.

ARNA, a ſea-port of Andros.

ARNAY-LE-Duc, a town in the dept.

of Côte d'Or. It has a good trade, and

is ſeated in a valley near the river Arroux,

25 miles SW. of Dijon.

lon. 4. 26. E.

Arncliff, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Wharl

ton-caſtle. Arncliff, York. W. Riding,

on a river, a little to the E. of Pennygent

hill. Arncot, Oxfordſ, near Amerſden and

Biceſter.

ARNDAl, or ARENDAL, a town and

landing-place of Chriſtianſand, in Nor

way, ſituated on a rock in the middle of

the ſtream Nid. The old forge of Baaſel

andſwerk, and ſeveral iron-mines are in

the neighbourhood.

AR NEBERG, a town of Brandenburg,

on the Elbe, between Angermund and

Werben, 3 miles from each.

ARN Edo, a town of Peru, with a good

harbour, 2.5 miles N. of Lima.

ARNEH E iM, a town of the United Pro

vinces, in Guelderland, ſituated on the

Rhine, 8 miles N. of Ninneguen, and 31

E. by S. of Utrecht. Lat. 52. 2. N. lon.

5. 50. E.

Årneſty, Leic. near Sleaſby. Armeſide,

Lanc. on the borders of Cumb. Arnºſide

Fewer, Lanc. on the borders of Weſtmorl.

Arngill, N. Riding, on the river Lune.

Arnhale, Warwickſhire.

ARNhusen, a ſmall town of Pruſſian

Pomerania, near the river Riga, 4 leagues

from Colberg and the Baltic.

ARN15, an iſland of Sleſwick.

Lat. 47. 7. N.

ARNo, a large river of Tuſcany. It

riſes, in the Apennines, and having re

ceived in it's courſe the Sieva, Piſa, and

Elſa, falls into the ſea a little below Piſa.

The valley (Val di Arno) through which

it runs, is very pleaſant, abounding in

fruits. Part of this valley is thought to

have once been a lake, before the Arno

made or deepened it’s paſſage through the

rock at Rignano. In digging here, the

ſtrata of the earth are found regular, and

elephants’ bones are met with.

Arnold, near Nottingham, on the E. ſide

of Beſkwood. Park. Arnolds, Eſſex, near

Chelmsford.

A RNsh E1M, a town in the palatinate

of the Rhine, circle of the Lower Rhine,

20 miles N.W. of Worms.

ARNstadt, a town of Thuringia,

Upper Saxony, on the river Gera, Io

miles S.W. of Erfort. Lat. 5o. 54. N.

lon. 1 1. 15. E. º

Arnwood, Hampſh, near Chriſtchurch.

ARom AIA, a province of New Andalu

fia, on the river Oronoque, S. America.

ARonA, a town of Milan, on the Lake

Maggiore. Lat. 45.40. N. lon. 8. 35. E.

ARonches, a town of Alentejo, on the

river Care. Lat. 39. 3. N. lon. 7. o. W.

ARool, a town of the Kiof, in the

Ukraine, on the river Occa, zoo miles S. of

Moſcow. Lat. 51, 58. N. lon. 36.40. E.

ARosh AY, a town of the Eaſt Indies,

on the iſland of Madura, near Java. Lat.

6. 30. S. lon. I 14. 30. E.

AR oucA, in Beira, Portugal.

AR PINo, a town of Naples, 8 miles

N. of Aquina. Lat. 41.44. N. lon. 13.

46. E.

ARQUA, a town in the Paduan, a ter

ritory of Venice. It is lo miles S. of Pa

dua. Lat. 45. 13. N. lon. 11. 58. E.

ARQUEs, a town ſeated on a ſmall ri

ver of the ſame name, in the department

of Lower Seine, 4 miles S.E. of Dieppe.

Lat. 49.53. N. lon. o. 59. E.

AR RAci F, a harbour of Pernambuco,

in Brazil. It is ſmall and much ſhut up

with rocks and ſands. Lat. 8. zo. S. lon.

35. Io. W.

AR RAGon, a province of Spain, bound

ed on the W. by Navarre and the Two

Caſtiles; on the N. by Navarre and the

Pyrenean Mountains ; on the E. by Cata

lonia, and a part of Valencia; and on the

S. by Catalonia and New Caſtile. It’s ex

tent from N. to S. is nearly 120 miles, and

from F. to W. about 78. The river Ebro

runs from NW. to SE. through the pro

vince, and divides it into two parts nearly

equal. The air is pure and wholeſome,

and the country, near the rivers, is fertile

in corn, wine, flax, and fruit; but in

other
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other places it is dry and ſandy. It pro

duces ſaffron, and there are mines of lait.

Saragoſſa is the capital. -

* A R RAN IsLEs, three iſlands on the W.

coaſt of Ireland, in the mouth of Gaiway

Bay. Lat. 53. o. N. lon, 10. o. W. They

are called the S. "ſles of Arran, to diſtin

guiſh them from another iſland of the ſame

name, called the N. Iſle of Arran, ſituated

on the coaſt of Donegal in Ulſter. Lat.

55. c. N. lon. 9. 2. W.

A R RAN,a rocky and mountainous iſland

of Scotland, in the Frith of Clyde, to the

SW. of the Iſle of Bute, about 23 miles

long and 12 broad. It abounds with

cattle, goats, and fowl; and agriculture

here is ſomewhat advancing. The ſtreams

are ſtored with fiſh, eſpecially with ſalmon.

The climate is cold, but healthful; and

invalids annually reſort hither to drink the

whey of goats-milk. Among the rocks

are found iron-ore, ſpar, and a great va

riety of beautiful pebbles. On the coaſt

are many ſpacious and wonderful caverns,

which uſed to afford ſhelter to ſmugglers;

one of theſe occaſionally ſerves the inha

bitants to hold a religious meeting in.

They were once the retreats, perhaps the

habitations, of ancient heroes. Tradition,

in theſe parts, ſtill preſerves the memory of

Wingal; and Robert Bruce took refuge in

this iſland in the times of his greateſt dif.

treſs.

AR RAN. See AAR Aw.

Arran, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Lund.

AR RAs, a large and ancient city in the

dept. of the Straits of Calais, containing

zo,coo inhabitants. Before the revolu

tion, it was the capital of Artois. It is

feated on the Scarp. Lat. 50. 19. N. lon.

2. 6 1. E. -

ARRIEGE, a department of France, ſo

named from the river of the ſame name,

which has it’s ſource among the Pyrenees,

and, paſſing by Foix and Pamiers, falls

into the Garonne above Toulouſe. Gold

duſt has been found among it’s ſands.

Arrington, 9 miles from Cambridge, has

a bridge over the Cam, towards Wendy.

Arro, a river in Herefordſhire, which runs

into the Lug, near Leominſter.

AR Roe, an iſle of Denmark in the

Baltic. Lat. 55. Io. N. lon. Io. 20. E.

AR Rojo-D E ST.-SER v AN, a town of

Spain, in Ettremadura, 8 miles S. of Meri

da, and 25 F. of Badajox. Lat. 38. 36. N.

lon. 6. 20. W.

Arrow, a river in Worceſterſhire and

Warwickſhire. Arrow, Warw, near Aul

cetter. Arrow, Cheſh, between the river

Dee and Lancaſter.

AR's AMAs, a town of European Ruſſia,

on the river Mokcija-reca, 329 miles S.

by E. of Moſcow, and 502 N. by w. of
Attracan.

4%am, Yorkſ, near the Tees.

ARTA, or LARTA, a ſea-port of Low

er Albania, feated on the river Aidhas,

70 miles NNW. of Lepanto. Lat. 39.

28. N. lon. 21. 20. E.

-A RTEMUs, a promontory of Valencia.

Arth, a river in Cardiganſ. Arthington,

W. Riding, between Otley and Gawthorp.

Arthuret, Cumb. near the river Kirkſop,

S. of Long-town. Arthur's-caffle, Cornw.

on the coaſt, near Tintagel and Boſcaſtle.

Arthur's-hall, Cornw. near Penpont, and

the Temple-Moors. Artington, Surry,

near Godalming. Artleborough, North

amptonſhire, near Higham-Ferrers.

ART.ors, a ci-devant province of the

French Netherlands, now included in the

department of the Straits of Calais.

Artro, a river in Merionethſ. Arvans,

St. Monm. a little N. of Chepſtow, on the

ſame river.

A RUBA, or ORUBA, an iſland near

Terra-Firma, held by the Dutch. It is

14 leagues W. of Curaçoa. Lat. 12. 30.

N. lon. 67. 35. W. -

Arve, a river in the dept. of Mt. Blanc.

Arum, Lancaſhire, near Hornby.

*ARUNDEL, a town in Suſſex, plea

ſantly ſituated on the declivity of a hill, on

the ſummit of which ſtands the caſtle, an

ancient ſeat of the Dukes of Norfolk. As

it ſtands near the mouth of the river Arun,

it had once a good harbour, that admitted

ſhips of Ioo tons up to the bridge, till it

was almoſt choked up by a ſand-beach,

thrown up by the ſea; but in 1733, there

was an act of parliament paſſed for repair

ing it it yet admits ſmall veſſels, and

great quantities of timber for the dock

yards are ſhipped off here. It is 8 miles

E. of Chicheſter, and 68 SW. by S. of

London. Lat. 5 c. 55. N. lon. o. 29. W.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Arwanack, Cornw. near Pendennis and

Falmouth. Arwerton, Suff, a little to the

N.W. of Harwich, near the junction of

the Orwel and the Stour. Arwotha',

Cornw. 4 miles SWV. of Truro.

ARz11. LA, a tea-port of Fºz, $o miles

SSW. of Tangier. Lat. 35. 30. N. lon.

6. 3. W. r

ARzi N.A., a river of Ruſſian Lapland.

AsAD-ABAD, a town of Perſia.

Aſalt, Cornw. near Crimble Paſſage.

* A SAPH, ST. a cit v of Flintſh, in N.

Wales, ſituated in a pleaſant and rich vale,

at the conflux of the rivers Elway and

Clwyd. It is 2.4 miles W. of Cheſter, and

zo9 NW. of London. Lat. 53. , 2. N.

lon. 3. 36. W. Market on Saturday.

Afty Cot far.'. Afty Magna and Parva,

-ſº

º
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Afty-Overgrange, and Aºy-Wyender

warth, villages in Weſtmorland.

Ascessiox, a barren, uninhabited

iſland, about 62o miles N.W. of St. He

lena. It has a ſafe harbour, at which the

Eaſt India ſhips often touch, to furniſh

themſelves with turtle, which are here ve

Iy plentiful and large. Lat. 7. 40. S.

kon. 14. 18. W. -

Aschaff F x B tº Rc, a town of Ger

many, ſubject to the Ele&tor of Mentz,

and 36 miles F. of that city. Lat. 50. 4.

N. lon. 3. 5. E. -

Asch E R Le PEN, a town of Anhalt.

Ascoli, a large and populous town in

the pope's territories, feated on a moun

tain, at the foot of which runs the Fronto,

$o miles NE. of Rome. Lat. 42.44. N.

lon. 13. 29. F. -

Ascoli Di SATRIANo, a city ſcated o

a mountain, 6.5 miles E. of Naples. Lat.

4.1. 8. N. lon. 15.50. F.

Ajºme, Weſtmor. Aſcot, Oxfordſ, near

Shirehampton. Aſ ot, Warw. a little S.

of Ladbrook, near the road from Banbury

to Dºnchurct. Aſ ot, Buckſ, near Wing

and Winſlow. Aftot, Midd. between Ryſ

łip and Pinner-Green. Aſ ot, Oxf. near

T'ame. Aſ ot, Warw. near Whichford.

Aſ ot-Heath, 4 miles froun Windſor, on the .

road to Reading.

AsEER, or ASEER GUR, a ſtrong fort

reſs of the Soubah of Candeiſh, in the

Deccan, 20 miles NE. of Burhampour.

Lat. 21. 35. N. ion. 76. o. E.

Aſerly, Leic. near Friſby. Aſerley,

York.. a little S. of Stanley. Aftary,

Linc. 3 miles from Sleaford. Aſgarth

Force, a lofty cataraćt on the Tees, which

divides Durham from Yorkſ. a few miles

W. of Barnard-Caſtle. Aſh, Devonſ, near

Axminſter. Aſh, Dºrb. near Elwall. Alſº,

Devonſ. between Branton and Weſtcoate.

Aſh, Dorſ. near Netherby. Aſh, Dorſ, near

Pimpern. Aſh, Hampſ. near Baſingſtoke.

Aſh, Hampſh. rear Overton and Polham

ton. Aſh, Kent, near Sandwich. Aſh,

Kent, between Ridley and Kingſdown.

Ali, Sonerſetſ. in the pariſh of Martock.

Aſh, Staff. near Stone. Aſh, Suff, near

Wickham. Aſh, Surry, near Arderſhot,

in Hampſ. Aſh Magna and Parva, Shropſ.

a little to the SE. of Whitchurch. Aſº,

Iſle of Wight, near E. Medina. Aſham

flead, Berkſ. near Baſildon. Ash'aſſion,

Shropſ. near the river Terme, between

High-Ercal and Rowton.

*AshBok N, a large town in Derbyſhire,

ſeated between the rivers Dove and Comp

ton. It's chief trade is in cheeſe, ſent

from it up and down the Trent. It is Io

miles from Derby, 10 NE. from Utoxeter,

and 139 NNW, of London. Lat. 53. 3. N.

lon. 1. 44. W. Market on Saturday.

Aſhhri, ºr, Buckſ. 4 miles from Ivingo.

Aſhbright, Bampton, Devonſ. Aſhbrittle,

Som. 5 miles from Minehead. Aºt.ºrm, a

river in Su'lex, falling in o the ſea at Pe

verſey. A 5' urnhart, Suti. x, 9 miles from

Hiſtings, and 51 from London.

*As HBU R Ton, in Devonſhire, is one

of the four Sºannery Towns, and is ſeated

among the hills, where the mines of tin

and copper are.' it carries on a confider

able trade in wool, yarn, and ſerges, and

ſtands near the river Dart, 19 miles SW.

of Exeter, and 192 W. by S. of London.

Lat. So. 30. N. lon. 3. 56. W. Markets

on Tueſday and Saturday.

Aſhbury, Berkſ. Aſºury, Devonſ. near

Oakhampton. Aſhy, Linc. near Great

Grimſby. Afty, Linc. near Candleſhow.

Aſhly,Linc. near Wellingborough. Aftly,

Linc.near Horncaſtle. Aſhly, Liac.midway,

between Grimſby and Billbroke. Aſhly,

Norfolk, near Thurſton. Aſhby, Norf. be

tween Yarmouth and Hickling. Aſhly,

Suffolk, between Leoſtoff and Yarmouth.

Aſhby Caſtle, Northamp. 6 miles from

Wellingborough and Northampton.

AsHBY-D E. LA-Zouch, a town in

Leiceſterſhire, 13 miles S. of Derby, and

1 15 NNW. of London. Lat. 52. 36. N.

lon. I. 16. W. Market on Saturday.

Aſhly-Folville, Leic. between Melton

Mowbray and Billeſden. Aſhly-Ledgers,

Northamp. near Daventry. Aſhy Canons,

Northamptonſ. a pleaſant village between

Brackley and Fauſley. Aſhly-Chilts,

Linc. near Spilſby. Aſhly-Gold, Northamp.

2 miles N.W. of Naſeby. Aºy-Priers,

Dorſetſ. near Dorcheſter. Aſ y Meers,

Northamp, between Overſion and Wei

lingborough. Aſhby Magna and Parva,

Leic. 4 ºr 5 miles to the N. and Nº. of

Lutterworth. Aſh-Chapelºy. Durh. 4 miles

N.W. of that city. Aſh-Church, Glouc.

2 miles from Tewkeſbury. Aſhcomb, De

vonſ. near Exminſter. Aſhcrºft, Devonſ.

near Hartland. Aſh, lon, Etiex, on the

borders of Suffolk. Aſidon, Eſſex, 3 miles

NE. of Saffron-Walden, and near the bor

ders of Cambridgeſhire. Aſ, lown, Berkſ.

near E. Ilſley. Aſhe, Suffolk, near Wick

ham. Afte Bigod, or Bocking, Suff, near

Bradley and Needham. Aſ eſton, Eſſex,

near Deºgy. Aſheſe, Nort. between Wat

ton and Swaff nºm. Aſkel-worth, Berke

ley. Giot.c. Aſhel:cor.º, Glouce... near

Laſſington. Alºnden, Buckingh. 8 miles

N.W. of Avicious. Aſhendow, Dorſetſ.

near Dorcheſter. Aſher. Hurff, Staff. a little

to the SE. of Leeke. Aſher. Suflex, near

Pevenſey. Afterji, Kent, near Tunbridge.

Aºf...?, Co, ºw. 4 miles from L twº thiel.

A/field, Sutt. near Ixwo: º, . Aftfield,

Sulfolk,

- -
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Suffolk, .3 miles NE. of Debenham.

* As HFor D, a town in Kent, 12 miles

from Canterbury, 24 SE. of Maidſtone,

and 57 SE.-by E. of London. Lat. 5: ...4.

N. lon. o. 52. E. Market on Tueſday.

Aſhford, Derb. in the High Peak. Aſh

ford, Devonſh. 6 miles N. of Barnſtaple.

Aſhford, Devon. a little W. of Uffcolumb.

Aſhford, Midd. near Staines. Aſford

Bewdley, Shropſ. S. of Ludlow. Aſhford

Carbonnel, Shropſ. E. of the former. Aſh

£ate, Rutl. near Oakham. Aſhurſt, Suſſ.

near Bramber. Aſhurſt, Suſſ. near Peven

fey. Aſhill, Somerſ. 2 miles from Ilmin

ſter. Aſhingdon, Eſſex, 3 miles from Roch

ford. Aſhington, Snif x, 1o miles from

Hoſſham. Aſhley, Staff. N.W. of Eccle

ſhal... Aſhley, Dorſeſ, a hamlet 2 miles S.

of Litton. Aſhley, Camb. 18 miles from

Cambridge. Aſhley, Cheſh. on the river

Ringay,between Knutsfold and Stockport.

Aſhley, Lanc. between Layland and the

river Yarrow. After, Northamp. on the

river Welland. Aſhley, Northamp. near

Preſton. Aſhly, Hampſ. W. of St. Croſs

and the W. Foreſt. Aſhley, Wiltſ, near

Malmſbury. Aſhley Barn, Glouceſ. near

Briſtol. Aſhley-Green, Buckſ, in Cheſ.

ham. Aſhley, N.and S Hampſ.near Chriſt

church. Aſh Lench, Worceſ. a village in

the pariſh of Lench Church. Aſhling, E.

and W. Suſſex, near Chicheſter. Aſhling

ton, or Aſherton, Wiltſ. near Weſtbury.

Aſhmanhall, Norf. near Wurſtead. Aſh

manſworth, Hampſh. W. of Sidmanton.

Aſhmore, Dorfett. 2 miles from Milton

Abbas. Aſhmore-brooke. or Aſheabroke,

Staff. near Litchfield. Aſholt, Somerſetſ.

between Bridgewater and Stokegomer.

Aſhorne, Warw. near Cheſterton. Asho

ºver, Derb. near Milntown. Aishow,Warw.

near Stonely. Ashpol, Lanc. near Man

_cheſter. Ashprington, Devonſ. N. of the

river Harebone, near it’s fall into the

Dart. Ashpriors, Somerſ. near Wivelſ.

comb. Ash Regis, or King’s-4:5, Jevonſ.

near Tawton. Asbridge, Hertf. 3 miles

from Berkhampſtead. Ashted, Surry, near

Epſon-Wells. Ashton-Cantlow, or Can

tºupe, Warw. E. of Aulceſter. Ashton-in

the-Wall, Northamp. near Chipping-War

den. Ashton, Cheſh. near Frodſham. Ash

ton, Cheſh. near Kelial. Ashton, Cheſh.

near Namptwich. Ashton, Devonſ. 6 miles

from Exeter. Ashton, Devonſ. near Chum

leigh. Ashton, Heref. near Orlton. Ash

ton, Lanc. at the confluence of the Conder

and Lune, wear the ſea. Ashton, Lancaſ.

near Warrington. Ashton Hall, near Lan

catter. Ashton, Northamp. near Grafton.

Ashton, Northamp. near Peterborough.

Ashton, Northamp in the pariſh of Oundle.

44%ton, Shropſ, near Wein. Ashton, So

I

merſetſ. 2 miles from Glaſtonbury. Ash.

ton Chapel, Cheſh. N. of the Weever, al

moſt oppoſite to Frodſham. Ashton Chapel,

Lanc. in the pariſh of Leigh. Ashton, E.

and M. Hampſ. near Whe well. Ashton

Weſl, Wiltſ. near N. Bradley. Ashton

Gifford, Wiltſ, near Heyteſbury. Ashton

Grange and Hall, Cheſh. W. of Aſhton

Chapel. Ashton in-Makerfield, Lanc. near

W. Darby. Ashton Keyns, 3 miles W. of

Cricklade. Ashton-Underhill, Glouc, near

'Sedgebar-row. Ashton-under-Line, Lanc.

6 miles from Mancheſter. Ashton-upon

Curran,near the vale of Eveſham. Ashurſ?,

Lancaſ. between Wigan and Ormſki, k.

Ashwater, Devonſ. near Taviſtock. Ash

well, Hertf. near Caldicot, on the borders

of Cambridgeſhire. Ashwell, Northamp.

2 miles from Brackley. Ashwell, Rut

landſ. on the W. Ashºell-Thorp, Norf.

near Wymondham. Ashwick, Somerſetſ.

near Kilmerſden. Ashwood, Staff. in the

pariſh of King's Swynford. Ashworth

Chapel, Lanc. W. of Rochdale.

ASIA, one of the four grand diviſions of

the globe, is ſituated between 25 and 182

degrees E. lon. and extends nearly from

the equator to the impenetrable regions of

the Arctic Pole. It is 47.40 miles in

length, from the Dardanelles to the eaſt

ern ſhore of Tartary, and 43&o in breadth,

from the moſt ſouthern part of Malacca, to

the northern parts of Nova Zembla. Aſia

is bounded on the W. by the Red Sea, the

Mediterranean, the Black Sea, the Don,

the Wolga, and an imaginary line ex

tending from 54 to nearly 80 degrees

N. latitude; on the N. by the Frozen

Ocean; on the E. by the Pacific, and

on the S. by the Indian Ocean. From the

richneſs of it's ſoil, the deliciouſneſs of it’s

fruits, the fragrancy and balſamic quality

of it’s plants, ſpices, gums, &c. the quan

tity, variety, beauty, and value of it's

gems, the fineneſs of it's ſilks and cottons,

and the richneſs of it’s metals, it has

been conſidered as the fineſt quarter of the

globe. It exhibits nearly every variety of

animals. Afia contains, Siberia, Eaſtern

and Weſtern Tartary, China, India with

in and without the Ganges,Thibet, Perſia,

and the Turkiſh empire in Aſia, which

comprehends Georgia, Turcomania, Diar

beck, or Meſopotamia, Natolia, Paleſ

time, Syria, and part of Arabia.

As I A MINo R. See NATO LIA.

AsI NARA,aniſle of Sardinia,on theNW.

AsINDUM, a town of Andaluſia.

Asitio, or Ass ESI, a town in the

Pope's territories, 66 miles N. of Rome. .

Lat. 43. o. N. lon. 12.40. E.

Aſk, Yorkſ, near Richmond. %.
well, E. from Bridport. Aſkerton Cºſile,

Cumb.
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Cumb. near the Pists' Wall. Aftet, Midd.

near Pinner. Aſkew, Yorkſ, near Bedal.

Aftewton, 1.5 miles W. of Limerick.

Aftham Nott. a little N. of the Mark-,

hams. Aſ hºn, Weſtmorl. near Barton.

Aftham Bryan, Richards, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, Biſhoi ſhop. Aftham-Hoſpital, Nott.

4 miles N. of Tuxford.

AskERsu ND, a ſea-port of Sweden.

Asx RIG,a town in the N.Riding of Yorkſ.

6 miles S by E. of York, and 192 N. of

London. Lat. 53.5 5. N. lon. I. o. W.

Aſiaty, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near the Eſk,

; cf Mulgrave Caſtle. Aſlaby, Yorkſ. N.

iding, near Pickering. Aſlacky,or Aſely,

Linc. 2 miles S. of Folkingham. Aſlackton,
Norfolk, near Aſhwellthorp. f

Asol A, a town of Breſciano in Italy.

A sola, a town of Italy in Treviſano.

Asoph, called alſo ZABAK, anciently

the Palus Maeotis, a ſea between Europe

and Aſia,about 600 miles in circumference.

It ics N. of the Black Sea, with which it

communicates by the Strait of Caffa, the

ancient Cimmerian Boſphorus.

Asoph, a diſtrict of the Ruſſian em

pire, bordering on the Sea of Aſoph. It

was ceded by the Turks in 1774, and fince

that time, ſeveral towns have been built by .

the victorious Catharine, one of which,

Atharinenſlaff, (that is, “the glory of

Catharine,') is now the capital. The

branch of the Don, on which Aſoph the

former capital ſtands, is now ſo choked

with land as ſcarcely to admit the ſmalleſt
veſſel. -

Aſpale, Suff, near Debenham. Aſpatrick,

pronounced Spyatry,Cumb.betweenMary

Fort and Wigton. Aſpenden, Hertf. near

Buntingford. Aſperley, Linc. near Sleaford.

AspeRosa, a town of Romania, on

the cºaſt of the Archipelago.

Afterſheles, Northumb. near the borders

of Scotland. Aſperton, Heref. near Stow

Chapel and Stretton. Aſpley, Warw, near
Tamworth. Aſpley, S-aff. 2 miles SW. of

Sandon. Affley, Staff, near Penkridge.

Aftly Guiſe, Bedf. near Wooburn.; -

*irford, Warw. near Tamford. Aſſy,

Line, a little N. of Ravendale.

A$3AM, a country of Aſia, bounded on

the W. by Bengal and Bootan, on the N.

by the mountains of Thibet, and on the

SE. and S, by Meckley. The river Bu

ºnpooter flows through the whole length

ºf it. It's capital is Gerghon. The na

tives are fond of the fleſh of dogs. Almoſt

*ry houſekeeper has an elephant: they

*comfortably, and as the king is the

ſºle proprietor of all the gold, ſilver, and

other metals found in this kingdom, they

Pay no taxes. The invention of gunpow

wer is aſcribed to the Aſſameſe. It was

known in China and Hindooſtan in very

remote antiquity; and in the code of Gen

too laws, there is a prohibition of the uſe

of fire-arms; but, perhaps, theſe fire arms

were only ſome ſort of millive torches, and

the powder very ſhort in it’s eifect of that

which is made in later times. Aſſam lies

between 91 and 96 degrees of E. lor:... and

between 25 and 28 N. lat. -

Assascale, a town of Armenia, on the

river Ares, 22 miles E. Erzeun.

Aſely, Yorkſ. E. Riding, NW., of

Howden. Afterly, York. Hear Thirſk. .

AssENs, a ſea-port of Funen iſle.

Affewton, UAfter and N, ther, Oxf. two

hamlets near Henley. Aſºgton, Suff. 3

miles N.W. of Nayland. …ington, Sufi. 3

miles N.W. of Steyning.

Assisio. See Asi Tio. -

Assos, a ſea-port on a bay of Natolia.

Lat. 39. 32. N. lon. 26. 36. E.

Assu MP rio N, a city, the capital of

Paraguay. It ſtands in a fertile country,

and is populous. , The air is wholeſome

and temperate, and the trees are always

Agreen. It is ſeated on the liver Paraguay.

Lat. 26. o. S. lon. 57.40. W.

Assy. NT, a diſtrict in Sutherland, Scot

land, mountainous, rugged, and ſteril, but

containing plenty of lime-ſtone and marble.

Assy RIA, a country in Aſia, celebrated

in ancient hiſtory. It is one of the earli

eſt empires, and contained the provinces

now called Diarbek, Curdiſtan, and Irak;

and involved, under it's dominion, when,

at it's greateſt extent, many other pro

vinces and kingdoms. - -

AsTRABAT, a very handſome town cf

Armenia in Aſia, 3 miles from the river

Aras, and 12 S. of Nakſıvan. This is the

only country that produces romas, a root

which dyes a beautiful red. Lat. 38. 23.

N. lon. 45. 30. E.

Aſiaéion, Nott. near Bingham. Aſian

ton, Shropſ. near Purſlow. Aftbury, Cheſh. .

2 miles from Congleton. Afterly, Linc.

3 miles E. of Ranby. Afterley, Shropſ.

4 miles S.W. from Weſtbury. Aftery, a

river in Suſſex. Afthorp, Linc. 2 miles S.

of Scampton.

Asti, a city of Montferrat in Italy.

Aftleham, Mid. between Staines and

Sunbury. Aftley, Warw. near Milverton.

Aftly, Lanc. between Leigh and Muncheſ

ter. Aſia, Lanc. near Liverpool. Aſlly,

Shropſh. near Hadnal. Afty, Shropſ. 3

miles from Bridgenorth. Ajiol,Oxf. between

Burford and Whitney. Aftolly, Oxf. 3

miles from Whitney. Afton, Berkſ, near

Moulesford. Afton-upon-Carron,Glou.near

Tewkeſbury. Afton, Oxf. near Brampton.

Aſian, Staff. near Birmingham. Afton, or

Ayerºon, Wiltſh, on the Downs, usar:
al
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and W. Everley. Afton, Buckſ. in the

º of Ivingo. Aſian, Cheſhire, near

udworth. Afton, D. rhyſh. in the High

Peak. Afton, Derb. near the Tient, to

wards Cattle-Dunnington. Afton, Derb.

near Middleton-Park. Afton, Hertf. near

the river Beane. Afton, Herefordſh.near

Wigmore. Afton, Hºreſ. between Luckton

and Leominter. Afton, Wiltſ. near Ber

wick. Afton, Wiltſhire, near Berwick St.

John's, on the S. ſide of the county. Afton,

Shropſhire, near Shefnal. Afton, Shrop

ſhire, a little E. of Brampton. Aſion,

Shropſ. near Oſweſtry, Aſlon, Shropſ, a

little NW. of Biſhop's-Caſtle. Afton,

Shropſ. near Newport. Afton, Staff, near

Birmingham. Afton, Hampſ. near Kingſ.

wood in the Iſle of Wight. Afton, Yorkſ.

4 miles S. of Rotherham. Afton. Abbots,

Buckſ, near Ayleſbury. Afton, Worceſ.

near Cainpden. Afton-Blank, or Cold Aſ

on Glouc. 6 miles from Stow, 22 from

Glouceſter. Afton, or Colt Aſion, Glouc.

5 miles from Bath, and 34 from Glouceſter.

Afton-Botterel, Shropſ. E. of Brown-Clee

hill. Aſianly, Cumb. between Carliſle

and Langton. Afton-Cantlow, Warw.

on the borders of Staffordſh. Afton

Chapel, Staff. between Penkeridge and

Tong Caſtle. Afton-Church, Shropſ. near

Newport. Afton Clinton, Buckſ. near

Wendover. Afton-Cold, Buckſ, near Ayleſ

bury. Afton-Cold, Derb. near Scarfdale.

A}on. Eyre, Shropſ. NE. of Tenbury.

Aſlon-Flamºville, Leic. near Sapcote. Aſton

Ingham, Herefordſ. near Newent. Afton

Magna, Worc. 6 miles from Perſhore.

Afton Middle, Oxford. 3 miles S. of Char

well. Afton North, Oxf. on the W. ſide

of the Charwell, oppoſite to Somerton.

Afon-Parva, Staff, near Walſall. Aſlon

Parva, near Stafford. Afton-Pigot, Shropſ.

near Chirbury. Afton Ro:ven, Oxf. near

Adwel and Crowel. Alon. Rogers, Shropſ.

near Chirbury. Afton Somerville, Glouc.

near Campden, 4 miles from Eveſham.

Aſlon-Steeple, Oxf. near Steeple-Barton

and Heyford. Afton Steeple, Wiltſ. in the

road from Saliſbury to Bath. Afton-Su

lege, Glouc. in the Vale of Everſholm,

2 miies from Campden. Afton-Tyrrel,

Berkſhire, near Abingdom. Alon, Hºff,

Wiltſ. near Worweltdown. Afton Hºheat

en, Staff. between Lapley and Water

Eaton. Afton-under hill, Glouceſterſhire.

5 miles from Eveſham.

As roRoA, a pleaſant town of Leon.

Astr AB AD, a town of Perſia on the

Caſpian Sea, zoo miles NE. of Iſpahan.

AsTRACAN, a territory in Aſiatic Ruſ

ſia, or Tartary, including the N. and part

of the W. ſide of the Caſpian Sea.

AstRAcAN, the capital of the above

mentioned province, a large and populous

city, is feated on an iſland formed by the

river Wolga, so miles NW. of the Caſpi

an Sea. It is ſurrounded by ſtrong walls,

and has an excellent harbour, where the

Europeans embark for Perſia. It is noted

for having excellent fiſh. It ſeldom rains

here, but the river, on which it ſtands

overflows, like the Nile; and when the

water is run off, the graſs grows in leſs

than a month. From Attracan to Terki,

on the ſide of the Caſpian Sea, there are

long marſhes, which produce a vaſt quan

tity of ſalt, with which the Ruſſians carry

on a great trade. This city is ſuppoſed to

have been, in very early times, the gene

ral ſtaple for the productions of Perfia,

India, and Arabia. In the 14th century,

when, the Venetians were in poſſeſſion of

the trade of the Black Sea, they drew from

this port, to their ſtaple at Tanais, the

Aſiatic produćtions, with which they ſup

plied the ſouthern parts of Europe, while

the articles deſigned for the north, were

conveyed partly along the Wolga, and

§ by land-carriage, to Ladoga, on the

olkhouc, whence they were tranſported to

Wiſby, on the Iſle of Gothland. The deſ.

trućtive expeditions of Tamerlane drove,

for ſome time, the trade of Aſia from this

channel to that of Smyrna and Aleppo;

and the diſcovery of the paſſage to India

by the Cape of Good Hope, gave, to a

great part of it, quite a different route.

Aſtracan is ſtill reſorted to by many na

tions, and it’s trade with India, Perſia,

&c. is yet conſiderable. It lies Soo miles

SE. of Moſcow. Lat. 46. 22. N. lon.

47. 4o. E.

. Aftrop-hell, Northamp. near Banbury,
in Oxfordſ. much reſorted to on account of

the virtues of their waters.

AsTurias, a province of Spain, 1zo

miles in length and from 20 to45 in breadth;

bounded on the W. by Galicia, on the N.

by the ocean, on the E. and SE. by Biſ

say and Leon, and on the ſouth by Old
Caſtile and Leon. It is divided into two

parts, Aſturia d’Oviedo, and Aſtúria de

Santillana, and is mountainous and woody.

It's wines and horſes are excellent, and it

has mines of gold, lapis-lazuli, and ver

milion.

Aftwick, Yorkſ. 5 miles NW.of Settle.

Aftwick, Hertf. near Buntingford. Aft

wick, Bedf. near Biggleſwade. Aftwick,

Buckſ, near Newport. Aftwardly, Linc.

5 miles N.W. from Spilby. Aftcardy,

Linc. among the Fens.

ATAcAMA, a harbour of Peru. Lat.

3.22. S. lon. 7o. 20. W. There is a great

deſert of the name, and a chain of moun

tains which ſeparates Peru from Quito.

ATALANA,
>
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ATALAUA, or ATALAYA, a town of

Portugueſe Eſtremadura, on an eminence,

5 miles S. of Tomar, and 5 from the Tajo.

Lat. 39. 25. N. lon. 8. 15. W. *

ATAYADA, a river of Old Caſtile.

Atcham, 3 miles SE. of Shrewſbury.

ATENA, a town of Italy in Naples.

Atford, Wiltſ. near Chippenham. At

forton, Heref. near Wigmore.

ATH, or Aeth, a ſmall town of Hai

nault, on the Dender. Lat. 50, 35. N.

lon. 3.44. E.

ATHBoy, a town of Meath, in Leinſter.

It is 3 miles SW. of Trim, and 28 NW.

of Dublin. Lat. 53.26. N. lon. 7. 15.W.

Athelarton, Staff, near Penkridge. Athel

Bamflon, Dorſetſ. E. of Puddleton, near the

river Frome. Athelney, Somerſetſ. a river

iſland,formed by a conjunction oftheThone

with the Parret, afew miles belowTaunton.

*ATHENRY, atown of Galway, in Con

naught. It is 8 miles E. of Galway, and 91

W. ofDublin. Lat. 53.14.N. lon.9.20.W.

ATHENs, a town of Greece, celebrated

for it's learning, it having been the prin

cipal academy of the Roman empire. It

is now called Setimes, and contains about

15,ooo inhabitants, who are of the Greek

church, and ſpeak a corrupt ſort of Greek.

It is now under the dominion of the Turks;

but there are ſtill many magnificent ruins,

which ſufficiently teſtify it's former gran

deur. It is the capital of Livadia, and

fituated in the Gulf of Engia, 1oo miles

NE. of Lacedemon, and 320 SW. of Con

ſtantinople. Lat. 38.5. N. lon. 23.57. E.

ATHERDee, a town of Louth, in Lein

ſter, 34 miles NW. of Dublin. Lat. 53.

57. N. lon. 6. 50. W.

Atherington, Dev. near North-Tawton.

Atterley, or Adderley,Shorpſ.nearNewport.

ATHERSTon,War.on the river Anker,

10 miles N. of Coventry. Mark. on Tueſ.

ATHERston-on-The-Stour,a great

cheeſe-market, 3 miles from Stratford

upon-Avon: the fair in Sept. 19, is the

greateſt cheeſe-fair in England. Mar. onTu.

Atherton, Lanc. near W. Derby. Ather

ton, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Athill,

or Adle, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near the Air.

Athleague, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

* ATHLoNE, a town of Ireland, moſt

pleaſantly fituated on the large and beau

tiful river Shannon. Part of the town

ſtands in W. Meath, on the Leinſter ſide

of the river; the other part in Roſcom

mon, on the Connaught ſide; theſe are

joined by a long bridge of many arches,

which is a grand paſs between the two

provinces. Though Athlone is ſo advan

tageouſly fituated for trade and improve

ment, it yet remains, in many parts, a

Poor, ruinous, ueglected, dirty-looking

place. On the bridge there are ſome badly

executed figures and inſcriptions, celebrat

ing the ſucceſs of the arbitrary Elizabeth

of England, and relating how the rebels in

her reign were executed, quartered, and

their ſculls, &c. ſtuck upon poles about the

country, and at Dublin Caſtle, and every

thing with a bleſfing,’ &c. brought into a

ſtate of the greateſt proſperity. How much

of allegiance they owed her may bejudged,

when it is conſidered that it was a law in

her reign, that if any one killed “a mere

Iriſhman,” he ſhould be mul&ted, or fined;

and what were the fruits of ſuch oppreſ

five laws, we find in the reigns of the un

happy Stuarts. It is 59 miles W. of

Dublin. Lat. 53.22. N. lon. 8.41. W.

ATHol, a mountainous diſtrićt of Perth

ſhire, containing ſome fine lakes.

Athos, or MonTE SANTo, a high

mountain of Greece, on a peninſula to the

S. of the Gulf of Conteſſa. It is inhabit

ed by a great number of Greek monks,

who cultivate the olive and vineyards, and

are carpenters, maſons, &c. leading a very

auſtere life, and living, many of them to

a great age. It is 70 miles E. of Saloni

chi. Lat. 40. 30. N. lon. 26. 20. E.

*ATHY, a neat little town of Kildare,

in Leinſter, ſituated on the river Barrow,

through which the boats paſs by Carlow,

to and from Waterford river. It is 12

miles S. of Kildare, and 32 SW. of Dub

-lin, from which city the grand canal, by

one of its branches extends, and packets,

or paſſage-boats, paſs between them daily

through the whole extent both ways. Lat.

52.58. N. lon. 7.37. W.

ATLANT1c OceAN, an immenſe ſea,

bounded on the E. by Europe and Africa,

and on the W. by America.

ATLAs, GREAT and Little, a chain

of high mountains in Africa, extending

from the Deſert of Barea to the weſtern

coaſt of Morocco. They are inhabited .

almoſt in every part, and are not of the

height and magnitude aſcribed to them

by the ancients. From theſe the Atlantic

Ocean takes it's name; and from the fic

tion of Atlas carrying the world on his

back, the name Atlas, applied to a book

of maps of the different parts of the world,

is derived.

Atlow, Derbyſhire, near Aſhborn.

Atoor, one of the Sandwich Iſlands,

about 1o leagues in length, ſuppoſed to

contain about 30,ooo inhabitants,

Atre, a river in Cornwall, running into

the Tamer, near the hill of Bromwelly.

ATR1, a town of Naples, ſeated on a hill.

Atrim, Dorſet, near Bridport. Attenton,

Nottingh. 2 miles NW. of Barton. At

tercliffe, Yorkſ, near Sheffield. Atterton,

E. Leic.
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Leie. between Witherley and Upton. At

fington, near Worceſter.

ATrleBorough, a town in Norfolk,

93 miles from London. It ſtands in the
road from Thetford to Norwich, about 12

miles from each, and was once a city, the

capital of the county. Market on Tueſd.

Attleborough, Warw. between Ardbury

and Horeſton. Attlebridge, Norf. a little S.

of Alderford. Atton, Shropſ, a little NE.

of Wolſton.

Atrock, a river of Aſia, which riſes

in the Tartarian mountains, N. of Hin

dooſtan, and paſſing by Cabul, flows into

the Indus.

Atrock, a city of Hindooſtan Proper,

on the E. bank, and near the mouth of the

river Indus, 180 miles N.W. of Lahore.

Lat. 32. 27. N. lon. 7c. 36. E.

At-wick,Yorkſ.E.Riding, near the coaſt,

N. of Hornſey. Atwood, near Worceſter.

Av A, or MENAukiou, a large river

of Aſia, which riſes in Thibet, croſſes the

kingdons of Burmah and Pegu, and falls

into the Bay of Bengal, by ſeveral mouths,

about lat. 16. N.

AvA., a large city in India, the capital

of Burmah. It is feated on the river Ava.

The ſtreets are very ſtraight, and the houſes

are built with teck planks and bamboos.

It is 1150 miles E. of Calcutta. Lat.

21. o. N. loº. 63. 30. E.

AvA, or Bufº ºf AP, a territory on the

E. fide of the Guti f Rengal, bounded on

the N. by Thibet; on the W. by Bengal

and Aracan; and cm the S. and E. by Pe

gu. It abounds with muses of ſilver, cop

per, and lead, and the elephants and horſes

are numerous. -

Ava, or AMA, a kingdom and city of

Japan, in the iſland of Xicoco, or Sicock,

between thoſe of Niphon and Bongo. Alſo

a kingdom in Japan, in the peninſula of

Niphon.

Avalon, an ancient town in the dept.

of Yonne. It carries on a conſiderable

trade, and is ſurrounded by hills covered

with fine vineyards. It is zo miles S.E.

of Auxerre. Lat. 47.30. N. lon. 3. 51. E.

Avoion,a peninſula of Newfoundland.

Aube, a department of France. It

takes it's name from a confiderable river,

which, paſſing by Bar-ſur-Aube and Ar

cis, falls into the Seine near Nogent.

Au BENAs, a town in the dept. of Ar

deche. It has a manufacture of cloths of

spaniſh wool and of red cotton, in imi
tation of Indian handkerchiefs. Beſides

corn and wine, it's diſtrict produces truffles,

oranges, figs, olives, cheſnuts, (which a e

ſent to Paris) and walnuts. The mul

berry tree ſucceeds perfectly well here.

They wind the ſilk by a machine, invented

* 3.

by Vaucanſon, which conſiſts of 3 wheels,

turned by a canal brought from the Ar.

deche: theſe wheels move 36 looms, each

conſiſting of 6 double rows of ſpindles in

the length of 15 feet. Aubenas is ſeated

on the river Ardeche, at the foot of the

Cevennes, nearly 2 miles from the mineral

waters of Valz, and 15 NW. of Viviers.

Lat. 44.40. N. lon. 4, 50. E. -

Aubig NY, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Cher, ſeated in a fine plain, on the river

Nerve. It is 24 miles N.of Bourges. Lat.

47. 2o. N. lon. z. zo. E.

AubIN, a ſea port of the Iſle of Jerſey.

AUBIN-Du Co RMIER, a town in the

dept. of ille and Vilaine, 10 miles E. of

Rennes. Lat. 48. 15. N. lon. 1. 23. W.

AU Bo NNE, a handſome town in the

canton of Bern, on a river of the ſame name,

Io miles W. of Lauſanne. Lat. 46. 30.N.

lon. 6. 18. E. -

Aubrey, or Ambroſe, St. Notting. near

Hardby. Auburn, Linc. near Boothby.

AUBURN, a town of Wiltſhire, near

Rainſbury, on a branch of the Kennet, 8

miles NE. of Marlborough, and 81 W. of

London. Lat. 51. 31. N. lon. 1. 32. W.

It had 52 dwelling houſes, to the value of

zo,oool. deſtroyed by fire, in 1760. Mar

ket on Tueſday.

Aubusson, a town in the depart. of

Creuſe. It is a populous trading place,

has a manufactory of tapeſtry, and is ſeat.

ed on the river Creuſe, 37 miles NE. of

Limoges. Lat. 45.58. N. lon. 2. 15. E.

AucAuGREL, a town of Africa, capi

tal of the kingdom of Adel, ſeated on a

mountain. Lat. 9. 10. N. lon. 44. 25. E.

Auch, a town in the dept. of Gers,

ſeated on the ſummit and declivity of a

hill, at the foot of which runs the river

Gers. A few years ago, it was very ill

built, but it has been adorned lately with

many modern ſtrućtures. They have ma

nufactories of velvet, ſerges, crapes, hats,

and leather. It is 37 miles W. of Tou

Houſe. Lat. 43. 39. N. lon. o. 4o. E.

Auchterarder, Perthſhire, near Ochil

Hills. Auchtermuchty, Fifeſhire. Aucott,

or Aulcote, Warw. near Poleſworth.

Au DE, a dept. of France. It receives

it's name from a river, which riſes in the

Pyrenees, and flowing by Quillan and
Limoux, falls into the Mediterranean be

low Narbonne. -

Audlem, Cheſ, near Namptwich. Aud

ley, Oxf. near Thame. Audley, Staff. 4

miles from Newcaſtle-under. Line. Audley,

Devonſ, near Littleham. Audley, Shropſ.

near Bridgenorth. Audley End, Eſſex, I

mile S. from Saffron-Walden.

Audley-Road, on the coatt of the county

of Down, in Ulſter; is a part ofsº
for
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ford Bay on the w. fide, where ſhips may

lie ſafely. Audley-Caffle, built on a pro

montory, commands a proſpect of the

whole lake of Strangford.

Audre, Camb. on the N. ſide of the

Ouſe, in the Iſle of Ely. Audrey, Somerſ.

near Weſton-moor.

Aveiro, or BRAGANÇA Nov A, a town

of Beira, on the lake of Vouga. It has a

good harbour, 30 miles S. of Oporto. Lat.

4o. 4o. N. lon. 8. 3o. W.

AveiroN, a depart. of France. It is

named from a river which riſes near Se

verac-le-Chateau, and flowing by Rhodez

and Villefranche, falls into the Garonne

below Montauben.

Aveley, Upper, Shropſ. E. of the Severn,

oppoſite Higley. Aveley, Shropſ. near

Bridgenorth. Aveley, Eſſex, 20 miles

from London, on the road to Tilbury Fort.

Av ELLINo, a town, 2.5 miles NE. of

Naples, almoſt ruined by an earthquake,

in 1694.

Avenage, Glouceſ. a hamlet to Bilſley.

Avenbury, Heref, on the river Frome, near

Bromyard.

AveNche, a town in the canton of

Berne; it was formerly the capital of

Swiſſerland, but is now greatly decayed,

It is 15 miles W. of Berne. Lat. 46. 50.

N. lon. 6. 52. E.

Avening, Glouceſ. near Tedbury and

Minchinghampton. Averham, Nott. be.

tween Southwell and Newark. Averley,

Wiltſhire, near Pewſey. '

Av ENTINE Mount, one of the hills

on which Rome ſtands.

AveRNo, a lake of Terra di Lavoro,

Naples, in a narrow valley, 2 miles long

and 1 broad. Before Auguſtus cauſed

the woods round it to be cut down, it was

unhealthy; and the poets deſcribed the ef

fluvia ariſing from the lake, to be of ſo

noxious a quality, as to prove fatal to the

birds that attempted to fly over it. There

is a cavern near it, which they called Aver

nus, or Cave of the Sybil ; and through

this, they feigned, that there was a deſcent

to the regions of Pluto.

AveRs A, a town in a fine plain, 8 miles

N. of Naples. Lat. 4o. 59. N. lon. 14.2 o. E.

Averſion, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Aves, or Isle of BIRDs, one of the

Caribbees, lying to the E. of Curaçoa,

with a good harbour for careening veſſels.

There is another of the ſame name, lying

to the NE. of this. Lat. 15. Io. N. And,

a third, near the eaſtern coaſt of New

foundland, in lat. So. 5. N.

AvesN Es, a town in the dept. of the

North, ſeated on the Heſper, a 5 miles E.

of Cambray, and 100 NE. of Paris. Lat,

5o. 3. N. lon. 3. 58. B.

Aucher, a town of Tyrone, in Ulſter,

12 miles SW. of Dungannon, and 75 N.

by W. of Dublin. Lat. 54. 24. N. ion.

7. 20. W.

*AUGHNAcloy, Tyrone, in Ulſter.

Aughrim. See Aghrim.

Aughterard, Galway, in Connaught.

Aughton, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near the

river Darwen, S. of Ellerton. Aughton,

Yorkſ. 3 miles S. of Rotheram. Aughton,

Lanc. N.W. of Hornby. Aughton, Lanc.
S. of Ormſkirk.

Augsburg, the metropolis of Suabia,

in Germany, is an imperial city, being

governed by the town council and the re

preſentatives of the burghers, who are half

Romaniſts and half Proteſtants. The pub

lic buildings are magnificent. It is ſur

rounded by beautiful plains and large fo

reſts, abounding with game. In 1462,

11;ooo perſons died here of the plague; as

did next year, one-fourth of their neigh

bours; and in 1535, 13,000 were carried

off by the ſame diſorder. It is ſeated between

the Werdach and Lech, 32 miles N.W. of

Munich. Lat. 48. 27. N. lon. 11. 4. F.

AUGUSTA, capital of Georgia, in N.

America, about 130 miles from the ſea,

ſeated on the SW. bank of the river Savan

nah, which flowing through a fine plain

country, is navigable for barges managed

by means of poles. Here is a bridge over

the water to the Carolina ſide, which is

hilly. From its excellent ſoil, and central

fituation, between the upper and lower

counties, it is riſing into importance.

AUGUSTE, or AustA, an iſland in the

Adriatic Sea, ſubjećt to Venice.

AuGusTIN, ST. a town of N. Ameri

ca, on the coaſt of E. Florida, is ſituated

at the foot of a pleaſant hill, well covered

with trees; but ill ſituated for trade, the

coaſt being too ſhallow to be approached

by veſſels that draw more than 12 feet wa

ter. Lat. 29, 53. N. lon. 81. 1 o. W.

AUGUSTINE, a cape of Braſil, 30.o

miles NE. of All ſaints Bay. Lat. 9.51.

S. lon. 35.40. W.

AUGUSTow, a fine town of Poland,

in Polachia, 30 miles NW. of Grodno.

Lat. 53. Io. N. lon. 23. 5. E.

AviGLIANo, a little town of Piedmont,

7 miles W. of Turin. Lat. 44. 4o. N.

lon. 7. 1 o. E.

Avignon, a large city in the dept. of

Vaucluſe. It is advantageouſly ſeated on

the Rhone, 20 miles NE. of Niſines. Lat.

43. 57. N. lon. 4. 53. E.

Avi L.A., an ancient city of Old Caſtile,

in Spain. It has an univerſity and a ma

nufactory of fine cloth ; is ſeated in a

large plain and ſurrounded by mountains,
B a covered
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covered with fruit trees and vineyards, 40

miles N.W. of Madrid. Lat. 40.40. N.

lon. 4, 35. W. -

AvilEs, a town of Aſturia, in Spain,

on the Bay of Biſcay, 5 miles N. of

Oviedo. Lat. 43. 47. N. lon. 6. 5. W.

Avington, Berkſhire, in the road from

Spinham Land to Hungerford. Avington,

Hampſhire, near Wincheſter.

Avis, a ſmall town of Portugal, in A

lentejo, feated on an cminence, with a caſ

tle, near the river Avis. It is 65 miles E.

of Liſbon. Lat. 38.46. N. lon. 7.40. W.

Aukborough, Linc. in the NW. angle of

the county, near Yorkſ. and Nott. Aukeſ.

wick, Yorkſhire, near Barneſley.

AUKLAND, Bishop, a town in Dur

ham, near the conflux of the Wear with

the Gaunleſs, or Wandleſs, 1o miles from

Bernard caſtle, 12 from Durham, and 250

from London. Market on Thurſday.

Aukland, St. Andrew's, and Aukland,

Wºff, both near Biſhop Aukland. Auke

ley, Linc. on the borders of Yorkſ, near a

river that runs into the Dun. Aulcaſion,

Shropſhire, near Auéton-Scot.

, Au Lc Est ER, an ancient town of War

wickſhire, 7 miles W. et Stratford-upon

Avon, 14 from Warwick, and 102 N.W.

of London. Lat. 52. 16. N. lon. 1.52. W.

Market on Tueſday.

Auldy. See Awldhy. Auldon, Shropſ.

between Chingomas and Bromfield.

AULEN. See AwlAN.

AULENDoRF, a town of Suabia, ſitu

ated on the Schus, 8 miles N. of Raven

jpurg.

Auler, or Alre, Somerſetſ. near Somer

ton. Auleſcomb, Devonſ. NW. of Honiton.

Auleſworth, Glouceſterſ. between Little

Barington and the river Leck. Aufrick,

Worc. on the border of Heref.

AULPs, or Aups, a town in the dept.
of Var.

Auſſion, Staffordſ. N. of Church-Eaton.

Aulſion, Warwickſ, near Loxley. Aulſion,

and Auxley, Worc. near Perſhore.

AU MAle. See ALBEMARLE.

- Aumer, Norf.6 miles E. of Caſtle-riſing,

in the road from Walſingham. Aune, a

river of Devonſ. running into the Engliſh

Channel E. of Plymouth.

AUNIs, lately a ſmall territory of

France, in Poićtou, now forming part of

the department of Lower Charente.

Aunſbury, Glouc. near the New Ferry

over the Severn. Aunſly, Linc. io miles

from Grantham, in the road to Boſton. ,

Aunſley, or Anſly, Nott. Aunſlop, Buckſ.

S. of Stoke-Gelding. Avon, Hampſ. N.

of Chriſtchurch. Avon, rivers of Gla

morganſ. Monmouthſ. and Merionethſ.

Avon, a river which riſes in. Wilt

w

*

ſhire, coaſts the edge of the New Foreſt,

and enters the Engliſh Channel at Chriſt

church Bay, in Hampſhire.

AvoN, a river that riſes, in Leiceſterſ.

and running SW. by Warwick and Eve

ſham, falls into the Severn at Tewkeſbury.

AvoN, Low ER, a river that riſes near

Tedbury, in Glouceſ. and running W. to

Bath, becomes navigable there; continues

it's courſe to Briſtol, and falls into the

Severn at Kingroad.

AURAcH, a town of Suabia, in the

duchy of Wirtemberg, ſeated at the foot

of a mountain, on the rivulet Ermſt, 15

miles E. of Tubingen. Lat. 48. 26. N.

lon. 9. 22 E.

AvRANches, an ancient and pretty

town in the dept. of the Channel. It is

ſeated on a mountain, at the foot of which

flows the river See, one mile and a half

from the Engliſh Channel, and 30 E. of St.

Malo. Lat. 48. 41. N. lon. 1. 38. W.

AURAY, a ſea port on the gulf, and in

the dept. of Mobihan, 8 miles W. of

Vannes. Lat. 47. 40. N. lon. 2. 33. W.

AURick, a town of Weſtphalia, in E.

Frieſland; feated in a plain ſurrounded by

foreſts, abounding with thoſe animals call

ed game. It is 12 miles NE. of Embden.

Lat. 53. 28. N. lon. 7. 12. E.

. Au RILLAc, a populous trading town,

in the dept. of Cántal, on the river Jor

danne. Quantities of lace and velvet are

manufačtured here. It is 30 miles S.W. of

St. Flour, and 250 S. of Paris. Lat. 44.

55. N. lon. 2. 22. E.

AURoR A J sland, in the South Sea.

It is one of the New Hebrides. -

AURUN GABAD, a large city of India,

on this fide of the Ganges. 260 miles NE.

of Bombay. Lat. 19.45. N. lon. 76.2. E.

Auſºley, Warw. near Mereden. Aſrie,

Worc. on the borders of Herefordſ. Alºft,

Glouc. by the fide of the Severn, 1o miles

above Briſtol.

Austel, St. Cornw. a little NE. of

Grampound. Market on Friday.

Aufferfield, Yorkſ, near Shefficid. Auſ.

terley, Yorkſ, near Bawtry. Auſierton,

Cheſh. near Namptwich. Auſthorp Linc.

in the Fens, near Howel. Auſthorp, Linc.

near Burwell, and 4 or 5 miles NE. of

Sleaford. Auſ!horp, Rutland. between

Burley and Cotteſmore. Aufton-Kirk,

Yorkſhire, W. Riding, near Todwick.

Auffrey, Warwickſhire, 2 miles from

Bramcote.

Austria, one of the circles of the

German empire, bounded on the W. by

Swiſſerland; on the N. by Suabia, Bava

ria, Bohemia, and Moravia; on the E. by

Hungary; and on the S. by Italy and

Croatia. It contains the archduchy of

Auſtria;
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Auſtria; the duchies of Stiria, Carinthia,

and Carniola; the county of Tyrol; the

biſhoprics of Brixen and Trent; the four

Foreſt Towns; Auſtrian Suabia; and the

Brigaw.

Austria, an archduchy, in the circle

of the ſame name. The river Ens divides

it into the Upper and Lower: Vienna is

the capital of the Lower, and Lintz, of the

Upper. Auſtria excels all the provinces

of Germany, in the fertility of it’s ſoil, the

richneſs of it’s paſtures, and the whole

fomeneſs of the air. Corn, wine, and

fruit are very plentiful; and the ſaffron

better than that of the E. Indies.

Auftwick, Yorkſhire, near Clapham.

Autu N, an ancient town of the dept.

of Soane and Loire, fituated near the river

Arroux, at the foot of three mountains. It

contains a great number of Roroan anti

quities; particularly, the temples of Janus

and Cybele. They have manufactories of

tapeſtry, from cow's hair and thread, car

pets, coverlets, and delft ware. It is 45

miles E. by S. of Nevers, and 162 SE. of

Paris. Lat. 46.57. N. lon 4. 23. E.

AuverGNE, a ci devant province of

France. It now forms the two depart

ments of Cantal and Puy-de-Dome.

Aux.ER RE, an ancient town in the

dept. of Yonne, in which there are many

fountains and ſquares. The inhabitants

are computed at 16,ooo. It is ſeated on

the declivity of a hill, at the foot of which

flows the Yonne, 2.5 miles S. of Sens.

Lat. 47.43. N. lon. 3. 39. E.

Auxley, Worceſterſhire, near Perſhore.

AuxoNNE, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Côte d'Or ; ſeated on the Saone, over

which there is a bridge of 23 arches, to

facilitate the running off of the waters,

after the overflowing of the river; and, at

the end of the bridge, a cauſeway 1250

paces long. It is 17 miles E. of Dijon.

Lat. 47. 11. N. lon. 5. 29. E.

AwarskA BAY, a harbour of Kamt

ſchatka; ſaid to be the ſafeſt and moſt ex

tenſive that has been diſcovered: it is the

only one in that part of the world that can

admit veſſels of a large burthen. The en.

trance to it is in lat. 52.51. N. lon. 153:

48. E.

Awcliff, near Lancaſter.

Awe, Loch, a beautiful lake in Ar

gyleſhire, about 30 miles long, and in ſome

Parts 2 broad, containing many fine little

iſlands, tufted with trees.

Awfold, Surry, 7 miles E. of Haſlemere.

AwLAN, a ſmall imperial town of Sua

bia, on the river Cochen, 1.5 miles W. of

Oeting. Lat. 48. 56. N. lon. Io. 15. E.

Awly, or Auldy, 7 miles from York,

on the river Darwent. Awre, Glouc, on

-

the W. fide of the Severn, between Neven

ham and Gatcomb, 3 miles from each.

A-vriſh, a river of Durham, running into

the Tees at Eggleton. Aw:horp, Linc.

in the Iſle of Axholm, and near the Trent. ,

Ax, a river riſing in Dorſetſ, and falling

into the ſea at Axmouth, in Devonſ.

AxBRIDGE, a meat little town in So

merſet. conſiſting of one principal ſtreet,

which is long but narrow. It is feated

near the Chedder Cliffs, under the Mendip

Hills and on the river Axe, about 7 miles

from it's mouth; 10 milés NW. of Wells;

and +32. W. of London. Lat. 51. 17. N.

lon. 3. o. W. Market on Thurſday.

Axe, a river in Somerſ. falling into the

Severn below Uphill. Axe, Dorſetſ. in the

pariſh of Broad-Windſor. Axey, Linc.

the chief town in the Iſle of Axholme.

Axford, Wiltſ. 3 miles W. of Ramſbury.

Axholme, Linc. a river iſland in the NW.

part of the county, formed by the Trent,

Idle, Dun, and other rivers that encom

paſs it. It is about 1o miles long, 4.

broad, and zo in compaſs, and has 3 vil

lages, Crowle, Epworth, and Hyrſt on it.

Axe L, a town in Dutch Flanders, in a

moraſs, 1o miles N. of Ghent. Lat. 51.

15. N. lon. 3.45. E.

Axe M, or AxiM, a territory on the

Gold Coaſt, contaiaing 2 or 3 villages on

the ſea-ſhore. The inhabitants are gene

rally rich, and ſell a great deal of gold to

the Engliſh and Dutch: they are likewiſe

induſtrious in fiſhing and in tilling the

ground, which produces vaſt quantities of

rice, which they exchange to other places

on the coaſt, for Indian corn, yams, pota

toes, and palm oil. The Dutch have a

fort and factory here, called St. Anthony.

Lat. 5. 4. N. lon. 4. 7. W.

*AxM1 Nst ER, a town of Devonſ. has a

manufaëtory of broad and narrow cloths,

and an extenſive one of carpets. It is ſeat

ed on the river Ax, 18 miles E. by N. of

Exeter, and 147 W. of London. Lat. 5o.

46. N. lon. 3. 3. W. Market on Saturday.

Axmouth, Devonſ. on the coaſt between

Lyme and Sidmouth. Axknoll, Dorſetſ. z.

miles NE. of Beminſter.

Axum, a village, once a very large city,

of Abyſſinia, as appears from it’s extenſive

ruins. In one quale are 4o obeliſks.

Axwell. Durham, 2 miles W. of Ra

veniworth-Caſtle. -

AYAMonte, a ſea-port of Spain, in

Andaluſia, at the mouth of the rive, Gua

diana, 80 miles N.W. of Cadiz. Lat. 37.

12. N. lon. 7. 15. W.

AYDoN, or HAYDoN BRIDGE, North

umb. 5 ſniles W. of Hexham. Market

on Tueſday.

Aydon Caffle, Northumb. 19 miles W.
E 3 9i
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of Newcaſtle. Ayford, Glouc. a little E.

of Taunton. Aylºurton, Glouceſt. on the

Severn, oppoſite Berkeley. Ayleſtorough,

Worc. on a hill, 1 mile from Perſhore.

*AYLes B U R Y. See All ESBURY.

Aylesford, Kent, on the Medway, 4

miles N. of Maidſtone, and 6 S. of Ro

cheſter. Aylºfton, Warw, in the pariſh of

Atherſton, near the Avon. Aylmerton,

Norf, near Fellbrigg. Aylmouth, North

umb. at the mouth of the Alne, 4 miles

E. of Aimewick. Aylton, Herefordſ. W.

of Lydbury. Aylton, Huntſ, near Yaxley,

Aylverton Glouc. near, Auſtferry. Ayl

‘wood, Dorſetſ. 2 miles E. of Corfe-Caſtle,

in the Iſle of Purbeck. Aykworth, Glouc.

near Wythington. Aylworth, Suſſ. N. of

Eaſtbourne. Aymeſiree, Herefordſ. 3 or 4

miles S. of Wigmore and W. of Leomin

ſter.

AY MoUTH, a town of Scotland, 6

miles N. of Berwick. Lat. 56. 1 1. N.

lon. 1. 46. W.

Ayno on the Hill, Northamp. near Ox

fordſhire and the river Charwell. Aynot,

Little and Great, Hertf. near Waltham

ſted. Ayokling, Eſſex, near the Thorndons.

Ayot Green, Hertf, between the Lea river

and Kempton.

AYR, a ſea-port of Ayrſhire, ſituated

on a ſandy plain, and built on both ſides

of the river Ayr, over which is a bridge

of 4 arches. It’s chief trade is in coal

and grain. It is 65 miles S.W. of Edin

burgh. Lat. 55. 30. N. lon. 4. 39. W.

Ayreton, Yorkſ. SE. from Settle. Ay

ron, a river in Cardiganſhire.

AYRSHIRE, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the W. N.W. and N. by the

river Clyde and Renfrewſhire; on the E.

by the counties of Lanerk and Dumfries;

and on the SE. and S. by the ſhires of

Dumfries, Kircudbright, and Wigtown.

It czhibits the ſhape of two wings, ex

tending to the NW. and SW. and form

ing a large bay S. of the Frith of Clyde.

Ayſton, Rutl. near Uppingham-Park.

Ayton-Field, Lancaſ, near Bolton. Ayton,

Cheſh. near Northwich. Ayton, Shropſh.

near Purſlow. Ayºon, Northumb. 5 miles

from Berwick. Ayton, Great and Little,

Yorkſ, near Stokeſley, Ayton-Eaſt, Yorkſ.

near Wickham. Ayton Eaſt, Yorkſ, near

the river Harford. Ayton-Weſt, Yorkſ.

near Stokeſley.

AzAMoR, a ſea-port of Morocco.

AzeM. See AssA.M.

Azemon Darby, and Azetley, Yorkſ.

both in W. Riding, near Rippon.

Azof. See Asoph.

Azores, or WESTERN Isles, a group

of iſlands, in the Atlantic Ocean, between

25 and 32 degrees of W. longitude, and

between 37 and 4o N. latitude; 9co miles

W. of Portugal, and as many E. of New

foundland. They are 9 in number, St.

Maria, St. Michael, Tercera, St. George,

Gracioſa, Fayal, Pico, Flores, and Corvo.

They were firſt diſcovered in 1439, by

John Vanderberg, a mºrchant of Bruges,

who was driven hete by ſtreſs of weather.

On his arrival at Liſbon, he boaſted of his

diſcovery; on which the Portugueſe ſet

ſail, and took poſſeſſion of them, which

they have ever ſince retained. All theſe

iſlands enjoy a very clear ſky and ſalubri

ous air: they are extremely fertile in corn,

wine, and a variety of fruits; and they

breed large quantities of cattle. No ve

nomous animal, it is ſaid, is to be found

here, Theſe iſlands are ſubjećt to earth

quakes; perhaps, it is to theſe dreadful

convulſions, that they owe their origin.

AzuA De CoM PostELLA, a ſmall

town on the S. coaſt of St. Domingo, on

a deep bay.

Azul, Rio, i. e. Blue River, in Cali

fornia, N. America,

*º-

º

B A B

AAR, a Landgraviate of Suabia.

The river Danube riſes in this coun

try, of which Furfienburg is the principal
town. -

BABA, a juriſdićtion and a river of

Guayaquil, in Terra Firma. The cocoa

tree abºunds here.

BABA, a town and gulf of European

Turkey, in Bulgaria, on the Black Sea,
NE. of Siliſtria.

Baocary, Soamerſ, on a branch of the ri

ver Parret, near N. and S, Bºrrowes,

B A B

BABF 1. MANDEl, a ſtrait between Afri

ca and Arabia, uniting the Red Sea with

the Indian Ocean : near it there are a ſmall

iſland and a mountain of the ſame name,

Lat. 12.40. N. lon, 44. 30. E.

BA be NHAusEN,a town of Wirtemberg,

in Stabia. Lat. 48. 1 1. N. lon. 9.4. E.

Bater Bridge, Middl. near Hounſlow

Heath. Baberham Hall, 6 miles from

Cambridge, S. of Gogmagog-Hills. Ba

berflock, Wiltſ, near Wilton. Bašewell,

Suft. near Ickworth. Babham, Berk!. 2.

- milts
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miles N. of Maidenhead. Babingley, or

Baºtirºbley, upon the ſhore of Lynn-deep.

Babington, Somerſ. near Kilmarſden. Bab

&ack, Oxf. near Radcot-Bridge.

BabolitzA CAREThNA, or BAboli

ZA, a town of Sclavonia.

Babwºrth, Nott. near Redford.

BABYLon. See IRAc-ARAB1c.

BacA, or BAzA, a town of Spain, in

Granada, 15 miles NE. of Guadix. Lat.

37. 30. N. lon. 2.42. W.

BacAIM, or Bazai M., a ſea-port town

of the Deccan of Hindoſtan, in the iſland

of Salſette. Lat. 19. 21. N. lon. 72.40. E.

BacANo, a river and village of Italy,

in the pope's territories, on a ſmall lake.

Bacaser AY, or BRAchiseRIA, a town

in the peninſula of the Crimea, 70 miles S.

of Precop. Lat. 45.30. N. lon. 35.40. E.

Bacca Rach, a town of the Lower Pa

latinate, Lower Rhine, famous for it's

wines. It is ſeated on the Rhine, zo

miles W. of Mentz. Lat. 49. 55. N. lon.

7. 52. E.

Back, near Cheſter. Bache, a ſmall ri

yer in Montgomeryſhire. Bacheſor, or

Batsfºrd, Glouc. near Morton in Marſh.

BachiAn, one of the Molucca Iſlands.

Backford, N. of Cheſter. Backton, Heref.

S. of Morehampton. Backton, Norf, near

the coaſt. Backton, Suff. 3 miles W. of

Mendleſham. Backton, Suff, near Wulpit.

Backwell. Somerſ. Backworth, Northum.

5 miles N.W. of Timemouth. Bacon End,

Warw, near Solihull. Bałonfihorp, Norf.

near Hempſted. Baconſthorp, Norf, near

Buckenham. ... Bacup-Booth, Lanc. near

the river Irwell.

BAD Ajoz, a city of Spain, capital of

Effremadura. It ſtands on an eminence,

on the S. fide of the Guadiana, over which

there is a bridge 7oo_paces long and 14

broad, built by the Romans. It is 175

miles S. by W. of Madrid. Lat. 38. 32.

N. lon. 6. 50. W.

Badhury, Dorſetſ. Badhury, near Nor

wich. Badbury, Wiltſ. N. of Aldeburn

chaſe. Badºy, Northamp. between Cateſ.

by and Daventry. Baddeley, Cheſh. 2

miles from Namptwich. Badieſley, Hampſ.

NE. of Rumſey. Baddeſley South, Hampſ.

near Lymington. Badleſworth, Yorkſ. 4.

miles from Doncaſter. Baddingham, Suff.

bear Framlingham. Baddington, Cheſh.

near Namptwich. Bad lefton, Somerſetſ.

near Milverton. Baddow, Great and Lit

tle, Eiſex, both near Chelmsford.

BA DEN, a margravate of Suabia, and

it's capital near the Rhine, 4 miles S. of

Raſtadt. Lat. 48.59. N. lon. 8. 14. E.

BADEN, a county of Swiſſerland, and

it's capital on the river Limmat, 14 miles

NW, of Zurich. Lat. 47. 25. N. lon, 8.
zo. E.

BApen, a town of Auſtria, 15 miles

SW. of Vienna. Lat. 48.1. N. lon. 16.

25. E. The above places are all noted

for their baths, as their name Baden im

Plies.

Badenweiler, a town of Germany,

in the Briſgaw, ſeated near the Rhine, to

miles SE. of Friburg. Lat. 48. 1. N. lon.

7, 52. E. - -

Badgeworth, a village of Glouceſter

ſhire, 3 miles from Cheltenham, noted for

a mineral ſpring. Badgworth, Somerſ.

NW. of Axbridge and Mendip-Hills.

Badhampton, Wiltſ. 3 miles W. of Staple

ford. Badhampton, Wiltſ. near Laving

ton. Badington, Glouceſ, near Hawkeſ

bury. -

#ion, a fortreſs of Livonia, 20 miles

E. of Revel. Lat. 59. 15. N. lon. 24.

36. E.

Bailleſmere, Kent, 8 miles from Canter

bury, S. of Feverſham. Badlingham,

Camb. on the borders of Suffolk. Bade

magh, Northumb. in the ward of Tyndale.

Badley, Suff, near Needham. Badºni.gton,

Wiltſ. Badmington, Magna and Parva,

Glouc. NE. of Chipping Sodbury. Bad

fell, Kent, E. of Tunbridge. Badſºy,

Worc. E. of Eveſham. Baſey. Yorkſh.

W. Riding, between Bramhaa-Moor and

Gawthrop Hill. Badſhot, Surry, N. of

Farnham. Badwell A/b, Suff, near Wal

ſham in the Willows.

BAeza, a large and handſome town of

Spain, in Andaluſia, with an univerſity.

It is ſeated on the Guadalquiver, 15 miles

NE. of Jaen. Lat. 37. 45. N. lon. 3.

18. W.

BAF FIN's BAY, a very large gulf in

N. America, NE. of Hudſon's Bay, diſ

covered by Baffin, an Engliſhman, in his

attempting to diſcover a NW. paſſage

from Europe to the Pacific. It extends

from 70 to 80 degrees N, latitude.

BAffo, a ruinous town of Cyprus.

- Baghere, Dorſetſhire, near Scourminſter

Newton. Bagborough, Dorſetſ. 7 miles

W. of Sourminſter. Bagborough-Eaſt,

Somerſ. near Wivelſcomb. Bagworough

Wºſt, Somerſ. 4 or 5 miles SE. of Stoke

Gomer. Bagby, Yorkſ. SE. of Thirſk.

BAGDAp, a large and populous city,

the capital of Irac Arabic (the ancient

Chaldea, or Babylon) a province of Tur

key, in Aſia. It is ſeated on the E. ſide

of the Tigris, along the banks of which

it extends about 2 miles. The ſuburbs

being very extenſive, and on both fides of

the river, which is broad, deep, and rapid,

and at certain ſeaſons riſes to a prodigious

E + height,
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height, overflowing traćts of the country;

the communication is kept up by a bridge

of boats. About half of it’s inhabitants

are Mahometans; the reſt are chiefly

Chriſtians and Jews. It's trade is confi

derable, being annually viſited by the

Smyrna, Aleppo, and Weſtern caravans.

It was the capital of the Saracen empire,

till taken by the Turks in the thirteenth.

century. It is 250 miles N. by W. of

Baſſora. Lat. 32. 20. N. lon. 43.52. E.

Bagenderly, Linc. 6 miles NW. of

Spilſby. Bagendon, Glouc. 3 miles from

Cirenceſter. Baggeley, Shropſ, between

Wem and Oſweſiree. Baggington, Warw.

4 miles S.E. of Coventry. Baggot's. Hope,

Shropſ. at the foot of Stitterſtones Hill.

Raghurſt, Hampſ. E. of Kingſclear. Bag

lake, hºſt, Dorſetſhire, in the pariſh of

Longbridy.

BAGLANA, or Bocklan A, a country

of Hindooſtan, in the Deccan, extending

from the Surat river to Poonah, having

Guzerat to the N. Candeiſh and Dowla

tabad to the E. and SE. and the Gauts

mountains to the S.

Bagley Wood, Berkſhire, 2 miles up the

river, above Abingdom. Bagmermere,

Chºſh. 1 mile S.W. of Congleton. Bag

mall Chapel, Staff, near Hilton-Abbey and

the ſource of the Trent.

Bagnal's-Arms, Bagnal's-Bridge, and

Bogºtal s-Town, all in the county of Car

low, in Leinſter, between 4o and 50 miles

from Dublin. -

BAGNARA, a ſea-port of Calabria, 8

miles S. of Palmi. In this town 3017

people periſhed by the dreadful earth

quake, in 1783. Lat. 38. 15. N. lon. 16.

8. E.

BAGNAREA, a town of Italy, in the

pope's territories, 5 miles S. of Orvietc. -

Lat. 42. 36. N. lon. 12. 28. E.

BAGNERes, a town in the dept. of the

Upper Pyrenees, near the ſource of the ri

ver Adour, at the foot of the Pyrenees. It

is much frequented on account of it's hot

mineral waters. It is 10 miles S.E. of

Tarb. Lat. 43. 3. N. lon. o. 12. E.

BAGNIALAck, or BANJALUKA, a town

of Boſnia, 30 miles NE. of Spalatro. Lat.

44. 24. N. lon. 17. 1 o. E.

BAGNols, a town in the dept. of Gard,

near the river Ceſe (in the bed of which

ſome gold ſand is found) 8 miles S.W. of

Pont St. Eſprit. Lat. 44. Io. N. lon. 4.

43. E.

Bagnor, Berkſ. 2 miles from Newbury.

Bagpath, Glouc. near Berkeley. Bagrave,

Leice between Hungerton and Crawlion.

Bagſaw, Del b. in the High-Pełk.

* BAGSHOT, between Staines and Hart

ley-Row, 7 miles from Windſor. Bag

ſhot-Heath, extending many miles in

Berkſh. and Hampſh. is very deſert and

barren, producing little but furze.

Bagthorp, Norf, 7 miles W. of Wal

fingham. Bagthorp, Nott. near Mansfield.

Baguleigh, Cheſh. between Altringham

and Stockport.

ter.

BAHAMA, or LucAYA ISLANDs, ſitu

ated to the S. of Carolina, between 22.

and 27 degrees of N. latitude, and 73 and

81 of W. longitude. They Extend along

the coaſt of Florida to the Iſle of Cuba,

and are ſaid to be 3oo in number, moſtly

mere rocks; but 12 of them large and fer

tile : Providence, one of the leaſt of theſe,

is reckoned the moſt valuable. They are.

held by the Engliſh, who have introduced

the cotton ſeed here from Georgia, which

is found to be well adapted to the ſoil and

climate. The quantity of cotton they ex

ported, in 1792, was 5047 bales, weigh

ing 1,162,822 pounds. º

BAHAR, a country of Hindooſtan Pro

r, bounded on the W. by Oude and Al

ahabad; on the N. by Napaul and Oude;

on the E. by Bengal; and on the S. by

Bengal and Oriſſa. It is ſubjećt to the

Engliſh Eaſt India company, and moſt of

the ſaltpetre they export is manufactured

in this province, of which Patna is the ca

pital. -

BAHEREN, or BAHREIN, a town and

iſland, in the Gulf of Perſia, noted for it's

pearl fiſhery. Lat. 26. 10. N. lon:49.5. E.

BAH Us, or Bohus, a town of Sweden,

capital of a government of the ſame name.

It ſtands on a rock in an iſland, 1o miles

N. of Gottenburg. Lat. 57.52. N. lon,

11. 42. E.

BAJA, a populous town of Hungary, on

the Danube, 35 miles NE. of Eſſeck.

Lat. 46. Io. N. lon. 18.58. E.

BAIA, a town of Naples, once famous

for it's hot oaths and elegant palaces.

BAIKAL, a great lake in Siberia, in .

which it is ſaid there are ſeals of a blackiſh

colour, and ſturgeons of an immenſe fize.

BAILEUL, a town in the dept. of the

North, 9 miles S.W. of Ypres. Lat. 50.

45. N. lon. 2. 55. E.

Baileys, Buckſ, between Stough and

Salthillſ. Bailham, Suff, near Nettleſted.

Baillieborough, in the county of Cavan,

Ultier, 4.3 miles from Dublin.

BAIN-Gon GA, a large river of Hindoo

ſtan, which riſing near the ſouth bank of the

Nerbudda, runs ſouthward through Berar,

and after a courſe of near 4oo miles, unites

with the Godavery within the hills, that

bound the Britiſh Northern Circars.

Bagwarth, near Leiceſ

Baint
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Baint Brig, Yorkſ near Swaleſdale Fo

reſt. Baire, Linc, near Hetſbank Paſlage,

over the Leven Sauds. Baits, Cheſh. E.

of the branch of the Merſey that runs S.

into the Dee. Baits-Croſs, Northumb.

within the bounds of Berwick. Bake,

Cornw. in the pariſh of St. Germains.

BAkewell, a town in , Derbyſhire,

among the hills on the NW. fide of the

Peak. It is ſeated on the river Wye,

near it's influx into the Derwent, zo miles,

NNW. of Derby, and 151 from London.

Lat. 53. 15. N. lon. 1. 42. Market on

Monday.

Baku, a town of Perſia, in the pro

vince of Schirvan; the moſt commodious

haven of the Caſpian Sea, on the W. coaſt

of which it is fituated, 3oo miles S. of

Aſtracan. Lat. 4o. 2. N. lon. 49. 15. E.

BALA, a town of Merionethſhire, ſeated

on the lake of Bala, or Pemblemere, which

is 4 miles in length, and 1 in breadth, and

abounds with a fiſh called a guinard, re

ſembling a ſalmon in ſhape, and in taſte a

trout. The river Dee, noted for ſalmon,

runs through the lake. This town car

ries on a conſiderable trade in knit wool

len ſtockings. It is 36 miles from Holy

well, and 195 NW. of London. Lat. 52.

52. N. lon. z. 35. W. Market on Satur

day.

BALAGAT, or BALL A-GAUT, a coun

try in the Deccan, conſiſting of a vaſt ex

tent of fertile and populous plains, ex

tending along a ſtupendous wall of moun

tains, called the Gauts. It is ſubject to the

Poonah Mahrattas, and extends through

their territories and the Peninſula, to the

S. extremity of the kingdom of Myſore.

See GAUTS. .

BALAGUER, a town of Spain, in Cata

lonia, on the river Segra, 63 miles NW.

of Barcelona. Lat. 41.55. N. lon. o.

44. E.

Balam, Surry, between Camberwell and

Clapham.

BALARUc, a town in the dept. of He

rault, famous for its baths.

BALAsor E, or JELLAso RE, aº:
on the NW. of the Bay of ºf: > 4.

miles from the ſea by land, but 20 by it's

river. The inhabitants make ſtuffs of

ſilk, cotton, and a ſort of graſs. The

adjoining country is very fertile, and fiſh

is very plentiful. It is 104 miles SW.

of Calcutta. Lat. 22. o. N. lon. 87. 1. E.

BalbASTRo, a town of Spain, in Ar

ragon, on the river Vero; 40 miles NE. of

Saragoſſa. Lat. 41.50. N. lon. o. 27. E.

BALBEc, the ancient Heliopolis, a town

of Syria, at the foot of Mount Libanus.

The magnificent remains of the once fa

mous Temple of the Sun in this city,

though mutilated and deformed by the

Turkiſh minarets, houſes, moſques, &c.

made up of the ruins, diſplay the boldeſt

plan that ever was attempted in architec

ture. Balbec is chiefly inhabited by

Chriſtians of the Greek church, and is 37

miles N. of Damaſcus. Lat. 34.22. N.

lon. 37. 22. E. '

*BALBRIGGEN, a ſea-port of the coun

ty of Dublin, in Leinſter, 15 miles from

the metropolis, or city of Dublin.

Bally, Yorkſhire, near Doncaſter.

Balcarra, in the county of Mayo, in

Connaught, 1 5 miles from Dublin.

BALCH, or BALK, a town and diſtriSt

of Uſbeck Tartary. -

Balcomb. Suſſex, E. of Horeſham.

Balden March and Balden Tºot, two

villages NE. of Oxford. Balderſby, Yorkſ.

near Thirſk. Balderton, Nott. near New

ark. Balderton, Lanc. near Blackburn.

Balderwood Lodge, Hampſh. in the New
Foreſt. *

RAI.Div.1A, or VALDiv 1A, a ſea-port

of Chili, in S. America, between the ri

vers Callacalles and Portero, where they

fall into the S. Sea. Lat. 38. 18. S. lon.

73. 20. W. - -

BALDock, a pretty large town in Herts,

ſeated between the hills, in a chalky ſoil fit

for corn; is chiefly of note for it’s trade in

malt. It is 9 miles from Barkway and

Royſton, and 38 NNW. of London. Lat.

52. 2. N. lon. o. 5. W. Market on Thurſ.

Baldex-Fee, Hampſ. W. of the Bay of

Southampton, ... Redbridge.

BA Li, an iſland, forming the E. ſide of

the Straits of Bali, or Java, through which

the E. India thips ſometimes return from

China. The iſland is populous, and

abounds in rice and all ſorts of fruits.

The inhabitants are Pagans, and much

addićted to war: they are of a black, or

very dark complexion. Lat. 7. 10. S. lon.

115. 50. E.

Balinagar, in Galway, 83 miles from

Dublin. Balintra, in Roſcommon, 83 miles

from Dublin, both in Connaught.

Balking, Berkſh. near Offington and

Shirevenham. Balkington, Dorſetſ. in the

Iſle of Purbeck, near Warbarrow Bay.

Ball, in Mayo, Connaught, to 7 miles

from Dublin. Ballaghadireen, in Mayo,

Connaught, 89 miles from Dublin. Bal

Iaghneed Inn, in Tyrone, Ulſter, 7.3 miles

from Dublin. Ballaghy, in Sligo, Con

maught, zo miles S. of Sligo, and 1 os from

Dublin. Lat. 53. 48. N. lon. 8. § 5. W.

Ballaghy, in Mayo, Connaught, 97 miles

from Dublin. Ballaghy, in Londond-rry,

Ulſter, 92 miles from Dublin.

Ballonono,
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Ballamono, a village in the Iſle of

Man, near Caſtletown.

Ballaſ-dere, in Sligo, Connaught, 1oo

miles from Dublin; here is a waterfall.

Ballendon, Buckſ. near Amerſham.

Ballengary, in Kerry, Munſter, at the

mouth of the Shannon, near Ardfert.

Balles, Hertf, in little Amwell. Bal

ley Salley, a village in the Iſle of Man, 5

miles trom Caſtletown. Ballbill, Devonſ.

near Hartland.

Balliclare, in Antrim, Ulſter.

clogh, in Cork, Munſter. -

Ballidon, Derbyſhire, near Wirkeſ

worth.

Balliduan, Weſt, in Clare, Munſter.

Ballihanºſs, in Mayo, Connaught. Balli

league, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

*BALL. MoRE, in Weſtmeath, Leinſter,

midway between Mullingar and Athlone,

52 miles from Dublin.

* BAL LINA, or B2LLE Ek, in Mayo,

Connaught, 14 miles N. of Caſtlebar, and

120 from Dublin. Lat. 54. 4. N. lon. 9.

Jo. W.

Ballinarargy, in Weſtmeath, Leinſter,

nearly 46 miles from Dublin. Ballinaca

Trigg, in Cavan, Ulſter. Ballinachora, near

Middletown, in Cork, Munſter. Ballina.

fad, in Roſcommon, Connaught. Balli

nafad, in Sligo, Connaught, about 88

miles from Dublin. Ballinagar, in King's

County, Leinſter, 4.1 miles from Dubin.

Balſinagh, in Cavan, Ulſter. Ballinalack,

in W. Meath, Leinſter, nearly 48 miles

from Dublin. Ballinamiullard, in Ferma

nagh, Ulſter. Bellinamore, in Galway,

Connaught, 84 miles from Dublin. Bal

linanaghi, in Cavan, Ulſter, 54 miles from

Dublin.

* BAll INAs Loe, a village in Roſcom

mon, Connaught, near 72 miles from Dub-.

Jin, remarkable for it's great fairs of wool,

cattle, &c. -

Ballinavar, in Cork, Munſter. Ballin

clare, in Kerry, Munſter. Baltindaggin,

in Mºvo, Connaught, nearly 1 oo miles

from Dublin. Bºllinderry, in Wicklow,

Lenſter. Ballinderry, in Antrim, Uſter,

73 miles from Dublin. Ballindrait, in

Donegall, Ulſter, 1 of miles from Dublin.

Ballingarry, in Limerick, Munſter, 122

miles irom Dublin. Ballingarrycramer,

in Limerick, Munſter.

Ballingham, Heref. SE. of Aconbury.

Ballington, Effix, N.W. of Sudbury.

Ballialough, in the pariſh of Anahilt,

Down, Ulſter. Balliºulough, in Roſcom

mon, Connaught, 90 miles from Dublin.

fallinphelic, in Cork, Munſter; here is a

ſulphu, eous chalybeate water.

* BALL, N Rob E, a town of Mayo, in

Balli

Connaught, 112 miles from Dublin. Lat

53. 40. N. lon. 9, to. W. -

Ballinſpidle, in Cork, Munſter. Ballin

tobber, in Roſcommon, Connaught, 78

miles from Dublin. Ballintogher, in Sligo,

Connaught. Ballintoy, on a bay in An

trim, Ulſter, 150 miles from Dublin.

Coals are raiſed here. Balintra, in Done

gall, Ulſter, nearly 106 miles from Dub

lin. Ballinroony, in Cork, Munſter.

BALlogistAN, Little, a country of

Delhi, in Hindooſtan, bordering weſtward

on the country of the Seiks, and approach

ing to the N. of Mewat. It’s extremity is

about 24 miles W. from Delhi. It is

about 30 miles long, and from zo to 3o

broad. It is rugged, being full of ravines,

and the inhabitants are ſavage and cruel.

Ballricnan, a pleaſant peninſula, in

Louth, Ulſter; in which are remaining

eyident marks of a druid's grove or dwell

ing, ſuppoſed to have been the ſupreme ſeat

of the drew, or arch-druid.

* BALLY BAY, in Monaghan, Ulſter,

53 miles from Dublin.

Ballybeacon, in Waterford, Munſter.

Ballybeg, in Cork, Munſter. Ballybeggan,

in Kerry, Munſter, 2 miles E. by N.Trom

Talee. Ballybofºy, in Donegal, Ulſter,

1 : 3 miles from Dublin. Ballybogan, in

Meath, Leinſter. Ballybough Bridge, one

mile from Dublin, Leinſter, on an arm, or

creek of the bay. -

* BALLY Box, a town in the King's

county, Leinſter, 56 miles from Dublin.

Balybrittas, in Queen's county, Leinſter,

33 miles from Dublin. - Ballybrood, in

Limerick, Munſter. Ballycam Bay, near

Killough, in Down, Uiſter. Bailycanoe,

in Wexford, Leinſter, 4 miles from Gorey,

and 49 from Dublin. Ballycarney, in

Wexford, Leinſter. Ballycarry, in An

trim, Ultier, 9.2 miles from Dublin. Bal

lycaffedy, on the E. ſide of Lough Earne,

in Fermanagh, Ulſter, 83 miles from Dub

lin. Ballycaſhin, in Waterford, Munſter.

* B A LY castle, a ſea-port town of

Antrim, in Ulſter, about 30 miles N. of

Currickfergus, and 113 from Dublin. It is

noted for it’s adjacent colleries, and near

it there is a chalybeate ſpring.

Ballycleave, in Kerry, Munſter. Bal

bº. in Tipperary, Munſter. Bally

clough, in Cork, Munſter, one mile from

Mallow. -

*BALLYconNEL, in Cavan, Ulſter, 67

miles from Dublin, and 11 NW. of Cavan.

Ballycopland, in Down, Ulſter. Bally

cotton, a village, iſland, and bay of Cork,

in Münſter, 4 miles from Cloyne. Bally

coºven, in King’s county Leinſter. Bally

cumber, in K's county, Leinſter, about 51

n\iltà
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miles from Dublin. Ballydargan, in

Down, Ulſter. Ballydebob, in Cork, Mum

fier. Ballydeſmond, now called Ballydivi

lin, a caſtle in the county of Cork, Mun

ſter, on a rock projecting into the ſea. Bal

lydougan, in Down, Ulſter, S. of Holly

mount, on the verge of Lake Strangford.

Ballyforan, in Roſcommon, Connaught,

71 miles from Dublin. Ballygamboon, in

Kerry, Munſter, produces large quantities

of cyder. Ballygawly, in Tyrone, U

ſter, 7.4 miles fron Dubliu. Ballygobbin,

ſee Bantry Ballygoreen, in Cork, Mun

ſter. Ballygunner, in Waterford, Mun

ſter. Ballyhack Ferry, in Wexford Lein

ſter, 9.1 miles from Dublin. Ballyhallert,

in Down, Ulſter, 86 miles from Dublin.

Ballybaffik, in Cork, Munſter.

*BALLY HAUNIs, in Mayo, Connaught,

93 miles from Dublin.

Ballyhaven Road, near Strangford Bay,

Down, Uiſter. Ballyhays, in Cavan, Ul

ſter, 57 miles from Dublin. Ballybean, in

Mayo, Connaught. Ballyheen, in Cork,

Munſter. Ball, heigh Bay, coaſt of Kerry,

Munſter. Ballyhenry Road, in Strangford

Bay, Down, Ulſter. Ballyhibuck, in Kil

kenny, Leinſter. Ballyhighland, in Cavan,

Ulſter. Ballyhinch, in Kilkenny, Lein

ſter. Ballyholm Bay, coaſt of Down, Ul

fler,betweenCarrickfergus and the Copland

Iſlands. Ballyhooly, in Cork, Munſter,

pleaſantly fituated on the Blackwater, in a

woody country, 111 miles from Dublin.

Bally james-Duff, in Cavan, Ulſter. Bal

lykelly, in Londonderry, Ulſter, 125 miles

from Dublin. Balyket, in Clare, Mun

ſter, 141 miles from Dublin. Ballylag.

han, in Mayo, Connaught, 11 o miles from

Dublin. Ballylemon, in Waterford, Mun

fier. Ballylongford, in Kerry, Munſter,

128 miles from Dublin. Ballymaramdan,

in Kilkenny, Leinſter, 5.9 miles from

Dublin. Ballymagory, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Ballymagowran, in Cavan, Ulſter.

* BALLYMAHon, a town of Longford

in Leinſter, 52 miles from Dublin. Lat.

53. 31. N. lon. 7. 53. W."

Ballymaloe Caſtle, in Cork, Munſter.

Ballymalony, in Clare, Munſter, 92 miles

from Dublin. Ballymalus Caſtle, on the

river Lane, in Kerry, Munſter. Bally

zamey, in Kildare, Leinſter. Ballyman

lagh, in Tipperary, Munſter, 9.1 miles

from Dublin. Ballymaſcanlan, in Louth,

Leinſter, 44 miles from Dublin. Bally

megarry, in Tyrone, Ulſter, 104 miles

from Dublin.

*BALLYMENA, a town of Antrim, in

Ulſter, zo miles N.W. of Belfaſt, and 93 N.

of Dublin. Lat. 54.52. N. lon. 6. 30. W.

* BALLYMongx, in Galway, Con

'naught. Ballymoney, a town of Antrim,

in Ulſter, 107 miles from Dublin. Lat.

55. 4. N. lon. 6.5o. W.

Bally MoRE, a ſmall town in Weſt

Meath, Leinſter, 47 miles W. of Dublin.

Lat. 53.27. N. lon. 7.4o. W.

Ballymoreen, in Tipperary, Munſter,

68 miles from Dublin. Ballymore Euſtace,

on the Liffey, about 17 miles from Dub

lin. Ballymote, in Galway, Connaught,

Rallymullalom, in Roſcommon, Connaught,

64 miles from Dublin. Ballymurry, in

Roſcommon, Connaught, 69 miles from

Dublin. Ballymartogh, in Wicklow, Lein

ſter. Ballyna, in Mayo, Connaught, I 15

miles from Dublin. Lat. 54. 4. N. lon.

9. Io. W. Ballynacargy, in Cavan, Ui

ſter, 131 miles from ñº. Ballyna

carrow, in Sligo, Connaught. Ballyna

claſſen, in Cork, Munſter. Ballynacliſh,

in Carlow, Leinſter, 2 miles from Rath

drum. Ballynaganny, in Meath, Lein

ſter, 4o miles from Dublin. Ballynahaſ

ſack, in Cork, Munſter. Ballynahown,

in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

*BALLYNAH1NcH, in Down, Ulſter,

nearly 76 miles from Dublin.

Ballynakelly, in Cork, Munſter.

*BALLYNA kill, a town in Queen's

county, Leinſter, 4.8 miles S.W. of Dublin.

Lat. 52.49. N. lon. 7. 15. W.

Ballynamara, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Ballynamona, in Cork, Munſter, 137 miles

from publin. Ballynamore, in Galway,

Connaught, 74 miles from Dublin. Bal

ſynaries, in Down; ſee Dromore. Bally

na/keligº, a village and bay of Kerry,

Munſter. Ballynaſloe ſee Ballinaſloe.

Ballynaſpeg, or Biſhop's Town, 2 miles W.

of Cork, Munſter. Ballynatray, in Wa

terford, Munſter. Ballyncety, in Lime

rick, Munſter, 169 miles from Dublin.

Bally"egalga, in Down; ſee Drozore.

Ballynegall, in Limerick, Munſter, near

Kilmallock. Ballymelill, 1 mile E, of Wa

terford, Munſter. Ballynguile, in Cork,

Muniler. Ballyntolber, in Cork, Munſter,

near Kinſale. Ballynure, in Antrim, Ul

ſter, nearly 91 miles from Dublin. Bal

lynºvreney. in Limerick, Munſter. Bally

onan, in Kildare, Leinſter. Ballyporeen,

in Tipperary, Munſter, nearly 97 miles

from Dublin. Ballygragget, in Kilkenny,

Leinſter, nearly 50 miles from Dublin.

Ballyroan, in Queen's county, Leinſter,

44 Riles from Dublin, and about 5 from

Maryborough. Ballyroney Lake, in Down,

Ulſter, near Rathfryland. Ballyſ, andlan,

in Limerick, Munſter. Ballyfeedy, in Kerry,

Munſter, 2 miles S.E. of Tralee.

*BALLYsh AN No N, a town of Donegal,

Ulſter, 1o 1 miles from Dublin. It has a

good
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gdod harbour SE. of Donegal Bay, and

a bridge of 14 arches over a river, which

runs out of Lough-Erne, and, falling from

a ridge of rocks, about 12 feet at low wa

ter, forms a moſt beautiful and pictureſque

caſcade. It is a great ſalmon-leap, and

iarge quantities of that fiſh are got here.

ilat. 54.25. N. lon. 8. 20. W.

Ballyſodºre, in Sligo, Connaught.

*BA LLYtoRe, a beautiful village on

the river Griſs, in Kildare, Leinſter, 28

miles from Dublin, on the Cork road.

Balytrain, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Bal

tytriſna, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. Bally

vary, in Mayo, Connaught. Bally-vely,

in Mayo, Connaught. Bally venine, in

Cork, Munſter, about a mile W. of Roſs.

Bally vogy Head, in Cork, Munſter; be

tween this and the oppoſite cape, Mizen

Head, there is a large bay. Bailyºvalane,

at the Cove of Cork, Munſter. Ballyvour

ney, in Cork, Muntier. Bally walter, in

Down, Ulſter, 8.9 miles from Dublin.

Balms, or Barms, Middleſex, near Dal

ſton, part of Hackney. *

Balnahara, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

Balnalack, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Bal

neglera, in Armagh, Ulſter. -

Balı, Hall, Yorkſ. near Snaith.

Balon, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Balrigg, near Lancaſter.

BALR U DD ERY, or BALRoTH ERY, a

town of Dublin, Leinſter, 14 miles N. of

the city, and about 1 from the ſea. .

Baſborough, Somerſ. SE. of Glaſton

bury. Balſhall, Warw. W. of Coventry.

Balſhall, Yorkſ, near the conflux of the

Ribble and the Hodder, E. of Raddon

Park. Balſham, 10 miles from Cambridge,

E. of Gog Magog Hills. Balteſlow, Suſ

ſex, SW. of Winchelſea.

BALT1c, a large inland ſea, in the N. of

Europe, having Denmark and Sweden on

the W. Ruſſia and Poland on the E. and

Poland, Pruſſia, and Germany on the S.

The Baltic neither ebbs nor flows, and there

is always a ſuperficial current ſets through

the Sound into the ocean, while the water,

at a confiderable depth, keeps ruſhing in.

There is a method of keeping a boat ſta

tionary in ſuch a ſituation ; it is by mak

ing. of a large baſket full of ſtones, in

ſtead of an anchor; when this is thrown

overboard, and ſuſpended at a proper depth,

from the boat by a rope. the boat is pre

vented from being carried along with the

upper current, by the preſſure of the oppo

ſite current beneath on the baſket. The

Baltic is generally frozen in the winter.

BALTIMoR E, a town of Coºk, Mun

ſter; it ſtands on a headland which runs

into the ſea, 15 miles S.W. of Roſs, and

5 miles NE. of the iſland of Cape Clear.

it's former conſequence.

It was taken and plundered by the Alge

rines in 1631, on which the affrighted in
habi'an's fled, and it has not ſince recovered

It is 168 miles

from Dublin. Lat. 51.24. N. lon.9.14.W.

RAL'rimore, a large and trading town

of Maryland in America, ſeated on the Pe

tapſee, which runs into Cheſapeak Bay.
It is divided into the Town and Feli’s

Point, by a creek, over which there are

2 bridges. At Fell's Point, the water is

deep enough for ſhips of burden; but ſmall

veſſels only go up to the town. In 1787 the

number of houſes was 1955; the number

of inhabitants is upwards of 12,ooo; their

religious profeſſions are various. Balti

more is 45 miles NE. of Annapolis. Lat.

39. 45. N. lon. 76. 25. W.

*BALTINGLAss, a town of Wicklow,

Leinſter; here are extenſive manufactures

of linen, woollen and diaper. It is ſituated"

on the river Slaney, 29 miles S.W. of

Dublin. Lat: 52.46. N. lon. 6.45. W.
Bamber, Yorkſ. near Horncaſtle.

BAMBERG, a large, populous, and hand

ſome city of Franconia, formerly imperial,

and now capital of a biſhoprick of the

ſame uame. The country about it is very

fertile, and is watered by the rivers Red

nitz and Peg: i z, which run through the

town, and fall into the Mayne a little be

low it. Here is an univerſity. It is 35 miles

N. of Nuremburg. Lat. 50. 2. N. lon.

11. 7. E.

BAMBERG, a town of Bohemia, on the

frontiers of Moravia, at the foot of a

mountain, near the river Orlitz, 30 miles

from Glatz. Lat. 49.55. N. lon. 16.5o. E.

Bamborough, Northamp. near Brackley.

Bamborough, Northumb. 5 miles from Bel

ford, and the ſame diſtance from Farm

Iſlands. Bamburgh, Linc. near the Bane,

N.W. of Horncaſtle. Bamburgh Caſile,

Northumb. it is on a hill near the ſea, 14
miles SE. of Berwick.

BAM F. Sce BANFF.

BAM Pro N, a town of Devonſhire, feat

ed in a bottom ſurrounded by hills, 21

miles from FXeter, and 163 W. by S. of

Lºndon. Lat § 1. 2. N. lon. 3. 38. W.

Market on Saturday.

BAMPros, a large town in Oxford

ſhire, feated on the Iſis, where it is navi

gable by boats, on the borders of Berk

ſhire. It is 5 miles from Burford, 12 W.

of Oxford, and zo W. by N. of London. ,

Lat. 51.46. N. lon. 1. 25. W. Market

ºn Wedneſday.

Ban, a river of Down, falling into

Lough Neagh, in Ulſter. Banada, in

Sligo, Connaught.

*BANAGHER, a town of King's county,

Leinſter, ſeated on the Shannon, over which

It
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it has a bridges. It is about 15 miles S.

of Athlone, and 66 from Dublin. Lat.

53. 20. N. lon. 8. 20. W.

Banagher-Church, in Tyrone, Ulſter,

101 miles from Dublin. Banagroth, in

King's-county, Leinſter.

Banbery, 4 miles from Norwich.

"BAN BRIDGE, a village of Down, Ul

fter, noted for it's great fairs of linen

cloth. It is about 18 miles W. of Down

Patrick, and 6o from Dublin.

*BANBURY, a town in Oxfordſ. con

taining about 7co houſes, ſtated ch the

Charwell, in a rich ſoil, 17 miles from

Oxford, and 75 NW. of London. Lat.

52. 4. N. lon. 1. 11. W. Market on

Thurſday.

BAN ca, an iſland in the Indian Archi

pelago, on the SE. of Sumatra, with a

town and ſtrait of the ſame name. Lat.

2. 35. S. lon. Io9. 50. E.

BA scAlis, a ſeaport of Acheen, on

the E. coaſt of Sumatra, 130 miles W. of

Malacca. The Dutch have a ſettlement

here. Lat. 1, 15. N. lon. 1 oo. 7. E.

BANcock, a town of Siam. The

houſes are made of canes, and covered with

Palm leaves; but there is very little fur

niture in them, and the inhabitants, who

go almoſt naked, fit on the floor. It is 4o

miles S. of Siam. Lat. 13.35. N. lon.

rol. 5. E.

BANDA, the chief of the Banda, or Spice

Iſlands, in the Indian Ocean. They lie

between 4 and 5 degrees of S. lat. and be

tween 127 and 128 E. lon. ; comprehend.

ing the iſles of Banda, or Lantor, Poleron,

Roſinging, Poolaway, and Gonapi. The

nutmeg, covered with mace, grows only on

theſe iſlands, where there are whole foreſts

of it. Theſe iſlands are ſubjećt to earth

quakes, and all very ſmall, the largeſt be

ing ſcarcely 20 miles in length. They

have been entirely ſubject to the Dutch

ever ſince the year 1609, when they expel

led both the Engliſh and the natives.

They alſo keep unceaſing war againſt

the birds, which, ſwallowing the ſeeds

whole, they fear might void them in other

iſlands in a ſtate capable of vegetation,

and they ſend out parties of their troops

thither, on excurſions to diſcover and ex

tirpate every appearance of the young

plants. The iſlands contain about 50oo in

habitants. Lat. 4, 50. S. lon. 128.5. E.

BANDER-Congo, a ſmall ſea-port on

the SE. coaſt of the Gulf of Perſia, 7o

miles W. of Gombroom. Lat. 27. 19. N.

lon. 54. o. E.

*BANDoN, a town of Munſter, about

12 miles S.W. of Cork, and 137 from

Dublin. It ſtands on a river of the ſame

name. Lat. 51.3%. N. lon. 8, 35. W.

+

BANDoRA, the capital of the Iſland of

Salſette, in the Indian Ocean, ſuijećt to

the Portugueſe. It is ſeparated from Bom

bay, by a narrow chaniel. Lat. 19. o. N.

lon. 72.4c. E. - -

Bandwood. Hºger near Lancaſter. Bane,

a ſmall river in Lincolnſhire. -

* BANFF, a ſea-port, and the county

town of Banffſhire in Scotland. It is well.

built, on the declivity of a hill, at the mouth

of the Deveron, over which there is a handº,

ſome bridge of 7 arches. It is 32 miles.

NW, of Aberdeen. Lat. 57. 35. N. loſſ,”

2. 15. W. - --

BANFF ship F, a county of Scotland,-

bounded on the W. by the county of E!-.

gin, on the N. by the ocean, and on the

E. SE. and S. by Aberdeenſhire. Frony

NE. to SW. it's greateſt length is so.

miles, and it's extent along the coaſt.

about 27. *

BANCA LoRE, a ſtrong fortreſs of My

fore, in Hindooſtan, 74 miles from Seria.

gapatam, the capital. Lat. 13. o. N. loºt
'77. 37. E

* BANGoR, a city of Carnarvonſhirî,

ſituated in a deep valley, 36 miles W. t£

St. Aſaph, and 351 NW. by W. of Loſt:

don. Lat. 53.12. N. lon. 4, 12.W. Maº

ket on Wedneſday. §§

* BANGoR, a town of Ulſter, on the S.

ſide of Carrickfergus-Bay, nearly 4 miles

ESE. from Carrickfergus, and 90 N. of

Dublin. Lat. 54.40. N. lon. 5. 42. W.

Banham, Norf. near New-Buckenham

and Harling.

BANJAR, or BENJAR-MAsson, a river - “

of Borneo, on the mouth of which is a town

where the Engliſh E.India company have a

factory. Lat. 2.40. S. lon. 13.40. E.

Banningham, Norfolk, near Erpingham.

Bankhall, Lanc. N. of Liverpool.

Bankmore, a ſand bank, 1 mile S. of

Portaferry Harbour, in Down, Ulſter.

Banlahan, in Cork, Munſter.

Banniker-hall,Northumb.near Morpeth.

Bannockburn, a village of Stirlingſhire,

memorable for a battle, fought June 25,

4.

1314, between the Engliſh and Scots, . .

wherein the former were totally defeated.

BAN Now, and BANNow BAY, ſo

miles S.W. of Wexford. Lat. 52. 5. N.

Ion. 6, 50. W.

Banon, a ſmall river in Pembrokeſhire.

Banſbrook, Eſſex, near Finchingfield.

Banffead, a village of Surry, 13 miles

from London, noted for an abundance

of walnut-trees, but more for it's neigh

bouring downs, which are ſmooth, like a

carpet, being covered with ſhort herbage,

perfumed with thyme and juniper, which

makes the mutton of this place very ſweet.

The downs form a traćt of 30 miles, ex

tending
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tending, under different denominations,

from Croydon to Farnham.

BANTAM, a town, with a good har

bour, on the NW. coaſt of Java, capital

of a kingdom of the ſame name. It was

once populous and flouriſhing, but is now

or and reduced. The Engliſh and

B. had faštories here till 1682, when

they were expelled by the Dutch, who have

alſo depoſed the kings of the ancient race,

and ſuffer nothing to be done here but

what they pleaſe : the produce is pepper,

of which they, excluſively, export great

quantities, not ſuffering any other Euro

peans to have a footing here. Lat. 6. 20. S.

}. 1o 5. 26. E.

Banton, Banton-Kirk, and Banton-Par-,

•va, Weſtmorland.

*BANTRY, a barony, town, harbour,

and bay of Cork, Munſter. The barony

is very large, but barren and deſolate: the

bay, 26 miles long, a league broad, and

in the middle 4o fathoms deep, is one of

the fineſt in the world, being capable of

holding all the 'ſhipping of Europe; the

town is ſeated at the bottom of the bay,

about 30 miles SW. of Cork,and 164 SW.

of Dublin. Lat. 51.30. N. lon. 9. 26. W.

Banºvel, Somerſ, near Churchill.

BAPAU Me, a town in the dept. of the

Straits of Calais, 12 miles nearly S. of

Arras. Lai. So. 8. N. lon. 2.45. E.

Bapchild, Kent, between Sittinbourne

and Offspringe. Bapthorp, Yorkſ. E. Rid

ing, on the Derwent, near it's conflux

with the Ouſe. Bapton, Wiltſ. near Bad

hampton. Bar, Magna and Parva, Staff.

near Walſall. -

BAR, a town of Poland, in Podolia, on

the river Bog, 40 miles NW. of Brack

law. Lat. 49. 14. N. lon. 18. 20. E.

BAR, or the BARRoſs, a territory of

France, lying on both fides of the Meuſe,

now forms the department of the Meuſe.

BAR, a narrow paſſage in Italy, between

the valley of Anſta and Piedmont.

BAR-LE-Duc, a town in the dept. of

the Meuſe, ſeated on the ſide of a hill, and

divided into the upper and lower town;

the latter is watered by the rivulet Orney,

in which are very fine trouts. Their wine

is excellent. It is 35 miles NW. of Nan

cy, 27 of Toul, and 1.33 E. of Paris.

Lat. 48.45. N. lon. 5. 29. E.

BAR-suR-AUBE, an ancient town in

the dept. of Aube, (the ci-devant Cham

pagne) noted for it's wines. It is ſeated

at the foot of a mountain, 1.8 miles SW

of Joinville. Lat. 48.15. N. lon. 4, 55. E.

BAR-su R-Seine, a town in the dept.

of Aube, 20 miles S.W. of Bar-ſur-Aube.

Lat. 48. 5. N. lon. 4. 32. E.

BARA, one of the Hebrides, or Weſtern

Iſles of Scotland, to the S. of S. Uiſt. It

is 5 miles long and 3 broad, low and flat

on the W. coaſt, uneven and rocky on the

E. where, however, the natives cultivate

the ground with a kind of crooked ſpade,

called caſhrom, as they cannot apply the

plough. Lat. 56.55. N. lon. 7.30. W.

BARAco A, a ſea-port on the NE. of the

Iſle of Cuba. Lat., i.e.N. Jon.76. 1 o.W.

Baram. Wood, Herts. NW. of Barnet.

BARANCA-DEl-MELAMBo, a town of

Terra-Firma, with a good harbour. It

is ſeated on the river Magdalen, 7.5 miles

N. of Carthagena. Lat. 11.40. N. lon.

75.30. W.

BARANwahr,a town of Low.Hungary.

BAR BADoes, the eaſternmoſt of the

Windward Iſles in the W. Indies. It is

25 miles in length, and 15 in breadth, and

held by the Engliſh. The country is in

general level, and had formerly a good

deal of wood; but this is moſtly conſumed

by the ſugar-works. It has ſuffered much

from hurricanes, particularly from the

dreadful one of 1786. The whites are about

13,000, the negroes 70,000. It is 70 miles

E. of St. Vincent. The capital is Bridge

town. Lat. 13. 5. N. lon. 59. 32. W.

BARBARY, a country of Africa, extend

ing along the Mediterranean, from Egypt

to the Atlantic, and containing the king

doms of Barca, Tripoli, Tunis, Algiers,

Fez, and Morocco. It was known to the

ancients by the name of Mauritania, Nu

midin, Proper Africa, and Libya. It is

fertile in corn, maize, wine, citrons,

oranges, figs, almonds, olives, dates, and

melons. Their chief trade conſiſts in their

fruits, in their horſes, called barbs, Mo

rºcco-leather,oſtrich-feathers,indigo,wax,

tin, and coral. The national profeſſion is

Mahometaniſm, and there are ſome Jews,

but few Chriſtians, except the ſlaves.

Barbary, Lanc. in the hundred of Weſt

Darby. Barbeacon, Staff. near Litchfield.

BARBE, Sr. a town of New Biſcay, in

Mexico, near which there are rich filver

mines. It is 500 miles NW. of Mexico.

Lat. 26, o. N. lon. Io?. 5. W.

BARBERINo, a town of Tuſcany.

Barberſ!own, in Kildare, Leinſter, 23

miles from Dublin.

BAR bezieux, a town in the dept. of

Charente. It has a mineral ſpring, and a

manufacture of linen-cloth. It is 45 miles

NE. of Bourdeaux. Lat. 45. 30. N. lon.

1 o. o. W.

Barbie, Northamp. NE. of Aſhby-Le

gers. Barbone, near Worceſter. Barborn

Chapel, Weſtmorl. near Kirby-Lonſdale.

BARBUDA, one of the Leeward-Iſlands,

in the Weſt-Indies, held by the Engliſh,

about ao miles long and 12 broad. The

inhabit
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inhabitants (about 1500) are chiefly em

ployed in raiſing corn and breeding cattle

for the neighbouring iſlands. It is near

zo miles NE. of St. Chriſtopher. Lat.

13. 30. N. lon. 61.5o. W. -

Barbury Hill and Caſtle, Wiltſ. W. of

Ogborn St. George, and near Marlbo

rough Downs.

BArcA, the ancient Lybia, a country

of Africa, on the S. coaſt of the Mediter

ranean, between Egypt and Tripoli. It is a

deſert,inhabited only by wandering Arabs.

BARcelon A, a handſome, large, and

rich city of Spain, in Catalonia, of which

it is the capital. It is ſeated on the Medi

* terraneanSea,contains about 15,ooohouſes,

and has a good harbour,and a nole running

out intothe ſea for the ſecurity of the ſhips.

The ſtreets, ſquares, and public buildings,

are very elegant, and the inhabitants are

induſtrious and polite. It is a place of

great trade. They make curious works in

glaſs; they have ſilk and woollen manufac

tures,and they excel in ſteel and iron-works.

The country about it is well watered, and

thick let with villages, and abounds with

wood, corn, wine, oil, fruits, honey, cat

tle, fowl, &c. It is 250 miles NE. of

Madrid. Lat. 41. 26. N. lon. 2. 13. E.

BARc2lonette, a town in the dept.

of the Lower Alps, 12 miles S.E. of Em

brun. Lat. 44.23. N. lon. 6.49. E.

BARcelo Re, a town of Malabar. It

is a Dutch factory, 130 miles S. of Goa.

Laº. 13.25. N. lon. 74. 15. E.

Barcelos, a town of Portugal, on the

riverSourilla, zoniles N. of Oporto. Lat.

41. 30. N. lon. 8. zo. W.

Barcheſion, Warw. near Shipton. Bar

comb, Suſſex, N. of Lewes. Barden,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Swaledale-Foreſt.

Barden-Tower, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near

the river Wharf.

BARDewick, a town of Germany, in

Lunenburg, on the river Ilmenau, 17 miles

SE. of Hamburg. Lat. 53. 24. N. lon.

16. 19. E.

Barafield-Magna, Eſſex, near Thaxted.

Bardialton,Somerſ. near Milverton. Bard

rty, between Lincoln and Horncaſtle. Bar

dºſºfton, Dorſetſ. in the pariſh of Piddle

ton. Bardon Hills, in Leiceſterſhire, to

the NW. part of the county. Bardop, a

river of Northumb. which runs into the

Read above Rocheſter. Bardſey, Yorkſ.

near Leeds. Bardſey, Lane. near the Ken

Sands, N.W. of the county. Bardſey-Iſle,

forms the N. point of Cardigan-Bay.

BARDT, a town and river, with a har

bour, of Germany, in Swediſh Pomerania,

on the Baltic, 12 miles W. by N. of Sºral

fund. Lat. 54.23. N. lon. 13. 12. E.

AEardwell, Suff. N. of Ixworth.

BAreces, a village in the dept. of the

Upper Pyrenees, much frequented on ac

count of it’s mineral baths. It is feated

in the valley of the ſame name, (which

contains the little town of Luz, and 17

villages) 12 miles S. of Bagneres.

BAREITH, a town of Germany, in Fran

conia, 15 miles S.E. of Culembach. Lat.

5.o. o. N. lon. 11. 56. E. -

Barºſty, Leiceſ. near Aſhby Folvil.

BARF Leur, a town in the dept. of the

Channel, 175 miles WNW. of Paris. Lat.

49. 40. N. lon. 1. 6. W. Cape Barfleur

is 12 miles E. of Cherburg.

Barfoot, Northamptonſ. near Rothweł.

Bamford, near Warwick, on the Avon.

Bayard, near Bedford. Barford, Nor

folk, near Hingham. Barford, Wilt

ſhire, near Sarum. Barford, Yorkſh. on

the Tees, near Caldwell. Barford, St.

John's and St. Michael's, Oxford, near

Clifton. Barford, Lancaſ, near Eccles.

Barford, Lanc. W. of Ormſkirk. Bar

frºſion, Kent, near Bettiſhanger. Bargh,

Magna and Parva, Yorkſ. near Picker

ing. Bargham, Suffolk. Bargholt, Suff.

5 miles S.E. of Hadley. Bargholt, Eaſt,

Eſſex, near Colcheſter. Barham, Hurtſ.

between Leighton and Buckworth. Bar

ban, Kent, near Canterbury. Barham,

Suffolk, between Ipſwich and Needham.

BAR1, a town of Naples, on the Gulf

of Venice, the capital of Terra-di-Bari.

BARJols, a town in the dept. of Var,

19 miles from Riez. Lat. 43. 33. N. lon.

6. Io. E.

Barkly, and Barkhythorp, Leic. Bark

baz, Berkſ. near Ockingham. Barkham,

Suff, between Peveniey Rape and Maith.

Barkhart, Kent, S. of St. Mary Cray.

BAR KING, a town of Eſſex, on the river

Rothing, near the Thames, from which

goods are brought up in veſſels to it’s

quay. It is 1 o miles E. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday. + -

Barkings cum Dernſlen,Suff.near Brad

ley and Needham. Barkley, Somerſ. NE.

of Frome. Barkley, King's, Hampſh. in

the New-Foreſt, near Malwood-Caſtle.

Barkmeſton,Hampſ.near Redbridge. Bark

Jhow, Leic. near Granby. Bariſion, Linc.

between Hougham and Fulbrook. Bark

ſon, Yorkſ. N. of Sherborn. Barkſwell,

War v. NW. of Coventry.

Baz KwAY, a town of Hertfordſhire,

3 miles from Royſton, 18 from Cambridge,

and 35 from London, on the road to Lynn,

in Norfolk. Market on Friday.

Backworth, Hertf.not far from Abbot’s-

Langley. Barkworth, E. and W. Linc.

near Randby. Barlaſjon,Staff.N. of Stone.

Barlavington, Suſſex, between Burton

and Salton. Barlborough, Derby. Bariety,

15 miles
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x 5 miles S. of York, near the Ouſe.

Barlºfton, Leic. NE. of Boſworth.

BAR leTTA, a town of Naples.

Barley, a ſmall river of Devonſ. Bar

ly, Hertf. 2 miles from Barkway. Bar

15,-Grange, Nott. near the Trent, between

Newark and Tuxford. Barley. Houſe, De

vonſ, near Exeter. Barlinch, Somerí. near

Dulverton. Barling, Eſſex, near Roch

ford. Barlington, Devonſ. near Bidde

ford. Barlow, Derbyſ. 4 miles NW. of

Cheſterfield. Barlow, Lanc. 3 miles S. of

Mancheſter. Barlugh Arches, Suſſex, W.

of Eaſt. Grinted. Barly, Yorkſ. W. of

Howden. Barlythorp, Rutlandſ, a hamlet

of Okeham. Barmborough, Yorkſ. 4 miles

W. of Doncaſter. Barmy-on the-Moor,

Nott, a hamlet of Blithe. Barmly-on

Dun, Yorkſ, 6 miles N. of Doncaſter.

Barmy-Marſh, Yorkſ, near Pocklington.

Barmly in the Willows, Nott, a little E.

of Newark. Barmehow, Yorkſ. SW. of

Aberforth. Barmer, Norfolk, near Bag

thorp. Barmeſton, Yorkſ, near the coaſt

between Fordlingham and Flamborough.

Barmeſton, Barmyſłon, or Barneſion, Eſſex,

near Dunmow. Barming, Kent, near

Maidſtone. Barmingham, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, near Gatherley-Moor. Barmoor,

Northumb. E. of Wark-Caſtle, among the

hills. Barnack, Northamp. on the river

Welland. Barnacre, Warw, near Long

Itchington. Barnacre, Lanc. near Gar

ſtang. Barnaſty, Linc. near Grimſby.

Barnardiſion, or Barondiſion, Suff. 6 miles

N. of Haverille.

*BARNARD-CASTLE, a handſome and

populous town of Durham, feated on the

Tees, where ſome manufačtures are car

ried on, as ſtockings, ſerges, &c. It is

30 miles S.W. of Durham, and 244 NNW.

of London. Lat. 54.35. N. lon. 1.49.W.

Market on Wedneſday.

BARNAvelDT, two iſlands to the S.

of Terra-del-Fuego. Lat. 55.49. S. lon.

66. 58. W.

Barnbie, Yorkſhire, near Pecklington.

Barnby, Suff. 4 miles NE. of Beccles.

Barncot, Dev. near S. Moulton. Barn

deſley, Worceſ. near Bromſgrove. Barne,

Kent, on the coaſt near Hythe. Barn

Elms, Surry, near the Thames, between

Putney and Barnes. Barnefield, Kent,

-between Horſemanden and the Twyſt.

Barnes, Surry, 5 miles from Kingſton, and

7 from London, is almoſt encompaſſed by

the Tº...ines. Barneſley, Dorſetſ. 'N. of

Winborn-Minſter. Barnſley, Glouc. near

Fairford, and 4 miles from Cirenceſter.

Barnes-Hall, near Worceſter. Barnes

Burton, Yorkſ. -

* B.A.R.N ET, HIGH. BARNET, or CH IP

fit, G-BAR NET, a town fituated on the top

of a hill, partly in Middleſex, and partly

in Hertfordſhire. It is 11 miles N. by W.

of London. Market on Wedneſday.

Barnet, E. is a village near it, once much

frequented on account of a medicinal

ſpring. Barne-Friarn, joins E. Barnet.

Barnetby, Linc. near Lymbergh and

Beckby. Barnetton, Durh. near Lumley.

Barney, Nort. near Walfingham. Barney,

a river in Yorkſh. running into the Swale,

near Bladen. Barnford, Lanc. near Bol

tom. Barnhill, 1 o miles from Cheſter.

Barnholm, Linc. near Market-Deeping.

Barnham, or Burnhill, Suſſex, 3 miles SW.

of Arundel. Barnham-Brome, Norf. near

Kimberly-park. Barnbam, George and

Martyn,Suff.on the fide of Norfolk. Barn

ingham-Northwood, and Barnham-Winter,

Norf. 2 villages W. of Thurgarton. Barn

ingham, Norf.near Saxthorp. Barningham,

Suff. between Ixworth and Buddeſdale.

Baraiton, Dur. 3 miles NE. of Darlington.

Barnley, Shropſ. near Bridgenorth. Bar

moldſweek, Yorkſh. near Settle. Barnſ:

dale, Yorkſ. 5 or 6 miles from Pontefračt.

Barnſhall, Yorkſ. near Doncaſter. Barm

ſhaw, Cheſh. near Northwich. Barnſ

hurſt, Staff, near Wolverhampton. Barn

ſide, Lancaſhire, NE. of Colne. Barnſide,

Weſtm. on the river Can, near Kendal.

* BARN'sLEY, a town in the W. Riding

of Yorkſhire. It is ſeated on the fide of

a hill, and carries on manufactures of li

men and wire. It is 15 miles from Don

caſter and Wakefield, and 174 N. by W.

of London. Market on Wedneſday.

* BARNst ABLE, or BARNSTAPLE, a

town of Devonſhire, at the mouth of the

river Taw, over which there is an old ſtone

bridge of 16 arches. It is pleaſantly

ſituated among hills, and trades in fiſh,

wool, yarn, &c. It is 33 miles NNW. of

Exeter, and 191 W. of London. Lat. 51.

8. N. lon. 4.5. W. Market on Friday.

Barnſon, Cheſ, near Thingwall. Barn

flon, Dorſetſ. 3 miles S.W. of Corfe-Caſtle.

Barnſton, Nott. near Granby. Barnſton,

Suff, near Kedyton. Barnſton, Eſſex, near

Dunmow. Barnſtreet, Kent, on the road

from Cliff to the Buoy of the Nore. Barn

ton, Cheſh, near Northwich. Barnwell, I

mile from Cambridge. Barnwell, St. An

drews, Northamp. a little SE. of Oundle.

Barnwell, All-Saints, Northamp. near

Great and Little Haddington. Barnwood,

1 mile from Glouc. on the London road.

BA RoAch, ur BRoach, a town in the

NW. of the Deccan, Hindooſtan, and on

the S, bank of the river Nerbudda,40 miles

N. of Surat. Lat.21.25.N. lon.72.55.E.

BARRA Ux, a fortreſs at the entrance of

the Valley of Greſivadan, on the river

Iſère, 6 miles S. of Chamberry, on the

1. borders.
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borders of the dept. of Mont Blanc. Lat.

45. 29. N. lon. 5. 51. E.

Barobon, Weſtm. 4 miles N. of Kirby

Lonſdale. Baroy, Linc. one mile from

Grantham. Barodon, Northumb. 6 miles

N. of Newcaſtle. Barohead, Lanc. near

Walney Iſland. Baropeg, Hampſ. 4 miles

N. of Buſingſtoke. Baroughdon, Rutl. 4

miles NE. of Haringworth. Barowcote,

4 miles from Derby.

Barrels, Warw. near Stratford-upon

Avon. Barret, Cornw. 3 miles from Leſt

withiel. Barrington, Magna and Parva,

Glouceſ. 2 villages ſeparated by the river

\Windruſh, near Burford. Barrington, near

the river Cam, 7 miles S.W. of Cambridge.

Barrington, Northumb. 7 miles S. of Ber

wick. Barrington, Somerſ. 4 miles NE.

of Ilminſter. Barisford, Northumb. 8

miles S. of Bellingham. Barrow, a river

of Weſtm. running into Burbeck, near

Howſe-houſe. Barrow-upon-the-Soare, or

Stour, Leic. 4 miles S. of Loughborough.

Barrow, or Berk, Rutl. Barrow, Derb.

N. of Trent, oppoſite to Ingleby. Barrow,

Linc. near Barton, on the N. ſide of the

county. Barrow, Norf. between Porland

and Aſhby. Barrow, Norf. SE. of North

Tuddenham. Barrow, Shropſ. near Wen

lock. Barrow, Somerſ. 3 miles from

Briſtol. Barrow, Suff. 4 miles W. of

Edmunſbury. Barrowford, Lanc. between

Bowland Foreſt and the Ribble. Barrow

hedges, Surry, near Croydon and Carſhal

ton. Barrow, Magna and Parva, Cheſh.

SW. of Delamere Foreſt. Barrow, N. and

S. Somerſ. a little N. of Queen Camel.

Barrow-Point-Hill, Middl. 3 miles from

Harrow. -

BARRow, a river of Ireland, which

riſing in the Queen's county, and paſſing

by Portarlington, Monaſtereven, Athy,

Carlow, &c. is joined by the Nore, before

it arrive at Roſs, after which, continuing

S. it joins the Suir, in Waterford Haven.

BARRowMont, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

BARRY, an iſle on the SW. coaſt of

Glamorganſhire.

Barry, in Longford, Leinſter, 5.4 miles

from Dublin.

an iſland of Cork, Munſter.

Barſeland, Yorkſ. W. Riding, N. from

Blackſtone-Edge. Barſham, Suff. on the

Ouſe, :::::::::: and Bungay. Bar

fied, Kent, near Maidſtone. Barſſon,

Warw. on the river Blith, W. of Berkeſ

well. Barterton, Cheſh. S. of Nampt

wich. Barteffrie, on the river Frome, 6

miles NE. of Hereford. Bartherton, Cheſh.

N.W. of Northwich.

BARTHolomew Isle, one of the New

Hebrides. Lat. 15.4x. S. lon. 167. 24. E.

BARTHoloMew, St., one of the Carib

Barrymore, a barony, and

bee iſlands, in the Weſt Indies, 30 miles N.

of St. Chriſtopher's. It is zo miles in cir

cumference, is very fertile, and has a good

harbour. Lat. 17. 56. N. lon. 63. 10. W.,

Bartholomewell, in Cork, Munſter.

Bartlow, Camb. 2 miles E. of Linton.

BARTo N, a town of Lincolnſhire, ſeated

on the Humber, from which there is a ferry

to Hull, of confiderable advantage to the

town. It is 35 miles N. of Lincoln, and

166 N. of London. Lat. 53.42. N. lon.

o. 22. W. Market on Monday.

Barton, Bedf. Barton, Iſle of Wight,

1 mile from Cowes. Barton, SW. of

Buckingham. Barton, 3 miles W. of

Cambridge. Barton, Cheſh. NW. of

Malpas. Barton, Heref. N. of Kyneton.

Barton, Heref. near Webley. Barton,

Lanc. between Preſton and Garſtang. Bar

ton, Leic. near Hog's-Norton. Barton,

Northamp. S. of Aſhby. Barton, Nott.

near the Trent. Barton, Oxf. near Beck

ley Park. Barton, Oxf. it's heath extends

near Chipping Norton. Barton, Somerſ.

near Bath. Barton, Somerſ. W. of the

Lydfords. Barton, Som. S. of Pitmiſter.

Barton, Staff. near Bradley. Barton, Suff.

near Edmundſbury. Barton, Warwickſ. a

hamlet of Bitford. Barton, Weſtin. near

Penrith. Barton, Yorkſ. W. of New

Milton. Barton, Yorkſ, near Barnſley.

Barton on the Heath, Warw. near Long.

Compton. Barton-upon-Needwood, Staff.

near Whichnor. Barton, All Saints, Blen

diſh, Row, St. Andrew's, and St. Mary's,

all in the SW. of the county of Norfolk.

Barton Bak Puiz, and Barton Blunt, both

in Derbyſhire. Barton Court, Berkſ, near

Sunningwell. Barton Parva, Suff. SE.

of Mildenhall. Barton. Peverel, Hampſ.

2 miles NE. of Rumſey. Barton-Regis,

Glouc. Barton-Seagrave, Northamp. E.

of Kettering. Barton Stacy, Hampſ. 3

miles S.E. of Andover. Barton Steple,

Oxf. near Kiddington. Barton Street, near

Glouceſter. Barton-Underwood, Staff.

Barton Jºeſtcote, Oxf. SW. of Barton

Steple. Bartrams, Hertf. between Ware

and Hadhan, 2 miles from each.

BARUTH, a town of Aſia, in Syria.

Barwell, Leic. 2 miles NE of Hinck

ley. Barwell-Court, Surry, 2 miles from

Kingſton, Hampton-Court, and Epſom.

Barwick in Elmet, Yorkſ. near Aberforth.

Barwick, Shropſ. near Wellington. Bar

wick, Somerſ. S. of Yeovil. Barwick,

Yorkſ, on the Tees, near Ingleby. Bar

wick-Baſſet, Wiltſ. N. of Marlborough.

Burwick-Field, Cumb. near Wigton. Bar

wick in the Brakes, Norf. N.W. part of

the county, between Bagthorp and Stan

hoo. Barºwick, Magna and Parva,Shropſ.

near the Severn, N. of Shrewſbury. Bar
F •wick,
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yiek-Roundkuy, Yorkſhire, near Bradford.

Barygate, Shropſh, between Bewdly and

Bridgenorth.

BAsARTschick, a well-built town of

Turkey in Europe, in Romania. It is

ſeated on the river Meritz, and has a good

trade. Lat. 42. 19. N. lon. 24.40. E.

Baſhurch Shropſ. 2 miles E. from Ry

ton of the 11 towns. Baſcomb, Hampſ.

SW. of Chriſtchurch. Baſcote, Warw.

S. of Long-Itchingſton. Baſe, Hertf.

near Broxburne. Basford, Nott. in the

SW. of the county. Basford, Staff. 7

miles E. of Leake. Bashall, Yorkſ. near

Mitton. Basham, E. and W. Norf. SW.

of Walſingham. Basham Narth, 3 miles

SW. oi Waiſingham.

BASIL, BASLE, or BALE, the capital

of the canton of Baſil, in Swiſſerland, is

ſurrounded by thick walls, flanked with

towers and baſtions. It is divided into

two parts by the Rhine; the larger of

which is on the ſide of Swiſſerland, the leſs

on that of Germany; but they are joined

by a handſome bridge. The larger has

5 gates, 6 ſuburbs, zoo ſtreets, 6 large

ſquares, and 46 fountains, and is partly

feated on a hill. The other ſtands on a

plain, and has but two gates, with ſeveral

ſtreets and fountains. The town-houſe

and paintings are much admired, and the

univerſity has had many very celebrated

ſcholars, as Oecolampadius, Buxtorf,

Wenſtein, Euler, the Bernouillis, &c. The

library contains a prodigious number of

books and manuſcripts, and there is a rich

colle&tion of medals, among which are ſe

veral exceedingly ſcarce. Baſil is the

Hargeſt, and ſeems to have been once one of

the moſt populous towns in Swiſſerland:

it is capable of containing 1oo,ooo inha

bitants, whereas the number at preſent is

ſcarcely more than 14,ooo. The art of

making paper is ſaid to have been invent

ed here. They have ſeveral manufactories,

particularly of ribands and cottons, and

carry on an extenſive trade. The ſump

tuary laws are very ſtrićt at Baſil, and no

perſon is allowed to have a ſervant behind

his carriage. In general the burghers'

ions receive an excellent education; and it

is not uncommon for even the poorer ſort

of tradeſmen, to employ their leiſure hours

in reading Virgil, Horace, and Plutarch.

It is 175 miles N. by E. of Geneva, and

250 E. by S. of Paris. Lat. 47.45. N.

lon. 7. 34. F.

BAsilic ATA, a territory of Naples,

abounding in corn, wine, oil, cotton, ho

ney, and Saffron Cirenza is the capital.

BASIlipo TAMo, a river in the Morea.

BAsii, Uzzo, one of the Lipari iſlands.

Baſing, Hampſhire, N. of Baſing

.**

ſtoke. Rafingfield, Nottinghamſhire.

*BAs.INGstoke, a populous town in

Hampſhire, with a good market for corn, ,

eſpecially barley, on Wedneſday. Here

is a great trade in malt, as there is alſo in

druggets, ſhalloons, &c. It is 16 miles

NE. of Wincheſter, 3.5 E. by N. of Saliſ

bury, and 47 W. by S. of London. Lat.

51 19. N. lon. 1. 4. W.

Baſingſton, Surry, SW. of Bagſhot.

Baſlow, Derbyſhire, in the High-Peak.

Baſon, Devonſhire, near Perry-Pomery.

BASQUE's, Les, a territory of France,

toward the Pyrenees. It included Lower

Navarre, Labourd and Soule, and now

forms, with Bearn, the dept. of the Lower

Pyrenees. The ſprightlineſs and agility

of the inhabitants, and the ſuppleneſs of

their limbs are proverbial, and they are

ſaid to diſplay a certain grace and expreſ

ſion in all their motions, even when engag
ed in ačts of labour.

BAss, an inſulated rock, 1 mile in cir

cumference, 1 mile from the coaſt of Had

dington, between the towns of N. Berwick

and Dunbar, in Scotland. On the S. ſide

it is almoſt conic, on the other it overhangs

the ſea in a tremendous manner. It is ac

ceſſible only in the SW. and there it re

quires the aid of a rope and ladder. It is

ſupplied with water by a well at the top,

and in ſpring is almoſt covered with neſts,

eggs, and young birds of the gannets, or

ſolan geeſe; the flocks of birds in flight

are ſo prodigious, as to darken the air like

clouds; and their noiſe is ſuch, that peo

ple cloſe by each other hear with difficulty

what is ſpoken. The rock of Baſs has a

rabbit-warren, and paſture for a few ſheep.

Lat. 56, 3. N. lon. z. 35. W.

Baſaleg, Monm. SW. of Newport.

BAsSANo, a town of Venice, on the

river Brante, in a country produćtive of ex

cellent wine. Lat. 45.51. N. lon. 11.24. E.

BAsse, LA, or BAss, a town in the

dept. of the North, 18 miles S.W. of Liſle.

Lat. 5o. 28. N. lon. 2.52. E. -

BAssee N, or BASIN, a city and for

treſs of Baglana,in Hindooſtan, oppoſite the

N. end of Sallette iſland, 27 miles N. of

Bombay. Lat. 19. 19. N. lon. 72. Io. E.

Baſſet, Eſſex, near Little Baddow.

BAsset E R RE, the capital of St. Chriſ

topher's, a Weſt India iſland.

BAsseter RE, the capital of Guada

loupe, a Weſt India in.

Baſſet's Croſs, Warwickſ. E. of Sutton

Colfield. Baſildon, Eſſex, between N. Ben

fleet and Langdon. Baſildon, Berkſh. on

the Thames, 8 miles NW, of Reading.

Baſinghall, Eſſex, near Biſhop Stortford.

Baſingham, Linc. NE. of Stapleford. Baſ

Jingham, Norf, between Aleſham and Hoſt.

Bóſingtāorp,
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'Baffngthorp, Lincolnſhire, near Corby.

Bassing rhwate, Cumberland, be

tween Cockermouth and Keſwick, on the

N. fide of Baffingthwate-water, which is

an extenſive lake, 4 miles long, and 1

broad, on the river Derwent, (a few miles

below Keſwick Lake,) having on one ſide

the vale of Baffingthwate, and the lofty

Skiddaw, and on the other the ſteep and

woody mountains of Whithop.

. BastiA, a ſea-port ofºnrurkey,
in Albania, on the river Calamu, oppoſite

Corfu iſle. Lat. 39.40. N. lon. 20.2 o. E.

BAst 1A, a ſea-port, the capital of Cor

ſca, on the NE. coaſt of the iſland. Lat.

41. 36. N. lon. 9. 30. E.

Baffian Bridge, Somerſetſ, over a ſtream

that runs into Parret, near Huntſpill.

BAstrº ENTos, or BAsTimo Nºros,

finall iſlands near Terra Firma, at the en

trance of the bay of Nombre-de, Dios, with

a good harbour. The country is inhabit

ed by American natives, tributary to the

Spaniards.

Baffin, Weſt, Devonſhire, between Barn

ſtaple and Biddiford.

BAsTogne, a town of Luxemburg.

Baſton, Linc. near Langtoft. Baſion,

Kent, near Bromley. Baſivick, Norfolk,

near Ludham. Baſwich, near Stafford.

BATAsEck, a tower of Lower Hungary.

BATAvia, a handſome and large city in

the Iſle of Java, the capital and ſtore-houſe

of all the Dutch ſettlements, and the reſi

gence of their governor-general in the E.

Indies. It contains a prodigious number

of inhabitants of different nations. They

have canals in the different ſtreets, planted

on each fide with evergreen trees. The

harbour is excellent, and ſeated on the NE.

part of the iſland, and they have always a

fleet here; but the air is very unwhole

fome, and the place has been repreſented

by Cook as the grave of European navi

gators. Lat. 6. Io. S. lon. 106. 51. E.

Batch, Heref. between the Golden-vale

and Radnorſ. Bathcott, Salop, near Mun

ſlow. Batcomb, Dorſetſ.4 miles E. of Ever

ſhot. Batcomb, Somerſ. 4 miles N. of Bru

ton. Bately, Yorkſ. 7 miles E. of Halifax,

*BATH, a city of Somerſ. famous from

the times of the Romans for it's hot ſprings.

They are not only uſed as baths, but in

ternally as a medicine, and great benefits

are derived from them in gouty, paralytic,

bilious, and a variety of other caſes. Bath

is a place of ſuch general reſort, that it

lºems like a great national hoſpital; it is

ſo far, however, from being a houſe of

mourning, that it exceeds every other part

ºf England in amuſements and diſfipation:

it's buildings are alſo more elegant and

ſplendid. It is laid out in ſquares, cir

cuſes, creſcents, terraces, &c. theſe are

conſtrućted of white freeſtone, which

abounds here, and executed in an elegant

ſtyle of archite&ture. It is ſeated on the

river Avon; but, in it's later improve.

ments, the buildings, riſing one range above

another, have nearly reached the ſummit

of the lofty hill, on the declivity of which

it ſtands. The principal ſeaſons of the

waters are ſpring and autumn; and, be

ſides the great infirmary, here are ſeveral

other hoſpitals and alms-houſes for the re

lief and ſupport of indigent patients. Ma

nufactures of cloth are carried on in Bath.

It is 12 miles ESE. of Briſtol, and 107

W. of London. Lat. 51. 22. N. lon. 2.

21. W. Market on Saturday.

BATH, or BAchiA, a town of Hungary.

Bath, Devonſ. E. of the Taw river, near

N. Tawton. Bathampton. See Badhamp

ton. Batheley, Norf. W. of Holt. Bath

effon, Somerſ. 3 miles E. of Bath. Bath

ford, Scmerſ. 4 miles N.F. of Bath. Bath

gate, a Roman cauſeway, in Derbyſhire.

Bathing Hall, Devonſ. E. of the Taw, a

little S. of Barnſtaple. Bathly. Nott. near

Sherwood-Foreſt. Bathurſt Wood, Suſſex,

near Battle-Abbey. Bathwick, Somerſ.

1 mile from Bath. Batings, Yorkſ, near

the hills of Blackſtone-Edge. Batiſmore,

Suff. 5 miles W. of Needham. Batlow,

Suſſex, near Haſtings. Batmall, 1 mile

from Worceſter. Batsford, Glouceſ. 4

miles from Campden, and 6 from Stow.

BATTEcoLA, a town of Ceylon, ſubjećt

to the Dutch. Lat. 7. 55. N. lon. 81. 3. E.

*BAttel, a town in Suſſex, 6 miles

from Haſtings; derives it's name from the

battle of Haſtings, fought near it, between

William the Conqueror and Harold, on

Headfield-Plain, ſo called, it is thought,

from the great head of ſoldiers (upwards

of 60,000) ſlain here on that occaſion.

Battel has a harbour for barges, and is

noted for it's manufacture of gunpowder.

It is 22 miles E. of Lewes, and 57 SE. of

London. Lat. 50.55. N. lon. o. 53. E.

Market on Thurſday.

Battledon, Bedfordſhire, near Cranfield.

BATTENBURG, a town of Dutch Guel

derland, on the N. banks of the Meuſe,

almoſt oppoſite to Ravenſtein, 10 miles

SW. of§º Lat. 51.48. N. lon.

5. 33. E.

Batten-Hall and Park, 2 miles from

Worceſter. Batten's-Drain, Camb. in

the Iſle of Ely. Batterſty, on the Wear,

near Durham, Batterſby, Yº: near

Cleveland. Batterſea, a village of Surry,

on the Thames, over which there is a tim

ber bridge to Chelſea. It is 4 miles

WSW.of London. Battin-Caſtle, Devonſ.

near Dartmore. Battle-Bridge, Eſſex, SE.

JF 2. of
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of Chelmsford. Battle-Bridge, Middleſex,

near London, on the way to Pancras. Bat

tle. Edge, Oxf. near Burford. Battlefield,

Shropſ. 5 miles NE. of Shrewſbury. Bat

tleham, Surry, between Clapham and Toot

ing. Battlifton, Bedf. N.W. of Hockley

in-the-Hole, and 12 miles S.W. of Bedford.

Battris, Yorkſhire, near Settle.

BAvA R1a, one of the circles of Ger

many, bounded on the W. by Suabia, on

the NW. by Franconia, on the NE. by

Bohemia, and on the E. and S. by Auſtria.

Itcontains the Duchy of Bavaria Proper,the

Upper Palatinate of Bavaria, the biſhoprics

of Freiſfingen and Paſſau, the Duchy of

Neuburg, and archbiſhopric of Saltzburg.

BAvaRIA PRoper, ElectorATE, or

Duchy of, is about 125 miles long from

E. to W. and 87 broad from N. to S.

The air is wholeſome, and the country

fertile. It is divided into Upper and

Lower Bavaria: the principal river is the

Danube, and the chief towns are Munich,

Landſhut, Donawert, Ingoldſtadt, and
Ratiſbon.

BAvARIA, UPPER PALATIN ate of,

ſometimes called Nor DG Aw, is likewiſe

a duchy, ſubject to the Elector Palatine.

It's capital is Amberg.

BAv AY, a hittle town in the depart. of

the North, 3 miles SW. of Malplaquet,

and 12 miles SW. of Mons. Lat. 50. 16.

N. lon. 3. 52. E.

Baveleigh, Devonſ. near Worlington.

BAUGE, or BEAUGE, a ſmall town in

the dept. of Maine and Loire, on the ri

ver Coeſnon, 1.8 miles E. of Angers. Lat.

47. 30. N. lon. o. 1. W. -

BAugenci, a town in the depart. of

Loiret, ſeated on a hill, at the foot of

which runs the Loire. It is noted for it's

wines, and is 6 miles S.W. of Orleans.

Bavington, Magna and Parva, North

umberland, between Swinburn-Caſtle and

Kirkharle. Baul:erley, Staffordſhire, 5

miles from Newcaſtle.

BAU ME, Sr. a mountain of France, be

tween Toulon and Marſeilles.

BAU ME, or BEAUME, LEs NoN Es, or

Les DAME3, a town in the depart. of

Doubs, 15 miles NE. of Beſançon. Lat.

47. 24. N. lon. 6. 24. E.

BAU MEN, a cave in Lower Saxony.

Baunboy, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Baunton, Dorſetſ, on the coaſt, 4 miles

S, of Bridport. Bauhton; Glouceſterſhire,

on the Churn, 1 mile from Cirenceſter.

RAUsk, Busk, or BAUtko, a town of

Courland, 15 miles S.E. of Mittau.

BAUTzEN, a town of Upper Luſatia.

BAux, a town in the department of the

Mouths of the Rhone, 10 miles E. by N.

ºf Arles. Lat. 43.43. N. lon. 4, 57. E.

Bawburgh, 4 miles from Norwich:

Bawder, a river of Durham, running into

the Tees by Cudderſton. Bawdrip, W.

of the Parret, juſt below Bridgewater,

Bawdſey, Suff. near Harwich. Bawdſ.

well, Norf. W. of Repeham. Bawne,

Yorkſ: 6 miles from Pontefraćt. Baw

fey, Norf. 2 miles E. of Lynn-Regis.

Bawthorp, Lancaſhire, N. of Townley.

Bawton, Glouceſterſhire, N. of Cirenceſter.

*BAwTRY, or BAUTRY, a town in the

W. Riding of Yorkſhire, ſeated on the ri

ver Idle, by which millſtones, grindſtones,

and lead, are brought from Derbyſhire,

and iron ware, &c. from Sheffield, it be

ing a centre of exportation from the riding

wherein it is ſituated. It is 9 miles S. by

E. of Doncaſter, and 152 N. of London.

Lat. 53.27. N. lon. 1. Io. W. Markets

on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Baxfield, Eſſex, near Chelmsford. Bax

terley, Warw. 4 miles W. of Atherſton.

BAxos DE ABREolhos. See ABROL

HOs.

BAxos DE BABucA.

BAYA. See BAJA,

Baydon, Wiltſ. N. of Auburn. Bayeſ:

dale, Yorkſhire, 8 miles S.E. of Stokeſley.

BAYeux, a town in the dept. of Cal

vados, on the river Aure, 4 miles from the

Engliſh Channel, and 140 W. by N. of

Paris. Lat. 49. 16. N. lon. o. 43. W.

Bayfield, Norf. N. of Holt. Bayford,

3 miles from Hertford, and 18 from Lou

don. Bayhall, Kent, near Pembury. Bay

hall, Kent, near Tunbridge. Bayhan,

See ABRojos.

Suſſ. near Tunbridge Wells. Barldon,

Yorkſ, 6 miles SW. of Otley. Bayler,

Berkſ. 3 miles from Windſor. Baylies

Court, Suſſ. on the coaſt between Middle

ton and the mouth of the river Are. Bay

ley-Park, in Heathfield, Suſſex. Baynard,

Surry. Baynton, Yorkſhire, 3 miles SW.

of Fordlingham. Baynton, Northamp. 3

miles from Stamford, and 6 from Peter

borough. Baynton, Wiltſhire, 5 miles

NE. of Weſtbury.

BAYox, a town in the dept. of Meur

the, 12 miles S. of Nancy. Lat. 43. 38.

N. lon. 6. 22. E.

BAYon, or BAYonA,a ſea-port of Ga

licia, in Spain, on a ſmall bay of the At

lantic, 9 miles S.W. of Vigo. Lat. 42. o.

N. lon. 8. 34. W.

BAYor,NE, a ſmall but compačt, rich,

populous, and commercial city, in the dept

of the Lower Pyrenees, noted for hams and

chocolate.

Adour, unite their ſtreams in the middle

of this city, and proceed to the ſea at the

diſtance of a quarter of a league. The

firſt, which is deeper and more rapid than

the Adour, divides the town into two un

cquai

Two rivers, the Nive and the

º
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equal parts; the ſmaller of which is called

the Bourg-neuf, or New town; and they

have a communication by 3 timber bridges.

Abank of ſand, at the mouth of the Adour,

renders the entrance of the harbour diffi

cult; but veſſels, when they have entered,

find it a ſafe one. It is 25 miles S.W. of

Dax, and 425 S. by W. of Paris. Lat.

43. 19. N. lon. 1.30. W.

Bayton, Suſſex, near Wulpit. Bayton,

Worceſterſhire, 9 miles S.W. of Bewdley.

BAzAs, a town in the dept. of Gironde,

5 miles S. of the Garonne, and 42 SE. of

Bourdeaux. Lat. 44. 22. N. lon. o. 2. W.

Beabridge, Shropſ. 4 miles E. of Bridge

north. Beach, Kent, near Hartlip. Beach,

Wiltſ. near Ambreſbury. Beachampton,

Buckingh. on the Ouſe, 3 miles S.W. of

Sºoney Stratford. Beachams, Hertf, a

miles N. of Buntingford. Beaches, Hertf.

on the borders of Eſſex. Beach Land and

Water, 5 miles from Cambridge. Beach.

Hood, Hertf. in the pariſh of Flamſtead.

Beachworth, Eaſt, between Darking and

Ryegate. Beachworth, Hºff, Surry, on the

other fide of the river, oppoſite Eaſt. Beach

worth. Beachley, Bucki. near Fenny-Strat

ford. Beachley, Monmouthſ.near Chepſtow.

BeachY-HEAD, a very high and per

pendicular pronontory of Suſſex, between

Haſtings and Shoreham. Lat. 5o. 54. N.

lon. o. 2o. E.

BEAcon-Hill, Eſſex, on the S. ſide of

the mouth of the port of Harwich, with a

large, high, light-houſe on it.

Beacon-Hill, Wiltſhire, between Marl

borough and Sandy-Lane. -

*BEAcoNs Field, a town in Buckſ. 8

miles from Marlow, and 23 WNW. of

London, on the road to Oxford. Market

on Thurſday.

Beadle-End, Eſſex, near Chelmsford.

Beadlow, Bedf. near Wreſt. Beaforme,

Eſſex, near Gosfield. Beakeſtorm, Kent,

4 miles SE. of Canterbury. -

Beal, in Kerry, Munſter.

Beale, a river of Suſſex and Kent, which

runs into the Medway, near Twyford

Bridge. Bealing, Magna and Parva, Suff.

one NW. the other SW. of Wood-Bridge.

BE ALT, BealTH, or BUILTH, a town

of Brecknockſhire, pleaſantly ſituated on

the river Wye, over which it has a bridge

into Radnorſhire. It conſiſts of about

1oo houſes, and it's inhabitants have a

trade in ſtockings. It is 92 miles nearly

S. of Cheſter, 16 N. of Brecknock, and

17.1 WNW. of London. Lat. 52. 5. N.

lon. 3. 21. W. Markets on Monday and

Saturday.

Beamhurſt, Staffordſhire, 4 miles NE.

ef Utoxeter. Beaminſter. See Bemſher.

Beamiſh, Durham, near Cheſter-in-the

freet. Beamond, Cumb. near Carliſle.

Beamond, Hampſ, between Farehan and

Portſmouth. Beamond End, NE. of St.

Albans. Beamond Hill. Durh, a little N.

of Darlington. Beamond-cum-Moſe, Eſſex,

near Colcheſter. Beamond, Rutl. in Ly

field-Foreſt. Beane, a river in Hertfordſ.

running into the Lea, near Hoddeſdon.

Bear, Devonſhire, 4 miles from Plymouth.

Bear, Devonſhire, a little S. of Bradninch.

Bearagh, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

BEARAlston, or BoR A Lston, a

town of Devonſhire, on the river Tave, Io

miles N. of Plymouth, 7 from Taviſtock,

and 212 from London.

Beard Hall, Derbyſ. in the High-Peak.

Bear-Hall, Staff. near Cheadle., Bear

Houſe, Hampſh. 5 miles N. of Fareham.

Rear-Houſe, Yorkſhire, 4 miles N. of

Hull. Bearle, Northumberland, in the

ward of Tyndale. Bearley. Herefordſhire,

3 miles NE. of Webley. Bearley, Warw.

4 miles N. of Stratford-upon-Avon.

BeARN, a ci-devant province of France,

49 miles in length, and 30 in breadth; the

plains are fertile in paſture, &c. and the

hills are laden with fir trees or vines. It

forms, with Baſques, the depart. of the

Lower Pyrenees.

Bear Park, 2 miles NW. of Durham.

Beaſlon, Shropſ. near S affordſ. Bear

ton, Buckſ. NE. of Aileſbury. Bear

wick, Hampſhire, N.W. of Wincheſter.

BeAucAiRE, a town in the depart. of

Gard, oppoſite Taraſcon, on the Rhone,

over which there is a bridge of boats. It

is to miles E. of Niſmes. Lat. 43.5o, N.

lon. 4. 39. E. -

BEAuce, a ci-devant prov. of France,

lying between the Iſle of France, Biaſois,

Orleanois. Le Maine, and Normandy, and

very fertile in wheat. It now forms the

department of Eure and Loire.

Beauchamp Oton, Eſſex, near Clare; in

it's neighbourhood are the 2 villages, Beau

champ, St. Peter and Walter. Beaucham's-

Court, Warw. N. of Aulceſter. Beau

chief, Derbyſ, near Dronfield. Beauchin,

Dorſetſhire, in the pariſh of Whitchurch.

Beaudeſert. Staff. 5 miles from Litchfield.

BEAUD Es ERT, or BELD Es ERT, War

wickſhire, NE. of Henley. Mark. on Mon:

Beauford, or Fairford, Devonſhire, 3

miles S.E. of Torrington. -

Beaufort, a town in the depart. of

Maine and Loire, 15 miles E. of Angers.

Lat. 47. 26. N. lon. o. 9. W.

Be A UFoRT, a town in the depart. of

Mont Blanc, on the river Oron, i2 miles

NE. of Montier. Lat. 45. 50. N. lon. 6.

38. E. -

Beaufront, Northumb. on the Tyne.

“Beaujeu, a ſmall handſome town in .

F 3 the
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the dept. of Rhone and Loire, ſeated on

the river Ardiere, at the foot of a moun

tain, 8 miles W. of the Saone. Lat. 46.

9. N. lºn. 4.45. E.

Beaulieu, Hampſhire, 4 miles S.W. of

Southampton.

*Beau MARIs, the county-town of An
gleſea, has a bay before it, which affords

ood anchorage, and is a frequent refuge

#. ſhips in ſtormy weather. It is 59

miles W. by N. of Cheſter, and 257 NW.

of London. Lat. 53. 15. N. lon. 4. 15.

W. Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

BeAU Monr, a town in the dept. of the

North, ſeated between the Maeſe and Sam

bre, to miles S.E. of Maubeuge. Lat. 50.

12. N. lon. 4. 19. E.

BEAUMon T-su R O1s E, a town in the

dept. of Seine and Oiſe, feated on the de

cliviº y of a hill ºn the river Oiſe, 2 o miles

N. of Pris. Lat. 49. 9. N. lon. z. 26, E.

BEAU Mo N ºr LE-Roc, ER, a town in the

depart. of Lºwer Seine, 22 miles S.W. of

Rouen. Lat. 49. 7. N. lon. o. 56. F.

BEAUMoNT LE-VicoMTE, a town in

the dept. of Sarte, 10 miles N. of Mans.

Lat. 48.4. N. lon. o. 12. E.

BEAUNE, or BEAUME, a handſome

town in the dept. of Côte d'Or, remark

able for it's excellent wine. It is a 5

miles nearly S. of Dijon. Lat. 47. 6. N.

lon. 5.8. E.

Beauſale, Warwickſhire, near Wedge

rock-Park. -

Beauvais, a city in the dept. of Oiſe,

feated on the river Theſin, 42 miles near

ly #. of Paris. Lat. 49. 26. N. lon. 2.

5. E.

Beauvale, Nott. near Greiſley-Caſtle.

BEAU voiR-su R-MER,a maritime town

in the dept. of Vendee, 2.5 miles S.W. of

Nantes. Lat. 46. 55. N. lon. 1.54. W.

Beavbuff, Suſſex, near Bramber. Beaw

ley, Hampſ, near Southampton. Bea

•worth, Hampſ. 5 miles E. of Wincheſter.

BEBE LINGUEN, a town of Wirtem

burg, in Suabia, ſeated on a lake from

which the river Worm proceeds, to miles

NW. of Stutgard. Lat. 48.58. N. lon.

9. 2. E.

Bebington, Upper and Nether, Cheſh.

pear the middle ſand of the river Merity.

BEC, LE, in the dept. of the Eure, 22.

miles WSW. of Rouen.

Bec CREs PIN, in the dept. of the

Lower Stine, 9 miles E. of Havre.

Becca, Yorkſhire, near Otley.

*BECCI Es, a large town in Suffolk, on

the navigable river Waveney, 12 miles

º: of Yarmouth, and 1 of NE. of Lon

on. Lat. 52. 36. N. lon. 1. 45. E.

Market on sº. 4.5

Beckham, or Béchai, a river of Mont

gomeryſhire, running into the Severn.

BEchi N, a town of Bohemia, on the

river Luſchnitz, so miles S. of Prague.

Lat. 49. 13. N. lon. 14. 53. E. '

Bechiff, Derbyſ. 4 miles N.W. of Dron

field. Beck, Norf. near Sparham. Beck

bury, Shropſ. W. of Smawdenpool. Beck

by, Linc. W. of Lymbergh. Beckhenham,

Kent, 2 miles on the NW. of Bromley,

1o from London. Beckenſall, Lanc. near

Eccleſton. Beckermet, Cumb. near Brum

field. Becket, Berkſ, near Farring ion.

Beckfield, Shropſ. near Chirbury. Beck

field, Northumb. in Tyndale-ward. Beck

ford, Glouceſ. near Dumbleton, 5 miles

from Winchcomb. Reckham, Hampſ. E.

of Fordingbridge." Beckham Eaſt, Norf.

S. of Cromer. Beckham Hºff, Norf. E.

of Holt. Beckingham, Nott. near Gainſ

borough. Beckingham, Linc. N. of Gram-.

tham. Beckington, Somer. 2 miles. NE.

of Froine-Selwood. Beckly, Oxf. between

Woodſtock and Thame. Beckley, Suſſex,

5 miles N.W. of Rye. Beckley, Shropſ.

near Purflow. Beckring-Hall, i.inc. near

E. and W. Barkworth. Beck's-Hire, Oxf.

one of the locks in the Thames, 1 mile

from Radcot-Bridge.

Becku M, or BEck E.M., a town in the

biſhopric of Munſter, near the river Werſe.

BEcsANGIL, the ancient Bithynia, a

rov. of Natolia, on the ſea of Marmora

and the Black Sea. It’s capital is Buria.

Bective Bridge, in Meath, Leinſter.

* BEDAl, a ſmall town in Yorkſ. 6

miles from Northallerton, 8 from Rich

'mond, and 22 o from London. Market on

Tueſday. -

Bedal, a river of Yorkſh. which runs

into the Swale near Gatenby. Bedhorn,

N. and S. Durh. near Darlington. Bed

berough, Wiltſ. N. of Biſhop-Cannings.

Bedºiſier, Dorſetſ. between Sturminder and

Shaiteſbury. Beddenham, Norf. NW. of

Bungay. Beddgelert, 1o miles from Ca

ermarvon, near the Snowdon mountains.

Bedfington, Surry, between Carſhalton and

Croydon. Beden, or Beding, a village in

Suſiex, 13 miles from Lewes, near a river

of it's own name, which runs into the ſea

at New Shoreham, and abounds with ex

cellent mullets, pikes, eels, &c.

BEDER, a city of the Deccan of Hin

dooſtan, in the Souball of Doulatabad,

about 80 miles N.W. of Hydrabad. Lat.

17. o. N. lon. 78. o. E.

Bedeſlow, Shropſhire, near Wellington.

Bedeve, Cornw. NW. of Egloſhale. Bed

field, Suff. W. of Framlingham. Bed

font, E. and W. Middl. between Hounſlow

and Staines.

* Bedford, the county town of Bed

fordſhire, feated on the Ouſe, which di

- vides
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vides it into two parts, united by a bridge,

with a gate at each end. By the Ouſe,

which is made navigable, barley is ex

Ported to Holland by way of Lynn. It is

27 miles E. by N. of Buckingham, and

50 N. by W. of London. Lat. 52. 13. N.

lon. o. 3c. W. Mark. on Tueſ and Sat.

BEpfordshire, a county in England,

35 miles in length and 22 in breadth, is

bounded on the SW. by Bucks; on the

NW. by Northamptonſhire; on the NE.

by Huntingdonſhire; on the E. by Cam

bridgeſhire, and on the SE. by Herts. It

contains 9 hundreds, 10 market towns,

and 124 pariſhes. The air is pure and

wholeſome. It's principal rivers are the

Ouſe and the Ivel. It's chief produćts are

corn, butter, and fuller’s earth; it's ma

nufactureslace, ſtrawhats,baſkets,and toys.

Bedfor D-Level, a tract offens, con.

fiſting of 300,000 acres, in the counties

of Norf. Suff. Huntſ. Northampſ. Linc.
Camb. and the Iſle of Ely, which appear

to have been dry land formerly, by the

ruins of houſes, large trees, &c. that have

been found in ſeveral parts. After divers

expenſive attempts to drain theſe fens, in

the reigns of Henry VI. and Charles I.

William, duke of Bedford, in 1649, un

dertook and completed it. In theſe fens

are ſeveral decoys, where aſtoniſhing

quantities of wild fowl are taken during

the ſeaſon. One of theſe, not far from Ely,

generally ſends, 3000 couple weekly to

London, and is let for sooſ. a year.

Bedford, Lanc. near W. Derby. Bedg

bury, Kent, 2 miles SW. of Cranbrook.

Bedlampton, Hampſh. 3 miles NW. of
Havant. Bedick-Wºff, Durh. in the pa

riſh of Waſhington, on the N. fide of the

Wear. Bedik South, on the S. bank of the

Wear. Bedingfield, Suff, near Eye. Bed.

ingham. Suſſex, 3 miles SE. of Lewes,

Bedingſtreet, Suſſex, 4 miles E. of Bram

ber. eºſion, Devonſ. SW. of Oakhamp

ton. Bedleyhay, Camb. 5 miles S.E. of

Ey. Bealington, Northumb. 5 miles SE.

of Morpeth. Bedlington, Northumberl.

not far from Tweedmouth. Bedminſler,

Somerſ. SW. of Briſtol. Bedmont, Hertf.

N. of Langley-Abbey. Bethnal Green,

Middl. one of the hamlets of Stepney, con

taining upwards of 30co houſes, and

25,000 people. Bednall, Northumb. near

Shields. Bednall, 5 miles from Stafford.

B.E.D.Noke, or BIDDANor E, a town in

the peninſula of Hindooſtan, and in the

dominions of Tippoo Sultan, regent of

Myſore, 330 miles SSE. of Bombay, and

142 N.W. of Seringpatam. Lat. 14. o. N.

'lon. 74.48. E.

Baſien, Shropſ, between Hopton-Caſ

tiz and Heref. Brºwley, Monm. on the

borders of Glamorganſ. Bedwes, Monm.

Bedwin, Great and Little, Wilts. within

a few miles of Hungerford. The former

has a market on Tueſday. Bedworth,

Warwickſhire, 3 miles S. of Nuneaton.

Bedwin, Cornw. 6 miles NE. of Camel

ford. Beech-wood, Hertf. near St. Al

ban's. Beeding, Suſſex. ,

BeEMAH, a river in the Deccan, a prin

cipal branch of the Kiſtna, and joining it

near Edghir. It riſes in the mountains to

the N. of Poonah, and is eſteemed one of

the ſacred rivers by the Gentoos.

Beenmore, in Kerry, Munſter. -

Beere, Kent, a manor in the pariſh of

Weſt Cive. Beere, Somerſ. 3 miles S. of

Curry-Mallet.

BEER-HAvex. See BANTRY.

Bees, ST. Cumb. between Whitehaven

and Egremont, is noted for it’s public

claſſical ſchool. St. Bee's Head is a bluff

and lofty promontory, with a light-houſe

on it, from which to Whitehaven, a diſ

tance of about 5 miles, it is nearly one

continued range of rock, riſing perpendi

cularly from the beech.

Beeſon, Cheſhire, near Staff. Befton,

York. S. of Leeds. Begion Caſile, Cheſ.

near Bunbury. Beefton, B. it. near war

den. Beſion, Norf. near Wroxham. Dee

Jion, Norfolk, on the coaſt, near Cromer.

Besſion, Shropſ, 4 miles S. of Shrewſbury.

Beeſton St. Lawrence, Norfolk, between

Wurtted and Ludham. Beezley, Hampſ.

5 miles E. of Petersfield. Begºrook, Oxf.

2 miles S of Woodſtock. Begermans,

Yorkſ. between Camhill and the river

Wharfe. -

Befort, a ſmall but ſtrong town, in the

dept. of the Upper Rhine, at the foot of

a mountain, 2.8 miles W. of Bafil. Lat.

47. 36. N. lon. 6. 54. E.

Beggar's bridge in Weſtmeath, Lein

ſter, 37 miles from Dublin.

Beggar's buſh, Midd. 10 miles from

London. Beggar's bush, Huntingd. near

Godmancheſter.

Beggars' inn, in Kilkenny, Leinſter, 58

miles from Dublin.

Begham, Kent, 5 miles W. of Lamber

hurſt.

PEG fa, or BF co I.A., a town of Tunis.

Beginor, Northumb. belongs to the

manor of Woller. Beginnis. See Blaſ.

ques.

BEHAT-R IV ER. See CHELU M.

BFJA, a city and lake in Alentejo.

BFI Apo U. R. See V1stApov R.

BeſchLIN GEN, a town of Thuringia,

pper Saxony, 17 miles N. of Weimar.

Lat. § 1. 22. N. lon. 11. 50. E. -

Beighton, Derbyſ, 8 miles NE of Dron

field. Beighton, Norf, near S. Waiſham

F 4 BEILA,
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BeilA, in Piedmont, 32-miles N. of

Turin.

BEIRA, a province of Portugal, bound

ed on the W. by the Atlantic; on the N.

by Tralos. montes and Entre-Douro-e-

Minho; on the E. by Leon and Spaniſh

Eſtremadura; and on the S. by Portugueſe

Eſtremadura and Alentejo. It is nearly

ſquare, being about 90 miles in extent

each way; it is a well watered and fertile

country, but the people are indolent and

much given to mendicity.

Beckford, Glouc. 6 miles S.W. of Camp

den. Belan, Nott. 2 miles NE. of Retford.

Belanagar, in Roſcommon, Connaught,

31 miles from Dublin.

Belaport, Shropſ. 2 miles NE. of Ather

ley. Belaugh, Norf, near Sparham. Bel

broughton, Worc. 3 miles from Broomſ

grove. Bely, Yorkſhire, near Howden.

Belcara, in Mayo, Connaught.

BelcastRo, a city of Naples.

Belchalwell, Dorſetſh. near Stourmin

ſter. Belcham Water and Pauls, Eſſex, 2

villages near Clare. Belchford, Lincolnſ.

SE. of Burwell.

BElchite, a town of Arragon.

Belchoe, a town of Fermanagh, in

Ulſter, feated on Lough Nilly, 18 miles

SP. of Ballyſhannon. Lat. 54. 20. N.

lon. 7. 50. W.

Beley, Yorkſ. S. of Pocklington.

* BELEfor D, or Belford, a ſmall

meat town in Northumberland, ſituated on

the ridge of a hill, 2 miles from the Lear,

12 from Alnwick, and 319 from London.

Market on Tueſday.

Belºfty, Linc. betw. Aſhby and Caſtor.

BELEM, a town of Portugal, in Eſtre

madura, on the N, fide of the Tajo, 3 miles

W. from Liſbon, where all the ſhips, ſail

ing up the river, are obliged to bring to.

- BelesTAT, a town in the dept. of Ar

ſiege, remarkable for a ſpring which regu

larly ebbs and flows 12 times in 24 hours,

Belºy, Worceſ. 2 miles from Bromeſ.

grove. Belfaſt, Linc. SE. of Belwood-hall.

*BELF Ast, a large, flouriſhing, com

mercial town and ſea-port, in the county

of Antrim in Ulſter, feated on Carrick

fergus-Bºy, at the mouth of Lagan river,

over which there is a ſtately bridge of 21

arches. A navigable canal, connecting

the harbour with Lough Neagh, was com

pleted in 1793. It is 9 miles S.W. of

Carrickfergus, and zoº from Dublin.

Lat. 54.46. N. lon. 5. 52. W.

Belfont, Wilts. near Saliſbury.

BeloA R DEN, in Pruſſian Pomerania.

Begbe, Derbyſ, NE. of Scarſdale.

Bf 1 goRon, a province or government

of Ruſſia in Europe.

BELGoRoD. Sce AKERMAN,

Belor ADB, a ſtrong city of Turkey in

Europe, the capital of Servia. It is ſeat

ed on a low hill, which reaches to the

Danube, a little above it's confluence with

the Save. It is a place of confiderable

trade, being reſorted to by merchants of

different nations. It is 60 miles S.W. of

Temeſwaer, 265 SE. of Vienna, and 4oo

NW. of Conſtantinople.

Belo RADE, a ſmall town of Romania,

on the Strait of Conſtantinople.

BELG R ADo, a town of Venice.

Belgrave, 2 miles N. of Leiceſter. Bel

huish, Dorſetſ. maar Winfrith. Belhouſe,

Eſſex, near Billericay. Beliſion, Linc.

N. of Holbeſh. Belkirk, Northumb. near

Scotland. Bell, Dcretſ. near Sturminſter

Newton. - -

BellAc, a town in the dept. of Up

per Vienne, ſeated on the Vincon, zo miles

NNW. of Limoges. Lat. 46. 1 o. N.

lon. 1. 20. E. -

Bellamont, a village in Connaught, 1o

miles from Sligo, and 126 NW, of Dublin.

Bellamore-bill, Staff. near Stone. Bell

bank, Cumb. near Brankin and Harper

hills. -

Bellclare, a town of Sligo, Con

naught, 20 miles S.W. of Sligo. Lat. 54.

1. N. lon. 3. 54. W. -

Belleek, in Donegal, Ulſter, 1o 5 miles

from Dublin. Belleek, in Fermanagh,

Ulſter, 97 miles from Dublin.

Belled ARDE, in the dept. of the Eaſt

ern Pyrenees, above the defile of Pertuis,

about 15 miles S. of Perpignan. It is for

...tified, and an important paſſage of the

Pyrenees. Lat. 42. 32. N. lon. 2.56. E.

BELLE GARDE, a town in the dept. of

Saone and Loire, ſeated on the river Saone,

15 miles NE. of Chalons. Lat. 46.57. N.

lon. 5. Io, E.

Bell E-Isle, an iſland of France, 115

miles from the coaſt of the dept. of Mor

bihan. It is 15 miles long, 5 broad, and

diverſified with craggy mountains, ſalt

works, and fertile plains. The capital is

Palais. It was taken by the Engliſh in

1761, and reſtored in 1763. Lat. 47.

18. N. lon. 3.. 6. W.

BElle. Isle, an iſland of N. America,

at the mouth of the ſtrait, between La

brador and the N. end of Newfoundland.

The paſſage between them is called the

Straits of Belle-Iſle. Lat. 51.55. N. lon.

5. 25. W. -

Bellery, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Bur
ton-Conſtable.

Belles Me, a town in the depart, of

Orne, 75 miles SW, of Paris. Lat. 43.

23. N. lon. o. 42. E.

BELLEY, a town in the dept. of Ain,

ſtated near the Rhone, 12 miles N.W. of

- hamberry,
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Chamberry, and 250 SE. of Paris. Lat.

45, 47. N. lon. 5: 50. E. . .

Belfield, in Weſtmeath, Leinſter.

Bell Hammond's, Midd. near Uxbridge.

Bell-Houſe, Eſſex, between Morehall and

N. Ockinden. Bell Hºuſe, Eſſex, near

Halſtead. Bell-Houſe, Eſſex, near Chip

ping Ongar. Bellingford, Norfolk, near

Repenam.

Bellin GHAM, a town in Northumb.

14 m.1 s NNW. of Hexham, and 294

from London. Lat. 55. 1 o. N. lon. 2.

10. W. Market on Tueſday.

Bell-Inn, Worceſ. E. of Kidderminſter.

Belli NzoNA, a town of Swifferland,

bordering on the Milaneſe.

Belliffer, Northumb. near Haltweſle.

Bºſe, Durh. in the pariſh of Billing

han. Bellow, Linc. N.W. of Alford.

Bellow, Nott. near Rufford. -

Bellu Nese, a territory of Venice, in

Italy, in which are iron-mines.

Belluno, the capital, is ſeated among

the Alps, on the river Piava, 15 miles NE.

of Feltri. Lat. 46. 13. N. lon. 12.9. E.

Bellwood-Hall, Linc., E. of Temple

Bellwood. Bellwood Temple, Linc. in

the pariſh of Belton. Bellyng, Northumb.
near Yarrow.

BELMonTE, a town of Calabria.

Below, or Belan, a river of Weſtm. run

ning into the Eden. Below, Norfolk, 4

miles S. of Wurſted. Below, Norf. near

Repeham. Belper, Derb. in the pariſh of

D field. Beijerdine, Shropſ. between

Sheaton and the little Wrekin-hill. Bel-`

Jºy Caſtle, Northumberl. near Newcaſtle.

Bejº, Northumb. near Hexham. Belſhead,

Suff. 5 miles S. of Ipſwich. Belfton-Tor,

Staff. near Throwſey.

Bel r, THE GREAT, a ſtrait of Den

mark, between the iſlands of Zealand and

Funen, at the entrance of the Baltic. It

is not ſo commodious, nor ſo much fre

quented as the Sound.

Belt, The Little, to the W. of the

Great Belt, between Funen and Jutland.

It is one of the paſſages between the Ger

man Ocean and the Baltic.

. Beltharp, Rutl. near Lincolnſ. Bel

fingham, Northumb. near the influx of

Weſt-Alun into the Tyne. Belton, Leic.

between Loughborough and Stanton-Ha

rold. Belton, Rutl. near Ridlington and

Wardley. Belton, Linc. 1 mile from

3rantham. Belton, Linc. in the Iſle of

Axholm. Belton, Suff. 5 miles S.W. of

Yarmouth. Belton, Yorkſ near Nun

Appleton. Beltoft, Linc. near Epworth.

Belºra, in Sligo, Connaught.

* BE LTURBET, a town about 8 miles

NNW. of Cavan, in Ulſter, and 61 from

Dublin. Lat. 54. 7. N. lon, 7.45. W.
2 - “

Beltz, Belzo, or BElcz, a ſpacious

town of Poland, in Red Ruſſia, 30 miles

N. of Leopold. Lat. 50. 20. N. lon.

24. 5. E.

BEL v LDE RE, a town and province of

Greece, whence the Belvedere raiſins

come. The province lies on the W. coaſt,

and is the moſt fertile in all the Morea.

The town is zo miles S. of Chiarenza.

Lat. 38. o. N. lon. 21.4s. E.

Belvedere, Kent, near Erith. Belvoir,

or Bever, Caſile, Linc. 4 miles from

Grantham. Bey, Derb. in the High

Peak. Bemerton, Wilts. near Saliſbury.

Bemingborough, Yorkſ. SW. of the Foreſt

of Gautres. Bemingham, Yorkſ. near

Heydon. -

BEMSTER, or BEM inster, a town of

Dorſetſhire, ſurrounded with gardens and

orchards. It is feated on the river Bert,

9 miles SW. of Everſhot, 14 NW. of

Dorcheſter, and 138 W. by S. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Beriffton, l'ent, near Rolvenden.

Bempſied South, Eſſex, near Horndon.

Benager, Somerſ. near Mendip-hills. Be

naker, Suff, between Southwold and Leo

ſtoff. Benall, Nott. N.W. of Hucknall.

Benallock, Cornw. SE. of Helſton. Be

rtallock, Coinw. on the W. ſide of Graun

pound.

BENAR s, a country or ſoubah of Him

dooſtan, encompaſſed by Bahar,Oude, Ben

gal, and Oriſſa. It was ceded to the Eng

liſh in 1775, contains the circars of Be

nares, Jiongour, Chunar, and Gazypour,

and produces a clear revenue of 400,oool.

a year.

BENAREs, a fine, rich, and populous

city, the capital of a ſoubah of the ſame

name, is built along the N. ſide of the

Ganges, which is here very broad and the

banks are very high. It’s appearance

from the water is very beautiful; ſeveral

Hindoo temples embelliſh the banks of

the river, and many other buildings, both

public and private, are magnificent. The

ſtreets are narrow, the houſes high and

crowded with inhabitants : but the more

wealthy Hindcos live in detached hotºs,

with an open court ſurrounded by a wal

Benares is more celebrated as the ancient

ſeat of Braminical learning, than on any

other account; and the ſame manners and

cuſtoms ſtill prevail among the people as

at the moſt remote period that can be

traced in hiſtory, as they mott pertinaci

ouſly guard agaiº.it innovations from ſo.

reigners. It is 42 5 miles S.E. of Delhi,

and 335 NW. of Calcutta. Lat. 25. zo.N.

lon. 83. 1 o. E.

BEN AvARRI, a town of Arragon.

BE NAVENTo, a town of Leon.

- Banbridge

**
**
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Benbridge. Point, Hampſ, between the

bay of St. Helens and Culvercliff. Ben

bury, Somerſ, near Bath. Benby, Linc.

in the road from Glanford-Bridge to

Barton. -

Benburb, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

BENcoo: EN, a town on the SW. of

the iſland of Sumatra, in the Indian Ocean,

held by the Engliſh. The chief trade is

in pepper. Lat. 3. 49. S. lon. 1 oz. 5. E.

BEN DERM Assf N. Ste BANJAR.

BENDER, or TEKIN, a town of Tur

key in Europe, in Beſſarabia, on the river

Dnieſter, 86 miles NW. of Belgorod.

Lat. 46.58. N. lon. 30. 2. E.

Reneckar, Wilts. near Melkſham.

BENEDETTo, St. a town in the Man

tuan, 35 miles SE. of Mantua. Lat. 44.

44. N. lon. 1 r. 25. E.

Benefield, Eſſex, near Birchanger. Be

nefield, Northamp. 4 miles N. of Oundle.

Feneley, Northumb. near the Till, 6 miles

N.W. of Alnwick. Benenden, Kent, near

Rolvenden and Cranbrook.

BEN Eso EUF, a town in Egypt, 50 miles

S. of Cairo.

Benet, St. Cornw. 4 miles S.W. of Bcd

min. -

BENEvento, anciently BENEven

TUM, a large and rich city of Naples,

feated in a fertile valley, near the conflu

ence of the Saboro and Caloro, 35 miles

NE. of Naples. Lat. 41.6. N. lon. 14.

57. E.

BENFELD, a town in the dept. of the

Lower Rhine, ſeated on the river Ille, 12

miles S.W. of Straſburgh. Lat. 48. 24.

N. lon. 7.45. E.

Benfield-Side, Durh. near Northumb.

Benflect. North, Eſſex. Benfleet, Magna,

Eſſex, near Canvey-Iſland. Benford, De

von. near Great Torrington. Bengworth,

Worc. on the Avon, oppoſite to Eveſham.

BENG AL, a country of India, in the E.

part of Hindooſtan, extending from E. to

W. upward of 400 miles, and from N. to

S. above 3oo. It is bounded on the W.

by Oriſſa and Bahar; on the N. by Na

paul and Bootan; on the E. by Aſſam and

Meckley; and on the S. by the Bay of

Bengal. The country conſiſts of one vaſt

plain, of the moſt fertile ſoil in the world,

which, in common with other parts of

Hindooſtan, annually renders two, and in

ſome parts, even three crops. It's princi

pal produćts are ſugar, ſilk, fruit, pepper,

opium, rice, ſaltpetre, lac, and civet. The

Ganges here divides into ſeveral ſtreams,

and annually, like the Nile, over flows the

country. Bengal has been ſubjećt, ever

ſince the year 1765, to the Engliſh Eaſt

India Company. It's net annual revenue,
i

including that of Bahar, is 1,290,ooo!.

Calcutta is the capital.

BENGUELA, a kingdom on the W.

coaſt of Africa, bounded on the W. by the

ocean; on the N. by Angola; on the E.

and SE. by parts unknown; and on the S.

by Mataman or Matapan. The men wear

ſkins about their waiſts; the women a kind

of cloth made of the bark of a tree. At

Benguela the capital, on the bay or river

Benguela, the Portugueſe have a ſettle

ment, their houſes are ſhaded with orange,

lemon, banana, and other trees. Lat. fron

ro. to 15. S. lon. from 12. to zo. E.

Benhall, Suff, near Saxmundham. Benz

ham, Berkſ, near Reading. Benhamr.

Bucks. near Uſton. Renham, Surry, near

Darking. Benham Heath, Berks. near

Wargrave. Benick, Camb. in the Iſle of

Ely.

firsts, a kingdom of Africa, extend

ing from 1. o. S. lat. to 9. o. N. lat.

and bounded on the W. by Dahomy and

the ocean; on the N. by Dahomy and

Biafara; on the E. by parts unknown;

and on the S. by Loango. The country

exhibits many beautiful landſcapes; but

the air, in ſome places is noxious or peſti

lential, on account of the groſs vapours

exhaled from the marſhes by the heat of

the ſum. The natives are ſkilful in mak

ing various ſorts of dyes, and in manu

facturing cottons or calicoes, which they

wear and alſo export. Their king is ab

ſolute, and has a great number of petty

princes under him, and polygamy is al

lowed among them. Benin, the capital,

ſeated on the river Benin or Formoſa, is a

ſpacious city; the ſhops are ſtocked with

European merchandiſe, as well as with

the commodities of the country, and the

ſtreets are kept meat and clean by the wo

men. Lat. 7. 50. N. lon. 5. 4. E.

Benington, Hertf. 4 miles from Steven

age. Beningworth, Linc. 7 miles S.E. of

Market Raiſin. Benjoy, near Hertford.

Bennet's, St. in the Holme, i. e. a river

iſland, Norf. SE. of Repeham. Bennets,

Shropſ. near Shrewſbury.

Bennet's Bridge, 3 miles from Kilken

my, in Leinſter, and 57 from Dublin.

BENNEv15, a mountain of Inverneſs,

riſing 4300 feet above the level of the ſea.

BENNINGtoN, the principal town of

the ſtate of Vermont in New-England, in

the SW. corner of the ſtate; at the foot

ef the Green Mountain. It’s public

buildings are a court-houſe, jail, and

church ; but the aſſembly commonly holds

the ſeſſions at Windſor. Near the centre

of the town is Mount Anthony, which

riſes very high, in the form of a ſugar

- leaf.

º
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eaf. Bennington is 30 miles E. by N. of

Albany. Lat. 43. o. N. lon. 73. Io. W.

Bennington, Linc. near Boſton. Ben

mington, Yorkſ. near Hornſey. Bºnning

ton Long, Linc. on the borders of Leiceſ.

Bencais, Leiceſ. near Hinckley. Benford,

Wiltſ. N.W. of Briſtol. Benham, Surry,

near Croydon. - º

BessherM, a town of Germany, in

the palatinate of the Rhine, Upper Rhine,

12 miles ENE. of Worms. Lat. 49. 36.

N. lon. 8. 41. E.

Beaſhington, or Benſon, Oxfordſ, on the

Thames, a little below it's conjunětion

with the Iſis. Bentall, Lanc. near Man

cheſter. Bentall, Sºropſ. 5 miles W. of

Shrewſbury. Bentall, Shropſhire, 2 miles

NE. of Wenlock. Bentham, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, E. of Hornby Caſtle. Bentham,

near Glouceſter.

BENTHEIM, a town of Weſtphalia, ca

pital of a country of the ſame name, 32

miles NW. of Munſter. Lat. 52. 23. N.

lon. 7. 25. E.

BENTivoolio, a town and caſtle in

the Pope's territories, 10 miles NE. of

Bologna. Lat. 44, 37. N. lon. 11. 34. E.

Bentley, Warw. between Kingſbury

and Shiſtock. Bentley, Derb. near Mid

dleton park. Bentley, Hampſ, near Farn

ham in Surry. Bentley, Staff. W. of Wal

fall. Bentley, Suff, near Ipſwich. Bent

by, Suſſex, 3 miles NE. of Lewes. Bent

ley, Yorkſhire, 4 miles SW. of Beverley.

Beetley, Yorkſ. near Doncaſter. Bentley

Fenny, Derbyſ. NE. of Aſhborn. Bentley

Hall, Eſſex, near Elmſted. Bentley-Hun

gry, Derbyſ. near Bentley Fenny. Bent

ley, Magna and Parve, Eſſex, near Tend

ring. Bentley, Worceſ. a hamlet to Tan

debigg. Benton Magna, or Mickle-Benton,

Northumb. near Newcaſtle. Benton Par

va, or Little Benton, near Benton Magna.

Benton, Yorkſ. NE. of Bridlington. Bent

worth, Hampſ. NW. of Alton. Benville,

Dorſetſhire, 1 mile from Corecombe."

Benvoliben, a mountain 4 miles N. of

Sligo, in Connaught, and 2 from the ocean.

Benwell, Northumb. near Newcaſtle.

Benwyke, Northumb. Beny, Cornw: near

Boſcaſtie, to the NE. Bepton, Suſſex, 2.

miles S. of Midhurſt.

BERAR, an extenſive ſoubah of the

Deccan, in Hindooſtan, in general rather

thinly inhabited; but the country about

Nagpour is fertile and well cultivated.

Be RBIce, a river of Guiana.

BerchtolsGADEN, a town of Ger

many, Io miles S.W. of Saltzburg.

BerdoA, a country of Africa, between

Egypt and Zaara. -

Berdan, Eſſex, S. of Clavering. Berd

‘well, Suff. N. of Ixworth. Bere, Cormw.

4 miles S.E. of Stratton. Bere-Churck,

Eſſex, near Colcheſter. Bere-Hagard,

Dorſetſhire, near Yetminſter.

BER E1LLY, a ſmall city of Hindoo

ſtan Proper, capital of the Rohillas coun

try, SE. of Delhi and NW. of Lucknow,

and about 1: o miles from each. Lat. 28.

3o. N. lon. 79. 40. E.

BER EN Ice. See SU Ez.

BER E-REGIs, a town of Dorſetſhire,

between Wareham and Middleton, 11.

miles E. by N. of Dorcheſter, and 113

SW. of London. Lat. 5o. 44. N. lon. z.

15. W. Market on Wedneſday.

Bere, Dorſetſh, near Ockford-Shilling

and Durveſton. Bere Hacket, Dorſet{h.

2 miles SE. of Bradford-Abbas. Bereſ.

ford, Staff on the Dove, near Narrow

dale. Berºflon, Dorſe:ſh. W. of Win

born St. Giles. Berfield, Berkſh. near

Winterbourn. Berford, Dorſetſhire, near

Winborn-Minſter. Beford, Wiltſhire,

/4 miles N. of Wilton.

BERG, a territory of Weſtphalia,

woody and mountainous, ſubject to the

Elector Palatine. Duſſelderp is the capital.

BERGAMo, a province of Venice,

mountainous and rocky on the N. but very.

fertile about it's capital. Bergamo, which

is an ancient, large, populous, and trading

town at the foot of the Alps, is noted for

it's ſewing filk; they have iron-mines and

quarries of mill-ſtones, wine, oil, and de

licious fruits. It is 25 miles NE. of Mi

lan. Lºt. 45.46. N. lon. 9.47. E.

BERGER Ac, a rich, populous, and trad

ing town in the dept. of Dordogne, feated

on the river Dordogne, 46 miles E. of

Bourdeaux. Lat. 44.50. N. lon. o. 42. E.

B ERGAs, or BoRGAs, a town of Ro

mania.

BERGEN, a handſome and ancient ſea

port, the capital of Norway. Their ex

ports ars ſkins, timber, fiſh, &c.; but

their wheat is brought from other places.

It is zoo miles N.W. of Gottenburg’and

350 N. by W. of Copenhagen. Lat. 69.

11. N. lon, 5.45. E.

BERGEN, a town of Swediſh Pome

rania.

BERGEN-or-Zoom, a ſtrong town of

Dutch Brabant, in the marquiſite of the

ſame name. It is ſeated partly upon a

hill, and partly on the river Zoom, which

communicates with the Scheldt by a ca

nai. It is 1.5 miles N. of Antweip, and \

22 SW. of Breda. w

Bergerode, Lanc.near Thornton. Fergh,

Nort, near Kimberley-park. Bºrghamp

ton, Norf. near Broke and Loddon. Berg

hult, Suffolk. Bergholt-hºſter, Eſſex, near

Colcheſter.
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Colcheſter. Bergill, Shropſhire, near

Babby's-Wood.

BERGu Es St. Vinox, a town in 'he

dept. of the North, ſeated on the river

Colume, at the foot of a mountain, 5 miles

SE. of Dunkirk. Lat. 50. 57. N. lon.

2. 33. E.

BERIARA, or BER11-ARBIsTAN, the

Arabic name for Arabia Deſerta.

Beriden, a river of Norfºlk, running in

to the Yar below Norwich. Beringham,

Suffolk, 5 miles S.W. of Buddeſdale. Ber

ington, Shropſh. 2 miles E. of Cundover.

Berington, Shropſ. near Clun. Berington

Magna and Parva, Oxf. on the edge of

Glouceſterſ. Berion, Cornwall, between

North-hill and South-hill. Beriton,

Hampſhire, near Petersfield.

Berkley, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

18 miles from Glouceſter, and 113 from

London. Market on Tueſday.

Berkeſwell, Warwickſ. near Coventry.

Berkford, Bedf. N. of Tomsford.

*BERKHAM psºr EAD, a town of Hert

fordſhire, 9 miles from St. Alban's, and

26 NW. of London. Lat. § 1. 46. N.

lon. o. 31. W. Market on Monday.

Berkhampſtead, Little, 4 miles from

Hertford.

Berks, or Berkshir F, a county of

England, bounded on the W. by Wilts;

on the N. by Oxfordſhire and Bucks,

from both which it is divided by the

Thames; on the E. by Bucks and Surry;

and on the S. by Hants. From E. to W.

it extends above 50 miles, and from N. to

S. it is 25 miles in the wideſt, though not

more than 6 in the narroweſt part. It

contains zo hundreds, 12 market-towns,

and 140 pariſhes. The air in general is

very healthy. It's principal rivers are the

Thanes, Kennet, Lamborn, and Loddon.

The E. part has much uncultivated land,

as Windſor-Foreſt and it's appendages :

the W. and middle parts, particularly the

Vale of White Horſe, produce grain in

great abundance.

Berley, Shropſ, between Walcot and

Shipton-Caſtle. Berley,Yorkſ.N.of Snaith.

BERLIN, a large and handſome city of

Germany, capital of the electorate of

Brandenburg, where the King of Pruſſia

refides. It ſtands on the banks of the

Spree, in a ſandy ſoil, amidſt woods and

marſhes’; yet it is encompaſſed with fruit

ful gardens and vineyards, and manufac

tories of various cloths, metals, and glaſs

are carried on. The palace is magnifi

cent, and there is a fine library, a rich ca

binet of curioſities and medals, an acad -

my of ſciences, and an obſervatory. There

is a canal cut from the river Spree to the

6der on the E. and another thence to the

Elbe to the W. It has a communication

by water both with the Baltic Sea and

German Ocean; and is 42 miles NW. of

Frankfort on the Oder, and 3oo N. by W.

of Vienna. Lat. 52.32. N. lon. 13. 31. E.

Perling, Northumb. near Harbottle

Caſtle. Berlings, near Lincoln.

BeRMUDA, or SoMErs' is LANDs, a

cluſter of ſmall iſlands, about 5co miles

E. of Carolina, in the Atlantic Ocean.

They are properly rocks, or hard ſand

banks, about 4oo in number, and not

containing in all above 20,ooo acres ;

ſome of them are ſo near each other, that

paſſengers ſtep acroſs the intervening ſea

from iſland to iſland. They are inhabited

by the Engliſh, enjoy a pure and temperate

air, and have plenty of fleſh, fiſh, and gar

den ſtuff. The common employment of

the inhabitants is in building ſloops of the

cedar, which grows here in abundance.

The town of St. George on St. George's

Iſland is the capital. Lat. 32. 20. N.

lon. 65. o. W.

BERN, the largeſt of the 13 cantons of

Swiſſel land, about 150 miles in length,

and 75 in breadth, is divided into 2 prin

cipal parts, called the German and Ro

man. The later is moſt commonly call

ed the Pays de Vaud, or Country of Vaud.

The people are Calviniſts.

BERN, the capital of the canton of

Bern, ſtands on a peninſula, formed by the

river Aar. Here is a celebrated ſchool,

and a rich library. The houſes are of a

fine white free-ſtone, and pretty uniform,

particularly in the principal ſtreet, where

the houſes are allº height. There are

piazzas on each fide, with a walk raiſed

4 feet above the level of the ſtreet, very

commodious in wet weather, and the pub

lic buildings are magnificent. Bern is 7o

miles NE. of Geneva. Lat. 46. 52. N.

lon. 7. 20. E.

BER s, a town of Bohemia, 15 miles

W. of Prague. Lat. 5o. o. N. lon. 13.

5. E.

BERN A R p, the GREAT, ST, a moun

tain of Swiſſerland, between Vallais and

Val d’-Aoſte, at the ſource of the river

Drance. The top of it is always cover

ed with ſnow, and there is a large convent

where the monks entertain all ſtrangers,

gratis, for three days, without diſtinčtion

of religious profeſſion.

BERNARD, a town of Brandenburg.

BERNA y, a town in the dept. of Eure.

It is a trading place, ſeated on the river

Carantonne, 26 miles S.W. of Rouen.

Lat. 49. 6. N. lon. o. 50. F.

Rek: E U R G, a town of Upper Saxony.

By KxcASTRL,
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Bersc Astel, in Trevºs, circle of the

Lower Rhine, noted for it’s good wine.

Beraham, Suff. S. of Thetford. Bern

thorp, Nott. 6 miles NE. of Newark.

Bernwood Foreſ?, Bucks, bordering on

Oxf. Berrick Priory, Oxf.4 miles NW.

of Watlington. Berrick-Salome, Oxf.

hear Watlington. Berrier, Cumb. near

Penrith. Berrington, Glouc. near Camp

den. Berrington, Worceſ. near Tenbury.

Berrington, Som.4 miles N. of Axbridge.

Berrifiew, Derbyſ. in the High Peak.

Berrough, Somerſ. between theÉ. and

the coatt. Berrow, Norf, near Hingham.

Berrow, Worc. 8 miles from Overbury.

BERRY, a ci-devant province of France,

fertile in corn, wine, fruits, hemp, and

flux. It now forms the two departments

ef Cher and Indre.

Berry, Berks, near Maidenhead. Ber

ry, Eſſex, near Great and Little Wendon.

Berry, Dorſetſ. near Blandford. Berry,

Lancaſhire, near Mancheſter. Berry-End,

Bedf. near Hockey. Berry End, Bedf.

near Carlton. Berry. Nerbert, Devonſ. on

the coaſt, W. of Comb. Martin. Berry

Pomeroy, Devonſ, near Totneſs. Berry

Street, Middl. near Northolt. Berſeldon,

Hampſ. near Titchfield.

Bars Ello, a town in the Modeneſe.

Beſied, Hertf. 3 miles SW, of Hem

ſtead. Berffed, N. and S. Suſſex, SE. of
Chicheſter.

BersuſRe, or BREssuire, a town in

the dept. of the Two Sevres, 22 miles SW.

of Thouars. Lat. 46.52. N. lon.o. 27.W.

Bert, a river in Dorſetſhire.

BERTIN E Ro, in the Pope's territory.

Bertle, Lanc. near Mancheſter. Berton

Mills, Suff. near Milden-Hall.

Be RTRAND, St. a ſmall town in the

dept. of Upper Garonne, 43 miles S.E. of

Auch. Lat. 42. 56. N. lon. o. 48. E.

* Berwiſe, or INve RBERVIE, a river

and ſea-port of Kincardine, 12 miles SW.

of Aberdeen. Lat. 56.4.o. N. lon. z.o.W.

Berwythin, Heref. near Roſs.

* BEkwick, a town on the borders of

England and Scotland, properly belong

ing to neither. It is a town and county

of itſelf; it is large, populous, and well

built, and has a good trade in ſalmon and

corn. It is ſeated on the Tweed, over

which there is a handſome bridge of 15

arches, 52 miles S.E. of Edinburgh, 147

N. of York, and 326 N. by W. of Lon

don. Lat. 55.45. N. lon. 1. 46, W.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

B:R wick-North, a town of ºccºland,

in Haddingtonſhire, on the Frith of Forth,

30 miles N.W. of Berwick upon Tweed.

Lat. 56.5. N. lon. 2. 33. W. . .

E.;wi-Kiii. 83, a soul” vſ S--ºard,

-

ſometimes called the Mers; is bounded

on the W. by the ſhires of Edinburgh and

Selkirk; on the NW. by Haddington

ſhire : on the E. by the German Ocean;

and on the SE. and S. by the Tweed and

Roxburghſhire. The principal rivers are

the Tweed, Leader, Blackadder, White

adder, and Fye. - -

Berwick, Hertf. between Ware and

Puckeridge. Barwick, Dorſetſhire, near

Bridport. Berwick, Suſſex, SV. of Pe

venſey-Marſh. Berwick-Hill, Northumb.

near Mitford. Berwick St. james, Wilts.

3 miles S.W. of Stonehenge. Berwick

St. john, Wiltſ. 3 miles S. of Wardour

Cattle. Berwick St. Leonard, Wilts.

near Hindon. Berwood-Hall, Warw.

in the pariſh of Curdworth. Berwyn

Hills, a ridge of mountains near Bala in

Merionethſhire. Bery-Baron, Iſle of

Wight, in Weſt Medina. Berythorº,
Yorkſ. S. of New Malton.

BEsA Ngo N, an ancient, large, and po

pulous city in the dept. of Doubs, on a

peninſula formed by the river Doubs. It is

52 miles nearly E. of Dijon, and 208 SE.

of Paris. Lat. 47. 14. N. lon. 6.8. E.

Beſcot, Staff. 1 mile from Church-Ea

ton. Beſeley, Linc. 4 miles N. of Al

ford. Beford, Shropſ. near Lee-bridge.

Beford, Worceſ. near Perſhore. Beill,

Cornwall, 4 miles SE. of Camelford.

Beſtwood Lodge, Nott. S. of Sherwood

Foreſt.

BessAR ARIA, a territory of Turkey

in Europe, between the N. part of the

Danube and the Dnieſter. Bender is the

capital.

Beſsborough, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Bºſe'ſleigh, or Beſli - Leigh, Berks. 3

miles S.W. of Oxford. Beyony, Yorkſ.

near Bridlington. Beftharp, or Bºſirup,

Nott, on the borders of Linc. Befthorp,

Norf. between Buckenham and Hāghain.

Bºſton-North, Nottinghamſhire, near Len

ton and Bramcot. Beſion, Norfolk, near

Eaſt Beckenham, SW. of Cromer. Re

fºon, Norfolk, E. of the road from Nor

wich to N. Waiſham. Bºſio w, Shropſ.

W. of Wrekin-hill.

BEST Rici A, a town of Tranſylvania.

Beſkwall; Dorſetſhire, near Wareham.

Beſwick, Yorkſ, near Baynton.

BETAN zos, a ſea-port of Galicia.

Betchton, Cheſ. 2 miles from Sandback

and 4 from Congleton. Bethworth-Caſ:

tle, Surry, near Dorking.

BETELFA U GI, a town of Arabia Fe

lix, a large market for coffee.

* Bethan-Caſtle, or Hail, Weſtm. near

the river Can. Betterſen, Kent, S.W. of

Aſi.ford. - -

BET aliii-x4, a town of Paleſtine, is

fituated
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fituated on the ridge of a hill, has a fine

proſpect; it is much reduced, but a few

poor Greeks ſtill reſide here, and pilgrims

yet viſit it. It is 6 miles S. of Jeruſalem.

Lat. 31.5o. N. lon. 36. S. E.

BET H L E H E M, a town of Brabant.

BETHLEHEM, a town of Pennſylvania,

on the river Lehigh, a weſtern branch of

the Delaware. The town being partly on

an eminence, and partly on the lower banks

of the Manakes (a fine creek affording

trout and other fiſh) has a very pleaſant

and healthy ſituation. It is the principal

ſettlement of the United Brethren, or Mo

ravians, in America. They were fixed

here by the Count Zinzendorf in 1741.

The houſes are 6o in number, moſtly built

of free ſtone, and the inhabitants are be

tween 5 and Goo. The German language

is more in uſe here than the Engliſh : the

latter however is taught in the ſchools;

and both are made uſe of in the church.

Bethlehem is 53 miles N. of Philadelphia.

Lat. 4o. 37. N. lon. 75.8. W.

Bethlem, in Weſtmeath, Leinſter, 5 miles

from Athlone.

BETHUNE, a town in the dept. of the

Straits of Calais, feated on a rock by the

river Brette, zo miles S.E. of St. Omer,

and 120 N. of Paris. Lat. 50.45. N.

lon. 2.55. E.

Betisford, Suffolk, near Ipſwich.

BET LEY, a town ofStaffordſhire, about

5 miles from Newcaſtle and Namptwich,

16 miles NNW. of Stafford, and 156 from

London. Lat. 53. 5. N. lon. 2. zo. W.

Market on Tueſday.

BETL1s, or BEDL1s, a town of Curdiſ

tan, on the frontiers of Turkey and Perſia,

but ſubjećt to it’s own bey, and an aſylum

for the ſubjećts ofthe neighbouring powers.

It is 150 miles E. of Diarbek. Lat. 37.

3o. N. lon. 42. 50. E.

Betlumſirey, or Bethmyſley, Yorkſ, be

tween Skipton and Ripley. Betonet, Cornw.

S. of Launceſton. Betford, near Notting

ham. Betſhanger, Kent, near Knowlton.

Betteley, Norf. 6 miles S.W. of Repeham,

Betteſ:omb, Dorſetſ, 1 mile from Pilleſden,

and 9 NW. of Bridport. Betteſley, Glouc.

between the Severn and the Foreſt of Dean.

Betton, Shropſ. N. of Drayton. Betton,

Shropſ. SE. of Shrewſbury. Bettus, Meri

onethſ. 6 miles from Bala. Bettus, Momm.

5 miles W. of Caerlion. Bettus, Shropſ.

near Radnorſhire and the river Temde.

Bettus Chapel, Monm. on the borders of

Brecknockſ. Bettus-Newith, Monm. on

the river, and near the town of Uſke. Bet

worth, Warw. near Solyhull. Betty ways

Caernarvonſ. 10 miles SE, of Aberconway.

Bev Ecu M, a town of Brabant.

BEvel AND, N, and S, two iſlands of

the United Provinces in Zealand, between

the E. and W. branches of the Scheldt.

Bever, Kent, S. of Aſhford. Bever

cotes, Nottingham, near Weſt-Markham.

BevERGERN, in Munſter, Weſtphalia.

*Bev ERLEY, a town in Yorkſhire, 3

miles from Hull, 30 from York, and 183

from London. It ſtands near the river

Hull, from which there is a canal of 6 fur

longs, to the town for the conveyance of

boats and barges. Lat. 53.52. N. lon. o.

15. W. Markets on Wedneſ.and Saturd.

Beverley, an iſland formd by the Severn,

near Worceſter. Beverſion-Caffle, Glouc.

2 miles NW. of Tedbury. Bevington

Cack, and Bevington Wood, Warw. hamlets

of Salford. Priors. Bewcaſtle, Cumb. on

the river Leven, above Sollom. Moſs. Bew

cot, Berkſ. near the Vale of White-Horſe.

Bewdlam, Yorkſ. near Kirby-Moreſide.

*Bewdley, a neat and populous town

of Worceſterſhire. It is ſeated on the Se

vern, and is a place of confiderable trade.

It is 14 miles N. of Worceſter, and 128

NW. of London. Lat. 52. zo. N. lon.

2. o. W. Market on Saturday.

Bewers ad Montem, Eſſex, near the

Maningtree river, on the road from Col

cheſter to Sudbury. Bewers St. Mary,

Eſſex, near Nayland. Bewers-Gifford,

Eſſex, between N. and S. Benfleet. Beºw

ers-Hamlet, Eſſex, near Steeple-Bumſted.

Bewfront, Northumb. between Hexham

and the Pićt's wall. Beºwholm, Yorkſ.

in Holderneſs. Bewick-Tower, North

umb. on the river Bramiſh, S. of Hebborn,

Bewick, Yorkſhire, near Aldborough.

BewLEY or Beaulieu, a river' of

Scotland, which riſes in the SW. of Roſs

ſhire, and paſſing near the N. border of

Inverneſsſhire, forms the fine eſtuary on

which ſtands Inverneſs, and which termi

At thenates in the Frith of Murray.

mouth of this river is the ferry of Kiſſock,

near which is a good ſalmon fiſhery.

Bewley, Hampſ. 4 miles E. of Lyming

ton. Bew, or Beau-Manor, Leiceſ. near

Burley Park. Beworthy, Devonſ, between

Hatherley and Launceſton. Berwre-Park,

Durham, near Nevil's-Croſs. Bewſey,

Lancaſhire, NW. of Warrington. Bewiſ.

field, Kent, S.W. of Walderſhare.

BExA. See BEJA.

BEx, a pleaſant village in the canton of

Bern, remarkable for it's ſalt works, which

are entered by a ſubterranean paſſage cut

through the ſolid rock.

Bexington, and Bexington-Weſ?, Dorſet

ſhire, near Abotſbury. Bexley, Kent.

SW. of Crayford, 13 miles from London.

Bexton, Cheſhire, near Knottesford. Bex

well, Norfolk, Eaſt of Downham.

BEziERs, an ancient, large, and hand

ſome
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ſome town in the dept. of Herault. The

inhabitants are above 17,coo in number,

and the country about it abounds in corn,

wine and oil. The fituation is remark

ably pleaſant. It is feated near the grand

canal on a hill, at the foot of which flows

the Orbre, and is 8 miles from the Medi

terranean, and 12 NE. of Narbonne. Lat.

43. = 1. N. lon. 3. 18. E.

BIAFARA, a kingdom and it's capital in

Negroland, on the river Los-Camarones.

Lat. to. to. N. lon. 17.4o. E.

BiALocoRod. See AKERMAN.

BIANA, a town of Hindooitan Proper.

Biarſgarth, E. of Durham. Biarſgreen,

Durham, NE. of Bincheſter. Biarſide,

Norfolk, near Ebcheſter. Bibelham, Suſ

ſex, in Mayfield pariſh.

BIBERAch, a free inperial town of

Germany, in Suabia. It has a manufac

ture in fuſtians, and is ſeated in a fertile

valley on the river Rieſs or Ruſs, 17 miles

SSW. of Ulm. Lat. 48.1o.N. lon. 9. 2.E.

BiBERs B ERG, a town of Upper Hun

rv. '

Bikewell, Hertfordſhire, W. of Digſ.

well. Bibrook, Kent, N. of Aſhford.

Bicer RE, a priſon 2 miles from Paris.

"BicesTER, or BURcESTER, a town in

Oxfordſhire, on the road between Oxford

and Buckingham, about 12 miles from

rich, and 56 from London. Lat. 51.54.

N. lon. 1. 1 o. W. Market on Friday.

Bickam. St. john, St. Mary, All-Saints,

and hell, Norf. villages between Down

ham and Swaffham. Bichhorn, Durham,

near Darlington. Bichfield, Northumb.

N. of the Pićt's-wall. Bickenhill, Warw.

SW. of Coleſhill. Bickerſtaff, Lanc. near

Ormſkirk. Bickerton, Cheſh. W. of Chol

mondeley. Bickerton, Heref, near Roſſe.

Bicierton, Northumb. SF. of “Iarbottle

caſtle. Bickerton, Yorkſ. NE. of We

therby. Bickford, Staff. SW. of Penk

ridge. Bickington, Devonſ. N. of Aſh

burton. Bickington. Aºbots, Devonſ. near

Bradworthy. Bickington-High, Devonſh.

E. of Torrington. Bickleton, Heref, near

Thornbury. Bickley, Cheſh. near Chol

mondeley. Bickley, Devonſ. W. of Brad

ninch. Bickley, Devonſ. NW. of Plymp.

ton. Bickley, Yorkſ, near the Foreſt of

Pickering. Bickmarſh, Warw. on the bor

ders of Glouc. Bicknall, Staff.4 miles S.

of Mowcop-hill. Bicknaller, Somerſ. near

Stoke-Gomer. Bicknell, Somerſ. 4 miles

from Taunton. Bicknare, Kent, between

Maidſtone and Milton. Bicknore-Engliſh,

Glouc. 3 miles from Colford, and 5 from

Monmouth, on the Wye; on the oppoſite

or W. bank of the Wye, is Bicknare

Weiß, in Monmouthſ. Bickton, Cornw.

near St. Ncot's. Bickton, Devonſ, 4 miles

SW. of Sidmouth. Bickton, Shropſ. SW.

of Brockton. Bickton, Shropſhire, W. of

Shrewſbury.

BID Ache, a ſmall town in the dept. of

the Lower Pyrenees, ſeated on the river

Bidouſe, 12 iniles E. of Bayonne. Lat.

43. 31. N. lon. 1. 9. W.

BidD'Asso.A, a river of Spain, riſing in

the Pyrenees, and falling into the Bay of

Biſcay, between Andaye and Fontarabia.

Bidborough, Kent, E. of Penſherſt.

*BIDDEfor D, a large town in Devon

ſhire, commodiouſly feated on the river

Towridge, over which is a bridge with 24

arches. It carries on a conſiderable trade,

and is 16 miles S. by W. of Ilfracomb,

and zo; W. of London. Lat. 51. 10.

N. lon. 4. 20. W. Market on Tueſday.

Bidden, Berkſhire, near Ilſey.

*BIDDENDEN, Kent, 5 miles from Cran

brook, Snarden, and Tenterden.

Biddenham, Bedf. 3. miles W. of Bed

ford. Bidder, a river in Cardiganſhire.

Biddulph, Staff, bordering on Cheſhire.

Bideſ ten, Wiltſhire, near Luggerſhall

Bideſton, Wiltſhire, near Chippenham.

Bidiſilen, Buckinghamſ, near Blackley in

Northamptonſ. Bidlºffan, Heref. Bidieſ:

worth, Norfolk, between Thetford and

Herling. Bidlington, Suſſex, near Bram

ber. Biſſion, Cheſhire, between Hyle

lake and the river Merſey.

Biecz, a town of Poland, SE. ofCracow.

Bi e LA, or BiELLA, a town of Piedmont.

BIE LGo Rod. See BelcoRop.

BIELsk, in Poland, capital of Polachia.

BIELskoi, a town of Smolenſko.

BIENNE, a town and lake of Swiſſerland,

at the foot of Mount Jura, 17 miles NW.

of B-In. It is ſubject to the biſhop of

Baſil. Lat. 47. 1 1. N. lon. 7. 10. E.

Bi e Roll ET, or BIE R v LIET, a town of

Dutch Flanders, 6 miles E. of Sluys.

Bifrons, Kent, near Barham-downs. Bi

ga, or Riga, a river in Montgomeryſhire,

running into the Severn. Bigbury, De

vonſhire, 1 o miles from Plymouth.

BIGGAR, a town of Lanerkſhire.

Bigger, Lancaſhire, near Walmey-Iſland.

Biggin, Warwickſhire, near Stoke. Biggin,

Warwickſhire, near Newton. Biggin, Der

by ſhire, in the pariſh of Duffield. Biggin,

Derbyſhire, near Aſhborn.

* BIGGLESWADE, a town in Bedford

ſhire, feated on the Ivel, being a thorough

fare between London and York. It is

one of the greateſt barley markets in Eng

land; 1 o miles from Bedford, and 45 from

London. Lat. 52. 6. N. lon. o. 21. W.

Market en Tueſday.

Bighton, Hampſhire, near Alresford.

Big Iſland, in Down, Uiſter, at the en

trance of Carrickfergus-bay.

º - Bigland,
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Chelmsford, and 13 from London.

Bigland, Lancaſhire, N.W. of Cartmel.

Bigmore, or Bignore, Suſſex, 11 miles N.

of Arundel. -

BIGo RRE, a ci devant prov. of France,

now forming the department of the Upper

Pyrenees.

Bi HAEz, WIHATz, or VI HITz, a town

of Croatia. Lat. 44-51. N. lon. 16.32. E.

Biji N.A.G.U.R. See Bisnagu R.

Bijo Re, a province of Hindooſtan Pro

per, lying between the rivers Indus and

Attock. It's dimenſions are not more

than 50 miles by 20, and in many parts it

is wild and mountainous.

Biker, Linc. near Donnington. Bicker,

Northumb. 1 mile E. of Newcaſtle. Biland

Abbey, Yorkſ, near the valley of Ryedale.

BiLBoA, or VII.v Ao, a large, hand

ſome, and rich town of Spain, capital of

Biſcay, remarkable for the wholeſomeneſs

of it’s air, and the fertility of the ſoil about

it. It’s exports are wool, ſword blades,

and other iron and ſteel wares. It is feat

cd on the river Ibaicabal, which falls into

the ſea, 5o miles W. of St. Sebaſtian, and

18oN. of Madrid. Lat. 43.23. N. lon.

3. Io. W.

Bilboa, in Limerick, Munſter.

Bilbrook, Staff. near Codſall. Bilburgh,

NW. of Nottingham. Bilburgh, Yorkſ.

near Wetherby. Bilby, Notting. near E.

Retford. Bildas, Magma and Parva,

Shropſ. near Little-Wenlock. Bildas or

Buldas, Shropſ, at the foot of the Wrekin.

BILD Eston, or BII, STON, a town in

Suffolk, on the river Breton. It's princi

pal buſineſs is ſpinning of yarn. It is 12

miles S.E. of Bury, and 63 NE. of Lon

don. Lat. 52. 16. N. lon. o. 55. E. Mar

ket on Wedneſday.

BileDU LGERID, the ancient Numidia,

an inland country of Africa, in Barbary,

S. of Tunis.

though dry, yields a conſiderable quantity

of barley. The country in ſome parts is

covered with large woods of palm-trees,

from which the inhabitants gather vaſt

quantities of dates, with which they carry

on a conſiderable trade. The inhabitants

are compoſed of the ancient Africans, who

lead a ſettled life, and the Arabs who roam

about at large. It lies between 28 and 32

deg. N. lat. and between 5 and 11 E. lon.

Bileſwick, Glouceſterſhire, near Briſtol.

Bilevelt, or BIELFELD, in Ravenſ

burg, Weſtphalia.

Billam, Yorkſ.ire, N.W. of Doncaſter.

Bill.ERicaY, a to ºn of :23:x, ſeated

on a hill, 4 miles frºm Brantwºod, 9 from

Mar

ket on Tueſday.

Billºy, linkel,ii...t, near Aylesford.

*

The air is hot, but the ſoil

BILLEspen, 9 miles from Leiceſter.

Market on Friday.

Billeſdun, Northumb. near the rocks of

Cheviot-hills. Billeſley, Warw. near 5

miles W. of Stratford upon Avon. Billeſ

tom, Northumb. N. of the Coquet and Uſ

way rivers. 'Billing, Lanc. 7 miles SW.

of Leigh. Billing, Magna and Parva, z

miles from Northampton, Billingay, Linc.

5 miles W. of Tatterſhall. Billingharck,

Berkſ. in Windſor Foreſt. Billingborough,

Linc. E. of Fokingham. Billingford,

Norf. S. of Harleſton.

Billingham, Durh. 2 miles fromStockton.

Billinghurſt, Suſſex, 4 miles from Horſham.

Billingley, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, between

Newhall and Ickleton. Billingſley, Shropſ.

between Sudbury and the Severn. Billing

ton, a little S. of Stafford. Billington,

Magna and Parva, Bedf. in the pariſh of

Leighton-Buzzard. Billington, Great and

Little, Kent, 5 miles E. of Tenterden.

Billockby, Norfolk, 6 miles NW. of Yar

mouth.

BILLoM, a little town in the dept. of

Puy de Dome, 1.5 miles S.E. of Clermont,

Lat. 45. 41. N. lon. 3. 28. E.

BILMA, a vaſt burning deſert of Africa,

N. of Bornou, and SE. of Fezzan, between

21 and 25 degrees N. Lat. -

Bilney-Eaſt, Norfolk, N. of Billington.

Bilney Heft, Norf. between Swaffham and

Lynn. Bilſborough, Lanc. near Garſtang.

Bilſdale, Yorkſ. NW. of Kirby-Morefide.

Bilſham, or Bideſham, Somerſ. near Ax

bridge. Bilſhay, Dorſetſ, a little N. of

Bridport. Bilfington, Great and Little,

Kent, 5 miles E. of Tenterden.

BILsEN, a town 15 miles N. of Liege.

Biffhorp, Nott. E. of Lindhurſtwood.

Biſſion, Staff, near Wolverhampton. Bil

fion, Leic. in the pariſh of Hog's-Norton.

Bilton, Warw. SW. of Rugby. Bilton,

Northumb. W. of Aylmouth. Bilton,

near Hutton, SW. of York. Bilton in

Holderneſs, Yorkſhire.

BIMINI, one of the Bahama Iſlands.

BIMLEPATAM, a ſeaport in the northern

Circars, in the Deccan, ſeated on the Bay

of Bengal, 12 miles N. of Vizigapatam.

The Dutch have a ſmall factory here.

Lat. 18. o. N. lon. 33.45. E.

BIN A Rosz, a ſmall town of Valencia.

BixB Roke, Linc. between Caiſtor and’

Louth, 30 miles NE, of Lincoln. Market

on Wedneſday.

Bintº ºv, Kent, near Boxley. Bincheffer,

near Durh. on the river Wear. Bincomb,

Dorſetſ. N. of Weymouth. Linderton,

Suflex, NW, cf Chicheſter. Bindon,

Cornw. NE. of tºit, ow. Bºndon, Devonſ.

in the Pariſh of ºxidouth. Bindºn, Dor
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ſetſ. 5 miles S.W. of Wareham. Binerton,

Cornw. near Godolphin. Biºfield, Berks,

near Billingbear. Binfield Parva, Berks.

between Reading and Henley.

Bingan, a mountain in Down, Ulſter.

BINcAzA, a ſeaport of Barca.

Binch, a town of Hainault, SE. of

Mons. In its juiſdiction were 51 towns

and villages.

BINGEN, an ancient and handſome town

of Mentz, feated at the confluence of the

Nave and Rhine. Lat. 49.49. N. lon.8.o. E.

Bingfield, Northumb. between Hexham

and Morpeth.

BINGHAM, a ſmall ſtraggling town, 8

miles E. of Nottingham, in the Vale of

Belvoir. Market on Thurſday.

Bingham's, Dorſetſhire, S. of Beminſter,

near Worth-Francis.

BiNGLEY, a pleaſantly fituated little

town, in the W. Riding of Yorkſhire. It

is feated in a valley on the river Aire, but

though there are high hills about it, the

fituation is dry. The canal from hence -

towards Skipton in Craven, is raiſed at

once, up the fide of a hill, by a ſucceſſion of

locks one above another, whereby a very

long level is obtained. It is 30 miles W.

by S. of York, and 202 NNW. of Lon

don. Lat. 53.50. N. lon. r. 40. W.

Binham, Norfolk, 4 miles from Wells.

Binley, Warw. near Coventry. Binnage,

Dorſetſ. 2 miles from Wareham. Binſ.

canº, Surry, near Godalming. Biºſled,

Hants, 4 miles from Farnham. Binſiead,

Suſſex, near Arundel. Biºſfead, Iſle of

Wight, in E. Medina. Bintrey, Norfolk,

4 or 5 miles N. of Repeham.

Bio R.NEBURG, a town of Finland, 8o

miles N. of Abo. Lat.61.42.N. lon.22.5.E.

BIR, BEER, or BIRAIDschik, a town

of Diarbeck, in a fertile country on the

Euphrates, 50 miles NE. of Aleppo. Lat.

36. 10. N. lon. 36. 22. W.

Birchgrove, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Birch, Lanc. near Warrington. Birch,

Shropſhire, near Ryton of the 11 towns.

Birch, Great and Little, Eſſex, 5 miles S.

W. of Colcheſter. Birchall, Heref. N. of

Leominſter. Birchanger, Eſſex, in the pa

riſh of Newport. Birches, The, Shropſ. be

tween Colebrookdale and Builder's bridge.

An earthquake happened here in 1773,

when the ground was rent in ſeveral places,

and thrown into confuſed heaps; a wood,

turnpike-road, fields, hedges, houſes, &c.

were thrown out of their former ſituations,

the bed of the Severn was choked up, and

the river diverted into a new channel, cauſ.

ing for the time a great inundation above,

and ſo ſudden a fall below, that many fiſhes

were left on dry land, and ſeveral barges

were heeled over, till the river, remarkably

--
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deep at the time, at length forcing it's

way down, overwhelmed or ſunk them.

Bircher, Cheſh. W. of Macclesfield, on

the river Pever. Birchets, Derbſ, in Scarf

dale, Birchill, Derbyſ. NE. of Bakew ell.

Birchington, Kent, in the Iſle of Thanet.

W. of Margate, Bircholt, Kent, near

Aſhford. Birchover, in the High Peak of

Derby. Bir, oate, Nott. W. of Tuxford.

Birdºn'ary, Heref, near Bromyard. Eird

ley, Glouceſ. 6 miles NE of Paynſwick.

Birdſall, Yorkſ. near Malton. Birkºy,

Cumb. near Maryport. Birkley, Yorkſ.

N.W. of N. Allerton. Birkdale, Yorkſ.

on the borders of Weſtm. Birkenhead,

Cheſh. between the Dee and the Merſey.

B1R KEN Field, a town in the circle of

theUpper Rhine, 30 miles ENE...of Treves.

Lat. 49. 55. N. lon. 7. 14. E.

Birkes, Northumb. between Whitecheſ

ter and the Tyne. Birkin, a river in Che

ſhire, running into the Bollin, below Aſh

ley. Birkin, Yorkſ. near Ferry-bridge.

Birkly, Northumb. near Wark, but on

the N. fide of the Tyne. Birkley-Street,

1 mile N. of Cheſter. Birling, Kent, near

Town-Malling. Birlingham, Worceſ. 4

miles SW, of Perſhore. Birling, St. Aa

drew, St. Edmund, and St. Peter, 4 miles

NE. of Norwich.

*BIRMINGHAM, a large town in War

wickſhire, long noted for its hardware ma

nufactures. It is no corporation, and there

fore free forany perſon to ſettle there, which

has greatly contributed to the increaſe, not

only of the buildings, but of the trade,

which is now no longer confined to ſmall

wares, but includes the more maſſive works

ofthe founders, and alſo the improved ſteam

engines, by means of which, indeed, they

carry on their heavier works, as they have

not here any conſiderable ſtream of water.

The houſes have been computed at 7'ooo,

and the inhabitants at 60,000, but their

number is continually increaſing, and the

ſurrounding country to a conſiderable diſ

tance, eſpecially towards Wolverhampton,

ſeems like a continued town peopled with

induſtrious inhabitants. Birmingham,

from the appearance of the houſes, the

buſtle in the ſtreets, and particularly from

the continual Iraſſing of the ſtage-coaches,

has much thereſemblance of the metropolis.

It's manufactures are ſent to every quarter

of the globe, and in cheapneſs aud beauty

are unrivalled. It ſtands on the ſide of a

hill, 17 miles N.W. of Conventry, and 116

of London. Lat. 52. 30. N. i. * - 59.

W. Market on Thurſday.

*Bir, now called Parſons-Town, a

town in King's-County, Leinſter, 63

miles fron Dublin. -

Birrinton, Heref, near Teubury. Bir
G riton,
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- Vorceſ. N. of Perſhore.

riton, Heref. 5 miles N. of Leominſter.

Birthin, a river in Monmouthſhire; Birth

oln-Lodge, Hüntingdonſ. W. of Budger.

Birtley, Durh. W. of Monk Wearmouth.

Birts. Morton, Worceſ. near Perſhore.

B1R BlescA, a town in Old Caſtile.

BIRZA, in Samogitia, 42 miles SE of
Mittau.

BIsAccra, a ſmall town of Naples.

Bijiroke, Rutl. E. of Uppingham. Biſ:

cate Hoan, Boſkeana, or Bylawen, Cornw.

at the Land's. End. -

Bisc AY, a province of Spain, bounded

on the W. and SW. by Atturias and Old

Caſtile, on the N. by the Bay of Biſcay, oſt

the E. by Navarre, and on the S. by

Old Caſtile and Navarre. It is about 4.8

miles in length, and 30 in its greateſt

breadth. Biſcay produces apples, oranges,

citrons, corn, &c. They have timber for

ſhip-building, and mines of iron and lead,

which they alſo manufacture ; the adjoin.

ing ſea alſo ſupplies them with fiſh, and ren

ders their trade very flouriſhing; their ſea

men are accounted the beſt in Spain. The

Biſcayners are of Celtic extraćtion, and

ſtill preſerve their peculiar language, the

Baſque, which has no affinity with any

other in Europe. Bilboa is the capital.

BiscAY, New, a province of Mexico, in

which are mines of ſilver and lead.

Bischof'sH E IM, a town of Mentz.

*Ischof's WERDA, a town of Upper

Saxony, 20 miles E. of Dreſden.

Bischofs ZE: L, a handſome town of

Thurgaw in Swiſſerland, ſeated at the con

fluence of the Sitter and Thur, 12 miles

nearly S. of Conſtance. The inhabitants

are both Komaniſts and Proteſtants, and al

ternately make uſe of the ſame houſe for pub

lic worſhip. Lat. 47. 27. N. lon. 9. 13. E.

BischweilLEN, in the dept. of the

Lower Rhine. Lat.48.4o. N. lon.7.51. E.

Biſtott, Bedf. in the pariſh of Luton.

BiseG L1A, a town of Terra di Bari,

Naples, near the Gulf of Venice, 6 miles

from Trani. Lat. 4 i. 28. lºn. 16.45. E.

His ERTA, a ſeaport of Tunis.

Biſhan, Berks, on the Thames, nearly

oppoſite to Great Marlow. Biſhamptom,

Biſocourt, Sur

ry, near Burſtow. Biſhop. Aukland. See

du/land Biſhop.

*Bishop's. CASTLE, a clean, neat, lit

tle town in Shropſhire. It is ſeated on the

river Clun, and it's market, (on Friday)

is much frequented by the Welch. It is

41 miles N.W. of Worcetter, 8 SE. of

!ontgomery, and 152 N.W. by W. of

Lºndon. Lat., 52. 22. N. lon. 2, 55. W.

Bus Hop AND His C1, ERKs, little iſlands

and rocks on the coaſt of Pembrokeſhire,

near St. David's, dangerous io ſcamen,

where a light-houſe was erected in 1777.

Lat. 51.57. N. lon. 5. 2 o. W.

Biſhop/tourn, Kent. near Canterbury

Biſhop's Candle. See Candle-Biſhops. Bi

ſhop's Edge, Derbyſhire, in the High-Peak

Biſhop's-Hall, Middl. between Mile. End.

and Hackney. Biſhopſley. Durham, SVV.

of Wollingham. Byhop's. Lidiard, So

merſetſhire, 5 miles from Taunton. Bi

ſhop's Stanºon, Devonſ, near Tingmouth

“Bishop : SroRTFord, a town of

Herts, feated on the fide of a hill, on the

river Stort, which has been made naviga

ble hence to the river Lea. It is 12 miles

NE, of Hertford, and 30 N. by E. of Lon

don. Lat. 5:1. 54. N. lon. o. 15. E

Market on Thurſday. -

J} is Hop’sWALTHAM. SeeWALTHAM.

Biſhopſion, Warw. a hamlet of Strat

ford-upon-Avon. Biſhopſton, Bucks, near

Ayleſbury. Biſhopſion, Heref. SW, of

Credenhill. Biſhopſon, Suſſex, near New

haven. Biſhotſion, Wiltſ. 7 miles S.W. of

Saliſbury. Biſhopſion, Wiltſ, near Wan

borough. Biſhopſirow, Wiltſ. between

Heyteſbury and Warminſter. Biſhop's-

Jºke, near Worceſter. Biſhopton, Durh.3

miles W. of Sockton. Biſhton, Glouc. in

the pariſh of Tiddenham. Biſhton, Staff.

near Stone. Biſhton-Caffle, Monmouthſ.

B1stGN ANo, a town of Calabria. .

Biſhthorp, Linc. on the river Bane, be

tween Market-Raiſin and Burwell. Biſley,

Surry, 3 miles N. of Woking. Biſley,

Glouceſterſhire, 9 miles from Cirenceſter.

Market on Thurſday.

BIsNAGAR, a town of the peninſula of

Hindooſtan, in the kingdom of Myſore.

It is ſeated on the W. bank of the river

Tungebadra, 140 miles E. by S. of Goa.

Lat. I 5. 3c. N. lon. 76. 1 o. E.

Biſpham, Lanc. in Amounderneſs, near

the Iriſh Sea. Biffham, Lanc. near Ruf

ford. Chapel, in the road to Wigan. Biſ:

port, Somerſetſhire, S. of Bedminſter.

Biss Acos, a clutter of iſlands on the

coaſt of Negroland, 170 miles SE. of the

river Ganºia. Lat. 11.o.N. lon. 16.o.W.

'Biſlern, Hants, S. of Ringwood. Biffon

Barkley, Hants, W. of Southampton-Bay.

BisºrRicz, a town and river of Tran

ſylvania. -

Bitchamflock, Wilts, S. of Alcannings.

Bircaș, a fortified town in the dept. of

the Moſelle, ſeated at the foot of a moun

tain near the Schwelb, 30 miles N. by W.

of Straſburg. Lat. 49.5. N. lon. 7. 44. F.

Bitchfield, Linc. 5 miles fromGrantham.

B11 ETo, a town of Terra di Bari, Na

les.
p Bitford, Warw.5 miles W.of Stratford

upon-Avon. Market on Friday. Bºthorn,

Huntſ. near Moleſworth. Bitham, Linc.

- near

-

*
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near Stamford. Bitham Caſtle, Linc. near

Witham. Bithborrow, Kent, N. of Hythe.

BITo NTo, in Terra di Bari, Naples.

Bitted on, Devonſ. near Ilfracomb. Bit

terley, Shiopſhire, 3 miles NE. of Ludlow.

Bittern, Hampſhire, NE of Southampton.

Bittºſ amb, Somerſ. near Dulverton. Bit

teſ well, Leic. N. of Lutterworth. Bitton,

Glouc. between Bath and Briſtol. Biſtring,

Norf. near Lytcham. Biwell, Northumb.

near Newcaſtle. Bix-Brand, and Bºx

Geton, Oxf. NW. of Henley-upon-Thames.

Bixley, near Norwich. Bixion, Norfolk,

6 miles N.W. of Windham. Blabey, 5

miles S. of Leiceſter, on the Soar.

Black 4bey, in Down, Utter.

Hack Aaton, Dev. N.W. of Dartmouth.

Black-Bank, 7 miles S. of Armagh, in

Ulſter, and 55 from Dublin.

Blackboys, Suſſex. Blackbrook, a river

in Leiceſterſhire.

*BLAck BURN, a town in Lancaſhire,

on the brook Blackwater. It carries on a

vaſt trade in calicoes for printing, and is

feated near the river Derwent, 12 miles E.

of Preſton, and 203 NNW. of London.

Lat. 53.42. N. lon. z. 35. W. Market

on Monday.

... Blackburn-Edge, Derbyſ, near Cheſter

field. Blackburton, Yorkſ. Black-Chapel,

Eſſex, 4 miles from Dunmow. Blackcoe,

Shropſ. SW. of Whitechurch. Blackdon,

Somerſ. between Axbridge and Pensford.

Blackdow, Devonſ, near Torbay. Black

down, or Bladen, Dorſetſ, a hill or heathy

ridge, running from Piddletou to Pool.

Blackdown, Dorſetſ. a hamlet of Broad

Windſör. Blackdºwn, Wilts, 3 miles N.

of the Foreſt of Chute. Blackdown-Bea

can, Suſſex, near Haſlemere. Blackford,

Somerſetſhire, near Carhampton. Black

ford, Somerſetſhire, near N. Cadbury.

BLAck-Fok Est, in Suabia, is a part

of the ancient Hyrcanian foreſt. -

Blackhall, Cumberland, near Carliſle.

Blackhall, Durham, near the ſea. Black

bail, Durham, between Bradley-hall, and

the coal-pits. Blackhall, Northumberland,

near Chipchaſe. Blackham, Suſſex, near

Withyham. Blackhead, Cornwall, on the

coaſt, between Fowey and Tregony.

BLAckHEATH, a fine elevated plain, 5

miles SE. of London, commanding rich and

beautiful proſpects, and ſituated in the pa

riſhes of Greenwich, Lewiſham, and Lee.

Black heath, Wilts, 4 miles N. of Am

breſbüry. Blackhedon, Northumb. be

tween Hexham and Morpeth. Blackholm,

Yorkſhire, NE. of Howden. Black-Houſe,

Suſſex, near Walden. Blackland, Middle

tex, between Chelſea and Knightſbridge.

Blackland, Wilts, SE. of Calne. Black

land, Staff, in the pariſh of Bobbington.

Blacklands, Devonſ. near FXeter. Black

law, Northumb. NW. of Billingham.

Blackley, Lanc.NE. of Mancheſter. Black

lºw-Hill, Warw. in the pariſh of Wotton.

Blackºlaybury, Kent, 3 miles S.E. of Can

terbury. Blackmanſion, Dorſetſ. in Pur

beck iſle. Blackmanſione, Kent, near

Dymchurch, on the cºaſt, SW. of Hythe.

Blackmere Manor, Shropſ. N. of Whit

church. Backmore, Eſſex, N.W. of In

gateſtone, and 7 miles from Chelmsford.,

Blackmore, Heref. E. of the Golden Vale.,

Blackmore, Staff. NE. of Leek. Blackmore,

Worceſ. near Great and Little Malvern

Blackmore-Park, Berks, S. of Windſor

Foreſt. Blackney, Dorſetſ. 1 mile from

Stoke-Abbots. Blackpool, Lancaſ. near

Poulton, much reſorted to for ſea bathing.

BLACK-SEA, THE, formerly the Eux

ine, is bounded on the W. by Romania,

Bulgaria, and Beſſarabia; on the N. by the

ſea of Aſoph and Tartary; on the E. by .

Circuſſia and Georgia, and on the S. by

Natolia. It is faid to be 38oo, miles in

circumference, receives many large rivers,

and has not any diſcernible flux or reflux.

It lies between 41 and upwards of 46 deg.

N. lat. and between 32 and 41 E. lon.

Blackftaff River, called alſo the Anna
dorn, in Down Ulſter. • *

Blackſton, Suſſex, near Alborn and

Woodmancote. Blackſton Hall, Durham,

W. of Billingham. Black. Tail, Eſſex,

below Canvey-iſland, or Leigh-road, is a

great ſhoal or bank of ſand, which runs out

3 leagues into the ſea, and has a maſt ar

the tind of it, as a ſea-mark. It is called

Shoe-beacon,from Shoeberry-neſs, where it

begins. Blackthorn, Oxf. on the E. border

of the county. Blackwall, Middl. E. of

London, near Poplar. Blackwater, Hants,

between Bagſhot and Hartley-row.

Blackwater-Bay, Lſſex, near Malden,

where the Walfleet oyſters lie; the river

Blackwater, which enters this bay, riſes in

the NW. part of Eſſex.

Blackwater, a town of Armagh, in Ul

ſter, 66 iniles from Dublin; alſo a village

inWexford, Leinſter. Blackwater-Brige,

in Kildare, Leinſter, 2.2 miles from Dub

lin. Blackwater-Foot, in Down, Ulſter,

72 miles from Dublin.

Blackwater, a river of Ireland, run

ning from Kerry, through the counties of

Cork and Waterford, into Youglaſſ-Bay.

Blackwater, a river of Armagh, falling

into Lough-Neagh. Blackwater, a liver

of Meath, falling into the Boyne at Navaq.

Blackwater, a river of Longford, falling

into the Shannon, N. of Laneſborough.

Blackwater, a river of Wexford, falling

into the ſea at Binnow-Bay.

Blackwell, Derbyſ, in the High-Peak,

G 2 - NVV,
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NW, of Bakewell. Blackwell, Derbyſ.

NE. of Alfreton, Blackwell. Durh. SW.

of Darlington. Blackwell, Somerſetſh. 5

miles S.W. of Bedminſter. Blackwell,

Worceſ. near Shipton. Bladen, Oxf. near

Woodſtock. Blading, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

on the river Swale. Blagdon, Devonſ near

Torbay. Blagdon,Dorſet. near Cranborne.

...j. a village of Perthſhire.

Blaiſdon, Glouc. 3 miles from Mitchel

Dean, 4 from Newnham, and 8 from Glou

celler. Blaiſe, St. Cornw. meal St. Auſtel.

Blaiso1s., a ci devant province of

France, the capital of which was Blois. It

now forms the dept. of Loire and Cher.

Blake” ore. Foreſ, Dorſetſ. E. of Sher

burn. Blaken-Hall, Cheſh. N.W. of Cheſ

ter. Blakenham, Great and Little, Suff.

SE. of Needham. Blakenmore, Yorkſ. N.

Riding, IN. of Pickering Foreſt. Blake

mey, Glouc. between the foreſt of Dean and

Gatcomb, on the Severn. Blakeney, Norf.

near Lynn Regis. Blakeny, Norf. rear

Clay, now called Spitterby. Blakeſley,

Northamp. 6 miles S.W. of Towcetter.

Blakeworth, Northumb. 6 miles NE. of

Newcaſtle. -

BLAM:ont, a town in the dept. of

Meurthe, feated on the river Vezouze, 12

miles E. of Luneville. Lat. 48. 40. N.

lon. 6.52. E.

Blanagºcent, Monmouthſhire, on the

borders of Brecknockſhire.

BLANc, Le, a town in the dept. of In

dre, on the river Creuſe, 35 miles E. of

Poitiers. Lat. 46. 38. N. lon. 1. 13. E.

BLAN c, Monr, formerly Savoy, a de

partment of France, bounded on the W.

by the Rhone, which parts it fom Ain,

on the N. by the Lake of Geneva, which

parts it from Swiſſerland, on the E. by the

Alps, which divide it from the Vallais and

Piedmont, and on the S. by the depart

ments of Upper Alps and Iſere. . It is 83

miles in length, and 67 in breadth. The

country is hilly, and the air cool; but the

foil is pretty fertile, and the mountains,

which are not covered with ſnow in win

ter, abound with paſtures that feed a vaſt

number of cattle. There is alſo a great

deal of game, among which are ſtags, fal

low-deer, roe-bucks, wild-boars, bears,

marmouts, hares, partridges, wood-cocks,

pheaſants, &c. The lakes abound with

fiſh, and the inhabitants are induſtrious

and ſober. The principal rivers are the

Iſere, Arc, and Arve. Chamberry is the

principal town. -

BLANc-Mont, one of the higheſt

mountains of the Alps, in that department

of France to which it gives it's name. It

is diſtinguiſhed from the other mountains

by having it's ſummit and fides clothed, to

a conſiderable depth, by a mantle of ſnow,
almoſt without the intervention of the Reaſt

rock to break the glare of the white appear

ance; it is from this circumſtance that it

is called Mont Blanc, it riſes 15,662.

feet above the level of the ſea, which is

414 feet higher than the Peak of Teneriff.

The ſummit was deemed inacceſſible till

1786, when Paccard aſcended it, as did

Sauſſure in 1787. The barometer on the

ſummit was down to 16 inches 1 line.

BLANca, an iſland N. of Margarita,

near the coaſt of Terra Firma.

Blanchland, Northumberland, on the

borders of Durham.

BLAN co, a cape of Peru, on the S. Sea.

Lat. 3. 45. S. lon. 83. o. W.

BLAN co, CAPE, on the W. coaſt of

Africa, N. of the river Senegal. , Lat. 2 o'.

55. N. lon. 17. 5. W.

*BLANDForD,a handſome and populous

town of Dorſetſhire, pleaſantly ſeated on the

river Stour, near the Downs. It has a ſha

nufacture of ſhirt buttons, of which more

are made here than in any other part of Eng

land ; cloth alſo, and malt are made here.

It is 18 miles NE. of Dorcheſter, and I oA,

W. by S. of London. Lat. so. 53. N.

lon. 1. 14. W. Market on Saturday.

BLANE's, a ſea-port of Catalonia.

BLAN E F. See Po RT-Louis.

BLANK ENBERG, a town of Berg in

Weſtphalia. Lat. 50.42. N. lon. 7.30. E.

BLAN Ke NBURG, a town and dºi1 ièt of

Lower Saxony. Lat.51.5o.N. loº. 1 1.1 c.E.

BLANKENH E1M, a town and county of

Treves, Weſtphalia.

Blankney, Linc. NE. of Sleaford.

BLAREGNies. See MAlri. AquET.

Blarney, in Munſter, 3 miles W. of the

city of Cork, and 128 from Dublin.

Blaſey, St. Cornw. 5 miles from Fowey.

Blaſe Chapel, St. Glouc. between Henbury

and Weſtbury. Blaſon, Leic. near Hal

laton.

Blasques, a cluſter of ſmall iſlands,

12 in number, but 4 of them are only rocks,

off Dingle-Bay, in Kerry Munſter. Lat.

52. o. N. lon. 1 o. 4o. W.

BLAub E U R EN, inwirtemberg, Suabia.

Blaugherly, Leiceſterſhire, near Aſhby

de-la Zouch. Blawith, Lancaſhire, N. of

Ulverſton. Blaxhall, Suffolk, between

Orford and Framlingham. Blaydon, Dur

ham, W. of Newcaſtle.

Blay E, an ancient town in the dept.

of Gironde, on the river Gironde, which

is here 38oo yards wide. It's harbour is

much frequented by foreigners, and it's

trade confifls chiefly in the white and red

wines of the adjacent country. It is 17

miles N. of Bourdeaux. Lat. 45. 7. N.

lon. o. 35. W. -

Blººſan,
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Blayſºn. Glouceſ. NW. of Weſtbury.

Reachley, Bucks, W. of Fenny-Stratford.

Białeſware, Hertf. near ware. Bleane,

Kent, 4 miles N.W. of Canterbury.

Eleºſtºy, Nott. a hamlet of Southwell.

Blechingley, Surry, 5 miles from Ryegate.

Blechington, 6 miles from Oxford. Bleck

Hall, Cumb. S. of Carliſle. Blºck-Hall,

Midd. on the Lee river, oppoſite Chigord

in Eſſ-x. Bla's:v, Bucks, between Prin

ce's Riſborough and Oxfordſhire. Bled

diagraw, Glouceſ, 4 miles SE. of Stow on

the Would. Begon, Somerſetſ. 7 miles

from Huntſpill. Blegºogo. Cumb. in the

pariſh of Bromfield. Blen, ºw, Magna and

Parva, Cumb. in the pariſh of Dacor.

Brºcrag, or Blincrake-Hall, Cumb. near

Gilcroſs. Blºndworh, Hants, between

Portſmouth and Petersfield. Blengo,

Cumb. a river running into the Irt, near

Irton.

BLEs HEIM, a village in Suabia, memo

rable for a victory gained over the French

and Bavarians, by the duke of Maribo

rough, Auguſt 2, 1704. Lat. 48.40. N.

lon. 19. 35. E.

Blºº!eim-Hoiſe, Oxf. near Woodſtock,

a magnificent palace, built for the firſt

duke of Marlborough, at the expence of

the nation, in commemoration of the above

mentioned victory. Blenkarn, Cumb. 4

miles N.W. of Appleby. Blenkenſhip,

Nºrthumb. near the Picts’-Wall, on the

edge of Cumb. Biennerhaſſet, Cumb. pa

riſh of Torpenhoe.

* BLEssi NGTon, a town of Wicklow,

in Leinſter, pleaſantly ſtated on a riſing

ground, near the Liffey, 14 miles SW. of

Dublin. Lat. 53. 1 o. N. lon, 6.40. W.

Blearn, Weſtm. NW. of Kirby-Lonſ

dale. Bletchington, Suſſex, near Bright

helmſtone. Bletchington, Suſſex, N. of

Eſtbourn. Bletherwick, Northamp. near

King's-Cliff. Bletſoe, Bedf. on the Ouſe,

between Bedford and Odehill. Blewberry,

Berks, near Wallingford. Blew. Houſe,

Middl. W. of Enfield. Chaſe. Blºydon,

Somerſ. near Uphill. Bilborough, Linc. S.

of Kirton. Blickling, Norf. near Aleſham.

Eidºſlow, or Blile/low, Glouceſ, near

Awre. Biimhill, S aff. W. of Penkridge.

Biſland, Cornw. S. of Temple-Moor.

BLITH, a town of Nottinghamſhire,

23 miles NNW. of Newark, and 146 N.

by W. of London. Lat. 53. 22. N. ion,

1. 10. W. Market on Thurſday.

Blithfield, Staff. near Paget's-Bromley.

Bºthſcrl, Suff. E. of Haleſworth. Blith

Hall, Warw. near Shuſtock. Blith's-

Mewk, Northumb. on the coaſt between

Hartley and Newbiggin. Bliton, Linc.

W. of Bliborough. Bleckfield, Surry,

Dear E. Grinſtead. Blockly, a village of

Linc.

Worceſ, though encompaſſed by Glouceſ.

It is 7 miles SE, of Eveſham. Blackley,

Glouceſ. between Stow and Camden.

B LockzY L.L., a town of the United

Provinces, in Overyſiel, at the mouth of

the river Aa, on Zuider-Zee, where there

is a good harbour, 8 miles S.W. of Sten

wick. Lat. 52.44. N. lon. 5.49. E.

Bºwal, Shropſ. S. of Oſweſtry. Blod

ºworth, Nott. S. of Sherwood-Foreſt.

Blois, an ancient and handome com

mercial city in the dept. of Loire and

Cher. It is pleaſantly ſeated on the

Loire, in one of the fineſt countries in

France. The ſpºtator is ſtruck with the

idea of an amphitheatre, in ſeeing the

manner in which the ſtreets are diſpoſed,

like rows of ſeats one above another againſt

the hill. Here are ſome fine fountains

and a new bridge, one of the beſt in

France. It is noted for the fine watches

that are made here; and the French lan

guage is thought to be ſpoken here with

the greateſt purity. Blois is 47 miles

NE. of Tours, and 1 oo SW. of Paris

Lat. 47. 35. N. l. n. 1. 25. E.

BLo NE Iz, or BRo NE Iz, in Maſovia.

Blore. Hall, Staff. near Okeover. Blore

Heath, Staff. on the borders of Shropſ.

Bloffenhim, Cornwall, N.W. of Saltaſh.

Bowfield, 4 miles NE. of Norwich.

Blow Norton, Norf. SE. of E. Harling.

Bloxham, Oxf. near Banbury. Bloxham,

near Sleaford. Bloxwich, Staff.

N.W. of Walſal. Bloxworth, Dorſetſ. 4.

miles E. of Bere. Blundoleſłay, Dorſetſh.

in the pariſh of Whitchurch. Blandeſlot,

Suffolk, N.W. of Leoſtoff. Blund's-Court,

Oxf. SW. of Henley. Blungoed, Monm.

6 miles S.W. of Abergavenny. Blunham,

Bedf. 4 miles W. of Potton. Blunſdon

Broad, Bury St. Andrewſ, Wilts, between

Cricklade and Berks. Bluntſham, Huntſ.

S. of Erith. Blurton, Staff. 2 miles S.E.

of Newcaſtle-under-Line. Blyſkog, a river

in Pembrokſ. Bºſworth, between North

ampton and Towceſter. Blyth'orough, Suff.

on the Blythe. Blythe, a river in Warw.

another in Suff, and a third in Northumb.

Bobbing, Kent, near Sittingbourn.

Bob ENHAUSEN, a town of Up. Heſſe,

3 miles from Frankfort on the Maine.

Bohington, Staff, on the borders of Shropſ.

Bohingworth, Eſſ. NE. of Epping-Foreſt.

Boppio, a town of the Milaneſe, Italy.

Bobro, or Bio Rio, a river of Chili.

Bocar, a fine valley of Syria, in which

are ſituated the ſplendid ruins of Balbec.

BoccA CHIcA, the eutrance into the

harbour of Carthagena, in S. America.
Bocca D EL-DRAGo, a ſtrait between

Trinidad Iſle and Paria, in Terra-Firma.

Bochampton, 3 miles NE. of Dorcheſter.

G 3 Boc HARIA.
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Boch ARIA. See BokHARA.

Bochett A, a chain of mountains in

the territory of Genoa, over which there

is a road to Lombardy; the paſs on the

peak of the higheſt mountain, which is

io narrow as hardly to admit three men to

go abreaſt, is alſo called Bochetta.

Bockham, Magna and Parva, Surry,

near Leatherhead, 5 miles from Guildford.

Backenfield, Northumb. near Eland.

BockING, Eſſex, adjoining Braintree,
noted for the manufačture of baize. It is

41 miles NE. of London.

Bockleton, Worceſ. S. of Tenbury. Bo.

connock, Cornw. SE. of Leſtwithiel. Boc

ton Aluph, Kent, NW. of Wye. Boc

ton. Malherb, Kent, S.W. of Lenham.

J30°on-Street, Kent, E. of Boćton-under

Blean. Boćion under Blean, Kent, 5

miles W. of Canterbury. Boden, Lanc.

near Mancheſter. Bodinton, between Glou

ceſter and Cheltenham. Bodiam, Suſſex,

9 miles from Winchelſea. Bodham, Norf.

near Holt. Bodicot, Oxf. near Banbury.

Bodington, Hunt. near Bugden. Bodington,

Northamptomſ. N. of Chipping. Warden:

Bodisham-Hall, near Cambridge.

_* BoD MIN, Cornwall, 32 miles NE. of

Falmouth. Market on Saturday.

BoDo N, a town of Bulgaria, in Turkey.

Bodregen,Cornw. on Trewardreth Bay.

Bodrígy, Cornw. near St. Ives Bay.

BobRog, a town of Hungary.

BoEschoT, a town of Brabant.

Bog, or BUG, a river of Poland.

Boglio, a town of the county of

Nice, 2.5 miles NW. of that city.

Bognor, Suſſex, on the coaſt near Selſey.

Bo Goro, the capital of New Granada,

in Terra-Firma, near which are gold

mines. Lat. 4. o. N. lon. 73.53. W.

Bohe M1A, a kingdom of Europe,

bounded on the W. by Bavaria, Franconia,

and Upper Saxony; on the N. and N.E. by

*Miſnia, Luſatia, and Sileſia; on the E. by

Sileſia and Moravia, and on the S. by Au

ſtria. It is zoo miles in length, and 1.5o

in breadth, is fertile in corn and paſture,

and has ſeveral foreſts, in which there is a

variety of wild animals. In the moun

tains there are mines of gold, ſilver, cop

per, tin, iron, and lead, and in ſome parts

precious ſtones of different kinds are

found. The language of the Bohemians

is the Sclavonic, with a mixture of the

German; their profeſſion of religion, the

Romiſh; here are ſeveral Proteſtants and

Jews. The capital is Prague. It is ſub

jećt to the Houſe of Auſtria.

Bohol, one of the Philippine Iſlands.

BoIANo, a town of Naples.

Born Itz, a town of Hungary.

Bois-le-Duc, a large and handſome

town of Dutch Brabant, ſeated among

moraſſes, between the rivers Dommel and

Aa, 22 miles E. by N. of Breda, 45 NE.

of Antwerp, and 45 SSE. of Amſterdam.

Lat. 51.40. N. lon. 5. 16. E. -

Box HARA, the capital of Bokharia,

Bocharia, or Bucharia, which is a country

of W. Tartary, the ancient Sogdiana. It

is a large, populous place, ſeated on a riſ

ing ground: the houſes are low, and moſt

ly built of mud, but the caravanteras and

moſques, which are numerous, are all of

brick. Great numbers of Jews and’Ara

bians frequent this place: but the kham

ſeizes on their poſſeſſions at his pleaſure.

It is 1 co miles W. by S. of Samarcand.

Lat. 39. 5. N. lon. 65, 50. E.

Bo LABo LA, one of the Sºci-ty Iſlands.

Bolam, Northumb. 5 miles SW. of Mor

peth. Bolas Magna, Shropſhire 7 miles

N.W. of Newport. Boll roſe, Suſſ. 3 miles

from E iſ Grinſtead. Bold, Lanc. SF. of

Preſcot. Bolden, Durh. 2 miles from Sun

derland, and 3 from Shields. Bolærhurſ?,

and Boldre, Hampſhire, both in the New

Foreſt. Bole Hall, Warw. a hamlet in

the pariſh of Tamworth.

Bo LeslAw, or Bu Ntz LAU, a town

and diſtrict of Bohemia. Lat. 51. 12. N.

lon. 16. 1 o. E. - -

Boli, or BoLL1, a town of Natolia.

Bo LING B Roke, 29 miles S.E. of Lin

coln. Market on Tueſday.

Bolkowitz, a town of Sileſia.

Bole, Nott. near Gainſborough. Bollin,

a river in Cheſhire. Bollington, Cheſh. near

Macclesfield. Bolliſion, Northumb. in

Woller. Bollifto, Cornw. near the Land's-

End. Bolney, Norf, near Creſſingham

Parva. Bolney, Oxf. near Henly-upon

Thames. Boſnºy, Suſſex, near Cuckfield.

Bolnhurſt, Bedfordſ. between Wodhil and

Buſh-Mead. -

Bo Log NA, an ancient, large, and rich

town of Italy, capital of the Bologneſe.

It's palaces, churches, and other pub

lic buildings, are very numerous, and fi

niſhed in a ſuperior ſtyle of archite&ule;

and, perhaps, no town in the world, Rome

excepted, is ſo rich in paintings. The

private houſes are well-built, and the city

contains about 8o. ooo inhabitants. They

carry on a conſiderable trade in filks and

velvets, which are manufactured here in

great perfection. The river Remo, which

runs near the city, turns 4oo mills for the

filk-works; and there is a canal hence to

the Po. Bologna is feated at the foot of

the Apennines, 22 miles S.E. of Modena,

and 17 5 N.W. of Rome. Lat. 44. 30. N.

lon. I : . 26. E.

Bolog NESE, a province of Italy, in the

Pope's territories, bounded on the W. by

- - Modena,
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Modena; on the N. by the Ferrareſ ; or

the E. by Romagna; and on the S. by

Tuſcany. It is watered by many ſmall

rivers, and it's ſoil is extremely fertile,

producing all ſorts of grain and fluits, par

ticularly muſkadine grapes, which are in

high eſteem, and oil in immenſe quanti

ties ; hence it's capital is called Bologna

the Fat. The country round it, for ſeveral

miles, ſeems one continued garden. The

vineyards are not divided by hedges, but

by rows of elms and mulberry trees, the

vines hanging in feſtoons from one tree to

another, in a very pićtureſque and beau

tiful manner. Here are mines of alum and

iron. The people ſeem to be induſtrious,

and to enjoy, under the mild government

of the Pope, the fruits of their labour.

Boſtot, Oxfordſhire, near Chadlington.

Bo Ls ENNA, a lake and a town in the

Pope's territories, 45 miles N. of Rome.

Lat. 43. 38. N. lon. 12. 13. E.

Bolsov ER, a large well-built town of

Derbyſhire, noted for the manufacture of

tobacco-pipes. Market on Friday.

Balfton Borough, near Wells, Shepton

Mallet, and Glaſtonbury. -

Bolsw A E R r, a town of the United

Provinces, in W. Friefland, 8 miles N. of

Sootºn. Lat. 53. 3. N. lon. 5, 15. E.

Boſtºy, Yorkſhire, near Northalerton.

* BoltoN, a town of Lancaſhire, noted

for it’s medicinal waters, but more ſo for

it's manufactures of futtians and counter

panes, dimities, and muſlims. It ſtands

amidſt dreary moors, 11 miles N.W. of

Mancheſter, and 193 NNW. of London.

Market on Monday.

Bolton, N of Lanca"er, 237 miles from

London. Bolton, Cumb. near Ireby. Bel

toº, Yorkſhire, E. of Richmond. Boſton,

Yorkſhire, W. of Barnard Caſtle. Bolton,

Yorkſ. SW. of Giſbo, n. Bolton, Yorkſ.

NF. of Skipton. Bolton, Yorkſ. N. of

Rother han, and 7 miles W. of Doncaſter.

Bolton, Lanc. between Bury and Wigan.

Bºlon, E. J.P. and Little, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, near Midlam and Wenſlaw-Dale.

Bºſton in the Sands, Weſtmº, near Kendal.

Bolton-Percy, Yorkſ, near Nun-Appleton.

Bolzano, or BosTzEx, a town in

Tiru!. -

Bo MAL, a town of Tuxemburg.

BoMBAY, an iſland of Hindoo!tan, on

the W. coaſt of the Deccan, 7 miles in

length, and zo in circum,erence. The

ground is barren, and good water ſcarce

It was formerly accounted very unhealthy;

but by draining the ſwamps and bogs,

the air is improved. It has a capacious

harbour, or bay, reckoned the fineſt haven

in the Indies, where whole fleets fit,d ſhel

tº and ſecurity in all ſeaſons, B-ſides the

town of Bombay, which is a large city,

there are other ſmaller ones upon this

iſland. The inhabitants are of ſeveral na

tions, and very numerous : they have

abundance of cocoa-nuts, but ſcarcely any

corn or cattle. It is one of the three pre

ſidencies of the Fngliſh E. India Compa

ny, by which their oriental territories are

governed, and it is 150 miles S. of Surat

Lat. 18. 58. N. lon. - ... 38. F. - -

BoMEN E, a ſea-port of Zealand.

Bo M M EL, in Dutch Guelderland.

Borſion, Dorſetſ. near Bockhampton.

Box Al RE, an iſland of Tel a Filma.

BoxAve Nºru RA, a ſea-port, in Popay

an, S. America.

BoxAvist A, a Cape-de-Verd iſle.

Box Aviº TA, a fine bay, and a cape on

the E. ſide of Newfoundland.

Bonczyłon, Some ſ. near Bath. Bonſ

bºſſ, Nºtt. a hamlet of Cokeney. Bone

Church, Iſle of Wight, in Eaſt Medina.

Romeºwell, Heref, near Richaud's-Caſtle

and Croft's-Caſtle.

Bon (F.Acto, a ſea port cf Corſica.

Bontºgale, Shropſh. near Albrighton.

Bonington, Kent, in Romney Miſh, near

Wye. Bonington, Kent, united to Fa

kºmber f.

Boulaghy, in Longford, Leinſter.

BoNN, an ancient town of Cologne.

Bo N N A, or Bo NA,a ſea-port of Algiers.

Bo NNE TABLE, a town in the dept. of

Sarte. It carries on a great trade in corn,

and is 1.5 miles NE. of Mans. Lat. 48.

11. N. lon. o. 3c. E.

Boxst v Al, a town in the depart. of

Eure and Loire. It is feated on the Loire,

8 miles N. of Châteaudun. Lat. 48.12. N.

lon. 1. 20. E. -

Boxx Eva LLE, a town in the dept. of

Mont Blanc, on the Arve, at the foot of

the Mole, 20 miles S. of Geneva. Lat.

46. 32. N. lon, 6 o. W.

- Ionºſº...!!, Derb. 6 miles N. of Wirkſ

worth. Boºyºk, Suſſex, N. of Horſhan.

Bonye, Nott. near Widmer pool. Bony

tho?, Cornwall, near Gunwallo.

Boop G E-Boop G E, a town of Hin

dooſton Proper, capital of the rajah of

Cutch, 350 m,les N.E. by F. of Surat.

Lat. 23. 16. N. lon. 69. o. E.

Boomer, Soºner:etſ. between Bridgewa

ter and Taunton.

Boomhall, near Londonderry, Ulſter.

Boo r., N, a mountainous country of

India, NE. of Bengal. it is a feudatory,

or dependezcy of I h;bet. It’s capital is

Taſſ ſudon.

ºth, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near the Ouſe.

Boºtſ y-Pagnel, Linc. SE. of Granthain.

B. :: * j, Linc. is ar Boxham. Booth's,

D., b. in the High Peak, Esof's Hall,

G 4 J.A.:
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Lancaſh, 3 miles NE. of Leigh. Bootle,

Cºmb. 5 miles from Ravenglaſs. Booton,

Norfolk, E of Repeham.

BopfINGEN, a free town in Suabia.

Bopp ART, a town of Treves.

Boraby, Yorkſ. NW. of Whitby.

Borch, a town of Magdeburgh.

Borch Loen, or loosz, a town of

Liege. -

Barden, Cornw. joining to Devonſhire.

Borden, Kent, near Milton, Bordeſley,

Worc. near Heweł Grange. Bordeſley,

Warw. near Aſton." Bordley, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, E. of Settle. Borjatton, Shropſ.

6 miles N.W. of Shrewſbury. Boreaton,

Shropſ, between Brown-Clee. Hill and the

river Rea. Boreham, Eſſex, near Chelms

ford. Boreham, Suſſex, near Aſhburnham.

Boreham, Wilts, near Warminſter. Bore

*ill, Surry, near Homeſbury. Hill. Barely,
Eſſex, on the borders of Suffºlk. Bore

place, Kent, 5 miles W. of Tunbridge.

Boreſworth, or Boſworth Huſbands, Leic.

bordering on Northamptonſhire.

BoRoo, in Nyland, Sweden, on the Gulf

of Finland. Lat. 60. 34. N. lon. , 5.40. E.

Bo R Go-For-TE, a town of Mantua.

Bo RGo. SAN Do NINo, in Placentia,

Italy. Lat. 44.58. N. lon. Io. 6. E.

Bo Rao-D1, san SEpolcro, a town of

Tuſcany. Lat. 43. 32. N. lon. 12.7. E.

Borso VAL-D1-TARo, a town and

territory of Parma.

Borheen, in Limerick, Munſter.

Bo RJA, or BoriA, a town of Arragon.

Bor13; EN, or BREQUE, a W. India

Iſland, a little E. of Porto-Rico. It is

uninhabited, though agreeable and fertile,

the air wholeſome, and the water good.

Land-crabs are numerous here, whence.

Tome call it Crab-Iſland. Lat. 18. o. N.

lon. 66. o. W.

BoR isTHENEs. See DN1 E PER.

BoRK F.Lo, a town of Zutphen.

Borner, Suſiex, W. of Lewes.

Bo RM10, a town and county of the "
Griſons.

Borne, a river in Staff. running into the

Tame. Borne End, Bedf. near Woburn.

Bo RNEo, an iſland in the Indian Ar

chipelago, about 1800 miles in circum

ference. It produces ſeveral ſorts of fruit

in great abundance, excellent maſtic, and

other gums, wax, rice, caffia, honey, cot

ton, camphire, frankincenſe, muſk, alocs,

agaric, braſil-wood, ſapan, pepper, cinna

mºn, and other ſpices: diamonds and gold

“it ſt are found in their rivers and ſands.

Their animals are elephants, buff...loes,

oxen, he ſes, tigers, bears, monkeys,

dººr, goats, parrots, parroque's, and other

birds; and they have great plenty of ſea

and river hiº. The inhabitants on the ſea

w

coaſt are Mahometans; but in the interior

they are Gentoos. In 1772, the Engliſhob

tained a giant from the Sooloos, of the N.

part of the iſland. On the ſea-coaſt, and

near the rivers, the land is uſually over

flowed half the year by the heavy and con

tinual rains, for which reaſon ſome of the

houſes are built on floats, and others on

high pillars, Borneo lies E. of Sumatra

and Malacca. The capital is of the ſame

name, large and populous, with a geod

harbour, and ſeated on the NW. ſide of

the iſland. Lat. 4.55. N. lon. I 1 1. 27. E.

BoRNHo LM, an iſland of Denmark.

Bo R Nou, an extenſive country in the

intericr part of Africa, lying to the SE,

of Fezzan and Berdoa ; between 16 and zo

degrees of N. lat. having the Deſert of

Bilma on the N. Nubia on the E. and

Bºgarmee on the S. Two ſeaſons divide

their year. During our ſummer-months

they have intenſe heat, violent winds, de

luges of rain, and dreadful tempeſts of

thunder and lightning; but, during the

winter of Europe, the ardent heat ſubſides,

the air becomes ſoft and mild, and the

weather ſerene. They have a great variety

of animal and vegetable produćtions.

They manufacture n, which they

wear, and cultivate the ground with hoes;

the plough being unknown. Many differ

ent languages, it is ſaid 30, are ſpoken iu

Bornou, and it’s dependencies. Their re

ligious profeſſion is Mahonetaniſm; their

government a ſort of elective monarchy.

In their manners the people are courteous

and humane. -

Bornou, the capital of the empire of

Bornou in Africa, is ſituated in a-flat

country, on the banks of a ſmall river. It

is of greater extent than Tripoli; but the

houſes, though neat, are ſo irregularly

placed, that they can hardly be ſaid to

form ſtreets. Their moſques are conſtruct

ed of brick and earth, and they have

ſchools in which the Koran is taught, as

in the principal towns of Barbary. It is

650 miles & E. of Mourzouk. Lat. 19.40.

N. lon. 2 s. 30. E:

Borocate, Hants, between Micheldover

and Brown-Condover. Borodean, Hants,

between Bram’s-Dean and Prior's Dean,

* BorougHB1RDGE, a town in York

ſhire, 17 miles NVV. of York, and 218

N. by W. of London. Lat. 54. Io. N.

lon. 1. 25. W. Market on Saturday.

Borough Caſile, Hants, near Spithead.

Borough. Green, Norf. 2 miles NE. of At

tleboroºgh. Bºrough,Glouc. near Berkeley.

Borr, J, in Carlow, Leinſter.

* Bo RRIs, or BURRos-1N-OssorY, in

Quren's county, Leinſter.

Borriſk-on, in Tipperary, Munſter.
Bo P. RisolEACH,
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BoxRisol,EAGH, in Tipperary.

Bo R RodAle, in the SE. part of Cum

berland, bordering on Weſtmorland, a ro

mantic valley among Derwent-water tells.

Theſe fells or hills are ſome of the loſt teſt

in Engiand, and it is in one of then that

the black-lead, or wad, is found, where

with almoſt all the world is ſupplied : the

mines are opened only once in ſeven years,

and when a ſufficient quantity of this valu

able and finguiar minerai is taken out, they

are carefully cloſed again. In travelling

among theſe mountains the idea that pre

ſents itſelf to the aſtoniſhed ſpectator, is

that of the earth having been in an uproar,

like the ocean in a ſtorm; the hills appear

like waves riſing one behind another, and,

were is not for the abrupt and ſudden ſcarps,

the iminenſe maſſes of rugged rocks that

give the idea of fixedneſs and ſtability, the

bewildered fancy might be ſo loſt as to ima

gine they were in a ſtate of undulation, and

ready tº mingle with each other. The

beautiful vale of Borrodale is watered by

the cleareſt brooks, which precipitated

from the hills, and, forming many beau

tiful waterfalls, meet together in the dale,

and, forming one large ſtream, paſs out of

the date under the name of Borrodale-Beck,

when it’s waters ſpread out into an ex

pauſive lake, containing ſeveral beautiful

iſlands. This lake is called Derwentwater,

or Keſwick Lake. Borrodale is 4 miles

from Keſwick, in paſſing from which, the

traveller has the Lake on his right hand,

and ſtupendous rocky precipices on his

left; huge ſtones, or rugged maſſis of

rock, which have tumbled from above,

lie ſcattered along his way. As he ap

proaches the dale, he ſees the ledges of

the rocks covered with herbage, ſhrubs,

and trees; villages and farms ariſe upon

his view, the larger cattle are ſeen feeding

in the lower grounds, and the ſheep, in

large flocks, upon the mountains.

Barrow, Cornwall, S. of Stratton.

Borrowfoundeſs, or Boneſ, a village on

the S. ſide of the Frith of Forth, in the

ſhire of Linlithgow. It has numerous

collieries and ſalt-works.

Borill, Suſſex, near Ticehurſt. Borſºy,

Suſſex, S.W. of Aſhdown. Foreſt. Borton,

near Buckingham. Borton on-Punſºnore,

Warw. Borwick, Lanc. between the ri

vers Docker and Lune.

BosA, on the W. coaſt of Sardinia,

Boſbury, Heref. near Ledbury.

Boscast; E. Cornwall, on the Briſtol

Channel. Market on Thurſday.

Boſcaw-Wowº,Cornwat the Land's-End.

Bosco, or Boschi, in the Milaneſe.

Boſtoºet, Shropſ. hear. White Ladies,

noted for the oak in which Charles I?, was

hid, and ſaw the parliament ſoldiers paſs

by in queſt of him after the battle of Wor

cetter. Boſcomb, Wilts, 3 miles SE. of

Ayleſbury, and 9 from Sarum. Bºſsham,

Suff. between Chicheſter and Thorney Iſle.

Bºra:-e Suſi v., NE. of Chicheſter. Boſ

ley, Cheſhire. NE. of Congleton.

bosN A SER Ago, capital of Boſnia. It

is a large town, 1 o miles S.W. of Bel

grade. Lat. 44.40. N. lon. 17. 57. E.

BosNIA, a province of Turkey in Eu

rope, bounded on the N. by Sclavonia and

Croatia; on the E. by Servia; on the S.

by Albania; and on the W. by Croatia

and Dalmatia,

Boſſincy, or Tintage! Cornwall, 3 miles

NW. of Camelford. Boſhneſale, Devonſ,

NW. of Dartmouth. Boyzston, Hants,

near the Wallops.

Bossu PT, 8 miles S. of Louvain.

BosT, capital of Sable ſtan, in Perſia.

Boſłall, Bucks, N of Bernwood-Foreſt.

Boſlock, Cheſhire, NW. of Middlewich.

* Bosto N, a large, well-built town of

Lincolnſhire, feated on both fides of the ri

ver Witham, by means of which it enjoys

a conſiderable trade, both from the ſea and

inland. The church ſpire is very lofty,

and a noted ſea-mark. It has a fair, De

cember 11, that holds nine days, for cat

tle and merchandiſe, called a mart ; an an

cient name, only uſed for this£wn,Gainſ

§. in Lincolnſhire, Lynn Regis in

Norfolk, and for Beverley and Headon in

Yorkſhire. Boſton is 37 miles S.E. of Lin

coin, and 1 15 N. of London. Lat. 53.1. N.

lon. o. 5. E. Markets on Wed. and Sat.

Boſion, Midd. W. of Little-Ealing.

Boston, the capital of Maſſachuſets

Bay, in N. America, feated on a penin

ſula, at the bottom of a fine bay, contain

ing many ſmall iſlands and rocks. It lies

in the form of a creſcent about the harbour,

and the country within, riſing gradually,

affords a delightful proſpect, There is

only one ſafe channel to the harbour,

and that ſo narrow, that two ſhips can

ſcarcely ſail abreaſt; but within the har

bour there is room for 5oo ſail to anchor,

At the bottom of the bay is a pier near

zooo feet in length, to which ſhips of the

greateſt burden may come cloſe, and on the

N. ſide are warehouſes for the merchants.

The ſtreets are handſome, particularly that

extending from the pier to the town-houſe,

On the W. ſide of the town is the Mall, a

beautiful public walk. Beſides the ſtate

houſe, and cther public buildings, there

are 16 churches..". denominations.

It is 310 miles NE. of Philadelphia.

Lat. 42.2 5. N. lon. 7o. 33. W.

BoswokTH,orMARKET-Boswo RTH,

a town in Leiceſterſhire, feated on a high

- hill,
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hill, 13 miles Nw. of Leiceſter, and 106

NNW. of London. Lat. 52.40. N. lon.

1. 1 S. W. Market on Wedneſday.

Botadon Cornwall, S.W. of Launceſton.

Botalleek, Cornw. Io miles W.of St. Ives.

BotANY-BAY, a bay of New S. Wales,

on the E. coaſt of New Holland, ſo called

from the great quantity of herbs found on

the ſhore, was originally fixed on for a co

lony of convicts from Great Britain; but,

in the ſequel, Port Jackſon, 1.5 miles far

ther to the N, was preferred. Lat. 34. o.

S. lon. 15 1. 22. E.

Botchſton, Leiceſ. Boteſºale, Suff, near

Redgrave, 15 miles from Bury. Bothall,

Northumb. near Morpeth. Bothail, Staff.

M. of Pagets. Bromley. Bothel, Cumb.

between Cockermouth and Wigton. Bo

themſhall, Dºrb. in the High-Peak. Bo

therwood, Dorſ. near Winborne-Minſter.

Botherton, Cheſhire, near Beeſton Caſtle.

BorhNIA, a province in Sweden, on a

gulf of the ſame name, which divides it

into two parts, called E. and W. Bothnia.

Bothamſø, Nott. NW. of Tuxford.

Botlaw, Northumb. in Tindale-Ward.

Botley, Hants, S. of Buſh-Waltham. Bot

ſey, Berks, W. of Oxford. Botley, Bucks,

pariſh of Cheſham. Botley, Surry, near

Fangrove and Chertſey. Botolph's-Bridge,

Hunt. near Peterborough. Botolph, St.

Linc. N. of Loſton. Botſborough, Cornw.

near Devonſ. Botſey, Hunt. N. of Ramſey.

Botsfeld, Shropſ. 5 miles from Shrewſbury.

Botſford, Leic. near Normanton. Botſford,

Leic. in the Vale of Belvoir. Botſham

Hall, 7 miles from Cambridge. Botte

ridge. Pool, Dorſetſ. See Great Kimeridge.

Bottºſłale. See Bºdleſſale. Botteſlow,

Staff. SW. of Bucknai. Botulph, St.

Rutlandſhire, near Empingham.

Botwa R, a town of Wurtemburg.

BotzENBURG.a town of Mecklenburg.

Bow A, a town S. of Reggio, Naples.

Bovaugh Bridge, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Bouch AIN, a town in the dept. of the

North, divided into two parts by the

Scheldt. It is 9 miles S.W. of Valenciennes.

Lat. 50. 18. N. lon. 3. 21. E.

BouchiART, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Indre and Loire, on a ſmall iſland of

the river Vienne, 1.5 miles from Tours.

Botcott. Nottinghamſhire, near Burton.

Bo U P R Y, a town of Neufchâtel, in

Swiſſeriand. Lat. 47. 1. N. lon. 6. 40. E.

Jºozghtºn, near Cheſter, called Spittle

Boughton. Boughton, Northamp. 2 miles

from Ketering. Poughton, Nott. 3 miles

SW. of Tuxford. Boughton-Munchefty,

Kºnt, S.W. of Bockton-Malherb.

Bot; I LLo N, a town of Luxemburg,

feated on an almoſt inacceſſible rock, nºr

the river Scinois, 12 miles' NE. of Sw

dan. Latitude 49.45. N. lon. 5. 20. E.

Bo VIN Es, a town in the Netherlands,

on the river Macle, 1o miles S. of Namur.

Lat. 50. 19. N. lon. 4. 50. E.

BoviNo, in Capitanata, Naples.

Bould, Oxf. pariſh of Idbury. Boulge,

Suff, 5 miles NW.of Woodbridge. Boulne

herſ?, Bedfordſ, near Thurley. Boulneſs,

Cumb. on the Solway Frith, where by

croſiing the ſands at low water, between

England and Scotland, paſſengers ſave a

great many miles travelling. It was the

weſtern termination of the Pićts Wall.

BouloGNE, a large and handſome ſta

port in the dept. of the Straits of Calais.

It is divided into the Higher and Lower

Town. The harbour has a mole for the

ſafety of ſhips, which prevents it from

being choked up with ſand. It is ſeated

at the mouth of the river Lianne, 14 miles

S. by W. of Calais, and 150 N. of Paris.

Lat. 50. 44, N. lon. 1. 42. E.

Boulſion, Heref. E. of Aconbury. Boul

than, SW. of Lincoln.

Bou R Bo N, an iſland of Africa, in the

Indian Ocean, 60 miles long, and 45 broad.

It is a fertile place, producing, in particu

lar, excellent tobacco. The French firſt

, ſettled here in 1672, and have ſome conſi

derable towns in the iſland, and here their

E. India ſhips touch for refreſhments. It

is 300 miles E. of Madagaſcar. Lat. 20.

52. S. lon. 55; 30. E.

Bou R BoNºLAN ci, a town in the dept.

of Saone and Loire, remarkable for it’s

mineral waters. It is 15 miles S.W. of

Autum. Lat. 46.47. N. lon. 4. 6. E.

Bou R BoN L'ARchAM BAU D, a ſmall

town in the dept. of Allier, remarkable for

it's hot-baths. It is 1.5 miles W. of Mou

lims. Lat. 46. 35. N. lon. 3. 5. E.

Bo U R Bo NNE-LEs-BAINs, a town in

the dept. of Upper Marne, famous for it's

hot-baths. It is 17 miles NE. of Langres.,

Lat. 47. 54. N. lon. 5. 45. E. -

Bou RBON No.1s, a ci-devant province

of France, which now forms the dept. of

Allier. It abounds in corn, fruit, wine,

paſture, wood, &c.

BouRDEAux, an ancient maritime city, -

in the dept. of Gironde, and one of the firſt

in France, for magnitude, riches, and beau

ty. It is feated on the Garonne, which

river is bordered by a large quay; and, as

the tide flows here 4 yards perpendicular,

large veſſels come up to the town; moſt

of the great ſtreets lead to the quay. The

inhabitants are upwards of 1 od,ooo; their

trade is very extenſive, and they ſhip an

nually loo,ooo tons of wine and brandy.

It is 87 miles S.E. of Rochelle,and 32 5 SW.

of Paris. Lat. 44.50. N. lon. o. 30. W. .

Bourdfield, Kent, E. of Lenham.

Bo U R DIN Es,
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BouRDIN Es, a town of Namur, in the

Netherlands, 5 miles N.W. of Huy. Lat.

50. 35. N. lon. 5. 8. E.

Bourg, the capital of Cayenne, in S.

America. Lat. 5.2. N. lon. 52.5o. W.

Bou Rºi, a town in the dept. of Ain,

feated on the river Reſouſſe, 32 miles NE.

of Lycns, and 232 SE. of Paris. Lat.

46. 1 1. N. lon. 5. 19. E.

Bourg, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Gironde, with a good harbour, on the river

Dordogne, near the point of land formed

by the confluence of that river and the Ga

roºne, which is called the Bec-d'Ambez,

and is thought a dangerous paſſage. It is

15 miles N. of Bourdeaux. Lat. 45. 5.N.

kin. o. 30. W.

BoU Ro ANE UF, a ſmall, well-built town

in the dept. of Creuſe, on the river Tau

rion, 20 miles NE. of Limoges, and 2oo

S. of Paris. Lat. 45.59. N. lon. 1.35. E.

Bou R&Fs, the chief town in the dept.

of Cher. Although, in extent, it is one

of the greateſt cities in France, the inha

bitants hardly amount to 25,000, and their

trade is inconſiderable. It is feated on the

rivers Auron and Yevre, 2.5 miles NW.

of Nevers, and 1 2 5 S. of Paris. Lat. 47.

5. N. lon. 2.28. E.

Bouk GET, a town in the dept. of

Mont-Blanc, on a lake of the ſame name,

6 miles N. of Chamberry. Lat. 45.41. N.

lon. 5. 50. E.

Bö URMo NT, a town in the dept. of

the Upper Marne, 22 miles NE. of Chau

mont. Lat. 4S. 14. N. lon. 5.43. E.

* Bou RN, a large town in Lincolnſhire,

feated near a ſpring called Burn-Weſt

Head, from which proceeds a river that

runs through the town. It is 35 miles S.

of Lincoln, and 97 N. of London. Lat.

52.42. N. lon. o. 20. W. Mark. on Sat.

Bourn, Yorkſ. SE. of Sherborn. Bourn,

a river in Warwickſ. Bourn, a river in

Wilts. Bourn Hall, Camb. 8 miles NW.

of Shengay.

Bouko, one of the Molucca Iſlands,

between Celebes and Ceram, 50 miles in

circumference. It is ſubječt to the Dutch,

and well cultivated. Some mountains in

it are exceedingly high, and the ſea on one

fide is uncommonly deep. It produces nut

megs and cloves, as well as cocoa and ba

mana trees, and a variety of vegetables in

troduced by the Dutch. In the mountains

there are foreſts of ebony and lary.

Bourther-Hall, Eſſex, in the pariſh of

Pentlow. Bourton, Dorſetſ, near Gilling

ham. Bourton on the-Hill, Glouc. 5 miles

from Stow, and 5 from Campden. Bour

ton-on the-Water, Glouc. about a niie

from the preceding place, has ſeveral

good houſes, and a tolerable trade. The

river, which riſes near it hire, ſpreads 30

feet, and there are ſeveral bridges over it.

Bouss Ac, in the dept. of Creuſe, with

a caſtle on a rock, 2.5 miles NE. of Gueret.

Bouth, Lancaſ. 4 miles N. of Cartmel.

Bcatha", near York. Bouſhes, Cheſ. S.

of K-utsford. Bo: veney, Berks, near

Windſor. Boverife, Do, ſetſ. near Cran

horne. Bovil's Hall, Eſſex, near Clack

ton. Bovington, He's, near Hempſtead

and Berkhamp,tead. Lovington, Dorieſ.

near Airpiº dle.

Bouto N, an iſland in the Indian Ar

chipelago, 12 miles S.E. of Celebes. The

inhabitants are of an olive complexion,

ſpeak the Malayan language, and profeſs

Mahonetaniſm. Lat. 5.5o. S. lon. 6. 1. F.

Bow, or Bow Y, a ſmall, neat town of

Devonſhire, ſeated at the ſpring-head of a

-

river that falls into the Taw. It is 14.

miles NW. of Exeter. Mark. on Thurſ.

Bow, or STRAT Ford le Bow, a vil

lage 2 niles NE. by E. of London. It

his ſeveral unilis, manufactories, and diſ

telleries on the river Lºn, which here ſe

parates Middleſex from Eſlex.

Bow, a river in Shropſ. running into

the Warren. Bow!ent, a river in North

tºmb running into the Till. Botv.com",

Dorſetſ, near Buckland. Abbas. Bowden,

D-von... near Ivy. Bridge. Bowden, De

vonſ. near Ifracomb. Bowden Cheſhire,

near Altrincham. Dowden-E.ge, and

Bowden-Hall, Derbyſ. in the High-Peak.

Bowſen-Magna, Leic. near Market-Har

borough, on the N. ſide of the river Wel

land, oppoſite which, on the S. ſide, is

Bowden-Parva, in Northamp. Bowd, a

E. and #". Durn. N.W. of Sunderland, on

the road to Shields. Bowditch, Dorſetſh.

near Chardſtock. Bowdon, and it's Park,

Wilts, E. of Laycock. Bowden-Heath,

Berks, between Pangborn and Reading.

Boºverland, Kent, near Moktaſh. Bowers,

Staff. N. of Standon. Bowes, Yorkſ. 2

miles from Barnard Caſtle. Bowes, Suſſ.

E. of New-Shoreham. Loweſſen, North

umb. between the Tweed and Holy-Iſland.

Boºvlan.t-Forºſł, Yorkſ. on the borders of

Lancaſhire. Bowley, Suſix, near Paghan.

Bowling, Yorkſ. I mile from Bradford.

Bowlton, Derb. W. of Alveſton. Bow

mere, Northumb. N. of Aylmouth. Bozº

neſs, a village of Weſtmorland, pleaſactly

ſeased on Winanderniere Lake, oppoſite to.

which lies the iſland. Bowood, Dorſetſ.

2 miles W. of Netherby. Boºtſºn

Green, Herts, 3 miles S.W. of Bunting ord.

Boºv’r-Farm, Middl. near Hornſey. Boºv

fical-Hill, Cumb. on the edge of Burgh

Marſh. Bowſ?erton, Yorkſ. 9 miles N.W.

of Barnſley. Rowtell, Cumb. Sº. of Sea

ton. Bowthorp, Glouc. N. of Fairford.

- Bo wilvrp,
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Bowthorp, Norf. W. of Norwich. Bow

rón, Norf. SE. of W. Dereham. Bowton,

Northumb. 3 miles W, of Alnwick. Box,

Wilts, between Bath and Chippenham.

* Boxford, Eſſex, 4 miles S.W. of

Hadley, Suff and 8 N. of Colcheſter.

Boxford, Berks, near Winterborn. Box

grove, Suſſex, near Chicheſter. Box-Hill,

Surry, near Darking; Boxley Abbey, Kent,

near Maidſtone. Boxleys, Suriy, near

Chertſey. Boxted, Eſſex, W. of Dedham.

Boxted cum Harteft, Suff, 5 miles W. of

Lavenham. Boxwell, Glouceſ. 6 miles

from Tetbury. Boxworth, 7 miles W.

of Cambridge. Bºycot, Shropſ. ; miles

SE. of Weſtbury. Boydon, Eſſex, 4 miles

from Epping and Waitham.

* BoYLE. See ABB EY BOYLE.

Boylſton, 10 miles S.W. of D rhy.

Bo YNE, a river of Leinſter, running into

the Iriſh Channel a little below Drogheda.

Boynton, Yorkſ, near Bridlington,

BoYolo, or Bozolo, a town and ter

ritory of Italy, adjoining to the Cremo

neſe, and formerly belonging to Mantuz.

Boythorp, Yorkſ. NE. of Butterwick.

Rºyton, Cornw: near Tamerton. Bºyton,

Norf. NE. of Blofield. Boyton, Suffolk, E.

of Woodbridge. Bºyton, Wilts, 6 miles N. .

of Hindon. Boxict, Northamp, near Olney.

Fraan, a river of Perthſhire.

BRA BANT, ci-devant Austri AN, a

large province of the Netherlands, bound

ed on the W. by Hainault, Flanders, and

Zealand; on the N. by Dutch Brabant;

on the E. by Liege ; and on the S. by Na

mur. The capital is Bruſſels, and the prin

cipal rivers are the Scheldt and the Lys.

BRABANT, Dutch, a diſtićt belong

ing to the United Provinces, of which

Breda is the capital.

Braborn, Kent, 5 miles E. of Aſhford.

Braby, Yorkſ between New-Malton and

Kirby. Moorſide. Brabrooke, Northamp.

between Kettering and Harborough.

BRAcciANo, a town on a lake of the

ſame name, 12 miles NW. of Rome.

Bracely. Lincolnſ. W. of Fokingham.

Bracemeal,Shropſ.S.of Shrewſbury. Brack

enburgh, Yorkſ W. of Thirſk. Bracken

field, Derbyſ. NW. of Alfreton. Brack

enhill, Berks, between Oakinghain and

Sunning. Hill.

Brackenſlown, 6 miles from Dublin.

BRAcKLAw, a city of Podolia, on the

river Bog. Lat. 48.49. N. lon. 29. 30. E.

* BRAckle Y, a town of Northamp. on

a branch of the Ouſe, 1.8 miles SW, of Nor

thampton, and 64 NW, of London. Lat,

51. 2. N. lon, 1. to. W. Mark. on Wed.

Brac{lown-lºn, in Kerry, Munſter.

Brachnold, Cld, B. ks, 3 miles from

Oakinsham. -

branch of the Aire.

at the upper end of St. Helen's-Bay. Brad

BRAp, a town of Sclavonia, on the

Save.

Bradborn, Derb. 4 miles from Wirkſ

worth. Bradburn, Kent, 5 miles from

Maidſtone. Bradbury, Duſh. 4 miles E.

of Biſhop-Aukland. Bradel, Dorſetſh.

in Purbeck-Iſle, S.W. of Corfe-Caſtle.

Bradenham, Bucks, W. of Mºffenden.

Bradenham, E. and W. Norf. E. of Swaff

ham. Bradºſiake, Wilts, between Chriſt

ian-Melford and Lyneham. Bradeſley,

or Badeſgy, Worceſ. near Bromſgrove.

Bradfield, a river in Shropſhire.

BRADfi ELD MAGNA, Eſſex,

Thaxted, 38 miles from London.

ket on Thurſday. -

Bradfield, Eſſex, near Maningtree.

Bradfield, Yorkſ. near Doncaſter. Brad

field, Berks, N.W. of Theal. Bradfield,

Herts, near Hide Hall. Bradfield, Norf.

NW. of N. Walſham. Bradfield, wilts,

S. of Malmſbury. Brodfield Brand, or

Cottbuff, Suff. 4 miles S.E. of Bury. Brad

field Could, Bucks, near Olney. Brad

field, Little, Eſſex, E. of Thaxted. Brad

field, Monk'ſ, or St. George, Suffºlk, on a

high hili. Bradfield, Saling, Eſſex, SE.

of Eaſton-Magna. Bradfield, St. Clare,

Suffolk, SE. of Monk’s Bradfield.

*BRADfor D, a town in Wilts, the

centre of the greateſt fabric of ſuper fine

cloths in England, which it ſhares with

the ſurrounding towns of Trowbridge,

Melkſham, Corſhain, and Chippenham,

It is ſeated on the Avon, 11 miles nearly

W. of Devizes, and 1 oz. W. of London.

Lat. 51. 20. N. lon. 2. zo. W. Mar

ket on Monday.

* BRAD for D, a town in Yorkſhire,

ſtated between Leeds and Halifax, on a

It has a conſiderable

trade in ſhalloons, everlaſtings, &c. which

are made in the neighbourhood. It is 36

miles S.W. of York, and 193 NNW. of

London. Lat. 53.49. N. lon, 1.40. W.

Market on Monday. -

Bradford, or Headford, a river in Der

byſhire. Bradford, Shropſ, in the N.

Bradfºrd, Devonſh. E. of Houlſworthy.

Bradford, Devonſ. between Honiton and

Samford. Bradford, Northumb. S.W. of

Bamburgh Caſtle. Bradford, Somerſ. be

tween Wellington and Taunton. Brad.

ford Aºbas, Dorſetſ. in the NW. on the

banks of the Ivel. Bradford. Mill, Kent,

N. of Goudhurſt. Bradford. Peverel,

NW, of Dorcheſter. Bradforth, Yorkſ,

near Bowland Foreſt. Bradgate, 4 miles

from Leiceſter. Bradgate, Rutl. SE. of

Uppineham, Bradberſ!, Kºnt, 5 miles

SE. of Rocheller. Bradicot, 6 miles NE,

ºf Worceſter. Brading, Iſle of Wight,

near

Mar

ity,
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#y, Cheſh, near Thelwell. Bradley, Glouc.

near Wotton under. Edge. Brady, Wilts,

near Cricklade. Bradley, near Derby.

Bradley, Dorſetſ. S. of Colie-Caſtle. Brad

#y, Lanc. 6 miles NW, of Warring:on.

Brady, Lºic. SE. of Haliaton. Bradley,

Lincolnſ. SW. of Great Grimſby. Brad

#. Somerſetſhire, N.W. of Caſtle-Carey.

radley, Hants, W. of Alton. - Bradley,

Staff. Nw. of Penkridge. Bradley, Staff.

SE. of Cheadle. Braſſy, Surry, S. of

Waking. Bradley, Worc. 8 miles E. of

Droitwich. Bradley, Yorkſhire, N. Rid

ing, near Biſhop's Dale-Chace. Bradley,

Yorkſ. S. of Halifax. Bradley, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, E. cf Settle. Bradley and

Bradley. Aſh, Derb. E. of Aſhborn. Brad.

Jey-Hail, Cheſh. 3 miles from Sandbach.

Bradley Hall, Durh. 5 miles N.W. of Bi

ſhop-Auckland. Bradley-Hall, Lanc. W.

of Clithero. Bradley-Hall, Northumb. 6

miles E. of Thirlewall. Bradley, Magna

and Parva, Suff. near Catlidge. Brad

ley, North, Wilts, S. of Trowbridge.

Bradmers, Nott. near Bunny. Bradmore,

Warw. S. of Honington. Bradney, Shropſ.

3 miles N. of Bridgnorth. “

BRAD NIN ch, or BRADwick, Devonſ.

N. of Exeter. Market on Saturday.

Brainop, Staff. E. of Leek. Bradpole,

Dorf. NE. of Bridport. Bradſhall, NE.

of Derby. Bradſhaw, Lanc. near Bury.

Bradſhaw-Edge, Derb. in the High-Peak.

Braffione, Devonſ, near Launceſton. Brad

fore, Glouc. near Berkeley. Bradſtone,

Shropſ. near Hungerford. Bradwall,

Staff. N. of Newcaſtle-under-Line. Brad.

way, Glouc. S. of Campden. Bradway,

10 miles from Worceſter, in the road to

Hereford. Bradwell, Eſſex, near Cogge

ſhall. Brad well, Bucks, 2 miles from

Stony-Stratford. Bradwell, Cheſh. N.

of Sandbach. Bradwell, Derb. in the

High-Peak. Bradwell, Suff. between

Yarmouth and Leſtoff. Bradwell, Warw.

near Granborough. Bradwell Grove,

Oxf. near Burford. Bradwell-juxta

Mare, Eſſex, near Tillingham. Brad

win, Northamp. N. of Towceſter. Brad

wood, Durh. near Stanhope. Bradworthy,

Devonſ. 5 miles NE. of Stratton. Brae

Mar, a fertile vale of Ayerdeenſhire, fur

rounded by rocky hills. Braeſtridge, S.

of Lincoln. Brafferton, Durh. 3 miles

N. of Darlington. Brafferton, Yorkſ.

NE. of Boroughbridge.

BRAGA, the capital of Entre Minho e

Douro, is feated on the Cavado, 180 miles

N. of Liſbon. Lat. 41.42. N. lon. 8. 29. W.

Bragan's-Town, in Louth, Leinſter, 35
miles from Dublin.

BRAGANza, the capital of the Audi

ºnce of Braganza, in the province of Tia

*

los-Montes, in Portugal. It is feated on

the river Fervança, and carlies on a ſilk

manufacture. Lat. 41.30. N. lon. 6. 30. W.

Brager-End, Hertf. N. of Datchworth,

and W. of Watton. Braggs, Dorſetſhire,

in the pariſh of S. Pei rott.

BRAILA, a town of Turkey, in Europe,
in Walachia, on the Danuba. -

Brailes, Warw. 3 miles from Shipton.

Brai'eſord, Derbyſhire, near Kedleſton.

BRAtlow, a town of Podolia, on the

river Bog, 30 miles N.W. of Brack law.

BRAIN-LE-CoM PTE, a town of Hain

ault, 15 miles S.W. of Bruſſels.

Brainfield, Northamp. near Houghton

Magna and Parva. Brainton,nearHertford,

* BRAINT RE E, a town of Eſſex, near

the village of Bocking, and, with it, car

rying on a confiderable manufactory of

baize. It is 12 miles N. of Chelmsford,

and 41 NE. of London. Lat. 51.55. N.

lon. o. 40. E. Market on Wedneſday.

Braiſion, Derbyſhire, SE. of Derby.

BRAKEL, a town of Germany, in Pa

derborn. Lat. 51, 46. N. lon. 9, 12. E.

Braken Aſh, Nortolk, E. of Windham.

Brakenburg, Linc. N. of Louth. Braken

date, near Norwich. Braken Hill, Cumb.

SE. of Longtown. Brakenthwaite, Cumh.

near the river Cocker, N. of Loweſwater.

BR allo, a lofty mountain of the Alps,

in the country of the Griſons. *

BRAMANT, a town of Maurienne, in

the dept. of Mont-Blanc. It is ſeated on

the river Arck, 3.5 miles NW. of Tulin.

Lat. 45. 25. N. lon. 7. 5. E.

Bramber, Suſſex, adjoining Steyning.

Bramble, Suſſex, near E. Grinſtead. Brax.

ble Lodge, Hants, in the New-Foreſt.

Bramby upon Dun, Yorkſ. N. of Doncaſ.

ter. Bramcot, Warw. near Bulkington.

Braxtrot, Warw, near Poleſworth. Brazz

cott, Nott. on the borders of Derbyſhire.

Bramcroft Caffle, Shropſ. NW. of Brown

Clee Hilſ. Bramaean, Hants, near Alreſ

ford. Brame, Camb. in the Iſle of Ely.

Bramew, Hants, NW, of Fordingbridge.

Bramerton, Norfolk, between Bixley and

Claxton. Bramfield, 3 miles from Hert

ford. Bramfield, Herts, nº ºr Stapleford.

Bramfield, Suff. near Walpole. Bram

ford, D, rb, in the High-Peak. Bramford,

Suffolk, near Ipſwich. Bramford Speke,

Devonſhire, 4 miles from Exeter.

Bramhall, in Meath, Leinſter.

Bramham. Moor, Yorkſ. near Tadcaſter.

Bramhope, Yorkſ, 2 miles from Otley.

Bramlaw, Shropſ, between Wilmington

and Hockſtow. Foreſt. Branley, Sºrry,

near Godalming. Bramley, Yorkſ, near

Leeds. Branley, Hants, near Stratfield.

Bramley Grange, Yorkſhire, W. Riding,

near Kirby-Mialedals. -

BRAM pro N,

* *
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BaAMP To N, a town in Cumberland, 8

miles NE. of Carliſle, and 311 NNW. of

London. Lat. 54. 58. N. lon, 2.40. W.

Market on Tueſday. f

Brampton, Northumb. NW. of Aln

wick. Brampton, Derb. near Cheſterfield.

Brampton, Yorkſ. near Richmond. Bramp

ton, 1 mile from Huntingdon. Brampton,

Norf. near Aleſham. Brampton, North

amp. near Rothwell. Brampton, Shropſ.

near Montgomery. Brampton, Shropſ.

near Wroxeter. Brampton, Shropſ. near

Purſlow. Brampton, Suff, near Beccles.

Brampton, Yorkſhire, NE. of Barnſley.

Brampton, Yorkſ. N. of Northallerton.

Brampton, Yorkſhire, SE. of Doncaſter.

Brampton Abbot'ſ, Heref. near Roſs.

Brampton Bank, Staffordſ, near Newcaſtle

under-Line. Brampton Bierley, Yorkſ.

SE. of Rotherham. Brampton-Brion,

Heref. N. of Pembridge. Brampton,

Chapel and Church, Northamp. between

Althorp and Boughton. Bramifton-Hall,

Northamp. near Dingley and Stoke Al

bany. Brampton in Morthing, Yorkſhire,

SE. of Rotherham. Branſhall Houſe,

Hants, near Hartford-Bridge. Bramſhot,

Hants, near Petersfield. Bramſhot, Hants,

near Elvetham.

JDunmow. Brampſion, Northamp. near

Wilby. Bramton, Linc. near Torkſey.

Bram with, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Fiſh

Lake. Bramwith Hall and Kirk, Yorkſ.

5 miles from Doncaſter. Brancaſher, Norf.

E. of the promontory of St. Edmund's-

Chapel. - - -

BRANchoN, a town of the Netherlands,

on the river Mehaigne, 8 miles N. of Na

mur. Lat. 50. 36. N. lon. 4. So. E.

BRAND ELs, in Koningratz, Bohemia.

Brandem, Northumberland, on the river

Breamiſh, SE. of Cheviot-Hills.

BRAND EN BURG, THE MARch E of, a

country of Germany, bounded on the W.

by Lunenburg; on the N. by Ponierania,

and Mecklenburg; on the S. by Sileſia,

Luſatia, duchy of Saxony, and Magdeburg;

and on the E. by Poland and Poliſh Pruſ

ſia. It is divided into 5 principal parts;

the Old Marche, Pregnitz, the Middle

Marche, Ucker Marche, and the New

Marche. The greater part of the inhabit

arts are Lutherans; but there are alſo Ro

inăniſts. Berlin is the capital; and the

principal rivers are the Elbe, Havel, Sprey,

Ucker, and Warte.

BRANDFN EURG, a city of Upper Sax

ony, divided into the Old and New Town,

by the river Havel. It is a proſperous

trading place, 26 miles W. of Berlin.

Lat. 52.45. N. lon. 12. 15. E.

Brauliffon, Suſſ, near Glemhan. Bran

diſban, J.ancaſhire, N, of Bury.

1.

Branſion, Eſſex, SE. of -

* BRANDoN, a town in Suffolk, between

Newmarket and Swaffham. It is ſeated on

the Ouſe, over which it has a bridge; and

at a mile diſtance, a ferry, whereby goods

are conveyed to and from the Iſle of Ely.

It is 12 miles N. of Bury, and 78 NE. of

London. Lat. 52. 30. N. lon. o. 45. E.

Brandon, Warw, between Rugby and

Coventry. Brandon, Linc. S. of Newark.

Brandon, Shropſ. E. of the river Temde.

Brandon, E. and H. Durh. W. of Sunder

land. Brandon, Parva, Norfolk, E. of

Dereham.

Brandon-Hill, in Kerry, Munſter.

Brandſburton, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near

Fordlingham, in Holderneſs. Brane, a ri

ver in Carmarthenſ. and another in Breck

nockſ. Branham, Yorkſ. near Tadcaſter.

Brankºſion, Northumb. between Flodden

Hill and the Tweed. Brankſey Iſland."

See Brownſea. Branſaugh, Northumb.

near Akelinton. Branfty, Yorkſ. S. of

Hovingham. Branſionſ, Devonſ. 3 miles

S. of Culliton. Branſlale, Yorkſ. N.

Riding, between Baſedale and Roſedale

Abbeys. Bransford Bridge, Leiceſ. on the

river Swift and borders of Northamptonſ.

BRANSKA, a town of Tranſylvania.

Branſpeth-Caffle, among the hills SW.

of Durham, on the W. fide of the Wear.

Braſſtill Caſile, Heref. E. of Ledbury.

Branſion, Staff. on the Trent, SW. of

Burton. Branſion, Norf. E. of Repeham.

Branſton, near Lincoln. Branſwell, Linc.

near Temple-Bruere. Brant, a river in

Angleſea. Brant. Broughton, Linc. W. of

Lincoln-Heath. Branham, Suff. near

Dedham. Branthingham, Yorkſ. between

S. Cave and Hull. Brantingthorp, Leic.

NE. of Lutterworth. Brantingthorp-Hºff

cot, near Leiceſter. Brantoſí, Durh. near

Gretham. Branton, Devonſ, near Raleigh.

Branton, Northumb. 6 miles W. of Aln

wick. Branton, Weſtm. NE. of Apple

by.º Suſſex, W. of Cuckfield.

Braſl orough, Linc. N. of Market-Deep

ing. Braſcot, Leic. W. of Hog's-Norton.

Braſewell, Yorkſ. W. Riding, 3 miles

E. of Giſborne. . -

BRASIL, a large country of S. Ameri

ca, on the E. between the equinoëtial and

35. o. S. lat. and between 35 and 6o de

grees W. lon. extending from the river of

Amazons, to that of La Plata, a length of

coaſt, through all it's windings, of above

3oco miles. . It is bounded on the W. by

Paraguay and Amazonia; it's other boun

daries are formed by the great Atlantic

Ocean. The air of this country is tem

perate and wholeſome ; the ſoil is fertile,

producing immenſe quantities of ſugar,

alſo tobacco, brazil-wood, Indian corn,

and ſeveral ſorts of fruits and drugs; their

- - beaſts,
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beaſts, birds, and fiſhes are various, and

within the country there are gold, and

ſeveral ſorts of precious ſtones. The Por

tugueſe chiefly inhabit the coaſt.

reſidence of the viceroy, till of late years,

was at St. Salvador, but is now at St. Se

baſtian. The natives, or aborigines, are

divided into ſeveral nations or tribes, as

the Tupinamboes, Tobajaras, Petiguaras,

Tapayos, &c. and ſpeak different lan

guages. They are of a copper colour, and

have black hair like the other Americans.

They are ſtrong, lively, and gay, and

ſubject to few diſeaſes. They love to

adorn themſelves with feathers, and are

fond of feaſis, at which they dance immo

derately. They have huts made of the

branches of trees, and covered with the

palm-tree leaves, of which they alſo make

baſkets. Their furniture conſiſts chiefly

of their hammocks, and diſhes or cups

made of calibaſhes. They have alſo knives

made of a ſort of ſtone and ſplit canes.

They who live near the coaſt copy the

European manner of dreſs; thoſe in the

interior, centent themſelves with a cover

ing round their middle.

Braffa, one of the Shetland Iſles.

BRAss Aw, or CRo Nst AT, a town of

Tranſylvania. Lat. 46. 30. N. lon. 25.

5. E.

5 Braffed, Kent, NE. of Weſtram. Brat

fºrton, Worceſ. E. of Eveſham. Braith

waite, Cumb. S. of Inglewood-Foreſt.

Braithwaite, near Keſwick, at the foot

of the mountain road leading to Cocker

mouth. Brath well,Yorkſ.W. Riding, near

Tick-Hill. Brat ey, Lanc. near Ambleſide,

in Weſtm. Bratoft, Linc. NE. of Spilſby.

Brattlety, Linc. near Scampton. Brat

ten, Shropſ. E. of Little-Wenlock. Brat

tan, Shropſ. S. of Apley-Caſtle. Bratton,

Somerſetſ. near Shepton-Montaigne and

Wincaunton. Bratton-Caſile, Wilts, E.

of Weſtbury. Bratton-Clovelly, Devonſ.

W. of Okehampton. Bratton-Fleming,

Devonſhire, near Chulinley. -

BRAU BAch, a town of Heſſe Darmſtadt.

Braughing, Herts, N. of Puckeridge.

BRAuxAw, a town in the duchy of

Bavaria, ceded to the houſe of Audria, by

the treaty of Teſchen, in 1779. -

Braunsburg, a ſea-port of Pruſſia.

BRA UN speld, a town of Solmes, in

the circle of the Upper Rhine. Lat. 52.

: 1. N. lon. 3. 32. E.

Braunsford, 3 miles from Worceſter.

Braunſion, Rutlandſ. near Oakhan-Soke.

Braunfton, near Leiceſter. Braunſion,

Leiceſ, between Waltham in the Would

and Belvoir-Caſtle.

BRAvA, a ſea-port of Ajan, in Africa.

Bravo, one of the Cape de Verd Iſlands.

The

Brawnſton, near Lincoln. Braxted,

Magna, and Parva, Eſſex, NE. of Wi

than). -

BRAY, a ſea-port of Leinſt r, 1 ; miles

N. of Wicklow, and 10 S. of Dublin.

Lat. 53. 1 1. N. lon. 6, 19. W.

Bray, Berks, on the Thames, 1 mile

from Maidenhead. Bray, a river in De

vonſ. Brayan, a liver in Pembrokeſhire.

Brayfield Coult, Bucks, beyond Oiney.

Bray-High, Devonſ. 4 miles E. of Barn

ſtaple. Brayne, Somerſ, on the coaſt, S.

of the river Axe. Brain fºrt Worceſ. a

hamlet to Powick. Brºy on, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, S. of Selby. Brayton. Cumb.

near Alpatrick. Braywick, Berks, near

Maidenhead.

BRAzza, a town and iſland on the .

coaſt of Dalmatia, oppoſite iº.
BREADAL BAN E. See Ai BANY.

Breage, Cornw. 3 miles N.W. of Heſ

ſton. Breakſpear, Middl. near Uxbridge.

Bream, Glouceſterſ. in the pariſh of New

land. Brearidge, Northumberland, near

Witcheſter. Brearton, Durham, SW. of

Hartlepool. Brearton, Yorkſhire, 4 miles

N. of Knareſborough.

BR Echin, a towa of Angus, 45 miles

NE. of Edinburgh. Here is a manufac.

ture of linen and cotton, and a conſiderable

tannery. Lat. 56. 49. N. lon. 2. 13. W.

Market on Tueſday. -

* BREck Nock, or BREcon, a large

town of S. Wales, the capital of Breck

nockſhire, ſeated at the confluence of the

Honddey and Uſk. The houſes are well

built; it has a good trade in clothing, and

it's markets are well ſupplied with cattle,

corn, and other proviſions. It is 34 miles'

N.W. by W. of Monmouth, and 16° W.

by N. of London. Lat. 5:1. 54. N. lon. 3.

22. W. Markets on Wedneſ. and Satur.

BR Eck Nocks HiR E, a county of South

Wales, 39 miles in length, and 27 in

breadth. It has 4 market towns, 6 hun

dreds and 61 pariſhes. It is bounded on

the W. by Carmarthenſhire and Cardi

ganſhire; on the N. and NE. by Radnor

ſhire; on the E. by Radnorſhire, Hereford

ſhire, and Monmouthſhire; and on the S.

by Glamorganſhire and Monmouthſhire. It

is very mountainous, but has large fertile

plains and valleys; it's principal rivers are

the Wye, the Uſk, and the Y. von.

BREDA, a large and beautiful city of

Brabant, feated on the rivers Aa anſ

Merck. It has ſeveral public buildings,

and 4 ſpacious market places, which are

pientifully ſupplied with freſh and ſalt.

water fiſh. It is 22 miles W. Ly S. cf

Bois-le-Duc, 22 NE. of Bergen-op Zoom,

25 NNE. of Antwerp, and 6o S. of Am

ſterdam, Lat. 51, 35. N. lon, 4. so. E.

- Drºgº,
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Bredagh, in Downe, Ulſter. ,

Bredbury, Cheſh. E. of Sockport, Ber

ºffey, Saff. Manor of Alton. Brederale,

Head ind Foot, Weſtmi. both near Orton.

Bredfield, Suff, between Woodbridge and

Dalinghoe. Bredgar, Kent, near Sitting.

hurn. Bredicot, a little E. of Worceſter.

Bredesford, Hints, in the Iſle of Wight.

Breaſon. Wo, ceſ, at the foot of Breden

Hills, towards Tewkeſbury. Bredwardin,

He ef. 2 miles W. of Mockas. Breda

Parva, Dorſetſ. N. of Abbotſbury. Breed,

Suſſex, NW, of Winchelica. Breedom on

the Hill, Leiceſ, near Stanton-Harold.

BRE GEN rz, a county, town, and river

of Auſtria, adjoining to the Tyroleſe.

BRE HAR, or BRY ER, one of the Scilly

Iſlands.

Brehill, Hants, near Andover. Brem

ble, Wilts, E. of Chippenham. Brºble

Barn, or Cowitch, Wilts, nea, Malmſbury.

BR EMEG ARTEN, in Swiſſetiand, on the

river Rºſs, 1o miles W. of Zurich. Lat.

47. 20. N. lon. 8, 17. E. -

BREMEN, a duchy in the circle of

Lower Saxony, lying between the Weſer

and the Elbe, a little S.W. of Hamburgh.

It contains 1 1 1 Lutheran churches, and

137 paſtors. The air is cold, but the

country is fertile and well-peopled. It

formerly was ſubject to the Swedes, but

was ſold to the elector of Hanover in 1719.

In the winter it is ſubject to inundations,

and particularly in 1617, ſeveral thouſands

of cattle were drowned, beſides ſeveral

hundreds of the inhabitants. The capital

is Bremen, a large and populous city on

the Weſer. Lat. 53. 6. N. lon. 3.48. E.

BREME's woe R D, a town of Bremen.

Bremer, Doi ſetſhire, near Blandford.

Brempton, Somerſ. near Webmore. Pren,

Cornw. 4 miles W. of Bodmin. Brensb

tey, Kent, 6 miles from Tunbridge-Wells.

Brenkhorn, Northumb. S. of Rothbury.

Brenning, a rive in Cardiganſhire. Bren

ſet, Kent, W. of New Romney.

N BR ENT, a town ºf Devonſhire, 26 miles

SW. of Exeter, and zoo W. by S. of

London. Market on Saturday. -

Brent, a river of Somerſetſhire.

Brent 1:ley, Suffolk, E. of Lavenham.

Brent, E. and //". Somerſetſ. Brent, S.

Somerſetſ. near E. Brent, 13 miles fron

Briſtol. Brent Marſhes, Somerſetſ. be

tween Glaſton try and the Star-Point.

BRENTA, a river which riſes in the

Tyrol, E. of Trent, and paſſing by Padua,

falls into the Adriatic a little S. of Venice.

BR ENTfor D, a town in Middleſex, 7

miles from London, feated on the river

Than s, into which, at the W. end of

the town, flows a rivulet called the Brent.

Miarket on Saturday,
2.

º

Brent-Street, Middl. in the pariſh of

Hendon. Brent-Tor, Devonſ, between

Lidford and Milton-Abbey, ſtands on the

top of a high hill, and ſerves for a ſea

mark, Brentknoll, Somerſ, near the Brent

Marſhes. Breatingby, Leiceſ, near Mel

ton-Mowbray.

* BRENTwood, a town in Eſſex, or a

fine eminence, 11 miles WSW. of Chelmſ

ford, and 18 ENE. of London. Lat. 51.

38. N. lon. o. 25. E. Market on Wedneſ.

B, eock, St. Cornw. near Wardbridge.

Brereton, Cheſhire, near Congleton.

BREscIA, a ſtrong and handſome city

of Italy, capital of the Breſciano. It is

feated on the river Garza, which runs

through it, and it's walls are watered by

the Mela on the W. and the Navilio on

the E. The number of it’s inhabitants

are nearly 50,000; they manufacture hard

ware and cloths. It is 35 miles NE. of

Cremona, and 95 W. of Venice. Lat. 45.

31. N. lon. Io. 5. E.

BR E Sci ANo, or THE BR ess AN, a

province late of Venice. It has the

country of the Griſons on the N. and al

though mountainous, yet abounds in wine,

oil, wheat, and other grain : it alſo con

tains mines of iron, copper, ſilver, gold,

alum, and marble of different colours. It

is watered by ſeveral ſmall rivers, and

abounds in towns and villages.

BRF's EI, lo, a town of Modena,

Breſingham, Norfolk, near Dils.

BREs LAw, or WRATIsLAw, a large

city of Germany, capital of Sileſia, with a

univerſity. It is ſcated at the confluence

of the rivers Oder and Ohlau, which laſt

runs through ſeveral of the ſtreets. It has

feveral large ſquares, and the public build

ings are very ſtately ; the ſtreets are ſtrait

and wide, and the houſes generally well

built. It is pºpulons, and much frequent

ed by Hungarian, Bohemian, Poliſh, and

other merchants; it lies i 12 miles NE. of

Prague, and 165 N. of Vienna. Lat. 51.

3. N. lon. 17. 14. E.

BRE sle, a river in the N. of France.

BR Esse, a ci-devant prov. of France,

now forming the department of Ain.

BR Ess UIRE, a town in the dept. of the

two Sevres, 35 miles N.W. of Poitiers.

BR est, a town in the depart. of Cape

Finiſterre, ſeated on the N. ſide of a large

commodious hærbour or bay, opening to

the Atlantic, the fineſt in France; it's

entrance, however, called the Goulet, is

narrow and diſficult, by reaſon of cer

tain rocks which are covered at high wa

ter. The town ſtands upon a declivity,

and the ſtreets are narrow and crooked ;

but the quay is above a mile in length,

and here is every accommodation for the

ſhipping
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ſhipping and marine ſervice. It is 3a

miles S.W. of Morlaix, and 325 W. by S.

of Paris. Lat 48. 22. N. lon. 4. 26. W.

BR EstE, or BREssici, the capital of

Poleſia, in Poland. Lat. 52.4. N. lon.

24. 6. E.

Breſsworth, Suffolk, near Mendleſham.

BretAGNE, a ci-devant province of

France, now formed into 5 départments,

viz. North Coaſt, Finiſterre, Ille and Wi

laine, Lower Loire, and Morbihan.

Brekey, 7 miles from Derby.

BRETEuil, a town in the department

of the Eure, feated on the riveriton, 15

miles S.W. of Evreux. Lat. 48. 56. N.

lon. 1. o. E. -

Bretford, Warwickſhire, near Baggin

ton. Bretforton, Worceſter, near Eveſ.

ham. Breton, a river in Suffolk.

BREto N, CAPE, an iſland of N. Ame

rica, between 45 and 47 degrees of N. lati

tude. It is ſeparated from Nova Scotia

by the Straits of Canſo, and is about 1oo

miles in length, and 5o in breadth. It

produces little corn or graſs, but has an

excellent fiſhery on the coaſt.

Bret's-Hall, Warw. in the pariſh of

Auſley. Bettel, Staff. N. of Stürbridge.

Brettenham, Norfolk, NE. of Thetford.

Brettenham, Suffolk, NW. of Bilſton.

Bretton, Yorkſ. near Wakefield. Bret

ton-Hall, Yorkſ. NW. of Barneſley.

BREvoRDT, in Zutphen.

BR EweR’s-HAvEN, a harbour of the

iſle of Chiloe, on the coaſt of Chili.

Breward, Cornwall, 3 miles S.W. of

Camelford. Brewer's Hill, Hants, near

Wincheſter. Brewerton, Staffordſ. NE.

of Lichfield.

BREwood, 10 miles S. by W. of Staf

ford. Market on Tueſday.

BREY, a town of Liege, 14 miles NW.

of Maeſtricht. Lat. 51. 4. N. lon. 5.

39. E.

Breynandy, a river in Pembrokeſhire.

Brial-Point, in Down, Ulſter.

BRIANgoN, a town in the department

of Upper Alps. Manna is gathered in

it's neighbourhood, on the leaves and

branches of a ſort of pine, and by making

inciſions into the bark. Here is a bridge

over the Durance, 180 feet in height. It

is 17 miles NE. of Embrun. Lat. 44.

46. N. lon. 6.25. E.

Brianſcombe, Dorſetſhire, 2 miles E. of

Corfe-Caſtle.

Brian's-Ford, in Down, Ulſter.

Brianſton, Dorſetſhire, near Blandford.

Brian's-Piddle, or Tubervileſion, Dorſet

ſhire, a hamlet to Affpiddle.

BRIARE, a town in the dept. of Loiret.

It is ſeated on the Loire, and from hence

vonſhire.

there is a canal to the Seine, through the

interior of France. It is 6 miles SE. of

of Gien, 35 SE. of Orleans, and 88 S. of

Paris. Lat. 47.4c. N. lon. 2.47. E.

Briaval's, St. Giouc. 4 miles from Col

ford. Brichenden, near Hertford. Brick

Aampton, Gjouceſterſhire, near Cheltenham.

Brickhill Bow; Brickhill, Magna and Par

va, Bucks; villages near Woburn. Brick

lehampton, Worceſterſhire, near Perſhore.

Brickieſy, Eſſex, near Merſey-Iſle. Brick

ley-Lodge, Staffordſ. in Needwood-Foreſt.

Brick-River, in Kerry, Munſter. Bricky

River, in Waterford, Munſter.

Brickton, Hants, near Fording Bridge

Briddiſow, Devonſ. 4 miles S.W. of Oak

hampton. Bride's Bay, St. Pembrokeſ.

where ſhips ride ſafely in 7 fathoms water.

Bride. St. Monm. near Iſton and the Se

vern. Bride, St. Monm. S. of Tredegar

Bridekirk, Cumb. 3 miles N. of Cocker

mouth. Bridenbury, Heref.near Bromyard.

Bride. River, in Cork, Munſter.

Bride's, St. near Carnarvon-Caſtle.

Bridge, Weſtmor. near Appleby. Bridge,

Kent, 4 miles SE. of Canterbury. Bridge

Court, Iſle of Wight, in E: Medina.

Bridgeford, Devonſhire, 4 miles E. ...of

Chegford. Bridgemore, Cheſhire, 6 miles

SE. of Namptwich. -

BRIDG END, a town of Glamorganſhire,

ſeated on the river Ogmore, 7 miles W.

by N. of Cowbridge, and 178 W. of Lon

don. Lat. 31. 36. N. lon. 3. 38. W.

Market on Saturday.

Bridgerevel, Devonſhire, W. of Houſ

worthy. Bridgeford, Eaſt, or on the Hill,

Nottingh. N. of Bingham. Bridgeford,

Weft, near Nottingham. Bridgford, Great

and Little, 3 miles NW. of Stafford.

Bridgham, Norfolk, near E. Harling.

*BRIDG E NoRTH, a town of Shropſhire,

ſeated on the Severn, which divides it into

two parts, joined by a ſtone bridge. The
ſtreets are broad and paved, and it’s fitu

ation is commodious for trade. It’s fairs,

which fall on the Thurſday before Shrove

Sunday, June 30th, Auguſt 1d, and Oéto

ber 29th, are reſorted to from moſt parts

of the kingdom, for cattle, ſheep, butter,

cheeſe, bacon, linen cloth, hops, and other

merchandiſe. The laſt, which holds 3

days, is the largeſt. It is zo miles nearly

W. of Birmingham, and 139 NW. of

London. Lat. 52. 36. N. lon. 2. 28. W.

Market on Saturday.

Bridgerule, Cornwall, herdering on De

Bridgeſellers, W. of Hereford.

Bridgeftock, Northamptonſh. near Oundle.

Bridgetown,Warwickſhire, near Stratford

upon-Avon.

Bridgetown, in Cork, Munſter. Bridge

H tºtwº,
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town, in Clare, Munſter; 90 miles from

Dublin.

BRIDGETow N, the capital of Barba

does, ſituated on Carliſle Bay, which is

capable of containing Soo ſhips. Here is

a free-ſchool, an hoſpital, and a coilege.

The houſes, about 1.5oo in number, are

very elegant, the ſtreets are broad, and the

wharts and quays commodious and well

fortified. Lat. 13. 5. N. lon. 58. 38.W.

* *BRIDGEwATER, a town of Somerſet

ſhire, on the river Parret. . It ſtands 12

miles from Start. Point, where the Parret

runs into the Briſtol Channel; from whence

a ſpring-tide flows 22 feet at the quay, at

which time it ruſhes in with ſuch violence

and roaring, that they call it the Boar; the

erpendicular height, as its preſſes along,

is ſeveral feet. Ships of zoo tons burden

come up to the town. It carries on a con

ſiderable coaſting trade, and has ſome for

reign commerce; it is alſo a good market

for corn, cattle, &c. and particularly for

cheeſe. It is 31 miles SSW. of Briſtol,

and 137 W. by S. of London. Lat. 51.

7. N. lon. 3. 1 o. W. Markets on Thurſ

day and Saturday.

*BRIDLINGTo N, or BURLINGTo N, a

ſea-port of Yorkſhire, ſeated on a pretty

large bay, near Flamborough-Head. It

has a commodious quay for ſhips, and is a

place of good trade. it is 36 iniles N. of

Hull and zo& NE. of London. Lat. 54.

8. N. lon. o. 5. W. Market on Saturday.

*BRID port, a ſmall, meat town in

Dorſetſhire. It has a ſafe port for about

4o veſſels, and ſtands on a little hill near

the Engliſh Channel. The number of

houſes is about 4oo ; the market is re

markable for hemp, and it furniſhes lines,

twine, nets,3. &c. to the New

foundland fiſhery. It is 12 miles W. of

Dorcheſter, and 135 W. by S. of London.

Lat. 50. 42. N. lon. 2.52. W. Market

en Saturday.

Bridlow, Herefordſhire, near Roſs.

Bridy, Long and Little, and Bonvil’s-Bridy,

all in Dorſetſhire.

BRIEG, a town and territory of Silefia.

BRIEL, or THE BRILI., capital of the

iſland of Voorn, at the mouth of the Meuſe,

x3 miles S.W. of Rotterdam. Lat. 51.50,

N. lon. 4. 23. E.

BRIENtz, a town and lake of Bern.

Brierley, Herefordſhire, SE. of Leomin

fer. Brierley, Staffordſhire, E. of Sedge

ley. Brierley, Yorkſhire, near Barneſley.

BRI Esc1A. See Po Les I.A.

BRIEux, Sr. a town in the dept. of the

North Coaſt, with a good harbour. It is

one mile and a half from the ſea, and 44

NW.of Rennes. Lat.18.31.N.lon.2.38.W.

W. --

BRIEY, a town in the dept. of Moſelle,

16 miles N.W. of Metz.

BRIGG, a town in Lincolnſhire, feated

on the river Ankam. It is 25 miles N.

of Lincoln, and 153 N. of London. Lat.

53. 40. N. lon. o. 22. W. Market on

Thurſday.

Briggens, Hertfordſhire, near Hunſdon

and Epping-Foreſt. Briggeſley, Lincoln

ſhire, 6 miles S. of Grimſby.

Briggs, a range of rocks N. of Carrick

fergus Bay, in Down, Ulſter.

Brighan, Cumberland, 2 miles W. of

Cockermouth. Brigham, Yorkſhire, near

Frodlingham.

*BRIGHTH E LM ston, or BRIGHTON,

a town of Suſſex, on the coat, much re

ſorted to in the bathing ſeaſon. The Steine

is a fine lawn or public walk. Brighton,

in time of peace, is the ſtation of the weekly

packet boats to and from Dieppe. It is

56 miles, S. of London, and 74 NW. of

Dieppe. Lat. 50, 52. N. lon. o. 6. E.

Market on Thurſday.

Brightley, Devonſ. SW. of Moulton.

Brightling, Suſſex. Bright iſ alton, Berks,

near Farnborough. Brightºwell, or Bret

weil, Berks, near Wallingford. Bright

well, Oxfordſ. near Aſtrop-Wells. Bright

strell, Suffolk, E. of Ipſwich. Brigley,

Yorkſhire, N. of Bradford. Brigzniſion,

Wiltſhire, oppoſite Ablington. Brignel,

Yorkſhire, 2 miles from Barnard-Caſtle.

BRIGNo 1. Es, a town in the dept. of

Var, noted for it's prunes. It is ſeated in

a pleaſant cºuntry, 325 miles SSE. of Pa

1 is. Lat. 43. 24. N. lon. 6. 15. E.

Brigaºwne, in Cork, Munſter.

Brigier, Weſtmorland, near Leven’s-

Bridge. Brigſock, Northamptonſhire, near

Weldon. - -

BR THU FC A, a town of New-Caſtile.

Brill, Middleſex, between London and

Pancras. Brill, Bucks, near Aſhenden.

Brilley, Heref. near Eardifley. Brimley,

near Little. Hereford. Brimington, Der

byſhire, near Cheſterfield. Brimpſfield,

Glouceſterſhire, 6 miles from Cheltenham,

and 7 from Glouceſter. Brimpton, Berks.

Brimpton, Somerſetſ. near Yeovil. Brimf

ley, Nottinghamſhire, pariſh of Grieſley.

Brimſlage, Cheſhire, near Barnſton.

BRIND IsI, the ancient BRUNDUSIUM,

in Otranto, Naples.

Brindle, Lanc. Brindley, Cheſhire, near

Namptwich. Brindley, Staff. N. of Bre

wood. Bringhurſt, Leiceſ, near Weſton.

Brington, Great and Little, Northamptonſ.

near Althorp. Bring win, Monm. near

Ragland-Caſtle. Brunham, Yorkſ, near

Patley.Bridge. Brinkhill, Lincolnſ, near

Someiby, Brinkley, Camb, near Carltºn

Brinkley,
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Brickley, Northumberland, near Blakedon.

Brinklow, Warw, near Comb. Brink

worth, Wilts, S. of Brandon-Foreſt.

BRINN, or BRUNN, a city of Moravia.

Brinny, in Cork, Munſter. '

Brinſap, Lanc. N. of Wigan. Brinſºp,
4 miles N.W. of Hereford. Brinſpiatell,

near Affpudell. Brinton, Huntigſon
ſhire, near Moleſworth. Brinton, Noiſolk,

near Holt.

BRiouDE, a town in the dept. of Up

Per Loire, feated on the river Allier, over

which it has a bridge of one arch, 171 feet

in diameter. It is 11 miles NW. of Le

Puy, and 225 S. by E. of Paris. Lat. 45.

16. N. lon. 3. Io. E.

BRisach, Old, in Germany, formerly

the capital of Brigaw, is ſeated on the

Rhine, over which is a bridge of boats.
It is 25 miles S. of Straſburg. Lat. 48.

8. N. lon. 7. 49. E.

BRisach, New, a handſome town in

the dept. of Upper Rhine, about a mile

from the W. fide of the Rhine, and oppo

fite to old Briſach. It is 23 miles S. of

Straſburg. Lat. 48.5. N. lon. 7.40. E.

Briſa, Cumb. near Carliſle. Kriſto,

E. and W. Yorkſhire, W. of Barnard.

Caſtle. Briſe-Norton, Oxfordſhire, near

Briſet, Suffolk, near Bºſton.

BRIscAw, a territory in Suabia, ad

joining the Rhine, ſubjećt to the Houſes of

** and Baden. Friburg is the capi
tal.

Briſley, Norfolk, near Lytcham. Briſ.

lington, Somerſetſhire, near Briſtol.

BrissAc, a town in the department of

Maine and Loire, ſeated on the river Au

bence, 13 miles S. of Angers. Lat. 47.

zo. N. lon. o. 27. W. -

*Bristol, a city and ſea port, partl

in Glouceſterſhire, and partly in Somerſet

ſhire, to which laſt it was accounted to

belong, before it formed a ſeparate juriſ

diction. . In wealth, trade, and popula

tion, it is juſtly reckoned the ſecond in

England; the cuſtom-houſe receipts for

Liverpool, however, have lately exceeded

thoſe of Briſtol. It is ſeated at the con

fluence of the Avon and Frome, about to

miles from the place where the Avon diſ.

charges itſelf into the Severn. Ships of

conſiderable burden come up to the quays,

and their trade is extenſive; ſending 2.coo

ſhips yearly to different parts of the world.

he ſtreets are moſtly narrow, but here are

ſome elegant ſquares, and the new parts of

the town are magnificent, they are built

of ſtone, and much in the ſame ſtyle as

Bath. Like it, they alſo extend, range

above range, till they have nearly reached

the ſummit of the Hill, againſt which the

Glouceſter ſide of the city ſtands. The

Hot Wells are much reſorted to; they are

of great purity, and have obtained a high

reputation in conſumptive caſes. Thºy

are about a mile below the town on the

ſide of the Avon; here is alſo a cold ſpring

which guſhes out of a rock, and ſupplies,

the cold bath. In St. Vincent’s Rock,

above the Wells, are found native cryſtals,

well known under the name of Briſtol

ſtones. The proſpects in the vicinity of

Briſtol are delightful, and the banks of the
Avon, the lofty rocks, through which it

finds a paſſige to the ſea, covered with herb

age and trees, and preſenting the moſt aw

ful precipices, are highly romantic. They

have plenty of coal from King's Wood

and Mendip Hills, and the glaſs-houſes,

founderies, ſugar works, &c. are numer

ous. They make uſe of ſledges inſtead of

carts, which, from their weight and fric

tion, ſeem a heavy load in themſelves;

neither do the horſes pull tºgether, the

hind horſe being perpetually raiſing the

forepart of the fledge, and the fore horſes

perpetually pulling or preſſing him to the

ground. It ought to be obſerved, how

ever, that a part of the town hºving been

built upon a moraſs, carts and waggons

are not allowed to ply there, from the ap

prehenſion of their ſhaking and endanger

ing the buildings. Brittol is 40 miles

nearly S. of Hereford, 60 NE. of Exeter,

34 SW. by S. of Gouceſter, so SSW. of

Worceſter, 12 WNW. of Bath, and 124

W. of London. Lat. 51. 28. N. lon. 2.

36. W. Markets on Wedneſday, Friday,

and Saturday.

BR1stol, New, capital of the county

of Bucks, in Pennſylvania, 20 miles NE.

of Philadelphia, on the river Delaware.

Briſław Cauſeway, Surry, near Clap

ham. Briſłow-Park, Leiceſ, near Aſhby

de-la-Zouch. -

BRITAIN, or GREAT-BR1TAIN, the

largeſt of all the European iſlands, is di

vided into England, Scotland, and Wales.

It extends from the Lizard-Point, in lat.

5.o.o. N. to idunneſbay-Head, in Lat. 58.

30. N. or taking it in a ſtrait line, from

N. to S. abºut 8 degrees, or 550 miles;

and, from Dover-Head on the E. to the

Land's End on the W. about 7 degrees of

longitude, or about 290 miles.

BRITAIN, New. See Hudson's BAY,

and LAB R A Do R.

BRITAIN, NEw, an iſland N. of New

Guinea, in Lat. 49. o. S. lon. 152. 19. E.

On the N. there is a ſtrait, on the oppor

fite fide of which lies New Ireland. The

ſhores of both iſlands are rocky, and the

inland parts mountainous, but covered

Hz - with
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with trees of various kinds, among which

are the nutmeg, the cocoa-nut, and the

palm. The inhabitants are black and

woolly headed like the Negroes, but have

not the fit noſe and thick lips.

BRITTANY. See BRETAGNE.

Brittens, Eſſex, near Hornchurch. Brit

ton, Yorkſhire, near Barneſley. Britwell,

Oxfordſhire, 3 miles from Maidenhead.

Britwell ſalome, Oxfordſhire, near Wat

lington.

BRIves, LA GAILLARDE, an ancient

town in the department of Correze, ſeated

in a pleaſant valley, near the confluence of

the Correze and Vezere. Here are ele

gant public buildings, fine walks, and

manufactories of ſilk handkerchiefs, muſ

lins, gauzes, &c. It is 37 miles SE. of

Limoges, and 220 S. by W. of Paris.

Lat. 45. 15. N. lon. 1. 25. E.

Brixen, a town, capital of a biſhopric

of the ſame name, mountainous, but pro

ducing excellent wine, in league with the

Tyroleſe, in Auſtria.

Brixham, Devonſhire, on the coaſt, SW.

of Berry-Point. Brixton, Iſle of Wight,

in W. Medina. Brixton, Devonſhire, SE.

of Plymſtock. Brixton-Cauſey, Surry, in

the pariſh of Lambeth. Brixworth, 7

miles from Northampton.

Brize, in Mayo, Connaught.

BRIze N, or BRIETZEN, in Branden

burg.

Brizles, Northur',erland, 2 miles from

Alnwick. Broadbull, Kent, between

Hythe and Romney. Broad-Campden,

Glouceſterſhire. Broad-Chalk, Wiltſhire,

near Saliſbury. Broad-Field, Hertford

fhire, near Buntingford.

Broadford, in Clare, Munſter.

Broad-Hill, Suſſex, near Cuckfield.

Broad-Holme, Yorkſhire, N. of Hatfield

Chaſe. Broadhurſt, Suſſex, NW. of Aſh

down.

BRoap-TEN Essee, a large and broad

river, which riſes in North Carolina, and

croſſing the parallel of 36. o. N. lat. is ſo

compreſſed in it’s paſſage through the Cum

berland or Laurel mountains, as to pro

duce a very rapid whirl; below this it

ſpreads into it's common width, and ex

_cept the interruption of ſome muſcle ſhoals,

flows in a beautiful and placid ſtream, till

it joins the Cherokee-River, under which

name it mingles with the Ohio.

Broad-Landſ, Hampſhire, near Rumſey.

Broad Meadow, Staff. between Longnor

and Hartington. Brºad-Main, Derſetſ.

See Main. Broadflairs, Kent, between the

N. Foreland and Ramſgate. Broadſworth,

Yorkſ. N.W. of Doncaſter. Broadwas,

on the N. bank of the Tame, W. of Wor

ceſter. Broadwater, Suſſex, W. of New.

Shoreham. Broadwater, Herts, between

Welwyn and Stevenage. Broad-Way and

Hill, Glouceſ between Moreton and the

Vale of Eveſham. Broadway, Dorſetſ.

near Weymouth. Broadway, Worceſ.

W. of Campden. Broadway, Shropſ. be

tween Church-Stºck and Baybury. Broad

ºway, Kent, N. of Hythe. Broadway,

Somerſ. in the pariſh of Buckland Mary.

Broadway, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Broad-Weilon, Soſherſ. W. of Biſhop's

Chew. Broadwell, Oxf. 4 miles W. of

Bampton. Broad well, Glouceſ. 2 miles

from Stow. Broad-Windſor, Dorſetſhire,

W. of Beminſter. Broadwood-Kelly, De

vonſhire, NE. of Hatherly. Broadwood

H'igier, Devonſ. W. of Lyfton. Broberry,

Heref. S.W. of Stanton. Brockdiſh, Norf.

W. of Needham. Brockford, Suff. N. of

Mendleſham. Brocket-Hall, Herts, near

Digſwell. Brockham, Surry, near Beach

worth. Brockhampton, Heref. Brock

bampton, Dorſetſ. 2 miles NE. of Bulk

land-Abbas. Brockhampton, Glouceſterſ.

Brockhole, Northamp. near the Bringtons.

Brockholm, Nottingh. Brockhurſt, Warw.

between Coventry, and Lutterworth.

Brockington, Dorſetſ. between Knowlon

and Bereſton. Brockleſby, Linc. near Caſ

tor. Brockleton, Worceſ. S. of Tenbury.

Brockley, Somerſ. N. of Wrinton. .

ley, Suffolk, near Debden. Brockley-Hill,
Herts. Brockley-Hill, Dorſetſ, near Ab

botſbury. Brockmonton, Heref. E. of Le

ominſter. Brockmore-Heath, Staffordſhire,

near Swynford. Brockrup, or Brockthorp,

Glouceſ. 3 miles from Painſwick, and 4

from Glouceſter. Brockton, Staff. Brock

ton, Shropſ. near Lower-Down. Brock

ton, Shropſhire, near Eaſthop. Brockton,

Shropſ. between Walton and Lee. Brock

ton, Shropſ. NE. of the Foreſt of Clune.

Brockworth, Glouceſ. 5 miles from Painſ.

wick, and 4 from Glouceſter.

BRop, or BRodt, in Sclavonia.

Brodagh, in Clare, Munſter.

BRodERA, a principal town of Guze

rat, inhº between Surat and

Ougein. The country produces cotton,

wheat, barley, rice, &c. and immenſe

quantities of gum-lac. It's public build

ings are ſtately, and the gardens fine.

The calico-manufacture is carried on here

pretty extenſively. Lat. 22. 15. N. lon.

73. 1 1. E.

Broadwell, Glouceſterſhire, two miles

from Stow. Brodnam, Dorſetſhire, in the

pariſh of Netherbury.

BRod NEN EMI, or TEurs-ch-Brod,

a town of Czlaziau, Bohemia.

Brodock, Cornw. near Boconock. Brod

ſteer,
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After. See Broadjiairs. Brodſworth, York

ſhire, 3 miles from Doncaſter.

BRodziec, a town of Lithuania. ,

BRoek, a town and county of Berg,

Weſtphalia.

BRoek, a neat and beautiful village, 6

miles from Amſterdam. The manners of

the inhabitants, according to Madame de

Sillery, late Counteſs of Genlis, are ex

tremely fingular. They marry invariably

among themſelves. In every houſe they

have one door ſet apart for the occaſion of

marriage or death. It is called the door

of ceremony; the new-married couples enter

in at it, and never paſs through it again

but to their graves; in the interval it is

kept conſtantly ſhut. The women ſcarcely

ever ſtir from Broek, and Amſterdam is as

little known to them as London or Con

ſtantinople. Their gardens are adorned

with china vaſes, grottos of ſhell-work,

&c. and their ſtreets are paved in moſaic

work, with variegated bricks. Behind

their houſes and gardens are extenſive

meadows, with large herds of cattle graz

ing. Their outhouſes are likewiſe behind,

ſo that waggons, carts, and cattle do not

enter their neat ſtreets.

Broke, a river in Lancaſhire. Broke,

Norfolk, 5 miles from Norwich. Broke

Hampton, Warwickſhire, near Kyneton.

BRoke N-BAY, a bay ofNew. S. Wales,

New Holland, at the mouth of the river

Hawkſbury.

Brokenborough, or Brokenbridge, Wilts,

a mile from Malmſbury. Brokenhurſ?,

Hants, in the New Foreſt. Brokejºy,

Leiceſ. 4 miles W. of Melton-Mowbray.

Brockwer, Glouceſ. Bromborough, Cheſh.

Brome, Bedf. near Biggleſwade. Brome,

W. of Durham city. Brome, Nort. near

Bungay. Brome, Shropſ. near Clunbury.

Brome, Shropſ. 3 miles W. of Wenlock.

Brome, Staff, near Clent. Brome, Suff. 2

miles from Dis. Brome-Burnell's, War

wickſhire, between Bitford and Salford.

Brome Hall, Norf. between Loddon and

Bungay. Brome. Hall, Shropſ. near Oſ

weſtry. Brome-Hall, Yorkſ. near Shef

field. Bromebam, Suſſex, near Battle-Ab

bey. Bromehill, Dorſetſ. near Morton.

Bromehill, Norf. N. of Walſham. Brome

bill, Kent, three miles S.W. of Lydde.

Brome. Houſe, Middleſex, near F.

Brome-King's, Warw. near Brome-Bur

nells. Brome-Park, Northumb. NW. of

Alnwick. Bromfield, Eſſex, near Chelmſ

furd. Bromfield, Kent, near Lenham.

Bromfield, Yorkſhire, between South-Cave

and the Humber. Bromford, Northumb.

NW. of Wooller. Bromhall, Cheſh. NW.

of Stockport. Bromhall, Cheſhire, near

* Heref. 7 miles from Lºndlow.

y

Combermere. Bromley, Dorſetſ, a mile
and a halt SW. of Abbots-Stoke.

*BRoM LEY, Kent, on the river Ravenſ

bourn, 10 miles from London, on the road

to Tunbridge. Market on Thurſday.

Bromley, Middl. near Bow, 2 miles from

London. Bromley, Cheſh. near Comber

inere. Bromley, Shropſ. between Kingſ

wood and Nether. Heath. Bromley, Shropſ.

between Bridgenorth and Worrii. Brom

ley, Staff. between Swinford and Brockmere.

BRomley-ABBEY, or ABBOTs'-

BkoMLEY, Staff. 6 miles from Stafford.

Market on Tueſday."

Bromley-Bagots, W. of Bromley-Abbey.

Bromley-Gerards, Staff, near Bloreheath.

Bromley Hurſi, Staff. SE. of Pagets-Brom

ley. Bromley, Magna and Parva, Eſſex,

near Maning ree. Bromley Regis, or King's-

Bromley, Staff. on the Trent. Brompton,

Kent, near Rocheſter. Brompton, Middl.

in the pariſh of Kenſington. Brompton,

Dorſetſ. near Bridport. Brompton Brian,

Bromſbo

rough, Glouceſ. 4 miles from Ledbury.

* BRomsgrove, a town of Worceſter

ſhire, near the riſe of the river Salwarp,

has a conſiderable trade in clothing, and a

good market (on Tueſday) for corn, cat

tle, and proviſions. It is 15 miles NE.

by N. of Worceſter, and 115 NW. of

London. Lat. 52.25. N. Jon 2. 3. W.

Bromſall, Staffordſ. SW. of Uttoxeter.

Bromſitorp, Norf, near Rudham. Bromſ

well, Suffolk, near Woodbridge. Brom

wich. Shropſ. near Oſweſtry. Bromwich,

Great and Little, and Bromwich-Caſile,

Warwickſhire, near Coleſhill. Bromwich,

IWeſt, Staffordſhire, S. of Walſal. -

* B RomYARD, a town of Herefordſhire,

16 miles NE. of Hereford, and 125 WNW.

of London. Lat. 52.8. N. lon. z. zo. W.

M:rket on Monday.

Bromythe, or Till, a river in Northum

berland. Bronelſion, Cumberland, in the

pariſh of Dalton.

BroN1, or BRon No, in the Milaneſe.

Brooke, Rutl. near Oakham. Brook,

Wilts, S. of N. Bradley. Brook, Kent,

near Aſhford. Brook, Iſle of Wight, in

W. Medina. Brook Green, Middl. near

Hammerſmith. Brookhouſe, Kent, near

Dartford. Brookland, Kent, in Romney

Marſh, 3 miles N.W. of Lyd. Brookly,

Kent, between Eltham and St. Mary Cray.

Brooks Borough, Fermanagh, Ulſter,

nearly 87 miles irom Dublin. .

Brookſtreet, Eſſex, near Burntwood.

BRoo M, Loch, a lake and arm of the

ſea, on the W. coaſt of Roſsſhire, noted

for fine herrings, being eſteemed one of the

beſt fiſhing ſtations on the coaſt.

H 3 BroRA,
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Bror A, a ſea-port, river, and lake of

Sutherlandſhire, on the S.E. coaſt.

Broſely, Shropſ. 5 miles from Bridge

north. K C

Broſney, in King's County.

w ſº } miles É. Norwich.

Brotherhoºſe, Linc. 4 miles S. of Spald

ing. Brothertoft, Linc. NW. of Boſton.

Brottom, Yorkſ. 4 miles from Giſborough.

BRou A.G.E., a town in the dept. of

Lower Charente. Here are the fineſt ſalt

works in France; the ſalt is called bay

falt, becauſe it lies on a bay of the ſea. It

is 17 miles S. of Rochelle, and 170 SW.

of Paris. Lat. 45. 52. N. lon. 1. 4, W.

BRoucA, 1.5 miles S of Catania, Sicily.

BRou cº, a town of Berne, Swiſſerland.

BR ou ERs H A v EN, a ſea port in the

Iſland of Schowen, 9 miles S.W. of Hel

voetſluys. Lat. 51. 40. N. lon. 3., 54. E.

Brough-upon-Sands, Cumberl. 5 miles

N.W. of Carliſle.

* Brough, or Burch upon. STAN

MoRE, Weſtm. 6 miles from Appleby.

Market on Thurſday.

Broºgh, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs.

Broughan, Weſtmorland, near Penrith.

Broughſhane, in Antrim, Ulſter, 95
miles from Dublin.

Broughton, Lanc. 4 miles NW. of Ul

verſton. Broughton, Linc. near Gland

for Bridge. Broughton, Northamptonſ.

near Kettering. Broughton, Oxf. near

Hanbury. Broughton, Hants, near the

Wallops. Broughton, Wiltſhire, between

Bradford and Laycock. Broughton, Staff.

5 miles N.W. of Eccleſhall. Broughton,

Bucks, 2 miles E. of Ayleſbury. Brough

ton, Bucks, between Woburn and New

port. Broughton Warwickſ, a hamlet of

Whitchurch. Broughton, Herts, near

Hoddeſdon. Broughton, Hunt. 4 miles

S. of Rºmſey. Broughton, Lanc. 5 miles

from Preſton. Broughton Shropſ. in the

pariſh of Wurthen. Broughton, Shropſ, 3

or 4 miles from Wem. Broughton, Yorkſ.

5 miles S.W. of Skipton. Broughton,

Yorkſ, 3 miles SE of Stokeſley. Brough

ton, Great and Little, Cumb. near Cock

ermouth. Broughton-Aſhley, Leiceſ. 4

miles N. of Lutterworth.£º Caſ:

tle Cumb. E. of Penrith.

Church, Debyſ. 4 miles E. of Saperton.

Broug'ton. Hacketts, 3 miles E. of Wor

ceſter. Broughton-Over, Nottingh, and

Broughton Nether, Leiceſ. adjoins each

the o her. Broughton Poges, Oxf. near

Letchlade. Browghton on-the Sands, Cumb.

on Solway. Frith. Brounge!!y Cornw. on

a hill N. of Leſkard. Erounrigg, Cumb.

near Abbey Holm. Brown, Sºerſ. near

Carhampion. Brow--Candover, Hants.

Brow.rigg, Northumb, between Ford

Broughton

Caſtle and Woller. Brownſell, Dorſetſ.

near Candie-Wake. Brow'ſºa-Iſle, Dorſ.

in the harbour of Pool. Brownſover,

Warwickſ. N. of Rugby. Brownſwell,

Middl. on Finchley-Common. Broxham,

Kent, nearly 5 miles W. of Penſhurſt.

Broxbourn, and Broxbournbury, Herts,

near Hoddeſdon. Broxey, Yorkſ. N. of

Pickering-Foreſt. Broxholm, 4-miles NW.

of Lincoln. Broxted, Eſſex, 4 miles S.

of Thaxted. Broxton, Cheſhire, S. of

Beeſton-Caſtle. Broxton, Hants, 4 miles

E. of Alton. Broxtow, or Brocuſtow,

N.W. of Nottingham. Broxwood, He

ref, 3 miles E. of Kyneton. Broyle, Suſ

(ex, 3 miles S.E. of Lewes. Bruce-Caffle,
Middl. near Tottenham.

BRU SchAL, a town of Spire, Germany.
BR Uck, or BR U Go. See BRouck.

Bruck-Caffle, Hunt, between the Sal

try's and Stilton. Bruck-Smalk, Suſſex,

between Burwaſh and Itchingham. Bru

ern, Oxfordſh. near Banbury. Bruerton,

Staffordſhire, near Rugeley.

Bruff, in Limerick, Munſter.

BRUGE's, a large city of the ci-devant

Auſtrian Flanders, formerly the Engliſh

ſtaple for wool, and the centre of commu

-nication between the Lombards and the

Hanſeatic merchants. Hither the Lom

bards brought the products of India, and

the manufactures of Italy, and exchanged

them for the commodities of the north.

It was then the greateſt trading town in

Europe, every commercial nation of which

had a conſul here. But in the 16th century,

the civil wars, occaſioned by the tyranny

of Philip II. drove the trade firſt to Ant

werp, and then to Amſterdam. Bruges

is not therefore populous now in propor

tion to it’s extent; but it’s fituation ſtill

commands ſome trade, as it communicates

by canals with Ghent, Oſtend, Sluys,

Nieuport, Furnes, Ypres, and Dunkirk.

It is 8 miles nearly E. of Oſtend. Lat.

51: 12. N. lon. 3.17. E. -

BRU GGE, or BR U GoEN, in Hilde

ſheim, Lower Saxony.

BRUGNETo, a town of Genea.

Brumfield, Cumberland, 4 miles W. of

Wigton. Brumfield. Some ſ. 5 miles from

Taunton, and 5 SW. of Bridgewater.

Brumham, 2 miles from Bedford. Brum

ham, Wilts, 4 miles N.W. of Devizes.

Brumley, Northumb. between Newbiggen

and Newcaſtle. Brumpton, Yorkſ. near

Northallerton. Brumpton, Yorkſ. 5 miles

SW. of Scarborough. Brumptom Ralph,

Somerſetſ. 2 miles S.W. of Stokegomer.

Brumpton-Regis, Somerſ. 2 miles NE. of

Dulverton. Brumfial, or Brunſal, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, near Appletre wick. Brum

well, Nori. 3 miles N. of Brandon-Ferry.

Brundall,
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Brundall, Lancaſhire, SW. of Houghton

Tower. Brººdal, 3 miles E. of Norwich.

Branden, Edex, near Sudbury. Brundiſh,

Suff 4 miles NE. of Framlingham. Brun

diſh-Hall, Eſſex, 2 miles from Ongar.

BRUN Etto, in Piedmont, near Suſa.

Brunleſs, Brecknockſ. near Crickhowel.

Brann, Yorkſ. in Howden wapentake.

BRussBurtle, a city of Holſtein, in

Lower Saxony, feated at the mouth of the

Elbe, 1.3 miles N.W. of Gluckſtadt. Lat.

54. 2. N. lon. 9. 2. E.

Brunflow, Shropſ. between Barlow and

Lidbury. Brunſſed, Norf. 4 miles N. of

Hickling.

BR UN swick, capital of the duchy of

Brunſwick, is ſented on the river Ocker,

55 miles W. of Magdeburg. Lat. 52. 25.

N. lon. Io. 42. E.

Brunswick, a country in the circle

of Lower Saxony, divided into 4 duchies

and 2 counties. The duchies of Brunſ

wick Proper, and Brunſwick Wolfenbut

tle, with the counties of Rheinſtein and

Blanckenberg, are ſubjeºt to the duke of

Brunſwick Wolfenbuttle, while the elec

tor of Hanover is duke of Brunſwick

Grubenhagen, and Brunſwick Calenberg, ,

which alſo includes the duchy of Gottin

gen. Brunſwick is fertile in corn and

paſture, and has mines of copper, lead,

&c. It’s principal rivers are the Weſer,

the Ocker, the Leyne, and the Ilmenau.

BRUN swick, a town of Georgia, in

N. America, where the Turtle River diſ

charges itſelf into St. Simon's Sound. It

has a ſafe and extenſive harbour, capable

of containing the largeſt ſhips. The town

is regularly laid out, but not completed.

From it’s advantageous ſituation, and the

fertility of the back country, it promiſes

to be a great trading town. It is 70 miles

SW. by W. of Savannah. Lat. 31. 1 o, N.

lon. $2. o. W.

BRUNswick, a city of New Jerſey, in

N. America, on the SW. bank of Raritan

River, 12 miles above Perth-Amboy. The

inhabitants have a conſiderable inland

trade, and many ſmall veſſels. Here is alſo

a flouriſhing college, called Queen's-Col

lege. Lat. 4o. 2 o' N. lon. 74. Io. W.

BRUNswick, New, the N.W. diviſion

of Acadia, or Acadie, which in 1784

was divided into two governments. Nova

Scotia is now properly the peninſula;

New Brunſwick forms the reſt of the main

land E. of the river St. Croix, Since the

concluſion of the American war, the emi

gration of loyaliſts to this province from

the United States, has been conſiderable,

Large tracts of land have been cultivated,

and ſeveral new towns laid out, among

which are, Shelburne, Parr-Town, Dig

by. and New Edinburgh. The province,

is now advancing in population and fer

tility. *

Brunthorp, Linc. 2 miles SE. of Al

ford. Brunton, Northumb. near Dun

ſtaburgh-Cattle.

Brury, in Limerick, Munſter.

Briſebridge, Notting. near Workſop.

Bruſºford Devonſ. S. of Winkley. Bru

Jiard, Suff. 4 miles NE. of Framlingham.

Bruſketh, Cumb. a river running into the

Eden, near Carliſle. º

BRuss ELs, a large city in Flanders,

capital of the late Auſtrian Brabant,

about 7 miles in circumference. The

ſtreets are ſpacious, and the houſes pretty

high. In Bruſſels are 7 ſquares or market

places. The great market-place is ele

gant and beautiful. The public buildings

are ſumptuous, and here are numerous

fountains. The Rivage is the lower part

of the city, cut out into canals for the con

venience of ſhipping, for which a canal

has been cut from the Scheldt about 15

miles from Bruſſels, which coſt this city

1,800,ooo dollars, and by which trech

ſchuyts, or paſſage-boats, paſs between

Bruſſels and Antwerp. Bruſſels is cele

brated for it's lace, camlets, and tapeſtry.

It is feated partly on an eminence, and

partly on a fertile plain, on the river Senne,

22 miles S. of Antwerp, 26 S.E. of Ghent,

and 148 N. by E. of Paris. Lat. 50. 51.

N. lon. 4. 28. E.

BR U to N, a town of Somerſetſhire,

well built and populous. It’s chief trade

is in ſerges, ſtockings, and matting. It is

12 miles S.E. of Wells, and 109 W. of

London. Lat. 51. 7. N. lon. 2. 38. W.

Market on Saturday.

BRU Y.1 ERs, a town in the dept. of the

Voſges, 22 miles nearly S. of Luneville.

Lat. 48. 18. N. lon. 6, 5o. E.

Bry, Bru, or Brent, a river in Somerſetſ.

Bryan's Bridge, in Clare, Munſter, on

the Shannon, 8 miles N. of Limerick.

Bryanſion, a few miles from Dublin.

Bryn, Lancaſ. near Wigan. Bryning,

Lanc. 5 miles S.W. of Kirkham. Bryn

ton, Staff. N. of Blimhill.

BUA, or PARTRIDGE-IsLe, on the

coaſt of Dalmatia.

BUARcos, a town of Beira, -

Bubmall, Derbyſ. in the Peak. Bubnall,

Warw. W. of Dunſmore-Heath. Button,

Derbyſ, in Appletree hundred. Bubºwith,

Yorkſ. W. of Wighton. Bucham, Norf.

near Havergate, W. of Yarmouth.

BuchAN, a diſtrict of Aberdeenſhire,

forming the NE, part of Scotland, from

the ſea to the river Ythan, on the SW.

Bucha N Ness, a promontory in the

diſtrict of Buchan, the moſt caſtern part of

H 4 Scotland.

* *
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Scotland. Lat. 57.28. N. lon. . . 26. W.

Between this promontory and Peterhead,

is the place called the Bullers or Boilers

of Buchan; a large oval cavity in the

rocks, 150 feet in depth, round which is a

foot path. Boats ſail into it from the ſea

under a natural arch, reſembling a large

gothic window. At a little diſtance is a

vaſt inſulated rock, divided by a narrow

and very deep chaſm from the land. About

the middle of this rock, many feet above

the level of the water, is a large triangu
lar aperture, through which the ſea, when

agitated, ruſhes in with a tremendous noiſe."

Bucha RIA, GREAT, a country of W.

Tartary, bounded on the N. by Siberia;

won the E. by Little Bucharia; on the S.

by Perſia and India; and on the W. by

the Caſpian Sea and a part of Perſia. The

land is well cultivated, and the inhabitants

are warlike, and in general tawny, with

black hair. See Bokh ARA. -

Bucharia, Little. See Cashqur

Buchaw, a free town of Suabia.

BuchoR Est, a town of Walachia.

BuchoRN, a free town of Suabia.

Buck-a-Bank, Cumb. in Dalſton pariſh.

Bucky-Long, Northamp. 3 miles NE. of

Daventry. Buckden ; ſee Bugden. Buck

don, Yorkſ, near Biſhopſdale-Chaſe. Buck

ely, Conw. 4 miles S.W. of Camelford.

Bucken-Hall, Eſſex, N. of Bocking.

Buck E N HAM, Norf. 12 miles from

Thetford, and 90 from London. Mar

ket on Saturday. -

Buckenham, New, Norf. on the ri

ver Waveney, between Ipſwich and Nor

wich, 96 miles from London. Market on

Saturday. º

Buckenham, Old, N.W. of New Bucken

ham. Buckenham-Ferry, over the river

Yare, 5 miles E. of Norwich. Buckenhan

Houſe, Norfolk, 4 miles N. of Thetford.

Buckerell, Devonſ. 3 miles W. of Honiton.

Buckern, Cornw. 3 miles N. of Bodmin.

Buckfaſtleigh, Devonſ, 3 miles from Aſh

burton. Buckham, Surry, near Egham.

Buckhampton, Berkſhire, near Lamborn.

Buckhole, Suſſex, 2 miles S.E. of Hoo.

Buckholt Foreſ?, Hants, on the edge of

Wilts. Buckhorn-Weion, Dorſetſh, near

Wincanton. Buckhuri, Suſſex, underAſh
down-Foreſt.

Buck is GHAM shire, or Bucks, a

county of England, bounded on the W.

by Oxfordſl.ire; on the N. hw Northamp

tonſhire ; on the E. by Bedfordſhire,

Herts, and Middleſex; and on the S. by

Perks and Surry, from which it is ſepa

rated by the Thames, as it is from Mid

dleſex by the Coln. It is 39 miles in length,

and 18 in breadth, containing 8 hundreds,

185 pariſhes, and 11 market-towns. The

air is healthy, and the ſoil fertile, being

chiefly chalk or marle. Fine wheat is

grown in the uplands, barley is cultivated

in the Chiltern-hills, herds of cattle, and

vaſt flocks of ſheep, the largeſt in England,

graze in the meadows, eſpecially in the

fertile vale of Aileſbury: and the hills in

many places are covered with woods, in

which are great quantities of beech. The

principal manufactures of this county are

paper and bonelace.

"BuckINGHAM, the chief town of

Bucks, is ſeated on the river Ouſe, by

which it is nearly ſurrounded, and over

which it has 3 handſome ſtone bridges.

It is 25 miles NE. of Oxford, and 57 NW.

of London. Lat. 51.56. N. lon.o. 58. W.
Market on Saturday.

Buckingham, Suſſex, N. of Shoreham.

Buckington, Wilts, between Devizes and

Trowbridge. Buckland-Monachorum, De

vonſ. near Taviſtock. Buckland, Berks,

near Farringdom. Buckland, Bucks, NE.

of Wendover. Buckland. Ripers, Dorſetſh.

SW. of Radipole. Buckland Glouceſ. 5

miles W. of Campden. Buckland, Herts,

34 miles from Lºndon. Buckland, Kent,

near Dover. Buckland, Kent, near Maid

ſtone. Buckland, Kent, near Fevertham.

Buckland, Linc, between Tatterſhall and

Horncattle. Buckland, Somerſetſ. 2 miles

NE. of Frome. Buck,and, Somerſ. 5 miles

from Taunton. Buckland, Surry, near

Ryegate. Buckland-Abbots, Wilts, near

Calne. Buckland-Bruer, Devonſ. NW,

of Torrington. Buckland, E. and W.

Devonſ, near South Moulton. Buckland

Fee, Somerſ, near North Petherton. Buck

Iand-Filly, Devonſ, N.W. of Sheepwaſh.

Buckland-Houſe, Hants, in the New Fo

1 vſt. Buckland-Mary, Somerſ. 4 miles

S.W. of Ilminſter. fºliº, North, De

vcnſ, near Bear-Alſton. Buckland-Town

fand, Devonſ. near Dartmouth. Buckland,

Somerſ, near Wellington. Buckland-Ab

bas, or New on, Dorſetſ. 4 miles NE. of

Cerne-Abbas. Buckland’s-Place, Glouc,

near Badgworth. Bucklebury, Berks, NE.

of Newbury. Bucklſham, Suff, between

Ipſwich and Bawdſey. Buckley, Cheſ. W.

of the Lake Combermere. Buckley, Cornw.

3 miles NW. of Camelford. Buckley. Fe

Aey, Northamp. near Daventry. Buckmin

fier, Leiceſ. bordering on Rut]. Buckmin

fier, Wilts, 4 miles N. of Ambreſbury.

Buckmall, Linc. 5 miles W. of Horncaſtle,

Bucknell, Oxfordſ, near Biceſter. Bucknell,

Shropſ, on the borders of Heret. Bucknell,

Somerſ, near Staple-Fitz-Pain. Bucknell,

Statfordſh. 3 miles N. of Stone. Buckneſs,

Cumb. W. of Stapleton. Bucknol, Dorſ.

1 mile SW. of Corfe-Caſtle. Buckſtead,

Suff, near Aſhdown Foreſt. Buckſeed, Sull.

- util
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near Haylſham. Buckthorp, 4 miles S. of

Gloucetier. Buckton, Heref. near Brump

ton-Bryan. Buckton, Northamp. W. of

Moulton. Buckton, Northumb. near Fen

wick. Backton, Yorkſ. N. of Bridlington.

Buckware, Eſſex, W. of Roding-Abbey.

Buckwell, Kent, between Canterbury and

Whititable. Buckworth, Northumb. near

Newcaſtle. Buckworth,Hunt.nearleighton.

Bud A, or OFFEN, the capital of Lower

Hungary, ſituated on the fide of a hill, on

the W. bank of the Danube. The public

buildings are elegant, and in the adjacent

country are warm baths, and vineyards

producing excellent wine. It is 1 os miles

SE. of Viema, and 560 NW. of Conſtan

tinople. Lat. 47. 25. N. lon. 18. 22. E.

Budbrook, two miles W. of Warwick.

Budworth, 3 miles from Warwick. Bud

ty, Nott. near Thowerſby.

BUDDEspale, or BotesDALE, Suf

folk, on the borders of Norfolk, 15 miles

NE. of Bury, on the road to Yarmouth.

Market on Thurſday.

Bud E lich, a town of Treves.

Budeſden, Cheſh. W. of the Merſey, op

poſite to Liverpool. Buděſion, St. Peter,

er Biddleſłon, Wilts, near Chippenham.

Badir, Northumb. near Bamburgh-Caſtle.

BUDIss EN. See BAUTZEN.

BUD LEY, Devonſh. near the mouth of

the river Otter. Market on Monday.

Budiabor, Bedf. NW. of Biggleſwade.

Bu DoA, a ſea-port town of Dalmatia.

Budoc, Corm. near Penryn and Falmouth.

Badox, St. Devonſ.4 miles N. of Plymouth.

Bud Rio, a town in the Bologneſe.

Budweis, a town of Bechin, Bohemia.

Budworth, Magna and Parva, Cheſh.

BU E Nos AYREs, or Civid AD DE LA

TRINIDAD, is the ſeat of a viceroy, and

a conſiderable ſea-port of La Plata, ſeated

on the river Plata, 50 miles from the ſea,

on the E. coaſt of S. America. Part of the

treaſures and merchandiſe of Peru and

Chili, which are exported to Spain, is

brought here, and received by the regiſtèr

ſhips. Lat. 34. 35. S. lon. 58. 26. W.

Duerley, Yorkſ. near Patley-Bridge.

Buerley, Yorkſ. NW. of Halifax. Buer

tan, Cheſ. E. of Combermere. Bagbar

row, Dorſetſhire, adjoining Brere-Regis.

Bugbrook, 2% miles W. of Northampton.

Bugden, Hunts, N. of Bodington.

Bugia, or BoujelAH, a ſea-port of

Algiers.

Bugle, a port of Egypt, on the W.

coaſt of the Red Sea, ſubject to Mecca.

Bigſil, Suſſex, W. of Rotherbridge.

Bugthorp, Yorkſ. 5 miles N. of Pockling

ton. Builth. See Bealt.

Buis, LE, in the dept. of Drome.

Bukaki, a ſea-port of Morlaciua,
1.

*

Bulac, a town of Egypt, of conſider

able trade, containing about 4coo fami

lies. It is ſeated on the E. ſhore of the

Nile, 2 miles W. of Grand Cairo, being

the ſea-port of that city. On the N. ſide

of it is the Caliſch, whoſe banks are cut

every year to convey the waters of the

Nile by a canal, to Grand Cairo. Lat.

3o. 2. N. lon. 31. 22. E.

Bu La M, a fertile iſland of Africa, in 19

degrees N. lat. at the mouth of the Rio

Grande. An attempt has been lately made

to coloniſe it by free negroes, under the

direction of the Bulam Aſſociation in Eng

land; as alſo to eſtabliſh a friendly inter

courſe with the natives, and a trade un

polluted by ſlavery; the undertaking,

however, is now poſtponed on account of

the war. *

Buly, Linc. near Stainfleet. Buley

Caſile, Weſtmor. near Appleby. Bulº

Grange, Durh. 3 miles NE. of Stockton.

Bulford, Wilts, 3 miles N. of Ambreſbury.

BU LGARIA, a province of Turkey,

bounded on the W. by Servia and Mate

donia; on the N. by Walachia; on the E.

by the Black Sea; and on the S. by Romania.

Bulham, in the Iſle of Wight.

Bullock, 6 miles from Dublin.

Bulkington, Wilts, near Pottern. Bulk

ington, Warw. 4 miles from Coventry.

Bulkley, Cheſh. NW. of Cholmondeley.

Bulkworthy, Devonſ. W. of Tori ington.

Bullix GB Rook, Linc. 4 miles S.E. of

Horncaſtle. Market on Tueſday. -

Bullingham, Upper and Lower, S. of

Hereford. Bullingham, Hants, 4 miles E.

of Andover. Bullings, 6 miles E. of Lin

coln. Bullington, Berks, between Walling

ford and Oxford. Bullington, Heref. 2.

miles W. of Kinnerſley. Bullington, Linc.

2 miles W. of Wragby. Bully, Glouc. 2

miles W. of the Iſle of Alderney. Bul

marſh-Court, Berks, near Sunning. Bull

maſh-Heath, Berks, near Reading. Bul

mer, Eſſex, on the borders of Suffolk.

Bulmer, Yorkſ 5 miles S.W. of New Mal

ton. Bulneſs. See Boulneſs. Bulpham,

Eſſex. N.W. of Horndon. Buljirode, Bucks,

near Gerard's-Croſs. Bult-Point, Devonſ.

near Salcomb. Bullwell, 7 miles from Not

tingham. Bulwick, Northamp. 5 miles

N.W. of Oundle. Bumford, Derbyſ. in the

High Peak. Bumſtead-Helion, Eſſex, near

Haveril. Bumbury, Cheſh. E. of Beeſton

Caſtle. Bunbrook, a river in Derbyſhire.

Buncloady, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Buncrana, in Donegal, Ulſter.

BUNDELA, or BuNDElouND, a circar

of Hindooſtan, in the country of Allaha

bad, ſeparated from the Jumna by a nar

row tract of low country. It is a moun

tainous tract of more than 1 oo miles

- ſquare,
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ſquare, and contains the celebrated dia

mond-mines of Panna or Purna. It was

formerly ſubject to a rajah named Hindoo

put, but is now divided among his deſ:

cendants. It is inhabited by a tribe of

Rajpoots, and is ſurrounded by the domi

nions of Oude, Benares, and the Mah

rattas. The principal towns are Chatter

pour, which lies in lat. 25. •-N. Mow,

and Panna. '

Bandley, Dev. 4 miles E. of Hatherly.

* Bu NgAY, a town in Suffolk, ſeated

on the river Waveny, which ſeparates it

from Norfolk. It has a confiderable trade,

and the women are much employed in

knitting worſted ſtockings. It is 36 miles

N. by E. of Ipſwich, and 107 NE. of

London. Lat. 52.35. N. lon. I. 30. E.

Market on Thurſday.

BuNgo, a kingdom in the iſland of

Ximo, Japan. The capital is Funay.

Bunhill, Worecſ. in Bromſgrove.

BUN i v A, anciently OETA, a mountain

of Greece.

Bunaidane, in Sligo, Connaught.

Buſinglaſs, in Mayo, Connaught.

BUNTING For D, a town of Herts, 7

miles S. of Royſton, and 31 N. by E. of

London. Marke, on Monday.

Buntingſ!ale, Shropſh. near Drayton.

Budwell, Nort. 4 miles from Wymund

ham. Bapton, Wilts, 5 miles N. of Calne.

BURAGRAG, a river of Fez, which falls

into the Atlantic at Sallee. -

Burhach, Leiceſ. near High-Croſs and

Hinckley. Burºeck, Weſtm. SW. of Ap

pleby. Burbeck, a river of Weſtm. run

ning into the Lune. Burbich, Wilts, W.

of Great Bedwin. Barbrook, Eſſex, be

*ween Aſhden and Steeple. Bumſted. Bur

calk, Wilts, S.W. of Saliſbury Pi in.

farchani, Magna, Newton, and Tofts,

Nort. 3 wil:ages 4 miles NE. of Caſtle

Riing. Burcºilſ, Staff. 1 mile N.W. of

Valſal. Burchaſe, between Hereford and

Leominſter. Barcomb, Dorſetſ. in the pa

riſh of S. Perrot. Barcomb Lodge, Somerſ.

NE. of Bruton. Burcomb, N. and S.

Wilts, near Saliſbury. Burcot, Northamp.

near Towceſter. Barcot, Shropſ. NW. of

Great Wenlock. Burcot, Somerſ. SE. of

Wrinton. Burcot, Oxf. near Dorcheſter.

Buruforth, Yorkſ. S. of Thirſk. Burdham,

Suſſex, 4 miles from Chicheſter. Burding

bury, Warwickſ. N. of Long itchington.

Burſdon, Durh. Burdon, Durh. N. of

Seaton. Burdon, Great and Little, Durh.

between Darlington and Stockton. Bur

don, Old, Durham, near Lumley-Caſtle. ,

Burdop. Craig, Northumb. NW. of Elleſ

don. Bird, op, Oxf. 5 miles S.W. of Ban

bury. Birdrop, Wilts, near Swindon.

**r-ſwald, Cumb, E. of Aſkerton-Caſtle.

Bu RF 11 A, or Civita BURELLA, a

town of Naples.

BUREN, a town of Dutch Guelderland.

BURE N, a town of Weſtphalia, Io miles

S. of Paderhorn.

Burſ, Suffolk, near Neyland. Burfield,

Berks, sw. of Reading.

* BURFor D, a town of Oxfordſhire,

ſeated on an aſcent, on the river Windruſh,

71 miles from London. Lat. 51.46. N.

lon. I. 37. W. Market on Saturday.

Burford, near Warwick. Burford,

Shropſ, near Tenbury. -

Buko, or Do Esbu Rd, a town of Zut

phen, on the Iſſel.

Burgºt, Hants, near Fordingbridge.

Bargat, Suff, near Buddeſdale. Burgate,

Surry, S. of God...lming. Burgat. Dame

ram, Wilts, on the borders of Dorſetſh.

BURGAw, a town and margraviate of

Suabia, ſubject to Auſtria.

BURGDo RF, a town and bailiwick of

Bern. *

BURGH, a town of Lincolnſhire, 12

miles NNE. of Boſton, and 133 N. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Burgh, Derb. in the Peak, near Caſtle

ton. Burgh, Dorſetſ, 3 miles from Ax

minſter. Burgh, Shropſ. 5 miles from

Wem. Burgh, or Borough, Camb. 6 miles

S. of Newmarket. Burgh, Norf. W. of

Kirby. Burgh, Lanc. S. of the Pele.

Burgh, Suff. near Clopton. Burgh, Yorkſ.

E. Riding, near Ferriby. Rurgh. Cºſile,

Suff. at the mouth of the Waveney, 4 miles

SW. of Yarmouth. Burgh Clere, Hants,

W. of King's Clere. Burgh. Hall, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, N. of Maſham. Burgh-Hill,

Yorkſ. near Bainbridge. Burgh. Hill, N.

of Hereford. Burgh Houſe, Surry, 2 miles

SE. of Epſom. Burgh. upon-Bane, Linc.

E. of Market-Raiſin. Burgh, St. Margaret

and St. Mary. Norfolk, near Yarmouth.

Burgh upon Sands. See Brough upon

Sam.fs. Burgham Caſile, Weſtmorland,

5 miles SE. of Appleby.

BUR Gos, a city of Spain, capital of

Old Cattile, feated partly on a mountain,

and extending to the river Arlanzon.

The ſquares, public buildings, and foun

tains are magnificent, and the walks agree

able. Many manufactures are carried on.

It is 95 miles E. by S. of Leon, and 117

N. of Madrid. Lat.42.2 o.N. lon. 3.30.W.

BURGUNDY, a ci-devant province of

France, fertile in corn, fruits, and excel

lent wine, is now formed into the depart

ments of Aube, Côte d'Or, Saone and

Loire, and Yonne.

Burgus, Cornw. near Padſtow-Haven.

Burham, Kent, near Aylesford. Burham,

Linc. in Goſwell pariſh. Burham, N, and

S. Swinerietihire, near Bruton.

BURHAN

-
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But HAN pour, a city of Hindooſtan,

the capital of Candeiſh, and, at one period,

of the Deccan alſo. It is loo miles N. of

Arungabad, and 225 miles E. by N. of

Surat. Lat. 21. 25. N. lon. 76. 19. E.

BURick, atown of Cieves,on the Rhine.

Buriens, St. Cornw. 5 miles from Pen

zance. Buricourt, Hants, between Bent

ley and Dogmersfield. Buringham Linc.

near the Iſle of Axholm. Burket, Berks,

near Shrivenham.

BURKHAUSEN,a town of Low. Bavaria.

Burland, Chºſh. SE. of Combermere.

Burland, Soºnerſ. between Taunton and

Cumbe St. Nicholas. Burlaton, Staff.

near Sheriff-Halºs. Burleigh-Houſe, Nor

thamp. 1 mile SE. of Stamford. Burleſ

comb, Devonſ. near Holcombe. Burleſion,

Dcretſ. near Athelhamſton. Burley on

the-Hill, Rutlandſ. near Oakham. Burley,

Yorkſ. near Otley. Burley, Han's, in the

New Foreſt. Burley, Sºopſ. N. of Lud

low. Burly Park, Leic. near Loughbo

rough. Burlington. See Bridlington. Bur

lington Shropſhire, SW. of W. m.

BU R LING ros, a town of New Jerſey,

in N. Auerica, feated on Delaware River,

which is here a mile broad, and under

ſhelter of Mittinnicunk and Burlington

Iſlands, affords a ſafe and convenient har

bour. It is a place of conſiderable trade,

and the majority of the inhabitants are

Quakers. It is 17 miles NE. of Phila

delphia. Lat. 4o. 17. N. lon. 75. Io. W.

BU R MAH, an extenſive kingdom of in

dia, E. of the Ganges, ſometimes called

Ava, from the name of it's capital. It is

bounded by Meckley and Thibet on the

N. and by Pegu on the S. occupying both

ſides of the river Ava, as far as the fron

tiers of China. On the W. it has Aracan

and Roſhaan; and on the E. China and

Upper Siam. This country, which is lit

tle known to Europeans, produces ſome of

the beſt teek timber in India. Ships built

of teek, upwards of 4o years old, are no

uncommon objećts in the Indian ſeas,

while an European-built ſhip is ruined

there in five years. There are ſeveral va

luable mines here ; the country is fertile,

and elephants, horſes, and other animals,

are nurntrous.

Burmaſh, Kent, in Romney-Marſh.

Burmington, Warwickſh. SE. of Shipton.

Barnby, Suffolk, E. of Beccles. Burnly,

Yorkſh. near Pocklington.

Burnchurch, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Barnep, Durh. on the borders of Cumb.

Burnere, Cornwall, near Padſtow-Haven.

Burnes, Cumb. N. of Keſwick. Burnet,

Somerſ. 44 miles W. of Bath. Burneton

Batail, Northumb. near Bamburgh-Caſ

tle. Barball, S.W. of Durham. Burngate,

Dorſ. 1 mile E. of Lulworth. Barnham,

Bucks, 3 miles E. of Maidenhead. Near

it are Burnham. Boveney, and Burnham

Eaſt. Burnham. Deepdale, Norfolk, in the

NVV, part of the county, noted for it's

fait-marſhes, on which ſheep thrive well.

BURNHAM, a town of Norfolk, ſeated

near the ſea, 29 miles NW. of Norwich,

and 126 NE. of London. Lat. 53. 4. N.

lon. o. 48 F. There are ſeveral villages

in it’s neighbourhood, which are alſo call

ed Burnham, as well as that of Burnhami

Deepdale. Market on Saturday.

BURNHAM, a fiſhing town of Eſſex, at

the mouth of the river Crouch, which is

here called Burnham-Water. The Wal

fleet and Burnham oyſters are the product

of the creek and pits of this river. It is

44 miles from London.

Burnham, Sonnerſ. near the Start-Point.

Burnham, Netherand Upper, Linc. in the

Iſle of Axholm. Burnholm, N. and S.

Yorkſ. E. Riding, E. of Pocklington.

Burningham, Nort. 4 miles S.E. of Holt.

Burniſion, Yorkſhire, N. of Scar'orough.

Burnſion,Yorkſ.between Bedal andThirſk.

BURNLEY, a town of Lancaſhire, in a

healthy ſituation, 35 miles S.E. of Lancaſ

ter, and 208 NNW. of London. Lat. 53.

46. N. lon. 2. 15. W. Market on Sat.

Burnſal, Yorkſ. on the Wherfe, be

tween Settle and Paitley-Bridge. Burnt

Ely, Suff. between Sudbury and Bilton.

BURNT1's LAND, a town in Fifeſhire,

with an excellent harbour, ſtated under a

ſtupendous rock, on the Frith-of Forth,

1 o miles N.W. of Edinburgh. Lat. 56.

8. N. lon. 3. 5. W. >

Burph, Dorſetſ. N. of Bridport. Burph

am, Suſſ. NE. of Arundci. Burphan: ,

Surry, S. of Woking. -

BU R RAMpoor ER, or SANPoo, a ri

ver of Afia, which riſes near the head of

the Ganges, in the mountains of Thibet,

Iſſuing from oppoſite ſales of the ſame

ridge of mountains, theſe rivers flow in

different directions, till they are 12co

miles aſunder; yet meet in one point about

40 miles from the ſea, after each has run.

through a winding courſe of about zoco

miles. The Burrampooter, for 60 mile

before it’s junction with the Ganges, is

regularly from 4 to 5 miles wide, and, but

for it's freſhneſs, might paſs for an arm

of the ſea; in other reſpects it bears ºn

intimate reſemblance, during a courſe of

4oo miles through Bengal, to that river.

Burram, E. and H. Hants. Barrºl, ,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, 3 miles N. of Snape,

and W. of Bedal. Burrels, Weſtimor. S.

of Appleby. Burrington, Devonſ. a little

N. of Chumleigh. Burringtaº, Devonſ.

N. of Plympton. -

- Barri,

-
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Burris, in Carlow, Leinſter, 54 miles

from Dublin. Burriſaleigh, in Tipperary,

Munſter, 78 miles from Dublin.

Burroly, Yorkſ, 3 miles from Thirſk.

Burroden, Northumbtrl, near Upper and

Lower Trewhet. Burrow, Norfolk, near

Aleſham. Burrough, Norf; between Fa

kenham and Holt. Burrow, S. of Lan.

taſter. Burrow, Leiceſ. near Billeſdon.

Burrow-Green, 2 miles from Cambridge,

and 2 from Newmarket. Burrow-Hill,

Northamptonſhire, near Daventry.

BU Rs.A, or PR UsA, one of the largeſt

cities of Turkey, in Aſia, containing about

40,000. Turks, 4oo families of Jews, 5oo

of Armenians, and 300 of Greeks. It

ſtands on ſeveral little hills at the foot of

Mount Olympus, and on the edge of a fine

plain, covered with mulberry, and various

fruit trees, and was the capital of the Ot

toman dominions before the taking of

Conſtantinople. The moſques and cara

vanſeras are elegant, and every houſe has

it's fountain. The bezeſtine is a large

ftrºëture full of warehouſes and ſhops, con

* taining all the commodities of the Eaſt,

beſide their own manufačtures in ſilk.

Here are the beſt workmen in Turkey,

who are excellent initators of the tapeſtry

of Italy and France. Burſa is the capital

of a province of Natolia Pi oper, called by

the Turks Becſangil, and anciently Bi

thymia. It is 60 miles S. of Conſtanti

nople. Lat. 39. 22. N. lon. 29. 5. E.

Burſcough, Lancaſh. near Latham and

Ormſkirk. Burſlem, Staff. 3 miles from

Newcaſtie under Line. Burſeley, Worc.

4 miles SE, of Bromſgrove. Burſall, NE.

of Leiceſter, cn the Stour. Burſiall, Suff.

W. of Ipſwich. Burſall, Yorkſ. between

Huddersfield and Leeds. Bºrſall-Garth,

Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Buried, Great

and Little, Eſſex, near Biller, cay. Bur

flock, Dorſetſ. W. of Bemiſter. Burfon,

Staff. NE. of Newcaſtle-under-Line. Bur

ſton, Bucks, NE. of Aileſbury. Burſion,

Dorſetſ, 4 miles W. of Bere-Regis. Bur

flon, Norfolk, 1 mile from Diſs. Burſion,

Norf. 4 miles S. of Holt. Burſiow, Surry,

near E. Grinſtead. Burſt wick, Yorkſ. in

Holderneſs. Burford-Houſe, Wilts, near

Saliſbury. Burthorp, Glouc. near Lechlade.

Burtle-Houſe, Somerſ, near Bridgewater.

BUR roN STATHER, a ſmall town of

Lincolnſhire, on a hill, near the Trent, 3o

miles NW. of Lincoln, and 164 N. by

W. of London. Lat. 53. 40. N. lon. o.

~36. W. Market on Monday.

Bu RTo N, a town of Weltmorland, 11

miles N. of Lancaſter, and 247 NNW. of

London. Lat. 54. Io. N. lon. 2. 5o. W.

Market on Tueſday.

Burton, 3 or 4 miles from Nottingham,

on the road to Newark. Burton, Berks,

near Aſhbury, and White-Horſ-Hill.

Burton, Cheſh, N.W. near the Dee. Bar

ton, 5 miles E. of Cheſter. Burton, near

Buckingham. Burton, Dorſetſh. W. of

Wareham. Burton, Doi ſ. near Bridport.

Burton, Great and Little, Dorſet... a little

N. of Dorcheſter. Burton, Heier. NE. of

Pembridge. Burton, Kent, near Aſhford.

Burton, Kent, near Tunbridge. Burton,

Lincolnſ. between Grantham an: Market

Deeping. Burton, N.W. of Lincoln. Bur

ton, Norf. 3 miles S.E. or Wurſted. Bur

ton, Northumb. S. of Bamburgh Caſtle.

Burton, Shropſ. between Wenlock and

Shrewſbury. Burton, Shropſ. S. of Wen

lock. Burton, Somerſ. near Wyncanton.

Burtor, Somerſ. W. or Bedminſter. Bar

10m, Somerſ. near Somerton. Burton, Iſle

of Wight, near Cowes. Burton Hants,

between Lynnington and Chriſt-Church.

Burton, Sºff, near Penkridge. Burton,

E. and W. Sufi. between Pºtworth and

Arundel, Burton, E. and iſ'. W. “mor.

E. of Appleby. Burton, E. and W.

Yorkſ, in Holderneſs. Burton, E. and

JW. Yorkſ. 4 miles NE. of Richmond.

Burton, Worc. in Lower and Upper Sapy.

Burton-Agnes, Yorkſhire, E, of Kilham.

Burton-Biſhops, Yorkſ. N. of Beverley.

Burton Black, Oxfordſ. N. of Bradweil.

Burton Cherry, Yorkſ. NW. of Beverly.

BURToN-CoN STABLE, Yorkſhire, be

tween Midlam and Richmond. Market

on Friday. . -

Burton Corſiałle, Yorkſ. NE. of Hull.

Burton-Dorſet, Warw. 3 miles from Kyne

ton. Burton-Grange, Yorkſ, near Barnſ

ley. Burton-Hºſłings, Warw. near the road

between Coventry and Leiceſter. Burton

Hill, Wilts, S. of Malmſbury. Burton

in-Biſhopſtale, Yorkſ. N. Riding, S.W. of

Midlam. Burton-Latimer, Northamptonſ.

$W. of Kettering. - Burton-Leonard,

Yorkſ. W. of Boroughbridge. Burton

1.ong, Dorſetſ. N. of the Vale of White

Hart. Burton-Lazers, Leiceſterſ. S. of

Melton-Mowbray. Burton-Magna, Oxf.

N. of Banbury. Burton, North, Yorkſ.

NW. of Bridington. Burton-Overy,

Leic. near Hallaton. Burton, Parva,

Oxfordſ. SE. of Burton-Magna. Burton

Pidſey, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Burton

Salmon, Yorkſ. N. of Pontefračt. Burton

ſuper-Montem, Glouc. W. of Morton-in

Marſh. Burton-upon-Oldo, Leiceſterſhire.

* BU RtoN-UPo N-TRENT, a town of

Staff. on the river Trent, over which it has

a bridge of freeſtone, a quarter of a mile

in length. It conſiſts chiefly of one long

ſtreet, has a good market for corn and pro

viſions, and is noted for the excellence of

it's ale, great quantities of which are ex

ported.
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ported. It is fituated NE. of Lichfield,

and is 124 miles NNW. of London. Lat.

52.4°. N. lon, 1.40.W. Mar. on Thurſ.

Burton-on-the Water, Glouc. Burton,

E. and Hº. Nott. 3 miles from Gainſbo

rough. Burton Wood, Lanc. in W. Der

by. Burwarton, Shropſhire, near Brown

Clee Hill. Burwaſh, Suſſ. N. of Rother

bridge. Burwell, Camb. 3 miles N. of

Newmarket-Heath. In 1727 a melan

choly event took place here: 160 perſons

being aſſembled in a barn, on the exhibi

tion of a puppet ſhow, the place took fire,

and only five or fix eſcaped; the bodies of

the dead were ſo disfigured by the fire,

and the fall of the roof, &c. that their

friends could not recogniſe them, and they

were promiſcuouſly interred in one large

ve. Burwell, Linc. near Althorp.

#. Hants, near Hambledon. Bur

well's-Green, Herts, N.W. of Ware-Park.

Burwood, Surry, S. of Walton-upon

Thames.

BURY, a town of Lancaſhire, on the

Irwell, noted for it's manufacture of fuſ.

tians, and of half thicks and kerſeys. A

melancholy event happened here in 1787,

by the fall of the theatre, by which more

than 3oo perſons were buried in the

ruins : ſome eſcaped unhurt; others were

killed, or much bruiſed. Bury is 36 miles

SE. of Lancaſter, and 190 NNW, of Lon

don. Lat. 53. 36. N. lon. 2. 24. W.

Market on Thurſday.

* BURY ST. EDMUND's, a town of

Suffolk, in a delightful and healthy fitua

tion, with a large market for corn, fiſh,

fowl, &c. It is 14 miles nearly E. of

Newmarket, and 72 NNE. of London.

Lat. 52. 36. N. lon. o. 39. E. Markets

on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Buſhby, Yorkſ. N. Riding, N. of wharl

ton-Cattle. Buſham, Suſſ. S. of Arundel.

Buſhbury, Staffordſ. between Brewood and

Walſall. Buſhy-Parva, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, S. of Stokeſley. Buſhford, Somerſ.

near Dulverton. Buſh-Hill, Middl. near

Edmonton. . Buſhley, Worc. near Tewkſ

bury. Buſh-Mead, Bedf. near Eaton.

Buſhmills, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Buºton, Wilts, in the pariſh of Clave

Pepper. Buſhy, Herts; near Watford.

Buſby, 2 miles from Leiceſter. Buſhy-Hall,

Herts; NW. of Watford. Buſhy-Leaze,

Hants, in the pariſh of Fackham. Buſhy

Park, Middl. near Hampton Court. Buſ:

Jage, Glouceſterſhire, a hamlet to Biſley.

BussARAH, or BassoRA, a port of

Turkey, in Afia, in Irac Arabi, on the

Euphrates, 40 miles NW. of the gulf of

Perſia. The circumference of the town is

large, but a great number of date-trees

are planted within the walls. Here are

many Jews, but the trade is much declined.

Butleton, Northumberl. near Heydon.

Buffleton, Hants, 12 miles from Portſ

mouth. Baſlon, Kent, near Maidſtone.

B-ſion, Northumb. near Alnwick. Buff

‘wash-Hill, Cumberl. near Burgh. Maiſh.

Butcomb, Somerſ. SE. of Wrinton.

BUTE's H1 R E, a county of Scotland, con

ſiſting of the iſlands of Bute, Arran, and

Inchmarnoc, which lie in the Frith of

Clyde, S. of Argyleſhire. They are fertile

in corn and paitures; and there is a con

ſiderable herring fiſhery on their coaſts.

The chief town is Rothſay.

Butler's Bridge, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Butler's-Court, Glouc. near Bodington.

Butly, Cheſh, near Preſtbury. Butley,

Somerſ. between Bruton and Bridgewater.

Butley-Abbey, Suff. 4 miles from Örford.

BU rRAGo, a town of New Caſtile.

Buttleſton, Northumb. in the manor of

Warkworth. Butt's-Aſh, Hants, in New

Foreſt. Buſlary, Eſſex, near Ingateſtone.

Butteland, Northumb. near Billingham.

Buttery, Durh. near Branſpeth. Butter

Cramb, Yorkſ. near New-Malton. But

ter-Haugh, Northumb. near the ſource of

the Tyne. Butterley, Derb. near Codnor

Caſtle. Butterley, Devonſ.near Collumpton.

ButRINTo, a ſea-port of Albania, ſe

parated by a ſtrait from the iſland of Corfu,

at the entrance of the Adriatic. Lat. 39.

49. N. lon. zo. 9. E.

BUTTERMERE-WATER, a lake of

Cumberland, near the ſource of the Cocker.

The lakes of Buttermere and Lowfwater

are not ſo extenſive as thoſe of the Derwent

or Keſwick, but quite as beautiful, and

the country about them as mountainous `

and romantic as Borrowdale.

Butterſide, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, near

Aſkrig. Butter wike, Dorſetſ. a mile S.

of Folke. Butterſwick, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

near Newſem. Butterton, Staff. SE. of

Leek. Butterton, S.W. of Stafford. But

terwick, Linc. NE. of Boſton. Butter

wick, Durham,between Stockton and Dur

ham. Butterwick, Herts, near St. Albans.

Butterwick, E. and Jº. Linc. E. of Axholm.

Butte‘vant, in Cork, Munſter.

Buttolph, Suſſex, near Bramber.

Burton's-BAY, a bay in the Nw.

part of Hudſon's-Bay, through which Sir

T. Button and others have in vain at

tempted to diſcover a NW. paſſage to

China. It lies in the 60th deg. of N. lat.

BUTzaw, a town of Schwerin, Lower

Saxony. - -

Buxball, Suff. between Eildeſton and

Wulpet. Buxlow, Suff. near Dunwich.

Buxtead, or Buckſtead, Suſſex, 10 miles

from E. Grinſtead.

* Buxton, in Derbyſhire, one of the

wonders
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wonders of the Peak, having 9 wells that

riſe near the ſource of the river Wye.

Their waters were noted in the times of

the Romans. Although hot and ſulphu

reous, they are palatable; they create an
appetite and remove obſtrućtions, and, if

bathed in, afford relief in ſcorbutic rheu

matiſms, nervous caſes, &c. It is much

reſorted to in ſummer. The public rooms

are in an elegant building, in the form of

a creſcent, erected by the Duke of Devan

ſhire. It is of the Doric order, and un

der it is a piazza and ſhops. Buxton is

28 miles from Mancheſter, 32 N.W. of

Derby, and 16o NNW. of London. Lat.

53. 22. N. lon. I. 52. W.

Buxton, Norf. SE. of Aleſham.

BUzBAcH,a town of Solmes, Up. Rhine.

Bybury, Glouc. NW. of Fairford.

Bychow, a town of Courland.

Eyºrley, N. and S. Yorkſ. near Bradford. -

Fyfield, Northamp. between Banbury and

Daventry. Rylect, Surry, near Cobham.

Byford, Heref near Bredwardine-Caſtle.

Byford, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Bygrave

Hall, Hertf. a little N.W. of Bakłock.

Rykeſhore, Northumb. 1 mile from New

caſtle. Bykeware, Glouc. near Hawkſbury.

Byland, Yorkſ, near Thirſk. Byley, Cheſh.

NE. of Middlewich. Bynall, Wilts, 3 miles

SE. of Wooton-Baſſet. Bynamy, Cornw.

near Beeds-Haven. Bymith-Wood, Cornwe

between Leſkard and Launceſton. Bynton,

Warw, near Bitford. Bynºwefton, Shropſ,

on the borders of Montgomeryſ. Byram,

Lanc. between Newton Chapel and Leigh.

Byrch, Magna and Parva, Heref. S.W. of

Aconbury. Byrom,Yorkſ.near Ferrybridge.

BYRon's Is LAND, in the South Pacific

Ocean, is low, woody, and populous. The

natives are tall, robuſt, and ačtive, and

their countenances expreſſive of cheerful

neſs and intrepidity. Lat. 1. 18. S. lon.

173.46. E.

Byton, Heref. E. of Preſteign, in Rad

norſhire. Byworth, Suſſ, near Petworth.

C A B

Cº. a handſome town of Egypt,

on the river Nile, 320 miles S. of

Cano, whence they tranſport corn and pulſe

to Mecca. Lat. 26. 30. N. lon. 30. 23. E.

CA BagoN, a town of Leon, in Spain.

CABEca-DE-VIDE, a ſmall town of

Alentejo. Lat. 39. 10. N. lon. 6.43. W.

CABF. NDA, a ſea-port of Congo.

Calºons, Kent, near Denge-Marſh.

Catragh, within 2 miles of Dublin.

CABREIRA, an iſle of Majorca.

CABUL, CABU List AN, or ZABUlis

TAN, was anciently a province of Perſia,

but having been annexed to the Mogul

empire, was again transferred to Perſia by

Nadir Schah. It is now, however, a ſe

parate territory, and is bounded on the W.

and SW. by Candahar and Sableſtan, or

Segeſtan; on the N. by Uſbeck Tartary;

en the E. by Caſhmere; and on the S. by

Lahore. The country conſiſts of moun

tains conſtantly covered with ſnow, hills

of moderate height, and eaſy aſcent, rich

plaius, and flately foreſts, and theſe en

livened by numerous ſtreams. It pro

duces every article neceſſary for human

life, with a variety of delicate fruits and

flowers. The city of Cabul is capital of

the province. It is ſituated near the foot

of the Hindoo-Ko, or Indian Caucaſus,

near the ſource of the Attock. It’s ſitu

ation is romantic and pleaſant, having,

within it's reach, the fruits and products

of the temperate and torrid zones. It has

C A D

ſpacious caravanſeras and palaces; and is

530 miles NW. of Delhi, and 176 NE. of

Candahar. Lat. 34.36. N. lon, 69.58. E.

See CANDAHAR.

Caburn, Lincolnſhire, near Caiſtor.

Cabus, Lancaſhire, in Amounderneſs.

CAçaçA, a town of Fez, S. of Melilla.

CAcEREs, a town of Eſtramadura, in

Spain. Lat. 39. 1 1. N. lon. 5. 44. W.

CAcHAN, or KAscHAN, a town of

Irac Agemi, in Perſia, the inhabitants of

which trade in ſilks, ſilver and gold bro

cades, and fine earthen-ware. It is ſeated

in a vaſt plain, 55 miles N. by W. of Iſ

pahan. Lat. 33.20. N. lon. 51.55. E.

CAchAo, the capital of a province of

the ſame name, in Tonquin, in India. It

contains about zo,ooo thatched houſes :

the people are Pagans, and have a great

number of pagodas. The houſe of the

Engliſh factory is the beſt in the place.

The factories purchaſe ſilks and lackered

wares, as in China. Lat. 22. 10. N. len.

1o 5. 31. E.

CAcHEME RE. See CASHMERE.

CACHEo, a town of Negroland.

Cackham, Suſſex, near Selſey.

CAco NGo, a ſmall kingdom of Africa,

in the country of Loango.

CA CoR LA, a town of Jaen, Andaluſia.

Cadbury, N. and S. Somerſetſ, between

Queen-Camel and Wincanton. Cadbury,

Yorkſ. W. of Doncaſter. Cadbury, De

vonſhirt, W. of Brandninch, Caddington

- ÇClie
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Bedf. between Kneeſworth and Luton.

Caddon, Northumb. 7 miles S.W. of Hex

ham. Cudehy, near Leiceſter-Foreſt.

CADEN, or CAPDENAc, a town in the

dept. of Lot, on the river Lot, 27 miles

ENE. of Cahors. Lat.44. 32.N. lon.2.o. E.

CAD ENET, a town in the dept. of the

Mouths of the Rhone, 28 miles SE. of

Avignon. Lat. 43.42. N. lon. 5. 30. E.

Cader Idris, a mountain in Merioneth

ſhire, at the foot of which are ſome very

deep pools.

CADill Ac, a town in the dept. of Gi

ronde, on the Garonne, 1.5 miles S.E. of

Bourdeaux. Lat. 44. 40. N. lon. c. 22. W.

CADIz, a large, rich, and very ancient

city of Andaluſia, feated on an iſland, from

which it has a communication with the

continent by a bridge. The bay formed

by it is 1: miles in length, and 6 in

breadth. It is the emporium of the Spa

niſh foreign trade. Here the galleons and

regiſter-ſhips are fitted out for Terra Fir

ma and La Plata, and the flota for Mexico;

and here the builion of America is import

ed, to be diſtributed to the foreign mer

chants, who principally ſupply the out

ward-bound fleets with their cargoes. Ca

diz contains so,coo inhabitants, and is 45

miles N.W. of Gibraltar, and 90 W. by

S. of Malaga. Lat. 36.31. N. lon. 6. 6. W.

Cadiz-Head, Lanc. near Warrington.

Cadiana, H2nts, in the New-Foreſt. Cad

Iey, Devonſ. W. of Columbton. Cadley,

Devonſ. near Ottery St. Mary’s. Cadman

Houſe, Wilts, near Chriſtian-Malford.

Cadney, Linc. S. of Glandiord-Bridge.

CADora, the capital of Cadorino.

CADoRINo, a diſtrict of the Treviſan,

late a province of Venice. .

CAD'sANDT, an iſland at the mouth of

the Scheldt.

CAEN, capital of the dept. of Calvados.

The inhabitants are computed at 40,000.

The river Orne runs through the town, to

which the tide brings up large veſſels. It

is 65 miles W. by S. of Rouen, and 125

NW. of Paris. Lat. 49.11. N. ion.o. 17.W.

Caergwrley, Flintſ. 7 miles from Cheſter.

CAERFILLY, a town of Glamorgan

ſhire, ſeated between the rivers Taff and

Rumney, 5 miles N. of Landaff. Market

on Thurſday.

Caer-Caradock, Shropſ. a hill near the

conflux of the Clun and the Temd.

CAERLEoN, a town of Monmouthſhire,

on the river Uſk. Market on Thurſday.

Caervorran, Northumberland, N. of the

Pićts'-Wall. Caerwent, Monm. 4 miles

SW. of Chepſtow. Caerwis, Flintſhire, 5

miles E. of St. Aſaph, and 5 W. of Fliut.

Ceſar's-Hill, Suſſex, near Findon, ſuppot

ed to have been Caeſar's camp.

2.

Caffa, a town of the Crimea, with an

excellent harbour; the Thedoſia of the an

cients, a name which has been reſtored to

it by the Ruſſians. It is feated on the

Black Sea, 150 miles NE. of Conſtantino

'ple. Lat. 45. 8. N. lon. 35.45. E.

CAFFA, or ZAB Ache, STRAIT of, the

ancient Cimineran Boſphorus, uniting the

Black Sea and the ſea of Aſoph.

CAFFRAR1A, an extenſive country of

Africa, divided into Caſºraria Proper, and

the country of the Hottentots. The former

is S. of the tropic of Capricorn, and ex

tends along the Indian Ocean to the mouth

of the Great Fiſh-River, in lat. 3o. 30. S.

By this river it is divided from the coun

try of the Hottentots; it's other,bounda

ries are uncertain. The Caſtres are tall,

aćtive, and robuſt, and evince great cou

rage in attacking lions, and other beaſts

of prey. Their complexions are black;

their clothing conſiſts of hides of oxen,

which are as pliant as cloth. Induſtry is

the leading trait in the character of the

Caffres. The men employ much of their

time in hunting, the women in cultivating

the land; they alſo make earthenware, and

curious baſkets. The country is fertile,

and they have large herds of cattle, which

are ſmall, but very docile, coming at a

whiſtle. They have a high opinion of the

Supreme Being, and of his power, believe

in a future flate of rewards and puniſh

ments, and think that the world had no

beginning, and will be everlaſting. They

have no prieſts, yet undergo, at 9 years of

age, the initiatory rite of the Hebrews.

Their government is a limited monarchy,

and their king is allowed a plurality of

wives. The interior parts are little known.

Caghryariff, in Clare, Munſter.

CAGLI, a town of Urbino, in Italy.

CAGLIAR1, a large city, with a good

harbour, the capital of Sardinia. Lat. 39.

27. N. lon. 9. 14. E.

Cahir, or Cahier, in Tipperary, Mun

ſter, 8 miles S. of Caſhell, and 85 SW. of

Dublin. Cahier, in Kerry, Munſtet, NE.

of Valentia Iſland. Cahir.canaway Drun

gand, in Kerry, Munſter; certain high hills,

over which a road paties, hanging in a tre

mendous manner over the bay of Caſtle

mayn, like that on Pemanmawr, in North

Wales, except that it is here more ſtony

and dangerous. Cahir.comliſh, in Limerick,

Munſter. Cahirconiiſh, in King's County,

Leinſter. Cahirconrigh, a conical moun

tain of Kerry, Munſter, riſing 7co yards

above the level of the ſea, and forming a

peninſula between the bays of Caſtiemayn

and Tralee. Cahirdonel, in Kerry, Mun

ſter. Cabirely, ſºft, in Limerick, Mun

ſtºr. Cahirkegan, in Cork, Munſter. Ca

birze,
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Birmee, in Cork, Munſter. Cahirmorres,

in Galway, Connaught. Cahir Trant, the

W. point of Ventry Harbour, in Kerry,

Munſter. -

CAhors, a town in the dept. of Lot,

ſeated on a peninſula made by the river

Lot, and built partly on a rock. It is 50

miles NW. of Albi, and 287 nearly S. of

Paris. Lat. 44. 26. N. lon. 1. 32. E.

CAJANEBURG, the capital of E. Both

nia, on the Lake Cajania, or Ula, 3oo

miles NE. of Abo. Lat. 64. 13. N. lon.

27:45. E. . - -

Cajazzo, in Terra di Lavora, Naples.

Caicos, iſlands N. of St. Domingo.

Caier, a river of Carmarthenſhire.

CAIfon G, a city of Honan, China.

CAIMAN Islands, 3 in number, NW.

of Jamaica, the inhabitants of which come

here to catch tortoiſes, which they carry

home alive. - -

Cairngorm, a mountain of Inverneſs

ſhire, famous for it's rock-cryſtals.

Cairn-Hill, in Meath, Leinſter. Cairn

laugh, in Antrim, Ulſter.

CAIRo, GRAND CAIRo, or EL KA

HerA, the capital of Egypt, conſiſts of 3

towns, about a mile apart, Old Cairo, or

Meſra, New Cairo, and the Port of Bulac.

The inhabitants are about 300,ooo. Old

Cairo is a ſmall place, though it be the

harbour for boats that come from Upper

Egypt. New Cairo is about a mile from

the river, and is 7 miles in circumference.

It has 3 or 4 grand gates, but the ſtreets

are narrow, and the beſt houſes are gene

rally built round a court, having their

windows within to the incloſed court, and

preſenting only a dead wall to the ſtreet.

The caliſh is a canal which conveys the

waters of the Nile into the city ; it is

about zo feet broad, and has houſes built

on each ſide of it. Here are ſeveral pub

lic bagnios and caravanſeras, and about,

3oo moſques, the lofty minarets of whith

preſent a very pićtureſque appearance. In

the 15th century, this was one of the rich

eft and moſt flouriſhing cities in the world;

it has ſince declined, but the Europeans

have ſtill their conſuls and factors here. It

is ſeated near the E. bank of the Nile, 1oo

miles S. of it's mouth. Lat. 30. 3. N.

lon. 31. 23. E.

CAIRoAN, a town 60 miles S. of Tunis.

CA1thNEss, the moſt northerly county

of Scotland, bounded on the W. by Su

therlandſhire; on the N. by the Pentland

Frith, which divides it from the Orkney

Iſlands; and on the SE. by the German

Ocean. It's greateſt extent is 35 miles from

N. to S. and 20 from E. to W. The

SW. part is mountainous, and the abode

of wild rocs and other animals; the rocky

ſummits ſhelter eagles, and other birds of

prey, and the lakes are reſorted to by

ſwans, and various water-fowl. On the

SW. this county ends in the promontory

called the Ord of Caithneſs. Along the

ſide of this ſteep hill, impending above the

ſea, a winding road has been cut, which

is the only entrance into this county from

the S. The climate is good, and the foil

round the coaſt very improvable; here

the Engliſh is ſpoken; but in the High

lands the Erſe prevails.

CAKET, a town and country of Perſia.

CALABRIA, a country of Naples, divid

ed into Ultra and Citra, or Farther Cala

bria, of which Reggio is the capital; and

Hither Calabria, of which Coſenza is the

capital. It is rich in vegetable and mine

ral productions, but liable to earthquakes.

One of the moſt terrible upon record hap

pened here and in Sicily in 1783. Beſides

the deſtruction of many towns, villages,

and farms, above 40,000 perſons periſhed

by this calamity. Mountains were level

led, and valleys formed in an inſtant;

new rivers began to flow, and old ſtreams

were ſunk into the earth, and deſtroyed ;

plantations were removed from their ſitua

tions, and hills carried to places far diſtant.

At Scilla, a wave, which had ſwept the

country for 3 miles, carried off, on it's-

return, 2473 of the inhabitants.

CALAhorRA, a city of Old Caſtile.

CALA is, a town in the dept. of the Pas

de Calais. It is ſeated among marſhes,

is a ſea-port, and has an inland navigation.

The ſtreets are uniform and well paved.

In time of peace, packet-boats ſail twice

a week between Dover and Calais. It is

21 miles ESE. of Dover, and 152 N. of

Paris. Lat. 50. 58. N. lon. r. 56. E.

CALAMATA, a town in the Morea.

CALAMIANE's, a cluſter of iſlands, be

tween Borneo and the Manillas, in the In

dian Ocean, N, of Parago. They are 17

in number, and are noted for the ſwallows

neſts that are gathered here for food :

theſe are compoſed of a viſcous matter,

found by the birds floating on the ſea,

which, when diſſolved in broth, is ac

counted a great delicacy. Lat. 11. o. N.

lon. 113. 5. E.

Calary, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

CALATAJUD, a town of Arragon.

CALATRAVA, a town of New Caſtile.

CALBE, in the Old March, Branden

burg

Callendra, Cornwall, near Tregony.

CALCAR, in Cleves, Weſtphalia.

Calceden, Calenden, or Calvedon, near

Coventry.

Calcinato, in the Breffan, Venice.

CALcutta, or ForT-William, the

emporium
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emporium of Bengal, and ſeat of the go

vernor-general of India, is feated on the W.

fide of Hoogly River, at about 1oo miles

from it's mouth, which is navigable up to

the town for large ſhips. It is an extenſive

city, being ſuppoſed to contain 5oo,ooo

inhabitants. The houſes variouſly built,

ſome of brick, others with mud, and a

greater number with bamboos and mats,

make a motley appearance; and the mix

ture of European and Aſiatic manners ob

Brunſwick, in Lower Saxony, ſubject toſerved in Calcutta, is wonderful; coaches,

Phaetons, hackeries, two-wheeled carri

ages, drawn by bullocks,º: Cat

ried by the natives, the paſſing ceremonies

of the Hindoos, and the different appear

ances of the faquirs, form a diverſified and

curious ſcene. Here the governor-general

and council of Bengal reſide, *: have a

control over the preſidencies of Madras,

Bengal, and Bencoolen. The houſes have

many of them the appearance of palaces,

or temples, and their inhabitants are very

hoſpitable. The fituation of this city is

not happily choſen; for it has extenſive

muddy lakes, and a vaſt foreſt cloſe by it,

from which, in ſo hot a climate, unwhole

ſome vapours muſt ariſe. Here are four

judges, who diſpenſe juſtice, according to

the laws of England. Calcutta is 1030

miles NE. by N. of Madras. Lat. 22. 23.

N. lon. 88. 28. E.

Caldbeck, Cumb. E. of Wigton. Cal.

decot, Rutl. near Lydington. Calderot,

Monm. Caldecot, Bucks, in the pariſh of

Newport. Caldecot, Yorkſ, near Leeds.

Caldecot, 7 miles from Cambridge. Cal

decot, Cheſh. NW. of Malpas. Caldecot,

Herts, near Aſhwell and Hinxworth. Cal

decot, Warw. near Granborough. Calde

cot, Northumb. in the manor of Eland.

Caldecot, Warw. near Weddington. Cal

decot, or Calcot, Glouceſ. near Coln St.

Dennis. Calder, Cumb. near Copeland

Foreſt. Calder, 3 rivers in Lanc., Caldey

Iſland, Pembrokeſ. 2 miles S.W. of Tenby.

Caldey, Magna and Parva, Cheſh. on the

Dee, near Hyde Lake, Caldicot, Glouc. in

the pariſh of Guiting-Power. Caldmerton,

Northumb. in the barony of Veſey. Cald

more, Staff. N. of Walſal. Caldwell, near

Bedford. Caldwell, Derb. in the pariſh

of Stapenhill. Caldwell, Yorkſ. N. Rid.

ing near Forcet. Caldwell, Worceſterſ.

near Kidderminſter.

CALEDon1A, New, a large iſland in

the S. Pacific Ocean, extending from lat.

19. o. to 23. o. S. and from lon. 164. o.

to 168. o. E. The inhabitants are ſtrong

and ačtive , their clothing is a wrapper

made of the bark of a tree, or of leaves.

The men are of a pacific diſpoſition, and

the women generally chaſte. They ſubſiſt

chiefly on roots, and cultivate the ſoil with

ſome art and induſtry. From the hills, the

ſummits of which are, many of them,

clothed with wood, ſpring numbers of ri

vulets, which fertilize the plains. Plan

tains and ſugar-canes are not plentiful;

bread-fruit is very ſcarce, and the cocoa

nut trees are but thinly planted; but their

yams and taras are in great abundance.

Cale-Hill, Kent, nea, Charing.

CALENBERG, a town and duchy of

Hanover.

Calhourn, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

CALI, a town and valley of Popayan.

Calicou law, or Quilon, a Dutch

fort and factory on the cºaſt of Malabar,

80 miles N.W. of Cape Comorin. Lat. 8.

2. N. lon. 76. 30. E.

CAlicut, a town of Hindooſtan, the

capital of a country, formerly the moſt

flouriſhing on the Malabar coaſt. It is

32 o miles SW. of M, ras. The Engliſh

have a factory here. Lat. 1 1. 18. N. lon.

5.40. E. The country of Calicut, or

Malleami, is about 60 miles in length,

and from 40 to 50 in breadth. It abounds

with woods and marſhes, produces pepper,

ginger, aloes, rice, &c. and the trees are

always green. Here is a tree which pro

duces a kind of dates, from which they

obtain ſugar and oil. In 1792 part of

this territory was ceded to the Engliſh by

Tippoo Sultan.

Caliddon, Northumberland, in the manor

of Eland.

Califor N1A, a large and fertile penin

ſula, of N. America, on the Pacific Ocean,

claimed by the Spaniards.

Calke Abbey, near Derby. -

Callaghan's Mills, in Clare, Munſter.

Callaghene, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Callaly-Hall, Northumberland, 4 miles

W. of Alnwick.

Call AN, a town of Kilkenny, Lein

ſter, 6.5 miles from Dublin.

Callan, in Kerry, Munſter.

Mountain, in Clare, Munſter. -

CALlao, the port of Lima, in Peru.

Calla Susuno, a town of Bouton, in

the Indian Ocean, on the top of a hill, en

compaſſ d with cocoa-nut trees.

Callidon, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Hill, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

CALloo, a fort of Waes, on the Scheldt.

Callow-Hill, Staffordſhire, near Blith.

Callow-Land, Herts, near Watford.

CALMAR, a ſea-port of Smaland, in

Sweden, 150 miles SW, of Stockholm.

CALMUcs. See KALMUcs.

* CALNE, a town of Wilts, on a river

of the ſame name, 12 miles W. of Marl

borough, 25 E. of Briſtol, and 88 W. of

I London.

-

Callan

Callow
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Ilondon. Lat. 51. 30. N. lon. 1. 59. W.

Market on Tueſday.

Callows, Wilts, near Chippenham.

Calow, Derb. SW. of Wirkſworth. Ca

low, near Hereford. Caſſººt-Caſtle, Hants,

at the entrance of Southampton-Bay. Cal

ſtock, Cornw. between Exeter and Truro.

Caffon, Wilts, near Market-Lavington.

Calihorp, Norf, near Erpingham. Calton,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, E. of Settle.

Callragh, in Galway, Connaught.

CALv Abos, a department of France,

ſo called from a rock of the ſame name.

Caen is the chief town.

Calver, Derbyſhire, in the High-Peak.

Calverley, Yorkſhire, near Bradford.

Calverley, Cheſhire, near Minſhull.

Calverſ?nºwn, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Calverthorp, Lincolnſ. W. of Sleaford.

Calverton, Bucks, 1 mile from Stony

Stratford. Calverton, Nottinghamſhire,

S. of Sherwood-Foreſt.

Calves. Iſlands, in Cork, Munſter, 3

iſles between Cape Clear and the Main.

Calvet-Houſe, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Mucker,in Swaledale. Calvet. Heath, Staff.

CAL v1, in Terra di Lavora, Naples.

CA Lv1, a ſea-port, diſtrict, and guif of

Corſica, on the NW. coaſt, about 32 miles

SW. of Baſtia. Lat. 42.26.N. 'on.9. 16. E.

Cam, Glouc. 1 mile from Durſley; the

inhabitants chiefly clothiers. Cam, a river

of Cambridgeſ. and another of Glouceſ.

CAMARAN, an iſland in the Red Sea.

CAMARET, a ſea-port in the department

of Finiſterre, on a bay of the ſame name.

Camaron, a river in Radnorſhire.

, Cambas. Pembrokeſ. 3 miles from Ha

verfordweſt. Camberlow. Green, Herts,

between Baldock and Buntingford. Cam

berton, Herefordſ. between Leominſter and

Shropſhire. Camberwell, Surry, 2 miles

SSE. of London.

CAMBAY, a city of Guzerat, in Hin

dooſtan, on a dangerous gulf of the ſame

name. The country abounds in corn,

cattle, filk, &c. and cornelian and agate

ſtones are found in the rivers. The inha

bitants are noted for embroidery, ſome of

their quilts having been valued at 4c).

apiece. It is ſubject to the Poonah Mah

rattas, and is 57 miles nearly S. of Anne

dabad, of which it is the port. Lat. 22.

25. N. lon. 7... 10. E.

CAM bop 1A, a kingdom of Aſia, SF.

of Siam, and SW. of Cochin China. It's

principal river and chief city bear the ſame

name. Lat. 13. 1 o. N. lon. I oº. 5. E.

Camborn, Cornwall, near Redruth.

CAMBRAY, a large town in the dept. of

the North. It has a conſiderable manu

fačtory of linen, and cambrics, which took

their name from this city. It is feated on

the Scheldt, which divides it into two, and

is 22 miles S.E. of Arras, and 1 c2 NE. of

Paris. Lat. 50. 11. N. lon. 3. 20. E.

CAMEResis, a ci-devant prov. of France,

of which Cambray was the capital. It is

now included in the dept. of the North. .

*CAM BRIDGE, the county-town ofCam

bridgeſhire, and ſeat of a celebrated Uni

verſity, is ſituated on the river Cam, which

divides it into two unequal parts. The

Univerſity contains 12 colleges and 4 halls.

It's buildings are elegant, and it’s libra

ries and cabinets valuable and extenſive.

The town-hall and county-hall are the

only buildings of note that do not apper

tain to the univerſity. The ſtreets are

narrow, but well paved, and the houſes

old; the market-place is ſpacious, and in

it is a handſome tone conduit, to which

water is conveyed by an aquedućt. Cam

bridge is 80 miles ENE. of Oxford, 17

nearly S. of Ely, and 51 N. by E. of London.

Lat. 52. 13. N. lon. o. 9. E. Markets every

day in the week, Sun. and Mon. excepted.

Cambridge, Glouceſterſhire, near Berke

ley, on the river Cam.

CAMERIDGE, a village of Maſſachuſets

Bay, in N. America. It has an univerſi

ty, which, with reſpešt to it's library, phi

loſophical apparatus, and profeſſorſhips, is

the firſt literary inſtitution in America. It

has generally form 120 to 150 ſtudents, and

is 4 miles W. of Boſton. Lat. 42. 25. N.

lon. 7o. 45. E.

Cambridge-Heath, Middl.near Hackney.

, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the W. and SW. by the

counties of Bedford, Huntingdon, and

Northampton; on the NW. by Lincolnſ.

on the NE. by Norfolk, on the E. by Suf

folk, and on the S. by Eſſex and Herts. It

is 50 miles in length, from N. to S. and

25 broad from E. to W. and contains 17

hundreds, 9 market towns, and 163 Pa

riſhes. The air and ſoil vary; ſome parts,

eſpecially the ſouthern and eaſtern, are plea

ſant and healthy; but the northern, or ten

ny country, is low and watery, the waters

of the middle part of England, which do

not run into the Thames or Trent, falling

into theſe fens. See BedFor D-Level.

Cambus, Northumb. near Blythe. Cart

den-Houſe, Middleſex, W. of Kenſington

Palace. Came, near Dorcheſter. Carrel,

Q:/een’s, Somerſetſhire, between Ilcheſter

and Wincanton.

* CAMELFor D, a town of Cornw. near

the river Camel, or Alan. It has a large

market for yarn, of which a great quanti

ty is ſpººn in this place and neighbourhood.

It is 2 o miles W. of Launceſton, and 229

W. by of London. Lat. 50. 42. N. lon.

4, 55. W. Market on Friday.

- Camel wri,
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Camelfºrd, Yorkſ. near Ferrybridge.

Camely, Somerſ near E. Harptree. Ca

meringham, Linc. S. of Saxby.

CAMERINA, a town of Ancona, in the

pope's territories.

Camerton, Somerſ. near Timſborough.

Camerton, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Carneſ.

worth, Dorſe: ſhire, S. of Beaminſter.

CAMINHA, a town of Portugal, at the

mouth of the Minho. Lat. 41.50. N. lon.

8. 29. W. . .

Camlet, a river in Shropſ. Cammas,

Northumberland, S. of Wanſpeck river.

CAMMIN, a ſea-port of Pruſſian Poine

rania, on the Oder. Lat. 54. 4. N. lon.

15. 19. E.

Camolin, in Wexford, Leinſter.

CAMPAGNA-D1-Ro MA, the greateſt

part of the ancient Latium, aF. of

Italy, extending 44 miles in length, and

33 in breadth. It is ſubjećt to the pope,

and was formerly one of the moſt populous

and beſt cultivated ſpots on the globe; few

villages, however, little cultivation, and

ſcarcely any inhabitants are now to be ſeen;

but the ruins of temples, and tombs ſcat.

tered over the waſte, preſent the idea of a

country depopulated by a peſtilence. The

Principal places are Rome, Velletri, Fraſ

cati, Paleſtrina, Terracina, Nettuno, and

Oſtia.

CAMPANIA, (the ancient) was account

ed the moſt fruitful and pleaſant country

in Italy; now Terra di Lavora, in Naples.

CAMPANIA, ſeveral towns of Napies.

CAMPBelton, a town of Argyleſ. i.

tuated on a bay towards the S. extremity of

the peninſula of Cantyre. It has a confi

berable trade, being the general rendezvous

of the fiſhing veſſels that annually viſit the

W. coaſt. Lat. 55.29. N. lon. 5.42. W.

* CAMPDEN, a town in Glouc, Io miles

from Stow, 18 NE. of Giouceſter, and 87

N.W. by W. of London. Lat. 52.4. N.

lon. 1.5o. W. Market on Wedneſday.

CAMPEACHY, a town of Mexico, in

the peninſula of Yucatan, on the E. coaſt

of the Bay of Campeachy. Lat. 19. 20.

N. lon. 91. 24. W.

CAMPEN, a town of Overyſſel, on the E.

ſide of the Zuider-Zee, 44 miles NE. of

Amſterdam. Lat. 52. 38. N. lon. 5. 55. E.

CAMpoli, a town of Abruzzo, Naples.

CAMPo-MAJoR, a town of Alentejo.

CAMPREDon, a town of Catalonia.

Campſall, Yorkſ. 4 miles S.E. of Ponte

fract. Camp's-Caſtle, and Shady; 15 miles

from Cambridge, bordering on Eſſex.

Gampſey-Hills, Stirlingſ, Campton, Bed.

near Wreſt. Cams, Hants, SE. of Fareham.

Camſwick, Weſtmor, near Kendal. Cam,

Upper, Glouc.S. of Cambridge, Can, a ri

wer in Eſſex. Can, Dorſ, SE, of Shaftſbury.

CANADA, a large country of N. Ame

rica, N. of the United States. It is ſub

ject to Great Britain, and the religious eſta

bliſhment is that of the church of Rome.

By an act of parliament, in 1791 the coun

try was divided into Upper Canada, of

which Montreal is the capital; and Lower

Canada, of which Quebec is the chief city;

and a conſtitution reſembling that of Eng

land was given to each of theſe provinces.

The winter here for 6 months is very ſe -

vere : the cleared lands are very fertile, and

the vegetables various, and corn ripens in

two months time, vegetation being always

wonderfully accelerated where the ſeaſon is

ſhort. Furs and ſkins are obtained here in

great quantities; the rivers, lakes, and

bays are numerous, large, and deep, and

well ſupplied with fiſh. Here are ſeveral

ancient and extenſive foreſts, and the tribes

of ladians are numerous.

CANAL, the Duke of BRIDG EwA

TER's, a ſtupendous work, begun in 1753,

at Worſeley-Mill, 7 miles from Mancheſ

ter, where, at the foot of a mountain, com

Poſed in a great meaſure of coal, a baſin is

cut, capable of containing all the boats

and a great body of water, which ſerves as

a reſervoir to the navigation. The canal

runs through a hill, by a ſubterranean paſ

ſage, nearly three quarters of a mile toº

the duke's coal-works. In ſome places it

is cut through the ſolid rock; in others

arched over with brick. Air-tunnels,

ſome of which are 37 yards perpendicular,

are cut at certain diſtances through the

rock to the top of the hill. At Barton

Bridge, 3 miles from the baſin, is an aque

dućt, which, for upwards of zoo yards,

conveys the canal acroſs a valley, and alſo

more than 40 feet above the navigable ri

ver Irwell. There are 3 arches over this

river, the centre one is 63 feet wide, and

38 high, admitting the largeſt bargºs to

paſs underneath with their maſts and ſ.ls

ſtanding. At Longford-Bridge, the canal

turns to the right, and croſiing the river

Merſey, paſſes near Altringham, Dunham,

Grapenhall, and Kaulton, into the tide

way of the Marſey, at Runcorn-Gap,

whence the barges can paſs to Liverpool

at low water. This navigation is 29

miles in length; it falls 95 fee, and was

finiſhed in 5 years, under the direction of

that excellent engineer, Mr. * indi: y.

Coals, which, before this canal was finiſh

ed, were retailed in Mancheſter, at 7d. per

hundred weight, is now old (even ſcore

to the hundred weight) at 3: .

CANAL, The GRAND 1 R v Nk, or

StaffoRoshi RE CANAL, was begun in

1766, under the direction of Mr. Bridley,

in order to form a communication between

I 1. thw
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the Merſey and the Trent, and of courſe

between the Iriſh Channel and the German

Ocean. It is 92 miles in length, from the

Duke of Bridgewater's canal at Preſton

on-the-Hill, in Cheſh. to Wildon. Ferry,

in Derbyſhire, where it communicates with

the Trent. It is carried over the river

Dove in an aquedućt of 23 arches, and the

ground is raiſed for more than a mile to a

conſiderable height; it is alſo carried over

the Trent by an aqueduct of 6 arches :

at Harecaſtle Hill it is conveved under

ground a mile and a half; at Barton, in

Cheſhire, a ſubterraneous paſſage is effect

ed of 560 yards in extent, and in the ſame

neighbourhood another of 350; and, at

Preſton-on-the-Hill, where it joins the

duke's canal, it paſſes under ground 1241

yards. From the neighbourhood of Staf.

ford a branch is made from this canal, to

near Wolverhampton, and to join the Se

vern near Kidderminſter: from this again

two other branches are carried, one to Bir

mingham, and the other to Worceſter. Since

the eſtabliſhment of theſe canals, many

other extenſive ones have been projected and

executed, in moſt of the inland, and ſome

of the maritime counties.

CANAL, THE GRAND, in Ireland, com

mences in Dublin, at the weſt-end of the

town, and is intended to be carried to the

river Shannon. It already communicates

with the Barrow, whereby a communica

tion is opened between the metropolis and

Athy, Carlow, Roſs, Waterford, Cion

mel, &c. There are paſſage-boats daily

from the city to Sallana, Monaſtereven,

and Athy, and from theſe places to Dub

lin; and veſſels carrying goods are conti

nually paſſing and repaſſing. The execu

tion of this work was an arduous buſineſs;

beſide having to cut through hard and

rocky ſtrata, and conſtrućt aqueducts over

the valleys and rivers, they had to carry

it through a long tract of turf-bog, which,

for a confiderable time, baffled their ef

forts, as, from it's fluid-like conſiſtence,

it was preſſed into, or filled up, the cut or

channel, whenever they* digging.

Theſedifficulties, however, were ſurmount

ed, and the canal itſelf has proved ſuch a

drain to the bog, as to enable the people

to reclaim a great extent of it, and bring

it under cultivation. By a branch, which

has been carried, at an immenſe expence,

by a circuitous courſe round the S. #. of

the city, the Grand Canal now communi

cates with the harbour of Dublin. There

are other canals and modes of inland na

vigation by the rivers and lakes, both in

the N. and W. of Ireland. The Royal

Canal, on the N. ſide of Dublin, is not yet

completed,

CANAL, the GREAT, in Scotland,

forms the long-wiſhed for junction between

the Forth and the Clyde. This bold de

ſign, conceived above a century ago, is

now ſucceſsfully executed upon a ſcale far

above the uſual dimenſions of the largeſt

canals in England, and admits of veſiels

conſtructed for foreign trade, provided the

breadth of the beam be ſomewhat leſs than

zo feet, and their draught of water a little

under 8. The extreme length of this ca

nal, from the Forth to the Clyde, is 35%

Engliſh miles. In the ſpace of 30 miles

it is carried over 36 rivers and rivulets,

beſides two great roads, by means of 38

aquedućt bridges. In the courſe of this

inland navigation, which may be perform

ed in leſs than 18 hours, many ſtriking

ſcenes preſent themſelves to view. But

above all others, the ſtupendous aqueduct

bridge over the Kelvin, near Glaſgow,
4oo feet in length, carrying a great artifi

cial river over a natural one in a deep val

ley, where large veſſels ſail along at the

height of 70 feet above the bed of the ri

ver below, is one of the features of this

ſtupendous work, which gives it a pre

eminence over any of a ſimilar nature in

Europe. Yet, however fingular and ſtrik- .

ing this may appear, with reſpºt to pic

tureſque beauty, the utility of this com

munication between the Eaſtern and Weſt

ern Sea to navigation and commerce, is a

more important conſideration, as it ſhorteus

the nautical diſtance Soo, and, in ſome

caſes, rooo miles, and affords a ſafe and

ſpeedy navigation, particularly at the end

of the ſeaſon, to veſſels bound to Ireland,

or the weſtern ports of Great Britain, that
are too long detained in the Baltic, and

that cannot attempt the voyage round by

the N. Sea, without danger of ſhipwreck,

or the market being loſt frong delay.

CA; AL, ci-devant Roy AL, or of LAN

GUEpoc, was begun in-1666, in order to

effect an inland communication between

the Atlantic and Mediterranean, and finiſh

ed in 1682. It is carried over 37 aque

dućts, and croſſed by 8 bridges. From the

port of Cette, in the Mediterranean, it

croſſes the Lake of Thau, and below Thou

louſe is conveyed by 3 ſluices into the Ga

ronne. The reſervoirs of water, colle&red

from the hills for the ſupply of this navi

gation, are immenſe. . From one of theſe

the water is conveyed by 3 large braſs

cocks, with mouths as large as a man's

body, yet though theſe remain open for

months ſucceſſively, there is no viſible di

minution of water in the great reſervoir.

Between Beziores and Gapeſtan, is the

Mal-Pas, where the canal is conveyed for

the length of 729 feet, under a mountain
cut
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cutinto a lofty arcade, lined with freeſtone,

except where it is rock. At Adge there

is a curious round ſluice, lock, or cham

ber, with three openings, three different

depths of the water or levels meeting

here; and the gates are ſo contrived, that

veſſels may paſs into any one of them by

opening the ſluice belonging to it. There

are 15 locks upon it in the fall towards

the ocean, and 45 on the fide of the Medi

terranean. Regular locks for carrying boats

over eminences were firſt erected in France.

Canalegie. Cornwall, S. of Padſtow.

CANANor E, a large ſea-port on the

coaſt of Malabar, ceded to the Engliſh by

Tippoo Sultan, in 1792. Lat. 12. o. N.

lon. 75. 14. E

CANARA, a country of Myſore, on the

coaſt of Malabar, ſubjećt to Tippoo Sul

tan. The principal places are Anore,

Mangalore, Barcelore, and Carwar.

CANARY Islands, in the Atlantic

Ocean, near the continent of Africa, are

7 in number, namely, Grand Canary, the

chief. 42 miles long and 27 broad; it's ca

pital, Canary, is a well-built town; Palma,

Ferro, Gomera, Teneriff, Fuertaventura,

and Lancerota; to which may be added,

ſeveral ſmaller iſles, as Gracioſa, Roccas,

Allegranza, St. Clare, Infierno, and Lo

bos. They are ſubject to the Spaniards,

and produce wheat, ſugar-canes, wine, and

excellent fruits, and it is hence that the Ca

nary birds originally came. Lat. from 27.

3o. to 29.30. N. lon.from 12.o. to 17.5o.W.

CANcai.L.E., a bay and ſea-port on the

coaſt of France, 10 miles E. of St. Maloes.

CANDAHAR, a kingdom of Aſia, be

tween Perſia and the river Indus.

dominions of the ſultan of this country

extend weſtward to the neighbourhood of

the city of Terſhiſh, including, beſides

Candahar Proper, Cabul, Ghozni, part of

Segeſtan, and part of Koraſan; a tract 650

miles in length, it's breadth unknown;

on the E. fide of the Indus he poſſeſſes the

territory of Caſhmere, and ſome ſmall diſ

triºts above the city of Attock. Theſe

countries are all called by the general

name of the country of the Abdallis. It's

capital is Candahar, a rich trading town,

145 miles S.W. of Cabul. It is conſider

ed as the gate of India to Perſia. Lat. 33.

o. N. lon. 65. 30. E.

Candal-Biſhop's, Candal-Marſh, Candal

Purſe, Candal. Sturton, and Candal-Wake,

Dorſetſ. Canderton, Worc. near Strenſham.

CANDIA, an iſland in the Mediterra

nean, formerly Crete, S. of the Archipela

go, about 150 miles in length, and from

15 to 45 in breadth. It produces corn,

wine, oil, wool, filk, and excellent honey,

and is chiefly inhabited by Greeks. Mount

The

Ida, in the middle of the iſland, is a huge,

barren, ſharp-pointed eminence. . It's ca

pital, Candia, though populous formerly,

is now deſerted, there being intºle but rub

biſh, except at the bazar, or market-place,

and the harbour being only fit for boats.

It is soo miles from Conſtantinople. Lat.

35. io. N. lon. 25. 23. E.

CANDFISH, a rich and populous pro

vince in Hindooſtan, ſubject to the Poonah

Mahrattas. It is bounded on the N. by

Malwa; on the W. by Guzerat; on the

; Berar; and on the S. by Dowlata

Dati.

Candle-Biſhop's. See Candal. Biſhop'ſ.

Candleft y, Linc. NE. of Spilſby. Candle

ſhow, Lincolnſhire, rear Candieſby.

CANDY, a kingdom of Ceylon, being

about a quarter of the iſland. It is moun

tainous, and abounds with rivulets, which

the inhabitants are dexterous in turning to

water their land, which is fruitful in rice,

pluſe, and hemp. The king is abſolute,

and his ſubjects are idolatrous. It's ca

F. is of the ſame name. Lat. 7.45. N.

on. 8o. 52. N.

CAN EA, a town cn the NW. coaſt of

Candia, with a good harbour. Lat. 35.

zo. N. lon. 24. 15. E.

CANE', G Rotto. DEL, a grotto of Na

ples, 7 miles from Puzzoli, where many

dogs have been cruelly tortured and ſuffo

cated, to ſhew travellers the effect of a va

pour, or mephitic air, which riſes a foot

above the bottom of this little cave.

Caneſhy, Lincolnſ. near W. Haulton.

CAN Eto, a town of Mantua.

Canewdon, Eſſex, near Walfleet. Came

Wood, Middl. near Hampſtead. Canfield,

Magna and Parva, Eſſex, near Dunmow.

Canford Lawnds and Parva, Dorſetſ. near

the Stour, eaſtward of Winborn-Minſter.

CANGE Recor A, a large river of the

peninſula of Hindooſtan, deſcending from

the Gaut Mountains, and flowing SW. to

the coaſt of Malabar. -

Canham, Suffolk, near Edmunſbury.

CANINA, a diſtrićt and it's capital, in

the N. part of Albania.

CANIAD ERAGo, LAKE, in the ſtate of

New-York, W. of Lake Otſego, is about

9 miles long, but narrow.

Cank, or Cannock, Staff, near Penkridge.

Canley, Warw. a hamlet of Stoneley.

CAN NAY, one of the Weſtern Iſles of

Scotland, SW. of the Iſle of Skye. In this

iſland are vaſt ranges of baſaltic columns,

riſing one above another, from the ſea, and

forming a cauſeway of ſurpriſing extent, :

the ſurface of which is ſmooth and regu

lar like a paved ſtreet.

CAN NA2, a town of Apulia.

Cannel, or Catmel, Suff, E, of Needwood

I 3 Foreſt,
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Foreſt. Cannington, Somerſ. 2 miles from

Bridgewater. Cannings, Biſhop's, Wilts,

near Devizes. Cannony, Cumb, part of

Croſsby. Cannon–Frome, near Hereford.

Cannons, Middl. near Edgeware. Can

non's-Leigh, Devonſ. between Tiverton

and Wellington. Cannons, Little, Herts,

in the pariſh of Shenley. Cannons, Eſſex,

near Nettleſwell. Cannons, Surry, in the

pariſh of Banſtead.

CAN opio,on the Lake Maggiore,Milan.

CANogs, a town in the country of

Oude, on the W. bank of the Ganges,

near it’s confluence with the Calini. It is

o miles W. of Lucknow. Lat. 27. 3.

... lon. 30. 13. E.

CANos A, in Terra di Bari, Naples

near the aucient Cannae. -

CAN so, a cape and ſea-port of Nova

Scotia, on a ſtrait which ſeparates it from

Cape Breton. Lat. 45.20. N. lon.6o. 55.W.

CAN STADT, in Wirtemberg, Suabia.

CANTAL, a departinent of France, ſo

called from a high mountain, 1.4 miles fºom

St. Flour, and 16 from Aurillac.

chief town is St. Fiour. .

CANTAzARA, in Calabria, Naples.

* CANTER BURY, an ancient city of

Kent, ſtated on the river Stour. The ſilk

manufactures, firſt introduced by the

French refugees, are carried on here; it is

moted for it's fine brawn, and the adjacent

country produces abundance of hops. It

is 26 miles S.E. by E. of Rocheſter, and

56 from London. Lat. 51. 19. N. lon. 1.

4. F. Markets on Wedneſ. and Saturd.

Canterwood, Kent, in Eltham pariſh.

Canterton, Hants, in the New-Foreſt.

CANT IN CAPE, on the W. coaſt of

(); occo. -

Cantly, 8 miles E. of Norwich. Cant

ley, Yorkſhire, S. of Doncaſter.

CANTo N, or QUANG-Tch Fou, a large,

populous, and wealthy city of China, ſeat

ed on one of the fineſt rivers in the empire.

It is the capital of the province of Quang

tong, and the centre of the European trade

in that country. It conſiſts of three towns,

divided by high walls. Temples, magni

ficent palaces, and courts are numerous.

The ſtreets are long and ſtraight, paved

with flag ſtones, and adorned with lofty

arches. The covered market-places are

full of ſhops. They have manufactures

of their own, eſpeci lly of ſilk-ſtuffs. The

murnber of inhabitan's is computed at

1,cco,0co, many of whom reſide conſtant

ly on he water, in banks which have

apart ºn nts in them for families. Lat. 23.

-8. N. lon. I 1 3. E.

Cºntrey had, E. of Carmarthen. Can

trºznew, N of Carmarthen.

CANTY RE, a peninſula of Argyleſhire,

The

*

so miles long from N. to S. and from 5
to 8 broad. Acroſs the iſthmus which

joins it on the N. to the mountainous diſ

trićt of Knapdale, and which is ſcarcely a

mile broad, it has been uſual to draw

boats and ſmall veſſels, in order to avoid

the dangerous navigation round the head

land, amid ſhoals and currents. A canal

might eaſily be cut acroſs it. To the S.

the peninſula terminates in a great pro

montory, ſurrounded by a group of dam

gerous rocks, called the Mull of Cantyre.

The ſoil in general is fertile, particularly

in the S. parts. -

CAN v EY, Is I.F., Eſſex, about 5 miles

in length, from Hole Haven to Leigh, is

often overflowed by the Thames, (which

is here 2 miles over) except the hilly part,

to which the ſheep that are fed here in

great numbers, at ſuch times retire.

Canwell, Staffordſhire, 3 miles S.W. of

Tamworth. Canwick, near Lincoln.

Canyºke, Cornwall, at the NW. point of

the Land’s-End. w

CA or Lo, an iſland of Friuli, Venice.

CAP Accio, in Principato Citra.

CAPE BRETo N. See BRETo N, CAPE :

and other Capes, in like manner, ſee under

their reſpective names, CLEAR, CAPE 5

Good Hop E, CAPE of, &c.

€t. Kent, SE. of Tunbridge. Ca

pel, Kent, between Folkeſton and Dover.

Cafel S ºff. near Orford. Capel, Yorkſ.

N. of Howden. Capella, St. Spiritous,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Capellar

Hill, Hereford, near Brockhampton.

CAPE Lle, a town in the department of

Aiſne, 8 miles NE. of Guiſe. Lat. 49.

58. N. lon. 3. 5b. E.

ſafel's-Court, Kent, near Ivy-Church,

in Romney. Marſh. -

CAP EstAN, a town in the department

of Aude, near the river Aude, and the

Canal, ci-dévant Royal, of Languedoc.

Lat. 43. 21. N. lon. 3.8. E.

Capºfthorn, Cheſhire, 3 miles S.W. of

Macclesfield. Capheaton, Northumber

land, 12 miles from Newcaſtle.

CAPITANATA, a province of Naples.

It is a level country, without trees, a

ſandy ſoil, and hot air; but the land near

the rivers is fertile in paſtures. The prim

cipal towns are Manfredonia,Troja, Mount

St Angelo, Foggia, and Vulturara.

CApo FINo, a barren rock and a har

bour in the territory of the Genoeſe.

CAP'o D'IsTRIA, a conſiderable town on

the gulf of Tri-ſte, lately ſubject to Venice.

Cappa, in Waterford, Munſter. Cap

fººtaggel, in Galway, Connaught. Cap

pab, in Tipperary, Munſter. -

Caſpel-Canon, and Caffel St. Silim,

Cardiganſhire.

catternan,
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river to different fountains.

Cappermane, in Mayo, Connaught.

Çappoquin, or Caperquin, in Waterford,

Munter, 97 miles from Dublin. '

CA PRAJA, an iſland NE. of Corſica.

Capri, a town and iſland in the bay of

Naples, famous for being the retreat of the

Euperor Tiberius. It is 5 miles in length
and 2 in breadth.

Capua, an ancient city of Naples.

Car, Lancaſhire, near Preſcot. Car, a

river in Dorſetſhire.

CARAccas, or St. JUAN De Leo N, a

town and diſtričt of Terra Furma. Lat.

19. 3. N. Hon. 65. 10. W.

CARAMANIA, a province of Natolia;

the capital is Cogni.

CARAMANTA, a province of Terra

Firma, lying on both ſides the river Cauca.

It is a valicy ſurrounded by high noun

tains, in which are rivulets whence the na

tives get good ſalt. It's capital is Cara

manta. Lat. 5. 18. N. lon. º 15. W.

Carant, a river in Glouceſterſhire. Ca

rantock, Cornwall, near Padſtow.

CARARA, in Terra di Lavora, Italy.

CAR Asu, a river of Natolia.

CARAsu MEs.TRo, or NestUs, a river

of Romania, which riſes in Mont Rodolpho.

CAR As U1, a lake of Bulgaria, formed

by a branch of the Danube, near it's

mouth, which contains ſeveral iſlands.

CARAvAccA, Sr. CRUz DE, a town of

Murcia. º

Carberton, Nott. in the pariſh of Eden

flow. Carbrººge, Oxfordſhire, SW. of

wº. Carbrake, Norf. near Watton.

Carbury, in Cork, Munſter. J

Carcalton, or Coffon, Nottinghamſhire,

on the N. ſide of Bingham.

Carcassone, a town of France, in the

dept. of Aude, divided into the Upper and

Lower Towns, by the Aude, over which

there is a handſome ſtone bridge. The

Upper Town, or the city, is very ancient;

the Lower is modern, in the form of a long

ſquare, regularly built, and provided with

an aquedućt which brings the water of the

Here are ma

nufactures of yarious ſorts of cloth. It is

15 miles W. of Narbonne, and 4oo S. of

Paris. Lat. 43. 14. N. lon. 2.25. E.

Cardew, Cornwall, 2 miles from Pent

ryn. Carden, Cheſhire, NW. of Malpas.

Carden-Hall, Cumberland, S. of Carliſle.

* CAR DIFF, a compaśt and well-built

town of Glamorganſhire, feated on the river

Tave, over which there is a bridge. The

haven is a very commodious one. This

town has a conſiderable trade with Briſtol

and other places; and near it are iron

works. A canal, 25 miles in length, has

been lately completed, from Cardiff to the

ion-works at Merthyr-Tidvil. Cardiff is

12 miles E. of Cowbridge, and 164 W. of

London. Lat. 51. 30. N. lon. 3. 12. W.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

*CAR DIGAN, the county town of Cardi

gunſhire, is populous, and pleaſantly ſitu

ated on the river Tivy, over which there is

a handſome bridge. It is 33 miles NE.

by E. of St. Davids, and 225, WNW. of

London. Lat. 52. Io. N. lon. 4.38. W.

Market on Saturday. -

CARDIGAN shi Re, a county of South

Wales, is bounded on the W. by Cardi

gan-Bay, in the Iriſh-Channel; on the N.

and N.E. by Merionethſhire and Montgo

meryſhire; on the E. and SE. by Radnor

ſhire and Brºckmcckſhire; and on the S. by

Carmarthenſhire. It extends 42 miles in

ſength, and 20 in breadth, and is divided

into 5 hundreds, which contain 6 market

towns, and 64 pariſhes. The air is milder

here than in nôſt parts of Wales. To the

S. and W. are plains fruitful in corn; but

the N. and E. parts are a continued ridge

of bleak mountains, yet there are paſtures

well ſtocked with ſheep and cattle. Here

is alſo plenty of tame and wildfowl, and it

is well ſupplied with fiſh from the ſea, and

from it's own lakes and rivers, near which

there is a great number of otters. The

mountains abound with lead and ſilver ore,

mines of which have ſeveral times been

worked to advantage. The principal ri

vers are the Tivy, Rydal, and the Iſtwith.

Cardigan-Bay lies on the coaſt.

Cardingham, Cornwall, NE. of Bodmin.

Cardington, SE. of Bedford. Cardington,

Shropſhire, between Biſhop's-Caſtle and

Wenlock. Cardiſºn, Nortolk, near Repe

ham. Cardock Hill, Shropſhire, near Card

ington.

CAR do NA, a town of Catalonia, ſeated

on an eminence near the river Cardonero,

30 miles N.W. of Barcelona. A moun

tain in the neighbourhood yields immenſe

quantities of ſalt. Here are very lofty pine

trees, and the vineyards produce excellent

wine. Lat. 41.46. N. lon. 1. 40. E.

Cardunack, Cumberland, in the pariſh

of Boulneſs. Carely, Lincolnſh. 8 miles

N. of Stanford. Carehouſe, Northumb.

between Hexham and Bellingham.

CARELIA, the SE. part of Finland.

CAR ENTAN, a town in the dept. of the

Channel, 8 miles from the ſea, and 36 N.

W. of Caen. Lat. 49. 16. N. lon. 1.4. W.

Careſbrooke-Caffle, Iſle of wight, S. of

Newport. Careſwell. Staff. W. of Chea

die. Careſley, Warw. N. of Coventry.

Cary Lites, Somerſetſhire, E. of Somerton.

Carey s-Fort, 7 miles S.W. of Wicklow.

Cargillen, Cornwall, between Dulo and

Morual. Cargeron, Cornw. 2 miles N.F. of

Saltaſh, Carhampton, Somerſ, near Dunſtei.

i 4 º CAR1A,
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CARIA, a country in Aſia Minor, be- .

tween Lycia and Ionia, now, Aidinelli

and Germian. -

CARIATI, Nuov A and VEccHIA, 2

towns of Calabria Citra. -

CARIBB.EE Islands. See INDIES W.

Carigaline, in L it rim, Connaught.

Carigaline, in Cork, Munſter.

CARIGN AN, a town in the department

of the Ardennes.

CARIGN Ano, a town and principality of

Savigliano, in Piedmont, ſeated on the Po,

8 miles S. of Turin. -

Carigtowhill, in Cork, Munſter.

CAR Mon JAva, three or four iſlands

N. of Java, where European ſhips touch

for refreſhments in their voyage to Borneo.

Lat. 5. 56. S. lon. Io9. 15. E.

Carincham, Cheſhire, 3 miles N.W. of

Congleton. Carington, Cheſhire, in the
pariſh of Bowden. v

CARINoLA, in Terradi Lavora, Naples.

CARINThia, UPPER and Low ER, a

duchy in the circle of Auſtria, mountain

ous and woody, yet abounding in corn.

CARIsto, or CAstel Rosso, in Ne

gropont.

Carlanſtown, in Meath, Leinſter, neatly

33 miles from Dublin.

Carlbury, Durh. near Darlington. Carl.

by, Linc. §. of Stamford. Carleton, Eaſt

Carleton, or Carleton-Rode, Norf. NE. of

JBuckenham. Carleton, or Carleton in Lin

derick, Nottingh. 4 miles S.W. of Blith.

CARLINGFord, a ſea-port town in

Louth, Leinſter. The harbour is between

3 and 4 miles long, and as many broad, and

the largeſt veſſels may anchor here. Very

fine oyſters are taken here. It is 52 miles

from Dublin. Lat.54. 11. N. lon. 6. 22.W.

Carlingthwate-Hall, Derbyſ. NE. of
Alfreton.

*CAR LILSE, an ancient city, the capi

tal of Cumberland. It is pleaſantly ſitu

ated on a riſing ground, in a fertile coun

try, near the confluence of 3 fine rivers,

abounding with fiſh, by which it is nearly

ſurrounded. It has long been noted for

making whips and fiſh-hooks; and conſi

derable quantities of printed linens, checks,

and cottons are manufačtured here. It is

60 miles S. of Fdinburgh, and 3or NNW.

of London. Lat. 54.56. N. lon. 2. 53.

W. Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday,

CARLISLE, the county town of Cum

berland in Pennſylvania. It contains about

x 5oo inhabitants, and 300 ſtone houſes,

beſides 3 churches, a college, and a court

houſe. Thirty-ſix years ago this place was

inhabited by Indians and wild beaſts. It

is 100 miles W. by N. of Philadelphia.

Lat. 4o. 1 o. N. lon. 77. 30. VV.

Carlogus-Point, Cornw. Land’s-End.

CAR low, a county of Ireland, in Lein

ſter, 28 miles in length, and 18 at it's

greateſt breadth. It is bounded on the

W. by Queen's County; on the N. and

NE. by Kildare and Wicklow ; on the E.

by Wicklow and Wexford; and on the S.

SE. and Sw. by Wexford and Kilkenny

It contains 42 pariſhes. It's chief town is

Carlow, a meat town, feated on the

Barrow, by which it communicates with

Waterford river and the Grand Canal. It

is 16 miles NE. of Kilkenny. Lat. 52.

48. N. lon. 7. 14. W.

CARlowitz, a town of Sclavonia.

CARLscRoNA, or CARLSCRoo N, a

town of Blekinge, in S. Gothland, with a
harbour large and commodious, but of

difficult entrance, on account of the ſhoals

and rocky ſands at it's mouth. The town

moſtly ſtands upon a ſmall rocky iſland,

which riſes gently in a bay of the Baltic ;

the ſuburbs extend over another ſmall rock,

and along the mole, cloſe to the baſon,

where the fleet is moored. The way into:

the town from the main land, is carried

over a dyke to an iſland, and thence along

2 long wooden bridges, joined by a rock.

The town is ſpacious, and contains about

18,000 inhabitants; ſome of the buildings

are brick, but generally they are of wood

Here is a dock hollowed out of the ſolid

rock, capable of receiving the largett veſ

ſels, and a covered one, whoſe bottom and

ſides are of hewn granite; rows of granite

pillars ſupport the roof, and bear rather

the appearance of a colonnade to a temple,
thanº receptacle for ſhips. In 168o the

town was founded, in 1724 the former

dock, and in 1779 the latter was complet

ed. According to the original plan, 3

baſons and 30 docks, communicating by

ſluices, were intended, but a century will

probably elapſe before they can be com- .

leted. Carlſcrona is 220 miles nearly S.

of Stockholm. Lat. 56. zo. N. lon. 15,

25. E.

CARLst ADT, the capital of Croatia.

CARLstadt, a town of Vermeland, in

Sweden, on the iſland of Tingwalla, which

is formed by two branches of the Clara

Elb. The houſes are built of wood, and

painted. The town contains 1.5oo inha

bitants, who carry on a trade in iron and

wood acroſs the lake Wenner. It is 133

miles W. of Stockholm. Lat. 53. 16.

N. lon. 13.43. E.

CARLstadt, inWurtſburg, Franconia.

Carlton, Bedf. NE. of Oulnty. Carl

ton, Yorkſh. W. Riding, near Drax and

Snaith. Carlton, Camb. 6 miles N. of

Horſheath. Carlton, Cumb. near Carliſle.

Carlton, Cumberl. NW. of Ravenglaſs.

Carlton, Cornw. near Penzance. Carlton,
Cumb.
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Cumb. NE. of Penrith. Carlton, Durh.

NW. of Stockton. Carlton, Lancaſh. in

Amounderneſs. Carlton, Leiceſ. N. of

Boſworth. Carlton, 3 miles S.E. of Nor

wich. Carlton, Northamp. W. of Rock

ingham-foreſt. Carlton, Suff. 5 miles E.

of Beccles, called Carlton-Colvile. Carl

ton. Suff. near Brinkley. Carlton, Yorkſ.

in Holderneſs. Carlton, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

near Helmſley. Carlton, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, E. of Biſhopſ.lale. Carlton, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, near Wharlton-Caſtle. Carl

ton, Yorkſ. near Thirſk. Carlton, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, near Rothwell. Carlton,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, S. of Skipton. Carl

tº Caſtle. Linc. E. of Louth. Carlton, E.

and W. Yorkſ. W. Riding, in Craven.

Carlton in Moreland, Linc. bordering on

Nottinghamſhire. Carlton, Magna and

Parva, Linc. E. of Lºuth. Carlton, N.

and S. Linc. NW. of the city of Lincoln.

Carlton, N. and S. Northumb. 6 or 7 miles

from Alnwick. Carlton, St. Mary's and

St. Peter's, Norf. NE. of Windham. Carl

ton Scroop, Linc. 5 iniles from Grantham.

Carlton Curlew, Leiceſ. W. of Hallaton.

Carl on Parva, or S. Carlton, Nottingh. a

hamlet of Muſcomb. Carlton-upon-Trent,

Nottingh. between Newark and Tuxford.

CARMAGNoLA, in Saluzzo, Piedmont.

CAR$1ARTHENshi RE, a county of S.

Wales, 35 miles in length, and 26 at it's

greateſt breadth, is bounded on the W. by

Pembrokeſhire; on the N. and NE. by

Cardiganſhire and Brecknockſhire; on the

E. and SE. by Brecknockſhire and Gla

morganſhire; and on the S. by Briſtol

Channel. It contains 6 market towns and

37 pariſhes. It is fruitful in corn, graſs,

wood, coal, and ſea-fiſh, eſpecially ſalmon.

The air is mild, it not being extremely

mountainous. It’s chief town is

*CARMARTHEN,a well-built, populous

town, uſually reckoned the firſt in South

Wales. It is ſeated on the river Gwilly,

near the Towy, over which is a marrow

ſtone bridge, to which veſſels may come up.

It is 24 miles S.E. of Cardigan, and 267

W. by N. of London. Lat. 51.52. N. lon.

4, 23. W. Markets on Wedneſday and

Saturday.

CARM EL, a mountain in Paleſtine.

Carmino, Cornwall, S. of Helſton.

CAR MoNA, a town of Friuli, in Italy.

CARMon A, a town of Andaluſia.

Carmony, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Carnaby, Yorkſ, near Bridlington-Bay.

CARNAR.vonshire, a county of North

Wales, about 40 miles in length, and 20

in breadth, is bounded on the W. and N.

by the ſea, and the Iſle of Angleſea, on the

E. and SE. by Denbighſhire, and Merio

nethſhire, and on the S. by Merionethſhire

trićt of N. Wales.

and the ſea. It contains 68 pariſhes and

5 market towns. The air is cold ; this

country, being the moſt mountainous diſ.

It’s central part is

entirely occupied by the lofty Snowden, and

the ſeveral craggy ſummits, deep dells,

moors, chaſms, and lakes, which conſtitute

it's dreary region. Cattle, goats, and

ſheep, are it's rural riches. Foxes are the

chief wild animals. Several copper mines
have been worked in various parts, and

there are ſome of theſe at preſent about

Llanberris. Other places afford lead; and

ſlates, with quantities of ſtone, excellent

for hones, are dug near Snowden.

*CARNAR von, is a well built and pol.

Pulous town, on the ſea ſhore, ſurrounded

on all ſides, except the E. by the ſea and 2

rivers. It carries on a conſiderable trade

with Ireland, and the principal Engliſh

ports. It is 7 miles SW. of Bangor, and

251 NW. of London. Lat. 53. 3. N. lon.

4. 2o. W. Market on Saturday.

CARNAT1c, THE, a rich, populous, and

fertile country of Hindooſtān, extending

from the Guntoor Circar, along the whole

coaſt of Coromandel to Cape Comorin;

including it's appendages, which are Tan

jore, Maravar, Tritchinopoly, Madura,

and Timevelly. It is 570 miles in length

from N. to S. and from 120 to 75 miles

wide. The revenue of the ſovereign, or

nabob of Arcot, is about 1,500,000l. per

ann, out of which the E. India Company

receive a ſubſidy of 160,000l. toward the

expence of their military eſtabliſhment. The

Britiſh poſſeſſions in the Carnatic are con

fined chiefly to the traćt called the Jaghire,

which extends 108 miles along the coaſt,

and 47 inland in the wideſt part; it's reve

nue is 1.5o, oool. There is, beſides, a land

revenue of 725,000l. dependent on Madras.

Carndonagh, in Donegal, Uiſter. Car

new, in Wicklow, Leinſter, 44 miles

from Dublin. ,

CARNIol A, a province of Germany,

adjoining Hungary, and ſubjećt to Auſ

tria. It is rocky and mountainous, but

roduces corn, wine, and oil. Laubach

is the capital.

Carno, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

Carnon, Cornwall, N.W. of Columb. Car.

nonbigh, Cornwall, between St. Ives-Bay
and the Land's End.

Carnteel, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

CAkoliN.A, is divided into N, and S.

comprehending two of the United States

of N. America. It is bounded on the

W. by Louiſiana; on the N. by Virginia;

on the E, by the ocean, and on the S, by

Georgia. It lies between 3:4 and 36%

degrees N. lat. and produces rice, indigo,

tobacco, &c. The birds, beaſis, and fiſh,

dre
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are very numerous. Their native fruits

are peaches, but the beſt fruits, tranſ

planted from Europe, thrive well Here.

CARPATH1AN, or KRAPACK MoUN

TAINs, divide Hungary and Tranſylvania

from Poland.

CA RPE sºr RAs, the chief town of Ve

naiſſin, in France, ſeated on the river Au

fon, at the foot of a mountain, 1.4 miles

R.E. of Avignon. Lat. 44. 8. N. lon. 5.

6. E.

Cºrferly, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, near

Afkrig.

CAR P1, a town and diſtrićt of Mödena.

CA R p 1, a town in the Veroneſe.

Carpmanſel, Lincolnſ. on the Winſter.

Carra, a river in Kerry, Munſter.

Carram, Northumberl. on the Tweed.

Carrants, Dorſetſhire, near Winterborn

St. Martins. Carraw, Northumberland,

between Scavenſhale and Welton. Carre,

a river in Somerſetſhire. -

Carrigart, in Donegal, Ulſter. -

CAR Rick, the S. diviſion of Ayrſhire.

CARRICK, on SHAN No N, a town of

Leitrim, in Connaught, 77 miles N.W. of

Dublin.

CARRick, on SUIR, a town of Tippe

rary, in Munſter. The manufacture of

broad cloth and ratteens is carried on here.

It is 14 miss N.W. of Waterford, and 74

from Dublin. Lat. 52. 12. N. lon. 7.

23, W.

Carrickafficken, a river and mountain of

Louth, in Leinſter. Carrickbeg, in Wa

terford, Munſter, on the river Suir, oppo

ſite to Carrick on Suir. Carrick Edmond,

in Louth, Leinſter.

CARRick FERGU's,a town of Antrim,

in Uiſter. It is ſeated on a ſate and ſpa

cious bay of the ſame name, and has

an excellent harbour. It is 88 miles

N. of Dublin. Lat. 54. 43. N. lon. 6.

8. W. -

Carrickmacroſs, in Monaghan, Ulſter,

42 miles from Dublin. Carrickminer, in

Dublin, leinſter. Carrigans, in Donegal,

Ulſter. Carrignemeelogh, in Cork, Mun

{ter, 147 miles from Dublin. Carringoon,

near Mallow, in Cork, Munſter.

Carrog, or Kenog, a river in Carnarvon

ſhire. Carrock, a mountain in Cumber

land, 755 yards above the level of the ſea:

Carrock-Paſſage, Cornwall, near Fowey

Haven.

CA R Ros, a river of Stirlingſhire, riſing

on the S. ſide of the Campſey-hills, and

flowing into the Frith of Forth, below

Falkirk. Two miles from it’s ſource it

forms a fine caſcade, called the Fall of

Auchinlilly, and on it’s banks, one mile

from Falkirk, are the celebrated Carron.

works, founded in 1761, on a ſpot where
2.

there was not a ſingle houſe; this is now

the largeſt iron foundery in Europe, con

ſtantly employing above 1 ooo men. All

forts of iron goods are made in it, from

the moſt trifling article for domeſtic uſe,

to cannon of the largeſt caliber. -

Carſºy, Suff. near Hadley. Carſhalton,

Surry, S.W. of Croydon, near Banſtead

Downs, a beautiful village, ſituated among

ſprings and water-brooks. Carfington,

Derbyſ. NW. of Wirkſworth. Carſon,

3 miles W. of Shrewſbury. Carſop, 6

miles N.W. of Hereford. Carſwell, Nºrth

umberland, on the ocean, 6 miles NE. of

Morpeth.

Cart, Black and White, two rivers of

Renfrewſhire, which uniting their ſtreams,

fall into the Clyde near Renfrew.

CART AMA, two towns of Granada.

CARTE RET. Is LAND, in the Pacific

Ocean, is about 6 leagues long, from E. to

W. Lat. 7. 56. S. lon. 158. 56. E.

Carter-Fellº, Northumberl. near Black

burn. - - º

CARTHAGENA, a town of Murcia,

ſeated on a bay of the ſame name, in which

vaſt quantities of mackarel are caught. It

has the beſt harbour in Spain, and is 27

miles nearly S. of Murcia. Lat. 37. 38.

N. lon. c. 36. W. -

CARTHAGENA, a large and rich city,

capital of the province of Carthagena, in

Terra Firma, and one of the beſt harbours

in S. America; the entrance, however, is

ſo narrow, that only one veſſel can enter at

a time. The revenues of the king of Spain

from New Granada and Terra Firma are

brought to this place. Lat. 1 o. 27. N.

lon. 75. 22. W.

CARTHAGE, once a celebrated city of

Africa, and rival of Rome, but now in

ruins. It is 1 o miles E. of Tunis, near

the promontory called Cape Carthage.

Lat. 36. 50. N. lon, 1o. 25. E.

CARTHAGo, capital of Coſta Rica,

Mexico.

Carthkenny, a river in Carmarthenſhire.

Cartington,%. near N. and

S. Carlton. Cartlone Paſſage, Lancaſhire,

on the Kent-Sands, near Cartmel. Cart

lidge, Buckinghamſhire, near Cheſham.

CARTMEL, a town of Lancaſhire, ſeated

among the hills, called Cartmel-Fells, near

the river Kent. It has a harbour for

boats, and a market well ſupplied with

corn, ſheep, and fiſh. It is 12 miles N.

by W. of Lancaſter, and 26o NNW. of

London. Lat., 54. 12. N. lon. 3.. 6. W.

Market on Monday.

Carton, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Cart. Woman, Northumberl. near Great

Cheſter, S. of the Picts-Wall,

CARWAR, a bay and ſea-port on the

ccatt,
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coaſt of Malabar, ſubject to the regent of

Mw fore.

CAs A DEL CAMpo, near Madrid.

CAs Al, the chief city of Mºntierrat, in

Italy.

CAsAL MAccio RE, in Lucca, Italy.

CAs B1 N, or KAs win, a large trading

city of Irac Ageºm, in Perſia. -

CASAN. S-e K.A.s A.N.

CAscAEs, a tea-port of Portugueſe Eſ

tramadura, N. of the mouth of the Tajo.

CAsch Aw, or CAssov, A, in Hungary.

Caſcaragan, in L-itrim, Connaught.

CAsco, a town and bay on the coaſt of

Main, in New England; the latter is 25

miles wide, and interſperſed with ſmall

iſlands. -

Caſh, in Fermanagh, Ulſter, 90 miles

from Dublin. Caſhin, a river in Kerry,

Munſter.

CAshel, a town of Tipperary, in Mun

ſter, 7.6 miles S.W. of Dublin, and 13 NW.

of Clonmell. Lat. 52. 26. N. lon. 8.

1:... W. -

CAs HEN. See CAcHAN.

CAsHQ UR, or Little BuchARIA, a

country of W. Tartary, bounded on the

N. by Siberia, on the E. by Chineſe Tar

tary, on the S. by Thibet and Hindooſtan,

and on the W. by Great Bucharia. It is

populous and fertile, but the air is cold.

Here are rich mines of gold and ſilver,

which the natives do not work, being

wholly employed in feeding cattle. The

muſk animals are found in this country;

and they have ſeveral precious ſtones be

fide diamonds. It's capital,

Cash GUR, ſtands at the foot of the

mountains, and is a place of ſome trade.

Lat. 4o. 30. N. lon. 73. 25. E.

Caſhiobury, Herts, near Watford.

CASH MERE, a province of India, ſub

jećt to the ſultan of Candahar. It lies N.

of the Indian Caucaſus, and E. of the In

dus. It is 80 miles long and 4o broad.

Surrounded by lofty mountains, from

which there fall numerous caſcades, this

valley is celebrated for it's romantic beau

ties, the fertility of the ſoil, and the tem

i. of the atmoſphere; it is ſubject,

wever, to earthquakes, on which account

the houſes are built of wood. Among

other curious manufačtures of Caſhmere,

is that of ſhawls, which are diſtributed

over many parts of Aſia, and into Africa

and Europe. It's capital,

CASH MERE, is a large city, built on

both fides of the Chelum, a large naviga

ble river, and is 285 miles E. by S. of

Cabul. Lat. 33.49. N. lon. 73. 1 1. E.

Caſhmore, Dorſetſhire, near Chettle.

CashNA, part of the extenſive country

called Soudan by the Arabs, and Negro

land by the Europeans, a large kingdom

in the interior of Africa, S. of Zaara, E. of

Tombuštou, and W. of Zamtara. It re

ſembles Bornou in climate and natural pro

ductions, and in the colour, genius, reli

gious profeſſion, and government of the

people. It’s monkeys and parrots are nu

merous, and of various ſpecies. A thou

ſand towns and villages are ſaid to be in

cluded in this empire, which like Bornou,

confiſts of different tribes or nations, ſub

ject to the dominion of one ſovereign. It's

capital, -

CAs HNA, is about 8oo miles nearly S.

of Tripoli, in lat. rô... o. N.

Caſhop, 3 miles from Durham.

CAS1M1 R. See CAzIMI R.

Caſinul, Dorſetſhire, in the pariſh of

Whitchurch. Caſiy, Yorkſhire, W. Rid

ing, E. of Otley.

CAsp1AN SEA, a great inland ſea of

Aſia, on the N. of Perfia, about 680 miles

in length, and 263 in breadth. It has no

tide, but has ſtrong currents, and is ſub

jećt to violent ſtorms, which the Ruſſian

veſſels weather with difficulty. It’s wa

ters are brackiſh; the fiſheries extenſive.

The roe of the ſturgeons and beluga ſup

ply large quantities of caviare; and the

fiſh, which are chiefly ſalted and dried,

form a conſiderable article of conſumption

in the Ruſſian empire.

CAssANo, 3 towns of Naples, and 1 of

Milan.

* CAssel, the capital of the landgraviate

of Heſſe Caſſel, circle of Upper Rhine. It

is divided into the Old and New Towns,

the latter of which is well built and ſpa

cious. The caſtle or palace commands a

delightful proſpect, and has fine gardens

and a curious cabinet. It is ſeated on the

river Fulda, 40 miles S. Paderborn. Lat.

51. 19. N. lon. 9. 34. E.

CAssel, a town in the depart. of the

North, ſeated on a mountain, whence may

be ſeen 32 towns, and the ſea, though so

miles diſtant. It is 1 o miles NE. of St.

Omers. Lat. 50. 43. N. lon. 2. 36. E.

CASSEL, a town in the circle of the

Lower Rhine, on the E. ſide of the river

Rhine, oppoſite Mentz, with which it has

a cornmunication by a bridge of boats.

Caſel, a river in Carnarvonſhire. Caſ:

fºnton, on the Ifis, 4 miles from Oxford.

CAss E RTA. a palace N. of Napies.

Coffey, near Norwich, on the Hier.

Caffulberry, Hertfordſhire, 3 miles NE. of

Ware. , Cºſì, Somerictſhite, S. of Froine

Selwood.

CAst ANovits, a town of Croatia.

CAST slam ARA, two towns of Naples,

CASTEL
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CAsTel-ARAGo NEse, in Sardinia.

CAsTEL-BALDo, a town of the Vero

neſe. -

CAstEl-BRANco, a town of Beira.

CASTEl-de-VIDE, a town of Alentejo.

CAsTEL-Foli T, a town of Catalonia.

CASTEL-Go Ndolfo, near Rome.

CAs rel-JAloux, a town in the dept.

of Lot and Garonne, on the river Avance.

Lat. 44. zo. N. lon. o. 25. E.

CASTEl Nuovo, 3 towns of Italy. f

CASTE L-Rod Rico, in Tralos-Montes.

CASTEL-NU ovo DE CAR FAGNANA, a

town of Italy in the Modeneſe.

CASTELLAN E, a town in the depart

ment of the Lower Alps, feated on the ri

ver Verdon, in a mountainous country,

which, however, is fertile in corn and paſ

ture. It is 41 miles N.W. of Nice. Lat.

43. 55. N. lon. 6. 34. E. ' -

CASTELLAN zA, a town of Milan.

CASTE LLo N, a town of Catalonia.

CASTELNAUDARY, a town in the de

partment of Aude, on an eminence, at

the foot of which is a large baſin of the

Canal ci-devant Royal. It is 15 miles

N.W. of Carcaſione. Lat. 43. 19. N.

lon. 2. o. E.

CAstiglios E, ſeveral towns of Italy.

CAST (LE, NEw, or ToLEDo, a pro

vince of Spain, zoo, miles in length, and

18+ in breadth ; bounded on the W. by

Eſtramadura and part of Leon; on the N.

by Old Caſtile; on the E. and S.E. by Ar

ragon, Valencia, and Murcia; and on the

S. by Murcia and Andaluſia. It is divid

ed into 3 parts; Agraria to the N.; Man

cha to the E.; and Sierra to the S. The

air is pure and healthy; the land is moun

tainous, but produces in the N. fruits and

wine, and in the S. good paſtures and fine

wool. Madrid is the capital.

CASTILE, OLD, a province of Spain,

about 192 miles in length, and 115 in

breadth ; bounded on the W. by Leon; on

the N. by Biſcay, Aſturia, and Navarre;

on the E. by Navarre and Arragon ; and

on the S. by New Caſtile. It produces

excellent wine; it's plains are cevered with

herds of large and ſmall cattle, particularly

fleep, which yield the fineſt wool in Spain.

Burgos is the capital.

CAstile-DEl-Oro, a country of Ter

ra Firma, W. of Oronoko.

CASTELLAR o, a towns of Italy.

CAstillon, a town in the department

of Gironde, ſeated on the Dordogne, 25

miles E. of Bourdeaux. Lat. 44.52. N.

lon. o. 2. E.

Caffle-Acre, Norfolk, 4 miles NW. of

Swaffhan. Caffle-Aſhby, Northampton

ſhire, W. of Wellingborough.

Caſtlebaldwin, in Sligo, Connaught. .

CASTLE BAR, the county town of

Mayo, in Connaught. It is 35 miles N.

of Galway, and 114 from Dublin. Lat.

53.54. N. lon. 9. 15. W.

Cºfflebellingham, in Louth, Leinſter, 34

miles from Dublin. Caſtleblakeney, in

Galway, Connaught, 80 miles from Dub

lin. Caſtleblancy, in Monaghan, Ulſter,

$o miles N.W. of Dublin. Cafflebrack,

in Queen's County, Leinſter. Caſtlebridge,

in Wexford, Leinſter.

Cºlle-Camps, Cambridgeſhire, E.

Linton.

Caſllecarberry, in Kildare, Leinſter.

nearly 26 miles from Dublin, near the

Bog of Allen. Caſtlecargan, or Coſtar

rigan, in Leitrim, Coinaught, 84 miles

from Dublin.

Cöffle-Carew, Pembrokeſhire, nearly

Tenby. -

CASTLE CAREY, a town of Somer

ſetſhire, 3 niles from Wincanton, 1 - SSE.

of Wells, and 112 W. by S. of London.

Lat. 51. 5. N. lon. 2.42. W. Market

on Tueſday.

Cºllecomb, Wiltſhire, near Chippenham.

CASTL EcoMER, a town of Kilkenny,

in Leinſter, 4.5 miles S.W. of Dublin, not

ed for it's coal-pits, which produce the

Kilkenny coal, renakable for buming

without emitting ſmoke.

Caſilecuff in King's-County, Leinſter.

Caſtle-Beare, Mºſlelex. N. of Great

Ealing. Cºſile-Bitham, Lincolnſhire, 3

miles S.W. of Bourn. Caſile-Danis, Corn

wall, a hill near St. Columb. -

Caffledawſon, in Derry, Ulſter. Coſ.

tlederg, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

CAST LED ERMoT, a town of Kildare,

in Leinſter. It is ſituated in a pleaſant

country on the little river Lane, in the

road between Cork and Dublin, from

which latter it is 34 miles to the SW.

Lat. 52.53. N. lon. 6.55. W.

Caſtlefin, in Donegal, Ulſter, 107 miles

from Dublin. Caſil freke, in Cork, Mun

ſter, 3 miles S.E. of Roſs.

Caſile Dykes, Northamptonſhire, 1 mile
S. of Weedom. Caſile-Eatan, Wiltſhire,

3 miles NW. of Highworth. Caſile.

Goodwin, Glouceſterſhire, near Painſwick. .

Caſile-Hean, Herefordſhire, at the foot of ,

Hatterel-Hill. Caſtle. Hedingham, Eſſex,

7 miles S.W. of Sudbury. Caſile-Hill,

Warwickſhire, N.W. of Kyneton. Caſ:

tle-Hill, Devonſhire, 6 miles from Tawton.

Caſile-Guard, in Louth, Leinſter. Caſ

tle-Hacket, in Galway, Connaught, 97

miles from Dublin. Caſtle-Haven, a

ſmall but ſafe harbour of Cork, Munſter.

Lat. 51. 25. N, lon, 9. 19, W.

Caſtle

of
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caffle-Hornock, Cornw: on a mount near

Penzance. Caſtle-How, Weſtm. an artifi

cial hill near Tebay. Caſile-Howard, the

ſeat ofthe earl of Carliſle, near Malton.

Castle-Island, a town of Kerry,

in Munſter, 3 miles E. of Tralee, 3o

NW. of Cork, and 133 from Dublin.

Caſile-Knock, 3 miles from Dublin.

Caſtle-Laghan, in Mayo, Connaught.

CAst LE-LEHAN, a town of Cork, in

Munſter, pleaſantly ſeated in a fruitful

ſoil, and well watered, 12 miles NE. of

Cork.

CastleMAINE, a bay, and ſmall ſea

port of Kerry, in Munſter, 152 miles from

Dublin. Lat. 51.57. N. lon. 9.45. W.

Castle. MARTYR, a town of Cork,

in Munſter, 12 miles SE. of Cork, and

123 miles from Dublin. Lat. 51.43. N.

lon. 8. o. W.

Caſtle-Mill, near Bedford.

Căilemorris, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Cºllect way, in Tipperary, Munſter.
Cºllectivay, in Limerick; Munſter.

Caſtle-Peveral, Derbyſh. in the High

Peak.

Coffleplunket, in Roſcommon, Con

naught, 79 miles from Dublin. Caſtle

Pollard, in W. Meath, Leinſter, 6.4 miles

from Dublin. Caſilepooky, in Cork, Mun

ſter, near Doneraile. Caſtlerea, in Roſ

common, Connaught, 84 miles from Dub

lin. Caſilereagh, in Down, Ulſter.

CAsti. E-Risin G, Norf. 7 miles NE.

of Lynn; it's harbour is choked up with

ſands, and it’s market diſuſed.

Caſtle-Rock, in Antrim, Ulſter, on a hill

E. of Carrickfergus-Bay.

Caſtle-Ruff, Kent, near Milton.

Căile. Sampſºn, in Roſcommon, Con

naught. Caſlie-Shane, in Monagham, Ul

ſter, 5.9 miles from Dublin.

Caſile-Steed, Cumb. NW. of Bramp

ton. Caſtle-Thorp, Bucks, near Hanſlop.

Caſileton, Derbyſ by the Peak's-Hole, a
very curious cavern, whence a ſtream of

water iſſues. Caſtleton, Oxf. bordering on

Glouceſterſhire. Caſtleton, Yorkſ. NW.

of Rippon. Caſtleton, Yorkſ, in Cleve

land. Caſtleton, Dorſetſ. near Sherborn,

to which it is a ſuburb.

Castletown, the capital of the Iſle

of Man, ſeated on the SE. It's harbour is

ſhallow and rocky. Lat. 54. 2. N. lon.

4. 35. W. -

Caſtletown, in Cork, Munſter, 11o miles

from Dublin. Caſtletown, in Queen's

County, Leinſter, 4.8 miles from Dublin.

Caftletown, in Louth, Leinſter. Caſtle.

tºwn, in Kildare, 9 miles from Dublin.

Caſiletown-Delvin, in W. Meath, Lein

ſter, 35 miles from Dublin. Caſtletown

Geºghan, in W. Meath, Leinſter, Caſiſe
*

townland, in Mayo, Connaught. Caft.

tletown-Macenery, in Limerick, Munſter.

Caſtletown-Roche, in Cork, Munſter, 115

miles from Dublin. ... Caſile-Wellin, in

Down, Uliter, 6.5 miles from Dublin.

Čaftiºra, in Dºwn, Uiſt, mile w.

of Strangford.

CAston, or CAwston, a town in

Norfolk, 10 miles N. by W. of Norwich,

has a bridge over the Bure. Market on

Tueſday.

Caſion, Hants, between Avington and

Kingſworthy.

CAsToR, a town of Lincolnſhire, zo

miles NE. of Lincoln, between Binbrook

and Glandford-Bridge. Market on Mon.

Caffor, Northamp. 3 miles from Peter

borough. Caſor, Norfolk, 3 miles S. of

Norwich. Cºſfor Light-Houſe, Norf. N.

of Yarmouth. Caffor-Trinity, Norfolk,
N.W. of Yarmouth. -

CAst REs, capital of the dept. of

Tarne, feated in a fine valley, on the river

Agout, zo miles S. of Albi. Lat. 43. 37.

N. lon. 2. 20. E.

Caſtrigg, Cumb. pariſh of Croſsthwaite.

CASTRo, in the Pope's territories.

CASTRo, in Otranto, Naples.

CAst Ro, capital of Chiloe, in Chili.

CASTRO-DEL-REY, a town ofGalicia.

Castro-MARINo,a town of Algarve.

CAstro-VIREYNA, a diſtrict of Peru.

Caſwald How, Cumb. E. of Whiteha

"ven. Cºſwell, Oxf. SW. of Wituey.

Caſworth, Yorkſ, near Doncaſter.

CATA Lo N1A, a province of Spain,

bounded on the W. by Arragon and a part

of Valencia; on the N. by the Pyrenees;

and on the E. and S. by the Mediterranean

and Valencia. It's greateſt extent from E.

to W. is 112 miles, and from N. to S.

148. The air is wholeſome. It's moun

tains, which are numerous, are covered

with foreſt and fruit trees. It abounds in

wine, corn, and pulſe, and has quarries of

marble, and ſeveral ſorts of mines. Bar

celona is the capital.

CATANIA, an ancient, rich, and cele

brated city of Sicily, with an univerſity,

on a gulf of the ſame name. It's ſtreets

are wide, ſtraight, and well paved with

lava. The inhabitants are about 30,000.

The city ſtands on the E. coaſt, near

Mount Etna, and has often ſuffered b

earthquakes, particularly in 1669 an

1693. In the laſt the town was entirely

deſtroyed, and 18,ooo people buried in

the ruins. It has fince been rebuilt and

repeopled, the land about it being fertile

in corn, wine, fruits, &c. It is 4.7 miles

SSW. of Meſſina. Lat. 37. 36, N. lon.15. 29. E. t

CAT ANZARO, in Calabria Ultra.

CATA Ro,
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CAtARo, a town of Dalmatia,

Catchaſide, Northumb. 4 miles S.E. of

Elletdon. Catchborn, Northumb. near

Morpeth. Catcomb, Hants, near Portſ

mouth. Catcomb, Somerſetſ. near Mur

linch. Cat-Dean. Durh.W.of Wearmouth.

CATEAU, or CHATEAU CAMBR ESIs,

a town in the depart. of the North, 12

miles S.E. of Cambray. Lat. 50. 3. N.

lon. 3. 31. E. . .

CAT regAT, a gulfibetween Denmark

and Sweden, by which the Baltic commu

nicates with the Northern Ocean. -

Caterham, Surry, N. of Blechingley.

Catern, Somerſ. NE. of Bath. Catºſly,

Northamp. NW. of Daventry." Cateſ.

more, Linc. near Stanford. Catfield,

Norf. near Hickling. Catford-Hall, Lan

caſhire, NW. of Preſton. Caſºſ, Yorkſ.

in Holderneſs. -

CATHARINE N BURG, or EKATER IN

BURG, a town and province of Ruſſia, in

the government of Perm.

CATH ARINE N sl AF, the new name of

the extended government of Aſoph, which

is now made to compriſe New Ruſſia and

the Crimea. This government is divided

into 2 provinces, namely Catharinenſlaf,

which includes New Ruſſia, and the late

government of Aſoph; and the province

of Taurida, which includes the Crimea.

CATHAR IN ENS LAF, the capital of the

province of the ſame name, (ſee Aso PH)

is 178 miles NE. of Cherſon. Lat. 47.

23. N. lon. 35. 15. E.

CATHE R Lou Gh. See CAR Low.

Catherſion, Dorſetſ. N. of Charmouth.

Cathorp. Nott. in the pariſh of Lowham.

Cathorp, Leiceſ. near Rugby. Cathorp,

Linc. W. of Sleaford. Cathorp, Yorkſ.

W. of Bridlington. Catley, Linc. W. of

the ferry over the Witham. Catlidge,

Camb. 2 miles fom Newmarket.

CATMANDU, the capital of Napaul, in

Hindooſtan Proper, 44.5 miles E. of

Delhi. Lat. 28.6. N. lon. 84. 51. E.

Catmer, Berks, near Farnborough. Cat

mouſe,Hill and Vale, Rutl. SE. of Okeham.

Caton, Yorkſ. SW. of Scarborough.

CAtoche, CAPE, the NE. promon

tory of Yucatan, in N. America. Lat.

21. Io. N. lon. 87. 30. W.

Catſgrove-Hill, Berks, near Reading.

Catſley, Dorſetſ, in Carſcomb pariſh. Cat

flock, Dorſetſ. NW, of Frampton. Cat

ſtreet, Suſſex, 1o miles S. of Tunbridge

Wells.

CATTAck, or Cuttack, a city and

diſtrict of Oriſſa, a province of Hindoo

ſtan, ſubjećt to the Berar rajah, a Mah

ratta prince. It is a poſt of conſequence,

from it's being the only road between

Bengal and the northern Circars, and is
º

ſeated on the river Mahanuddy, near it's

entrance into the Bay of Bengal, 184

miles S.W. of Calcutta. Lat. 2 o. 51. N.

lon. 86. 1. E. - -

Cattal, Magna and Parva, Yorkſ. near
Boroughbridge. f -

* CATTE Rick, Yorkſ near Richmond.

Cº-erall, Lanc. in Amounderneſs. Cat

terly, Cumberl. near Penrith. Catterton,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Bilburgh and

Belton. Catterworth, Somerſ. near Bow

ditch, a Roman camp of a circular form

on the ſummit of a hill. Cattesfield. Suſ

ſex, W. of Cowhurſt. Catteſhall, Surry,

near Godalming. Catthorp, Leic. NF. of

Hallaton. Catton, Derby. on the borders

of Staff. Catton, Lanc. in Lonſdale. Cat

ton, Yorkſhire, SW. of Thirſk. Catton,

Yorkſ. NW. of Pocklington. Catwade

Bridge, Suff, near Maningtree. Catwater,

one of the three harbours at Plymouth.

Cat-wick, Yorkſh. near Hornſey, in Hol

derneſs. Catworth, Great and Little,

Hunt. near Spaldwick.

CA v A, in Principato Citra, Naples.

CAv AI Llo N, a town of France, in Ve

naiſſin, 2 o miles S.E. of Avignon.

CAv AN, a county of Ireland, in Ulſter,

bounded on the W. and SW. by Leitrim

and Longford; on the NW. and N. by

Fermanagh and Monaghan ; on the NE.

by Monaghan; and on the E. and S, by

E. and W. Meath. It is about 47 miles

long and 24 broad, contains many beauti

ful lakes, and is in ſome parts rich and

fertile. It is populous, and the linen ma

nufacture is carried on in it pretty exten

fively, it's yearly trade in it having been

averaged at 68,2 col. It’s capital, Cavan,

is 54 miles N.W. of Dublin. Lat. 54. 4.

N. lon. 7, 19. W. -

CAU casus, a chain of mountains in

Aſia, which extend from the Black to the

Caſpian Sea, inhabited by 7 diſtinct na

tions, each ſpeaking a different language,

namely, the Tartars, the Abkas, the Cir

caſtians, the Offi, the Kiſti, the Leſguis,

and the Georgians. Theſe mountains are

the higheſt in Aſia, and their tops are al

ways covered with ſnow. The lower parts

abound in honey, corn, wine, fruits, gum,

hogs, and horned cattle. The vines here

about grow winding round the high trees.

CAU CA's Us, one of the governments of

Ruſſia, divided into the provinces of Aſ

tracam and Caucaſus; the latter compriſes

the Cuban and the diſtrict between the

Black Sea and the Caſpian, as far as the

confines of Georgia. The principal town

is Aſtracan. -

CAUDE B Ec, a trading and populous

town in the dept. of Lower Seine, at the

foot of a mountain near the Seine, 13

miles
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miles NW. of Rouen. Lat. 49. 31. N.

lon. o. 46. E.

Caudle-Green, Glouceſ in Brimpsfield

hamlet. Cave, Devonſ. near Bampton.

Cavehurſ?, Hants, near King's-Clere.

Cave, N. and S. Yorkſ. a little N. of the

Humber. Cavendiſh, Suſſex, between

Long Melford and Clare.

CAve RY, or CAuver Y, a conſiderable

river of Hindooſtan, which riſing among

the Gauts, takes a SE. direction through

Myſore ; and watering Seringapatam,

Tritchinopoli, and Tanjore, falls into the

Bay of Bengal, by ſeveral mouths, be

tween Cuddalore and Negapatam.

Caveſham, Suffolk, between Bury and

Milden-Hall. Caverleigh, Devonſ. SW.

of Tiverton. Caversfield, Bucks, N. of

Biceſter, in Oxf. Caverſham, Oxf. 2 miles

N. of Reading. Cave:-Houſe, Yorkſ. S.

of the Swale, towards Aſkrigg.

CAviTE, a town in the iſland of Manilla.

Caulcot, Northamp. E. of Higham-Fer

rers. Cauldon, Staff. W. of Blore.

CAU NE, LA, a town in the dept. of

Tarn, near the mountains, where the A

gout has it's ſource. It is 21 miles NE.

of Caſtres. Lat. 43.40. N. lon. 2.43. E.

Caunton, Nott. near Norwell. Caus

Caſtle, Shropſ. 4 miles E. of Powis-Caſtle.

Caufºy, Linc. W. of Alford. Caiſſey

Park, Northumb. near Morpeth. Caſſica

Hill, Warw. near Dunchurch. Cauſway,

Suſſex, near Arundel.

CAuter Ets,a village in the dept. of the

Up. Pyrenees, noted for it’s mineral wa

ters. It is 18 miles S.W. of Bagneres.

Cauthorp, Yorkſ. NW. af Barneſley.

Cauthorp, Yorkſh. N. Riding, NW. of

Pickering. Cauthorp, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

NE. of Maſham. Cauth-wate, Cumb. E.

of Inglewood-Foreſt. Cauton, Yorkſ near

Hovingham, W. of Malton. Cawcat,

Upper and Lower, Bedf. near Biggieſ

wade. Cawderſhaw, Suſſ. S. of Petworth.

Caudwell, Leiceſ, near Waltham-on-the

Would. Cawboniborn, Worceſ, near Ho

niborn. Cawkwell, E. of Stanton. Caw

ley-Wood, Bucks, near Little Gaddeſden

in Herts, ſtands on a hill that overlooks

11 counties, Cawner, Derbyſhire, in the

High Peak.

CAwood, a town of Yorkſhire, on the

Ouſe, near Selby, 12 miles S. of York,

and 186 N. by W. of London. Lat. 53.

47. N. lon. 1. o. W. Market on Wed. ,

Cawood, Lanc. in Loynſdale. Caw

thorp, Linc. near Bourn. Cawthorp,

Linc. W. of Saltfleet. Cawton, Derbyſ.

in the High-Peak. Cawton, Staff. E. of

Cheadle. Cawton, Staff. E. of Handbury.

* CAxTon, a town in Cambridgeſhire,

10 miles W. by S. of Cambridge, and 49

N. of London. Lat. 52. Io. N. lon. o.

Io. W. -

Caxton, Kent, 2 miles from Rocheſter.

CAYA, a river which riſes near Porta

legre, in Alentejo, and running SE. di

vides Spain from Portugal, and falls into

the Guadiana at Badajox.

CAY ENNE, a town and iſland of South

America, a part of the French iettlements

there. It lies on the coaſt of Guiana, in

about the 5th deg. of N. lat. The paſ

tures feed a great number of horſes, ſheep,

goats, and cattle, which roam at will, and

there are plantations of ſugar, cocoa, cof

fee, indigo, maize, caſia, and vanilla.

The iſland is about 45 miles in circumfe
rence.

Cayley, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Otley.

Cayne, Cornw. SW. of Lºſkard. Cayn

ban, Shropſ. near Stotteſdon. Cayo, Car-"

marthenſ. Cayſo, Bedfordſh. bordering on

Huntingdonſhire.

CAziMIR, a town of Little Poland, on

the Viſiula, on the ſide oppoſite to Cracow,

from which it is ſeparated by a bridge. It

was once an univerſity containing 11 col

leges and 14 ſchools. -

Ceºle, a river in the Iſle of Man.

CE CU. See St. Bu.

Cecillown, in Cork, Munſter.

CEDAR CRE Ek, a water of James Ri

ver in Virginia, in the county of Rock

bridge. It is remaikable for it’s natural

bridge, oi, the aſcent of a hill, which ſeems

to have been cloven through it's length by

ſome great convulſion. The fiſſue at the

bridge is, by ſome admeaſurements, 27o

feet deep, by others only 250, and is about

45 feet wide at the bottom, and 90 at the

top 5 over this iremendous chaſin a paſs of

rocks has ſo failin as to form an extraor

dinary and ſtupendous arch, in part co

vered with large trees, and affording a

public and cominodious paſſage over a

valley which cannot be croſſed elſewhere

for a conſiderable diſtance.

CEdogNA, in Principato Ultra, Naples.

CEF Alo N1A, a conſiderable iſland of

Greece, S.W. of Livadia, and N.W. of the

Morea. It is fertile in oil, and excellent

muſcadine wine; the clinate is warm, and

the trees bloſſom throughout the year. It

has been ſubjećt to the Venetians, ſince

1449, but is now held by the French.

Lat. 38. 22. N. lon. 20. 26. E.

CEFALU, a ſea-port in the N. of Sicily.

CELA so, in Abiuzzo Ultra, Naples.

CE LBRIDGE, a town in Kildare, Ltin

ſter, on the Liffey, about to miles from

Dublin. Here is a curious manufacture of

chip-hats. -

CELEBEs,
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- Cztebes, an iſland of Aſia, in the In

dian Ocean, called alſo Macaſſar, S. of

the Philippines, E. of Borneo, and W. of

the Moluccas. The heat would be in

fupportable but for the N. winds, and the

raids which conſtantly fall five days be

fore and after the full moon, and during

two months that the ſun is nearly vertical.

The fruits are ripe at all times of the

year, and monkeys and ſerpents are nume

rous. The Dutch haye ſeveral forts and

iettlements here. The natives are Maho

metans, of an olive colour, low of ſtature,

but ſtrong and hardy. The NE. point of

the iſland is in lat. 1.42.N. lon. 122. 14.E.

CENADA, a town of Treviſano, Venice.

CEN is, MoU Nu', in the Piedmont Alps.

CE NU, a town of Terra Firma.

CERAM, one of the Molucca Iſles.

CER DAGNA, a ſmall diſtrićt, partly of

the E. Pyrenees, and partly of Catalonia.

CE RENZA, a town of Calabria Citra.

CE REr, a town in the dept. of the E.

Pyrenees, with a bold, lofty bridge of one

arch over the river Tech, 12 miles SW.

of Perpignam. Lat. 42. 36. N. lon. z.

ro. E.

CER1co, a mountainous iſle of the Ar

chipelago, between the Morea and Can

3.

CE RINEs, a ſea-port of Cyprus.

CERNE-ABBEY, Dorſ. ſtands on the ri

wer Cerne, in a pleaſant vale ſurrounded

with ſteep hills, on one of which, Tren

dle-Hill, is a gigantic figure, with the

left hand extended, and a club in the

right, cut in the chalk; it covers nearly

an acre. It is 6% miles from Dorcheſter,

and 2 from Great Mintern. Market on

Wedneſday.

Cerne, Nether and Upper, on oppoſite

ſides of Cerne.Abbey. Cerney, N. and S.

Glouc. the former near Cirenceſter, and

the latter near Cricklade. Cerrio)-Drui

don, 8 miles from Denbigh.

CERT.osA, a famous monaſtery of Mi

lan.

CerveRA, a town of Catalonia.

CERv IA, a ſea-port; and

CeseNA, a town of Romagna, in Italy.

CETTE, a ſea-port in the dept. of He

rault, feated at the place where the Canal

ci-devant Royal begins, between Mont

}. and Agde, on the Mediterranean.

at. 43. 14. N. lon. 3.47. E.

Cev A, a town of Aſti, in Piedmont.

CeveNNES, mountains of France, in

the ci-devant Languedoc.

Ceuta, a ſea-port of Africa, on the

Straits of Gibraltar, held by the Spa

niards.

CEY lon, or SERENDIB, a large and

mountainous iſland of Aſia, in the Indian

Ocean, E. of Cape Comorin, on the coaſt

of Coromandel, about 200 miles in length,

and 160 in breadth. It produces large

quantities of cinnamon, and it's pepper

is of ſuperior quality. Here is a great

variety of wood for all uſes; but the moſt

remarkable tree in the iſland is the talli

pot, one of whoſe leaves will cover 10

men, and protećt them from rain. It

abounds in corn, rice, elephants, buffa

loes, goats, hogs, deer, hares, dogs,

jackals, monkeys, tigers, and bears. In

ſome places there are mines, whence are

got rubies, ſapphires, topazes, and other

ſtones of leſs value. The Dutch are, or

lately were, in poſſeſſion of all the coaſt of

this fertile iſland, and to the diſtance of 16

or 12 leagues up the country. The na

tives are the Bedas, a hardy race, on the

north ; and on the ſouth the Cinglaſſes,

a people more refined and equally inoffen

five, |. ſuperſtitious ; they implore the

interpoſition of their ſaints and heroes,

whom they ſuppoſe to be miniſtering ſpi

rits of the Great Creator. They have,

beſides, various idols of monſtrous forms.

They are divided into tribes like the Hin

doos, and their language, which is pecu

liar to themſelves, is ſaid to be copious,

ſmooth, elegant, and polite. Lat. from 6.

to upwards of 9. degrees N. lon. from 8c.

to nearly 83. degrees E.

CHABLAIs, the N. part of the dept. of

Mont-Blanc, of which Thomon is the

chief town.

CHAblis, a town in the depart. of

Yonne, remarkable for white wines. It is

15 miles frem Auxerre. Lat. 47.42. N.

lon. 3. 59. E.

CHAckToole-BAY, in Norton-Sound.

Chadbury, Dorſetſ. near Holt Foreſt.

Chad-Chapel, Cheſ. near Malpas. Chad

denſden, 1 mile from Derby. Chaddeſley,

Worceſ, near Bromſgrove. Chadfield,

Wilts, near Bradford. Chadleworth,

Berks, SE, of Fawley. Chadlington, Ox

fordſhire, near Chipping-Norton. Chad

Jon, Northamptonſh near Aſhby. Caſtle.

Chad/hunt, Warw, near Kington. Chad

‘well, Eſſex, near Rumford. Chadwick,

Worceſ. near Bromſgrove. Chadwick,

Warwickſ. pariſh of Hampton, in Arden.

Chafcomb, Somerſ. near Chard. Chafford,

and Chagford, Kent, near Tunbridge.

Chagford, or Chegford, Devonſhire, near

Dartmore.

CHAGRE, a fort and river of Darien.

Chaise D1Eu, LA, a town in the dept.

of Upper Loire, 17 miles NNW. of Le

Puy. Lat. 45. 15. N. lon. 3.4c. E

Chackendon, Oxf, near Woodcot. Chal

bury,
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bury, Dorſetſhire. Chalcomb, Northamp

tonſhire, on the borders of Oxfordſhire.

CHALDEA. See IRAc ARABIA. +

Chaldecote, Dorſetſ, in Purbeck Iſle, E.

of Smedmore. Chaldown, or Chalkdown,

Surry, NE. of Ryegate. Chaldon, E. and

h'. Dorſetſ. between Wareham and Wey

mouth. Chaldwell, Eſſex, NE. of Til

bury. Chale, Iſle of Wight, below San

down-Caſtle. Chaleſworth, Derbyſ. in the

High Peak. Chalfont, St. Giles, and

Chalfont, St. Peter's, Bucks, near Amer

ſham. Chalford, Glouc. in Biſley pariſh;

has a woollen unanufacture. Chalford, one

mile from Oxford. Chalgrave, Bedf. S.

of Tuddington. Chalgrave, Oxf. NE.

of Dorcheſter. Chalk, Kent, near North

fleet. Chalk-Head, Cumb. near Caldbeck.

Chalk-Hill, Bedf. near Dunſtable. Chalk

Street, Kent, between Chalk and Graveſ

end. Chalk-Well, Kent, near Sittingbourn.

Challock, Kent, W. of the Wye. Chal.

lora, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Chal

mington, Dorſetſ. one mile from Catſtock.

CHAlons-su R-SAoNE, a town in the

dept. of Saone and Loire. It is the ſtaple

of iron for Lyons and St. Etienne, and of

the wines for exportation. It is ſtated on

the Saone, 35 miles nearly S. of Dijon.

Lat. 46.47. N. lon. 4, 57. E.

CHAloss-sur-MARNE, a town in the

dept. of Marne, feated on the rivers Marne,

Mau, and Nau. It contains 1 5,000 in

habitants, who carry on a confiderable

trade in ſhalloons, and other woollen ſtuffs.

It is 40 miles S.W. of Verdun, and 95 E.

of Paris. Lat. 48.57. N. lon. 4, 27. E.

Chalow, Weſt, Berks, near Wantage.

Chalton, Hants, 6 miles E. of Buſh Wal

tham.

CHAMB, a town, county, and river of

Bavaria.

Chamber-in-the-Foreſt, Cheſhire, near

Delamere-Foreſt. Chamber in-the Foreſ,

Cheſhire on the borders of Derbyſhire, near

Buxton-Wells.

. CHAMBERRY, the chief town in the

dept.of Mont-Blanc, and late capital of Sa

voy. It is populous,well-built, and water

ed by many ſtreams, which run through ſe

veral of the ſtreets. There are piazzas under

moſt of the houſes, where people may walk

dry in wet weather. It has large and hand

ſome ſuburbs, and is 27 miles NE. of Gre

noble, and 85 NW. of Turin. It was

taken by the French in 1792. Lat. 45.

35. N. lon. 6.4. E.

CHAMBorT, a ci-devant royal palace

of France, in the dept. of Loir and Cher,

9 miles E. of Blois. It is a very large

building in the Gothic ſtyle, and ſtands in

a park 21 miles in circumference. Mar

ſhal Saxe died here in 1750. The Na.

*

tional Aſſembly, before the warwith Eng

land, offered this large concern to the So

ciety of Quakers, at half it's value, as a

Public ſchool for indigent children.

CHAMon D, a town in the department

of Rhone and Loire, on the river Giez, 17

miles from Lyons. Lat. 45. 29. N. lon.

4. 55. E.

Chamois Court, Suſſex, N. of Lewes.

CHAMPAGNE, a cº-devant province of

France, now forming the departments of

Ardennes, Aude, Marne, Upper-Marne,

and Seine and Marne.

CHAMPLAIN LAke, divides the ſtates

of New York and Vermont. It is 8o

miles long from N. to S. and about 14 broad.

CHANchA, a town near Grand Cairo.

CHANDA, a conſiderable city of Berar,

in Hindooſtan,ſubject to the Eaſtern Mah
rattas. It is ſeated on a branch of the

Godavery, 67 miles S. of Nagpour. Lat.

20. Io. N. lon. 79. 40. E.

CHANDERN AGoRE,a city of Bengal,ſub

ject to the French, but lately conquered by

the Engliſh. It is feated on the W. fide

of the river Hoogly, a little NNW. of

Calcutta.

Chandoſe, Herts, SW. of Hempſtead.

Changton, Suſſex, N.W. of Stening.

CHANMANNINC, a city of Thibet.

Channerøy, a village of Roſsſhire.

Chantmeries, Dorſetſ. SE. of Everſhot. "

CHANT11, LY, 17 miles from Paris.

Chapel, Eiſex, NE. of Coggeſhall. Cha

pel, Kent, near Limme. Chapel, Monm.

on the borders of Brecknockſhire. Chapel,

Surry, SW. of Newdigate. Chapel-Aller

toº, Yorkſhire, near Leeds. -

CHAPE L-IN-THE-FRITH, Derbyſ. on

the confines of the Peak, near Cheſhire, 17

miles S.E. of Mancheſter. Market on Sat: "

Chapel Garth, Northumb. near New

caſtle. Chapel-Hill, Surry, near Haſcomb.

Chapel-Hill, Monm. 3 miles N. of Chep

ſtow. Chapel of the-Ings, Weſtmorl. 6

miles from Kendal, on the Ambleſide road.

Chapel in the Street, Cheſh. W. of Knotſ

ford. Chapel Long, Shropſ. 2 miles NW.

of Saltfleet. Chapel, New, Shropſ. 2 miles

SE. of Clun-Caſtle. Chapel, New, Surry,

in Burſtow pariſh, bordering on Suſſex.

Chapel, North, Suſſ. near Blackdown Bea

com. Chapel of the Grune, Cumberland,

near Boulneſs. Chapel on the-Heath, Ox

fordſhire, near Chipping-Norton. Chapel

of-Plaiſer, Wilts, near Box.

Chapel Bay, in Big-Iſland, one of the

Copeland-Iſlands, on the NE. coaſt of

Down, Ulſter. Chapel Izod, on the Lif

fey, 3 miles from Dublin, which it ſup

plies with ſtrawberries. Chapel-Midway,

ſeven miles from Dublin.

Chapmanſlade, Wilts,NE..of Warminſter.

K. CHARAEoN,
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CHARABon, a ſea-port of Java. . .

Charborough, Dorſetſhire, SW. of Win

bourn-Minſter.

CHARcAs Los, a province of Peru, in

which are the richeſt ſilver mines in the

world. LaPlata is the capital. See Potos1.

* CHARD, a town in Somerſetſhire. It

has ſeveral ſtreams running through it,

and one in particular, which, by being

turned to the N. or the S. will, it is ſaid,

run into the Briſtol, or the Engliſh Cham

mel. Here is a woollen manufacture. It

is 6 miles W. of Crewkherne, and 141 W.

by S. London. Lat. 50. 52. N. lon. 3.

18. W. Market on Monday.

Chardſjock, Dorſetſ. 2 miles S. ofWam

broke. Charels, Devonſ. E. of Barnſtaple.

CHARENTE, a dept. of France, ſo called

from a river which riſes in the Limoſin,

and running by Angouleme and Saintes,

falls into the Bay of Biſcay, below Roche

fort. Angoulene is the chief town.

CHARENTE, Low ER, a department of

France, on the ſea-coaſt, N. of the river

Gironde. It's chief town is Saintes.

CHARITE, LA, a town in the dept. of

Nievre. It ſtands near the Loire, over

which there is a bridge. From it's fitua

tion on the road between Paris and Lyons,

and it's vicinity to the canal of Briare, it's

trade is briſk. The woollen manufacture

and extenſive iron-works are carried on

here. It is 13 miles NNW. of Nevers

Charfield, Glouceſ. N. of Wickware.

Charfinch, Somerſ. W. of Bridgewater.

Charford, N. and S. Hants, near Fording

bridge. Charing, Kent, between Lenham

and Weſtwell. Charingworth, Glouc. near

Ebberton. Charlcomb, Somerſetſhire, near

Bath. Charlcot, Shropſ. E. of Brown

Clee-Hill. Charlcot, Warw. NE. of Strat

ford. Charlcot, Hants, near Whitchurch.

CHARLEMon T, a town of Armagh,

Ulſter. It is ſeated on the river Black

water, 6 miles nearly S. of Dungannon,

and 68 NW. of Dublin.

CHARLEM ont, a town in the dept. of

the North, on the river Meuſe, 2.5 miles

SW. of Namur. Lat. 50.6.N. lon.4.40.E.

CHARLEko Y, orCHARLEs-SUR-SAM

BRE, a town in the dept. of the North, on

the Sambre, 18 miles W. of Namur. Lat.

5o. 2 o. N. lon. 4. 30. E.

CHARLEs, CAPE, a promontory of Vir

ginia, at the N. ſide of the outlet of Cheſa

peak-Bay. Lat. 37. 12.N. lon. 75.5o.W.

CHARLEs, CA PE, a promontory on the

NW. part of the Strait, entering Hudſon's

Bay. Lat. 62. 4o. N. lon. 75. 15. W.

CHARLEsto N, the capital of S. Caro

lina, is ſeated on a peninſula, formed by

the rivers Aſhley and Cooper, the former

ºf which is navigable ior ſhips of burden

'4-

20 miles above the town. The banks of

theſe rivers are adorned with beautiful

plantations, and fine walks, interſperſed

with rows of trees, which render the ſitua

tion of the town very pleaſant. It has a
commodious and ſecure harbour, and is a

place of conſiderable trade. In 1787 there

were 1600 houſes, 9600 whites, and 54oo

negroes. Lat. 32.5o. N. lon. 79. 30. W.

Charleton, an iſle in Hudſon's Bay

CHAR leville, a town of Cork, in

Munſter, 30 miles N. of the city of Cork,

and 112 SW. of Dublin. Lat. 52. 23.N

lon. 8. 30. W. -

CHARLEville, a town in the dept. of

the Ardennes. The ſtreets are ſtraight,

and the houſes of equal height; and here is

a magnificent ſquare, in the centre of which

is a handſome fountain. It is ſeated on

the river Meuſe, near Mezieres, with which

it communicates by a bridge and a cauſe

way. It is 15 miles NW. of Sedan, and

1 15 NE. of Paris. Lat. 49.5o. N. lon.

. 45. E.

Charley, or Charnwood, Leic. SW. of

Loughborough. Charley, Staff. 3 miles

NE. of Walſall. Charley Wood, Herts,

NE. of Rickmanſworth. Charlton, Worc.

near Eveſham. Charlton, Kent, between

Greenwich and Woolwich. Charlton,

Northamp. pariſh of Newbottle. Charlton,

N. and S. Northumb. in Tindale. Charl

ton, Somerſ. S. of Keynſham. Charlton,

Suſſ. 3 miles E. of Goodwood. Charlton,

Staff. near Swinnerton. Charlton, Berks,

in Wantage pariſh. Charlton, near Dor

cheſter. Charlton, Devonſ. S. of Dart

mouth. Charlion, Glouc. near Henbury.

Charlton, Glouc. near Cirenceſter. Charl

ton, Hampſhire, near Andover. Charlton,

Kent, near Dover. Charlton, Dorſetſ. 3

miles from Sherburn. Charlton, Middl.

dear Sunbury and Hampton-Court. Charl

ton, Oxfordſ. between Woodſtock and Pid

dington. Charlton, Hants, between Clan

field and Compton. Charlton, Wilts, to

wards Shafteſbury. Charlton, Wilts, near

Downton. Charlton, Wilts, 2 miles E.

of Malmſbury. Charlton, Wilts, near

Uphaven. Charlton-Abbots, Glouceſ. z.

miles S.E. of Winchcomb. Charlton-Can

‘vile, Somerſ. E. of Queen-Camel. Charl

ton, E. and W. Somerſetſ, near Somerton.

Charlton, King's, Glouc. 1 mile from Chel

tenham. Charlton-Marſhall, Dorſetſhire,

a mile NW. of Spettiſbury. Charlon

Muſgrave, Somerſetſhire, near Bruton.

Charlwood, Surry, S. of Ryegate.

Char MEs, a town in the dept. of Voſ.

ges, ſeated on the Moſelle, over which there

is a handſome bridge. It is 8 miles NE. of

Mire-Court. Lat. 48.21. N. lon. 6. 17.E.

Charminſler, or Chadminſter, near Dor

cheſter,

__
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theſter. Charmouth, Dorſetſ. at the mouth

of the river Char, on the NE. of Lyme.

It ſtands at the foot of a ſteep hill, iod;

feet high, and oppoſite to it is another hill

970 feet high. Charner, Staff, near Ec

cleſhall. Charnet, Northumberland, in the

manor of Eland. Charney, Berks, 2 miles

from Deachworth. Charnham - Street,

Wilts, near Hungerford. Charnock, Lan

caſhire, near Burgh.

CHARolles, a town in the department

of Saone and Loire, on the river Raconce,

24 miles WNW. of Macon. Lat. 46.

2S. N. lon. 4. 24. E.

CHA Rost, a town in the dept. of Cher,

on the river Arnon, 6 miles NE. of Iſſou

dun. Lat. 47. 1. N. lon. z. Io. E.

Charringworth, Glouceſ, near Camden,

or Moreton. Charifield, Suff, near Wick

ham. Chart, Surry, 5 miles from Godal

ming. Chart-Sutton, Kent. Chart-iuxta

Satton Valence, Kent, near Maidſtone.

Charter Houſe, Somerſ. three miles NE. of

Bruton. Charter-Houſe, N. of Mendip

Hills, betweenChedder-Rocks and E.Hart

ry. Chart, Great and Little, Kent, near

Aſhford and Charing. Charterbay, Dor

ſetſ. 2 miles W. of Abbot's Stoke. Char

tham, Kent, three miles from Canterbury.

Chartley-Caſtle, 3 miles NE. of Stafford.

CHART REs, an ancient and conſiderable

town in the dept. of Eure and Loir. The

principal trade confiſts in corn. It is ſeat

ed on the river Eure, 45 miles S.W. of

Paris. Lat. 48. 17. N. Ton. 1. 34. E.

CHARTREuse, The GRAND, ſeated on

the top of a high mountain, lately one of the
moſt celebrated monaſteries in France. It is

3 miles N. of Grenoble, in the dept. of Iſere.

Charwelton, Northamp. between Ban

bury and Daventry, by the river Charwell.

ChaRYBDis, a celebrated whirlpool 30

§. in diameter, in the Strait of Meſfina,

etween Calabria and Sicily. It's horrors

were deſcribed by the ancients with all the

extravagance of poetic fiction; it is ſaid,

however, to have been entirely removed by

an earthquake in 1783:

º; Worceſterſ, near Ridmarley.

Chaſey, Glouc. between Upton and Glou

ceſter. Chafrench, Cornwall, SE. of

Leſkard. Chatburn, Lanc.N. of Clithero.

Chattall, Staffordſhire, E. of Bloreheath.

CHATEAU-BRIANT, atown in the dept.

of Lower Loire, 24 miles NNE. of Nantes.

|Lat. 47.46. N. lon. 1. 16. W.

Chateau-Chinon, a town in the dept.

of Nievre. It has manufactures of cloth,

leather, wool, &c. and is ſeated on the

Yonne, near it's ſource, 36 miles NNE. of

Nevers. Lat. 47. 3. N. lon. 4.8. E.

CHATeAu-DAuphin, a fortreſs of Sa

luzzo, Piedmont.

CHATE Au-du-Loir, a town in the de

partment of Sarte, on the Loir, 22 miles

SE. of Mans, and 97 W. of Paris. Lat.

47. 4o. N. lon. o. 30. E.

ChateAUDUN, a town in the dept. of

Eure and Loir. The ſtreets are ſtrai ht,

the houſes uniform, and the great ſquare is

ſpacious. It is ſeated on an eminence near

the Loir, 30 miles N. of Blois, and 72 SW.

of Paris. Lat. 48.4. N. lon. 1. 22. E.

ChateAu-Gontier, a town in the

department of Mayenne, on the river

Maine. It has a mineral ſpring; it's trade

conſiſts in linens. It is 22 miles NW. of

Angers, and 147 SW. of Paris. Lat. 47.

47. N. lon. o. 36. W.

CHATEAU-LANdoN, a town in the de

partment of the Seine and Marne, ſeated on

a hill, 5 miles S. of Nemours, and 46 S. by

E. of Paris. Lat. 48.11. N. lon. 2.41.E.

CHATE AULIN, a town in the depart

ment of Finiſterre, 18 miles N. of Quim

er, on the little river Auzon, where there

is a ſalmon-fiſhery.

CHATEAU-MeillANT, a town in the

dept. of Cher, 2.5 miles S. of Bourges.

Chateauneuf, a town in the depart

ment of Cher, 16 miles S. of Bourges.

ChateAU NE UF, a town in the dept.

of Eure andLoir, 12 miles NW.of Chartres.

CHATE AU NE UF, a town in the depart

ment of Mayenne and Loir, on the Sarte,

12 miles N. of Angers.

CHATEAU-RENAUD, a town in the de

partment of Indre and Loir, Io, miles

nearly N. of Ainboiſe, and 88 SW. of Pa

ris. Lat. 47. 33. N. lon. I. I. E.

CHAteauRoux, a town in the dept.

of Indre. It has a manufacture of cloth,

and is feated in a fertile country, on the ri

ver Indre, 15 miles S.W. of Iſſoudun, and

148 S. of Paris. Lat. 46.46. N. lon, 1.

51. E.

Chate AU-Thier RY, a town in the

dept. of Aiſne, feated on the river Marne,

27 miles S.W. of Rheims, and 57 NE. of

Paris. Lat. 49.2. N. lon. 3. 33. E.

CHAtel, a town in the dept. of Voſges,

on the Moſelle, 8 miles E. of Mirecourt.

There are ſeveral other towns in France of

this name.

CHATEl-CHAlox, a town in the de

partment of Jura, zo miles S. of Dole.

Lat. 46.46. N. lon. 5. 38. E.

CHATELLERAULT, a town in the dept.

of Vienne, ſeated in a fertile and pleaſant

country, on the river Vienne, over which

is a handſome ſtone bridge. It is noted

for it's cutlery, watchmaking, &c. It is

22 miles NE. of Poitiers, and 168 SW. of

Paris. Lat. 46.51. N. lon. o. 42. E.

Chatford, 4 miles S. of Shrewſbury.

*Chatham, a town of Kent adjoining

K a Rocheſter,
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Rocheſter, and ſeated on the Medway.

The warehouſes here for naval ſtores, are

the largeſt in dimenſions, and moſt in num

ber to i. ſeen any where; the rope-walks

and forges are proportionably extenſive; as

alſo the wet-dock, the canals and ditches,

for keeping maſts and yards under water,

for preſerving them. The largeſt veſſels

are built here, and whole fleets fitted out

with aſtoniſhing expedition. It is 31 miles

ESE. of London. Lat. 51. 22. N. lon.

o. 36. E. Market on Saturday.

Chatherſion, Dorſetſhire, between Lyme

and Bridport.

CHATillo N-LEs-Dombes, a town in

the department of Ain, 12 miles nearly

W. of Bourg.

CHATilloN-suR-INDRe, a town in

the department of Indre, 10 miles SE. of

Loches. Lat., 46. 57. N. lon. 1. 25. E.

CHATILLo N-sur-MARNE, a town in

the department of Marne, 17 miles S. of

Rheims. Lat 48.58. N. lon. 4, 5. E.

CHATi Llo N sur-SEINE, a town in the

dept. of Côte d'Or. The river Seine runs

through it; it is 36 miles NNW. of Di

jon, and has iron-works in the neighbour

hood. Lat. 47. 42. N. lon. 4, 35. E.

There are 13 other towns of France, leſs

noted, which have the name of Chatillon,

with different additions.

Chatley, Eſſex, Nw. of witham. Chat

more, near Buckingham. Chatzoſ, Lan

caſhire, W. of Irwell.

CHAToQUE-LAKE, in Pennſylvania, 9

miles from Lake Erie, towards the NE.

CHATRE, LA, a town in the dept. of

Indre. It has a confiderable trade in cat

tle, and is feated on the river Indre, 37

miles nearly S. of Bourges. Lat. 46. 35.
N. lon. .. 6. E. -

Chatham, Suff. SW. of Ipſwich. "Chat

teris, Camb. near Garter's Bridge, in the

Fens. Chatterton, Lanc. near Rochdale.

Chatteſworth, Derb.6 miles from Cheſter

field, the ſeat of the Duke of Devonſhire.

Chatton, Northumb. E. of Woller. Chat

well, Magna and Parva, Staff. on the

borders of Shropſhire. Chaiwell, Shropſ.

SW. of A&ton-Burnel. *

CHA v Ez, a town of Tralos-Montes.

Chauley, Devonſ. 10 miles from Credi

ton, and 18 from Exeter. Chaulton, Bed

fordſhire, SE. of Tuddington. Chaulton,

Shropſhire, E. of Colbatch.

CHAUMox r, the chief town in the dept.

of Upper Marne. It is feated on a moun

tain near the river Marne, 14 miles S. of

Joinville. Lat. 48. 8. N. lon. 5. 9. E.

Chaunſion, Heref, in the Golden-Vale.

Chaunton, Suſſ. W. of Haylſham. Chaun

don-Wick, Wilts, SW. of Saliſbury-Plain.

CHAUNY, a town in the dept. of Aiſue,

on the river Oiſe, 17 miles NE. of Noyon.

Lat. 49. 32. N. lon. 3. 18. E.

Chaºwerton, Lancaſ. S. of Mancheſter.

Chawley, Devonſhire, SE. of Chimleigh.

Chawley, Berks, S. of Wallingford. Cha

‘worth, Nott. near W. Retford. Chawritb,

Eſſex, at Broxted. Chawton, Hants, near

Alton. Chayley, or Chealey, Suſſex,7 miles

from Lewes.

CHEADLE, a town in Staffordſhire, ſeat

ed in the Moorlands, near the ſource of the

Dove, 12 miles NE. of Stafford. Lat. 53.

o. N. lon. 1.56.W. Market on Saturday.

Cheadle, Cheſhire, W. of Stockport.

Cheam, Surry, near Ewel.

CHiepRechiN, in Red Ruſſia, Poland.

Chelſey, Staffordſhire, near Eccleſhall.

CHEBUCTo HAR bou R, in Nova Sco

tia, near Halifax. . Lat. 44.45. N. lon.

63. 31. W.

Checheley, Bucks, near Newport-Pagnel.

Checkerel, E. and W. Dorſetſ. W. ofWey

mouth. Checkley, Cheſh. SE. of Nampt

wich. Checkley, Staff. N.W. of Uttoxeter.

Checkley, Suff. SW. of Bury. Chedder,

Somerſ. SE. of Axbridge, noted for large

cheeſes of a delicate taſte. Chedder-Cliffs,

lie NW.of Axbridge. Cheddington, Bucks,

near Ayleſbury. Cheddiſon, Suffolk, near

Haleſworth. Cheddon, Somerſetſh. near

Taunton. Chedgrave, Norf.betweenYard

ley and Seching. Chedington, Dorſetſ. N.

of Beminſter. Chedleton, Staff. of Leek.

Chedſey, Somerſ, a little E. of Bridgewater.

Chedworth, Glouc. 4 miles S.W. of North

Leach. Cheffield, Herts, N. of Stevenage.

Chegford, Devonſ. 15 miles from Exeter.

CHEITor E, a town in the circar of

Oudipour, one of the principal of the Raj

poot ſtates in Agimere, Hindooſtan. The

country conſiſts, in general, of plains envi

roned by mountains, acceſſible only by

narrow paſſes, or defiles, yet it has an ex

tent of arable land ſufficient for the ſup

port of a numerous population, and enjoys

a mild climate It has long preſerved it’s

independence, but is now tributary to the

Mahrattas. Cheitore was the capital of

the Rana, or chief prince of the Rajpoots,

and a city of great ſtrength, ſituated on a

mountain; but it has been in ruins the laſt

1oo years. The capital is now Oudipour.

Cheitore is 43 miles N. of Oudipour, and

76 S. of the city of Agimere. Lat. 25.

21. N. lon. 74, 56. E.

Chekºſgrove, Wilts, E. of Hindon.

CHEKIANG, or TchEKIANG, a mari

time province of China, SE. of Nankin,

one of the moſt fertile and trading pro

vinces of the empire. It is interſperſed

with mountains, fruitful fields, rivers, and

canals. The inhabitants manufacture

gold and filver, brocaded ſilks, with:
I
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ſold cheap, as great quantities of ſilk

worms are bred here. Chekiang contains

11 large cities, 77 towns, and many po

Pulous villages.

Chelborough, E. and W. Dorſetſh. near

Everſhot. Chelson, Devonſ. NE. of Chim

leigh. Chelford, Cheſhire, W. of Maccleſ

field. Chelive, Shropſ. NE. of Chirbury.

Chell, Staff. near Burſlem. Chelloſion, 3

miles SE. of Derby. Chellington, Bedf.

between Bedford and Okeham. Chelling

tan, Somerſ. S. of Ilminſter. Chellington,

Staffordſhire, near Dudley-Caſtle.

CHELM, a town in Red Ruſſia, Poland.

Chelmarſh, Shropſ. S. of Bridgenorth.

Chelmer, a river of Eſſex, running into

the ſea at Malden. Chelmerſºote, Warw.

near Brayles. Chelmerton, Derbyi. in the

High-Peak. Chelmondeſion, or Chemſton,

Suffolk, between Ipſwich and Harwich.

* CHELMsFord, a pretty populous

town, nearly in the centre of Eſſex. It is

pleaſantly ſituated in a valley between the

Chelmer and the Can, the gardens of the .

inhabitants, on each fide of the town, ex

tending to thoſe rivers. Here are ſome

good public buildings, and a fountain, or

conduit, of excellent water. It is a great

thoroughfare, and has a conſiderable mar

ket for corn, cattle, and proviſions, the

great eaſiern road from London paſſing

through it. It is 43 miles S. by W. of

Bury, 21 SW. by W. of Colcheſter, and

29 NE. by E. of London. Lat. 51. 43.

N. lon. o. 33. E.

Chelſea, a large and populous village of

Middleſex, on the banks of the Thames, 1

mile W. of St. James's Park. Here is

an extenſive and well-ſtocked botanical

garden, belonging to the company of apo

thecaries in London, and a bridge over the

river to Batterſea; here alſo is the magni

ficent hoſpital crečted for the ſuperannuat

ed foldiers of the Engliſh army.

Chelsford, Kent, SW. of St. Mary Cray.

Cheſham, Surry, in Warlingham pariſh.

Cheſworth, Siffolk, NW. of Hadleigh.

Chelſworth, Wilts, near Cricklade.

*CH ElTENHAM, a town of Glouceſter

ſhire, noted for it's mineral-waters. It is

9 miles NE. of Glouceſter, and 95 W. by

N. of London. Lat. 51.55. N. lon. 2.

21. W. -

Chelton, Somerſetſ. NE. of Bridgewater.

Chelveſion, Northamp. NE. of Highan

Ferrers.

CHELu M, the ancient Hydaſpes, a river

of Hindooſtan. It riſes above Caſhmere,

waters that city, and flowing in a SE. di

rečtion through the province of Lahore,

unites with the Indus below Moultan.

Cheney-Middleton, Northamptonſ. E. of

Banbury in Oxfordſhire. Chenktury, Suff.

2 miles frem Ciſbury. Chenock, Eoſ, So

merſetſhire, near Hinton St. George."

CHENsi, a province in the NW. part

of China. It contains 8 cities of the firſt

rank, and 1 off of the ſecond and third, be

fides many forts on the great wall. The

air is temperate, the ſoil fertile, and it

abounds in wheat and millet. They have

alſo honey, wax, rhubarb, muſk, cinnabar,

and coal-mines; a great number of muſk

goats, deer, bears, wild bulls, and other

animals. Singan-fou is the capital.

CHE pelo, an iſland in the bay of Pa

natha.

Chepferfield, Herts, near King's-Lang

ley. Chepſtead, Kent, in Chevening pariſh.

CHEpstow, a town of Monmouthſhire,

on the Wye, near it's confluence with the

Severn. It is the port for all the towns

that ſtand on the Wye and Lug. Ships

of good burden may come up to it. The

tide is ſaid to riſe higher here than in any

other part of Europe, it ſwelling to 50 or

69 feet perpendicular. It is 18 miles N.

of Briſtol, and 127 W. of London. Lat.

51. 42 N. lon. z. 36. W. Market on

Saturday.

CHER, a department of France. It re

ceives it's name from the river Cher, which

riſes in Auvergne, and, paſſing by Veirſon,

St. Aignan, Montrichard, &c. falls into

the Loire, 5 miles above the mouth of the

Indre. Bourges is the chief town.

CHER Asco, a city and county of Pied.

mont.

CHER BURG, a maritime town in the

dept. of the Channel. Woollen ſtuffs are

manufactured here, and the inhabitants

build ſmall veſſels. Here is a ſociety

whoſe object is to explore and improve the

natural hiſtory, navigation, and commerce

of the country. Cherburg is 50 miles

NW. of Caen. Lat. 49. 38. N. lon, 1.

33. W.

Chergºvarth, Sºrry, near Eſher. º

CHER ches Es E, a town of Cai diſtan.

Cherrington, Warw. nea Shipton. Cher

rington, Wilts, SE. of the Devizes. Cher

rington, Glouc, 3 miles S.E. of Minching

hampton. Cheriton, Kent, near Hythe.

Cheriton, Somerſ, near Ho ſington. Che

riton, Shropſhi, e, N.W. of Newport. Che

riton, Hants, S. of Alresford. Cheriton,

Biſhop’, Cºvonſ. 9 miles from Exeter.

, Cheriton, Fiz-Payne, Devonſ. NE. of Cre

diton. Cheriºry, Oxfordſhire, near Chad

lington. Cherlton-Cºffle, Shropſ. under

Wrekin. Hill. Cherrock,Wilts,E.of Calne.

CHERoKEE River. See BRoad TE

N ESSEE, -

CHERRY ISLAND, between Norway and

Greenland. Lat. 74 36. N. lon. zo. 5. E.

cº, Somerſetſhire, near Chard. .

3 Cherſley,
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Cherſley, Buckinghamſh. near Quarendon.

CHERso, an iſland with a town in the

Adriatic, on the coaſt of Morlachia, lately

fubjećt to the Venetians, but now to the

Hºuſe of Auſtria. The ſoil is ſtony and

mountainous,but the air is good; it abounds

in wine, cattle, oil, and excellent honey.

Lat. 45, 11. N. lon. 14.40. E.

CHERson, the capital of New Ruſſia,

in the government of Ekaterinoſlay, lately

erected on the banks of the river Dnieper,

1o miles above the mouth of the Ingulec.

It was intended by the Empreſs Catharine

to be the principal mart for foreign trade,

in this part of her dominions. It is not

yet very large, but the houſes are of ſtone,

and neatly executed. It has a dock for the

conſtrućtion of large veſſels, from which

feveral have been already launched. The

public works are executed, and the planta

tions formed by criminals, who amount to

ſome hundreds. It is ſupplied with fuel

by reeds, only, of which there is an im

menſe foreſt in the ſhallows of the Dnieper,

near the town. Rails, and even temporary

houſes are made of them. They are tall

and ſtrong, and afford ſhelter to various

kinds of aquatic birds, ſome of which are

very beautiful. In this city Howard the

philanthropiſt ended his days; he was

to the laſt engaged in the merciful employ

ment of viſiting thoſe who were ſick and in

priſon. Cherſon is 50 miles NE. of Ock

zakow Lat. 46.4o. N. lon. 33. Io. E.

Cpe,ion, Devonſ. near Torbay. Cher

fon, W.ltſhire, near the Devizes.

CHERTsEY, a town of Surry, in a low

fituation near theThames,over which there

is a handſome bridge of 7 arches. It is 7

miles W of Kingiton, and zo W. by S.

of London. Lat. 51. 25. N. lon. o. 20.

W. Market on Wedneſday. º

ChEs APEAK, one of the largeſt bays in

the world. It's entrance is between Cape

Charles and Cape Henry in Virginia, 12.

miles wide, and it extends zoo miles nearly

northward, on both ſides of the flate of

Maryland. It is from 7 to 18 miles broad,

and generally 9 fathoms deep, affording a

fafe and eaſy navigation, and many com

modious harbours. It receives the Suſque

hannah, Patomac, Rappahanoc, York, and

James Rivers, which are all large and na

vigable. -

Cheſelbourne, Dorſetſ, two miles SE. of

Melcomb Hºrſey. Chiſelburgh, Somerſetſ.

between Ilcheſter and Crookhorn. Cheſel

tury, Wiltſhire, near Uphaven. Cheſelton,

Dorſetſhire, in the Iſle of Portland.

CHESHAM, a town of Bucks, on the bor

ders of Herts, 12 miles S.E. of Ayleſbury,

and 29 W. by N. of London. Lat. 51.42.

N. lon.o. 36.W. Market on Wedneſday,

Cheſham-Boyes, Bucks, near the river
Coln, S.E. of Cheſham.

Cheshire, a county palatine of Eng

land, ſeparated on the N. from Lancaſhire

by the river Merſey, but juſt at the NF,

point it borders on Yorkſhire, on the E. it

is bounded by Derbyſhire and part of Staf

fordſhire, on the S. by Shropſhire, and a

detached part of Flintſhire, and on the W.

and SW. by Denbighſhire and Flintſhire,

from which latter it is ſeparated by the ri

ver Dee : on the NW, it is waſhed by the

Iriſh Sea, that part of it being a peninſula,

about 13 miles in length, and 6 in breadth,

formed by the mouths of the Merſey and

the Dee. Without including the penin

ſula, the county extends 33 miles from N.

to S. and 42 from E. to W. It is divided

into 7 hundreds, containing one city, 11

market towns, and 1or pariſhes. The air

is temperate and very healthy. The ſoil

is rich in paſture and corn land. Immenſe

quantitiesof cheeſe are made in this county;

but a conſiderable quantity of what goes

by the name of Cheſhire cheeſe, is made in

Shropſhire, Staffordſhire, and Lancaſhire.

London alone is ſaid to conſume 14, ooo tons

of it; vaſt quantities are alſo ſent to foreign

parts, to Ireland, Scotland, and different

parts of England. The manufactures of

Cheſhire are extenſive, as at Stockport,

Macclesfield, and-Congleton ; and it is

noted for it's ſalt-prings at Namptwich,

Middlewich, Winsford, and Northwich, at

which laſt place there are vaſt pits of ſolid

ſalt-rock, forming a confiderable article of

export. The principal rivers are the Mer

ſey, Dee, Weaver, and Dane; and here are

ſeveral ſmall lakes. -

Cheſhunt, with it's Park and Waſh, Herts,

near Hoddeſdon. Cheftlborn, Dorſetſ. near

Middleton. Cheſington, Surry, between

Eſher and Ewel. CŞeſil-Bank, Dorſetſ. is

compoſed of gravel and pebbles thrown up

in the ſea, 9 miles in length ; between it

and the ſhore there is a narrow ſea, and it

connects Portland with the main land.

Chºſtal, Staffordſhire, in Longton pariſh.

*ChestER, the capital of Cheſhire, is a

large, ancient, and populous city. It is

ſeated on the Dee, over which it has a fine

bridge of 12 arches, by which veſſels come

from the ſea to the quay, and by a canal,

lately cut, it alſo has communication with

ſeveral new inland navigations. It has alſo

a conſtant communication with Ireland by

it's packet-boats. It’s 3 annual fairs, on

Feb. 24, July 5, and OSt. 1 o, each laſting

a week, are the moſt noted in England, eſ

pecially for Iriſh linens. The main ſtreets

have a peculiarity of conſtrućtion; they are

hollowed out in the rock to a confiderable

depth, and the houſes have elevated in

front

a
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front a ſort of covered porticos, which are

called rows, and afford a ſheltered way for

foot-paſſengers. Cheſter has a manufac

tory of gloves, and a confiderable traffic of

ſhop-goods into N. Wales. It is 182 miles

NW. of London. Lat. 53.12. N. lon. 3.

3. W. Markets on Wedneſ, and Saturd.

Chest ER, West, the capital of the

county of Cheſter, in Pennſylvania. It is

feated on the Delaware, and has a fine har

bour. Lat. 39.54. N. lon. 75. 27. W.

Cheffer, Northamp. near Archeſter and

, Wellingborough. Cheſter, Black, Somerſ.

*NW, of Bruton. Cheſter-in-the-Street, 5

miles N. of Durham. Cheſter-in-the Wall,

Northumberl. near Buſy-Gap. Cheſter,

Little, near Derby. Cheffer. Over, Warw.

a hamlet of Monk's-Kirby.

* CHESTER field, a town of Derby

ſhire, feated on a gentle riſe between two

ſmall rivers, is next to Derby the moſt

confiderable town in the county. It has

one of the largeſt free ſchools in the N. of

England. Here is a manufactory of worſt

ed and cotton ſtockings, and of carpets;

alſo four potteries, for brown ware, and,

near the town are large iron-founderies,

which are ſupplied with ore and coal, dug

in the vicinity. , Large quantities of lead

are ſent hence by the new canal to the

Trent, which it joins below Gainſborough.

The country round Cheſterfield produces

great quantities of camomile. The ſpire

of the church, which is of timber, covered

with lead, is warped awry. It is 22 miles

N. of Derby, and 149 NNW. of London.

Lat. 53. 18. N. lon. 1. 27. W. Market

on Saturday.

- º Staff. on the Tame, S. of

Lichfield. ... Cheſterford, Great and Little,

Eſſex, 3 miles from Walden, on the Cam.

Chºfferton, 2 miles from Cambridge. Cheſ.

terton, Somerſ, near Somerton. Cheſterton,

Staff. N. of Newcaſtle-under Line. Cheſ.

terton, Glouc. a hamlet of Cirenceſter.

Cºfferton, Hunts, 3 miles SW. of Peter

bºrough.º Oxf. near Biceſter.

Chefterwood, Northumb. near Langley

Caſtle. Chefton, Devonſ. W. of King's-

Bridge. Cheſwardine, Shropſ. 5 miles

from Newport. Cheſwick, Northumb. on

the coaſt, between Berwick and Holy Iſland.

Cheſ, worth, Suſſ. E. of Horſham. Cheeſ.

wring, Cornw. near St. Neot's, a monu

ment of ſtones, like the Hurlers. Cheſ.

awyke, near Warwick, Chete-Wall, Yorkſ.

SE. of Wakefield. Chetelhampton, Devonſ.

on the Taw, near S. Molton. Chetham,

Lanc. N. of Mancheſter. Chetlop, a river

in Northumberland. Chetmol, Dorſetſ. 2

miles S. of Yateminſter. Cheſham, Camb.

in the iſle of Ely. Chettell, Dorſetſ, near

, Blandford. Chettered-Lodge, Dorſetſ, in

Tarent-Monkton. Chettºſom!, Devonſ:

N. of Tiverton. Chetton, Shropſ. SW. of

Bridgenorth. Chetwin Affon, Shropſ. SE.

of Newport. Chetwin-End, Shropſ. S. of

Newport. Cheveley, Camb. near New

market. Cheveley, Berks, S. of E. Aſt

ley. Cheveley, Somerſ. N. of Wrington.

Cheverel, Magna and Parva, Wilts, near

Lavington. Chevington, E. and W. or

Chevelington, Northumb. near Akelynton.

Chevelſion, Devonſ. n.car Stokenham. Che

vening, Kent, 3 miles from Sevenoaks.

Cheveril's-Green, Herts, 3 miles from

Dunſtable. Chevers, Eſſex, E. of Chip

ping-Ongar. Cheverton, ifle of Wight,

in W. Medina. Chevington, Suffolk,

Sw. of Bury. .

CHE vior, a mountainous diſtrišt, ſe

parating the NW. part of Northumberland

from Scotland. The hilly country is called

the Cheviot Hills, as the adjoining fenny

grounds are called Cheviot Moors. The

cattle and wool are excellent, but the coun

try is almoſt depopulated by the praºtice

of throwing many ſmall farms into fingle

ones of great extent, conſiſting either of

wide ſheep-walks, or of vaſt corn-fields.

Chew, Magna, or Biſhop's-Chew, So

merſ, between Keynſham and Wrington.

Chewfock, Somerſ. SW. of Stanton-Drew.

Chewton-Bunny, Hants, between Lyming

ton and Chriſtchurch. Chewton-Keynſham,

Somerſ. near Keynſham. Chewton-Men

dip, Somerſ, among Mendip-Hills. Chey

ney, Bucks, 3 miles from Amerſham, the

family burying place of the duke of Bed

ford. Cheyney-Longvile, Shropſ. NW. of

Ludlow. , -

ChiAPA, a prov. of Guatimala, Mexico.

CHIAPA-D'os-ESPAGNoLs, or Civil

DAD-REAL,and CHIAPADoS INDIos, two

towns of Chiapa.

CH (ARENzA, a ſea-port on the W.

coaſt of the Morea, 84 miles S.W. of Li

vodia, and 8o W. of Corinth.

CHIAR1, in the Breſciano, Italy.

CHIARo-Monte, a town of Sicily.

Chi Av ENNA, a town of Swiſſerland,

capital of a county of the ſame name, in

alliance with the Griſons. It has ſome

trade in cattle, wine, filk, and fruits, and

is the principal entrepot for the tranſport

of merchandiſe between, the Milaneſe and

Germany. It is ſeated near the lake of

Chiavenna, and about 8 miles N. of the

lake of Como. Lat. 46. 15. N. lon. 9. 27.E.

, * ChtchESTER, the capital of Suſſex,

is a neat and handſome city, feated in #

plain, on the river Lavant, by which it is

encompaſſed on every ſide, except the N.

The market-place is in the centre of the

town, from which the 4 principal ſtreets

are direéted to the cardinal points of the

K4. compaſs,
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compaſs, and bear the names of E. W. N.

and S. Street. It's market is well ſuppli

ed with proviſions, it exports corn, malt,

&c. and has ſome foreign commerce, and

a manufactory of needles. The haven,

which is at a conſiderable diſtance from

the town, affords excellent lobſters. It is

61 miles S.W. of London. Lat. So. so. N.

- lon. o. 48. W. Markets on Wedneſday,

Friday, and Saturday.

Chichſt, Eſſex, in the marſhes, near Hol

land-Parva. Chickerill, E. and W. Dorſ,

N.W. of Weymouth. Chicklade, Wilts,

near Hindon. Chickney, Eſſex, near Thax

ted. Chickſand, Bedf. near Shefford. Chid

comb, or Chudcomb. See Chitcomb. Chid

den, Hants, near Hambledon. Chidaing

Jold, Surry, near Haſlemere. Chiddingford,

Devonſ, near South. Molton. Chidiinſion,

Kent, near Penſherſt. Chidham, Suſſ be

tween Chicheſter and Havant. Chidioke,

Dorſetſ, near Charmouth. Chidley-Mount,

Som. on the Parret, oppoſite to Bridgewa

ter. Chidſall, Yorkſ. NW. of Wakefield.

CHIE LEFA, a town in the Morea. .

Chi EM SEE, a town on an iſland in the

Lake Chiemſee, in Bavaria, S.W. of Saltz

burg.

CHIERI, a town 6 miles E. of Turin,

ſurrounded by hills covered with vines.

CHI E1.1, capital of Abruzzo Citra.

Chignal, St. Jaynes, and Chignal Sema

ly, Eſſex, N.W. of Chelmsford. Chigwell,

Eſſex, between Waltham Abbey and Rum

ford. Chigwell-Dews and Chigwell. Row,

a hamlets adjoining to Chigwell. -

CHIH R1, a ſea-port of Arabia Felix.

Chilbolton, Hants, N.fide of Stockbridge.

Chilcomb, Dorſetſ. SE. of Bridport. Chil

comb, Hants, near Wincheſter. Chilcomp

ton, Somerſ, near Mendip. Childcot, Staff.

near Hogſhorton. Chilot, Derbyſ. bor

dering on Staffordſ. Chilcot, or Chalk-Hill,

Middl. near Belſize. Chilterditch, Eſſex,

S. of Burntwood. Child Frome, Dorſetſ.

N.W. of Frampton. Childerley, 6 miles

from Cambridge. Childhºy, Doſtſ. pariſh

of Broad-Windſor. Child Oršfºrd, Dorſ.

near Shilling-Ockford. Childrey, Berks,

near Wantage. Child's Hill, Middl. near

Hampſtead. Child wall, Lanc. E. of Li

verpool. Childwick, Herts, near St. Al

bans. Chifrome, Dorſetſ. 2 miles S.E. of

Wraxhall. Chiſham, Kent, N. of Godmer

ſham. Chiſha'ºpton, Wilts, NE. of Wilton.

CHILI, a large country of S. America,

bounded on the W. by the S. Pacific

9cean; on the N. by Peru; on the E. by

iminenſe deſerts, which divide it from Pā

raguay and other parts of S. America;

and on the S. by Patagonia. It is up

wards of 8oo miles in length, but it's

bitadth is uncertain; the Spaniſh colonies

are thinly diſperſed along the borders of

the S. Sea, on a narrow traćt extending

from 30 to 50 miles in breadth. A profu

ſion of natural produćtions is ſeen through

out this country, wherever attempts have

been made to cultivate it. The wine made

here is palatable and of a good body; and

brandy is diſtilled from it. The northern

parts produce olives. The uſeful' animals

introduced here from Europe have multi

plied ſurpriſingly. Mines of gold and cop

per are numerous. It is claimed by the

Spaniards, but the greater part of it is

poſſeſſed by the ſtill unconquered and in

dependent natives.

ChiLKA, a lake of Hindooſtan, on the

SW, ſide of the ſea-coaſt of Oriſſa, and on

the NW. ſide of the bay of Bengal. It

conmunicates with the ſea by a narrow but

deep opening, and is ſhallow within. It is

36 miles in length, and in moſt places from

1o to 13 in breadth, having many inhabit

ed iſlands in it, and only a narrow ſlip of

flat ſandy ſoil between it and the ſea.

Chillenden, Kent, near Wingham. Chil

leſford, Suff. near Orford. Challing, Hants,

between Titchfield and it's bay. Chilling

ham-Cºſſle, Northumberl. near Alnwick.

Chillington, Kent, near Maidſtone. Cbil

lington, Staff. SW. of Breewood. Chil

lington, Suſſex, N. of Lewes. Chilmark,

Wilts, near Chicklade. Chilmare, Warw.

near Coventry. ſ

Chi Loe, an iſland on the coaſt of Chili,

about 11o miles in length, and 17 in

breadth. The chief town is Caſtro. Lat.

. S.

ºft, Kent, near Bockton-Malherb.

Chiſwell, Berks, near Abingdon. Chil

term, a chain of chalky hilis, ſeparating the

counties of Bedford and Herts, and run

ning through the middle cf Bucks, from

Tring, Herts, to Henley-upon-Thames,

Oxf. They are covered in various parts

with woods, and ſome of the eininences are

of conſiderable height, and afford rich pro

ſpects. Chiltern All Saints, Wilts, E. of

Warminſter. Chiltern St. Mary, Wilts,

near Hareſbury. Chiltern-Green, Herts,

between Welwyn and Luton. Chillington,

Suſſ. near W. Grinſtead. Chilton, Berks,

near Cuckhamſey IIlli. Chilton, Bucks,

near Tam”. Chillon, Kcnt, near Sand

wich. Chilton, Kent, near Sittingbourn.

Chilton, Sºopſ. SE. of Shrewſbury. Chil

ton, Somerſ, near Barwick and Queen's-

Camel. Chilton, Somerſ. neal Bridgewater.

Chilton, Somerſ. near Stoke and Edding

ton. Chilton Candover, Hants, near Aleſ

ford. Chilton Dummer, Somerſ. near Yeo

vil. Chilton Foliot, Wilts, 2 miles E. of

Ramſbury. Chilton Hall, Suſſ near Sud

bury. Chilton, Magna and Parva, Durh,
ulcar
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near Biſhop-Auckland.

Warw. S. of Nuneaton. Chillwell, near

Nottingham. Chikworth,Surry, nearGuild

ford. Chilworth, Hants, E. of Rumſey.

CHIMAY, a town in the depart. of the

North, on the river Blanche, zo miles SSW.

of Charleroy. Lat. 50. o. N. lon. 4, 15. E.

CHIMAERA, a town on the coaſt of Al

bania, at the entrance of the Adriatic Sea.

CHIM1. Eich, a town of Devonſ. almoſt

ſurrounded by the river Dart. It is 21

miles NNW. of Exeter. Lat. 50. 57. N.

Hon. 3. 53. W. Market on Thurſday.

Chinley, Oxfordſhire, SE. of Bampton.

CHINA, an extenſive empire in Afia,

bounded on the W. by mountains and de

ſºrts which divide it from part of Tartary,

Thibet, and the kingdom of Ava ; on the

N. by E. Tartary, from which it is ſepa

rated by a wall above zooo miles in length,

on which there are about 45,ooo towers;

on the E. by the Yellow Sea and the Chi

neſe Ocean; and on the S. by the ſame

ccean, Tonquin, Laos, Pegu, and Ava.

It lies between zo and 41 deg. N. lat. and

between 96 and 125 deg. E. lon. As this

extenſive country lies under a variety ºf

climates, it's air is very different. In the S.

they are expoſed to tropical heats and pe

riodical rains, while the rivers in the N. are

generally frozen up for ſome months during

the winter. It is chiefly a flat open coun

try, but there are ſome mountains, which

are generally well cultivated and covered

with trees, and there are mines of iron, tin,

copper, quickſilver, gold, and ſilver. There

is abundance of corn, and pulſe of all ſorts,

eſpecially rice; and here are ſeveral trees

and fruits, and a great number of ſimples

peculiar to the country, particularly a tree

that produces peas, differing little from

thoſe of Europe; another, bearing a kind

of gum, which makes excellent varniſh; a

third bearing white berries, of the fize of a

hazel-nut, whoſe pulp is tallow, of which

candles are made ; and a fourth, called the

white-wax tree, producing that article ſu

perior to the common bees-wax. The

bamboo-cane grows to the height of an or

dinary tree; and though it is hollow with

in, the wood is hard, and proper for many

uſes, ſuch as pipes to convey water, boxes,

baſkets, and the making of paper, after it

is reduced into a ſort of paſte. China is

the only country which produces the tea

plant, and ſupplies other nations with that

article, when prepared. There is ſcarcely

a village of China, eſpecially in the S. but

what enjoys the benefit of ſome navigable

river, lake, canal, or arm of the ſea, and

wherever there is a town on ſhore, there is

another of boats upon the water, and many

families are born, live, and die there; hogs,

Chilverſioton, poultry, dogs, and other domeſtic animals,

being kept on board as on ſhore. Beſides

theſe veſſels, there is a prodigious number

of floats of timber perpetually paſſing u

and down the rivers and canals,.

carry vaſt numbers of people on them.

Some of theſe floats are a file in length,

and the proprietors build little huts upon

them, º: they live till they have diſ.

poſed of their timber, which they ſome

times carry I coo miles. There is no part

of the world where the inhabitants obſerve

the forms of politeneſs ſo much as in

China; they are perpetually interchanging
civilities and ſalutations: the children ſhev,

the greateſt reſpect for their parents, and

theſe ſhew a great veneration for their an

ceſtors. Tºey are, however, very deceit

ful and treacherous. The complexion of

the Chineſe is rather tawney; thoſe are

thought to be the moſt handſome who are

the moſt corpulent. The women are mo

deſt, and remarkable for their little feet.

Polygamy, and various forms of idolatry.

deform this improved country; here are

followers of the Lamas blended with the

diſciples of Confucius. The articles ex

Ported from China are, tea, China-ware,

lackered-ware, paper, and the water-co

lour, known by the name of Indian ink,

raw filk, cotton, manufactured ſilks, gold

and ſilver ſtuffs. - º

CHINCA, a valley and ſea-port of Peru.

Chineham, Hants, 1 mile iron Baſing

ſtoke. Chineley, Derb. in the High Peak.

CHIN E Y, or CINEY, a town of Liege.

Chingford, Eſſex, near Woodford. Chin

*ter, Oxf. 2 miles N. of Stoken-Church.

Chinnock, E. W. and Middle, Somerſ. be

tween Crewkerne and Yeovil.

CHINoN, an ancient town in the dept.

of Indre and Loire, on the river Vienne,

to miles N. ºf Richlieu, and 155 SW. of

Paris. Lat. 47. 12. N. lon. o. 22. E.

CHIN su RA, a pretty large town of Ben

gal, with a mole projecting into the river.

It is a ſettlement of the Dutch, and is

ſtated on the river Hoogly, between Chan

der-Nagore and the town of Hoogly. -

Chiou RLic, a town and river of Ro
In31)1a.

CH 1 ozzA, a town and iſland nearVenice.

Cºipº; aſ, Northumb. on the N. Tyne.

Chip Meadow, Suffolk, SW. of Beccles.

Chifnal, Shropſ. nea, Knighton.

“CHIPPENHAM, a town of Wilts, ſeat

ed on the Avon, over which is a ſtone

bridge of 16 arches. It is 21 miles E. of

Briſtol, and 94 W. of London. Lat. 51.

27. N. lon. 2.8. W. Market on Thurſ.

Chippenham, Camb. 14 miles from Cam

bridge. Chipping, Herts, N.of Buntingtond.

Chipping, Lanc. 19 miles E. of Garitang.

"CHIPPING
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* Chipping-NorTon. See Nortox.

Chip PING-ONGAR, Eſſex, zo miles

from London. Market on Saturday.

CHIPPING SU Dru RY, a town of Glou

ceſter, 12 miles from Briſtol, and 23 from

Cirenceſter. Market on Thurſday.

Chipping-Harden, Northamp, near Ban

bury, in Oxf. Chipſable, Somerſ. W. of

Wivelſcomb. Chipſiead, Surry, near Gat

ton and Banſtead-Downs. Chirbury, Shlopſ.

1 mile NE. of Montgomery. Chirden,

Northumb. in Tindale, near Whitcheſter.

Chirk, Denbighſ. S. of Wrexham. Chir

ton, Northumb. near N. Shields. Chiſel

borough, Somerſ. 4 miles from Crooklern;

Chiſlebury, Wilts, between Wilton and

Shafteſbury. Chiſlehampton, Oxf., near the

Thame, oppoſite to Milton. Chiſlehurſt,

Kent, near Eltham, Chiſlet, Kent, be

tween Reculver and Thanet Iſle. Chyle

tan, E. and W. Wilts, near Marlborough.

Chisme, ancient CYssus, a ſea-port of

Natolia.

Chiſſºl, Great and Little, Eſſex, in the

N.W. angle of the county. Chiffon, Somerſ.

Nw. of Axbridge. Chiſwick, Middl.

SW. of Hammerſmith. Chiſworth, Derb.

in the High-Peak. Chitcomb, Dorſetſ, near

Ibberton. Chithurſt, Suff. N.W. of Mid

hurſt. Chitman, Suſſ. near Chittingley.

CHITRo, a town of Macedonia.

ChittEld Roog, a town of Myſore,

Hindooſtan, 86 miles NNW. of Seringa

patam. Lat: 14. 5. N. lon. 76. 15.E.

Chittenbolt-Wood, Devonſ, near S. Moul

ton. Chittingley, Suſſex,NW. of Haylſham.

Chitwood, or Chetwood, near Buckingham.

CHI v Azzo, or Chivas, in Piedmont.

Chivington, E. and I/. Northumberland.

Chiusi, a town of Sienne, Tuſcany.

CHIUTAYA, capital of a diſtrict in

Natolia. -

Choczi M., a town of Moldavia, on the

Dmeiſter. Lat. 48.52. N., lon. 26.45. E.

ChoiseY, four towns of France : the

firſt 6 miles S. of Paris; the ſecond in the

dept. of the Seine and Marne; the third

in the dept. of Loiret; and the fourth in

the dept. of Oiſe.

Cholderton, Wilts, E. of Ameſbury.

Choldſbury, Bucks, S. of Tring.

Càoli. ET, a town in the department of

Maiue and Loire, 170 miles S.W. of Paris.

Lat. 47. Io. N. lon. o. 45. W.

Choiacomb, Devonſ. SE. of Comb-Mar

tin. Choinondeley, Cheii. 3 miles NE. of

Malpas. Č. Cheſh. 5 miles N.W.

of Namptwich. Cholmºnd ſºon, Cheſh.

near Cholmſton. Cholſey, Berks, near

Wallingford. Cholton, Somerſ. near So

merton. Cholworthy, or El-corthy-Hotſº,

Somerſetſhire, near Stoke Gomer.

Chon AD, N. of Itmeſwar, Hungary.

*

Chopwell, Durh. W. of Gibſide.

Chor Ges, a town in the dept. of the

Upper Alps, 1o miles E. of Gap. Lat.

44. 35. N. lon. 6. 23. E.

Chorleton, NW. of Cheſter. Chorleton,

Cheſh. NW. of Malpas. Chorley, Cheſh.

E. of Knottesford.

ChoRLEY, a town of Lancaſhire, on

the rivulet Chor, near the river Yarrow,

.7 miles SE. of Preſton, and zo; NW. of

London. Lat. 53. 38. N. lon. 2:45. W.

Maikets on Tueſday and Saturday.

Chorlſtree, Herefordſ. near Leominſter.

Choſeley, Berks, near Wallingford. Cha

ter, a river in Rutland.

Chou LE, a ſea-port of Concan, in Hin

dooſtan, ſubjećt to the Portugueſe. It is

about 36 miles S. of Bombay. Lat. 18.

42. N. lon. 72.47. E.

Chowle, Cheſh. between Cheſter and

Whitchurch.

CHREMN1Tz, a town in the N. of

Hungary. *

* Christchu Rch, a town of Hants,

ſeated at the confluence of the Avon and

Stour, 98 miles S.W. of London. Lat. 5o.

45. N. lon. I.46. W. Market on Mon.

Chriſtchurch, Monm. E. of Caerleon.

CHRISTIANIA, AN slo, or OBslo, a

city of Southern Norway, in the govern

ment of Aggerhuys, containing about 9ooo

inhabitants. The ſtreets are projected in

ſtraight lines, and at right angles to each

other, and are uniformly 4o feet broad. It

has an excellent harbour, and carries on a

conſiderable trade. It's principal exports

are tar, ſoap, iron, copper, planks, deals,

and alum. The ſaw-mills here are numer

ous. It is pleaſantly ſeated along the ſhore

of the bay of Biorning, which forms the

N. extremity of the gulf of Chriſtiania, 25

miles from the open ſea, and zoo N. by W.

ofCopenhagen. Lat. 59.55.N. lon. 10.5o.E.

Christiaxbu Rd, a Daniſh fort and

ſettlement on the Gold Coaſt of Guinea.

Chriſtian Malford, Wilts, NE. of Chip

penham.

CHRISTIANSTADT, a ſmall well-built

town of Sweden, in the territory of Blek

inge. The exports are alum, tar, &c. and

here are manufactures of cloth and filken

ſtuffs. It is 50 miles NE. of Copenhagen.

Lat. 55.58. N. lon. 14. Io. E.

Chriſtigneth, a river in Denbighſhire.

CHRISTINA, ST. See MARQUE's As.

CHRISTMAS ISLAND, nearly in the

centre of the Pacific Ocean, is 45 miles in

circumference, bounded by a reef of coral

rocks, on the W. ſide of which is a bank

of fine ſand, extending a mile into the ſea,

and affording good anchorage. The ſoil

is light and black, compoſed of decayed

vegetables, the dung of birds, and ſand.

-
Here
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Here are a few cocoa-nut and other trees,

ſhrubs, and plants, ſome birds, and plenty

of fiſh and turtles. Lat. 1. 59. N. lon.

157. 32. W. -

CHR istoPHER's, ST. or St. KITs, one

of the Caribbee and Leeward Iſlands, in

the W. Indies, about 18 leagues N.W. of

Antigua. It is zo miles in length, and 7

in breadth, and has high mountains in

the middle, whence rivulets flow, which

are of great uſe to the inhabitants. Be

tween the mountains are rocks, precipices,

and thick woods; and, in the SW. parts,

hot ſulphureous ſprings at the bottom of

them. The air is good, and the ſoil light,'

ſandy, and fruitful; they are, however,

ſubjest to hurricanes. The produce is

chiefly ſugar, cotton, ginger, indigo, and

the tropical fruits. It is poſſeſſed by the

Engliſh. Lat. 17. 15. N. lon. 63. 14. W.

CHUDLEIGH, a town of Devonſ. ſeated

near the river Teign, 9 miles S.W. of Ex

rter, and 183 W. by S. of London. Lat.

5o. 38. N. lon. 3.39.W. Market on Saturd.

Chalmleigh, Devonſhire, between Credi

ton and Barnſtaple.

CHUNAR, an Engliſh fort and ſettle

ment of Benares, in Hindooſtan. It is

ſeated on the Ganges, 19 miles S. of Be

mares. Lat. 25.1o. N. lon. 83.50. E.

CHUNAub, or JEN AUB, a river of

Hindooſtan, one of the five branches of

the Indus, which falls into that river 20

miles below Moultan.

Church, Lancaſhire, NE. of Blackburn.

Churcham, 5 miles NW. of Glouceſter.

Churchdown,between Glouceſter and Chel

tenham. Church. End, Glouc. in Tidden

ham pariſh. Church-End, Glouc. in Slim

bridge pariſh. Church-End, Glouceſ. in

Nibley pariſh. Church End, Glouceſ. in

Twining pariſh. Church Heath, SE. of

Cheſter. Church-Hill, Oxf. near Chip

ping-Norton. Church-Hill, Worc. N. of

Kidderminſter. Church-Hill, Worceſter

ſhire, SE. of Worceſter, near Hagley.

Church-Hill, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Churchill, Somerſ. SW. of Wrington.

Churchill, Worceſterſhire, near Bredicot.

Churchill-Fort and River, on

the NW. part of Hudſon's-Bay. Lat.

53.48. N. lon. 94. 3. W.

Churchingford, Devonſ. Church-Holm,

Cheſh. on the banks of the Dan.

Honeyborn, Worc. 4 miles E. of Eveſham.

Church-Land, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Church-Langton, Lerceſ. near Market

Harborough. Church-Over,Warw.oppoſite

to Cheſter-Over. Church-Stanway, Glouc.

Charch Stempton, Devonſh. near Chard.

CHUR ch-STR Etton,atown of Shropſ.

14 miles S. of Shrewſbury. Lat. 52. 32.

N. lon. 2.46. W. Market on Thurſday.

Church

Church-Town, in W. Meath, Leinſier.

Church-Town, in Cork, Munſter. Church

Town, in Waterford, Munſter. Church.

Town, in Derry, Ulſter.

Church-h'harton, Norf. near Lynn-Re

gis. Chrun, a river running into the

Thames at Cricklade. Churnet, a river in

Staffordſhire. Churton, Cheſhire, 2 vil

lages N. and S. of Lea Hall.

CH USAN, an iſland of China, in lat. 30 N.

Chute, a river in Wilts. Chute, Wilts,

NE. of Luggerſhall. Chutenham, Somer

ſetſhire, near Mendip Hills.

CHIAMPA, a kingdom of Aſia, bound

£d on the W. by Cambodia, on the N. by

Cochin-China, and on the E. and S. by

the Indian Ocean and the river Cambodia.

Cicluºr, a fortreſs of Dalmatia.

CiLLEY, a town and diſtrict of Stiria.

Ci MBR is HAM, a ſea-port of Schonem,

in Sweden. Lat. 55.40. N. lon. 14. . o. E.

Cimien Shore, Suſlex, near Witterling,

in the iſle of Selſey.

CINTRA, a cape of Portugueſe Eſtrama

dura, otherwiſe called the Rock of Liſbon,

on the N. ſide of the entrance to the Taio.

Near it is a town of the ſame name. Lat.

38.46. N. lon. 9. 20. W.

ClotAT, LA, a ſea-port in the dept.
of the Mouths of the Rhone. It is ta

mous for muſcadine wine, and is ſeated on

the bay of Laquee, between Marſeilles and

Toulon. Lat. 43. 12. N. lon. 5.46. E.

CIRCARs, NoRTHERN, 5 provinces ly

ing NE. of the Carnatic. Of theſe, Cica

cole, Rajamundry, Ellore, and Condapilly,

are in poſſeſſion of the Engliſh, and Gun

toor is ſubject to the nizam of the Deccan.

The firſt four occupy the ſea-coaſt from

Chilka-Lake, on the confines of Cattach,

to the N. bank of the Kiſtna, forming a

ſlip of country 350 miles in length, and

from 20 to 75 in breadth, having moun

tains and extenſive foreſts on one ſide, and

the ſea on the other, while the extremities

only are open. The Circars are 350 miles

from Bengal, and 250 from Madras, and

produce an annual revenue of 360,0col.

that of Guntoor is 70,0col.

CIRCAssi A, one of the ſeven countries

which lie between the Black Sea and the

Caſpian, and comprehend an extent of ter

ritory, including nearly 1o degrees of lon

gitude. They are a nation of mountain

eers, who ſubſiſt by raiſing cattle, and fix

themſelves on the banks of rivers for the

fake of paſturage and water. The Cir

caſſians of the Cuban are ſcarcely known,

even to the Ruſſians, but by the general

appellation of Cuban Tartars, in which

they are confounded with their neighbours,

the Abkas and Nogays. The Circaſſians are

divided into three claſſes; the princes, the

nobits,
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nobles, called uſdens, and the vaſſals, or

people. They have never had any written

jaws, but are governed by a colle&tion of

ancient uſages. On great occaſions the

whole nation is aſſembled; a meaſure is

propoſed by the oldeſt of the princes, it is

firſt debated among the uſdens, and after

wards by the deputies of the people, who

are old men, and often poſſeſs greater in

fuence than the prince himſelf. They have

few manufačtures; their agriculture hard

ly produces ſufficient for their own ſubfiſt

ence. Sheep and horſes form a principal

part of their commerce, and ſlaves, which

they take in their predatory excurſions.

To ride, uſe their arms, to ſteal, and con

ceal their thefts, is their education; and

the name of thief is only diſgraceful as it

implies a detection. Girls are brought up

by the mother. They learn to embroider,

to make their own dreſs, and that of their

future huſbands. The daughters of ſlaves

receive the ſame education, and are fold

from zo to 1 ool. Theſe are principally

Georgians. Their food conſiſts of a little

meat, paſte made of millet, and beer made

of the ſame grain fermented. They have

both the Bible and the Koran; but, not

having letters of their cwn, thoſe who

write their language make uſe of Arabic

chara&iers. This nation has been, of late

years, gradually reduced under the domi

nion of Ruſſia, to which it is now almoſt

wholly ſubjećt, and is included in the go

vernment of Caucaſus.

* CIRExcesTER, a trading town in

Glouc. by ſome accounted the jargeſt and

moſt ancient in the county. It is feated

on the river Churn, in the great road from

Oxford to Bath and Briſtol, and has com

munication with Stroudwater, from which

it derives great advantage. It is 18 miles

SE. of Glouceſter, and 89 W. of London.

Lat. 51.43. N. lon.... 53. W. Markets

on Monday and Friday.

CIR ENzA, a town of Calabria Ultra.

Ciſbury-Hill, Wilts, near Wanſdyke.

Ciſsbury Hill, Suſſex, near Seiſy.

CITTA pi-CASTELLo, a town of Um

bria, in Italy, ſeated on the river Tiber.

CITTA-Nuov A, a town of Iſtria.

CitTA-Nuova CottoNER A, a town

of Malta, with the port cł St. Margarita.

CittA-VITTorlos A, or Il-Borgo,

a town in the iſland of Malta, feated on a

narrow neck of land, in an excellent har

bour, to the left of Valetta.

Civid AD REAL, a town of Spain, ca

pital of La Mancha. The inhabitants

are noted for dreſfing glove-leather.

Civ ID Ap Rop 1 R Go, a conſiderable

town of Leon, on the river Aguada, 40

miles S.W. of Salamanca."

*

CivitA-D1-Friuli, in Friuli, Venice.

CivitA-DI-PENNA, in Abruzzo Ultra.

Civi'ſ A-CAST Fll ANA, a town on a

high rock, in St. Peter's Patrimony.

Civ 1 TA Nuov A.; a town of Ancona,

in Italy, 9 miles from Loretto.

CiviTA-V Ecchia, a ſea-port in the

Campagna-di Roima, where the pope's

galleys are ſtationed. It is 35 miles NW.

of Rome.

Civita-VecchiA, a fortified town in

Malta.

Clay, in Fermanagh, Ulfler.

Clack, Wilts, near Chriſtian-Majford.

Clack, Devonſhire, 7 miles from Frome.

CLAckMAN N at 5H1 R p, a county of

Scotland, ſurrounded by Perthſhire, unleſs

on the W. where it is ſeparated from Stir

hingſhire by the Forth. It is 3 miles in

length, and 5 in breadth, and produces

corn and paſture, and plenty of coals

and ſalt. The town of

Ct. AckMAN N AN is feated on the N.

ſhore of the Frith of Forth, 23 miles N.

by E. of Glaſgow. Lat. 56. 5. N. lon.

3. 40. W. .

Clady, in Derry, Ulſter, 108 miles from

Dublin. Claity, Tyrone, Ulſter.

Claerºorough, Nott. near Hayton.

CLAGEN FURT, capital of Carinthia.

Claghans. See Briggs.

Clains, near Worceſter.

Clair, Sr. a lake of N. America, 9o

miles in circumference, which receives the

waters of the lakes Superior, Michigan,

and Huron, and diſcharges them through

the ſtrait called Detroit into Lake Erie.

CLAIRAC. See CLERAc.

CLAIR Mont. See Cls R Mont.

, Clakton, Great and Little, Eſſex, E. of

Merſey Iſland, near St. Oñthe.

CLAMEcſ, a town in the dept. of Nie

vre. It is feated on the Yonne, 1 12 miles

S. by F. of Paris. Lat. 47. 28. N. lon.
3. 36. E. i =

Clandon, E. and W. Surry, near Guild

ford.

Clant, in Kildare, Leinſter.

nel. See Waringſtown. .

Canfield, Oxfordſ. near Radcotbridge.

Glanfield, Hants, near Fifield. Clanfield,

Hants, NE. of Hambledon. Clanmay, a

river in the iſle of Man. Clannaborough,

Devonſhire, near Bow and Crediton.

Clamroad, in Clare, Munſter.

Clapcot, Berks, near Wallingford. Cla

perſgate, Weſtm. near Amblesde. Clap

Claxecon

ban, near Bedford. Clapham, Berks, near

Wickham. Clapham, Surry, 3 miles SW.

by S. of London. Clapham, Suff. SE. of

Arundel. Clapham, Yorkſ. 6 miles NW.

of Settle. Clapton, Glouc. on an eminence

W. above Bourton-on-the-Water. Clap

Jona
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ten, Middl. in Hackney.

merſetſhire, near Portburº.

CLARA, ST. a ſmall iſland of Peru.

Clara, in King's County, Leinſter.

Claramkridge, in Galway, Cennaught.

Clare, in Armagh, Ulſter. Clare, in

Mayo, Connaught. -

Clare, a county of Munſter, in Ire

land, 47 miles long, and 32 broad,

bounded on the W. by the Atlantic; on

the N. by Galway; and on the E. and S.

by the Shannon, which ſeparates it from

Tipperary, Limerick, and Kerry. It con

tains, a market-towns, and 79 pariſhes,

and breeds more horſes than any other

county in Ireland. The town of Clare,

called alſo Ennis, though diſtinct from

Ennis, which is 2 miles diſtant, is 17

miles NW. of Limerick, and 12 SW. of

Dublin. Lat. 52.42. N. lon. 9. 14. W.

*CLARE, a town of Suffolk, on the ri

ver Stour, into which the river Clare falls

a little below. Here is a manufacture of

baize. It is 15 miles S. of Bury, and 56

NE. of London. Lat. 52. 12. N. lon. o.

36. E. Market on Friday.

Clare-Iſland, in the Bay of Baltimore,

Cork, Munſter. Claremore, or Clarmore,

in Galway, Connaught.

Claremont, Surry, near Eſher. Claren

don-Park, 3 miles E. of Saliſbury.

CLAR ENs, or Charillard, a vil

lage in the Pays de Vaud, Swiſſerland, the

principal ſcene of Rouſſeau's Eloiſe, It is

delightfully ſituated in a fertile country,

on an eminence, which ſlopes gently to

ward the Lake of Geneva, of which it

commands an extenſive view, as well as of

the lofty precipices of Mont-Blanc.

Claret-Hall, Eſſex, near the Stour.

Claretown, in Clare, Munſter. Clariſ.

ford, in Clare, Munſter, near Killaloe.

Clarken-Green, Hants, 4 miles W. of

Baſingſtoke. Claro, Northumber!. N. of

Pićts-Wali, near Halton-Hall. Clarthy,

or Clarver, a river in Radnorſhire. Cia

ſºy, Lanc. near Hawkeſhead.

Claſhmore, in Waterford, Munſter.

Clatercot, Oxf. Clatford, Wilts, near

Marlborough. Clatford, Upper, Hants,

near Andover. Clayton, Staff. S. of New

caſtle-under-Line. Clayton Hall, Lanc. E.

of Mancheſter. Caton-in-the-Dale, and

in-the-Moor, Lancaſ. between Blackbura

and Burnley. Claworthy, Somerſetſhire,

between Bridgewater and Dulverton.

Claude, Sr. a town in the dept. of

Jura, feated among high mountains, on

the river Liſon. In this city are many pub

lic fountains, with large baſins. It is 35

miles N.W. of Geneva. i.at. 46.24. N.

lon. 5. 54. E. From Mount St. Claude,

which forms part of Mount Jura, is a fine

I

Clapton, So proſpect of Swiſſerland and the ci-devant

Savoy, the Lake and town of Geneva,

and the Pays-de-Vaud.

Clavel, Devonſ, near Horton. Clºver

don, Warw. near Henley. Claverham,

Suiſex, S.W. of Haylſham. Claverham,

Somerſ, in Yatton. Clavering, Eſſex,

near Saffron-Walden. Claverſey, Shropſ.

SE. of Whitchurch. Claverly, Shropſ.

NE. of Bridgenorth. Claverton, Somerſ:

near Bath. Clauford, Sonerſ. near Frome

Selwood. Claugh's-Hill, Lanc. near wi

erſiale-Foreſt. Claughton, NE. of Lan

caſter.

CLAusENBURG, or Colosva R, in

Tianlylvania, where the ſtates aſſemble.

On one of the gates is an inſcription in

honour of the Emperor Trajan.

Clauſworth, Somerſ. near Hardington.

Clawdock, a river in De"bighſ. Clawgh

tºw-Hall Lanc. near Garſtang. Claworth,

Nott. in the manor of Mansfield. Claw

ſley-Long, Leic. near Nether-Broughton.

Clawton, Devonſhire, near Houlſworthy.

£axy, Lincolnſ. S. of Alford. . Claxty,

Linc. near Market-Raiſin. Claxby, Linc.

W. of Bºllingbroke. Claxton, Norfolk,

on the Yare, near Thurſton. Claxton,

Durham, near Gretham.

CLAY, a town of Norfolk, ſeated on

an arm of the ſea between two rivers. It

is 8 miles from Walſingham, and zo Nw.

of Norwich. Lat. 53.2. N. Kn. 1. 5. E.

Market on Saturday.

Clay-Hill, or Brown Clee. Hill, Shropſ.

on the N. bank of the river Temd. Clay

&ury, Eſſex, between Wanſted and Rum

ford. Clay-Cockle, Norf. S. of Swaffham.

Clay-Coton, Northamp. E. of Daventry.

Çaydºn, Bøff, Middle, and Steple, Bucks,

W. of Winſlow. Clay Hanger, Devonſ.

N. of Aſhbridge. Clay-Haydon, Devonſ.

near Church-Stempton. Clay-Hill, Wilts,

near Warminſter. Clay Hill, Middl. near

Enfield Chace. Clay-Pool, Linc. S. of

Beckingham. Cloy Thorp, Linc. E. of

Burwell. Clayton Hall, Lanc., NW. of

Chorley. Clayton-cum-Kimer, Suſſ. NW.

of Lewes. Clayton, Yorkſ. SW. of Brad

ford. Clayton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, E. of

Byerley-Park. Cleader, Cornw. E. of Ca

melford. Cleagate, Surry, W. of Ewell.

CLEAR, CAPE, a promontory on a lit

tle iſland, on the S. coaſt of Ireland.

Lat. 51. 18. N. lon. 9. 23. W. There is

alſo another iſland called Cape-Clear

iſland, at a ſmall diſtance from Balti

more-Haven; they are both inhabited.

Cleºſty, Yorkſ. on the Tees, S.W. of

Darlington. Cleator, Cumb. near Egre

mont. Cleatºp, Yorkſh. W. Riding, I

mile from Settle. Cºrne Hall, Weſt

Inc.; l. near-Pºurith. -

CLEEvry,
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Crebury, a town in Shropſhire, N. of

the river Temd, and 28 miles SE. of

Shrewſbury. Lat. 52.21. N. lon. 2.23.W.

Market on Thurſday. -

Clebury Park, Shropſ. on the river Rea,

and borders of Worceſterſhire. Cledagh,

rivers in Monmouthſ. Carmarthenſ. Gla

morganſ. and Pembrokeſ. Cledhewen, a

river in Pembrokeſ. Cledoll, Heref. be

tween Hatterel-Hills and Monm. Clee,

Linc. between Grimſby and the ſea. Clee,

St. Margaret's, Shropſ. SW. of Brown

Clee. Hill. Cleere, St. Cornw. N. of Leſ

kard. Cleeton, Shropſ. S. of Brown-Clee

Hill. Cleeve, Devonſhire, near Culliton.

Cleeve, Glouceſterſ. in Weſtbury pariſh.

Cleeve, Biſhop's, Glouceſt. 5 miles from

Tewkeſbury. Cleeve. Prior, Worc. 6 miles

NE. of Eveſham. Clegge, Lanc. SE. of

Rochdale. Clehenger, near Hereford. Cle

ment, St. Cornw. between Falmouth-Ha

ven and Truro. Clement, St. Devonſ. N.

of Dartmouth. Clench-H/harton, Norfolk,

NV. of Lynn. Clendon, Northamp. near

Rothwell. Clenhill, Northumb. in Herte

ſheved manor. Clenſion, Dorſetſhire, NE.

of Middleton. Clent, Staff. 2 miles from

Stourbridge. -

Clentièret Church, in Monaghan, Ul

ſter, 57 miles from Dublin.

Cleophill, Bedfordſhire, near Luton.

CLER Ac, a town in the dept. of Lot and

Garonme, on the river Lot. It is 10 miles

from Agen. Lat. 44.20. N. lon. o. 33. E.

Clere - Place, Surry, near Farnham.

Clere's, St. Kent, near Sevenoaks.

Clerke’s IsLAND's, two inhabited

iſlands in the N. Pacific Ocean, between

Ramtſchatka and N. America. Lat. 63.

15. N. lon. 169. 30. W.

CLERMont, a town in the dept. of the

Meuſe, 12.7 miles NE. of Paris. Lat. 49.

12. N. lon. 5. 9. E.

CLERMont, a town in the dept. of the

Oiſe, on an eminence, 37 miles N. of Pa

ris. Lat. 49. 25. N. lon. 2. 25. E.

ClerMont FERRAND, a rich and

populous town in the dept. of Puy-de

Dome. The cathedral, public ſquares,

and walks are ſplendid, but the ſtreets are

narrow, crooked, and badly paved, and -

the houſes are built of ſtones of a ſombre

aſpect. It has manufačtures of ratteens,

druggets, ſerges, and leather; and mine

ral ſprings are found in the neighbour

hood. That of the ſuburb, St. Allyre,

has formed a natural bridge over the

brook into which it falls : it is called the

Mineral-Bridge, and carriages may paſs

over it. Clermont is 300 miles S. of Paris.

Lat. 45.47. N. lon. 3. 1 o. E.

CLERY, a town in the dept. of Loiret,

7 miles S.W. of Qileans; and a town in

the dept. of the Somme, 3 miles NW. of
Peronne. -

Cleve, Kent, near Ightam, or Ilkham.

Cleve, Kent, in the Iſle of Thanet. Cleve,

Shropſ. S. of Wem. Cleve, Somerſ, near

Bridgewater. Clevedon, Somerſ. on the

ſea-ſide, nearly oppoſite to the Flatholm.

Cleveland, Yorkſ. N. Riding, a traćt on

the borders of Durham. Clevelod, Worc.

Cleve, Old, Somerſetſh. SW. of Watchet.

Cleverton, Wilts, near Malmſbury.

Cleves, the duchy of, one of the fineſt

countries of Germany, in the circle of

Weſtphalia, divided in two by the Rhine,

and ſubject to the king of Pruſſia. It is

about 40 miles in length, and from 10 to

12 in breadth. The revenues of Cleves
and Mark amount to a million of crowns.

Cleves, it’s capital, is a handſome

town ſeated on a hill, 3 miles from the

Rhine, and 10 ESE. of Nimeguen. Lat.

51. 45. N. lon. 5. 56. E.

Cleveſend, Great and Little, Kent, S.

of the Iſle of Thanet. Cleworth, Berks,

W. of Windſor. Cleybrook, Iſle of Wight,

in W. Medina. Cleybrook, Great and

Little, Leic. NW. of Lutterworth. Cley

don, Oxf. near Clatercote. Cleydon, Durh.

2 miles from Sunderland. Clºydon, Suff.

near Ipſwich. Cley-End-Green, Kent,

NE. of Bromley. Cleygate, Surry, 3 miles

from Kingſton. Cley-Hall, Warw. near

Kineton. Cleytham, Linc. N. of Kirton.

Clianger, Dorſetſ. 2 miles S.W. of Buck

land-Abbas. Cliddeſdon, Hants, SE. of

Baſingſtoke. Cliefden, Bucks, 5 miles

NW. of Windſor. Cliff, Kent, below

Graveſend. Cliff, Dorſetſ. 4 miles from

Dorcheſter. Cliff, Suſſex, near Lewes.

Cliff, Suſſex, between Seaford and Beachy

Head. Cliff, Warw. near Whatley. Cliff,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Cliff,

Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Pearce. Bridge.

Cliff, Yorkſ. SE. of Barnard. Caſtle.

Cliffe, KING's, a town of North

amptonſhire, 27 miles NE. of Northamp

ton, and 88 NNW. of London. Lat. 52.

33. N. lon. o. 37. W. Market on Tueſ.

Cliff, Long, Yorkſ. W. Riding. Cliff, N.

and S. E. Riding, E. of Spalding-Moor.

Cliffony,in Sligo, Connaught.

Clifford, Glouc. near Luddington. Clif

ford, Yorkſ near Wetherby and Tadcaſter.

Clifford-Caſtle, Heref, near Kington. Clif

ford Chambers, Glouc, near Tewkeſbury.

Clifford-Hill, Northamp. on the river Nen.

Clifton, Cheſh. near Rock-Savage. Clifton,

Cornw. SE. of Saltaſh. Clifton, Derb. in

Aſhborne pariſh. Clifton, Dorſetſ. 2 miles

from Sherburn. Clifton, Glouc. near Briſ

tol, adjoining Durdam-Downs. Clifton,

Lancaſ. W. of Preſton. Clifton, Lancaſ.

NW. of Mancheſter, Clifton,4 miles from

2. Nottingham.
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Nottingham. Clifton, Oxfordſ, near Ded

ington. Clifton, Oxfordſ. between Dor

cheſter and Abingdom. Clifton, Warw.

E. of Dunſmore-Heath. Clifton, Worc.

between Tewkeſbury and Worceſter. Clif

ton, Worc. upon the Temd, bordering on

Heref. Clifton, W. of York. Clifton,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, N. of Maſham. Clifton,

Yorkſ. SE. of Halifax. Clifton, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, NW. of Tickhill. Clifton,

Great and Little, Cumb. between Cocker

mouth and Workington. Clifton, Bedf.

SE. of Shefford. Clifton, Weſtmor. 3 miles

from Penrith. Clifton-Canvil, Staff. near

Burton-upon-Trent. Clifton-Maubank,

Dorſetſ. 2 miles NW. of Yateminſter.

Clifton Raymes, Bucks, near the rivers

Ouſe and Oulney. Cliftons, N. and S.

Nott. on the river Trent, between Nor

manton and Thorney. Climping, Suſſex,

near the mouth of the Arun. Clinger,

Glouceſterſ, in Hinchcombe pariſh. Clint,

Yorkſh. W. Riding, near Hempſtwait.

Cliffty, Norf.W. of Yarmouth. Clipſham,

Rutl. in Okeham hundred. Clipſion, Nott.

in Plumbtree pariſh. Clipſion, Northamp.

NE. of Naſeby. Clipſion, King's, Nott.

between Allerton and Mansfield.

CLIssa, in Dalmatia, near Spalatro.

Clisson, a town in the dept. of Lower

Loire, on the river Sevre, 12 miles S.E. of

Nantes. Lat. 47. 4. N. lon. 1. 14. W.

Clift, Biſhop's, or Sackvil, Clift-Honi

toº, Clift-St.-George, and Cliff-St.-Mary,

Devonſ. are 4 villages on the E. and SE.

ides of Exeter, which take their name from

the river Cliſt. Clift. Broad, Cliff-St. Law

rence, and Clift-Heydon, NE. of Exeter.

Clift-Heath, 4 miles E. of Exeter.

CLITHERo, a town in Lancaſhire, near

Pendil-Hill, 33 miles S.E. of Lancaſter,

and 213 NNW. of London. Lat. 53.54.

N. lon. 2. 21. W. Market on Saturday.

Clitha, Monm. SW. of Ragland-Caſtle.

Clive, Cheſh. SW. of Middlewich. Clix

by, Linc. N. of Thongcaſter. Clocaynog,

Denbighſhire.

Cloga, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. Clogh,

in Antrim, Ulſter, 31 miles from Dublin.

Clogh, in Down, Ulſter, 69 miles from

Dublin. Cloghamon, in Wexford, Lein

ſter. Cloghan, in King's-County, Lein

ſter, 62 miles from Dublin. Cloghan, in

Donegal, Ulſter, 118 miles from Dublin.

Cloghanbeg, in Donegal, Ulſter, 152 miles

from Dublin. Clogharney Church, in Ty

rone, Ulſter, nearly 92 miles from Dublin.

Clagheen, in Tipperary, Munſter, 9.1 miles

from Dublin.

CloghER, a town of Tyrone, in Ul

fler, 77 miles from Dublin. Lat. 54, 30.

N. lon. 7. 41.

Cloghjordan, in Tipperary, Munſter

-
-

in Kildare, Leinſter.

*

C. L. O.

Cºgnakelly, or Clonekilty, in Cork, Mun.

ſter; here is a good market for linch-yain.

Clogh-rae, in Cork, Munſter. Clonagazi,

in Waterford, Munſter. Clonakeºry, in

Tipperary, Munſter. Clonard, on the

borders of Meath, Leinſter. Clonaſlee, in

Queen's County, Leinſter. Clonbullock,

in King's County, Leinſter. . Cloncurry,

Clondalkin, 5 miles

W. of Dublin. Clondrobid, in Cork,

Munſter. Clonea, in Waterford, Munſter.

Clone, in Leitrim, Connaught. Clonee, 7

miles from Dublin. Cloneen, in Tippe

rary, Munſter. Clonegall, in Wexford,

Leinſter. Clonegall, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Clonegowan, in King's County, Leinſter.

Clones, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Clonfert, in

Galway, Connaught. Clonkeen, in Louth,

Leinſter. Clonlea, in Waterford, Mun

ſter. Clonloſt, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

CLoN Mel, a meat and improving town

in Tipperary, Munſter. . It is pleaſantly

ſituated on the Suir, on the great road be

ween Dublin and Cork, 19 miles S.E. of

Tipperary, 39 NE. of Cork, and 85 SV.

of Dublin. Lat. 52. 14. N. lon. 7. 38. W.

Clonmellan, in W. Meath, Leinſter, 32

miles from Dublin. Clonmene, in Cork,

Munſter.

CLoNMIN Es, a town of Wexford, in

Leinſter, 6 miles S.W. of the town of

Wexford. Lat. 52. 18. N. lon. 6. 35.W.

Clonmuſh-Church, in Carlow, Leinſter,

43 miles from Dublin. Clononaflee, in

Queen's-County, Leinſter, 4.8 miles from

Dublin. Clonony, in King's-County,

Leinſter. Clonoully, in Tipperary, Mun

ſter. Clonroth, in Wexford, Leinſter, 6.5

miles from Dublin. Clontarf, 2 miles

from Dublin, pleaſantly ſeated on the N.

fide of the bay. Cloonakenny, in Limerick,

Munſter, 11.8 miles from Dublin. Cloon

curry, in Kildare, Leinſter, about 5 miles

from Kilcock.

Clopham, Bedf. W. of Shefford. Clop

hill, Bedf. near Shefford. Clopton, Warw.

N. of Stratford-upon-Avon. Clopton,

Camb. on the Cam, oppoſite Shengay.

Clopton, Glouc. in Mickleton pariſh. Clop

ton, Northamp. E. of Thrapſton. Clop

ton, Somerſ, near Portbury. Clopton, Suff.

between Woodbridge and Debenham. Clot

hall, Hertf. SE. of Baldock. Clothallbury,

Hertfordſ, near Clothall. Clotton-Hofield,

Cheſhire, betyeen Tarven and Torpurley.

ClouD, St. a town, near Paris, in

which was lately a royal palace, gardens,

a caſcade, &c. -

Clover. Hill,in Roſcommon, Connaught,

72 miles from Dublin. Clown Callºw.

See Cloghnakelty.

Cloudeſley-Buſh, Warw. NW. of Lut

terworth. Clovelly, Devonſ, a harbour on

the
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the E. fide of Hartland-Point. Cloughton,

Yorkſ. between Scarborough and Robin

Hood's-Bay. Clowant, Cornwall, near

Helſion. Clow.bet, Yorkſ. between Rich

mond and Dariington. Clow-Croft, Camb.

N. of Wiſbeach. Clowedock, a river in

Radnorſ. Clower-wall, Glouc. in New

land pariſh. Clowhouſe, Linc. berween

Crowland and Spalding. Clown, Derb.
N.W. of Bolſover.

Cloyne, a town of Cork, in Munſter,

1 mile from the ſea coaſt, 1o S.W. of Youg

hal, 12 SE. of Cork, and 125 SW. of Dub

lin. Lat. 51.54. N. lon. 8. o. W.

* Cluggin, in Linerick, Munſter.

Clumber, Nott. in the pariſh of Work

ſop. Clun, Shropſ. S. of Biſhop's-Caſtle,

en the Cºun. Clunall, Derb. in the High

Peak. Clunbury, Shropſ. near Purſlow.

Clungonas, or Clungunford, Shropſ. near

Hopton-Caſtle. Clunther, Nott. between

Tuxford and Workſop. Clunton, Shropſ.

near Purſlow. -

Cluny, a town in the dept. of Saone

and Loire, ſeated on the Groſne, 10 miles

NW. of Maçon. Lat. 46.24. N. lon. 4.

33. E.

Clurewall, Glouc. in Dean-Foreſt.

Cluse, a town in the dept. of Mont

Blanc, on the Arve, 22 miles SE. of Ge.

neva. Lat. 45. 57. N. lon. 6. 37. E.

Clutton, Cheſhire, N.W. of Malpas.

Clutton, Somerſ. S. of Pensford.

Clwyd, a beautiful vale of Denbigh

ſhire, incloſed by high mountains, extend

ing from the ſea inland above zo miles: a

river of the ſame name runs through it.

It's breadth is from 3 to 8 miles, and it

is covered with towns, villages, and gen

tlemen's ſeats.

CLYDE, a river of Scotland, which

riſes in Annandale, and running NW.

through Clydeſdale, paſſes by Lanerk,

Hamilton, and Glaſgow, and falls ſoon

after into the Frith of Clyde. It affords

many romantic views, running for ſeveral

miles between lofty eminences covered

with wood, and exhibiting in it's courſe

many ſtupendous cataraćts.

CLYDEspale, a wild diſtrićt in the S.

part of Lanerkſhire, where are extenſive

lead-mines. See LEAD-HILLs.

Clynfeg faur, in Carnarvonſ. N.Wales.

Coagh, in Antrim, Ulſter, 8.2 miles

from Dublin. Coagh, in Tyrone, Ulſter,

81 miles from Dublin. Coal. Iſland, in

Tyrone, Ulſter, 7.4 miles from Dublin.

Here are coal-works, and a canal from

Lough Neagh, which paſſes by this place

towards Dungannon.

Coal-Pit, Glouc. in Weſterleigh pariſh.

Coast - CASTLE, CAPE, or CAPE

Corso, a ſtrong fort and ſettlement of

º

the Engliſh, on the Coaſt of Guinea.

Lat. 5. o. N. lon. o. o.

Coat, Glouc. in Eaſtleach-Martin pariſh.

Coates, Glouc. a hamlet of Winchcomb.

Coater, Glouc. 3 miles S.W. of Cirenceſ

ter. Coates, Staff. near Eccleſhall. Coates,

Suſſex, near Wol'avington. Coates Hall,

Linc. near Grimſby. Coates, Great and

Little, Linc. on Grimſby river. Coºden

Hill. Herts, NE. of Watford. Cober, a

river in Cornwali.

*Cobham, a village in Surry, 19 miles

SW. by W. of London.

Cobham-Hall, Kent, W. of Rocheſter.

Cobham Street, Surry, 5 miles from Epſom.

CobleNTz, an ancient town of Treves,

in the circle of the Lower Rhine, at the

confluence of the Rhine and Moſelle.

Colley, Warw. near Hewell-Grange.

Cobºfield, Oxfordſhire, in Woodſtock.

CobURC, a territory and it's capital,"

of Upper Saxony, inſulated in Franconia.

Coca, a town of Old Caſtile.

CochE1M, a town of Treves.

Cochin, a ſea-port and country of

Hindooſtan, on the coaſt of Malabar, fi

tuated NW. of the Travancore country,

and by ſome included in it. The chief

trade was in the hands of the Dutch, but

the Engliſh have lately made a conqueſt of

the ſettlement. It is 86 miles SSE. of Ca

licut. Lat. 10. o. N. lon. 75. 30. E.

CochiN-CHINA, a kingdom of Aſia,

bounded on the W. by Siam and Cambo

dia; on the the N. by Tonquin and Laos;

on the F. by the Eaſtern Ocean; and on

the S. and SW. by Ciampa and Cambo

dia. It abounds in gold, raw filk, drugs,

ſaffron, pepper, indigo, tea, ivory, and

various kinds of trees and animals. It is

upwards of 3oo miles in length, and about

90 in breadth, and contains 50 ſea-port

towns. The inhabitants are of a light

brown complexion, and in manners re

ſemble the Chineſe.

Cockatree, Devonſ. on the river Taw,

near Bow. Cockbridge, Cumb. between

Cockermouth and Wigton. Cockbridge, 9

miles S. of York. Cockbury,Glouc. a ham

let of Biſhop's-Cleeve. Cockbury, Glouc.

in Winchcomb pariſh. Cocken, N. of Dur

ham, on the Wear.

Cockek, a river in Cumberland, which

flowing from the Lakes of Buttermere,

Crowmack Water, and Lowes Water,

joins the Derwent below Cockermouth.

Cockerel's-Bridge, Kent, between Lydd

and Denge-Marſh. Cockerham, SW. of

Lancaſter. Cockerington, N. and S. Lin

colnſhire, NE. of Louth.

*CockERMouth, a town of Cum

berland, ſituated at the confluence of the

rivers Cocker and Derwent. The market

Place
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place and upper part of the town are be

tween two hills, on one of which ſtands the

caſtle,an extenſive ruin, with 5 lofty towers,

the walls between which are kept ºp; on

the other ſtands the church, and the Kirk

gate, an irregular but ſpacious part of the

town. The latter eminence gradually aſ.

cends eaſtward, forming a mountain about

2 miles from the town, called Slate Fell;

the other extremity of the eminence on

which the caſtle ſtands, is loftier, and is

called the Hay, being at the ſame diſtance

from the town. From this laſt, an exten

five country, the ſea, and Scotland, may

be ſeen in clear weather. Through the

valley between them, the top of the tow

ering Skiddaw may be deſcried over the

intervening country. The lower part of

the town is on a plain, conſiſting of a ſpa

cious ſtreet, with croſs lanes. The upper

and lower parts of the town are ſeparated

by the Cocker, but united by a bridge of

one arch. It has manufaëtures of ſhal

loons, ſerges, ſtockings, hats, and leather.

Here are pleaſant walks on the banks of

the rivers, and on the uplands. It is lo

miles NE. of Whitehaven, 23 SW. of

Carliſle, and 3oo NNW. of London.

Lat. 54.42. N. lon. 3.25. W. Markets

on Monday and Saturday. -

Cockerton, Durh. NW. of Darlington.

Cocket, a river in Northumberland. Cock

feld, Suff. N.W. of Biddeſton. Cockfield,

Durh. NW. of Raby. Caſtle. Cockham

Wood-Fort, Kent, on the W. ſide of the

Medway, has 34 guns mounted. Cockhill,

near Worceſter. Cocking, Suſſex, S. of

Midhurſt. Cockington, Devonſ. 2 miles

from Torbay. Cock-Law, Northumb.

near Berwick. Cock-Law-Hill, North

umb. near the Cheviot-Hills. Cockleford,

Glouc. a hamlet to Elkſton. Cockley-Cha

fel, Lancaſh. near Bury. -Cockley-Park,

Northumb. near Haughton. Cockey, Dur

han, SE. of Sunderland. Cockſhot, Shropſ.

SW. of Wem. Cockthorp, Norfolk, near

Wells.

CocoNATo, a town of Piedmont.

Cod, CA PE, in N. America, on the S.

ſide of Boſton-Bay, in Maſſachuſets State.

Lat. 42. o. N. lon. 7o. 18. W.

Cadbeck, a river in Yorkſ. Coddenham,

Suff, near Needham. Coddicot, Herts,

near Stevenage and Welling. Coddington,

Nott. near Newark, Coddington, Heref.

NE. of Ledbury. Coddington, Oxf. N. of
Biceſter. Coddington,Cheſ. near Delamere

Foreſt. Codford, St. Mary and St. Peter,

Wilts, between Upton and Badhampton.

Codgrave, Nott. SW. of Bingham. Cod

lingſtock, Nott. between Gotham and Wil

loughby. Codmarton, Northumberl. near

Wołki. Cadnor-Caffle,Derb.nearAlfreton.

Codocno, in the Lodeſan, Milan.

Codrington, Glouc. S. of Chipping-Sod

bury. Codrington, Glouceſ. a hamlet of

Wapley. Codſal, Staff, on the borders of

Shropſ. Codſall, Staff. 1 mile N. ofTetºn

hall. -

Coesfeldt, in Munſter, weſtphalia.

Coevor of N, in the Drent, Overyſler,

Cofton-Hacket, Worceſ. NE. of Bromſ

grove. Cogenhoo, Northamp. E. of Clif

ford-Hill, Cogger, Oxf. near Whitney. :

Cogge shall, a town in Fſſex, feated

on the river Blackwater. It has a manu

fačtory of baize, and is 43 miles ENE. of

London. Lat. 51.52. N. lon. o. 47. E.

Market on Thurſday.

Cog NAc, a town in the dept. of Cha

rente, 17 miles W. of Angoulême. It is

ſeaſed on the river Charente, and is noted

for it's wines and brandy. Lat. 45.4+. N.

lon. c. 10. W. -

Cogni, or Konich, the capital of Ca

ramania, a country abounding in corn,

fruits, pulſe, and cattle. Here are ſheep

whoſe tails weigh 30lb. Cogni is 269

miles S.E. of Conſtantinople. Lat. 37.56.

N. ion. 35. 56. E.

Cohor, or Chore, a river in Cornwall.

Colºſ BETTo Re, a town and province

of Myſore, in Hindooſtan, ſubject to Tip

poo Sultan. The former is 90 miles near

ly S. of Seringapatam. Lat. 1 o. 4o. N.

lon. 77. Io. E.

CofMERA, a town and univerſity of

Beira, containing 18 colleges, 4ooo ſtu

dents, and about 12,ooo inhabitants.

Col RE, or CHUR, a town in the coun

try of the Griſons, Swiſſerland, and capi

tal of one of the juriſdictions, called THE

GRISE LEAGUE. It is ſituated half a

mile from the Rhine, in a rich plain, be

tween 2 and 3 miles wide, and partly on

the ſteep ſide of a rock, and contains about

3ooo inhabitants. It is 24 miles nearly S.

of Appenzel. Lat. 46.50. N. lon. 9. 36. E.

Coke-Hill, Worc. 2 miles E. of link

borough. Cokeney, Nott. S. of Welbeck

Abbey. Cocken-Hatch, Herts, in Bark

way manor.

CokeNHAUseN, in the government of

Riga.

Coker, E. and W. Somerſ. 2 miles from

Yeovil. Cokeley, Worceſ, near Bromſ

grove. Cokesfºrd, Norf, near Rudham.

Cokeſword, Linc. N. of Binbroke. Coke

thorp, Oxf. near Stanlake. -

Col, one of the weſtern iſlands of Scot

land, 11 miles N.W. of the Iſle of Mull.

It is 13 miles long and 3 broad, contains

a few horſes, ſheep, and goats, and has

many lochs, which abound in fiſh. The

inhabitants are about 8oo.

Colan, Little, Cornwall,

L. CoLBERG,
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CoLBERG, a ſea-port of Pruſſian Po

merania, in Up. Saxony, remarkable for it's

ſalt-works. Lat. 54, 32. N. lon. 15. 39.E.

Golbury, Hants, W.of Southampton har

bour. Colby, Norf.4 miles from Aleſham.

* Colchest ER, a town of Eſſex, on a

fine eminence near the Coln, which is na

vigable within a mile of the town, to a

place called the Hythe. Here is a manu

fačtory of baize; and it is noted for oy

ſters and candied eringo-roots. It is 22

miles ENE. of Chelmsford, and 51 of

London. Lat. 51.55. N. lon. 1. o. E.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Colderton, Hants, ſº Tidworth

and Monkſton. Coldham, Camb. near

Walderſey-Fens. Cold-Harbour, Herts,

2 miles N.W. of Ware. Cold-Henton, So

merſ. NE. of Mendip-Hills. Cold-Hill,

Eſſex, in Newport pariſh. Coldingham, a

townſhip of Berwickſhire.

CoLDING, a town of N. Jutland, re

markable for it's bridge, over which all

the oxen and cattle pay toll that go from

Jutland into Holſtein. It was formerly the

reſidences of many Daniſh kings. Colding,

which is ſituated on a bay of the Little

Belt, is so miles S. by É. of Wyberg.

Lat. 55.35. N. lon. 9. 17. E.

Cold Maton, Northumb. near Chatton.

Cold Norton, Oxf. near Chipping-Norton.

Coldon, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Coldre,

Hants, between Alton and Farnham.

Coldred, Kent, near Walderſhare. Cold.

rinch, Cornwall, near Leſkard.

Coldst ReAM, a town of Berwickſhire.

Cold Waltham, Hants, near Baſingſtoke.

Cold-Waltham, Suſſex, 4 miles from Arun

del. Cole, a river of Worceſ. and Warw.

Cole, Wilts, near Wotton-Baſſet.

Colebrook-DAle, on the banks of

the Severn, in Shropſhire, is a winding

glen between two hilis, which break into

various forms, and are covered with woods.

Here are very conſiderable iron-works, and

a large and elegant bridge of caſt-iron, of

one arch. There is alſo in the Dale a

ſpring of foſſil tar, or petroleum, together

with a ſpring of brine ; and a work has

been erected here for obtaining a kind of

tar from the condenſed ſmoke of pit-coal.

* ColebRook, Monm. near Uſk.

Coleceſter, Northumb. near Corbridge.

Coleburn, Northumberl. near Morpeth.

Colegreen-Houſe, 2 miles W. of Hert

'ford. Colehall, Eſſex, near Ingateſtone.

Coleharbour, Surry, SW. of Darking.

Colehill in Longford, Leinſter, 5.1 miles

from Dublin. -

Coleman's-Green, Herts, NE. of No

man's Land. Colemero, Shropſ. NW. of

Wem. Cole-Park, Wilts, SE. of Malmſ

bury. Colpit-Hill, Durh, S, of Newbiggin."

*Coker Ain, a town of Derry, in Ul

fler. It is 4 miles from the ſea, on the Ban,

which being rapid, it is difficult for veſ

ſels to come up to the town. It is about 23

miles NE. ...”Londonderry, and 114 from

Dublin. Lat. 55. 10. N. lon. 6. 57. W.

Colerain, in King's-County, Leinſter,

48 miles from Dublin.

Coleſbourn, Little, Glouc. in Withing

ton pariſh. Coleſłourn, Glouc. 6 miles

from Cheltenham. Colºſhall, Berks, near

Farringdon. -

*Coleshill, a town in Warwickſhire,

ſeated on the aſcent of a hill, near the Coln.

It is 11 miles NW. of Coventry, and 1 oz.

from London. Lat. 52. 32. N. lon. 1.

35. W. Market on Wedneſday.

Coleſhill, Herts, in a part of the coun

ty inſulated in Bucks, 4 miles W. of

Rickmanſworth. Coley, or Coln, Yorkſ.

near Halifax.

ColfoRD, or Cove RD, a town of

Glouceſterſhire, 5 miles E. of Monmouth,

and 124 NE. of London. Lat. 51.48. N.

lon. z. 4o. W. Market on Tueſday.

Colford, Suffolk, near Bury. Colham, or

Collan-Green, Middleſex, near Hayes.

Colim A, a ſea-port of Mechoacan, on

the W. coaſt of Mexico, capital of a diſ

trićt of the ſame name, abounding with

cattle and orchards of cocoa-trees. It is

nearly 200 miles W. of Mexico. Lat. 19.

5.o. N. lon. 106. 6. W.

Colkin, Kent, near Feverſham. Colkirk,

Norf. S. of Fakenham. Collam, Yorkſ.

E. Riding, S. of Culham, and NW. of

Kilimam. Collaton, Devonſ.near the mouth

of the Arm. Collaton, Devonſ, near Sid

mouth. Collaton, Devonſ. SW. of Chim

leigh.

Colle, two towns of Tuſcany, and

two of Naples.

Colledge, Lanc. S. of Mancheſter. Col

lercotes, Northumb. near Newcaſtle. Col

lerford, Northumb. near Walwick. Col

dern, Wilts, near Coſham. Collerton,

or Coleoverton, Leic. NE. of Aſhby-de

la-Zouch. Colley, Surry, NW, of Rye

gate. Collier, Eſſex, near Dagenham.

Collier-Row, Eſſex, near Abery-Hatch.

Collier's-End, Herts, between Ware and

Puckeridge. Colligreen, Cornw. S.W. of

Leſtwithiel. Collingburn-Duke, Wilts,

1o miles from Marlborough. Collingburn

Kingſion, Wilts, SW. of Great Bedwin.

Collingham, Yorkſhire, near Wetherby.

Collingham, N. and S. Nott. 2 or 3 miles

from Newark. Collingthwaite, Nott. a

hamlet of Cokeney. Collington, Heref.

near Whitborn. Collington, Dorſetſ. near

Beminſter. Collingtrough, 3 miles from

Northampton.

Colliou RE, a ſmall ſea-Fort in the

dept.
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dept. of the Eaſtern Pyrenees, to miles

SE, of Perpignan. Lat. 41. 34. N. lon.

3. 8. E.

Colliwefton, Northamp. about 6 uniles

from Stamford.

Collon, a neat well-built town in

Louth, Leinſter, 29 miles from Dublin. It

has an excellent ſtocking manufačtory,

with an extenſive bleach-green.

Collan's-town, in W. Meath, Leinſter.

Colleſtock, Upper and Lower. Cornwall,

on the borders of Devonſhire.

Colloville, in Armagh, Ulſter.

*CollumPton, a town of Devonſhire,

ſeated on the river Columb, which carries

on a manufacture of woollen. It is 10

miles N. of Exeter, and 150 W. by S. of

London. Lat. 50:54, N. lon. 3. 29. W.

Market on Saturday.

Colmax, a large town in the º: of

the Upper Rhine, 35 miles S. by W. of

Straſburg. Lat. 48.5. N. lon. 7. 27. E.

CoLMARs, a town in the dept. of the

Lower Alps, 17 miles NE. of Digne.

Lat. 44-7. N. lon. 6.40. E.

Colmere, Hants, near Barton-Stacy.

Colmington, Shropſ. near Stanton-Lacy.

ColMocoRod, CholMogoR1, or

KolMoco R1, a town of Ruſſia, on an

iſland in the Dwina, 28 miles S.E. of

Archangel. -

Colmworth, 5 miles from Bedford,

Coln, See Coley. Coln, St. Alwin's, Glouc.

on the banks of the Coln, 5 miles from

Lechlade. Coln, St. Bennis, and Coln-Ro

£ers, Glouc. 7 miles from Cirenceſter.

Coln, a river of Herts and Middleſex;

another of Eſſex, and a third of Glouceſ

terſhire and Oxfordſhire.

Colnbrook, a town of Bucks, 18

miles from London, on the Bath road.

Part of the town is in Middleſex. Market

on Wedneſday.

CoLNE, a town of Lancaſhire, near

Pendil-Hill, 36 miles S.E. of Lancaſter,

and 214 NNW. of London. Lat. 53.5o.

N. lon. .. 5. W. Market on Wedneſday.

Colne-Earls, and Colne-Engame, Colne

Wake, and Colne. White, Eſſex, between

Colcheſter and Halſted, on the river Coln.

Cºlney, Herts, 3 miles from St. Albans.

Colney, Norf. near Norwith. Colnham,

Berks, 2 miles from Abingdon. Coln

bead Park, Weſtmor. NW. of Kendal.

Colokita, a town in the Morea.

Colocza, a town of Hungary.

CoLocna, a town in the Paduan.

Cologne, an ele&toral biſhopric, and

one of the moſt fertile and conſiderable

countries of Germany. It lies in the cir

cle of the Fºower Rhine, and is divided in

to ſeveral diſtrićts by other ſtates: the

greater part of it; however, is ſituated on

the Rhine, between the duchies of Juliers

and Berg. It contains 7 cities and towns,

and produces, beſides corn and other ne

ceſſaries, excellent wine. The revenues are

computed to amount to 130,000l. a year.

. Cologne, the capital of the electorate,

is an ancient, large, and conſiderable city,

ſeated on the W. bank of the Rhine, by

means of which river it trades upwards

with the interior of Germany, and down

wards by large veſſels with the Nether

lands and Holland. It is a free imperial

sity, and though the eleētor has a palace

here, he has not the liberty of ſtaying in

it many days together, without the con

ſent of the citizens, nor is he permitted to

come at all with a numerous attendance.

The public buildings are numerous; but

the ſtreets, except the principal ones, are

dirty and ill paved, and the houſes appear

dark, and are thinly inhabited. Oppoſite

to the city, on the other ſide of the Rhine

is the village of Dentz, where there is a

.#". of boats over the river,

acroſs which a large company of men,

horſes, &c. may paſs at a time. It is 17

miles SE. of Juliers, and 45 E. of Mae

ſtricht. Lat. 50.55. N. lon. 7. Io. E.

Colombotz, a cattle on a hill, in

Bulgaria.

ColomeY, in Red Ruſſia, Poland.

Colon NA, a town in the Campagna di

Roma, and a town in Dalmatia.

ColonsA, an iſland on the W. coaſt of

Scotland, 6 miles long and 2 broad. It is

8 miles W. of Jura.

Coloony, in Sligo, Connaught.

Coloo R, a town and diamond mine

near Condavir, in the circar of Guntoor,

Hindooſtan.

Color No, a town in the Parmezan.

Colosv A.R. See CLAU'sENB U R G.

Colquite, Cornw. N.W. of Fowey. Col.

rudge, Devonſ. SE. of Eggisford. Col

Aball, Kent, E., of Upchurch. Cofferdale,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, W. of Maſham. Col

thorp, Yorkſ. E. of Richmond. Colthorp,

Glouc. in Standiſh pariſh. Colºſhall, Suff.

near Clare.

*Coltsworth,or Colsterworth,

Linc. 3 miles from Grantham.

Colverfore Green, Kent, between Wro

tham and the Hallings.

* Colume MAGNA, or St. Col UMB,

a town in Cornwall, ſeated on a hill, at the

bottom of which is a river which falls into

the ſea at a ſmall diſtance. It is 10 miles

W. of Bodmin, and 249 from London.

Lat. 5o. 30. N. lon. 5, 10. W. Markets

on Monday and Thurſday.

Columb-Parva lies near the former.

Columbo, a town on the W. fide of

the Iſland of Ceylon, formerly ſubjećt to
L * the
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the Dutch, but lately taken by the Eng

liſh. Lat. 7. Io. N. lon. 79. 56. E. .

Columb-David, Devonſ. on the river

Columb, and borders of Somerſetſhire,

has a conſiderable woollen manufacture.

Columb-foºn, Devonſ. S. of Bradminch.

Columbſlock, Devonſ. on the river Columb,

between Taunton and Tiverton, has a

woollen manufacture.

- Columbton. See Collumpton.

ColuMNA, in the government of Moſ
COw.

Colu R1, anciently SALAMI's, an iſland

of Greece, and it’s chief town, ſituated on

an excellent harbour. It is 9 miles W.

of Athens. Lat. 38. o. N. lon. 23.50. E.

Coſwall, Heref. between Lidbury and

the Malvern. Hills. Colwall, Northumb.

near Coal. Colway, Dorſetſ. NW. of

Lyme-Regis. Colwich, Staff. near Wolſ

ley-Bridge. Colwick, Upper and Lower,

. 2 or 3 mies E. of Nottingham. Colworth,

Suſſex, near Chicheſter.

CoM, or Koom, in Irac Agemi, Perſia.

Co.1 AC Hio, a lake and town of Italy, .

in the Ferrareſe. It's air is unhealthy.

CoMANA, a ſea-port and diſtrict of

Paria, in Terra Firma.

Comb, Glouc. near Wotton under-Edge.

Comb, Cornw. W. of Fowey. Comb, De

vonſ, in the pariſh of St. Mary's Ottery.

Comb, Devonſ. E. of Exeter. Comb, De

vonſ. E. of Torrington.

NE. of Crediton. Comb, Dorſetſ. in Pur

beck-Iſle. Comb, Heref. between Leo

minſter and Preſtayne. Comb, Kent, near

Greenwich and Woolwich. Comb, Glouc.

in Campden pariſh. Comb, Somerſ. SE.

of Bath. Comb, and Park, Somerſ. N. of

Wiveiſcomb. Comb, Somerſ. . near Dul

verton. Comb, Hants, 6 miles NW. of

Whitchurch. Gomb, Surry, near Croy

don. Comb-Abbas, Dorſetſ. near Chil

comb. Comb Abbey, Warw. 3 milesº
Coventry. Comb. Zippledore, Hants, be

tween Buſh-Waltham and Petersfield.

Comb Baffet, Wilts, 2 miles from Saliſbu

ry. Comb End, Glouc. in Elkſtone pariſh.

Coºber, in Down, Ulſter, on a branch of

Strangford Lake, 88 miles NE. of Dublin.

Cornt Flory, Somerſ. N.W. of Biſhop's-

Lidiard. Comb Green, Worceſ. NE. of

Upton. Com!-Hay, Somerſ. 3 miles S. of

Bath. Comb-in Tene, Devonſ. near New

ton. Buſhel. Comb-Keins, Dorſetſ. near E.;

Lulworth. Comb. Long, Oxfordſh. W. of

Woodſtock

CoMB. MARTIN, a town of Devonſhire,

feated on an inlet of the Briſtol Channel;

here is a cove for the landing of boats.

It is 1.4 miles NE. of Barnſtaple, and 181

from London. Lat. 51. 13. N. lon. 4, 2.

W. Market on Saturday, -

* *

Comb, Devonſ.

z

Comb-Nether, Dorſetſ. NE. of Bridport.

Comb-Nevil, Surry, near Kingſton-upon

Thames. Comb-Park, Surry, NE. of

Kingſton. Comb-St. Nicholas, Somerſetſ.

NW. of Chard. Combed, Suſſex, in Aſh

down-Foreſt, Comberford, Staff. in Wig

gington pariſh. Comberhire, Radn. near

*Knighton. Combermere, Cheſ. near Con

gleton. Combermere, a lake in Cheſ. on the

borders of Shropſhire. Comberton, 5 miles

from Cambridge. Comberton, Great and

Little, Worceſ, near Perſhore. Comber

...worth, Linc. SE. of Alford. Combmely, a

river in Carmarthenſh. Combridge, Staff.

SE, of Uttoxeter. Combroke, Warwickſ.

Com's, Suffolk, near Stowmarket. Combs,

Suſſ. near Shoreham. Comb's-Edge, Derb.

in the High-Peak. Comb's-Hoit, Dorſetſ.

W. of Everſhot. Comb-Temple, Dorſetſh.

near Chilcomb. Combwell, Kent, in Good

hurſt pariſh. Combwhitton, Cumberl. be

tween Newbiggen and the river Eden.

Comcarvon, Monm. E. of Ragland-Caſ

tle. Comer. Dorſ. in Whitchurch pariſh.

Comerfºrd, Wilts, near Calne.

Comford, Kent, near Berling. -

CoMIN Es, a town in the dept. of the

North, ſeated on the river Lis, 5 miles SW.

of Menin. Lat. 50.45. N. lon. 3. 1 o. E.

Comley, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

Commerch, a river in Brecknockſhire. -

CoMMERCY, a town in the dept. of

Meuſe, ſeated on the Meuſe, 160 miles

nearly E. of Paris. Lat. 48.40. N. lon.

5. 37. E.

CoMMOTAU, or ChoMSTon, a town.

of Saatz, Bohemia.

CoMo, a town, lake, and diſtrist of

Milan. The lake is about 5 miles in

bieadth, and 88 in circumference. The

town is ſituated on the S. extremity of the

lake. Here the younger Pliny was born,

who, in his letters, ſpeaks with rapture of

the delighful ſcenery in the environs of

his native town. His ſtatue is placed in a

niche on the outſide of one of the churches,

with a Latin inſcription, bearing the date

of 1499. The inhabitants have eſtabliſhed

manufactories of cotton and filk, and trade

with the Griſons. Como is 20 miles N.W.

of Milan. Lat. 45. 34. N. lon. 9. 7. E.

CoMoR.A IsLANDs, a cluſter of iſlands

in the Indian Ocean, lying oppoſite the

coaſt of Zanguebar, in Africa, N. of the

Channel of Moſambique, and NW. of

Madagaſcar. They are four, in number,

Johanna or Anjoan, Mayotta, Mohilla,

and Comora or Angazija. The mountains

are lofty and richly clothed with wood,

chiefly fluit-trees; fine ſtreams are nume

rous, and the graſs and trees are green

throughout the year. They produce rice,

Peas, yams, Purſlain,cocoa-nuts, plantains.

- oranges,
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oranges, lemons, citrons; limes, pine-ap

ples, cucumbers, tamarinds, ſugar-canes,

and honey. Their animals are buffaloes,

goats, tortoiſes, cameleons, large bats,

hens, and a great variety of birds unknown

in Europe. Though Johanna is not the

largeſt iſland, the Arabs, who have ſettled

here, exa&t tribute from all the others.

They are about 3eco in number, profeſs

the Mahometan religion, and are ſettled

on the ſea-coaſt. The original natives, in

number about 7000, occupy the hills, and

are frequently at war with them, as are

alſo the natives of the other iſlands. In the

interior part of the iſland is a lake account

ed ſacred by the natives; on this there is a

number of ducks, which they hold in ve

neration. Being averſe toconduct ſtrangers

there, they ſtipulate that all guns ſhall be

left at a place 5 miles from the lake. The

birds being thus kept in ſafety, become

perfectly tame, and fearleſsly approach

thoſe who go to ſee them. The Arabian

tº of the iſlanders deteſt this ſuperſtition,

ut dare not forbid the praćtice of it. The

E. India ſhips often touch here for refreſh

ments. The people on the coaſt ſpeak Eng

liſh intelligibly. They preſerve the langu

age and manners of Arabia, and are not of

ſo dark a complexion as the original na

tives. The Comora Iſlands lie between 11

and 13 degrees S. lat. and between 44 and

47 E. lon.

CoMorrn, a promontory of Aſia, the

moſt ſouthern point of the peninſula of

Hindooſtan. Lat. 7. 50. N. lon. 77.33. E.

CoMoRA,atownanddiſtrićt of Hungary.

CoMPIEGse, a town in the dept. of

Oiſe, near an extenſive foreſt, at the con

fluence of the Aiſne and Oiſe. It is 4.5 miles

NE. of Paris. Lat. 49. , 5.N. lon. ... ca. E.

CoM post Elf A, the capital of Galicia,

in Spain, feated in a peninſula, formed by

, the rivers Tambra and Ulla. It contains

about 20co houſes, beſides 14 religious

houſes, 12 churches, and an univerſity,

which, with the public ſquares, are very

magnificent. It is 265 miles Nw. of

Madrid. Lat. 42. 52. N. lon. 8.32. W.

CoMpostELLA, Nuova, a town of

Xaliſco, 3oo miles WNW. of Mexico,

near the Pacific Ocean.

Compton, Berks, near Hamſted Norris.

Compton, Devonſ. between Aſhburton and

"Torbay. Compton, Wilts, W. of Ever

º: Compton, Hants, W.

of Wincheſter. Compton, Surry, Sw. of

Guildford. Compton, Surry, near Farn

ham. Compton, Iſle of Wight, in W.

Medina. Compton, Wilts, between Saliſ

bury and Hindon. Compton, Staff. near

Wolverhampton. Compton, Suff. Nw. of

Chicheſter. Compton, Glouc. In Withing

ton pariſh. Compton-Abbas, Dorſ. 2 miles

N.W. of E. Compton. Compton-Abbas,

Dorſetſ. 1 mile from Melbury. Compton

Aºal, Glouc. near Hampnet. Compton

Boff, t, Wilts, N. of Calne. Compton Beau

champ, Berks, W. of the Vale of White

Horſe. Compton-Biſhºps, Somerſ. NW. of

Axbridge. Compton-Caſey, Glouceſ. near

Compton-Abdal. Compton-David, So

merſ. NE. of Pensford. Compton-Dundo,

Somerſ. N. of Somerton. Compton, E.

and h". Dorſetſ. Sw. of Melbury. Comp

tor, E. and W. Dorſ. E. Compton lies 2

miles S.W. of Frampton. Compton Grin

field, Glouceſ. between Briſtol and Auſt.

Compton Hall, or Fenny, Warw. 4 miles

from Banbury. Comptºn, Little, Glouceſ.

5 miles from Stow. Compton-Long, or

Compton in-the Hole, Warw. on the bor

ders of Oxf. Corpton-Marºock, Warw.

2 miles from King on. Compton-Martin,

Somerſ. SE. of Wrºnton. Compton, Nether

and Over, Dorſetſ, between Sherborn and

Yeovil. Compton Pauncefort, Somerſetſ.

near Sherborn. Campyne, Devonſ. near

Axmouth. Colſholm, Linc. on the coaſt

near Stamfleet. Comºvindge, Somerſ. on

the Parret, below Bridgewater. Comyay,

Monm. near Trewin. Conam, Shropſ. E.

of Ludlow. - -

ConcAN, a traśt of country, on the W.

coaſt of Hindooſtan, between Bombay and

Goa, ſeparated from the reſt of the conti

ment by a ridge of mountains, called the

Gauts. It is ſubjećt to the Mahrattas,

and lies between 16 and 19 deg. N. lat.

CoxcARNEAU, a ſea-port in the dept.

of Finiſterre, 12 miles from Quimper.

Lat. 47. 46. N. lon. 4. 2. W. -

Conception, a ſea-port of Chili.

Concrpriox, in Veſagua, Mexico.

CoNcorpſ A, a town of Mirandola,

and a town of Friuli, Italy.

Cond, Shropſ. SF, of Cordover.

CoN p Avir, in the circar of Guntoor,

Hindooſtan, is ſituated on a mountain, 26

miles W. of Guntoor, 25 SW. of Conda

pilly,and 20 from the S. bank of the Kiſtna.

Cox DE, a town in the dept. of the

North, ſented on the Scheldt, 7 miles NE.

of Valenciennes, and 117 N. by E. of

Paris. Lat. 53.27. N. lon. 3.39. E.

Cospp., a town in the dept. of Calvados,

ſeated on the Noireau, 17 miles W. of Fa

laiſe. The inhabitants trade in cloth, 'ca

ther and cutlery. I.at. 43. 50. N. len.

o. 35. W.

CoN DEC F Do, or Poi:; T Dr. LCAD 0,

a cape in Yucatan, the eaſtern point of the

bay of Campeachy.

Conder, a river in Janc. Cº.'crººr,

Glouc. NE. of Tewkeſbury. Con... ot,

Glouc. 3 miles from Stow.

L 3 Cox Doxt,
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Condom, a town in the dept. of Gers,

ſtated on the Baize, 22 miles N. of Auch.

Lat. 43. 58. N. lon. o. 30. E.

CoNDoRe, or Pulo ConDoRE, the

principal of a cluſter of iſlands, in the In

dian Ocean, which lie about 60 miles S.

by E. from the mouth of the river Cambo

dia Mangoe trees grow here as large as

apple-trees, and when ripe have a pleaſant

ſmell and taſte. The natives are idola

trous; they are of a ſmall ſtature, have a

dark olive complexion, ſlender features, and

dark black hair. In the iſland is an excel

lent ºarbour. Lat. 8.1o. N. lon. 1 oz.zo.E.

Condover, Shropſ. between Bruges and

Shrewſbury. Coney-Hatch, Middleſex, be

tween Hornſey and Whetſtone.

Coney-Iſland, in Cork, Munſter, in Ban

try-Bay. Coney-Iſland, on the coaſt of

Down, Ulſter.

ConFoleNs, a town in the dept. of

Charente, on the river Vienne, 28 miles

NE. of Angouleme. Lat. 46.5. N. lon.

o. 51. E.

Congerſbury, Somerſetſ. under Mendip

Hills, 6 miles from Axbridge. Congerſion,

Leic. NW. of Market Bolworth. Cong

hull, Cheſhire, N.W. of Delamere. Foreſt.

*Congleton, a town of Cheſhire,

ſeated on the river Dane. It has manu.

faćtories of leather-gloves, cotton, and

ſilk; the ſilk-mill here employing 7oo per

ſons. It is 7 miles S. of Macclesfield, and

164 NW. of London. Lat. 53. 3. N.

lon. ... ro. W. Market on Saturday.

Congo, or Low ER-GUINEA, a large

tract of country, on theW. coaſt of Africa,

extending from the equinoëtial to 17 deg.

S. lat. and containing the countries of Lo

ango, Congo Proper, Angola, and Ben

guela. It is bounded on the W. by the

Atlantic, on the N. by Benin and Mako

ko, on the E. by Makoko and the interior

of Africa, and on the S. by Mataman and

unknown lands. Their ſeaſons are the

reverſe of ours, during our ſummer they

have rain almoſt every day, and this is

called the winter ſeaſon; but, during their

fummer, the weather is conſtantly ſerene.

In the deſerts within land there are ele

F. tigers, leopards, monkeys, and

rge ſerpents; and, in the river Zaire,

crocodiles and river-horſes. Near the coaſt

the ſoil is fertile, producing various kinds

of fruits, beſidesF.". from which

they get wine and oil. Many of the in

habitants worſhip the ſun, moon, and ſtars,

and different kinds of animals; others have

embraced the religious profeſſion of the

Portugueſe. They are ſkilful in weaving

cotton cloth, and carry on the traffic in

human fleſh, as well as in ivory, caſfia,

fruits, and other produce of the country.

Conco PRore R, is about 1.5o miles in

length along the coaſt, and 372 in breadth,

and is included between Loango and An

gola. Honey and wax are found here in

prodigious plenty. The principal town
is St. Salvador or Banza.

CoNGo. See BANDER-Conco.

Congrave, S. of Stafford.

CoN1, a ſtrong town of Piedmont, ſitu

ated on the Stura, and 35 miles S. of Tu

rin. Lat. 44. zo. N. lon. 7.5o. E.

CoNINGseck, a principality of Suabia.

Coningſion-Mere, a lake of Lancaſhire;

5 miles long and 1 broad, in the hundred

of Furneſs. Fleming Comingſton lies on

one ſide of it, and Monk's-Coningſton on

the other.

Conington, Huntingdonſ, near Stilton.

Conington, 9 miles from Cambridge. Co

miſburgh, Yorkſ. SW. of Doncaſter. Co

Ž. , Durham, near Perſebridge. Coni

de, Lancaſhire, near Swart-Moor. Coniſ

thorp, Yorkſ. SW. of Malton.

Yorkſ. W. Riding, between Skipton and

Settle. Coniweſion,Suff.W. of Buddeſdale.

Conna, in Waterford, Munſter.

CoNNAUGHT, the moſt weſtern pro

vince in Ireland, containing the counties

of Leitrim, Sligo, Mayo, Roſcommon, and

Galway. It is bounded on the W. and

NW. by the ocean, on the N. by Ulſter,

and on the E. and S. by Leinſter and Mun

ſter. It is 130 miles in length, and 84 in

breadth, It has no lºt. rivers,

beſide the Shannon; but has ſeveral con

venient bays and creeks. . It is fertile in

many places, but thinly inhabited ; but,

by the introdućtion of the linen manufac

ture, the numbers of the inhabitants are

beginning to increaſe.

CoNNºcricur, one of the five ſtates

of New England. It is 73 miles long, and

about 44 broad, and is bounded on the W.

by New-York, on the N. by Maſſachuſets,

on E. by Rhode-Iſland, and on the S. and

SE. by the Sound, which divides it from

Long-Iſland. Though ſubjećt to the ex

tremes of heat and cold, and to frequent

and ſudden changes of weather, the coun

try is healthful, and the moſt populous in

proportion to it's extent, of any of the

United States : in 1790 the number of the

inhabitants was 237,946. It reſembles a

well-cultivated garden, producing, with

moderate labour, the neceſſaries and con

venienses of life in abundance. The in

habitants are of the religious denomination

of Independents. It's principal rivers are

the Connecticut, the Houſatomik, and the

Thames. It contains the counties of

Hartford, Newhaven, New-London, Fan

2

Coniſion,'
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Reld, Windham, Litchfield, Middleſex,

and Tolland. The river Connečticut,

riſes in the N. part of New Hampſhire, and

running nearly S. falls into the ſea, at the

NE. end of Long Iſland Sound. Between

Walpole, on the E. and Weſtminſter on the

W. fide of the river, are the great falls,

over which a bridge, 160 feet in length,

was built in 1784, the firſt ever erected

over this noble river, which is navigable

above 40 miles for large veſſels, and much

farther for ſmall ones. -

CoN Nor, a town of Antrim, in Ulſter.

It is 6 miles N. of Antrim and about 90

of Dublin. Lat. 54.59. N. lon. 6.6. W.

Connor-Ville, in Cork, Munſter.

Cowock, Wilts, 3 miles from Market

Lavington. Conondley, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, SW, of 6kipton. Conqueſt, Somer

ſetſhire, in the Vale of Taunton.

Conquer, Le, a town in the dept. of

Finiſterre, with a good harbour and road,

fituated 10 miles W. of Breſt. Lat. 48.

23. N. lon. 4.4r. W.

Constance, the name of two lakes

that ſeparate Swiſſerland from Germany.

The Upper Lake, or the Boden See, is 15

leagues long, and 6 where broadeſt.

Through this lake the Rhine flows, and

then enters the Lower Lake, or Zeller See,

which is 16 miles long, and 10 in it's

greateſt breadth.

Constance, a city of Suabia, plea

ſantly feated on the Rhine, between two

lakes of the ſame name. It has magnifi.

cent public buildings, and once flouriſhed

in commerce; but is now much reduced:

a dead ſtillneſs prevails throughout the

town; graſs grows in the principal ſtreets,

and the inhabitants ſcarcely amount to

3030.

CoNstantINA, a town of Andaluſia.

CoNstANTINA, or CosthiNAh, anci

ently Cirta, capital ofa diſtrict of Algiers.

Conftantine, Cornwall, on a hill, between

Helſton and Falmouth.

CoNstantinople, the ancient By

zantium, one of the largeſt and moſt cele

brated cities of Europe, ſtanding at the

SE. extremity of Romania, and capital of

the Ottoman Empire. . It is pleaſantly

ſeated between the Black Sea and the Sea

of Marmora, on a neck of land ſeparated

from Natolia by a ſtrait a mile in breadth.

The grand ſignior's palace, called the Se

raglio, is on the ſea ſide, ſurrounded by

walls flanked with towers, and is 7 miles in

circumference, including the gardens. It

contains, beſide the public offices and the

apartments of the ſultan and the women,

161 odas, or apartments, for the Janiza

rics, In the caſtle of the ſeven towers, to

which an eighth has been added, ſituated

near the Sea of Marmora, ſtate priſoners

are confined. The bazars, or markets,

are ſquare buildings, covered with domes,

and ſupported by arcades. The number

of houſes in Conſtantinople muſt be pro

digious, ſince 30,ooo of them have been

deſtroyed by fire in a day, without greatly

changing the aſpect of the city. The

houſes in general are crowded with inha

bitants, yet they have a mean appearance

on the outſide, where there are few or no

windews, and the ſtreets are narrow: even

the palaces of the grandees have nothing

remarkable on their outſide, but within

they are decorated with ſplendid and coſtly

ormanents. Here are reckoned 3770 ſtreets

and lanes, which are never clean, and the

inhabitants are viſited by the plague almoſt

every year. The inhabitants have been

eſtinated at Soo, ooo, of which about half

are Turks, two-thirds of the other half

Greeks, Armenians, and Franks, and the

reſt Jews. . The great ſquare, near the

moſque of the Sultan Bajazet, is the place

for public diverſions, where the jugglers

and mountebanks diſplay their tricks. The

ſtreet called Adrianople, is the longeſt and

broadeſt in the city. The circumference

of the city is by ſome ſaid to be 15 miles,

and by Tournefort 23 miles; to which, if

we add the ſuburbs, it may be 34 miles in

compaſs. The ſuburb, called Pera, is de

lightfully ſituated, and is the place where

the ambaſſadors of England, France, Hol

land, and Venice reſide. Conſtantinople

is built in form of a triangle, and as the

ground riſes gradually, there is a view

of the whole town from the ſea, in which

the palaces, moſques, bagmios, and cara

vanſaras rifing above the other houſes,

have a grand effect. The harbour is ſpa

cious and convenient. Conſtantinople is

ſituated 112 miles ESE. of Adrianople,

670 SE. of Vienna, and 1.5oo ESE. of

London. Lat. 41. N. lon. 23.59. E.

CoNstANTINo PLE, THE STRAIT OF,

anciently the Thracian Boſphorus, forms

the communication between the Euxine or

Black Sea, and the Propontis or Sea of

Marmora. It is the boundary between

Europe and Aſia in this part, and is zo

miles long, and where narroweſt, a mile

and a quarter broad. The adjacent coun

try is remarkably beautiful. On one ſide

of the ſtrait is ſituated Conſtantinople, and

on the other Scutari, which is conſidered as

a ſuburb to the city.

CoNstANT1Now, in Volhinia, Poland.

CoNTE SA, a ſea-port of Macedonia.

CoNN1, a town in the dept. of Somºne,

ſeated on the river Scile, 12 miles S. of

1.4 Amicus,
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Amiens, and 6o N. of Paris. Lat. 49.

42. N. lon. 2. 23, E. -

ºversano, in Terra di Bari, Na

es.

CoNwAY. See AEFR co Nºw AY.

- Corway, a river of Wales, flowing

through the fertile Vale of Conway, and

ſeparating nearly the whole eaſtern border

of Carnarvonſhire from Denbighſhire. Con

•wydd, Merionethſhire. * -

CoNZA, the capital of Principato Ultra,

Naples. - - - -

-600kbury, Devonſhire, near Houlſworthy.

Cookham, Berkſhire, N. of Maidenhead.

Cookham, Great and Little, Surry, between

Leatherhead and the Horſleys. Cookley,

Suffolk, near Haleſworth. Cookbridge,

Yorkſhire, between Ilkley and Addle.

Cook's-River, a large river of North

America, which flows into the Pacific'

Ocean, in Lat. 59.1c. N. lon, 1.5o. o. W.

Cook's-STRAITs, a ſtrait in the S. Pa

tific Ocean, 4 or 5 leagues in breadth,

which divides the two iſlands, of which

New Zealand is compoſed. -

"Cook's-Town, in Tyrone, Ulſter; 81

miles from Dublin. Coolaguragh, in Cork,

Munſter. Coolatin, and Coolboy, in Wick

low, Leinſter.

Leinſter, 54 miles from Dublin. Cool, in

Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Coolinanta, in Kil

kenny, Leinſter. - - * * *

Coom Bank, Kent, 6 miles from Seven

oaks. Cooper's-Hall, Eſſex, one mile from

Epping. Cooper's-Hill, Glouceſterſhire, a

hamlet in Brockworth. Cooper's-Hill,

Surry, 19 miles W. by S. of London.

It's baſe extends along the edge of Runny.

mead, and on it's ſummit is the beautiful

ſpot called Englefield-Green.

Coos, or Cos, an iſland in the Archi

pelago.

Copdock, Suffolk, Sw, of Ipſwich Cope

land, and it's Foreſt, Cumberland, near

Egremont. Copenhagen, Middleſex, SW.

of Highgate. - -

CopFNHAGEN, the capital of Den

mark, is the moſt uniforn), and beſt built

city in the north. Here is an univerſity,

conſiſting of 4 colleges. It was formerly

the ſee of an archbiſhop; but the Danes

have curtailed their prelates of their lands,

revenues, and power. The haven is gene

rally crowded with ſhips; and the ſtreets

are interfected by broad canals, which

bring the merchandiſe cloſe to the ware

houſes on the quays. The city is about

5 miles in circumnference, and is ſeated on

the E. ſhore of the iſle of Zealand, 3 oo

miles S.W. of Stockholm, and 500 NE. of

London. Lat. 55, 41, N. lon, 12, 42, E.See Ax1A. K. - r

A. -

Coolkenno, in Wicklow,

Copenhall, Cheſhire; between Sandback

and Namptwich. Copenhall Monkſ, Che

ſhire, S, of Copenhall. Copford, Eſſex, near

Colcheſter. Copcrave, Yorkſhire, between

Knare:borough and Boroughbridge. Cop

£am, Middleſex, near Lalam. Coffice. Leys,

Berks, near Wantage. -Copinford, Hunt

ingdonſ. E. of the Giddings. Copinhall,

Staff. N. of Penkridge. Co; leſion, Devon

ſhire, near Crediton. Copley Hall, York

fhire, SE. of Halifax. Cºppenthorp, 5

miles S. of York. . Coffton, Magna and

Parva, Warwickſhire, SE. of Nun-Eaton.

Coptball, Eſſex, between Epping and the

Foreſt. . Copthall, Cambridgeſhire, in the

Iſle of Ely. Coquet-Iſland, Northumber

land, between Seaton and Aylmouth; it has

only one houſe, and takes it's name from

the river Coquet.

CoQUIM Bo, or SERENA, a juriſdićtion,

ſea-port, and river of Chili, which has

been often plundered by the Engliſh. Lat.

29. 54. S. lon. 71. 1 1. W.

CoRAH, or CorAHJE HENAEAD, a

town in the country of Oude, Hindooſtan.

Caram, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, near

Midlam. ”. t - -

... CoRBAch, the capital of Waldeck, in

the circle of Upper Rhine.

... Cor Bèc H, a town in the ci-devant

Auſtrian Brabant, near Louvain.

CoR BELL, a town in the department of

Seine and Oiſe, ſeated on both ſides of the

Seine, 1.5 miles S. of Paris. Lat. 48. 36.

N. lon. 2. 33. E.

CoRBIE, a town in the dept. of Somme,

feated on the Somme, 1o miles E. of Ami

ens. Lat. 49. 54. N. lon. 2. 38. E.

Cortin's Hall, Staff. in Swinford pariſh.

Corbridge, Northumberland, near Hexham.

CoR BY, Lincolnſhire, between . Mar

ket-Deeping and Grantham. Market on

Wedneſday.

Corby, Northamptonſ. between Ketter

ing and King's-Cliff. Corly-Caſtle, Cum

berland, a beautiful and romantic ſeat on

the Eden, near Carliſle.

* CoR BY, a town of Lower Saxony, on
the Weſer. - - *

CoR DJ LLF. R As. See AND Es.

Cardock-Hill, Shropſhire.

CorpovA, anciently Corduba, a large

city of Andaluña, feated on the Guadal

Quiver, over which is a ſtone bridge of 16

arches, built by the Moors. Here are ſe

veral ſuperb convents, hoſpitals, churches,

&c. and two colleges. The cathedral,

which was formerly a moſque, ſtill retains

the name of Mezquita. In the ſquare,

called the Plaza Major, are ſplendid build

ings, under which are piazzas. There are

many orchards and gardens within the
~ - walls
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walls of the city, and in the neighbouring

mountains, there are groves of citron,

orange, fig, and olive trees. The trade

confiſts of wine, fruits, filk, and Cordovan

leather, and the beſt horſes of Spain are had

from it. It is 75 miles NE. of Seville,

and 135 S. by W. of Madrid. Lat. 37.

52. N. lon. 4.40. W.

CoRdova, a diſtrict or province of

Spain, once an independent kingdom, now

a part of Andaluſia. -

CoRDuAN, a light-houſe at the mouth

of the river Girond, on the coaſt of the ci

devant Guienne.

Copland-Iſlands, on the coaſt of Down,

in Ulſter; at the S. entrance of Carrickfer

gus Bay, known by the names of Big,

Croſs, and Mew. On the Croſs Iſland is

a light-houſe. Lat. 54. 40. N. lon. 5.

55. W.

Corcreagh, in Louth, Leinſter. Cor

driny, in Cork, Munſter. Cordroby, in

Cork, Munſter.

CoREA, a peninſula lying to the NE.

of China, between 34 and 44 degrees of

N. lat. and between 126 and 130 of E.

lon. The people are civil and courteous,

are fond of learning, muſic, and dancing,

and greatly reſemble the Chineſe. They

trade in ginſeng, gold, filver, iron, yellow

warniſh, ſable-ſkins, caſtor, mineral ſalt,

fowls with tails 3 feet long, and horſes

only 3 feet high. Corea, though moun

tainous, abounds in corn and rice. The

king, who is tributary to the emperor of

China, refides at Hanching.

Carely, Shropſhire, SW. of Clebury.

Corfe, Somerſetſhire, S. of Taunton.

--Cor Fe-CAstle, a town of Dorſetſhire,

ſeated on a peninſula called Purbeck Iſle,

between two hills, on one of which ſtands

the caſtle now in ruins. It is 21 miles E.

of Dorcheſter, and 120 W. by S. of Lon-.

don. Lat. 50. 36. N. lon. 2. 4. W.

Market on Thurſday. *

Corſe-Hill, Dorſetſhire, near Melcomb

Regis. Corfe-Hubert, Corfe. Moulin, and

Corfe St. Nicholas, Dorſetſhire, near Stur

minſter. - -

CoRru, anciently CorcyRA, an iſland

of the Mediterranean, near the coaſt of

Albania, long held by the Venetians, but

now ſubjećt to the French. The iſlanders

make great quantities of ſalt; and the

country abounds with vineyards, lemon

and olive trees, honey, wax, and oil. The

capital is Corfus, on the E. coaſt of the

iſland. Lat. 39.40. N. lon. 20. o. E.

Corlie, Warwickſhire, N. of Coventry.

CoR1A, in Seville, Andaluſia.

Cºringham, Eſſex, w. of Canvey-Iſle.

Cºringly, Herts, NW, of Buntingford.

º

CoRINTH, or Cor ANto, an 'ancient

and celebrated city on the iſthmus which

joins the Morea to Greece. It is now de

cayed, the houſes being intermixed with

fields and gardens, like a village; there ſtill

remain, however, ruins of temples, and

other marks of it's former magnificence.

The adjacent country abounds with com,

wine,and oil; and, from the caſtle, ſeated on

the top of an almoſt inacceſſible rock, there

is one of the fineſt proſpects of land and

water in the world. It is 40 miles NW.

of Athens. Lat. 38. 14. N. lon. 23.

18. E. -

Coripale, Somerſetſ.W. of Bridgewater

CoR it A, a town of Leon.

Cork, a county of Munſter, in Ireland.

74 miles in length, and 42 in breadth, be

ing the largett in the kingdom. It is

bounded on the W. and SW. by Kerry and

the ſea; on the N. by Limerick; on the

E. by Waterfordand a part of Tipperary;

and on the S. by the ocean. It abounds

with excellent harbours, and has many

fine rivers, as the Blackwater, Lee, Ban

on, Ilen, &c. The ſoil varies: in many

parts it is fertile, and the country is pret

ty populous. -

Cork,º of, the capital of the eoun

ty, and the ſecond in Ireland for extent,

trade, and number of inhabitants. It is

a well-built place, and has improved fur

priſingly of late years. It is ſeated on the

river Lee, by which it is nearly ſurrounded,

and by means of the différent channels,

veſſels come up into the different parts of

the town. It's principal export is ſalt pro

viſions. During the ſlaughtering ſeaſon,

which holds from Auguſt to the latter end

of January, they kill and cure about

1oo,coo head of black cattle. Their other

exports conſiſt of pork, tallow, hides raw

and tanned, butter, candles, calves, lambs,

and rabbits’ ſkins, wool, linen and woollen

yarn, and worſted and linen cloth. The

country, adjacent to Cork, is hilly and

beautiful, affording extenſive and diverſi

fied proſpects. It is 15 miles from the

fea, about 50 nearly S. of Limerick, and

1 4 SW. of Dublin. Lat. 51. 54. N.

lon. 8. 23. W. -

CoRK HAR pour, or the Cove of

CoR K, is about 7 miles below the town,

and ſo ſpacious and deep, as to be capable

of containing the largeſt veſſels, and the

moſt extenſive fleets. The entrance is

eaſy, and it is ſecure from currents and

ſtorms. One ſide of Cork harbour is form

ed by Great Iſland, which is 4 miles long

and z broad, and very fertile.

Corkaguinny, in Kerry, Munſter, is a

fertile peninſula, between the bays of

- Dingle
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Dingle and Tralee, 24 miles long and 8

broad. Cork beg, near the mouth of Cork

Harbour to the Sw. ..

Corkley, Northumberland, NE. of Hex

ham. Corlethorpe, Linc. W. of Sleaford.

Coklin, a town of Pruſſian Pomerania.

CoRMANTIN, a town and fort of the

Duteh, on the Gold Coaſt of Guinea.

CoR MERY,a town in the department of .

Indre and Loire, ſeated on the Indre, 7

miles SE of Tours. Lat. 47. 23. N. lon.

o. 41. E.

Cornbury, Oxfordſhire, 5 miles from

Woodſtock. Corndean, Glouceſterſhire, in

Winchcombe pariſh. Corneley, Cornwall,

near Tregony. Cornerd, Magna and

Parva, Suffolk, near Neyland. Corner

Hall, Herts, between Hemel-Hempſtead

and Berkhampſtead.

Carnºt, a caſtle in Guernſey.

Cor Neto, a town in Patrimonio, or St.

Peter's Patrimony, in the Pope's territories.

Cornhampton, Hampſhire, NE. of Buſh

Waltham. Cornhill, Durham. Cornix,

Middl. between Riſlip and Moore-Hall.

CorNwaLL, a county of England,

which forms the SW. extremity of Great

Britain. It is bounded on the E. by De

vonſhire; it's other parts are waſhed by the

ſea. It’s length, from E. to W. is 74

miles ; it's breadth next to Devonſhire, is

about 46, but it ſoon contračts, and is gra

dually narrowed into iſthmuſes: on the

SW. it terminates in two promontories,

the Lizard Point, and the Land's End. It

contains 9 hundreds, and 161 pariſhes, be

tween 1200 and 1300 villages, and 27

market towns. From it's vicinity to the

ſea, it is expoſed to frequent ſtorms, but

exempted from hard froſts and great heats,

There is abundance of rainy and foggy

weather; but the inhabitants are ſeldom

troubled with agues or fevers. The

ſpring ſhews itſelf in the buds and bloſ.

ſons ſooner than in the other parts of

England; but the harveſt is later, and the

fruits have leſs flavour than in the midland

counties. Here are ſome uncommon plants,

and plenty of ſea herbs, as camphire, er

ingo, ros ſolis, &c. It is well ſituated for

the herring and pilchard fiſheries, and the

inhabitants fully avail themſelves of their

local advantages. It derives, however,

it’s chief importance from it's minerals;

theſe confiſt of tin and copper. The cop

per mines are numerous and rich in ore,

*mall quantities of gold and filver have

ſometimes been found; but it's tin mines

are it's greateſt ſource of wealth; for theſe

it has been long famous, and it’s coaſts

have been º; by the Phenicians and

Greeks in very remote antiquity; they

were known ſeveral centuries before the

Chriſtian era, and have been worked con

ſtantly ever ſince. With the metalline

ores are found large quantities of mundic

and arſenic; many ſorts of ſtones are alſo

found here, particularly moorſtone, which

is uſed both in buildings and for millſtones,

and which, when poliſhed, appears ſplen

did and beautiful; and in the cavernous

parts of the rocks are found tranſparent

cryſtals, called Corniſh diamonds, which

are very brilliant when well poliſhed. The

principal rivers are the Tamar, Camel, and

Fale. As this county was one of the

places to which the ancient Britons re

treated, the Gaelic or Celtic language was

long retained here, and has become extin&

but very lately.

Cornwall, Northumberl. near Berwick.

Cornwood, Devonſhire, between Brent and

Plymouth. Cornworthy, Devonſhire, be

tween Dartmouth and Torbay.

Coro, a town and gulf of Venezuela,

Terra Furma.

CoRomandel, The CoAst of, is the

eaſtern coaſt of the peninſula of Hindoo

flan, extending from Cape Calymere, in

lat. 1 o. zo. to the mouth of the Kiſtnah,

in lat. near 6o. o. N. On this coaſt lie

Madras, Pondicherry, Tranquebar, and

other European factories, from which

chints, calicoes, and muſlims, with ſome

diamonds, are imported into Europe.

There is not a port for large veſſels on the

whole coaſt, which is an even, low, and

ſandy country; and, about Madras, the

land riſes ſo little, that it is difficult from

the ſea to mark the diſtic&ion between

land and water, unleſs by the different ob

jećts that are on the ſhore,

Coron, anciently MEssINA, a ſea-port

. and gulf in the Morea, SW. of Mi

1tra.

Coronery, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Corpuffry, Norfolk, between Aleſham

and Walſingham.

Cork EGio, a town of Modena.

Correther, Cornwall, S. of Leſkard.

Cor Reze, a river and town of France,

in a department of the ſame name. Tulle

is the capital.

Corringdon, Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck Iſle.

Corringdon, Dorſetſhire, in Corſcomb pa

riſh. Corringham, Lincolnſhire, NE. of

Gainſborough.

Corroſin, in Clare, Munſter.

Corſºomb, Dorſetſhire, 3 miles from Be

minſter. Corſe, 5 miles from Glouceſter.

Corſe-End, Glouceſterſhire, a hamlet in

Hartpury. Corſenſide, Northumberland,

NW. of Beltingham.

CoRSIIAM, or CoshAM, a town in

Wilts,
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Wilts, noted for it's manufaëture of wool

lens. It is 4 miles S.W. of Chippenham,

and 11 NE. of Bath. Market on Wed.

Corſham, Wilts, near Devizes. Cor

Aham-Caſile, Shropſ. on the river Corve.

CoasicA, an iſland in the Mediterra

nean, forming a depart. of France. It is

83 miles in length, and from zo to 45 in

breadth. The air is ſalubrious, unleſs in

a few places. The land, is hilly, and

poorly cultivated; the valleys, however,

produce wheat, and the hills yield oranges,

olives, figs, vines, almonds, and cheſnuts.

Here are mines of iron, lead, copper, and

alum. They have ſpirited horſes, and

abundance of fiſh and coral on the coaſt.

Goats and ſheep are in great plenty. Cows

and oxen are tolerably large, but lean.

Wild boars are common, as alſo foxes;

and here is the mouffoli, an animal like a

ſtag in fize and colour, but with the horns

of a ram, extremely ſhy and nimble. The

number of inhabitants is about 160,000.

Corsio L.A. See CorzoLA.

Corſley, Wilts, between Warminſter and

Beckington.

CorsoER, a ſea-port of Zealand, Den

mark. -

Corſion, Wilts, S. of Malmſbury.

Corte, an inland town of Corſica.

Cortington, Wilts, E. of the Deverels.

Cartington, Suffolk, 3 miles S. of Yar

mouth. Cortington, Suffolk, NW. of

Mendleſham. Cortington-Caffle, Northum

berland, SW. of Alnwick.

CoRTIs, a town of Liege."

Corton, Dorſetſ. between Weymouth and

Dorcheſter. Corton, Somerſ, near Sherborn.

Corton A, a town of Tuſcany.

Corve, a river in Shropſhire.

CoRUNNA, a ſea-port of Galicia, in

Spain, at the mouth of the river Groyne.

Lat. 43. 18. N. lon. 8. 16. W.

Corvo, the ſmalleſt and moſt weſterly

of the Azores, having about 500 inhabit

ants, who cultivate wheat and feed hogs.

Corwen, Merionethſhire, N. Wales.

CoRYvRekan, a dangerous vortex or

whirlpool, on the W. coaſt of Scotland,

between Scarba and the N. point of Jura.

CorzoLA, an iſland in the Adriatic

Sea, near the coaſt of Dalmatia.

Coſby, Leiceſterſ, near Sutton. Coſby,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, NW. of Cleveland.

Çoſcombe, Glouceſterſ, in Dibrook pariſh.

Cosenza, capital of CalabriaE.

Coſford, Warwickſhire, N. of Rugby.

Ceford-Grave, Shropſhire, near Tonge

Caſtle. Coſgrave, Northamptonſhire, near

Stony-Stratford. Coſham, Hants, near

Portſmouth,

Coslin, a town of Pruſſian Pomerania,

Coſmore, Dorſetſhire, near Buckland

Abbas. Coſmus-Blean, Kent, between

Beverley-Park and Shepſherd's-Buſh.

Cosne, a town in the dept. of Nievres

anchors for ſhips are forged here, and it's

cutlery and gloves are in great repute. It

is ſeated at the confluence of the Loire

and Noain, 88 miles S.E. of Paris. Lat.

47. 23. N. lon. 3.. 6. E. ,

Cossacks, a people inhabiting origi

nally the confines of Poland, Ruſſia, Tar

tary, and Turkey, between the Jaik and

the Dneiſter. They are divided into ſe

veral branches, the Koſakki ſa-Porovi, or

Coſſacks on the Boriſthenes; the Koſak

ki-Donſki, or Coſſacks on the Don; and

the Koſakki-Jaiki, which are the wildeſt of

them all, dwelling in large villages along

the banks of the river Ural, or Jaik, and

the N. coaſt of the Caſpian Sea. They

are now entirely ſubject to Ruſſia, and the

Ukrain, or country of the Coſſacks of Bo

riſthenes, is become a government under

the name of Ekaterinoſlau. The Coſſacks

are large and robuſt, have blue eyes, browu

hair, and aquiline noſes; the women are

complaiſant to ſtrangers. Their towns

are built of wood, like thoſe of the Ruſ.

ſians. The Ukraine is one continued fer

tile plain, producing corn, pulſe, tobacco,

and honey. It's paſtures are rich, and

the cattle are the largeſt in Europe.

Coſe, Glouceſterſ. between Newent and

Tewkeſbury; near it is Caſſe-Court. Coſ.

ſenton, Kent, NW. of Maidſtone.

CosseRANs, a late diſtrićt of Frances

lying along the river Satat, and forming,

with Foix, the department of Arriege.

Coſey-Hall, NW. of Norwich.

Cossi MBAzAR, a ſmall city of Bengal,

where different European fa&tors have con

ſtantly reſided, it being the centre of their

trade. It is ſeated on an iſland in the ri

ver Hoogly, 11 o miles N. of Calcutta, and

near Moorſhedabad. Lat. 23.40. N. lon.

88. 36. E.

Coſington, Leiceſ. SE. of Mount-Sorrel.

CostaGNAzzAR, anciently HEMus,

a ridge of mountains, in Romania.

Costa Rica, a prov.in the narrow part

of Mexico, on the SE. between Veragua.

and Moſquitos, extending from ſea to ſea.

The ſoil is ill cultivated, but there is

º of cattle, hides, honey, and wax.

he natives' live moſtly independent of

the Spaniards, Carthage is the capital.

Coſtlet's Bridge, in Down, Ulſter.

Cºffen, Leic. near Buckminſter. Coffon,

Norf. NW. of Windham. Coffon, Worc.

near King's-Norton. Cofton, Shropſ. near

Didleſbury. Coſton, Somerſ. between Bath

and Briſtol, Coffew, or Cykway, a river

-

which
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which falls into the Derwent.

Cornwall, N. of Clowant. -

Core Us, or Corvitz, a town in

lower Luſatia, ſeated on the river Spree,

fubjećt to the king of Pruſſia. A great

number of French and Bohemian Proteſt.

ants, driven from their country by perſe

cution, ſettled here, and have introduced

their manufactures; it is alſo noted for

pitch, flax, and excellent beer. It is 56

miles S. by E. of Berlin. Lat. 31. 36. N,

lon. 14. 12. E.

Cote, Oxfordſhire, SE. of Bampton. .

* Core D'OR, a dept. of France, con

taining pirt of the late province of Bur.

gundy. Dijon is the capital.

Cote Hill, Cumb. in Wethern!! pariſh.

Cate-Houſe, Yorkſ. N. of New Mºlton, ,

Cotes, Linc. néar Strºtton. Cotes, Yorkſ.

12 miles from Doncaſter. Cotes, Leiceſ.

near Loughborough." Cotes, Nottingham

ſhire, in S. Leverton pariſh. -

Cores Do NoKD, a dept. of France,

ſo named from it's northerly maritime po

fition. It is formed of pºrt of the ci-de

vant Bretagne. St. Brieux is the capital.

* Con 13 NAc, a town in the department -

of War, on the liver Argens, noted for it's
ſweetmeats. - . . .

• Coteſwolf Hills, a long traćt of high

ground in the E. part of Gloué. noted for

large flocks of ſheep, with fleeces of fine

white wool; a great part of it, however,

is now devoted to the growth of corn.

Cote-wall-Tower, Northumberl. 6 miles

NW. of Rothbury. Cotham, Durh, near

Yarum. Cotham, Lanc. in Amounder

neſs. Cotham, Nott. S. of Newark. Co

tham, Nott. near Cotes. Cotham, Yorkſ.

E: Riding, near Kiſham. Cotham, E. and

JW. Yorkſ. near the mouth of the Tees,

Cotham Abbey, Linc. W. of Grimſby. Co.

theleſion, or "Cothuſion, Somerſ. between

Taunton and Stokegomer. Cotheridge, near

Worceſter. Cothy, a river in Carmarthenſ.

Cotleigh, Devonſ. N. of Honiton. Coton,

Derbyſ. in Lullington pariſh. Coton, Suff.

near Mendleſham. Coton, 2 miles from

Cambridge. Coton, Warw. near Rugby.

Cottrl-Ed, Staff. in Sedgeley pariſh. Cot

tel Hall, Lincolnſhire, SW. of Burton.

*Cottenham, 6 miles from Cambridge. .

Cottº rhorough, in Cork, Munſter.

Cottered, Heitf. ſtands on a hill, W. of

Buntingford. Cotterflock, Northamp. N.

of Oundle. Cotteſlich, Leiceſ. near Lut

terworth. Coffſhrook, Northamp. S. of

Naſeby. Cotteſiat, Weſtm. N. of Run

thwait. Cottesford, Oxf. E. of Dedding

ton. Cotteſºore, Rutl. near Stamford.

Cotinghain, Yorkſ, near Hull. Cotting

£am, Northamp. W. of Rockingham-Fo.

cºn, refl. cottingly, Yorkſ, N. of Bradford.

Cotting with, E. and H. on each fide of

the Derwent, 7 miles from York. Cotton,

Staff. N. of Rugeley. Cotton, Cheſh, E.

of Middlewich. Cotton, Leiceſ. W. of

Market-Boſworth. Cotton, Norf. between

Norwich and Dereham. Cotton, Shropſ.

hear Hodnet. Cottom, Shropſ between

Shrewſbury and Oſweſtry. Cotton, Suff.

near Finningham. Cotton-End, W.' of

Northampton. Catwalton, Staff. near Stone.

Cov ARD, Glouc. Market on Tueſday.

- £ººlſ, Oxfordſhire, near Bunbury.

* Coucy; a town in the dept. of Aiſne,

9 miles nearly N. of Soiſſons. Lat. 49.

30. N. lon. 3. 24. E. -- -

Cove, a village on Great Iſland, in

Cork, Munſter. See Cork Harbour. ...,

Cove, Hants, between Alderſhot and

Blackwater. Cove-North, Suff. SE. of

Beckles. --

hith. Covehitº, Suff. N. of Southwold.

Cºven, Staff. SE. of Brewood. Coveney,

Cambridgeſhire, in the iſle of Ely. Co

venham, Lincolnſhire, W. of Saltfleet. ..

* CoveNTRY, a large and populous

city-of Warwickſhire, noted chiefly for

it's manufactures of filk ribands, as alſo

of cloths, ſtuffs, thread, ghuzes, camlets,

and laſtings. It has communication by

tanals with the many different inland na

vigations, and with the Thames. The

ſtory of Leofric, earl of Mercia, and lord

of this place, heavily taxing the citizens,

and only remitting them at the entreaty of

Godina, his wife, on £ondition of her rid

ing naked through the city, which he

thought ſhe would never ſubmit to ; but

which, it is ſaid, ſhe performed with her

long hair ſo diſpoſed as almoſt wholly to

cover her body, is commemorated till this

day, by the figure of a man peeping down

into the ſtreet from one of the houſes. On

that extraordinary occaſion, all the doors

and windows were ſhut, and Camden ſays,

that nobody looked after her. The tradi

tion, however, is, that one would needs

e peeping, and that he was thereupon

ſtruck blind. The inhabitants celebrate

this event by the exhibition of a mock

proceſſion annually. Coventry is 91 miles

N.W. of London. Lat. 52. 28. N. lon. 1.-

28. W. Market on Friday.

Cover, a river in Yorkſhire.

Coverham, or Corham, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, near Middleham. Covercoli,

Suſſ. S. of Leonard's-Foreſt. Caugham,

St. Andrew's and St. Mary's, Nort. SE.

of Caſtle Riſing. Coughton, Warwickſhire,

N. cf Aulceſter. Coughton, Herefordſhire,

S. of Roſs. Covington, Huntingdonſhire,

W. of Kimbolton. - -

£oul AN,

Cove-South, Suff. W. of Cove
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Warwickſ. N. of Coventry.

CoulAN, or Quilon, a country of

Travancore, on the coaſt of Malabar, the

inhabitants of which are generally Gentoos,
with ſome Chriſtians of St. Thomas. The

capital is of the ſame name, where the

Dutch have a ſettlement. Lat. 8. 30. N.

lon. 76. 37. E.

Couſy, or Cooly, Linc. near Boothby.

Cºuſy, or Coolly, Linc. near Wintering

ham. Cauly, or Cooly, Weſtmor. W.

of Appleby. Coult Aion, Glouceſ, near

Stow-in-the-Would. Coulney, or Foulney,

Yorkſ. a river which falls into the Ouſe.

Cºulty, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Newbig

gin. Coulſton, Surry, near Croydon.

Coalion, Norf. SW. of Watton. Caul

fion, Wilts, between Weſtbury and La
vington. Coulton-Baſſet, ‘Nott. S. of

Bingham. Coºlton, Lanc. near the river

Foſſe. Coulton, Staff. N. of Rugeley.

Coulton, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Having

ham. Coulton, Yorkſ. NW. of Appleton.

Cou!yclare, in Clare, Munſter.

Coundale, or Coverdale, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, a foreſt near Midlam. Coundon,

Counſbury,

Devonſ. W. of Portlock. Countjiharp,

between Leiceſter and Lutterworth.

CovoRD EN, the capital of Drent,

Overyſſel.

Cou R LAND, Duchy of, is bounded

on the N. by the gulf of Riga and part of

Livonia; on the W. by the Baltic; and

on the E. and S. by Ruſſia and Poland. It

is divided into Courland Proper and Se

migallia, and is 250 miles long and 4o

broad. The country ſwells into gentle

hills, and is fertile in corn, hemp, and flax.

It is moſtly open; but in ſome parts cover

ed with foreſts of pine and fir, and groves

of oak, with much underwood. In the

woods are bears, wolves, and elks. The

villages are neat, and the inns have good

accommodations. Mittau is the capital.

This country is now a province of Ruſſia.

Courſborn, Kent, in Cranbrook pariſh.

Court, Cornwall, E. of Grampound.

Court-and-Coragheen, in Limerick,

Munſter. Court Ferry, 6 miles from Li

merick, and 100 from Dublin. -

Courtenhall, S. of Northampton. Court

field, Wilts, near Weſtbury. Court

Lodge, Kent, S.W. of Rocheſter.

Court Mac Sherry, in Cork, Munſter,

near a bay that affords great plenty and

variety of fiſh.

CoukT RAY, or CorTRYck, in the

dept. of the North, ſeated on the river

Lys, 12 miles nearly E. of Ypres. It is

noted for it's manufactures of woollen

cloths, diaper and damaſk table linen,

Lat, 52. 59. N. lon, 3, 19, E.

CouTANces, a ſea-port in the dept. of

the Channel, to miles nearly N. of Avran

ches, and 40 S. of Cherbourg. Lat. 49. 3

N. lon. 1. 23. W.

Cauthorpe, Linc. 2 miles S. of Louth.

Cours As, a large town in the dept. of

Gironde, at the confluence of the Ilſe and

Dronne, 20 miles NE. of Bourdeaux.

Lat. 44, 58. N. lon. o. 3. W.

Cowara, Great and Little, Herefordſ.

SW. of Bromyard. Co-chach, or Colach,

Shropſhire, near Biſhºp's Caſtle. Cow

berley, Glouceſterſhire, SE. of Cheltenham.

Co-wºet, Lincolnſhire, near Spalding

Cowborn, Yorkſhire, SE. of Richmond.

CowBRIDGE, a town of Glamorgan

ſhire. The ſtreets are broad and paved,

and the Eaſter quarter-ſellions for the

county are held here. It ſtands low, in a

fertile ſoil near the ſea, and has a well ſup

plied market. It is 12 miles W. of Càr

diff, and 176 of London. Lat. 51. 32. N.

lon. 3. 35. W. Market on Tueſday.

Cowcomb, Glouceſ. in Hampton pariſh.

Cowdale, Derbyſ, in the High Peak. Cow

den, Kent, S.W. of Penſherſt. Cowden,

Dorſetſ. N. of Charminſter. Cowdham,

Kent, between Weſterham and Paul's-

Cray. Cowding, Suſſ. on the cofft near

Pevenſey. Cowdridge, Hants, S.W. of

Biſhop's.Waltham. Cowdry, Suſſex, near

Midhurſt. Cowen, a river in Carmarthenſ.

Cowes, EAST and West, a ſea-port

on the N. coaſt of the Iſle of Wight, 3.

miles S.W. of Portſmouth. Lat. 52.46.

N. lon. 1. 15. W. -

Cowey-Stakes, Surry, near Lalam, the

place whereJuliusCaeſar paſſed theThames.

Cowford,Sufi.betweenHorſham andWood

mancoat. Cowgarth, Weſtm. near Wi

nandermere; it is an old ſeat, with ancient

trees about it, the boughs of one of which

ſpread out to ſuch an extent, that ſeveral

hundreds of perſons might find ſhelter un

der it; in the beſt room there is a curi

ouſly carved chimney-piece, and two ſculls

have been kept in this place from time

immemorial. It has been ſaid, that they

are the ſculls of a couple that were mur

dered here, and that theſe bones have been

thrown into the lake, buried, broken to

pieces, &c. ſucceſſively, but that ſtill they

return, and that the people of the houſe

cannot get quit of them The writer of

this however, remembers, when a youth,

having helped to demoliſh one of them,

already broken, and brought off a part of

it, which, to a certainty, never returned.

Cowgrove, Dorſetſ. near Kingſton-Hall.

Cowbill, or Cowell, Glouceſ. in Thorn

bury pariſh. Cowhouſe, Yorkſhire, W.

Riding, near Ramſgill, Cow Hoºiborn,
- - Glouceſ.
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Glouceſ. 4 miles from Eveſham. Corwick,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Snaith. Cowick,

Devonſ. 1 mile from Exeter. Cowley,

Derbyſ. in Scarſdale. Cowley, Glouceſ.

NE. of Berkeley. Cowley, Glouceſ, near

Birdlip-Hills. Cowley, Middl. SE. of

Uxbridge. Cowley, Heref. on the borders

of Worceſterſ. Cowley, Staff. NW. of

Penkridge. Cowley, Worceſ. N. of Mal

vern-Chaſe. Cowley, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

near Thorncliff. Cowley, Devonſhire,

near Exeter. Cowlin Deans, and Rogers,

Glouceſ both near Northleach. Cowley

Temple, Oxfordſ. Cowling, Kent, SE. of

Cliff, below Graveſend. Cowling, Suff.

6 miles S.E. of Newmarket. Cowlinghead,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Bedal. Cowlſ.

born, Glouc. near Chedworth. Cowlne,

St. Edwin’s, Glouceſterſ. N. of Fairford.

Cowlow, Derbyſ... in the High Peak.

Cowplandbeck brig, Weſtmorl. between

Standford-Moor and Ormſide-Hall. Cow

plin, Northumb. near Langton. Cowpon,

Northumb. between Newcaſtle and New

biggin. Cowpon, Durham, near Holm.

Cowsfield, Wilts, between Downeton and

Stockbridge. Cowſhill, Norf. near Ba

conthorp. Cowthorp, Oxf. near Banbury.

Cowthorpe, Yorkſ. NW. of Barneſley.

Cowton. Long, N. and S. Yorkſ. NW. of

Northallerton. Coxall, Heref, near Lan

terdine. Coxaen, Dorſetſ. N. of Axmin

ſter. Coxheath, Kent, S. of Maidſtone.

Coxwell, Great and Little, Berks, S.W. of

Farringdom. Coxwold, Yorkſhire, SE.

of Thirſk.

Coyd-Kernew, Monm. SW.of Newport

Haven. Coyly, Glamorganſ near Aberavon.

Coz U M El, an iſland of Mexico, near

the E. coaſt of Yucatan, poſſeſſed by the

original natives. It is 4o miles long, and

from 3 to 12 wide, and abounds with

fruits, pulſe, cattle, and fowls.

Crabbet, Suſſ. 3 miles W. of E. Grin

ſtead. Crab-Hall, NW. of Cheſter.

CRAcAtoA, the ſouthernmoſt of a

roupe of iſlands in the entrance of the

Straits of Sunda. It is covered with trees,

except where the natives have cleared it

for their rice-fields. It's coral reefs afford

ſmall turtle in abundance. It's water is

excellent, and on the S. end is a high peak

ed hill. Lat. 8. 6. S. lon. Io 5. 36. #.

Crackford, Lancaſhire, between Cartmel

and Ulverſton. Crackington, Cornwall,

N. of Otterham.

CRAcow, formerly the capital of Po

land, and now capital of a pilatinate of

tie ſame name, is ſituated on the Viſtula,

which is broad and ſhallow. The city

and ſuburbs occupy a vaſt traćt of ground,

yet contain ſcarcely 16,ooo inhabitants.

i
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The great ſquare is ſpacious and well

built; the houſes were once richly fur

niſhed and well inhabited, but are now

either untenanted, or in a ſtate of decay.

Many of the ſtreets are ſpacious and hand

ſome ; but almoſt every building bears the

marks of ruined grandeur. The regalia

were preſerved here, and in the cathedral

moſt of the ſovereigns of Poland have been

interred. They were alſo crowned here

for nearly five centuries. It has an uni

verſity, now much decayed. It is 139 miles

SSW. of Warſaw. Lat. 50. 8. N. lon. .

zo. 16. E.

Cradendine, Camb. 1 mile from Ely.

Cradley, Herefordſ. between A&ton-Beau

champ and Cowley. Cradley, Shropſ.

and partly in Woré, near Hales Owen.

Cragh well-Bridge, in Galway, Con

naught. Craigbally, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Craigtown, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

CRAIL, a town in Fifeſhire.

CRAINBURG, a town and mountain of

Carniola.

Craiſler, Northumb. S. of Dunſtaburgh

Caſtle. Crake, Yorkſ. near Northallerton.

Crake-Hall, Yorkſ, near Bedal. Crake

merſh, Staff. Crakenthorp, Weſtm. near

Appleby. Crakow, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

near Settle. Craline, Northumb. Cram

bin, between York and New Malton.

Crambourn, Hants, near Sutton. Cram

lington, Northumberland.

CRAMMon D WATER, ortheALMond,

a river of Edinburghſhire. It's fertiſe

banks are adorned with villages and coun

try-ſeats. -

Cranage, Cheſhire, near Brereton.

* CRANbou RN, a town of Dorſetſhire,

well watered with ſtreams. The chaſe ex

tends almoſt to Saliſbury. It is 38 miles

NE. of Dorcheſter, and 94 SW. of Lon

don. Market on Thurſday.

*CRAN brook, a large town in Kent,

13 miles SE. of Maidſtone, and 50 SE. of

London. Lat. 51.4. N. lon. o. 39. E.

Market on Saturday.

Crandon, Long, Bucks, on the Tame.

Cranesford, Suffolk, near Framlingham,

Craneſley, Northamp. SW. of Kettering,

Craneffreet, Hunting. near Hitchinbrook.

Cranfield, Bedf. 6 miles NW. of Ampt

hill. Cranford, Dorſetſ. between Win

born-Minſter and Blandford. Cranford,

Northamp. between Kettering and Thrap

ſton. Cranforth, near Lancaſter.

CRANGANo RE, a town of Cochin, on

the coaſt of Malabar, with an irregular

fortreſs built by the Portugueſe. It was

lately ſubjećt to the Dutch, and is 24

miles N. by W. of Cochiu. Lat. 1o. 23.

N. lon, 75.58. B.

Cranka”,
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Cranham, near Glouceſter. Cranham

Hall, Eſſex, near Hornchurch. Cranbill,

Berks, near Chidley. Cranley, Surry, 8

miles from Dorking. Cranmer, Somerſ.

near Whatley. Crannow, Leic. 2 miles

NE. of Harborough. Cranwick, Norf.

between Brandon-Ferry and Swaffham.

Cranworth, Norf. 1 miles W. of Hing

ham. Crafthole, or Craftſhole, &ji,

between Milbrooke and Lowe. Croſwell,

– Herefordſhire, near Hay.

Cratelow,"in Clare, Munſter.

Cratfield, Suffolk, near Haleſworth.

Cratborn, Yorkſhire, near Yarum.

CRAto, in Portugueſe Eſtramadura.

Craven, Yorkſ. a ſtony tract about the

ſource of the river Are. Craven, ſome

hills in the N. of Staffordſhire. Craven

Hill, Middl. W. of Paddington. Craw

crack, Durh. between Bywell Caſtle and

Newcaſtle. Cranvdundale-Waith, Weſtm.

near Whelp-Caſtle. Crawhurſ, Suſſex,

NW. of Haſtings. Crawle, Suſſ. W. of

Penhurſt. Crawley, Bedf. N. of Woburn.

Crawley, Hants, near Stockbridge. Craw

ley, Suſſ. 6 miles E. by N. of Horſhan.

Crawley, or Craglow, a river in Derbyſ.

Crawffon, Leic. W. of Hallaton. Craw

fon, Northumb. NE. of Alnwick. Cray,

a river in Brecknockſ. Cray, a river in

- Kent, which falls into the Darent below

Dartford. Crayford, has a market on

Tueſday; Cray, Foot's ; Cray, St. Mary'ſ,

has a market on Wedneſday; Cray, North,

and Cray, Paul's, Kent; places all on or

near the river Cray, or Crouch. Creack,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, in the foreſt of Gºlires.

Creack, N. and S. Norf. Cream-Hall,

Middl. near Iſlington. Crecomb, Devonſ.

between Bampton and Chimleigh.

Crzcy, a village in the dept. of Somme,

10 miles N. of Abbeville. It is famous

for a great vićtory obtained over the French

by Edward III. Auguſt 26th, 1346.

Credal, Dorſetſhire, near Alderſhot.

CREDAN-Head, and BAY, at the mouth

of Waterford Harbour, Munſter.

Credenhill, Heref. 1 mile from Ken

cheſter. Creddy, a river in Devonſhire,

falling into the Ex near Exeter.

Crepiton, or KiR toN, a town in

Devonſhire, feated between 2 hills, on the

river Creddy. It has a confiderable ma

nufacture of ſerges, and is 9 miles NW.

of Exeter, and 181 W. by N. of London.

Lat.50.49.N. lon.3.45.W. Market on Sat.

Creech, E. and W. Grange and Barrow,

Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck Iſle. Creech, St.

Michael's, Somerſetſ. NE. of Taunton.

Creed. Cornwall, SW. of Grampound.

Creedy, Devonſhire, N. of Crediton.

Creely, in Tyrone, Ulſter. -

Crettown, a ſea-port of Kirkcudbright

2.

º

ſhire, on the E. fide of wigtown by.

Crºggs, in Galway, Connaught. Crº

£an, in King's County, Leinſter.

CREIff, a town of Pertſhire. It's an

nual fair for cattle is one of the greated in

Scotland. It is feated on the river Earn,

zo miles W. of Perth.

CREil, a town in the dept. of Oiſe,

ſeated on the river Oiſe, 6 miles Nw. of

Senlis. Lat. 49. 18. N. lon. 2.43. E.

Creilege, Nott. near Rufford. Creket

way, Dorſetſhire, N. of Weymouth.

CR EMA, the capital of Cremaſco, a ter

ritory of Venice, inſulated in the Milaneſe.

It is well built, populous, and commercial.

Lat. 45. 25. N. lon. 9.50. E.

CKEMi Fu, a town in the dept. of Iſère.

13 miles E. of Lyons, and i from the

Rhone. Lat. 46.8. N. lon. 5. 22. E.

C*EMNitz, a town in Upper Hungary,

famous for it's ſilver mines. Lat. 48. 5*-

N. lon. 19. 6. E.

Cremosa, the capital of the Creme.

nee,a territory of Milan. The princi

Pal ſtreets are broad and ſtraight, and

there are ſome ſmall ſquares. The coun

try about it is fertile, -Producing wine,

fruits, honey, flax, &c. Here is an uni

verſity, of no great celebrity. It is ſeated

on the Oglio, near the Po, 30 miles NW.

of Parina. Lat. 45. 8. N. lon. 10. 7...E.

CREMPE, a town of Holſtein.

Crescentino, a town of the Vercel

lois, Piedmont.

Crºften Yorkſ. 11 miles from Doncaſter.

Cresp Y, a town in the department of

Oile; 11 miles S. of Compeigne. Lat. 49.

io. N. lon. 2. 35. E.

Creſall, Eſſex, 3 miles W. of Waldren.

Crºſſedge, Shropſ. Sw, of Wrekin-hifi.

Creſſing, Eſſex, near Braintree. Crºfting

bam, Lanc. in Loynſdale. Creſſingham,

Great and Little, Nort. 3 miles from Wat

ton. Creſſingham-Temple, Eſſex, near the

White and Black Notleys. Creſtlow,

Bucks, in the Vale of Ayleſbury. Crºſs

wełł, Staffordſhire, in Sandon manor.

CR ess Y. See CRecy.

CR est, a town in the dept. of Drome,

on the river Drome, 15 miles S.E. of Va.

lence. Lat: 44.40. N. lon. 5. to. E.

Creſwell, Derb. near Hoſbeck. Cre

tingham, Suff. SE. of Debenham Cre

tings, Suff. SE. of Stow. Cretingſbury,

Hunt. near Great and Little Stoughton.

Creton, Lincolnſ, near Bitham. Creton,

5 miles from Nºrthampton.

Cºvecoeur, a town in the dept. of

the North, on the Scheidt, 5 miles S. of

Cambray. Lat. 50. 6. N. lon. 3. 20. E.

CREuse, a dept. of France, ſo named.

from a river that falls into the Vienne.

Gueret is the Principal town.

CREutznach,
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CREutzNAch, a town in the palati

nate, in the circle of the Upper Rhine.

Lat. 49.44. N. lon. 7. 55. E.

Crew, Cheſhire, on the river Walwan.

Crew, Cheſ. on the Dee, N.W. of Malpas.

Crewenhale, Warw. near Henley.

* CR Ewk E R NE, a town of Somerſetſh.

feated on a branch of the Parret, on the

confines of Dorſetſhire. It is 132 miles

W. by S. of London. Lat. 5o. 5o. N.

lon. 3. o. W. Market on Saturday.

Crich, Derbyſ. between Alfreton and

Wirkſworth. Crichill, Somerſ. SW. of

Frome-Selwood. Crichill-More, and Crich

ill, Great, Dorſetſh. near Wichampton.

Crichill, Long, Dorſetſ. near Morechurch.

Crichill, Little, Dorſetſ. near St. Giles's-

Winborn. Crick, Monm. SW. of Chep

ſtow. Crick, Northamp. SE. of Daven

try. Cricket, Shropſ. SW. of Eileſmere.

Cricket-Malherb, Sonnerſ. near liminſter.

Cricket-Thomas, Somerſ. E. of Chard.

CrickHow El, a town of Brecknock

ſhire, feated on the river Uſk, 1.3 miles E.

by S. of Brecknock. Lat. 51.49. N. lon.

3. 7. W. Market on Thurſday.

CRick LADE, a town of Wilts, ſeated

on the Thames, and the Thames and Se

vern Canal now comes up to the town.

It is 2.5 miles S.W. of Oxford, and 83 W.

of London. Lat. 51.40. N. lon. 1.5o. W.

Market on Saturday.

Crickley, near Glouceſter. -

CrickLIETH, Carnarvonſhire. Mar

ket on Wedneſday.

Crickſy, Eſſex, near Walfleet. Crig

mere, Cornw. N.W. of Padſtow. Crimble

Paſſage, is the ferry, for man and horſe,

over the lower part of the Hamoaze, from

• Devonſhire into Cornwall.

CRIME A, or CRIMTARTARY, a penin

ſula of Aſia, bounded on the N. by part of

the diſtrict of Taurida, (a diviſion of the

Ruſſian government of Ekaterinoſlay,) and

on the other parts by the Black Sea and the

Sea of Aſoph. It is divided into two parts

by mountains which rum E. and W. The

N. diviſion is fit for paſturage only; in

the S. part the valleys are remarkably fer

tile, and the climate extremely mild. The

lower hills, extending from Theodoſia to

the E. extremity of the country, are prin

cipally uſed in gardening, and produce ex

cellent fruit. The Tartar inhabitants are

eſtimated at 70,000. Achmetſted was

made the capital in 1785. Beſides the

ports of Kerth and Jenikale, the road of

Caffa, and the harbour of Baluclava, there

is, near Sebaſtapol, one of the moſt capa

cious and ſecure harbours in the world.

This country is in ſome maps called Tau

rica, from it's having beeu the ancient

Tauris a Chelion...us.

Crimpleſham, Norf. E. of Downham.

Cringleford, near Norwich. Cripton, Dor

ſetſ. near Came, E. of Monkton. Criſle

tor, and Criſleton. Row, near Cheſter.

Criſingham-Magna, Norf. 5 miles S. of

Swaffham. Crixhall, Kent,nearWingham.

Croagh-Burgeſ, in Limerick, Munſter.

Croagh-Patrick, a high mountain in Mayo,

Connaught.

CRoatſ A, a country of Europe, bound

ed on the N. by Hungary; on the E. and

SE. by Hungary and Sclavonia; on the

S. by Sclavonia and Boſnia, and on the

W. by Morlachia. The Auſtrian Croatia

is about 130 miles in length, and from 4o

to 60 in breadth. Turkiſh Croatia is

about 40 miles long and 20 wide.

Crocadon, Cornwall, N. of Trematon

Caſtle. Crock, a river near Cheſter.

Crockern-Tor, Devonſ. a hill in Dartmore

Foreſt, where is held a court of ſtannaries.

Crockor's-Moor, Dorſetſh. in Corſcomb

pariſh. Crockerton, Wilts, near Warmin

ſter. Crockham-Bear, Somerſ, near Curry

Mallet. Crockham-Pill, Somerſetſ. on the

Avon, below Briſtol. Crockham-Studley,

Somerſetſ. near Stokegomer. Crockleford,

Eſſex, near Colcheſter. Crocklow, North

umberl. E. of Woller. Crockſaon-Abbey,

Staff. N.W. of Uttoxeter. Crockfied, Suſ

ſex, near Waldern. Crockway, Dorſetſ.

in the pariſh of Maiden. Newton. Croft

Caſtle, Heref. N.W. of Leominſter. Crºft,

Leic. E. of Hinckley. Crofton, Cumb. S.

of Orton. Crofton, Lanc. below Biſpham.

Crofton, Shropſ. S. of Didleſbury. Crof

ton, Hants, SW. of Fareham. Crofton,

Yorkſ, near Wakefield. Crofton-Hacket,

Worc. near King's-Norton. Crofton, St.

Suff. SE. of Flixton. - -

Croghan, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Croglin, Cumb. E. of Armanthwait.

º, CR9JA, a town of Albania, anciently

the reſidence of the Albanian kings, and

uſed by the famous Scanderburg as a for

treſs and place of arms, in his enterpriſes

againſt the Turks.

Croke, Weſtmorland, W. of Kendal.

Croke, Yorkſ. near Richmond. Croke.

Dale, Cumb. near Wigton. Croke-Hall,

near Durham. on the Wear. Crokenwell,

Devonſhire, N. of Teignton. Crokham,

Hants, NE. of Odiham.

CROMAck-WATER, a romantic lake of

Cumberl. on the Cocker, between Butter

mere and Lowes-Water. It is 4 miles in

length, nearly half a mile in breadth, in

ſome places very deep, and contains 3 lit

tle iſlands, one of which is a rock.

Cromal-Abbots, Glouceſ. near A&ton.

Cromal-Ligons, Glouceſ. between Glou

cefter and Briſtol.

CROMARTY, a fertile, well-cultivated

county
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tounty of Scotland, comprehending part

of a peninſula on the ſouth coaſt of the

Frith, to which it gives name. On the

S. and W. it is bounded by Roſsſhire;

and on the E. by the Frith of Murray.

It is 12 miles long from E. to W. and

about 3 miles in it’s greateſt breadth. It's

capital,

CROMARTY, has a manufaāture of

coarſe cloth, and a confiderable coaſting

trade in corn, thread, yarn, fiſh, and ſkins.

It is ſituated at the entrance of one of the

fineſt harbours in the world, landlocked

from all winds, and capable of containing

all the navy of Britain with ſafety. This

neglected harbour was called Portus Salu

tis by the Romans, and is now the Frith

of Cromarty. At it's mouth are two huge

rocky promontories, or iſlands, called the

Soutors of Cromarty, which might be

eaſily fortified, ſo as to prevent the ap

proach of enemy's ſhips. It is 16 miles

N. of Inverneſs. Lat. 57.47. N. lon. 3.

3. W.

Crome. Abbitots, Crome. Earls,andCrome

Hill, between Worceſter and Upton. Cro

mer. Herts, 3 miles W. of Buntingford.

CRoMER, a town of Norfolk, on the

ſea-coaſt, chiefly inhabited by fiſhermen.

It was once much larger, but a conſidera

ble part of it has been gradually ſwallow

td up by the ſea. Market on Saturday.

Cromford, 14 miles NNW. of Derby,

on the Derwent ; here is an extenſive cot

ton manufactory, eſtabliſhed by the late

Sir R. Arkwright. Cromhall, Glºuc. 7

miles from Berkeley. Cromiſh-Giffard,

Oxf. near Wallingford. Cromiſh Batter

Iey, Oxf. NE. of Cromiſh-Giffard.

Cromlin, 3 miles S.W. of Dublin.

CR 9 NAch, a town of Bamberg, Fran

Conia. -

CRonBorg, a fortreſs of Zealand, E.

of Elfinore, Denmark. Adjoining to a pa

lace, about half a mile from Cronborg, is

a garden called Hamlet's Gardens, ſup

poſed to be the ſpot where the murder of

- that king was committed.

Cronetane, a rich copper-mine, near

Arklow, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

CRoNEN BURG, a town of Blanken

heim, Treves. -

Crongſion, Derbyſ. SW. of Bakewell.

Cronk Hill, Shropſ. NE. of Church-Stret

ton. Cronkley, Northumb. near Ebcheſter."

Cronrow, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

CRonSTADT, a town and fortreſs of

Ruſſia, on the Iſland of Retuſari, on the

E. of the Gulf of Finland. It's harbour,

is the ſtation of the Ruſſian fleet, having

great magazines of naval ſtores, and mu

m{ous docks and yards for building ſhips.

It is 12 miles W. of Peterſburg. The

number of inhabitants is about 6000.

Lat. 59.58. N. lon. 29. 56. E.

CRonSTAT, or BRASSAU, in Tran

ſylvania.

Crookham-Hill, Yorkſhire, near Don

caſter.

CRookhAven, a ſea-port of Cork,

Munſter, 2 leagues NW. of Cape-Clear.

Croofton, Higher and Lower, Dorſetſ.

1 mile S. of Maiden-Norton.

Crook's Town, in Cork, Munſter.

Croome, Yorkſ. between Kilham and

New Malton. Crophill, or Cropwell-Biſhop,

and Cropwell. Butler, Nott. between Bing

ham and Stanton. Cropredy, Oxf. 3 miles

from Banbury. Cropſion, Leic. S.W. of

Mount-Sorrel. Cropthorn, Worc. between

Perſhore and Eveſham. Cropton, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, NE. of Kirkby-Moreſide.

Croſby, Great and Little, Lanc. near Li

verpool. Croſby, Cumb. between Work

ington and Solway-Frith. Croſby, Cumb.

SW. of Brampton. Croſby, Linc. SW.

of Burton-Stather. Croſby-Garret, Weſt

mor. W. of Kirkby-Steven. Croſby-Ra

venſworth, Weſtmorland, SE. of Shap.

CRoscoMB, Somerſetſh, near Wells;

ſome cloth is made here, but the chief

manufacture is that of ſteckings. Market

on Tueſday.

Croſ rake, Weſtmori. E. of Can river,

below Kendal. Croſenſide, Northumb. S.

of Otterburn. Crºſhall, Lanc. near Ormſ

kirk. Croſland, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near

Almondbury. Croſmere, Shropſ. NW.

of Wem.

Croſs, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Cavan, Ulſter.

Croſ, St. Hants, near Wincheſter, a

rich hoſpital for decayed gentlemen. *

Croſs-a Keel, in Meath, Leinſter, 54

Croſs, in

miles from Dublin. -

Croſs-Brook, Herts, near Waltham

Croſs.

Croſłdony, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Croſſiley, Herts, near Caſhiobury.

CRossEN, a town and duchy of the

New Marche, Brandenburg,Upper Saxony.

Croſs Fells, a ridge of mountains in the

E. of Cumberland. - -

Croſs-Ferry, in Derry, Ulſter, 119 miles

from Dublin. Croſs-Haven, a creek on the

W. fide of Cork-Harbour. Croſs Iſland,

one of the Copland-Iſles. Croſ-Keys, in

Kildare, Leinſter, 10 miles from Dublin.

Croſs-Keys, in Meath, Leinſter, 37 miles

Croſsmolyna, in Mayo,

Connaught. Croſs-Roads, in Carlow,

Leinſter. Croſs-Roads, in Cavan, Ulſter,

50 miles from Dublin. Croſs-Roads, in

Cavan, Ulſter, near Florence-Court.

from Dublin.

M Croſs
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croſs-Road, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Croſ
Roads, in Down, Ulſter.

Croftermond, Weſtmor. S. of Penrith,

near Ulles.Water. Crofthwate, Weſtmorl.

NW. of Kendal. Croftwick, Norf. E. of

N. Walſhan. Croftwaite, Cumb. the pariſh wherein Keſwick ſtands. w

CrotonA, in Calabria Ultra, Naples.

CRouch BAY, Eſſex, near Walfleet,

famous for it's oyſters. It contains four

little iſlands.

Croughton, Cheſ, on the canal between

the Dee and Merſey. Croughton, North

. NW. of Brackley. Crowan, Corn

wall, 3 miles N. of Helſton. Crowchfield,

Herts, N. of Hemel-Hempſed. Crowd

Hill, Hants, W. of Biſhops-Waltham.

Crowdon, Camb. E. of the Hatleys.

Crowel, Oxf. 2 miles N.W. of Stoken

church. Crowfield, Suffolk, NW. of Ipſ

wich. Crowborough, Suſſex. Crowcomb,

Somerſ. 8 miles N. of Taunton. Crow

herſ, Suſſex, near Battel.

CRowLAND, a town of Lincolnſhire,

ſeated in the Fens, and approachable only

by narrow cauſeways. It has three ſtreets

ſeparated from each other by water-courſes,

whoſe banks are ſupported by piles, and

ſet, with willow trees. The chief trade is

in fiſh and wild-fowl, which are in great

plenty in the adjacent pools and marſhes.

It is 11 miles N. of Peterborough, and

93 N. by W. of London. Lat. 52.41. N.

lon. o. 10. W. Market on Saturday.

Crowle, Linc. in the Iſle cf Axholm.

Crowle, 4 miles E. of Worceſter. Crow

Aey, Bucks, NE. of Newport. Crewn

Aey, Kent, near Sittingbourn. Crows

Hall, Suffolk, 1 mile SE. of Debenham.

Crow's-Neff, near Worceſter. Crown

thorpe, Norf. near Wymondham. Crow

ton, Cheſ. W. of Northwich. Croxhy,

Lincolnſh. near Thongcatter. Croxdale,

Durh. on the Wear, oppoſite Branſpeth.

Croxhall, Derbyſ. 7 miles from Lichfield.

Croxſon, Hants, W. of Whitchurch,

Croxtath, Lanc. N. of Liverpool. Crox

ton, Norf. near Thetford. Croxton, Nolf.

SE. of Walfingham. Croxton, Camb.

z iniles E. of St. Neot's. Croxton, Cheſ.

N. of Middlewich.

of Glandford-Bridge. Croxton. Abbey,

Staffordſ, near Checkley. Croxton. Kyriel,

Leiceſ. NE. of Saltby. Croxton. South,

Lincolnſhire, SW. of Aſhby-Foiville.

* CRoydon, a town in Surry, in a low

ſituation, near the ſource of the Wandel,

9 miles S. of London. Lat. 51. ao. N.

lon. o. 1. W. Market on Saturday.

CRoy I.A.N.D. See CR owl. A N D.

Cruch-End, Middl. between Highgate

"and Hornſey. Crucki arrºw-Hill, a mile

Croxton, Liuc. NE. .

from Worceſter. Cruck-Mele and Cruck

ton, Shropſ. SW. of Shrewſbury. Crud

well, Wilts, W. of Cricklade.

Crumlin, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Crumſall, Lanc. near Chetham. Crum

‘well, Nott. N. of Newark. Crum well,

Yorkſ. E. of Halifax. Crumwell, Devonſ. .

near Plymouth. Crundel, Kent, near Wye.

Crundel, Hants, E. of Odiham.

Cruſheen, in Clare, Munſter.

Crutum, Northumb. in Woller lordſhip.

Cruwy’s-Morchard, Devonſ. W. of Ti

verton. Cryde, Devonſhire, between St.

Ann's-Chapel and Ilfracomb. Cryſield,

Warwickſhire, in Stonely pariſh.

Cub A, or ALcUBA, in Alentejo.

CUBA, a Weſt-India iſland, near the

entrance of the Gulf of Mexico, about

7oo miles in length and 87 in breadth,

held by the Spaniards. Round the coaſt

are many convenient harbours ; and ſeve

ral ſorts of mines among the mountains.

Here are large foreſts abounding with

game, and extenſive paſtures, which feed

large flocks and herds of ſheep and hogs,

originally brought from Europe, and

which now run wild. The hills run

through the iſland from E. to W. and

from theſe fall many rivulets, which run

to the N. and S. The land is generally

level near the coaſt. The produce is that

of ſugar-canes, ginger, caſſia, wild cinna

mon, and excellent tobacco, called by the

Spaniards cigarros. Here are cedar-trees

ſo large, that canoes made of them will

hold so men. Havannah is the capital,

where the galleons rendezvous that return

annually to Spain.

CubAGUA, an iſland near the coaſt of

Cumana, Terra Firma.

CUBAN, a river of Ruſſian Tartary,

which riſes in Mount Caucaſus, and run

ning NW. empties itſelf, by two mouths,

into the Sea of Aſoph and the Black

Sea.

CUBAN, or CUBAN TARTARY, a

country of Aſia, S. of the river Don, and

F. of the Sea of Aſoph, ſubject to the

Ruſſians. It is now part of the diſtrićt of

Taurida.

Cubberley, Glouc. 4 miles from Chel

tenham. " Cubbington, near Warwick.

Cubley, Derbyi. 6 miles S. of Aſhburn.

Culley, Cornw. near Tregony. Culley,

Derbyſ. between Boylſton and Rawſton.

Cublington, Bucks, near Whitchurch.

Cuckamſley-Hill, Berks, SE. of Wantage.

Cuckerton, Głouc. near Tetbury. *-

Cuck F if I.D., a town of Suſſex, 13 miles

NW. of Lewes, and 4o S. of London.

Lat. 51.4. N. lon. o. o. W. Market on

Friday.

t Cuckiington.
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Cacilington, Somerſ. SE. of Wincanton.

Cuckmere, a river and haven of Suſſex.

Cacifton, Kent, S.W. of Rocheſter.

CupDA Lo RE, a town in the Cirmatic,

•n the coaſt of Coromandel, held by the

Engliſh. It is 80 miles nearly S. of Ma

dras. Lat. 1 1. 41. N. lon. 79.45. E.

Cupp APA, a town and province of

Hindooſtan, ſurrounded by Gölconda, the

Carnatic, and Myſore, and ceded to the

nizam of the Deccan by Tippoo Sultan.

Lat. 14 8. N. lon. 78.48. E.

Cuddenton, Bucks, S. of the Winching

tons. Cudderſion, Yorkſ. near Barnard

Caſtle. Cuddeſſon, 5 miles E. of Oxford.

Cadeley, 1 mile E. of Worceſter. Cut.

worth, Somerſ, near Crewkherne. Cug

º, Glouc. 5 miles from Dean. Cubogate,

Herts, N. of Enfield-Chace.

Cu è NzA, a town of New Caſtile, and

a town and juriſdićtion of Terra Firma.

Culhone, Somerſ. SW. of Porlock-Bay.

Culleth, a river in Pembrokeſhire.

CuleMBAch, a margraviate and it's

Sapital, in Franconia. Lat. 52. 1 1. N.
lon. 1 1. 18. E.

Culford, Suffolk, N. of Bury. Cugath,

Cumb. near Newbiggin.

CultAcAN, a town, river, and province

of Mexico, SE. of the Gulf of Ciliornia.

The province of Culiacan is zoo miles

long and 9o broad.

Culkerton, Glouc. in Rodmarton pariſh.

Cullacomb, Devonſ, near Taviſtock. Cul.

lam, Oxf... near Abingdon. Cullan, St.

Parva, Cornw. W. of Columb-Magna.

CulleM BURG, in Dutch Guelderland.

CulleN, z town of Banffshire.

Cullenagh, in Queen's County; Cullen

‘wain, in King's County; Cullihill, in

Queen's County; and Cullivore, in Long
ford, all in Leinſter.

Culliford, Devonſ, near Axmouth. Cul

liford, Dorſetſ, near Upway. Cullinworth,

Yorkſ. NW. of Bradford. Culliton-Raw.

leigh, Devonſhire, W. of Sidmouth.

Culliton, a town of Devonſhire, 17

miles nearly E. of Exeter, and 159 SW.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Culloden-Muir, a wide heath, 3 miles

E. of Inverneſs, where the Duke of Cum

berland gained a decifive vićtory over the

Highland rebels in 1746.

Culloville, in Armagh, Ulſter.

CulluMPT on. See Colluſ MrroN.

Culm, a town and territory of Poliſh
Pruſſia.

Gulme-David, Devonſh. near Church

Stempton.

CulMEssee, or ChelmsA, in the

territory of Culm.

Culmerton, Shropſ, near Ludlow.

Culmore, on the coaſt of Loughfoyle, 4

miles N. of Londonderry.

Culºſłock, Devonſ. S. of Wellington.

Culmullin, in Meath, Leinſter.

Culpho, Suffolk, W. of Woodbridge.

Culross, a town of Perthſhire.

Culwork, Northamptonſhire, 5 miles

from Brackley.

CUMANA, formerly called New Cox

Dov A, a town and province of Terra

Firma, ſituated between the provinces of

Caraccas and Paria.

CUMBERLAND, a maritine county of

England, bounded on the W. by the Iriſh

Sea and Solway-Frith; on the N. by Scot

land; on the E. by Northumberland, i)ar

ham, and Weſtmorland ; and on the SW.

and S. by the ſea and Lancaſhire. It is 58

miles in length from SW. to N.C. and it's

greateſt breadth, fiom E. to W. is about

45 miles. It contains 1 city, 15 tº ket

towns, and 53 pariſhes. The air is cool;

the mountains are iarge and lofty, feeding

numerous flocks of ſheep; and the valleys

and plains are well cultivated. From the

coal pits on the coaſt, Ireland is principal

ly ſupplied with fuel; this trade conſtant

ly requiring a great number of ſhips and

mariners. The property here, both in lands

and ſhipping, is more equally divided than

in moſt other countries. Beſides the coal

mines, there are others of lead, copper,

lapis calaminaris, and of black lead, a mi

neral almoſt peculiar to this county, and

produced here in quantities ſufficient to

ſupply all Europe. This county, and the

adjoining one of Weſtino land, are cele

brated for their lakes, and the beautiful

romantic ſcenery, which their banks, and

the adjacent country, exhibit. They have

often afforded ſubječts for the pen and pin

cil, and a viſit to the lakes has of late

become a faſhionable tour. See BoR Ro

DALE, BUTTERMERE, &c.

CUMBRAY, GREATER and Less,

iſlands in the mouth of the Clyde, E. of

the Iſle of Bute. On the latter is a light

houſe.

Cundall, Yorkſ. N. Riding, NW. of

Eatingwonld. Cundicott, Glºuc. N. of

Stow-in-the-Would. Cundon, Durham,

E. of Biſhop-Auckland. Cane, a river in

Warwickſhire. Caneſly, Linc. SE. of

Tatter ſhal. Cunning...rth, Northumberl.

N. of Bothal. Caſtle.

Cunningham, the N. diviſion of Ayrſh.

Cunſall, Staff. E. of Bagna . Cºrſ

cough, Lanc. SE. of Ormſkirk. Cuſly,

Durham, W. of Darlington. Cunº il, a

river in Merionethſhire. -

* Cup.AR, the county town of Fife

ſhire, and a town of Angus.

M. z. CURA'ſo A,
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CURAgo A, a W. India iſland, ſubjećt

to the Dutch, 2.5 miles in length and 12

in breadth. The principal town is of the

ſame name, and has a good harbour. The

principal articles of commerce are ſugar

and ſkins, and the inhabitants have long

carried on a ſmuggling trade with the

Spaniards. Lat. 12.6. N. lon. 68.20. W.

Carheal, Cornw. near Plymouth-Dock.

Curbear, Derb. in the High-Peak. Cur

borow, Staff. NE. of Lichfield.

CURD1st AN, a country of Aſia, part

of the ancient Aſſyria, between Aſiatic

Turkey and Perſia. The inhabitants are

a mixture of Chriſtians and Mahometans;

and, like the Arabs, partly live in towns

and villages, and partly rove about with

tents, ſubſiſting chiefly by plunder. They

are called Curds, and are not ſubjećt to

either the Turks or Perſians.

Curdley, Lancaſ. W. of Warrington.

- Curdworth, Warw. near Water-Crton.

CURIA-MARIA, an iſland on the SE.

coaſt of Arabia. Lat. 17. zo. N. lon. 55.

25. E.

Curidge, Berks, near Chevely.

Curragh, an extenſive common of fine

land in Kildare, Leinſter, about 30 miles

from Dublin. Curragha, in Meath, Lein

ſter. Curraghtegland, in Cork, Munſter.

Curraghmore, in Waterford, Munſter, 4.

miles SE. of Carrick. Curran, in Derry,

Uiſter. Currans, in Kerry, Munſter.

Curras and Maun, in Cork, Munſter.

Curriton, Devonſ. SE. of Lifton. Cur

ry, Cornw. between Helſton and the Liz

ard-Point. Curry, Eaſt, Somerſ. 1 mile

from Langport. Curry, Wºff, Somerſetſ.

W. of Curry Revel.

Curryglaſs, in Cork, Munſter.

Curry Mallet, Somerſ. N. of Abbot's-

Leigh. Curry-Revel, Som. near Langport.

, CurzoLA, an iſland lately of Venice,
"on the coaſt of Dalmatia.

CUzoL.AR I, five ſmall rocky iſlands,

E. of Cephalonia.

Cusco, a large city of Peru, former

ly the reſidence of the Incas. It is built

in a ſquare form, and in it’s centre is the

beſt market in all Spaniſh America. Four

large ſtreets, perfectly ſtraight, meet in

the ſquare, and ſtreams of water run

through the town. The number of the in

habitants is about 50,000, of which three

fourths are of the original Americans. It

is 290 miles SE, of Lima. Lat. 13. 9. S.

lon, 71. c. W.

Cuſher, a river of Down, Ulſter.

Cuſop, a river of Heref. Cuffe-Hall,

Eſſex, N.W. of Heningham-Sible.

Cuss ET, a town in the dept. of Allier,

25 miles nearly S. of Moulins. Lat. 46.

17. N. lon. 3. 33. E. - º

Cuffington, Somerſ. NE. of Bridgewater.

Cuſlock, Somerſ. on the coaſt, near Weſ

ton-upon Moor.

CUSTRIN, in the New Marche, Bran

denburg. *

Cºſworth, Cornw.near Columb-Magna.

CUTATIs, the principal town of Imi
retta.

Cutch, a territory of Hindooſtan, ſi

tuated along the E. branch of the inău,

and the N. coaſt of the Gulf of Cutch,

and bounded on the N. by Agin-ere. It

is over-run with hills, woods, and ſandy

wilds, and is governed by a rajah of it's

own. The chief town is Boodge-Boodge.

Cutcomb, Somerſ. between Dulverton

and Minehead. Cuthbert, Cornw. SW.

of Little Columb. Cuttayle, Cornw. W.
of Taviſtock. Cutteſdean, or Cutſdean,

Worceſterſhire, ſurrounded by Glouceſter

ſhire. Cutteſden, Glouc. between Mor

ton-in-Marſh and Winchcomb. Cuxham,

Oxf. E. of Dorcheſter.

CYPRUs, an iſland in the Mediterra

mean, between the coaſt of Syria and that

of Caramania, ſubjećt to the Turks. The

ſoil is fertile, and there are numerous

ſprings, but no rivers. The exports of

the iſland are filk, cotton, wool, wine,

nutmegs, turpentine, kermes, opium, co

loquintida, ſalt, urnber, and green earth.

Nicoſia and Famaguſta are the principal

places.

CzASLAU, a town and circle of Bohe

mia. In the church of the former is the

tomb of Ziſca, the celebrated general of

the Huſſites. -

CZENSTochow, in Cracovia, Poland.

CzER CAssi, a town in the Ukraine.

CzE R Nick, or Czi RNitz, a town of

Carniola, in the circle of Auſtria. Here is

a tract of land, 15 miles in length and 5

in breadth, which in ſummer produces

excellent graſs and corn, but in winter is

overflowed, yields fiſh, and is called the

Czirnitzer Sea. It is 28 miles SE. of

Laubach. Lat. 46.6. N. lon. 5. o. E.

Cze Rsko, a town of Maſſovia, Poland.

Czoso Rodt, a town and territory of

Hungary. -

*

DABUL,
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-

D.

Dº a town and harbour of Hin

dooſtan, on the coaſt of Concan, 7.5

miles nearly S. of Bombay. Lat. 18. o. N.

lon. 72.42. E.

DAccA, a city of Bengal, in the E.

quarter, on a branch of the Ganges, which

has a ready communication with all the

other channels of that river, and the Bur

rampooter. It is the third city of Bengal

in extent and population. It has large

manufactories of the fineſt muſlins and

fiiks, and cotton is produced within the

province. The country round Dacca, ly

ing low, is covered with perpetual ver

dure during the dry months, and is not

ſubject to ſuch violent heats as Moorſhe

dabad, Patna, and other places. It is I 30

miles NE. of Calcutta. Lat. 23.43. N.

lon. 9o. 30. E.

Dachau, in the duchy and circle of
Bavaria.

DAchstein, a town in the dept. of

the Lower Rhine. Lat. 48. 35. N. lon.
7. 45. E.

Dacor Caſtle, Cumb. at the confluence

of the Dacor and the Eden. Daccomhe,

Devonſ, near the Keſwells. Dadlington,

Leic. NW. of Hinckley.

DAFAR, or DALFAR, a ſea port of

Hadramaut; and a town of Yemen, both

in Arabia.

Dagenham, Eſſex, on the Thames, 9

miles from London.

DAGH Esq AN, a mountainous tract of

Afia, W. of the Caſpian Sea, N. of Schir

van, and NE. of Georgia. It is inhabited

by Tartars, ſubject to Ruſſia, and in

cluded in the government of Caucaſus.

DAGHo, an iſland of Ruſſia, in the

Baltic, on the NW. coaſt of Livonia.

Daglingworth, Gouc. 3 miles NW. of

Cirenceſter. -

DAGNo, capital of Ducagini, Albania.

Dagworth, Suffolk, N.W. of Stow.

Dahl, the fineſt river of Sweden.

DAhomY, a country of Guinea, E. of

the Slave-Coaſt, and 70 miles from the

ſº, called alſo FoulN. The capital is

Abomey. .

Dailesford, Worc. N. of Adelſthorp,

Glouceſterſhire. Daile-Town, Yorkſ. SE.

of Thirſk. -

DAlacA, or DAHHLak, an iſland in

- the Red Sea, in about the 10th deg. of
T. N. lat.

Dala-Caſile, Northumb. near Whit

ghºſter. Dalaly-Caffle, Shropſh. NE. of

Wrekin-Hill, Dalbury, W. of Derby.

Daly, Linc.N. of Spilſby. Daly, Yorkſ.

SW. of New Malton. Daly, Stacomb,

Leic. SW. of Melton-Mowbray. Daly

Parva, Leic. near Stoppleford. Dally

on the-Woulds, Leic. Dallen, Durh. near

Eaſington. Dale, E. of Derby.

DALE Borg, the capital of Dalia.

DAL EcAR LIA, a river and province of

Sweden, near Norway. The latter is 175

miles in length, near 1 oo at it's great

eſt breadth, and is ſurrounded by Helſing

land, Geſtricia, Weſtmanland, Werme

land, and Norway. It is mountainous,

and abounds in mines of copper and iron,

ſome of which are of a prodigious depth.

The inhabitants are a plain, hardy, war

like race. The principal productions are

corn, wood, and hemp.

Dale-Main, Cumb. near Dacor. Caſtle.

Dale-Garth, Cumb. near Eſkdale. Dal

ham, Suffolk, near Newmarket.

DALIA, a province of W. Gothland,

between the Wenner Lake and the go

vernment of Bahus.

Dalingho, Suff. near Wickham. Da

Jin-Grig, Suſſex, W. of Aſhdown-Foreſt.

Dalington, Suſſex, between it’s Foreſt and

Battel. Dalington, W. of Northampton.

DALKEITH, a town in Mid-Lothian,

6 miles S.E. of Edinburgh. Lat. 55. 54.

N. lon. 2. 59 W.

Dalkey, a village on the S. ſide of Dub

lin. Bay, about 7 miles from the city.

Near it is Daikey-Iſland, a fertile ſpot of

18 acres, in the channel, between which

and the main land, ſhips of the greateſt

burthen may ſafely ride at anchor, in 3

fathoms water at the loweſt tides.

Dallington, Nott. near Normanton.

DALMATIA, a province of Europe,

bounded on the N. and N.W. by Boſnia

and Croatia; on the E. by Servia; and

on the S. and W. by the Adriatic. Spa

latro is the capital of the part lately held

by the Venetians; Herzegovina, of that

part by the Tºiks ; and Raguſa is the

capital of the republic of the ſame name.

It abounds in corn, wine, oil, and cattle ;

it’s mountains contain valuable minerals,

and it’s rivers are generally navigable.

The part held by the Venetians has been

lately annexel to the dominions of the

Houſe of Auſtria.

Dafton, Cumb. S. of Carliſle.

DAlto N, a town in Lancaſhire, feat

ed on the ſpring-head of a river, in a

champaign country, near the Dudden

Sands. It is 16 miles N.W. of Lancaſter,

and 273 NNW. of London. Lat. 54. 9.

N. lon. 3.18. W. Market on Saturday.

Dalton, Yorkſh. near Barnard-Caſtle.

M 3 Daltºn,
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"Dalton, Yorkſ. near Huthersfield. Dal

ton, Yorkſh. near Doncaiter. Dalton,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, rear Topcliff. Dal

ton, Dorſetſ. 8 miles fºom Pool. Dalton,

N. and S. Yorkſ. near Pocklington. Dal

wood, near Dorcheſter. Dalwood, Dorſetſ.

3 miles from Stockland. Dalwood, De

vunſ. W. of Axininfier.

Daly’s-Bridge, in Cavan, Ulſter.

DAM1, a town of Groningen, on the ri

ver Daniſter.

DAM, a town of Pruſſian Pomerania.

DAMAR, a town of Oman; and a town

of Yemen; both in A abia.

DAMAscus, now called SHAM, a very

ancient city of Syria, and the capital of a

pachalic, is built in the form of an oblong

ſquare. Streams of water run acroſs the

plain of Damaſcus, which fertiſize the

gardens, ſupply the public fountains, and

run into every houſe. The caravanſaras

have long galleries, ſupported by marble

pillars, ſurrounding a large court. The

private houſes, which are built of wood,

have their fronts inwards, incloſing a

court, and preſenting a dead wall to the

firects, although often richly adorned

within. The caſtle is like a little town,

liaving it's own ſtreets and houſes. The

moſques are ſuperb and numerous: The

ſtraight ſtreet, which runs acroſs the city

and ſuburbs in a direét line, has ſhops on

each ſide, where all forts of merchandiſe

are ſold. The gardells and orchards ex

tend ſeveral miles round, and are embel

liſhed with ſummer-houſes, turrets, foun

tains, caſcades, and ſtreams of water. A

manufactory of cutlery is carried on here.

Damaſcus ſtands on the river Barida, in a

very fertile plain, and contains about

$o,coo inhabitants, of whom 15,000 are

Chriſtians. It is 112 miles NNE. of Je

ruſalem. Lat. 33.45. N. lon. 37. o. E.

DAMAUN, a ſea-port of the Paiſhwah,

Hindooſtan, ſubjećt to the Portugueſe. It

is ſituated at the E. entrance of the Gulf

of Cambay, 50 miles S. of Surat. Lat.

20. zo. N. lon. 72.48. E.

DAMBEA, an extenſive lake of Abyſ

finia, containing many fertile iſlands, and

abundance of fiſh and river-horſes. It is

roo miles from the ſource of the Nile;

the country of Dambea, on the N. of the

lake, being flat, is ſubjećt to inundations.

Damerham, Wilts, on the borders of

I)orſetſhire.

DAMIFTTA, a ſea-port of Egypt, on

one of the eaſtern mouths of the Nile.

The number of inhabitants is about

25,000; they manufacture fine linen of all

colours. It is a place of great trade, and

is 34 miles NNE. of Cairo,

DAM1Ano, Sr. in Montferrat, Italy.

DAMME, a town NW. of Bruges.

DAMMe. See DAM.

DANcALI. See DoNC Ali.

Danbury, Eſſex, on a hill 5 miles E. of

Chelmsford; it's ſpire ſerves as a ſea

mark. Danly, Yorkſ. N. Riding, be

tween Cleveland and Blackmore-Foreſt.

Danby, Yorkſ. N. Riding, NE. of Mid

lam. Danby upon-HFiſk, Yorkſhire, near

Northalierton. Dancer's-Hill, Middleſex,

W. of Enfield Chaſe. Dane, a river in

Chº ſhire. Dune-Court, Kent, in Chilham

pariſh. Dane. End, or Dame-Street End,

Herts, S. of the Waldens. Dane. Fur

long, Herts, near Hexton. Dane-Inch,

Cheſ. SE. of Congleton. Dane-ºohn,

Kent, near Canterbury. Danes Bank,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Temple-Brewer.

Danes-Moor, Northamp. 3 miles NE. of

Banbury.

DANGER, Isles of, three iſlands in

the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Com

modore Byron, in June, 1765. They are

very populous, but ſurrounded with “an

gerous rocks. Lat. Io. 15. S. lon. 169.

28. W.

Dangon, in Cork, Munſter.

Daniels, Herts, near Sandon. -

D., NNEBER G, a town and diſtri&t o

Lunenburg, in Lower Saxony, ſubjećt to

Hanover.

Danny, Suſſ. SW. of Dichling. Dan

ſon, Kent, SE. of Welland. Danthorp,

Yorkſ, in Holderneſs. Dantiſh, Dorſetſ.

E. of the Vale of White Hart. Dantrey,

Hunt. E. of Whittleſey Meer. Danſºy,

Wilts, near Malmſbury.

DANTzick, a large and rich commer

cial town in Pruſſian Pomerania, with a

fine harbour, and an univerſity. The

houſes are 6 or 7 ſtories high, and the gra

naries, containing vaſt quantities of corn

and naval ſtores, to which the ſhips lie

cloſe, are ſtill higher. It is reckoned to

contain zoo, ooo inhabitants, though there

died of the plague, in 1709, above 30,000

perſons. It is now ſubjećt to the king of

Pruſſia, having been annexed to his domi

nions in 1793. It is ſeated on the weſtern

bank of the Viſtula, about 4 miles from

the Baltic, 63 miles WSW. of Konigſ

burg, and 100 NW. by N. of Warſaw.

Lat. 54. 22. N. lon. 18. 38. E.

DAN Up E, anciently the Is TER, a ri

ver of Europe, riſing in, and running

through, the circle of Suabia, paſſing by

Ulm, then through Bavaria and Auſtria,

paſſing by Ratiſbon, Paſſau, and Vienna :

it then enters Hungary, paſſing on to

Preſburg, Buda, and Belgrade, after

which it divides Bulgaria from Mºhº
an
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, Dublin.

and Moldavia, falling into the Black Sea,

by ſeveral channels, in the province of Beſ

ſerabia. It begins to be navigable for

boats at Ulm ; receives ſeveral large rivers

as it paſſes along; is ſo deep between Buda

and Belgrade, that the †. and their

enemies have had men of war on it; yet

there are cataraćts on it, both above and

below Buda, which prevent its being navi

gable either way in that part.

Danyan, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Darby-Weſt, Lancaſ. NE. of Liverpool.

DARDA, a town of Lower Hungary.

DARDANELLEs, two caſtles, (built by

Mahomet IV. in 1658) one on each fide of

the Strait of Gallipoli, anciently the Hel

leſpont, between the Archipelago and the

Sea of Marmora. The ſtrait is 33 miles

long; in the broadett part it is a mile and

a half acroſs, and in the narroweſt half a

mile. At the entrance, where guarded by

the caſtles, it is about two miles over.

- Dardiſtown-Bridge, in Meath, Leinſter,

19 miles from Dublin.

Darely, Cheſhire, near Olton.

DARAL HAMARA, a town of Fez.

Darent, Kent, on the river Darent, or

Darwent, between the Crays and Graveſ

end. Darey-Hall, Northumberland, SW.

of Eland-Hall. Darfield, Yorkſhire, be

tween Barneſley and Doncaſter.

Dargle, a romantic vale, or glen, in the

county of Wicklow, about 12 miles from

The lofty mountains on each

fide are clothed with trees down to the

edge of the river, which noiſily tumbles

from rock to rock in the bottom, forming

many caſcades; and the views from the

eminences are grand and beautiful.

DARIEN, an iſthmus, or narrow country

which joins N. and, S. America, having

the Atlantic on the NE. and the Pacific on

the SW. It extends about 360 miles in

length, and from 43 to 135 in breadth. It

is generally conſidered as a province of

Terra Firma, though it ſeems to be a

part of N. America, and is of great im

i.; to the Spaniards, as the wealth of

eru is brought annually to Panama and

Porto Bello, and thence exported to Eu

rope. Here are many high mountains,

and the low grounds are frequently over

flowed with the heavy rains. The natives

build their houſes with hurdles plaiſtered

over with earth, and have plantations along

the banks of the rivers. They hang rings

and plates of ſilver from their noſes, and

beads, ſhells, &c., from their necks. The

girls pick and ſpin cotton, and the women

weave it; and the men fabricate very neat

baſkets with canes, reeds, or palmetto

leaves dyed of ſeveral colours. Polygamy

is allowed among them : they are fond of

dancing to the ſound of a pipe and drum,

and reckon their time by moons.

Darien’-Bridge, in Cavan, Ulſter.

*DARKING, a town of Surry, on the

river Mole, noted for corn and fowls. It

is 23 miles S.W. of London. Lat. 51.

17. N. lon. o. 14. W. Market on Sa

turday.

Darlaffon, Shropſhire, near Prees. Dar

laſton, Staff. near Stone. Darleſłon, Staff.

W. of Trent, near Stone. Darleton, Not

tinghamſ. NE. of Tuxford. Darley, near

Derby. Darley, Yorkſ. W. Riding, NW.

of Ripley. Darley-Abbey, N. of Derby.

Darley Hall, Dºrbyſ. SE. of Bakewell.

Darijion, or Dalfton, Middl. in Hackuey.

*DAR LING'ro N, a neat, thriving town

in the county of Durham, on the river

Skerne, which falls into the Tees, 3 or 4

miles below the town. It ſtands on the

great road from London to Edinburgh,

and has a weekly market, well ſupplied

with corn and proviſions; and once a fort

night, throughout the year, there is a fair

for horned cattle, ſheep, &c. except in

January and February. It is noted for it's

manufactures of huckabacks 10 quarters

wide, diapers, and ſtuffs. A curious wa

ter, machine for grinding optical glaſſes,

and another for ipinning linen-yarn, have

been invented and erected here. Darling

ton is 18 miles S. of Durham, and 236 N.

by W. of London. Lat. 54.31. N. lon.

1. 25. W. Market on Monday.

DARMsTADT, the capital of the land

graviate of Heſſe Darmſtadt, in the circle

of the Upper Rhine. It has a conſiſtory,

a criminal court, a college, &c. It is

ſeated on a river of the ſame name, 18 miles

ESE. of Ment. Lat. 49. 43. N. lon. 8.

14. E.

Darmall, Cheſhire, SW. of Middlewich.

Darnbroke, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, near

Pennygent-Hill. Darnall, a river in Rad

norſhire. Darnfort, Wilts, N. of Old

Sarum. Darrington, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

near Wentbridge. Darſham, Suffolk, W.

of Dunwich. Dartington, Devonſhire, N.

of Totneſs.

*DARTF9 RD, a town in Kent, ſeated

on the Darent, near it's influx into the

Thames. It is 7 miles W. of Graveſ nã,

and 16 E. by S. of London. Lat. 51.25.

N. lon. o. 16. E. Market on Saturday.

*DARTMouth, a town of Devonſhire,

with a haven capable of ſheltering 5oo fail

of ſhips. It is ſeated on the decliviy of a

hill, at the mouth of the Dart; which ri

ver, riſing at the foot of Dartmoor hills, -

(an extenſive mooriſh tract, ſeeding great

numbers of black cattle,) and after paſſing
M + Totneſs,
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Totneſs, where it is navigable for ſmall

veſſels, is joined by the Hareborn, ſeven

miles above it’s fail into Dartmouth Ha

ven. Dartmouth has a conſiderable trade

to Italy, Spain, Portugal, &c. and to New

foundland, as well as a ſhare in the coaſt

ing traffick. It is 30 miles nearly S. of

Exeter, and 204. W. by S. of London.

Lat. 50. 22. N. lon. 3.45. W. Market

on Friday.

Darrow, or Yarrow, a river in Lancaſ.

Darton, Yorkſ. near Barnelley. Darvel,

Suſſex, near Battel. Darum iſ 'ood, Suſſex,

N.W. of Battel. Darwen. Cote, Durham,

in Chopwell manor. Darwardes, Eſſex,

N.W. of Braintree. ~ Darwen-Chapel, Der

byſhire, in the High-Peak. Darwen

Chapel, Lancaſhire, SE. of Blackburn.

- DAssEN-EYLAND, or DEER-ISLAND,

one of the three ſmall iſlands lying between

the Cape of Good Hope and Saldanha

Bay, ſo called from the great number of

deer, which were firſt brought here in 1601.

Here are alſo ſheep, whoſe tails weigh 19

Pounds apiece. Lat. 33.25. S. lon. 17.

56. E.

Daſſet-Avon, or Parva; and Daſt

Burton, or Magna, Warw. E. of Edge

Hill.

Holt and the river Tame. Datchet, Buck

inghamſhire, near Windſor. Datchworth,

Herts,betweenWare and Stevenage. Dat

ford, Bucks, in Stow pariſh. Dauderly,

Lincolnſ. S. of Horncaſtle. Davenham,

Cheſhire, 2 miles S. of Northwich. Da

•venport, Cheſhire, W. of Congleton.

*DA v ENTRY, or DAINTRY, a town of

Northamptonſhire, on the road from Lon

It’s principal trade is.don to Chiſler.

making whips. It is to miles W. of

Northampton, and 72 N.W. of London.

Lat. 52.1 5. N. lon. 1. I c. W. Market

on Wedneſday.

Daw Gledheit, a river in Pembrokeſhire,

-*Dav ID's, Sr. a town of Pembrokeſhire,

feated on a barren ſoil, on the river Ilem.

From the Cape, near this place, is a pro

ſpect of part of Ireland, It is 22 miles

N.W. of Pembroke, and 225 W. by N. of

London. Lat. 5:1. 56. N. lon. 5, 15. W.

Market on Wedneſday.

DAVID's, Sr. an Engliſh ſettlement, on

the Côaſt of Coromandel, 85 miles S. of

Madras. Lat. 12. S. N. lon. 82.55. E.

Daviſiow, Cornw. NE. of Canieſ:ord.

DAV 13 STRAITs, an arm of the ſea,

ſeparating Greenland from Labradore, and

other parts of N. America. It was diſ

covered by Captain Davis in 1585.

, Daulting, Some ſetſhire, between Cram

her and Shipton Mallet. Daulton, Dur

han, S.W. of Hartlepool,

Daſſel, or Doſihill, Warw. between

IYA UN, a town of Stiria.

Dauphiny, a ci-devant province of

France, now forming the departments of

Drome, Iſre, and Upper Alps.

Davington, Kent, 1 unile from Fever

ſham. Dawley, Middleſex, near Drayton

and Hounſlow. Dawley, Great and Lit

tle, Shrop. SE. of Wrekin Hiii. Daw

ſing-Field, Not folk, S. of Cockthorp.

Dawling IWard, Norfolk, NW. of Caſton.

Daºiſh, Somerſetſhire, SE. of Ilminſter.

Darwiiſh, Devonſhire, between Torbay and

Star-Croſs. Dawlton, Northumberl. be

tween Hexham and Morpeth. Dawney

Court, Berks, near Eton-Wich. Daw's-

Green, Surry, near Darking. Dawton,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, near Eriholm.

DAx. Sce Acqs.

Daye, St. Cornwall, W. of Truro.

Dead, a river in Pembrokeſhire. Dead

man's Head, a cape in Cornwall, between

St. Maw's and Fowey.

DEAD SEA, or LAKE AsPHALT1tes,

in Paleſtine, abounding in bitumen; it

contains no verdure on it’s banks, nor fiſh

in it's waters. The cauſe which deprives

it of vegetable and animal life, is the ex

treme ſaltneſs and ſulphureouſneſs of the

water. It is not true, however, that it’s ex

halations deſtroy birds flying over it. Frag

ments of ſulphur and bitumen are found

along the ſhore. The Jordan runs into it,

without any viſible diſcharge for it's waters.

*DEAL, a ſea-port in Kent. Here are

about 1 ooo houſes, and 4.5oo inhabitants,

who are chiefly ſupported by the reſort of

mariners hither from the Downs. It is 7

miles S. by E. of Sandwich, and 72 E. by

S. cf London. Lat. 51. 13. N. lon. 1.

29. E. Market on Thurſday.

DEAN, G REAT DEAN, or MITch Ft.

DEAN, a town of Glouceſterſhire, in the

Foreſt of Dean, ; 1 miles W. of Glouceſ

ter, and 1 12 WSW. of London. Lat. 51.

so. N. lon. 2. 31. F. The foreſt com

prehends that part of the county which lies

between the Severm and the ſhires of Mon

mouth and Hereford. It contains 4 mar

kct towns and 23 pariſhes, is fertile in

paſiure and till 'ge, produces fine oaks,

abounds in orchards, and has rich mines

of iron and coal. A few ſolitary deer ſtill

run wild in its receſſes. Market on Monday.

Dean, Little, Glouceſ. 3 miles S.F. of

Great Dean. Dean, a river of Leic. and

Nott. running into the Trent at Newark.

Dean, Cumberl. 3 miles S.W. of Cocker

mouth. Dean, Hampſhire, E. of Overton.

Dean, Hants, at the entrance of Portſ

mouth Harbour. Dean, Kent, near Chal

lock. Dean, Kent, near Wingham. Dean,

Lanc, W. of Bolton, Dean, Middl. in

Ryſlip,
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Ryſlip. Dean, Northamp. 3 miles from

Rockingham. Dean, Eaſt, Hants, NW.

of Rumſey. Dean, Eaſt, Suſſex, near

Horſham. Dean, Eaſt, Suſſex, between

Seaford and Pevenſey Haven. Dean Farm,

Oxf. near Euſton. Dean-Hall, Nott. in

Caunton pariſh. Dean Nether, and Dean

Over, Huntindonſ. Dean-Park, Shropſ.

bordering on Worceſterſhire. Dean-Prior,

Devonſhire, between Aſhburton and Brent.

Dean's-Court, Dorſetſ. near Winbourn.

Dean's Court, Kent, near Appledore.

Dean's-Court, Kent, in Weſtwell pariſh.

Dean-Thorp, Northamptonſ, near King's-

Cliff. Dean, Weſt, Wilts, E. of Saliſ

bury. Dean, Wºff, Suſſex, near Midhurſt.

Dean, Weſt, Suſſex, NW. of Eaſt-Dean.

Debach, Suffolk, between Debenham and

Woodbridge. Deldºn, Eſſex, near Aud

ley-End. Deldon, Hampſhire, in New

Foreſt, near Southampton Bay.

DEBEN, a river in Suffolk, flowing into

a long, narrow arm of the ſea at Wood

bridge. -

DEBENHAM, a town of Suffolk, near

the head of the river Deben, 24 miles E.

of Bury, and 84 NE. of London. Lat. 52.

19. N. lon. I. 17. E. Market on Friday.

DEBR Eczi N, a town of Hungary.

Deccan, THE, an extenſive traśt of

country, in hither India, which contains

the provinces of Candeiſh, Dowlatabad,Vi

fiapour, Golconda, and the W. part of Be

rar. Candeiſh, Viſiapour, and a part of

Dowlatabad, are ſubjećt to the Mahrattas;

the dominions of the Nizam Ally, Soubah

of the Deccan, (without including the ceſ

fions of Tippoo Sultan, in 1792, viz. Ko

Paul, Cuddapah, and Gangecotta,) are

ſuppoſed to be 430 miles long, from NW.

to SE. and 300 broad. By the death of

his brother in 1780, he became poſſeſſed of

the diſtrićts of Adoni and Rachore, and of

the Guntoor Circar. His capital is Hy

drabad.

DEcize, an ancient town in the dept.

of Nievre, ſeated on an iſland formed by

the Loire, 16 miles S.E. of Nevers. Lat.

46.42. N. lon. 3, 31. E.

DEcce N Do RF, in the circle of Bavaria.

Decombs, St. Somerſetſ. near Watchet.

DEDDINGTo N, a town of Oxfordſhire,

ſeated on a riſing ground, 16 miles N. of

Oxford, and 70 WNW. of London. Lat.

51. 57. N. lon. I. 3. W. Market on Sa

turday.

Dealingham, Northumb. near Woller.

DED HAM, a town of Eſſex, 6 miles

NNE. of Colcheſter, and 58 NE. of Lon.

don, Lat. 52. 1. N. lon. I. o. E. Mar

ket on Tueſday.

DEE, a river of N, Wales and Cheſhire,

navigable from near Elleſmere, in Shrop

ſhire, to Cheſter. At this city the conti

nuity of the navigation is broken by a

ledge of rocks, which runs acroſs the bed

of the river, and cauſes a kind of caſcade;

from hence it flows to the ſea, a broad,

ſandy eſtuary, dividing Cheſhire from

Flintſhire. By embankments, however,

made here, much land has been gained

from the tide, and a narrower, but deeper

channel, fitter for navigation, has been

formed from Cheſter, half way to the ſea.

Dee, a river of Aberdeenſhire.

Dee, a river of Kircudbrightſhire.

Deepdale, Rutlandſhire, W. of Upping

ham. Deepden, Surry, between Dorking
and Beachworth. -

DE E PING-MARKET, a town of Lincoln

ſhire, feated on the river Welland, in a

fenny ground, 6 miles E. of Stamford, and

90 N. of London. Lat. 52.4.x. N. lon.

o. 21. W. Market on Thurſday.

Deeping, E. and h". Linc. near Deeping.

Deerham, ſee Dereham. Deerhurſt, Glou

ceſterſhire, 3 miles S. of Tewkeſbury, ſub

ject to frequent inundations from the Se

vern. Dafford, Worceſte ſhire, near Per

ſhore. Deinton, Glouceſterſhire, 8 miles

from Briſtol and 7 from Bath.

DFIN se, in the ci-devant county of
Flanders.

Delacres, or Delvecraft-Albey, Staff. NE

of Leek. Delaley, Northumb. in Tindale.

Delaley-Caſile, Shropſ. near Wrekin-Hill.

Delamere-Forºſ, NE. of Cheſter.

DELAwar. E, one of the United States of

N. America, bounded on the N. by Penn

ſylvania, on the E. by Delaware River and

Bay, and on the S. and W. by Maryland.

It is about 90 miles long, and zo broad;

and, in 1790, the inhabitants were com.

puted at 59,094. In many parts it is un

healthy, being ſeated in a peninſula, where

the land is low and flat, which occaſions the

waters to ſtagnate, and ſubjećts the inha

bitants to interinittents. It is divided in

to the counties of Newcaſtle, Kent, and

Suffex. -

DELAware, a river of N. America,

which riſes in the State of New York, and

in it's courſe ſeparates the ſtate of Pennſyl

vania from thoſe of New York and New

Jerſey, and a few miles below Philadel

phia, ſeparates the ſtate of Delaware from

Jerſey. From the mouth of the bay of Phi

ladelphia is 118 miles, navigable all the

way for large veſſels.

DELAwa Re, a bay of N. America,

which is 60 miles long, from Cape Hen.

lopen to the entrance of the river Dela

waſ2'at Bombay-Hook. It is ſo wide in

ſome parts, that a ſhip in the middle of it

can
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ean ſcarcely be ſeen from the ſhore, and the

Capes.Henlopen and May are 18 miles apart.

Delas, or Dulas, a river in Brecknockſ.

Belbridge, Devonſhire, SE. of Chimleigh.

Delft, a well-built town of Holland,

with canals in the ſtreets, planted on each

fide with trees. It is about 2 miles in cir

cumference, and is defended againſt inun

dations by 3 dikes. Vaſt quantities of fine

glazed earthenware are made here, known

by the name of Delft wares. It is ſeated

on a canal called the Schie, 3 miles NW.

of Rotterdam, and 3o SSW. of Amſter

dani. Lat. 52.4. N. lon. 4. 24. E.

DELFzu YL, a ſea-port of Groningen.

DELIchi, a river of Albania, anciently

Acheron, feigned by the poets to be a river

of hell. . .

Delhi,aprovince of Hindooſtan, bound

ed on the W. by Moultan, on the N.W. by

Lahore, on the E. by the countries of Thi

bet and Oude, and on the S. by Agra and

Agimere. The natural fertility of the

ſoil of this province, and the mildneſs of

it's climate, are ſuch as to favour the moſt

numerous population; yet, having been

the ſeat of continual wars for more than 70

years paſt, it is almoſt depopulated ; the

lands lie waſte, and the inhabitants provide

only the bare means of ſubſiſtence, left they

ſhould attract the notice of thoſe whoſe

trade is pillage. He is about 165 miles in

length, and 140 in breadth.

DELHI, the capital of the province of

Delhi, was once a large, rich, and popu

lous city, and, the capital of the Mogul

empire. But in 1739, when Nadir Shaw,

or Kouli Khan, invaded Hindooſtan, he

entered Delhi, and dreadful were the

maſſacres and calamities that followed :

1oo,0oo of the inhabitants periſhed by the

fword; and plunder, to the annount of

7oooo,cool. ſterling, was ſaid to be col

lected and carried away. They endured

ſimilar diſaſters on the ſubſequent invaſi

ons of Abdalla, king of Candahar; ſo that,

ſince the decline and downfal of the Mo

#. empire, the population is extremely

ow. Delhi is 88o miles NE. by N. of

Bombay. Lat. 28.37. N. lon. 77.40. E.

DELMENHorst, in Weſtphalia, capi

tal of a ſmall county, a little SW. of Bre

men. It is ſubject to the kings of Den

mark, as Counts of Oldenburg and Del
menhorſt.

Delos, or DIlf, an iſland in the Ar

chipelago, formerly celebrated for the tem

le of Apollo, and the oracle contained in

it, but now covered with ruins and unin

habited.

DELPHos, a town of Livadia, Turkey.

Deſham, Suſſex, NW. of Horſham.

gomeryſhire.

DerispErc, a town of Swiſſerland.

DELTA, the name of a fertile tract of

Lower Egypt, on the Mediterranean, be

tween the branches of the Nile, from it's

ſuppoſed reſemblance to a Greek letter ſo

called. It is alſo applied to the mouths of

the Ganges, Ava, &c. -

Delves, Staffordſhire, near Uttoxeter.

Dembley, Linc. N.W. of Folkingham.

DEMERARY, a river and ſettlement in

Surinam, lately ſubject to the Dutch.

Demifton-Caſile, Berkſhire, NW. of

Newbury.

DEMMIN, a town of Swediſh Pomerania.

DE NAIN, a village near Valenciennes.

Denberry, Devonſ. SW. of Newton

Buſhel. Denbighs, Surry, one mile fron

Dorking. w

*DENBIGH, the county town of Den

bighſhire, ſituated on the ſumunit of a rock,

ſloping on every ſide but one, on a branch

of the river Clwyd. It has a conſiderable

manufacture of gloves and ſhoes, which

are ſent to London for exportation. It is

27 miles W. of Cheſter, and 208 N.W. of

London. Lat. 53. 1 1. N. lon. 3.35. W.

Market on Wedneſday.

DENBighs HIRE, a county of N. Wales,

bounded on the W. by Carnarvonſhire,

from which it is for the moſt part ſeparat

ed by the river Conway; on the N. and

N.E. by the Iriſh Sea and Flintſhire; on the

... by Flintſhire, Cheſhire, and Shropſhire;

and on the S. by Merionethſhire and Mont

It extends from NW. to

SE. 39 miles, and from N. to S. in it's

broadeſt part, it is 17 miles; but in gene

ral it is much leſs. It is divided into 12

hundreds, which contain 4 market towns

and 57 pariſhes. The ſoil is various, the

Vale of Clwyd being remarkably pleaſant

and fertile, which is not the caſe with the

E. part of the county, and the W. is, in a

manner, barren. The principal rivers are

the Clwyd, Elwy, Dee, and Conway. The

produćts of this county are chiefly corn,

cheeſe, cattle, lead, and coal. Among the

hills are ſmall pillars, with inſcriptions

which no one hitherto has been able to read.

Denly, Derbyſ. SW. of Codnor-Caſtle.

Denby, Yorkſ. SW. of Doncaſter. Denly

Grange, Yorkſ. W. Riding, in Kirkhea

ton pariſh. Denchworth, N. and S. Berks,

between the Vale of White-Horſe and

Abingdon.

DENDER MoND, a town of the ci-devant

Auſtrian Flandels, ſurrounded by marſhes

and fine meadows, which the inhabitants

can lay under water. It is ſeated at the

confluence of the Dender and Scheldt, 14

miles E. of Ghent, and 16 W. of Mechlin.

Lat. 51, 3, N. lon, 4, 10. E. -

- Deneven
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Deneven Caſile, Carmarthenſhire, near

Llandilovawr. Denford, Northamp. near

Shrapſton. -

DENs. x, the chief town of Dengy hun

dred, Edex,between Ofith Iſland and the ſta.

Dengy Marſh, Kent, between Lyd and

Dengyfiefs. Dengyneſ, or Dangyneſ,

Kent, a promontory between the harbours

of Romney and Rye. Denham, Bucks,

near Uxbridge. Denham, Suff. between

Newmarket and Bury. Denham-Hill, Suff.

near Eye. Denhill, Kent, between Bar

ham-Down and Wingham. Denholm,

Lanc. SW. of Mancheſter. Denholm-Park,

Yorkſ. N. of Halifax. Demington, Suffolk,

3 miles and a half from Framlingham.

DEN1A, a maritime town of Valencia.

DENMARK, a kingdom of Europe,

bounded on the W. by the ocean, on the

N. and E. by the Baltic Sea, and on the S.

by Germany and the Baltic. The coun

try is generally flat, and the air is render

foggy by the ſeas and lakes; but, the

weather being changeable, it is purified by

frequent breezes. Denmark, properly ſo

called, conſiſts of Jutland and the iſlands

of Zealand and Funen, with the little iſles

about them; but the king of Denmark's

dominions contain the kingdom of Nor

way, and the duchies of Holſtein, Olden

burg, and Deimouhorſt, in Germany, be

fides Iceland, and the other Daniſh ſettle

ments abroad. The revenues are com

puted at 1,400,oool. a year, which ariſe

from the crown lands and duties, and the

tolls paid by veſſels paſſing between the

Baltic and German Ocean. There is no

large iver in Denmark, but numerous lakes

and channels of the ſea, by which it is in

terſeşted. In the ſummer the heat is great,

and the days are long ; but the winter con

tinues 7 or 3 months. The commodities

are corn, pulſe, horſes, and large beeves,

together with the produce of their manu

factures. The exports exceed the imports

to the amount of 55,000 crowns a year.

Copenhagen is the capital.

Deamead, Hants, SE. of Buſh-Wal

than. Denner Bridge, Cornw. N.W. of

Bodmin. Denniſ, St. Cornwall, 5 miles

N.W. of Leftwithiel. Denny Abbey, Camb.

NE. of Cottenham. Denny-Lodge, Hants,

in the New Foreſt. Denny-Iſland, Monm.

in the Severm, oppoſite to Gold-Cliff.

Denſhanger, Northamp. near Paſſenham.

Peºt, Staff. near Clockidon. Deºffon,

Siffolk, between Barnardiſton and Debden.

Dent, a river of Weſtmorland, which runs

into the Lune. Dent, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

in Craven. In 1664, two inhabitants of

this place, father and ſon, were witneſſes

on a trial at York aſſizes, the ſon being

roo years of age, and the father nearly 149.

-
*

Dentaclion, Kent, in the Iſle of Thanet.

Dent-Hill, Cumb. W. of Copeland Foreſt.

Denton, Cumb. NE. of Brampton. Dex

ton, Durham, NW. of Darlington. Den

ton, Huntingdonſ. S. of Stilton. Denton,

Kent, NE. of Elham. Denton, Kent, SE.

of Graveſend. Denton, Lanc. 3 miles from

Stockport. Denton, Linc. S. of Grantham.

Denton, Norf. between Harleſton and Bun

gay. , Denton, Northamp. between Oulney

and Northampton. Denton, Northumb.

near Newcaſtle. Denton, Oxf. in Cuddeſ

don pariſh. Denton, Stiff. near Newhaven.

Denton-Hall, Yorkſ. W. Riding, NW. of

Otley. Denver, Norfolk, near Downham.

Dentwike, Northumberland, near Alnwick.

DENY’s, Sr. a town in the department

of Paris, ſeated on the river Crould, near

the Seine, 5 miles N. of Paris. Lat. 48.

56. N. lon. 2.26. E.

Depden, Suffolk, SW. of Bury. Deper

dale, Weſtmorland. Defedale, Yorkſ in

W. Riding, N. of the rive! Wharf. Depe

ham, Norfolk, S.W. of Windham.

DEPTFord, a town of Kent, on the

Thames, near London, remarkable for it's

noble docks, and for the great number of

ſtore-houſes, &c., for the uſe of the navy.

Deptford, Wiltſhire, near Warminſter.

Derberk, a river in Nottinghamſhire.

DERBENT, a city of Perſia, with a har

bour, on the W. Coaſt of the Caſpian.

"DERBY, the county town of Derby

ſhire, is large, populous, and well-built.

It is feated on the Derwent, which is

navigable down to the Trent. In 1734, a

machine was erected here by Sir Thomas

Lombe, for the manufacturing of filk, the

model of which he brought from Italy. It

was the firſt of it's kindercêted in England;

and it's operations are to wind, double, and

twiſt the ſilk, ſo as to render it fit for

weaving. Here are alſo manufactories of

filk, cotton, and worſted ſtockings, and of

elegant porcelain, which laſt is in high ef

timation. Derbyſhire and foreign marbles

are wrought here in a variety of orna

mental articles, and the lapidary and jew

ellery branches are executed with great

neatneſs. . The malting buſineſs, and a

pottery of queen's earthenware are alſo

carried on here. It is 36 miles N. of Co

ventry, and 1zo NW. by N. of London.

Lat. 52.58. N. lon. I. 31. W. Markets

on Wedneſday and Friday.

DER BYsHIRE, a county of England,

bounded on the W. and N.W. by Cheſhire

and Staffordſhire, on the N. by Yorkſhire,

on the E. by Nottinghainſhire, and on the

S. and S.E. by Leiceſterſhire, and a point

of Warwickſhire. It extends nearly 56

miles in length from N. to S. and 34 from

E, to W. where broad-ſt; but in the S.

* 2. part
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part it is not above ſix. It is divided into

6 hundreds, in which are 10 market towns,

and 106 pariſhes. The N. and W. parts

are mountainous and ſtony, and ſubject to

frequent rains, and the air is ſharp and

cold. The S. and E. parts are fertile, pro

ducing moſt kinds of grain, particularly

barley. The bleak mountains in the Peak,

abound in the beſt lead, with marble, ala

baſter, millſtones, iron, coal, and a coarſe

ſort of cryſtal, and the intermediate valleys

are fruitful in graſs. The principal rivers

are the Derwent, Dove, Erwaſh, and T. cnt.

Dereford Foreſ, Herefordſhire.

Deregreth, in Waterford, Munſter,

*DE REHAM, EAST, orMARKET DERE

HAM, a town in Norfolk; it's market is

noted for woollen yarn. It is 11 miles

NW. of Norwich, and 1 oo NNE. of

London. Lat. 52.42. N. lon. I. o. E.

Market on Friday.

Dereham, Wºff, Norfolk, E. of Down

ham. Dereham, Cumberland, on the ri

wer Elne, near it's mouth. * .

DeReore, a town in Egypt.

Derg, a river of Donegal, Uliter.

Derg Bridge. See Caſile-Derg.

Derbam, Glouceſ. E. of Pucklechurch. .

Derikelagh, a ſmall lake in Down, Ul

fter. Derilin, in Fermanagh, Uiſter.

Dermiſden, Suffolk, SE. of Needham.

Dernthorp, Nott. a hamlet of Collingham.

DERP, a town of Riga or Livonia.

Derrilin, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Derrington, W. of Stafford. Derring

ton, Norfolk, near Caſtle-Acre.

DeRRY, a county of Ulſter, in Ireland,

32 miles in lengh, and 3o' in breadth,

bounded on the W. by Donegal, on the N.

by Lough Foyle and the Ocean, on the E.

and SE. by Antrim and Lough Neagh, and

on the S. and SW. by Tyrone. It con

tains 31 pariſhes, and is a fruitful cham

paign country. The linen manufačture

flouriſhes in every part of the county, it's

yearly trade being averaged at 116,720.

*DERRY, or LoNDo ND ERRY, the ca

pital of the county of Dºrry, is a modern

city, built principally by a company of Lon

don Adventurers in the reign of James I.

It conſiſts chiefly of two ſtreets, which

croſs one another; an exchange is built in

the centre ; here is a fine market place,

and the harbour is bordered with a quay.

It is ſeated on the river Mourn, near it’s

mouth, 5 miles S. of the Lake or Bay of

Lough-Foyle, and 104 N.W. of Dublin.

Lat. 55. A. N. lon. 7. 4.1. W.

Derrybºyan, in Galway, Connaught,

nearly 89 miles from Dublin. Derrygo

nelly, in Waterford, Munſter. Dervock,

in Antrim, Uliter, 120 miles from Dublin.

Iſland.

Derwent, a river of Derbyſhire,which

riſes in the High Peak, and paſſing through

the county, falls into the Trent 8 miles

ESE. from Derby. -

DERwent, a river of Yorkſhire, riſing

in the N. Riding, and failing into the Ouſe

5 miles SE. of Selby.

DERwENT, a river of Durham, flow

ing through a romantic tract of country,

and falling into the Tyne a little above

Newcaſtle, near which, on it’s banks, are

ſome capital iron works.

DeRwf NT, a river of Cumberland,

which riſes in Borrodale, and Éºwing

through Derwent-Water and Baſing

thwaite-Water, paſſes Cockermouth, and

falls into the Iriſh Sea at Workington.

Dery, or Defry, a river in Merionethſ.

Deſart, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. Deſart

Charch, in Derry, Ulſter. Deſari Martin,

in Derry, Ulſter.

Deſborough, Northamptonſhire, between

Kettering and Harboroºgh.

DESE ADA, orCAPE-DEs, RE, the ſouth

ern point of the Straits of Magellan. Lat.

53. 4. S. lon. 74. 18. W.

Deſert, in Waterford, Munſter.

Deford, N.W. of Leiceſter Foreſt.

DEssAw, a town of Upper Saxony.

ſº a river in Merionethſhire.

Detchin, Northumberland, SW. of Holy

Detchick, or Deddick. Hall, Der

byſhire, NE. of Wirkſworth.

DethMold, a town of Weſtphalia.

Detling, Kent, near Maidſtone.

DETRoit, a town of N. America, on

the W. fide of the ſtrait or river, between

Lake St. Clare and Lake Frie. Lat. 42.

22. N. lon. 83. 22. W.

DETTINGEN, a village of Hanau, circle

of Lower Rhine, where the Earl of Stairs

gained a victory over the Frénch, in 1743.

George II. who was preſent in the action,

diſplayed great perſonal courage, expoſing

himſelf to a fevere fire of muſquetiy and

cannon, and encouraging the troops by his

preſence and example. -

Dettor, a river in Cardiganſhire.

DF v A, a ſea-port of Spain, on the Bay

of Biſcay. Lat. 43.24. N. lon. 2.40. W.

Dev Elto, a town of Bulgaria.

Dev ENTER, a large and populous ſea

port, the capital of Overyſſel. -

D. ºverel Brixton, Dºverel-Hill, Deve

re!. Kingſton, Deverel Long'ºridge, and De

ºverel-Monkſion, Wilts, all S. and SF."of

Longleat, on a rill called Dever, that runs

under ground like the Mole, in Surry.

Devereux, 7 miles S. of Hereford. De

‘vington, Little, or Devington-Court, Kent,

near Fevel ſham.

*DEvizes, a large and populous town

of
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of Wilts, ſeated on an eminence. It has

a manufacture of ſerges, and other wool

len ſtuffs; the malting and brewing buſi

neſs is carried on pretty extenſively, and

the market is abundantly ſupplied with

corn, wool, horſes, and all ſorts of cattle.

It is 24 niles NW. of Saliſbury, and 89

W. of London. Lat., 51. 20. N. lon.

2. 2. W.

Thurſday.

Devizes. Wick, Wilts, near Devizes.

Devniſh Iſland, in Lough-Frne, 3 miles

from Enniſkillin, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Devon, a turbulent river of Perthſhire.

DEvoN shire, a county of England,

bounded on the W. by Cornwall, on the

N. by the Briſtol Channel, cn the E. by

Somerſetſ ire and Dorſetſhire, and on the

S. by the Engliſh Channeſ. In extent it

is the ſecond county in England, being

69 miles long from N. to S. and 6o broad

from E. to W. -It is divided into 33 hun

dreds, containing 38 market towns and

394 pariſhes. The air is mild and health

ful, and the ſoil remarkably fertile, except

on the mountains and moors. On the coaſt

is found a peculiarly rich ſand, of fingular

ſervice to the huſbandmen, as it renders the

moſt barren parts fertile, and, as it were,

impregnates the glebe. Fruit trees abound

here, particularly apples, of which great

quantities of cyder are made, and taken to

ſea, being found very ſerviceable in hot

climates. In the SW. parts are great

quantities of marble, and in many places

marble rocks are found to be the baſis of

the high roads. The ſea-coaſts abound

in herrings, pilchards, and other ſalt-water

fiſh. The principal rivers are the Tamur,

Ex, Teigne, Touridge, and Dart.

Deux Ponts, a diſtrict and it's capi

tal, in the palatinate of the Rhine, circle

of the Lower Rhine.

Dewchurch, Great and Little, Heref.

SW. of Aconbury. Dewes, Eſſex, near

Chigwell. Desvlar, Heref. between Gol

den-Vale and Monm. Dewliſh, or Deve

liſt, Dorſetſ. on a river of the ſame name,

near Sturminſter. Dewloe, Cornw. near

E. and W. Loe. Dewſbury, Yorkſ. at

the foot of a hill W. of Wakefield. Dew

fon, Monm. between Llanvair and Caldi

cot. Dewſwell, S. of Hereford. Dex

Boro, Devonſhire, N. of Houlſworthy.

DIAR Beck, or DIAR BEK1R, part of the

ancient Meſopotamia, a province of Tur

key, in Aſia, between the rivers Tigris

and Euphrates. In it's capital, Diarbe

kir, a large town on the Tigris, the Chriſt

ians are above zo,ooo in number. Here

is a confiderable manufačture of red Tur

key leather, and of linen and red cotton

Markets on Monday and

cloths. It is 150 miles NE. of Aleppo.

Lat. 37. 18. N. lon. 39.4o. E.

Dibden, ſee Deepden. Dichhorn, Nor

thumb. W. of the Carltons. Dichbridge,

Wilts, between Chippenham and -Bath.

Dick Ent, Northumb, in Woller lordſhip.

Diche Marſh, Yorkſ. W. Riding, between

the livers Don and Aire. Dich Hampton,

Wilts, between Wilton and Burcomb.

Diºtiat, Somerſ. W. of Bruton. Dichley,

Oxf. 4 miles N.W. of Woodſtock. Didº

ling, Suff. 6 miles N.W. cf Lewes. Dic

Kleborough, Norf. near Diſs. Dickieſ!on,

Glouceſ. in Alderton pariſh. Diil rock,

Glouc. 3 miles from Winchcombe. Did

deſtury, Lanc. near Mancheſter. Did

angzon, Huntſ, near Bugden. Diſting

ton, Warw, a hamlet of Hampton in Ar

den. Diffithorp, Linc. N. of Butterwick.

Di."lºſtury, Shropſ. S. of Munſlow. Did

dleſion-Chap, Shropſ. between Eliefnere

and Denbighſ. Didley, Heref. near Dew

church. Didling, Suſſ. S. of Midhurſt.

Diſlington, Dorietſ. a tything to Chalbu

ry. Didlington, Norf. S. of Swaffham.

Did'ington, Norf. near Walcot. Didmer

ton, Glouc. 6 miles from Tetbury.

Die, a town in the depart. of Drome,

feated on the river Drome, 24 miles SE. of

Valence. Lat. 44.42. N. lon. 5. 23. E.

Die GSM, a town 3 miles N. of Bruſſels.

DIFPHolt, a town and county of

Weſtphalia, ſubjećt to Hanover.

DiE PPE, a town in the dept. of Lower

Seine, with a tolerable harbour, formed by

the river Arques, an old caſtle, and two

piers. Packet-boats paſs between this

place and Brighthelmſton, in time of peace.

The principal trade conſiſts in fiſh, ivory,

toys, and laces. In the year 1694, this

town was bombarded by an Engliſh ſqua

dron, under Commodore Benbow, and the

greater part of it burnt down. It is 30

miles N. of Rouen, and 132 N.W. of Pa

ris. Lat. 49. 55. N. lon. 1.9. E.

Diess E N Hof EN, a town of Zurich,

Swiſſerland.

Di Est, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

DIETZ, Nassau, a town and country

in the circle of the Upper Rhine.

DrEuse, a town in the dept. of Meurthe,

remarkable for it's ſalt-water wells. It is

ſeated on the river Seille, 20 miles NE. of

Nanci. Lat. 48. 53. N. lon. 6. 50. E.

Diez, St. a town in the department of

Voſges, feated on the Meurthe, 30 miles

SE. of Luneville. Lat. 43. 25. N. lon.

7. 4. E.

Digby, Lincolnſ. W. of Witham Ferry.

Diggeſworth, Northumb. in Bothnal lord

ſhip. Dighton, Yorkſ. E. Riding, N. of

Skipwith. Dighton, Yorkſ. N. of Nor

thallerton,
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+hallerton. Dighion, N. and S. Yorkſhire,

N. of Wetherby.

- DiGN ANT, a town of Iſtria.

DiGNE, a town in the depart. of the

Lower Alps, noted for it's hot baths. It

is ſeated on the river Bleone, 30 miles S.

by W. of Embrun. Lat. 44. 10. N. lon.

6.25. E.

Digſwell, Herts, near Welling. Digſ.

•well, Herts, in Aſhwell pariſh.

Dijon, a large city in the dept. of Côte

d'Or, capital of the ci-devant Burgundy,

containing 25,000 inhabitants. The

ſtreets are broad, well paved, and ſtraight,

and the ſquares and public ſtrućtures ele

gant. It is ſeated in a delightful plain,

which produces excellent wine. It is 138

miles SE. of Paris. Lat. 47. 19. N. lon.

5. 7. E.

Dike, Linc. near Bourn. Dikenſton,

Glouceſ. NW. of Winchcomb. Dilham,

Norfolk, near Wulſted. Dilhorn, Staf

fordſhire, W. of Cheadle.

Dilla, MoU NT, a promontory on the

coaſt of Malabar, 24 miles NNW. of

Tellicherry.

DILLEN BURG, NAssau, a town and

eountry of Weſtphalia.

Dilli NGEN, a town of Augſburg,

Suabia. \ ,

Dillington, Somerſ. near Ilminſter. Dil

Jington, Norf. 1 mile from Market-Dere

ham. Diſſion, Northumb. 2 miles from

Hexham. Dilſon, Cumb. the bottom of

the Croſs Fells. Dilton-Marſh, Wilts, 3

miles N. of Warminſter. Dilwin, Great

and Little, Heref. near Pembridge. Dil

worth, Lanc. in Ribcheſter pariſh. Dim

ington, Yorkſ. SE. of Rotherham. Dim

milton, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Dimmock,

Glouceſ. I 1 miles from Mitchel. Dean.

Di MoTuc, or DEMoticA, in Romania.

Dimſdale, Staffordſhire, near Newcaſtle.

DINANT, a town in the dept. of the

North Coaſt. The inhabitants are about

4ooo, who have manufactures of linen and

thread. It is 17 miles S.W. of St. Maloes.

Lat. 48.26. N. lon. z. c. W.

Di NANT, a town of Liege.

DiN AsMoUTHY, a town of Merioneth

iſhire, 1.8 miles S. of Bala, and 196 NW.

of London. Lat. 52.37. N. lon. 3.40. W.

Market on Friday.

Dinchurch, Kent, in Romney-Marſh.

Dinder, 1 mile from Hereford. Dinder,

Somerſetſhire, near Wells. Dingeſtow,

SW. of Monmouth.

D1NGELFINGEN,in the circle of Bavaria.

D1NGLE, a ſea-port of Kerry, in Mun

ſter. Several of the houſes are built in the

Spaniſh faſhion, with ranges of ſtone bal

cony windows, this place being formerly

Cam, 3 miles N. of Cambridge.

frequented by merchants cf. that nation,

who came to fiſh on the coaſt, and traded

with the inhabitants. It is ſituated on a

bay of the ſame name, 79 uniles S.W. of

Limerick, and 166 of Dublin. Lat. 51.

57. N. lon. I o. 15. W.

Dingley, Northamptonſhire, 2 miles from

Market-Harborough.

D1NGw ALL, a town of Roſsſhire, on the

Frith of Cromarty, 14 miles W. of the

town of Cromarty. Some linen is manu

factured here, and there is a lint-mill in

the neighbourhood. Lat. 57.45. N. lon.

4. 5. W.

Dinham, Monm. SW. of Chepſtow.

Diniſh-Iſland, in Kerry, Munſter, in the

river Kenmare.

DINKELs BUHL, a free and imperial

town of Suabia, near the river Weinitz,

and 37 miles SW. of Nuremburg. Here

is a manufačtory of cloth and reaping

hooks. Lat. 49. o. N. lon. Io. 20. E.

Dinſdale, Upper and Lower, S.W. of

Yarum, on each ſide of the Tees. Dint

hill, Shropſ. SW. of Shrewſbury. Dinting,

Derbyſ. in the High. Peak. Dinton, Wilts,

W. of Wilton. Diones, St. Hants, be

tween Redbridge and Biſhop. Waltham.

Dipford, Devonſ. S. of Brent. Difford,

Devonſ. NE. of Bampton. Dipnall, Hants,

near Farnham. Dirtpeth, Durham, at

the bottom of Langden Foreſt. Dirtley,

Yorkſhire, near Whitby.

Diſºrt, in Queen's County, Leinſter.

Diſforth, Yorkſ. NE. of Rippon. Diſh

ley-Thorp, Leiceſ, near Loughborough.

Diſley, Cheſhire, 5 miles from Stockport.

* Diss, a town of Norfolk, feated on the

river Waveney. It is a neat flouriſhing

town, the ſtreets are well paved, wide, and

clean; and at the W. end of it is a large

muddy mere, or lake, where eels are caught.

Here are manufačtories of ſail-cloth, hoſe,

and ſtays. It is 13 miles SSW. of Nor

wich, and 92 NNE. of London. Lat. 52.

25. N. lon. 1. 9. E. Market on Friday.

Diffington, Cumb. 4 miles E. of White

haven. Diffington, N. and S. Northumb.

near Ponteland. Ditchford, Worc. near

Campden. Ditteſham, Devonſhire, N. of

Dartmouth. Ditton, Lanc. between Liver

pool and Warrington. Ditton, Kent, E.

of Malling. Ditton and it's Park, Bucks,

2 miles from Windſor. Ditton, Wilts,

W. of Wilton. Ditton, Thames, Surry,

nearly oppoſite to Hampton Court. Dit

ton, Long, Surry, SE. of Thames-Dittén,

2 miles from Kingſton. Ditto-Fen, on the

Ditton

JWood, Camb. SE. of Newmarket-Heath.

Dru, an iſland at the W. of the Gulf

of Cambay, on the $, coaſt of Guzerat,

ſubject
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ſubjećt to the Portugueſe. On it is a

large town of the ſame name, built chiefly

of treeſtone and marble. It’s trade, once

confiderable, is now almoſt entirely remov

ed to Surat. The iſland is 3 miles long

and 1 broad, with a good harbour at Diu.

It is 180 miles W. by S. of Surat, and

zoo NW. by N. of Bombay. The moſt

weſtern part of Diu, or Dius-Head, is in

lat. 20. 43. N. lon. 69.52. F.

Diver, a river in Wiltſhire.

DixAN, a town of Abyſſinia, built on

the top of a conical hill, round which the

road winds ſpirally, till it ends annong the

houſes. The inhabitants are Moors and

Chriſtians, whoſe only trade is ſelling

children for ſlaves. Lat. 14. 57. N. lon.

40. 7. E.

DixMUDs, in the ci-devant Auſtrian

Flanders.

Dixton, NE. of Monmouth, on the Wye.

Dixton, Glouceſte, ſ. near Tewkeſbury.

Diz ER, Sr. a town in the dept. of

Upper Marne, 15 miles S.E. of Vitri-le

Francois. The road between theſe two

towns, levelled and planted with trees,

forms one of the pleaſanteſt walks in France.

Lat. 48.2s. N. lon. 4, 54. E.

DNIEPER,anciently theBoristHEN Es,

a large river of Europe, riſing in the go

vernment of Tver, or Tweer, and falling

into the Black Sea about 1o miles below

Ockzakow. It flows entirely through the

Ruſſian dominions, through it's whole

courſe of above 800 miles; during which

it's navigation is only once interrupted by

a ſeries of cataraćts which begin below the

mouth of the Samara, and continue for 4o

miles. They are paſſed, however, in pring

without much hazard, even by loaded barks.

DN1 Ester, a fine river of Europe,

which riſes in Red Ruſſia, or Galicia, and

falls into the Black Sea, between the

mouths of the Danube and Diº.

Doagh, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Dobham, Yorkſ. at the Tees mouth.

Dople N, a town of Courland.

Dobrzi N, a town and diſtrićt of Great

Poland.

Docker, Lanc. in Loynſtale. Docking,

Nort. NE. of Sharnburn. Docklow, Heref.

between Bromyard and Leominſter.

Dock U M, a town of W. F. is ſland.

DoDB Rook, Devonſ. Market on Wed.

Dodcot, Cheſh. near Nanptwich. Dod

derſhall, Bucks, in Quinton pariſh. Dod

deſ onb. Leigh, Devoni. S.W. of Exeter.

Doddinghurſt, Eſſex, between Burntwood

and Billclicay. Doddington, Cºmb. in the

Iſle of Ely. Doddington, Cheſh. 3 miles

from Namptºvich. Dodding 3:1, Glouceſ.

near Puckle-Church. Doddington, Kent,

-
-

between Lenham and Feverſham. Dad.

ºington, SW of Lincoln. Doddington,

Shropſ. in N. Bradford hundred. Delf.

dington, Shropſhire, near Longnor, S. of

Shrewſbury. Doddington, Somerſ. between

Bridgewater and Quantock. Dodenhale,

Warw. near Poleſworth. Doderkill, Worc.

N. of Droitwich. Dodford, Northamp.

SE. of Daventry. Dodford, Worc. 2 miles

from Bromſgrove. Dodingham, wolc.

near Knightwick. Dodington, Northamp.

near Wellingborough. Dodington, Nor

thumb. in Glendale-Ward. Podlºſion,

S.W. of Cheſter. Dodley, Staff. W. of

Uttoxeter. Dodwel, Warw. in Drayton

pariſh. Dedwor:b, Yorkſ.SW.of Barnſley.

Doel, a town of Dutch Flanders.

Doesburg, a town of Zutphen.

DoGADo, a territory of the ci devant

Venice, on the ſea coaſt of Italy, including
a number of ſmall iſlands, called the La

gunes of Venice.

Dogdyke-Ferry, Linc. over the Witham,

near Tatterſhall. Doggs, Iſle of, Middl.

oppoſite Greenwich. Doggſhead, Herts,

W. of the Pelhams. Dogmeals, St. Pem

brokeſ. 6 miles NE. of Newpoit. Dºg

merfield, Hants, near Odiham.

Dog's-Noſe Point, in Cork, Harbour.

Dvier, a river in Herefordſhire. Doin

toº, ſee Deinton. Doynton, Cheſhire,

N.W. of Malpas. º

Dol, a town in the dept. of Ille and

Vilaine, 1.8 miles S.E. of St. Maloes. Lat.

48. 33. N. lon. 1. 41. W.

Dol'arten, Carnarv. near Snowden.

Dolce-AQUA, a town of Nice.

Dolcio so, a ſea-port of Albania.

DoLE, a large and populous town in

the dept. of Jura, ſeated on the river

Doubs, 25 miles S.W. of Beſançon. Lat.

47. 6. N. lon. 5. 38. E.

Do LEGE LLY, a town of Merioneth

ſhire, ſeated in a vale, on the river Avon,

at the foot of the great mountain Cader

Iris. It has a manufacture of cottons, and

coarſe undyed woollen cloths. It is 3r

miles N.W. of Montgomery, and 205 NW.

of London. Lat. 52.42. N. lon. 3.48. W.

Markets on Tueſday and Saturday. -

Do I, L.ART-BAY, a gulf or bay in the

German Ocean, which ſeparates E. Frieſ

land from Gromingen.

Dolton, D. vonſhire, 6 miles SE. of

Torrington. Dokyddelen, Carnarvon

ſhire, near Bangor.

DoMAzLize, a town of Pilſen, Bohe.

mia. º

Doºle, Moſs, Iſle of Wight.

DoMFK on r, a town in the dept, of

Orme, ſtated on a crºggy 10, ...iºd by

a large c.cf. from the unimit to the baſe.

- through
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through which flows the little river Va

renne. It is 3.1 miles N.W. of Alençon.

Lat. 48. 38. N. lon. o. 34. W.

Doxii NGo, Sr. or HIS PANIoLA, the

richeſt of the Caribbee Iſlands, in the W.

Indies. It is 3 so miles in length and 11 o

in breadth; and the climate, though hot,

is healthy, except to new comers. The

country is uncommonly fruitful, and beau

tifully dive fified with hills and valleys,

woods and rivers; it is alſo well ſtocked

with fruit trees, and produces coffee, ſu

gar, indigo, tobacco, ſalt, cotton, ginger,
gums, wax, honey, and drugs. It's coaſts

and rivers are well ſupplied with fiſh and

turtles; and the animals brought here

from Europe have multiplied prodigiouſly,

ſupplying proviſions, hides, and tallow.

There are alſo mines of gold, talc, and

cryſtal. The Spaniards have long held the

eaſtern, and the French the weſtern parts,

but the whole of the iſland has been lately

ceded to the latter. It lies between Ja

maica and Porto Rico.

DoMINGo, St. a large city, capital of

the late Spaniſh part of the iſland of St.

Domingo. It is feated on a navigable ri

ver, difficult of acceſs, and has an excel

lent harbour. Lat. 18.2 o. N. lon. 7o. 1 o.W.

Dominic, St. Cornwall, N. of Saltaſh.

* DoMIN1cA, an Engliſh W. India iſland,

about 29 miles in length and 16 in breadth.

The ſoil is well adapted to the rearing of

coffee, and other articles of Weſt Indian

produce. In the woods are innumerable

ſwarms of bees, which produce great quan

tities of wax and honey, and the iſland is

well ſupplied with rivulets of water.

It is divided into 10 pariſhes. From Ja

nuary 5, 1787, to January 5, 1788, the

exports amounted to the value of 302,987.

15s. There is no confiderable bay or har

bour, but the anchorage round the coaſt

is commodious and ſafe, and ſhips find

ſhelter under it's capes. It lies about half

way between Guadaloupe and Martinico.

Lat. 15. 32. N. lon. 61. 23. W.

DoMIN1cA, one of the Mendoza, or

Marqueſas, Iſlands.

Domitz, a town and fortreſs of Meck

lenburg Schwerin, Lower Saxony.

Domo D'Oscello, or DossoLA, a

town of Piedmont.

DoMREMY-LA-Pucelle, a village in

the dept. of Meuſe, 9 miles E. of Bar-le

Duc. It was the birth-place of Joan

d'Arc, the famous Maid of Orleans.

Don, a river of Yorkſhire.

Don, a river of Aberdeenſhire.

DoN, one of the principal rivers in Eu

rope, which ſeparates it partially from

fia. It riſes near Epiphan, in the go

vernment of Tula, and falls by 3 ſtreams

into the Sea of Aſoph. It has ſo many

windings and ſhoals, that it is ſcarcely

navigable.

* Do NAGHADEE, a ſea-port of Down,

in Ulſter, about 7 leagues W. of Port

Patrick, in Scotland, between which two

places packets now regularly carry the

mails and paſſengers. It is 15 miles E. of

Belfaſt, and 94 NE. of Dublin. Lat. 54.

45. N. lon. 5.40. W.

Donaghcloney, in Down, Ulſter. Donagh

cloney, in Armagh, Ulſter. Donaghady

Church, in Tyrone, Ulſter. Donaghmore,

in Cork, Munſter. Donaghmore, in Queen's

County, Leinſter. Donaghmore, in Down,

Ulſter. Donaghmore, in Waterford, Mun

ſter. Donaghmore, in Tyrone, Ulſter,

near. Dungannon. Donaghmore, in Ar

magh, Ulſter. Donagbrmore, in Meath,

Leinſter, with a river of the ſame name.

Donaghy, in Fermanagh, Ulſter. Donaſe,

in Clare, Munſter. Dollara, in Wicklow,

Leinſter.

DoNAT, ST. a fort in Dutch Flanders,

near Sluys. -

DoNAwERT, a town of Upper Bavaria.

* Do NcAsTER, a town in the W. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, ſeated on the Don, in the

great road between London and York. It

is a conſiderable wool-market, and here

are manufactures of ſtockings, knit waiſt

coats, gloves, and leather caps. It is 37

miles S. of York, and 16o N. by W. of

London. Lat. 53. 33. N. lon. 1. 12. W.

Market on Saturday. -

DoNch ERY, a town in the depart. o

Ardennes, feated on the Meuſe, 3-miles

W. of Sedan. Lat. 49.42. N. lon. 4.51. E.

DoNEGAL, a county of Ulſter, in Ire

land, 68 miles in length, and about 36 in

breadth; bounded on the W. and N. by

the ocean; on the E. by the counties of

Londonderry and Tyrone, and on the S. by

Fermanagh and the Bay of Donegal. The

country is hilly and boggy, with rich val

leys between the mountains, and has ſeve

ral excellent haſ bours. The linen trade

carried on here is pretty extenſive. It's

capital,

DoNEGAL, on a bay of the ſame name,

is 9 miles NNE. of Ballyſhannon, and 11 r

N.W. of Dublin. Lat. 54. 32. N. lon. 8.

26. W.

* Do NER All E, a town of Cork, ſeated

on the river Awbeg. Near it are quarries

of beautiful variegated marble. It is 19

miles N.W. of Cork, and 1 13 SW. of

Dublin. Lat. 52. 5. N. lon. S. 42. W.

DoNESCHINGEN, a town of Suabia.

Donet, Upper and Lower, Wilts, S. of

Wardour-Caſtle.

DoNGAli, a country of Abyſſinia, on

the coaſt of the Red Sea; it’s chief pro

I dućtions
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ſheep.

dućtions are ſalt and honey. The prince

is nominally tributary to the negas, or

emperor, of Abyſſinia.

Don Hill, in Waterford, Manſter.

Daniert of Abdick, Somerſetſhire, W. of

Ilminſter.

DoNKAli. See Doncalf. -

Donkeſwick, Yorkſ, near Doncaſter.

Donmore, in Galway, Connaught.

Donnington, Somerſetſhire near Crew

kern. Donnington, Glouceſterſhire, in

Slow pariſh. Donnington, Northumber

land, in Eland manor.

Donnybrook, SE. and Donnycarney, NE.

both within 2 m les of Dublin. Donore,

in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Donough, in

Fermanagh, Ulſter. -

Donyſord, Somerſ. near Quantock. Do

*yland, Eſſex, near Colchetter. Donzate,

or Donyat, Somerſetſ. near S. Petherton.

Donzy, a town in the dept. of Nievre,

22 miles N. of Nevers. Lat. 47. 22. N.

lon. 3. 14. E.

DooAB, or Doabah, a fertile traćt of

land in Hindooſtan, between the Ganges

and Jumna, moſtly ſubject to the nabob of

Oude.

Doobally, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Doon, a river which iſſues from Loch

Doon, a lake in Ayrſhire, and falls into

the Frith of Clyde, near the town of Ayr.

DoRat, a town in the dept. of Upper

Vienne, 2.5 miles N. of Limoges. i.at.

46. 12. N. lon. 1. 10. E.

* Dorchester, the county town of

Dorſetſ. is an ancient, neat, and remark

ably well-built, well-paved town. It is

nearly ſurrounded by fine terrace walks,

fº. with rows of limes and ſycamores.

t is chiefly noted for it's excellent ale and

It is pleaſantly ſeated on the river

Frome, 8 miles N. of Weymouth, and 120

W. by S. of London. Lat. 50. 42. N.

lon. 2.45. W. Markets on Wedneſday,

Friday, and Saturday.

Dorcheffer, Oxfordſhire, 10 miles SE.

of Oxford, and 49 WNW, of London.

DorDoose, a department of France.

It receives it's name from a river which

falls into the Garonne, near Bourdeaux.

Dordon, Warw. near Poleſworth. Dore,

Derbyſ. in Dronfield pariſh. Dorman's-

Well, Middl. W. of Hanwell. Dormeſion,

Worceſ. SW. of Inkberrow. Dorming

ton, Herefordſ. near Lugwardine. Dorne,

Worceſterſ. in Blockley pariſh. Dorney,

Bucks, on the Thames, W. of Eaton.

Dornfºrd, Hunts, near Cheſterton, was

once a city.

DoRNock, the county-town of Suther

land, fituated at the entrance of a fine

frith of the ſame name. It is a ſmall

place, moſtly in ruins. About 9 miles

above Dornock ferry, at Inverſhin, is a

waterial and ſalmon leap, where the fith

that rail in the leap are caught in baſkets

on their fail. Dornock is about 24 miles,

nearly N. of Inverneſs. . -

DoRPT, a town in the government of

Riga. º

Dorsetshire, a county of England,

bounded on the W. by Devontlife and

Somerſetſ, on the N. and Nw. by wits

and Somerſetſ. on the E. by Hants and a

part of the Engliſh Channel ; and on the

S. by the Engliſh Channel. It extends 54.

miles in length from E. to W. and 36 in

breadth from N. to S. where broadett.

The air is ſharp on the hills, but mild and

pleaſant in the valleys and near the coaſt.

The ſoil is rich and fertile, but from the

Hampſhire border to Blandford, there is

an extenſive heathy common. The north

ern part of the county, anciently over

ſpread with foreſts, affºrds excellent paſ

ture for black cattle; while the ſouthern

downs, divided from it by a ridge of

chalk hills, feed vaſt numbers of incrp,

highly eſteemed for their wool and fleſi;

and game alſo abound here. It is noted

for it's woollen, thread, and netting tº 1

nufactures, and it’s fine ale and beer. it's

other commodities, beſides corn, cattle,

wool, fiſh, and the belt neup in the Bri

tiſh dominions, are Poiti nd ſtone, pipe

clay, and a ſort of marble, or Purbeck

ſtone. It's principal rivers are the Stour,

Frome, and Piddle.

. Dorſington, Glouc. 4 miles from Strat

ford. Dorſington, Little, Glouc. in Wel

ford pariſh; and Dorſington, in Warw.

though belonging to the lame pariſh. Dor

flon Caſtle, Herefordſhire.

DoRT, or DoRDRecht, a town of

Holland, ſituated on an iſland formed by

the rivers Meuſe, Merwe, Rhine, and

Linge. In 1421, an inundation of the ſea

ſwallowed up 7o villages and 1co,ooo

people. They ſpin fine linen thread here;

it is noted for it's ſalmon fiſhery, and for

Rheniſh wine, and the floats of timber

brought here from Germany down the

Rhine. It is 10 miles SE. of Rotterdam,

and 37 SW. of Amſterdam. Lat. 51. 40.

N. lon. 4.44. E. -

DoRTM und, a ſmall imperial town of

Mark, in Weſtphalia, ſituated on the ri

ver Embs, 25 miles SSW. of Munſter.

Lat. 51. 32. N. lon. 7. 35. E.

Doſnerry-Pool, Cornwall, 5 miles N. of

Leikard. It is on the top of a hill, about

a mile in circuit, is fed by no viſible means,

is no where above a fathon and a half

deep, and breeds no fiſh but eels. Dothill, .

N Shropſ.
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Shropſ in S. Bradford hundred. Dotton,

Bucks, near Aſhenden.

Do U A Y, a conſiderable city in the dept.

of the North. It's principal trade conſiſts

in making and vending of worſted can

lets. In the centre of the city is a ſpa

cious ſquare. It is ſtated on the river

Scarpe, whence there is a canai to the

Dcule, 1.5 miles NW. of Cambray. Lat. -

5o. 22. N. lon. 3. To. E. -

Doubs, a department of France, ſo

named from a river which paſſes through

it, and falls into the Saone.

Dove-Dale, a romantic ſpot in Derby

ſhire, in the neighbourhood of Aſhborn.

Here the river Dove, which riſes in the

Peak, and falls into the Trent near Bur

ton, runs in a chaſm between precipitous

rocks.

Doue, a ſmall town in the depart. of

Maine and Loire, 9 miles SW. of Saumur.

Near it are the remains of an amphithe

atre, by ſome ſuppoſed to be Roman, cut

out of the ſolid rock.

Doveburn, Lincolnſ. W. of Spalding.

* Dov ER, a ſea-port of Kent, ſituated

in a valley, between high cliffs, near the

Straits of Dover, which is zo miles acroſs.

is a large export of herrings. It's trade

and number of inhabitants have greatly in

creaſed within the laſt 50 years. Lat. 54.

12. N. lon. 4. zo. W.

Douglaſs, in Cork, Munſter. Here is a

manufacture of ſail-cloth; it is 126 miles

from Dublin. Douglas. Bridge, in Tyrone,

Ulſter. Doulogh's, St. 4 miles from Dublin.

Doulton, Devonſ. between the Towridge

and King's-Aſhe, Doumley, Suſſ. N. of

Chicheſter. Dovole, a river of Northumb.

running into the Tyne by Dilſton. *

DoU RAK, a town of Chuſiſtan, Perfia,

ſeaſed near the confluence of the Euphrates

and Tigris, and remarkable for growing

reeds, of which pens are made. T.

Do U R DAN, a town in the dept. of

Seine and Oiſe, with a manufactory of ſilk

and worſted ſtockings. It is ſeated on the

river Orge, 2.5 miles SW. of Paris. Lat.

43. 35. N. lon. 2. Io, E. -

DouRlach, a town of Suabia, capital

of the margravate of Baden-Dourlach.

DouRLENs, or DouleNs, a town in

the dept. of Somme, ſeated on the river

Authie, 15 miles N. of Amiens. Lat. 50.

Jo. N. lon. 2. 23. E.

DouRo, or DueRo, a river which riſes

It is the ſtation of the packet-boats that, near Agreda, in Old Caſtile, and paſſing

in time of peace, paſs to and frºm Calais, through Leon and Portugal, falls into the

Hence, in clear weather, is a proſpect of ocean at Oporto.

Calais and the coaſt of France. The har- Douthwaite, Cumb. between Keſwick

bour is apt to be choked up with ſands, and the Ulleſwater. Dowy, or Tavy, a

but it is cleared by letting off the river river in Merionethſ. Montgomeryſ, and

upon it, through ſluices, at low water. Cardiganſ. dividing N. from S. Wales,

Dover is : 5 miles SE. of Canterbury, and and running into the Iriſh Channel at

72 of London. Lat. 51.8. N. lon. 1. 23. -Aberdawy. Dow, a river in Yorkſ, which

E. Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday. runs into the Hodgebrook, near Edſton.

Dov ER, a town of the county of Kent, Daward. Hill, Heref. in Whitchurch pa

and ſtate of Delaware, in N. America, the riſh. Dowbridge, Northamp. where the

ſeat of government. Four ſtreets meet in Avon enters Warwickſhire. Dowdſ well,

the centre of the town at right angles, Glouc. at the ſource of the Chilt, 9 miles

forming a ſpacious area, on the E. ſide of NE. of Glouceſter. Dowdſwell, Upper,

which is an elegant ſtate-houſe. Dover Glouc. on the edge of the Coteſwold Hills,

ftands on Jones' Creek, a few miles from 12 miles from Glouceſter. Dowerfield,

the Delaware. They trade, chiefly in corn, Dorſetſ, between E Baglake and Long

‘with Philadelphia. Lat. 39. 16. N. lon.

75. 40. W. 1

Dovercourt, Eſſex, the mother church of

Harwich. Dºverdale, Worc. N.W. of

Droitwich. Doveridge, Derbyſ. on the

Dove, 2 miles from Uttoxeter. Dovers,

Surry, SE. of Ryegate.

* Do UG LAs, a town of Lanerkſhire,

on a river of the ſame name, that falls in

bridge. Dowes-Amney, Glouc. 2 miles

from Cricklade. Dowéſly, Linc. NE. of

Fokingham. Doweſdale, Linc. between

Crowland and Wiſbeach. Dowglas, Lanc.

N.W. cf Wigan, on a river of the ſame

name, which runs into the Ribble.

Dowlas-Head, a promontory on the

coaſt of Kerry, Munſter. Near it are ſe

veral large caves, one of which has it's

to the Clyde. Near it is Douglas-Caſtle, entrance ſo low as hardly to admit of a

for many ages the reſidence of the dukes boat with a man ſtanding up in it; but,

of Hamilton. It is 8 miles S. of Lanerk. further in, the roof is as high as that of a

Do U GLAs, a ſea-port of the Iſle of Gothic cathedral; and, when a perſon

Man, nearly at the ſame diſtance from the ſpeaks in it, the voice is ſo reverberated

Engliſh, Scotch, and Iriſh ſhores. It is from the ſides and top as to make a very

the beſt harbour in the iſland; and there loud noiſe. -

- - * DowlataBAD;

-
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low and Hatfield-Broad. Oak.

D O-W -

Dowlatabad, in the Deccan of Hin

dooſtan, 15 miles from Aurungabad, which

is the capital of the province of Dowlata

bad, or Amednagur. Near it are the pa

godas of Elora, moſt of which are cut out

of the natural rock. For 2 leagues toge

ther little is to be ſeen but pagodas; in

which are thouſands of figures, which Ma

jor Rennell judges, from their ſculpture, to

be of early Hindoo origin. It is encom

paſſed by the countries of Candeiſh, Berar,

Golconda, and the Poonah Mahrattas.

Lat. 19. 55. N. lon. 76. c. E.

Dowles, Shropſhire, NW. of Bewdley.

Down, a large, rich, and populous

county of Ulſter, in Ireland, about 4o

miles in length, and 27 in breadth, con

taining 72 pariſhes. It is bounded on the

W. by Armagh; on the NW, by An

trim; on the S. by Carlingford Bay and

Louth; it's other borders are bounded by

the Bay of Carrickfergus and the Iriſh

Channel. It is a fertile country, though

partly encumbered by bogs. It abounds in

bleach greens, and is full of neat habita

tions, with an orchard to almoſt every cot

tage. In the rougher parts of the coun

try they breed a great number of horſes.

There is a canal from Newry to the South

Bann, and ſo into Lough Neagh. From

this lake to Belfaſt, another canal has been

Tately cut at the expence of the marquis of

Belfaſt; and the river Lagan, which ſepa

rates Down from Antrim, is alſo made

nayigable. It’s trade in the linen manu

fasture is averaged at 151,96cl. annually.

It's chief town is Downpatrick.

Down, a village in Perthſhire.

Downderry, in Cork, Munſter. Dow

neen, in Cork, Munſter; here and at Tra

long, about a mile W. of Roſſcarberry,

are two remarkable apertures in the

ground, 80 yards deep, and each about

300 yards from the cliffs, in both which

the ſea flows by ſubterraneous paſſages.

Theſe cavities are called E. and W. Poo

laduff.

Downe, Kent, between Weſterham and

Bromley. Downe, Eſſex, between Har

Downe

End, Somerſetſhire, NE. of Bridgewater.

Down-End, Glouceſ. in Forthampton pa

riſh. Down. End, Glouceſ in Mangots

field pariſh. Down, Small, Kent, N. of

Sandown-Caſtle. Downe, St. Mary, De

vonſhire, near Exeter. º

Downgate-Rock, in Tyrone, Ulſter, 108

miles from Dublin. Downhills, in Ar

magh, Ulſter, 117 miles from Dublin.

* DowNHAM-MARKET, a town of

Norfolk, ſeated on the Ouſe, and noted for

the great quantities of butter that are

D R A

brought hither, and ſent to Cambridge up

the Ouſe, whence it is conveyed in the

Cambridge waggons to London, and ge.

nerally known there by the name of Cam

bridge butter. It is 11 miles nearly S. of

Lynn, and 86 N. by E. of London. Lat.

52.46. N. lon. 3, 20. E. Mark. on Sat.

Downbam, Camb. near Ely. Down

ham, Eſſex, NE. of Bellericay. Down

ham, Lanc. S. of Giſborn. Downham,

Suffolk, NE. of Brandon. Downham,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, SE. of Richmond.

Downham, Northumb. S. of Warkcaſtle.

Downſay, Shropſ. between Purſlow and

Biſhop's Caſtle. Down-Hatherley,4 miles

from Glouceſter. Down Huſband, Hants,

2 miles from Andover. Downland, De

vonſ, between Hatherly and King's-Aſhe.

* DowN PAT Rick, the capital of Down,

in Ulſter. It is compoſed of 4 long ſtreets,

centering near a point, interfected by lanes

and ſmali ſtreets, with neat public build

ings. It is ſeated on the river Newry,

which falls into Strangford Bay, a little

below the town. It is 74 miles N.F. of

Dublin. Lat. 54. 23. N. lon. 5. 50. W.

Downs, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Dow Ns, THE, a road on the coaſt of

Kent, about 6 miles long, between the N.

and S. Foreland, where fleets frequently
rendezvous. See Goodwin SANDs. -

Downs-Hay, Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle,

near Worth and Afflington.

Dow NTo N, a town of Wilts, ſeated

on the Avon, 6 miles-SE. of Saliſbury,

and 84 WSW. of London. Lat. 51.3.

N. lon. 1. 36. W. Market on Friday.

Downton, Herefordſ. W. of Ringwood

Chaſe. Downton, Shropſ. E. of Shrewſ

-bury. Downton, Suſſ. between Wollav

ington and Barlavington. Dowre, Heref.

on the river Droyer. Doweriſh, Devonſ.

N. of Crediton. Doxford, Northumb.

near Dunſtaburgh-Caſtle. Doynton, Glouc.

W. of Marſhfield. Dracot, Staff. between

Cheadle and Uttoxeter. Dracot, Oxf.

between Tame and Oxford. Dragon

Hill. Berks, near Aſhbury-Park.

DRAGUIGNAN, a town in the dept. of

War, 10 miles nearly N. of Frejus. Lat.

43. 31. N. lon. 6. 4o. E

Drakelow, Deib. on the Trent, near

Burton. Drakenedge, Warw. in Nether

Whitacre. Draton, Shropſhire, E. of

Priors-Leigh, Draton, Shropſhire, N. of

A&ton-Burnel. ,

DRA v E, a confiderable river which riſes

in the Tirol, on the confines of Saltzburg,

and croſſing Carinthia, and ſeparating

Hungary from Croatia and the NW. part

of Sclavonia, falls into the Danube, a lit

tle below Eſlick.

Nz Draughton,

t
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Draughton, Northamp. W. of Ketter

ing. Draughton, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

near Skipton-upon-Craven. Drawdykes,

Cumb. between Stanwyke and Rawcliff.

Drax, Yorkſ. W. Riding, SE. of Bar

neſley. Drax, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near

Snaith. Draycot, Wilts, between Pewſey

and Martenſail-Hill. Draycot, Wilts, N.

of Chippenham. Draycot, Wilts, W. of

Aldburn-Chaſe. Draycot, Worceſterſhire,

near Campden.

* DRAyton, a town of Shropſhire,

ſeated on the river'Tern, a part of which

ferves as a boundary between this county

and Staffordſhire. It is 17 miles NE. of

Shrewſbury, and 154 N.W. of London.

Lat. 52.54. N. lon. 2. 22. W. Market

on Wedneſday.

Drayton, Leic. SE. of Hallaton. Dray

ton, Berks, near Abingdom. Drayton,

Warwickſ. W. of Stratford-upon-Avon.

Drayton, Norf. NW. of Norwich. Dray

ton, Northamptonſ. NW. of Thrapſton.

Drayton, Oxf. N.W. of Banbury. Dray

ton, Oxf. N. of Dorcheſter. Drayton,

Middl. between Caſtlebear and Hanwell.

Drayton, Hants, near Portſmouth. Dray

ton, Staff. near Penkridge. Drayton-Baſ.

ſet, Staff. near Tamworth. Drayton

Beauchamp, Bucks, near Tring. Dray

ton, Dry, 5 miles from Cambridge. Dray

ton, Eaſt, Middl. near Hanwell. Drayton,

Eaſt, Nott. between Tuxford and Triſ

well. Drayton Fenny, Leic. SW. of Boſ

worth, Drayton Fenny, Camb. SE. of St.

Ives. Drayton Parſlow, Bucks, between

Winſlow and Woburn. Drayton, Weſt,

Middleſex, near Cowley. Drayton, Weſt,

Nottinghamſ. NW. of Tuxford. Dren

ford, Hants, near Biſhop's-Waltham.

DREsDEN, capital of the eleētorate of

Saxony, and one of the fineſt cities in

Germany. It is ſituated on the river

Elbe, and divided into the Old and New

Town, which are joined together by a

bridge, 685 paces long; and Frederickſtadt.

The houſes are built of freeſtone, and ge

nerally of the ſame height; the ſtreets are

broad and well paved, the ſquares ſpa

cious, and the palaces and public build

ings elegant and numerous. The library,

cabinets, gardens, &c. of the ele&tor are

extenſive and curious. Here is alſo a col

lege, or univerſity. Lat. 51. Io. N. lon.

13. 50. E.

DReux, a town in the dept. of Eure

and Loir, which has a conſiderable manu

facture in cloth for the army. It is feat

ed on the river Blaiſe, 48 miles WSW. of

Paris. Lat. 48. 44. N. lon. 1. 26. E.

, Dribeck, Weſtmorland, S. of Apple

by. Drily, Lincolnſhire, near Wainflect.

Driffew, Cornwall, SW. of Penzance.

DR1essen, or DResno, Brandenburg,

in the New Marche. -

Driffield, Great and Little, Yorkſ. E.

Riding, 6 miles from Kilham, in the road

from Beverley. Driffield, Glouc. 4 miles'

SE. of Cirenceſter. Drigg, Cumb. NW.

of Ravenglaſs. Drighlington, Yorkſ. 4.

miles from Leeds. '

Drimbar, in Antrim, Ulſter. Drimo

league, in Cork; Munſter.

DRIN, a river which riſes in the SW.

part of Servia, and running from S. to N.

diſcharges itſelf into the Save.

DRINAward, a town of Servia, on a

ſmall iſland in the Drin.

Dringhouſe, in the ſuburbs of York.

Dringo, Yorkſ. near Ouram, in Holder

neſs. Dringſion, Suffolk, near Wulpet.

Drington, Dörſetſhire, in Broad-Windſor.

DRINo, BIANCA, or White, and

DRINo, NERo, or BLAck, two rivers of

European Turkey, which riſe on the bor

ders of Dalmatia,and uniting their ſtreams,

fall into the Adriatic at the Gulf of Drino.

* DroghedA, a large, populous, well

built, and trading town of Louth, in Lein

ſter. It has an excellent harbour, and is

ſeated on the Boyne, 5 miles W. of the

Iriſh Channel, and 23 N. of Dublin. Lat.

53.46. N. lon. 6. 31. W.

Droitwich, a town of Worceſterſhire,

ſeated on the river Salwarp, is of great

note for it's ſalt-pits, from which they

have fine white ſalt. A canal from hence

to the Severn was finiſhed in 1771. It is

6 miles ENE. of Worceſter, and 1 13'

WNW. of London. Lat. 52.1 5. N. lon.

4. ro. W. Market on Friday.

Dromagh and Dromalegue, in Cork,

Munſter. Dromaragh, in Down, Ulſters

Dromcaſkel, in Louth, Leinſter.

DroMe, a dept. of France, ſo called

from a river of the ſame name, which

croſſes it, and falls into the Rhone 11 miles

S. of Valence. -

Dronilly, in Armagh, Ulſter. Drom

Keen, in Kerry, Munſter. Dromon, in

Limerick, Munſter.

Dromony, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, S. of

Stokeſley.

* DRom of E, a town of Down, in Ul

ſter, ſtanding on both fides of the river

Lagan, over which there is a bridge. It

is 66 miles from Dublin.

Dromore, in Clare, Munſter. Dromore,

in Sligo, Connaught. Dromore, in Ty

rone, Ulſter. Dromy, in Cork, Munſter.

Dronero, a town of Saluzzo, Pied

mont, on the Maira, over which is a

bridge of prodigious height.

Daox field, a town of Derbyſhire, fi
tuated
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tuated among the mountains, at the edge

of the Peak, in a fine healthy air. It is

6 miles S. of Sheffield, and 155 NNW. of

London. Lat. 53. 18. N. lon. 1. 25. W.

DRonTHEIM, a conſiderable town of

Norway, formerly it's capital, and the

uſual reſidence of it's kings. It is now

capital of a government of the ſame name,

has a good harbour, and carries on a great

trade. It is almoſt ſurrounded by the ſea

and lofty mountains, and is 270 miles NW.

of Stockholm. Lat. 63.26.N. lon. Io. 38.E.

DRon rh E1M, a province of Norway,

N. of Bergen, extending nearly 500 miles

in length, along the coaſt of the North Sea,

and parted by mountains from Sweden.

Droumalagree, in Cork, Munſter.

Drow NED LANDs, a tračt of country

in the ſtate of New York, W. of Hudſon's-

River, in Orange County, on the borders

of Jerſey. They contain 40 or 50,000

acres. The waters, which deſcend from

the ſurrounding hills, being ſlowly diſ

charged by the river into which they run,

cove, theſe meadows every winter, and

render, them extremely fertile; but they

expoſe the inhabitants to intermittents.

The river Wallkill, which paſſes through

this tract, and falls into Hudſon's-River,

is, in the ſpring, plentifully ſtored with

large eels. -

Droxfºrd, Hants, near Biſhop's-Wal

than. Droylſden, Lanc. near Mancheſter.

Drum, in Monaghan, Ulſter, between 2

ſmall loughs. Drumadoon, in Antrim,

Ulſter. Drumahare, in Leitrim, Con

naught. Drumana, in Waterford, Mun

fler. Drumanagillibeg, in Cork, Munſter.

Drumaſnave, in Leitrim, Connaught, 72

miles#. Dublin. Drumbane, in Down,

Ulſter. Drumboe, a hill in Down, Ulſter.

DR U M Bote, a town of Monaghan, in

Ulſter, about 1o miles W. of Dundalk.

Lat. 54.5. N. lon. 6.45. W.

Drumbridge, in Meath, Leinſter. Drum

callagher, in Cork, Munſter. Drumcan

non, in Waterford, Munſter. Drumcon

dra, in Cavan, Ulſter. Drumcondra,

within 2 miles NE. of Dublin. Drum

cong, in Galway, Connaught. Drumcul

lacher, in Limerick, Munſter. Drumdeer,

in Cork, Munſter, near Doneraile; here

is a red and grey marble quarry. Drum

glaſs, in Tyrone, Ulſter, near Dungannon.

Drumgoolan, in Down, Uiſter. Drumi

rork, in Kerry, Munſter. Drumlaghded

Hill, in Donegal, Ulſter.

DRUMLa N R1a, a town of Dumfrieſ.

ſhire, in the diſtrićt of Nithſdale, remark

able for a wood of oak 6 miles in length.

In the duke of Queenſberry's park there

yet remains a few of the wild cattle which

anciently inhabited the woods of Scotland.

They are milk-white, except their noſes,

ears, and the orbits of their eyes, which

are black. Their form is elegant, they

have a ſpirited wildneſs in their looks, and

when they run, inſtead of going in the

clumſy cow-gallop, they bound like deer.

Drumlanrig is feated on the river Nith, 11

miles N. of Dumfries. Lat. 55. 20. N.

lon. 3. 35. W.

Drumliſh, in Longford, Leinſter. Drum

loch, near Dromore, in Down, Ulſter.

Drummore Church, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Drummote and Drumod, in Leitrim, Con

naught. Drumquin, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Drumſhanko and Drumſna, in Leitrim,

Connaught. Drungand Hills, ſee Cabir

canaway.

Drunwick, Suſſ. 5 miles S.W. of Hor

ſham. Druriche, Northumberland, E. of

Witherington-Caſtle. Druryd, a river in

Merionethſhire.

DR use NHEIM, a town in the dept. of

the Lower Rhine, feated on the Zorn, 5

miles S.E. of Haguenau. Lat. 48. 38. N.

lon. 7. 58. E.

DRU ses, a people of Syria, on the

mountains Libanus and Antilibanus. They

claim their deſcent from the cruſaders that

went to conquer the Saracens and take Je

ruſalem. They profeſs themſelves Chriſt

ians, are enemies of the Turks, and have

their particular princes, called Emirs.

Druſilvyn, Carmarthenſhire. Drux

ton, Herefordſhire, between Morehampton

and Aconbury.

Dublin, the capital of Ireland, in º:
county of the ſame name, is a large, hand

ſome, and populous city, ſeated on the ri

yer Liffey, or Anna Liffey. The appear

ance of this metropolis, the Bay of Dublin,

and the ſurrounding country, on approach

ing them from the ſea, is grand and beau

tiful; after paſſing the Iſle of Lambay,

and that of Ireland's Eye, which is ſmall,

being a lofty and groteſque-looking rock,

and the craggy mountain of Howth, in

coming from the north; or, after paſſing

the rocky cliffs of Bray, in approaching

from the ſouth, the extenſive Bay of Dub.

lin opens on the view ; on the left are ſeem

the hills and mountains of Wicklow ; on

the right, the gently-riſing ſhores of Clon

tarf; the city, on a riſing ground, at the

extremity of the bay, and at ſeveral miles

diſtance, with domes and ſpires, terminates

the view. The Caſſoon, a beautiful pharos,

or light-houſe, 4 or 5 miles from the city,

ſeems, like another Eddyſtone light-houſe,

to riſe out of the ſea; from this, however,

there is a broad and firm wall, or pier,

nearly completed, reaching to Ringſend,

N 3 te
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to which the city is now nearly extended,

On the N. ſide of the wall is the harbour

where veſſels lie ſafe at anchor with an

open ſea to the N. On the S. ſide of the

wall, near the town, are wharfs principal

ly uſed for bathing; and between theſe

and the oppoſite ſhore is an extenſive and

ſmooth ſtrand, which is dry at low water;

there is a wharf alſo on the N. ſide of the

river, for the purpoſe of bathing, and ele

gant baths on both ſides of the water.

From Ringſend upwards, through the

whole city, the river is embanked with

quays on both ſides; as theſe are open

nearly through their whole extent, they

form beautiful walks of very extenſive

range. The docks laid out on each ſide

of the river, are ſufficiently capacious to

hold ſeveral thouſands of veſſels. The

ſtreets of Dublin are pretty regular, and

well paved, the ſquares ſpacious and cle

gant, and the public buildings ſuperb.

The town is ſupplied with water by means

of pipes. A circular road, about 1o or

12 miles in length, encompaſſes the city,

and the country around it is pleaſant.

There is not yet in Ireland, as in Eng

land, a parochial proviſion for the poor;

but there are, throughout the country, in

ſtitutions for their relief, ſupported by vo

luntary contributions. Of this ſort is the

Houſe of Induſtry in Dublin. The trade

of Dublin is extenſive, and fince the eman

cipation of the country from the dominion

of Great Britain, it has increaſed ſurpriſ.

ingly, and is ſtill improving; but the bar

at the entrance of the harbour renders the

approach of large veſſels difficult and dam

gerous. Some improvements, however, are

projecting to remedy this great defect.

Lat. 53.23. N.lon. 6. 17. W.

Du Blix, a county of Ireland, in Lein

ſter, 2.5 miles in length and 16 in breadth,

bounded on the N. by Meath, on the E.

by the Iriſh Channel, on the S. by Wick

low, and on the W. by Meath and Kil

dare. The ſoil is rich and fertile in corn

and paſture. It contains 87 pariſhes and

4 market towns, excluſive of the city of
Dublin.

Dubmill, Cumberland, between Newton

in Ardale and the ſea.

Duck CREF k, a town in the ſtate of

Delaware, which carries on a conſiderable

trade with Philadelphia. It is 12 miles

N.W. of Dover. - -

Duckenfeld, Cheſh, near Aſhton-under

Line. Ducklington, Oxf. SE. of Witney.

Duckmanton, Derbyſ. E. of Cheſterfield.

Duckpool, Cornw. in the NW. Ducoats,

Middl. W. of Tottenham-High. Croſs.

Ludoridge, Giouc. in Stanley-Kings pa

dreſs it with greaſe and powder.

riſh. Dudcott, Berks, NW. of Walling

ford, Dudden, Cheſh. SE. of Tarven.

Duddºn, a river of Lancaſhire, running

into the ſea below Daulton, at Dudden

Sands, N.W. of the county. Duddleſ well,

Suſſex, between Cuckfield and Aſhdown

Foreſt.

Dupley, a populous town of Worceſ

terſhire, inſulated in Staffordſhire, having a

conſiderable manufacture of nails and other

iron wares. It is 1 o uniles W. of Bir

iningham, and 12 o NW. of London. Lat.

52.53. N. lon. 1.6. W. Market on Sat.

Dudman-Point, Cornw. between Port

hilly and Portluny. Dudmaſon, Shrop

ſhire, S. of Bridgenorth. Dudſton, War

wickſhire, near Birmingham. Dudſwell,

Herts, E. of Tring.

Due R stEDE Wyck,a town of Utrecht.

Duffield, or Dunfield, on the Derwent,

N. or Derby. Duffrin, Glamorganſhire,

Duffrite, Shropſhire, near Maſhbrook the

Lower. Daffon, Weſtm. N. of Appleby.

Dufton, or Doughton, Glouc. near Tet

bury. Dugdale, Warw. near Nuneaton.

Duggleby, Yorkſ. SE. of New Malton.
Duke of York's Is LAND, in the S.

Pacific Ocean, WNW. of the Iſles of

Danger, E. of New Guinea, and N. of the

Friendly Iſles, was diſcovered by Commo

dore Byron in 1765. It is uninhabited,

except by land-crabs and by ſea-fowl,

which laſt were ſo unacquainted with man,

as not to fear any miſchief from him, per

mitting the ſeamen to come ſo near them

as to knock them down. Lat. 8. o. S. lon.

172. 30. W.

Duke of York’s Isla N p, in the

S. Pacific Ocean, between Lord Howe's

Group and the SE. point of New Ireland,

is about 10 miles long, of moderate height,

and flat, and ſo fertile as to repreſent a

perfect garden. The huts of the natives

are made of bamboo, with fences before

them, within which the ground is well

cleared and trodden. In theſe incloſures

the plantain, banana, yam, ſugar-cane, &c.

are cultivated : beſide theſe the iſland pro

duces beetle-nuts, mangoes, bread-fruit,

guavas, and ſome nutmeg-trees. The

animals are dogs, hogs, and poultry. The

natives are ſtout, of a light copper colour, .

and go without clothes : none are ſeen

with their hair of it's natural colour; they

They

chew the beetle, and uſe it with the chenan,

and a leaf, as practiſed in the E. Indies,

by which their mouths appear red, and

their teeth, in time, become black. - The

only muſical inſtrument among them is

compoſed of ſeveral hollow reeds, of dif

felent lengths, faſtened together, like the

ſyrinx

-:
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ſyrinx of the ancients. Their canoes are

nealiy made, and have an outrigger. Lat.

4. 7. S. lon. 152.42. E. \

Dukepull, Northumb. SW. of Hexham.

Dukes, Eſſex, NE. of Great Braxted.

Dulas, on the NE, fide of the Iſle of An

gleſey, is much frequented on account of

the corn and butter-trade. Near it is a

red, ochery earth, fit for painting, and veins

of lead-ochre, and upon all the coaſt they

make fern-aſhes. Dulag, the name of ſe

veral rivers in Wales.

DULDER stadt, a town of Brunſwick,

ſubject to the elector of Mentz.

DULEEK, a town of Meath, in Lein

fler, about 4 miles S. of Drogheda, and

20 from Dublin. .

Dullingham, 13 miles from Cambridge,

SE. of Newmarket. Heath.

DuLMEN, in Munſter, Weſtphalia.

Dulo, Cornw. N. of Eaſt Low.

Dalvarne; Staff. N.W. of Cheadle.

Dulverton, a town of Somerſetſhire,

ſeated on a branch of the Ex, 24 miles SE.

of Barnſtaple, and 164 W. by S. of Lon

don. Lat. 51.3. N. lon. 3.35. W. Mar

ket on Saturday.

Dulwich, Surry, in the pariſh of Cam

berwell, 5 miles S. of London. Here is a

. endowed for a maſter and warden,

4 fellows, 6 poor men, 6 poor women, and

12 poor boys. It was founded by Edward

Alleyn, a comedian in Elizabeth's reign,

in fulfilment of a vow he had made on re

ceiving a fright in perſonating one of

Shakeſpear's devils.

DUMBART.onshire, anciently LEN

Nox, a county of Scotland, bounded on

the W. by Argyleſhire and Loch Loung;

on the N. by Argyleſhire and Perthſhire;

on the E. by Perthſhire and Stirlingſhire;

and on the S. by the counties of Lanerk

and Renfrew. "It’s greateſt length is 45

miles, it's breadth from 6 to 15. The

W. part of this county abounds with mo

raſſes; in other parts it is fertile in corn

2nd paſtures; but the principal riches ariſe

from the fiſheries in the lochs in and about

it's coaſts. The principal of theſe is Loch,

Lomond. It's capital,

*DUMBART.on, is an ancient town, at

the confluence of the Leven and Clyde, 15

miles NW. of Glaſgow. It's principal

manufacture is glaſs, but many of the

young women are employed in the neigh

bouring print-fields, on the banks of the

Leven. This town was erected into a

royal burgh by king Alexander 1ſ. in

2221. About 2000 tons of ſhipping be

long to this place, which has a harbour

for large brigs, ſecure in all weathers.

Lat. 50. o. N. lon, 4.32. W.

Dumblain, a village of Perthſhire.

Dumbleton, Glouc. near Bekeford.

DUMFRIFss HIRE, a county of Scot

land, bounded on the W. by the counties

of Kirkcudbright and Ayr; on the N. by

the ſhires of Lanerk, Peebles, and Selkirk;

on the NE. and E. by thoſe of Selkirk and

Roxburgh; and on the S. by Solway

Frith and a part of Cumberland. It is so

miles long, and from to to 3o broad. See

ANNANDALE and NITH so Ale. The

capital of the county is

- * DUMFRifs, a well-built town, ſeated

between two hills, on the river Nith, 8

miles N. of Solway-Frith, and 27 WNW.

of Carliſle. The number of inhabitants,

at an enumeration lately taken, was 56,oo.

They have 8 or 10 coaſting veſſels, and 2

or 3 employed in the Baltic and wine

trages. Lat. 55. 8. N. lon. 3. 29. W.

Dun, a lake of Ayrſhire.

Dun, a river in the SW. of Yorkſhire,

which paſſes by Sheffield, and afterwards

having received the Aire, falls into the

Ouſe. Dumacombe, Cornw. NE. of Duck

pool. Dunald Mill-Hole, a curious ſub

terranean paſſage, 5 miles from Lancaſter,

through which a large brook paſſes for

about 2 miles.

Dunaghy, in Tyrone, Ulſter, 7.8 miles

from Dublin. Here is a celebrated ſpa.

Dunamaſe, a large and lofty rock, on the

plain of Maryborough, affording paſture to

ſheep. Dunamona, in Mayo, Connaught.

* DUN BAR, a well-built town, with a

good harbour, and an extenſive ſhare in

the Greenland and herring fiſheries. It

ſtands in the ſhire of Haddington, 2.5 miles

E. of Edinburgh. Under the rock, on

which are the ruins of a caſtle, are two na

tural arches through which the tide flows;

and here are vaſt baſaltic columns of red

grit ſtone. -

Dunboyne, in Meath, Leinſter.

DuNc3 N N ox, a town of Wexford, in

Leinſter, on the E. coaſt of Waterford

Harbour, 6 miles ESE. of Waterford.

Lat. 52. 16. N. lon. 6. 51. W.

Dunchidiock, Devonſ. near Doddeſcomb

Leigh. Dunchurch, Warw. 3 miles from

Hillmorton. Dunclent, Worceſterſhire,

near Kiddermin:ter. -

Duncarmack, in Wexford, Leinſter.

* Dux DALK, a ſea-port and aſſize-town

of Lowth, in Leinſter. It conſiſts of a

wide ſtreet, nearly a mile long, and ſome

croſs lanes; has a good market-houſe,

and carries on a manufacture of cambricks.

It is advantageouſly ſituated for an inland

trade, and the pºrt is ſafe for ſhipping:

The bay, alſo, has good moorings, and

abounds with fiſh. Jundalk is 18 miles

N 4 N. of
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N. of Drogheda, and 40 of Dublin. Lat.

54. 12. N. lon. 6.40. W.

“Du Nose, a large and flouriſhing town,

in the ſhire of Angus. It’s manutaëtures

are glaſs, coarſe linen, ſail-cloth, cordage,

coloured and white thread, buckram, tan

ned leather, ſhoes, and hats; and here is

alſo a ſugar houſe. The harbour is capa

ble of receiving veſſels of 300 tons. In

the year 1792, there were 116 veſſels be

longing to the port, navigated by 698

men ; of theſe, 34 were employed in the

foreign, and 78 in the coaſting trade, and

4 in the whale fiſhery. The inhabitants

are computed at zo, coo. Dundee is ſitu

ated on the N. ſide of the Frith of Tay,

14 miles N.W. of St. Andrews. Lat., 56.

30. N. lon. .. 55. W

Dundel, Herts, near Tring. Dundene,

Somerſe ſhire, near Sedgemoor.

Duaderrow, in Cork, Munſter. Dan

drum, and it's Bay, in Down, Ulſter.

Dundrum, in Tipperary, Munſter. Dun

drum, 3 miles S.E. of Dublin.

Dundry, Somerſ. SW. of Briſtol.

I) UNEBU Rc, a town of Poland, on the

Dwina, 90 miles S.E. of Riga.

Dunegal, a fruitful iſland in the Bay of

Baltimore, in Cork, Munſter. Dunelong,

in Tyrone, Ulſter. Dunfanahy, in Do

negal, Ulſter. -

Dunee, Northumb. near Berwick.

* DUNFERM LINE, a town of Fifeſhire,

with a manufacture of linen, particularly

diapers. It is 15 miles N.W. of Edin

burgh. Lat. 56.5. N. lon. 3.27. W.

Dunſield, N. of Derby, on the Derwent.

Dunford, Upper and Lower, Yorkſ. SE.

of Boroughbridge. Dunford, 8 miles.

from Cambridge.

* Du Nc ANNoN, an ancient town of

Tyrone, in Ulſter, 11 miles N. of Ar

magh, and 72 NW, of Dublin. Lat. 54.

38. N. lon. 6. 39. W.

* Du NoAR von, a tolerably well-built

town in Waterford, Munſter. It has a

good market and ſeſſion houſe, and an

aquedućt has been conſtrućted here, by

arliamentary encouragement, for ſupply

ing the town with freſh water, which is

brought from the river Phyniſk, at the diſ.

tance of ſome miles. It ſupplies Dublin

with fiſh and great quantities of potatoes.

It is feated on Dungarvon-Bay, 21 miles

WSW. of Waterford. Lat. 52. 59. N.

lon. 7. 56. W.

Du No EN Ess, a promontory of Kent,

8 miles S. by W. of Romney. Lat. 50.

54. N. lon. 1. 4. E. "

Dungivin, in Derry, Ulſter.

Duº'edy, or Dowgleedy, a river in

Pembrokeſhire. -

w

Dunglo, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Dungum, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

Dunham, Nott. on the Trent, near Nor

manton. Dunham, Great and Little,

Norf. NE. of Swaffham. Dunham-on

the-Hill, Cheſ. W. of Delamere. Foreſt.

Dunham Maſſey, Cheſ. on the Merſey, 3

miles from Warrington. Dunhead, Wilts,

near Shafton. Dunholm, Nott. 6 miles

from Tuxford. Dunholm, between Lim

coln and Market-Raiſin. Duniet, Somerſ.

SW. of Nony Caſtle. Dunington, Berks,

N. of Spinham-Land, on the rivulet Lam

bourn. Dunington, Northumb. E. of

Eland. Hall. Dunipace, a pićtureſque ſpot

on the river Carron, in Scotiand.

Dunkanally, in Donegal, Ulſter.

*Du Nkeld, a town of Perthſhire, fitu

ated amid romantic rocks and woods, un

der which rolls the majeſtic Tay. It is

much reſorted to in the ſummer months,

for the benefit of goat's whey. It is the

market-town of the Highlands on that

ſide, and carries on a manufacture of li

men. The duke of Athol has a beautiful

ſeat here. It is 10 miles nearly N. of

Perth. Lat. 56.35. N. lon. 3. 36. W.

Dunkerrin, in King's County, Leinſter.

Dunkerron, in Kerry, Munſter.

Dunkerton, Somerſ. near Bath. Dunkeſ

well, Devonſ. S. of Columſtock. Dunk

field, Northumb. S. of Hexham. Dumkin

haigh, Lanc. NE. of Blackburn. Dun

kirk, Herts, W. of St. Alban's.

DUNK1RK, a confiderable maritime

town of France, in the dept, of the North,

22 miles S.W. of Oſtend. Lat. 51.2. N.

lon. 2. 28. E.

Dunklyn, Worc. E. of Kidderminſter.

Du Ni. Av IN, a town of Wicklow, in

Leinſter, which has an elegant market

houſe and ſtures. It is 22 miles from

Dublin.

DUNLEARY, a ſea-port on the S. ſide

of the Bay of Dublin, 5 miles from the

city. -

Dunleckney, in Carlow, Leinſter.

DUN leek, a town of Lowth, in Lein

ſter, 6 miles N. of Drogheda, and 30 from

Dublin.

DNN-Le-Roi, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Cher, 17 miles S.E. of Bourges. Lat,

46. 54. N. lon. 2. 33. E.

Danleſhire, Northumb. near Selkirk.

Dunlop, a village of Ayrſhire, celebrat

ed for rich and delicate cheeſe.

Darlow, in Galway, Connaught. Dun

luce, in Antrim, Ulſter. Dunmaereen, in

Mayo, Connaught. Dunmanway, a vil

lage in Cork, Munſter, 12 miles W. of

Bandon, where the linen manufactury is

carried on.

DUNMANUS,

* *
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DuNMAN us, a large, deep bay, on the

SW. coaſt of Ireland, ſeparated from that

of Bantry by a narrow point of land. It

is very eaſy to enter, and very ſafe when

entered, yet there are no inhabitants near

it to give it importance. It's mouth or

entrance lies in lat. 51. 20. N. lon. 9.

42. W.

Dunmore, in Galway, Connaught. Dun

more-Head, in Kerry, Munſter, the moſt

weſtern point of Europe. Dunmore-Cave,

in Kilkenny, Leinſter, contains a number

of figures of a cryſtalline ſubſtance, ſcarce

ly lets curious than thoſe of Antiparos.:

* Du NMow, GREAT, a town of Eſſex,

13 miles N. of Chelmsford, and 4o NE.

of London. Lat. 51.54. N. lon. o. 33. E.

Market on Saturday.

Dunmow, Little, E. of Great Dunmow.

Dunnemanagh, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Dunningley, Yorkſ. NW. of Wakefield.

DUNNINGtoN, a town of Lincolnſhire,

27 miles S.E. of Lincoln, and 1 11 N. of

London. Lat. 52.55. N. lon. o. 7. W.

Market on Saturday.

Dunnington, Caffle and Park, Leic. by

the Trent, in the moſt northern borders

of the county, and 7 miles from D rby.

Dunnington, Herefordſ. S. of Ledbury.

Dunnington, Shropſ. W. of Wrekin-Hill.

Dunnington, Shropſ. E. of Broſeley. Dun

nington, Yorkſ in Holderneſs. Dunning

ton, Suſſ. 4 miles from Chicheſter. Dun

nington upon Bane, Linc. between Wrag

by and Louth. Dunningworth, Suffolk,

$W., of Saxmundham. Dunny, Glouc.

in Minſterworth pariſh.

DUN Nose, a cape on the SE. part of the

Iſle of Wight. Lat. 50. 33. N. lon. 1.

11, W.

Dunraven-Houſe, Glamorganſhire, on a

high rocky headland, projećting into the

ſea, many parts of which have the appear

ance of religious antiquity. It is 9 miles

SE. of Cowbridge.

Du NRobiN-CAstle, in Sutherland,

the ſeat of the counteſs of Sutherland, on

an eminence near the ſea. It is 15 miles

nearly N. of Cromarty. Lat. 57. 59. N.

lon. 3. 51. W.

Dunſborn-Abbots, Glouc. N. of Ciren

ceſter. Dunſborn-Rouſe, Glouc. S. of Ci

renceſter. Dunſbrook, a river in Devonſ,

Dunſly, Linc. SE. of Folkingham. Dunſ.

ty-Hall, Linc, 3 miles NW. of Sleaford;

here are chalybeate ſprings. Dunſden,

Oxf. a hamlet of Binfield.

*DuNse, a town in Berwickſhire, with

a good market. It is ſituated between the

forks of the rivers Blackadder and White

adder, 12 miles W. of Berwick-upon

Tweed. Lat. 55.46. N. lon. 2. 5. W.

Dunifold, Surry, E. of Haſlemere.

Dunsfºrd, Devonſhire, between Biſhop's-

Cheriton and Doddeſcomb-Leigh. Duns

ford, Upper and Lower, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, SE. of Boroughbridge. -

* DUNSHAGLIN, in Meath, Leinſter

14 miles from Dublin.

Dunſink, 2% miles W. of Dublin. On

a riſing ground here, is an aſtronomical

obſervatory pertaining to the college of

Dublin. -

Dunſmore, a river of Staff. running into

the Churnet at Leek. Dunſland, Devonſ.

W. of Black Torrington. Dunſley, Yorkſ.

near Whitby. Dunſley, Herts, near Berk

hamſted. Dunſley-Nether, Durh. SE. of

Darlington, and W. of the Tees, oppo

fite to Dunſley-Over, Yorkſ. which is E.

of the Tees. Dunſmore-Heath, Warw.

between Coventry and Daventry.

*DUNstable, a town of Bedford

ſhire, feated on a dry chalky eminence.

It ſtands on the great road between Lon

don and the N. and NW. counties. It is

noted for elegant baſkets, hats, &c. made

of ſtraw, which are even articles of expor

tation. It is 17 miles nearly S. of Bed

ford, and 34 NNW. of London. Lat. 51.

57. N. lon. o. 29. W. Market on Wed.

Dunſtable, Staffordſhire, W. of Burton

upon-Trent. -

DUNster, a town of Somerſetſhire, 2c

miles NW. of Taunton, and 158 NW.

of London. Lat. 51. 13. N. lon. 3.41. W.

Market on Friday.

Dunſter, a caſtle on a high rock, on

the ſea-coaſt, in Kincardineſhire,

Dunſion, Staff. N. of Penkridge. Dun

ſºon, Derbyſ. NW. of Cheſterfield. Dun

flon, SE. of Lincoln. Dunſion, S. of Nor

wich. Dunſion, Northumb. on the Tyne,

in Embleton pariſh. Dunſion, Northumb.

near Dunſtaburgh-Caſtle. Dunſton, Staff.

between Checkley and Ellaſton. Dunſion,

Weſtmor. N. of Appleby. Dunterley,

Northumb. S. of the Tyne, near Lee-Hall.

Dunterton, Devonſ. between Milton-Ab

bey and Launceſton. Dunteſbourn Abbots,

Dunteſbourn-Rous, and Dunteſtourn-Lyre,

3 adjacent pariſhes, about 12 miles from

Glouceſter. Duntiſhe, Dorſetſ. 1 mile N.

of Buckland-Abbas. Dunton, Bedf. SE.

of Biggleſwade. Dunton, Bucks, SE. of

Winſlow. Dunton, Eſſex, N.W. of Horn

don. Dunton, Warwickſ. N. of Coleſhill.

Dunton, Norf. NW, of Fakenham. Dun

ton-Baffet, Leiceſterſh. near Lutterworth.

Dunum, Northumberl. in Wark barony.

Dunville, Glouc. in Kempford pariſh.

Dunwich, an ancient town of Suffolk,

ſeated on the top of a looſe cliff. It was

once large and populous, and anº
lue,
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fee, but here are now only the remains of

a town, all but two pariſhes being ſwal

lowed up by the ſea. The principal buſi

neſs here is fiſhing for herrings, mackarel,

&c. It is 24 miles S. of Yarmouth, and

99 NE. of Londou. Lat. 52. 21. N. lon.

1.55. E. Market on Saturday.

Durance, Middl. between Enfield and

Waltham Chaſe.

Du RANGo, a town of Biſcay, and a

town of New Biſcay, Mexico.

DURAzzo, anciently DYRRAcHIUM,

a ſea-port and the capital of Albania.

DUR BUY, a town and county of Lux

- emburg.

DUR cKEIM, in Linange, circle of the

Upper Rhine.

. Durdans, Surry, 1 mile from Epſom.

Durdham Downs, Glouc. adjoining Clif

ton and Briſtol Hot wells; remarkable for

the ſalubrity of their air, and for beautiful

proſpects.

Du Rex, a town of Juliers, Weſtphalia.

Darjºrd, Suſſex, W. of M.dºurſt.

DU R HA'ſ, a county palatine of Eng

land, bounded on the W. by Cumberland

and Weſtmorland; on the N. by North

umberland; on the E. by the German

Ocean; and on the S. by Yorkſhire. It

is divided into 4 wards, and is 42 miles in

length from E. to W. and 32 in breadth

from N. to S. It contains 8 market-towns,

and 1 + 3 pariſhes. The biſhop is a tempo

ral prince, being earl of Sadberg in this

county, and ſheriff paramount. The weſt

ern ſide of the county is mountainous,

while the eaſtern and ſouthern are fruitful

in corn and paſture, and enjoy a milder air.

Here are manufactories of tammies, car

pets, ſail-cloths, ſteel, glaſs, paper, iron

founderies, and inlinenſe mines of coal,

lead, grind-ſtones, and iron. The princi

pal rivers are the Wear, Tees, Tyne, and

Derwent.

* DJ RHAM, the capital of the county

of Durham, is an ancient city, ſtanding on

a hill, in a beautiful winding of the river.

Wear. Here are pleaſant walks along the

banks of the river, which are covered

with woods, and edged with lofty crags.

' Around it ºf grown large quantities of

the beſt muſtavu. Durham is 14 miles S.

of Newcaſtle, and 257 N. by W. of Lon

don. Lat. 54. 59. N. lon. I. 27. W.

Market on S ºut day.

Darhart, or ºr im, Glouc. 5 miles

from Chipping-Suibuſy. Durhams, Mid

dieſex, 2 uniles N. of Chipping-Barnet.

Durlay, Some ſett. SW. of Bridgewater.

Durley, Hants, SW. of Biſhop's-Wal

tham. Durſland. Bay, Dorſetſ. on the SE.

coaſt of Purbeck Iſle. Durnford, Dorſetſ.

in Purbeck Iſle. Durnford, Wilts, S. of

Ameſbury. Durnhall, Cheſh. near Mid

dlewich. Durpit Chapel, Durh. between

Newbiggin and Teeſdale-Foreſt. Dur

rington, Wilts, 2 miles from Ameſbury.

Durrington, Linc. near Bloxham.

Durrow, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. Dur

ſey-Iſland, off the coaſt of Cork, Munſter.

Du RSLEY, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

near a branch of the Severn. The manu

faëture of cards for the clothiers has been

long ſettled here. It is 13 miles S.W. of

Glouceſter, and 107 W. of London. Lat.

51. 40. N. lon. z. 23. W. Market on

Thurſday.

Durſton, Somerſetſ. NE. of Taunton.

Durtreburn, Northumb. N. of Otterburn.

Darweſion, Dorſetſhire, 3 miles N. of

Blandford.

Duss ELDoRF, a town in the duchy of

Berg, Weſtphalia. -

Dºſion, W. of Northampton. Duſion,

Weſtmorland, NE. of Appleby.

Du'rli NGEN, a town of Suabia.

Dutt.'t, Cheſhire, on the Weever, NW.

of Northwich. Dutton. Duxbury, Lanc.

near Chorley. Dutton-Hall, Eſſex, near

Dunmow. -

DUYv E LAND, an iſland of Zealand, in

the United Provinces.

Dw1NA, a river of the Ruſſian empire,

which riſes in the government of Vologda,

and falls into the White Sea at Archangel, .

which town is the capital of the province
of Dwina.

Dw1NA, or DUNA, a river which riſes

in the province of Pſkov, Ruſſia, and falls

into the Baltic below Riga. In 1773, it

. the boundary between Ruſſia and Po
land. -

Dyko, Suſſex, W. of Haylſham. Dym

rock, Clouceſ. N.W. of Newent. Dynthill,

N. of Hereford. Dynehop.-Chapel, Shropſ.

SE. of A&ton. Scot. Dyne's-Hall, Eſſex,

near the Walthams. Dynton, Bucks, 3

miles from Thame and Ayleſbury.

Dyon, in Tyrone, Ulſter. -

* DYsART, a town of Fifeſhire, on the

N. coaſt of the Forth, 11 miles N. of

Edinburgh. It has a conſiderable trade

in coils. Lat. 56. 9. N. lon. 3.. 6. W.

Dyſºworth, Leic. SE. of Dunnington.

Dytton, Priors, Shropſhire, N. of Brown

Clee-Hill. Dyzard, Cornwall, NE. of

Bottreaux-Caſtle. -

EAGLE,
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E.

E4:5; SW. of Lincoln. Eagleſfield,

Cumb. 2 miles S. of Cockermouth.

Eagle's-Neff, a romantic ſpot between

the Lakes of Killarney, in Kerry, Mun

ſter. - -

Eaglewood, Cumberl. between Penrith

and Carliſle. Eaglewood, Surry, a pond

of 25 acres, in the pariſh of Newdigate.

Baland, Linc. in the Iſle of Axholm.

Eardington, Shropſ. S. of Bridgenorth.

Earliſland, Herefordſ. 3 miles from Leo

minſter. Eardifley, Heref. near Hunling

ton-Caſtle. Earely, Lincolnſh. between

Thongcaſter and Grimſby. Eareſby-Place,

Lincolnſ. near Spilſby. Earith, Hunts.

Earl's-Colne, Eſſex, 2 miles SE. of Hal

ftead. Earl's Court, Middleſex, between

Kenſington and Chelſea. Earl’s-Dyke,

Yorkſh. the N. boundary of Holderneſs.

Earleſław, Nottingh. in Caunton pariſh. .

Earl J-Hide, Staff. 2 miles from Stone.

Earl's-Soham, Suff. near Franilingham.

Earlſion, Hants, NW. of King's Clere.

EARLsTo N, or ER silton, a town of

Berwickſhire. Near it is the Houſe of

Cowdenknows, and on the adjacent knolls

may be ſeen the remains of it's broom, ſo

celebrated in Scottiſh ditty.

Earlionbam, Suffolk, N. of Needham.

Farn, a lake and river of Perthſhire.

Earſham, Norfolk, near Bungay. Earſe

well, Suff. NE. of Milden-Hall. Earth,

Cornw. W. of Trematon-Caſtle. Earth

am, Cormwall, NE. of Market-Jew. Ear

ton, Lancaſhire, near Liverpool. Eaſbach,

Heref. near Biſhops and Caſtle-Frome.

Eaſty, Yorkſh. near Richmond. Eaſy,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, E. of Stokeſley. Eaſ.

ington, Bucks, 2 miles from Tame. Edſ.

ington, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Eaſington,

Yorkſhire, N.W. of Whitby. Eaſington,

Glouceſterſhire, on the Severn, 6 miles

from Stroud. -

EA'sING wold, a town of Yorkſhire,

12 miles N. of York, and 210 N. of Lon

don. Lat. 54. Io. N. lon. 1. 4. W.

Eaſt Almer, Dorſetſ, near Sturminſter.

EastBou RN, a town of Suflex, noted

for the plenty of birds hereabout, called

wheat-ears. It is near Beachy Head, 1

miles ESE. of Lewes, and 65 SSE. of

London. Lat. 50.49. N. lon. o. 22. E.

Eaſt-Brent, Somerſetſ. 4 miles N. of

Huntſpil. Eaſtbridge, Suff. on the coaſt,

near Siſewel. Eaſtbridge, Kent, N. of

Romney-Marſh. Eaſtbury, Dorſetſhire, 4

miles from Blandford. Eaſtbury, Eſſex,

near Barking. Eaſlehurch, Kent, in the

Iſle of Sheppy, Eaſcot, Cornw. near the

, field and Halifax.

ſource of the Tamar. Eaſt-Creech, Dor

ſetſh. in Purbeck Iſle, a mile N.W. of

Knolle. Eaft Dean, Suſſex, 5 miles N. of

Chicheſter. Eaſ' Down, Devonſ. S. of

Comb-Martin. Eaſt End, Mid I. between

Finchley and Whetſton. Eafterford, Eſ

ſex, S. of Coggeſhal. E.; Pergate, Suſſex,

SW. of Arundel. Eafter, Good and High,

Eſſex, both between Hatfield-Broad-Oak

and Chelmsford.

EASTER-Is LAND, in the S. Pacific

Ocean,is about 12 leagues in circumference.

The hills are high, and the country natu

rally barren. It neither yields good an

chorage, wood, nor water. Rats are the

only quadrupeds, and there are but few

birds. The natives have an odd taſte for

long ears; they are ſtretched beyond the

uſual proportion. Lat. 27. 5. S. lon. 109.

46 W.

Eaſterleake, Nott. N. of Stanford. Eaſt.

ermear, Hants, SW. of Petersfield. Eaſt

Field, Northamp. near the Cain-Water,

NE. of Peterborough. Eaſt, Great, Camb.

near Wimpley. Eaſtham, Cheſ, near the

middle ſand of the Merſey. Eaſtham,

Somerſ. near Hinton St. George. Eaſtham,

Eilex, 7 miles from London. Faſiham,

Worceſterſ. rear Tunbury. Eaſt Holine,
Dorſetſ. 2 miles W. of Wareham. Eaſt

hop, Linc. between Spalding and Boſton.

Erythop, Shropſhire, between Layton and

Wenlock. Eaſthop, Eſſex, near Colcheſter.

Eaſthorp, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, between

Burnholm and Hunſley. Eaſthorp, Nott.

in Southwell pariſh. Raſhorp, Wilts,

near Highworth. Eaſtington, Glouceſ.

in Northleach pariſh. -

EAST Isſ. EY, a town of Berks, 17

miles from Oxford, and 6o from London.

Market on Wedneſday.

Eaſt Land, York. between Hutherſ.

Eaſt Leach Martin,

and Eaſt Leach Turville, Glouc. on oppo

ſite ſides of the river Loch, about 3 miles

from Leachlade. Eaſilenton, Giouc. SE.

of Northleach. Eaſtling, Kent, W. of

Badleſmere. Eaſtlington, Dorſetſ. in Pur

beck Iſle, 1 mile E. of Worth. Ecſtman.

freet, Wilts, near Calne. Eaſt Morden,

Dºrictſ. near Charborough. Eaſt Neſs,

Sºffolk, NE. of Southwold-Bay. Eaſt

Nºſ., Yorkſh. N. Riding, near Rydal.

Eaſt Newton, Yorkſhire, in Holdernets.

Eaſton, Suff. 6 miles from Woodbridge.

Foſton, Glouceſ, near Briſtol. Eaſion,

Hunt. S. of Spaldwick. Eaſton, Leiceſ.

in the SE. of the county. Eaſon, Linc.

between Stamford and Grantham. Eaſt

on, Norf. S.W. of Hiiugham. Eaſton, N.W.

of
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of Norwich. Eaſton, Devonſ. in Morchard

pariſh. Eaſton, Somerſetſ. near Wells.

Eaſton, Somerſ. between Bath and Keyn

ſham. Eaſton, Hants, near Wincheſter.

Eaſton, Hants, NW. of Whitchurch.

Eaſton, Suff. N.W. of Wickham. Eafton,

Suſſex, near Selſey Iſland. Eaſton, Iſle of

Wight, in E. Medina. Eaſton, Wilts, 2

miles from Chippenham. Eaſton, Yorkſ.

E. Riding, N. of Fordlingham. Eaſton

Bravant, Suff. N. of Southwold. Eaſton

Ferme, Hants, near Portſmouth. Eaſtern

Goſheck. Suff. NE. of Needham. Eaſton

Gray, Wilts, near Tetbury and Sopworth.

Eaſton, Great, Leic. in Bringhurſt pariſh.

Baſion, Great and Little, Eſſex, on the op

poſite fides of the Chelmer, 6 miles from

Dunmow. Eaſton Mawduit, Northamp.

4 miles from Wellingborough. Eaſtonneſs,

a cape on the coaſt of Suffolk, near South

wold. Eaſton Piers, Wilts, near Bragton

St. Michael. Eaſt-Orchard, Dorſ. 2 miles

from Margaret Marſh. Eaſtour, Dorſetſ.

2 miles S. of Gillingham. Eaſtrow,

Yorkſ. near Whitby. Eaſirington, Yorkſ.

near Howdon. Eaſtry, Kent, SW, of

Sandwich. Eaſtwall, Shropſhire, E. of

Church Stretton. Eaſtway, Cornw. W.

of Stratton. Eaſt-well, Leiceſ. SW. of

Belvoir-Caſtle. Eaſt:well, Kent, near Aſh

ford. Eaſtwick, Heref. 1 mile from Bol

deſton. Eaſtwinch, Norfolk, 4 miles from

Lynn Regis. Eaſt Woodgate, Dorſetſ.

2 miles from Pentridge. Eaſt-Wolban, or

Worlham, Hants, SE. of Alton. Eaſt

wood, Eſſex, near Prittlewell. Eaft rate,

Durham, in Weredale. Eatington, Upper

and Lower, Warw.between Banbury and

Stratford-upon-Avon. Eaton, 3 miles

from Cheſter. Eaton, Heref. near Leo

minſter. Eaton, Shropſ. NE. of Biſhop's

Caſtle. Eaton, Leic. §. of Waltham-on

the-Would. Eaton, Northamp, between

Wellingborough and Northampton. Fa

tom, Shropſ. NW. of Bolas. Eaton, Som.

between Kingſwood and the Briſtol Chan

nel. Eaton, Bucks, in Bleachley-Park. Ea

ion, Nott. on the river Idle, on the S. ſide

of E. Retford. Eaton, Shropſ. near Pitch

ford. Ea on Boat, on the Dee, 5 miles from

Cheſter. Eaton Bray, Bedf. W. of Dun

itable. Eaton Biſhops, or Eaton Wall, 2

miles S.W. of Hereford. Eaton Church,

Staff. Sw. of Penkridge. Eaton Church,

Yorkſ. E. Riding, W. of Penkridge.

Eaton Cold, Derb. NW. of Wirkſworth.

Eaton Conſtantine, Shropſ. SW. of Wre

kin. Hall. Eaton-Dovedale, Derb. N. of

Uttoxeter. Eaton. Ford, or Socon, Bedf.

SW. of St. Neots. Eaton Gilfables, Bucks,

near Eton. College. Eaton, Long, Derb.

in Swaley Pariſh. Eaton Maſcot, Shropſ.

near Condover. Eaton. Water, Staff. be

tween Brewood and Penkridge. Eaton

Wood, Staff. W. of Eaton-Church.

EA use, an ancient town in the dept.

of Gers, 17 miles WSW. of Condom.

Lat. 43. 51. N. lon. o. 1 o. E.

Eawden, Northumb. between Alnham

and Branton. Earwood, Suſſ. N. of Hayl

ſham. Ebberton, or Ebrington, Glouc. z.

miles from Campden. Ebbord, Devonſ.

in Woodbury pariſh. Ebcheſter Dnth.

near Darwentcote. Ehdown, Wilts, in

W. Kington pariſh. Ebery, Kent, in the

Iſle of Oxney.

EBER Bach, a town of Mentz, and

EBER BERG, a town in the palatinate of

the Rhine, both in the circle of the Lower

Rhine.

Ebersbor F, a town of Stiria.

EBER steIN, a principality of Suabia.

EBERstein, a town in the dept. of the

Lower Rhine, 8 miles S.W. of Straſburg.

Lat. 48. 16. N. lon. 7. 46. E. -

Eberſion, Yorkſ, between Pickering and

Scarborough. Eberton, ſee Ibberton.

EBER vil, or EBRE Uil, a town in the

dept. of Allier, ſeated on the river Scioule.

Lat. 46.4. N. lon. 2. 59. E.

EBRo, a river of Spain, which riſes on

the confines of Old Caſtile, in the moun

tains of Aſturia, and paſſing through Ar

ragon and Catalonia, falls into the Medi

terrranean below Tortoſa.

Elſo born Hºake, Wilts, SE. of Wardour

Caſtle. Ebral, Shropſ. 2 miles from Oſ.

weſtry. Ebsfleet, Kent, in the Iſle of Tha

net. Ebswith, a river in Monm. running

into the Uſk, at Newport Haven. Eb

worth, Glouceſ in Painſwick pariſh.

EcATERRINENSLAF. See CATHArr

in en S LA.f.

Eccheles, Cheſh. on the Merſey, W. of

Cheadle. Eccleſłurn, a river in Derbyſ.

running into the Derwent at Duntfield.

Ecclesfield, Yorkſhire, near Sheffield.

EcclesHALL, a town of Staffordſhire,

on a branch of the river Sow, 6 miles NW.

of Stafford, and 143 NW. of London.

Lat. 52. 54. N. lon. z. 9. Market on

Friday. - -

Eccleſion, on the river Dee, S. of Cheſter.

Eccleston, a town 24 miles S. of

Lancaſter.

Eccleſion, Staffordſhire, NE. of Leek.

Eccleſion, Great and Little, Lancaſhire, in

Amounderneſs. Eccleſwall, Hereford

ſhire, 1 mile from Roſs.

Echelles, Les, a town in the dept.

of Mont Blanc, 1o miles S.W. of Cham

berry.

Ecº A, or FX11A, a city of Andaluſia.

Bckles, Lancaſhire, W, of Mancheſter.

Jºckles,
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Eckles, Norfolk, on the coaſt, NE. of Hick

ling. Eckler, Norfolk, N. of Harling.

Eckington, Worceſterſhire, a pariſh between

Tewkeſbury and Perſhore.

Eckrer NAc, a town of Luxemburg.

Eckton, between Northampton and Wel

lingborough.

EcyA. See Ecija.

Edal, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

EDAM, a town of N. Holland, noted for

it's cheeſes, ſeated on the Zuider Zee, 14.

miles NE. of Amſterdam.

Edburton, Bucks, in the Chiltern Hills.

Edburton, Suſſex, between Steyning and

Lewes. Eddertakers, Durham, near Lit

tle-Eden and Caſtle-Eden. Edderſion,

Northumberland, on the Warne, NE. of

Hebborn. Eddeſley, Shropſ, near Whit

church. Eddington, Wilts, near Weſt

bury. Eddington, Berks, near Hunger

ford. Eddlethorp, Yorkſhire, S. of New

Malton.

Eddystone Rocks, in the Fngliſh

Channel, ſo called from the great variety

of contrary ſets of the tide or current

which prevail near them. They are ſitu

ated nearly SSW. from the middle of Ply

mouth Sound, diſtant from the port about

14 miles, and from Ram-Head, 12 and a

half. As they lie nearly in the direction

of veſſels coaſting up and down the Chan

nel, they were very dangerous, and ſhips

were ſometimes wrecked on them, before

the light-houſe was eſtabliſhed here. They

are ſo expoſed to the ſwells of the ocean,

from all the ſouth weſtern points of the

compaſs, that the heavy ſeas break on them

with inconceivable fury. Sometimes, after

a ſtorm, when the ſea is to all appearance

Perfeótly ſmooth, the under current meet

ing the ſlope of the rocks, the ſea beats

upon them in a terrific and magnificent

manner, and even riſes above the light

houſe, overtopping it for the inſtant with

a canopy of frothy wave. The preſent

light-houſe is nearly 80 feet high, and has

withſtood the moſt violent ſtorms, without

ſuſtaining the ſmalleſt injury. It was

erected in 1774. -

Ede, Devonſ. 2 miles SW. of Exeter.

Edeford, Devonſ. NW. of Teingmouth.

Eden, a river which riſes in Weſtmor

land, on the confines of Yorkſhire, and run

ning N. by Appleby and Carliſle, falls into

Solway Frith, 7 miles W. of that city.

Eden, and Edenbridge, Kent, W. of Penſ

hurſt, on the borders of Surry. Eden-Caſtle,

Durh. near the coaſt, NW. of Hartlepool.

EDENper RY, a town of King's Coun

ty, in Leinſter, 29 miles from Dublin.

Edenball, or Ednall, Cumb. on the Eden,

NE. of Penrith. Edenham, Linc. near

Grimſthorp. Eden-Little, Durham, N. of

the caſtle to Holyrood-Houſe.

Eden-Caſtle, and nearer the ſea. Eſſenſºr,

Derbyſhire, in the High-Peak. Edºſiº w,

Nottinghamſhire, in Sherwood Foreſt.

EDENToN, a ſmall town of N. Caro

lina, well fituated for trade, on the N. ſide

of Albemarle Sound. It is the county

town of Chowan County, and is 72 milea

nearly S. of Williamſburg. Lat. 36. 12.

N. lon. 76.46. W.

Ederney Bridge, in Fermanagh, Uiſter.

Edgcomb, Mount, Devonſ, though on the

Corniſh ſide of the Tamar. Edgcot, Bucks,

S.W. of E. and Middle Claydon. Edge,

Cheſhire, N. of Malpas. Edge, Glouc. in

Panſwick pariſh. Edge, Shropſ. between

Aſhton-Piggot and Shrewſbury. Edge,

Shropſhire, between Aſhbaſton and Wem.

Edgebaſton, Warw. on the Rhea, near

Birmingham. Edgecot, Northamp. near

Banbury. Edge. End, Lanc. near Colne.

Fºgefield, Norf. on the S. ſide of the Holt.

Edgehill, Warw. near Kineton, between

which places, on the deſcent of the hill, a

battle was fought, October 22, 1642, be

tween the armies of King Charles I. and

the Parliament. E.geton, Rutlandſhire,

SE. of Okeham.

*EDGEwARE, a town of Middleſex, ;

miles N.W. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

Edgeworth, Glouc. 3 miles from Biſley,
and 6 from Cirenceſter. -

Edgeworth's-Town, in Longford, Lein

fler, 52 miles from Dublin.

Edgmond, Shropſh. 2 miles from New

port. Edgton, Shropſ. SE. of Biſhop's-

Caſtle. Eitial, Staff. W. of Lichfield.

Edicliff, Shropſhire, SE. of Shadwell.

* Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland,

ſituated, in the county to which it gives

name, on three hills. It may properly be

divided into the Old and New Towns. The

ſituation of the Old Town is ſingular and

it iking: it ſtands on the middle ridge or hill,

which is narrow and ſteep, and terminated

abruptly on the W. by the caſtle, a very an

cient building, acceſſible only by a draw

bridge, and erected on a lofty precipitous

rock. The High-Street, a mile in length,

and generally 90 feet broad, extends from

On each

ſide of this ſteep hill the houſes form nar

row lanes, which are called cloſes, and ex

tend N. and S. Many of them are lofty,

but ſo piled, as it were, upon each other,

that they are neither commodious nor ele

gant. The New Town is ſituated on the

north ſide of the Old, on an elevated plain,

from which the ground deſcends to the S.

and N. with a gentle declivity. It forms

an aſſemblage of uniform ſtreets and ſquares,

including ſeveral public buildings, the

whole built entirely of ſtone, with confi

2. ſiderable
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derable taſte and elegance. The buildings

on the S. ſide of the Old Town, though

inferior to thoſe on the N. are extenſive

and ſtately. The moſt ſtriking objećt

here, is the New College, building by pub

lic ſubſcription, on the ſcite of the old one,

on a large and magnificent plan. The

number of ſtudents in the univerſity, is eſ

timated at looo, of whom 4oo ſtudy me

dicine. The city is governed by a lord

provoſt, a guild council, and 25 common

council. Here are 14 incorporated trades,

each having it's deacon, or warden. The

principal public buildings are the palace

ofHolyrood Houſe, the Royal Exchange,

built in 1751, the Regiſter Office, the

Phyſicians' Hall, Herriot's Hoſpital,

founded in 1628, for the education of

14o poor boys, Watſon's Hoſpital, for

the ſons of decayed merchants, an hoſpital

for orphans, and a Royal Infirmary, incor

porated by charter in 1736. Edinburgh,

with it's dependencies, is ſuppoſed to con

tain 100,ooo inhabitants, and is ſupplied

with water, conveyed in caſt-iron pipes

from Commiſton, 4 miles to the W. It

is 2 miles S. of Leith, which is it's port,

54 WNW. of Berwick-upon-Tweed, and

389 N. by W. of London. Lat. 55.58.

N. lon. 3. 7. W.

EDINBURGHSHIRE, or MID LothIAN,

a populous, well-cultivated, and pleaſant

county of Scotland, 27 miles in length, and

16 in breadth, but in ſome places not above

6. It is bounded on the N. by the Frith

of Forth, which ſeparates it from Fifeſhire;

on the E. by the ſhires of Haddington and

Berwick; on the S. by thoſe of Selkirk,

Peebles, and Lanerk; and on the W. by

the ſhire of Linlithgow.

Edingley, Nott. near Southwell. Eding

thorp, Norf. between N. Walſham and the

fea. Edington, Somerſetſ. in Morlinch pa

riſh. E lington, Northumb. S.W. of Mor

peth. Ediſbury. Hall, Cheſh. in Delamere

Foreſt. Édith Chapel, Cornw. E. of Pad

flow Haven. Ediweſhen. Nottingh. 6 miles

from Mansfield. Edlaſion, Derbyſ. near

the Dove, S. of Aſhborn. Edlinghall, or

Eddingall, Staff. NE. of Lichfield. Ed

lingham-Caſtle, Northumb. near Alnwick.

Edlington, Lincolnſ. NW, of Horncaſtle.

Edlington, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Tick

hill. Edliſborough, Bucks, near Ivingo.

Edmarſh Chapel, Lanc, near Lowland Fo

reſt. Edmiſſion, Devonſ, near Modbury.

Edmondhiers, Duth. bordering on North

umberland. -

EDMoNDsbury. See BURY.

Edmond's, St. Chapel and Cape, Norf.

in the NW. angle of the county. Edmonſ:

barn, Dorſetſ. near Cranborne. Edmon

£on, Wilts, 5 miles from Sarum. Edmond

- Windſor.

thorp, Leic. near Poſtwitham. Edmonton,

Middleſex, in the Ware road, 7 miles from

London. Edmonton-Street, Middl, between

Tottenham-Highcroſs and Ponder's. End.

Ednam, in Roxburghſhire, near Kelſo:

Ednop, Shropſ. W. of Biſhop’s Caſtle.

Edſon, or Edſon, Warw. SE' of Henley.

Effon, York. NE. of Helmſley. Edwin

Lock, Worc. N. or Bromyard. Edſworth,

Hants, towards Chicheſter. Edwalton,

Nott. near Plumtree. Edward's-Hall,

Eſſex, near Great Baddow.

Suffolk, N. of Nayland. Edway, a river in

Radnorſ. Edworth, Bedf. SE. of Biggleſ

wade. Edytſar, Derb. in the High-Peak.

EF FERDING, a town of Auſtria.

Effingham, Surry, in the road from Lea

therhead to Guildford. Efford, Cornw.

near Bude, or Bead's-Haven. Efford, or

Ebbingford, Devonſ. NE. of Plymouth.

Egarton, Kent, in Charing pariſh. Egbo

rough, Yorkſ. W. of Snaith. Egbuckland,

Devonſ. W. of Plympton. Egbury, De

vonſhire, near Hartland-Point. Egbury,

Hants, N.W. of Whitchurch. . Egilean,

Suſſex. Egerley, or Edgley, Shropſ. SE. of

Maſbrook. Egerton, Cheſh. near Malpas.

Egerton, Kent, in Godmerſham pariſh.

Egg, Devonſhire, in Branſcomb pariſh.

EGG, an iſland, about 1o miles in cir

cumference, S. of the Iſle of Skye.

Eggcliff, or Eggleſcliff, Durham, on the

ees, oppoſite to Yarum. Eggerdon, W.

and S. Dorſetſ. near Aſkerſwell: "Egger

don-Hill affords an extenſive proſpect.

Fagington, Bedf. near Leighton-Buzzard.

Egºington, Derbyſ. near the conflux of the

Dove and Trent. Egglesford-Park, De

vonſ. near Torrington. Eggleſion, N. and

S. Dorſetſ. in W. Timeham pariſh. Es

gleton, Durham, on the Tees, oppoſite to

Rumbaldkirk. Eggoats, Worceſ. in Ink

borough pariſh. Egham, Surry, on the

Thames, oppoſite to Staines, 3 miles from

Egbam-Foſters, Surry, 1 mile

S. of Egham. Egisford, Devonſhire, near

Chumleigh. Eggleſborn, Yorkſ. in Hol

derneſs. Eglºſion, Dorſetſ, near the coaſt,

between Weymouth and Pool. Egleſion,

Lanc. NE. of Weſt.Darby. Egleſion, or

Eggleton, Yorkſ. on the Tees, near Bar

nard-Caſtle. Eglethorp, Linc. near Grimſ

thorp., Egleton, Rutl. in Okeham pariſh.

Eglingham,Northumberland,betweenAln

wick and Woller.

Egliſh, in King's County, Leinſter, 69

miles from Dublin. Egliſh, in Tyrone,

Ulſter, nearly 76 miles from Dublin.

EGLISHALL, a town and bailiwick of

Zurich.

Eglorouſe, Cornw. near Port Wrincle.

Egloſhale, Cornw. 2 miles from Padſtow.

Egloſkerry, or Egiºſk, Cornw. near Laun

ceſton,

Edwarfion, -

* *
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Enº, in Queen's County, Leinſter, be

tween Monaſtereven and Mountmellick, 34

miles from Dublin.

Empingham, Rutlandſhire, between Bur

leigh-on-the-Hill and Tickencote.

EMpoli, a town of Tuſcany.

Empor, in Weſt-Meath, Leinſter.

Empſhot, Hants, near the road from

Alton to Petersfield. Emſaugh, Cumb,

on the S. Tyne, near Gargill. Emſcot,

NE. of Warwick. Emſey, or Emſhaw,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Skipton. Emſ.

tree, Shropſ. SE. of Shrewſbury. Emſwell,

Yorkſhire, E. Riding, SW. of Kilham.

Emſworth, Suſſex, near Eaſtbourne.

Emy-Vale, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Enagh,

in Clare, Munſter.

Enborough, Somerſetſ, near Mendip and

Benager. Enbourn, E. and W. Berkſhire,

near Newberry. Enlychworth, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, SW. of Barneſley.

ENchuysen, a ſea-port of Holland, on

the Zuyder Zee, 2.5 miles NE. of Amſter

dam. The harbour was formerly confi

derable, but now it is choked up with

ſand. Lat. 52.45. N. lon. 5. 10. E.

Encomb, Dorſetſhire, near Corfe-Caſtle.

ENDEAvou R-STRAIT. See GUINEA,

NEw. -

Endellion, Cornw. E. of Padſtow Har

bour. Enderby, near Leiceſter. Enderly

Bagge, Linc. NW. of Spilſby. Endery

Malviſh, Linc. SW. of Spilſby. Enderſ.

; Dorſetſhire, near Longham and Can
ord.

ENDKIoping, a town of Upland, in

Sweden, the houſes of which are of wood,

painted, for the moſt part, red. It is 21

miles SW. of Upſal. Lat. 59.45. N.

lon. 17. zo. E.

ENDINGEN, a town of Auſtrian Suabia.

Enedon, Cornwall, NE. of St. Michael.

Enewood, or Evenwood, Durham, at the

head of the river Gauntleſs. Enewood,

Hºff, Durham, SW. of Biſhop-Aukland.

NFIELD, a town of Middleſex, ten

miles N. of London, once noted for it's

royal chaſe, which was disforeſted by an

aët of parliament in 1779. Market on

Saturday.

Enfield, Hants, between Rumſey and

Wincheſter. Enfield, Surry, Sw. of Eg

ham. Enford, Wilts, W. of Everley
hare-warren.

ENGADINA, a country of the Griſons,

which extends along the banks of the river

Inn, from it's ſource to the Tyroleſe, and

is divided into Upper and Löwer. The

Upper, on account of it's elevation, pro

duces paſture, but not ſufficient corn. The

Lower is much more fertile.

Eºgaºy, Leiceſterſhire, NW. of Bliſ.

don. Engaynes, Eſſex, between Great and
Little Claxton.

ENGER, in Ravenſburgh, Weſtphalia.

Engham, Berks, near Swinford.

ENGhien, a town of Hainault.

ENGIA, anciently EginA, a town,

iſland, and gulf of Turkey, between Liva

dia, and the Morea. The iſland is about

30 miles in circumference.

ENGLAND, the ſouthern, and moſt con

fiderable part of the iſland of Great Britain,

is bounded on the N. by Scotland; on the

NE, and E. by the German Ocean; on

the S. by the Engliſh Channel; and on the

weſt by the principality of Wales, and the

Iriſh Channel. It lies between 2 degrees

E. and 6 W. longitude, and between 49

and 56 N. latitude. It is of a triangular

form. From the Land's End in Cornwall,

to Berwick-upon-Tweed, it is 425 miles; ,

from Berwick to S. Foreland in Kent, it's

length is 345 miles, and thence to the

Land's-End, it's greateſt breadth is 34o.

The country exhibits a variety of pro

ſpects, varying from the extenſive plain,

and gently riſing uplands, with the inter

vening vales, and gently flowing rivers, to

the lofty mountains, craggy hills, deep

dells, and tumbling torrents. Though in

* parts there are large barren moors,

and wide uncultivated heaths; on the

whole, few countries have a larger propor

tion of land capable of culture, and there

is none where agriculture is better attend

ed to, or, indeed, where it is more neceſſa

for the ſubſiſtence of the inhabitants. Aſi

the valuable produćtions, both animal and

Vºj this country, have been im

ported at different periods, from the con

tinent; and have been kept up and improv

ed by conſtant attention. Overrun with:

woods, like the wilds of America, nuts,

acorns, crabs, and a few wild berries, form

the only vegetable food, which this coun

try formerly afforded. The bear, the

wolf, and the wild boar, now totally ex

tirpated, roamed at large in the foreſts,

large herds of ſtags ranged through the

woods, roebucks bounded over the hills,

and wild bulls ranged in the marſhy paſ

tures. By degrees, the woods were de

ſtroyed, in order to make way for cultiva

tion, the marſhes were drained, and, the

wild animals, invaded in their retreats,

gradually diſappeared, and their places

were ſupplied by the domeſtic kinds.

England now poſſeſſes no other wild qua

drupeds than ſome of the ſmaller kinds,

ſuch as the fox, the wild cat, the badger,

the martin, and others of the weaſel kind,

the otter, the hedge-hog, the hare and

rabbit; the ſquirrel, dormouſe, mole, and

O % ſeveral
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ſeveral ſpecies of the rat and mouſe. On

the other hand, the various kinds of do

meſtic animals, imported from abroad,

have been reared to the greateſt perfection;

and the improvements in the vegetable

produćts of this iſland have been no leſs

conſiderable. The rigours of winter, as

well as the parching heats of ſummer, are

felt here in a much leſs degree than in pa

rallel climates on the continent, as the

breezes from the ſea temper the ſeverities

of the oppoſite ſeaſons; but the changes of

weather are generally more frequent and

ſudden, while few countries are clothed

with ſo beautiful and laſting a verdue.

It's ſituation, however, ſo far north, is leſs

favourable to the ripening than to the

growth of vegetable produŠtions. The

harveſts, eſpecially in the northern parts,

ofeº ſuffer from the rains, and the fruits

fall ſhort of perfººt maturity. The richeſt

parts of the land are, in general, the mid

dle and ſouthern : extenſive traćts in the

northern parts are rather ſteril, and on the

eaſtern coaſts, in many parts the ground is

ſandy or marſhy. In the north the coun

try is mountainous, and Cornwall and the

adjacent counties contain many rough hilly

traśīs; but in theſe parts a variety of rich

and valuable minerals and netals are found.

The moſt conſiderable rivers ale the

Thames, Severn, Medway, Trent, Ouſe,

Tyne, Tees, Wear, Merſey, Dee, Avon,

Eden, D.rwent, &c. The lakes are chief

ly in the NW. counties; and thoſe of

Weſtmorland and Cumberland, in parti

cular, exhibit varieties of romantic, pic

tureſque, and grand ſcenery. The river

fiſh, from the populouſneſs of the country,

and the number of fiſhers, are in many

arts, much diminiſhed; but the ſea is an

nexhauſtible ſource, and the coaſts are en

livened by numerous inhabitants, who gain

their chief ſubſiſtence from the deep. The

manufactures and commerce of this coun

try are prodigious, and abſorb almoſt the

whole attention of many claſſes of people.

The government is a mixture of monarchy,

ariſtocracy, and democracy. The national

thurch eſtabliſhment is epiſcopal ; the 39

articles are interpreted by the clergy in

general according to the liberal principles

of Arminius, although the 17th article

ſtrongly favours of the Calviniſtic creed.

The diſſenters are numerous, and cf differ

ent deſcriptions, and moſt of the rigorous

penal laws, which were long inforce againſt

them, have been repealed.

ENGLAND, NEw, a country of North

America, bounded on the W. by New

York; on the N. by Canada ; on the E.

by Nova Scotia and the Atlantic Ocean;

and on the S. by the ſºme occan and Long

Iſland Sound. It is in many parts hilly;
but the country is fertile, well-cultivated

and populous. It was firſt ſettled by the

Puritans, who were diven from England,

at different times, by perſecution. The

principal produćtions are wheat, Indian

corn, rye, oats, flax, hemp, and garden ve

getables. The exports are fiſh, timber,

horſes, mules, potaſh, pearlaſh, ſalted beef,

&c. The colleges here are in a flouriſh-,

ing ſtate. It contains five ſtates, namely,

New Hampſhire, Maſſachuſet's, Rhode

Iſland, Conneéticut, and Vermont. The

Conne&ticut, Merrimack, Penobſcot, and

Fi cataway, are the principal rivers.

Eagleburn, Devonſhire, near Totneſs.

Englefield, Berks, 1 mile NW. of Theai,

had it's name from the Danes being routed

here by king F.thelwoli. Engleton, Staff.

at the influx of Breewood Water into the

Penk. , Englewood-Foreſ, Cumberland,

formerly 16 miles in length, a dº:

with wild boars, but now disforeite; ; be-,

tween Carliſle and Penrith. Enham,

Hants, NW. of Andover. Enian, a river

in Cornwall, running into the Tamer near,

Brownwally. , Enis, Cornw. near Penryn.

Eniſ rene, in Sigo, Connaught, 132

miles from Dublin. Emiſkeon, in Colk,

Munſter. Eniſion-Head, a promontory in

Donegal, Ulſter. Lat. 55. 16. N. lon.S. 34.

W. Enkimacoody, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Enzºore, Somerſetſ. near Bridgewater.

Ennerdale, Cumberland, near Lamplugh. .

Here is one of the lakes, or Broadwaters.

* ENNIs, the aſſize town of the county

of Clare or Thomond, in Munſter. A.

village called Clare, is diſtant about 2 miles

from Ennis, which is alſo ſometimes called

Clare. It is 112 miles S.W. of Dublin.

Lat. 52.45. N. lon. 9.5. W.

* ENNIscoRTHY, a market-town of

Wexford, in Leinſter, 59 miles S. of Dub

lin. Lat. 52. 25. N. lon. 6. 36. W.

Enniſfallen-Iſland, in Kerry, Munſter.

a beautiful iſle, in Killarney Lake, where

the touriſts generally dine, in a hall fitted

out of one of the aiſles belonging to an

ancient abbey, now in ruins. Eniſkeed

Church, in Donegal, Ulſter. Enniſkerry,

a village in Wicklow, Leinſter, 16 miſes

from Dublin, on the road to the Dargle.

Enniſkerry, the name of two iſlands on the

coaſt of Clare, Munſter. They are ſituat

ed near the Bay of Kilmurry. Lat. 52.

4o. N. lon. 9.37. W. -

-

* ENNiskillen, a market-town of Fer-.”

managh, in Ulſter, pleaſantly ſeated on an

iſland in a narrow ſtrait between the two

parts of Lough Erne. The linen manu

faćture here is in a flouriſhing ſtate. It is

24 miles SE., of Ballyſhannon, and 79

NW, of Dublin, *

ENo,
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Eno, or ENos, a town and gulf of

Romania, NW. of Gallipoli.
FNs, a town and river of Auſtria.

Erſham, Oxfordſ. near Blenheim-Houſe.

ENsts HEIM, a town in the dept. of the

Upper Rhine, feated on the river III, 1o

miles S. of Briſac. Lat. 47. 54. N. lon.

7. 5o. E.

Enſoº, Shropſhire, near Monford, Bridge.

* Bºſton, or Neat-Enſion, Oxfordſhire,

SE. of Chipping Nºrton.

Enſon, NE. of Stafford. Entom, Surry,
8E. of Godalmin.

Estre Du Ero-E-MINho, a province

of Portugal, W. of Tralos Montes, and

8. of Galicia, a province of Spain. It is

45 iniies in length, and 37 in breadth.

Braga is the capital.

Batwiſle, Lancaſhire, near Bury. En

‘vilde, Staffordſ. 3 miles from Stourbridge.

Easworth, Glouceſterſ, in Haſleton pariſh.

EooA, one of the Friendly Iſlands, rich,

fertile, and affording beautiful proſpects

from the ſea. The uplands exhibit groves

of fine trees, interſperſed at irregular diſ.

tances, in beautiful diſorder. The coun

try near the ſhores is covered with fruit

and other trees, among which are the ha

bitations of the natives. This iſland was

named Middleburg by Taſman, who diſ

covered it in 1643. It is ſituated in about

Laº. 21. 24. S. lon. 174. 30. W.

Epald-Bay, Kent, W. of Margate-Bay.

Efallets, Pallets, or Hippolets, Herts, 1

mile S. of Hitchin.

EPER1Es, or Es PER1Es, a town of

Hungary, remarkable for it's mines of ſalt.

EPERNAY, a town in the dept. of

Marne, the neighbourhood of which pro

duces excellent wines. It is 16 miles S.

of Rheims. Lat. 49.5. N. lon. 4.7. E.

Eperſion. Nottinghamſhire, 1 mile from

Sherwood Foreſt, and 2 from the Trent.

Ephesus, anciently a celebrated city of

Ionia, in Aſia Minor, and the capital of

the Roman dominions in Aſia. Here was

the famous temple of Diana, which the

ancient Chriſtians afterwards converted

into a place of public worſhip; but it is

now ſo entirely ruined, that it is difficult

to find the ground-plot: however, there

are ſome ruins of the walls, and five or ſix

marble columns, all of a piece, 40 feet in

length, and 7 in diameter. It is now call

ed Ajaſalouc, and has ſtill ſome magnifi

cent and curious remains of it's former

ſplendor. The fortreſs ſeems to be the

wºrk of the Greek emperors. The only

inhabitants are a few Greek families, who

have reared huts among the ruins, to ſhel

ter themſelves from the weather, and who

are ſo illiterate, as to be unable to read,
-

in it's original language, the Epiſtle of

Paul to their anceſtors, the Epheſians. It

is ſeated at the mouth of the Caſtrus, and

has ſtill a good harbour, 40 miles nearly

S. of Smyrna. Lat. 37. St. N. lon. 27.

42. E.

EPINAL, a town in the dept. of Voſges,

noted for it's paper-mills. It is feated on

the Moſelle, and is 35 miles S.E. of Nanci.

Lat. 48.9. N. lon. 6.7. E. -

Epiton, Suſſex, near Haſtings. Epney,

Glouceſterſ. in Moreton-Valence pariſh.

* EPPING, a town of Eſſex, 17 miles N.

by E. of London. Great quantities of

butter are made in it’s neighbourhood.

Lat. 51.46. N. lon. o. 9. E. Markets on

Thurſday and Friday.

EPPING Forest, in the SW. of Eſſex,

formerly very extenſive. In various parts

of it, handſome villas are erected.

EPPINGEN, a town in the palatinate of

the Rhine, circle of the Lower Rhine.

Eppleby, Yorkſhire, W. of Darlington.

Eppleton, 5 miles from Durham.

* Epsom, a town of Surry, once cele

brated for "it's mineral waters, and the

ſalts produced from them. The orchards,

gardens, &c. in and about it, give it a ru

ral appearance. It is 15 miles SW. by S.

of London, Lat. 51. 25. N. lon. o. 15.

W. Market on Friday.

Epwell, Oxfordſhire, W. of Banbury.

Epworth, a long ſtraggling town in

the Iſle of Axholm, Lincolnſhire, 8 miles

from Burton Stather, and 166 from Lon

don. Market on Saturday.

Errol Caffle, 5 miles from Shrewſbury.

Ercol Child's, Shropſ. NW. of Newport.

Erdburrow, Leiceſterſ, near Burrow. Er

dington, Warw. near the Tame, between

Birmingham and Sutton-Colefield. Erd

Jhaw, Cheſh. 2 miles from Middlewich.

ERFort, a town of Thuringia, Upper

Saxony, with an univerſity, ſubject to the

ele&tor of Mentz, is a large place, but

thinly people. It's territory comprehends

2 towns and 73 villages, the inhabitants of

which are at ſo ſmall a diſtance from each

other, that, it is ſaid, they can go to each

and return the ſame day. It is 11 o miles

W. of Dreſden, and 160 E. of Cologne.

Lat. 5o. 54. N. lon. 1 i. 23. E. -

ERIBol, Loch, an arm of the ſea, on

the N. coaſt of Sutherlandſhire, affording

a ſafe retreat to the largeſt veſſels.

ERICHT, Loch, a large lake in the

NW. of the diſtrićt of Athol, in Perth

ſhire, extending into Inverneisſhire. Near

this place wandered the unfortunate Prince

Charles Stewart, after his diſcomfiture at

Culloden, in 1746, lurking in caves and

among rocks, expoſed to the rigours ºf
O the
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the climate, ſometimes alone, at others \ narrow ſtrait, on which Enniſkillen ſtands.

with a few faithful adherents, till he, at

length, eſcaped the ſanguinary parties that

were in ſearch for him, lured by the offered

reward. º

into another, called Loch Rannoch.

Eridge, Suſſex, 8 miles from Grinſtead.

Eridge, Suſſex, N. of Rotherbridge.

Erie, a lake of N. America, ſituated

between 4o. 50. to 43 deg. N. lat. and be

tween 78.50. to 84 W. lon. It is about

260 miles long from E. to W. and 40 to

6o broad. It communicates at it's NE.

end with Lake Ontario by the Strait of

Niagara. The iſlands and banks towards

it's W. end are much infeſted with rattle

ſnakes; and, on the leaves of the large

water lily, which grows here, covering

the ſurface of the water, to an extent of

many acres, myriads of water ſnakes lie

baſking in the ſun in ſummer. Of the ve

nomous ſerpents which infeſt this lake, the

hiſſing ſnake, about 18 inches long, ſmall

and ſpeckled, is accounted the moſt deadly.

The wind, which it blows from it's mouth,

if inhaled by the unwary traveller, brings

on a decline, which proves mortal in a

few months, no remedy being yet found

to counteraćt it's baneful influence.

Erighill-Church, in Monaghan, Ulſter,

66 miles from Dublin.

Eriholm, Yorkſhire, SE. of Darlington.

Eringham, Suſſex, between Steyning and

New Shoreham. Erington, Northumber

land, SW. of Kirkheaton. Eriſden, Nor

thumberland, near Tinmouth.

ERisso, a town of Macedonia.

Erith, Cambridgeſhire, between Holt

well-Fen and Somerſham, on the Ouſe. It

has a cauſeway leading from St. Ives into

the Iſle of Ely. Erith, Kent, on the

Thames below Woolwich.

ERIv AN, a city and province of Perſian

Armenia The former is dirty and ill

built; the ramparts are of earth, and

there are about 8oo houſes. The churches

of the Chriſtians are ſmall, and half under

ground, reſembling catacombs. Lat. 40.

zo. N. lon. 44. 10. E. The province is

furrounded by Georgia, Schirvan, Mou

gan, Aderbeitzan, and Turkiſh Armenia.

ERKBLENs, in Juliers, Weſtphalia.

ERLANG, in Culembach, Franconia.

Erleham, Norfolk, SW. of Norwich.

Frles-Wood, Monm. near Stroglº-Caſtle.

Erlington, Suſſ. SW. of Haylſham. Erme,

Cornwall, NE. of Truro. Erming Street,

Hunt. the Roman highway near Stilton,

Ermington, Devonſhire.

ERNE, Lou GH, a great lake in Fer

managh, Ulſter, extending 30 miles in

length; or rather 2 lakes, joined by the

The waters of this lake deſcend

Erne, St. Cornwall, NW. of Saltaſh.

Erneley, Suſſex, near the Iſle of Selſey.

£º, Devonſhire, in Swinbridge

pariſh.

ERPach, a town and county of Suabia,

and a town of Franconia.

Erpingham, Norfolk, 4 miles from Ale

ſham. Eruan, St. Cornwall, SW. of Pad

ſtow. Erwaſh, a river in Nottinghamſhire,

running into the Trent below Attenton.

ERzerum, a city of Turkey, in Aſia,

built on a peninſula, formed by the ſources

of the river Euphrates. It lies in a fruit

ful plain, 5 days journey from the Black

Sea, and 10 from the frontiers of Perſia.

The Turks are about 18,ooo, of whom

two-thirds are janizaries; they are moſt

of them tradeſmen, and receive no pay :

there are alſo 6ooo Armenians and 4oo

Greeks, the latter of whom, being moſtly

braziers, are obliged to live in the ſub

urbs, on account of the noiſe of their ham

mers. The town is a thoroughfare for

the caravans which paſs to the Indies.

Their merchandiſe is Perſian ſilks, cottons,

calicoes, furs, gall-nuts, rhubarb, and

madder. Lat. 40.4. N. lon. 43. 2. E.

Eſby, Yorkſhire, in Cleveland.

-Eschelles, a town in the depart. of

Mont Blanc, 10 miles S.W. of Chamberry.

Lat. 45. 30, N. lon. 5.45. E.

Eschweden, a town of Heſſe Rhein

fels, circle of Upper Rhine.

Eſcourt, Wilts, near Luggerſhall. Eſ:

crick-Hall, SE. of York.

Escu RIAl, a village of New Caſtile,

celebrated for it's palace and convent, built

by Philip II. of Spain, in 1563. It con

ſiſts of a royal manſion, a church built

after the plan of St. Peter's at Rome, cloi

ſters, a college, a library containing up

wards of 20,000 volumes, ſhops of differ

ent artiſts, apartments for a great number

of families, an extenſive park and fine

ardens, adorned with a great number of

fountains. It ſtands in a dry, barren

country, ſurrounded by rugged mountains,

and is built of grey ſtones, found in the

neighbourhood. This ſtrućture, built in

the form of a gridiron, becauſe St. Law

rence, to whom it is dedicated, was broil

ed on ſuch an inſtrument, was 22 years

in building, and coſt 6,ooo,ooo crowns.

They reckon in it 8oo pillars, 11,ooo

ſquare windows, and 14,ooo doors. In

the vaulted chapel, there is a magnifi

cent mauſoleum, called the Pantheon, ſi

milar to that at Rome. It is ſeated on

the river Guadara, 15 miles NW. of Ma

drid. Lat. 4o. 35. N. lon. 3. 58. W.

Eſenbull, Warw. W. of Cheſter-Over.

ESEsN,
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Esens, a town of E, Frieſland, Weſt

phalia.

Esfar AIN, a town of Choraſan, Perſia.

Eſgill, Cumb. near Gargill. Eſhbury,

Surry, near Compton. Efteldworth, Nor

thumberland, near Morpeth.

* Eſher, Surry, a beautiful village, 16

miles SW. of London, and 5 from King

ſton, on the road to Portſmouth.

Eſher-Waterville, Surry, a manor in

Eſher pariſh. Eſhing, Surry, SW. of

Godalmin. Eſhington, Northumb. E. of

Morpeth. Eſhton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, be

tween Skipton and Settle. Efinden, Herts,

2 miles from Hatfield. Eſington, NE. of

Durham. Effington, Oxf. near Chalgrave.

Effington, Staff. NE. of Wolverhampton.

Effington, Yorkſ. W. Riding. E. of Bol

land-Foreſt. Effing would, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, NE. of Boroughbridge.

Esk, or EAsk, LouGH, in Donegal,

Ulſter. This lake abounds with char,

which are taken, in deep water, by nets.

Esk, rivers in Cumberland; the largeſt

forms part of the boundary between Eng

land and Scotland, running into Solway

Frith; the leſſer near the ſouthern extre

mity of the county, runs into the Iriſh Sea

at Ravenglaſs. ,

Esk, a river of Edinburghſhire, formed

by the junčtion of two ſtreams, called N.

and S. Eſk. They nearly encircle the

town of Dalkeith, paſſing on each ſide of

the eminence on which it ſtands; and unit

ing a little below the town, this river falls

into the Frith of Forth at Muſſelburgh.

Esk, N. and S. two rivers of Angus

ſhire, deſcending from the Braes of Angus.

The former divides the county from Kin

cardineſhire for ſeveral miles, and reaches

the German Ocean a little to the N. of

Montroſe. The latter, after traverſing

nearly the whole breadth of the county,

falls into the ſea a little below the ſame

town.

Eſk, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs. Eſkdale,

Yorkſhire, in Whitby-Strand liberty.

EskDAle, the country about the Eſk,

both on the Cumberland and Dumfries

ſhire ſides of the river.

Eskim Aux, a people of N. America,

inhabiting a tract of country called Labra

dor. They are low in ſtature; their chief

employment is hunting and fiſhing, and they

obſerve ſome ſort of ſacrifices. They live

upon the raw fleſh of whales, bears, &c.

and go muffled up in ſkins, the hairy fides

next their bodies. Their nights are from

1 to 6 months long, during which time

the earth is bound up in impenetrable froſt,

and they live in a ſort of fubterraneous

habitations. On the return of the ſun,

they have, during the ſummer, continual

day, and lead a roving life. -

Eſkle, a river in Herefordſhire, running

into the Monnow, at Landtown.

Eſky, in Sligo, Connaught.

Eſfaby, Durham, W. of Yarum.

Esli NGEN, a free town of Suabia, in

ſulated in Wurtenburg. -

EsNE, EssenAY, or AsNA, a town of

Egypt, on the Nile, containing ſome mag

nificent ancient temples, with hieroglyphi

cal inſcriptions, &c. Lat. 24.59. N. lon.

32.48. E.

Esperie, a town in N. Hungary.

ESPERNoN, a town in the department
of Eure and Loir. -

Espiers, a town of Flander, 8 miles

N. of Tournay.

Eſpley, Northumb. NW. of Morpeth.

EsquiMAux. See EskimAux.

Eſaſe, Devonſ. SE. of South-Moulton.

Eſcheales, Northumberland, meal Hexham.

E/e, or Aſhden, Eſſex, near the Stour, NE.

of Bumpſted-Steple.

Esseck, a trading town of Sclavonia,

with a wooden bridge over the marſhes,

8865 geometrical paces in length, and 15

in breadth. It is a great paſs between

Hungary and Turkey, and is ſeated on

the river Drave, So miles N.W. of Bel

grade. Lat. 45. 32. N. lon. 18.4o. E.

Essen, 3 towns of Weſtphalia.

Eſſenden, Rutlandſhire, N. of Stamford.

Essequibo. See Iss Eqy IBo.

Eſſet, Northumb. in Eland manor.

Essex, a county of England, bounded

on the W. by Middleſex and Herts; on

the N. by part of Cambridgeſhire, and the

river Stour, which ſeparates it from Suf

folk; on the E. by the German Ocean;

and on the S. by the Thames, which di

vides it from Kent. It is 54 miles long

from E. to W. and 48 broad from N. to

S. and contains 18 hundreds, 26 market

towns, and 403 pariſhes. It does not con

tain any conſiderable hills; but exhibits a

variety of ſoil and face of country gene

rally#. It's S.W. part is occupied

F." by the foreſts of Epping and

ainault ; and, is noted for it’s butter.

The NW. part from Saffron-Walden to

Cambridge, is famous for the growth of

ſaffron. The middle part is a fine corn

country, varied with gentle inequalities of

ſurface, and ſprinkled with woods. What

are called the Hundreds of Eſſex, (though

included in the hundreds of Barſtaple,

Rochford, and Dengy) bordering on the

Thames and the ſea, conſiſt chiefly of

marſhy grounds, which afford excellent

paſtutage, yet are deemed unwholeſome 5

but more inland, they are dry, elevated,

O 4 - and
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and healthy; and even the worſt parts of

them are rendered healthier than formerly,

by clearing the woods and draining the

ſtagnant waters. Great numbers of calves
are ſent from hence to the London market,

with other cattle; alſo fowls, wild and

tame, and the oyſters, known by the

name of Colcheſter oyſters. The towns

of Colcheſter, Halſtead, Coggeſhal, Brain

tree, Bocking, and Dunmow, are diſtin

guiſhed for the manufacture of baize. The

principal rivers, beſides the Thames, are

the Stour; which falls into the German

Ocean at Harwich ; the Lea, Chelmer,

Blackwater, Coln, Crouch, and Roding.

Chelmsford is the capital.

Estampes, a town in the depart. of

Seine and Oiſe, ſeated on the river Loet,

or Etampes, which abounds with craw

fiſh. It is 1.5 miles E. of Chartres. Lat.

48. 27. N. lon. 2. 14. E.

Est APLEs, a town in the dept. of the

Pas de Calais, feated at the mouth of the

river Canches, 12 miles S. of Boulogne.

Esta Po, or Ist APA, a town of To

baſco, Mexico, 1o miles S.W. of Villa

Hermoſa. Lat. 17. 55. N. lon. Io9.5. W.

Eftafion, Shropſhire, N. of Wem.

Esi AvAYER', a town and bailiwic of

Friburg, in Swiſſerland, on the E. border

of the lake of Neufchâtel. Lat. 46, 55.

N. lon. 6. 48. E.

Effbergholt, Suff. SE. of Hadley. Effy,

Yorkſhire, W. Riding, NW. of Skipton.

Ejicot, Wilts, near Swindon. Eſcot, Wilts,

near Lavington. Eſtcot, Devonſhire, W.

of Silverton.

Este, a town in the Paduan, late a

territory of Venice.

EstellA, a town of Navarre, in Spain.

Effenden, Herts, between Hertford and

Hatfield.

EstePA, a town of Andaluſia.

Efterwick, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs.

Eſfield, Yorkſhire, E. of Halifax.

Esthon 1A, or Rev EL, a Ruſſian go

vernment on the Baltic ; bounded on the

N. by the Gulf of Finland, on the E. by

Ingria, and on the S. by the government

of Riga. •

Eſlington, Glouc. between Stanley and
the Severn. #: Norfolk, NE. of

Buckenham. Effington, Norf. in the Marſh

Land. Eſilech, Glouc. NE. of Fairwood.

Eftley, Devonſ, near Biddiford. Ejinor,

Heref. NE. of Ledbury. Eſtoft, Linc. in

Crowle pariſh. Effon, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

NW. of Giſborough. Eſton, Yorkſ. near

Bridlington. Eſton, or Aſian, Northamp.

SW. of Stamford. Eſlon-Nefton, North

amptonſhire, near Towceſter.

Est RAMADURA, a province of Spain,

about 175 miles in length and too in

breadth; bounded on the W. by Portugal,

on the N. by Leon and Old Caſtile, on

the E. by New Caſtile, and on the S. by

Andaluſia. It abounds with corn, wine,

and fruits; but the air is often extremely

hot. A part of this province has been

annexed to New Caſtile and a part to Old

Caſtile, but there is yet a captain-general,

who commands the troops and ſuperin

tends the police.

EstraMAD URA, a province of Portu

gal, bounded on the W. by the Atlantic,

on the N. by Beira, and on the E. and S.

by Alentejo. It abounds with wine, ex

cellent oil, honey, oranges, and ſalt. Here

the oranges were firſt planted that were

brought from China, known ſtill by the

name of China oranges. It's capital is

Liſbon.

Est R.E.Moz, a town of Alemtejo, in

Portugal, divided into the high town and

the low. The houſes are white, and unany

of them adorned with marble pillars; here

is alſo a tower of marble, of a fine poliſh.

Here is a mañufacture of beautiful earth

enware. It is 15 miles W. of Badajox,

and 75 E. of Liſbon. Lat. 38.44. N. lon.

7. 21. W.

EsrhwaITE-WATER, a lake in Lan

caſhire, between Hawkſhead and Winder

mere-Water, two miles and a half in

length, and half a mile in breadth. Around

it are villages and ſcattered houſes, ſweety

ſituated under woods and hanging grounds,

clothed with the richeſt verdure, heighten

ed by the deep ſhade of the woods, and

the back ground of rocky mountains.

Eſłrop, Hants, near Bafingſtoke. Eff

wood, Nott, on the Erwaſh, near Greyſley

Caſtle. Ejiyepe, Devonſ, near Bridport,

Etall-Caſtle, Northumberland, on the river

Till, in Glendale, near Ford-Caſtle.

ETAYAH, a town of Agra, in Hindoo

ſtan, on the river Jumna. Many parts of

the banks of this river are 60 feet high,

and the town is all built on the heights.

It is 52 miles S.E. of Agra. Lat. 26.43,

N. lon. 79. 25. E.

ETAIN, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Meuſe, 13 miles ENE. of Verdun. Lat.

49. 15. N. lon. 5. 35. E.

Etchinford, Suff. W. of Leonard's Fo

reſt. Ethelºry-Hill, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

between Swaledale and Wenſdale, Etherd.

wick, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs, near Bur

ton-Conſtable. -

ETHIopia, a part of Africa, divided

into Upper and Lower. Upper Ethiopia

includes Natolia and Abyſſinia. In Lower

Ethiopia is complehended a great part of

the interior of Africa, N. and S. of the

- equator,
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equator, as : Mujak, Gingiro, Anziko,

Moho-emugi, Alaba, Matamba, &c.

Ethorp, Warw.W. of Southam. Ethrop,

or Eydrop, Bucks, in Waddeſdon pariſh.

Ethy, Cornwall, NE. of Fowey.

Erie NNE, St. a town in the dept. of

the Rhone and Loire, in which are confi

derable manufactories in iron and ſteel,

and alſo in ribands. Coal-mines are found

in it’s neighbourhood, and a ſoft ſtone fit

for grind-ſtones. It is 28 miles SE. of

Lyons, and 260 S. by E. of Paris. Lat.

45. 22. N. lon. 4. 30. E.

ETLINGEN, in Baden Dourlach, Suabia.

Eilee, or Eteſlau, Glouceſ. near Awre.

ETNA, MouNT, or Gisello, a cele

brated volcano in Sicily, on a mountain,

which is 63 miles in circumference at the

foot, and 1 o,954 feet in height. Not

only the mountain, but all the neighbour

ing regions, appear to have been formed

of the accumulating matter that has been

ejected, from age to age, from this never

ceaſing furnace. The firſt eruption of

Etna, recorded in hiſtory, is that mention

ed by Diodorus Siculus, without fixing

the period when it happened; but the fe

... by Thucydides, happened

in the year 734 before the Chriſtian era.

From this period, to the year 1447, there

were 18 more eruptions. After this it

ceaſed to emit fire near 90 years. The

next eruption was in 1536; others followed

in 1537, 1567, 1603, (which continued till

1636) 1664 (which continued 14 years)

1682, 1686, 1693, 1755, 1763, 1764,

1766, 1783, and 1787. Of all theſe erup

tions, that of 1693 was, by far, the moſt

deſtrućtive. It was attended with an

earthquake that, in an inſtant, overturned

the town of Catania, (though 1 o miles

diſtant from the mountain) and buried

18,000 perſons in it’s ruins. It is well

cultivated all round the foot, and covered

with vines on the S. ſide; but on the N.

there is nothing but large foreſts. The

top is always covered with ſnow, though

it never ceaſes to ſmoke, and often emits

flames. The cinders, which are thrown

out in ſmall quantities, ſerve for inanure

to the adjacent lands; but a large torrent

does miſchief; and the new apertures which

are ſuddenly made, from time to time, are

alarming and dangerous to the inhabitants,

ETo N College, Bucks, ſeparated from

Windſor by an old bridge over the Thames,

was founded by Henry VI. in 1440, for

the maintenance of aFº and 7 fellows,

and the inſtruction of 70 ſcholars. There

are ſeldom leſs than 300 ſcholars here, be

ſides thoſe on the foundation, The reve

nue is about 50ool, a year,

Eton, near Norwich. Eitleſhall, Warw.

NE. of Coventry. Etton, Northai.ipton

ſhire, near Maxey-Caſtle. Etton, North

amptonſhire, near Overſton.

Ettrick, a ſtream falling from the

mountainous part of Selkirkſhire, through

a romantic country, and joining with the

Yarrow; after which their united waters

mingle with the Tweed, where it enters

the ſhire of Roxburgh. All theſe ſtreams,

with Ettrick Banks, the Braes of Yarrow,

and Tweed Side, have been ſweetly fungia

Scottiſh paſtoral.

Etwell-Hall, SW. of Derby.

Eu, a ſea-port in the depart. of Lower

Seine, ſeated on the river Brele. The

Principal trade is in ſerges and laces. It

is 1.5 miles NE. of Dieppe. Lat. 50. 3.

N. lon. I. 30. E.

Evall, St. Cornwall, S.W. of Padſtow,

Evart, No, thumb. SE. of Flodden-Hill.

EvAux, a town in the dept. of Creuſe,

21 miles E. of Gueret. Lat. 46. 13. N.

lon. 2. 28. E.

Evedon, Linc. NE. of Sleaford. Eve.

ley, W. of Derby. Evelot, Yorkſhire,

N. Riding, near Stonedale and Swaldale.

Evelyn, Shropſ. near Sheffmall. Evenall,

Staff. SE. of Eccleſhall. Evendy Farm,

Middl. N. of Staines. Evenlode, Worc.

NE. of Stow-in-the-Would. Eventos,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, near Pickering.

Ever. Church, or Everach, Somerſetſhire,

W, of Bruton.

Five RDINGEN, in Dutch Guelderland.

Teverdon, Bedf. Everdon, Northamp.

Everend, Glouceſ, in Wollaſton pariſh.

Evering, Kent, between Elham and Do

ver. Everingham, Yorkſ. between Pock

lington and Market-Weighton. Everly,
E. and hy. Wilts, between Ambreſbury

and Savermake-Foreſt.

Everog-Bridge, in Down, Ulſter, 7s
miles from Dublin.

Everſden, Great and Little, near Cam

bridge. Everſham, Yorkſ. E. Riding,

SW. of Catterick. Everſholm, ſee Eve

/bam. Ever/holt, Bedf. E. of Woburn.

Evershot, a town of Dorſetſhire, 12

miles NW. of Dorcheſter, and 129 W.

by S. of London. Lat. 50, 52. N. lon. 2.

55. W.

Everſey, Kent, in Charing pariſh.
Everſley, Hants, in the road from London

to Baſingſtoke. Everton, Nottingham

ſhire, E. of Baintree. Everton, North

amptonſhire, SE. of Newnham.

* Ev ESH AM, a town of Worceſterſhire,

ſeated on a hill, riſing with a gradual aſ

cent from the Avon, which almoſt ſur

rounds it. It is 14 miles SE. of Worceſ.

ter, and 95 NW, by W. of London. Lat.

52.
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53. 4. N. lon, 1.59. W. Market on

Monday.

EveshAM, The Vale of, in Wor

ceſterſhire, on the banks of the Avon,

which flows along the SE. part of the

county to the Severn. It is celebrated

for it's fertility and beauty; and commu

nicating with the more extenſive one that

borders both ſides of the Severn, gives to

it the ſame general name of the Vale of

Eveſham. See Severn, Vale of.

Eucubio, a town of Urbino, in the

pope's territories.

Evian, a town in the depart. of Mont

Blanc, on the Lake of Geneva, oppoſite
to Lauſanne. It is 22 miles NE. of Ge

neva. Lat. 46. 21. N. lon.6. 50. E.

Evilſion, Wilts, NW of Saliſbury.

Evilton, Somerſetſhire, NE. of Ilcheſter.

Evington, Herefordſhire, SW. of Leomin

ſter. Evington, Kent, in Elmſtead pariſh.

Evington, SE. of Leiceſter,

Evoli, in Principato Citra, Naples.

EvoRA, the capital of Alentejo, Por

tugal, ſeated in a pleaſant country, plant

ed with large trees of divers ſorts. It is

65 miles E. by S. of Liſbon. Lat. 38. 30.

§ lon, 7.46. W.

EvorA-DE-Monte, 15 miles NE. of

Evora.

Euphemia, Sr. a ſea-port of Naples.

Euphrates, one of the moſt celebrat

ed rivers in the world, and the principal

of Aſiatic Turkey. It has one ſource

about a day's journey, and another two

days’ journey, from Erzerum. The plain

of Erzerum is incloſed between two fine

ſtreams, which, when united, are called the

Euphrates, or the Frat. After their junc

tion, three days journey from Erzerum,

it begins to be navigable for boats; but

the channel is ſo rocky, that the naviga

tion is not ſafe. In it's courſe it ſeparates

Aladulia and Syria from Diabekir, and

Diabekir from Arabia, after which it runs

through the Irac-Arabi, till it receives

the Tigris, and 50 miles below Buſiorah

it falls into the Perſian Gulf.

Eure, a depart. of France, ſo named

from a river which riſes near Pontgoin, in

the depart. of Eure and Loir, and paſſing

by Chartres, falls into the Seine, above

Pont de l'Arche.

EURE and Loir, a department of

France, ſo called from the rivers Eure and

Loir. It’s capital is Chartres.

Evreux, capital of the dept. of Eure,

ſeated on the river Iton. Here is a ma

nufactory of cotton velvets, and another of

ticken, which is not interior to that of

Bruſſels. Theſe, with linen and woollen

cloth, and corn, form the principal articles

of it's trade. It is 25 miles S. of Rouen,

and 55 N.W. of Paris. Lat. 49. 1. N.

lon. 1. 14. E.

Europe, the leaſt of the four general

parts, or quarters of the world, is bound

ed on the W. by the Atlantic, on the N.

by the Frozen Ocean, on the E. by Afia,

and on the S. by the Black Sea and the

Mediterranean. It is about 3390 miles

in length, and about 27co in breadth, and

is ſituated between 10 deg. W. and 6o E.

lon., and between 36 and 72 deg. N. lat.

As it nearly all lies within the temperate

zone, here is neither the exceſſive heat, nor

the inſupportable cold of the other parts

of the continent. Though it does not af

ford the richeſt productions of the earth,

nor abound in coſtly mines, it is generally

much more populous and better cultivated

than the other quarters of the globe. The

wild animals are but few, except in the

woods, rocks, and mountains of the north,

and of the Alps, but the domeſticated are

numerous. The chief mountains are the

Alps, Apennines, and Pyrenees. The

principal rivers are the Danube, Dnieſter,

Dnieper, Viſtula, Volga, Dwina, Bog,

Oby, Don, Scheldt, Rhine, Rhone, Seine,

Loire, Garonne, Groyne, Tajo, Thames,

and Severn. The principal lakes are thoſe

of Conſtance, Geneva, Lauſanne, Wenner,

Ladoga, and Onega. Europe contains

Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Great Bri

tain, Ireland, Ruſſia, France, Germany,

Poland, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Hungary,

Swiſſerland, and part of Turkey, beſide

ſome iſlands in the Mediterranean and elſe

where. There are three empires, namely,

thoſe of Ruſſia, Turkey, and Germany.

The kings are thoſe of Great Britain and

Ireland, Spain, Portugal, Pruſſia, Den

mark, Sweden, Sardinia, Bohemia, Hun

gary, and Naples, or the Two Scilies.

There is alſo anarchduke of Auſtria, and a

great duke of Tuſcany. The republics are

thoſe of France, Holland, Swiſſerland,

Genoa, Geneva, Lucca, San Marino, and

Raguſa. The languages are, the Italian,

French, Spaniſh, and Portugueſe, which

are partly a corruption of the Latin; the

German, Flemiſh, Dutch, Swediſh, Daniſh,

and Engliſh, which proceed from the Teu

tonic ; the Sclavonian, which predomi

mates in the language of Poland, Ruſſia,

Bohemia, and a great part of Turkey in

Europe; the Celtic, of which there are

diale&ts in Wales, Scotland, Ireland, the

NW, of France, and Lapland; the modern

Greek, and ſeveral others. The prevail

ing religious profeſſion is the Chriſtian,

divided into the Greek, Romiſh, and Pro

teſtant churches. Mahometaniſm is the

eſtabliſhed

º

º
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eſtabliſhed faith of the Turks, and there

are numberleſs Jews diſperſed in the dif

ferent countries. º

Euskirchen, a town of Juliers,Weſt

phalia.

EustAT1A, one of the leaſt of the Lee

ward Iſlands, in the W. Indies, lying

NW. of St. Chriſtophers. It isFº
a mountain in the form of a ſugar-loaf,

whoſe top is hollow, or concave. . It is

frong by fituation, has a fort, and is ſub

ject to the Dutch. In 1781 it was taken

by Admiral Rodney, but was ſoon after

taken by the French, and reſtored to the

Dutch by the peace of 1783. Lat. 17. 29.

N. lon. 63. 5. W.

Eufton-Hall, Suffolk, near Thetford.

EuTIN, in Lubeck, Lower Saxony.

Euxton, Lancaſhire, E. of Bank-Hall.

Ewel, a town of Surry, having many

fine ſtreams of water, which, uniting, form

a river ſufficient to drive a mill in the

town, and which falls into the Thames at

Kingſton. It is 10 miles NE. by N. of

Darking, and 13 SE. by S. of London.

Lat. 51. 26. N. lon. o. 15. W. Market

on Thurſday.

Ewel, Kent, near Feverſham. Ewelme,

vulgo Newelme, Oxfordſ. S. of Britwell.

Ewenny, a river of Glamorganſhire, and a

village near Cowbridge. Ewerby, Linc.

NE. of Sleaford. Ewern-Minſler, the

largeſt pariſh in Dorſetſhire; the Ewern

riſes, in it, and falls into the Stour at

Stourpain. Ewburſt, Surry, near Okeley.

Ewhurſt, Suſſex, near Burwaſh. Ewood

Hall, Yorkſhire, W. of Halifax. Ewſhot,

Hants, SW. of Farnborough. Ewtons,

Surry, near Darking.

Ex, a river which riſes in the Foreſt of

Exmoor, in Somerſetſhire, and, leaving

that county below Dulverton, flows by

Tiverton to Exeter, widening from Top

ſham into an eſtuary, which terminates in

the Engliſh Channel at Exmouth.

Ex, Upper and Nether, Devonſ between

Exeter and Bradninch. Exall, Warw.

SW. of Aulceſter. Exall, Warw. a mem

ber of Coventry. Exhorn, Devonſ, on the

river Ock, oppoſite to Stow. Exbridge,

Devonſ, near Bampton. Exbury, Hants,

in the New Foreſt. Execate, Suſſex, near

Cuckmere-Haven.

*Exeter, a city of Devonſhire, ſeated

on the river Ex, over which there is a long

ſtone bridge, with houſes on both ſides.

The environs of the city are hilly, and

afford a variety of beautiful proſpe&ts.

The town, with it's ſuburbs, is about 3

miles in circumference; it's port is pro

perly at Topſham, 5 miles below, but

veſſels ºf above too tons come up to the

a

quay here. Exeter is one of the principal

cities in the kingdom for number of inha

bitants, having 12 or 13 incorporate com

panies. It is the ſeat of an extenfive fo

reign and domeſtic commerce, and parti

cularly lit has a ſhare in the fiſheries of

Newfoundland and Greenland. Here are

conſiderable manufactories of ſerges and

other woollen goods. It is 78 miles SW.

of Briſtol, 44. NE. of Plymouth, and 173

W. by S. of London. Markets on Wed

neſday and Friday.

Exeter, a town of New Hampſhire,

in N. America, on the S. fide of Exeter

River. It has a good harbour, and ſome

riſing manufactures, and is 15 miles SW.

of Portſmouth.

Exford, Somerſetſhire, SW. of Dunſter.

ExiLles, a town and fortreſs of Pied

mont, 6 miles WSW. of Suza.

Exley, Yorkſ. S. of Halifax. Exmin

fler, Devonſ. 3 miles below Exeter. Ex

more, where the Ex riſes, a moiſt, barren

ground, near the Severn Sea, part in De

vonſhire, but more in Somerſetſhire.

* Exmouth, Devonſhire, on the E. ſide

of the Bay, which forms the mouth of the

river Ex, 10 miles S. by E. of Exeter.

Exte, or Oéfe, Suff. near Hoxne. Ex

ton, Hants, NE. of Biſhop's-Waltham.

Exton, Somerſetſ, near Brumpton-Regis.

Exton, or Oxton, Nott. near Sherwood

Foreſt. Exwyck-Cleve, Devonſhire, near

Exeter. Eya, Northamptonſhire, N. of

Peterborough. Eyam, Derbyſhire in the

High-Peak. Eybridge, Kent, near Chart

and Sutton-Valence. Eydon, Northamp

tonſhire, E. of Chipping-Warden.

* EYe, a town of Suffolk, whoſe chief

manufactures are ſpinning and bonelace.

It is zo miles N. of Ipſwich, and 91 NE.

of London. Lat. 52. 25. N. lon. 1. 16. E.

Market on Saturday.

Eye, Heref. NW. of Leominſter. Eve

fº. Glouceſ. 5 miles from Stow." #. -

fort, Oxfordſhire, near Woodſtock. #, -

Hall, Camb. in Horningſey pariſh.

EYEMouth, a ſmall ſea-port of Ber

wickſhire, at the mouth of the river Eye,

where there is a tolerable herring-fiſhery.

It is 9 miles N. by W. of Berwick.

EYesdale, or Esdale, a ſmall iſland

on the coaſt of Argyleſhire, 7 miles SE.

of Mull. It is noted for it's ſlate-quarries.

Eyke, Suff. S. of Rendleſham. Eyker

ing, Notting. NW. of Newark. Eyleſ.

worth, Northamp. near Caſtor. Eyminge,

Kent. Eymolt, a river in Weſtmorl. and

Cumb. running into the Eden at Hornby.

EYNDHove N, in Dutch Brabant.

Eyne, Bedfordſhire, in Gravenhurſt pa

riſh. Eyneſbury, Huntingdonſhire, a ham

let
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let of St. Neot's. Eynesford, Kent, NW.

of Aſh.

PYRAc. See IRAc.

*ExRe Cou RT, in Galway, Con

haught, a little S. of Clonfert, and about

72 miles from Dublin.

Bytharne, Kent, near Walderſhare. Ey

º

thorp, Bucks, near Quarendon. Eytov,

Shropſhire, W. of Kingſwood. Eyton.

Shropſ. near Shrawerden-Caſtle. Eyºtwood,

Surry, SE. of Darking. Eywood, Heref.

S. of Titley. Eyworth, Bedfordſhire, near

Potton. -

EzAGUEN, a town of Fez.

*-ºs

F. A. I

AABORG, a town of Funen, in

Denmark, on the S. coatt. It lies

in a low and fruitful ſpot, and trades in

corn and other proviſions, though the har

bour be indifferent. Near it is a ferry to

the Iſle of Alſen.

FABRIANo, a town of Ancona, in the

Pope's territories, which contains ſeveral

rich monaſteries, and a manufacture of

paper. It is 33 miles S.W. of Ancona.

Faceby, Yorkſh. N. Riding, S.W. of

Stokeſley. Fackham, Hants, NW. of

Whitchurch. Faddeley, Cheſhire, W. of

Namptwich.

FAENzA, or FAY ENZA, a town of

Romagna, in Italy, noted for it's fine

earthen ware. It is 16 miles S.W. of

Ravenna.

FAhlun, the capital of Dalecarlia, in

Sweden. It contains 1 zoo houſes, which

are generally of wood, two ſtories high,

and 7000 inhabitants, including the mi

ners. It is 30 miles NW. of Hedemora.

Lat. 60.48. N. lon. 16.42. E.

Failſworth, Lanc. near Bolton. Fair

bach, Carmarthenſhire. Fairfield, Kent,

near Appledore. Fairfield, Somerſ. near

Bridgewater. Fairfield, Derbyſhire, in the

High Peak.

FAIRFIELD, a town of Conneéticut,

and ſeveral other towns in the United

States of N. America.

*FAIR Ford, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

celebrated for the painted glaſs windows

in the church, done from the deſigns of

Albert Durer. It is 22 miles ESE. of

Glouceſter, and 80 W. by N. of London.

Lat. 51.40. N. lon, 1.44. W. Market

on Thurſday.

FAIRHEAD, the NE. cape of Ireland,

forming the E. ſide of the Bay of Bally

caſtle, in Antrim, Ulſter. Lat. 55.17. N.

lon. 6. 34. W.

FAIR Is LE, an iſland of the Northern

Ocean, nearly midway between Shetland

and Orkney, from both which it’s tower

ing rocks are plainly diſcovered.

Fairlee, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Fairleigh, Suſitx, between Haitings and

F A L

winchelſea. Faiſlead, Eſſex, 4 miles

fion witham. Fairward, Dorſeti. in the

pariſh of S. Parrot. Fairwell, Stafford
ſhire, near Lichfield. f

FAIs ANs, or PHE As ANts, an iſland

in the river Bidaſoa, between France and

Spain, about 2 miles from Fontarabia.

Faitheag, in Waterford, Munſter.

Faith's, St. Norfolk, near Taverham.

*FAKENHAM, a town of Norfolk, zo

miles N.W. of Norwich, and 11o NNE.

of London. Lat. 52, 53. N. lon. o. 58. E.

Markets on Tueſday and Thurſday.

Fakenham, Great and Little, Suff. S. of

Euſton. Fakenhurſt, Kent, united to Bon

ington. -

FALAise, a town in the dept. of Cal

vados, famous for being the birth-place

of William the Conqueror. The trade

in ſerges, linen, and face is conſiderable.

It is 18 miles SE. of Caen. Lat. 43. 55

N. lon. o. 2. W. - -

Faldo, Bedfordſ. between Hitchin and

Ampthill. Fale, a river of Cornwall,

failing into Falmouth-Harbour. Falefield,

Glouc. in Thornbury pariſh. Falkam,

Kent, W. of Cobham. Falkborn, Eilex,

near Witham.

FAlke NBERG, a ſea-port of Halland,

in Sweden; alſo a town of Stiria; a town

of Lippe, Weſtphalia; and a town of the

New Marche, Brandenburg.

• Falkenham, Suffolk, on the river De

ben, near Baudſey-Haven.

“FALK1RK, a town of Stirlingſhire.

In it's neighbourhood, the great markets

for Highland cattle, called Tryſts, are

held thrice a year; 15,000 head of cattle

are ſometimes ſold at one Tryſt, which

are, for the moſt part, ſent to England.

It is 8 miles S.E. of Stirling. Lat. 55

57. N. lon. 3. 5d. W. -

* FALK LAND, a town of Fifeſhire, at

the foot of one of the beautiful green hills

called the Lomonds. The inhabitants are

moſtly employed in agriculture. It is 13

miles nearly N. of Edinburgh. Lat. 56.

18. N. lon. 3. 7. W. -

FALKLAND ISLAND's, NE. of the

Straits
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Straits of Magellan. Lat. from 51.6, to

52. 30. S. lon. from 56. 30. to 62. 15.W.

Falladon, Northumb. in Enbledon pa

riſh. Fall; roome, Cheſh. N. of Maccles

field. Fallofield, Northumberl. between

Hexham and the Pićts’ Wall. Fairner,

Suſſex, S.W. of Lewes. -

* FAlmouth, a rich, trading town of

Cornwall, and the flation of the packets

to Spain, Portugal, and America. The

harbour here has ſo many deep and well

ſheltered creeks belonging to it, that, next

to Milford-Haven, it is the beſt road for

ſhipping in Great Britain. It is defend

by the caſtles of St. Mawes and Pen

dennis, on a high rock at the entrance.

It is 10 miles S. of Truro, and 263

WSW. of London. Lat., 50. 8. N., lon.

27. W. Markets on Tueſday, Thurſ

ay, and Saturday. . .

False BAY, to the E. of the Cape of

Good Hope, frequented by veſſels during

the prevalence of the NW. winds, from

May to September, which render it dan

gerous to remain in Table.Bay...; -

FalsTER, an iſland of Denmark, S. of
Zealand. ~. . . "

FAM Acost A, a ſea-port of Cyprus,

on the E. coaſt, in laf. 35. 10. N. and

lon. 35. 55. E. -

"É.i. N. and S. Eſſex, on each

ſide of Croºch River, near Crickſey.

FAMINE, PöRT, in the Straits of Ma

gelian, on the coaſt of Patagonia, in lat.

53 42. S. and lon. 71.28. W. -

Fangy, Eflex, near Canvey-Iſle. Fan

ham-Hall, Herts, NE. of Ware. - -

FÅNo, a town of Urbino, in the pope's

territories. Here are the remains of a

triumphal arch, erected in honour ot Au

guſtus. It is ſeated on the Adriatic, 17

miles nearly F. of Urbino.

Fawthorp, Lincolnſhire, near Louth.

FANTIN, a town and populous king

dom, on the Gºld Coaſt of Guinea, ex

tending about 30 miles along the ſea

ſhore. Here the Engliſh and Dutch have

forts. Beſides trading, they are employ

ed in tilling the ground, and drawing.

palm-wine. *

Fant-le-Roy Marſh, Dorſetſ, near Can

dle Biſhops and Candle-Marſh. . . . .

* FAREua M., a town of Hampſhire, 12

miles SE of Southampton, and 74 W. by

S. of Londºn. Lat. 50.53. N. lon. i. 6.

W. Market on Tueſday.

Fareſby, Lincolnſ, near Spilſby. Faret,

Suſſex, near Gronbridge.

FAR Ewell, CAP2, the moſt ſouther

ly promontory of New Greenland, or Se

kamunga, at the entrance of Davis's

Straits. Lat. 59, 38. N. lon, 42.45. W.

Farforth, Linc. SW. of Burwell.

FARGEAu, St. a town in the dept. of

Yonne, 82 miles SSE. of Paris. Lat.

47. 37. N. lon. 3.8. E.

*FARINGDow, a town of Berkſhire,

ſituated on a hill, near the Thames. It is

18 miles S.W. of Oxford, and 68 W. by

N. of London. Lat. 51.44. N. lon. r.

27. W. Market on Tueſday.

Faringdon, Devonſ. between Exeter and

Topſham. Faringdon, Dorſetſ. z. miles

NW. of Shrowton. Faringdon, Hants,

S. of Alton. Faringdon, Nott. W. of

Newark. Farleigh, Dorſetſ, near Bemin

ſter. Farleſthorp, Lincolnſ. near Alford.

Farley, or Farley Wallop, Hants, near Ba- .

fingſtoke. Farley, Hants, W. of win

cheſter. Farley, Northumb. near Shot

ſey-Bridge, over the Derwent. Farley,

Staff. E. of Cheadle. Farley, Surry, near

Chelſham. Farley, E. and W Kent, 4.

miles from Maidſtone. Farley-Hill, Wilts,

near Bradford. Farley-Park, Somerſetſh.

near Philip's-Norton, and 4 miles S. of

Farley-Monckton. Farlington, Yorkſhire,

N. Riding, near Sheriff. Hutton. Farling

ton, Hants, SE. of Fareham. Farlton,

Lancaſ. in Loynſdale. Farlan, Weſtmor.

near Kirkby Lonſdale. Farmcot, Glouc.

near Winchcomb. Farmcot, Glouceſ. a

hamlet of Guiting-Power. Farme, Iſle

of Wight, in W. Medina. Farmingham,

Kent, between Eltham, and Troſeby.

Farmington, Glouc. nearly oppoſite to N.

Lech, on the other fide of the rive. Lech.

Farnaſ, in Kerry, Munſter.

Farnborough, Hampſhire, 5 miles from

Bagſhot. Farnborough, Warwickſ, bear

Edgehill. Farnborough, Berks, near E.

and W. Ilſley. Farnborough, Kent, be

tween Bromley and Sevenoaks. Farnbo

rough, Somerſ. SE. of Pensford. Farm

comb, Surry, in Godalming pariſh. Farn

dale, Yorkſ. N. Riding, N. of Kirkby

Moreſide. Farndiſh, Bedf. NW. of Ode

hill. Farndon, Cheſh. N.W. of Malpas.

Farndon, Northamp. 1 mile S. of Market

Harborough. Farneyield, Nott. in South

well pariſh. -
-

"FARNHAM, a town in Surry, ſeated

on the river Wey, is a great market for

wheat and oats, and the fineſt hops are

raiſed in plantations round it. It is 12

miles nearly W. of Guildford, and 39

WSW. of London. Lat. 51. 16. N. lon.

o, 46. W. Malkºt on Thurſday.

Farnham-Royal, Bucks, 1 mile below

Clifden. Farnhurſt, Suſſ between Godal

ming and Mºbut it. Farning-Wood, Nor

thamp. S. of Rockingham. Foreſt.

Farni. arnºy, in S. go, Connaught.

Fara Iſlands, on the coaſt of Northumb.

2. 17 in
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17 in number; the principal, Farn-Iſland,

is about a mile in circumference, has a

light-houſe on it, and contains 6 or 7

acres of rich paſture. Farnlaw, North

umb. N. of Kirk. Whelpinton. Farnley,

Yorkſh. SW. of Leeds. Farnley-Tyer,

Yorkſh. SE. of Huthersfield. Farnton,

Nott. N. of Balderton. Farnton-Hall,

Durh. between Lumley and Wearmouth.

Farnworth, Lanc. near Preſcot. Farm

worth, Lanc, SE. of Bolton.

FARo of MessinA, the ſtrait between

Italy and Sicily, 7 miles over, ſo named

from the Faro, or light-houſe, on Cape

Faro, and it's vicinity to Meſſina.

FARo Is LANDs. See FERRo.

FARo, a ſea-port of Algarve, in Por

tugal, zo miles S.W. of Tavira. Lat.
36. 54. N. lon. 7.48. W. j4.

Ferra, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Far

rantemple, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. -

Farrenton, Somerſ. between Mendip

and Dunkerton. Farrington, Dorſetſhire,

near Dorcheſter. Farſet, Hunt. SE. of

Peterborough. -

FARsistan, or FARs, a fertile pro

vince of Perſia, bounded on the N. by Irac

Agemi; on the E. by Kerman; on the S.

by the Perſian Gulf; and on the W. by

Chuſiſtan. It is famous for it's wines,

called the Wines of Schiras. Here are the

magnificent ruins of Perſepolis.

FARTAch, a ſea-port of Hadramaut,

in Arabia-Felix. -

Farthin River, in Kerry, Munſter; is

navigable a conſiderable way up, from

Valentia Harbour. -

Farthon, Shropſh. S. of Bridgenorth,

Farway, Devonſ. W. of Culliton. Far

well, Staff. N.W. of Lichfield. Far

worth, Nott. in Norworth pariſh. Faſe

ley, Warw. S. of Tamworth. Faftan

Ferme, Hants, near Portſmouth. Faſt

bury, Wilts, N. of Chute-Foreſt. Faffon,

Hants, SW, of Aſhmanſworth. Faſton,

Linc. NW. of Grantham. Faſton, Linc.

between Witham and Baſingthorp. Faſt

on, Wilts, S. of Savernake-Foreſt. Fat

tersfield, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

FavaGN ANA, a ſmall iſle W. of Sicily.

Faughard, a mount in Louth, Leinſter.

Faušfoſſe, or Fangfoſſe, Yorkſ. E. Rid

ing, NW. of Pocklington. Fauld, Staff.

near Tutbury. Faulick, Northumb. be

tween Oglecaſtle and Catchburn. Fauller,

Oxf. N.W. of Woodſtock-Park. Faunt

leroy's-Marſh, Dorſetſ, near Folke.

FauqueMont, or Valkenburg, a

town and diſtrićt of Limburg, on the

Geule.

Fauſhot, Hants, near Alderſhot and

Bramſhot. Fauſtley, Northamp, near Da

-

ventry. Fauſton, Northumb. near Yar

row. Fauterley, Northumb. between the

Tyne and Shotley-Bridge. Fawbridge,

Eſſex, on a river that runs to Gunfleet.

Fawbridge, Lanc. NW. of Colne. Faw

burn, Eſſex, 1 mile from Witham. Faw

cet-Houſe, Northamp. E. of Farthinghoe.

Fawhurſt, Suſſex, near Worth-Foreſt.

Fawburſt, Suſſex, near W. Grinſtead. .

Fawley, Bucks, W. of Great Marlow.

Fawley, Hants, in the New Foreſt. Faw

ley, Northumb. near Simonſburn. Faw

lºy-Chapel, Heref. on the Wye, NW. of

Roſs. Fawley, Great and Little, Berks,

near Lambourn. Fawſt-Wood, Weſt

morl. near Whinfield. Faxfleet, Yorkſ.

on the Humber, 10 miles W. of Hull.

Faxton, Northamp. W. of Kettering.

Fayence, a town in the dept. .#War,
1o miles from Graſſe.

Fayerbourn, Yorkſ. between Pontefraćt

and Sherborne, noted for quarries of ala

baſter. Fayerlaw. Chapel, Shropſhire, be

tween N. and S. Chebury. Fayfield

Head, Staff. NW, of Sheene. Fayland,
Somerſ between Bedminſter and Portbu

ry. Fazeley, Staffordſ. near Tamworth.

Feage, or%. Cornw. at the head of

Falmouth-Haven.

Fearbane, or Firbane, in King's Coun

ty, Leinſter, 57 miles from Dublin. -

FecaMP, an ancient ſea-port in the

dept. of Lower Seine, 27 miles S.W. of

Dieppe.

Feckenham, Worceſterſh. 7 miles from

Bromſgrove, on the W. fide of it's foreſt.

Feddington, Cumb. W. of Brampton.

Fedemore, in Limerick, Munſter. -

Feene's Houſe, Bucks, in white Wal

tham pariſh. Felbrig, Norfolk, N.W. of

Greſham. Felding, Norfolk, in Hemp

ſted pariſh.

Feldkirk, a town and county in the

Tyroleſe, ſeated on the river Ill, near the

Rhine, 17 miles nearly E. of Appenzel.

Lat. 47. 10. N. lon. 9.49. E.

Feldon, Warw, a fertile champaign

country, S. of the Avon. Felbampton,

Shropſ between Biſhop's-Caſtle and Cor

ſham-Caſtle. Felix. Hall, Eſſex, near§.
geſhal. Felixkirk, Yorkſ. near Thir

Felixton, Suffolk, on the coaſt. Felkinton,

Northumb. SE. of Norham-Caſtle. Fel

#irk, Yorkſ. NE. of Barneſley.

FELLEtin, a town in the depart, of

Creuſe; it's chief trade is in cattle.

Felley, Nott. near Codnor-Caſtle in Der

byſhire. Fellin, Durham, near Newcaſtle.

FELLIN, in Terra-di-Lavora, Naples.

Felli NG, 3 towns of Auſtria.

Felmingham, Norf. NW. of Wurſted.

Felpham, Suff, W. of Arundel, Felſham,

i Suffolk,
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Suffolk, S. of Walpet. Felſted, Eſſex, on

the Chelmer, near Dunmow. Feltham,

Middl. near Hanworth and Hounſlow.

Feltham-Hill, Middl. near Sunbury and

Belfont. Felthorp, Norf. 9 miles from

Norwich. Felton, Heref. between Brom

yard and Hereford. Felton, Northumb.

near Rothbury. Felton, Somerſ. NW. of

Pensford. , Felton-Butter, Shropſh. near

Mitton. Felton-Welch, or Weſt, Shropſ.

between Ryton and Oſweſtry.

Feltri, capital of the Feltrin, lately

a diſtrićt of Venice.

Feltwell, Norfolk, towards Brandon.

FEMERN, a ſmall iſland, 3 miles from

the coaſt of Holſtein.

Femingbo, Northamp. NW. of Brack

ley. Fencotes, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Hornby-Caſtle. Fencotes, Oxfordſ. E. of

Charlton.

Fenestrelle, a town of Piedmont,

in the valley of the Vaudois, 18 miles near

ly W. of Turin,

Fenham, Northumb. near Holy-Iſland.

Fenit-Iſland, on the N. ſide of Kerry,

in Munſter. - -

Fenlake, Bedf. in Cardington pariſh.

Fen, E. and W. Linc. SW. of Wain

fleet, and SE. of Tatterſhall. Fennam,

Northumb. in Newcaſtle pariſh. Fennick

Chapel, Yorkſ. W. Riding, SE. of Pon

tefračt. -

Fennoagh, in Waterford, Munſter.

Fenny-Lodge, Staff. W. of Burton-up

on-Trent. Fen-Ottery, Devonſ. NW. of

Sidmouth.

. Fenough, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Fenton, Devonſ. near Plymtree. Fen

ton, Nott. on the E. ſide of Redgrave.

Fenton, Hunt. in the pariſh of Somer

ſham. Fenton, Northumberl. in Woller

lordſhip. Fenton, Linc. S. of Beckingham.

Fenton, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, between

Aberford and Cawood. Fenton, Staff. in

the pariſh of Stoke-upon-Trent. Fenton

Gallen, Cornwall, near a branch of Fal

mouth-Haven. Fenwick. Hall, Northum

berland, between Kirkheadon and New

caſtle. -

Fenwick's-Paſs, in Down, Ulſter.

FERABAD, a town of Mezanderan, in

Perſia, 12 miles S. of the Caſpian Sea.

FERABAp, a town of Perſia, 1 mile and

a half from Iſpahan, extending almoſt 3

miles along the banks of the Zenderoad.

Feke, LA, a town in the depart. of

Aiſne. Near it is the caſtle, St. Gobin,

º for it's manufactory of fine plate

glaſs. -

Fereby, N. and S. Linc. near Barton on

the Humber.

FERENTino, or Fiorentino, a town

in the Campagna di Roma, and a town of

Capitana, Naples.

ering, Eſſex, SE. of Coggeſhall.

FERMANAGH, a county of Ulſter, in

Ireland, 35 miles in length, and about 25

in breadth, containing 19 pariſhes. It is

bounded on the W. by Leitrim and Do

negal; on the N. by Donegal and Tyrone;

, on the E. by Tyrone and Monaghan; and

on the S. by Cavan and Leitrin. It is

navigable throughout it's whole length,

by means of the lakes of Lough Erne;

but travelling in it is difficult, in many

places, by reaſon of the mountains and

boggy grounds. The linen manufacture,

and raiſing cattle, form the chief trade of

this county. There is only one linen

market in it, but the country abounds with

ſpinners and good flax. The ſales are

averaged at 41 ool. annually. Enniſkillen

is the capital.

FerMo, a town of Ancona, near the

Adriatic.

FeRMox, in Cork, Munſter, ſeated on

the Blackwater, over which there is a

large ſtone bridge of 13 arches.

ERNANDo DA NoronHA, an iſland

near the coaſt of Brazil. The ſoldiers and

few inhabitants here are ſupported with

turtie 5 months of the year, and the reſt

with proviſions from the continent. Lat.

3-56. S. lon. 32. 38. W.

Fernden, Suſſex, near Blackdown. Fern

Down, Dorſetſhire, near Winford-Eagle.

Fernham St. Genevieve, and Fernham St.

Martin, Suffolk, N. of Bury. Fernhill,

Shropſhire, between Oſweſtry and Chirk.

Fernhouſes, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Ferniſham, Berks, near Faringdon.

Ferns, a town of Wexford, Leinſter,

54 miles from Dublin. Lat. 52.29. N.

lon. 6. 33. W. -- -

Ferney Lee, Derbyſ, in the High Peak.

Ferny-Hall, Shropſ. NW, of Ludlow.

FERRARA, a city and diſtrict of Italy,

in the pope's territories. The Ferrareſe

is now almoſt uncultivated, though for

merly one of the fineſt countries in Italy.

The air is unwholeſome, on account of

the marſhes, and the inhabitants are too

few to drain them. The town of Ferrara

has a number of fine buildings, which

evince it's former opulence; but the in

habitants, who are very few, in proportion

to the extent of the place, bear every mark

of poverty. A. lies buried here in a

Benedićtine convent, and Taſſo was con

fined as an idiot in the hoſpital of St.

Anne. It is ſeated on a branch of the Po,

25 miles NE. of Bologna. Lat. 44.51.

N. lon. 1 1. go. E.

Ferriby, Yº. near Hull. Ferring,

Suſſex,
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Suſſex, on the coaſt, SE. ofº;

Ferring. Ferry, Kent, oppoſite to the Iſle

of Sheppey. -

FERRITER’s-Islands.

Ques. -

Fe RRo, or HIERo, the moſt weſterly

of the Canary Iſlands, remarkable for af

fording little water, except what is ſup

plied by the fountain-tree, which grows

here, and diſtils water from it's leaves,

in ſuch plenty as to ſatisfy the wants of

the inhabitants. Though not very fer

tile, the inhabitants raiſe corn, ſugar,

fruits, and legumes, and feed a great

number of cattle. The weſtern extremity

of Ferro, was heretofore, by common con

fent, accounted the place of the firſt me

ridian; but the national partialities hav

ing induced the moderns to adopt the ca

pital of their own particular countries,

as the place from which to reckon the

longitude; the following is it's fituation

according to the Engliſh. Lat. 27.47. N.

lon. 17.46. W.

FERRo, FAro, FARol, or FAR ofR

Islands, 25 ſmall iſlands in the North

ern Ocean, ſubject to Denmark, of which

17 only are habitable. Each of theſe is a

lofty mountain riſing out of the waves,

divided from the others by deep and rapid

currents. Some are deeply indented with

ſecure harbours; all are ſteep, and moſt

of them exhibit tremendous precipices.

The ſoil is ſhallow, but remarkably fer

tile; barley, the only corn grown here,

yields above zo for 1; and the graſs af

fords abundant paſturage for ſheep; but

no trees, above the fize of a juniper or

ſtunted willow, are to be ſeen here. Vaſt

uantities of ſea-fowl frequent the rocks,

e taking of which furniſhes a perilous

employ for the inhabitants. Their exports

are ſalted mutton, tallow, gooſe-quills,

feathers, eider-down, knit woollen waiſt

coats, caps, and ſtockings. Lat. between

61. 15. and 62. 1o. N. lon. between 5.

and 7. 26. W.

FERR ol, a town of Galicia, with one

of the beſt harbours in Europe; veſſels ly

ing ſecure here from all winds. It is now

a marine arſenal, and the principal ſtation

for the Spaniſh navy, although, in 1751,

º, it was a ſmall and dirty fiſhing-town. It

is ſeated on a bay of the Atlantic Ocean,

zo miles NE. of Corunna. Lat. 43. 30.

N. lon. 8.4. W.

Ferry, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, over the

Dun, near Bramby.' Ferry, Cheſhire,

W. of Liverpool-Haven.

Ferry-Bank, in Derry, Ulſter.

Bank, in Kilkenny, Leinſter,

See BLAS

Ferry

* FERRY-BRIdoe, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

1 mile from Pontefract.

Ferry, Eaſt, Linc. on the Trent, W. of

Kirton. Ferry-Hill, Durham, NE. of

Biſhop Aukland. Fersfield, Norfolk, be

tween Diſs and Beckenham.

Ferte", the name of ſeveral towns of

France, the principal of which are,

FERTE'. ALAis, LA, a town in the

dept. of Seine and Oiſe, 18 miles S. of

Paris. Lat. 48. 30. N. lon. 2. 27. E.

FERTE'-BERNARD, LA, a town in

the depart. of Sarte, ſeated on the river

Huiſme, zo miles NE. of Mans. Lat.

48. 8. N. lon. o. 39. E.

Fertragh, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Feſlike, Lincolnſ. SE, of Dunnington.

Fetcham, Surry, near Leatherhead. . . . .

FETHARD, a town of Tipperary, Mun

ſter, 7.8 miles S.W. of Dublin.

FethARD, a town of Wexford, Lein

ſter, on the coaſt, 81 miles S. of Dublin.

Lat. 52. 12. N. lon. 7.3. W.

Fetherſon, Saffordſ, in Brewood pariſh.

Fetherſion, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, W. of

Ponteiraćt. Fetherſion-Haugh, Northumb.

SW. of Beltingham and Haltweſel, by S.
Tyne. - - • . .

Fetu, or Aff Etu, a country on the

Gold Coaſt of Guinea, E. of Commenda.

It was formerly about 160 miles in length,

but is now ſaid to be reduced to 1 o miles

in length and the ſame in breadth, being

almoſt ruined by wars. It is a pleaſant

and fertile country, abounding in corn,

cattle, palm-wine, and oil, and is full of

narrow paths, bordered with ſhady trees.

The Dutch have a forthere.

*Fever shAM, a large town of Kent,

ſeated on a creek of the Medway, and

much frequented by ſmall veſſels. It is 9

miles NW. of Canterbury, and 48 E. by

S. of London. Lat. 51. 22. N. len. o.

55. E. Markets on Wedneſday and Sa

turday.

Feurs, a town in the dept. of Rhone

and Loire, 23 miles SW. of Lyons.

Fews, a pariſh in Waterford, Munſter.

Fews, a ridge of mountains which run

acroſs Armagh, in Ulſter.

Fewſton, Yorkſ. W. of Knareſborough.

Fez, a country of Barbary, in Africa,

bounded on the W. by the Atlantic

Ocean; on the N. by the Mediterranean

Sea; on the E. by Algiers, and a part of

Bilºdulgerid; and on the S. by Biłedul

gerid, Tafilet, and Morocco. It is near

4oo miles in length, and from 70 to 28o

in breadth. The air is temperate and

wholeſome, and the country is mountain

ous, Particularly to the W. and S. near

Mount
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Mount Atlas. The foreſts abound with

wild beaſts, and the lions are the moſt

daring and ſavage in Africa. The ſoil is

fertile and populous, producing citrons,

oranges, dates, almonds, olives, figs, rai

ſins, ſugar, honey, and corn in abundance.

Here are fine breeds of camels, beeves,

ſheep, and other cattle; and the horſes

are the fineſt in Barbary. It is watered

by ſeveral rivers and ſtreams, and the chief

town is Fez; but Sallee is the principal

port for their cruiſers, or rovers, which

are ſmall, but full of men.

Fez, the capital of Fez, is one of the

largeſt cities in Africa. It is compoſed

of three towns, Beleyde, Old Fez, and

New Fez. Old Fez is the moſt confider

able, and contains about 30,000 inhabit

ants. The palaces are magnificent, and

there are a great number of moſques,

adorned with marble pillars and other

ornaments. Here are two colleges for

ſtudents, built of marble and adorned

with paintings; one of theſe has 1oo

rooms. Here are alſo above 100 public

baths. The houſes are moſtly built of

brick or ſtone, and adorned with moſaic

work; thoſe of brick are ornamented with

glazing and colours, like Dutch tiles;

and the wood-work and ceilings are carv

ed, painted, and gilt. There is a court

to every houſe, in which are ſquare mar

ble baſins. The roofs are flat, and the in

habitants ſleep on them in the ſummer.

The gardens are numerous, and full of

fragrant flowers and ſhrubs. The inha

bitants are clothed like the Turks. All

the trades live in a ſeparate part of the

city; and the exchange is as large as a

ſmall town. From hence the caravans go

to Mecca, carrying with them ready-made

garments, Morocco leather, indigo, co

chineal, and oſtrich feathers, for which

they receive in return filks, muſlins, and

drugs. Other caravans go to Tombuc

ton, and the river Niger; one of which

generally conſiſts of about zo,000 perſons.

They travel over ſuch dry barren deſerts,

that every other camel carries water.

Their commodities are ſalt, cowries,

wrought ſilk, Britiſh cloth, and the wool

len manufactures of Barbary. Here are

great numbers of Jews, but the bulk of

the inhabitants are Moors, of a tawney

complexion; there are alſo great numbers

of negroes and their deſcendants. Fez is

160 miles nearly S. of Gibraltar, and 21o

NNE. of Morocco. Lat. 34.4. N. lon.

5. 35. W. -

Fezzan, a country of Africa, forming,

according to the report of Mr. Lucas, (a

miſſionary employed by the Aſſociation

for exploring the interior of that conti

nent) a circular domain in a vaſt wilder

neſs, like an iſland in the ocean, is bound

ed on the N. by Tripoli; on the E. by

the deſerts which divide it from Egypt;

on the S. by Bornou, or Bernoa, and Caſh

na; and on the W. by the Deſerts of

Zaara, lying between 25 and 30 degrees

N. latitude. It is an extenſive plain, en

compaſſed by mountains, except to the W.

Among their tame animals are the ſheep,

cow, goat, camel, and a ſpecies of the do

meſtic fowl of Europe. The wild animals

are the oſtrich and antelopes of various

kinds. Adders, ſnakes, ſcorpions, and

toads are numerous, and ſometimes crawl

into their houſes. The heats of ſummer

are intenſe, when the wind is generally

from the E. and S.; but if it change, as

it ſometimes does, for a few days, to the

W. or N. an agreeable and reviving freſh

neſs takes place. The diſeaſes to which

the inhabitants are moſt ſubjećt, are thoſe

of the inflammatory and putrīd kind. The

ſmall-pox is common; violent head-aches

attack them in the ſummer, and they are

troubled with rheumatic pains. The na

tives are of a deep ſwarthy complexion; in

clining in their perſons more to the negro

than the Arab caſt. They are tall, but

indolent and inačtive. Their dreſs is ſi

milar to that of the Moors in Barbary.

Agriculture and paſturage are the chief

occupations. The houſes are built of clay.

with a flat roof compoſed of boughs of

trees, on which a quantity of earth is

laid. There are ſome venerable remains

of ancient magnificence, and numerous

ſmoking lakes, producing a ſpecies of foſſil

alkali, called troma. In their common in

tercourſe, the ſhereef (or governor) and

the pooreſt of the people converſe familiar

ly, and eat and drink together. In reli

gion they are ſtrićt, but not intolerant

Mahometans, and ſeem tolerably comfort

able under their government, which is

monarchical. Gold-duſt conſtitutes their

chief medium of payment; and value in

that medium is always expreſſed by

weight. The ſovereign, who is believed

to be deſcended from their prophet, is

tributary to the baſhaw of Tripoli. Mour

zouk is the capital of this country, which

is ſaid to contain 28 towns and Ioo vil

lages. -

FIANo, a town in St. Peter's Patri

mony, on the Tiber, 15 miles N. of

int.

F1ANoNA, a ſea-port town of Iſtria,

lately ſubjećt to Venice.

FiAscone, MonTE, a town of Italy,

in the Patrimonio, ſtated on a mountain,

P 11 miles
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ºr miles NNW. of Vitebro. It is noted

for fine Muſcadine wine.

Frcakr, a town and river of Corfica.

Frcheruolo, a rown in the Ferrareſe.

Fidan, a river in Monm. Fiddington,

Somerſetſhire, SE. of Stokegurſey.

wington, Glouceſterſhire, near Tewkeſbury.

Fiddown, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Fidlers, Eſſex, W. of Chelmsford.

Field, Staffordſhire, near Gratwich. Field

sºuling, Norfolk, near Holt. Fieldham,

Yorkſhire, N.W. of Richmond. Field

Plate, Surry, in Compton pariſh.

Fields-Town, in Dublin, Leinſter.

Fiesola, a town of Tuſcany.

Fifthead, Dorſetſhire, near Stalbridge.

Fifthead, Dorſetſhire,SW.of Stourminſter.

Fifehead, Somerſe ſhire, W., of Lidiard

Biſhops. Fifebead. Somerſetſhire, SW, of

Langport. Fuſehide Nevil, Dorſetſhire,

NW, of Durweſton. Fiſehide. Magdalen,

Durſetſhire, 1 mile from Marnhull.

FifeshiRe, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. by the river Tay, part

of Perthſhire, and the county of Kinroſs;

on the E. by the German Ocean and the

Frith of Forth; on the S. by the Frith of

Forth; and on the W. by the counties of

Perth, Kinroſs, and Clackmannan. It is

about 38 miles in length, and from 7 to 16

in breadth. This country is fertile in ſoil,

abundant in cattle, ſupplies coals, iron,

lime, and freeſtone; is uncommonly popu

lous, and has a number of flouriſhing ma

nufactures. The whole ſhore, from Crail

to Culroſs, is one continued chain of towns

and villages, and property is remarkably

well divided. ---

Fifield, Berks, in the pariſh of Bray.

Fifield, Oxfordſhire, near Benſon. Fºl.
Wilts, between Enford and Nether-Haven.

Fifteld, Glouceſterſhire, in Eaſt-Leach Mar

tin pariſh.

FiceAc, a town in the dept of Lot,

feated on the river Selle, 24 miles NE. of

Cahors, and 270 S. of Paris. Lat. 44.

34. N. lon. 2. Io. E.

Fighelden, Wilts, N. of Buckminſter.

Figivee, in Derry, Ulſter.

Fig UERA, a town of Catalonia.

... FIGUEIRo-bos-Vinhos, a town of

Portugueſe Eſtramadura, ſeated near the

river Zizere, and celebrated for its wine.

It is zo miles N. of Thomar. .

Fiſhy, Norfolk, between Hickling and

Yarmouth. Filey, Bay and Bridge, York

ſhire, N.W. of Flamborough-Head. Fil

grace, Bucks, between Newport and Qul

ney. Filkins, Oxfordſhire, near Lechdale.

Fillek, a town of Novigrad, Hungary.

Filley, Devonſ. 3 miles from S. Moul

ton. Fillingham, Lincolnſhire, near Glent

Fid

worth. Fillingley, old and New, Warw.

SE. of Coleſhill. Fillwood Foreſ, Somer

ſetſhire, W. of Keynſham. Filton, Glou

ceſterſhire, 4 miles from Briſtol. *

Fin, a river in Donegal, Ulſter. Finae,

in W. Meath, Leinſter. Fin-Aºwn, a river

of Cork, Munſter.

FINALE, a town on the coaſt of Genoa.

FiNALE, a town of Modena.

Finbarrow, Suffolk, near Stow. Finbo

rough, Cheſhire, in Delamere. Foreſt. Fin

cham, Norfolk, SW,of Swaffham. Finch

amſted, Berks, between Swallowfield and

Sandhurſt. Finchcolts, Kent, in Goud

hurſt pariſh. Finchend, Hºrts, NE. of

Stevenage. Finchingfi ld, Eſſex, E. of

Thaxted. Finchley, Middl. between Hen

don and Coneyhatch. Findern, Derbyſ.

between Derby and Burton-upon-Trent.

FIND hor N, a confiderable fiſhing town

and river of Eiginſhire, in Scotland, which

is a commodious ſtation for ſhips. It is 9

miles W. of Elgin.

Findon, Northamp. 2 miles from Wel

linborough. Findon, Suſſex, near Stening

and Caeſar's-Hill. Fingall, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, near Conſtable Burton. Fingerſ,

Bucks, W. of High-Wycombe. Fing

land, Cumberland, in the pariſh of A&ton.

Finglaſs, in Dublin, Leinſter, within 3

miles of the metropolis.

Fingleſham, Kent, NW. of Deal. Fing

ninhoe, Eſſex, near Colcheſter. Finning

ham, Suffolk, NW. of Mendleſham.

FINIster RA, Cape, the moſt weſtern

part, not only of Spain, but of the conti

ment of Europe. It was formerly thought

to be, as it's name imports, the End of the

Earth. Lat. 42. 52. N. lon. 9. 17. W.

Finisterke, a department of France,

being the moſt weſterly part of that coun

try, and part of the ci-devant Bretagne.

Quimper is the chief town.

Finkley, Durham, S. of Lumley Caſtle.

Finland, one of the five general divi

fions of Sweden, bounded on the N. by

Lapland, on the E. by Ruſſia, on the S. by

the Gulf of Finland, and on the W. by

that of Bothnia. It contains the pro

vinces of Finland Proper, the Iſle of CE

land, Oſtrobothnia, Tavaſteland, Nyland,

Savolax, and Kymmenegards Lehn. It

is a pretty fruitful country, but principal

ly abounds in paſture and cattle. It's

lakes are well ſtocked with fiſh, which,

with cheeſe and butter, forms a principal

part of their trade. It is about 160 miles

in length, and 1 oo in breadth. Abo is

the capital.

FINLAND, Golf of, the moſt eaſterly

branch of the Baltic.

Fin LAND, Russian, See WIBURGk.

FiN
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FIN-MA-Coul, or FINGALL’s CAve.

See STAFFA.

FINMARx, divided into E. and W. a

diſtrict of Norway, in the government of

Wardhuys.

Finmere, Oxfordſ. NE. of Caversfield.

Finningley, Nottingh. SE. of Doncaſter.

Finnis, in Down, Ulſter.

Finſham, or Fynham, Warw. a member

ef Stonely. Finſbeved, Northamptonſhire,

1 mile from Bletherwic. Finſlock, or Fin

ſatt, Oxfordſhire, near Banbury.

Fintana, in Tyrone, Ulſter, 9.3 miles

from Dublin. Fintown, in Donegal, Ul

fler, 125 miles from Dublin. Lough-Fin,

2 miles long, but not very broad, is within

a quarter of a mile of it.

Fion DA, a town of Natolia, on the

Gulf of Satalia.

Fiorenza, St. a ſea of Corſica.

Fios ENzuola, a town of Parma, and

a town of Tuſcany.

Fippenny-Aukford, Dorſetſ. S. of Stour

miulter. Firbank, Weſtmorl. NE. of Ken

dal. Firby, Yorkſ. SW. of New-Malton.

Firby, Yorkſ. N. Riding, SE. of Bedal.

Firmingham, Suſſex. Firſty, Linc. SE. of

Spilſby. Fiſhborn, Durh. between Stock

ton and Durham. Fiſhborn, Suſſex, near

Beachy-Head. Fiſher on-Anger, Wilts,

near Saliſbury. Fiſher on Delamere, Wilts,

near the Willey, NW. of the Langfords.

Fisher-Row, a town of Scotland, near

Edinburgh, on the river Eſk, oppoſite Muſ

felburgh.

Fiſher's-Hall, Kent, in Hadlow pariſh.

Fiſherton, Nott. near Southwell. Fiſher

wick, Staffordſ. E. of Lichfield. Fiſhlake,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, W. of Thorne. Fiſh

ley, Norfolk, N.W. ofYarmouth. Fiſłouſe,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

FishkARD, a town of Pembrokeſhire,

fituated on a ſteep cliff, at the influx of the

river Gwaine, which here forms a ſpacious

bay, where veſſels may lie ſafely in 5 or 6

fathoms water. Here is a confiderable trade

carried on in herrings. It is 242 miles

W. by N. of London. Market on Friday.

Fish-River, GREAT, in Africa, di

vides Caffraria from the country of the

Hottentots, and falls into the Indian

Ocean, in Lat. 3o. 30. S. The deepeſt

parts of this river are inhabited by the

hippopotamus, and the adjacent foreſts by

elephants, rhinoceroſes, and buffaloes.

Fiſhtoft, Lincolnſhire, near Boſton. Fifth

wick, Lancaſhire, in Amounderneſs. Fiſ.

kerton, E. of Lincoln, on the Witham.

F1st ELLA, or the FEFzA, a town in

Morocco, the inhabitants of which trade

in fine garments. It is 125 miles NE, of

Morocco.

Fittleworth, Suſſex, E. of Petworth.

Fitling, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs. Fits,

N.W. of Shrewſbury. Fittleford, Dorſet

ſhire, N. of Stourminſter. Fittleton, Wilt

ſhire, near Ambreſbury. Fitzjord, Devon

ſhire, near Taviſtock. Fitzhead, Somer

ſetſhire, E. of Wivelſcomb.

Five Churches, a town of Hungary.

Five-Mile-Croſs, Rutlandſhire, between

Stamford and Grantham.

Five-Mile-Bridge, in Cork, Munſter.

Five-Mile-Town, in Tyrone, Ulſter, 8.1
miles from Dublin.

Fium, a populous town and province in

gypt. The Cophts have here a biſhop's

ce. The articles of trade are fine leather,

Carpets, flax, hinen, mats, raiſins, and figs.

Here are many ruins of magnificent anci

ent ſtructures, and the province contans a

number of canals and bridges, built by the

ancient Egyptians. It is feated on a canal,

which communicates with the Nile, 7o

miles S.W. of Cairo. Lat. 29. 2. N. lon.

3o. 40. E.

Futume, or ST. VEIT, a ſea-port of

Carniola, on the Adriatic, noted for wines,

figs, and other fruits. It is ſubject to

Auſtria.

Fixby, Yorkſ. near Huthersfield. Flac- -

Aleton, SE. of Northampton. Fladbury,

Worc. 2 iniles N.W. of Eveſham. Flat

more, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, N. of Kirby

Moor-Side. Flaghouſes, Derbyſhire, in the

High-Peak. Flamberds, Eſſex, S. of Mal

den. Flamberds, Middleſex, in the pariſh
of Harrow-on-the-Hill.

FLAMBorouch-HEAD, a remarkable

promontory of Yorkſhire, the white cliffs

of which are ſeen at a confiderable diſtance

at ſea, and ſerve for a direction to mariners.

Unnumbered multitudes of ſea-fowls neſtle

here among the rocks, and fill the air with

their cries. It is five miles nearly E. of

Burlington. Lat. 54. 9. N. lon. o. 4. E.

Flamborough, Yorkſ, a village ſituated

on the promontory which forms Burling

ton Bay. Flamborough, Nottingh. in the

pariſhes of Orſton and Staunton. Flam

fied, Herts, on the river Verlam, 2 miles

from Market-Street. Flamſon, Wilt

ſhire, between Wardour Caſtle and Sarum.

Flanchford, Surry, in Ryegate pariſh.

FlAND ERs, a province of the Nether

lands, or Belgium, heretofore divided into

Dutch, Auſtrian, and French Flanders,

but now annexed to France. It’s greateſt

length is about 60 miles, and it's breadth

50. It is bounded on the W. by the Ger

man Ocean and Artois; on the N. by the

mouth of the Scheldt and the ſea; on the

E. by Brabant and Hainault; and on the S.

by Hainault and Artois. It is a cham

P a Paign
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paign country, uncommonly fertile ingrain

and paſtures, and the air is wholeſome.

The Flemings were formerly the principal

manufacturers and merchants of Europe,

and from them the Engliſh learned the art

of weaving. Their table linens, lace, and

tapeſtry, are yet thought to be ſuperior to

| others. -

Flander's-Hall, Warw. near Athelſtone.

Flanſham, Suſſex, near Felpham. Flaſty,

Yorkſhire, W. Riding, NW. of Skipton.

Flaſby, Yorkſhire, between Wetherby and

Boroughbridge.

FlatTERY, CAPE, on the W. coaſt of

N. America. Lat. 48. 15. N. lon. 124.

57. W. And a cape on the NE. coaſt of

New Holland. Lat. 14.56. S. lon. 145.

17. E. -

Flavell Flivord,Worceſterſhire,between

Alceſter and Worceſter.

FLAvig N1, a town in the dept. of Côte

d'Or, 24 miles WNW. of Dijon.

Flaunden, Herts, between Rickmanſ.

worth and Berkhamſted. Flawford, Not

tinghamſhire, near Ruddington. Flaxfleet,

J'orkſ. E. Riding, near S. Cave. Flaxley,

Glouc. 2 miles from Mitchel-Dean, and 3

, from Newnham. Flaxton, 5 miles NE. of

York. Flaxyards, Cheſhire, NE. of Bee

ſton-Caſtle.

FlechE, LA, a little town, in the dept.

of Sarte, feated on the river Loire, 22 miles

NE. of Angers. Lat. 47.39. N. lon. o.

3. E. -

Fleckney, Leiceſ. 5 miles W. of Halla

tom. Fledborough, Nott. E. of Tuxford.

Fleet, a river in Nottinghamſhire, running

into the Trent at Girtow. Fleet, Devon

fhire, near Modbury. Fleet, Lincolnſhire,

in the fens, near Gedney. Fleet, Dorſet

ſhire, near Melcomb-Regis.

Fleet, a little river of Kirkcudbright

ſhire, which winds through a beautiful

valley, ſcreened by woody hills, and enters

Wigtown Bay by the village of Gatehouſe.

Flegg, Norfolk, a peninſula near Acle,

containing 13 villages, whoſe names ter

minate in hy. Flekenhoe, Warw. in Wol

phamcote pariſh. Flem.dyke, Camb. runs

5 miles from Hinkeſton towards Horſe

heath. Fleming Place, Eſſex, NE. of Bil

lericay. Flempton, Suff. SE. of Lackford.

FLEN'sBURG, the capital of Sleſwick,

in Denmark. It is a place of confiderable

commerce, with a harbour on the Baltic,

deep enough for large ſhips. It is 18

miles N. of Sleſwick. Lat. 54, 50. N.

lon. 9. 29. E.

Fleſhland, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Fleſh, two rivers in Kerry, Munſter.

Fletcham, Yorkſhire, NE. of Hornby

Caſtle. Fletchamfed, Warwickſ, 2 miles

Flaſk, W. of Durham.

from Coventry. Fletching, Suſſex, between

Lewes and E. Grinſted. Fletton, Hunt

ingdonſhire, near Peterborough.

Fleurus, a village of Namur, in the

Netherlands, where Prince Waldeck was

defeated by the Duke of Luxemburg, in

1690. The allies loſt 50oo killed and .

4oco priſoners, with 49 pieces of cannon,

8 pair of kettle drums, and 92 ſtandards

and colours.

Fleury, a town in the department of

Loiret; and a town in the department of

the Pas de Calais.

Flie, or Vlielandt, an iſland on the

coaſt of Holland, in the mouth of the Zuy

der-Zee. -

Fliford, NE. of Worceſter, near Graf

ton. Flimby, or Flingby, Cumb. near Mary

port. Flimwell, Kent, S.W. of Cranbrook:

Flint, the capital of Flintſhire, ſeated

on the river Dee, is a ſmall place, without

much trade. It is 12 miles WNW. of

Cheſter, and 193 NW. of London,

Flintham, Nottinghamſhire,4 milesfrom
Bingham. Flinthouſe, Eſſex, N. of Bille

ricay. Flinton, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs.

FLINTsHIRE, a county of North Wales,

bounded on the NW. by the Iriſh Sea; on

the N. and NE. by a large bay at the

mouth of the river Dee, which divides it

from Cheſhire; on the E. by the river

Dee and part of Cheſhire; and on the S.

and SW. by Denbighſhire. It is 27 miles

in length, and from 7 to Io in breadth,

Part of Flintſhire ſtretches E. of the Dee,

about 9 miles in length, and from 5 to 8

acroſs, and is inſulated, or ſurrounded, by

Cheſhire, Shropſhire, and Denbighſhire. ,

It is divided into 5 hundreds, in which

are a market towns, and 28 pariſhes.

The northern produces wheat: there is

alſo much wood. The cows, though

ſmall, yield a great quantity of milk, and

are excellent beef. #. have homey alſo,

of which they make mead, a liquor much

uſed in thoſe parts. The principal rivers

are the Dee, Clywd, Wheeler, Sevion, El

wy, and Allen. The valleys contain coal

and freeſtone, and the hills lead and cala

mine, with vaſt quantities of limeſtone, but

no flint. The principal trade is mining

and ſmelting. The detached part is moſt

ly a level country.

Flintſtone, Dorſetſhire, in the pariſh of

St. Peirot. Flitcham, Norfolk, E. of Caſ

tie-Riſing. Flittes Felt, Northumberland,

near the head of the Tyne. Flitton, Bed

fordſ. SE. of Ampthill. Flitwick, Bed

fordſ, between Ampthilland Tuddington.

Flix, a town of Catalonia, zo miles

NW. of Tortoſa. Lat., 41. 15. N. lon,

o. 26. E. -

Flixborough,
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Flixborough, Linc. has a ferry over tº

Trent to Axholm Iſle. Flixthorp, Nott.

between Wirkſop and Blith. Flixton,

Yorkſhire, N.W. of Hunanby. Flixton,

Lanc. SW. of Mancheſter. Flixton, Suff.

near Leoſtoff. Flixton, Suff. near Bungay.

Floddon, Northumberland, on the Till,

betwixt the Glen and Tweed, famous for

a vićtory gained, Sept. 9, 1513, by the

Engliſh over the Scots, who had invaded

the kingdom in the abſence of Henry VIII.

at Tournay. The Scots loſt 1o,ooo men,

including King James IV. and the flower

of their mobility and gentry; the loſs of

the Engliſh amounted to about 50oo.

Flakeſiorrow, Lancaſhire, SW. of Cart

mel. Flordon, Norfolk, SE. of Wyndham.

Florence, a celebrated and beautiful

city of Italy, the capital of Tuſcany, ſitu

ated in the middle of the Vale of Arno.

The proſpect here is bounded on every ſide

by an amphitheatre of fertile hills, adorned

with villages, country-houſes, and gardens.

It was#. by the ſoldiers of Sylla,

deſtroyed by Totila, and rebuilt by Charle

magne. For curioſities, this city is the prin

cipal in Italy, after Rome. The architec

ture of the houſes, in general, is executed

in a good taſte, the ſtreets are clean, and

paved with large broad ſtones, chiſeled ſo

as to prevent the horſes from ſliding.

The ſquares are ſpacious, and the palaces,

churches, and other public ſtructures,

are in a ſplendid ſtyle of architecture,

with pillars, ſtatues, pyramids, and foun

tains, in almoſt every ſtreet. The city is

divided into two unequal parts by the ri

ver Arno, over which there are four bridges

within fight of each other. That called

Ponte-deſ-la-Trinita is built of white mar

ble, and adorned with 4 ſtatues, repreſenting

the ſeaſons, and other ornaments. The

Florentine merchants were formerly men

of vaſt wealth, and one of them, about the

middle of the 15th century, built that

grand fabric, which, from the name of it's

founder, is ſtill called the Palazzo Pitti.

He failed under the prodigious expence of

this building, which was immediately pur

chaſed by the Medici family, and has con

tinued ever fince to be the reſidence of the

grand dukes of Tuſcany. Beſides the

ardens, furniture, antique ſtatues, paint

ings, &c. which are juſtly and univerſally

admired; here are various other curioſities,

as the cabinets of arts, of aſtronomy, of

natural hiſtory, of medals, of porcelain, of

antiquities, &c. In 1530, Alexander de

Medicis was created Grand Duke of Tuſ

cany, by the Emperor Charles V. and in

1737, the family of Medicis became ex

tinct, when Florence and the dutchy of

T-ſery fell to the Duke of Lorrain, after

* -mperor. Florence contains an uni

verſity, and is 125 miles NNW. of Rome.

Lat. 43.46. N. lon. 1 1. 20, E.

FloRENT, Sr. a town in the depart

ment of Maine and Loire, ſeated on the

river Loire, 19 miles S.W. of Angers.

Flor ENTIN, ST. a town in the depart

ment of Yonne, 15 miles NE. of Auxerre,

and 80 SE. of Paris. Lat. 47.49. N.

lon. 3. 55. E.

Flor ENTINo, one of the three pro

vinces of Tuſcany, in Italy. The Arno

riſes in this province, and runs through

the middle of it. Florence is the capital.

FloRFs, an iſland of the Azores, 3o

miles long and 9 broad. Santa Cruz is

the capital. The number of inhabitants

is about 1300 or 14oo. It takes it’s

name from the numberleſs flowers which

grow wild in every part.

F LoRIDA, a country of N. America,

bounded on the W. by Louiſiana, on the

N. by Louiſiana and Georgia, on the F.

by the Atlantic, and on the S. by the Gulf

of Mexico. It is divided into E. and W.

Florida. Eaſt Florida extends 350 miles

from N. to S. and 160 from E. to W.

Weſt Florida is about zoo miles from E.

to W. and about 50 from N. to S. St.

Auguſtine is the capital of the former,

and Penſacola of the latter. The country

about St. Auguſtine is the leaſt fertile;

yet even here two crops of Indian corn are

annually produced. The banks of the

rivers are of a ſuperior quality, and well

adapted to the culture of rice and corn.

The interior country, which is high and

pleaſant, abounds with wood of almoſt

every kind ; particularly white and red

oak, pine, hiccory, cypreſs, red and white

cedar. The intervals between the hilly

parts are extremely rich, and produce ſpon

taneouſly the fruits common to Georgia.

and the Carolinas. In many places, vines

are ſucceſsfully cultivated, and the ranges

of cattle are immenſe. The king of Spain

holds poſſeſſion of Fiorida; but the Indi

ans, or native Americans, are pretty nu
Introus.

Flotz, a town of Anhalt Zerbſt, Up

per Saxony; and a town of Walachia.

Flou R, Sr. a town in the dept. of

Cantal. Here is a manufacture of knives,

and it's fairs are noted for the ſale of mules

It is 4.5 miles nearly S. of Clerand rye.

Lat. 45. 2.mont, and 250 S. of Paris.

N. lon. 2. 58. E. •

Flower, Surry, near Godſtone. Flower

Northamp. 3 miles from Daventry. Flow

fare, Nott. in the pariſh of Barneby in the

Willows. Flowton, Suff. SE, of Bliſto.

P3 * Flurry
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* Flurry-Bridge, in Louth, Leinſter, 45

miles from Dublin. º

FLUSHING, a town of the United Pro

vinces, in the Iſle of Walcheren, Zealand,

with a good harbour, and on extenſive ſo

reign trade. It is 4 miles S.W. of Mid

dleburg. Lat. 51.29. N. lon. 3. 35. E.

Fluſhing, Cornw. in Falmouth Harbour.

Foal, Upper and Lower, Staff, near Check

ley. Fobbing, Eſſex, near Canvey-Iſland.

FochABERs, a town of Banffſhire, near

the river Spey. In it's neighbourhood is

Gordon Caſtle, the princely manſion of the

JDuke of Gordon.

FochiA Nova, a ſea-port of Natolia,

at the mouth of the Hermus, near which

the Turkiſh fleet was defeated by the Ve

netians in 1650.

Fodwar, a town of Hungary, on the

Danube, oppoſite Colocza.

Fog ARAs, a town of Tranſylvania, on

the Alauta, the ſee of a Greek biſhop.

FogGIA, a town of Capitanata, Naples,

the ſtaple for wool for all the adjacent

country.

Foggart, in Louth, Leinſter. -

FogLIA, a river of Urbino, in the pope's

territories, which falls into the Adriatic at

Peſano.

Foco. See FU eco. *

Fogthorp, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, W. of

Spalding Moor.

ForANA, in Capitanata, Naples,

Foix, a town in the dept. of Arriege.
Here is a manufačture of coarſe woollen

cloths, and ſome copper works. Foix and

it's diſtrićt were formerly an independent

country, but were united to France by

Henry IV. It is ſeated on the river Ar

riege, at the foot of the Pyrenees. Lat.

43. o. N. lon. I. 34. E.

Fokerbie, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near the

Trent, NW. of Burton. Fokeſhill, War

wickſhire, 2 miles from Coventry.

FokIEN, a province of China, forming

the coaſt oppoſite to the iſland of Formoſa.

The climate is hot, but the air pure and

healthy. It is cultivated in every part,

not excepting the mountains, which pro

duce a great deal of rice, being well-wa

tered, from a method they have of convey

ing the water upon terraces, placed one

above another. They trade in precious

ſtones, quickſilver, ſteel, and various uten

ſils; ſilk, linen, calicoes, muſk, &c. This

diſtrićt produces a great number of learned

men; but every town has it's peculiar

diale&t, which is inconvenient to travellers,

Foutcheou is the capital.

FaxiNoHAM, a town in Lincolnſhire,

fanding on a riſing ground, in a whole

ſome air, with abundance of ſprings about

t

it. It is 18 miles w. by S. of Boſton, and

107 from London. Market on Thurſday.

Fokington, Suff. W. of Pevenſey. Fold,

Middl. between Barnet and Kick's End.

Folding worth, Lincolnſ. SW. of Market

Raiſin. Folethorp, Linc. SE. of Altord.

Folic N1, a town of Umbria, in the

pope's territories, remarkable for it's pa

per-mills, filk manufa&tures, and ſweet

meats. It is 69 miles N. of Rome. Lat.

41. 48. N. lon. 12.42. E.

* FolksToNE, an ancient town on the

S. coaſt of Kent. It ſtands on hilly ground,

and the ſtreets are narrow and incommo

dious. A multitude of fiſhing boats be

long to the harbour, and ſome veſſels are

built here. It is 8 miles S.W. of Dover,

and 72 E. by S. of London. Lat. 51. 5.

N. lon. 1. 18. E. Market on Thurſday.

Folkeſworth, Huntingdonſ. near Stilton.

Folke, Dorſetſhire, 1 mile W. of Candal

Marſh. Follifoot, Yorkſ. W. Riding, in
Spoforth pariſh. Follonſky, Durham, be

tween Newcaſtle and Hilton Caſtle. Fal

low, Derbyſhire, in the High-Peak.

Fondi, a town of Lavora, Naples, ſitu

ated in a bad air, near a lake of the ſame

name. It is 42 miles N.W. of Capua.

Fon SEcA,GULF of. See AMAPALLA.

Font, a river in Northumbelland.

FontA1NBleau, a town in the dept.

of Seine and Marme, remarkable for it's

magnificent palace, late a hunting ſeat of

the kings of France. It ſtands in the midſt

of a foreſt, 3.5 miles S.E. of Paris. Lat.

48. 25. N. lon. 2.47. E.

Fontain-L'Evêque, a town in the

dept. of the North, near the river Sambre,

'3 miles W. of Charleroy. Lat. 50. 25. N.

lon. 4. 23. E.

Fontain's-Abbey, Yorkſhire, w. Riding,

in Rippon pariſh.

FontArabia, a ſea-port of Guipuſcoa,

on the river Bidaſoa. It is ſmall, but has

a good haibour, though dry at low-water.

It is built in the form of an amphitheatre,

on the declivity of a hill, and is 18 miles

SW. of Bayonne. Lat. 43.25. N. lon.

1. 49. W.

FonTE Nar-le-Comte, a town in the

dept. of La Vendee. It has a woollen

manufaşture, and three great annual fairs

for cattle and mules. It is feated on the river

Vendee, and is about 25 miles NE. of Ro

chelle. Lat. 46. 30. N. lon. o. 55. W.

FontEnox, a village in Hainault, near

which, in May, 1745, the Engliſh and

their allies, under the Duke of Cumber

land, were defeated by the French under

Marſhal Saxe. The Engliſh were at firſt

fucceſsful and confident of vićtory, but

through the miſbehaviour of the Dutch,

- were

-
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were obliged to quit the field of battle

with conſiderable loſs. That of the French

was not much leſs. It is 4 miles from

Tournay.

Fontexox, a town in the department

of Meurthe; and a town in the depart

ment of Aiſne.

Fontev R Aut, a town in the dept. of

Maine and Loire, 6 miles E. of Saumur,

and 16o SW. of Paris. Lat. 47.9. N.

ion. o. 8. E.

Foºthill, Gifford and Biſhop's, Wilts, E.

of Hindon. Fontmell, Great and Little,

Dorſetſ. Foot's-Cray, Kent, 12 miles

from London. Forbridge, or Forſbrook,

Staffordſhire, near Cheadle.

Forcalquier, a town in the dept. of

the Lower Alps, 1.6 miles NE. of Aix.

Lat. 43.58. N. lon. 5. 50. E.

ForchE1M, in Bamberg, Franconia.

Ford, Durh. near Lancheſter. Ford,

Kent, in Wrotham pariſh. Ford, Kent,

in Godmerſham pariſh. Ford, Middl.

near Aſhford. Ford, W. of Shrewſbury.

Ford, Suſſ. on the river between Arundel

and it's haven. Ford, Staff. near Grin

dom. Ford, Glouc. in the pariſh of Guit

ing-Temple. Ford affle, Northumb. in

Woller lordſhip. Ford-Green, Staffordſ.

between Newcaſtle-under-Line and Leek.

Ford-Hall, Warwickſhire, in the precinół

of Aſpley. Fordham, Cambridgeſhire,

NW. of Newmarket. Fordham, Eſſex,

NW. of Colcheſter. Fordham, Nortolk,

S. of Downham. Fordhook, Middleſex,

between Aëton and Ealing.

ForDiNGBRIDGE, a town of Hants,

formerly much larger than it is now, hav

ing often ſuffered by fire. It is zo miles

SW. of Wincheſter, and 87 W. by S. of

London. Lat. 5o. 59. N. lon. 1. 46. W.

Market on Saturday.

Fordington, near Dorcheſter, and once a

ſuburb to that town. Fordley, Stafford

ſhire, SW. of Dunwich. Fordmore, De

vonſhire in Plympton É. Fordon,

Yorkſhire, NW. of Burlington. Ford's.

Pater, Eſſex, near Hadleigh. Fordwich,

a member of Sandwich, in Kent, ſeated on

the river Stour, in which are taken excel

lent trouts. It is 3 miles NE. of Canter

bury, and 8 W. of Sandwich.

Fore, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

ForELAND, North, is the NE. point

of the Iſle of Thanet, in Kent. It is alſo

the moſt ſouthern part of the port of Lon

don: the Naſe, in Eſſex, is on the oppoſite

ſide of what is accounted the mouth of the

Thames, about 40 miles over. Here is a

round brick tower, near $o feet high,

erected as a ſea-mark.

For ela NP, South, a headland on

the E. coaſt of Kent, between Dover and

Deal. Between the two Forelands is the

noted road, called the Downs, to which

thoſe promontories afford a great ſecurity.

Forſt, in Dublin, Leinſter.

For est-Towns, four towns of Sua

bia, lying along the Rhine, and the con

fines of Swiſſerland, from Baſil to Zurich.

Their mames are Waldſhut, Laufenburg,

Seckingen, and Rheinfield, and are ſubject

to Auſtria.

Forez, a ci-devant country of France,

being chiefly a large and fertile valley, in

terſected by ſeveral ſtreams which fall into

the Loire. Roanne and Montbriſſon are

the principal towns. . It forms part of

the dept. of Rhone and Loire.

For FAR, a county of Scotland. See

ANGUsshiRe.

* For FAR, the county-town of the ſhire

of Angus, contains many neat modern

houſes, and has a conſiderable manufacture

of linen. It is 14 miles S.W. of Montroſe.

Lat. 56.35. N. lon. 2.46. W.

Forces, a town in the dept. of Lower

Seine, remarkable for it's mineral waters.

Forgland, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

Forkhill, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Forland Cumb. E. of Brampton. For

land, Eaſt, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

For Li, a town and territory of Romag

na, in Italy. The former is ſeated in a

fertile and healthy country, 12 miles SSW.

of Ravenna. Lat.44. 16. N. lon. 12. 21. E.

Formark Hall D-ribyſ, near Swarnſton

on-Trent. Formby, Lanc. near Altmouth.

ForMello, a town in the Patrimonio,

Italy, so miles NW. of Rome.

For Mosa, or TAlou AN, an iſland in

the Chineſe Sea, ſeparated from the pro

vince of Fokien by a ſtrait, 60 miles over,

where narroweſt. It is about 240 miles

in length, and 6o where broadett, and is

ſubjećt to the emperor of China, although

the eaſtern part is moſtly held by the na

tives. The plains are fertiliſed by num

berleſs rivulets. A chain of mountains

runs nearly through it's whole extent from

N. to S. It's air is pure and wholeſome,

and the land produces oranges, bananas,

and other Indian and European fruits.

Tobacco, ſugar, pepper, camphire, and

cinnamon, are alſo common. This iſland

received it’s name of Formoſa from the

Europeans, on account of it's ſingular

beauty. In the ſpring of 1782, a great

part of it was overwhelmed, and annoſt

totally deſtroyed by a hurricane and inun

dation of the ſea. -

Forncet, Norfolk, SF. of Windham.

Fornham. All-Saints, Fornham - Geneſis,

and Fornham, St. Martin's, Suffolk, near

P+ Bury,
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Bury. Fornſide, Cumberland, near Keſ

wick.

For Res, a town of Murrayſhire, 2

miles E. of the river Findhorn, and Io

miles nearly W. of Elgin. -

- Forreſt-Hill. NE. of Oxford. Forreſt

Row, Suſſ. Forſet, Yorkſ. SE. of Bar

nard's-Caſtle. Forffen, Dorſetſ. NW. of

- Charminſter. Forſten, Northumberland,

near Cheſter-in-the-Wall.

Fort-Cheſler, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Forten, Shropſ. near Cauſe. Caſtle.

ForTeventur A, one of the Canary

Iſlands, 50 miles in length, and from 8 to

24 in breadth, conſiſting of two peninſulas,

joined together by an iſthmus. The ſoil

is fertile in corn, roots, and fruits, and

beautifully diverſified with hills and val

leys, well watered and ſupplied with a va

ºriety of timber. There is alſo abundance

of dates, maſtic, olives, and orchel for dy

ing. . An incredible quantity of goats

milk cheeſe is made here, the iſland breed

ing 50oo kids every year, whoſe fleſh is

fatter, better coloured, and ſweeter than in

other countries. There is a good road for

ſhipping, between this iſland and the Iſland

of Lobos. Lat. 28.4. N. lon. 14. 30. W.

Foxth, one of the fineſt rivers in Scot

land, riſing near the bottom of Lomond

Hills. Between Stirling and Alloa, it

meanders: ſo much through. a beautiful

country, that it is 24 miles by water be

tween theſe two places, although only 4

by land. After a courſe of near 40 miles,

it expands below Stirling into a noble eſ

tuary, called the Frith of Forth. See

CANAL, GREAT. -. - -

- Forthampton, Glouceſ. 3 miles W. of

Tewkeſbury. Forton, a river in Devonſ.

which runs into the Credy, near Crediton.

Forton, Staff. near Newport in Shropſ.

Fortoy, Glouceſterſhire, in Nibley pariſh.

ForTRose, a decayed town in Roſs

ſhire, ſituated on the Murray Frith.

Forty-Feet-Way, Northamp. in the Ro

man Way from Caſtor to Stamford. Forty

Hill, Middleſex, in the pariſh of Enfield.

Forwood, Warw. near Whitley. Fory

berry, Cornw. near Botreaux Caſtle. Foſ.

cat, N. of Buckingham. Foſhaw, War

wickſhire, near Solihull.

FossAno, a town of Piedmont, ſeated

on the river Stura, 1o miles N. of Coni.

Fosse, the Roman Military Way, be

gins at Totneſs, and paſſing through Ex

eter, Bath, Cirenceſter, Leiceſter, Newark,

and Lincoln, to Barton-upon-Humber, is

yet viſible in many parts, though of 14oo

years ſtanding. There were foſſes, or

ditches, made by the fide of it.

Fºſſe, a river in Yorkſ, running into the

Ouſe, near York. Foſ-Dike, Linc. parts

Lindſey and Keſteven, and is 7 miles in

length. Foſſe, or Leven, a river in Lanc.

running into the liſh Sea at Leven Sands.

FossoMBRon E, a town of Urbino, in

the pope's territories.

Fºſton, Leiceſterſhire, near Kilby. Foſ

ton, Yorkſhire, near Knareſborough. Fo

therly, Lincolnſhire, SW. of Saltfleet.

ForHE RINGAY, a town of Northamp

tonſhire, 9 miles S. of Stamford. Here

are the ruins of a caſtle, in which the un

fortunate Mary, Queen of Scotland, was

confined and beheaded.

Fothog, Herefordſhire, on the borders of

Brecknockſhire. Fovant, Wilts, between

Hindon and Downton.

Fou e, or FAou A, a town of Egypt,

ſeated on the W. branch of the Nile, 16

miles S.E. of Roſetta.

Fouge Res, a town in the dept. of Ille

and Vilaine, 2.5 miles NE. of Rennes.

Lat. 48. 22. N. lon. 1. 13. W.

Foulbridge, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, S. of

Pickering-Foreſt. Foulby, Yorkſ. SE. of

Wakefield. Foulderby, Staffordſ. NE. of

Walſall. Fouldrey-Pile, Lanc. a rock uear

Foulney Iſle. Foulkton, Yorkſ. E. Rid

ing, near Flixton. Foulmere, 9 miles from

Cambridge, SE, of Royſton. Foulney Iſle,

Lanc. in Loynſdale, SW. of the Sands.

Foulsham, a town of Norfolk, 16

miles,NW. of Norwich, and 11 1 NE. of

London. Lat. 52, 51. N. lon. o. 59. E.

Market on Tueſday. ... .

Foulthorp, Durh. near Stockton. Found

ington, Suff. near Chicheſter. Fountain

Abbey, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, near Bo

roughbridge. Four-Feet-Iſland, Kent,

near Margate-Road.

Four-Mile-Water, a village in Water

ford, Munſter, 4 miles from Clonmell.

Fou R NEAux, a ſmall, low, circular

iſland of the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered

by Bougainville, and afterwards by Capt.

Cook. Some inhabitants and cocoa trees

were ſeen. Lat. 17. 11. S. lon. 143.7. W.

Fourneſs, Lanc. in Loynſdale, a traćt

between the Kent, Leven, and Dudden

Sands; here are ſtately ruins of an old ab

bey. The continuation of Fourneſs-Fells

to the S. forms a promontory running out

into the ſea, or rather, the ſands, which

are croſſed at low water by the aſſiſtance of

guides. Four-Shire-Stones, Oxfordſ, near

Caſtleton. Fowberry, Northumberland,

near Ogle. Fowchurch, Herefordſhire,

SE. of the Golden Vale.

Fowey, or Fox, a town and harbour

of Cornwall, feated at the mouth of the ri

ver Fowey, which riſing in the NE. part

of the county, and running in a SW, di

- re&tion,
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rečtion, paſſes Leſtwithiel, and here falls

into the Engliſh Channel. It was formerly,

for it’s maritime exertions, made a mem

ber of the Cinque Ports, and now has a

conſiderable ſhare in the pilchard fiſhery.

It is 32 miles S.W. of Launceſton, and

240 W. by S. of London. Lat. 50. 19. N.

lon. 4.49. W. Market on Saturday.

Fowlneſs, Norfolk, NE. of Oxborough.

Fowlneſs, an iſland E. of Walfleet. Fowl

Sutton, SE. of York. Fowmind, Heref.

W. of the Golden Vale. Fownhope, SE.

of Hereford, on the Wye. Foxall, Suffolk,

SE. of Ipſwich. Foxbrook, Staff. NW.

of Draycot. Foxcoat, Northamptonſhire,

near Towceſter. Foxcoat, Warwickſhire,

a member of Ilmington. Foxdenton, Lan

caſhire, NE. of Mancheſter.

Foxford, a town of Mayo, Connaught,

fituated on the river May, which, about a

mile and a half below, falls into Lough

Conn. It is about 8 miles nearly N. of

Caſtlebar.

Foxham, Wilts, NW. of Calne. Fox

heard, Suff. between Clare and Sudbury.

Foxholes, Derbyſhire, in the High-Peak.

Foxholes, Yorkſhire, W. of Burlington.

Fox Islands, a group of iſlands in

the Northern Archipelago, 16 in number.

They are ſeated between the E. coaſt of

Kamtſchatka, and the W. coaſt of N.

America, between 52 and 55 deg. of N.

latitude, and are ſo named, on account of

the great number of black, grey, and red

foxes with which they abound. The in

habitants dreſs in furs, and ornament their

heads with ſhowy caps. They live toge

ther in ſocieties of families united, which

form what they call a race, who mutually

aid each other. The inhabitants of the

ſame iſland account themſelves of the ſame

race; and each looks upon the iſland as a

poſſeſſion which is common to all indivi

duals of the ſame ſociety. They have nei

ther chiefs nor ſuperiors, neither laws nor

puniſhments. They feed upon the fleſh of

all forts of ſea animals, and generally eat

it raw. When they dreſs their food, they

make uſe of a hollow ſtone, in which they

place the fiſh or fleſh; they then cover it

with another, and cloſe the interſtices with

lime or clay; they then lay it horizontally

on two ſtones, and light a fire under it;

and by this mode of cookery the meat re

tains more of it's ſucculency. The meat

intended for keeping is dried without ſalt,

in the open air. They feed their child

ren, when very young, with the coarſeſt

fleſh, and for the moſt part raw. If an

infant cries, the mother immediately car

ries it to the water, or ſea fide, and, whe

ther it be ſummer or winter, plunges it in

naked, and holds it there till it is quiet..

This inures them to the cold, and accord

ingly they go barefooted through the win

ter with no apparent inconvenience. The

Ruſſians trade with them, and call their

iſlands the Lyſſie Qſtrova.

Foxley, Norf. SW. of Repeham.

ley, Wilts, near Malmſbury.

Camb. near Harlſton. Foxton, Durham,

W. of Foulthorp. Foxton, Leic. 2 miles

from Market-Harborough. Foye, Here

fordſhire, N. of Roſſe. Foye Well, Corn

wall, SE of Camelford. Foynton, Suſſex,

W. of Pevenſey. Foylon, Yorkſhire, W.

of Knareſborough.

FRAGA, a town of Arragon, fituated

on a ſharp rock, near the Cinca. The

gardens produce herbs and ſaffron, but

the parts about it are barren. . It is 46

miles ESE. of Saragoſſa.

Frameſ len, Suffolk, near Debenham.

Framfield, Suſſ. between Aſhdown-Foreſt

and Haylſham. Framilodge, Glouceſterſ.

the paſſage over the Severn to Newnham.

Hº. Norfolk, SE. of Norwich.

FRAMLINGHAM, a town of Suffolk,

with a caſtle built by ſome of the kings of

the E. Angles; the walls yet ſtanding, are

44 feet high, and 8 thick, with 13 towers

above them. It is 30 miles E. of Bury,

and 88 miles NE. of London. Lat. 52.

23. N. lon. 1. 29. E. Market on Satur.

Framlington, Northumberland, a mem

ber of the manor of Felton.

FRAMPtoN, a town of Dorſetſhire,

ſeated on the river Frome, 12 miles NW.

of Weymouth, and 126 W. by S. of

London. Lat. 50. 45. N. lon. 2.50. W.

Market on Thurſday.

Frampton, Glouc. between Stroud and

the head of the Iſis. Frampton, Linc. S.

of Boſton. Frampton, Berks, in E. Hen

dred pariſh. Frampton-Cotterel, Glouc. 5

miles S.W. of Sodbury. Frampton-upon.

Severn, a pariſh of Glouc. between Berk

ley and Newnham.

FRANCE, including Belgium, or the ci

devant Auſtrian Netherlands, is a country

of Europe, bounded on the W. by the

Atlantic Ocean; on the N. by the Eng

liſh Channel, the German Ocean, and

Holland; on the E. by Germany, Swiſ

ſerland, and Piedmont; and on the S. by

the Mediterranean Sea and the Pyrenean

Mountains; extending from 4.48. W. to

3. 22. E. longitude, and from 42. 24. to

51. 24. N. latitude. From Spain, on the

S. to Holland, it's extent is nearly 7oo

miles; and about 650 from the moſt eaſt

erly part of the department of the Lower

Rhine, to the weſterly part of that of Fi

niſtere. The air, particularly in the in

Fox

Foxton,

terior
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terior parts of the country, is, in general,

mild and wholeſome, and their weather

more clear and ſettled than in England :

in the northern departments, however, the

winters are intenſely cold. The ſoil is

agreeably diverſified, and yields corn,

wine, and oil : figs, prunes, and various

highly-flavoured fruits; tobacco, hemp,

flax, manna, ſaffron, and many drugs.

Silk is alſo produced in great plenty:

The foreſts are extenſive, and the mineral

produćtions various. It's ſituation is fa

vourable to commerce, and the inhabit

ants have long availed themſelves of many

cf their natural advantages. The princi

pal rivers of France are the Loire, the

Rhone, the Garonne, the Seine, the Scheldt,

the Rhine, the Somme, the Var, the

Adour, &c. the advantages of which, in

commerce and conveniency, are conſider

ably improved by the artificial rivers and

canals which have been executed. The

moſt conſiderable mountains, beſides the

Alps and Pyrenees, are Mount Jura, the

Cevennes, and Mount Dor. Wolves ex

cepted, France contains faw animals, wild

or taine, that are not to be found in Eng

land. The preſent government of France

is a republic, eſtabliſhed profeſſedly on the

principles of equality; and they have not

any, political eſtabliſhment of religion.

The French, in their manners appear more

affable and eaſy than their neighbours on the

eaſt; leſs trifling and ceremonious than

thoſe on the ſouth; and not ſo abſorbed in

the purſuit of gain as the Engliſh and

Dutch. Their polite, elegant, and eaſy

language is more generally ſpoken than

any other in the world. -

FRANce, Isle of, a ci-devant pro

vince of France, ſo called, becauſe it was

bounded by the rivers Seine, Marne, Oiſe,

Aiſne, and Ourque. Paris was the capi

tal.

FRANce, Isle of, or MAURITIUS,

an iſland in the Indian Ocean, about 45

leagues in circumference. Indigo is the

the general objećt of cultivation, and at

tempts have been made to rear cochineal,

as the iſland abounds with the plant on

which the inſe&ts lie, but a ſmall bird de

troys them. It’s ebony is the moſt ſolid,

cloſe, and ſhining of any in the world.

Here are numerous groves of oranges and

citrons, and the pine apple grows ſponta

neouſly in great perfection. Here is alſo

abundance of black cattle, veniſon, and

wild fowl, with potatoes, aud other legu

minous roots. There are two fine har

bours, one on the E. ſide, and the other on

the W. This iſland was firſt diſcovered

by the Dutch, in 1598, who gave it the

name of Mauritius, in honour of the

prince of Orange. About 40 years after

they began to form ſettlements here, but

in the beginning of the preſent century

the colony was withdrawn, and the iſland

was taken poſſeſſion of by the French, in

whoſe hands it has remained ever ſince.

The inhabitants, black and white, amount

to about zo,ooo. Lat. 20. 1 o. S. iur.

57. 29. E.

FRAN.cfoRT on. The Maine, a free

imperial city of Franconia, noted for it's

two great annual fairs. The Calviniſts

and Jews here are numerous, induſtrious,

and rich, but lie under divers ſumptuary

reſtrićtions. The magiſtrates are Luther

ans. It is ſeated on the river Maine,

which divides it in two, 15 miles NE. of

Mentz, and 350 W. by N. of Vienna. Lat.

5o. 1. N. lon. 8. 22. E.

FRANCFort on THE ODER, a town

of the Middle Marche, Brandenburg, for

merly imperial, but now ſubject to the

king of Pruſſia. It is remarkable for it's

three great fairs, and it's univerſity. It

is 48 miles S.E. of Berlin. Lat. 52. 23.

N. lon. 14. 39. F.

FRANche Comte, a ci-devant pro

vince of France, now included in the three

departments of Doubs, Jura, and Upper

Saone.

FRAN chimon r, a town of Liege.

Franchis, Suſſex, N.W. of Burwaſh.

Francks, Kent, E. of the Grays.

FRANcors, CAPE, a flouriſhing town,

with a fine harbour, in the N. part of St.

Domingo. It is the capital of the French

part, properly ſo called, of that iſland.

Lat. 19.46. N. lon. 72. 18. W.

FRANcon 1A, a circle of Germany,

nearly in the centre of the empire, extend

ing about 9.5 miles from E. to W. and 38

from N. to S. The middle parts are fer

tile in corn, wine, and fruits, but the

frontiers are mountainous, woody, and

little cultivated.

Frančion, Warwickſ. on the Foſs, near

Dunſmore-Heath. Frančion, Engliſh and

Welch, Shropſhire, near Elleſmere,

FRANEKER, or FRANK ER, a town of

W. or Dutch Frieſland, with an univerſi

ty. The public buildings are magnificent.

It is 7 miles S.W. of Lewarden. Lat. 53.

11. N. lon. 5. 33. E.

Frankfield, Suſſex. Frankby, Cheſhire,

between the Dee and the Merſey.

FRANKENDAL, a town of the Lower

Palatinate, circle of the Lower Rhine.

FRANK ENstein, a town of Muſter

burg, Sileſia; alſo a town of Darmſtadt,

circle of the Upper Rhine; and a town of

Deux Ponts, circle of the Upper Rhine.

Frankford,
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Franſfºrd, in King's County, Leinſter.

Frankham, Dorſetſ. in the pariſh of

Ryme-Intrinſeca. Frankley, Worceſterſ.

between Bromſgrove and Birmingham.

Frawſden, Suffolk. Franſham, Great and

Litle, Norf. NE. of Swaffham. Framtone,

Glouceſterſhire, in Winchcombe pariſh.

Froffenly, Yorkſhire, near Scarborough.

Frathorp, Yorkſhire, S. of Burlington.

Frating, Eſſex, E. of Wivenhoe.

FRAUENF1Elo, a town of Swiſſerland,

capital of Thorgau. Here, ſince 1712,

the deputies of the Swiſs cantons aſſemble

in general diet. It is 14 miles S.W. of

Conſtance. -

FRAU stadt, a town of Poſen, Poland;

and a town of Poland, on the frontiers of

Sileſia.

Fraw, a river of Angleſea.

"FRAzers BURG, a ſmall town of

Aberdeenſhire, near the promontory called

Kinnaird's Head, on which there is a light

houſe. It has a tolerable harbour, and is

40 miles nearly N. of Aberdeen.

Freay, Leiceſterſhire, near Waltham

on the-Would. Freafley, Warwickſhire,

between Wheatley and£º. Free

Hetan, Lancaſhire, on the Ribble, S. of

Kirkham.

FredBurc, a town of Upper Bavaria;

a town of S:iria; and a town of Wettera

via, circle of Upper Rhine.

FREDENBURG, a town of Weſtphalia.

FREDERica, a town of Georgia, in

N. America, on the river Alatamaha.

The iſland it ſtands on, called St. Simon's,

is about 13 miles in length and 4 in breadth.

Lat. 31.6. N. lon. 8o. 2o. W.

FREDERicsburg, a palace of the king

of Denmark, on the Iſle of Zealand.

FREDER1csBURG, on the Gold Coaſt

of Guinea.

FREDER1csBURG, a town of Virginia,

on the S. ſide of the Rappahannoc River.

It contains about zoo houſes, and is zo

, miles S. by w. of Falmouth. Lat. 38.

1. N. lon. 77. zo. W.

FREDER1cshall, a town of Agger

huys, in Norway, on the frontiers of Swe

den. The harbour is commodious ; but

the large quantity of ſaw-duſt brought

down the river from the different ſaw-mills,

occaſions an annual expence to clear, it

away. At the fiege of this place Charles
XII. of Sweden loſt his life. It is 48

miles S. of Chriſtiania. Lat. 59. 2. N.

lon. Io. 55. E.

FREDER1cs-Ode, a town of Jutland,

ſeated near the ſea,

FREDER1csTADT, a town of Sleſwick,

on the river Eyder.

FREDER1cstant, a town of Agger

huys, in Norway, 26 miles W. of Frede

ricſhall.

FREDER icstown, a town of Mary

land, on the Potomac River, 60 miles W.

by N. of Annapolis. Lat. 39. 29. N. lon.

77. 30. W. -

Frederickftown, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Freeburg, Yorkſ. N. Riding, in Cleve

land. Freethorp, Norf. Sw. of Yarmouth.

Fregthorp, Ruti. N. of Colliweſton.

FRE isexces, a town and biſhopric in

the circle of Bavaria.

Frejus, a town in the depart. of War.

It was the Forum Julii of the Romans;

and had then a port on the ſea-coaſt, which

is now a mile and a half diſtant. There

ſtill remains, an aqueduct, an amphithe

atre, ſtatues, inſcriptions, &c. Lat. 43.

26. N. lon. 6. 50. E.

Frekenham, Suff. near Mildenhall. Fre.

kenham, Norfolk, on the Bure, oppoſite

Cows-Hill. Frekingham, Leiceſ. NE. of

Fokingham. Freemanton, Hants, SE. of

King's-Clere. Fremington, Yorkſ near

Richmond. Frºmington, Devonſ. W. of

Barnſtaple. Frenchay, Glouceſterſhire, a

hamlet in the pariſh of Winterbourn. -

Frenchfurze, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Frenchpark, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Frendſbury, Kent, near Chatham.

Frendvile, Kent, S. of Betſhanger. Fren

mall, Eſſex, between N. and S. Benfle t.

Frenſe, Norf. N. of Diſs. Frenſham,

Surry, 3 miles S. of Farnham. Frenfied,

Kent, near Sittingbourn. Prent, Suſſex,

near Tunbridge-Wells.

FREscAti, a beautiful village in the

pope's territories. This place, with Ti

voli and Albano, is the favourite abode of

landſcape painters, who travel into Italy

for improvement; where the admirable aſ

ſemblage of hills, meadows, lakes, caſ

cades, gardens, ruins, groves, and ter

races charm the eye as it wanders among

theſe delightful villages. Freſcati is . .

miles from Rome. Lat. 41. 48. N. lon.

12. 42. E.

Freſlen, Herts, N. of Berkhampſtead.

Freſhford, Somerſetſhire, SE. of Bath.

* FRESH forD, in Kilkenny, Leinſter,

64 miles from Dublin.

Freſhwater Bay and Cliffs, Iſle of

Wight, SE. of the Needles. Freſhwater

Bay and Iſle, Iſle of Wight, W. of the

Needles. Frºſingfield, Suffolk, between

Framlingham and Harleſton. Frºfity,

Warw. a member of Poleſworth. Freſ

ton, Linc. near Boſton. Freflon, Suffolk,

S. of Ipſwich. Freſwick, NE. of York.

Frethorn, Glouc. NE, of Frampton-upon

Severn. Freton, Norfolk, SW, of Saxling

ham, Frettenham, Norf. between *:::
anºt
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ham and Hickling. Frewen, Cornwall.

Friarn-Barnet, Middl. near Coney-Hatch.

FR1cENT1, in Principato Citra, Naples.

Fridathorp, Yorkſ. E. Riding, E. of

Kirkby-under-Dale.

FRIDBERG, a town of Mansfield, Up

per Saxony.

FRIDBERG, a town of Brandenburg.

FRIDBERG, three towns in Sileſia.

FRIDEU R G. See FREDBERG.

FRidburg, in Eaſt Frieſland.

FRIDING, a town of Auſtrian Suabia.

FRIDLAND, or FRIEDLAND, a town

of Natangen, Pruſſia; a town of Olmutz,

Moravia; a town of Luſatia; a town of

Boleſlau, Bohemia; and a town of Meck

lenburg, Upper Saxony.

FRidleNGEN, a town of Suabia.

FRIED EN's Be RG, a palace of Denmark,

4 miles from Fredericſburg. -

FRIENDLY Islands, a cluſter of

iſlands in the S. Pacific Ocean, ſo named

by Captain Cook, in 1773, on account of

the friendſhip that ſeemed to ſubſiſt among

the inhabitants, and their courteous be

haviour to ſtrangers. Taſman, the Dutch

navigator, firſt touched here in 1643, and

gave the names of New Amſterdam, Rot

terdam, and Middleburg, to three of the

principal iſlands. . . Cook, explored the

whole cluſter, conſiſting of more than 60.

New Amſterdam is the largeſt, extending

21 miles from E. to W. and 13 from N.

to S. It is interſe&ted by ſtraight and

Fº roads, with fruit-trees on each

ide, which provide ſhade from the ſcorch

ing heat of the ſun. Middleburg is called

Eooa by the natives, who have given the

names of Annamooka, Tongataboo, Ha

aee, and Leefooga, to the other principal

iſlands. The general appearance of theſe

iſlands conveys an idea of exuberant ferti

lity; the ſurface, at a diſtance, ſeems en

tirely clothed with trees of various ſizes,

ſome of which are uncommonly large,

particularly the tall cocoa-palm, and a

ſpecies of fig, with narrow-pointed leaves.

It is almoſt wholly laid out in plantations,

in which are ſome of the richeſt vegetable

productions; ſuch as bread-fruit, cocoa

nuts, plantains, yams, ſugar-cane, and a

fruit like a me&tarine. Here are moſt of

the articles which the Society Iſlands pro

duce, and ſome which they have not.

Their breed of hogs is as ſcanty as thoſe

of the Society Iſlands; but they received

from the Engliſh ſome valuable additions

to their ſtock, both of vegetables and ani

mals. Their domeſtic fowls are as large

as thoſe of Europe. Among the birds are

parrots and parroquets, of various ſorts,

which furniſh the red feathers, ſo much

I.

eſteemed in the Society Iſles. The nu

merous reefs and ſhoals afford ſhelter to an

immenſe variety of ſhell-fiſh. Agricul

ture, archite&ture, boat-building, and fiſh

ing, are the employments of the men; to

the women is confined the manufacture of

cloth. Theſe iſlands lie between 19.4o.

and 21. 30. deg. S. lat. and between 170.

and 180. of W. lon. Under the general

name of Friendly Iſlands, are ſometimes

comprehended Boſcawen's, Keppel's, and

Prince William's Iſlands, and the group

of the Hapaee Iſlands, amounting altoge

ther to about 150.

Frierning, Eſſex, near Ingateſtone and

Writtle. Friers, Hertfordſ. near King's-

Langley. Friers, Herts, E. of Standon.

Friers, Kent, NE. of Aylsford. Friery,

Somerſetſhire, E. of Bruton.

FRiesAch, a town of the Middle

Marche, Brandenburg. º

FRIEsland, East, a principality of

Germany, bounded on the N. by the Ger

man Ocean; on the E. by the county of

Oldenburg; on the S. by the biſhoprick

of Munſter; and on the W. and SW. by

the ſea and Groningen. It conſiſts chiefly

of meadow land, and is ſubject to Pruſſia.

The counts of Frieſland becoming extinct

in , 1744, Frederick II. king of Pruſſia,

ſeized the country in conſequence of the

expectancy granted to the houſe of Bran

denburg, in 1694, by the Emperor Leo

|. George II. however, king of Eng

and, as duke of Brunſwick Lunenburg,

laid claim to the principality, on account

of an hereditary union entered into, in

1691, with Prince Chriſtian Eberhard,

making his pretenſions known to the re

gency of E. Frieſland, and the aulic cham

ber of the empire; but the king of Pruſſia,

denying the authority of the emperor or

regency, and threatening to ſupport his

aćtions by force of arms, he was ſuffered

to remain in poſſeſſion.

FRIESLAND, West, one of the United

Provinces, bounded on the S. and W. by

the Zuyder Zee and Overyſſel; on the N.

by the German Ocean; and on the E. by

Groningen and Overyſſel. In Ooſtergow

there is good paſturage, and ſome arable

land; Weſtergow is more fenny, but

abounds with fiſh and fowl. There is a

dialečt uſed here more nearly reſembling

the old Engliſh than any other in Europe.

A part of North Holland is alſo called

Weſt Frieſland.

Frikelton, Northumberl. a member of

Woller. Frikley, Yorkſ. W. Riding, NE.

of Barneſley. Frilford, Berks, near Wan

tage. Frilſham, Berks, N. of Winchcomb.

Frimley, Surry, S.W. of Bagſhot. Frin

&rº,
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den, Yorkſh. SW. of Halifax. Fringe,

Norf. NE. of Spelſham. Fringford, Oxf.

NW. of Biceſter. Frinton, Eſſex, near

Gunfleet

FRINwAlt, in Pruſſian Pomerania.

FRIo, CApe, a promontory of Braſil,

E. of Rio Janeiro.

Friopphill, Yorkſ. N. Riding, SE. of

Cleveland. Fripſbury, Wilts, a noted en

trenchment N. of Farley. Friſbie, Leiceſ.

N.W., of Melton-Mowbray. Friſbie-on

h'reak, Leic. SE. of Billeſdom.

FrischAFF, a bay of the Baltic Sea,

between Elbing and Koningſburg.

Triſey, Cornw. between the Naze and

Lizard-Points. Friſkmay, Lincolnſ. S. of

Wainfleet. Friſihorp, Linc. between Lin

coln and Market-Raiſin. Friſion, Suff.

between Snapebridge and Hafilwood.

Friſion, Suſſex, near Eaſtbourn. Frith,

Kent, in Betherſden pariſh. Frith, or

Newball, Middl. near Hendon. Frith

Dike, Cambridgeſ. SE. of the Iſle of Ely.

Frith-Hall, Lanc. W. of Cartmel. Frith

am, Hants, in the New Foreſt. Frithel

flake, Devonſ. near Torrington. Frithley,

Derbyſ. between Wirkſworth and Alfre

ton. Frithwood, Rutl. N. of Caſterton.

Friton, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Hoving

ham. Frittenden, Kent, SE. of Staple

hurſt. Fritton, Suffolk, SW. of Yarmouth.

Fritwell, Oxfordſhire, near Somerton.

FRitzLAR, a town of Heſſe-Caſſel,

circle of the Lower Rhine.

Friuli, a province of Italy, on the

Adriatic. It is fertile in wine and fruits,

and was lately ſubject to the Venetians,

who have poſſeſſed it fince the year 142o.

Udina is the capital.

FRobisher’s StRAIts, between Da

vis's Straits and Hudſon's Bay. -

Froceſter, Glouc. 4 miles NE. of Durſ.

ley. Frodeſley, Shropſ. near Aéton-Bur

nel Caſtle. Frodingham, Linc. between

Axholm Iſle and Manby. Frodley, Staff.

NE. of Lichfield.

Fºodlin Gham, a town in the Eaſt

Riding of Yorkſhire, 36 miles E. of York,

and 194 N. of London. Lat. 53, 56. N.

lon. o. 12. W. Market on Thurſday.

*Frodsham, a town of Cheſhire, near

the Merſey, with a good harbour for veſ

ſels. Seven thouſand tons of ſalt are an

nually refined here. It is 1 o miles NE.

of Cheſter, and 182 NNW. of London.

Lat. 53.20. N. lon, 2.58. W. Market

on Wedneſday. -

Frodſwall, Staff. SE, of Stone. Fro

gatheath, Surry. Frog furle, Suſſex, N.W.

of W. Dean. Frog-Hall, Staffordſ. NE. of

Cheadle. Frogmore, Berks, near Wind

{or. Frogmore-End, Herts, NE. of Datch

*

worth. Frognal, Kent, in Chiſlehurſt pa

riſh. Frolſworth, Leic. near Sharnford.

FROMe, or FRoom, a river of Dorſet

ſhire, which riſes in the W. part of the

county near Everſhot,and paſſes to Dorcheſ

ter; whence, proceeding to Wareham, it

empties itſelf into the bay that forms the
harbour of Pool. *

Frome Belet, Dorſetſ. half a mile N. of

Stafford. Frome-Biſhops, and Frome-Coſ:

tle, Herefordſ. SE. of Bromyard. Frome

Qºintin, Dorſetſ. 2 miles S.E. of Everſhot.

Frome-/anchurch, Dorſetſ. 2 miles NW.

of Frampton. Frome, Whitfield, and

H/hitwell, near Dorcheſter.

* FROME, or FROM E-SElwood, a

town of Somerſetſhire, on the river Frome,

chiefly inhabited by clothiers. One hun

dred and fixty thouſand yards of woollen

cloth are made here annually, of which

four-fifths are broad-cloths, the reſt nar

row cloths and kerſeymeres. It is 1z

miles S. of Bath, and 104 W. by S. of

London. Lat. 51. Io. N. lon. 2.24. W.

Market on Wedneſday.

Froom, a river in Heref. running into

the Lug, near Hereford. Froom, a river

in Glouc. running into the Severn below

Berkeley. Froom, a river in Glouc. run

ning into the Avon at Briſtol. Froſenby,

Yorkſh, near Scarborough. Froſierdºn,

Suff. SW. of Benaker. Frofferley, Durh.

on the Wear, between Wolfingham and

Stanhope. Froxfield, Wilts, 2 miles from

Hungerford, in the Bath road. Froxfield,

Hants, N. of Petersfield. Froyle, Hants,

between Alton and Farnham.

FRoN sac, a town in the dept. of Gi

ronde, ſeated on the river Iſle, 22 miles

NE. of Bourdeaux. Lat. 45. 5. N., lon.

o. 16. W. -

FrontiGNAc, a town in the dept. of

Herault, remarkable for the excellent wines

known by it's name. It is 14 miles SSW.

of Montpelier.

Fryarne Manor, Middl., near Fryarne

Barnet. Fryars-Place, Middl. between

Aéton and the Wells. Fryſalk, Hants,

near Whitchurch. Fryth, Middl. between

Mill-Hill and Barnet.

FUEGo, Fogo, or St. Philip, one

of the Cape de Verd Iſlands, in the At

lantic Ocean, higher than any of the reſt.

There is a volcano at the top of it, which

burns continually, vomiting out fire and

ſmoke, throwing up huge pieces of rock

to a vaſt height, and ſometimes pouring

vaſt torrents of brimſtone down the fides

of the hill. The Portugueſe, who firſt in

habited it, brought negroes with them,

and a ſtock of cows, horſes, and hogs;

but their deſcendants are not now diſtin

- guiſhable
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guiſhable in their complexions from the

negroes. The iſland is fertile in maize,

gourds, water-melons, wild figs, oranges,

and apples. A great number of goats run

wild upon the mountains. It is about

339 miles W. of Cape de Verd, and 90

W. of St. Jago. Lat. 14.54. N. lon. 24.

34. W.

Fuente Due NNA, a town of New

Caſtile, on the Tajo, 24 miles SE. of

Madrid.

Fuerty, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Fu Bssen, or Fossen, in Augſburg,
Suabia.

FulA, a ſmall iſland 20 miles W. of

Mainland, the principal of the Shetland

lilands.

Fulbeck, Lincolnſ. between Sleaford and

Beckingham. Fulbrook, Bucks, SE. of

Middle Claydon. Fulbrook, Linc. near

Normanton. Fulbrook, Oxf. N. of Bur

ford. Fulbrook on-Avon, near Warwick.

Fulburn, Great and Little, 5 miles NE.

of Cambridge.

Fulda, a city, biſhoprick, and river

in the circle of the Upper Rhine.

Fulford, Staff. NE. of Stone. Fulford,

Devonſ. in the pariſhes of Shebrook and

Qrediton. Fulford, Devonſ. NE. of Chag

ford. Fulford Gate and Water, near the

Quſe, SE. of York. Fulham, Middleſex,

four miles W. of London, on the river

Thames.

Fu LLAN, a country in the interior parts

of Africa, W. of the Cuſhna; boundaries

and produce unknown. The dreſs of the

natives (according to the information ob

tained by the African aſſociation) reſem

bles the cloth of which the plaids of the

Scotch Highlanders are made.

* Full Brook, a river of Cheſhire, which

runs into the Wheelock, at Maulbon.

Fullerby, Linc. NE. of Horncaſtlc. Ful.

lingrove, Devonſ, near Barnſtaple. Ful

lington, Hants, near Bullington. Full.

futton, Yorkſ. E. Riding, W. of Wilton.

Fulmere, Cumb. adjoining Triplow and

Meldrith. Fulmerſion, Norf. NE. of Fa

kenham. Fulridge, Warw, in Nether

Eatendon pariſh. Fulfton, Lincolnſ. near

Granthorp. Fulwell, Oxf. on the bor

ders of Northamp. and Bucks. Fulwell,

Durham, N. of Sunderland, near the ſea.

Fullwood, Nott. in Eaſtwood pariſh. Full

‘wood, Lanc. has a foreſt near Preſton.

Funch Al, or Fu Nchial, capital of

the iſland of Madeira, is ſituated on the S.

coaſt, on the gentle aſcent of a hill in form

of an amphitheatre. The buildings, are

generally white. The hills beyond the

town are covered with vineyards, inclo

tures, plantations, and groves, interſperſ

ed with country-houſes and other build

ings. The harbour is defended by ſeveral

forts and a caſtle. The city, however, is

far from anſwering the expectations which

are formed by it's appearance from the

road. The ſtreets are narrow, ill-paved,

and dirty; the houſes are built of free

ſtone, or of brick, but only a few of the

beſt, which belong to the wealthier in

habitants, are provided with glaſs win

dows: the others have a kind of lattice

work in their ſtead, which hang on hinges,

and may be lifted up occaſionally. The

Engliſh and French Roman Catholics,

who live in the Portugueſe manner, ex

ceed the Portugueſe in numbers and opu

lence. There is alſo a great number of

mulatto and negro freemen. Lat. 31. 38.

N. lon. 16.49. W.

Fundenhall, Norfolk, SE. of Windham,

Fundy, a bay of Acadia, in N. Ame

rica, ſeparating New England and the go

vernment of New Brunſwick from that of

Nova Scotia. It is remarkable for it's

tides, which riſe to the height of 50 or 6o

feet, and with a proportionable velocity.

FuNen, an iſland in Denmark, near the

entrance of the Baltic Sea, about 35 miles

in length, and 30 in breadth. It is ſepa

rated from Jutland by a ſtrait called the

Leſs Belt, and from the Iſland of Zealand

by another, called the Great Belt. It is

remarkably fertile in paſture and grain:

and exports annually great quantities of

barley, oats, rye, peaſe, and honey. Moſt

of the Daniſh nobility have ſtats here.

Odenſee is the capital. -

Funtley, Great and Little, Hampſhire,

NW. of Fareham. Funumel, E. and H'.

Dorſetſhire, NE. of E. and W. Orchard.

Funtolier, Northumberl. part of Bothall

lordſhip. Furbeck, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

near Blith in Nottinghamſhire. Furbie,

Linc. SW. of Market-Raifin. Furlerland

Hall, Derbyſh. near Cheſterfield. Furle,

Suſſex, near Lewes. Furley, Suſſex, be

tween Petworth and Farnhurſt.

FuRNes, or Vu ERNes, a town of

the ci-devant Auſtrian Flanders, ſeated on

a canal which runs from Bruges to Dun

kirk. It is 12 miles NE. of Dunkirk,

and 3 miles from the ſea. Lat. 51.4. N.

lon. 2.45. E.
FURNess. See FouRN Ess.

FuR Ruck ABAp, a town and diſtričt of

Hindooſtan, in the circar of Rohilcund,

about 30 miles in length, and lying along

the Ganges. It is 70 miles NW, of

Lucknow, and is ſubjećt to a chief of the

Patan Rohilla tribe. Lat. 27, 28. N. lon.

79.30. W. -

Furſey Iſle, Dorſetſ. S. of Boº
* ,

-
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Iſle, in Pool Harbour, conſiſts of about

3c acres.

Furste NBurg, a town and principa

lity of Suabia; a town of Waldeck, cir

cle of the Upper Rhine; a town of Luſa

tia, ſubjećt to the king of Pruſſia; a town

of Paderborn, Weſtphalia; and a town of

Mecklenburg, Upper Saxony.

Furst EN field, a town of Stiria, 3o

miles E. of Gratz.

FuRstexwalp, a town in the New

March, Brandenburg, on the river Spree,

circle of Upper Saxony.

Fºot, Glouceſ in Withington pariſh.

Fºſworth, Linc. near the Iſle of Axholm.

Fatgarth, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs.

Fyans-Town-Bridge, in Meath, Lein

ſter, 30 miles from Dublin.

Futty pour, or Futtipou R. Sick 1,

a town of Hindooſtan, in the province of

Agra, feated near an immenſe plain, in

which ſcarcely a ſhrub is to be ſeen. The

ſoil is light, and almoſt as fine as hair

powder; a circumſtance produćtive of diſ

agreeable effects, when this fine duſt is

taken up by the hot winds from the weſt

ward. The country, however, near the

town, is in tolerable cultivation. It is

41 miles W. of Agra. Lat. 27. 19. N.

lon. 78. 8. E.

FYal, or FAY al, one of the Azores,

or Weſtern Iſlands, 27 miles in length,

and 9 in breadth. The climate is good,

and the air always pure and mild. It is

well cultivated, and yields corn, garden

fluff, and various fruits. They have ſe

veral kinds of domeſticated European ani

mals; birds are numerous, and there is

plenty of fiſh on the coaſt. The moſt con

iderable, if not only town is Villa de

Horta. Fyal is the moſt weſtern of the

Azores. Lat. 38. 32. N. lon. 28.41. W.

Fyers, a river of Inverneſsſhire, which

runs into Loch Neſs, 10 miles NE. of

Fort Auguſtus. Over this river is built

a ſtupendous bridge, on two oppoſite

rocks; the top of the arch being above

1oo feet from the level of the water.

Fyfield, Berks, N.W. of Abingdon.

Fyfield, Eſſex, near Ongar. Fyfield, Wilts,

W. of Marlborough. Fyling, Yorkſ. 4

miles from Whitby. Hylingdale, Yorkſ.

W. of Robin Hood's-Bay.

FYNE, Loch, an inlet of the ſea in Ar

gyleſhire, 34 miles in length, and from 1

to 6 in breadth. It receives and returns a

tide on each ſide of the Iſle of Arran,

which is directly oppoſite to it’s mouth.

It is beautifully indented with bays, and

ſurrounded by woodland mountains.

Fynonvaer, Shropſ, between Clun and

Radnorſhire.

FYzAEAD, a city of Hindooſtan, in

the territory of Oude, of which it was

once the capital, and near the ancient city

of Oude. It is ſtill populous, although

the wealthier inhabitants have retired ſince

the removal of the nabob to Lucknow.

It is ſeated on the river Gogra, and is

65 miles E. of Lucknow, and so nearly

N. of Allhabad. Lat. 26.45. N. lon.

82.24. E.
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ABARET, a town in the dept. of

Landes, ſeated on the river Geliſſe,

17 iniles W. of Condom.

GABIAN, a village in the dept. of He

rault, noted for mineral waters. Near it

is a rock from which there iſſues petro
leum.

GABrn, a town of Rawa, in Poland.

Gaddeſſy, Leiceſ. SW. of Melton

Mowbray. Gaddeſden, Great and Little,

Herts, near Hemel Hempttead. Gadeby,

Leiceſ. SE. of Bolworth. Gad's-Hil,

Kent, between Chaulk-ſtreet and Ro

chcfter.

Gaiera, a town of Lavora, Naples,

with a harbour, near a gulf of the ſame

wane. It is 27 miles N.W. of Capua.

Lat. 41. 16. N. lon, 13.47. E.

GAillac, a town in the depart. of

3.

G A I

Tarn, of conſiderable trade. It's wines

are much eſteemed. It is ſeated on the

river Tarn, which is here navigable, 1o

miles nearly W. of Alby. Lat. 43.54.

N. lon. 2. 5. E.

GailloN, a town in the dept. of Eure,

7 miles SE. of Louviers.

Gaines, Eſſex, S. of Upminſter. Gaines

Park, Eſſex, E. of Copthall.

* GAINS BoRou GH, a town of Lincoln

ſhire, on the Trent, over which a hand

ſome ſtone bridge has been lately erected,

which foot-paſiengers, as well as others,

pay toll for paſſing over. Though near

4o miles from the Humber by water, it is

acceſſible to veſſels of conſiderable burden

with the tide, and ſerves as a place of ex

port and import to the W. and NW. parts

of the county. It is 17 miles N.W. of

Lincoln,
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Lincoln, and 151 N. by W. of London.

Lat. 53. 28. N. lon. o. 36. W. Market

on Tueſday.

Gainfied, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, N. of

Headon.

GAIRLoch, a bay and tračt of land

on the W. coaſt of Roſsſhire. Here is a

confiderable fiſhery of cod and other white

fiſh.

Gaiton-in-the-Marſh, Lincolnſh. SE. of

Louth. Gaiton-in-the-Would, Linc. SW.

of Louth.

GAL Acz, a town of Bulgaria, near the

mouths of the Danube.

Galaſtiels, a village in Selkirkſhire,

near the confluence of the Gala and the

Tweed. A flouriſhing manufacture of

woollen cloth is carried on here, called

Galaſhiel's grey, being of a dark colour

and coarſe texture; and lately flannels and

finer cloths have been tried with tolerable

ſucceſs.

GALAso, a river of Otranto, Naples,

which falls into the ſea near Tarento.

GalatA, the principal ſuburb of Con

ſtantinople, ſeated oppoſite the ſeraglio,

on the other ſide of the harbour. It is in

habited by Chriſtians and Jews, who exer

siſe their religious profeſſion publicly.

The houſes are better/built here than in

Conſtantinople, and wine is ſold in taverns,

which is not allowed in the city itſelf.

Galbally, in Limerick, Munſter.

Galbey, Leiceſ. S. of Billeſdon. Gales,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, W. of Ravenſworth

Caſtle. -

Galey-River, riſes in Limerick, runs

into Kerry, and falls at laſt into the river

Feal. - -

GAlicia, a name given to a country

in the S. and SW. of Poland, conſiſting of

that part of Little Poland, which is S. of

the river Viſtula, almoſt the whole of Red

Ruſſia, and a ſlip of Podolia. It is now

incorporated into the Auſtrian dominions

under the appellation of the kingdoms of

Galicia and Lodomeria. The mountain

ous parts produce fine paſture; the plains

are moſtly ſandy, but abound in foreſts,

and are fertile in corn. The principal

articles of traffic are cattle, hides, wax,

and honey, copper, lead, iron, and ſalt.

It extends from E. to W. 280 miles in

length, and from 60 to 100 in breadth.

Lemburg or Leopold is the capital.

GALucia, a province of Spain, bound

ed on the N. and W. by the ſea; on the

E. by Aſturia and Leon; and on the S.

by Portugal. It has more harbours than

any other province of Spain, and the fo

reſts yield wood for ſhip-building. The

Principal produce is wine, flax, and cit

i

rons; and here are alſo good paſtures:

The population is not numerous. The

mineral produćtions are copper and lead;

Corunna and Ferrol are the principal

ports, and St, Jago di Compoſtella is

the capital.

GAlici A, New, or GUADALAJARAF

an audience of Mexico, which contains a

province of the ſame name, and 5 others.

The-air is temperate, and there is abun

dance of corn and pulſe; here are alſo

mines of ſilver and copper. The princi

pal towns are Zamora, Leon, Lagos, and

Guanamota.

GAlilee, a province of Paleſtine, an

ciently a part of Judea.

GAlisºrio, a town of Spaniſh Eſtra

madura, 1o miles E. of Coria.

GALL, St. or St. GALLEN, a confi

fiderable town in the Thurgau, Swiſſer

land. The inhabitants are uncommonly

induſtrious, and carry on an extenſive

commerce, ariſing from their manufac

tures of linen, muſlin, and embroidery

Here is a rich and celebrated abbey,

whoſe abbot is choſen by the 72 Benedićt

ines, who compoſe the chapter. The go

vernment of the town, which is entirely

Proteſtant, is ariſto-democratical ; the

ſubjećts of the abbot, whoſe territory is

diſtinét, are Catholics. To the library

belonging to this abbey, we are indebted

for the preſervation of Petronius Arbiter,

Silius Italicus, Valerius Flaccus, and

Quintilian, copies of which were found

here in 1413. The town is ſeated in a

narrow barren valley, between two moun

tains, 57 miles NE. of Zurich. , Lat. 47.

26. N. lon. 9. 20. E.

GALLA, or PUNTA DE GALlo, a

Dutch ſettlement in Ceylon.

Gallare, Hants, near Andover.

Galleon. Point, the E. point of Caſtle

haven-Harbour, in Cork, Munſter. Gal

ley-Head, a promontory on the coaſt of

Cork, in Munſter; on the extremity of

which is Dundede-Caſtle.

GALLINARA. See ALBENGA.

GALlipaco Islands, in the S. Sea,

lying on both ſides of the equator, in lon.

between 85 and 90 deg.W. were diſcover

ed by the Spaniards,who call here for freſh

water and proviſions on their paſſage be

tween Aſia and America. They are un

inhabited; but here are great numbers of

birds and excellent tortoiſes. There are

14 or 15 of theſe iſlands at leaſt, and there

are others of the ſame name more to the W.

GALLipoli, a ſea-port of Naples, ſeat

ed on a rock, ſurrounded by the ſea, and

joined to the main land by a bridge. It

is 21 miles W. of Otranto, in the Gºlf
o
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of Tarento. Lat 4o. 20. N. lon. 18.9. E."

GAllipoli, a town of Romania, on

the Dardanelles, with a good harbour, at
the entrance of the Sea of Marmora. It

contains about 1o,ooo Turks, and 35oo

Greeks, beſides a great number of Jews.

It is 100 miles WSW. of Conſtantinople.

Lat. 4o. 53. N. lon. 27. 15. E.

GALlo, an uninhabited iſland of Peru.

GAllowAY, New, a town of Kirk

cudbrightſhire, near the river Ken.

GAllowAY, UPPER, or WEST. See

Wigtonshire.

Galmeton, Devonſhire, near Dartmouth.

Galties, or Gaulties, a range of moun

tains between the counties of Tipperary,

Limerick, and Cork.

Galton, Dorſetſ, one mile from Ower

Moyne. Galtres-Foreſt, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, S. of Gilling-Caſtle, formerly ex

tended to York city.

Galway, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Connaught, 75 miles long,

and 46 broad. It is bounded on the N.

by the counties of Mayo and Roſcommon;

on the E. by Roſcommon, King's Coun

ty, and Tipperary; on the S. by Clare

and Galway-Bay; and on the W. by the

Atlantic Ocean. A great part of it is

fertile, being a warm limeſtone ſoil, which

rewards the induſtry of the huſbandman

and ſhepherd; but it is very coarſe to

wards the N. and W. and, in thoſe parts,

rather thinly inhabited. The weſtern

coaſt contains many well-ſheltered har

bours, and is bordered with green iſlands

and rugged rocks.

"GALwax, a town of Ireland, in a

county of the ſame name, of which it is

the capital. It is advantageouſly ſituated

for foreign trade on Galway-Bay, in the

Atlantic. The ſalmon and herring fiſh

eries are carried on here with great ſpirit,

and employ ſeveral hundred boats; the

quantity of kelp manufactured and ex

ported is conſiderable, and the increaſe of

the linen manufacture, though of late in

troduction, is become very important. It

is 49 miles WSW. of Athlone, and 108

W. by S. of Dublin. Lat. 53.12. N.

lon. 9. 12. W. 3

Galway-BAY, a large bay one the

coaſt of Galway, Connaught. The N.

fide of it is foul and dangerous for veſſels;

but it is more ſafe on the S. ſide. Small

ſhips only can ſail up to the town of Gal

way.

GAMBIA, a large river of Africa, fall

ing into the Atlantic Ocean. The ſource

is not known; but it is navigable for

ſloops 6oo miles up the country. At the

mouth of the river the land is low, but,

higher up, the country is rocky and moun

tainous, and covered with woods. Along

it's banks are great numbers of towns,

inhabited by various nations. The Ara

bic language and Mahometan religion ge

nerally prevail in the country N. of this

river: on the S. the inhabitants are Pa

gans. The Gambia annually overflows

it's banks, like the Nile. The mouth is

in lat. 13. 28. N. and lon, 16. 20. W.

* Gamley, Cumb. NE. of Kirk Oſwald.

Gamleſby, Cumb. in Aketon pariſh. Gam

lingay, Camb. near Caxton. Gamſion,

Nott. near Adbolton. Gamſton, Nott. on

the Idle, NW. of Tuxford.

GANDERsheiM, a town of Brunſwick

Wolfenbuttel, Lower Saxony, famous for

a Proteſtant nunnery.

GAND1A, a ſea port of Valencia, with

a ſmall univerſity.

. GANDicotra, a town of Hindooſtan,

in the circar of Cuddapa, 33 miles NW.

of the town of Cuddapa. Near it is a

diamond mine.

Ganford, Durham, near Barnard-Caſtle.

GANGEs, a large and celebrated river

of India, has it's ſource in two ſprings

near Mount Kentaiffe, in Thibet; the

ſtreams of which, after running 302 miles

in a weſtern direction, inclining to the N.

turn to the S. unite their waters, and form

what is properly called the Ganges, from

the Hindoo word Ganga, which ſignifies

the river. This great body of water now

forces a paſſage through Mount Him

maleh, (a chain or ridge of mountains ex

tending from Cabul along the N. of Hin

Jooſtan, and through Thibet) and ſapping

it's very foundation, ruſhes through a ca

vein, and precipitates itſelf into a vaſt

baſin, which it has worn in the rock, at

the hither foot of the mountains. From

this ſecond ſource (as it may be termed)

of the Ganges, it takes a SE. direétion

through the country of Sirinagur, until, at

Hurdwar, it finally eſcapes the mountain

ous tract in which it has wandered about

$oo miles From Hurdwar, where it en

ters the plain country, it flows with a

ſmooth, navigable ſtream, during the re

mainder of it's courſe to the Bay of Ben

gal, which it enters by ſeveral mouths.

In it's courſe through theſe delightful

plains, it paſſes by Furrackabad, Alla

habad, Benares, Patna, &c. and receives

11 rivers, ſome of which are equal to the

Rhine, and none ſmaller than the Thames,

beſides others of inferior note. In the an

nual inundation of this immenſe river, the

country is ovel flowed to the extent of

more than 100 miles in width: nothing

appearing above water but villages and

- trees,
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trees, excepting, very rarely, the top of

an elevated ſpot, the artificial mound of

ſome deſerted village, which appears like

an iſland. The riſe of the water is on an

average 31 feet. The Ganges is a moſt be

neficial river, diffuſing plenty by means of

it's living productions, enriching thelands,

and affording an eaſy conveyance for the

roduce of it's borders. The Hinduos

olds it's waters in high veneration. It

is viſited annually by pilgrims from all

parts of Hindooſtan, and happy are thoſe

accounted whoſe lot it may be to periſh in

it's ſtreams.

GANJAM, a town of Hindooñan, in

Cicacola, one of the northern circars, ſub

jećt to the Engliſh. It lies on the Bay of

Bengal, near the SW. end of the Chilka

Lake. Lat. 19. 22. N. lon. 85. 20. E.

GAN NAT, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Allier, 30 miles nearly S. of Moulins.

Gannow, Worceſ. N. of Bromſgrove.

Ganton, Yorkſhire, near Scarborough.

GAP, a town in the depart. of the Up

Per Alps, before the revolution, capital

of a country called the Gapençois, 27

miles long and 18 wide. It is ſeated at

the foot of a mountain, in which are found

mineral watersthat are deemed antifebritic.

The town was taken by the duke of Savoy,

in 1692, and a great part of it burnt down.

Lat. 44. 34. N. lon. 6. Io. E.

GAR Eck. See BAH FR EN.

Carbieſłorp, Nort. NE. of Downham.

Garboidiſham, Norfolk, near Keninghall,

and N.W. of Diſs.

GARD, a department of France, bound

ed on the N. by the departments of Lo

aere and Ardèche 5 on the E. by the

Rhone, near it's mouth; on the S. by the

Mediterranean and part of the dept. of

Herault; and on the W. by the depart

ments of Lozere, Aveiron, and Herault.

Niſmes is the principal town. -

GARD, Po NT DE, an ancient Roman

aqueduct in France, nine miles NE. of

Niſmes, erected, it is ſuppoſed, by A

grippa, in order to convey to Niſmes the

water of the ſpring of Eure, which riſes

near Uzes. It is 16o feet in height, and

conſiſts of three bridges, reared one upon

another, ſo as to unite two craggy moun

tains. The uppermoſt of theſe bridges,

has fix arches of great blocks of flone,

without cement; the centre bridge, on

which this ſtands, has eleven, and the

loweſt (under which runs the Gard, an in

conſiderable but rapid river) has thirty-ſix

arches. Louis XIV. when he repaired,

in 1699, the damages which this ſtupen

dous work had ſuſtained by time, cauſed

a real bridge, over which travellers now

, the Gironde.

aſs, to be conſtrućted by the ſide of the

ower range of arches.

GARDA, a town in the Veroneſe, Italy;

and a lake between the Veroneſe and the

Breſlan, 30 miles long, and from 2 to 7

wide.

GARDELEBEN, a town in the old

Marche of Brandenburg, which trades in

cloth, hops, and excellent beer. It is 32

miles N. by W. of Magdeburg. Lat. 52.

41. N. lon. 11. 35. E.

Garenton, Leic. near Loughborough.

Gargill, Cumb. S. of Alſton-Moor. Gar

grave, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Winter

burn, on the river Ayr, between Settle

and Skipton in Craven. Garlyne, Cornw.

E. of Market-Jew. Garmanſway, 5 miles

from Durham. Garmſey, Huntingdon

ſhire, SW. of Upwood.

Gºjº, in Down, Ulſter, is

uſed as the harbour for ſhips, trading to

Belfaſt, on account of the ſhallowneſs of

the water at Belfaſt. Bridge. -

Garnard, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

Garnborough, Bucks, SW. of Winſlow.

Garndes, Eſſex, S. of Dunmow. Garner,

and Garran, rivers in Herefordſ. Garret,

Lancaſh. near Mancheſter. Garrel-Lee,

Northumb. SE. of Rothbury. Garret's-

Green, Surry, in Wandſworth pariſh.

GAron NE, a fine river of France,

which riſes in the Pyrenees, and taking a

NW, direétion, waters Toulouſe, Agen,

and Bourdeaux, below which it is joined

by the Dordogne, and thence, to it's en

trance into the Bay of Biſcay, is called

It communicates with the

Mediterranean, by it's jun&ion with the

Royal Canal. See CANal, Roxal.

Garon Ne, Upper, a department of

France, ſurrounded by the departments of

Lot, Tarne, Aude, Arriege, the Pyrenean

Mountains, Upper Pyrenees, and Gers.

Toulouſe is the capital.

Garreſtown, in Meath, Leinſter, Gar

!eclough, a river in Waterford, Munſter.

Gaeridinny, in Queen's County, Leinſter.

Gar Rison, a town of Fermanagh,

Ulſter, 1o miles SE. of Ballyſhannon, and

1oz from Dublin.

Garriſłown, in Dublin, Leinſter.

Garſall, Staffordſh. in Milwich manor.

Garſdon, Wilts, near Malmſbury. Gar

ſington. Oxf. between Oxford and Wheat

ley. º Yorkſ. between Dent and

the river Rother.

* GARSTANG, a populous town of

Lancaſhire, ſeated on the river Wyre, in

the road between Preſton and Lancaſter,

from which latter it is ro miles S. Lat.

53. 56. N. lon. 2.53. W. Market on

Thurſday. Garff

ritor,
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Garſon, Herts, in Watford pariſh.

Garfion, Lanc. in Childwall pariſh. Gar

Jion, Staff. NE. of Cheadle. Garſton,

Raft, Berks, near Hungerford. Gartham,

Yorkſ. E. Riding, NE. of Headon. Gar

thorp, Leiceſterſ. E. of Melton-Mowbray.

Garthorp, Linc. in Luddington pariſh.

Garton, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs.

GARTz, a town of Rugen Iſland, in

Swediſh Pomerania; and a town of Stet

tin, in Pruſſian Pomerania.

Garuagh, in Derry, Ulſter. Garvaghy,
in Down, Ulſter.

Garveſton, Norfolk, between Hingham

and Dereham. Garway, Heref. NW. of

Monmouth. Garwington, Kent, in

Beakſbourn pariſh.

Gascony, a ci-devant province of

France, fituated between the Garonne,

the Bay of Biſcay, Languedoc, Foix, and

the Pyrenees.

Gassenhoven, a town of the ci-de

want Auſtrian Brabant.

Gºſſan, Surry, in Blechingley pariſh.

Gaſthorp, Norfolk, SW, of Eaſt Harling.

Qaſwood, Lanc. 4 miles from Wigan.

Gatcomb, Glouceſ near Awre. Gatcomb,

Iſle of Wight, near Cariſbrook. Gate,

Suſſex, W. of Rye. Gateburton, Linc. be.

tween Lincoln and Gainſborough. Gate

comb, Devonſ, near Totneſs. Gatehamp.

ton, Oxfordſhire, on the Thames, between

Whitechurch and Goring. , Gatekelmſley,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, below Stanford

Bridge. Gatehouſe, a village of Kirk

cudbrightſhire, at the mouth of the river

Fleet. ... It conſiſts of three regular ſtreets,

all built within thirty years. Here is a

cotton-mill; and ſmall ſloops come up the
river within a ſhort diſtance of the town.

It is nine miles NW. of Kirkcudbright.

Gateley, Norfolk, between Dereham and

Fakenham. Gatemerſon, Dorſetſh. near

E. Lulworth. Gatenby, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, SE, of Bedal. Gatºſend, Norfolk,

SE. of Bagthorp.

* GAteshead, in the county of Dur

ham, is as it were a ſuburb of Newcaſtle,

being united to it by a ſtone bridge over

the Tyne. Gateſhead is fituated on ground

as uneven and ſteep as that of Newcaſtle.

Gateſhill, Surry, near Godalmin. Gate

wick, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Gaton, NW,

of Cambridge. Gatre, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, SW. of Wheatley. Gattacre, Shropſ.

SE. of Bridgenorth Gatten, Shropſ. NW.

of Ratlinghope. Gatton, Surry, 19 miles

from London, under the ſide of a hill on

the road to Ryegate. Gatwick, Suſſex,

near Steyning.

GavARDo, in the Breſciano, Italy.

Gauds sº, Sr. a town in the dept. of

Upper Garonne, ſeated on the river Ga

ronne. Lat. 43.8. N. lon. o. 56. E.

GAvER.E.N. See WAve REN

Gaughey, Yorkſ. W. Riding, NW. of

Rippon.

GAvi, a town of Genoa.

GAUL, the ancient name of France.

Gaunt's-Urcot, Glouceſ in the hundred

of Thornbury. Gauthorp, Yorkſ. W.

of New Malton. Gauthorp, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, near Bingley. Gauthorp Hall,
§.; W. Riding, in Harwood pariſh.

GAuts, the, Balla-GAUT Moun

TAINs, or INDIAN APENNIN Es, moun

tains of Hindooſtan, extending from Cape

Comorin to the Tapty, or Surat River,

at unequal diſtances from the coaſt; ſel

dom 60 miles, commonly about 4o, and

in one ſpace approaching within 6 miles.

Theyariſe abruptly from the low country,

called the Concan, or Cockum, ſupport

ing, in the nature of a terrace, a vaſt ex

tent of fertile and populous plains, which
are ſo elevated as to render the air cool

and pleaſant. This celebrated ridge, in

it's courſe along the Tapty, forms ſeveral

Gauts, that is, paſſes or deſcents, (accord

ing to the original import of the word,

which means a landing place) toward that
river.

Gawrot,in Buckingham pariſh. Gawſ?-

‘worth Hall, Cheſhire, near Macclesfield.

Gawthorp, Lanc. near Colney. Gaynford,

Durh. on the Tees, 3 miles E. of Barnard

Caſtle. Gaynton, Devonſ. SWV. of Tor

bay. Gayſley, Suff. E. of Newmarket.

gº Nott. a hamlet of Workſop.

Gayteforth, Yorkſ. W. Riding, between

Snaith and Sherhorn. Gayton, Cheſhire, on

the Dee, W. of Raby. Gayton, Norfolk,

N.W. of Caſtleacre. Gayton, near North

ampton. Gayton, Staff. near Milwich.

Gaytonthorp, Norfolk, N. of Gayton.

Gaywood, Norfolk, near Lynn.

GAzA, an ancient town of Paleſtine,

ſituated about a mile from the ſea, with a

harbour called New Gaza. It now hardly

contains zooo inhabitants, but it's ruins

ſhew it to have been once of conſiderable

extent. It is the reſidence of a baſhaw,

and is 50 miles S.W. of Jeruſalem. Lat.

31. 28. N. lon. 34.45. E.

Gearby's, Great, Eſſex, near Ilford and
Wanſted.

Geakon, or JARoon, a town of Far

ſiſtan, Perfia, famous for it's excellent

dates.

Geaſhill, in King's County, Leinſter.

Gedding, Suff. SW. of Wulpet. Ged.

dington, Northamp. 1 mile from Bough

ton. Gedling, near Nottingham. Ged

fon, Rutl. NW, of Collyweſton. Ged

Q_* nºy,
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wey, Line. near Fleet and Tid. Gedney,

Somerſetſhire, near Glaſtonbury.

GEFle, Gev AliA, or GIAwle, the

capital of Geſtricia, in Sweden, with a

good harbour on the Gulf of Bothnia.

It is the moſt commercial town in this

northern part of Sweden; it's exports are.

principally iron, pitch, tar, and planks.
Two-thirds of the inhabitants are fiſher

men. It is 55 miles N. by W. of Upſal.

Lat. 6o. 45. N. lon. 17. o. E. -

Ge1ldoRF, in Limburg, Suabia.

- Geisling EN, an imperial town of

Suabia,

• Geiſt, Norf. SW. of Twiford. Geff

‘wick, Norfolk, W. of Caiſton. Geldſton,

Norf. SE. of Seching. Geldſton, Herts,

near Hunſdon. Geldſton, Lincolnſhire,

N. of Grantham.

; Gellecrag, Northumb. between Tyn

dale and Cumberland.

GElNHAUSEN, a town of Hanau-Mun

zenburg, circle of Upper Rhine.

Gelt, a river in Cumberland, which

runs into the Irthing below Haton.

GEMAppe, a village of Hainault, 24

miles SW. of Mons. The battle fought

here, between the French and Auſtrians,

Nov. 5, 1792, was moſt obſtinately diſ

puted, but the Auſtrians were at length

compelled to quit the field, and retire to

Mons.

; Gembling, Yorkſ. E. Riding, NW. of

Hornſey.

GEMBlours, a town of the ci-devant

Auſtrian Brabant, 1o miles NW. of

Namur.

GEMING N, a town of Germany, in

the palatinate of the Rhine.

GeMiNIANs, St. a town of Tuſcany.

GeMUND, or GMUND, a town of Ju

liers, Weſtphalia; an imperial town of

Suabia; a town of Carinthia; and a town

of the archduchy of Auſtria.

GEMUND, or GEMUNDEN, a town of

Wurtzburg, Franconia; and a town of

the archduchy of Auſtria.

• , GEMUNDEN, a town of Leiningen,

circle of Upper Rhine; and a town of

Heſſe-Caſſel, circle of Upper Rhine.

GEMUYD, a town of Upper Auſtria,

confiderable for it's ſalt-works.

tº GENEP, in the ci-devant Auſtrian

Brabant. -

Geneva, an ancient, large, and po

pulous city and republic, on the confines

of France, Savoy, and Swiſſerland. It is

ſeated at the SW.extremity of the lake of

the ſame name, and is divided by the

-Rhone, which paſſes through the lake,

into two unequal parts. Geneva, which

the

lies partly in the plain on the borders of

. and partly on a gentle aſcent, is

irregularly built. The houſes are lofty;

and many that ſtand in the trading parts

of the city, have arcades of wood, which

are raiſed even to the upper ſtories. Theſe

arcades, ſupported by pillars, give a

gloomy appearance to the ſtreet, but are

uſeful to the inhabitants in protećting

them from the ſun and rain. Geneva

contains 24,000 people; but the territory

or diſtriët is ſmall. They are in alliance

with the Swiſs Cantons, and after various

revolutions, with which they have been

agitated from time to time, for near two

centuries, the democrats, in 1789, pre

vailed over the ariſtocracy, of which the

ſenate and ſyndics, or chief magiſtrates,

were compoſed. A conſtitution is now

eſtabliſhed favourable to the rights of the

eople, and perhaps judiciouſly modelled

tween the two extremes. The citizens

of both ſexes are remarkably well inſtrućt

ed, “and it is not uncommon,” ſays Dr.

Moore, “to find mechanics, in the inter

vals of labour, amuſing themſelves with

the works of Locke, Monteſquieu, New

ton, and other ſimilar. It is

40 miles NE. of . Chamberry, and 126

NW. of Turin. Lat. 46. 12. N. lon. 6.

Io. E.

GENEv A, LAke of, an expanſe of

water between Swiſſerland and Savoy, ex

tending from Geneva to Villeneuve, 54

miles in length, and 12 in breadth, in it's

wideſt part. From Geneva to the envi

rons of Lauſanne, the country ſlopes for a

confiderable way, to the margin of the

lake, and is enriched with a variety and

profuſion of natural beauties. Near Lau-,

ſanne, the banks riſe confiderably, and

form a terrace; a few miles beyond the

town is a rapid deſcent. The colour of

the water is extremely beautiful, clear,

and at a diſtance ſeems of a fine blue. The

depth is various; the greateſt yet found,

by ſounding, is 160 fathoms. It abounds

in fiſh, remarkable as well for their ex

cellence as fize. Like all inland lakes,

incloſed within high mountains, it is ſub

jećt to ſudden ſtorms. Among the birds

which frequent this lake, are the tippet

grebes, which appear only in the winter.

They are obliged to build in other places,

this lake being almoſt deſtitute of reeds.

and ruſhes, in which they form their

floating neſts.

GENGENBAch, an imperial town of

the Ortenau, Suabia.

GENGAux De RoyAL, St. a town in

the department of Saone and Loire, re

markable
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markable for it’s excellent wines. It is

17 miles S.W. of Chalons. Lat. 46.37.

N. lon. 4.43. E.

GENiez, St. a town in the dept. of

Aveiron, zo miles NE. of Rhodez. Lat.

44. 28. N. lon. 3.9. E.

GENis, a town in the dept. of Mont

Blanc, 12 miles W. of Chamberry. Lat.

45-49. N. lon. 5. 34. E.

Gennis, Cornwall, NE. of Boſcaſtle.

GENoA, a city of Italy, capital of a

republic of the ſame name. It is about

Io miles in circumference, and built like

an amphitheatre. The houſes are five or

ſix ſtories high and well built, and the

palaces andj buildings are nume

rous. The harbour is large and good,

and, to preſerve it, they have built a mole

569 paces in length, 13 in breadth, and

15 feet above the level of the water. It is

Populous, and one of the moſt commercial

places in Italy. They have manufactures

in velvet, pluſh, damaſk, and filk; and

the banking buſineſs is carried on exten

fively. The ordinary revenue of this re

Public is zoo, oool. a year. The govern

ment is purely ariſtocratic. There is a

great council, confitting of 80 perſons,

choſen out of the old and new nobility, in

whom the legiſlative authority reſides, but

the adminiſtration of affairs is veſted in a

ſenate, confiſting of a doge, and 12 ſena

tors. The nobility are often engaged in

trade, and #. ly keep two or three

years’ proviſion of corn, wine, and oil in

their magazines, which they ſell to the

people in ſcarce times. The Genoeſe fleet,

anciently celebrated for it’s vićtories over

the Saracens, Piſaneſe, Venetians, Spa

niards, and Turks, and a long time maſ

ters of Sardinia, Malta, Majorca, Minor

ca, Candia, Cyprus, the Crimea, and

other places in the Archipelago, is now

reduced to ſix gallies. Genoa was bom

barded by the French in 1684, and taken

by the Auſtrians in 1746; the oppreſſion

of theſe laſt, however, was ſuch, that the

inhabitants ſuddenly roſe and expelled

their conquerors, who again beſieged the

city the next year, but without effect. It

is 62 miles SE. of Turin, and 224 NW.

of Rome.

GENOA, the republic, extends along

the Gulf of Genoa for about 12 o miles;

but it's breadth is unequal, varying from

8 to nearly zo miles. On the land fide it

is bounded by Piedmont, Montferrat, Mi

lan, Placentia, Parma, and Modena. It is

populous, well cultivated, and fertile near

the ſea; but the inner parts are mountain

ous and barren.

Gentlºſhall, Staff. W. of Lichfield,

Georce, FoRT, in Inverneſsſhire, a

ſtrong and regular fortreſs, with ſeveral

ſtreets of barracks, and completely com

manding the harbour of Inverneſs.

Gkor GB, LAKE, in the ſtie of New

York, lies S.W. of Lake Champlain, and

is 24 miles long and 3 wide. The N. end

is 2 miles S. of Ticonderago.

Georce Town, a town and diſtrict

of S. Carolina, 12 miles from the Atlan

tic, and 55 miles N. by E. of Charleſton;

alſo a town of Maryland.

George, FoRT ST. See MAD RAs.

Geor GE's KEY, ST. a ſmall iſland of

N. America, off the coaſt of Honduras,

called alſo Caſina, or Cayo Caſina. By a

convention in 1786, the Engliſh logwood

cutters in the Bay of Honduras were per

mitted, under certain reſtrićtions, to oc

cupy this iſland. -

George, St. or DEL MINA, the prim."

cipal ſettlement of the Dutch on the Gold

Coaſt of Guinea, about 8 miles W. of

Cape Coaſt Caſtle. Lat. 5. o. N. lon. d.

22. W. -

GeoRoE's, St. an iſland of Venice.

George's, St. one of the Bermuda,

or Summer Iſlands. -

George, Sr. one of the Azores, about

36 miles in length, and 9 in breadth. It is

mountainous, and full of foreſts. The

chief town is of the ſame name. I

GEorge, St. an iſland of N. Ame

rica, in the ſtrait between the Lakes Supe

rior and Huron.

George, St. Somerſetſhire, near Briſtol.

Georgeham, Devonſ. on the coaſt, SW. of

Ilfracomb. George's, St. Glouceſ. near

Briſtol.

GeoRoe's CHANNEL, Sr. between

England and Ireland.

George's Hill, St. Surry, NW. of

Eſher. George's Iſland, St. Cornwall,

oppoſite to E. and W. Loe. -

GeoRGIA, a fertile country of Aſia,

called by the Perſians Gurgiſlan, and by

the Turks Gurtſhi, is ſituated between

the Black and Caſpian Seas, and com

prehends the ancient Iberia, and part of

Colchis. It is ſurrounded by the new

Ruſſian government of Caucaſus, Circaſ

fia, Daghettan, Schirvan, and Armenia.

It is divided into 9 provinces. Of theſe,

5 form the kingdom of Georgia; the other

4 form the principality of Imeritia. The

hills are covered with foreſts of beech,

oak, aſh, cheſnuts, walnuts, and elms, en

circled with vines, growing ſpontaneouſly,

and producing vaſt quantities of grapes.

Cotton alſo grows ſpontaneouſly, as well

as the fineſt fruit-trees. Rice, wheat,

millet, hemp, and flax, are raiſed on the

Q-3 plains,
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lains, almoſt without culture. The val

ey safford fine paſturage; the rivers are

full of fiſh, the mountains abound with

minerals, and the climate is delicious.

The rivers, however, being fed by moun

tain-torrents, are always too rapid or too

fhallow for the purpoſes of navigation.

Georgia was formerly one kingdom, the

inhabitants of which were Chriſtians, but

fince 1639, when it was conquered by the

Perſians, the country is divided between

two native princes, by themſelves called

kings, but by the ſophi ſtyled governors.

Each of theſe has a guard of Mahometan

horſe in their pay. The Georgians are

iſkilled in the uſe of the bow, and are

thought to be the beſt ſoldiers in Aſia.

Their dreſs reſembles that of the Coſſacks;

but thoſe that are wealthy affect the habit

°f the Perſians. They uſually dye their
hair, beards, and nails red, The women,

who are celebrated for their beauty, ſtain

the palms of their hands of the ſame co

lour, and paint their eyebrows black, in

fuch a manner as to form one entire line,

while the reſt of the face is coated with

white and red. Being generally educated

in convents, they can read and write;

qualifications uncommon with the men,

even of the higheſt rank. The inhabit

ants are Chriſtians, partly of the Greek,

partly of the Armenian church. Here

are alſo Tartars, Oſſi, Armenians, and a

conſiderable number of Jews. Of theſe

laſt, ſome have villages of their own; others

are mixed with the Georgian, Armenian,

and Tartarian inhabitants, but never with

the Offi. They pay a ſmall tribute above

that of the natives. There are only four

confiderable towns, Teflis, Gori, Suram,

and Ali.

Geoncia, the moſt ſouthern of the

United States of N. America, is bounded

on the E. by the Atlantic Ocean; on the

S. by E. and W. Florida; on the W. by

that part of Louiſiana which lies to the E.

•f the river Miſſiſſippi; and on the N. by

8. Carolina and the Tenaſſee government.

It extends about 420 miles from E. to W.

and from 140 to 240 from N. to S. It

contains nearly 90,ooo ſouls, and is di

vided into 11 counties, namely, Chatham,

Effingham, Burke, Richmond, Wilkes,

Liberty, Glynn, Camden, Waſhington,

Greene, and Franklin. The whole coaſt

is bordered with iſlands, which, as well as

the continent, being well wooded, the

channel between them is extremely plea

fant. The principal towns are Auguſta,

8avannah, Brunſwick, Sunbury, Frederi

ca, Waſhington, and Louiſville. The

Principal rivers are the Savanna, Ogeechee,

Alatamaha, St. Mary, &c. The winters

in Georgia are mild and pleaſant, ice and

ſnow being ſeldom ſeen. The ſoil varies

according to ſituation, and different de

grees f improvement. By culture are

produced rice, indigo, cotton, ſilk, Indian

corn, potatoes, oranges, figs, pomegra

nates, &c. Rice, at preſent, is the ſtaple

commodity; but great attention begins to

be paid to the raiſing of tobacco. Auguſ

ta is the capital.

Georgia, South, the principal of a

cluſter of iſlands in the S. Atlantic Ocean,

diſcovered by Captain Cook, in 1775, and

ſo named by him. It is 31 leagues long,

º it's greateſt breadth is about 10. It

abounds in bays and harbours, which the

vaſt quantities of ice render inacceſſible

the greateſt part of the year. Two rocky

iſlands are fituated at the N. end, one of

which was a craggy cliff, nearly perpen

dicular, containing the neſts of many thou

ſand ſhags: the other was called Bird

Iſland, from the innumerable flocks of birds

ſeen near it, from the largeſt albatroſſes

down to the leaſt petrels. Several por

poiſes and ſeals were alſo obſerved. Here

are perpendicular ice cliffs of confiderable

height, like thoſe at Spitſbergen. From

theſe, pieces were continually breaking off,

and floating out to ſea ; the valleys were

covered with ſnow, and the only vegetation

obſerved, was a bladed graſs growing in

tufts, wild burnet, and a plant like moſs.

Not a ſtream of freſh water was to be ſeen

on the whole coaſt. A great number of

ſea-calves and ſea-bears were found, and

flocks of penguins, ſome of which weighed

38 pounds, and meaſured 3 feet 3 inches

in length. The only bird ſeen appeared

to be a ſpecies of the lark no quadruped

was found. Theſe iſlands lie between 53.

57. and 54, 57. S. lat. and between 38.

13. and 35. 34. W. lon.

GEPPING, a town of Wirtemburg.

GERA, a town of Reus, Upper Saxony.

GERAw, a town and ſmall country, in

the principality of Heſſe Darmſtadt, circle

of Upper Rhine.

GERBERoy, a town in the depart. of

Oiſe, 12 miles N.W. of Beauvais, and 5o

N. of Paris. Lat. 49. 32. N. lon. 1.54. E.

Gerbes, Jeraa, or Zerbſ, an iſland

near the coaſt of Tripoli, dependent on the

dey. It bears barley, figs, olives, and
grapes. Lat. 33.56. N. lon. 11. 30. E.

ERBE villers, a town in the dept

of Meurthe, 5 miles from Luneville.

Gergenti, a town on the W. coaſt of

Sicily.

Germain, ST, a town in the dept. of

Seine and Oiſe, ſeated on the river§.
19 miles

*-
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zo miles NW. of Paris. Lat. 48.52. N.

lon. 2. 15. E. -

GERMAINs, St. a ſmall town of Corn

wall, once the largeſt in the county. It

ſtands near the ſea, had formerly a good

fiſhery, and is to miles W. of Plymouth,

and 224. W. by S. of London. Lat. 5o.

22. N. lon. 4. 24. W. Market on Friday.

GER MAIN LAvAl, St. a town in the

dept. of Rhone and Loire, 1.8 miles S. of

Roanne, and 2 25 SE. of Paris. Lat. 45.

47. N. lon. 4. 2. E.

GERMANo, Sr. a town of Naples.

German's, St. Norfolk, has a bridge

over the Ouſe, SW. of Lynn.

Germans-Town, in Meath, Leinſter.

Germanſwick, Devonſhire, NW. of

Okehampton.

GERMANY.,a country of Europe,bound

ed on the W. by Swiſſerland, France, the

Belgic Provinces, and the German Ocean;

on the N. by Sleſwick and the Baltic Sea;

on the E. by Pruſſia, Poland, and Hum

gary; and on the S. by Hungary, the

Adriatic, Italy, and Swiſſerland; being

about 640 miles in length, and 55o in

breadth. The air is temperate and whole

ſome, and the produćtions various. Ger

many contains many princes, ſecular and

eccleſiaſtic, who are independent of each

other; and there are great numbers of

free imperial cities, which are ſo many

little republics, governed by their own

laws, and united by a head, who has the

title of emperor. The prerogatives of the

imperial dignity were formerly much more

extenſive than they are at preſent. At

the cloſe of the Saxon race, in 1624, they

exerciſed the right of conferring all eccle

fiaſtical benefices in Germany, of receiv

ing their revenues during a vacancy; of

fucceeding to the effects of inteſtate eccle

fiaſtics; of confirming or annulling the

elections of the popes; of aſſembling coun

cils, and of appointing them to decide on

the affairs of the church; of conferring the

title of king on their vaſſals; of granting

vacant fiefs; of receiving the revenues of

the empire; of governing Italy as it's

proper ſovereigns; of erecting free cities,

and eſtabliſhing fairs; of aſſembling the

diets of the empire, and fixing the time of

their duration; of coining money, and

conferring the ſame privilege on the ſtates

of the empire; and of adminiſtering juſtice

within the territories of the different ſtates.

In 1437, the emperors were reduced to the

power of conferring all dignities and titles,

except the privilege of being a ſtate of the

empire; of appointing once, during their

- reign, a dignitary in each chapter, or reli

gious howſ: i of granting diſpenſations

with reſpect to the age of majority; of

erecting cities, andº; the privi

lege of coining money, and o calling the

meetings of the diet, and preſiding in

them. The electors of the empire are 3

eccleſiaſtical, namely, the archbiſhops of

Treves, Cologne, and Mentz; and 5 fe

cular, namely, the king of Pruſſia, as elec

tor of Brandenburg; the king of Great

Britain, as elector of Hanover ; the pre

ſent emperor, as king of Bºhemia; the

tlººtor of Saxony; and the eleētor palatine

of the Rhine. Each ele&tor bears the title

of one of the principal officers of the em

pire; the elector of Hanover, for inſtance,

being “arch-treaſurer and elector of the

holy Roman empire.” To prevent the

calamities of a conteſted election, a king
of the Romans has often been choſen in

the life-time of the emperor, on whoſe

death he ſucceeds to the imperial dignity as

a circumſtance of courſe. Although chief

of the empire, the ſupreme authority reſides

in the diets, which are compoſed of 3 col

leges; that of the electors, that of the

princes, and that of the imperial towns.

When that of the elećtors and that of the

princes diſagree, that of the towns aannot

decide the difference; but they are oblig

ed to give their conſent, when they are of

the ſame opinion. The diets hive the

power of making peace or war, of ſettling

general impoſitions, and of regulating all

the important affairs of the empire. But

their deciſions have not the force of law

till the emperor give his conſent. All the

ſovereigns of Germany have an abſolute

authority in their own doininions, and can

lay taxes, levy troops, and make alliances.

provided they do not prejudice the empire.

They determine all cauſes definitively,

unleſs in ſome particular caſes, in which

an appeal may be made. Theſe appeals

are to two courts, called the Imperial

Chamber and the Aulic Council. Ger

many is divided into 9 circles, each of

which comprehends ſeveral other ſtates ;

the princes, prelates, and counts of which,

with the deputies of the imperial towns,

meet together about their common affairs.

Each circle has one or two dire&lors and a

colonel; the directors have a power of

convoking the aſſembly of the ſtates of

their. and the colonel commands the

army. The 9 circles are thoſe of Auſtria,

Bavaria, Suabia, Franconia, Upper and

Lower Rhine, Weſtphalia, and Upper and

Lower Saxony. The principal rivers are

the Danube, Rhine, Elbe, Weſer, Maine,

and Oder. The language of Germany is

a dialect of the Teutonic, which ſucceded

that called the Celtic. The 3 principal

religious
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in the dominions of the land

religious profeſſions are the Romiſh, Lu

theran, and Calviniſtic. The firſt prevails

in the dominions of the emperor, in the

eccleſiaſtical ele&torates, and in Bavaria;

the ſecond in the circles of Upper and

Lower Saxony, great part of Weſtphalia,

Franconia, Suabia, the Upper Rhine, and

in moſt of the imperial towns; the third

grave of Heſſe

Caffel, and of ſome other princes.

GER MER sheim, a town in the palati

nate of the Rhine, circle of Lower Rhine.

It is 5 miles S. of Spire.

Germor, Cornwall, between Helſton

ind Marazion. Gernſhull, Dorſetſhire, in

hitchurch pariſh. Gerrans, Cornwall,

near Gwyndrayth Bay. Gerrard's-Croſs,

Bucks, near Chalfont. Gerringham, Lin

colnſhire, S. of Kirton, in Lindſey.

Gers, a department of France, which

has it's name from a river which paſſes

through it, watering Auch and Lectoure,

and falls into the Garonne above Agen.

Auch is the principal town.

GerTRUYDeNBURG, a town of Dutch

Hrabant, with a good harbour, feated on

a river, where it falls into the Lake Bieſ

boch. It is 1e miles NE. of Breda. Lat.

51. 44. N. lon. 4.51. E.

Gervace-Abbey,Yorkſ, nearMiddleham.

GERUMENH1, a town of Alentejo, feat

ed on a hill, near the river Guadiana.

Geseke, in the duchy and circle of

Weſtphalia.

Geffing, Suſſex, SW. of Winchelſea.

Geffingthorp, Eſſex, near Sudbury.

Gest Ricia, or Gestrike, a province

of Sweden, bounded on the N. by Helſing

land; on the E. by the Gulf of Bothnia ;

son the S. by Upland, Weſtmanland, and

Dalecarlia; and on the W. by Dalecarlia.

It is richly diverſified by an alternate ſuc

ceſſion of foreſts, rocks, hills, and dales,

paſture and arable land, lakes and rivers.

- The beauty of the landſcape is greatly

heightened by the Dahl, the fineſt river in

Sweden, which meanders through the

whole extent of this province. The in

habitants do not much concern themſelves

with agriculture, deriving their principal

ſupport from the mines, forges, foreſts,

lakes, and rivers. Gefle is the capital.

GevAUD AN, a ci-devant mountainous

barren territory of Languedoc, or which

Mende was the capital.

Gev ER. See Gow ER. **

Gewendale, Yorkſhire, near Rippon.

GEx, a town in the dept. of Ain, at

the foot of Mount St. Claude, noted for

excellent cheeſe. It is 10 miles N.W. of

Geneva. Lat. 46. 23. N. lon. 6. 7. E.

Gºydon, Warw. NE. of Kington,

/*

GeziRA, a town of Diarbekir, in Aſi

atic Turkey, 60 miles SE. of Diarbekir.

GHANAH, or GHANARAH, a town of

Africa, in the kingdom of Wangara, ſitu

ated on the Niger. Lat. 15. 30. N. lon.

15. 56. E.

Gharburton, Northumberland, a mem

ber of the manor of Herteſhewed.

Ghent, a city of the ci-devant Auſtri

an Flanders, containing 70,000 inhabit

ants, but not populous in proportion to

it’s extent, which is ſo great, that Charles

V. ſaid to the French king, Francis I.

“I have a glove,” the French name for

Ghent being gand, a glove, “in which I

can put your whole city of Paris.” . The

city is divided by canals into 26 iſlands,

and over the canals there are 3oo bridges.

They have flouriſhing manufactures of

filk and woollen, and a great trade in corn.

There is a large canal from Ghent to

Bruges, and thence to Oſtend. Ghent is

ſeated on the confluence of the rivers

Scheldt, Lis, and Moeve, 26 miles NW.

of Bruſſels. Lat. 51. 3.- N. lon. 3.

49. E.

Ghe Roon G, a city of India, capital of

the kingdom of Aſſam, ſeated on a river

which runs a little below into the Burram

pooter. It is 4oo miles NE. of Calcutta."

Lat. 26. 25. N. lon. 93.40. E.

Gh ER1Ah, a town of Hindooſtan, on

the W. ſide, or Pirate Coaſt, in the coun

try of Concan. It was the principal port

of Angria, a famous piratical prince,

whoſe fort here was taken, and his whole

fleet deſtroyed, by Admiral Watſon and

Colonel Clive, in conjunction with the

Mahrattas, in 1756. It is 80 miles

NNW. of Goa. Lat. 16.45. N. lon. 73.

7. E. -

GHILAN, a province of Perſia, extend

ing along the SW. coaſt of the Caſpian

Sea, and ſuppoſed to be the Hyrcania of

the ancients. It has Schirvan to the N.

Aderbeitzan and part of Irac-Agemi to

the W. and Mezanderan to the SE. The

ſea forms it's boundary on one ſide, and

on the other are high mountains, covered

with various ſorts of fruit-trees. In the

higheſt parts of them are deer, bears,

wolves, jeopards, and tigers, which laſt,

the Perſians have, it is ſaid, a method of

taming, and hunt with them as with dogs.

It is extremely fertile, producing filk, oil,

wine, rice, tobacco, and excellent fruits

in abundance. This province was ceded

to Ruſſia in 1723, but not annexed to the

Ruſſian dominions till 1780. Reſhd is

the capital.

GHILAN, St. a town in the department

of the North, ſeated on the river Haine,

5 miles
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5 miles W. of Mons. Lat. 50. 28. N.

lon. 3. 53. E.

GIANTs’ CAU seway, a promontory

of baſaltes in Antrim, Ulſter, eſteemed

one of the greateſt natural curioſities in

the world. It is 122 miles from Dublin.

Lat. 55. 20. N. lon. 6.5o. W.

Giant's-Grave, near Sligo, Connaught.

Here are ſome maſſive monuments of ſtone,

not unlike Stonehenge. Giant's-Load,

in Louth, Leinſter, a ſtone, weighing, it

is computed, between 30 and 40 tons,

ſupported by 3 other irregular ſtones ſet

upright. Giant's-Stairs, a large rocky

appearance of ſteps, near Cove, in Cork,

Munſter. Gibbarow, a river in Donegal,

Ulſter.

Gibbon-Marſh, Bucks, near Ayleſbury.

Gibbon's-Grove, in Cork, Munſter, 3

miles S. of Charleville.

GIBRALTAR, a town of Andaluſia, in

Spain, near a mountain of the ſame name,

formerly called Calpe, which, with Mount

Abyla, on the oppoſite ſhore of Africa,

were called the Pillars of Hercules. It

has been in the poſſeſſion of the Engliſh

fince the year 1704, who keep a garriſon

here; which is cooped up in narrow li

mits, and receives ſupplies of proviſions

from England and Barbary. The town

is ſo ſtrong by art and nature, as probably

to bid defiance to the utmoſt efforts of

an enemy. Here are upwards of 3oo

pieces of cannon mounted on the works.

Gibraltar contains ſeveral ſtreets, one of

which is pretty ſpacious and well paved;

the others are narrow and dirty. It has

3 gates. It is built at the foot of a barren

rock, orº hill, which riſes 14oo

feet above the level of the ſea, in a penin

ſula, which can be approached only by a

narrow paſſage, between the mountain and

the ſea. Acroſs this the Spaniards have

drawn a fortified line, to prevent the gar

riſon from having any communication with

the country. The Engliſh here, excluſive

of the garriſon, amount to about zooo,

and the Spaniards, Portugueſe, Genoeſe,

and Jews to about as many. Here is one

Engliſh and one Spaniſh church, and a

Jews ſynagogue. The road is not ſafe

againſt ſtorms, nor convenient for refitting

veſſels, though they may be laid on their

ſides for careening; the harbour is formed

by 2 moles, one of which is 300 feet in

length. On the ſummit of the rock is a

plain, whence there is a fine proſpećt of

the ſea, on each ſide the Strait, of Barba

, Fez, and Morocco, and of Seville and

ranada, in Spain. The Strait of Gib

raltar is 24 miles in length, and 15 in

breadth, and a ſtrong current always runs

through it from the ocean to the Mediter

ranean. Gibraltar is 25 miles N. of

Ceuta, and 49 SE. of Cadiz. Lat. 36. 6.

N. lon. 5. 22. W.

Gibſide, Durham, SW. of Ravenſworth

Caſtle. Gibſnere, Notting. a hamlet of

Southwell. Gidding, Magna and Parva,

Hunt. N. of Winwick. Gidding-Steeple,

Hunt. N. of Winwick. Gidley, Devonſ.

near Dartmore. Foreſt.

GIEN, a town in the depart. of Loiret,

ſeated on the river Loire, 76 miles S.E. of

Paris. Lat. 47. 4.1. N. lon. 2.45. E. . .

GrenzoR, a town of Tripoli. -

Giesse N, a town of Heſſe-Darmſtadt.”

Giffard, Heref. near Sawbridgeworth.

Giffen, or Guffen, a river in Carharvonſ.

running into the Conway. Gifford's-Hall,

Suffolk, in Stoke pariſh, by Neyland.

Gifhorn. See GYFhor N.

GIGA, a ſmall iſland of Argyleſhire.

Gigging, Herts, S. of Barkway. Gig

gleſwick, Yorkſhire, on the Ribble, near

Settle, where at the foot of a mountain is

a ſpring, noted for ebbing and flowing

ſometimes thrice in an hour.

GIGLio, an iſland of Sienna, Tuſcany.

Giffone, Northumb, between Framling

ton and Ambell. Gilberdike, Yorkſhire,

between Sandholm and the Humber.

Gilcaghe, in Waterford, Munſter. -

Gilcrux, Cumberland, 5 miles N. of

Cockermouth. Gildable, Surry, in Limpſ.

field pariſh. Gildable, Kent, in the Iſle

of Thanet. Giles, St. in the Heath, De

vonſhire, NE. of Launceſton. Giles. Hill,

Hants, near Winton. -

* Gilford, a town of Down, in Ulſter

ſeated on the river Ban, 3 miles S.W. of

Waringtown, and 62 from Dublin. The

meanders of the river, over which there is

a good ſtone bridge of 22 arches, the riſ.

ing grounds ſurrounding it, adorned with

wood, and the bleach yards in the bottom,

afford altogether a proſpect truly delight

ful. Here is a chalybeate ſpa of good

quality.

Gilkirk, Yorkſ. between the Martons

and Pinnowhill. Gill, Yorkſ. near Bow

land. Gillet, Cornw. SE. of Bottreaux

Caſtle. Gilling, Yorkſ. near Richmond.

Gilling. Foreſt, Yorkſ. between Ravenſ

worth and Barnard-Caſtle. Gillingham,

Dorſetſ, on the Stour. Gillingham, Kent,

3 miles below Chatham. Gillingham,

All Saints and St. Mary's, Norf. he near

the bridge over the Waveney to Beccles.

Gilliſland, Cumb. on the Pict's Wall, E.

of Carliſle, noted for the medicinal pro

perties of it's well. Gilmanby, York

ſhire, SW. of Barnard-Caſtle. Gilmore,

Yorkſhire, NE. of Kirby-Moorfide.

I Gilmorton,
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Gilmorton, Leiceſterſhire, near Lutter

worth.

Gilolo, an iſland of Aſia, with a town

of the ſame name, in the Archipelago of

the Moluccas, about 2 to miles in length.

It produces no ſpices, though it is includ

ed in the Spice Iſlands, but abundance of

rice. The inhabitants are fierce and cruel,

living without laws or fixed habitations.

It is ſeated under the line. Lon. 128.7. E.

Gilſhaugblin, Weſtm. 4 or 5 miles NW.

of Appleby. Gimeſgraves, Norf, a hill

near Brandon-Ferry. Gimmingham, Nor

folk, near the ſea-coaſt. Ginge, E. and

W. Berks, 3 miles from Wantage.

GINGen, an imperial town of Suabia.

Gi NgEE, a town on the coaſt of Coro

mandel, once the capital of a kingdom of

the ſame name. It ſtands on a mountain,

whoſe top is divided into three points, on

each of which is a caſtle. The Great

Mogul beſieged it 3 years, towards the

cloſe of the laſt century, to no purpoſe.

It is 33 miles N.W. of Pondicherry. Lat.

12. 16. N. lon. 79. 36. E.

Gingrave, Eſſex, SW. of Billericay.

Ginns, Hampſhire, in New Foreſt.

GiodDA, or GEDDAH, the ſea-port of

Mecca, on the Red Sea, carries on a great

trade. Lat. 11. 30...N. lon. 39. 27. E.

- GroveNazzo, a town of Bari, Naples.

Gipping, Suffolk, SW. of Mendleſham.

Gipping, a river of Suffolk, running into

the Orwell below Stow. Gipton, York

ſhire, near Hawkſworth.

GIR Ace, a town of Calabria Ultra.

Girch, a river in Carnarvonſhire. Gir

ling, Northumberland, part of the manor

of Warkworth. -

G1Ronde, a department of France.

It lies on both ſides of the Garonne, and

has it's name from that part of the river

which, below it's junction with the Dor

dogne, is called the Gironde. The prin

cipal town is Bourdeaux.

GIRoNNA, or Giro N ELLA, a town

of Catalonia, 7 miles ENE. of Solſona.

GiroNs, Sr. a town in the depart

ment of Arriege.

G1Rost, a town of Kerman, in Perſia.

Girſby, Yorkſ. SW. of Yarum. Gir

Angton, Yorkſ. NE. of Settle. Girtford,

Bedfordſ, near Biggleſwade. Girton, 2.

miles NW. of Cambridge. Girton, Not

tinghamſ. near Newark. Girvan, Ayr

ſhire, at the mouth of a river of the ſame

name, almoſt oppoſite to the rock of Ailſa,

and 16 miles S. by W. of Ayr. Here

are ſome manufaātures, particularly in the

tanning of leather, and the making of

boots and ſhoes.

2. Gisbor N, a town in the W. Riding of .

Yorkſhire, ſcated on the river Ribble, on

the borders of Lancaſhire. It is 66 miles

W. of York, and 219 NNW, of London.

Lat. 53.55. N. lon. a. 12. W. Market

on Monday. -

, Gisborough, a town in the N. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, 4 miles S. of the mouth

of the Tees, zz miles Nw.-by W. of

Whitby, and 155 N. by W. of London.

Lat. 54, 35. N. lon. o. 55 W.

Gis LAIN, ST. See GHILAN.

Giſlam, Suffolk, SW. of Leoſtoff. Giſ:

ley, Yorkſhire, S. of Otley. Giſlingham,

Suffolk, S. of Buddeſdale.

Gisors, a town in the dept. of Eure,

28 miles S.E. of Rouen. Lat. 49. 17. N.

lon. 1.50. E. … .

Giffing, Norf. Gitting. Nether, SE. and

Gitting-Temple, NE. of Winchcomb, in

Gloud. Gittiſham, Devonſ, near Honiton.

Givet, a town late of Namur, now in

the dept. of the Ardennes, the fortifica

tions of which are the work of Vauban.

It was bombarded by General Coehorn in

the ſpring of 1696, when immenſe maga

zines of ſtores, forage, &c. provided by

the French for the ſervice of the enſuing

campaign, were deſtroyed.

Givir A, a town of Milan.

Giula, a town of Hungary.

Giuli A, Nuova, in Abruzzo Ultra.

GIULIANA, a town of Sicily.

GiustENDil, 2 towns of Bulgaria.

Glaciers, a name given to ſome ex

tenſive fields of ice in Swiſſerland. The

Glaciers may be divided into two ſorts;

the Lower occupying the deep valleys

ſituated in the boſom of the Alps, and

termed, by the natives, Valley of Ice; and

the Upper, which clothe the ſummits and

ſides of the mountains. The Lower Gla

ciers are the moſt conſiderable in extent

and depth, ſome ſtretching ſeveral leagues

in length. At the higher extremity, they

are bordered by inacceſſible rocks, and on

the other extend into cultivated valleys.

The thickneſs of the ice varies from 8o to

1oo feet, and in ſome parts extends to up

wards of 600 feet. heſe immenſe fields

of ice uſually reſt on an inclined plain;

being puſhed forward by the preſſure of

their own weight, and but weakly ſup

ported by the rugged rocks beneath, they

are interſe&ted by large tranſverſe chaſms,

and preſent the appearance of walls, pyra

mids, and other fantaſtic ſhapes, obſerved

at all heights and at all fituations, where

ever the declivity exceeds 30 or 40 degrees.

But in thoſe parts, where the plain on

which they reſt is horizontal, or only gen

tly inclined, the ſurface of the ice is nearly

uniform; the chaſms are few and narrow,

and the traveller croſſes on foot without

much difficulty. The ſurface of the ice

}s
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is not ſo flippery as that of the frozen

ponds, or rivers; it is rough and granu

lated, and is only dangerous in deep de

ſcents. The following is a ſimple and

natural theory relative to the formation of

the Glaciers: An immenſe quanity of

Ínow is continually accumulating in the

elevated valleys, incloſed within the Alps,

as well from that which falls from the

clouds, during nine months in the year,

as trom the maſſes which are inceſſantly

rolling from the ſteep ſides of the circum.

jacent mountains. Part of this ſnow,

which is not diſſolved during ſummer, im

pregnated with rain and ſnow-water, is

frozen during winter, and forms that

opaque and porous ice of which the Lower

Glaciers are compoſed. The Upper Gla

ciers may be ſubdivided into thoſe which

cover the ſummits, and thoſe which extend

along the ſides of the Alps. Thoſe which

cover the ſummits owe their origin to the

ſnow that falls at all ſeaſons of the year,

and which remains nearly in it's original

ſtate, being congealed into a hard ſubſtance,

and not converted into ice; for, in ſo cold

a region, there cannot be melted a quan

tity of ſnow ſufficient to impregnate with

water the whole maſs which remains un

diſſolved. The ſubſtance which clothes

the ſides of the Alps is neither pure ſnow,

like that of the ſummits, nor ice which

forms the Lower Glaciers, but is an aſſem

blage of both. It contains leſs ſnow than

the ſummits, becauſe the ſummer heat has

more power to diſſolve it, and becauſe the

liquified ſnow deſcending from above, the

maſs is penetrated with a larger quantity

of water. It contains more ſnow than the

Lower Glaciers, becauſe the diſſolution of

the ſnow is comparatively leſs. Hence

the ice is even more porous, opaque, and

leſs compaśt than the ice of the Lower

Glaciers; and is of ſo doubtful a texture,

as renders it, in many parts, difficult to

decide whether it may be called ice or

frozen ſnow. Thus there is a regular

gradation from the ſnow on the ſummits,

to the ice of the Lower Glaciers, formed

by the intermediate mixture of ſnow and

ice, which becomes more compačt, and leſs

rous in proportion as it approaches the

#. Glaciers, until it unites and aſſimi

lates with them.

Gladmore, Herts, near Hadley. Glaiſ.

ton, Rutland, near Biſbrook. Glamford,

Norfolk, SW. of Clay.

GLAMoRcANshire, a county of South

Wales, bounded on the N. by Carmar

thenſhire and Brecknockſhire, on the E.

by Monmouthſhire, and on the S. and W.

by the Briſtol Channel. It extends from

E. to W. 48 miles, and 26 from N. to S.

is divided into to hundreds, and contains

1 city, 8 market-towns, and 118 pariſhes.

On the N. ſide of this county, where it is

mountainous, the long continuance of the

ſnow renders the air ſharp but the coun

try, being more level on the S. ſide, it is

there milder, more populous, and bears

large crops of corn, with very ſweet graſs;

whence it has been called the Garden of

Wales. Cattle abound in all parts, there

being fruitful valleys among the moun

tains, that yield very good paſture. Here

are alſo lead, coal, iron, and limeſtone.

It's principal rivers are the Rumney, which

ſeparates it from Monmouthſhire, the

Teafe, Elwy, Neath, and Tawy. Car

diff is the principal town, and Swanſea

the moſt commercial one; but the aſſizes

for the county are held at Cowbridge. See

Gower.

Glanbeby, in Kerry, Munſter. Glan

dore, in Cork, Munſter. Glandore-Har

bour, a leagues W. of the Galley. Head,

in Cork, Munſter. Lat. 51. 22. N. lon.

8. 56. W. This harbour is a remarkably

good one, though ſmall. Glameeragh, in

Kerry, Munſter. Glanevy, or Glenavy,

in Antrim, Uiſter, 77 miles from Dublin.

Glanfleſk, in Kerry, Munſter.

Glanmit, in the Sw, of Angusſhire.

* GLAND forD-BRIDGE, a town of

Lincolnſhire, feated on the river Ancam,

24 miles N. of Lincoln, and 156 N. by

W. of London. Lat. 53. 35. N. lon, o.

23. W. Market on Thurſday.

Glangariff-Bay, in Cork, Munſter.

Glangowra, in Cork, Munſter. Glanmire.

in Cork, Munſter, a village, on the river

Glanmire, in a fertile tračt of uneven coum

try, about 3 miles from the city of Cork.

It's environs exhibit a variety of extenſive

proſpects richly diverfifed. Glanmore, in

Kilkenny, Munſter, 7.6 miles from Dub

lin. Glamorga, in Limerick, Munſter.

Glanthiſ, SW. and Glanton, S.E. of

Alnwick, in Northumberland.

Glamton, in Cork, Munſter, 135 miles

from Dublin. Glanworth, in Cork, Mun

ſter. Glanyſrebane, in Cork, Munſter.

Glaphow, Yorkſ. in Cleveland. Glap

thorn, Northamptonſ, near King's Cliff.

Glapton, Nott. a hamlet of Clifton. Glap

well, Derbyſhire, near Bolſover. Glareſ:

dale-Chapel, Yorkſhire, Sw. of whitby.

GLAR1s, or GLARUs, one of the thir

teen cantons in Swiſſerland, entirely ſur

rounded by the Alps, except toward the

N. It has the canton of Schweitz on the

W. and the Griſons on the E. It is a

mountainous country, producing cattle,

cheeſe, butter, and a variety of uncommon

plants,
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plants, minerals, metals, and large ſlates.

The government is democratic; every per

ſon at the age of ſixteen, has a vote in the

landſgemeind, or general aſſembly, which

is held annually in the month of May, in

an open plain. This aſſembly ratifies

new laws, lays contributions, enters into

alliances, declares war, and makes peace.

The executive power is veſted in a land

rath, or council, compoſed of 48 Proteſtant

members, and 15 Roman Catholics. The

landamman, or chief of the republic, is

choſen alternately from among the Pro

teſtants and Romaniſts, who live together

in great harmony, amicably fill together

-the chief offices of ſtate, and ſucceſſively

make uſe of the ſame houſe for their aſſen

blies for public worſhip. The population

amounts to about 16 or 17,ooo ſouls.

GLARIs, a town of Swiſſerland, capital

of the canton of the ſame name. It is

feated on the river Linth, 18 miles E. of

Schweitz. Lat. 46.56. N. lon. 9. 1. E.

Glaſcote, Warwickſhire, on the S. ſide

of the river Anker, oppoſite to Tamworth.

Glaſehouſe, Suſſex, between Rudgwick

and Plaiſtow-Chapel. Glaſen, Dorſetſhire,

near Yetminſter.

* GLAsgow, a city of Scotland, in the

county of Lanerk, which, from it's ex

tent, and from the beauty and regularity

of it's buildings, may juſtly be eſteemed

the ſecond city in the kingdom. It is ſeat

ed on the N. bank of the Clyde, over

which it has two bridges, one of them an

elegant new one of 7 arches, 5oo feet long,

and 32 wide; it was completed in 1772.

The ſtreets are clean and well paved, and

ſeveral of them interſe&ting each other, at

right angles, produce a very agreeable

effect. The four principal ſtreets thus di

vide the city nearly into four equal parts;

and the different views of them, from the

croſs, or centre of interſection, have an

air of magnificence. Here are a few mag

nificent public buildings, and ſeveral cha

ritable eſtabliſhments, particularly the

Merchant's Hoſpital, and that of the town.

Here is a celebrated univerſity; the fingle

college belonging to which is an elegant

and commodious building. The inhabit

ants of Glaſgow and it’s ſuburbs are com

puted to be above 50,000. A conſider

able trade was formerly carried on here in

tobacco and rum, but it has been lately

on the decline. Their cotton manufac

tures rival thoſe of Mancheſter in cheap

neſs and elegance; and, before the late

univerſal check to that branch of buſineſs

in both kingdoms, it is ſaid, that cotton

goods were manufactured in Glaſgow and

it's vicinity, to the annual amount of

2,000,ooo!. ſterling. A pottery is like

wiſe carried on here, that emulates, in

beauty and elegance, the Staffordſhire

ware. Printing-types are well executed

here, and the glaſs manufactory has been

very ſucceſsful. Glaſgow has the advan

tage of two canals, beſides the Great Ca

mal, that joins the Clyde to the Forth. It

is lo miles S.W. of Dumbarton, and 35

W.**. Lat. 55-52. N. lon.

4. … W. -

Glasgow, Po RT, a town on the S.

ſide of the Clyde, erected in 1710, in or

der to ſerve as the ſea-port of the city of

Glaſgow. It has an excellent harbour,

with a grand pier; but ſtill moſt of the

ſhips that trade to the W. Indies, ſail

from Greenock, and return to that port.

The herring-fiſheries in the Frith of

Clyde, form a conſiderable part of it’s

trade. This port is ſituated 21 miles W.

by N. of Glaſgow.

, Glaſon, Cumberland, in the pariſh of

Boulneſs. Glaſon, or Glaſion, Caſtle, Lan

caſhire, SE. of Dalton. Glaſſenbury, Kent,

in Cranbrook pariſh. Glaſſenlye, Cum

berland, near Kirk Oſwald.

Glaſlough, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Glaſs

nevin, in Dublin. It is an agreeable vil

lage, fituated on a riſing ground, 2 miles

from the city of Dublin. -

GLASTon BURY, a pretty large and

well-built town of Somerſetſhire, feated

near a high hill called the Tor. Here

was formerly one of the moſt magnificent

abbeys in the world, the domains and re

venue of which were immenſe. It is near

ly encompaſſed with rivers, and was for

merly called the Iſle of Avalon, into which

no perſon whatever, not even a biſhop, or

F. was allowed to enter, without

eave from the abbot, to whom this abſo

lute power was granted by Canute the

Dane. There were 61, abbots, who go

verned it ſucceſſively for near 6oo years.

Richard Withing, the laſt, for refu ing to

ſurrender his abbey to Henry VIII. and

acknowledge his ſupremacy, was con

demned at Wells, and carried, with two

of his monks, on a hurdle, to the Tor,

where he was hanged in his robes. His

head was ſtuck up over the gate of his

abbey, and his body, quartered, was ex

poſed, in like manner, at Bath, Wells,

Bridgewater, and Ilcheſter. Extenſive

ruins of the abbey are ſtill remaining; but

they have been much diminiſhed for the

fake of the ſtones; however, the curious

ſtructure called the abbot's kitchen, is

entire, and is of a very unuſual contriv

ance. The principal manufacture here is

ſtockings. Nearly adjoining, on a high

- ſleep
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fleep hill, is placed a tower, from which

there is an extenſive proſpect, and it ſerves

as a landmark to ſeamen in the Briſtol

Channel. It is 6 miles S.W. of Wells,

and 129 W. by S. of London. Lat. 51.

3. N. lon. 2.40.W. Market on Tueſday.

Glatendon, Northumberland, in the ba

rony of Wark. Glatting, Suſſex, N.W.

of Midhurſt. Glatten, Huntingdonſhire,

NW. of the Saltreys.

Glatz, a town of Sileſia, formerly of

Bohemia, ſeated on the river Neiſſe. It is

capital of a principality of the ſame

name, 45 miles in length, and 25 in

breadth, which was ceded to the king

of Pruſſia, in 1742, by the queen of

Hungary. It has mines of coal, ſilver,

and iron, good quarries, and plenty of

cattle, with ſeveral mineral ſprings. The

town is 45 miles S.W. of Breſlaw, and 82

E. by N. of Prague. Lat. 50. 21. N.

lon. 16.40. E.

Glayſley, Shropſhire, near Chelmarſh.

Gleaſion, Lancaſ, near Dalton. Gledles,

Derbyſ. in Scarſdale. Gledies, Yorkſ. SE.

of Sheffield. Gledthorp Grange, Notting.

NW. of Edwinſtow. Glemisford, Suffolk,

between Clare and Lenham. Glen, a river

of Northumberland, running into the Till.

Glenarm, in Antrim, Ulſter, on the Bay

of Glenarm, 105 miles from Dublin.

GLENcoe, the VAle of, in Argyle

ſhire, noted for the military execution of

it's unſuſpećting inhabitants, by a party of

Engliſh ſoldiers, in 1691, in conſequence

of an order figned by King William, in

council for that purpoſe. The male part

of the inhabitants had many of them been

in arms for the abdicated King James II.

Glencowen, a river of Cumberland, run

ning into the Ulles-Water, on the S.

Gle NcRoy, The Vale of, a wild

and romantic valley in Argyleſhire.

Glandale, Northumberland, on the Glen.

Glendalagh, otherwiſe called the Seven

Churches, a beautiful valley in Wicklow,

Leinſter, nearly ſurrounded by inacceſſible

mountains, and containing two lakes, and

extenſive ruins of the city of Glendalagh,

which was formerly a biſhopric, with an

epiſcopal juriſdićtion, extending to the

walls of Dublin. It is 5 miles NW. of

Rathdrum.

Glendon, Northamptonſhire, near Roth

well. Glenfield, NW. of Leiceſter. Glen

ham, Great and Little, Suffolk, near Fram

Hingham. Glen, Magna and Parva, SE.

of Leiceſter.

Glen-Inn, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Bridge, in Down, Ulſter.

Glenshee, Spital of, a noted paſs

into the Grampian mountains in Scotland,

Glenny

-m-

S. of the point where the counties of Perth,

Angus, and Aberdeen meet.

Glentham, Linc. W. of Market-Raiſin.

Glentis, in Down, Ukter. Here is one

of the moſt conſiderable fairs for black

cattle in the N. of Ireland, -

Glentworth, Linc. SW. of Glentham.

Glewſ?on, Heref. SW. of Roffe. Glimp

ton, Oxfordſhire, N. of Woodſtock.

Glinſk, in Galway, Connaught.

Glinton, Northamptonſhire, near Peter

borough. Gliſſet, All-Saints, St. Michael,

and Middle, near Cranbourn Chace.

Glinville, in Cork, Munſter.

Gloceffer, Northumb. on the coaſt near

Anbell. Gloſſop, Derb. in the High Peak.

* Gloucester, a city of Glouceſter

ſhire, ſeated on the E. ſide of the Severu,

where, by two ſtreams, it forms the Iſle

of Alney. It is a large and populous

place, and has been lately much improved;

it's four principal ſtreets are greatly ad

mired for the regularity of their junction in

the centre of the town. Here is a good

ſtone bridge over the Severn, the loweſt

down that river, with a quay, wharf, and

cuſtom-houſe. Great quantities of pins

are made here. It is 25 miles NE. by N.

of Briſtol, and 106 W. by N. of London.

Lat. 51, 50. N. lon. 2. 16. W. Market

on Wedneſday.

Glouceste Rshire, a county of

England, bounded on the W. by Mon

mouthſhire and Herefordſhire; on the N.

by Worceſterſhire; on the E. by War

wickſhire and Oxfordſhire; and on the S.

by Wiltſhire and Somerſetſhire. It ex

tends from N.E. to SW. more than 60

miles, but is not more than 26 in breadth.

It contains one city, 27 market-towns,

and 218 pariſhes. The ſoil and appear

ance of this county vary in different parts,

but the air is healthy throughout; ſharp

in the E. or hilly part, which contains

the Coteſwold hills, but mild in the rich

Vale of Severn, which occupies the centre.

The W. part, which is the ſmalleſt diſ

trict, is varied by hill and dale, and chiefly

occupied by the Foreſt of Dean, which

was once full of oak-trees; but the iron

works have conſumed a great part of them.

The ſtaple commodities are woollen cloths

and cheeſe. It's principal rivers are the

Severn, the Warwickſhire Avon, the Lower

Avon, the Wye, Thames, Coln, and Lech:

Gloucester Isla ND, an inhabited

iſland in the S. Pacific Ocean, 6 miles

long and 1 wide. The men appeared

armed with long pikes or poles. Lat.

19. 15. S. lon. 14o. 4. W.

Gloucester Is LAND's, two iſlands

in the N. Pacific Ocean, about 6 leagues

diſtant
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diſtant from each other. One of them is

in lat. 20. 34. S. lon. 146. 15. W.

GlogAw, a town and principality of

Sileſia, on both ſides of the Oder, on the

borders of Poland.

GlogAw, a town of Oppeln, Sileſia.

Glom ME, a river of Aggerhuys, in S.

Norway, which paſſes by Elvedal, Ko

ningſuinger, &c. and flows into the North

Sea at Frederickſtadt. From the outlet of

Lake Mioſs, to Frederickſtadt, it's ſtreams

are intercepted by ſuch frequent cataraćts

and ſhoals, as, in ſome places, to render it

neceſſary to drag the trees, which are float

ed down, over the ground. About 50,000

trees are annually floated down this river,

to Frederickſtadt.

Glowſon, Leic. S. of Hallaton. Gluſ:

burne, Yorkſ. S. of Skipton. Gluvius,

Cornwall, near Penryn. Glyford, Corn

wall, SE. of Bodmin. Glyman, Cornwall,

near Columb-Magna. . Suſſex, S.

of Lewes. Glyneburn, Suſſex, near Lewes.

Glynn, or Glin, in Limerick, Munſter.

Glyn of Agerlow, and Glyn-Caum, in Cork,

Munſter. Glyn of the f, a romantic

dale in the county of Wicklow, Leinſter,

ſo narrow as to admit of little more than

the road which paſſes through it, and the

ſmall gurgling river which runs near the

ſide of it. It is 13 miles from Dublin.

Glyn. Wood, in the pariſh of Donoghmore,

in Down, Ulſter.

Gnarmack, Cornwall, NW. of Truro.

GNEsen, or GNesno, a town late of

Kallich, Poland, but now of Weſt Pruſſia.

Gnoſtall, Staff. upon Rowley-Water,

between Knightley and Willbrighton.

Goa, a city on the W. coaſt of Hin

dooſtan, capital of the Portugueſe ſettle

ments in India, and the ſeat of a viceroy.

It ſtands on an iſland about 22 miles in

length, and 6 in breadth, near a fine river,

capable of receiving ſhips of the greateſt

burden, which lie within a mile of the

town. That port, as well as the whole

iſland, is defended by many caſtles and

towers, furniſhed with abundance of can

mon. The buildings here are of ſtone, and

ſplendid, with numerous convents, nunne

ries, and eccleſiaſtical houſes. The vice

roy's palace is a grand building, erected

over one of the gates of the city, which

leads to a ſpacious ſtreet, terminated by a

beautiful church. , Here is a ſtately hoſpi

tal; and in the ſhops about the market

place may be had the produce of Europe,

China, Bengal, and other countries. In

the houſes they generally make uſe of clear

oyſter-ſhells, inſtead of glaſs, for windows.

The air within the town is unwholeſome,

but the banks of the liver are pleaſant,

t

and adorned with many handſome ſtruc
tures. The tract between the town and

the ſea is thickly planted with villages and

fine ſeats, and abounds with tropical trees

and fruits. The inquiſition is yet conti

nued in this part of the Portugueſe domi

nions. Though the houſes here make a

ſhewy appearance, they are but poorly

furniſhed. The inhabitants lively chiefly

on greens, fruit, roots, bread, rice, and

fiſh, though they have hogs and fowl in

plenty. Goa has few manufačtures, or

produćtions for commerce; their principal

trade is in arrack, which they diſti! from

the ſap of the cocoa-nut tree. It has been

in the hands of the Portugueſe fince the

year 1510, when it was taken by General

Albuquerque. Lat. 15. 28. N. lon. 73.

45. E.

Goadby, Leiceſterſhire, NW. of Halla

ton. Goadby, Leiceſterſhire, N. of Wal

ton-on-the-Would.”

Gobblecote, Hertfordſhire, near Tring.

GobiN, ST. See FERe.

Gobions, Magna, Eſſex, in the liberty of

Havering.

Goch, a town of Cleves, Weſtphalia.

GociaNo, a town and diſtrićt of Sar

dinia.

* GoDALMIN, a town of Surry, ſeated

on the river Wey, where it divides inta

ſeveral ſtreams. The country about it is

agreeably diverſified with hills and gentle

uplands. It is 4 miles SW. of Guildford,

and 34 S.W. of London, on the road to

Portſmouth. Lat. 51. 13. N. lon. o.

34. W. Market on Wedneſday.

GoDAvERY, a river of Hindooſtan,

which riſes about 70 miles NE. of Bom

bay, and after croſſing Dowlatabad, and

}. of Golconda, falls into the Bay of

engal by ſeveral mouths, in lat. about

16.40. N. and lon. 82. zo. E.

Goddington, Kent, in Frendſbury pariſh.

Goddington, Oxfordſhire, NE. of Bicefier.

Godley, Cheſhire, SE. of Druckenfield.

Godlingſtone, Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck Iſle,

and Swanwich pariſh.

GoDMAnchester, a town of Hunt

ingdonſhire, parted from Huntingdon by

the river, Ouſe, but united to it by a

bridge and ſhort cauſeway, which form a

part of the poſt-road between London and

Edinburgh. It is inhabited by a great

number of yeomen and farmers, who are

ſaid to have extraordinary teams of horſes,

no town in England keeping more ploughs

at work than this hath done. They for

merly received the kings who paſſed that

way with a diſplay of their inſtruments of

agriculture, exhibiting, at one time, nine

ſcore Ploughs, adorned with trappings, &c.

2. Godmanham,
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Gadnawham, Yorkſ. between Beverley

and Pocklington. Godmanſion, Dorſetſ.

NW. of Frampton, 1 mile from Nether

cerne. Godinerſham, Kent, on the river

that runs fom Wye to Canterbury.

Godneffan, Kent, a manor of Sittingbourn.

Gºin, a hill in Cornw. E. of Mount's

Bay, and 4 from Market-Jew, famous for

it's tin-mines.

Godſhill, Iſle of Wight, in E Medina.

* Godione, Surry, E. of Blechingley.
Geffow, NW. of Oxford, in a ſort of

iſland formed by the divided ſtreams of the

Iſis. Godwick, Norfolk, W. of Elmham.

Goffard-Green, Warwickſ. E. of Coventry.

Gofforth, Cumberland, near Ponſonby.

Goes, or Tek Gogs, a town in the

United Provinces, in Zealand, capital of

the iſland of St. Bevelandt. It communi

cates with an arm of the Scheldt, by a

canal, and carries on a conſiderable trade

in ſalt, grain, &c. It is 10 miles NE. of

Fluſhing. Lat., 51.53. N. lon. 3.52. E.

Gogmagog Hills, 3 uniles from Cam

bridge, near Newmarket and Balſham.

GockA, DewAH, or SookJew, a large

river which riſes in Thibet, and forcing

it's way through Mount Himmaleh, croſſes

the country of Oude, and unites with the

Ganges 15 miles W. of Patna.

GoH up, a circar or territory of Hin

dooſłan, in the province of Agra, ſubject

to a rajah, who is tributary to the Poonah

Mahrattas. It's capital is of the ſame
ilāſīne.

Goit-Hall, Cheſhire, NE. of Stockport.

Goito, a town of Mantua.

Gokewell, Lincolnſ. NW. of Glandford

Tridge. Goland, Cornwall, near Fowey.

Golborn, Cheſhire, SW. of Tattenhall.

Golborn, Lancaſhire, near W. Derby.

Golco NDA, a country of Hindooſtan,

bounded on the N. by Berar, on the E. by

the 5 Circars, on the S. by Myſore and

the Carnatic, and on the W.by Dowlatabad

and Viſiapour, ſubjećt to the Nizam of the

Deccan. The great rains which fall in

June, part of July, Auguſt, Szptember,

and O&ober, ſwell the rivers to a danger

qus degree of depth and rapidity, and ren

der the land exceedingly fertile, eſpecially

in fruits. They make white wine of their

grapes, and have yearly two crops of rice

and other grain. Thediamond mines here

are the moſt conſiderable in the world. The

black merchants buy parcels of ground to

&arch for theſe precious ſtones in. They

ſometimes fail in meeting with any; and

at others they find immenſe riches. They

have alſo mines of ſalt and fine iron; and

curious calicoes and chintſes. Hydrabad

is the capital, but the city and fortials of

Golconda was formerly the refidence of the

kings of this country.

Goldberg, a town of Lignitz, Silefia.

Goldbroke, Suffolk, near Eye. Goldcliff,

Monmouthſ. on the S. ſide of the county.

Gold Coast of Guinea, a mari

time country of Africa, in which are more

forts, and factories of European nations,

than in any other part of the coaſt of Africa.

It reaches from the river Suera da Coſta

on the W. to the river Volta on the E.

and includes ſeveral diſtrićts, in which are

two or three towns or villages, ſcattered

along the ſea-ſhore. The whole Gold

Coaſt is about 180 miles in length. The

negro merchants are generally very rich,

and trade with Europeans in gold. The

domeſtic animals are bulls, cows, ſheep,

and goats ; the laſt of which are innumer

able, and their fleſh is excellent. The

beef and mutton are not good. The prin

cipal countries are Ancobar, Axem, Anta,

Commenda, Fetu, Sabo, Adom, Agouna,

Acra, Acambore, Labadde, Fantin, Incaſ.

ſan, Ningo, and Sabre.

Goldcat-Park, Warwickſhire, near Strat

ford-upon-Avon.

Golden, in Tipperary, Munſter, on the

Suir, 8 miles from Dublin.

Golden, or Hºalveden, Cornwall, between

Grampound and Truro.

Gold EN Island, a ſmall iſland at the

entrance of the Gulf of Darien. Lat. 8.

zo. N. lon. 77. Io. W. -

Golden Wale, Heref. extends along the

banks of the Dove. Golder, Oxf. NE. of

Chalgrave. Golder's Green, Middleſex,

between Hampſtead. Heath and Hendon.

Goldſburg, Yorkſhire, near Boroughbridge.

Goldgate-Bay, Kent, W. of Margate-Bay.

Goldhanger, Eſſex, E. of Malden. Gold

bill-Green, Kent, E. of Tunbridge.

GoldiNGEN, a town of Courland.

Coldingham, Eſſex, between Bumpſted

Steeple and Sudbury. Goldings, Eſſex,

between Waltham-Abbey and Heybridge.

Goldington, N. of Bedford. Goldſmith's-

Grange, Leiceſterſhire, NE. of Melton

Mowbray. Goldwell, Kent, W. of Aſh

ford. Gold:whurd, Surry, SE. of Croydon.
Gole, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, E. of Armin.

Golett A, an iſland and fortreſs at the

entrance of the Bay of Tunis.

GolNow, a town of Pruſſian Pome

rania.

Golſary, or Golfinny, Cornwall, near

Mount's-Bay and St. Hilary. Golthorn

Hill, Staffordſhire, S. of Wolverhampton.

Golthorp, Yorkſhire, W. of Doncaſter.

GoMBRoon, or GAMB Ron, a ſea-port

of Lariſtan, Perſia, called alſo Bandar

Abaffi, ſeated on a Bay 9 miles from.
iſlan
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iſland of Ormus. The beſt houſes are

built with bricks dried in the ſun, and are

flat at the top, with a ſquare turret, having

holes oneach ſide for a free paſſage ofthe air.

Thoſe who ſtay in town during the ſum

mer ſleep upon theſe roofs. Other houſes,

or rather huts, are made with the boughs

of palm-trees, and covered with leaves.

The ſoil around it is barren, but proviſions,

brought from other countries, are plenti

ful. Through all the laſt century, and at

the beginning of the preſent, this town

was the port of Schiras, and of the S. of

Perſia. At preſent, trade is very low here,

nor is there a fingle European counting

houſe in the city. The Dutch for a while

continued to trade here, but ſince they

formed a ſettlement in the iſland of Karek,

they have entirely deſerted Gombroon.

Lat. 27. zo. N. lon. 57. o. E.

Gomer A, one of the Canary Iſlands,

about 20 miles long and 10 wide, 6 leagues

SW. from the Iſland of Teneriffe. It's

capital, of the ſame name, has a good har

bour, better than in any of the other

iſlands where the Spaniſh W. India fleets

often take in wine, fruits, and other pro

viſions. It is well cultivated and fertile.

Lat. 28.6. N. lon. 17. 8. W.

Gomerſal, Yorkſhire, W. of Wakefield.

Gomerſºg, Dorſetſhire, near Stalbridge.

Gomerſet, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, between

Swaledale-Foreſt and Arkendale. Gonal

flon, Nottingh. SE. of Sherwood-Forek.

GoNDAR, the metropolis of Abyſſinia,

is fituated on a hill of confiderable height,

and contains about ro,ooo families, in

time of peace. The houſes are chiefly of

clay, and the roofs thatched in the form of

cones, the uſual conſtruction within the

tropical rains. The inhabitants are of an

olive complexion, and profeſs Chriſtiani

ty. Their patriarch depends upon that of

Alexandria; but they appear as jealous of

the European Chriſtians as of the Muſſel

mans. They have no ſhops; but expoſe

their merchandiſe to ſale, upon mats, in

a large ſquare : gold and rock-ſalt form

their medium of barter. The habit of the

better ſort is made of ſilks and cottons, but

the common people wear nothing but

drawers. It is 180 miles SE. of Sennar,

and near 1 ooo S. of Grand Cairo. Lat.

12. 34. N. lon. 37. 33. E.

GoND E G AMA, or GondLAcoMMA, a

river of Hindooſtan, which riſing near

Combam, forms the dominal boundary of

the Carnatic on the N. and enters the Bay

of Bengal at Medipilly, or Mootapilly.

GoNDRecou Rt, or GANDRecou RT,

a town in the department of Meuſe, 21

miles SSE, of Bar-le-Duc,

by S. of Caſhna.

Gondreville, a town in the depart

ment of Meurthe, feated on the Moſelle?

3 miles NE. of Toul.

GongA, a town of Romania.

Go NJAH, a kingdom of Africa, little

known, and ſituated, according to ſome,

between the coaſt of Upper Guinea on the

S. and Tombučtou on the N. It's capital,

Gonjah, is computed to be 870 miles W.

Lat. 13.20. N. lon. 4.

Io. W.

Gonnesse, a town in the dept. of Seine

and Oiſe, remarkable for the goodneſs of

it's bread. It is 9 miles N. of Paris.

Goodale-Houſe, Yorkſ, in Holderneſs,

W. of Hornſey-Mere. Gooderſton, Nor

folk, between Downham and Watton.

Good Hope, Cape of, the moſt ſouth

erly point of the continent of Africa, and

very rocky, lies in 34. 29. S. lat. and 18.

23. E. lon. Upwards of 30 miles to the

N. of it is the Cape Town, which is meat

and well-built,#. in the midſt of a de

ſert, encompaſſed by black and dreary

mountains. The ſtorehouſes ofthe Dutch"

E. India company are ſituated next the

water, and the private buildings lie be

yond them on a gentle aſcent. The ſtreets

are broad and regular, interſe&ting each

other at right angles; and the houſes are

moſtly built of ſtone, and white-waſhed.

Here are two churches, one for the Cal

viniſts, the other for the Lutherans. The

religion of the ſlaves is as little regarded

here as in the colonies of other European

ſtates. They are treated, however, with

humanity, and are lodged and boarded in

a ſpacious houſe, where they are kept at

work. Theſe ſlaves, a few Hottentots ex

cepted, were originally brought from the

E, Indies, and principally from Malacca.

Another great building ſerves as an hoſpi

tal for the ſailors belonging to the Dutch

E. India ſhips, which touch here. It is

fituated cloſe to the company's garden, and

is an honour and ornament to the town:

the convaleſcents have free acceſs to theſe

gardens, where they enjoy the benefit of a

pure, wholeſome air, perfumed by the fra

grance of a great number of rich fruit

trees, aromatic ſhrubs, and odoriferous

plants and flowers; they have likewiſe the

uſe of every produćtion in it. The inha

bitants are fond of gardens, which they

keep in excellent order. The heavy

draught-work about the Cape is chiefly

performed by oxen, which are brought to

an uncommon degree of docility and uſe

fulneſs. The inhabitants, in general, tra

vel in a kind of covered waggon, drawn by

oxen, which better ſuit the roughneſs of

the country, than more elegant *:::: ;

ut
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but the governor, and ſome of the weal

thier people, keep coaches, which are

much in the Engliſh ſtyle, and are drawn

by ſix horſes. The ground behind the

town gradually riſes on all fides toward

the mountains, called the Table-Mountain,

which is the higheſt; the Sugar-Loaf, ſo

named from it's form; the Lion's-Head 3

Charles-Mount; and James-Mount, or the

Lion's-Rump. The view from the Table

Mountain is extenſive and pićtureſque; and

all along the valleys are ſcattered a number

of fine plantations. The cultivated coun

try, beyond the mountains, is of great ex

tent, and forms fix different eſtabliſhments.

The ſoil is uncommonly productive, and the

climate favourable. The ſpring com

mences here in October. Proviſions are

very reaſonable. A late traveller ſays,

that he ſaw 13 pounds of mutton ſold for

about 6d. ſterling; a whole ox for 2 gui

neas and a half, or 3 guineas; and corn

and other things in proportion. Fiſh, and

game brought from the country, are abun

dant. In September, 1795, the town and

colony ſurrendered to an Engliſh ſquadron

under Sir G. K. Elphinſtone, ſeconded by

about $ooo land forces under Majors Ge

neral Clarke and Craig, on terms of capi

tulation. The loſs of the Engliſh annount

ed to 4 men killed, and a few officers and

men wounded.

Goodleigh, Devonſhire, near Sherwell.

Goodmanham, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, NE.

of Market-Wighton. Goodrich, Heret.

3 miles from Monmouth. Goodrington,

Devonſhire, in Paynton pariſh.

Goodwin SANDs, noted ſand-banks

of the coaſt of Kent, lying eaſtward of the

Downs, and about 4 or 5 miles from the

S. Foreland. As they run parallel with

the coaſt for 3 leagues together, at the diſ.

tance of 4 or 5 miles from it, they add

much to the ſecurity of the Downs, as a

road, as they break off the force of the ſea

on the E. and S. and SW. but when the

wind blows hard at SE. or at E. by. N.

or ENE. ſhips are often driven from their

anchors, and are either forced on theſe

ſands, or obliged to take ſhelter in Sand

wich Bay, or Ramſgate Pier. Theſe

ſands occupy the ſpace that was formerly

a large tract of low marſhy ground, be

longing to Goodwin, earl of Kent, father

of king Harold, and was afterwards given

to the St. Auguſtin monaſtery at Canter

bury; but the abbot, negle&ing to keep

in repair the wall that defended it from

the ſea, the whole tract was inundated.

Great part is dry at low water.

Goodwinſon, Kent, near Feverſham.

Goodwood, Suſſex, near Chicheſter, Good

‘worth, Hampſhire, near Whorwell.

GooMPTY, a river of Hindooſtan,

which riſes in the Rohilla country, and

flowing SE. by Lucknow and Jiongour,

falls into the Ganges, 15 miles below

Benares.

Gongooſe-Hill, Cornwall, by the ſea-fide,

near Helſtone. Goonhill-Downs, Cornwall,

near Lizard-Point.

Gooſeberry-Hill, in Cork, Munſter.

Gooſehurſt, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, N.

of Snaith. Gooſes, Eſſex, NE. of Giddy

Hall. Gooſey, Berks, a chapel near Stand

ford. Gooſetree, Cheſh. SE. of Northwich.

Goot Y, or Gutti, a town and for

treſs of Hindooſtan, capital of a diſtrićt of

the ſame name. It was formerly the ſeat

of the government of Morari Row, a Mah

ratta prince, but is now ſubjećt to Tippoo

Sultan, regent of Myſore. It lies N. of

the river Pennar, 2.5 miles S. by E. of

Adoni, and 170 N. of Seringapatam.

Lat. 15. 15. N. lon. 77.45. E.

Gop/hall-Grange, Lieceſte, ſhire, N.W. of

Boſworth.

Go RcuM, a town of S. Holland, which

carries on a conſiderable trade in cheeſe and .

butter. It is teated on the river Linge, at

it's junétion with the Maeſe, and is 11

miles E. of Dordrecht, and 30 S. of Aºn

ſterdam. Lat. 51. 51. N. lon. 4. 58. E.

Gore-Court, Kent, near Leeds Caſtle.

GoREE, an iſland on the W. coaſt of

Africa, three quarters of a mile in length,

and a quarter of a mile in breadth, ſubject

to the French. It is reckoned of great

importance on account of it's proximity to

Cape Verd, lying nearly within cannon

ſhot of the ſhore, and it's advantageous

ſituation for trade. Lat. 14.40. N. lon.

17. 30. W.

Goree, a town and iſland on the coaſt

of S. Holland, 6 miles W. of Helvoetſluys.

Gore-End, Kent, in Thanet-Iſle.

Gorey's Bridge, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

* GoRey, or Newborough, a town

of Wexford, in Leinſter, 18 miles N. of

Wexford town, and 39 S. of Dublin.

Gore Island, in the N. Pacific, ſo

named by Captain Cook, who diſcovered

it in his laſt voyage. It appeared to be

barren, and deſtitute of inhabitants, and is

about 3 o miles in circumference. Lat.

60. 40. N. lon. 172. 30. W.

GoRGon A, an iſland about 25 miles

from the coaſt of Tuſcany, remarkable for

the great quantities of anchovies taken

near it.

GoRconA, an iſland S. of Bonaventure

Bay, near the £oaſt of Popayan, S. America.

Gorhazbury, Hertfordſhire, near St.

Alban's. Goring, Oxfordſhire, on the

R Thames,
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Thames, between Reading and Walling

ford. Goring, Suſſex, near Terring.

- Goritia, or GoRitz, a town and

county of Auſtria.

• Gorlard, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, near

Blakemore.

GoR LITz, a town in Upper Luſatia.

, Gor'ſign, Suffolk, near Yarmouth.

Gorman's Town, in Tipperary, Mun

ſter. . . .” -

. Gornaſion, Norfolk, NW. of Hingham.

Gornbay, Devonſhire, near Tiverton. Gor

pill-Hill, Yorkſhire, VV. of H lifax. Gor

ſynon, Glamorganſhi. e. Goºgiicates, Staf

for ſhire, N. of Walſal. . *

* Go Rºr, a town of Galway, Con

naught, 93 miles from Dublin.

Gortahurk, in Donegal, Ulſter. Gor

tin, in Tyrone, Uiter. Gortneigbrºgle,

in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Gorton, Lancaſhire, SE. of Mancheſter.

Gorway, a liver in Carnarvonſhire. Gor

‘well, Dorſetſhire, 2 miles S.E. of Litton.

Go Rzl, a town in the department of

the Moſeſ,c, 3 miles S.W. of Metz. -

Goſheck, Suff. NE. of Needham. Goſ.

ber on, Linc. 8 miles from Boston. Goſ

field-Hall, Effex, near Braintree. , Gosford,

Oxford. SE. of Woodſtock. Goſford, N.

and S. Northumberland, near Newcattle.

GosLAR, an imperial town of Lower

Saxony, feated on a hill, near the river

Goſe. In the Rammel Mountain, near it,

are mines of lead and iron; and the inha

bitants brew excellent beer. It is 30 miles

S. of Brunſwick. . . . --

Goſnarth, Lancaſhire, near Preſton.

* Gosport, a town in Hampſhire, on

the W. ſide of the Harbour of Portſmouth,

over which there is a terry. Here is a

ſpacious hoſpital for the relic. of ſick and

wounded ſailors. It is ſituated in Alver

ſtock pariſh, and is 79 miles S.W. of Lom

don. Market on Saturday. - *

Goffe, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

Goſſes, Eſſex, 3 miles from Burntwood.

Gºington, Glouceſ in Slimbridge pariſh.

GostYNE N, or GostAvi N, a town of

Poland, in the palatinate of Rawa.

Goſwell, Lincolnſ. near the Humber.

Gºſwick, Northumb. on the coaſt, NW.

of Holy Iſland. Gatehurſ?, Bucks, near

Newport Pagnel. Goteburgh, Somerſ. SW.

of Bridgewater. Guteland, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, between Cleveland and Blackmoor.

: Gotha, a town and principality of

Upper Saxony, which contains 12 towns,

beſides villages. The duke maintains a

guard of 160 men; two regiments, each

conſiſting of 800 men; and a corps of ar

tillery. - -

GoTHA, or GoTii E.L.H.A., a river of W.

-
-

Gothland, which runs from the Wenner

Lake into the ſea, near Gothenburg.

Gotham, Nottingh. in the SW. angle of

the county, 7 miles from Nottingham.

GoTHARD, . ST. one of the higheſt

mountains in Swiſſerland, being 9.075 feet

above the level of the ſea. It is 8 miles

S. of Altorf. ... • *

GoTHEBoRG, or GoTHENBURG, a

town of W. Gothland, in Sweden, feated

at the mouth of the river Gotha, which

forms an excellent harbour. It is the beſt

ſituated for ioreign trade of any in the

kingdom, as it lies without the Sound ;

and from this port the E. India ſhips take

their departure. The inhabitants are com

puted to be zo,ooo. A conſiderable her

ring fiſhery is carried on here. It is forti

fied, and 190 miles S.W. of Stockholin.

Lat. 57.42. N. lon. 13. 10. E.

Goſherington, Glouceſterſhire, in the pa

riſh of Biſhop's Cleeve. Gohill, Somer

ſetſhire, near Candlepurſe in Dorſetſhire.

GoTHLAND, one of the five general

diviſions of the kingdom of Sweden, con

taining the provinces of Oſtrogothia,

Sinoland, Weſtrogothia, Wetmland, the

fief of Bahus, Dalia, Halland, Blekinge,

and the Ilies of Gothland and Eland. The

Goths had kings of their own till the year

1 132, when they were united to Sweden in

the perſon of Suercher. - -

, Got HLAND, a large iſland of Sweden,

in the Baltic. The chief town is Wiſby.

Gol 1 EN BURG. See GotHEBoRC

Got T1 No EN, a town of Calenburg,

Lower Saxony, ſubject to the elector of

Hanover. Here George II. founded an

univerſity in 1734, which has already ac

quired a very diſtinguiſhed reputation.

The library, called the Bulowcan, which ,

is increating every year, is one of the moſt

cºpital in Europe. Here is alſo a fine ob

ſe: vatory, a paytic garden, an anatomical

theatre, and a ſchool for midwifery; toge

ther with a Royal Society of Sciences, and

a Royal German Society, all part of the

univerſity. Belonging to it is a large

ſplendid church, with a peculiar paſtor,

and a new and ſtately ſtructure of ſtone, the

ground floor of which ſerves as a hali for

public lectures. -

Gotton, iſie of Wight, in E. Medina.

Gotton, Somerſetſhire, near Taunton.

GoTºro RP, a town of Sleſwick, capital

of the duchy of Holſtein Gottorp.

GoTTE's B ERG, in Schweidnitz, Sileſia.

Gou D.A, or TURGow, a town of the

United Provinces, in S. Holland.

GoUD H U R ST, a town in Kent, 12

miles S.W. of Maidſtone, and 44 SE. of

London, Market on Wedneſday.

Gov E R NoLo,
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GoverNolo, a town of Mantua.

Gou RA, or GURA, a town of Maſo

via, Poland.

Govidale, Great and Little, Yorkſ. E.

Riding, N. of Pocklington. Gouldhall,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Snaith. Goulſby,

Yorkſ. SE. of Northallerton. Goulſharih,
Lancaſ. between Preſton and Bowland Fo

reſt. Goultho Hall, Lincolnſhire, between

Lincoln and Stanton.

Gourdon, a town in the department

of Lot, 18 miles N. of Cahors. Lat. 44.'

39. N. lon. 1. 24. E. *

Gournal, Staffordſ. in Sedgeley pariſh.

GourNAY, a town in the department

of Lower Seine, remarkable for it's market

of fine butter. It is 24 miles E. of Rouen.

Lat. 49. 29. N. lon. 1.47. E.

Goukock, a town of Renfrewſhire,

Gourton, Nott. a hamlet of Southwell,

in Bleeby pariſh. Gotsborn-Head, Lanc.

in Loynſdale, near the Ken-Sands.

Gowe R, Gev ER, or St. Go AR, a

town of Heſſe Rhinefeldt, circle of Upper
Rhine.

*GowRAN, a town of Kilkenny, Lein

ſter. - .

Gowthwate-Hall, Yorkſ. in Halifax

pariſh. Goxhill, Lincolnſ. near Burton on

the-Humber. Goxhill, Yorkſ. E. Riding,

near Hornſey. Goyte, a river of Derby,

and Lancaſhire, which runs into the Mer

ſey oppoſite Goyt. Goythouſes, Derbyſ.

in the High Peak. Goytre, Moninouth

ſhire, SE. of Abergavenny.

Gozzi, Gozes, or Gozo, an iſland

near the SW. coaſt of Candia.

Gozzo, an iſland NW. of Malta.

Grabie, Lincolnſ. SE. of Fokingham.

GRABC w, a town of Mecklenburg

Schwerin, Lower Saxony,

Gracedieu, Monm. on the Trothy, SW.

of Monmouth. Gracedieu, Leic. between

Aſhby-de-la-Zouch and Loughborough.

Grace-Hill, a ſettlement of the Mora

vian Brethren, near Ballymena, in Antrim,

Ulſter.

Graces, Eſſex, near Little Baddow.

GRAcrosA, one of the Azores Iſlands,

about 1o miles long and 8 broad. It takes

it's name from it’s beauty and fertility in

corn, fruit, paſture, and cattle. The in

habitants are about 3000.

Grade, Cornwall, near Lizard Point.

GRADISKA. 3 towns of Sclavonia, Auſ

tria, and Stiria.

GRADo, an iſland of Friuli, Venice.

Grafton, Cheſhire, on the Dee, NW. of

Malpas. Grafton, Northamptonſ. NE. of

Kettering. Grafton, Bucks, near Leigh

ton in Bedfordſhire. Grafton, NW. of

Shrewſbury, Grafton, Yorkſ. W. Riding,

SE. of Boroughbridge. Graftoft, Oxf. 6n

the Iſis, E. of Lechlade. Grafton, Worc.

near Bromſgrove. Grafton, E. and h’.

Wilts, between Manninford and Great

Bedwin. Grafon, Ardens, Little, or Low

er, and Grafton, Temple, or Upper, Warw.

between Auiceſter and Stratford-upon

Avon. Grafton Fliford, SE. of Worceſter.

Grafton, Glouc. on the borders of Worc.

and on the fide of Bredon-Hill, where, in

Feb. 1764, a large tract of land, near 16

acres, ſlipped from the fide of Bredon Hill,

and entirely covered ſeveral paſture grounds,

and a conſiderable ſpace of the common

field, at the bottom of the hill. Grafton

Regis, Northamp.on the river'Tove, Smiles

from Northampton, on the road to Stony

Stratford. The manor houſe and park

were given by Charles II. to the Duke of

Grafton, whence the title is derived.

Graft-wick, Yorkſ, near Thirſk. Grages,

Bucks, near Rickmanſworth. Graham's-

Muir, between the Carron-Works and Fal

kirk, in Scotland.

Graigemanagh, in Kilkenny, Leinſter,

ſeated on the Barrow. Graigſtown, in

Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Graingham, Lincolnſhire, near Corring

ham. Gralam, Cheſhire, on the Pever.

GRAMMon r, ia Flanders County.

GRAMM on r, a town in the dept. cf

Upper Vienne, 15 miles NE. of Limoges.

GRAM Pou Nd, a town of Cornwall,

having a conſiderable manufacture of

gloves. It is ſeated on the river Fale, 18

miles NE. of Falmouth, and 244. W. by

S. of London. Market on Saturday.

GRAN, a town and river of Hungary.

GRANADA, a province of Spain, on the

Mediterranean, about 175 miles in length,

and from 20 to 90 in breadth. It is rather .

a mountainous country; but the ſoil is re

markably good, although not well culti

vated, and the climate is healthy and tem

perate. It produces corn, wine, oil, ſu

gar, flax, hemp, excellent fruits, honey,

wax, grapes, and mulberry-trees, which

feed a great number of ſilk-worms. The

'foreſts produce gall-nuts, palm-trees, and

oaks. It's capital is Granada.

GRANADA, a city of Spain, capital of the

province of Granada, containing an uni

verſity, and ſeveral palaces, with other

ſplendid public buildings. It is built on

four hills, near the confluence of the Oro,

or Darro, with the Xenil, and is 240 miles

S. of Madrid. Lat. 37. 17. N. lon. 3.

34. W. -

GR ANADA, or GREN ADA, an iſland

in the W. Indies, about 20 miles in length

from N. to S. and 1 o wide in the centre,

but narrowing towards the extremities.
R 2 - Trees
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Trees of all ſorts, both fruit and timber,

.. the cocoa-tree, are better than thoſe

of the ſame ſpecies in the neighbouring

iſlands. It is well watered, and there is

abundance of game and river fiſh. . In

x787 the exports were 175,584 cwt. of

ſugar, 670, ooo gallons of rum, 88oo cwt.

of coffee, 2700 cwt. of cacao, 2,000,ooolbs.

of cotton, and 28oolbs. of indigo, beſides

miſcellaneous articles, amounting in the

whole to upwards of 6bo,oool. ſterſ. It is

one of the Windward Caribbees, and is 30

leagues NW. of Tobago. The principal

harbours are Port Lewis, on the W. fide of

the iſland, and St. George. It is ſubjećt

to the Engliſh. Lat. about 12. Io. N.

lon. 61, 30. W. -

GRANADA, a trading town of Mexico,

in the province of Nicaragua, ſeated on an

iſland in the lake Nicaragua, which com

municates with the Atlantic by the river

St. Juan. It is about 50 miles SSE. of

Leon.

G R ANADA, New, a province in the

government of Terra Firma, having the

provinces of Popayan and Carthagena on

on the W. and St. Martha and Venezuela

on the N. He contains mines of gold, cop

per, and iron; horſes, mules, corn, good

paſturage, and fruits. Santa-Fe-de-Ba

gota is the capital.

GRANAn it. As, or GRAN Api Nes, a

clutter of iſlands, about 23 in number, in

the W. Indies, dependant on Granada.

They are moſtly fertile, and capable of

producing cotton, coffee, indigo, and ſugar.

* GR ANARD, a town of Longford, in

Leinſter.

Granborough, Warwickſhire, near Wil

loughby. Granchºſier, on the Cam, S. of

Cambridge. Grandºy, Nottinghamſhire,

SE. of Bingham.

GRAND PR E, a town in the department

of Ardennes, 29 miles E. of Rheins.

i.at. 49. 21. N. lon. 4. 55. E.

Grandeſborough, Suff. N.W. of Wood

bridge.

Graney, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. Grange,

in Sligo, Connaught. Grange, or Mount

Hamilton, in Tyrone, Ulſter. Grange,

in Antrim, Uliter. Grange, in Meath,

Leinſter. Grange-Forteſ; ue, in Meath,

Leinſter. Grange-Mellon, in Kildare,

Leinſter. Grange-More, in Weſt. Meath,

Leinſter. Grange, New, in Meath, Lein

fter, near Slane.

Grange, Cheſh, near the mouth of the

Lee. Grange, Cumb. in Borrodale, near

Keſwick. Grange, Dorſetſ. near Wa e

ham. Grange, NE. of Durhan. Grange,

Giouceſterſ. In Tetbury pariſh. Grange,

Hampſhire, N. of Itchingſtoke. Grange,

-

º

Heref. near Brompton-Brian. Grange,

Kent, 1 mile from Gillingham. Grange,

Lancaſ. in Amounderneſs, has a port for

ſmall veſſels. Grange, N. of Lincoln.

Grange, Northumberl. SW. of Morpeth.

Grange, Northumberland, near Pontiland.

Grange-Harnege, near Shrewſbury.

GRAN1cus, a ſmall river of Becſangil,

anciently Myſia, a province of Natolia.

It has it's ſource in Mount Ida, near the

ſuppoſed ruins of Troy, and falls into the

Sea of Marmora. -

Granſam, Herefordſhire, NW. of Led

bury. Gramſden, Great, Huntingdonſhire,

SE. of St. Neot's. Granſien, Little, Cam

bridgeſhire, SE. of Great Granſden.

Granſhaw, in Down, Uiſter. Graz

ſhaw, in Kerry, Munſter.

GRANson, a town and bailiwick of

Swiſſerland, SW. of the Lake of Neuf

chatel.

Granta, a river running into the Cam,

at Cambridge.

* GRANthAM, a town in Lincolnſhire,

ſeated on the river Witham, 24 iniles SW.

of Boſton, and 11o N. of London. Lat.

52. 54. N. lon. o. 41. W. Market on

Saturday.

Granthorn, Lincolnſhire, on the coaſt

N. of Saltfleet. Grantley, Yorkſhire, W.

Riding, SW. of Rippon.

GRAN ville, a town in the dept. of

the Channel, moſtly ſected on a ſharp rock.

It is ſurrounded by walls, and has a harbour

capable of receiving about 60 ſmall veſſels.

It is 12 miles NW. of Avranches. Lat.

48. 50. N. lon. 1. 32. W.

Grany Ferry, in, or between, the coun

ties of Waterford and Kilkenny.

Grafton, Dorſetſhire, in Burton pariſh.

Grarigg-Hall, Weſtmorl. NE. of Kendal.

Graſham, Huntingdonſ. W., of Bugden.

Grafham, Suſſex, S.W. of Petworth.

Graffington, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, near

Skipton, in Craven.

G R AssM ER E-WATER, a ſmall, beau

tiful lake of Weſtmorland, N. of Amble

ſide and Rydal; near it ſtands Graſſmere,

a meat village. -

Graſmire, a lofty mountain of Cumber

land, near Buttermere.

GRAsse, a town in the dept. of Var,

1 5 miles WSW. of Nice. Lat. 43. 39.

N. lon. 7. o. E.

G R Asse, LA, a town in the dept. of

Aude, 18 miles SE. of Carcaſſonne.

Grateley, Hants, SE. of Quarley-Hill,

in the road from Andover to Saliſbury.

Grathwate, Lanc. between the Foſſe river

and Winandermere. Graton, Yorkſ. E.

Riding, N. of Baynton. Grattºn, Derb.

NW. of Wirkſworth, Gratwich, Staff.

N. of

\
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N. of the Blith, near Chartly-Caſtle.

GRATz, a town of Stiria, with an uni

verſity, an arſenal, and a caſtle on a rock.

The aſſembly of the ſtates is held here. It

is feated on the Muehr, 70 miles SSW. of

Vienna Lat. 47. 4. N. lon. 15. 30. E.

GRAUDENTz, a town of Culm, Pruſſia.

GRAve, a town of Dutch Brabant.

Gravely, Cambridgeſhire, near Pap

worth. Graveley, Hertfordſhire, between

$tevenage and Baldock. -

GRAvelin Es, a town in the dept. of

the North, feated on the river Aa, 9 miles

WSW. of Dunkirk. Lat. 59. 59. N.

lon. 2. 16. E.

GRAv ENAU, in Lower Bavaria.

- Graveney, Kent, NE. of Feverſham.

Gravenhanger, Shropſ, on the borders of

Cheſhire and Staff. Graven-Hall-hood,

Oxf. near Langford, in Berks. Graven

hurfi, Bedfordſ. S. of Shefford. Graves,

Warw, between Coleſhill and Sutton-Col

field. Graveſburge, Yorkſ, near Rothe

ram. Graveſend, Herts, near Aldbury.

* GravesEnd, a town of Kent, ſeated

on the Thames. It is commonly called

the corporation of Graveſend and Milton,

theſe two places having been incorporated

by queen Elizabeth. In the reign of Ri

chard II. the French and Spaniards came

up the Thames, burnt and plundered it,

and carried away moſt of the people; and,

by way of compenſation for this loſs, he

granted the remaining inhabitants the ex

cluſive privilege of carrying paſſengers, be

tween this place and London, in boats, at

twopence a-head, or a whole boat's fare at

four ſhillings. They ſtill enjoy this pri

vilege; but the fare is now ninepence a

head. The chief employment of the la

bouring people is the ſpinning of hemp, to

make nets for fiſhing and ropes, It is 22

miles from London. Lat. 51. 25. N.

lon. o. 27. E. Markets on Wedneſday

and Saturday; and a fiſh-market on Sun

day morning. N

Graveſnorton, Northamptonſhire, NW.

of Towceſter.

GRAvi N.A., a town of Bari, Naples.

GRAulhet, a town in the dept. of

Tarn, 12 miles N.W. of Caſtres.

Grawflie, Linc. W. of Marſh Chapel.

Gawtey, Suſſex, S.W. of E. Grinſted.

GRay, a town in the dept. of Upper

Saone, feated on the river Saone, 2.5 miles

NE. of Dijon. Lat.47.28. N. lon. 5.41. E.

GRAY, or GREY ABBey, a town of

Down, Ulſter, 89 miles from Dublin.

Graefty, Cheſhire, near Woodchurch.

Grayes-Court, Oxfordſhire, N.W. of Hen

ley-upon-Thames. Grayeſiana, Lincoln

!hire, near Gunthorp.

* GRAY's ThuR Rock, a town of Eſ

ſex, feated on the Thames, oppoſits Dart

ford, in Kent. Market on Thurſday.

Graylock Caſtle, Cumb. on the Peterel,

W. of Penrith. Grayton, Durham, be

tween Darlington and Biſhop. Aukland.

Gray’s-Town, in Tipperary, Munſter.

Graythorn, Kent, NW. of Cranbrook.

Grey-Iſeibers, Wiltſhire, on Marlborough

Downs, are white ſtones, of various dimen

ſions, which, at a diſtance, have the ap

pearance of ſtraggling ſheep. Grazewood

Hill, Surry, near Witley-Park and Haſle

mere. Greane-Iſle, Kent, oppoſite to

Sheerneſs.

Greany, in Limerick, Munſter.

* Greatabridge, Yorkſhire, N. Riding,

near Rookby and Bowes.

Greatham, Suſſex, near Arundel foreſt.

Great Iſland, in Cork Harbour, Mun

ſter. Great Skelig Iſland, off the coaſt of

Kerry, Munſter.

Greaveſlane, Nottinghamſhire, a ham

let of Southwell.

GREEce, the ancient name of that part

of Turkey in Europe, which contains

Macedonia, Janna or Theſſaly, Livadia,

the Morea, the Archipelago, and Candia.

Greece/ler, Northumb. N. of Otterburn.

Green, Suſſex, SE. of Michelhan Park.

Green, Lancaſ. between Warrington and

Flixton. Green, Northumbell. NW. of

Morpeth. Greenbury, Herts, in Barley

pariſh. Greencroft, Durham, near Lan

cheſter. Greenend, Glouceſ in Twinin

pariſh. Greenfield, Linc. N.W. of Alford.

Greenfield, Oxfordſ. in Watlington pariſh.

Greenfield Caſtle, Monm. S. of Newport.

Greenford, Middl. 2 miles S. of Harrow

on-the-Hill. Green, Great and Little,

Glouceſterſ. in Knibley Park. Greenhall,

Lancaſ. NE. of Garitang. Greenham,

Berkſhire, near Newbury. . Greenhaugh,

Northumb. NE. of Greenſlede. Green

baugh, Lanc. near Garſtang. Greenhill,

Middl. between Harrow and the Weald.

Greenhith, Kent, in Swanſcomb pariſh.

Greenhithely, Northumb. N.W. of Mor

peth. Greenholm, Weſtmorland, a mount

near Langdale. Greenhow, Yorkſhire,

N. Riding, in Cleveland. Green Iſland,

Dorſetſhire, in Pool Harbour.

Green Iſland, in Donaghadee Harbour;

and Green-Iſland, in Carlingford Bay;

both in Down, Ulſter.

GREENLAND, a country, incitiding

ſome iſlands ſituated between the Straits

of Davis and Frobiſher, and Spitſbergen.

The northern limits are unknown. Weſt

Greenland ſeems to be the moſt N. eaſterly

part of America, Eaſt Greenland lies in a

high latitude, N. of the continent of Eu.
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rope, as does alſo Spitzbergen, which is

ſometimes comprehended under the gene

ral name of Greenland.

coaſt are annually viſited by a great num

ber of ſhips of the Engliſh and other Eu

ropean nations, for the purpoſe of fiſhing

for whales. The moſt ſoutherly point of

land in W. Greenland, is Cape Farewell,

at the entrance of Davis’ Sºraits, in lat.

59. 38. N. and in lon. 42.45. W. The

Greenlanders are ſtrangers to trade, arts,

and ſciences. The original inhabitants,

on the firſt arrival of the Norwegians, in

1 oz 3, were ſavages, apparently of Améri.

can extraction. Since the middle of the

laſt century, the Danes have ſettled ſeveral

colonies along the coaſt, and at preſent

claim the ſovereignty of the country.

There is a company eſtabliſhed at Copen

hagen, which ſends 3 or 4 ſhips every year

to Greenland. The animals are deer,

bears, foxes, wild fowls; and, in the wa

ter, whales and ſeals.

Greenland, Bucks, in Hambledon pa

riſh.

GREENLAw, the county-town of Ber

wickſhire, 17'miles WSW. of Berwick.

Greenlighton, Northumberland, NW.

of Morpeth. Greenlow-Brige, Derby

ſhire, in the High Peak.

* GREENock, a ſea port town in the

county of Renfrew, at the mouth of the

Clyde. It has a conſiderable foreign trade,

and a ſhare in the herring-fiſhery. The

town has increaſed prodigiouſly within the

iaſt 30 wears, and is ſti: rapidly improv

ing. Here is a ſugar-houſe, and a rope

and ſail manufactory. It is 18 miles W.

of Glaſgow. Lat. 55. 54. N. lon. 4.

29. W. -

Greenagh, in Cork, Munſter.

Green's Norton, Northamptonſhire, near

Towceſter. Greenſted. Eſſex, near Chip

*"...º. Greenſled, Northumb. near

ale-Caſtle. Green/reet, Kent, near Sit

tingbourn. Greenſtreet, Kent, SE. of

Dartford. Gree-ſtreet, Middl. between

Kentiſh-Town and Highgate. Gree-ſtreet,

Middleſex, S. of Waltham-Croſs. Green

freet, Eſſex, near Ham. Greenware. So

merſetſ, near Mendip lead-mines. Green

sway, Devonſhire, between Dartmouth and

Torbay. Green:vey-Court, Kent, E. of

Hollingbourn. ,

GREEN wich, a town in Kent, five

miles E. of London. It is principally not

ed for it's magnificent hoſpital for decayed

ſeamen, it’s beautiful park, and aſtrono

mical obſervatory. This laſt is fituated

on the ſummit of Famſtead. Hi}}, from

the mºnidian of which the Engiſh reckon

their fougitudiº. -

The ſeas on the

Greenwoodley, Yorkſ. NW. of Halifax.

Greet, Shropſhire, SE. of Ludlow. Greet,

Glouceſterſhire, in Winchcombe pariſh.

Greetham, Rutlandſhire, near Cortein ore.

Greeton, Glouceſ in Winchcombe pariſh.

Grectºwell, cne mile from Lincoln. Gree

tyate, Staff. S. of Bradley. Gregorytoke,

Somerſ. NE. of North Curry. Greinton,

Somerſ. N. of Sedgemore. Grench, Kent,

E. of Gillingham. Grendon, Warw. SE.

of Poleſworth. Grendon-Biſhop's and

JWarren, Heref. W. of Bromyard. Gren

don-Underwood, Bucks, S. of Edgecot.

Grendron, or Gwendron, Cornw. W. of

Penryn. Grenely, Suſſex, W. of Pevenſey.

Grenerig, Yorkſ. N. Riding, in Cleveland.

Grenno, Lancaſh. N.W. of Kirkham, in

Amounderneſs. -

GRE Noble, a large and populous city

in the dept. of Iſère. Before the revolu

tion, it was the capital of Dauphiny, the

fee of a biſhop, and the ſeat of a parlia

ment. The leather and gloves made here

are highly eſteemed. It is ſeated on the

river Iſere, and is 285 miles S.E. of Paris.

Lat. 45. 1 2 N. lon. 5.49. E. -

Groſby, Linc. NW, of Caſtor. Greſ

ham, Norf, near Cromer. Greſley Church,

Derbyſ. W. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Greff

edge, Shropſ. NW. of Wenlock. Greffen

hall, Norf. N.W. of E. Dereham. Greſ

ford, Denbighſ. Greſhorp, Nott. SE. of

Tuxford. Greſlon, Cornw. on the Tamar,

SW. of Launceſton. Greta, a river in

Yorkſ. running into the Tees, near Mor

ton. Grethorough, Sury, near Banſtead.

Grete, a river of Weſtm. and Lancaſ. run

ning into the Lune. Grettenham, Wilts,

W. of Wotton-Baſſet. Greſford, Linr.

NE. of Stamford. Gretham, Hants, N.

of Petersfield. Gre:ham, Durh. between

Stockton and Hartlepool. Gretland,

Yorkſhire, near Halifax. Gretna-Green,

a village of Dumfriesſhire, near the mouth

of the river Eſk, and about 4 miles from

Longtown, in Cumberland. It has long

been noted as the reſort of enamoured

couples from England, who have an op

portunity of being married here at once,

as this place is out of the juriſdiction of

the marriage ačt. Gretton, Northamp.

near Stamford. Gretton, Shropſ. N. of

Ruſhbury. Grewel, Hants, W. of Odi

han. Greyſley, N.W. of Nottingham.

Greyfton Bay, Kent, near Ramſgate.

Griddiſhºy, Dorſetſhire, near Chadwick.

Griffe, near Northampton.

GRIFF ENHAGEN, a town in Pruſſian

Pomerania, 12 miles S. of Old Stettin.

Griffin's Town, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Griffo, Warw. near Ardbury. Gril

ſºon, Devoni, in Nemet-Biſhop's pariſh.
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GRIMBERG, a town of Treves.

Grimbleby, Lincolnſ. SW. of Saltfleet.

Grimley, N.W. of Worceſter. Grimlom,

Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

GR1'ſ A, in Leipſic, Upper Saxony.

GRIMMEN, in Swediſh Pomerania.

Grimºſion, Devonſhire, in Blackawton

pariſh.

*GRIMsby, GREAT, a town of Lin

colnſhire, ſaid to be the oldeſt corporation

in England, had formerly a good harbour,

which has been long choked up with ſand.

Some conſiderable improvements, however,

have been made in it of late, under parlia

mentary encouragement. It is 35 miles

NE. by E. of Lincoln, and 170 N. of

London. Market on Wedneſday.

Grimſby, St. Mary, Linc. 5 miles S. of

Great Grimſby. Grimſ ar, Yorkſ. near

Halifax. Grimſtitch, Cheſhire, N.W. of

Northwich. Grimſihorp, Lincolnſ. near

Bourn. Grimſon, Dorſetſ. E. of Framp

ton. Grimſton, Leic. between Aikettle

by and Dºlby. Wood. Grimſon, Nºrf.

N.W. of Great Mafingham. Grinſion,

Nott. between Tuxford and E. Retford.

Grimſion, SE. of York. Grinſion, Yorkſ.

SE. 9f Tadcaſter. Grimſon-Garth, Yorkſ.

in Holderneſs. Grimſton-Hall, Suffolk, in

the pariſh of Trimley St. Martin's. Grim

ſon, North, Yorkſ. S. of New Malton.

Grindal Yorkſ, near Burlington. Grin

don, Staff. SE. of Leek. Grindon. Durh.

near Foxton and Blackſton. Grindon

Rigg, a river in Northumb. near Berwick.

Gringley-on-the Hill, and Gringley, Little,

Nott. W. of Gainſborough. Grinley,

Staff, between Chorley Caſtle and Need

wood-Foreſt. Grinſted, Eſſex, near Col

cheſter. Grinſied, E. and H. Wilts, near

Saliſbury.

*GRINst EAD, East, a town of Suſſex,

where the aſſizes for the county are ſome

times held. Here is a great fair, Dec. 11,

for Welch runts, fat hogs, and other cat

tle. It is 18 miles N. of Lewes, and 29

S. of London. Market on Thurſday.

Griſlead, Weſt, 1o miles SW, of Eaſt

Grinſtead. Grinton, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

NE. of Swaledale-Foreſt. -

GRIPswald, a town of Swediſh Po

merania, formerly imperial, but now ſub

ject to the Swedes. It has a good har

bour, and an univerſity, founded in 1456,

by Wratiſlaus IX. It is 15 miles S.E. of

Stralſund. Lat. 54. 4. N. lon. 13.44. E.

- Griſdale, Cumb. near Penrith. Griſtiall,

Lanc. in Hawkſhead pariſh. Grižurſi,

Lanc. near Bury. Griſmond, Monmouth

ſhire, on the Munnow.

Gºisons, a people inhabiting a diſ

triót of the Alps, called by the ancients

Upper Rhoetia, and in alliance with the .

Swiſs. They aredivided into three leagues,

which they denominate the Cadºe, or

League of Gºd's Houſe, which began in

1419, againſt the lecular power of the

biſhop; the Griſe, or Cry League, form

ed in 1424; and the League of the Ten

Juriſdictions, formed in 1436; theſe unite

and form one republic. They, however, ,

have their peculia conſtitutions, laws, and

cuſtoms. A diet or aſſembly of the three

leagues is held every year, at the towns.

of Ilantz, Coire, and Davos, alternately.

It conſiſts of 63 deputies, and 3 chiefs.

In the ele&tion of theſe deputies, every

male of 16 years of age has a voice. The

country does not produce grain ſufficient

for the wants of half the people ; the reſt

they obtain from Lombardy. Their prin

cipal object is the caſe of their ſheep and .

cattle. The country of the Griſons is

about 87 miles in length, and is bounded

on the N. by Swide laid, and a part of

Germany; on the E. by the Tyroleſe; on

the S. by Venice and Milan; and on the

W. by Swiſſerland. They are partly of

the Church of Rome, and partly Pro

teſtants. - -

Grifthorp, Yorkſ. SE. of Scarborough.

Griffon, Nori. N. of Watton. Grittleton,

Wilts, S.W. of Malmſbury. Groby, Lei

ceſterſhire, N. of Leiceſter-Foreſt.

Grodno, a town in the palatinate of

Wilna, Lithuania, and, next to Wilma,

the beſt in that duchy. Here is a college

and botanical garden; Staniſlaus, the de

throned king of Poland, having ‘ſtabliſh

ed here a royal academy of medicine and

ſurgery. It is a large, ſtraggling place,

containing a mixture of houſes little bet

ter than cottages, ſome habitations in

good repair, and ruined palaces, with mag

nificent gateways, and other remains o

decayed plendor. A wing yet reinains of

the old caſtle, in which the diets former

ly aſſembled. The number of inhabitants

is eſtimated at 7goo, many of whom are

employed in manufactures of liaen, wool

len, cotton, and ſilk. It is ſeated on the

river Niemen, 1.25 miles NE. of Warſaw.

Lat. 53. 28. N. lon, 24. 6. E.

G Roll, a fortified town of Zutphen.

Grombridge. Kent, near Speldhurſt.

Gromond, or Groſnant-Abbey, Yorkſhire,

near Giſborough. Graney, a river in

Brecknockſhire. --

GRoNINGEN, a large, rich, and popu

lous town, with an univerſity, capital o

the province of the ſame name, in the

United Dutch States. It has a very com

R 4 modious
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mcdious harbour, 9 miles from the ſea,

and 85 NE. of Amſterdam. Lat. 53. Io.

N. lon. 6. 31. E.

GRoNINGEN, one of the Seven United

Dutch States, bounded on the W. by W.

Frieſland; on the N. by the German

Ocean; on the E. by the Dollart-Bay, E.

Frieſland, and Germany; and on the S.

by Overyſſel. It is divided into two parts,

of which Groningen and it's diſtrišt is

one, and the Ommerlands form the other.

This country abounds in fine paſture,

which feeds a great number of large horſes.

Groomſport. Bay, in Down, Ulſter.

Gropenhall, Chºſh. S. of Warrington.

Gropeſtill, Leiceſ. NW. of Boſworth.

GRoss A, an iſland of Venice.

Großhorough, in Monaghan, Ulſter.

G RossETTA, a town of Tuſcany.

Groteºugh, Northumb. on the Tweed,

near Norham. Caſtle. Groton, Suffolk, be

tween Sudbury and Hadley.

GR orskAw, a town of Servia.

GRottkaw, a town of Neiſſe, Sileſia.

' GRottA D El CANE, a cavern near the

Lake d'Agnano, in Naples. From the

bottom of this a vapour riſes, (about a

foot in height) which is deſtructive to

animal life. For the amuſement of tra

vellers, perſons attend at the cave with

dogs, on which they perform the cruel ex

periment of holding their heads in the va

pour; after which they are convulſed in

a few minutes, and expire in tortures.

Groºve, Hertfordſ. in Watford pariſh.

Grove, Nott. SE. of Redford. Grove,

Kent, in Woodneſborough pariſh. Grove,

Bucks, S. of Leighton. Grove-Ferry,

Kent, over the Stour, NE. of Fordwich.

Groºve-Hill, Warw. near Haſieler. Groºve

hurſt, Kent, in Hawkhurſt pariſh. Grove

ley, Wilts, NW. of Saliſbury. Groveley,

Worc. N. of Bromſgrove. Grove-Park,

Warwickſ. in Budbrook pariſh. Grove

Place, Hampſhire, near Rumſey. Grove

Place, Kent, in Staple pariſh. Groves,

Eſſex, near Ockenden. Groveſend, or

Grovening, Glouc. near Alveſton. Grow

mond-Abbey, Yorkſ. SW. of Whitby.

G Roy NE, a river of Galicia, in Spain,

which falls into the Bay of Biſcay, at

Corunna.

GRUB ENHAGEN, a caſtle, now in ruins,

which gives name to a principality of

Lower Saxony, ſubjećt to Hanover. In

the mountains are mines of ſilver, iron,

copper, and lead. The Hartz foreſt is a

chain of mountains covered with trees,

which are ſome remains of the ancient

Hercynian Foreſt. Eimbeck is the ca

ital.

Grubthorp, Yorkſhire, near Rippon.

GRUckfeldt, a town of Carinthia.

Grumbald, Glouc. SE. of Thornbury.

GRUNDE, a town of Brunſwick.

GRUN, NGEN, a town of Halberſtadt,

Lower Saxony.

GRU NINGEN, a town and bailiwick of

Swiſſerland, ºn the canton of Zurich.

GRUYEREs, a town and bailiwick of

Friburg, Swiſerland, celebrated for it's

cheeſe.

Gryley, wore. on the Severn, oppoſite

to Omberſley. Grymſcot, Northamp. NW.

of Towceſter. Grymſon, Nott. on the

river Idle, NW. of the Markhams.

Gryndon, Northamptonſ, near Welling

borough. Grynſhill, Shropſ, between Had

mall and Wem. Grytworth, Northamp.

3 miles from Brackley.

GUAcocINGA, a town of Tlaſcala, ,

Mexico.

GUADALAjaRA, or GUADALAXARA,

a town of Spain, in New Caſtile.

GUADALAIARA, the capital of a rich

and fertile province of the ſame name, in

Mexico, 260 miles NW. of the city of

Mexico. Lat. 21. 20. N. lon. Iok. 49. W.

GUADAl Avi AR,a river of Spain, which

runs into the Mediterranean, near Valentia.

Gu ADALou PE, a river of Arragon,

which falls into the Ebro, at Caſpe; alſo

a river and town of Spaniſh Ettremadura.

GUADAloupe, one of the Leeward

Iſlands, in the W. Indies, lying between

Antigua and Dominica, in lat. 16. 20. N.

lon. 6.2. o. W. and ſubjećt to the French.

It is about 250 miles in circumference,

and is divided into two parts by a channel;

in one place 4 miles over, and navigable

only for canoes, called Rivière Sale. By

this ſtrait, the ſea on the NW. communi

cates with that on the SE. The NW.

part is divided into Baſſeterre and Cabeſ

terre. The SE. part is named Grande

terre; it does not, however, contain more

land than the former, but it's ſhape is more

irregular. The foil is exceedingly good,

and every where well watered, eſpecially

in Cabeſterre. On the top of a very loft

mountain, is a volcano, called La s.

friere, the two mouths of which open into

a pit of ſulphur. The negroes get brim

ſtone here, which they afterwards purify

and ſell. The vegetables, fruits, and

trees, are much the ſame as in the other

iſlands, except the cinnamon-tree, balſam

of capivi, and the milk-ſhrub, which yields

a balſamic liquor like milk.. The bees

here are without flings; their honey ne

ver hardens, but is always of the conſiſt

ence of oil. In 1775, the exports were

188,386 quintals of ſugar, 63,029 of cof

fee, 1438 of indigo, 1024 of cacao, and

51.93
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$133 of cotton, beſides hides, and other

articles, and without including the barter

with Martinico, and other iſlands. In

1759, Guadaloupe was taken by the Eng

liſh, but reſtored at the peace of 1763.

Guadalquiver, a large river of

Spain, which riſes in New Caſtile, and

empties itſelf into the Atlantic, 18 miles

NW. of Cadiz.

GuADARAMA, a river of New Caſtile;

alſo a town celebrated for it's cheeſe.

GuADIANA, a large river which riſes

in New Caſtile, and croſſing Spaniſh Eſtre

madura, and partly ſeparating Andaluſia

from Alentejo, falls into the Atlantic, at

Ayamonte.

Guadix, a town of Spain, in Grºnada.

Gualdo, a town of Ancona, Italy.

GUAM, the chief of the Ladrone Iſlands,

in the Eaſtern Indian Sea, about 90 miles

in circumference. This iſland is fertile,

with a number of good harbours, and

ſmall freſh water rivers. It is ſubject to

the Spaniards, but the inhabitants are

moſtly natives of the country. Their

number is eſtimated at 30,000. They are

ſkilful at boat-building, but are ſubject to

a kind of leproſy, though the air is whole

ſome, and the iſland abounds with excel

lent fruit. The Spaniards have a town

here, the houſes of which are built with

ſtone, and defended by two forts and a

garriſon. Lat. 13. 25. N. lon. 145. 15. E.

GuAMANGA, a town and province of

Peru, with an univerſity, which enjoys a

great revenue, for the ſtudy of philoſophy,

divinity, and law. It is zoo miles S.E. of

Lima.

GuANAN HAN 1, one of the Bahama

Iſlands, now called Cat Iſland.

GuANUco, a town and diſtrict of Peru.

GuANcAvelic A, a town and country

of Peru, famous for mines of quickſilver.

Guard Afur, a cape of Africa, at the

NE. extremity of Adel, and the entrance

of the Straits of Babelmandel. Lat. I 1.

46. N. lon. 50. 18. E. -

GUARDA, a town of Beira.

GUARDIA, a town of Galicia, at the

mouth of the Minho river; alſo a town of

Alava; and a town of New Caſtile; all

in Spain; and a town of Calabria Citra,

Naples.

Guardia-AlferEs, a town of Mo

liſe, Naples.

GuARDAMAR, a ſea-port of Valencia.

GuARMA, a ſea-port of Santa, Peru.

Guaſh, or Hºadeland. See Waſh.

GuastallA, a town of Mântua.

GuAsto, in Abruzzo Citra, Naples.

GUATIM ALA, the audience of, in

Mexico, is about 400 miles in length,

and, in ſome places, 1 oo in breadth. It

contains 12 provinces. A chain of moun

tains runs acroſs it, many of which are

volcanoes, and it is ſubject to earthquakes

and ſtorms. It is, however, very fertile,

and produces corn, cattle, chocolate, co

chineal, cotton, and the beſt indigo in the

Spaniſh dominions.

GUATIMALA, a province of Mexico,

in the audience of the ſame name.

GuaruMALA, a town of Mexico, capi

tal of the province and audience of the

ſame name, with an univerſity. It was

deſtroyed by an earthquake in 1751, and

again in 1773, when 8ooo families in

ſtantly periſhed. The city, however, has

been rebuilt on a ſpot about 24 miles diſ

tant from the former. The audience is

compoſed of a governor, preſidence, and

counſellors. Lat. 14.28. N. lon. 92.40. W.

GUAxAcA, a province of Mexico, ex

tending from the gulf of that name to the

S. Sea, about 242 miles in length, and

1zo in breadth. It produces whº it, In

dian corn, caſſia, cochineal, and mulberty

trees, and contains mines of gold, ſilver,

and cryſtal. Here are 1 so Indian towns,

beſides 3oo villages, and upwards of

150,000 natives. It's capital, -

GUAx AcA, contains about 2 coo inha

bitants, who make fine tweetmeats and

chocolate, and are reckoned wealthy. It

has ſeveral rich convents, and is 90 miles

nearly S. of Vera Cruz. Lat. 17.45. N.

lon. 97.4c. W.

GuAYAQuil, a bay, harbour, and

town of Peru, capital of an audience of

the ſame name. It is divided by a ſtream

into two parts, called the Old and the

New, joined by a bridge, for foot paſſen

gers, half a mile long. It is 140 miles

SSW. of Quito, and 150 NF. of Paita.

Lat. 2. 11. S. lon. 79, 59. W.

GUAYRA, a ſea-port of Terra-Firma,

on the Caraccas coaſt.

Gubbins, Devonſ. near Brent Torr and

Lidford. Gubbins, or Gobions, Herts, near

Stapleford.

GUEEN, a town of Luſatia, 22 miles

S. of Frankfort on the Oder. -

Gubro, a town of Urbino, Italy.

Gudly, Linc. N.W. of Horncaſtle. Gud

revie-Iſle, Cornwall, off St. Ives' Bay.

Guedall, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

GUELDERLAND, including Zutphen,

a province of the Dutch United States,

bounded on the N. by Overyſſel and the

Zuyder See; on the E. by the biſhoprick

of Munſter, and the duchy of Cleves; on

the S. by Cleves and Dutch Brabant; and

on the W. by the Zuyder Zee, Utrecht,

and Holland. Before the late mainly
- e
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the French, Guelderland ſent 19 deputies

to the States General. Nimeguen is the

capital.
-

GueldREs, a town of the duchy of

Guelderland, with a conſiderable diſtrict,

ſubjećt to Pruſſia. In 1794, it was taken

by the French. Lat. 51, 34. N. lon. 6.

28. E.

GuerANDE, a town in the dept. of

Lower Loire, which carries on a conſider

able trade in white ſalt It is 3 miles from

the ſea, and 32 W. of Nantes.

Guéret, a town in the dept. of Creuſe,

feated on the river Creuſe, 35 miles NE.

of Limoges, and 17o S. of Paris.

GuERNsey, an iſland in the Engliſh

Channel, near the coaſt of France, about

30 miles in circumference. It has been

held by the Engliſh ſince the time of the

Norman conqueſt. The natives ſpeak

French, this iſland having been formerly

a part of Normandy, and being ſtill gº

verned by the old Norman laws. The air
is healthy, and the ſoil more rich and fer

tile than that of Jerſey. There is a good

harbour, and, on the S. ſide of the iſland,

a bay capable of receiving large veſiels.

They are ſufficiently ſupplied with corn

and cattle, for their own uſe and that of

the ſhips; and wines and cider are cheap

and plentiful. The inhabitants have a

conſiderable trade to Newfoundland and

the Mediterranean. The convention of

the eſtates conſiſts of a governor, coroners,

jurats, clergy, and conſtable. Port St.

Pierre is the principal town. Lat. 49.

3o. N. lon. z. 56. W.

Gueſtling, Suſiex.

Guer A, a town of New Caſtile.

GUIANA, an extenſive country of S.

America, on the coaſt of the Atlantic,

lying between the river Oroonoko and

Oreliana. It is t too miles in length, and

from 3oo to 695 in b, cadth. The French

poſſeſs one part of the coaſt, and the Dutch
another. Dutch Guiana contains the ſet

tlements of Surinam, Berbice, Iſºluibo,

and Demerary ; all which take their names

from diff rent livers. French Guiana

goes by the ºne of Equinoctial France,
o, Cyclºne, furn the flººd ſo called, and

extens from the liver Marawina NW. to

the river Oyapoco SE. Tºe internal parts

of the country are inhabited by diferent

tribes of Indians, tome of whom make

their houſes on trees, to be ſecure from

the inundations of the rivers. Sugar, cot

ton, ſilk, tobacco, Braſil wood, aloes, na

tural balúm, viangºs, and citrous made

into ſweetmeats or otherwiſe, are articles

of commerce in this county. It lics be

tween 2 and • degrees v. N. lat.

GUIENNE, a ci-devant province of

France, very fruitful, and producing great

quantities of wine. It was about 160

miles in length, and 85 in breadth, hav

ing Bourdeaux for it’s capital.

Guilty!orough, Northam. near Naſeby.

* Guilfo RD, a town of Surry, on the

great road from London to Portinouth.

It is ſeated on the declivity of a hill, on

the river Wey, which is nav gable to ºne

names. It is 17 iniles Svy. Of King

ſton, and 30 SW. of London. Laº sº.

16. N. lon. o. 30. W. Market (critiy

for corn) on Saturday. -

Guilford, E. Suſſex, near Rye Harbour.

GUILLAIN, St. Sº e GHILAN. -

... Guillest Ree, a town in the dept. of

the Upper Alps, 9 miles NNW. of Em
brun. º -

Guilſſon, Warw. near Coleſhill.

GUI MARAENs, a town of Entre Du

ero e Minho, 27 miles NNE. of Oporto.

GUIN camp, a town in the dept. of the

North Coaſt, 2.58 miles W. of Paris.

Gui NEA, a country of Africa, of which

little is known, except the coaſt, thence

called the Coaſt of Guinea. It is divided

into the Lower and the Upper. The Low

er part is commonly called Congo. The

Upper comprehends the diſtrićts of Sierra

Leone; the Grain Coaſt, or Malagueta;

the Tooth Coaſt; the Gold Coaſt; the

Slave Coaſt; and Benin. It is unhealthy

for Europeans, though the natives live to

a conſiderable age. The latter in general

go almoſt naked, and are ſaid to be an in

nocent, inofienſive, and hoſpitable people,

except ſuch as have been corrupted by the

Europeans. Theſe have factories on the

coaſt, and promote feuds, frauds, and ci

vil wars among the natives, by every

means of ſeduction, kidnapping, and co

ercion, that they may get the Priſoners to

carry off as ſlaves. Two or three Euro

pean ſettlements are at length formed in

Guinea, under the governments of Great

Britain and Denmark, for the purpoſe of

carrying on an honeſt and advantageous

trade with the natives, and for promoting

their civilization. The productions of

this country are the variety of rich tropi

cal fruits, gums, hard woods, grain,

gold, ivory, wax, &c. -

GUIs EA, New, a long, narrow, iſland

of the S. Pacific Ocean, N. of New Hol-..

land, from which it is ſeparated by En

deavour Srait. This ſtrait is 10 leagues

long, and about 5 broad, except at the

N.E. cni, nice, where it is contračted by

a group of ſlands, called the Prince of

Wales's Iſlands. This iſland extends

livin near the equator to 12 deg. S. º:
all
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and from 131 to 153 deg. E. lon. The

land is in general low, and covered with

an aſtoniſhing luxuriance of wood and

herbage., Moſt of the trees, ſhrubs, and

plants, that are common in the S. Sea

Iſlands, are found here in the greateſt per

fe8tion. The inhabitants reſemble the

New Holländers.

GuipuscoA, a country in the NE.

part of Biſcay, extending about 1.5 miles

from N. to S. and from 15 to ao from E.

to W. The principal towns are Toloſa,

St. Sebaſtian, and Fontarabia.

Guise, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Aiſne, feated on the river Oiſe, 15 miles

NE. of St. Quintin, and 95 NE. of Paris.

GUIsDEN. See Foxford.

Guiting, Guiting Power, or Lower Guit

ing, and Guiting Temple, or Upper Guiting,

Glouceſterſ. 6 or 7 miles N.W. ºf Stow.

Gulrock, Cornw. in the ſea, at the Land’s

End. Guival, Cornwall, at the bottom

of Mount's Bay.

Gule, Lough, a lake in Antrim, Ulſter.

Gumbledon, Wilts, NE. of the Winter

borns. Gumley, Leiceſ. NW. of Harbo

rough. Gumſhall, Surry, between Abinger

and Saint Martha's Chapel. Gumſtad,

Glouceſ. in Woolaſton pariſh. Gumby,

Lincolnſhire, near N. and S. Withain.

Guny, Lincolnſhire, NE. of Spilſby.

GuN pelfi Ng EN, a town of Suabia;

and a town of Newburg, Bavaria.

Gunfield, Dorſetſhire, between Blandford

and Cranbourn Chace. Gumfleet, Eiſex,

S. of Harwich.

of Columb Magna. Gunnarrow, Heref.

NE. of Monmouth. Gunnarton, North

umb. NW. of Swinborn Caſtle. Gun

serſbury, Middl. between Acton and Old

Brentford, a villa, which has all the grace

and boldneſs of it’s architect, the great

Inigo Jones. Gunny, Linc. near Trent,

oppoſite to Axholm Iſle. Gunſlon, Staff.

S. of Brewood. Gunt'orp, Norfolk, near

Wallingham. Gunthorp, Northamp. near

Peterborough. Gunthorp, Rutlandſ. near

Okeham. Gunthorp, Linc. on the Treut,

in the Iſle of Axholm. Gunthorp, Nott.

near the Trent, in Ludham pariſh. Gun

thwaite Hall, Yorkſhire, near Barneſley.

Gunton, Norfolk, near Norwich. Gunton,

Suffolk, N. of Lowſtoff.

Gu Nroor, one of the northern circars,

in the peninſula of Hindooſtan. It is alſo

called Mortinazagar and Condavir, and

occupies the ſpace between Condapilla,

the ſouthernmoſt of the Engliſh circars,

(from which it is divided by the river

Kiſtnah) and the N. part of the Carnatic;

extending about 40 miles along the coaſt

of the Bay of Bengal. The ſea-coaſt is

Gunhaſtin, Cornw. SW.

flat, but the interior part contains ſeveral

fortreſſes and great towns. It was for

merly ſubject to the mizam of the Deccan,

but has been ceded lately to the Engliſh.

Gu Nºrsberg, in Burgau, Suabia.

GUNTzeNHA UseN, a town of An

ſpach, Franconia, ſtated on the river Alt

mul. -

Gumwalſo, Cornwall, N. of the Lizard

Point. Ganºvary, N. and S. Lincoln–

ſhire, near Grantham. Guppy, Dorſet

ſhire, in the pariſh of Wotton Fitzpain.

GU Rc k, a town and river of Carinthia.

Garyn, Cornwall, SE. of Market Jew.

Gurran, Cornwall, between Tregony and

the ſea coaſt. Guffage, St. Michael, Guſ. ..

ſage Midtº, Guſage Dinant, or Giffage

Bohun, Guſºge All Saints, Higher and

Upper Gºſſage, Dorſetſ, near Cranborn.

Guſion, Kºnt, near the S. Foreland.

Gusrkow, a town of Mecklenburgh.

Gath, ridge, Heref. near Dean Foreſt.

Gaydon, Warwickſhire, near Chadſhunt.

Gºre River, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Guzº a.ar, a country of Hindooſian,

about 17 o miles long, and 120 broad,

nottiy in a peninſula formed by the Gulis

of Cambay and Cutch, and the Indian

Ocean. The weſtern parts are mountain

ous and woody, inhabited by a hardy race,

and governed by rajahs of their own. Hut

the largeſt and finiſt part of it is divided

between two of the Poonah Mahatta

chiefs, the Paiſhwa and Fuſty Sing Gwi

cuar. Great part of this country was con- .

quered by the Engliſh, under General

Goddard, but reſtored to the Mahrattas,

ſoon after the war with Hyder Ally.

Amedabad is the capital.

Gw A Lior, a ſtrong town of Hindco

ſtan, in the circar of Gobud. It ſtands

on a rock, the ſides of which are ſo fleep,

as to appear nearly perpendicular; for,

where it was not naturally ſo, it has been

cut away. . The height, from the plain

below, is from zoo to 3oo feet, and the

only entrance is by ſteps running up the

ſide of the rock. The rampart conforms

to the edge of the precipice all round. This

fortreſs was taken in Auguſt, 1786, by

Major Popham, by an unexpected nošiur

nal eſcalade. Gwalior is 65 miles S. of

Agra.

Gwallon Downs, Cornºv. heathy moun

tains near Treward eth-Bºy. Gºvara, a

river in Pºmb. Gwarnew Cipa, Monm.

NW. of Tredegar. Gwarnock, Cornwall,

N.W. of Truro. Gºwrger, a river in An

gleſey. Gºvely, a river in Carnarvonſh.

Gwendrati vag and Gwendrathºaus, ri

vers in Carmarthenſhire, running into the

Briſtol Channel near Kidwelly. Gºwen

7'0'…',
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row, a river in Denbighſhire. Gwerndy,

Monm. NE. of Abergavenny. Gwerneſ

ſeny, Monm. NE. of Uſk. Gwerngoohen,

Monm. NE. of Abergavenny. Gwily,

a river in Carmarthenſ. Gwormall, Upper

and Lower, Staffordſ. in Sedgley pariſh.

Gwithrin, Denbighſ. Gwymer, Cornw.

NW. of Clowans. Gwyn, a river in

Pembrokeſ. Gywnap, Cornwall, N.W. of

Penryn. Gwyndrath-Bay, Cornw. E. of

Falmouth-Haven. Gwywne-Rock, Cornw.

in Trewardreth-Bay. Gwynt, or Gynt, a

river in Angleſey. Gwythel, a river in

Radnorſ. Gwythion, Cornwall, near St.

Ives Bay.

GxFHor N, a town of Lunenburg,

Zell.

Cyhorn, Cambridgeſ. in Ely Iſle, SW.

of Wiſbeach. Gyles, St. Eſſex, S. of Ep

ping Street. Gyrrow, a river in Denbigh

ſhire. Gyſing, Norfolk, near Dils.

H A C

AAG, or HAG, a town and coun

ty of Bavaria; and 3 towns in the

archduchy of Auſtria.

HAbar, a town of Irac-Agemi, Perſia.

HARAT, the NW. province of Moroc

co, on the Straits of Gibraltar.

Habbe Leach, Worceſ. near Biſhamp

ton. Habergham, Lanc. NE. of Shuttle

worth. Ha'erley, Shropſ. E. of Aſton's

Pigot. Hahelihorp, Nott. near N. Lever

ton. Habſon, Great and Little, Yorkſ.

N. of New Malton. Haccomb, or Huck

ham, Devonſhire, near Chudleigh. Hach,

Bevonſhire, between Kingſbridge and

Modbury. Hach, Wilts, near the Nad

der, not far from Wardour. Caſtle.

HA chA, a ſea-port and river of St.

Martha, Terra Firnia.

galleons touch on their arrival in South

America, and hence expreſſes are ſent to

the different ſettlements to give them no

tice of it. It is 2 Io miles ENE. of Car

thagena. Lat. 1 v. 30. N. lon. 7.2. o. W.

Hach-Beauchamp, Somerſetſ. adjoining

to Curry-Mallet. Hacheſion, Suffolk, near

Wickham. Hachford, Norfolk, between

Repeham and Falſham. Hackford, Nør

folk, near Windham. Hackcliff, Lincoln

ſhire, E. of Caiſtor. Hackenly, Lincoln

fhire, between Bourn and Fokingham.

Hacket's-Town, in Carlow, Leinſter, 41

miles from Dublin. Hacket's Town, in

Waterford, Munſter. ..

Hackforth, Yorkſ. N. Riding, between

Bedall and Hornby-Caſtle. Hackington,

-

Kent, 1 mile from Canterbury. Hackin

fion, Lanc. near Garſtang. Hackleton,

Northamp. near Sacy. Foreſt. Hacklins,

Kent, near Deal. Hacknes, Yorkſ. near

Whitby. Hackney, a populous village of

Middl. nearly joined to London towards

the NNE. The pariſh contains the ham

lets of Upper and Lower Clapton, Dar

leſton, Shacklewell, Homerton, and ſeven

others. This village is ſaid to have been

-

Here the Spaniſh

H A D.

the firſt near London that was accommo

dated with carriages for occaſional patien

gers; and hence the origin of the term

Hackney, as applied to hired soaches,

horſes, &c.

Hackpendown, Devonſ. near Stanton.

Hackylall, Surry, in Blechingley pariſh.

Hackthorn, N. of Lincoln. Hackthorp,

Weſtm. near Lowther. Hackwell, Eſſ. X,

near Rochford. Hašion, Cornw. N. of

Saltaſh. Hacion, Eſſex, SE. of Rumford.

HADAMAR, the capital of Naſſau Ha

damar, circle of Upper Rhine.

Hadbury, Worceſterſhire, near Charlton.

Hadden-Bridge, Northumberland, NW. of

Hexham. Haddºnford, Staffordſhire, near

Beaudeſert. Hadden Hall, Derbyſhire, in

the High-Peak, near Bakewell. Hadden

ham, Cambridgeſhire, near Ely.

* HADDINGro N, a populous town of

Scotland, in the county of the ſame name,

ſeated on the Tyne. It is 18 miles E. of

Edinburgh. -

HADDINGToNshi RE, or EAST Lo

Thi AN, a county of Scotland, bounded on

the W. by Edingburghſhire, on the N. by

the Frith of Forth, on the E. by the Ger

man Ocean, and on the S. by the county

of Berwick. It is about 25 miles long

from E. to W. and 15 miles where broad

eſt. The land is in many places doubly

produćtive, affording immienſe quantities

of coal, while rich crops of corn are raiſed

on it's ſurface. The ſouthern part of

the county, comprehending the N. ſide

of Lammermuir. Hills, is mountainous.

Theſe high grounds, however, feed many

ſheep. On the ſea-coaſt are ſeveral har

bours and fiſhing-towns; ſalt is made in

many places, and the country in general

is populous and rich.

Haddon, Huntingdonſhire, N. of Stil

ton: Haddon Beacon, Somerſetſhire, NE.

of Dulverſton. Haddon, E. and H. Nor

thamptonſhire.

HADERSLEBEN,
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fašture.

HADERsleBEN, a ſea-port in the duchy

tf Sleſwick.

Hadham, Magna and Parva, Hadham

Croſs, and Hadham-Mills, Herts, on the

river Aſh, near Biſhop's Stortford. Had

Hurff, Suſſex, near Brighthelinſton. Had

Heigh, in Eſſex, near Prittlewell. Hadleſ

ley, Yorkſhire, near Sherborn. Hadley,

Norfolk, near Langley-Abbey. Hadley,

Shropſhire, NE. of Wellington. Hadley,

Middleſex, near Barnet.

HApleY, a town in Suffolk, ſeated on

the river Preſton. Large quantities of

yarn are ſpun here for the Norwich manu

It is zo miles S.E. of Bury, and

64 NE. of London. Markets on Mon

day and Saturday.

H." dow, Kent, between Ewherſt and

Merworth, near the Medway. Hathall,

Shropſhire, between Shrewſbury and Wem.

Hadnam, Bucks, NE. of Tame.

HA or AM Aur, a town and province of

Arabia Felix. It has Ornan to the NE.

the ſea to the SE. and Yemen to the W.

Hadramaut is 360 miles ENE. of Mocha.

Hadſto, Nortolk, on the Waveney, be

tween Beccles and Yarmouth. Hadſºr,

Worceſterſhire, near Droitwich. Hadflock,

Eſſex, between Walden and Linton. Hag

born, E. and W. Berks, 4 miles S.W. of

Wallingford.

HAGARstown, a flouriſhing inland

town of Maryland. -

Haggerſion, Northumb. E. of Norhain

Caſtle. Haghamon, near Shrewſbury.

HAG1Az, a town of Hedjas, Arabia.

Hagington, Devonſhire, in Ilfordcomb

pariſh. Hagington, Eaſt, Devonſhire, in

the pariſh-of Berry Nerbert. Hagley,

Worceſterſhire, between Clent and Stour

bridge. Hagloe, Glouceſterſhire, near Aure.

Hagnay, Lincolnſhire, near Bullingbrook.

HAGue, The, a town of the United

Provinces in Holland, which may compare

with the handſomeſt cities in Europe, with

regard to extent, the number and beauty

of it's palaces, it's ſtreets, it’s agreeable

walks, and it's great trade. It was the

late reſidence of the ſtadtholder, the ſtates

general, and the ſtates of the province :

was governed by it's own magiſtrates, viz.

a baily, whoſe office was for life; 3 bur

gomaſters, changed every year; 7 eche

vins; 12 common conncil; a penſioner;

a ſecretary; and a treaſurer. In 1768, it

was ſuppoſed to contain 4o,ooo ſouls. It

is ſeated 2 miles from the ſea, to N. of

Rotterdam, and 30 SW. of Amſterdam.

Lat. 51. 7. N. lon. 4. 26. E.

HAcuesAu, a town in the depart. of

Lower Rhine, ſeated on the river Motter,

in the middle of a foreſt, which bears it's

2.

name. It is 12 miles N. of Straſburg.

HAG's-Tooth, a mountain near Kii

lenane, N. of Cahir, in Kerry, Muniter,

on the N. fide of which are ſome romantic

lakes. The mountains hereabouts, are

frequented by herds of fallow deer, which

range undiſturbed in theſe wild and ſoli

tary receſſes.

Hagworthingham, Lincolnſ. near Horn

Caſtle. Haigh, Lancaſhire, near Wigan.

HAILB Ron, an imperial town of \Vir

temberg, Suabia, feated on the river Nec

kar, in a country celebrated for it's vine

yards. There are public baths in the

neighbourhood. The inhabitants are Pro

teſtants. It is 22 miles N. of Stutgard.

Hailweſłon, Hunting. near St. Neot's.

HAIMBURG, a town of Auſtria, and a

town of the Upper Palatinate, Bavaria.

HAIN, a town of Gotha, Upper Saxony.

HAINAN, a conſiderable iſland in the

Chineſe Sea, 1 so miles in length, and 75

in breadth. It is about 1o miles S. of

the province of Canton. The northern

Part is level; but the country in the S.

and E. is mountainous. It yields the

fame fruits as China, beſides ſugar, tobac

co, rice, and indigo. The inhabitants of

the mountains are moſtly wild, and inde

pendent of the Chineſe. They are very

deformed, of ſhort ſtature, and copper co

loured; the women paint their faces, from.

the eyes to the chin, with blue ſtripes

made of indigo, and both ſexes are clothed

from the waiſt downwards only. The in

habitants in the plain country have ſub

mitted to the Chineſe, who obtain from

this iſland gold and lapis lazuli, which laſt

is uſed to paint porcelain with, together

with various kinds of curious and valuable

wood, highly eſteemed by the Orientals.

Hainault, a foreſt of Eſſex, SE. of Ep

ping. Foreſt. -

HAINA ult, CoUNTY of, divided into

Auſtrian and French, a late province of

the Nether:ands, bounded on the N. by

Flanders and Brabant; on the E. by Bra-.

bant, Namur, and Liege ; on the S. by

France; and on the W. by Artois and

French Flanders. It extends 55 miles

from E. to W. and 48 from N. to S.

Mons is the capital.

Haireholm, or Hairum, Durham, in

Braudſpeth pariſh. Hackeridge, Dorſet

ſhire, in Whitchurch pariſh. Halam,

Nottinghamſhire, a hamlet of Southwell.

HALBER stadt, a town and principa

lity of Lower Saxony, ſubject to the king

of Pruſſia. The latter is 36 miles in

length, and 18 in breadth.

Halberton, Devonſhire, near Tiverton.

Halchºlon, sulfolk. Hakomb, Glouceſ

terſhire,

w
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terſhire, in Painſwick pariſh.

High, Kent, NE. of Tenterden.

HALDENs rei N, a free and independent

barony of the Griſons, near Coire. It

conſiſts of a ſmall ſemicircular plain, which

lies between the Rhine and the foot of

Mount Calendar, about 5 miles in length,

and ſcarcely 1 in breadth ; and occupies

alſo part of the mountain. It contains

only 2 villages, Haldeuſis in and S. wils.

The whole number of inhabitants does

not exceed 4oo

Haldingham, Linc. NE. of Sleaford.

Haldon Hill, Devonſ. near the Ken and

Exminſter, Hale, or Hale, a river of

Cornwall. Hale, Middl. between Hack

ney Ferry and Tottenham High-Croſs.

Håle, Cumberland, near Egremont. Hale,

Cornwall, N. of Saltaſh. Hale, Lanc. on

the Merſey, SE of Liverpool. Hale,

Hants, near Fording' ridge.' Hale, Norf.

near Cranwich. Haledon, Northumb. near

Kirkbeaton. Haledon Hill. Northumb.

\v. of Berwick. Hale End, Eſſex, near

woodłord. Hale End, Surry, N.W. of

woking. Hale-Houſe, Surry, near Oke

wood. Hale-Houſe, Upper and Lower,

Middleſex, in Hendon pariſh.

HALFN, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

Hales, Glouceſterſhire, near Winchcomb

and Teddington. Haley, Norfolk, NE.

of Loddon. Hates, Staffordthire, near

Brewood.

Hale'ſ Hall, Sraffo.dſhire near Cheadle.

HALEs Owen, a town of Soropſhire,

inſulated in Worceſterſhire and Stafford

fhire, 6 miles E. of Stourbridge. Market

on Mont'ay.
-

HALE sworth, a town of Suffolk,

which has a manufactory of linen yarn and

fail cloth. A great deal of hemp is railed

about the town. It is 1 o miles W. of

Southwold, and 1 or NE. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Halewell, Northumb. N.W. of Tin

mouth. Halewood. Lanc. on the Mºrley,

S. of Preſcºt. Halfcoat, Safi. near Stour

bridge. Halidrunken Doºns, Cornwait,

NE. of Camelford. Halfhide, Herts, N.

of Ware. Hºife, Staff. In Chebºy

pariſh. Halfºrd, or Hawfºrd, Warw.

near Edgehill. Helgaver Moor, Cornw.

near Bºdmin, noted to: it’s year iy carnival.

Halfway Hulſe, in Sligo, Connaught.

Halibur Is LAND, in the N. Pacific

ocean, ſo named by Captain Cook in 1778,

on account of the number of fiſh of that

name they caught here ; ſome of which

weighed wipward of a hundred pounds, and

none leſs than twenty. It is 7 leagues in

circumference, and very low and barren.

Laº. 54. 27. N. lon, 163. o. W.

Halden

Hales Cote, N. of Shrewſbury. '

Whatley and Poleſworth.

I

Halicz, a town and diſtrićt of Lem

burg, Poland, now included in Galicia.

Halifax, the principal town and ſeat

of government of Nova Scotia, a peninſula

of Acadia, feated on Chebucto Bay, in a

healthful country, but ſubject to fogs.

It has a commodious harbour, affording

ſhelter to the largeſt fleets, and an excel

lent naval yard for repairing ſhips of war.

The town is defended by an intuenchment

and forts of timber. Lat. 44.45. N. lon.

63. 30. W.

*HAlif Ax, a populous town of York

ſhire, feated on a branch of the river Cal

der, rendered navigable to the Air and

Ouſe. The principal manufactures are

ſhalloons, tammies, duroys, kerſeys, baizes,

&c. The Piece Hall is in the form of an

oblong ſquare, occupying Io,oco ſquare

yards, and containing 315 diſtinčt rooms

for the lodginent of goods. The pariſh is

16 miles long, and from 6 to 8 broad, the

vicar of which is juſtice of peace, as vicar.

The adjoining hills diſplay on their brows,

and often to their ſummits, marks of agri

culture and manufactures. It is 4o miles

SW. of York, and 197 NNW. of Lon

don. Lat. 53. 45. N. lon. 1. 45. W.

Market on Thurſday. -

Haling, Surry, near Croydon. Halk

will, Kent, S.E. of Tunbridge. Hall,

Devonſhire, S. of Barnſtable. Hall, Iſle of

Wight, in E. Medina. Hall, Cornwall,

on Fowey Harbour, oppoſite to the town.

Hall, Devonſhire, near Biſhop's Tawton.

Hall-Barn, Bucks, near Beaconsfield.

Hallams, NE. of Derby. Halland, Suſ

ſex, NE. of Lewes.

HAL LAND, a province of Sweden, be

tween Weſtro Gothland and Scania, ex

tending go miles along the SW. coaſt, but

not above 16 in breadth. Halmſtadt is

the capital.

HALLATo N, a poor town of Leiceſter

ſhire, feated in a rich ſoil, 12 miles S.E. of

Leiceſter. Market on Thurſday.

Hallaton, Warwickſhire, near Lower

Whitacre. Halltown-Houſe, Devonſhire,

6 miles from Exeter.

HALLE, in the late Auſtrian Hainault.

Hall e, a large town of Magdeburg,

Lower Saxony, with a famous univerſity
and ſalt-works. -

HALLE, an imperial town of Suabia;

a town of Ravenſburg, Weſtphalia; and a

town in the Tyrolete.

HAL LEIN, a town of Saltzburg, Bava

ria, feated on the river Saltza, among the

mountains, wherein are ſalt ſprings.

Hallen, Glouceſterſhire, in Henbury pa

riſh. Hall End, Warwickſliire, between

HALLER,
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- HALLER, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

Hallerton, Devonſhire, near Tive ton.

Hall-Hºſſey, near Shrewſbury. Halliºeld,

Elſex, between Waltham Abbey and Na

fing. Hºllingtan, Leiceſ. SW. of Lºuth.

Halling, Kent, near the Medway, oppoſite

Wu ºham. Hallington, Staff. near Row

ley. Haliftone, Northumb. near Harbot

tle. Hallow, 2 miles from Worceſter.

Hallowes, York. W. of Bradford. Hall

Place, Surry, in Godalmin pariſh. Hail

Place, Surry, near Thorp and Chertley.

Hall's Mill, in Down, Ulſter. -

Hallwefton, Huntingdonſhire, near St.

Neot's. Hallºwin, Cornwall, between S.

Breock's and Padſtow. Haimley, Here

fordſhire, E. of Stevenage. -

HALMst Apt, a ſea-port of Sweden,

capital of the province of Halland. Lat.

56. 39 N. lon. 12.48. E.

Halmſlead, Kent, SE. of Cranbrook.

Halmſton, Devonſhire, near the Taw river

and Coddon Hill. Halnaiy, Yorkſ. near

Richmond. Halneck, Suſiex, near Chi

cheſter. Halpton, Devonſ. in Uſicolumb

pariſh. Haljali, Lancaſhire, W. of Ormſ.

kirk. Halſey, Somerſetſhire, near Taun

ton. Halſey-Priors, Somerſetſhire, near

Biſhop's Ledyard. Halſham, Yorkſhire,

in Holderneſs, E. of Headon. .

* HalsT EAD, a town of Eſſex, 16 miles

N. of Chelmsford, and 47 NE. of London.

Market on Friday.

Haiſfead. Kent, between Cray and Se

venoke. Haſled, Kent, between Farm

borough and Otford. Haſſfed. Leiceſter

ſhire, E. of Bilſton. Haſlak, Dori tſhire,

2 miles NE. of Coſcomb. Hºiſion, Shrop

ſhire, NE. of Oſweſtry. Halflow, Kent,

N. of Sittingbourn. Hallow, High, Kent,

between Cliffe and Stoke. Haltempriſe,

Yorkſhire, near Hull.

HALTER EN, a town of Munſter, Weſt

phalia, ſeated on the river Lippe.

Halion, Shropſhire, between Ryton and

Babins Wood. Halton, Somerſetſhire,

near Cheriton and Wincanton. Halton,

Lincolnſhire, near Spilſby. Halton, So

merſetſhire, on the W. ſide of Sedgemoor.

HALton, or HauLto N, a town of

Cheſhire, which ſtands loftily on a hill.

It is 2 miles NE. of Frodſham, and 186

from London. Market on Saturday.

Halton, near Lancaſter. Halton, E.

and IP. Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Settle.

Halton, Northumb. near the Pićts-Wall,

below Portgate. Halon-Cheſhers, North

umb. between Rutcheſter and Walwick

Cheſters. Halton-Park, Lanc. S. of Bol

ton. Halton-Sheles, Northumberland, on

the Pićts-Wall, N. of Corbridge.

HALTwhistle, a town of Northum

-

berland, 37 miles W. of Newcaſtle, and

3 15 NNW. of London. Maiket on

Thurſdav. -

HALvAN, or CHAU LAN, a town of Fez.

Halwell, Devonſhire, between Modbury

and Dartmouth. Halworth, Yorkſhire,

N. of Halifax.

HAM, a town in the dept. of Somme,

ſeated on the river Somme, ſo miles N. of

Now ºn, and 43 NNE. of Paris.

Ham, a village in Surry, between Peter

ſham and Kingſton, the houſes of which

ſurround a pleaſant common. It is a han

let to Kingſton, and is 11 miles WSW.

of London. Ham, heft, Eſſex, 8 miles

E. by N. of London. Ham, Eºſi, Eſſex,

5 miles E. by N. of London. Hart,

Cornw N. of Stratton. Ham, Dorſetſ.

near Gillingham. Han, Dorſetſhire, near

Pool. Ham, Glouce. near Cheltenham.

Hart, Herefordſ. near Roſs. Ham, Kent,

SW. of Sandwich. Ham, Kent, NE. of

Appledore Ham, Surry, SE. of Ryegate

Ham, Worceſterſ. near Clifton. Hazz,

Wilts, S. of Hungerford. Ham Court,

Surry, near Weybridge. Ham Court,

Worceſterſhire, near Upton-upon-Severn.

Ham Hall, Warwickſhire, near Coleſhill.

HAMAH, a large town of Syria, feated

on the river Affi, formerly called Orontes.

It is the reſidence of the ſcheik, with the

title of Emir. A manufacture of linens

is carried on here. It is 68 miles SSW.

of Alep; d.

H&MAM ET, a town and bay of Tunis.

HAMAR, in Aggerhuys, Norway.

Ham"erne Hall, Northumb. S. of Hex

ham. Hamberwith, Staff. Sw. of Lich

field. Hamble, a river in Hants. Ham

ble Haven, Hauts, in Southampton Wa

ter. Hambledon, Hants, E. of Biſhop's

Waithain. Hambledon, Bucks, near

Henley-upon-Thames. Hambledon Hill,

Dorſetſ. at one end of Cranbourn Chaſe,

whence there is an extenſive view of the

Vale of Blackmore. Hambleton, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, SW. of Selby. Hambleton,

Lancaſhire, S.W. of Garitang. Hambrook,

Glouceſ in the pariſh of Winterbourn.

HAMBURG, an imperial city of Lower

Saxºny, with a territory belonging to it,

in which are ſeveral large villages and fine

ſeats. The ſtreets are many of them ſpa

cious ; and the houſes, which are high and

built of brick, make a grand appearance.

It is very populous, and is feated partly

on iſlands in the river Elbe, and partly on

the continent. On the ſide of Holſtein is

the Alſter, which, before it enters the

town by ſluices, forms a fine baſin, that is

not equalled in Germany. The principal

ſtreets of the Old Town have long and .

- broad
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hroad canals, formed by the Elbe, which

are regularly filled by the tides. The

walks round the ramparts are lofty, and

planted with trees. The inhabitants carry

on a great trade with the different Euro

pean nations; they have ſeveral veſſels in

the Greenland whale fiſhery, and there are

not leſs than zoo ſhips at a time belonging

to foreign merchants at anchor before the

city. The magiſtracy is compoſed of 4.

burgher-maſters, 4 ſyndics, 24 aldermen,

and 4 ſecretaries. Lutheraniſm is the eſ

tabliſhed religion. The principal manu

factures are thoſe of ſugar refinery, gold

thread. velvet, and ribbons. It is 55

miles NE. of Bremen. Lat. 53. 34. N.

lon. 9. ss. E.

Hamden, Great and Little, Bucks, near

Wendover. Hamden Hill, Somerſetſhire,

SE. of S. Petherton. Hame, Hants, near

Andover.

HAM E LBURGH, a town of Fulda, cir

cle of Upper Rhine.

Hameldon, Leiceſterſhire, near Barkby.

Hameldon, Surry, between Chiddingford

and Godalmin. Hamel, Great, Derby

ſhire, in the High-Peak. Hameringham,

Lincolnſhire, SE. of Horncaſtle.

HAMELN, in Calenberg, Lower Saxony.

Hamerton, Hunt. NW. of Buckworth.

Hamerton Green, Yorkſ. E. of Knareſbo

rough. Hameſwell, Glouceſ. near Bath.

Hamfallow, Glouceſterſ, near Berkley.

Hamfield Hall, Lancaſ. NE. of Cartmel.

Harºford, Devonſhire, near Aſhwater.

* HAMILTo N, a town of Lanerkſhire,

ſituated on the Clyde, 10 miles SE. of

Glaſgow. Near it is Hamilton Houſe,

the magnificent ſeat of the duke of Ha

miiton. -

Hamilton's Bawn, h, Armagh, Ulſter.

Hamleyton, Hambledon, or Hamelton,

Rutlandſhire, near Normanton. -

HAMM, the capital of Mark, Weſt

phalia.

Hammels, Herts, N. of Puckeridge.

Hammer End, Staff. S. of Audley. Ham

mer Green, Herts, S. of Datchworth.

Hammerſmith, a large village of Middle

ſex, 4 miles W. of London, is a hamlet

belonging to Fulham.

HAMMER STEIN, a fortreſs of Treves,

upon the Rhine, oppoſite Coblentz.

Hamon, Dorſetſ. near Sturminſter. Ha

rºund Park, near Shrewſbury. Hammond

Street, Herts, SW. of Wormleybury.

H A Most, or HELMonT, a town of

Iirge.

HAMos E CRE Ex, or HAMoAze, De

vonſhire, near Plymouth, a creek or bay

9i Plymouth Sound, being the weſtern

• brauch, or main tream of the river which
-*

* -

miles NNW. of London.

falls into it. It forms a deep and ſafe

harbour for the Britiſh navy, capable of

- containing near a hundred veſſels, and it

is alſo much reſorted to as a road by mer

chant ſhips bound to the E. when they wait

for a wind. The men of war lie for the moſt

part in 3 tiers; the middle is appointed to

three-decked ſhips, that on the W. fide to

ſhips of leſs force, and that on the E. ſide

to frigates.

Hampall, Yorkſ. NW. of Doncaſter.

Hampden Common, Glouceſterſ. Hampen,

Glouceſ a hamlet in the pariſh of Shipton

Oliff. Hampnet, Glouceſ. near Northleach.

Hampnet, Suſſex, E. of Chicheſter. Ham

preſion, Dorſetſhire, near Winborne.

HAMPshire, HANTs, or South

AMPto N, a county of England, bounded

on the W. by Dorſetſhire and Wilts, on

the N. by Berks, on the E. by Surry and

Suſſex, and on the S. by the Engliſh Chan

nel. It extends, excluſively of the Iſle of

Wight, 42 miles from N. to S. and 38

from E. to W. It is divided into 39

hundreds, and contains 1 city, 20 market

towns, and 253 pariſhes. It is one of the

moſt fertile counties in England. The

air, in the higher parts, is clear and pure;

toward the ſea it is mild and inclined to

moiſture. It's produćts are the fineſt corn

and hops, cattle, ſheep, wool, excellent

bacon, honey, and timber. For the laſt it

has been particularly famous, on account

of it's great woods, of which the principal

are the New Foreſt, and the Foreſt of Eaſt

Bere. The principal rivers are the Avon,

the Teſt or Teſe, the Itchen, and the

Stour.

HAMP's HIRE, New, one of the United

States of North America, and one of the

four diviſions of New England. It is

bounded on the W. and NW. by the ſtate

of Vermont, on the N. by Canada, on the

NE. by the province of Main, on the E.

by the Atlantic Ocean, and on the S. by

Maſſachuſets. It extends about 150 miles

from N. to S. and from 10 to 70 in breadth,

and is divided into the counties of Rock

ingham, Strafford, Hilſborough, Cheſhire,

and Grafton. The land near the ſea is

generally low, but advancing into the

country, it riſes into hills. The air is

ſerene and healthful; the weather not ſo

ſubjećt to variation as in ſouthern climes;

yet in ſummer, the heat is great, but of

ſhort duration, and in winter this country

is intenſely cold. The capital is Portſ

mouth.

Hampſtead, a village of Middleſex, 4

- It is ſeated on

the declivity of a hill, on the top of which

is a fine heath, affording an extenſive pro

ſpett
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ſpest of the metropolis, and all the adja

cent country. Hampſiead-Marſhall, Berks,

near Newbury. Hampſiega, a ſmall vil

lage, S. of Glouceſter. Hampſiede, Staff.

on the N. fide of Tame, oppoſite Pirrie.

HAMPto N, a ſea port of New Hamp

ſhire, and a town of Virginia. -

"HAMPton-MINching, a large pariſh

in Glouceſterſhire, 3 miles from Tetbury,

which has 12 hamlets belonging to it.

Market on Tueſday.

HAM PTox, a town of Middleſex, fa

mous for a royal palace called Hampton

Cºurt, the buildings, gardens, and parks

of which are 4 miles in circumference. It

is ſeated on the N. ſide of the Thames, 14

miles S.W. of London. -

Hampton, Cheſhire, N. of Malpas.

Hampton, Glouceſ. in Minſterworth pa

fiſh. Hampton, Kent, E. of Swale Cliff.

Hampton, Somerſ. NE. of Bath. Hamp

aw-upon-Avon, Warw. E. of Stratford.

Hampton Biſhops, 2 miles from Hereford.

Hampton Court, Herefordſ. 5 miles SE. of

Leominſter. Hampton Curlew, Warw.

a hamlet of Budbroke. Hampton in Ar

den, Warw. NE. of Solihull. Hampton,

Gay, Oxf. near Woodſtock. Hampton,

High, Devonſ. near Hatherley. Hamp

on Level, Worceſterſh. near Droitwich.

Hampton, Magna and Parva, Worceſ.

3.W. of Eveſham. Hampton Merke,

Glouceſterſ. near Fairford. Hampton, Ne

ther, Wilts, N.W. of Saliſbury. Hamp

ton Poyle, 5 miles from Oxford. Hamp

ton, Short, Oxfordſ, N.W. of Charlbury.

Hampton Turville, Wilts, N.W. ofČ.

ſade. Hampton Welch, Shropſ. near El

efinere. Hampton Wick, at the foot of

he bridge of Kingſton-upon-Thunes.

Hams, E. and IW. Berks, in Wantage pa

iſh. Hamſay, Suſſex, near Lewes. Han

Il Bridge, Suſſex, between Stoneland Park

ni Waterdown Foreſt. Hamſeſ, Eaſt,

Berks, near Okingham. Hayſłºd Nor

is, Berks, near Compton. Hamſtede,

ſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Hanſell,

Staffordſhire, N. of Lichfield. !".
eigh, Durham, between Bedborn Park

and Whitton Caſtle. Hamſion, Wilts.

Hamſtreet, Kent. Hamwortly, Dorſet

hire, W. of Pool. Ham worthy, 5 miles

NE. of Lincoln.

HAN AU, capital of Hanau Munzen

jurg, circle of Upper Rhine. The coun

y is 45 miles in length, and 15 in breadth;

t’sº is one of the moſt fertile in Ger

many. The town has ſome manufactures,

ind a great trade in timber, iron, meal,

ind corn brought down the Maine. It is

livided into the Old and the New Town,

ind is ſeated on the Kinzig, where it joins

the Maine. It is 8 miles E. of Frankfort.

Lat. 50. 3. N. lon. 8.45. E.

Hanºoroºgh, Oxford... near Woodſtock.

Hanborough, Long, Oxfordſ. near Rollrich

Stones. Hanbridge, Lanc. between Burn

ley and Townley. Hanºury Hill, wor

ceſ. between Fakenham and D oitwich.

Handale Abey, Yorkſ. E. of Giſborough.

Hanbridge, near Cheſter. , Handbury,

Staffordſ. E. of Pagets Bromley. Handy

Hall, J.inc. 2. from Folkingham.

Hand harch, S affordſ. W. of Trentham.

Hanfºroſ, Suſſex, E. of Leonard's Foreſt.

Haº...ſºft Point, Dorſetſ. by Stutland Bay,

is a high promontory. Handley, Cheſh.

SW. of Beſton Caſtle. , Handley, Lanc.

near Blackburn. Handley Green, Staff.

near Trent, E. of Newcaſtle-under Line.

Handſsker, Saff. W. of King's Brom

ley. Handſworth, S-aff. W. of Tame.

Hane!er, Suſſ. NE. of Chicheſter. Han

ford, Chºſh, NW. of Macclesfield. Han

..ford, Dorletſ. NW. of Blandford, 2 miles

from Durweſton. Hanford, and Hanfºrt

Lower, Middl. W. of Sunbury. Hanfºrd,

Staff. near the conflux of the Trent and

Tyne. Hanger Hill, Middl. N. of the

road from Aéton to Ealing. Hanging

Houghton, Northamp. W. of Walgrave.

Hangiºglon, Worceſ. N. of Morton in

Marth. Hanging flon, Northumb. near

the Cheviot Hills. Hanging Woca, Kent,

near Woolwich. Hanºdon, Suff. between

Clare and Bury. Hankerton. Wilts, NE.

of Malmſbury. Hankilow, Cheſhire, SE.

of Wrenbury. Hankridge, Wilts, near

N. Bradley. Hanley, Derbyſ. S. of Cheſ

terfield. Hanley, Northamp. in Towceſ

ter pariſh. Hanley, Upper and Lower,

Worceſterſhire, E. of Tenbury. Hanl

Caſtle, Worceſterſhire, an extenſive ...;
on the Severn, near Upton, and oppoſite

to Malvern Hills. Hanley, Sixpenny, Dor

ſetſhire, 2 miles from Pentridge. Han

mer, Flintſhire, near St. Aſaph.

HAN MoRE Is LAND, an iſland of above

1oo acres of fertile land, well cultivated, in

Lough Derg, an expanſion of the river

Shannon, in Ireland, between the counties

of Galway and Tipperary.

Harinam, E. and W. Glouceſ in Bitton

pariſh, near the Avon. Hannaway, Eſſex,

near Colcheſter. Hannºy, Lincolnſ. NE.

of Alford. Hanney, Eºſi, Berks, between

the Vale of White Horſe and Abingdon.

Hanningfield, E. W. and S. Eſſex, NE. of

Billericay. Hannington, Hants, W. of

Baſingſtoke. Hannington, Wilts, W. of

Highworth.

HANov ER, The ELEctor Ate of,

comprehends the duchies of Zell, Saxe

Lawenburg, Bremen, Lunenburg, the

S Principality
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E.g of Calenburg, Verden, Gru

enhagen, Hoye, Oberwald, Diepholtz,

Bentheim, &c. The country is well ſitu

ated for foreign trade, lying, moſtly be

tween the rivers Weſer and Elbe. Their

P.": is timber, cattle, hogs, mum,

eer, minerals, quickſilver, vitriol, and

brinſtone.

HANover, a city of Calenburg, Lower

Saxony, the ſeat of the privy council and

regency of the ele&torate. It is ſeated on

the river Leina, which divides it in two,

and contains about 1200 houſes, ſome of

which are large and handſome buildings.

Here are ſome manufactures of lace, ſtuffs,

ſtockings, ribbons, &c. and a conſiderable

trade in the tanneries, and brewing a ſpe

cies of white beer. It is 58 iniles SE. of

Bremen. Lat. 52, 25. N. lon. Io. 5. E.

HANover, a large iſland of the S. Pa

cific, oppoſite the NW. extremity of New

Ireland, a little S. of the line. It is high

and covered with trees, among which are

many plantations, preſenting a beautiful

appearance. It is about 30 miles in

length, and was diſcovered by Captain

Carteret, in 1767.

HAN's Towns, or HANseatic UNI

on, a name given to a confederacy of ſe

veral ſea-ports of Europe, which formed,

at the time, the principal part of the com

merce of Europe. This aſſociation ex

tended from the North Seas and the Bal

tic, along the whole coaſt of Europe to

Meſfina in the Mediterranean, and includ

ed in it cities of Poland, Norway, Ger

many, Holland, England, France, Spain,

Portugal, and the different ſtates of Italy.

The deſign of this aſſociation was, at firſt,

their common defence againſt the pirates,

who were numerous in the North Seas and

the Baltic; for a time they were much en

couraged by the different governments of

Europe, and had conſiderable privileges

granted them. In the year 12oo, there

were ſeventy-two cities in the liſt of Hans

Towns; and ſo powerful was this alli

ance, that their ſhips were often hired by

different princes to aſſiſt them againſt their

enemies; at length they grew ſo formi

dable, particularly from the 14th to the

16th century, as to give umbrage to ſe

veral princes, who commanded all the dif

ferent cities within their juriſdićton to

withdraw from the union. This imme

diately ſeparated the cities of England,

France, Spain, and Italy, from the Hans.

Theſe, on the other hand, excluded ſeveral

others, and put themſelves under the pro

te&tion of #. empire, making a decree

that none ſhould be admitted into their

fociety, but ſuch cities as ſtood within the
2.

limits of the German empire. For a while

the confederacy was thus continued

where it had firſt begun, but was at length

reduced to Bremen, Lubeck, Hamburg,

and Dantzick, each of which cities now

carries on a ſeparate trade for itſelf.

Hans, or Hanſey, a river in Staff. Han

Aop, Bucks, 3 miles from Newport. Han

fied, Herts, near Abbots-Langley. Han

ton, Nottinghamſhire, S. of Southwell.

HANUYE, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

Hanwelland Park, Oxf. near Banbury.

Hanwell, Middl. 2 miles from Brentford,

N. of the road from London to Oxford.

Hanwood, Great and Little, Shropſ. SW.

of Shrewſbury. Hanworth, SE. of Lin

coln. Hanworth, Norfolk, between Barn

ingham, and Felmingham. Hanworth,

Middleſex, W. of Twickenham. Hany

mouth, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

HAPAEE, the name of four of the

Friendly Iſlands, in the Pacific Ocean.

They are of fimilar height and appear

ance, and commeéted by a reef of coral

rocks, which are dry at low water. The

plantations are very numerous and exten

five; and ſome of the fences incloſing them

run parallel to each other, and form ſpa

cious public roads, that have a beautiful

effect. Theſe iſlands extends about 19

miles.

HApsAL, a ſea-port of Revel or Eſtho

nia, 5 miles SW. of Revel.

HApsburg, a ruinous caſtle, on a lofty

eminence, 3 miles from Bruck, in the

canton of Bern. What remains of it is

inhabited by the family of a peaſant. It

is famous for being the cradle, as it were,

of the houſe of Auſtria, whoſe anceflors

were, formany years, counts of Hapſburg;

till Rodolph I. by his talents raiſed him

ſelf to the empire of Germany and arch

duchy of Auſtria. Alſo a bailiwick of

Lucern; both in Swiſſerland.

Hapſburgh, Norfolk, NE. of walſham

Hapsford, Cheſh. NW. of Delamere Fo

reſt. Hapſwell, Yorkſ. S. of Richmond.

Hapton and Tower, Lanc. NE. of Black

burn. Haraeles, Staffordſ. NW. of Leek

Harberbury, 4 miles from Warwick.

Harber Houſe, near Durham. Harberton,

Devonſ. SW. of Berry Pomery. Har

berween, Weſtm. SE. of Shap. Harbi

fard, Bucks, near High Wycomb. Har

bledown, Kent, near Canterbury. Har

born, Staffordſhire, SW. of Birmingham.

* HARBorough MARKEt, a town of

Leiceſterſhire, ſeated on the river Wel

land, which ſeparates it from Northamp

tonſhire. It is 14 miles SSE. of Leiceſter,

and 83 NNW. of London. Lat. 52. 28.

N. lon. o. 58. W. Market on Tueſday.

- Harborough,
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Harborough, Linc. NW. of Grimſby.

Harborough, Warw. N. of Rugby. Har

bottle, Manor and Caſtle, Northumberland,

near Halliſtones, in Riddeldale.

HARB urg, a town of Lunenburg Zell,

Lower Saxony; and a town of Oetingen

Wallerſtein,3.

Harburn, a river in Devonſhire. Har

by, Leiceſterſhire, SW. of Belvoir Caſtle.

Harbybrow, Cumberland, near Ierby.

HAR court, a town in the department

of Calvados; and a town in the depart
ment of Eure. -

Harden, Cheſh. N. of Stockport. Har

den, Durham, NW. of Hartlepool. Har

den, Kent, N. of Elham. Harden, York

ſhire, NW. of Bradford. Harden Huiſh,

Cheſhire, near Chippenham. Hardendale,

Weſtmorland, in the pariſh of Shap.

HARDERwick, a ſea-port of Dutch

Guelderland, with a ſmall univerſity.

Hardham, Suſſex, N.W. of Parham.

Hardhorn, Lancaſhire, in Amounderneſs.

Harding, Oxf. S. of Henley-on-Thames.

Harding, Staff. N. of Walſal. Harding,

Wilts, NE. of Great Bedwin. Harding,

or Harpedon, Herts, 3 miles S. of Wal

thamſted. Hardingdale, Weſtm. NE. of

Shap. Hardingham, Norf. N.W. of Hing

ham. Hardingſtone, near Northampton.

Hardington, Somerſ. 3 miles from Yeovil.

Hardington, Somerſ. NW. of Frome Sel

wood. , Hardknot Hill, Cumberl. a ſteep

mountain SE. of Copeland. Foreſt. Hard

ley, Hampſhire, in New Foreſt. Hardle

Beacon, Suſſex, between Aſhdown and [...

lington Foreſts. Hardley Hall, Derbyſ.

in the High Peak. Hardmead, Bucks,

NE. of Newport. Hardneſ; HWood, Berks,

near Binfield and Warfield. Hardraw,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, by Swaledale, near the

catraët of Ayſgarth. Hardreſs, Upper

and Lower, Kent, N. of Elham. Hardſ.

worthy, Devonſ. near Hartland. Hard

wick, Derbyſ. in Scarſdale. Hardwick,

4 miles from Glouceſter. Hardwick,

Glouceſ, in Elmſton pariſh. Hardwick,

orf. near Lynn. Hardwick, Bedf. in

Kempſton pariſh. Hardwick, Surry, near

Chertſey. Hardwick, Bucks, between

Aileſbury and Winſlow. Hardwick,

Camb. W. of Grancheſter. Hardwick,

Durham, NW. of Grindon. Hardwick,

Durham, NW. of Hartlepool. Hardwick,

Heref, near Clifford Caſtle. Hardwick,

Herefordſ. E. of Pembridge. Hardwick,

Huntſ. NW. of St. Neot's. Hardwick,

Monm. SE. of Abergavenny. Hardwick,

Norf. N. of Harleſton. Hardwick, Norf.

near Hawſted. Hardwick, Northamp.

near Wellingborough. Hardwick, Nott.

SW. of Mansfield. Hardwick, Oxf. be

wick Priors, near Warwick.

SW. of Bury.

tween Fencot and Mixbury. Hardwick,

Oxf. N.W. of Reading. Hardwick, Oxf.

W. of Stanton Harcourt. Hardwick, Rutl.

near Empingham. Hardwick, Shrop

ſhire, NE of Biſhop's Caſtle. Hardwick,

Shropſ. SW. of Elleſmere. Hardwick,

Staffordſ. in Sandon pariſh. Hardwick,

Yorkſhire, a foreſt adjoining to Halifax.

Hardwick, Yorkſ, near Pontefračt. Hard

Hareby,

Nott. near Broadham Priory. Harey,

near Lincoln. Harecaſtle, Staff. the Great

Trunk, or Staffordſhire Canal, paſſes un

der ground here for a mile and a half: \

Harefield, Middl. between Uxbridge and

Rickmanſworth. Harefield, Glouceſ. N.

of Briſtol. Harehaugh, Northumberland,

between Yardop and Bickerton. Hare

Iaw, Northumberland, N.W. of Newcaſtle.

Hareridge Hall, Cumberland, NW. of

Grayſtock Caſtle.

* HARE'sBURY, HATchbury, or

Heytsbury, Wiltſhire, on the Willy,

near Warminſter.

Hareſcomb, Glouceſ, a hamlet in Hareſ.

field pariſh. Hareſ omb, Glouceſ. near

Painſwick. Haresfield, Glouceſ. 5 miles

W. of Stroud, Harefield, Little, Glouceſ.

in Standiſh pariſh. Hareſgate, Kent, be

tween Spelherſt and Tunbridge-Wells.

Hareſhaw Linn, Northumberland, near

Wark and Bellingham, is a fine waterfall.

Hareffon, Dorſetſhire, on a river that runs

into Sandwich Bay. Hareffreet, Eſſex,

near Rumford. Hareſtreet, Herts, be,

tween Puckeridge and Barkway, Hareſ.

‘well, Yorkſ. E. Riding, S.W. of Wigh

ton. Harewood, Bedfordſ, near Turvey.

HARFleuR, a town in the department

of the Lower Seine, at the mouth of the

river Seine, 36 miles N.W. of Rouen, and

E. of Havre-de-Grace. Lat. 49. 30. N.

on. o. 19. E.

Harford, a river of Yorkſ. which runs

into the Darwent at Wickum Abbey.

Harford, Devonſ. 10 miles from Plymou#.

Harford, and Harford Lower, Glouceſ. in

Naunton pariſh. Harford Bridge, Hants,

near Hartley Row. Harford, Eaſt, Nor

thumb. near Stannington. Hargaſi, He

refordſ, near Kyneton. Hargrave, Suff,

Hargrave, Dorſetſ. NE.

of Sturminſter. Hargrave, Northamp.

E. of Higham Ferrers. Harimere Chapel,

Camb. S. of Ely. Harington, Northamp.

W. of Rothwell. Haringworth, North

amptonſhire, NE. of Rockingham. Har

Kirk, Lancaſhire, in the pariſh of Croſby

Parva. Harkfied, Suffolk, W. of Har

wich. Harlackenden, Kent, in Wood.

church pariſh. Harloſion, Staffordſ. NE.

of Tamworth, Harlaxton, Lincolnſhire,

S 2. 2 miles
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2 miles from Grantham. Harle, Little

and Hºff, Northumberl. near Kirk Harle.

HAR leseck, in Flanders county.

HARLEch, a town of Merionethſhire,

ſeated on a rock on the ſea ſhore. . It is

but a poor place, though the county town,

and is 223 miles WNW. of London.

Lat. 52, 54. N. lon. 4. 6. W. Market

on Saturday.

HARLEM, a large, and populous town

of the United Provinces, in Holland, ſeat

ed on the lake of the ſame name. Here

are flouriſhing manufactures of filk, vel

vet, linen, thread, and tape. It is ſituat

ed Io miles W. of Amſterdam.

HARLEM MERE, a lake of Holland,

near Harlem, about 14 miles long, and 8

or Io broad. It lies between Leyden,

Harlem, and Amſterdam; and is naviga

ble for boats. The canals from Leyden

to Amſterdam are a ſafer, though more

tedious paſſage.

Harleſy, E. and H. Yorkſhire, NE. of

Northallerton. Harleſcot, N. of Shrewſ.

bury. -

- * HARLestoN, a town of Norfolk,

feated on the river Waveney, 16 miles S.

of Norwich, and 1 oo NE. of London.

Market on Wedneſday.

Harleſion, Devonſ. in Brixton pariſh.

Harleſion, Middleſex, in Wilſdon pariſh.

Harleſion, 4 miles from Northampton.

Harleſion, Suffolk, NW. of Stow. Har

lºftwas, Herefordſ, near Dowre. Harley,

Shropſhire, E. of Aëton Burnel Caſtle.

HARLING, a town of Norfolk, feated

on a rivulet between Thetford and Buck

enham. The market is chiefly for linen

yarn and linen cloth. It is 21 miles SW.

of Norwich, and 88 NE. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Harling, Middle, and J/ºff, Norfolk,

near Harling.

HARLINGEN, a ſea-port of W. Frieſ.

land, at the mouth of the Zuyder Zee.

Next to Lewarden, it is the largeſt and

moſt populous town in the province. It

is 13 miles nearly W. of Lewarden. Lat.

53. 9. N. lon. 5. 14. E.

Harlington, Middleſex, N. of Houn

ſlow Heath. Harlington, Bedfordſhire,

near Ampthill. Harlings, Suſſex, S.W.

of Hardley. Beacon.

Harlow, Eſſex, on the W. ſide of the

Rodings. Harlow Hill, Yorkſhire, near

Leeds. Harlow Hill, Northumb. S. of

Stannington. Harlow Bury and Harlow

Street, Eſſex, S.W. of Hatfield Broad

Oak. Harlſon, 5 miles S. of Cambridge.

Harlton, W. of Harlſton, 7 miles from

Cambridge. Harlton, Lincolnſ. NW. of

Grimſby. Hardyne, Cornw. W. of Pad

ſtow-Haven. Harmby, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, NE. of Midlam. Harmer, Suſſex,

N. of Salehurſt: Harmondſworth, Middl.

NW. of Harlington, and 2 miles from

Colnbrook. Harmſhay, Dorſetſ, a ham:

let to Chidiock. Harmſion, 4 miles from

Lincoln. Harnal, Bucks, E. of Ivingo.

Harmam, Northumberland, NW, of Ogle

Caſtle. Harmam, E. and W. Wilts, near

Sarum. Harndon, Hants, SE. of Ham

bledon. Harnbill, Glouceſterſhire, 3 miles

from Cirenceſter. Harnidge-Grange, near

Shrewſbury. Harold-Stone, Pemi-oke

ſhire, near Haverfordweſt.

HARo, a town of Old Caſtile, on the

Ebro.

Harper-Hill, Cumberl. N. of the Pićts

Wall, near Stapleton. Harpers, or Hare

foot-Lane, Dorſetſhire, N.W. of Bingham's

Melcomb. Harpford, Devonſ. near Sid

mouth. Harpham, Norf. between Thet

ford and Windham. Harpham, Yorkſ.

E. Riding, SE. of Kilham. Harpley

Hall, Durham, on the Wear, SE. of Wol

fingham. Harpley-Hall, Norfolk, near

Houghton. Harpole, N.W. of Northamp

ton. Harp field-Hall, Herts, near Hat

field. Harpſion, Dorſetſhire, near Bradel.

Harpſwell, Lincolnſ, near Gainſborough.

Harptree, E. and W. Somerſ. N. of Men

dip. Harraby, Cumberland, near Carliſle.

Harradon, Bedfordſ. in Carington pariſh.

Harrendon, Great and Little, Northamp.

between Wellingborough and Kettering.

Harriet/bam, Kent, near Maidſtone. Har

rington, Cumberland, near Carliſle. Har

rington, Lincolnſhire, near Alford. Har

rington, Worceſterſhire, N. of Eveſham.

HARRINGton, Cumberland, a ſea-port

between Workington and Whitehaven,

being 4 miles from the former, and 6

from the latter port. It's principal bufi

neſs ariſes from the colliers and ſhip

building.

HARRIs. See Lewis.

* * HARRIsTown, a ſmall town of Kil

dare, Leinſter, 18 miles S.W. of Dublin.

Harrock Hall, Lanc. between Standiſh

and Biſpham. Harrold, near Bedford.

Harrold Ewias, Heret. at the conflux of

the Munny and Dore. Harrold's-Park,

Eſſex, W. of Epping. Harraton, Durham,

on the Wear, W. of Sunderland. Har

rowbridge, Devonſhire, SE. of Taviſtock.

Harrowgate, Yorkſhire, in the pariſh of

Knareſborough, remarkable for it’s mine

ral waters, which are vitriolic and ſulphu

reous. Bathing is the moſt general mode

of uſing them; and they are often ſucceſs

ful in dropſical, ſcorbutic, and gouty caſes.

Harrow Hill, Worc. 2 miles from Eve

ſham. Harrow-on-thc-Hill, Middl. a vil

lage
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luge ſituated on the higheſt hill in the coun

ty, 1o miles WNW. of London. Har

row-JP'eald, Middleſex, at the foot of Har

row-Hill. Haringſide, Northumb. SW.

of Hexham. Harſion, Leiceſ. S. of Bel

voir-Caſtle. Harſtuden, Northumb. near

Harlow. Hartborne, Northumb. S.W. of

Morpeth. Harthorn, Iſºft, Durham, NE.

of Darlington. Hartbury, N.W. of Glou

ceſter. Hartclack-Bridge, Somerſetſhire,

between Wells and Glaſtonbury. Harte,

Durham, near the coaſt, N.W. of Hartle

pool. Harterton, Northumberland, NW.

of Morpeth. Harteff, Suffolk, N. of Box

ted. Hartey, Kent, in the Iſle of Sheppey.

Hartfield, Suſſex, SE. of E. Grinſtead.

HARTfor D, a flouriſhing, commercial

town, in the ſtate of Connecticut, ſeated on

the W. ſide of the river of that name,

about 50 miles from it's entrance into the

Sound. It is divided by a ſmall river,

with high romantic banks; over this river

is a bridge, connecting the two diviſions

of the town, which is 69 miles WSW. of

Boſton. Lat. 41.52. N. lon. 72. 30. W.

Hartford, Cheſhire, N.W. of Northwich.

Hartford, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Ravenſ.

worth Caſtle. Hartford, near Hunting

don. Hartham, Wilts, between Coſham

and Slaughterford. Harthill, Cheſ. SW.

of Peckforton. Harthill, Yorkſhire, near

Holderneſs. Harthill, Yorkſhire, near

Wolkſop, in Nottinghamſhire. Harting,

Suſſex, near Midhurſt. Harting-Fordtury,

1 mile from Hertford. Hartington, Der

byſhire, N.W. of Wirkſworth.

HARTLAND, a town in Devonſhire,

feated on the Briſtol Channel, near a pro

montory called Hartland Point, 28 miles

W. of Barnſtaple, and 218 W. by S. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Hartlebury, near Worceſter. Hartle

bury, 4 iniies from Glouceſter.

HART LePool, a ſea-port of the coun

ty of Durham, ſeated on a promontory,

partly ſurrounded by rocks and hiſis, and

partly by the ſea. It is a pretty large

place, with a ſafe harbour, but it's market

is much decayed. It is 16 miles S.E. of

Durham, and 254 N. by W. of London.

Lat. 54.44. N. lon. 1. 4. W. Market

on Saturday.

Hartley, a river in Northumb. running

into S. Tyne, at Fetherſtonehaugh. Hart

ley, Kent, S.W. of Cobham. Hartley,

Northumb. on the coaſt, N. of Tinmouin.

Here are ſalt, copperas, and glaſs works

carried on ; and here is a pretty haven, or

harbour, to which a canal has been cut,

through a ſolid rock, 52 feet deep, 3o

broad, and 90o long. Hartley, Hants,

near Sºlborn. Hartly, Do, ſetſ, in Great

Mintern pariſh. Hartley-Caffle, Weſtin

near Kirkby. Steven. Hartley-Hall, Derb

in the High Peak. Hartley. Row. Hants,

9 miles from Bagſhot. Hartley Haſtill,

Hants, N.W. of Hartley Row. Hartlip,

Kent, near Sittingbourn. Hartmere,

Surry, in Godalmin pariſh. Hartmore,

Wilts, near Devizes. Harton, Devonſ.

near Hartland. Harton, Durham, S. of

Shields. Harton, Shropſ. NW. of Did

dleſbury. Harton, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

near Flaxton. Harton, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, in Craven. Hartpury, 4 miles NW.

of Glouceſter. Hartro-Houſe, Somerſetſ.

between Bridgewater and Dulverton

Hart-Hill, Warw, between Nuneaton an

Atheriton. Hart/head, Yorkſ. E. of Ha

lifax. Hartſholm, near Lincoln. Hart

/hop, Weſtm. near Depedale. Hartſhorn,

Derb. N. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Hart

ſide, Northumb. W. of Branton. Hart

Swell, Bucks, near Ayleſbury. Hartwell,

Northamp. W. of Oulney. Harty Iſle,

Kent, at the corner of Sheppey Iſle, oppo

ſite Feverſham. Harvard, Middl. near

Shepperton, in Sunbury pariſh. Harum,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, between Helmſley and

Ridal. Harawardale, Yorkſ. in Whit

by Strand. Harwell, Berks, near E.

Hendred. Harwell, Nott. near Bantree.

Hartvep. Northumberl. NE. of Branton."

* HAR wich, a ſea-port of Ellex, feated

on a point of land, oppoſite to the united

mouths of the Stour and Orwell. It is

not very large, but is well inhabited and

irequented, and here the packet-boats are

ſtatiºned that go to Holland, in time of

peace. It has a very ſpacious harbour,

extending from the ſca to within 2 miles

of Ipſwich, and able to receive ſhips of

too guns all the way: here is alſo a very

good dockyard, with the neceſſary ſtore

houſes, cranes, launches, &c. The waſh

ing and undcriminiºg of the tides, and the

failing off large pieces of cliff, have made

the point a pºntºla, and, pe; hºps, inay

in time make it an iſland. The harbour

is defended by Landguard Fort, built on

a ſandy point on the Suifolk ſide of the

water, and other ſtrong works. It is 72

miles NE. of London. Lat. 52. C. N. lon.

1. 25. E. -

Harwich-Chapel, Lancaſ. near Bolton.

Harwood, Bucks, N. of Winſlow. Har

ºwood, Herefordſ. W. of Roſs. Harwood,

Helts, W. of Watford. Harwood, Lanc.

S. of Clithero. Harwood, Great and

Little, Lancaſ. N. of Blackbo, n. Har

wood, Yorkſ. NE. of Leeds. Harwood

Dale, Yorkſ. near Scarborough. Har

“wood-Grange, Derb. S.W. of Cheſterfield.

Harwood-Shields, Northumb, N, of the

S 3 . Tyne,
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Tyne, near Ridlam-Hope. Harworth,

Nott. on the borders of Yorkſ near Tick

hill. Caſtle. Haſcomb, Surry, SE. of God

almin. Haſelºadge, Derb. in the High

Peak. Haſelbury, Wilts, between Bath

and Chippenham. Haſtler, Staff. near

Lichfield. Haſeley, Eſſex, 2 miles from

Malden. Haſeley, Iſle of Wight, in E.

Medina. Hiſtley, Great and Little, Oxf.

near Cuddeſden. Haſeley, Warw. between

Birdbrook and Wroxhail. Haſley, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, S. of Patley-Bridge. Haſel

ever, Staff. N. of Tamworth. Haſelton,

Glouc. NW. of N. Leach. Hayfiell, 6

miles N. of Glouceſter. Haſlºeare, Dor

ſetſ. W. of Blandford. Haſilbeare, So

merſetſ. near N. Parret. Haſingrove,

Somerſetſ, near S. Barrow. Haſketon,

Suffolk, near Woodbridge. Haſleden,

Glouceſterſhire, in Rodmarton pariſh.

* HASLEMERE, a ſmall, but ancient

town of Surry, 12 miles S.W. of Guilford,

and 42 SW. of London. Market on

Tueſday.

Haſleton, Glouceſterſ. near N. Leach.

Haſlewood, 4 miles from Derby. Haſle

wood, Suffolk, N. of Aldborough. Haſle

wood, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, NW. of

Aberforth. -

HA's LIN DEN, a town of Lanc. 14 miles

N. by W. of Mancheſter, and 196 NNW.

of London. Market on Wedneſday.

Haſlingfield, on the Cam, 5 miles from

Cambridge. Haſingham, E. of Norwich.

Haſlington, Cheſh. 3 miles from Sandbach.

Haſan, Northumb. S. of Alnwick. Haſſal,

Cheſ. near Haſlington and Sandbach. Haſ:

fºlbech, Northamp, near Naſeby. Haſel.

bury Brian, Dorſetſ, near Sturminſter.

Haſeler, Warw. E. of Alceſter.

HASs ELT, in Overyſſel, on the Vecht.

HASSELT, a town of Liege.

Haſſºury, Eſſex, near Stanſted Mount

ficheſs. Hoſop, Derb. in the High Peak.

Hoſkrcomb, Somerſ. near Biſhop's Lediard.

Haſtingbury, or Hallingbury, Great, called

ailo Morley, and Huffingbury, or Halling

*wry, Little, called alſo Haftingbury-Nevil,

and Bouchier, cr Bowſer, Eſſex, 3 miles

{rºin Biſhops-Stortfold. Haftingleigh,
Kent, NE. of Aſhford.

* HASTINGs, a ſea-port of Suſſex, ſeat

ed between high clefts, or hills, on a ſmall

ſtream called the Bourne, which divides it

into two different pariſhes. The chief

employment of the people is fiſhing. It is

14 miles S.W. of Rye, and 64 SE. of

London. Markets on Wedneſday and

Saturday.

Haſwell, Sonerſ. 2 miles from Bridge

water. Haſwell, Great and Little, NE.

of Durham. Hatch, Bedfordſ, NW, of

Biggleſwade. Hatch, Devonſhire, in S.

Moulton pariſh. Hatch, Kent, W., of

Canterbury. Hatch, Weſt, Somerſetſ.

near Caſtle-Cary. Hatcham, Surry, be

tween Newington Butts and Deptford.

Hatch End, Middleſex, between Pinner

Green and Stanmore. Hatchland, Dor

ſetſhire, near Netherby. Hatchland, Sur

ry, 4 miles from Guilford.

* HATFIELD, a town of Herts, ſeated

on the river Lea, and on the great North

road, 20 miles NNW. of London. Mar

ket on Thurſday.

Hatfield. Hoodhall, Herts, is a ſubordi

mate manor of Hatfield.

HATFIELD BRoad OAK, or HAT

FIELD REG1s, a town of Eſſex, 30 miles

ENE. of London. Market on Saturday.

Hatfield Peverel, Eſſex, near Withan.

Hatfield, Heref. E. of Leoninſter. Hat

field, and the Chaſe, Yorkſ...4 miles from

Doncaſter. Hatfield IVoodhouſe, Yorkſ. 2

miles from Hatfield. Hatfield, Great and

Little, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Hatford,

Berks, E. of Farringdom. Hather, Linc.

NE. of Grantham. Hatherden, Hants,

NW. of Andover. Hatherker, Yorkſ.

N.W. of Rippon. Hatherland, Devonſ.

N. of Tiverton.

HATHERLEY, a town of Devonſ. on a

branch of the river Towridge, near it’s

confluence with the Ock. It is 26 miles

NW. of Exeter, and 201 W. by S. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Hatherley Down, 2 miles from Glou

ceſter. Hathern, Leic. NW. of Lough

borough. Hatherop, Glouc. 7 miles from

N. Leach. Hatherſedge, Derbyſ. in the

High Peak. Hatharton, Cheſ, near Web

benbury. Hathewate, Cumb. N. of Long

town. Hathrington, Northumberl. near

Walk. Hatley-Cockayne, and Hatley

Port, or Parva, Bedfoldſ. NE. of Potton.

Hatley St. George, or Great Hatley, Camb.

NE. of Hatley. Cockayne. Hatley, Eaft,

and Hatley Hongry Camb. near Gamling

hay, 13 miles from Cambridge. Haton,

Cumberland, in the pariſh of Aſpatrick.

HATTEN, in Dutch Guelderland, on

the Yſſel. -

Hatterel Mountains, in Wales, on the

borders of Monmouthſ. and Brecknockſ.

HATTINGEN, in Mark, Weſtphalia.

Hatton, Cheſ. N. of Grimſditch. Hat

ton, Cheſ. W. of Huxley. Hatton, Derb.

SW. of Sutton. Hatton, Kent, SE. of

Aſhford. Hatton, Linc, SE. of Market

Raiſin. Hatton, Middl. in the pariſh of

E. Bedfont. Hatton, Shropſ. NE. of

Aéton-Scott. Hatton, Shropſ. SE. of

Shefnal. Hatton, Cold, Shropſ. E. of

Evelyn. Hatton, High, Shropſ, between

Hodnet
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Hodnet and Stanton. Hatton upon-Avon,

Warw. Hattºn, Yorkſ.SE.of Pocklington.

HAT v ANY, in Hungary, zo miles NE.

of Buda. -

HA v ANNAH, a ſea-port of the iſland of

Cuba, cn the NW. part of it, oppoſite Flo

rida. The harbour is capable of contain

ing commodiouſly Ioco veſſels, without ei

ther cable or anchor. The entrance to it

is by a narrow channel, ſtrongly fortified

with platforms, works, and artillery, for

half a mile, the length of the paſſage. On

the E. ſide of the mouth of the channel is

Moro Fort, mounted with 4o pieces of can

mon, almoſt level with the water; and on the

oppoſite ſide a ſtrong fort, called the Pun

tal, adjoining to the town. All the ſhips

that come from the Spaniſh American ſet

tlements, rendezvous here on their return

to Spain. In 17oo, the town was com

puted to contain 26,ooo inhabitants, Spa

niards, mulattoes, and negroes; a number

which muſt have been conſiderably increaſ.

ed ſince. The houſes are elegant, built

of ſtone, and ſome of them ſuperbly finiſh

ed; and the public buildings are rich and

magnificent. Proviſions here are extrava

gantly dear; neither is their freſh meat of

the beſt kinds, excepting their pork. This

inconvenience is not owing to any defe&

in the ſoil of the iſland, but to the indo

lence of the Spaniards. In 1762, the

Havannah was taken by an Engliſh ſqua

dron and army, under Sir G. Pocock and

Lord Albemarle. The Moro Fort was

taken by ſtorm, after a fiege of 29 days.

Twelve men of war and three frigates were

taken at the ſame time with the town. It

was reſtored by the peace of 1763. Lat.

23. 12. N. lon. 82. 13. W.

*HAv ANT, a town of Hants, 7 miles

NE. of Portſmouth, and 64 W. by S. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Hauderly, Yorkſ, between Marſh Land

and Burton Stather. Haveland, or Hal

land, Suſſex, NE. of Lewes and Laughton.

Havelberg, a town of Pregnitz, Bran

denburg.

Haven-Points, Dorſetſ. 1 mile SE. of

Pool, bounding the harbour. Haven,

Upper, Wilts, near Everley. Haver.

brack, Weſtmorland, in Betham pariſh,

near Dallam-Tower Garden.

* HAvexfordwest, a town of Pem

brokeſ. ſeated on a creek of Milford Ha

ven, over which there is a ſtone bridge.

It is a large, handſome place; has ſeveral

veſſels belonging to it, and the affizes are

held here. It is 15 miles S. by E. of St.

David's, and 239 W. by N. of London.

Markets on Tueſday and Saturday.

Havºrgate, Norfolk, W. of Yarmouth,

Haverholm, Linc. NE. of Sleaford. Ha

verick, Northumb. near Millum Caſtle.

HAVERIll., a town of Suffolk, partly

in Eſſex. It has a confiderable manufac.

ture of checks, cottons, and fukians, and

is 59 miles NNE. of London. Market

on Wedneſday.

Havering-at-Bower, Eſſex, near Rum

ford. Haverſham, Bucks, near Newport

Pagnel. Haverflock Hill, Middl. between

London and Hampſtead. Hauford-Cha

pel, Shropſ. SW. of Diddleſbury. Haugh,

Linc. near Alford. Haugh, Yorkſ. NW.

of Rotheran. Haughley, Suff, near Dag

worth. Haughton, Cumb. near Stanwix.

Haughton, Durham, near Darlington.

Haughton, Durham, SW. of Newbottle.
Haughton, Lancaſhire, in Amdunderneſs.

Haugbton, Northumberl. N. of Hexham.

Haugthon, Shropſ. near Shefnal. Haugh

ton, near Stafford. Haughton, Suſſex, on

the Arun, S. of Amberley. Havington,

Northamp. near Walgrave. Havington,

Worc. near the Littletons. Haukeſdale,

Cumb. in Dalſton pariſh. Haukeſ well,

Warw. near Coleſhill. Haukeſwell, E.

and M. Yorkſ. N. Riding, between Mid

lam and Richmond. Haukewell, North

umberl. on the Pont, W. of Pont Eland.

Haulebowling, a dangerous rock in the

entrance of Carlingford-Bay, covered by

the tide before full ſea, or high water.

Haul-Down, Somerſ. near Bath. Haul

gate, Yorkſ. NW. of Richmond. Halton,

Bucks, near Wendover. Haulton, Linc.

near Spilſby. Haulton, Lincolnſ. N. of

ºi. Haulton, Lincolnſhire, NW.

of Wragby. Haulton, º Lincolnſ.

NE. of Burton Stather. Hault wick, Herts,

W. of Puckeridge. Haunton, Staff. near

Cliffton-Canvil. -

HAvRe-de-GRAce, a large, populous,

and commercial town in the depart. of the

Lower Seine. The harbour here has par

ticular advantages, as the water does not

begin to ebb till 3 hours after the full tide.

The baſon is reſerved for ſhips of war,

with room and depth of water for 3o

veſſels of 60 guns. It is ſeated on the

Engliſh Channel, or La Manche, at the

mouth of the river Seine, 45 miles nearly

W. of Rouen, and 1:2 NW. of Paris.

Lat. 49. 29. N. lon. o. 1 1. E.

Hauſegarth, Yorkſ. SE. of Whitby.

Hauſe:Yard, Staffordſ. near Armitage. .

HAU re-Rive, a town in the dept. of

Upper Garonne; and a town in the dept.

of the Drome.

HA utvilliers, a town in the dept.

of Marne, ſcated on the river Marne, zo

miles from Rheims.

Haw, Devonſ, a rock near Plymouth.

S + 2 Hatu,
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Haw, Kent, near the coaſt, E. of Swale

Cliff. Haw, Surry, SW. of Abinger.

Hawarden, cr Harwarden, Flintſhire, 5

miles SW. of Cheſter. Hawcoffer Rig,

Yorkſ. near Leeds. Hawcolm Chapel,

Lanc. near Entwiſle. Hawcombe, Glouc.

in Hampton pariſh. Haw Cupple, North

umberland, E. of Kirkhaugh. Hawford,

Warwic' ſhire, E, of Newbold.

HAwick, a tewn of Roxburghſhire, *

ſeated on the river Tiviot, in a romantic

ſituation, the ſcenery of which is compoſed

of wooded rocks, catara&ts, and bridges.

It is 15 miles SW. of Kelſo.

Hawkchurch, Dorſetſhire, 4 miles from

Chardſtock. Hawkebury, Warw. in Sow

ariſh. Hawkeſbury, Glouceſ. N.W. of

É.int. 4 miles from Sodbury.

HAwksHEAD, a town of Lancaſhire,

in Fourneſs, which is a hilly, woody trast,

W. of Winandermere. It is 24 miles

NNW. of Lancaſter, and 273 NNW. of

London. Market on Monday.

Hawkhurſi, Kent, near Benenden.

Hawking, Kent, SW. of Alkham.

Hawkley, Hampſhire, N. of Petersfield.

Hawridge, Somerſetſ. W. of Dulverton.

Hawkſley, Northumb. on the coaſt, oppo

ſite Coquet Iſland. Hawºlon, 4 miles

from Cámbridge. Hawkſton. Shopſhire,

near Hodnet, Hawkſworth, Nott. NE.

of Bingham. Haaviſworth, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, near Otley. Hawkwood, Eſſex,

in the pariſh of Heningham Sible. Hawk

wood, Suſſex, S. of Itchingham. Hawley,

Hants, SE. of Blackwater. Hawling,

Glouceſterſ. 6 miles S.E. of Winchcomb.

Hawnby, Yorkſ. N. Riding, NW. of

Helmſley. Hawnby, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

E. of Ravenſworth Caſtle. Hawi,

Shropſ. NE. of Bridgenorth. Hawnes, 4

miles from Bedford. Haworth, Yorkſ.

NW. of Halifax. Haw Paſſage, Glouc.

on the Severn, between Tewkeſbury and

Glouceſter. Haws, Yorkſ. in the W.

miſion, Nott. S. of Southwell. Hawton,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Wiggleſworth.

Haxy, Yorkſ. N. Riding, S. of Galtres

Foreſt. Haxey, Lincolnſ. NW. of Gun

thorp. Haxton, Bedfordſhire, N. of Lu

ton. Haxton, Wilts, near N. Tudworth.

* HAY, a town of Brecknockſhire,

ſeated between the rivers Wyall and Du

las, on the liver Hay. It is 14 miles

ENE. of Rºcknock, and 15.1 WNw. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Hay, Dorſetſhire, a hamlet to Chidioc.

Hay, Glouceſ a hamlet in Filton pariſh.

Haycloſe, Northumberland, N. of Morpeth.

Hºycote, Lanc. between Dalton Caſtle and

the ſea. Haycrofts, Doi ſetſ. in Purbeck

Iſle, N. of Dunſhay. Haydon, Dorſetſhire,

near Charminſter. Haydon, Dortetſ, near

Folke. Haydon, Dorſetſ. near Sherborn.

Haydon, Kent, 2 miles from Tunbridge.

Haydon, Northumb. W. of Hexham.

HAYE, a town in the dept. of Indre

and Loite, feated on the river Creuſe, 25

mics from Touis, and 135 S.W. from

Paris. Lat. 46. 56. N. lon. o. 46. E.

Haye, Cornw. near the Hurlers. Haye

Qaſile, Cumberl. near Moreſby. Hayes,

Devonſ near Budleigh. Hayes, Glouceſ,

in the pariſh of Awre. Hayes, Kent, near

Bromley. Hayes, Middl. 12 miles from

London, N. of the road to Uxbridge.

Hayes-Arundels, Devonſhire, an iſland in

the manor of Cowicke, between the river

Ex, ar. the village Lahegen. Hayes

Players, Devonſ. in Ex Iſland. Hayfan,

Lincolnſ. near Burwell. Hayham-Potter,

Norf. E. of Hickling. Hayles, Glouceſ.

2 iniles N. of Winchcomb. Hayley, Staff.

near Birmingham. Hayley iſ old, Glouc.

near Cirenceſter. Hayling. Lie, Hants, E.

of Portſmouth. Hay, Little, Staffoldſhire,

S. ºf Lichfield.

HAY Lt HAM, a town of Suſſex, 12.

miles E. of Lewes, and 58 SE. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Riding. Haws, a river in Mºntgomeryſ. Hayllot, Suſſex, E. of Cocking. Hayne,

Haws, a river in Radnorſ. Hawſehouſe, Devoni. in Stoford pariſh. Hayne, Devent.

Weſtmorl. E. of Winandermºre. Haitſ in the pariſh of Newton St. Cyre. , Hayne

ham, Eſſex, S.W. of Hatfield Rroad. Oak. by th; Yorkſ. W. Riding, NE. of Settle.

Hawſhed, Lincolnſhire, SW, of Hºrncaſtle. Haydeford, 5 miles from Norwich. Hayn.

Hazfied, or Halled-Hall, Suffolk, 5 miles ton, Devonſ, near Huiſh. Haynton, High,

SW. of Bury. Devon!, near Black Torrington. Hay

Haw's WATER, a lake of Weſtmor- Park, York... near Knareſborough. Hºys,

land, W, of Penith, above 3 miles long, Derb. near Wirkſworth. Hayeſ, y, Linc.

half a mile over in ſome places, and a quar- NW. of Fokingham. Hayſirop, Yorkſ.

ter in others, but nearly divided in the E. Riding, between Kilham and the ocean,

middle by a promontory of incloſures. Hºyton, Cumber!, near Farlam and Caſtle

Ha-ºf-worth, Yorkſhire, near Sheffield. Cal rººk. Hayton, Kent, near Hythe. Hay

Hawthorn, Durham, near the ſea, 6 miles toº, Nott. to the W. of N. and S. Wheat

S. of Sunderland Hawthorp, Durham, ley. Hayton, Shropſ. NW. of Ludlow.

N. of Little Eden. Hawton, Nort. near, Hºyton, Suſiex, between Terring and the

Newark, Jiaºton, Haſorghion, or Hai- coaſt, Hºyton-Hall, Yorkſ, near Pock

- lington,
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lington. , Hayward Bridge, Dorſetſ. near

Child Ockford. Haywood, S. of Hereford.

Headborn-Worthy, Hants,near Wincheſter.

HEADFor D, a town of Galway, Con

naught, 12 miles N. of Galway, and 193

W. of Dublin.

Headingley, Yorkſ, a hamlet of Leeds.

Headley, Northumberl. SE. of Hexham.

Headley-Hall, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, near

Bramham Moor. Headheſion, Derbyſhire,

SE. of Aſhborn.

HEAD of Elk, a town in Maryland,

fituated near the head of the Bay of Chefa

peak, on a ſmall river that bears the name

of the town. The inhabitants derive

great advantages from the carrying trade

between Baltimore and Philadelphia.

HEAD on, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs, an

ancient town, feated on a river that falls in

to the Humber. It was formerly conſider

able in merchants and ſhipping, but it's

harbour is now nearly choked up. It is 14

miles E. of Hull, and 182 N. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Headon, Northumb. S. of Pićts’ Wall,

and E. of Rutcheſter. Headon, Nott. SE.

of Retford. Heage, Derbyſ. in Duffield

Pariſh. Heale, Devonſ. in Meth pariſh.

Healy, Northumb. S. of Tyne, near Sle

ley. Healy, Yorkſ. N. Riding, W. of

Maſham. Healey, Yorkſ. near Sheffield.

Healigh, Yorkſ. near Wetherby. Health

Hill, Northumb. 1 mile from Newcaſtle.

HEAN, a town of Aſia, in Tonquin.

Heanton-Sachºvile, Cornwall, near Pad

flow. Heapham, Linc. SE. of Gainſbo

rough. Heath, Bedf. near Leighton-Buz

zard. Heath, Derbyſ, between Mansfield

and Cheſterfield. Heath, Glouc. in Weſt

erleigh pariſh.

Chriſtchurch. Heath, Oxf. on the N. ſide

of the Ouſe, a little before it's entrance

into Northamptonſhire. Heath, Shropſ.

W. of Brown-Clee-Hill. Heath, Warw.

near Hill-Wotton. Heath, Yorkſ. near

Wakefield. Heathcote, Del byſ. NW. of

Wirkſworth. Heath, Eaſt, Middl. be

tween Acton and Great Ealing. Heathen

cote, Northamp. S. of Towceſter. Heath

End, Kent, between Charing and Aſhford.

Heath-End, Middl. near Heſton. Heath

Houſe, Hants, S. of Petersfield. Heathen

Heath, Kent, in Erith pariſh. Heather,

Leic. SE. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Heath
Farm, Shropſ. in Stotteſden pariſh. Heath

Hill, Staff. N. of Sheriff Hales. Heath

field, Derbyſ. in the Peak, near Chapel

Frith. Heathfield, Suſſex, near Burwaſh

Downs. Heathorp, Oxfordſ. 2 miles from

Chipping-Norton. Heath-Row, Middl.

rear Heſton and Hounſlow-Heath. Hea

#aa, Lancaſ, N. of Mancheſter. Heaton,

Heath, Hants, SW. of .

SW. of Lancaſter. Heaton, Northumb,

near Newcaſtle. Heaton, Northumb. near

the mouth of the Tyll. Heaton, Staff. on

the borders of Cheſhire. Heaton, Yorkſ.

near Bradford. Hebborn, Dulham, SW.

of Shields. Hebborn, Northumberl. N. of

Morpeth. Hebden, a river in Yorkſhire,

running into the Calder, near Midley.

HE BRIDEs, or WESTERN Islands

of ScotLAND. Theſe iſlands lie between

the 55th and 59th degrees of N..lat. on

the W. coaſt of Scotland, and are ſuppoi

ed to be about 300 in number. The prin

cipal of them are Skye, St. Kilda, Lewis

and Harris, N. and S. Uiſt, Cannay, Staffa,

Mull, Jura, Iſlay, &c. which ſee.

HE BRIDEs, New, a group of iſlands

in the S. Pacific Ocean, ſituated between

the latitudes of 14, 29. and zo. 4. S. and

between the longitudes of 166. 41. and

17o. 21. E. The principal iſlands are

Tierra del Eſpirito Santo and Malicoilo,

beſides ſeveral others of leſs note, ſome of

which are from 18 to 25 leagues in cir

cumference. In general they are high and

mountainous, abounding with wood and

water, and the uſual productions of the

tropical iſlands. The bread-fruit, cocoa

nuts, and plantains, are neither ſo good

nor ſo plentiful here as at Otaheite; but

the ſugar canes and yams are not only in

greater plenty, but of ſuperior quality, and

much larger, ſome of the latter weighing

56 pounds. The inhabitants are generally

of a ſlender make, and dark colour, and

moſt of them have frizzled hair. Theirº,

canoes and houſes are but ſmall, and poor

ly conſtructed; and they have ſcarcely any

manufacture, even for clothing. They

generally appear civil and hoſpitable.

Heckdyke, a river in Nottinghamſhire.

Heckfield, Hants, NW. of Hartley-Row.

Heck, Great and Little, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, near Snaith. Heckingham, Norf. NE.

of Loddon. Heckington, Kent, near Can

terbury. Heckington, Linc. in the Fens.

Heckmondwyck, Yorkſ. in Buritall pariſh.

HE CLA, a burning mountain in Iceland.

HEDEMoR A, in Dalecarlia, Sweden.

Hedcorn, Kent, N.W. of Smarden.

Heddenham, Norfolk, NW. of Bungay.

Heddingley, Nottingh. N.W. of Southwell.

Heddington, near Oxford. Heddington,

Wilts, between Marlborough and Bath.

Heddon, E. and W. Northumb. E. of Har.

low. Heden, Kent, near Wingham.

Hedgeſet, Suff. SF. of Ruſhbrook. Hedge

ley, Bucks, between Uxbridge and Bea

consfield. Hedlam, Durh. SE. of Stain

drop. Hedley, Durham, W. of Chopwel.

Hedley, Yorkſ. W. Riding, N. of Aber

forth. Hedley, Hants, S. of Alton. Hed

t - ley,
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- - riety of plants and ſhi ubs.

ley, Surry, 3 miles from Epſom. Heddon,
Middl. between Pinner and Whitchurch.

Hedſor, Bucks, E. of Marlow. Hedworth,

Durham, E. of Newcaſtle. Heefield,

Northumb. N. of Dale Caſtle. Heene,

Suſſex, E. of Ferring. Heepol, Northumb.

in the lordſhip of Woller. Hefferlaw,

Northumberland, NE. of Alnwick. Hegh

ington, Durham, N, of Darlington.

HEGow, a territory of Suabia, border

ing on the Lake of Conſtance.

Heighington, S.E. of Lincoln. Heigh

ington, Worceſterſhire, near Wire. Foreſt.

Heid ElBERG, a confiderable and po

ulous town of Germany, capital of the

E. Lower Rhine, with a celebrat

ed univerſity. It ſtands on the S. fide of

the Neckar, over which there is a hand

fome bridge, in a fertile country, 12 miles

E. of Spire. Lat. 49. 26. N. lon. 8.48. E.

Heid'EN HEIM, in Anſpach, Franconia.

HEILA, a town of Weſtern Pruſſia.

HEILEGEN-HAve, a ſea-port of Hol

fein, Lower Saxony, ſeated on the Baltic.

Heiley, Staffordſhire, in Betley pariſh.

HEILIGEN STADT, a town of Eichsfeld,

Lower Rhine.

Hekington, Linc. E. of Sleaford. He

lagh, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Conſtable

Burton. Helathyrne, Yorkſ. near Hull.

Heldrop, Wiltſhire, near Ramſbury.

HELENA, Sr. an iſland in the S. At

Hantic Ocean, held by the Engliſh Eaſt

India Company. It's circumference is

about zo miles, and it has the appearance,

at a diſtance, of a rock, or caſtle, riſing

out of the ocean, being only accellible at

one particular ſpot, where the town is

erected, in a valley, at the bottom of a bay,

between two ſteep, dreary mountains. The

buildings, both public and private, are

plain, but neat. It has ſome high moun

tains, particularly one called Diana's Peak,

which is covered with woods to the very

top. There are other hills alſo, which

bear evident marks of a volcanic origin;

and ſome have huge rocks of lava, and a

kind of half vitrified flags. The country,

however, is far from being barren : the

iittle hills are covered with rich verdure,

and interſperſed with fertile valleys, which

sontain gardens, orchards, and various

plantations. The valleys are watered by

rivulets, and the mountains, in the centre

of the iſland, are covered with wood. The

foil, which covers the rocks and moun

tains, is, in general, a rich mould, from

ſix to ten inches deep, clothed with a va

The walks of

peach trees are loaded with fruit, which

ave a peculiarly rich flavour ; but the

other European fruit-trees and vines, which

have been planted here, do not ſucceed.

Cabbages, and other greens, thrive ex

tremely well, but are devoured by the ca

terpillars; as are the barley, and other

kinds of grain, by the rats, which are

very numerous. The ground, for theſe

reaſons, is laid out chiefly in paſtures, the

verdure of which is ſurpriſing ; and the

iſland can ſupport 3ooo head of their ſmall

cattle. They have Engliſh ſheep here,

and a ſmall breed of horſes, with goats

and rabbits. Their fowls are ring phea

fants, red-legged partridges, rice birds,

pigeons, &c. of ſome of which the bleed is

indigenous, but others have been brought

from Europe, Africa, and the E. Indies.

The number of inhabitants on the iſland

does not exceed zooo, including near 5oo

ſoldiers, and 6oo ſlaves, who are ſupplied

with all ſorts of manufactures by the com

pany's ſhips, in return for refreſhments;

and many of the ſlaves are employed in

catching fiſh, which are very plentiful.

This iſland is ſituated between the conti

ments of Africa and S. America, about

1zoo miles W. of the former, and 18oo

E. of the latter. Lat. 15.55. S. lon. 5.

49. W.

Helen's, St. a town in E. Medina,

in the Iſle of Wight, with a large bay

running a conſiderable way within the

land, and capable of holding the largeſt
fleets.

Helen's, St. near Derby. Helen's, St.

Lancaſhire, near Warrington. Heley, or

Hethley, Northumb. near Morpeth. Hei

ford, Cornwall, has a ſmall but good har

bour, and the people are much engaged

in the pilchard fiſhery.

Helgey, Norfolk, near Downham.

Helicon, MoU NT, a hill in the anci

ent Boeotia, contecrated to Apollo and the

Muſes.

Heller, Sr. the capital of the iſland

of Jerſey, in the Engliſh Channel, on the

coaſt of France. It is ſeated in St. Au.

bin's Bay, where it has a harbour, and a

ſtone pier; having the ſea on the SW. and

hills on the N. Another large hill pro

jects, in a manner, over the town, and has

a pleaſant walk, that affords an extenſive

proſpect. The little iſland, St. Helier,

about a mile in circuit, contains Elizabeth

Caſtle, which is wholly occupied by the

governor and garriſon; it is a peninſula

from half-flood to half-ebb, during which

time there is a paſſage, called the Bridge,

which is half a mile long, and formed of

ſand and ſtones. It leads to the town,

which is well-paved, and has wide treets.

The inhabitants are computed to be zooo,

and in their place of worſhip, the French
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meden, near Northampton.

and Engliſh languages are uſed alternately.

Lat. 49. 1 1. N. lon. 1. Io. W.

Helinhull, Warwickſ. NW. of Stonely.

Hellaty, Yorkſ. E. of Rotherham. Hel

Jand, Cornw. NE. of Bodmin. Hellegan,

Cornwall, N. of Helland. Hellendon,

Northamp. 5 miles from Daventry. Hel.

lensford, Yorkſ. near Wetherby, where a

Roman military way croſſed the river

Wherſe. Hellfien, NW. of Norwich.

Hellfield, Yorkf. W. Riding, in Craven.

Hellingley, Suſſex, N. of Haylſham. Hel

lington, Norfolk, NW. of Loddon. Hel

ſoughton, Norf. W. of Fakenham. Hel

Helmerton,

Wilts, N. of Calne. Helmingham, Suf

folk, between Woodbridge and Debenhan.

Helmley, Suffolk, S. of Woodbridge.

HEl Mont, a town of Dutch Brahant.

HELMsDALE, a river of Sutherland

ſhire, noted for a ſalmon fiſhery, at it's

mouth in the German Ocean, near the

Ord of Caithneſs.

Helmsley, or HELMSLEY Black

MoR E, a town of Yorkſhire, feated on

the river Rhye, 22 miles N. of York, and

222 N. by W. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Helmstadr, a town in the palatinate

of the Rhine, circle of Lower Rhine; and

a town, with an univerſity, of Wolfen

buttel, Lower Saxony.

Helneffow, Berkſhire, near Abingdom.

Helperby, Yorkſ. NE. of Boroughbridge.

Helperthorp, Yorkſ. between Malton and

Burlington. Helpeftone, Northamp. near

Burleigh. Helpringham, Linc. between

Sleaford and Dunnington. Heſſet, Corn

wall, near Leſnewth. Heſhy, Cheſhire,

NW of Delamere-Foreſt.

Helsinbuko, a ſea-port of Sweden, on

the Sound, oppoſite Elfimore.

HelsiNGfors, a ſea-port of Nyland,

on the N. coaſt of the Gulf of Finland.

Helſington, Weſtmorland, near Kendal.

HElston, a populous town of Corn

wall, ſeated on the river Loe, near it's in

flux into the ſea, and one of thoſe appoint

ed for the ſtamping of tin. Here is the

largeſt market-houſe in the county; and

below the town is a tolerably good har

bour, where ſeveral of the tim ſhips take in

their lading. It is 14 miles S.W. of Fal

mouth, and 274 S. by W. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Helſion Ford, Cornw. NE. of the Loes.

Helſion Leathes, Weſtmorl. S. of Kendal.

Heſwood, Staffordſ. N. of Leek. Helton,

Dorſetſ. 1 mile NW. of Milton-Abbas.

Helton, Dorſetſ. near Middleton. Helton,

Weſtmorl. NW. of Shap. Helton, weſt

morland, E. of Appleby. Helton-Bacon,

Helton-Dale, and Helton-Fletham, Weſt

morland, between Shap and Eimott river.

Helter, a river in Northumb. running into

the Bowbent, at Antercheſter. Helvillen

Hill, Weſtmorland, N. of Graſſmere.

Helvoetsluys, a ſea-port of Hol

land, on the S. ſide of the Iſland of Voorn,

with the beſt harbour on the coaſt, fre

quented by the Engliſh packet-boats, in

time of peace. The principal part of the

Dutch navy is laid up here, in a ſpacious

baſon at the end of the harbour. It is 5

miles nearly S. of the Briel. Lat. 51.45.

N. lon. 4. 23. E.

Helwarden, Dorſetſ. on the coaſt E. of

Weymouth. Helwell, Devonſhire, S. of

Black Torrington. Helwin, Cornwall,

on the coaſt NW. of Padſtow. Helwith,

Yorkſhire, NW. of Richmond. Hembury,

High and Lower, Dorſetſ. near Egger

don Hill and Aſkerwell. Hemenhale, 7

miles S. of Norwich. Hemingby, Linc.

N.W. of Horncaſtle. Hemingford-Abbots,

and Grey, Huntingd. both near Si. Ives.

Herningſton, Suff. E. of Needham. He

mington, Leiceſ. near Dunnington-Caſtle

and the Trent. Hemington, Sonerſ, near

Midſummer-Norton. Hemiock, Devonſ,

near Teign Canon. Hemlington, NE. of

Norwich. Hemmeſly, Norf. near Winter

ton. Hemmingburgh, Yorkſ. near How

den. Hemmington, Northamptonſ. NE. of

Barnwell, and SE. of Polebrook. Herp

mal, Norf. S. of Saxlingham. Hempſhill,

N.W. of Nottingham, on the river Lyne.

Hempffed, Norf. near Baconſthorp. Hemp

fled, Norfolk, near the coaſt, N. of Hack

ling. Hempſied, Eſſex, near Stamford

Magna. Hempſed, a pariſh by the Severn,

between Glouceſter and Lanthony.

*HEMPstED, or HEMEL HEMrsTFD,

a town of Hertfordſhire, ſeated among the

hills, on a branch of the river Coln, 18

miles S.W. of Hertford, and 23 N.W. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Hempſhwale, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near

Ripley. Hempſton, Broad and Little De

vonſ. near Aſhburton. Hempſon, Glouc.

in the hundred of Langley and Swineſhead.

Hempton, Norf. S. of Fakenham. Hemp

ton, Oxf. N.W. of Deddington. Hempton,

Shropſhire, SE. of Bridgenorth. Hemſoll,

Yorkſhire, W. Riding, W. of Snaith.

Hemſby, Norf, near Winterton. , Hemſled,

Suſſex, SE. of Buckſted. Hemſted, Kent,

near Cranbrook. Hemſwell, Lincolnſhire,

near Normanby. Hemſworth, Higher and

Lower, Dorſetſhire, in Shapwick pariſh

Hemſworth, Yorkſhire, NE. of Barneſley.

Henbury, Glouc. near Briſtol. Hemlury,

Cheſhire, near Macclesfield. Henbury,

Higher and Lower, Dorſetſ. S. of Sºur

miniº
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minſter. Marſhall. Hendon. Middleſex,

peaſantly ſituated on the rivulet Brent,

N. of Hampſtead. Hendred, E. and h’.

Berks, near Wantage. Henfield, Suſſex,

NE. of Stening. Hengſivity - Head,

Hants, near Chriſtchurch. Hengrave,

Suffolk, N.W. of Bury. Hengſion Hill,

Cornw. near Launceſton. Heaham, Elix,

SW. of Thaxted. Henham, Glouceſ. in

Bitton pariſh. Henham, Suffolk, N.W. of

Southwold. Heningham-Caſile, and Hen

ingham-Sible, Eliex, S.W. of Sudbury.

Henley, Dorſetſhire, near Buckland-Abbas.

Henly, Hants, near Andover. Henley,

Shropſ. NE. of Ludlow. Henley, Sufiolk,

between Needham and Woodbridge. Hen

ley, Staff. SW. of Wolverhampton. Hen

dºy, Warwickſhire, in Fokeſhill pariſh.

*HENLEY-upon-Thames, a town of

Oxfordſhire, feated on the Thames, down

which inait, corn, &c. are ſent to London

by barges. It is 23 miles SE. of Oxford,

and 35 W. of London. Miarkets on Wed

meſday, Friday, and Saturday.

HENLEY IN-A R DEN, a town in War

wickſhire, near the liver Arrow, 1 o miles

N.W. of Warwick, and 1 oz WNW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Henley Park, Surry, between Guilford

and Farnborough. Lººy Hall, Worceſ.

near Upton. Henliſ, NE. of Worceſter.

Henllys, Monmouthiniie, W. of Caerlion.

Hellow, Beulordſhire, S.E. of She fiord.

HENNEBER G, a county of Franconia,

about 2+ miles in extent from N. to S. and

22 from E. to W.

HEN NEBox, a town in the dept. of

Morbihan, feated on the river Blavet, 5

miles above Port L'Orient. f

Hennock, Devonſ. NW. of Chudleigh.

Henny, Great and Little, Edex, S.W. of

Sudbury, in Suffolk.

HEN Rich £1on r, a ſmall, decayed

town in the dept. of Cher, built by the

Duke of Sully, in the reign of Henry IV.

HENRY, CAPE, the S. cape of Virgi

nia, at the entrance of Cheſapeak Bay.

Lat. 36. 56. N. lon. 76. 5. W.

Heavery IIll!, Cornw. the higheſt hill

in the county, N.W. J. Lºſtwith.ci. Hen

Jing'am, Cumb. near Whitehaven. Hen

ſhºw, Cheſh. S.W. of Macclesfield. H. n

Jangion, Oxf. near V, oodſtock. Hºſied,

Suffolk, on a vavulet that uns into the ſea,

near Benacre. Heafirige, Sºmerſ. E. of

Milborn Port. Heatland, Heref. VV. of

JRoſs. He atch, St. George. Somerſetſhire,

2 milies is vin Crºwse, 1... I extoll-inner,

Hants, S. of Alresford. Henſon, Cear

terhoºſe, Some, teth. 3 miles from Bath.

Havild, Glouceſ. in Weſtc. eigh pariſh.

H cick, Bºiks, N. of Newbury. Hez

wood, Warwickſhire, SE. of Solihull.

Hºple”.ill, Cornwall, SE. of Leſkard.

HEPPERHEIM, a town of Mentz ; and

a town in the palatinate of the Rhine ;

both in the circle of the Lower Rhine.

Heppeſcote, Northumberland, in Mor

peth manor. Heffle, Northumberland, on

the liver Coquet, near Rºhbury. Hep

ſy, a river in Brecknockſhire. Heptem

ſiall, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Halifax. Hep

worth, Suffolk, SE. of the Fakenhams.

HERAcLEA, an ancient, but decayed

town of Romania, ſituated on the N. coaſt

of the Sea of Marinora.

HE RAT, a town of Choraſan, Perſia.

HER AULT, a department of France, ſo

named from a river which croſſes it from

N. to S. nearly in the centre, and falls inte

the Gulf cf Lyons, a little below Agde.

The chief town is Montpellier.

HER BE MonT, a town of Luxemburg

HERBo Rs, a town of Naſſau Dillen

burg, Weſtphalia, with a celebrated Pro

teſtant univerſity, 3 miles SSE. of Dillen

burg.

HerculaNEUM, an ancient city of

ltaly, near Naples, totally deſtroyed by an

eruption of Mount Veſuvius, in the reign

of the Emperor Titus. In the years 1689

and 1711, upon digging in theſe parts,

ſomething of this city was diſcovered. In

1738 freſh attempts were made, and ſince

that time a prodigious number of monu

ments of every kind have been diſcovered,

ſuch as paintings, ſtatues, buſtoes, furni

ture, utenſils, &c. The ſituation was near

where Portici now ſtands.

Herzijlaw, Northumb. in the lordſhip

of Wolfer. Herdwick Priors, Warwick

ſhire, NE. cf Wormleighton. Herdwick,

Warwickſhire, in the pariſh of Lenington

Haſtings. Herd wick, Worceſterſhire, in

Bredon pariſh, N. of Tewkeſbury.

* Hi Ek EFoRD, the capital of Hereford

ſhire, is an ancient, decayed place. It is

almoſt encompaſſed by the Wye, and two

other rivers, over which ale two bridges;

and the only manufacture is that of gloves,

and other leathern wares. It is 24 miles

WNW. of Glouceſter, and 132 WNW.

c: London. Lat. 52.4. N. lon. 2. 35. W.

Markets on Wedneſday, Friday, and Sa

turday.

HERE FORD'sHIRE, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the W. by Radnorſhire

and Brecknockſhire; on the N. by Shrop

ſhire; on the E. by Glouceſterſhire and

V. viceſte, ſhile ; and on the S. by Mon

mouti,inirs, and part of Glouceſterſhire.

It extends 38 miles from N. to S. and 33

from E. to W. It is divided into 1 1 hun

dreds, and contains 1 city, 6 market towns,

- - 176
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276 pariſhes, and 391 villages. The air

is healthy, and the ſoil very rich, producing

excellent corn, fruits, and wool. The

Herefordſhire cider is ſufficiently celebrat

ed, and apples grow here in great abun

dance, being plentiful even in the hedge

rows. The ſheep are ſmall, affording a

fine filky wool, in quality approaching to

the Spaniſh. The principal rivers are the

Wye, Monnow, Lug, and Frome, all of

which are well ſtored with fiſh, and the

ſalmon, in particular, is found, fat, and

fit for the table in all ſeaſons.

Hereford, Little, Heref. on the Teme,

W. of Tenbury. Herefield, Yorkſ. NW.

of Ripley, near Patley Bridge.

HEREGovinzA, a territory of Dal

matia.

HERENTHALLs, a town in the late

Auſtrian Brabant.

Herford, NE. of Huntingdon.

HeR forD, or, HervoRDe N, a town

of Ravenſburg, Weſtphalia.

HER I, an iſland in the Indian Ocean,

two miles NNW. of Ternate. It is pret

ty high, and not more than two miles in

circumference. The cultivated parts,

contraſted with the brown ſhade of the

trees, and the interſperſion of houſes,

give this little ſpot a very pićtuseſque ap

Pearance. It ſeems, as well as Ternate,

to be well inhabited, and in a good ſtate of

cultivation. * .

. Herighy, Norf, near Yarmouth. He

rigot, Hants, between Alton and Baſing

ſtoke. Hering fleet, Suffolk, 2 miles from

Milden-Hall. Heringſwell, Suffolk, S. of

Milden-Hall. Herington, Eaſi, Middle,

and Weſt, Durham, SW. of Sunderland.

HERisau, an ancient town of Swiſſier

land, in the canton of Appenzel.

Herk, a town and river of Liege.

HER MENSTADT, a free town of Tran

ſylvania, capital of the country.

Hermeſton, Nott. near Blith. Hermi

tage, Cheſ. near Middlewich. Hermitage,

Dorſetſ. S. of Clifton. Hermitage, Rutl.

S. of Ridlington-Park. Hermitage, Staff.

on an eminence, near Blithefield. Hermi

tage, Yorkſ. on the Humber, near Hull.

Hermitage, Northumb. near Warkworth,

a moſt venerable and pictureſque relic of

ancient ſolitary devotion, the beſt preſerv

ed and moſt entire now remaining in theſe

kingdoms. -

HERM Us, a river of Natolia, ſaid by

the ancients to have golden ſands.

Herne, Eſſex, near Billericay. Herne,

Kent, 6 miles from Canterbury.

HERNGRUND, a town of Hungary,

remarkable for it's extenſive and rich

mines of vitriol, in which there is the ap

pearance of a ſubterraneous town, with a

great number of inhabitants, who are em

ployed in the works. It is 65 miles N.

of Buda.

Hernhill, Kent, near Halbledown.

HER NosAND, a ſea-port of Angerma

nia, Sweden. -

Heron, Bedfordſ, in Tuddington pariſh.

Heronden, Kent, in Fleet pariſh, near

Staple. Herons, Eſſex, W. of Great and,

Little Waltham. Herring ſon, S. of Dor

cheſter, in Charminſter pariſh. Hersfield

Bridge, Kent, S. of Midſtone. Herſham,

Surry, near Walton-upon-Thames.

HER STALL, a town of Liege, ſubj=&

to Pruſſia.

Herſion, Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle, a lit

tle W. of Swanwich. Herteſheved, Yorkſ.

near Dewſbury. Hertſºeved, Northumb.

near Alnham.

* HERTF of n, the county town of

Herts, or Hertfordſhire. It is ſeated on

the river Lea, which is navigable for

barges, and down which vaſt quantities of

corn and malt are ſent to London. Theſe

and wool form the principal articles of the

market. The ſituation is healthy, and

there are ſeveral public ſchools. In the

beginning of the heptarchy, it was con-,

ſidered as one of the principal cities of the

Eaſt Saxons, and the river was navigable

for ſhips up to the town. In 879, the

Danes erected two forts here, for the ſe

curity of their veſſels, but Alfred turned

the courſe of the river, ſo that their ſhips

were left on dry ground. Hertford is 2

miles W. by S. of Ware, and 21 N. of

London. Lat. 51.50. N. lon. o. 1. E.

Markets on Thurſday and Saturday.

HERTFor DSHIRE, or HERTs, a coun

ty of England, bounded on the W. by

Bedfordſhire and Buckinghamſhire; on

the N. by Bedfordſhire and Cambridge

ſhire ; on the E. by Eſſex; and on the S.

by Middleſex. It is 27 miles long from

N. to S. and 33 broad from E. to W.

and is divided into. 8 hundreds, which

contain 18 market-towns, 135 pariſhes,

and 950 villages. The northern ſkirt of

this county is hilly, forming a ſcattered

part of the chalky ridge, which extends

acroſs the kingdom in this direction. A

number of ſtreams take their riſe from

this fide, which, by their clearneſs, ſhew

the general nature of the ſoil to be inclin

ed to hardneſs, and but indifferent for

meadow land. Flint-ſtones are ſcattered,

in great profuſion, over the face of the

country; and beds of chalk are frequently

to be met with. It is found, however,

with the aid of proper culture, to be ex

tremely favourable to corn, both whest
t and
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and barley. The weſtern part is, in gene

ral, a tolerably rich ſoil, and under excel

lent cultivation. The principal traffic of

the county is in corn and malt. The air

is celebrated as very wholeſome; and the

principal rivers are the Lea, Stort, and

Colm.

Hertley-Mawdet, Hunts, SE. of Alton.

HER rzBe Ric, a town in the electorate

of Saxony.

Hervey',-Hill, in Derry, Ulſter.

Heryard, Hants, near Baſingſtoke.

HESDIN, a town in the dept. of Pas de

Cºlais, feated on the river Canche, 25

wiles SSW. of St. Omer, and 165 nearly

N. of Paris. Lºt. so. 24. N. lon. 2. 6. E.

Hºſeiridge, Northumb. NE. of Woller.

Hefty, Northumb. N. of Morpeth.

H Esk & r, N Ew at A R K Er, a town of

Cumberland, W. of Penrith, and SW. of

Carliſle. It is ſeated in a valley, on the

river Caul'er, 295 miles from London.

Market on Friday.

Heſket in the Foreſ?, Cumberland, SE. of

Carliſle, and in the Foreſt of Englewood.

Hey*sth, Lanc. between Eccleſton and the

Ribble. Heffew, Cumberl. near Alſton

Moor. Heſje, Nott. a hamlet of Har

worth. Heſle, Yorkſ, near the Humber,

over which there is a horſe ferry to Bar.

ton in Lincolnſhire. Heſleyſide, North

umb. in Billingham pariſh. Heſlington,

near York. Heſyn, a river in Denbighſ.

Hesse, a country of Germany, in the

circle of Upper Rhine, more than 80 miles

in length, and unequal in breadth. It is

furrounded by woods and mountains, in

which are mines of iron and copper; in

The middle are fine plains, fertile in corn

and paſtures, and there is plenty of fruits

and honey; birch trees are very common,

and they make a great deal of wine of the

fap. They likewiſe cultivate, a large

unntity of hops, and make excellent beer.

he Houſe of Heſſe is divided into two

branches, namely, Heffe Caffel and Heſſe

Darmſtadt. In both families are princes

appenaged; thoſe of Heſſ. Caſſel are Heſſe

Philippſthal and Rhinfels. Heſſe-Hom

burg is the only appenage of Heſſe-Darm

fadt. Each of theſe have the title of

landgrave.

Hºſſelton, Coll, Duº ham, on the coaſt,

N. of Eaſington. Hºſſelton, Hale and

'Monk, E. of Durham. Heſſelſºugh, Aſh,

Yorkſ. SW. of Beverigy, Heft, Lanc. in

3-oynſdale. Hºfthank Paſſage, NW. of

Lancaſter. Hºff.laſh, Cumb. N. of Pićts'

Wall, by Aſkerton Caſtle. Hºffercomb,

Soºf. N. of Taunton. Hºſierton, E.

and it. Yºrkſ. F. of New Maſton. Heſ.

'ton, Mudd, NW, of Hºunſlow. Hefton,

or Heathſtone, Devonſh. near Moreton.

Heſwal, or Haſle wall, Cheſ. on the Dee,

near Gayton-Hall. Hetchpen, Somerſetſ.

near Bruton. Hethall, Northumb. in the

lordſhip of Woller. Hethberton, Devonſ.

W. of Exeter. Hethcote, SE. of War

wick. Hethcote, Warwickſ. in Waſperton

pariſh, N.W. of the former. Hethel, Norf.

near Windham. Hether-Hill, Surry, in

Darking pariſh. Hetherſet, near Norwich.

Hethſeiton, Dorſetſ. 2 miles N.W. of Stoke.

Hethfield, Somerſetſ. 4 miles W. of Taun

ton.

Marſh. Hethorp, Oxf. near Kiddington.

Hethpoole, Nortºlumb. N.W. of the Che

viot-Hills. Hetofte, Linc. NE. of Alford,

near the ſea. Hett, S. of Durham. Het

ton in the-Hole, and Hetton-on the-Hill,

NE. of Durham. Heveningham, Suffolk,
SW. of Haleſworth. -

HEveR, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

Hever, Kent, NW. of Penſherſt. He

terland, Norf., near Repeham. Hever

fham, Weſtmorland, near Cartmel. Feils.

Heugh‘well, near Durham.

Heukelu M, a town of Holland, on

the river Linge, 5 miles NNE. of Gorcum.

Heusden, a town of Holland, on the

river Maeſe, 8 miles NW. of Bois-le-Duc.

Hevytree, Devonſ. E. of Exeter, and

the common place of execution to that

city.

HEXHAM, a town of Northumberland,

near the river Tyne, and noted for it's

manufactory of tanned leather, ſhoes, and

gloves. It is 22 miles W. of Newcaſtle,

and 284 NNW. of London. Markets on

Tueſday and Saturday.

Hexley, Northumb. NE. of Alnwick.

Hexton, Herts, near Luton, in Bedfordſ.

Heybarner, or Heymill, Herts, on the

Coln, S.W. of Yardley. Heybridge, Eſſex,
near Malden.

HEY DEN, and HEYDEN - BRico,

Northumberland, on the Tyne. Market

on Tueſday.

Heydon, ſee Headon. Heydon, Eſſex,

near Barkway. Heydon, Glouc. in Bod

ington pariſh. Heydon, Norfolk, NW. of

Caſton. Heyford Purcell, and Heyford

Jº'arren, Oxfordſ, on the E. bank of the

Charwell, NW. of Biceſter. Heyford,

Upper and Lower, Northamp. N. of Bug
brook.

HEYLs HEN, in the late Auſtrian Bra

bant.

Heynor, Derbyſhire, S. of Alfreton.

Hºys, Kent, between Bromley and Weſt
erham.

HEYtsbury. See HARese URY.

Heywood, Lanc. E. of Bury. Heywood,

Great and Little, E. of Stafford, Hezley

./ide

Hethytore, Somerſetſ. E. of Brent-:
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fide, Northumb. near Bellingham. Hiber

few, Linc. NE. of Kirton. Hickfºrd,

Dorſetſ. N. of Poole. Hickham, N. and S.

Linc. near the Witham, S. of Lincoln.

Hickleton, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Doncaſter.

Hickling, Norfolk, in a marſh-ground,

near the ſea. Hickling, Nottingh. near

Over and Nether Broughton. Hickſºn,

Staffordſ, near Stow and Charley-Caſtle.

Hickfied, Suſſex, near Twineham. Hid.

cate, Glouceſterſhire, in Mickleton pariſh.

Hide, Dorſetſ. adjoining Blandford. Hide,

Dorſetſ. adjoining Pimpern. Hide, Dor

ſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle, a hamlet to Knolle.

Hide, Glouceſ. near Minchinghampton.

Hide, Staff. near Penkridge. Hide Hall,

Herts, in Sawbridgworth pariſh. Hide

Hall, in Sandon, Herts. Hide, Weſt,

Herts, 2 miles from Edgeware. Hide,

We?, near Hereford.

HIEREs, a cluſter of ſmall iſlands, in

the Mediterranean Sea, on the coaſt of the

depart. of War. Three of them, namely,

Porquerolles, Porteros, or Port Croſs, and

Bagueau, are inhabited, and the Iſle of

Titan, the largeſt of them, is capable of

cultivation. They abound with medicinal

plants. Between theſe iſlands and the

continent, is the road of Hieres, an ex

cellent and capacious pool or harbour.

HIER es, a town in the dept. of Var,

ſeated in a pleaſant and fruitful country;

but it's harbour being choked up, it is

now much decayed. During great part of

the winter, the verdure of the country is

as fine as in the ſpring, and, in many gar

dens, green peas may be gathered. Near

the town are large ſalt-works. It is lo

miles E. of Toulon, and 350 S. by E. of

Paris. Lat. 43. 5. N. lon. 6. 20. E.

Hiero. See FERRo.

HiesMes, a town in the dept. of Orne,

1o miles from Seez, and 90 W. of Paris.

High Bickington, Devonſ, 7 miles S. of

Barnſtaple. High Bridge, Herts, over

the Coln, near More-Hall. High-Bridge,

Soºnerſetſ, in Brent-Marſh. High Budlay,

Devonſhire. High-Clere, Hants. High .

Croſs, Glouceſ, near Aſhelworth. High

Croſs, Herts, near Thunbridge. High

Croſs, Leiceſterſ. near Sharnford. High

Down, Suſſex, W. of Ferring. High

Field, E. of Lancaſter. High-Gate, Kent,

in Hawkhurſt pariſh. High-Gate, or rate,

Cumb. on the Cauder, near Roſe-Caſtle.

High-Hale, Cornw. on the S. fide of Treſ.

meer. High-Hall, Dorſetſ. near Win

borne-Minſter. High. Street, Herts, near

Hempſted. High Street, Glouc. in Stan

ley-King's pariſh. High-Pay, Wilts,

NE. of Calne. High-Week, or Hic, Dev.

near Newton-Buſhel. Higham,Derb.N. of

Alfreton. Higham, Kent, E. of Graveſ.

end, near the Hope. Higham, Leiceſ. S.

of Boſworth. Higham, near Norwich.

Higham, Somerſ. S. of Sedgmoor. High

am, Suffolk, NE. of Neyland. Higham,

Yorkſhire, W. Riding, SE. of Sherborn.

Higham, Cold, Northamptonſhire, SW.

of Bugbrook. - -

HighAM-Ferrers, a ſmall, but dry,

healthy, and pleaſant town of Northamp

tonſhire, ſeated on an aſcent, on the river

Nen. It is 14 miles NE. of Northamp

ton, and 69 NNW. of London. Market

on Saturday,

Higham-Park, Northamp. SE. of High

am-Ferrers. Higham-Gobion, Bedf. SE

of Ampthill. Highgate, a large village

in Middleſex, ſeated on a hill, E. of that

of Hampſtead, 4 miles N. by W. of

London. Highley, Devonſ. near Okeford.

Highley, Northumberl. N. of Morpeth.

Highley, Shropſhire, N. of Wire. Foreſt.

Highiow, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Highnan, z iniles from Glouceſter. High

mey, Huntingdonſhire, near Bruce-Caſtle.

Highan, Staff. SW, of Eccleſhal. High

over, Herts, NE. of Hitchin. Highting

ton, Worceſ. in Rake pariſh. Highwich,

or h’ick, Herts, near Sawbridgeworth

Highwood. Hill, Middleſex, in Totteridge

ariſh.
P * Highworth, a town of Wiltſhire,

feated on the top of a hill, near the Vale of

White-Horſe, 36 miles N. of Saliſbury,

and 77 NNW. of London. Market on

Wedneſday.

Hilborough, Norf, sw. of watton.

HILB U R GHAUSEN, a town and prin

cipality of Upper Saxony.

Hilcot, Glouc, in Withington pariſh.

Hilcºt, Staff. near Eccleſhall. Hilden,

Kent, near Tunbridge. Hilderſham, Camb.

near Linton and Horſeheath. Hilderſtill,

Yorkſ. SW. of New Malton. ††

Norf, E. of Fakenham. Hilderſton, Staff.

E. of Stone. Hilderton, Northumb. in

the barony of Wark.

Hilde'sHE IM, a city and biſhoprick of

Lower Saxony.

Hilditch, Linc. N. of Boſton. Hild

kirk, Cumbel I. ſee Ilekirk. Hilfarence,

Soºnerſ, near Taunton. Hilfisld, Dorſetſ.

near Batcomb. Hill, Hants, near South

ampton. Hill, Hants, near Walton. Hill,

Herefordſ. near Roſs. Hill, Herts, NE.

of Watford. Hill, Iſle of Wight, in E.

Medina. Hill, Lanc. near Chorley, Hill,

Somerſ. near Taunton. Hill, Warw. a

part of the manor of Sutton-Colefield.

Hill, Warw, in the pariſh of Lemington

Hattang. Hill, Worc. NE. of Perſhore.

Hill, or Hull, Glouc, SW, of Berkeley.

Hill,
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Hill, Hull, or King's. Hull, Warw, in

Stonely pariſh. Hills, Suſſex, near Hor

ſham, Hill Court, Worceſ, in the pariſh

of Grafton-Fliford. Hill-End, Glouc. in

Twining pariſh. Hill. Hall, Eſſex, SE.

of Epping. Hill-Houſe, Suffolk, near

Ipſwich.

Hill-MoR.ToN, Warwickſhire, near

Rugby. Market on Tueſday.

Hill. Pool, Worc. in the pariſh of Chad

deſley-Corbet. Hill Wotton, Warw. near

Milverton.

Hill of Allen, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Hillary, Cornwall, E. cf Mount’s Bay.

Hillbiſhop, Somerſ. NE. of Wellington.

Hillborough, Warw. E. of Bidford. Hill

end, Herts, SW. of St. Alban's. Hilleſ

dem, SE. of Buckingham. Hillfield, Dor

ſetſhire, S. of the Vale of White-Hart.

Hillingdon, Great and Little, Middleſex,

near Uxbridge. Hillington, Norfolk, near

Caſtle. Riſing. Hillington, Worceſ. near

Whitley. Hillom, Yolkſ. W. Riding, S.

of Sherborn.

* Hillsborough, a pleaſantly-ſitu

ated, and almoſt newly-built town in the

county of Down, Ulſter. Here is a thriv

ing manufacture of muſlims. It is in view

of Belfaſt, Liſburn, and Carrickfergus

Bay, and is 69 miles from Dublin.

Hilmarton, Wiltſhire, 6 miles S.E. of

Malmſbury. Hilperton, Wiltſhire, near

Trowbridge. Hilſley, Glouc. in the pariſh

of Tewkeſbury. Hiſ/lon, near Monmouth.

Hilton, Cornwall, near Langford. Hiſton,

Derb. NE. cf Tutbury. Caſtle. Hilton,

Durham, near Raby. Caſtle. Hilton, Hunt

ingdonſhire, near Fenny-Stanton. Hilton,

Little, Middle, and Uffer, Lancaſh. S. of

Bolton. Hilion, Yorkſhire, in Cleveland.

Hilton, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs. Hilton,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, S.W. of Maſham.

Hilton, Upper and Lower, Yorkſhire, near

New Malton. Hilton-Abbey, Staff. near

Brewood. Hilton-Caffe, Durham, by the

Wear river, near Monkwear mouth. Hil

ton Hall, Staff. NE. of Wolverhampton.

Himbleton, Worc. SE. of Droitwich,

and NE. of Worceſter. Hinly, Staff.

SW. of Wolverhampton.

HIM MALEH, Mo UNT, a vaſt chain of

mountrins, in Aſia, which extends from

Cabui, along the N. of Hindooſtan, and

appears to be the general boundary of

Thibet, through the whole extent, from

the Ganges to the river Teſta; incloſing

between it and Hindooſtan Proper, a tract

of country from 1 oo to 180 miles in

breadth, divided into a number of ſmall

ſtates, none of which are underſtood to be

tributaries, or feudatories of Thibet;

iuch as Sirinagur, Napaul, &c. This

ridge was known to the ancients by the

names of Imaus, and the Indian Caucaſus.

The natives call it Hindoo-Ko, (the In

dian Mountains) as well as Himmaleh,

which laſt is a Sanſcrit word, ſignifying

ſnowy ; it's ſummit being covered with

ſnow.

Hinam, 2 miles from Glouceſter. Hin

caſire, Weſtmorland, near Haverſham.

Hinchinghrook, near Huntingdon.

Huchi NB Rook I SLAND, one of the

New Hebrides, in the S. Pacific Ocean,
about 6 miles in circumference.

HIN cKLEY, an ancient town of Lei

ceſterſhire, ſtanding upon a riſing ground.

It was formerly much larger, as the back

lanes between the orchards appear to have

been ſtreets. It has a conſiderable manu

fačtory of ſtockings and fine ale. It is 15

miles SW. of Leiceſter, and 91 NNW.

of London. Market on Monday.

Hincknol, Doi ſetſhire, W. of W. Mil

ton. Hindcomb, Dorſetſhire, a hamlet of

Chidiock. . '

HIND E Lope N, or H1N LopeN, a ſea

port in W. Frieſland, feated on the Zuy

der Zee. -

Hinderclay, Suffolk, near Buddeſdale.

Hinderthwate, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Rumbaldkirk. Hinderwell, Yorkſh. N.

Riding, on- the coaſt, W. of Runſwick.

Hindiep and Alfreton, a pariſh a little NE.

of Worceſter.

HINDoN, an ancient town of Wilt

ſhire, zo miles nearly W. of Saliſbury,

and 97 WSW. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

IIIN Doost AN, a celebrated region of

Aſia, which, in it’s moſt extenſive ſigni

fication, compriſes all the countries be

tween the mountains of Taitary and Thi

bet on the N. ; the countries of Aſ

ſam, Meckley, Aracan, and the Bay of

Bengal on the E. and SE.; the Indian

Ocean on the S.; and the ſame ocean and

Perſia on the W. But it may be conſider

ed under the three grand diviſions of Hin

dooſtan Proper, the Deccan, and the Pe

ninſula. Hindooſtan Proper, includes all

the countries that lie to the N. of the river

Nerbudda, and of the foubahs of Bahar

and Bengal. The principal ſoubahs, or

provinces, in Hindooitan Proper, are Agi

mere, Agra, Caſhmere, Delhi, Guzerat,

Lahore, Malwa, Moultan, Oude, Rohil

cund, Sindy, &c. (for an account of

which, ſee their reſpective names.) The

term Deccan, which ſignifies the South,

has been extended to the whole region that

lies to the S. of Hindooſtan Proper; but,

in it’s moſt proper and limited ſenſe, it

means only the countries ſituated between

Hindcoſtan
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Hindooſtan Proper, the Carnatic, the

Weſtern Indian Sea, and Oriſſa; namely,

the provinces of Candeiſh, Dowlatabad,

Viſiapour, Golconda, and the weſtern part

of Berar. All the tract S. of the Kiſtna,

is generally called the Peninſula. The

name India, by which this country, as far

as it was known, is diſtinguiſhed in the

earlieſt Greek hiſtories, appears to be de

rived from Hind, the name given to it by

the ancient Perſians, through whom the

knowledge of the country was tranſmitted

to the Greeks. The word Hindooſian is,

indeed, entirely of Perſian origin, com

Pounded of Stan, a region, and Hind,

or Hindoo. The whole of Hindooſtan may

now be ſaid to conſiſt of ſix principal ſtates,

which hold as tributaries, or feudatories,

ſome numerous inferior ſtates. Theſe fix

Principal ſtates are the Britiſh ; the Poo

nah Mahrattas; the Behrar Mahrattas;

Nizam Ally, ſoubah of the Deccan; My
fore, or the dominions of Tippoo Sultan ;

and the Seiks. The Britiſh poſſeſſions are

Bengal, the greater part of Bahar, part of

Allahabad, part of Oriſſa, the Northern

Circars, a jaghire in the Carnatic, Bara

mahal, Dindigul, and ſome conſiderable

countries to the N. and S. of Calicut, on

the coaſt of Malabar, with Bombay, and

the Iſland of Salſette. The allies of the

Britiſh, who may be conſidered as depen

dent on them, are the nabob of Oude; the

Nabob of the Carnatic, including Tanjore,

Madura, Tinevelly, and Marrawars; the

rajahs of Travancore; and the territory of

Cochin. For the five other principal ſtates,

ſee their reſpective names; and for an ac

count of ſome inferior independent ſtates,

ſee BundelA, Ballogist AN, THE

Jats, Rohilcu ND, &c. Excluſive of

the Europeans, the inhabitants of Hin

dooſtan are computed at 10,000,ooo Ma

honetans, and I co,ooo,0oo Hindoos.

The Mahometans, or Muſſulmans, whom

the Engliſh commonly, but improperly,

call Moors, or Moo; sen, are repreſented

* bearing a very bad chara&er. The

Hindoos, or Gentoos, are of a black com

Plexion, their hair long, their perſon

traight, their limbs meat, their fingers

long and tapering, and their countenances

•pen and pleaſant. They are divided into

different tribes or caſts. The four principal

tribes are the bramins, ſoldiers, labourers,

and mechanics; and theſe are ſubdivided

into a multiplicity of inferior diſtinčions.

There are bramins of various degrees,

who have the care of religion, or of the ad

miniſtration of the Gentoo law allotted to

them. Theſe prieſts are held ſacred by

the Indians or Hindoos. Such of them as

are not engaged in worldly purſuits, are

an innocent people, promoting charity as

much as they can, both to man and brute,

but yet very ſuperſtitious. Some acknow

ledge that errors have crept into their re

ligion, and own one Supreme Being; but

they laugh at the idolatry of the multi

tude, and inſiſt upon the neceſſity of work

ing upon their weakneſſes. Thoſe who

engage in the world are generally the worſt

of all the Gentoos; for, perſuaded that

the waters of the Ganges will purify them

from their fins, and exempted from the

utmoſt rigour of the courts of juſtice,

(under the Gentoo governments) they run

into the greateſt exceſſes. The ſoldiers

are commonly called Rajah-poots ; that

is, deſcendants of the rajahs. They readi

ly enter into the ſervice of any that will

pay them, and follow wherever he leads.

The Engliſh have many battalions of then

in their employ, under the name of Sepoys.

The laboureis include farmers, and all

who cultivate the land. The mechanics

include merchants, bankers, and all who

follow any trade; theſe again are ſubdi

vided into each particular branch. Beſides

theſe, there are the Parians, or Hallachores,

who cannot be called a tribe, being rather

the refuſe or outcaſts of the other tribes.

They are a ſet of poor unhappy people,

who are deſtined to perform the moſt diſ

agreeable offices of life, bury the dead, and

carry away every thing that is polluted.

One deſcription of theſe, or rather the

outcaſts of theſe outcaſts, the Poulichees,

on the Malabar coaſt, are held in ſuch a

bomination, that if one of them happen

to touch a Hindoo of a ſuperior tribe, the

latter does not ſcruple to draw his ſabre

and kill him on the ſpot; and for ſo atro

cious an act, he is not even called to an

account. All the different tribes are kept

diſtinét from each other, by inſurmount

able barriers; they are forbidden to in

termarry, to dwell together, to eat with

each other, or even to drink out of the

ſame veſſel; and if they tranſgreſs any of

theſe rules, they are obliged from that in

ſtant to join with the Haitachores. The

Hindoos admit no converts, and are moſt

firmly attached to their own ſuperſtitions,

except the Hallachores, who are, ſome of

them, glad to be admitted into any ſociety

where they are treated as fellow creatures.

The Hindoos vie with the Chineſe, in re

ſpect to the antiquity of their nation; and

the doºrine of tranſmigration is one of

their diſtinguiſhing tenets. Their inſti

tutions of religion form a regular and con

plete ſyſtem, ſtrengthened and upheld by

every thing which can excite the reverence,
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and ſecure the attachment of the ſuperſti

tious multitude. The temples conſecrated

to their deities are magnificent; their re

ligious ceremonies ſplendid; and the abſo

lute dominion which the Bramins have

obtained over the minds of the people, is

ſupported by the command of the immenſe

revenues, with which the liberality of

Princes, and the zeal of pilgrims and de

votees, have enriched their pagodas. The

dominion of religion extends, indeed, to a

thouſand particulars, which, in othercoun

tries, are governed by the civil laws, or by

taſte, cuſtom, or faſhion. Their dreſs,

their food, the common intercourſes of life,

their marriages, and profeſſions, are all

under the juriſdiction of religion. The

food of the Hindoos is ſimple, confiſting

chiefly of rice, ghee, (a kind of imperfect

butter), milk, vegetables, and oriental

#. The warrior caſt may eat of the

eſh of goats, ſheep, and poultry. Other

ſuperior caſts may eat poultry and fiſh;

but the interior catts are prohibited from

eating fleſh or fiſh of any kind. Their

greateſt luxury conſiſts in the uſe of the

richeſt ſpiceries and perfumes, of which the

great people are very laviſh. They eſ

teem milk the pureſ of food, becauſe they

think it partakes of ſome of the properties

of the neétar of their gods, and becauſe

they eſteem the cow itſelf almoſt as a di

vinity. Their manners are gentle. Their

happineſs confiſts in the ſolaces of domeſ

tic life ; and they are taught by their re

ligion, that matrimony is an indiſpenſable

duty in every man, who does not entirely

feparate himſelf from the world, from a

principle of devotion. Their religion per

mits them to have ſeveral wives; but they

ſeldom have more than one; and their

wives are diſtinguiſhed by a decency of

demeanour, a ſolicitude in their families,

and a fidelity to their vows, which might

do honour to human nature, in the moſt

civilized countries. The cuſtom of wo

men burning themſelves on the death of

their huſbands, is ſtill praśtiſed in Hindoo

ſtan. In 1743, near Coſſimbuzar, when

a widow, about 18, with three children,

the ºldeſt not four years of age, was ſtrong

ly urged to live, for the ſake of the fu

ture care of her infants; notwithſtanding

this, and though the agonies of death were

deſcribed to her in the ſtrongeſt colours,

ſhe put her finger into the fire with a calm

and determined countenance, and held it a

conſiderable time. She then, with one

hand put fire into the pain of the other,

ſprinkled incenſe on it, and fumigated the

}}ramins. Being then told, that ſhe would

uot be permitted to buin, ſhe reſolutely

anſwered, that death was in herown pew

er, and that if ſhe were not allowed to

burn, ſhe would ſtarve herſelf. Her friends

were obliged, at laſt, to conſent to the

dreadful ſacrifice of this woman, who was

of high rank. But, in 1781, Mr Hodges

was witneſs, near Benares, to the ſacrifice

of one of an inferior caſt, the widow of a

merchant. “Reparing to the ſpot,” ſays

he, “on the banks of a river, where the

ceremony was to take place, I found the

body of the man on a bier, covered with

linen, already laid at the edge of the ri

ver. At this time, ten in the morning,

only a few people were aſſembled, who

diſplayed the moſt perfeót apathy and in

difference. After waiting a confiderable

time, the wife appeared, attended by the

Bramins, and muſic, with a few relations.

The proceſſion was ſlow and ſolemn; the

vićtim moved with a ſteady and firm ſtep ;

and, with a perfect compoſure of counte

nance, approached cloſe to the body, where

for ſome time they halted. She them ad
dreſſed thoſe who were near her without

the leaſt trepidation of voice, or change of

countenance. She held in her left hand

a cocoa-nut, in which was a red colour

mixed, and dipping in it the fore finger

of her right hand, ſhe marked thoſe near

her, to whom ſhe wiſhed to ſhow the laſt ačt

of attention. She might be about 24 years

of age. Her dreſs was a looſe robe of

white flowing drapery, that extended from

her head to the feet. The pile was com

poſed of dried branches, leaves, and ruſhes,

with a door on one ſide, and arched, and

covered on the top; by the fide of the door

ſtood a man with a lighted brand. From

the time the woman appeared, to the tak

ing up of the body to convey it into the

pile, might occupy half an hour, which

was employed in prayer with the Bramins,

in attentions, to thoſe near her, and con

verſation with her relations. When the

body was taken up, ſhe followed cloſe to

it, attended by ti... chief Bramin; and

when it was depoſited in the pile, ſhe bow

ed to all around her, and entered without

ſpeaking. The mounent ſhe entered, the

door was cloſed; the fire was put to the

combuſtibles, which inſtantly flamed, and

quantities of dried wood were thrown up

on it. This laſt part of the ceremony was

accompanied with the ſhouts of the mul

titude, who now became numerous, and

the whole ſeemed a maſs of confuſed re

joicing. In other parts of India, as the

Carnatic, this dreadful cuſtom is accom

panied with ſtill greater horror. It is aſ

ſerted, that they dig a pit, in which is de

poſited a large quantity of combuſtible
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matter, which is ſet on fire, and the body

being let down, the victim throws herſelf

into the flaming maſs. In other places, a

pile is raiſed extremely high, and the bo.

dy, with the wife, is placed upon it, and

then the whole is ſet on fire.” In the Code

of Gentoo Laws, tranſlated by N. B. Hal

head, Eſq. is the following remarkable

paſſage concerning this practice : “It is

proper for a woman, after her huſband's

death to burn herſelf in the fire with his

corpſe. Every woman, who thus burns

herſelf, ſhall remain in paradiſe with her

huſband three crore and fifty lacks of years,

by deſtiny. If ſhe cannot burn, ſhe muſt,

in that caſe, preſerve an inviolable chaſti

ty; if ſhe remain always chaſte, ſhe goes to

paradiſe; and if ſhe do not preſerve her

chaſtity, ſhe goes to hell.” This code of

laws, with their ſacred books, the Veidam

and the Shaſtah, were written in the San

ſcrit language, which is very copious and

nervous, although the ſtyle of their beſt

authors is wonderfully conciſe. Hindoo

ſtan, towards the N. is pretty temperate;

but hot toward the S. and it rains almoſt

conſtantly for three months in the year.

It's produćts are rice, millet, cotton, figs,

Pomegranates, oranges, lemons, citions,

cocoa-trees, &c. There are mines of gold,

ſilver, and diamonds. Beſide domeſtic

animals, here are elephants, rhinoceroſes,

buffaloes, lions, tigers,º panthers,

and monkeys, with camels and dromeda

ries. It's principal exports are ſugar, in

digo, ſaltpetre, ſilk, cotton, and precious

ſtones; and particularly calicoes, chintzes,

muſlins, &c.

Hindringham, Norf, near Walſingham.

HinchAM, a town of Norfolk, 15 miles

W. of Norwich, and 97 NE. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Hinkſell, Kent, E. of Aſhford. Hink.

fºy, Lawrence and South, Berks, both on

the Thames, 2 miles from Oxford. Hin

rock, Bedfordſ. NW, of Harold. Hiſłock,

Shropſ. N. of Newport. Hintleſham, Suf

folk, between Hadley and Ipſwich. Hin

ton, Berks, NE. of Farringdon. Hinton,

Glouceſterſ. near Pucklechurch. Hinton,

Glouceſterſ. in Berkley pariſh. Hinton,

Glouceſ. 8 miles from Campden. Hinton,

Glouceſterſ. in Durham pariſh. Hinton,

Hants, SE. of Ringwood. Hinton, Oxf.

near Radcotbridge. Hinton, Suffolk, near

Dunwich. Hinton, Broad, Wiltſhire, 5

miles NW, of Marlborough. Hinton,

Cherry, Camb. near Gogmagog Hills.

Hinton, Little, Dorſetſh. near Winborn

Minſter. Hinton Mariel, Dorſetſh. by

Wichampton. Hinton, Mary, Dorſetſh,

neau Ewrin Courtney. Hinton under-Hill,

Glouceſ, near Bredon-Hills. Hints, Staff.

W. of Tamworth. Hinwick, Bedf. near

Puddington. Hinxian, Camb. SW. of

Linton. Hinxworth, Hertfordſhire, near

Aſhwell. *

H1Nz UAN, or JoANNA, one of the Co

mora Iſlands, between the N. end of Ma

dagaſcar, and the continent of Africa, has

been governed, for the laſt two centuries,

by a colony of Arabs. Some account of

it has been written by Sir William Jones,

for the Society for the promoting of Orien

tal Knowledge, of which he was preſident.

He viſited this iſland, on board the Cro

codile frigate, in July, 1783. On an

choring in the bay, the frigate was ſoon

ſurrounded by canoes, and the deck

crowded with natives of all ranks, from

the high-born chief, who waſhed linen, to

the half-naked ſlave who only paddled.

Moſt of them had letters of recommenda

tion from Engliſhmen, which none of them

were able to read, though they ſpoke

Engliſh intelligibly. The appearance of

the iſland from the Bay of Hinzuan, is

thus deſcribed by the ſame writer: “We

were at anchor in a bay, and before us was

a vaſt amphitheatre, of which you may

form a general motion by picturing in your

minds a multitude of hills, infinitely va

ried in ſize and figure, and then ſuppoſing

them to be thrown together, with a kind

of artleſs ſymmetry, in all imaginable po

fitions. The back ground was a ſeries of

mountains, one of which is pointed, near

half a mile perpendicularly high from the

level of the ſea, and little more than three

miles from the ſhore; all of them richly

clothed with wood, chiefly fruit-trees, of

an exquiſite verdure. I had ſeen many

mountains of a ſtupendous height in Wales

and Swiſſerland, but never ſaw one before,

round the boſom of which the clouds were

almoſt continually rolling, while it's green

ſummit roſe flouriſhing above them, and

received from them an additional bright

neſs. Next to this diſtant range of hills,

was another tier, part of which appeared

charmingly verdant, and part rather bar

ren; but the contraſt of colours changed

even this nakedneſs into a beauty; nearer

ſtill were innumerable mountains, or rather

cliffs, which brought down their verdure

and fertility quite to the beach; ſo that

every ſhade of green, the ſweeteſt of co

lours, was diſplayed at one view, by land

and by water. But nothing conduced more

to the variety of this enchanting proſpect

than the many rows of palm-trees, eſpe

cially the tall and graceful Aracas, on the

ſhores, in the valleys, and on the ridges of

hills, where one might almoſt ſuppoſe them

2. to
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to have been planted regularly by deſign.

A more beautiful appearance can ſcarce be

conceived, than ſuch a number of elegant

palms in ſuch a ſituation, with luxuriant

tops, like verdant plumes, placed at juſt

intervals, and ſhewing between them part

of the remoter landſcape, while they left

the reſt to be ſupplied by the beholder's

imagination. Neither , the territory of

Nice, with it's olives, date-trees, and cy

preſſes, nor the Iſles of Hieres, with their

delightful orange-groves, appeared ſo

charming to me as the view from the road

of Hinzuan.” The town where the king

reſides is at the E. ſide of the iſland; and,

though it is three quarters of a mile in

length, it does not contain above zoo

houſes. This town is cloſe to the ſea, at

the foot of a very high hill. The houſes

are incloſed either with high ſtone walls,

or palings made with a kind of reed; and

the ſtreets are little narrow alleys, ex

tremely intricate, and forming a perfeót

labyrinth. The better kind of houſes are

built of ſtone, within a court-yard, have a

portico to ſhield them from the ſun, and

one long lofty room, where they receive

gueſts; the other apartments being ap

propriated to the women. The ſides of

their rooms are covered with a number of

ſmall mirrors,bits of china-ware, and other

little ornaments, that they procure from

the ſhips : the moſt ſuperb of them are fur

miſhed with cane ſofas, covered with chintz

and ſatin matreſſes. The horned cattle are

a kind of buffaloes, having a large hump

on their ſhoulders, which is very delicious

eating; but there is not one horſe, mule,

nor aſs, in all the iſland. The original

natives, in number about 7000, occupy

the hills, and are generally at war with the

Arabian interlopers, who eſtabliſhed them

ſelves on the ſea-coaſt by conqueſt, and

are about 3coo in number... Though Jo

anna is not the largeſt, it may be reckon

ed the principal of the Comora Iſlands; it

claims ſovereignty over, and exacts tribute

from all the others. They have a regular

form of government, and exerciſe the Ma

hometan religion; both being introduced

by the Arabians. The colour of theſe two

races of men is very different; the Arabs

have not ſo deep a tinge as the others,

being of a copper complexion, with meater

features and a more animated countenance.

They conſider a black ſtreak under the

eye as ornamental; and this they make,

every day, with a painting bruſh dipt in a

kind of ointment. The cuſtom of chewing

the betel-nut prevails greatly here, as in

racſt of the eaſtern countries; and anſwer

to the faſhion of ſmoking tobacco or taking

ſnuff with us, except that with them it is

more general. No one is without a purſe

or bag of betel; and it is looked on as a

piece of civility to offer it to their friend

when they meet him, or take leave. Their

religion ficenſes a plurality of wives, and

likewiſe concubines. They are extremely

jealous of them, and never allow any man

to ſee the women; but female ſtrangers are

admitted into the haram; and, ſome Eng

liſh women, whoſe curioſity has led then

there, make favourable reports of their

beauty, and richneſs of apparel, diſplayed

in a profuſion of ornaments of gold, ſilver,

and beads, in form of necklaces, bracelets,

and ear-rings: they wear half a dozen or

more in each, through holes bored along

the outer rim of the ear. They are very

temperate and abſtemious, wine being for

bidden them by the law of Mahomet.

They are frequent in prayer, attending

their moſques three or four times a day.

We are allowed to enter them, on condition

of taking off our ſhoes. In prayer the peo

ple proſtrate themſelves on the ground,

frequently kiſſing it, and expreſſing very

fervent devotion. In general they appear

to be a courteous and well-diſpoſed peo

ple, and very fair and honeſt in their deal
ings, though there are among them ſome

inclined to theft, notwithſtanding the pu

niſhment of it is very exemplary, being

amputation of both hands of the delin
quent. The inhabitants, like thoſe of moſt

hot and tropical countries, are indolent,

and do not improve by their labour the

richneſs of their exuberant ſoil; indeed,

the climate here promotes vegetation to

ſuch a degree, as requires little toil in the

huſbandman; and that little is denied; ſo

that beyond oranges, bananas, pine-ap

ples, cocoa-nuts, yams, and purſlain (all

growing ſpontaneouſly) few vegetables are

met with. Nor are the natural beauties

of the iſland inferior to it's other advan

tages of plenty and fertility ; the face of

the country is very pićtureſque and pleaſ

ing; lofty mountains clothed to their very

ſummits, deep and rugged valleys adorned

by frequent cataraćts, caſcades, woods,

rocks, and rivulets, intermixed, form the

diverſified landſcape. Groves are ſeen ex

tending over the plains to the very edge

of the ſea, formed principally by the co

coa-nut trees, whoſe long and naked ſtems

leave a clear and uninterrupted paſſage be

neath; while their tufted and over-ſpread

ing tops form a thickſhade above, and

keep off the ſcorching rays of the ſun

Lat. 12. 14, S, lon. 44, 48. E.
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Hio, a town of W. Gothland.

Hºpford Eſſex, NW. of Halſted. Hip

Perholm, Yorkſhire, E. of Halifax.

Hi Rich HoRN, a town of Mentz.

Hirgº, a river in Merionethſhire.

Hiksch 2 ERG, a town of Boleſlau, Bo

hemia; a town of Jauer, Sileſia; a town

of Aichſtad', Franconia; and a town of

Reuſen, Uppe, Saxony.

Hikschfeld, a town of Erzgeburg,

Upper Sºxony.

Hiſza”, Northamptonſhire, between

Wellingborough and Kettering.

His PANIola. See DoMINGo, St.

Hiſion, Andrew and Ethelred, 3 miles

N.W. of Cambridge. Hitcham, Suffolk,

near Bildeſton. Hitchenden, Bucks, N.

of High Wycomb. -

* Hitchin, a populous town of Hert

fordſhire, ſeated near a great wood, called

Hitch-Wood. Here is a conſiderable mar

ket for wheat and malt. It is 15 miles

NNW. of Hertford, and 34 NW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Hitchin, Norf. near Snettiſham, a haven

for ſmall veſſels. Hith. Hants, 3 miles

from Southampton. Hiton, Lancaſ. near

Weſt Darby. Hitteſley, Devonſ. 6 miles

from Crediton. Hitton, Suffolk. Hoadley,

. Suſſex, S. of Eaſt Grinſtead. Hoadley, E.

Suſſex, NE. of Lewes. Hoath, Kent, near

Reculver. Hobbies, Great and little, Nor

folk, SW. of Wurſted. Hobb’s Hill,

Kent, NE. of Aſherſt. Hobb's Houſe,

Camb. in the Fens, S.W. of Wiſbeach.

Hobb's Paſſage, Somerſ. between Brent

Marſh and the ſea. Hobb's Pool, Devonſ.

N. of Crediton. Holy, Leiceſ. NW. of

Melton-Mowbray.

HochBERG, a marquiſate of Suabia,

ſubject to the margrave of Baden. Dour

lach.

Hochst, a town of Mentz, Lower

Rhine; and a town of Wertheim, Fran

conia.

Hochstadt, a town of Neuburg,

Bavaria, near which was ſought the cº

lebrated battle of Blenheim; a town of

Hanau, Upper Rhine; a town of Bam

berg, Franconia; and a town of Boleſlau,

Bohemia.

Hockenhall, Cheſh. near Tarvin. Hock

erell, Hertfordſ. near Biſhop's Stortford.

Hockerill, Dorſetſhire, near Nottington and

Broadway. Hockerton, Nottingh. NE. of

Southwell. Hocket, Kent, near Marden.

Hockford, Devonſ. in Stockworthy pariſh.

Hockham, Great and Little, Norf. W. of

Buckenham. Hockhold, Norfolk. Hockley

in-the-Hole, Bedf. 5 miles N. of Dunſtable.

Hockley-in-the-Hole, Eſſex, near S. Fam

bridge. Hockridge, Devonſ. NW. of Ex

eter. Hockring, Norfolk, NE. of E. Dere

ham. Hockwold, Norfolk, 3 miles from

Brandon. Hockworthy, Devonſhire, N. of

Samford Peverel. Hocklough, Northumb.

near Allanton. Hocomb Hill, Middl. be

tween Mill Hill and Highwood-Hill.

Hodbeck, or Hodgebeck, a river of Yorkſ.

running into the Derwent, near Wickham.

Hodder, a river of Yorkſhire, running into

the Ribble at Mytton.

HoDD EsdoN, a town of Herts, ſeated

near the river Lea. It is 17 miles N. of

London, and 3 S. of Ware. Market on

Thurſday.

Hodge Court, Surry, NW. of E. Grin

ſtead. Hodgewood, Bucks, between Am

erſham and Cheſham. Hod Hill, Dorſetſ.

W. of Stourpaine. Hodnell, or Hodenhull,

Warw. near Ladbrook and the ſource of

the Ichene. Hodnet, Shropſ. near the river

Terne. Hodſokes, Nott. near Blith. Hod

ſon, Wilts, SE. of Swindon. Hoerbooth,

Linc. NW. of Tatterſhall. Hoer, Leiceſ.

NW."of Waltham-on-the-Would.

Hoffe, Upper and Lower, Weſtm. SW.

of Appleby. Hofton, St. John and St.

Peter, Norfolk, both NW. of Wurſted.

Hoggeſtorp, Linc. SE. of Alford. Hog

geſton, Bucks, near Winſlow. Hogginton,

NW, of Cambridge. Hoghurſt, Dorſetſ.

near Bridport.

Hog IsLAND, in Bantry-Bay, Cork,

Munſter. Upon this and the neighbouring

iſlands there is a rich paſture in the ſpring.

Hogmaſton, Derbyſ. near Wirkſworth.

Hogſhaw, Bucks, in the pariſh of Eaſt

Claydon.

Hogue, CAPE LA, the N.W. point of

the dept. of the Channel, lying E. of the

Iſle of Alderney, and NW. of Cherburg.

Oppoſite the town of La Hogue, in 1692,

the Engliſh and Dutch fleet, under Admiral

Ruſſel, defeated the French fleet; and on

the following day, Admiral Rooke burnt

the French admiral's ſhip, the Royal Sun,

with 12 more men of war. Lat. 49.45. N.

lom. 1.52. W.

Hole, Yorkſ, upon the Ouſe, near Great

and Little Armin. Hoke Norton, Leiceſ.

near Twicroſs, N.W. of Boſworth. Hol

bech-Drow, Linc, near Gedney-Fen.

HolbechE, a town in Lincolnſhire,

ſeated in a flat, among the dikes, 12 miles

S. of Boſton, and 1 15 N. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Holbech-Thurn, Linc. SE. of Holbeche,

in the marſhes. Holbeck, Nottingh. near

Cokemey. Holbeck, Yorkſ. near Leeds.

Holborough, Kent, near Halling. Hºl

brook, N. of Derby. Holbrook, Suffolk, S.

of Ipſwich. Holburton, Devonſ. SW. of

... Holbury, Hauts, in the New
T 3 Forcſi,
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- Foreſt. Holcliff, Kent, near Canterbury,

Holcolm, Oxfordſ. N. of Chalgrove. Hol

comb, Devonſhire, near St. Mary Ottery.

Holcomb, Somerſ. 3 miles W. of Frome

Selwood. Holcomb-Burnel, Devonſ. SW.

of Exeter. Holcomb-Regis, Devonſ. NE.

of Tiverton. Holcot, Bedf. near Aſpley

Guiſe. Holcot, Northamp, near Sywell.

Holcroft, Lanc. near Chatmoſs and Cul

chit. Holdenby, Northamp, near Althorp.

HoldeRNess, a diviſion of the E.

Riding of Yorkſhire, on the coaſt. It has

a very rich ſoil, and is remarkable for it's

large breed of horned cattle and horſes.

Holditch, Devonſ, in Ford-Abbey pa

riſh. Holdſhot, Hants, N. of Odiham.

HoldsworTHY, a large town of De

.vonſhire, ſeated between two branches of

the Tamar, 4.3 miles N.W. of Exeter, and

215 W. by S. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Hold'), Suſſex. Hole, Devonſ, near Clo

-velly Harbour. Hole, Devonſhire, W. of

Aſhburton. Hole, Great and Little, Linc. .

-between Sleaford and Donnington. Hole

Haven, Eſſex, at the end of Canvey Iſland.

Hole, Port, Berks, in Bray pariſh. Hoſºy,

Herts, near Amwell. Holefaff, Worceſ.

near Ripple. Holford, Cheſhire, NE. of

Northwich, Halford, Cheſh, near Tabley.

Holgate, a river in Yorkſhire. Holgate,

I.inc. near Spilſby. Holgot, or Holgate

Cºffe, Shropſhire. Holiborn, Hants, near

Alton. Holkham, Norfolk, 2 miles from

Wells. Hollacomb, Devonſ. near Houlſ

worthy. Hollam, Yorkſ, in Holderneſs.

Holl AND, the moſt confiderable of

the Seven United Provinces, lying between

the Zuyder Zee, the German Ocean, Zea

land, Dutch Brabant, and Utrecht. It is

divided into N. Hoiland, S. Holland, and

W. Frieſland; not the ſtate or province of

Frieſland, but a diſtrićt lying to the N. of

N. Holland. Theſe together make but

one province, whoſe ſtates take the title

of Holland and W. Frieſland. The ex

tent is not large, being not above 180

miles in circumference. The land is

almoſt every where lower than the ſea.

The water is kept out by dikes, which

they are particularly careful to keep in

good repair, left the whole province ſhould

be laid under water. It is croſſed by the

mouths of the Rhine and Maeſe, by ſeve

ral ſmall rivers, and by a great number of

canals, on which they travel day and night

at a ſmall expence. Properly ſpeaking,

it is nothing but a large meadow, and yet

all tilings are in great plenty, in conſe

quence of it's trade; and the land feeds

great numbers of cattle. In population,

it is thought that no country in the

world, of ſuch a ſmall extent, equals it.

The paſtures are ſo rich, that they have

plenty of butter and cheeſe, and the ſeas

and rivers furniſh them with fiſh. There

are 4oo villages, and 29 walled towns,

beſides many others that enjoy municipal

privileges. Six large cities have ſeats in

the States General, viz. Dort, Haerlem,

Delft, Leyden, Amſterdam, and Gouda.

The number of nobility admitted into the

aſſembly of the ſtates of the province, is

not limited, but rarely exceeds 1 of they

are elected by a majority of votes. The

towns which have a right to ſend deputies

are 18. This was the ſtate of the repub

lic, prior to the diſputes on the French

.revolution. The houſes are generally well

built, and extremely meat and clean. They

-have linen and woollen manufactures, be

ſide the building of a great number of

thips. The eſtabliſhed religion is Cal

viniſm; but all religious ſects are tolerat

ed. Amſterdam is the capital.

Ho LLAND, a diſtrict of Lincolnſhire,

in the SE. part of the county. It is di

vided into Upper and Lower, and lies con

tiguous to the ſhallow inlet of the ſea, call

ed the Waſh. It conſiſts entirely of fens

and marſhes; ſome in a ſtate of nature,

but others cut by numberleſs drains and

canals, and croſſed by raiſed cauſeways,

-The lower, or ſouthern diviſion, is the

moſt watery, and is preſerved from con

ſtant inundations by nothing but vaſt

banks, raiſed on the ſea-coaſt and rivers.

. The air is unwholeſome, and the water, in

general, ſo brackiſh, as to be unfit for in

termal purpoſes; on which account, the

inhabitants are obliged to make reſervoirs

of rain-water. Yet even here induſtry

has produced comfort and opulence, by

forming excellent paſture land out of

ſwamps and bogs, and even making them

capable of producing large crops of corn.

The reeds, with which the waters of their

fens are covered make the beſt thatch, and

are annually harveſted in great quantities

for that purpoſe. Prodigious flocks of

geeſe are bred among the undrained fems,

forming a conſiderable objećt of commerce,

as well for their quills and feathers, as for

the bird itſelf, which is driven in great

numbers to the London markets. The

principal decoys in England for the va

rious kinds of wild ducks, teal, widgeon,

and other fowls of the duck kind, are in

theſe parts. Wild geeſe, grebes, godwits,

whimbrels, coots, ruffs, and reeves, and

a great variety of other ſpecies of water

fowl, breed here in amazing numbers ;

and ſtares, or ſtarlings, reſort during win

ter, in Inyriads, to rooſt on the reeds,

breaking
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breaking them down by their weight.

Near Spalding, is the greateſt heronry in

England, where the herons build together

on high trees, like rooks. The avoiet, or

yelper, is found in great numbers about

Foſſdyke Waſh, as alſo knots and dottrels.

Holland, New, the largeſt known

land that does not bear the name of a con

tinent; it extends from lat. 43.42. S. to

within 10. 30. of the equator; and from

1 to. 3o. to 153. 30. E. lon. ſo that it's

ſurface nearly equals that of Europe.

When this vaſt iſland was firſt diſcovered

is uncertain. About the beginning of the

laſt century, the N. and W. coaſts were

traced by the Dutch; the SE. extremity

was diſcovered by Taſman, in 1642. Cap

tain Cook, in 1770, viſited the E. and NE.

parts, from 38°. S. and ſpent four months

in exploring a coaſt zooo miles in length.

He aſcertained it's ſeparation from New

Guinea; and, in 1773, Furneaux, by con

necting Taſman's diſcoveries with Cook's,

completed the circuit. In that part of it,

which Taſman diſtinguiſhed by the name

of Van Dieman's Land, and which was

viſited by Furneaux in 1773, and again by

Cook in 1777, the land is, for the moſt part,

of a good height, diverſified with hills and

valleys. See WAles, New South.

Holland, Derbyſ. near Bolſover. Hol

land, Lancaſh. W. of Wigan. Holland,

Great and Little, Eſſex, near Gunfleet.

Holland-Houſe, Middl. near Kenſington.

Holleſley, Suff. near Orford Neſs. Hallick,

Middl. near Tottenham. Hollimill-Croſs,

Weſtmorl. near Pendragon Caſtle. Hollin,

Lanc. near Chatmoſs. Hollingborn, Kent,

E. of Maidſtone. Hollingthorp, Yorkſ. 3

miles from Wakefield. Hollington, Der

byſ between Derby and Aſhborne. Hol

lington, Staff. near Checkley. Hollington,

Suſſex, near Haſtings. Hollinſide, E. and

h’. N.W. of Durham. Hollinworth, Che

ſhire, NE. of Stockport. Holliwell, Dor

ſetſhire, near Cranborne. Holliwell, Lin

colnſhire, NW. of Market-Deeping. Hol

toway, Somerſetſ. Holloway, Upper and

Lower, Middleſex, between Iſlington and

Highgate. Holloway-Down, Eſſex, near

Stratford, 4 miles from London. Hollow

field, Eſſex, N. of Waltham Abbey. Hol

Ayhurſt, Warwickſ. in Bulkington pariſh.

Hollymount, in Mayo, Connaught. Hol--

By wood, in Wicklow, Leinſter. Holly

wood, in Down, Ulſter, on the ſea coaſt,

where muſcles are very plentiful.

Holm, Bedf. near Potton. Holm, Camb.

between Arrington and Caxton. Holm,

Durham, near the mouth of the Tees.

Holm, Huntingdonſ. near Stilton. Hºlm,

Lancaſ. in Burnley Pariſh, Holm, Laucaſ.

near Mancheſter. Holºn, Norfolk, N. of

Downham. Holm, Norf. W. of Thornam.

Holm, Nottingh. on the Trent, 3 miles N.

of Newark. Holm, Nottinghainſ. on the

Trent, a hamlet of N. Muſkam. Holm,

Weſtmorland, near Burton. Holm, York

ſhire, near Siingſby. Holm, Yorkſhire, N.

of New Malton. Holm, or Homme, Here

fordſhire, between Weobly and Dilwin.

HoLM Abbe Y, or Cult R U M. See

ABB EY Ho LM.

Holm Cultrum, Cumb. near Bromfield.

Holm, in Spalding Moor. Yorkſ. 2 miles

S.W. of Maſket Wighton. Holm, E. and

H'. Dorſetſhire, near Wareham. Holmer,

near Hereford. Holmeſdale, a rough and

woody traśt in Surry, lying immediately

beneath the hills to the S. and E. of that

county, and extending into Kent. Red

deer are ſtill found here. It is ſaid to

take it’s name from the holm oak with

which it abounds. Holmforth, Yorkſ. S.

of Almondbury. Holm Hall, Derbyſ. in

the High Peak. Holm Hall, Norf. E. of

Swaffham. Holm Hall, Yorkſ. near Holm,

iu Spaldingmoore. Holm Houſe, Heref.

between Great and Little Marche. Holm

Houſe, Yorkſ. N. of New Malton. Holm

hurji, Hampſhire, N.W. of Chriſtchurch.

Holm Park, Lanc. between Marton Mere

and the river Ribble. Holm Pierpoint, E.

of Nottingham. Holms, Kent, in Milton

pariſh. Holrºydale Suſſex, S. of Aſhdown

Foreſt. Holms Iſlands, two iſlands in

the Severn Sea, known by the name of .

Flatholin and Steepholm. Holmfied, Suſ

ſex, near Cuckfield. Holm-upon ºvalº,

Yorkſ. NE. of M \rket Wighton. Heim

‘wood, Suſſex, NE. of Dichling. Holn

‘wood, Surry, S. of Darking. Holmeſ',

Dorſetſhire, NE. of Yetminſter. Hoſºn,

near Norwich. Holſton Green, Middle

ſex, between London and Harrow. -

HolstEIN, a duchy of Germany, in

the circle of Lower Saxony, ſubject to the

king of Denmark, having the Baltic on

the E. the German Ocean on the W. Sleſ

wick and the Baltic on the N. and Lunen

burg, Lubeck, Hamburg, and the Elb

on the S. It is about 70 miles in length,

and 50 in breadth, and is a pleaſant, iruit

ful country, well feated for trade, and

has ſome conſiderable harbours, particu

larly thoſe of Hamburg and Lubeck.

There are ſome in perial cities, which are

governed by their reſpectve magist, aies,

but the religion of the whole country is

Lutheran. I he duchy is divided into

Holſtein Gluckſtadt, ſubject to the king of

Denmark; and Ilolliein Gottorpf, ſubject

to the emperor, or empreſs of Ruſſia. The

intended junction between the Baltic and

T 4. the
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the North Sea, will be formed entirely

through Holſtein and the other Daniſh ter

ritories. - -

* Holt, a town in Norfolk, zo, miles

NNW. of Norwich, and 122 NE. of Lon

don. Market cn Saturday.

Holt, Denbighſhire. Holt, or Winborne

Holt, Dorſetſhire, near Wimborne Minſter.

Holt and it's Foreſt, Dorſetſ. NW. of St.

Leonard. Holt, Hants, near Wincheſter.

Holt, Leiceſ. SE. of Hallaton. Holt, Sur

ry, near Ockham. Holt, Warwickſ, near

Kingſbury. Holt, Warw... near Studley.

Holt, Wilts, near Bradford. Holthy, NE.

of York. Holt Caſtle, Worc. near Droit

wich. Holton, Cornwall, N. of Saltaſh.

Holton, Dorſetſ. 3 miles NE. of Wareham.

Holton, Oxf. NE. of Cuddeſdon. Holton,

Suffolk, SE. of Hadley. Holton, Suffolk,

near Haleſworth. Holway, Dorſetſ. 1 mile

N. of Catſtock. Holway, Somerſ, in Wit

comb pariſh. Holwell, Dorſetſ. between

W. Pulham and Sherborn. Holwell, SW.

of Hertford. Holwell, Leiceſ. near Mel

ton Mowbray. Holwell, Oxfordſ. SW.

of Burford. Holwick, Yorkſhire, N. Rid

ing, in Lune Foreſt, near the Tees. Hol

•woodborough, Surry, S. of Darking. Holy

Croſs, Staffordſhire.

Holy Croſs, in Tipperary, Munſter.

*Holyhead, a ſea-port and cape of the

Iſle of Angleſea, where paſſengers uſually

embark for Dublin, there being packet

boats that ſail for that city almoſt daily,

wind and weather permitting. On the

adjacent rocks the herb grows of which

they make kelp, a fixed ſalt uſed in mak

ing glaſs, and in alum works; and in the

neighbourhood is a large vein of white

fullers' earth, and another of yellow. On

the Iſle of Skerries, 9 miles to the north,

is a light-houſe. Large flocks of puffins

are often ſeen here; they all come in one

night, and depart in the ſame manner. It

is 60 miles E. of Dublin, 24 nearly W.

of Beaumaris, and 26o NW. of London.

Lat. 53 19. N. lon. 4.34. W. Market

on Saturday. -

Holy-Hill, Shropſhire, SW. of Bridge

north.

HoLY. Is LAND, or LINDISFAR NE, a

ſmall iſland on the coaſt of Northumber

land, 6 miles S.E. of Berwick. It is two

miles and a quarter long, and one in

breadth, and conſiſts of one continued

plain. The ſoil is rocky and full of

ſtones, for which reaſon it is thinly peo

pled ; it has but one ſmall town, with a

commodious harbour, defended by two

forts.

Holy Iſland, in Clare, Munſter.

* Hoº Yw ELL, a town of Flintſhire,

which although in great part new, is,

from it's vicinity to the mines, and it's

conſiderable manufactures, become the

moſt flouriſhing in the county. It takes

it’s name from the famous well called St.

Winifred's, concerning which ſo many fa

bles and ſuperſtitious notions have prevail

ed. It is a copious ſtream of very cold

and pure water, burſting out of the ground

with great impetuoſity, at the foot of a

hill. Beſide the cold bath, celebrated for

wonderful cures, formed at the ſpring

head, and covered with a beautiful Gothic.

ſhrine, it is now applied to the purpoſe of

turning ſeveral mills for the working of

copper, making braſs-wire, paper, and

ſnuff, and ſpinning cotton. It is 10 miles

E. of St. Aſaph, and 212 NE. of London.

Market on Friday.

Holywell, Bedfordſhire, SE. of Flitton.

Holywell, Cheſhire, W. of Cholmondeley.

Holywell, Hertfordſhire, near St. Alban's.

Holywell, Huntingdonſhire, near St. Ives.

Hombu Ro, two towns of Wurſburg,

Franconia; a town of Heſſe Caſſel ; a

town of Heſſe Homburg; and a town of

Deux Ponts; all in the circle of the Upper

Rhine; and a town of Berg, Weſtphalia.

Home, Shropſ. NE. of Biſhop's Caſtle.

Homelay, on the Wye, 3 miles from He

reford. Homersfield, Suff. near Harlſton.

Homerton, a hamlet in the pariſh of Hack

ney. Homerſwich, Staff. SW. of Lich

field. Homeſbury Hill, Surry, near Box

Hill, in . Dorking pariſh.

Wilts, near Saliſbury. Homons, Suſſex,

W. of Holmwood. Hompton, Yorkſhire,

E. of Patrington, in Holderneſs.

HoNDu RAs, a large province of North

America, bounded on the N. by the ba

of the ſame name, on the E. by the M.

quitos ſhore, on the S. by Nicaragua and

Guatimala, and on the W. by Guatimala

and Vera Paz. This country, though ex

ceedingly fertile, is almoſt a deſert. The

ſoil bears Indian corn and grapes, three

times a year; it's other produce is wheat,

peas, cotton, wool, honey, wax, and pro

viſions of all kinds. It produces in greater

abundance than any part of America, the

logwood-tree, which in dying ſome colours,

is ſo far preferable to any other material,

that the conſumption of it in Europe is

conſiderable, and it is become an article in

commerce of great value. During a long

period, no European nation intruded upon

the Spaniards in theſe provinces, orattempt

ed to obtain any ſhare in this branch of

trade. But after the conqueſt of Jamaica

hy the Engliſh, one of the firſt objects of

the ſettlers, on that iſland, was the great

profit ariſing from the logwood trade, †:
I th

Homington,
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the facility of wreſting ſomeº of it

from the Spaniards. Their firſt attempt

was made at Cape Catoche, the NE. pro

montory of Yucatan. When moſt of the

trees near this cape were felled, they re

moved to the Iſland of Triſt, in the Bay of

Campeachy; and, in later times, their prin

cipal ſtation has been in the Bay of Hon

duras. The Spaniards, alarmed at this

encroachment, endeavoured by negociation,

remonſtrances, and open force, to prevent

the Engliſh from obtaining any footing on

that part of the American continent. But,

after ſtruggling againſt it for more than a

century, the diſaſters of an unſucceſsful

war extorted from the court of Madrid, in

1763, a relučtant conſent to tolerate this

ſettlement of foreigners in the heart of

it's territories. This privilege was con

firmed by the definitive treaty of 1783;

by which, however, it was ſtipulated, that

nothing in this conceſſion ſhould be con

ſidered as derogating, in any rºſpekt,

from “the ſovereignty of his Catholic Ma

jeſty;” that, if the Engliſh had erected any

fortifications in the country, they ſhould

be demoliſhed, and none erected in future;

and that they ſhould confine themſelves

within a certain diſtrićt, lying between

the rivers Wallis, or Bellize, and Rio Hon

da, taking the courſe of the ſaid two rivers

for unalterable boundaries, ſo as that the

navigation of them be common to both na

tions. But, by a convention ſigned in 1786,

theſe limits were extended; the Engliſh

line, beginning from the ſea, was to take

the centre of the river Sibun, or Jabon,

and continue up to the ſource of the ſaid

river; thence to croſs, in a ſtraight line,

the intermediate land, till it interſected

the river Wallis; and by the centre of the

ſame river, the ſaid line was to deſcend to

the point where it would meet the line al

ready ſettled in 1783. By this conven

tion, moreover, the Engliſh were not only

permitted to cut logwood, but mahogany,

or any other kind of wood, and to carry

away any other produce of the country;

with certain exceptions, however, againſt

the eſtabliſhing of any plantations of ſu

gar, coffee, &c. and they were likewiſe

permitted, with certain reſtrištions, to oc

cupy the ſmall iſland called Caſina, St.

George's Key, or Cayo Caſina. The

Engliſh ſettlement in this country had for

merly been confidered as foreign; but, in

1799, by an ačt of parliament, they were

allowed all the privileges of a Britiſh co

lony. . The principal towns are Vallado

lid, the capital; Truxillo; Gracias a

Dios; and St. Jago.

Honºdon, Suffolk, near Clare. Hºney

Brook, Dorſetſhire, near High Hall. He

neywood, Kent, in Poſtling pariſh.

HoNFLEur, a conſiderable ſea port in

France, in the department of Calvados.

It has a very capacious and ſafe harbour,

at the mouth of the Seine; and it's pin

cipal trade is in lace. It is 8 miles NNE.

of Pont l'Eveque, and 11 o N.W. of Paris.

Lat. 49.24. N. lon. o. 15. E. -

Hongaſion, Herefordſhire, W. of Acon

bury. Honiborn Church, Worceſterſhire,

E. of Eveſham. Homing, Norfolk, between

Wurſted and Walham. Honingford, war

wickſhire, near Shipton-upon Stour.

* Ho NIT on, a neat, well-built, and

populous town of Devonſhire, pleaſantly

ſeated on the river Otter, in a beautiful

and fertile country, affording the moſt

beautiful landſcape, perhaps, in the world,

almoſt all the way to Exeter, which is 15

miles. , Here is a large manufactory of

broad lace. It lies on the great weſtern

road from London, F. of Exeter, and 156

miles W. by S. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Honley, Yorkſhire, SE. of Huthersfield.

Honningham, Warwickſ. near Dunfinore

Heath, and the river Leame. Hantly, a

river in Brecknockſhire. Honey. Church,

Devonſhire, near Hatherley. Hoo, Eſſex,

W. of Colcheſter. Hoo, Kent, NE. of

Stroud. How, Suffolk, W. of Wickham.

Hoo, Suſſex, near Battel and Boxhill.

Hoo, NE. of E. Dereham.

Hood IsLAND, in the S. Pacific Ocean,

the moſt northerly of the Mendoza (ſlands,

diſcovered by Captain Cook in 1774.

Hooghly, a ſmall, but ancient city of

Hindooſtan, in Bengal. It is now nearly

in ruins, but poſſeſſes many veſtiges of it's

former greatneſs. In the time of the Ma

hometan government, it was the great mart

of the export trade of Bengal to Europe.

It is ſeated on the river Hooghly, 26 miles

N. of Calcutta.

Hooch LY River, an arm of the

Ganges, formed by the union of it's two

weſternmoſt branches, named the Coſim

buzar and Jellinghy rivers. It paſſes by

Hooghly, Chinſura, Chandermagore, Cal

cutta, &c. and is the only branch of the

Ganges that is commonly navigated by

ſhips. Several European nations have fac

tories on this river.

Hoogst RATEN, a town and county of

Dutch Brabant, 1o miles S. of Breda.

Hook, Hants, near Spithead. Hock,

Hants, 4 miles W. of Hartley-Row. Hook,

Yorkſ. near the Ouſe, E. of the Armins.

Hook, Dorſetſ. between Beninſter and Dor

cheſter. Hook, Great and Little, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, S.W. of Snaith. Hook, Sur

* . ry,
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ry, near Kingſton. Hook-Norton, Oxf.

NE. of Chipping-Norton. Hook-Point,

Suſſex, S.W. of Rye. Hool, NE. of

Cheſter. Hoone, 6 miles S.W. of Derby.

Hooſe, Leiceſ. NW. of Waltham-on-the

Would. Hoothorp, Northamp. on the ri

ver Welland, NE. of Boſworth. Hooten,

Cheſhire, SW. of Frodſham, near Staniaw.

Hooten Lovet, Painel, and Robert, Yorkſ.

between Barneſley and Doncaſter. Hoove,

Suſſex, on the coaſt, near Brighthelmitone,

almoſt ſwallowed up by the ſea. Hope,

Derbyſ. in the High Peak. Hope, Heref.

near Hampton-Count. Hope, Kent, in

Romney-Marſh. Hope, Glouc. in Thorn

bury pariſh. Hope, Yorkſ. NW. of Rich

mond-Moor. Hope, Shropſ. on the N. fide

of Stiperſtone’s-Hill. Hope, a ſmall river

of Eſſex, which riſes near Laindon-Hills,

waters Stanford-le-Hope, and entering the

Thames, below Mucking, gives name to

a noted reach of that river. Hope, Staff.

4 miles from Aſhbourn. Hope-Key, De

vonſhire, at the mouth of the river Aune,

between Plymouth and Start-Point. Hope

Bowdler, Shropſ. near Church-Stretton.

Hope-Bagot, Shropſ. E. of Ludlow. Hope

Houſe, Yorkſ. N. Riding, in Swaledale,

near the river Youre. Hope. Manſel, He

refordſhire, SE. of Roſs. Hopeſey, Shropſ.

between Ludlow and Biſhop's Caſtle.

Hope-Sellers, Heref. near Brockhampton. ,

Hopford, Warw. in Withibrook pariſh.

Hopian, Derbyſhire, W. of Wirkſworth.

Hopton, Northumberl. near Bamborough

Caſtle. Hopton, Suffolk, NW. of Buddeſ

dale. Hopton, Shropſ. E. of Clun Caſtle. ,

- Hopton, Suff. S. of Yarmouth. Hopton,

2 miles from Stafford. Hopton in-the-Hole,

Shropſ. S. of Great and Little Poltern.

Hopton Monks, Shropſ. near Underton and

Upton. Hopton iſ afters, Shropſ. W. of

Clebury. Hopum, Northumberland, near

Lucker. Hopways, Staff. 2 miles from

Packington. Hopwel, 5 miles from Derby.

Hopwood, Lanc. S. of Rochdale. Horb

#ng, Linc. NE. of Fokingham. Hor

born, Staff near Birmingham. Horbridge,

Hants, S. of Fordingbridge. Horbury,

Yorkſ. near Wakefield. Horcote, Glouc.

in Kempsford pariſh. Hord, Northumb.

on the Tweed, below Norham. Hordes

Park, Shropſhire, near Bridgenorth. Hord

ley, Shropſhire, S. of Elleſmere. Horſwell,

Hampſhire, S.W. of Lymington.

HoREB, a mountain of Aſia, in Arabia

Petraea, weſtward of Mount Sinai, or ra

ther another eminence belonging to the

fame mountain. At the fort of it is a

monaſtery, where a biſhop of the Greek

church reſides. There are two or three

fine ſprings, and abundance of fruit-trees

on it's ſummit, but none on that of Sinai.

Horecroſs, Staff, in the pariſh of Brom

ley-Regis. Horefton, N. of Derby. Hore

ſton-Grange, Warwickſ. near Nuneaton.

Horewell, Warwickſ. SE. of Coventry.

Hore-weiby, Heref. N.W. of Roſs. Hor

jield, Glouceſ. 2 miles from Bliſtol. Hor

ham, Suffolk, near Denham and Stradbroke.

Horidge, Bucks, SE. of Wendover. Hor

inghold, Leiceſ. SE, of Hallaton. Horkeſ.

ley-Park, Suffolk, near Neyland. Horley,

Suſſex. Horley, Oxf. NW. of Banbury.

Horley, Surry, near Charlwood, SE. of

Ryegate. Horlham-Hall, Eſſex, near

Thaxted. Hormead, Great and Little,

Herts, NE. of Buntingford. Horn, Rut

landſhire, E. of Burleigh-on-the-Hill.

HoRN, or Hoor N, a ſea-port and town

of Holland, with a good harbour. The

land produces great quantities of cheeſe

and butter, and here they fatten cattle,

which are brought lean from Denmark and

Holſtein. It is ſeated on the E. coaſt of

the Zuyder-Zee, 14 miles NE. of Amſter

dam. Lat., 52. 38. N. lon. 5. 2. E.

HoRN, a town and county of Leige;

alſo a town in the archduchy of Auſtria;

, and a town of Lippe, Weſtphalia.

HoRNBAch, a town of Deux-Ponts,

circle of Upper Rhine, feated on the river

Horn, with a Benedićtine abbey. It is 5

miles SE. of Deux-Ponts.

HoRNBERG, a town of Wirtemberg,

. Suabia; a town of Recklinghauſen, Lower

Rhine; and a town of Halberſtadt, Lower

Saxony. -

Hornblowton, Somerſetſhire, SE-of Glaſ

: tonbury. - --- -

HoRNEY, a town of Lancaſhire, on the

Lon, or Lune, near Weſtmorland. It is

8 miles NE. of Lancaſter, and 256 N.W.

of London. Market on Monday.

Hornby, Yorkſ, near Yarum. Hornºy

Hall, Weſtmorland, near Whinfield. Park.

Hornby-Caſile, Yorkſhire, near the Swale,

5 miles from Richmond.

HoRN, CAPE, the moſt ſouthern part

of Terra-del-Fuego, in S. America. Lat.

55. 58. S. lon. 67. 26. W.

* HoRNcastle, a large, well-built

town in Lincolnſhire, is ſeated on the ri

ver Bane, and almoſt ſurrounded by water.

It is zo miles E. of Lincoln, and 136 N.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Hornchurch, Eſſex, E. by S. of Rum

ford. Horncourt, Hants, near Chriſtchurch.

Horn Croſs, Suſſex, SE. of Petworth.

HoRNDoN-on-the-Hill, a town of

Eſſex, ſituated on an eminence, from which

there is a beautiful and extenſive proſpešt.

It is 5 miles N. by E. of Tilbury Fort,

and 24 E. of London. Market on Saturday.

HoRN
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HoRN HEAD, Hore HEAD, orNorth

Cape, a promontory in the N. of Done

gal, Ulſter; and alſo a handſome villa or

ſeat in the ſame county. -

Hornhill, Norfolk, SW. of Hickiing.

Harning, Norf. Horninglow, Staff. near

Burton-upon-Trent. Horningſey, 5 miles

from Cambridge. Horningſham, Wilts,

SE. of Frome.Selwood. Horningſheath,

Great and Little, Suff. near Bury. Horn

ingtoft, Norfolk, SW, of Gately. Hor

nock-Caſtle, Cornwall, near Penzance.

Horn Place, Kent, near Appledore.

HoRN'sEA, a town in the E. Riding of

Yorkſhire, almoſt ſurrounded by a ſmall

arm of the ocean, which, by it's continual

encroachments on the land, has waſhed

away nearly a whole ſtreet; and, it is.

ſaid, that a village, once ſtanding on the

N. ſide of the town, was wholly wallow

ed up by it. It is 40 miles E. of York,

and 188 N. of London. Lat. 53.56. N.

lon. o. 1. W. Market on Monday.

Hornſey, a village of Middleſex, be

tween Highgate aad Southgate, 5 miles

N. by W. of London.

and dale, and the New River winding

through it, there is not a more rural ſpot

in the vicinity of the metropolis. Horn

ton, Oxf. near Edgehill. Horridge, Glouc.

in Corſe pariſh. Harril, Hants, near Ly

mington. Horringer, Suffolk. Horring

feet, Norfolk, near Yarnouth. Horring

bam, or Hoveringham, between Notting

ham and Newark. Horrington, E. and iſ.

Somerſetſ, near Wells. Horſºar, Great

and Little, Yorkſ, near Whitby. Horſe. .

Horſevrook, Staff. N. of - Horton. Court, Staff. between. Endon-Wabridge, Suſſex.

Brewood. Horſford, between Norwich

and Oulton. Horſehead, Northumb. W.

of Whitcheſter. Horſehouſe, Yorkſhire,

: Riding, near the river Youre, in Swale

dale. -

Horſe-Iſland, fituated in Bantry. Bay, in

Cork, Munſter. Horſeleap, in W. Meath,

Leinſter.

Horſe-Marley, Glouceſterſhire, in More

ton-Valence pariſh. Horſenden, Bucking

hamſhire, near Great and Little Hamden.

Horsens, a ſea-port of Aarhuys, on

the E. coaſt of Jutland.

Horſepool, Nottinghamſhire, near Thur

garton. Horſey, Norfolk, 7 miles from

. Yarmouth. Horſey, Somerſetſhire, near

Bridgewater. Horſey-Iſland, Eſſex, near

Harwich. Horſey-Bridge, Huntingdon

ſhire, SE. of Peterborough. Horſeyſ. Mel

cornbe, Dorſetſhire, W. of Middleton.

Horſforth, Yorkſhire, adjoining Leeds.

* HorshaM, a town of Suſſex, which

ſupplies London with much fine poultry.

The aſſizes are occaſionally held here. #

. Horſley, Staffordſ. near Pelſhal.

Varied with hill .

is 36 miles nearly S. of London. Market

on Saturday.

Horſham, St. Faith's, Norf. Horſleath,

Camb. near Linton. Horſhill, or Hoffel,

Surry. Horſingbrook, Eilex, NE. of Til

bury. Horfington, Linc. S.W. of Horn

caſtle. Horſington, Somerſ. 4 miles irom

Wincaunton. Horſley, Great and Little,

Eſſex, W. of Dedham. Horºy, Glouceſ.

3 miles S.W. of Hampton. Horſley,

Northumb. on the N.W. ſide of Morpetli.

Horſley

Heath, Staff. in Tipton pariſh. Horſy,

ºr Horſley, Eſſex, W. of Dedham. Horſ:

dey, E. and h. Surry, between Leather

head and Guilford. Horſley-Woodhouſe,

4 miles from Derby. Holymºunden, Kent,

near Goodhurſt. Horſpark, near Oxford.

Hoſted, Kent, near Aylesford. Horſhed,

Noit. SW. of Wurſted. Horſled, Cayni,

and Parva, Suſſex, S. of Cuckfield. Hor

ſlow, Linc. SW. of Barton-on-the-Hum

ber. Horſych, Dorſetſhire, near Cranborn.

Horſland, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Horton, Bucks, near Colebrook. Hor

ton, Bucks, in the pariſhes of Edleſbo

rough and Slapton. Hortan, Cheſh. NW.

of Malpas. Horton, Dorſetſ. near More

Crickel. Horton, Glouc. near Chipping

Sudbury. Horton, Kent, near Canterbury.

Horton, Kent, near Farmingham. Hor

ton, 4 miles from Northampton. Horton,

Northumberl. SE. of Morpeth. Horton,

Oxfordſ. E. of Iſlip. Horton, Shropſ. near

Wem. Horten, Shropſhire, W. of Kingſ

wood. Horton, Surry, near Epſom. Hor

ton, Suſſex, near Bramber. Horton, or

ter and the river Churnet. Horton, Wilts,

in the pariſh of Biſhops-Cannings. Hor

ton Kiry, Kent, 4 miles from Dartford.

Horton Monks, Kent, S.W. of Eltham.

Horton Caſtle, Northumb. near Woller.

Horton-Grange, Northumb. SE. of Mor

peth. Horton on-Rittle, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, N. of Settle. Horton, Magna and

Parva, Yorkſhire, near Bradford. Hor

well, Devonſhire, W. of Crediton. Hor

‘wood, Devonſhire, S.W. of Barnſtaple.

Horwood, Glouceſterſhire, nearWickwart.

Hoſpital, in Limerick, Munſter.

Hoſpital, Kent, W. of Canterbury.

Hotherſal, Lancaſhire, in Amounderneſs.

Hotherfield, Kent, 2 miles NW. of Aſhford.

HorrENToTs, CouNTRY OF THE,

a large region in the ſouthern extremity of

Africa, which extends N. by W. along

the coaſt, from the Cape of Good Hope,

beyond the mouth of Orange Kiver, and

from that Cape, in an ENE. direction, to

the mouth of the Great Fiſh River, which

parts it from Caffraria Proper. The Hot

ttlitots
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tentots are as tall as moſt Europeans, but

more ſlender, and their hands and feet are

ſmall. Their ſkin is of a yellowiſh brown

hue, ſomewhat reſembling that of an Euro

pean who has thejaundice in a high degree;

but this colour is not at all obſervable in

the whites of the eyes. There are not ſuch

thick lips among the Hottentots as among

their neighbours the Negroes, the Caffres,

and the Mozambiques. Their mouth is

of the middling fize; and they have, in

general, the fineſt ſet of teeth imaginable.

Their heads are covered with hair more

woolly, if poſſible, than that of the Ne

groes. With reſpe&t to their ſhape, car

riage, and every motion, their whole ap

º: indicates health and content.

here is a volatility in their manner which

ſhews an abundant flow of ſpirits, or a high

enjoyment of animal life; in their inter

"courſe with Europeans, they hardly ſtand

till for a moment. In their mien, more

over, a degree of careleſſneſs is obſervable,

that diſcovers marks of alacrity and reſo

lution; qualities which, upon occaſion,

they certainly can exhibit, as in their en-.

counters with wild beaſts. Not only the

men, but the women alſo are clothed with

ſheep-ſkins; the wool being worn outward

in ſummer, and inward during the winter.

They wear one ſkin over their ſhoulders,

the ends of it croſſing each other before,

and leavingtº...". Another ſkin

is faſtened round their middle, and reaches

down to their knees. They beſmear their

bodies all over, very copiouſly, with fat,

in which there is mixed up a little ſoot,

and this is never wiped off. They like

wiſe perfume themſelves with powder of

herbs, with which they powder both the .

head and body, rubbing it all over them,

when they beſmear themſelves. The odour

of this powder is rank and aromatic, and

comes neareſt to that of the poppy mixed

with ſpices. Some of them adorn them

ſelves with necklaces of ſhells. . The wo

men cover themſelves much more ſcrupu

louſly than the men. They ſeldom content

themſelves with one covering, but almoſt

always have two, and very often three.

Theſe are made of a prepared and well

greaſed ſkin, and are faſtened about their

bodies with a thong, almoſt like the aprons

of European women. The outermoſt is

always the largeſt, meaſuring from about

ſix inches to a foot over. This is like

wiſe, generally, the fineſt and moſt ſhowy,

and frequently adorned with glaſs beads,

ſtrung in different figures. Both the men

and women generally go bareheaded. Nei

ther their ears nor noſe are adorned with

any Pendant ornaments, as they are among

other ſavages. The noſe, however, is

ſometimes, by way of greater ſtate, mark

ed with a black ſtreak of ſoot, or with a

large ſpot of red lead; of which latter, on

their high days and holidays, they like

wiſe put a little on their cheeks. Both

ſtres wear rings on their arms and legs;

moſt of theſe are made of thick leather

ſtraps, cut in a circular ſhape; and theſe

have given riſe to the almoſt univerſally

received notion, that the Hottentots wrap

guts about their legs, in order to eat them

occaſionally. Rings of iron, copper, or

braſs, of the ſize of a gooſe-quill, are con

ſidered as more genteel than thoſe of lea

ther; but the girls are not allowed to uſe

any rings till they are marriageable.

The Hottentots ſeldom wear any ſhoes;

what they do wear, are made of undreſſed

leather, with the hairy fide outward; they

are rendered ſoft and pliable, by being

beat and moiſtened, and are very light and

cool. Their habitations are adapted to

their wandering, paſtoral life. They are

merely huts; ſome of them of a circular,

and ſome of an oblong ſhape, reſembling a

round bee-hive, or a vault; the ground

plot is from 18 to 24 feet in diameter.

The higheſt of them are ſo low, that it is

ſcarcely poſſible for a middle-ſized man to

ſtand upright. But neither the lowneſs of

the hut, nor that of the door, which is

barely three feet high, can be conſidered

as any inconvenience to a Hottentot, who

finds no difficulty in ſtooping, and crawl

ing on all fours. The fire-place is in the

middle, and they fit, or lie round it in a

circle. . The low door is the only place

that admits the light, and, at the ſame

time, the only outlet that is left for the

ſmoke. The Hottentot, inured to it from

his infancy, ſees it hover round him, with

out feeling the leaſt inconvenience ariſing

from it to his eyes; while, rolled up like

a hedge-hog, and wrapped up ſmug in his
ſkin, he lies at the É. of his hut,

quite at his eaſe, in the midſt of this cloud,

except that he is now and then obliged to

peep out from beneath his ſheep-ſkin, in

order to ſtir the fire, or perhaps to light

his pipe, or elſe, ſometimes, to turn the

ſteak he is broiling over the coals. The

order of theſe huts, in a craal, or clan, is

moſt frequently in the form of a circle,

with the doors inward; by which means

a kind of yard is formed, where the cattle

are kept at night. The milk, as ſoon as

it is taken from the cow, is put to other

milk, which is curdled, and is kept in a

leather ſack, the hairy ſide of which, be

ing conſidered as the cleaneſt, is turned

inward; ſo that the milk is never drank

while

:
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while it is ſweet. Such are Hottentots in

the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope.

Among other tribes of Hottentots are

the Boſhieſmen, or Boſhmans, who inha

bit the mountains in the interior part

of the country, NE. of the Cape of Good

Hope, and are averſe to the paſtoral life.

Some of their maxims are to live on

hunting and plunder, and never to keep

any animal alive for the ſpace of one

night. On this account, they themſelves

are purſued, and ſometimes exterminated,

like wild beaſts, or taken and made ſlaves

of. Buſhes and clefts in rocks ſerve

them by turns for dwellings. Many of

them are entirely naked ; but ſome of

them cover their body with the ſkin of

any ſort of animal, great or ſmall, from

the ſhoulder downward as far as it will

reach, wearing it till it fall off their

backs in rags. Ignorant of agriculture,

they are obliged to wander over hills and

dales, after certain wild roots, berries, and

plants, which they eat raw. Their table,

however, is compoſed of ſeveral other

diſhes, among which are the larvae of in

ſečts (the caterpillars from which butter

flies are produced) the termites, or white

ants, graſhoppers, ſnakes, and ſpiders.

With all theſe changes of diet, the Boſh

man is, nevertheleſs, frequently in want.

When captured as a ſlave, he exchanges

his meagre fare for the luxury of butter

milk, frumerty, or haſty-pudding, he

ſometimes becomes fat in a few weeks.

This good living, however, is ſoon em

bittered by the grumbling of his maſter

and miſtreſs, and he muſt frequently bear,

perhaps, a few curſes or blows, for neglect

and indolence. Diſliking labour, and,

from his corpulency, become leſs capable

of bearing it, he now pines after his for

mer uncontrouled and wandering life,

which he generally endeavours to regain

by eſcaping. Another tribe of Hotten

tots, near the mouth of Orange River, have

huts ſuperior to thoſe of the generality of

Hottentots; they are loftier, and thatched

with graſs; and are furniſhed with ſtools

made of the back-bones of the grampus.

Their mode of living is in the higheſt

degree wretched, and they are apparently

the moſt dirty of all the Hottentot tribes.

Their dreſs is compoſed of the ſkins of

ſeals and jackals, the fleſh of which they

eat. When a grampus is caſt aſhore, they

remove their huts to the place, and ſubſiſt

upon it as long as any part of it remains;

and, in this manner, it ſometimes affords

them ſuſtenance for half a year, though in

a great meaſure decayed, and putrified by

the ſun. . They ſmear their ſkin with the

oil, the odour of which is ſo powerful,

that their approach may be perceived ſome

time before they preſent themſelves to

view. They carry their water in the ſhells

of oſtrich eggs, and the bladders of ſeals,

which they ſhoot with arrows, the ſame as

the other Hottentots. Though one ſmall

hut contains the whole family, and all are

obliged to repoſe together, they are chaſte

in their manners. Severe in their juriſ

prudence, they puniſh murder, adultery,

and robbery with death. From the ob

ſervance of dances or rejoicings at the full

and change of the moon, they appear to

be idolatrous; and the Boſhmans are ſaid

to abuſe the thunder with opprobrious epi

thets, to threaten to aſſault the lightning

with old ſhoes, or anything that comes to

hard, and to be diſſatisfied with rain, as

well as cold, accounting it an evil. The

country poſſeſſed by the Dutch is of pretty

conſiderable extent, comprehending, not

only the large traćt, between Table Bay

and Falſe Bay, but that which is called

Hottentot Holland, extending from Falſe

Bay to the Cabo dos Agulhas, or Cape of

(Needles, and the country farther E. be

yond St. Chriſtopher's River, called Ter

ra de Natal. The coaſt of this country

abounds in bays and capes; it is natural

‘ly mountainous and barren, yet º:
a ſufficiency of all the neceſſaries of life for

the inhabitants, as alſo of refreſhments for

all the European ſhips that touch here. In

the interior parts the ſoil is aſtoniſhingly

rich and fertile. The Dutch conſider the

year as divided into two ſeaſons, which

they term monſoons; the wet monſoon, or

winter; and the dry one, or ſummer.

The firſt begins with our ſpring; the lat

ter when our ſummer ends. In the damp

ſeaſon, the Cape is much ſubject to fogs;

and from the middle of the wet monſoon,

it rains almoſt continually till ſummer :

the weather is cold, raw, and unpleaſant;

but never more rigorous than autumn in

Germany. Water never freezes to above

the thickneſs of half a crown, and, as

ſoon as the ſun appears, the ice is diſſolved.

The Cape is rarely viſited by thunder and

lightning, excepting a little near the turn

of the ſeaſons. Among the quadrupeds

of this country are antelopes, which go in

herds of 20 or 30,000 each ; buffaloes

cameleopardaliſes; the gems-bock, or cha

mois, a ſpecies of antelope, which has re

markably long, ſharp horus, and, when

attacked by dogs, will fit on it's hind

quarters, and defend itſelf; wild dogs

much larger than the jackal, which travel

in herds, and are very deſtrućtive to flocks

of ſheep; elephants; elk: ; hyenas ; the

koedo,
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knedo, an animal of a mouſe colour, ra

ther larger than our deer, with three white

ſtripes over the back, and the male having

very large twiſted horns; lions; jackals ;

tigers; the quacha, a ſpecies of the ze

bra, but more tractable; rhinoceroſes;

horſes; domeſtic horned cattle; common

ſheep; and a peculiar ſpecies of ſheep,

which are covered with hair inſtead of

wool. The hippopotamus, or river-horſe,

is frequently ſeen here. Among the birds

are vultures; oſtriches, whoſe eggs are

excellent food ; and the loxia, a ſpecies of

gregarious bird, which builds it's curious

neſt in the mimoſa-tree, where it forms a

kind of thatched houſe, with a regular

ſtreet of neſts on both ſides, at about two

inches diſtance from each other, and con

taining under it's roof ſeveral hundred, or

a thou,and birds. The termites, or white

ants, which do no injury to the wood, as

in the F. Indies, but to the graſs, the de

ſtruštion of which they occaſion, by raiſing

a number of hills, which impede the pro

greſs of vegetation. The Hottentots eat

them ; and this food is found to be far

from diſagreeable. The locuſts alſo are

eſteemed excellent food by the Boſhmans,

by whom they are dried and kept for uſe.

The black, or rock ſcorpion, is nearly as

venomous here as any of the ſerpent tribe,

of which there are numerous kinds. There

are ſix ſpecies about the Cape ; namely,

the horned ſnake, about 18 inches long,

the moſt poiſonous of them all; the kouſe

band, or garter ſnake, about the ſame

length, dangerous to travellers, on ac

count of reſembling the ſoil ſo much in

colour, that it is not readily perceived;

the yellow ſnake, which differs in colour

only from the hooded ſnake of India, and

being from four to eight feet in length,

their ſize, and bright yellow colour renders

it eaſy to avoid them ; the puff adder,

about 4o inches in length, ſo called from

blowing itſelf up to near a foot in circum

ference; the ſpring adder, very danger

rous, but not common, from three to four

feet long, and of a jet black, with white

ſpots; and the night ſnake, more beauti

ful than any of the others, about 2o inches

long, very thin, belted with black, red,

and yellow, and when near, at night, has

the appearance of fire. The country of

the Hottentots lies between the tropic of

Capi icorn, and 35 degrees S. lat. and is

bounded on the W. S. and E. by the At

lantic and Indian Oceans, and on the N.

by regions very little, if at all explored.

Hotton, Leic. NE. of Loughborough.

Hou AT, a little iſland on the coaſt of

France, Io miles NE. of Belle-Iſle,

2.

HovdAIN, a town in the depart. of the

Pas de Calais, 6 miles S. of Bethune.

HouDAN, a town in the dept. of the

Seine and Oiſe, 1o miles S. of Mantes.

Hough, Cheſ. near Namptwich. Hough

on-the-Mount, Lincolnſ. near Grantham.

Hougham, and Little Hougham, Kent, near

Duver. Hough End, Lanc. near Mancheſ

ter. Houghton on the Spring, Durh. near

Finchale. Houghton, Cumb. in Stanwix

pariſh. Houghton, Norfolk, near Harpley.

Houghton, Nott. on the Idel, 2 miles W.

of Tuxford. Houghton, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, NW. of Tickhill. Houghton, Hants,

near Stockbridge. Houghton, Derb. SE.

of Bolſover. Houghton, Hunt. W. of St.

Ives. Houghton, Yorkſ. NW. of Ponte

fract. Houghton, on the river Nen, S. of

Northampton. Houghton, Northumb. near

Chollerton. Houghton, Leic. near Bilſden.

Houghton, Durham, NW. of Darlington.

Houghton, Lincolnſ. on the Witham, S. of

Grantham. Houghton, Shropſ. near Shef

nal. Houghton, Norf. SW. of Great Wal

fingham. Houghton, Northumberl. near

Heddon. Houghton-Chapel, Lanc. N. of

Leigh. ... Houghton-Conqueſt, Bedf. N. of

Ampthill. Houghton, Great and Little,

Yorkſ, near Barnelley. Houghton-King's,

Bedf. N. of Dunſtable. Houghton, Long,

Northumb. NE. of Alnwick. Houghton

Tower, Lancaſ. between Blackburn and

Preſton. Hoveningham, or Hovingham,

Yorkſ. W. of New Malton. Houlford,

Somerſetſhire, near Alfoxton. Houlſby,

Lincolnſhire, N. of Horncaſtle. Houlſton,

Norfolk, near Saxlingham-Thorp. Houl

ſton, Wilts, near Ambreſbury.

Hou LSwo RTHY, a town of Devon

ſhire, ſituated near the river Tamer, on

the borders of Cornwall. It is 12 miles

SW. of Bideford, and 215 from London.

Market on Saturday.

Houlton-on-the Hill, Norf. 3 miles SE.

of Swaffham. Houlton-in-the-Clay, Linc.

S. of Great Grimſby. Hound, Hants,

between Southampton and Titchfield-Bay.

Houndemen, Shropſ. near Clebury. Hound

Hill, Staffordſ, near Draycot. Hounſfield,

Derbyſhire, in the pariſh of Dronfield.

* Hou N's low, a town of Middleſex,

ſituated on the edge of the heath of the

ſame name, on which are ſome powder

mills, on a branch of the river Coln. It

belongs to two pariſhes, the N. ſide of the

ſtreet to Heſton, and the S. to Iſleworth,

and is 1 o miles W. of London. Market

on Thurſday.

Hou-QUANG, a province in the interior

of China, having Honan to the N. and

Kiangnan and Kiangſi to the E. It con

tains 15 cities of the firſt rank, and 65t
tilt:
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the ſecond and third, and is moſtly a

champaign country, watered every where

by brooks, lakes, and rivers. Here is a

plenty of wild fowl and cattle ; and the

ſoil produces all ſorts of grain and fruits.

Gold is found in the ſands of the rivers;

and they have iron, tin, tutenage, wax,

and ſuch an extenſive variety of other com

modities, that it is commonly called the

magazine of the empire.

Hourne, Surry, between Gatton and E.

Grinſtead. Houſes, Cumb. near S. Tyne.

SE. of Kirkhaugh. Houſ ſleads, North

umberland, near Cheſter and Buſy Gap.

Houſe, Wºff, Eſſex, near Bellericay. How

Norf. W. of Loddon. Howarby, Linc.

E. of Thongcaſter. Howhern, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, N. of Temple-Brough. Hºw

born, Northumb. N.W. of Belford. Hoºv

caple, Heref. N. of Roſs, near the Wye.

Howqourt, Suſſex, S. of Stening.

. How DEN, a large town in the E. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, feated on the rivers

Ouſe and Derwent. It gives name to a

ſmall diſtrićt, called Howdenſhire, and is

16 miles SE. of York, and 179 N. by W.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Howden Park, Yorkſhire, between

Skipton and Bradford. Howden Panns,

Northumb. near Shields. Howden Price,

Yorkſ. near Hull. Howe, Yorkſ. near

Old Malton. Howe, Yorkſ. N. Rid

ing, near Skipton-Bridge, over the Ouſe.

Howell, Linc. E. of Sleaford. Hower,

Northumb. near Walls-End and Newcaſ.

tle. Howey, Radnorſ. How. End, Herts,

N. of Kempton. Howfield, Kent, near

Reculver. Howfield, E. of Cheſter.

Howgate Caſtle, Shropſ. NW. of Brown

Clee-Hill. Howgil, Wettin. on the Lune,

S. of Langdale. Howgil, Cumberl. near

Whitehaven. The coal-pits are carried

here a great way under the ſea; and the

beſt coals obtained that are ſhipped from

the port of Whitehaven. Howgil Caffle,

Weſtmorl. N. of Appleby. Howgrave,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, S. of Skipton-Bridge,

over the Ouſe. Howick, Monm. N. of

Chepſtow. Howick, Northumb. NE. of

Alnwick. Howker, Lanc. S.W. of Cart

mel. Howland, Upper and Lotwer, Yorkſ.

S. of Barneſley. Howle, Lanc. between

Eccleſton and the Ribble. Howlets, Kent,

SW. of Beakſbourn. Howley-Hall, Yorkſ.

near Wakefield. Howly, a river in Cheſ.

Hown, Yorkſ. S. of Huthersfield. How

rigg, Cumb. in Weſtward pariſh. How

pham, Lincolnſ. near Glandford-Bridge.

Howſham, Yorkſ. E. Riding, on the Der

went, NW. of Milton. Howel, North

umberland, near Woller.

Howth, or Hoath HEAD, a pro

montory forming the NE. boundary of

the Bay of Dublin. It is a peninſula, the

ſhores of which are rocky and precipitous.

It was formerly covered with oaks, and

was a ſeat of the Druids; one of their al

tars ſtill remains, in a ſequeſtered valley,
on the E. ſide of the hill. The village of

Howth is about 7 miles NE. from the

metropolis. On the top of the hill there

is a light-houſe, and a few harbours on

it’s ſhores for ſmall craft.

Howthorp, Linc. SE. of Boothy-Pannel.

Howton, Dorſetſ. NE. of Middleton. How

ton, Heref near Wormbridge. Howtongill

Chapel, Yorkſ. W. Riding, NE. of Settle.

Howton in the-More, Linc. NW. of Bin

brook. Hoxham, Devonſhire, near Polti

more. Hoxon, Suffolk, on the river Wave

ney, N. of Eye. Here Edmund, king

of the Eaſt Angles, was bound to a tree,

and ſhot to death with arrows by the pa

gan Danes, becauſe he would not renounce

the Chriſtian religion. A monaſtery was

afterwards erected here to his memory.

Hoxte R, a town in Weſtphalia, be

longing to the Abbey of Corvey.

Hox, one of the Orkney Iſlands, ſitu

ated between the Iſland of Pomona and the

N. coaſt of Caithneſsſhire. It is about 11

miles long, and more than 3 broad. On

this iſland, beſides the great conic hill of

Hoyhead, which is a ſea-mark, there is a

ſtupendous rock called the Beary, where a

bird, here named the layer, ſuppoſed to

be a ſpecies of the penguin, is found. It .

is about the ſize of a ſmall duck, remark

ably fat, and eſteemed a great delicacy.

Theſe birds burrow in the rabbit. holes.

The perſon employed in taking the young

is uſually let down by a rope from the

top of the precipice. In this iſland too,

in a gloomy valley, is an entire ſtone, 36

feet long, and 18 broad, called the Dwar

fic Stone. . It is holiow within, having

the form of a bed and pillow cut in the

fºne : it is ſuppoſed to have been once

the habitation of a hermit. Lat. 58. 56.

N. lon. 3. 20. W.

Ho YA, a town and county of Weſtpha

lia, ſubject to Hanover ſince 1705, except

a ſmall part which belongs to Heſſe Caſ

ſel. It is 32 miles long, and 29 broad,

and contains 17 ſmall towns, beſides the

capital (which is ſituated on the Weſer)

and 54 pariſhes.

Hoyland, High, Yorkſhire, W. Riding,

in Wentworth pariſh. Hoyland. Swain,

Yorkſhire, N.W. of Barneſley.

HRADISCH, a town and circle of Mora

via, 30 miles SSE. of Olmutz.

HUA, or KAHUA, a large town, the

capital of Cochin China, with a handſome

Palace
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palace, where the king commonly reſides.

It is feated in a beautiful plain, and di

vided into two parts by a large river. The

inhabitants blacken their teeth, thinking

it a ſhame to have them white, like dogs,

and they wear their nails very long. There

are a few Chriſtians here. Lat. 17. 40. N.

lon. Io 5. 5. E.

HuAhi NE, one of the Scoiety Iſlands,

in the S. Pacific Ocean, 30 leagues from

Otaheite, and 7 in compaſs, with an excel

lent harbour, though a ſmall one, on the

W. fide. It's ſurface is hilly and uneven.

Lat. 16.44. S. lon. 151. 1. W.

Hubberham, Yorkſhire, W. Riding,

NE. of Settle. ,

* HUBB ER ston, a town in Pembroke

£hire, on a creek of Milford-Haven, the

ſtation of the packet to Waterford, in Ire

land.

Hubberſtow, Devonſ. on the coaſt, near

the mouth of the river Taw, where Hub

ba, the Dane, was cut off by the Weſt

Saxons.

HUBER r, St. a town of Luxemburg.

Huckam, Devonſhire, SE. of Newton

Buſhel. Hucket, or Huckle, Bucks, near

Aileſbury. Hucking, Kent, in Holling

bourn pariſh. , Huckleſcot, 4 miles E. of

Glouceſter. Huckleſcot, Leiceſterſ. SE. of

Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Hucklow, Great and

Little, Derb. in the High Peak. Hucknal,

N. of Nottingham. Huckney, or Hall

Hucknal, Derbyſ. near Mansfield, in Not

tinghamſ. Huckſlow-Foreſ?, Shropſhire,

about Stiperſton's Hill.

* Hudd ERsField, a town in the W.

Riding of Yorkſhire, which has riſen up

within this century, is ſituated amid bar

ren moors, and is the mart for narrow

cloths, called plains, and fine broad cloths.

It is 42 miles S.W. of York, and 189

NNW. of London. Market on Tueſday.

Huddington, Worc. SE. of Droitwich.

Huddleſkew, Cumb. between Penrith and

Kirkhaugh. Huddleſion, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, near Shirbourn, is famous for a quar

ry of ſtone, reckoned the fineſt in England.

When firſt dug out, it is ſoft, but hardens

by lying in the air. King Henry VII's.

chapel, at Weſtminſter, was moſtly built

of the ſtone fetched from hence. Hude, a

river in Durham, running into the Tees

at Middleton. Hudhay, Lanc. near Ha

ſlingden. Hudaal, Herts, in Eleſborough

pariſh.

Hudson's-BAY, a large bay of North

America, lying between 51 and 67 deg.

of N. latitude, and diſcovered, in 161 o,

by Captain Henry Hudſon. This intre

Pid mariner, in ſearching after a NW. paſ

tage to the S. Sea, diſcovered three ſtraits,

through which he hoped to find out a new

way to Aſia by America. He had made

two voyages before on the ſame adventure;

the firſt in 1607, and in the ſecond in 1608.

In his third and laſt, in 1610, he entered

the ſtraits that lead into this new Mediter

ranean, the bay known by his name; and

coaſted a great part of it. His ardour for

the diſcovery not being abated by the dif

ficulties he ſtruggled with in this empire

of winter, and world of froſt and ſnow, he

ſtaid here till the enſuing ſpring, and pre

É. in the beginning of 1611, to purſue

is diſcoveries; but his crew, who ſuffered

equal hardſhips, without the ſame ſpirit

to ſupport them, mutinied, ſeized upon

him, and ſeven of thoſe who were moſt

faithful to him, and committed them to

the icy ſeas in an open boat. Hudſon and

his companions were never more heard of;

but the ſhip, and the reſt of the men, re

turned home. Other attempts toward a

diſcovery were alſo made in 1612 and

1667. In 1746, a Captain Ellis wintered

as far north as 57 degrees and a half; and

a Captain Chriſtopher attempted farther

diſcoveries in 1761. But beſides theſe,

and the late voyages, which ſatisfy us that

we muſt not look for a paſſage on this fide

of the latitude 67 degrees north, we are

indebted to the Hudſon's Bay Company

for a journey by land, which throws much

additional light on this matter, by afford

ing what may be called demonſtration,

how much farther north, at leaſt in ſome

#. of their voyage, ſhips muſt go, be

ore they can paſs from one ſide of Ame

rica to the other. The northern Indians,

who come down to the company's fačto

ries to trade, had brought to the know

ledge of our people a river, which, on ac

count of much copper being found near it,

had obtained the name of Copper-Mine

River. The company being deſirous of

examining into this matter with preciſion,

dire&ted a young gentleman in their ſer

vice, of the name of Hearne, to proceed

over land, under the convoy of thoſe In

dians, for that river; which he had orders

to ſurvey, if poſſible, quite down to it's

exit into the ſea, to make obſervations for

fixing the latitudes and longitudes, and to

bring home maps and drawings, both of

it and the countries through which he

ſhould paſs. Accordingly, Mr. Hearne

ſet out from Prince of Wales Fort, on.

Churchill River, on the 7th of December

1770, and, on the 13th of June following,

reached the Copper-Mine River, but found

it all the way, even to it's exit into the ſea,

encumbered with ſhoals and falls. The

tide being then out, ſeemed, by the “s;
Q.
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of the ice, to riſe about 12 or 14 feet,

entering it over a dry flat of the ſhore.

This riſe, on account of the falls, will

carry the tide but a little way within the

river's mouth, ſo that the water in it had

not the leaſt brackiſh taſte. He was, ne

vertheleſs, ſure of the place it emptied it

ſelf into being the ſea, or a branch of it,

by the quantity of whale and ſeal ſkins

which the Eſkimaux had at their tents;

and alſo by the number of ſeals which he

ſaw upon the ice. • The ſea, at the river's

mouth, was full of iſlands and ſhoals, as

far as he could ſee by the aſſiſtance of a

º: teleſcope; and the ice was not yet

roken up, but thawed away only for

about three quarters of a mile from the

ſhore, and for a little way round the iſlands

and ſhoals which lay off the river's mouth.

But he had the moſt extenſive view of the

ſea when he was about 8 miles up the ri

ver; from which ſtation, the extreme parts

of it bore N.W. by W. and NE. It ap

Pears from the map, which Mr. Hearne

conſtrućted of this fingular journey, that

the mouth of the Copper-Mine River lies

in lat. 72. N. and lon. 25. W. from

Churchill River; that is about 119 W.

of Greenwich. Mr. Hearne's journey

back, from the Copper-Mine River to

Churchill River, laſted till June 30th,

1772; ſo that he was abſent almoſt a year

and ſeven months. The country lying

round Hudſon's Bay on the W. and SW.

is called New N. and New S. Wales.

The extenſive peninſula to the E. of it is

called Labrador, or New Britain. The

Entrance of the Bay, from the ocean, after .

leaving Cape Farewell and Davis' Straits,
is between Reſolution Iſles on the N. and

Button's Iſles on the S. forming the eaſt

frn extremity of the ſtraits, diſtinguiſhed

by the name of it's firſt diſcoverer. The

vaſt countries that ſurround Hudſon's-

Bay, abound with animals, whoſe ſkins

and furs are far ſuperior in quality to thoſe

found in leſs northerly regions. Thr670,

a charter was granted to a company, which

does not conſiſt of above ten perſons, for

the excluſive trade to this bay, and for

Planting the country; and they have ačted

under it, ever ſince, with great benefit to

themſelves, but little comparative advan

tage to the kingdom at large. They em

ploy 4ſhips, and 130 ſeamen, and have ſeve

ral forts; namely, Prince of Wales' Fort,

Churchill River; York Fort, Nelſon Ri.

wºr: New Severn; and Albany; which are

all ſeated on the WSW. fide of the Bay.

Hudson's River, one of the fineſt ri

vers in N. America, riſing in a mountain

ºus country, about half way between the
w

Lakes Ontario and Champlain. It waters

Albany and Hudſon, and proceeds, in a

ſoutherly dire&tion, to New York, where it

enters the Atlantic Ocean, at York-Bay,

after a courſe of 250 miles. The tide

flows a few miles above Albany, which is

160 miles from New York. It is navi

gable for ſloops to Albany, and for ſhips

to Hudſon. . .

HUDso N, a town of N. America, in

the ſtate of New York, which was begun

to be built in 1783, and has had the moſt

rapid progreſs of any place in America,

except Baltimore, in Maryland. It is

ſeated on the E. fide of Hudſon's River,

60 miles S. of Albany, and 100 N. of New

York. Lat. 42. 23. N. lon. 73.41. W.

Hudſwell, Yorkſhire, S. of Richmond

Moor. Hue/field, Glouceſterſhire, in

Lydney pariſh.

HUEN, a fertile iſland of the Baltic, in

the Sound, ſubjećt to Sweden fince the

treaty of Roſchild, in 1653. It has only

one village, containing about 50 houſes.

This iſland was granted, by Frederick II.

king of Denmark, to Tycho Brahe, the

celebrated aſtronomer, with a caſtle called

Uranienburg, erected for the purpoſe of

making obſervations, in which he reſided

upwards of 20 years. It is 6 miles in cir

cumference, and lies 14 miles N. by E. of

Copenhagen.

HU EscA, an ancient and confiderable

town of Arragon, with an univerſity.

HU EscAR, a town of Granada.

HUETA. See Guet A.

Hugget, Yorkſ. E. Riding, E. of Wil

ton. Hugh, Northumberland, near Stan

nington. Hughford, Shropſ. near Munſ

low. Hulcat, Northamp, near Towceſter. "

Hulcot, Wilts, NW. of Everley Warren.

Hull, Northumb. near Alnwick. Hull,

Worceſterſ. in Bockleton pariſh.

HULL, or KINGston-UPo N-HULL,

a large handſome town in the E. Riding

of Yorkſhire, ſeated on a river called the

Hull, on the N. ſide of the river Humber.

It's commerce has increaſed ſo much of

late years, that it is probably the fourth

port in the kingdom. It's fituation is

extremely advantageous; for, beſides it's

communication with the Yorkſhire rivers

and canals, it has acceſs alſo, by the Hum

ber, to the Trent, and all it's branches

and communications. Hence it has the

import and export trade of many of the

northern and midland counties. By the

late inland navigations, it has alſo a com

munication with the rivers Merley, Dee,

Ribble, Severn, Thames, Avon, &c.

which navigation, including it's windings,

extends above 500 miles in the counties of

U Lincola,

-
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Lincoln, Nottingham, York, Lancaſter,

Weſtmorland, Cheſter, Stafford,Warwick,

Leiceſter, Oxford, Worceſter, &c. The

foreign trade is chiefly to the Baltic; but

it has alſo regular traffic with the ſouthern

parts of Europe, and with America. More

ſhips are ſent hence to Greenland than

from any other port, that of London ex

cepted. The coaſting-trade for coal, corn,

wool, manufactured goods, &c. is very ex

tenſive. The harbour is artificial, confiſt

ing of a dock, the largeſt in the kingdom,

with which the river communicates.

Among the public buildings, are the Tri

nity-Houſe, for the relief of ſeamen and

their widows; an exchange, and a town

hall. The grand ſtone bridge, over the

river, to Holderneſs, was rebuilt in 1787,

and conſiſts of 14 arches. It is 36 miles

SE. of York, and 173 N. of London.

Lat. 53.45. N. lon. o. 14. W. Markets

on Tueſday and Saturday.

Hullaſ-d, Glouceſterſ. in Coates pariſh.

Hullavington, Wilts, between Caſtlecomb

and Malmſbury. Hullbridge, Eſſex, on

the Crouch, W. of Walfleet. Hullend,

Herts, N. of Standon. Hullingwick, He

refordſhire, SW. of Bromyard. Hulm, or

Holm's-Chapel, Cheſhire, in Sandbach pa

riſh, near Warrington. Hulme Church,

and Hulme-Walfield, Cheſ, between Con

gleton and Northwich. -

HUlst, a town of Dutch Flanders.

HUMBER, a river formed by the junc

tion of the Trent, Ouſe, Hull, and ſeveral

other ſtreams. It divides Yorkſhire from

Lincolnſhire, and falls into the German

Ocean between Spurn Head and Saltfleet.

Humber, Heref. between Bromyard and

Leomiºter. Humberſtone, near Leiceſter.

Humberſione, Lincolnſ, SE. of Grimſby.

Humberton, Yorkſ. N. of Boroughbridge.

Humbledon, Northumberland, near Woller.

Humbleton, Yorkſ. near Burton-Conſta

ble. Humby, Lincolnſ. by Lincoln-Heath.

Hummington, Wilts, SW. of Saliſbury.

HumMoch, an iſland in the Eaſtern

Indian Ocean, about 6 miles in length.

Here is a rajah, ſupported in his authority

by the Dutch E. India Company. The

natives reſemble the Malays, both in ap

..pearance and diſpoſition, but ſpeak the

fame language as the inhabitants of Min

danao. This iſland is exceedingly fertile,

and produces moſt of the tropical fruits.

But their principal articles of trade with

the Dutch arei. and honey. It

lies about 15 miles S. of the S. point of

Mindanao. Lat. 5. 27. N. lon. 125. 12. E.

Humcote, Lanc. near Haſlingden. Hun

cote, SW. of Leiceſter. Hunderton, near

Hereford. Handley, Linc. near Spilſby.

Hundon, Staffordſhire, on the NW. fie of

Clare. Hundred, Berks, in Cheſham. pa- .

riſh. Hundred Houſe, Worceſterſhire,

near Woodbury and Aberley-Hills.

HUND’sFELD, a town of Oels, Sileſia.

Hunfleet, or Hunſleet, Yorkſ, near Leeds.

Hu NGAkY, a kingdom of Europe,

bounded on the W. by Moravia and the

circle of Auſtria; on the N. and NE. by

Poland; on the E. by Walachia, Tran

ſylvania, and part of Moldavia; and on

the S. by Servia and the river Drave,

which ſeparates it from Sclavonia and Cro

atia. It is divided into Upper and Lower

Hungary; and to theſe may be added the

Bannat of Temeſwar, incorporated into

the kingdom of Hungary, in 1778.

Hungary formerly included Tranſylvania,

Sclavonia, Dalmatia, Servia, Walachia,

and other countries. The principal rivers

are the Danube, Save, Drave, Theiße,

Temes, Leitha, Raab, Waag, Gran, and

Maros. The air in the ſouthern parts is

unhealthy, occaſioned by the lakes and

bogs, inſomuch that a ſort of plague viſits

them every three or four years, on which

account it is called the grave of the Ger

mans. It abounds in all the neceſſaries

of life, and the wine, eſpecially that called

Tokay, is excellent. There are mines of

gold, ſilver, copper, and iron; and they

have ſuch plenty of game, that hunting is

allowed to all. Almoſt all the towns of

Hungary have two names, the one Ger

man, and the other Hungarian ; and the

language is a dialect of the Sclavonian

The government is hereditary in the houſe

of Auſtria, whether male or female; and

the eſtabliſhed religion is Popery, though

there are a great number of Proteſtants.

No country in the world is better ſupplied

with minerals and baths; and thoſe of

Buda, when the Turks had it in poſſeſſion,

were reckoned the fineſt in Europe. Buda

is the capital town of Lower Hungary,

and Preſburg of the Upper.

* Hungerford, a town of Berkſhire,

ſeated on the river Kennet, and noted for

the beſt trout and crawfiſh in England. It

is 64 miles W. of London. Market on

Wedneſday.

Hungerford, Shropſhire, SE. of Church

Stretton. Hungerhill, N. and S. Dorſetſ.

near Wareham. Hungerbill, Yorkſ. we

Riding, W. of Topcliff. Hunger/hall,

Kent, S. of Tunbridge. Hungerton,

Leiceſterſh. N. of Billeſdon. Hungroad,

Somerſetſhire, an anchoring place in the

Avon, below Briſtol.

HUNGRY HILL, a lofty, ſteep, and

rocky mountain, in Cork, Munſter. It is

at leaſt 7oo yards above the level of Ban

try
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try-Bay, and near it's ſummit is a large

lake, which produces one of the fineſt ca

taraćts in the kingdom.

. Hu NINGEN, a town of France, in the

department of Upper Rhine, feated on the

river Rhine, 5 miles N. of Baſle.

Hunkington, E. of Shrewſbury. Hun

many, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Filey Bay,

11 miles S. of Scarborough. Hunnily,

arw. near Kenilworth. Huningham,

NW. of Norwich. Hunington, Lincolnſ.

NE. of Grantham. Hunington, Suffolk,

NW. of Ixworth. Hunſrote, Warw, in

the pariſh of Hampton-upon-Avon. Hunſ.

don, Herts, N. of Hodſdon. Hunſhaw,

Devonſ. NE. of Torrington. Humſhelf,

Yorkſ. NW. of Rotheram. Hun inger,

Yorkſ. SE. of Knareſborough. Hunſley

Houſe, Yorkſ. between N. Cave and Be

verley. Hunſtanton, Norfolk, nearly S. of

St. Edmund's Cape, on the ſhore of the

Waſhes. Hunfterworth, Durham, N. of

Stanhope, has lead mines. Hunſion, Suf

folk, N. of Wulpot. Hunſion, Suſſex,

between Appledrum and Pegham. Hun

ſon, Suſſex, near Parkam. Hunſworth,

Yorkſ. S. of Bradford. Huntild, Suffolk,

4 miles W. of Haleſworth. Huntingford,

Glouceſterſhire, in the pariſh of Wotton

under-Edge. Huntingford, Glouceſter

ſhire, in Berkeley pariſh. -

* HuntingDon, the county town o

Huntingdonſhire, ſeated on the river Ouſe,

over which there is a handſome ſtone

bridge, which leads to Godmancheſter.

It was once a large place, having fifteen

churches, which, inë. time, were

reduced to four, and now to two. It is

15 miles W. by N. of Cambridge, and 65

N. by W. of London.

lon. o. 25. W. Markets on Monday and

Saturday. -

Hunting posshire, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the w. and N. by Nor

thamptonſhire, on the NE. and É. by

Cambridgeſhire, and on the S. by a part

of Cambridgeſhire and Bedfordſhire. It

extends 22 miles from N. to 8. and about

18 from E. to W. The principal rivers

are the Ouſe and Nen. The borders of

the Quſe, which flows acroſs the SE. part,

conſiſt of fertile and beautiful meadows.

The middle and weſtern parts are finely

varied in their ſurface, fertile in corn, and

ſprinkled with woods. The whole upland

art was, in ancient times, a foreſt, pecu

iarly adapted for hunting, whence the

name of the county took it's riſe. The

NE. part conſiſts offens, which join thoſe

of Ely; but they are drained, ſo as to af

ford rich paſturage for cattle, and even

large crops of corn; and, in the midſt of

Lat. 52. 17. N.,

46 N. lat.

them are ſhallow pools, abounding with

fiſh. The largeſt of theſe is a lake of con

ſiderable ſize, called Whittleſea Mere.

The air is good, except in the fenny parts,

which are aguiſh. It's chief commodities

are corn, malt, and cheeſe; and they fat

ten abundance of cattle.

Huntington, near Cheſter. Huntington,

Heref. S. of Kyneton. Huntington, Staf

fordſ, near Cankwood. Huntington, Yorkſ.

near Stockton Moor. Hunti/bam, Heref.

near Roſs. Huntley, Glouceſterſ. 5 miles

NE. of Dean, and 7 from Glouceſter.

Huntley, Staff. NE. of Draycot. Hunton,

Hants, E. of Andover. Hunton, Kent,

SW. of Maidſtone. Hunton, Yorkſ, near

Conſtable Burton. Hunts Court, Glouceſ.

near Badgworth. Huntſham, Devonſhire,

SE. of Bampton.

HUNT's pil, Somerſetſhire, a ſmall town

ſeated at the mouth of the river Parret, 5

miles N. of Bridgewater.

Huntworth, Somerſ. near Bridgewater.

Huntyton, Shropſhire, near Wrekin Hill.

Hunwick, Durham, on the Wear, near

Biſhop's Auckland, has medicinal ſprings.

Hunworth, Norfolk, S. of Holt.

HURDwar, a town of Delhi, on the

Himmaleh, near the W. coaſt of the

Ganges, on the borders of Thibet. It is

90 miles nearly N. of the city of Delhi.

Lat. 29. 55. N. lon. 78. 15. E.

Hurlers, Corrºw, a remarkable heap of

ſtones, S.W. of Launceſton. *:::::
Cheſhire, NW. of Namptwich. Hurley,

Berks, on the Thames, 4 miles from Mai

denhead, in the Oxford road. Hurley,

Warw, near Kingſbury. Hurlſton Hall,

Lancaſhire, N. of Ormſkirk.

Hu Ron, a lake of North America, be

tween 80 and 85 deg. W. lon. and 43 and

It communicates with Lake

Michigan by the Straits of Michillmacki

maci with the Lake Superior by the Straits

of St. Mary; and with Lake Erie by the

Straits of Detroit. It's ſhape is nearly

triangular, and it's circumference about

1ooo miles. It contains many iſlands and

bays, and abounds in fiſh, particularly

trout and ſturgeon. On it's banks are

found prodigious quantities of ſand cher

ries.

Hurry, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Rum

baldkirk. Hurſley, Hants, near Wincheſ

ter. Hurff, Berks, near Twiford. Hurſ?,

Kent, S.E. of Aſhford. Hurff, Glouceſ.

in Lidney pariſh. Hurff, Glouceſterſ. in

Slimbridge. Hurſt, Northumb. near New

biggin. Hurff, Shropſ. near Cauſe Caſtle.

Hurff, Suſſex, near Burwaſh and Rother

bridge. Hurſt, Suſſex, N. of Horſham.

Hurff, Warw, near Stonely Abbey:
U 2. H U R 5T
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Hurst Castle, a caſtle in Hampſhire,

not far from Lymington. It is ſeated on

the extreme point of a neck of land, which

ſhoots a mile and a half into the ſea, to

wards the Iſle of Wight, from which it is

the ſhorteſt diſtance, being only 2 miles.

In this caſtle Charles I. was confined pre

viouſly to his being brought to trial.
* Hurſt Green, Suſſex. •

Harſimonceux, Suſſex, among woods,

- between Hailſham and Aſhburnham. Hur

floneſhay, Dorſetſ, near Bridport. Hurſt

Pierpoint, Suſſex, NW. of Lewes, near

Twineham. Hurff-cood, Lancaſ. 4 miles

from Warrington. Hurton, Hants, NE.

of Chriſtchurch. Hurworth, Durham, SE.

of Darlington, by the Tees. Huſtorn

Prior, Hants, SW. of Whitchurch. Huſ:

born Tarrant, Hants, N. of Andover.

HussiN GABAD, a town of Hindooſtan,

in the province of Malwa, but on the S.

ſide of the river Nerbuddah, and on the

frontiers of Nagpour, the eaſtern diviſion

of the Mahratta empire. Some maps

place it in the Candeiſh country. It is

14 o miles NW. of the city of Nagpour

Lat. 22.42. N. lon. 77. 54. E. -

. Huffington Grange, Derbyſhire, NW.

of Aſhborn. Huſikwate, Yorkſhire, N.

of Eaſingwold. - -

Jius UM, a ſea-port of Sleſwick, on the

German Ocean. -

Hiſwedan, Staff. in Chartley pariſh.

Hºfham, Yorkſ. near North Cave. Huth

ºvate, Cumb. near Cockermouth, up the

i)ºrwent. Hitt, Lanc. SE. of Liverpool.

Hºttºn, Cumb. near Heſket Newmarket.

Luton, Eſſex, near Brentwood. Hutton,

Lancaſ. near Langton Chapel. Hutton,

}lanc. F. of the Ken Sands. Hutton, So

merſ. N.W. of Axbridge. Hutton, Yorkſ.

SV. of Giſborough. Hutton, Yorkſ. N.

of Kirkby Moreſide. Hutton Bonvile,

Yorkſ, near Northallerton. Hutton Buſhel,

Yorkſhire, near Scarborough. Hutton Co

iºrs, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Northallerton.

Hatton Cranfºrcick, Yorkſ. NW. of Frod

in sham. Hºtton-in-the-Hay, Weſtm. W.

of Iºkby Lonſdale. Hutton Henry, Durh.

}x W. of Hartlepool. Hutton john, Cumb.

in Grayſłock pariſh. Hutton juxta Rud

tº, Yorkſ. S. of Yarum. Hutton Long

9. Herº, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Greata

bridge. Hºcº Mazogerſ, Yorkſ. NE.

of E rougie, dº. Hitton Mary, Dorſetſ.

sitºr & tº i ºr Newton, Hutton, Old

*

and New, Weſtm. near Kendal. Hutton

Roof, Weſtmorl. N. of Kirkby Lonſdale,

near Caſterton. Hutton Sand, Yorkſhire,

W. of Thirſk. Hutton Seſay, Yorkſhire,

N.W. of Eaſingwold. Huxley, 4 miles
SE. of Cheſter.

Hu Y, a town of Liege, on the Maeſe,

12 miles SSW. of the city of Liege.

Hyde, Berks, in Denchworth pariſh.

H% Dorſetſ. between Bere and Ware

ham. Hyde, Warwickſ. on the borders of

Leic. and in Hinckley pariſh. Hyde Farm,

Glouceſterſ. a hamlet to Guiting-Temple.

HYDRABAD, a city of Hindooſtan, ca

pital of the province of Golconda, and at

this time of the Deccan. It is feated on

a river that falls into the 'Kiſtna, 27o

miles NNW. of Madras. Lat. 17. 12. N.

lon. 78. 51. E.

HYDRABAD, a fortreſs of Hindooſtan,

in the province of Sindy. It is the reſi

dence of the Mahomedan prince of that

country, who is tributary to the king of

Candahar. It is ſituated on the Indus, not

far above the head of the Delta, and in

the neighbourhood of the city of Nuſſer

pour. Lat. 25. 29. N. lon. 69. 3o., E.

Hylderthorp, Yorkſhire, near Burlington.

Hyle Lake, Cheſh. between the mouths of

the Dee and Merſey, where outward bound

ſhips often wait for a wind. Hylton,

Shropſhire, NE. of Bridgenorth. Hymſ

worth, Yorkſ. S. of Pontefračt. Hyndal,

Suſſex, SE. of Aſhdown Foreſt. Hyndborn,

a river in Lancaſ, running into the Lune,

near Hornby Caſtle. Hyndley, Northumb.

S. of Biwell Caſtle. Hyne Cheap, Suſſex,

in Aſhdown Foreſt. Hyneheath, Shropſ.

SE. of Wem. Hynniton, Shropſ. between

Broſeley and Hatton. Hynton, Glouceſ

terſhire, S. of Eveſham. Hynton, North

amptonſhire, SW. of Brackley.

HYPolite, St. a ſmall town in the

department of Gard, ſeated on the Wi

dourle, near it's ſource, 14 miles NW. of

Niſmes.

Hyrſ, Linc, in Axholm Iſle. Hyſham,

W. of Lancaſter. Hythe, Somerſetſ, near

Chedder. Hythe, or Hyth, near Colcheſ

ter, and the harbour of that town.

* Hythe, a town in Kent, one of the

Cinque Ports. It had formerly four pa

riſhes; but it's harbour having been

choked up, it has now but one. It is 9

miles SW. of Dover, and 68 SE. of Lon

den. Market on Saturday.

JAAR
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J.

Jº a river of Liege, which paſſes

by Tongres, and falls into the Maes

at Maeſtricht.

JABLUNKAU, a town of Teſchen, Sile

fia.

JAccA, a city and diſtrićt of Arragon.

JAcI-D1-AQg1LA, a ſea-port of Sicily.

jack-Dyke, Yorkſhire, SE. of Barnard

Caſtle: jackman's Chyne, Iſle of Wight
W. Medina.

Jackson, Port, a large bay on the

coaſt of New South Wales, about 12 miles

N. of Cape Banks, thought to be the fineſt

harbour in the world. The capes at it's

entrance, which is leſs than 2 miles acroſs,

are high, perpendicular cliffs, and within,

it gradually expands into a noble baſon,

with ſoundings ſufficient for the largeſt

veſſels, and ſpace to accommodate, in per

fe& ſecurity, the g" tateſt number that

could be aſſembled. Ships may lie in 54

fathoms within 50 yards of the ſhore, and

the channel (the ſurface of which is as

ſmooth as a fiſh pond) has moſtly 15 fa

thoms, gradually ſhoaling farther up. It

runs, chiefly in a weſtern direştion, about

13 miles into the country, and contains at

leaſt a hundred ſmall coves, formed by

narrow necks of land, whoſe projections

afford complete ſhelter from all winds.

Sydney Cove lies on the S. fide of the har

bour, between 5 and 6 miles from the en

trance. There is an abundance of fiſh in

the harbour, moſt of which are unknown

in England, beſides oyſteis, cockles, and

other ſhell. fiſh.

Jacobſtow, Cornwall, NE.

drunken Downs.

JAEN, a diſtrićt of Spain, extending 60

miles from N. to S. and nearly as much

from E. to W. lt was a kingdom in the

time of the Moors, till annexed to the

crown of Caſtile, and is now included in

the government of Andaluſia. It pro

duces excellent fruits and very fine ſilk.

JAEN, a city of Andaluſia, capital of a

province ef the ſame name. Lat. 37. 53.

N. lon. 3. 40. W. * - -

JAFFA, an ancient town of Aſia, on

the coaſt of Paleſtine, formerly called Jop

pa. The inhabitants are Turks or Arabs,

with a mixture of Greeks, Maronites, and

Armenians. The houſes are ſmall, and

ſurrounded with the ruins of the ancient

walls and towers. The ancient harbour

is deſtroyed, but there is a good road.

Here pilgrims, &c. pay for permiſſion to

viſit, the Holy Land. The whole coaſt,

from hence to Damietta in Egypt, is de

of Half

ſert and wild, without a ſingle port. It

is 38 miles N.W. of Jeruſalem. Lat. 31.

45. N. Hon. 35. 55. E.

JAfNAPATAN, a fea-port of Ceylon, at

the N. end of that iſland, and 1 oo miles

N of Candy. The Dutch export hence

great quantities of tobacco, and ſome ele

phants, which are accounted the moſt do

cile of any in the world. Lat. 9.47. N.

lon. So. 45. E. -

JAGARN AU r, a famous pagoda, in the

peninſula of Hindooſtan, and circar of Ra

jamundry. It lies on the Bay of Bengal,

cloſe to the ſhore, and a few miles to the

E. of the Lake Chilka. It is a ſhapeleſs

maſs of building, and no otherwiſe re

markable than as an excellent ſeamark, and

as one of the firſt objects of Hindoo vene

ration. Lat. 19. 35. N. lon. 35. 40. E.

JAGE R NDoRF, a fortified town and pro

vince of Sileſia, ſubjećt to Pruſſia. .

JAGHIRE of the CARNAT1c, a trast

of land, in the peninſula of Hindooſtan,

ſubjećt to the Engliſh Eaſt India Company.

It extends along the Bay of Bengal, from

Madras to Lake Pullicate on the N. to

Alemparvé on the S. and to Conjeveram

on the W. being 108 miles along the

ſhore, and 47 inland in the wideſt part.

The term Jaghire means a grant of land

from the ſovereign to a ſubjest, revokable

at pleaſure, but generally a life-rent. It

contains 2440 ſquare miles, and it's reve

nue is about 150,000l. per annum.

JAGo, St. a large river of South Ame

rica, in Peru. It falls into the S. Sea, in

lat. 1. 20. N. after having watered a fer

tile country, abounding in cotton-trees,

palms, bamboos, &c. -

Jacb, St. the largeſt, moſt populous,

and fertile of the Cape de Verd Iſlands,

on the coaſt of Africa. It lies 6 leagues

weſtward of the iſland of Mayo, and is

very high land; and but for the continual

rains in the time of the travadoes, which

render it unpleaſant, it would be as de

lightful an iſland as any in the world.

The animals are, beeves, horſes, aſles,

mules, deer, goats, hogs, civet-cats, and

well proportioned monkeys. They have

- a great variety of fowl, as well as Indian

corn, plantains, bananas, pompions, oran

ges, lemons, tamarinds, pine-apples, co

coa-nuts, guavas, tar, apples, and ſugar

canes. They have alſo ſome cedar trees,

and plenty of cotton. St. Jago, or Ribe

ira-Grande, in Port Praya Bay, is the ca

pital. Lat. 14.54. N. lon. 23. 30. W.

Jaco, Sr. a conſiderable town of S.

America, capital of Chili, with a good
U 3 harbous
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harbour, and a royal audience. It is

feated in a beautiful and fertile plain, on

the river Mapocho, which runs acroſs it

from E, to W. Here are ſeveral canals,

and a dyke, by means of which they wa

ter the gardens and cool the ſtreets. It is

ſubjećt to earthquakes. Lat. 34. Io. S.

lon. 71. 5. W.

JAGo, St. the moſt ancient town of

Cuba, on the S. coaſt, with a noble and

commodious harbour. It is feated at the

bottom of a bay, on a river of the ſame

name. Lat. 20. 15, N. lon. 76.40. W.

JAGo-DE-Los CAvALLERos, a prin

tipal town of St. Domingo, feated on the

river Yague, in a fertile ſoil, but bad air.

Lat. 19.40. N. lon, 71. 20. W.

JAGo-del-ENTERo, St., a town of

Tucuman, S. America, the uſual reſidence

of the inquiſitor of the province.

JAGo De-LAs-VALLEs, ST, a town of

Mexico, ſeated on the river Panuco.

JAGo DE-LA-VEGA, Sr. or SPAN is H

Town, a town of the Iſland of Jamaica,

where the aſſembly and the grand courts

are held. It is ſeated in a pleaſant valley,

on the Rio Cobre, and was once a popu

lous place, but is now reduced to a ſmall

compaſs. Being an inland place, it's trade

is ſmall, but ſeveral wealthy people reſide

here, living in a gay manner. It is ſeated

near the SE. part of the iſland, about 7

miles NW. of Port Paſſage, on the Bay of

Port Royal. Lat. 18.6. N. lon. 76.49. W.

A GodINA, a town of Servia.

}. a town of Boſnia, in Turkey.

Akutskoi. See YAKUTsk.

}. a fort and river in the govern

ment of Peterſburgh.

JAMAGo Rod, a town in the govern

ment of Peterſburgh, ſeated on the river

Jama, 12 miles NE. of Narva.

JAMAICA, an iſland of the W. Indies,

diſcovered by Chriſtopher Columbus, in

1494, 37 miles S. of Cuba, and 50 W. of

St. Domingo. It is about 120 miles in

iength, and 42 where broadeſt. It is of

an oyal figure, and grows marrower from

the middle, till it terminates in two points

at the extremities of the iſland. It con

tains between 4 and 5,000.coo of acres,

and is divided by a ridge of hills, which

runs nearly from E. to W. from ſea to ſea.

Heig abundance of fine rivers take their

riſe, and flow from both ſides in gentle

ſtreams, refreſhing the vallºys as they glide

along, and furniſhing the inhabitants with

fweet and cool water. They are well

ſtored with excellent fiſh of various kinds,

not known in Europe; and they have eels

and crawfiſh in great plenty, not unlike

ours. None of theſe rivers are navigable,

even for barges; but ſome of them are ſo

large, that the ſugars are carried upon

them in canoes from the remote planta

tions to the ſea fide; others of them run

under ground for a confiderable ſpace,

gºlº the Rio Cobre and the Rio

edra. The mountains, and indeed the

greateſt part of the iſland, are covered

with woods, which never loſe their ver

dure, but look green at all times of the

year; for hele is a perennial ſpring. There

are a thouſand different kinds of trees

adorning the brow of every hill, irregular

ly mixing their different branches, appear

ing in gay confuſion, and forming groves

and cool retreats. Among theſe are the lig

num vitae, the cedar, and the mahogany

trees. In the valleys are ſugar-canes, and

ſuch a variety of fruit-trees, as to make

the country look like a paradiſe. But to

balance theſe advantages, there are dread

ful alligators in the rivers; guiances and

... in the fens and marſhes; and

hakes, and noxious animals, in the moun

tains. The days and nights are almoſt of

an equal length all the year round. There

are two ſprings, or ſeaſons, for|.
grain, and the year is diſtinguiſhed into

two ſeaſons, the wet and the dry. July,

Auguſt, and September are called the hur

ricane months, becauſe then theſe dreadful

tempeſts are moſt frequent, and there is

lightning almoſt every night. Not above

half of the iſland is cuſtivated, all the

plantations being by the ſea ſide. Here

and there are ſavaunas, or large plains,

where the original natives uſed to plant

their Indian corn, and which the Spaniards

afterwards made uſe of for breeding their

cattle ; but theſe are now quite bare and

barren. The houſes are generally built

low, being only one ſtory, on account of

the hurricanes and earthquakes; and the

negroes live in huts made of reeds, which

hold only two or three perſons. The com

mon drink is Madeira wine, or rum punch,

º

The common bread, or that which ſerves .

for it, is plantains, yams, and caſſava-roots,

The yams are like potatoes, only coarſer,

and of a much larger ſize. But in 1793,

a great number of the bread-fruit trees

were brought here from the Iſland of Ota

heite, by Captain Bligh, in the Providence

frigate, Hogs are plentiful, and their

mutton and lainb_pretty good; but the

ſervants generally feed upon Iriſh ſalt-beef,

and the negroes have herrings and ſalt

fiſh. The current coin is all Spaniſh mo

ney. The general produce of this iſland

is ſugar, ruin, ginger, cotton, indigo, pi

mento, chocolate, ſeveral kinds of woods

and medicinal drugs, They have ſome

tobaccos
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tobacco, which is but indifferent, and uſed

only by the negroes. They have no ſorts

of European grain; but they have Indian

corn, Guinea corn, and peaſe of various

kinds, but none like ours, with variety of

roots. Fruits are in great plenty, ſuch as

Seville and China oranges, common and

ſweet lemons, ſhadocks, citrons, pomegra

nates, mammes, ſourſops, papas, pine ap

ples, ſtar apples, prickly pears, alicada

Pears, melons, pompions, guavas, and

many other ſorts. The common diſtem

pers are, fevers, fluxes, and the dry gripes.

Jamaica is divided into 3 counties, Mid

dleſex, Surry, and Cornwall, in which are

6 towns and 27 villages. The legiſlature

conſiſts of a governor, appointed by the

king ; a council; and houſe of aſſembly.

In 1787, the number of negroes amounted

to 250,000, the whites to 3o,ooo, the

freed negroes and people of colour to

ro,ooo, and the Maroons (who have been

ſince tranſported to Nova Scotia) to 14oo.

In the ſame year, the exports amounted,

in the whole, to the ſum of 2,136,442].

17s. 3d. ſterling, at the current London

prices, and the imports to the ſum of

1,495,2321. 5s. 4d. The principal town

is Kingſton; but St. Jago-de-la-Vega, or

Spaniſh Town, is the ſeat of government.

In 1655, Jamaica was taken from the

Spaniards by the Engliſh, under Penn and

Venables.

JAMAMA, or IMAM, a town of Arabia,

in the province of Nedsjed.

JAMBI, a ſea-port and ſmall kingdom

on the eaſtern coaſt of the Iſland of Suma

tra. The Dutch have a ſettlement here;

and export pepper hence, with the beſt ſort

of canés. Lat. c. 59. S. lon. 102. 35. E.

JAMEs Is LAND, an iſland of Africa, 3o

miles up the river Gambia, in the middle

of the river, and 3 miles from it's neareſt

ſhore. On this iſland, which is about a

mile in circumference, the Engliſh have a

confiderable factory. Lat. 13.15. N, lon,
16. o. W.

JAMEs Island, an iſland in Aſhley

River, 3 miles S. of Charleſtown, in S.

Carolina. It contains about 50 families.

JAMss River, a fine river of N. Ame

rica, which riſes in the Allegany moun

tains, and paſſing through Virginia, en

ters the Bay of Cheſapeak, near it's mouth.

JAMEs, ST. an hoſpital and burying

ground, near Baſil, in Swiſſerland.

james, St. Kent, in Greane Iſle, op

poſite Sheerneſs. James, St. near North

ampton. jameſ, St. Suffolk, NW, of

Haleſworth.

JAMEs Tows, a town of N. America,

once the capital of Virginia, ſituated on

James River, 42 miles above it's mouth.

Lat. 37. Io. N. lon. 76. 50. W.

JAMEs Town, a town of Leitrim,

Connaught; 5 miles SE. of Carrick-on

Shannon, and 73 NW. of Dublin.

James Well, in Sligo, Connaught.

JAMETs, a town in the dept.ef Meuſe,

9 miles SE. of Stenay.

JAmtland, a province of Sweden, W.

of Angermania, and bordering on Nor

way. It is above 70 miles in length, and

69 in breadth, and is very thinly inha

bited.

JANE1Ro. See Rio JAN if Ro.

JANNA, a territory of Turkey, in Eu

rope, the Theſſalia of the ancients. It is

bounded by Livadia on the S. Albania on

the W. and the Archipelago on the E.
Lariſſa is the capital.

JANNA, or jºins, a conſiderable

town of Theſſaly.

JANowitz, a town of Kaurzim, Bo

hemia.

janur, Cornwall, near Tregony.

JAPAN Islands, a large country of

Aſia, ſituated to the eaſtward of China,

Corea, and Tartary. It conſiſts of 3 large

iſlands, the names of which are Niphon,

or Xiphon, Ximo, and Xikoko, and ſeve

ral ſmaller ones. The whole empire is

divided into 7 principal countries, which

are ſubdivided into 70 provinces. It is

the richeſt country in the world for gold,

and the air and water are very good. It

produces a great deal of rice, millet, wheat,

and barley. Cedars are common, and ſo

large, that they are proper for the maſts of

ſhips, and columns for temples. Both

their porcelain and japan are much better

than thoſe articles are in China; they have

alſo filk, ſkins, and red pearls, which are

not in leſs eſteem than the white, Their

horſes, though extremely ſmall, are very

beautiful, and highly valued; and they

have an art of tempering ſteel beyond any

other nation in the world. They have

tea of all ſorts much finer, and better

cured than that of China. The inhabit

ants are very ingenious, and their manners

are, in many reſpects diametrically oppo

ſite to thoſe of the Europeans. Our com

mon drinks are cold, and theirs are all

hot; the Europeans uncover the head out

of reſpect, and they the feet; we are fond

of white teeth, and they of black; we get

on horſeback on the left ſide, and they

on the right; and they have a language

ſo peculiar, that it is underſtood by no

other nation. The ſciences are highly eſ

teemed among them, and they have ſeveral

ſchools at different places. Thoſe they

ſtudy moſt are arithmetic, rhetoric, poetry,

U 4. hiſtory,
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hiſtory, and aſtronomy. Some of their

f-hools at Meaco have each 3 or 4ooo ſcho

Jars. They treat the women with great ſº

verity, and puniſh adultery with death;

yet a man may take as many wives as he

pleaſes. The Japaneſe formerly carried on

a trade with the neighbouring countries;

but now all communication with others is

forbidden, except the Chineſe, Coreans,

the country of Jedfo, and with the Dutch.

Formerly their emperors were alſo ſove

reign pontiffs, and in the minority of one
of them, when they had civil wars, one of

the competitors of the crown aſſumed the

eccleſiaſtical government, retaining the

ancient title of Dairo, or Emperor; while

the other, who ruled in civil affairs, was

called Cubo; and things have remained on

the ſame footing to this day. The Dairo

is, at preſent, the nominal emperor, and

confers the dignity upon the other, as if

he were his vaſſal. He reſides at Meaco,

and has no lands; but he has a right of

{elling titles and dignities; and the ido

lºtrous prieſts make great contributions.

He wears a biack habit, and a cap upon

his head. His feet muſt never touch the

ground, nor muſt he ever be expoſed to

the rays of the ſun. He never cuts his

hair, nor his beard, nor his nails; and all

his vićtuals muſt be dreſt in new veſſels.

When he goes abroad, he is carried by 14

men in a litter, ſurrounded with curtains,

ſo that he may ſee, and not be ſeen. He

has generally 12 wives, who have each a

Palace, with ſinging and dancing women

for his diverſion. He has alſo an unlimit.

* number of concubines. His palace is

adorned with 365 doſs. The Cuba, how.
ever, is the real emperor, and bears an ab

folute dominion over all civil and military

*"airs throughout the empire. The D.

iro, therefore, may be conſidered as only

the high prieſt, while the Cubo is now the

*al monarch of Japan. The religion of .
the whole country is Paganiſm; but there

** two different ſe&ts; one of which is

jºbjected to the moſt painful ſeverities;

the other abandons itſelf to the moſt vo.

luptuous enjoyments. There were once a

#"a number of Chriſtians, proſelytes to

tº Jeſuit miſſionaries, in different parts

ºf the empire; but, in 1612, they under

*Yent great perſecutions, inſomuch that

they were, at length, all rooted out. The

cauſe of this was the oppoſition of the

prieſts; the haughty behaviour of the Por

tugueſe, they not allowing ſeveral wives;

and the peruaſions of the Dutch, who told

them, that their emperor would become a

flave to the Pope, and to the king of

*Pain. The emperor of Japan is monarch

paramount, and all the petty kings are his

vaſſais. His army generally conſiſts of

I co,ooo foot, and zo,too horſe, excluſive

of thoſe maintained by his vaſſals. His or

dinary revenue is immenſe. The palace

of the emperor is at Jeddo, in the iſland

of Niphon, and it is the capital of the

whole. The only Europeans that trade

with Japan are the Dutch; and whenever

their ſhips arrive, they take away their

gums, ſails, and helms, and carry them on

ſhore, till they are ready to return back.

In the abſence of the ſhips, the factors are

ſhut up in a ſmall peninſula, an are not

ſuffered ſo much as to have a lighted can

dle in their houſes in the night time. The

merchandiſe which the Dutch carry to Ja

pan are ſpices, ſugar, ſilks, linen and

woollen cloths, elephants' teeth, haber

daſhery wares, raw hides, drugs, and

glaſſes of all ſorts; for which they receive

gold, ſilver, copper, iron, and ſteel; porce

lain, japanned and lackered wares, furs,

tea, precious ſtones, ambergris, and ºne

dicinal herbs. The Japaneſe have neither

tables, beds, nor chairs, but they fit and

lie on carpets and mats, in the manner of

the Turks.
-

JAPARA, a town of Java, ſeated on the

N. coaſt, with a good harbour. It was the

capital of a conſiderable kingdom, till the

Dutch made them,elves maſters of it; and

now they have a colony here, and a conſi

derable trade. It is zoo miles E. of Ba

tavia. Lat. 6. 35. S. lon. 111. 5. E.

JARGF AU, an ancient town in the dept.

of Loiret, 1o miles S.E. of Orleans.

JAR is La U. See YA RosLAF.

JARNAc, a town in the dept. of Cha

rente, ſtated on the river Charente, and 14

miles W. of Angouleſme.

JARomitz, a town of Koningratz,

Bohemia.
-

JARosl Aw, a town of Lemburg, in

Auſtrian Poland, remarkable for it's great

fair, and it’s handſome buildings. It is

ſeated on the river Saine, 44 miles nearly

W. of Leinburg.
-

jarrow, Durham, near Shields.

JAS ENITz, a town of Pruſſian Pome

Tania.

jaſper's. Pound, in Clare, Munſter.

Jasque, a ſea-port of Perſia, in the

Gulf of Ormus. Lat. 25.56. N. lon.

57. 49. E.

Jassel.M.E.R.E., a town and territory of

Hindooſtan, ſubjećt to a petty rajah, in

the province of Agimere. It is 60 miles

NNW. of Bickaneer. Lat. 27.34. N.

lon. 73. o. E.

Jassy, a city of Turkey, ſeated on a

branch of the river Pluth, It is the ca:

pital
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pital of Moldavia, and refidence of the

hoſpodar of that country, who is vaſſal of

the grand ſignior. Lat. 47. 8. N. lon.

27. 35. E.

JATs, THE, once a powerful tribe in

Hindooſtan, to whom all that now re

mains is the ſmall territory of Bhartpour,

45 miles W. of Agra.

JAUER, a town and principality of Si
lefia.

Java, an iſland in the Eaſtern Indian

Ocean, generally known by the name of

Great Java, to diſtinguiſh it from Bali,

by ſome named the Leſſer Java; and is

upwards of 6oo miles in length, and from

60 to 80 in breadth. The N. coaſt has a

great many commodious creeks, bays,

harbours, and towns, with many little

iſlands near the ſhore. In former times,

it had as many petty kings as there were

large towns; but now it has two king

doms only; one of which is under the ju

riſtićtion of the king of Mataram, and

the other under the king of Bantam. The

inhabitants are of a brown complexion,

have faces rather flat, ſhort coal-black

hair, large eye-brows, and large cheeks,

with ſmall eyes. The men are very ro

buſt and ſtrong limbed; but the women

are ſmall. The men wear a piece of ca

lico wrapt two or three times round their

middle; and the women wear them from

their arm-pits down to their knees; but

all other parts are bare. Thoſe living

near the ſea-ſide are generally Mahomet

ans; but within land they are Gentoos,

abſtaining from fleſh of all kinds. It is a

fertile iſland, producing- ſugar and the

various tropical fruits; and it has very

high mountains. It has likewiſe impaſſ.

able foreſts and wilderneſſes; but the N.

between Batavia and Bantam, is a very

populous country, full of rice-fields, and

various ſorts of wild and tame animals.

Here alſo is plenty of ſalt, pepper, caſſia,

wood uſeful for building, gum benzoin,

&c. beſide flowering trees and ſhrubs, and

moſt ſorts of fruits proper to the climate.

They have alſo hogs, beeves, and ſheep,

with other tame creatures; and likewiſe

fowl, both wild and tame, in great abun

dance, among which are beautiful parro

quets, peacocks of an extraordinary ſize,

Bantam fowls, &c. In the woods are

large tigers, rhinoceroſes, and ſeveral

other animals unknown in Europe; and

in the rivers are crocodiles. The air is as

temperate and healthy as any part of the

Eaſt Indies. The rains, which begin in

November, lay the low grounds under

water, kill the inſe&ts, and continue till

the return of May. The coaſts of the

iſland are moſtly under the dominion of

the Dutch. Beſide the native Javaneſe,

here are Chineſe, Malayans, Amboyneſe,

Topaſſes, Bugaſſes, Timoreans, and many

other people, brought from diſtant coun.

tries by the Dutch. Java lies to the SE.

of the Iſland of Sumatra, from which it is

only ſeparated by the Straits of Sunda.

Lat. 5.45. to 7. So, S. lon. 104, ao. to

114. 15. E.

JAY Pou R, a town of Oriſſa, in Hin

dooſtan.

Ibber, a river in Derbyſ. running into

the Rother at Cheſterfield. Ibberton, Dor

ſetſhire, N. of Helton. Ibbeſley, Hants,

N. of Ringwood. Ibernon, Suſſex, N. of

Petworth. Iberton, Dorterſhire, near Ax

minſter. Ible, Derbyſhire, N.W. of Wirkſ
worth.

Ibo Ro, or IBURG, a town of Weſt

phalia, in the biſhopric of Oſnaburg.

I'ſfock, Leiceſ. VV. of Bardon-Hills:

Iccorn", Worceſterſ. a pariſh SE. of the

city of Worceſter, inſulated in Glouceſ

terſhire. It is 2 miles from Stow-in-the
Would. w

IcE, VALLEY of. See GLAci ERs.

IceLAND, a large iſland to the N. of

Europe, about 600 miles in length, and

3oo in breadth. For two months toge

ther the ſun never ſets; and in the win

ter it never riſes for the ſame ſpace, at

leaſt not entirely. The middle of this

iſland is mountainous, ſtony, and barren;

but in ſome places there are excellent paſ

tures, and the graſs has a fine ſmell. The

ice, which gets looſe from the more north

ern country in May, brings with it a

large quantity of wood, and ſeveral ani

mals, ſuch as foxes, wolves, and beats.

Mount Hecla is the moſt noted mountain,

and is a volcano, which ſometimes throws

out ſulphureous torrects. Their houſes

are ſcattered about at a diſtance from each

other, and many of them are deep in the

ground, but they are moſtly miſèrable

huts, covered with ſkins. Many of the

natives profeſs Chriſtianity; but thoſe

that live at a diſtance are Pagans. Some

of them are clothed with ſkins of beaſis.

The exports are dried fiſh, ſalted mut

ton, beef, butter, train oil, tallow,

coarſe and fine jackets of Wadmal, wool

len ſtockings and gloves, red wool, ſheep
ſkins, ſea-horſes' teeth, fox tails of ſeve

ral colours, feathers, and quills. The

imports are iron, horſes ſhoes, timber,

meal, wine, brandy, tobacco, coarſe li

men, 2nd domeſtic utenſils. The number

of inhabitants is about 50,000. Their

language is the old Runic, or Gothic, the

vernacular tongue of the Swedes, Danes,

1. and
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and Norwegians, before it branched into

the ſeveral diale&ts ſince ſpoken by the na

tives of theſe three kingdoms. Lat. 63.

x 5. to 67. 15. N. lon. 16. to 25. W.

Achenar, Eaſ; and Hºff, Suſſex, E. of

Thorney Iſle. Ichwell, Bedf. Ickborrow,

Norf. on Maidenlode river, N. of Down

ham. Ickenham, Middl. near Uxbridge.

Ickeſºam, Suſſex, near Winchelſea. Ick

ford, Bucks, NW. of Tame. Ickham, or

Ilkham, Kent, NW. of Wingham. Ickle

ford, or Ickleton, Herts, N. of Hitchin.

Ickleton, Camb. near Cheſterford, in Eſ

fex. Icklingham, Suffolk, SE. of Milden

Hall. Ickwellbury, Bedf. W. of Biggleſ.

wade. Ickworth, Suffolk, near Bury.

IcolMkill, formerly Ion A, a fertile

little iſland, one of the Hebrides, near the

SW. point of the Iſle of Mull. It is about

3 miles long and 1 broad, and contains

one poor village, with the ruins of an an

cient monaſtery and cathedral. Here are

three royal chapels, or rather cemeteries,

in which ſeveral ancient kings of Scot

hand, Ireland, and Norway are buried.

Izenbe, Glouceſ. 2 miles SE. of Stow.

IDA, MoUNT. See CANDIA.

IDA, a mountain of ancient Phrygia.

IDANHA-A-NUEva, and J.Danha-a-

VELHA, towns of Beira.

- *2. Oxf. S.W. of Chipping-Nor

ton. Iddeſleigh, Devonſ. NE. of Hather

ley. Ide Hill, Kent, S. of Sevenoaks.

ffen, Suſſex, S. of Oxney Iſland. Ideſley,

or Aſhley Hay, Derbyſ, near wºkſ.

Ifford, Devonſ, near Chudleigh. Idle,

Yorkſ. N. of Bradford. Idle, a river in

Nottinghamſ, riſing in Sherwood-Foreſt,

and falling into the Trent, on the edge of

Yorkſhire and Lincolnſhire, Idlecat, War

wickſhire, between Shipſton and King

‘on. Idmerſton, Wiltſhire, S. of Ambreſ.

ſbury. Idover Bridge, Wiltſhire, SE, of

Malmſbury.

IDRIA, a town of Goritz, Carniola, ce

lebrated for it's mines of quickſilver,

InstEIN, a town of Naſſau-Weilburg,

Upper Rhine.

Idflock, Somerſetſh. N. of Bridgewater.

JEAN, ST. a town in the dept, of Mo

felle, ſeated on the river Sare, 12 miles

W. of Deux-Ponts.

JEAN D’ANGELY, a town in the dept.

of Lower Charente. It is noted for it's

brandy, and is ſeated on the river Bou

tonne, on which are two powder-mills ;

1 5 miles NE. of Saintes, and 14 nearly

E. of Rochfort. Lat. 45. 53. N. lon, o,

zo. W.

JEAN-DE-LoNe, St. a town in the

dept. of Côte d'Or, ſeated on the river

Saone, 15 miles nearly S. cf. Dijon, and

115 S.E. of Paris. Lat. 47.3. N. lon.

5. 19. E.

JEAN-De-Luz, ST. a town in the de

part. of Lower Pyrenees, the laſt next

Spain, with a harbour. This little town

owes it's opulence to the cod and whale

fiſhery. It is ſeated on a ſmall river, near

the ſea, 12 miles S.W. of Bayonne, and

315 S. by W. of Paris. Lat. 43. 23. N.

lon. 1. 40. W.

JEAN. De-MAURIENNE, ST, a town in

the dept. of Mont Blanc, capital of the

county of Maurienne, in a valley of the

ſame name. It is ſeated on the river Arc,

1.5 miles S. by W. of Montier, and 25

NE. of Grenoble. Lat. 45. 17. N. lon.

6. 24. E.

JEAN-PIED-D E-Por T, St. a conſider

able town in the dept. of Lower Pyrenees.

It is feated on the river Nive, at the en

trance of thoſe paſſages, or defiles, in the

Pyrenees, which, in this country, are call

ed Ports. It is zo miles SE. of Bayonne,

and 30 NE. of Pampeiuna. Lat. 43. 12.

N. lon, i. 22. W. -

JED, a river of Roxburghſhire, which

runs into the Teviot, 2 miles N. of Jed

burgh. On the banks of this river are fe

veral large caverns, which were the ſtrong

holds, or hiding places, of the ancient
border warriors.

JED BURGH, a town of Roxburghſhire,

ſituated almoſt in the centre of the county,

on the banks of the Jed, and near it’s con

fluence with the Teviot. It contains near

3ooo inhabitants, and is the ſeat of the

law-courts for the county. It is 34 miles

SE. of Edinburgh.

JEDDo, or Yeppo, the ſecond capital

of Japan, in the Iſland of Niphon, where

the dairo, or nominal emperor, reſides,

The houſes are built with earth, and

boarded on the outſide, to prevent the

rain from deſtroying the walls. . In every

ſtreet is an iron gate, which is ſhut up in

the night, and a kind of cuſtom-houſe or

magazine, to put merchandiſe in. It is

9 miles in length and 6 in breadth, and

contains 1,000,oco inhabitants. A fire

happened in 1658, which, in the ſpace of

48 hours, burnt down 190,ooo houſes,

and in which a great number of the inha

bitants periſhed. The emperor's palace

was reduced to aſhes; but the whole is re

built, The royal palace is in the middle

of the town, and is defended by walls,

ditches, towers, and baſtions. Where

the emperor reſides are three towers, nine

ſtories high, each covered with plates of

gold; and the hall of audience is ſupport

ed by pillars of maſſy gold. Near the pa

lace are ſeveral others, where the relations
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of the emperor live. The empreſs has a

palace of her own, and there are zo ſmall

ones for the concubines. Befides, all the

vaſſal kings have each a palace in the city,

with a handſome garden, and ſtables for

zogo horſes. The generality of the

houſes are nothing but a ground floor, and

rooms are parted by tolding ſcreens; ſo

that they can make the rooms larger or

ſmaller at pleaſure, Jeddo is ſeated in a

plain, at the bottom of an extenſive gulf

er bay; and the river, which croſſes it, is

divided into ſeveral canals. Lat. 35.46.

N. lon. 139. 30. E.

Jehu D, or joun, mountains in the

NW. part of Hindcoſtan Proper, extend

ing from Attock, eaſtward to Bember.

They are part of the territory of the moun

taineers, called Gickers, Gekers, or Ka

kaers.

JExYL, a ſmall iſland at the mouth of

the river Alatamaha, in Georgia, North
America.

JEMAPPE. See GEMAPPE.

jernington, Suſſex, W. of Pevenſey.

JEMPTERLAND. See JAMTLAND.

JENA, a town of E.ſenach, Upper Sax.

ony, with an univerſity, near the Saale.

JE NAU B. See CHUNAUB.

Jenis A. See YENisei.

Je Niskoi. See YEN is eisk.

Jenkins, Eſſex, near Dagenham. jen

king, Eſſex, N. of Tilbury.

JEno, or GENo, a town of Hungary.

JERBY, an ancient town of Cumber

land, E. of the road between Cocker

month and Wigton, and near the ſource

of the river Elen. It is lo miles NE. of

Cockermouth, and 299 NNW. of Lon

don. Market on Thurſday.

jerby, Cheſhire, between the Dee and

Merſey.

J.E Richo, an ancient town of Paleſtine,

celebrated formerly for the great number

of palm-trees growing near it, and there

fore called the City of Palm Trees. At

preſent, it is only a ſquare tower, ſur

rounded with huts or tents of the Ara

i. Many palm-trees are yet growing
tre.

JERMAH, a town of Africa, in the

kingdom of Fezzan, ſaid to conſiſt of

clay-built cottages, among the moſt ma

jeſtic ruins of ancient magnificence.

jerpoint, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Jersey, an iſland in the Engliſh Chan

nel, 18 miles from the coaſt of the dept.

of the Channel, and 84.S. of Portland in

Dorſetſhire, ſubječt to the Engliſh. It is

about 12 miles long and 6 broad, and is

difficult of acceſs, on account of the rocks

and ſands. It contains 12 pariſhes; the

principal towns are St. Helier, in the S.

part of the iſland, and St. Aubin. It lies

extremely well for trade. It is well wa

tered with rivulets, and is, well ſtocked

with fruit-trees. They have a noted ma

nufačture for woollen ſtockiugs and caps.

The civil government is intruſted to a bai

liff and 12 jurats, under a governor ap

pointed by the crown. Round towers have

been erected on all the acceſſible parts of

the coaſt, ſince the year 1781, when a

body of French, under the Baron de

Rullecourt, effected a landing, but were

all either killed, wounded, or taken pri

ſoners. Lat. 49. 1 1. N. lon. 2. 1 o. W.

JERs ex, New, one of the United States

of N. Anerica, bounded on the E. by

Hudſon's River and the Atlantic Ocean;

on the S. by the Atlantic, and the Bay of

Delaware; on the W. by Pennſylvania

and the ſtate of Delaware, fron both

which it is ſeparated by the river of that

name; and on the N. by a line drawn

from the mouth of Mahakkamak River,

in iat. 41. 24. to a point in Hudſon's

River, in lat. 41. It is 161 miles long

and 52 broad. It is divided into 13 coun

ties. It's produce is much the ſame as

that of the neighbouring ſtates. The prin

cipal towns are Burlington, Amboy,

Brunſwick, and Trenton.

jerveux. Abbey, Yorkſ. NW. of Ma

ſham. Jervis-Hall, Eſſex, S.W. of Ray

leigh.

jerviflown, in Clare, Munſter. jer

gin's-Town, in Kildare, Leinſter, near

Naas, 16 miles from Dublin.

JER UsALEM, an ancient and celebratel

city of Aſia, formerly capital of the king

doms of Iſrael and Judah, after David had

conquered the Jebuſites. It was taken

by Nebuchadnezzar, in the eleventh year

of the reign of Zedekiah, and the Jews

were led captive to Babylon. It was af

terwards taken by the Romans, and ruin

ed, together with the temple, 70 years

after the birth of Chriſt, being one of the

moſt remarkable ſieges in hiſtory. The

emperor Adrian built a new city, near the

ruins of ancient Jeruſalem. It was taken

by the Perſians in 614, and by the Sara

cens in 636. In 1999 it was retaken by

the Cruſaders, who founded a new king

dom which laſted near 63 years, under 5

Latin kings, and 8 patriarchs in the

church. Saladin, king of Egypt and Sy

ria, got poſſeſſion of it in 1137. The

Turks drove away the Saracens in 1217,

have kept poſſeſſion of it ever ſince, and

call it HELEobs, that is, the Holy City.

It is now inhabited by Turks, Arabs,

Jews, and Chriſtians. It ſtands on a high

rock,
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rock, with ſteep aſcents upon every ſide,

except to the N. It is almoſt ſurrounded

with valleys encompaſſed with mountains,

ſo that it ſeems to ſtand in the middle of an

amphitheatre. It is about 3 miles in cir

cumference, and includes Mount Calvary,

which was formerly without the walls. On

this hill is erected a large ſtrućture, with a

round nave, which has no light but what

comes through the top, like the Pantheon

at Rome. This is called the Church of the

Holy Sepulchre; the chapel is cut out of

the rock, and lamps are kept conſtantly

burning in it. The Chriſtian pilgrims.

flock here from various parts, and the in

habitants accommodate them with lodg

ings and proviſions, which is their chief

buſineſs, and a baſhaw, with a guard of

janizaries, always reſides here, to protećt

, them from the inſults of the Arabs. Je

ruſalem is 112 miles SSW. of Damaſcus,

and 45 from the Mediterranean Sea. Lat.

31. 55. N. lon. 35. 25. E. .

Jesi, a town of Ancona, Italy, ſeated

on a mountain near the river Jeſi. It is

16 miles WSW. of Ancona.

Jeso. See KURILEs.

Jesse LM ER E. See JAssel MeRE.

JEsso, Jepso, or YEDso, a large

iſland of Aſia, N. of the Iſland of Niphon,

governed by, a tributary prince, depend

ent on the empire of Japan. It is full of

woods, and the inhabitants are more rude

and ſavage than the Japaneſe, living chief

ly on fiſh and game.

jeſſop's Well, in Surry, a ſulphureous

ſpring, 4 miles from Epſom, fimilar to

that of Harrowgate in Yorkſhire.

JEveR, a town of Weſtphalia, capital

of Jeverland, ſubjećt to the prince of An

halt-Zerbſt.

jevington, Suſſex, near Eaſt Bourne.

Jew, MARKET. See MERAzio N.

If, an iſland of France, the moſt eaſter

ly of the 3 at the entrance of the port of

Marſeilles; it is well fortified, and fur

niſhed with a garriſon. -

Iffºrd, Hampſh. W. of Chriſtchurch.

Ifielt, Kent, SE. of Graveſend. Ifield,

Suſſex, N. of Horſham. Ifield, Suſſex, N.

of Lewes. Iſley, near Oxford. Iford, Suſ

ſex, S.W. of Lewes. Iford, Wilts, near

Bradford. Ightham, Kent, S.W. of

Wrotham.

IGIs, a town of the Griſons, with a

magnificent caſtle, in which is a cabinet

of curioſities, and a handſome library.

Ir, LAU, a conſiderable town and circle

of Moravia. -

Io Les I As, a town in the S. of Sardinia.

Ji o N pot, R, a ſmall city of Hindooſtan

Proper, capital of a circar of the ſame

*

very great.

name, in the diſtrićt of Benares. It is

ſeated on the river Goomty, and was, at

one time, the ſeat of an empire. Chaia

Jehan, vizier to Sultan Mahummud Shah,

during the minority of his ſon, Mamood

Shah, aſſumed the title of Sultan Shirki,

or King of the Eaſt, took poſſeſſion of Ba

har, and fixed his reſidence at Jionpour,

where he built the great musjud, or mau

ſoleum, which is ſtill remaining, for him.

ſelf and family. The bridge over the

Goomty is built of ſtone, and conſiſts of

16 pointed arches. On the top of the

bridge are many little ſhops on bºth ſides,

built of ſtone. It was built in 1507, upon

ſuch ſound principles, as to have withſtood

for ſuch a length of time, the force of the

ſtream, which, in the time of the rains, is

The inundations have been

known to riſe frequently over the bridge,

inſomuch, that in 1774, a whole brigade

of the Britiſh Army (that is, 12,oco men)

paſſed over it in boats. Jionpour is 40

miles N.W. of Benares. Lat. 25.45. N.

lon. 82.55. E.

ILA. See Islay.

Ilam, Staff. N.W. of Aſhbourn in Der

byſ, and near the eruptions of the rivers

Manifold and Hamps, at one mouth, after

they have run for ſome miles under ground.

ILANTs, a town in the country of the

Griſons, capital of the Grey League. It

contains about 60 houſes, and is feated on

the Rhine, 17 miles S.W. of Coire.

Ilbreurs, Somerſetſ. N. of Ilminſter.

ILCHESTER, a town of Somerſetſhire,

ſeated on the river Ivel. It is a town of

great antiquity, and once had ſixteen

churches, but now only two. The coun

ty gaol is kept here. It is 16 miles S. of

Wells, and 123 W. by S. of London.

Market on Wedneſday. - -

Ilcomb, Cornwall, E. of Stratton.

ILDEFONso, St. a magnificent royal

palace, with fine water-works, gardens,

&c. in New Caſtile, 27 miles N. of Ma

drid. It was built by Philip V.

ILDEF on so - DE - los - ZA Poracos,

ST. a town on a mountain in Mexico.

Ilderton, Northumb. S. of Woller. Ile

den, Kent, SW. of Wingham. Iſekirk,

Cumb. in the pariſh of Weſtward. Ilen,

a river in Pembrokeſhire.

ILESU GAG UEN, a town on a mountain,

in the province of Hea, Morocco.

Ilford, Great, a large village of Eſſex,

on the river Roding, which is navigable
hence to the Thames. This place, and

Little Ilford adjoining, are hamlets to the

town of Barking. It is 7 miles NE. by

E. of London.

ILF RAcoMBE, a ſea-port ofDawſº

I
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has a ſpacious baſin, formed by a good
pierº into the Briſtol Channel.

The high tides here allow large veſſels to

enter the harbour. This port employs a

number of brigs and ſloops, chiefly in car

rying ore from Cornwall, coal from Wales,

and corn to Brittol. A number of fiſhing

ſkiffs belºng to this place, which, with

thoſe of Minehead, fiſh on a bank off the

coaſt during the ſummer, and carry a num

ber of foals, turbots, &c. to the Briſtol

market. It is 49 miles NNW. of Exeter,

and 18. W. by S. of London. Maiket

on Saturday.

trićt of Rio-dos-Ilheos, in Braſil. It is

ſituated at the mouth of a river of the

ſame name. Lat. 15.25. S. lon. 40. 25. W.

Ilkeſton, NE. of Derby. Ilkley, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, E. of Skipton. Ilkton, Yorkſ.

SW. of Maſham.

II, ST, a town of W. Frieſland.

ILstADT, in Bavaria, near Paſſau.

Ilton, Devonſ. on a creek, near Kingſ.

bridge. Ilton, and it's Park, Somerſetſ.

N.W. of Ilminſter. Imber, Wilts, near

Warminſter. Imberburn, Suſſex, near E.

Grinſtead.

IMERITIA, or more properly IM1RET

TA, a country of Afia, between the Black

Sea and the Caſpian; bounded on the S.

by Georgia; on the W. by Mingrelia;

on the N. by Oſſetia; and on the E. by

the Perſian dominions. This country,

, properly ſpeaking, is a part of Georgia.

Ilheos, a ſea-port, capital of the diſ The late ſovereign, the Czar Solomen,

having forbidden the ſcandalous traffic of

the noblemen in their peaſants, offended

the Turks ſo much, that he was driven

from his throne, and compelled to live like

a wild man, for 16 years, in the woods and

cºverns of the mountains, till the Ruſſians

Ilkuch, a town of Cracow, Poland, reinſtated him in his dominions. The re

remarkable for it's filver-mines mixed with

lead. It is 15 miles N.W. of Cracow.

ILLE, a town in the dept. of the Eaſtern

Pyrenees, to miles W. of Perpignan.

Ille R, a river of Germany, which falls

into the Danube 2 miles above Um.

Illeſton, Leiceſterſhire, W. of Hallaton.

Illi Nois, a lake of N. America;

alſo a large river, which riſes near the

SW. end of Lake Michigan, and taking

a SW. courſe, falls into the Miſſiſſippi,

in lat. 40. N. Between the Illinois and

the Ohio, is the country of a noted Indian

nation, called the Illinois.

Illock, a town of Sclavonia.

Illogan St. Cornwall, N. of Redruth.

IlMEN, a lake of Novogorod, in Ruſ

fia, 48 miles long and about 15 wide.

ILMENAu, a river of Weſtphalia, which

falls into the Elbe; and a town of Henne

burg, Franconia.

Ilmere, Bucks, between Tame and

Ayleſbury Vale. Ilmington, Warw. NW.

of Shipton-upon-Stour.

*ILMINster, a town of Somerſetſhire,

ſeated in a dirty bottom, among the hills.

Here is a conſiderable manufactory of nar

row cloths. It is 26 miles S.W. of Wells,

and 137 W. by S. of London. Market

on Saturday. º

Ilfield, Hants, SE. of Baſingſtoke."

Ilſham, Suſſex, S. of Arundel. Iljington,

Devonſ. NW. of Newton-Buſhel. Iſing

ton, Dorſetſhire, near Piddleton.

Ilsley, East, a town of Berkſhire,

is ſeated in a pleaſant valley, between two

hills, and excellent downs for feeding

ſheep. It is 14 miles NW. of Reading,

and 53 W. of London. Market on Wed

neſday.

venues ariſe from a contribution of the

peaſants in wine, grain, and cattle, and

from the tribute of the neighbouring prin

ces. Among the extraordinary ſources of

revenue, confiſcations have a conſiderable

ſhare; but as all this is inſufficient for the

ſubſiſtence of the prince, he uſually travels

from houſe to houſe, and is entertained by

his vaſſals, never changing his quarters,

while they have the means of accommo

dating him. It will, of courſe, be un

derſtood, that the court of Imeritia is not

remarkable for ſplendor, nor the prince's

table ſumptuouſly ſerved. His uſual fare

conſiſts of gom (a ſpecies of millet, ground

and boiled into a paſte) a piece of roaſted .

meat, and ſome preſſed caviar. Theſe he

eats with his fingers; forks and ſpoons

being unknown in this country. t ta

ble he is frequently employed in judging

cauſes, which he decides at his diſcretion,

there being no law but his own will. He

uſually wears a coarſe dreſs of a brown

colour, with a muſket upon his ſhoulder;

but, upon ſolemn occaſions, he puts on a

robe of rich gold brocade, and hangs round

his neck a filver chain. He is diſtinguiſh

ed from his ſubjects, by riding upon an

aſs, and by wearing boots. His civil or

dinances are iſſued weekly, on the mar

ket day, by one of his ſervants, who

aſcends a tree, and with a loud voice pro

claims the edićt, which is communicated

to the people, by each perſon, upon his

return to the place of his abode. The in

habitants, eſtimated at about 2c,ooo fa

milies, are ſcattered over the country in

ſmall hamlets. They are leſs mixed with

foreigners, and are accounted handſomer

than the other Georgians. They are like

- wiſe
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wiſe more, induſtrious : they ſend yearly

confiderable quantities of wine to the

neighbouring parts of Georgia, in lea

thern bags, carried by horſes; but they

are without manufactures, very poor and

miſerable, and cruelly oppreſſed by their
landlords. The Imeritians are of the

Greek religion, and their patriarch is ge

nerally of the royal family, and can ſeldom

read or write. Cutais is the capital of the

preſent prince, the Czar David. -

Iºlley, Northamptonſ. S. of Brackley.

IMMENSTADT, a town of Konigſegg,

Suabia. - -

Immingham, Lincolnſh. near the coaſt,

N.W. of Grimſby. -

IMoLA, a town of Romagna, Italy.

Impington, 3 miles N. of Cambridge.

Ince, Cheſhire, 2 miles from Frodſhain.

Jnre, Lancaſhire, near Wigan. Ince,

Lancaſhire, near Altmouth. " -

Inchcolm and IN chreITH, ſmall,

deſolate, or neglected iſlands, in the Frith

of Forth. The ſhores are bold and rugged,

exhibiting ſeveral deep caverns, ſhelving

cliffs, and towering rocks.

Inch, Iſle, or Inis Currey, is properly a

peninſula, in Down, Ulſter, 7.4 miles from

Dublin. Inchequin, or O'Quin's Iſland,
in Cork, Munſter, S.W. of Yevghal. In

chigeelagh, in Cork, Munſter. It is a ſmall

village ſituated in the midſt of mountains,

near the Lakes, or Loughs Allua and

Gouganbarra, 6 miles S.W. of Macroomp,

and 48 from Dublin.

Inchmarnock, a beautiful little iſland,

-SW. of Bute, on theW coaſt of Scotland.

INDIA, an extenſive region in Aſia,

which lies between 66 and 1 o'S deg. E.

lon. and 8 and 36 deg. N. lat. Under this

name is generally underſtood all the coun

tries which lie S. of Tartary, and extend

from the eaſtern frontiers of Perſia to the

weſtern coaſts of China, divided into India

within, and India without, the Ganges.

The moderns have likewiſe included, un

der the denomination of the Eaſt Indies,

the iſlands of Japan, with all the iſlands in

the Eaſtern and Indian Oceans, nearly as

far as New Holland and New Guinea.

But the name of India is moſt frequently

applied to that country only, which is diſ

tinguiſhed in Aſia, as well as in Europe,

by the name of Hindooſtan. See HIN

DOC STAN. *

IN pres, West, the name given to a

great number of iſlands in the Atlantic

Ocean, which extend from the NW. ex

tremity of the Bahama Iſlands, off the

coaſt of Florida, in lat. 37.45. N. in a

touth-eaſterly direction to the Iſland of

Tobago, which is 120 miles from the

2.

toaſt of Terra-Firma, in 11 deg. 30 min.N.

lat. They iie between 59 and 86 deg, W. .
lon. Cuba being the moſt weſtern, and

Barbadoes the moſt eaſtern of all theſe

iſlands. When Chriſtopher Columbus diſ.

covered them in 1492, he conſidered them

as part of thoſe vaſt regions in Aſia, com- -

prehended under the general name of In

dia, to reach which, by a courſe due W.

acroſs the Atlântic Ocean, had been the

grand objećt of his voyage; and this opi
nion was ſo general, that Ferdinand and

Iſabella, king and queen of Caſtile, in their
ratification of their agreement, granted to

Columbus, upon his return, gave them alſo

the name of Indies. Even after the error

which gave riſe to this opinion was detect

ed, and the true poſition of the New

World was aſcertained, the name has re

mained, and the appellation of the Wºff

Indies is ſtill given to theſe iſlands, and

that of Indians to the inhabitants, not on

ly of the iſlands, but of the two continents

of America. They are likewiſe called

the Caribbee Iſlands, from the aborigines

of the country, and the ſea in which they

lie, is ſometimes called, by modern geo

graphers, the Archipelago of the Carib

bees. By the#. they are called the

Greater and Leſs Antilles; and nautical

men diſtinguiſh them, from the different

courſes taken by ſhips, into the Leeward

and Windward Iſlands. The name of the

Caribbees ſhould properly be confined to

the ſmaller iſlands, which lie between

Porto Rico and Tobago. Theſe were in

habited by the Caribbees, a hardy race of

men, nowiſe reſembling their feeble-and

timid neighbours in the larger iſlands.

Even in later times, they have made a ſtout

reſiſtance in defence of the laſt territory

(the Iſland of St. Vincent) which the ra.

pacity of their invaders had left in their

Poſſeſſion. The reader will find moſt of

theſe iſlands treated of ſeparately.

INDIANs of North and South AME

RICA, the original natives of theſe two vaſt

continents. Of the manners of the North

American Indians, the reader may have a

general idea, by an account of thoſe who

inhabit the countries to the E. of the river

Miſſiſſippi. Theſe conſiſt of 28 different na

tions ; the principal of which are the Che

rokees, the Chicaſaws, the Chočtaws, the

Creeks, the Delawares, the ſix Nations,

the Shawaneſe, the Hurons, the Illinois,

&c. Allowing about 700 to a nation or

tribe, they will contain, in all zo,ooo peo

ple. The Indians are not born white;

and take a great deal of pains to darken

their complexion, by anointing themſelves

with greaſe, and lying in the ſun- *.
allo
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alſo paint their face, breaſts, and ſhoulders

of various colours, but generally red ; and

their features are meat, eſpecially thoſe of

the women. They are of a middle ſtature,

their limbs clean and ſtraight, and ſcarce

ty any crooked or deformed perſon is to be

found among them. In many parts of

their bodies they tatoo themſelves, or

prick in gunpowder in very pretty figures.

Some ſhave, or pluck the hair off their

heads, except a patch about the crown,

which is ornamented with beautiful fea

thers, beads, wanpum, and ſuch like bau

bles; and except the head and eyebrows,

they pluck the hair with great diligence,

from all parts of the body. Their ears

are pared and ſtretched in a thong down to

their ſhoulders. They are wound round

with wire to expand them, and adorned

with filver pendants, rings, ard be is,

which they likewiſe wear in their noſes.

Some of them will have a large feather

through the cartilage of the noſe; and

thoſe who can afford it, wear a collar of

wampum, a filver breaſtplate, and brace

lets on the arms and wriſts. A bit of

cloth about the middle, a ſhirt of the Eng

liſh make, on which they beſtow innu

merable broaches to adorn it, a ſort of

cloth boot and mockaſons, which are ſhoes

of a make peculiar to the Indians, orna

mented with porcupine quills, with a blan

ket or match. coat thrown over all, com

plete their dreſs at home; but when they

go on expeditions, they leave their trimkets

behind, and mere neceſſaries ſerve them.

There is little difference between the dreſs

of the men and women, excepting that a

ſhort petticoat, and the hair, which is ex

ceeding black and long, clubbed behind,

diſtinguiſh ſome of the latter. They are

ſuch expert markſmen, that they w.ji kill

birds flying, fiſhes ſwimming, and wild

beaſts running. They are very intelli

gent people, quick of apprehenſion, ſudden

in execution, ſubtle in buſineſs, exquiſite

in invention, and induſtrious in action.

They are of a very gentle and amiable diſ

poſition to thoſe they think their friends,

but as implacable in their enmity ; their

revenge being only completed in the entire

deſtruction of their enemies. They are

very hardy, bearing heat, cold, hunger,

and thirſt, in a ſurpriſing manner; and yet

no people are more addićted to exceſs in

eating and drinking, when it is conveni

ently in their power. The follies, nay

miſchief, they commit, when inebriated,

are entirely laid to the liquor; and no one

will revenge any injury, (murderexcepted)

received from one who is no more himſelf.

Among the Indians all men are equal,

perſonal qualities being moſt eſteemed.

No diſtinction of birth, no rank, renders

any man capable of doing prejudice to the

rights of private perſons; and there is no

Pre-eminence from merit, which begets

pride, and which makes others too ſeniible

of their own inferiority. Though there

is perhaps leſs delicacy of ſentiment in the

Indiari than among us, there is, however,

abund ntly ore probity, with far leſs ce

reno y, or quivocal compliments. Their

Publ.c conferences ſhew them to be men of

genius; and they have, in a high degree,

the talent of natural, or unſtudied elo

quence. They live diſperſed in ſmall vil

lages, either in the woods, or on the banks

of rivers, where they have little planta

tions of Indian corn and roots, not enough

to ſupply their families half the year; and

ſubſiſt the remainder of it by hunting,

fiſhing and fowling, and the fruits of the

earth, which grow ſpontaneouſly in great

plenty. Their huts are generally built

of ſmall logs, and covered with bark, each

one having a chimney, and a door, on

which they place a padlock. One of their

towns, called Old Chelicothe, is built

in form of a Kentucky ſtation, that is, a

Parallelogram, or long ſquare; and ſome

of their houſes are ſhingled. A long coun- .

cil-houſe extends the whole length of the

town, where the chiefs of the nation fre

quently meet and conſult of all matters of

importance. . Some huts are built by ſet

ting up a frame on forks, and placing

bark againſt it; others of reeds, and iwi

rounded with clay. The fire is in the mid

die of the wigwam, and the ſmoke paſſes

through a little hole. They join eeds to

gether by cords run through them, which

ſerve them for tables and beds. They

moſtly lie upon ſkins of wild beaſts, and

fit on the ground. They have braſs ket

tles and pots to boil their food. Gourds

or calabaſhes, cut aſunder, ſerve them for

Pails, cups, and diſhes. The accounts of

travellers, concerning their religion, are

various. Ali agree that they acknow

ledge one Supreme God. They adore the

Great Spirit, and believe that his care is

extended over them ; and, that ‘ he puts

good into their hearts.' They alſo be

lieve in a future ſtate; that after death

they ſhall be renoved to their friends, who

have gone before them, to an elyſium, or

paradiſe. The Wyandotts, near Detroit,

and ſome others, have embraced the Ro

miſh faith, introduced among them by

miſſionaries. The Shawaneſe, Cherokees,

Chicaſaws, and ſome others are little con

cerned about religion. They have their

feſtivals, and other rejoicing days, on which

they
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they dance and fing in a ring, taking

hands, having ſo painted and diſguiſed

themſelves, that it is difficult to know

any of them; and after enjoying this di

verſion for a while, they retire to the

place where they have prepared a feaſt of

fiſh, fleſh, fowls, and fruits; to which all

are invited, and entertained with their

country ſongs. They believe that there

is great virtue in feaſts for the fick. For

this purpoſe, a young buck muſt be killed,

and boiled, the friends and near neigh

bours of the patient invited, and having

firſt thrown tobacco on the fire, and cover

edit up cloſe, they all fit down in a ring,

and raiſe a lamentable cry. They then

uncover the fire, and kindle it up; and

the head of the buck is firſt ſent about,

every one taking a bit, and giving a loud

croak, in imitation of crows. They af

terward proceed to eat all the buck, mak

ing a moſt-harmonious, melancholy ſong;

in which ſtrain their muſic is particularly

excellent. As they approach their towns,
when ſome of their people are loſt in war,

they make great lamentations for their

dead; and their cries of woe are anſwered

by thoſe within. They bear their de

ceaſed friends long in remembrance, often

viſit their graves, and even deck out their

putrid remains with their beſt ſkins and

other finery. Some nations abhor adulte
ry, do not approve of a plurality of wives,

, and are not guilty of theft ; but there are

other tribes that are not ſo ſcrupulous.

Among the Chickaſaws, a huſband may

cut off the noſe of his wife, if guilty of

adultery; but men are allowed greater Ji

berty. This nation deſpiſes a thief.

Among the Cherokees they cut off the

noſe and ears of an adultereſs ; afterward

her huſband gives her a diſcharge. Their

form of marriage is ſhort ; the man, be

fore witneſſes, gives the bride a deer's foot,

and ſhe in return, preſents him with an

ear of corn, as emblems of their ſeveral

duties. The women are very ſlaves, in

many inſtances to the men; in others,

they are upon an equal footing, deliberat

ing in the public aſſemblies, and in private

life, enjoying the privilege of escºring

their affection, or paying their addreſſes to

thoſe they love. They are charged with

being revengeful; but this revenge is ſel

dom executed, but in caſes of ºrder and

adultery; and indeed, the nºrſicº is ge

nerally delivered up to the frients of the

deceaſed, to do as they pleaſe, ºnen cre

kills another, the deceaſed's frivº kills

him, and ſo they continue avenging one

anothers death until much blºod is ſhed ;

aad at 1.4: the quarrel is ended by mutual

preſents. Sometimes a chief, when of.

fended, breaks off with a party, ſettles at

ſome diſtance, and then commences hoſti

lities againſt his own people. When they

take captives in war, they are exceedingly

cruel, treating the unhappy priſoners in

ſuch a manner, that death would be pre

ferable to life. They afterward give them

plenty of food, load them with burdens,

and when they arrive at their towns, they

muſt run the gauntlet. In this, they ex

erciſe ſo much cruelty, that one would

think it impoſſible they ſhould ſurvive

their ſufferings. Many are killed; but

if one outlives this trial, he is adopted

into a family as a ſon, and treated with

paternal kindneſs; and if he avoids their

ſuſpicions of going away, he is allowed

the ſame privileges as their own people.

But ſometimes their priſoners are deſtined

to be tortured to death, in order to ſatiate

the revenge of their conquerors. While

their lot is in ſuſpenſe, the priſoners them

ſelves appear altogether unconcerned about

what may befal them. They talk, they

eat, they ſleep, as if there were no danger

impending: when the fatal ſentence is in

timated to them, they receive it with an

unaltered countenance, raiſe their death

ſong, and prepare to ſuffer like men. The

vićtors aſſemble as to a ſolemn feſtival,

reſolved to put the fortitude of the cap

tives to the utmoſt proof. A ſcene en

ſues, the bare deſcription of which is

enough to chill the heart with horror.

The priſoners are tied naked to a ſtake,

but ſo as to be at liberty to move round

it. All preſent, men, women, and child

ren, fall upon them with knives and other

inſtruments; and ſuch is their cruel inge

nuity in torturing, that, by avoiding to

touch the vital part, they often prolong

the ſcene of anguiſh for ſeveral days. In

ſpite of all their ſufferings, the vićtims

continue to chant their death-ſong with a

firm voice, they boaſt of their own ex

ploits, they inſult their tormentors for

their want of ſkill to avenge the death of

their friends and relatious, they warn them

of the vengeance that awaits them on ac

count of what they are now doing, and ex

cite their fºrctity by the moſt provoking

repro-ses and threats. To diſplay un

dº 3 fortitude in ſuch dreadful fitua

tion is the nobleſt triumph of a warrior:

to the trial by a voluntary death, or

to . . nº under it, is deemed cowardly and

in ºr us. If any one betray ſymptoms

*is to ºntors often diſpatch

at occº, win cºcºpt, as unworthy

ºf treated ike a ºn. Animated by

th... iicº, they cnávie, without a groan,

what
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what it ſeems almoſt impoſſible that hu

man nature ſhould ſuſtain. Weary, at

kngth, with contending with men, whoſe

tonſtancy they cannot vanquiſh, ſome chief

Puts a period to their ſufferings, by diſ

Patching them with his dagger or his club.

The people of S. America gratify their

revenge in a manner ſomewhat different,

but with the ſame unrelenting rancour.

Their priſoners, after meeting, at their

firſt entrance, with the ſame rough recep

tion as among the N. Americans, are not

only exempt from injury, but treated with
theº apparent kindneſs, feaſted and

careſſed. But, by a refinement of cru

elty, while they ſeem ſtudious to attach

their captives to life, their doom is irre

vocably fixed. On an appointed day, the

vićtorious tribe aſſembles, the priſoner is

brought forth with great ſolemnity, he

meets his lot with undaunted firmneſs, and

is diſpatched with a fingle blow. The mo

ment he falls, the women ſeize the body,

and dreſs it for the feaſt. They beſmear

their children with the blood, in order to

kindle in their boſoms a hatred of their

enemies, and all join in feeding upon the

fleſh with amazing greedineſs and exulta

tion. Wherever this pračtice prevails,

captives never eſcape death; but they are

not tortured with the ſame cruelty as

among tribes which are leſs accuſtomed

to ſuch horrid feaſts. The Indians of S.

America immediately under the Spaniſh

government, although the moſt depreſſed

order of men in the country which belong

ed. to their anceſtors, are now far from

being treated with that rigour and cruelty

which was laid to the charge of the firſt

conquerors of that continent. They are

no longer conſidered as ſlaves; on the con

trary, they are reputed as freemen, and

entitled to the privileges of ſubjects. A

certain tax, or tribute, is indeed impoſed

upon them, and certain ſervices required;

but theſe are all under the due regulations

of policy and humanity. The Indians
who live in the principal towns, are en

tirely ſubjećt to the Spaniſh laws and ma

giſtrates; but, in their own villages, they
arej. by caciques, ſome of whom

are ſhe decendants of their ancient lords;

others are named by the Spaniſh viceroys.

Theſe regulate the petty affairs of the

Peºple under them, according to maxims

of juſtice, tranſmitted to then by tradition

from their anceſtors. To the Indians,

this juriſdićtion lodged in ſuch friendly

hands, affords ſome conſolation; and ſo

little formidable is this dignity to their

new maſters, that they often allow it to

deſcend by hereditary right. For the far

ther relief of men ſo much expoſed to op

preſſion, the Spaniſh court has appointed

an officer in every diſtriët, with the title of

Protećtor of the Indians. It is his duty,

as the name implies, to aſſert the rights

of the Indians; to appear as their defender

in the courts of juſtice; and to ſet bounds

to the encroachments and exačtions of his

countrymen. A portion of the annual

tribute is deſtined for the ſalaries of the

caciques and protectors; another part is

appropriated to the payment of their tri

bute in years of famine, or when a parti

cular diſtriët is afflicted by any extraordi

nary local calamity. Proviſion too is

made, by various laws, that hoſpitals

ſhould be founded in every new ſettlement,

for the reception of Indians. Such hoſpi

tals have accordingly been erected, both

for the indigent and infirm, in Lima, Cuz

co, and Mexico, where the Indians are

treated with tenderneſs and humanity.

See Eskim Aux, INDIE's West, PATA

Go NIA, and ST. VINcent’s.

INDoRE, a modern city of Hindooſtan,

capital of a territory in the province of

Malwa, ſubjećt to a Mahratta chief. It

is 39 miles S. of Ongein. Lat. 22. 56.

N. lon. 76. 1 1. E. -

IND RApoRE, a town and fa&tory of the

Dutch, on the weſtern coaſt of Sumatra.

IND Re, a department of France, bound

ed by that of Cher on the E. and Vienne

on the W. It has it's name from a river,

which riſes in the department of the Creuſe,

and paſſing through this department, and

that of Indre and Loire, falls into the

Loire below Chinon. Chateauroux is the

capital.

IND RE AND Loire, a department of

France, lying to the NW. of the depart

ment of Indre. Tours is the capital.

INDUs, a great river of Hindooſian,

called by the natives Sinde, or Sindeh. It

is formed of about ten principal ſtreams,

which deſcend from the Perſian and Tar

tarian mountains; but, according to Major

Rennell, the ſources of theſe ſtreams muſt

be far more remote than the ſides of theſe

mountains. From the city of Attock, in

about lat. 32. 27. downward to Moulton,

to the conflux of the Jenaub, or Chunaub,

it is commonly named the river of Attock.

Below the city of Moultan, it proceeds in

a SW. dire&tion, through the province of

that name, and that of Sinde, enters the

Weſtern Indian Ocean by ſeveral mouths,

N.W. of the Gulf of Cutch. It is a fine,

deep, and navigable river, for veſſels of

any burden; the different branches are

alſo moſt of them navigable to a great ex

tent: it's mouth, however, is to choked

u:
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up with ſand, that no ſhip can enter it.

Indywell, Eſſex, NE. of Tilbury. Fort.

Ingam, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Ingarſby, Leiceſterſhire, near Bilſdon. In

gate, Suffolk, near Beccles.

* INGATEston E, a town in Eflex, on

the road from London to Harwich. It

confiſts of one ſtreet, and is 6 miles SW.

of Chelms'ord, and 23 NE. of London.

Market on Wedneſday. -

Inghurch-worth, Yorkſ. W. of Barneſley.

Inge, Upper and Lower, Warw. N. of

Stratford-upon-Avon. Inge Abbot and

Hoſpital, Eſſex, both SE. of Chelmsford.

Inge, Margaret, Eſſex, S.W. of Chelms

ford. Inge, Mounimey, Eſſex, near Bille

ricay.

INGELHE IM OBE R and ING E LHEIM

Nipe R, two towns in the palatinate of

the Rhine, circle of Lower Rhine.

Ingerley, Devonſ. S. of Hatherley. In- .

gerthorp, Yorkſ. S. of Rippon. Inge?re, 2

miles NE. of Stafford. Ingham, Lincolnſ.

SW, of Market Raiſin. Ingham, Norfolk,

near Hickling. Ingham, Suffolk, N. of

Bury. Ingleborne, Devonſ, in Harburton

pariſh. Inglehorow-Hill, Yorkſhire, near

Ingleton. Ingley, on the Soar, S. of

Derby. Ingley, NW. of Lincoln. In

gleby Arncliff, Ingleby Barwick, Ingley

Greenhow, and Ingleby Manors, Yorkſ.

all SE. of Stokeſley. Ingleſiomb, Somerſ.

SW. of Bath.

Faringdon. Ingleſham, Wiltſhire, S. of

Lechlade. Ingléſihorp, Norfolk, W. of

Shanburn. Ingleton, Durham, E. of Raby

Caſtle. Ingleton, Heref, near the Froomes.

Ingleton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, 8 miles NW.

of Settle. Ingle while, Lanc. Ingmanthorp,

Yorkſ. NE. of Wetherby. Ingo, North

umb. between Chollerton and Stannington.

Ingoldm.els, Linc. N. of Wainfleet. In

goldmel, Thidthorp, SW. of Ingoldmels.

INGoLDSTADT, a ſtrong town of Bava

ria, with an univerſity, founded in 1472.

It is feated on the Danube, 5 miles NE. of

Newberg, and 38 N. by W. of Munich.

Lat. 48. 46, N. lon. 11. 10. E. .

Ingram, Northumb. W. of Alnwick.

ING RIA, a province of the Ruſſian em

pire, which now forms the government of

of St. Peterſburgh. It is bounded on

the N. by the river Neva and the Gulf of

Finland, on the E. and S. by the govern

ment of Novogorod and that of Płºſkow,

and on the W. by the Gulf of Finland and

the governments of Eſthonia and Riga.

It is about 130 miles long and so broad.

The Czar Peter the Great wreſted it from

the Swedes, and it was confirmed to him

by the treaty of Nyſtadt in 1721. At

this time, the inhabitants of the flat

Ingleſham, Berks, W. of .

country were a Finniſh people, but little

different from the Fins of Carelia, as to

their language and manners. They were

called Iſchortzi, from the river Iſchora,

which runs into the Neva. Ingria did

not retain it's ancient Swediſh privileges;

on the contrary, Peter made a preſent of

one part of the Iſchortzi to certain Ruſſian

nobles; who, on their ſide, were obliged

to people the leſs cultivated cantons of In

gria, with colonies of Ruſſians from their

eſtates; and thence it is, that we often ſee

a village of Ruſſians ſurrounded by villages

of Finns. Before the conqueſt of this coun

try, the Ingrians had Lutheran preachers

for every canton; but numbers of them

have ſince conformed to the profeſſion of

the Greek faith. The country abounds

with various wild animals, particularly

rein-deer.

Ings, Weſtm. 5 miles NW. of Kendal.

Ingſi, Glouc. a hamlet in Olveſton pariſh.

Ingthorp, Rutlandſhire, in Tinwell pariſh.

ING US Hi. See KISTI.

Ingworth, Norfolk, W. of Aleſham.

*INISTIoc E, a town of Kilkenny,

Leinſter, 6.3 miles from Dublin.

Inkharrow, Worceſterſhire, W. of Aul

ceſter. Inkerſell, Derbyſhire, near Bolſo

ver. Inkpen, Belks, near Newbury. Ink

flip, Lancaſhire, S. of Garſtang. Inkſtone, .

Herefordſhire, on the Wye, N. of Roſs.

INN, a river of Germany, which riſes

in the country of the Griſons, and paſſing

through Tirol and Bavaria, falls into the

Danube near Paſſaw ; alſo a river of the

Archduchy of Auſtria. , -

1 N N Aco NDA, a fortreſs of Hindooſtan,

in the Guntoor Circar, ſubject to the Nizam

of the Deccan. It is 87 miles SSE. of

Hydrabad. -

Innerkeithing, a village of the county of

Peebles, on the N. ſide of the river Tweed,

near which is an excellent medicinal ſpring,

riſing into celebrity. -

Iºni,loſin, an iſland on the W. coaſt of

Mayo, Connaught, 3 leagues from the

main land. Lat. 53. 31. N. lon. Io. 25.

W. Inniſcarra, in Cork, Munſter. In

miſcloghran, an iſland in Lough Ree, in

the river Shannon, between Weſt Meath

and Roſcommon. Innisfallen, an iſland in

the Lake of Killarney, containing about

12 acres, agreeably wooded. Innis-Murra

Iſland, off the coaſt of Sligo, Connaught.

INN IsHAN NoN, a town of Cork, in

Munſter, feated on the river Bandon, which

is navigable to Collier's Quay, half a mile

below the town. The linen manufacture

is commenced here. It is 6 miles from

Kinſale, and 134 from Dublin.

Inniſhirkam, an iſland, between Cape

I Clear
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Clear Iſland and Baltimore Bay, in Cork,

Munſter. Inniſkeane, in Cork, Munſter,

144 miles from Dublin. It is a ſmall vil

lage, with a good weekly market.

INN 1skilli NG. See ENNiskill EN.

Inniſlounagh, in Waterford, Munſter.

Inniſtory, i. e. The High Iſland, 8 miles

from the NW. coaſt of Donegal, Ulſter.

Inniſłurk, an iſland, contiguous to that of

Innis Claire, at the entrance of Clew Bay,

on the coaſt of Mayo, Connaught. 1nniſ.

tymond, in Clare, Munſter, 11.8 miles from

Dublin.

INNTHAL, a diſtrićt of Tirol, watered

by the Inn. Inſpruck is the capital.

Inny River, in Kerry, Munſter.

INow I LAD1s Low, or INowloczAw,

a town of Wladiſlaw, Poland.

INspruck, a town of Germany, capi

tal of the Tyroleſe. It is very populous,

and is ſeated in a pleaſant valley, on the

river Inn, 6.2 miles S. of Munich. Lat.

7. Io. N. lon. 1 1. 27. E.

INSTADT. See PAss A U.

†. Devonſ. near Biddiford, at the

conflux of the Taw and Towridge. Inſ:

‘work, Devonſ. a peninſula at Milbrook

Townſend. Intwood, S. of Norwich.

Inver, in Donegal, Ulſter.

* Inver ARY, a town in Argyleſhire,

ſeated on the NW. ſide of Loch Fyne, near

which is a caſtle, the ſeat of the Duke of

Argyle. Here are manufačtures of linen

Yand woollen, as alſo conſiderable iron

works. It is 75 miles NW, of Edinburgh,

and 45 NW. of Glaſgow.

IN v ERBER VIE. Ske BER v IE.

Invereſk, a village of Edinburghſhire,

on the E. ſide of the mouth of the river

Eſk, near the Frith of Forth.

* INve RKEIT HING, a town of Fifeſhire,

in a bay of the Frith of Forth. It has a

conſiderable trade in coal and other arti

cles; and is 13 miles N.W. of Edinburgh.

* 1 NV E R N ess, a town of Scotland, ca

pital of a county of the ſame name, plea

ſantly fituated on the S. bank of the river

Neſs, and overlooking the Frith of Mur

ray. It has a ſafe and convenient har

bour, and a good deal of ſhipping. Seve

ral large buildings have been erected on

the N. ſide of the town, in which a conſi

derable manufactory of ropes and canvaſs

is carried on. It is a royal burgh, hold

ing it's firſt charter from Malcom Can

more, and is a pºpulous and flouriſhing

place. Over the river Neſs is a hand

ſome bridge of ſeven arches. The ſalmon

fiſhery in this liver is very confiderable,

and is let to ſome fiſhmongers of London.

A little to the W. of this town, is the re

markable vitrified fort, called Craig Pha

drick ; the ſtones, compoſing it's walls,

appear to have been partly melted by fire.

Inveineſs is 50 miles NE. of Fort Wil

liam, and 106 NNW. of Edinburgh. Lat.

57. 30. N. lon. 4. 5. W.

IN v E R Ness, the moſt extenſive county

of Scotland, bounded on the W. by the

ocean; on the N. by Roſsſhire; on the E.

by the counties of Nairne, Murray, Aber

deen, and Perth; and on the S. by thoſe

of Perth and Argyle. It’s extélit from

N. to S. is 45 miles; and from E. to W.

about 75. The northern part is very

mountainous and barren. The woody

mountains are the haunts of flags and roes.

The capercailzie is alſo ſeen ſometimes

among the lofty pines; the heath is poſ

feſſed by wild fowl; and the lofty ſummits

by ptarmigans and Alpine hares. This

county has ſeveral conſiderable lakes; be

ing divided, in a manner, into two equal

parts, by Loch Neſs, Loch Oich, Loch

Lochy, and Loch Eil; all which might be

united by a canal, that would form a com

munication between the two ſeas. The

great lakes in this county are ſeldom or

never known to freeze; much leſs are the

arms of the ſea, even in the moſt northern

parts of Scotland, ſubjećt to be frozen in

the hardeſt ſeaſons; while the Texel, and

many bays and great rivers in Holland and

Germany, are covered with ice. The

ſouthern part of the ſhire is alſo very moun

tainous, and is ſuppoſed to be the mott

elevated ground in Scotland. The exten

five plains which ſurround the lakes, are,

in general, fertile; and the high grounds

feed many ſheep and black cattle, the rear

ing and ſelling of which is the chief trade

of the inhabitants, Limeſtone, iron ore,

and ſome traces of different minerals have

been found in this county, with beautiful

rock cryſtals of various tints; but no mines

- have been worked hitherto with much ſuc

ceſs. The principalWiver is the Spey;

but there are many others of inferior note,

as the Neſs, Fyers, Glaſs, Lochy, &c.

The people in the high parts of the coun

try, and on the weſtern ſhore, ſpeak Gaelic

or Erie, but the people of faſhion in Inver.

neſs, and it's neighbourhood, uſe the Eug

liſh language, and pronounce it with pro

priety. -

INv ER URY, a ſmall town of Aberdeen

ſhire, ſituated on the confluence of the ri

vers Don and Ury. It is 15 miles NW.

of Aberdeen.

Inworth, Eſſex, between Braxted and

Meſſing. Inzaeres, Dorſetſhire, in Burton

pariſh, near the rive Bridy.

JoAchiMs-THAL, a town of Einbogen,

Bohemia, celebrated for it's ſilver mines.

X 2. - Jo Aciſimis
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JoAchimsthal, a town in the Ucker

mark, Brandenburg.

JoANNA. See H1Nzu AN.

JohansBERG, a town of Pruſſia; and

a town of Mentz, Lower Rhine.

jobnby, Cumberland, near Penrith.

John-o’-GroAT's House, the re

mains of a noted houſe, reckoned the moſt

northerly dwelling in Scotland, and ſitu

ated one mileW. of Duncanſby, or Dungſ

bay Head.

John's, Sr. an iſland in Aſia, one of

the Philippines, NE. of Mindanao.

John's, St. an iſland in the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, having Acadia on the S. and

W. and Cape Breton on the E.

Jo HN’s, St. a new town of Acadia, in

New Brunſwick, at the mouth of the river

St. John's, in the Bay of Fundy. Lat.

45. 42. N. lon. 65. 15. W.

john's, St. Cornw. near Hamoſe Creek.

john's, St. Cornw. near Helſton. john's,

St. Cumb. SE. of Ravenglaſs. john's,

St. Cumb. E. of Keſwick. john's, St.

Cumberl. S. of Egremont. john's, St.

Kent, in Thanet Iſle. john's, St. Suffolk,

near Bungay. john's, St. Aſhes, Glouc.

SW. of North Leech. jobn’s, St. in

Bedwarden, near Worceſter. john's, St.

Bridge, Berks, over the Thames, N. of

Ingleſham. john's, St. Carlton, Yorkſ.

SW. of Darlington. john's, St. Chapel,

Durham, near Stanhope. Park. john's,

St. Chapel, Lancaſhire, W. of Garſtang.

john's, St. Lee, Northumb. near Hexham.

john's, St. Mount, Yorkſ. NE. of Thirſk.

john's, St. Point, or St. john's Fore

land, in Strangford Lake, in Down, Ul

ſter, a mile and a half S. of Killough.

johnſton's Bridge, in Armagh, Ulſter.

johnſon's Bridge, in Donegal, Ulſter.

johnſon's Fews, in Armagh, Ulſter.

johnſtown, in Donegal, Ulſter. Johnſ.

town, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. johnſtown,

in Kildare, Leinſter; 13 miles from Dub

lin. johnſlown Bridge, in Kildare, Lein

ſter, 21 miles from Dublin. john's Well,

in Clare, Munſter. -

Johore, a town and diſtriët in the pe

ninſula of Malacca, ſubject to the Dutch.

Joigni, a town in the dept. of Yonne.

It's red wines, although not of the firſt

quality, have a great demand. The town

conſiſts of three pariſhes, and is ſituated on

the river Yonne, 17 miles S. of Sens.

JoinAGUR. See JYEpour.

Joinville, an ancient and conſiderable

town, in the dept. of Upper Marne, ſeated

on the river Marne, 2.5 miles nearly S. of

Bar-le-duc, and 125 SSE. of Paris.

Iox A. See Icol Mikl LL.

Joneſborough, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Jonktop1NG, or Jort Exoping, a

town of Sweden, capital of the province of

Smoland, and ſeat of the ſuperior court of

juſtice for Gothland. The houſes are

chiefly of wood covered with turf; for, ex

cepting the largeſt towns and country

ſeats, few of the buildings in Sweden are

roofed with tiles. They are principally

covered with turf or moſs; no thatching

being uſed, as both too dear, and too dan

gerous in caſe of fire. In order to keep

out the rain, large layers of birch bark are

ſpread over the timber-work of the roof,

and covered with turf or moſs. Theſe

turf roofs make a fingular appearance,

many of them producing herbage, which

is occaſionally cut for the uſe of the cat

tle; and a few are ornamented with flowers.

The town is ſeated on the S. ſide of the

Lake Wetter, 50 miles NW. of Calmar.

Lat. 57. 48. N. lon. 14. 7. E.

JosqueRA, a town of Catalonia.

Jo RDAN, a river of Paleſtine, which

riſes in the mountain of Antilibanus, and

running from N. to S. paſſes through the

Sea of Galilee, or Lake of Tiberias, and

empties itſelf into the Dead Sea.

JosAPETH, a valley of Paleſtine, be

tween Jeruſalem and the Mount of Olives.

Joss E LIN, a town in the dept. ofMor

bihan, 2.5 miles nearly N. of Vannes.

Jou ARE, a town in the dept. of Seine

and Marne, 10 miles S. of Meaux.

Joux, VALLEY AND LAKE of. See

JU R A Mou NT.

Joyeuse, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Ardeche, ſeated on the river Beaune, 21

miles S.W. of Privas.

Iping, Suſſex, near Midhurſt. Iplepen,

Devonſ. between Aſhburton and Torbay.

Ipſden, Oxfordſhire, SE. of Wallingford.

IP's ERA, a town of Romania.

IPserA, and ANT1 IPSE RA, ſmall

iſlands in the Archipelago, NW. of Scio.

Ipſley, Warwickſhire, near Studley. Ip

fon, in Turfield pariſh, partly in Bucks,

and partly in3. Ipſtones, Staf

fordſhire, near the river Churnet, a mile

below Kingſley. The ſoil here is noted

for producing the beſt ruddle, or red-ochre

for marking ſheep.

* Ipswich, an ancient and populous,

but irregularly built town of Suffolk,

ſeated on the river Orwell, near the place

where the freſh and ſalt-water meet, form

ing a ſort of half-moon, or creſcent on it's

bank. Acroſs the river there is a bridge

leading to ſuburb Stoke Hamlet. Here

are ſeveral public buildings and a cuſtom

houſe with a good quay. It is declined

from it's former conſequence; the manu

fačtures of broad cloth and canvaſs are at

{{ſ1
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an end; and it's preſent commerce chiefly

depends upon the malting and exportation

of corn. It has a confiderable coaſting

trade, and a ſmall ſhare of foreign com

merce, and has lately ſent ſhips to Green

land. Veſſels of great burden are obliged

to ſtop at ſome diſtance below the town.

It is zo miles NE. of Colcheſter, and 69

NE. of London. Lat. 52. 8. N. lon. 1.

16. E. Markets on Tueſday and Thurſ

day for ſmall meat, on Wedneſday and

Friday for fiſh, and on Saturday for pro

viſions of all kinds.

IRA BATTEY, a name given to the river

Ava, in ſome part of it's courſe.

IRAc, IRAc ARABIA, or BABYLoN1

AN-IRAc, (the ancient Chaldea) is a coun

try of Aſia, watered by the rivers Tigris

and Euphrates, and ſo called from the de

ſert of Arabia, which lies to the W. of it.

The NE. parts are fertile, with a number

of cities and towns; but towards the SW.

it is a dreary wilderneſs. It is moſtly un

der the dominion of the Turks. Bagdad

and Baſſora are the principal places.

IRAc-AGEMi, or PERSIAN IRAc, has

Ghilan and Mezanderan to the N. and Far

fittan and Cuſhiſtan to the S. and is under

the dominion of the Perſians. There are

about 49 cities or towns. Iſpahan is the

capital.

Irby, Lancaſhire, near Kirby Lonſdale.

Irby, Lincolnſhire, E. of Spilſby. Irch, or

Earch, a river in Carnarvonſhire. Irck

enfield, Herefordſhire, on the E. ſide of

Golden Vale. Irely, ſee jerby.

IRE KEN, or Jerkin, YARKAN, a rich,

Populous, and large town in Bocharia, Lit

tle Tartary. It is the ſtaple town of the

trade carried on between the Indies and the

N. part of Aſia, and is ſubjećt to the Kal

unucs. Lat. 39. 6. N. lon. 79.5. E.

IRELAND, one of the Britiſh iſlands,

lying to the W. of that of Great Britain.

It is bounded on the E. by St. George's

Channel, or the Iriſh Sea, which ſeparates

it from England and Wales; on the NE.

by a channel about 20 miles broad, which

ſeparates it from Scotland; and on every

other ſide by the ocean. It lies between

lon, 5.43. and 10.38. W. and between

lat. 51. 5. and 55.13. N, being about

3.87 miles in length, and 155 in breadth.

It is divided into 4 provinces, viz. Ulſter

9, the north; Munſter on the ſouth; Lein

its on the eaſt; and Connaught on the weſt.
Theſe are ſubdivided into 32 counties,

viz. Carlow, Dublin, Kildare, Kilkenny,

King's Gounty, Longford, Lowth, Meath,

Queen's County, Weſt Meath, Wexford,

Wicklow, in the province of Leinſter.

Antrim,Armagh, Cavan, Down, Donegal,

Fermanagh, Londonderry, Monaghan, and

Tyrone, in the province of Ulſter. Clare,

Cork, Kerry, Limerick, Tipperary, and

Waterford, in the province of Munſter.

Galway, Leitrim, Mayo, Roſcommon,

and Sligo, in the province of Connaught.

The air is mild and temperate, being cool

er in ſummer, and warmer in winter, than

in England; though it is not ſo clear and

pure, nor ſo proper for ripening corn and

fruits. It is more humid than in Eng

land; but this quality is pretty much

mended, and will be more ſo, when the

bogs and moraſſes are drained. In gene

ral, it is a fruitful country, well watered

with lakes and rivers ; and the ſoil, in

moſt parts, is very good and fertile; even

in thoſe places, where the bogs and mo

raſſes have been drained, there is good

meadow ground. It produces corn, hemp,

and flax, in great plenty; and the helds of

cattle are ſo numerous, that their beef and

butter are exported into foreign parts ;

the Engliſh, and foreign ſhips frequently

come to vićtual in Iriſh ports. . The prin

cipal riches and commodities of Ireland

are cattle, hides, wool, tallow, ſuet, butter,

cheeſe, wood, ſalt, honey, wax, furs, hemp,

and more eſpecially fine linen cloth, which

they have brought to great perfection, and

their trade in it is vaſtly increaſed. This

country is exceedingly well ſituated for

foreign trade, and has many ſecure and

commodious bays, creeks, and harbours,

eſpecially on the W. coaſt. Their laws

differ but little from thoſe of England; and

the national*...*. religion is the

ſame. The members & parliament uſu

ally ſat for life, unleſs upon the demiſe of

the king of Great Britain; but, in 1768,

their parliaments were made očtennial.

Formerly, this kingdom was entirely ſub

ordinate to that of Great Britain, whoſe

parliament could make laws to bind the

people of Ireland ; and an appeal might

be made from their courts of juſtice to the

houſe of lords in England; but, in 1782,

it was declared, that although Ireland was,

an imperial crown, inſeparably annexed to

that of Britain (on which connection the

intereſt and happineſs of both nations eſ

ſentially depended) yet the kingdom of Ire

land was diſtinét, with a parliament of it's

own, and that no body of men were com

petent to make laws for Ireland, except

the king, lords, and commons thereof.

And, ſome time after, this declaration be

ing thought inſufficient, the Britiſh legiſ

lature, by an expreſs act of parliament for
that purpoſe, relinquiſhed all claim of

right to interfere with the judgment of

the Iriſh courts, or to make laws to bind
X 3 Ilcland
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Ireland in time to come. The lord-lieu

tenant of Ireland, as well as the council,

are appointed, from time to time, by the

* king. The native Iriſh are deſcribed as

impatient of abuſe and injury, quick of

apprehenſion, implacable in reſentment,

ardent in all their affections, and remark

ably hoſpitable. In the country there re

mains a great deal of this amiable national

charaćteriſtic, and even in their towns, for

mality and etiquette are often ſo loſt in

hearty ſalutations, and a familiar manner of

addreſs, that the ſtranger ſoon feels himſelf

at home, and imagines the people about

him all relations. There are ſome conti

derable mountains in Ireland, the chief of

which are the Knock Patrick, Sliew Bloc

my, and Curlieu-Hills. Of all it's bogs,

that called the Bog of Allen is the moſt con

ſiderable. The chief lakes are Lough

Lean, Lough-Erne, Lough-Neagh, and

Lough Coribb; and it's principal rivers

are the Shannon, Boyne, Barrow, Liffey,

Nore, and Suir. The kingdom is ſaid to

have been formerly full of woods, but the

caſe is now ſo different, that it has been

found neceſſary to plant new ones, and to

give parliamentary encouragement for their

preſervation and increaſe. The mineral

productions of this country have been little

known till of late years, the natives in ge

neral having given themſelves (at leaſt for

ſome centuries paſt) little trouble about

them. Nevertheleſs, copper, lead, iron,

and even filver ores have been found in the

Iriſh mines; ſome veſtiges of works of this

fort appear at Clontarf, on the edge of

Dublin Bay. In the county of Antrim,

there is a mine which conſiſts of a mix

ture of ſilver and lead, every 30lb. of lead

ore producing about a pound of ſilver.

There is another in Connaught, of the

ſame kind; and one ſtill richer in Wick

low. About 12 miles from Limerick, two

mines have been diſcovered, one of copper,

and the other of lead. Iron mines are

diſperſed all over the kingdom. There

are likewiſe quarries of marble, ſlate, and

freeſtone, and the earth produces in vari

ous places, coal and turf for firing.

IRE LAND, NEw, a large iſland in the

S. Atlantic Ocean, N. of New Britain.

The moſt ſoutherly point, Cºpe George,

is in lat. 4. 59. S. lon. 152. 7. E.

IRE LAND’S EYE, a ſmall iſland on the

N. ſide of Dublin Bar, -

Iriſh Town, between Dublin and the ſea,

Ireton Kirk, Derbyſhire, SV. of Wirkſ

worth. Ireton, Little, Derbyſhire, NE. of

Kedleton. Inford Abbey, Lincolnſ. NE.

of Market Rººfin. Irmingland, Norfolk,

NW, of Aleſham, Jrk, a river in Lanc.

running into the Irwell, near Maniheſter.

IRK UTsk, the largeſt but leaſt peopled

government of Ruffia, compriſing all the

eaſtern part of Siberia, from the Northern

Ocean to the frontiers of Chineſe Tartary,

and from the boundaries of the govern

ment of Tobolſk, to the Eaſtern Ocean.

This large territory was gradually con

quered, and appropriated by the Ruſſians

in their deſultory excurſions from To

bolſk, and is now divided into the four

provinces of Irkutſk, Nertchinſk, Yakutſk,

and Okotſk.

Irnam, Lincolnſhire, near Corby. Iron:

Acion, Glouceſterſhire, 3 miles from Briſ

tol, at the conflux of the Stoure and Laden,

which form the river Frome.

I R Rom ANGo, an iſland of the New He

brides, in the S. Sea, nearly 80 miles in

circuit. Lat. 18.48. S. lon. 169. 20. E.

IR Ron AM, one of the New Hebrides,

in the S. Sea, near Tanna. -

Irſhed, Norfolk, SW. of Hickling. Ir

thington, Cumberland, on the river Irthing,

nea, Brampton. Irton, or Irtondale, Curn

berland, SE. of Egremont, near Waſdale,

on the river Irt. -

IRTysh, a large river in Siberia, which

running from the S. to the NW. falls into

the Oby, near Tobolſk. The NW. ſhore

is low paſture ground; on the other ſide,

is a prodigious number of black bears,

wolves, and red and grey foxes, beſide the

beſt grey ſquirrels in all Siberia. This

river abounds with fiſh, particularly ſtur

geon and delicate ſalmon.

* I R v INE, or IR win, a ſea-port of Ayr

ſhire, ſcated on a river of the ſame name,

in the mouth of the Clyde, 15 miles E. of

the Iſle of Arran, and 26 S.W. of Glaſgow.

In 1790, there were 51 veſſels belonging

to this port, the largeſt of which was of

160 tons, and the ſmalleſt of 33. About

24,ooo chaldrons of coals are exported an

nually to Ireland. The number of inha

bitants in the town and pariſh is eſtimated

at 4.5oo. -

Irvill, a river of Lancaſhire, which riſes

above Bolton, flows thence to Mancheſter,

and falls into the Merſey below Flixton.

Irvon, a river in Brecknockſhire.

Is A BE Lt. A Fort, on the river Scheldt,

oppoſite Antwerp alſo a fort in Dutch

Flanders, near Sluys. -

Is ARELLA, ST. the largeſt of the Iſles

of Solomon, in the S, Sea.

Is ADAGAs, a town of Eſcura, Morocco

It is ſeated in a country abounding in cat

tle; and the honey is very white, and in

great eſteem. -

Iſtury, Berks, near Lambourn. Iſſy

Halton, Leiceſ. near Caſtle Dunnington.

- Ischias
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Ischi A, an iſland of Naples, about 1o

miles in circuit, and lying 8 or 1 o miles

W. of the city of Naples. It is full of

agreeable valleys, which produce excel

lent fruits; mountains, on which grow

vines of an exquiſite kind; rivers, and fine

gardens.

IschiA, a town of Naples, capital of

an iſland of the ſame name. It itands

upon a rock, which is joined to the iſland

by a ſtrong bridge; the rock is about ſeven

furlongs in circumference, and the city is

like a pyramid of houſes piled one upon

another, which makes a very fingular and

ſtriking appearance. At the end of the

bridge are iron gates, which open into a

ſubterraneous paſſage, through which they

enter the city. From it's healthy air, it is

much reſorted to by invalids. Lat. 40.

41. N. lon. 14. 2. E.

Iſel, Cumberland, near Cockermouth, 3

miles up the Derwent. If ſham, Can

bridgeſhire, NE. of Soham.

Is E N Ach. See EISNAc H.

IsENBURG, a town of Waldeck, Upper

Rhine ; alſo a town of Meiſſen; and ano

ther of Saxe-Gotha ; both in Upper Sax

ony.

IseNBURG, UPPER, a county in the

Wettenau, Upper Rhine.

IsEN PURG, Low ER, a county in the

Lower Rhine. -

IsENGHEIN, in Flanders county.

Is ER, a prettyº river of Germany,

which riſes in the Tyroleſe, and having

paſſed by Munich, Landſchut, &c. falls

into the Danube, 2 miles below Decken

dorf.

Iseke, a department of France, ſo

named from a river which riſes on the con.

fines of the department of Mon: Blanc, and

paſſing through the middle of this depart

ment, falls into the Rhone, 5 miles N. of

Valence. Grenoble is the principal town.

Is ENARTs, or EISENARTs, a conſider

able town of Stiria, fainous for it's iron

mines.

a IseRN1A, a town of Moliſo, Naples.

Ijeton on the Iſle, Durham, S.W. of

Biſhop Auckland. Iſey, Wiltſhire, near

Cricklade. Iſgar, Northumberland, in the

manor of Felton.

IsIGNI, a town in the dept. of Calva

dos, with a ſmall harbour, 15 miles W. of

Bayeux; alſo a town in the dept. of the

Channel.

Isis, a river. See THAMEs.

Iſker, or Iſis, a river in Brecknockſhire.

Islands, BAY of, a bay of New Zea

Jand, on the NE. coaſt of the northern of

the two iſlands that go under that name.

Islay, or ILA, one of the Weſtern

Iſles of Scotland, to the SW. of Jura, from

which it is ſeparated by a narrow ſtrait or

ſound. It's greateſt length is 25 miles;

it's breadth 13. The principal village is

Bowmore, which is in a manner, a new

town, and has a convenient harbour. The

inhabitants are between 7 and 8ooo. The

face of the country is hilly. Here are

mines of copper, emery, quickſilver, lead

ore, and black lead; with immenſe ſtores -

of limeſtone, marl, coral, and ſhell-ſand,

for manure. Some corn and flax is raiſed

here, and numerous droves of cattle are

annually exported. In this, and ſome of

the neighbouring iſlands, multitudes of

adders inteſt the heath. On the NW. fide

of the iſland is the cave of Sanegmore,

which is a grotto, divided into a number

of far-winding paſſages, ſometimes open

ing into fine expanſes; again cloſing, for

a long ſpace, into galleries, and forming a

curious ſubterraneous labyrinth. There

are alſo many other caverns, the haunts of

numerous wild pigeons, that lodge and

breed in them. The goats that feed among

the rocks are ſo wild, that they are ſhot

like deer.

Isle ADAM, a town in the dept of s

Seine and Oiſe, ſeated on the river Oiſe, 6

miles NNE. of Pontoiſe.

Iſle Along, ſee Aanalong, Iſle of.

Isle of Bue v Es, an iſland in the Bay

of Campeachy, about 17 miles in length

and 8 in breadth. It abounds in cattle

and excellent fruits. Lat. 18. 30. N. lon.

91. 30. W. - -

Iſle of Dogs, Middleſex, a part of Poplar

Marſh, ſo named by the ſeamen in paſſing

it, when the kings had a palace at Green

wich, and the royal hounds were kenneled

here. -

Isle. DE-DIF U, or d'YF U, a ſmall

iſland, 14 miles from the coat of La Ven

dee. Lat. , 6.45. N. lon. 2. 15. W.

Isle-LE FRANCE. See FRANCE, ISI, E

O F.

Isle-Jo U R p A1 N, a town in the dept.

of Gers, in an iſland of the little river

Save, 8 miles N. of Lombez.

Isle-Rouss E, a town of Corfica. ~

Is LE AND WILAIN F, a dept. of France,

having the Engliſh Channel, and the dept.

of the Channel on the N. and the dept.

of the Lower Loire on the S. Rennes is

the capital. -

Is LEE EN. See E.Is LEP EN.

* 1st Ewof TH, a town in Middleſex, 9

miles W. of London, on the river Thames.

Iſley, Cornw. SW. of Padſtow. Iſling

ton, Norf. near Lyºn Marſh. Iſlington, a

large village to the N. of London, to

which it is now contiguºus. On the NW
X 4 ld
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is the new village of Pentonville, to which

it is likewiſe united. The New River,

which is a great ornament to this place,

is received, at the SW. end of it, into a

large reſervoir, called the New River Head,

whence it's water is conveyed in pipes, to

all parts of the metropolis. The pariſh

is very extenſive, including the hamlets of

Upper and Lower Holloway, Kingſland

Green, and three ſides of Newington Green.

Near the New River Head, is a noted

ſpring of chalybeate water, called New

Tunbridge Wells. Iſlip, Northampton

ſhire, near rapſton.

Islip, a town of Oxfordſhire, 56 miles

from London, hoted for the birth and bap

tiſm of Edward the Confeſſor.

Is MAIL, a town of Beſſarabia. It was

taken by ſtorm; by the Ruſſians, under

General Suwarrow, on the 42d of Decem

ber 1799; and it is ſaid, that the long

fiege and the capture, did not coſt leſs than

19,ooo men, The moſt atrocious part of

the tranſačtion is, that the garriſon (whoſe

firmneſs would have received, from a leſs

tanguinary foe, the higheſt applauſe) were

maſſacred by the mercileſs conquerors, to

the amount of, by their own account,

32,0co men; and the place was abandon

“d to the fury of the brutal ſoldiery. Iſ.

mail is ſeated on the N. ſide of the Da

ubt, 140 miles S.W. of Ockzakow, Lat.

45. 1 1. N. lon. 29. 30. E.

Isny,an imperial town of Algau,Suabia,

Isnic, a town of Natolia. It is the

ancient Nice, famous for the firſt general

council held here in 325. There is now

nothing remaining of it’s ancient ſplen

dor but an aqueduct. The inhabitants

are moſtly Jews. It is ſeated in a fertile

country, on a lake which communicates

with the Sea of Mamora, and is 60 miles

$E. of Conſtantinople. Lat. 40. 13. N.

lon. 30. 9. E.

Isola, a ſea-port of Calabria Ultra;

and a town of Terra di Lavora, both in

Naples: alſo a town of Iſtria; and a river

of the Tyrolete.

Isona, a town of Catalonia.

. IsPAHAN, a celebrated city of Aſia, ca

#. of Perſia, feated in the province of

rac-Agemi, and thought by K. to be

the fineſt city in the Eaſt. It ſtands in the

middle of a plain, ſurrounded on all ſides

by mountains, at 8 miles diſtance, which

riſe gradually in the form of an amphithe

atre. There is no river except a ſmall

one, called Zenderoud, which ºil, al

moſt all the houſes with water, and over

which are ſeveral fine bridges. It is near

By of an oval form, with well-built houſes

and flat roots, on which they walk, eat,

and even ſleep in the ſummer-time, for the

ſake of the cool air. The walls are built

of mud, and about 20 miles in compaſs,

but being kept in no repair, and hidden by

the adjoining houſes and gardens, they

have but a mean appearance, and are hard

ly to be diſcovered. Here are a great

number of magnificent palaces; and that

of the king is two miles and a half in cir

cumference. There are 160 moſques,

18oo large caravanſeras, above 260 pub

lia baths, a prodigious number of coffee

houſes, and very fine ſtreets, in which are

canals, planted with trees. The ſtreets

are not paved, but are generally free from

dirt and duſt, as the air here is very dry,

and every houſekeeper waters the ſtreet be

fore his own door twice a day. The

inhabitants were formerly computed at

1,ooo,ooo; but, what with inteſtine broils

and civil wars, this kingdom has been al

moſt torn to pieces, by which the principal

towns are greatly depopulated. There are

three large ſuburbs; that called Juifa, is

inhabited by Armenians; Haſenbath, by

Georgians; and Kebrabath by Pagans,

Though it is at a diſtance from the ſea, it

carries on a great trade, the people of ſe

veral nations reſorting there for the ſake of

traffic. It is 265. NE. of Buſſarah,

3oo S. of the Caſpian Sea, and 14oo SE.

of Conſtantinople. Lat. 32, 25, N. lon,

52, 55. E.

Issel, or Yssel, and Issel, or Ys

sel, THE LIrrle, two rivers of the

United Provinces. The former riſes in

Weſtphalia, and falls into the Zuyder Zee,

by two mouths, a little below Campen i

the latter waters Yſſelſtein, &c. and falls

into the Maeſe, a mile and a half above

Rotterdam.

Jss Elstein, or Yss Elstein, a town

of Utrecht, with a ſmall territory, feated

on the Iſſel. -

Iſſerkelly, in Galway, Connaught.

Issequibo, a flouriſhing ſettlement of

the Dutch, in Guiana, S. America, con

tiguous to that of Demerary, and 8 or 13

miles W. of the town of Surinam. It is

ſeated on the river Iſlequibo, which is

about 3 leagues wide at it's mouth. It

has been twice taken by the Engliſh ; in

1781, but reſtored by the treaty of peace,

in 1783; and ſince the commencement ci

the preſent war : it ſtill remains in their

poſſeſſion.

Issoire, an ancient town in the dept.

of Puy de Dome, near which are found

amethyſts, of as beautiful a colour as thoſe

of the Eaſt, but not ſo hard. Iſſoire is

ſeated on the river Couze, near the Allier,

15 miles SSE, of Clwmont.

IssCUDUN,
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Issoud UN, a town in the depart. of

Indre, containing about to, coo inhabit

ants. It’s trade is in wood, cattle, cloth,

hats, and ſtockings. It is 17 miles SW.

of Bourges, and 135 nearly S. of Paris.

Is-sur-Tille, a town in the dept. of

Côte d'Or, 9 miles N. of Dijon.

Ijihwith, a river in Cardiganſhire. Iſº

ing-Ebourn, Suſſex, NW. of Midhurit.

Jirad, a river in Denbighſhire.

IsTriA, a peninſula of Italy, lying on

the N. part of the Adriatic, long divided

between Auſtria and the republic of Ve

nice. The air is unwholeſome, eſpecially

near the coaſt; but the ſoil produces plenty

of wine, oil, and paſtures ; there are alſo

quarries of fine marble. That part of it

which lately belonged to the Veiietians, is

now moſtly annexed to the houſe of Au

ſtria. Capo d'Iſtria was the capital.

Iſwick, Lancaſhire, in Amounderneſs,

N. of Kirkham.

ITALY, one of the fineſt and moſt cele

brated countries of Europe, extending from

N.W. to SF. nearly 700 miles. On the

N. and NW. it is bounded by France,

Swiſſerland, and Germany; on the E. by

Carniola and the Adriatic; and on the S.

SW. and W. by the Mediterranean; it's

figure bearing ſome reſemblance to that of

a boot. It was formerly the ſeat of the

Roman empire, and, afterwards, of that

more fingular uſurpation, the dominion of

the pope; for this eccleſiaſtical monarch,

under the modeſt title of miniſter miniſłro

rum, ſervant of ſervants, claimed a right

to diſpoſe not only of the affairs of ſuch

nations as acknowledged his ſupremacy;

but alſo of pagan lands to the ends of the

earth ; beſtowing them, as an inheritance,

on the royal ſupporters of his church.

Italy is divided into a great number of

ſtates, which differ much in extent and

importance. Between the confines of

France and Swiſſerland, on the W. and N.

are the continental dominions of the king

of Sardinia, namely, Piedmont, Montfer

rat, and part of the Milaneſe. To the

NE. are the ci-devant territories of Venice,

now moſtly reduced to the obedience of the

emperor. S. of theſe are the late Italian

dominions of the emperor, namely, part

of the Milaneſe, and the Mantuan, now

formed into an independent republic, un

der the protećtion of France. S. of theſe

are Modena, Mirandola, and Reggio, late

ly belonging to the duke of Modena, but

now incorporated with the new republic.

W. of theſe are the duchies of Parma,

Placentia, and Guaſtalla, whoſe ſovereign

is of the houſe of Bourbon, S. of Parma

lies the republic of Genoa, and SE, of this,

that of Lucca. Hence extends, along the

coaſt of the Mediterranean, the grand

duchy of Tuſcany. The Eccleſiaſtical

State, or territory of the Pope, lies prin

cipally to the E. and SE. of Tuſcany, be

tween the Gulf of Venice and the Medi

terranean and the remainder of Italy,

which occupies the whole ſouthern extre

mity, is the kingdom of Naples, with it's

dependant iſlands, of which Sicily is the

principal. The air of Italy is very dif.

ferent, according to the different fituations

of the countries it contains. In thoſe on

the NE. ſide of the Apennints, it is tem

erate; but on the SW, it is very warm.

he air of the Câmpania of Rome, and of

the Ferrareſe, is ſaid to be unwholeſome;

which is owing to the lands not being duly

cultivated, nor the marſhes drained. That

of the cther parts is generally pure, dry,

and healthy. In ſurnmer the heat is very

great, in the kingdom”of Naples, and

would be almoſt intolerable, if it were not

alleviated by the ſea-breezes. The prin

cipal rivers are the Po, Tiber, Arno,

Adige, and Var; and there are ſeveral fine

lakes, as the Maggiore, Lugano, Como,

Garda, Perugia, Braccianno, and Celano.

As there are a number of rivers in Italy,

beſide thoſe mentioned above, the ſoil, in

general, is very fertile. It produces a

great variety of wines, and the beſt oil in

Europe; ... excellent ſilk, in abundance;

corn of all ſorts, but not in ſuch plenty as

in other countries; cranges, lemous, ci

trons, pomegranates, almonds, raiſins, ſu

gar, innumerable 'mulberry-trees, figs,

Peaches, ne&tarines, apricots, pears, apples,

filberts, cheſnuts, &c. Mott of theſe fruits

were at firſt imported by the Romans from

Aſia Minor,. Africa, and Syria,

and were not the natural products of the

ſoil. This country alſo yields good paſ.

ture, and abounds with cattle, ſheep,

goats, buffaloes, wild boars, mules, and

horſes. The foreſts are well ſtored with

game; and the mountains yield, not only

mines of iron, alum, ſulphur, marble of

all ſorts, alabaſter, jaſper, porphyry, &c.

but alſo gold and ſilver; with a great va

riety of aromatic herbs, trees, ſhrubs, and

evergreens, as thyme, lavender, laurel,

wild olive-trees, tamarinds, junipers, oaks,

and pines. Wine, oil, perfumes, fruits,

and ſilks, are the principal articles of ex

portation; and great ſums of money are

expended by travellers in the purchaſe of

pićtures, curioſities, relics, antiquities,

&c. The Italians have been the moſt

celebrated of all the moderns for their ge

nius and taſte in architecture, painting,

carving, and muſic, and ſeveral of thern

have
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have alſo been eminent as writers. The

women affect yellow hair, as did formerly

their predeceſſors, the ladies of ancient

Rome; they alſo uſe paints and waſhes

for their hands and faces. The Italian

ianguage is a corruption of the Latin, and

is laid to be ſpoken beſt at Fiorence.

Itchel, Hants, near Alderſton. Itchen,

or Aire, a liver of Hants, which riſes in

the centre of the county, and, watering

Wincheſter, enters the Bay of Southamp

ton, at the town of that name. Itching,

or Irthing, a river of Northumberland and

Cumberland, falling into the Eden near

Warwick. Itching-Abbots, Hants, NW.

of Alresford. Itching-Stoke, Hants, E. of

Itching-Abbots. Itchington, Glouceſter

ſhire, in Titherington pariſh.

Itch IN Gro N-BIsHop's, Warw. NE.

of Kineton. Market on Wedneſday.

Itchington, Long and Nether, Warw.

near Sºutham. Itenfield, Cumb. near In

glewood. Foreſt. Ithon, a river in Rad

norſ. Itteringham, Norf. N.W. of Aleſ.

ham. Itton, Monm. W. of Chepſtow.

Itzehoe, a town of Daniſh Holſtein.

JUAN DE LA FR on TERA, Sr. a town

of S. America, in Peru, in the diſtrict of

Chachapoyas. It lies to the E. of the

Andes.

JUAN DE PUERTo Rico, St. an iſland

of the W. Indies, 50 miles E. of St. Do

mingo, and called by the Engliſh Porto

Rico. It is 1oo miles in length, and so

in breadth, and is ſubject to the Spaniards.

It is full of very high mountains, and ex

tremely fertile valleys, interſperſed with

woods, and well watered with ſprings and

rivulets. It produces ſugar, rum, ginger,

corn, and fruits, partly proper to the cli

mate, and partly introduced from Spain.

Beſides, there are ſo many cattle, that they

often kill them for the fake of the ſkins

alone. Here are a great number of un

common trees, and there is a little gold in

the N. part of the iſland. The air is pret

ty healthy, but it is ſubject to ſtorms and

hurricanes, like the reſt of theſe iſlands.

The capital is of the ſame name, feated

on the N. coaſt of the iſland, with a good

harbour. Lat. 18. 29. N. lon. 67. 4. W.

JUAN FERNAND Ez, an iſland in the S.

Sea, about 12 miles long and 6 wide. It

is $30 miles W. of the coaſt of Chili, pa

rallel with St. Jago. It is uninhabited,

but having a good harbour on the N.

coaſt, called Cumberland Bay, it is found

extremely convenient to touch at and wa

ter. Lat. 33. 40. S. lon. 83. W.

JUAN DE U Llo A, ST. an iſland in the

Gulf of Mexico, half a mile NE, of Vera

Cruz.

JUcATAN, or YU car AN, a large pe

ninſula of Mexico, nearly oppoſite the W.

end of the Iſland of Cuba. It has the

Gulf of Honduras to the E. and the Bay

of Campeachy to the W. ºd cºntains a

great quantity of timber, proper for build

ing of ſhips ; as alſo tugal, caſiº, in ligo,

co:ton, and Indian coin. The iºnal

inhabitants are very few, they have lor

met y been very ill uſed by the Span: ris.

It is a flat, level country, and is ur ealthy

in ſome parts, which may be owing to &

frequent inundations. Merida is the cº

pital ; but ſome give that appeii. 1 ºr 'o

the town of Campeachy. Se, Ho NDURAs.

JUDENBURG, a town of Stirla. Jºne

public buildings, with the ſquare, are

magnificent. -

J U Dol GNE, or G.E.L.D E N Ack; N, a town

of the late Auſtrian Braban'.

I've, St. Cornwall, W. of Kellington.

Ive-Church, Kent, by Romney Mºſh.

I'vedon, Devonſhire, in A, lecomb Pariſh.

Pver, Bucks, near Uxbridge.

I v Es, S.T. a ſea-port of Conwall, feat

ed on a bay of the ſame name, which has

about 30 ſhips belonging to it's harbour.

It trades largely in pilchards and Co wiſh

ſlates. It is 8 miles NE. of Penzance,

and 277 W. by S. of London. Markets

on Wedneſday and Saturday.

* Ives, Sr. a town of Huntingdonſhire,

with the largeſt market in England for

cattle, except that of Smithfield. It is an

ancient, large, and handſome place, feated

on the river Ouſe, over which is a fine

ſtone bridge. It is 6 miles nearly E. of

Huntingdom, aud 59 N. of London. Mar

ket on Monday.

JU Go N, a town in the department of

the North Coaſt, containing about 7 go in

habitants.

Ivica, an iſland of the Mediterranean,

about 15 miles long, and 12 wide, ſubject

to Spain. It is incuntainous, but fertile

in corn, wine, and fruits; and remarkable

for the great quantity of ſalt made in it.

It is 50 miles S.W. of Majorca. The ca

pital is of the ſame name, ſeated on a bay,

with a good harbour. Lat. 39. 30. N.

lon. 1. 25. E.

Ivil, or Ivel, a river in Bedfordſhire.

Ivil, a river in Somerſetſhire.

I v IN GO, a town in Bucks, 6 miles SW.

of Dunſtable. Market on Monday.

JULIAN, ST. a harbour on the coaſt of

Patagonia. Lat. 49. 10. S. lon, 68.44. W.

Julian’ſ, St. Monm. near Caerlion.

Julian's Town, in Meath, Leinſter.

JuliEN, St. a town in the depart. of

Upper Vienne, 1 ; miles N.W. of Limoges.

Ju Litº Du Sault, ST, a town in the

- department
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department of Yonne, ſeated near the river

Yonne, 5 miles from Joigny.

Julie Rs, a ſmall duchy of Weſtphalia,

firwated between the Rhine and the Maeſe.

The principal towns are Juliers, the capi

tal, in lat. 50. 57. N. lon. 6. 23. E.

Dueren, Aix-la-Chapelle, Munſter-Eyſſel,

and Euſzkirchen. It is ſubject to the

eleētor palatine, is about 68 miles in

length, and 30 in breadth, and is remark

able for the great quantity of woad it pro

duces.

Julpha, OLD, once the capital of

Armenia, in Afia, now in ruins, the in

habitants having been tranſplanted to a

ſuburb of Iſpahan, called New Julpha,

where they have ſeveral churches. . They

were brought thither for the ſake of trade.

Ju Mi EGE, a town in the dept. of Lower

Seine, ſeated on, the river Stine, 12 miles

WSW. of Rouen.

JUMNA, a large river of Hindooſtan,

which riſes in Thibet, waters the cities of

Delhi and Agra, and joins the Ganges at

Allahabad.

jump, Yorkſhire, near Rotheram.

JUNkseiLo N, an iſland in the Bay of

Bengal, near the SW. coaſt of Siam, nearly

60 miles long, and from 19 to zo wide.

Near the principal town (of the ſame name,

fituated in the N. part of the iſland) is a

mine of loadſtone, but the pieces do not

preſerve their virtue above 4 or 5 months.

Lat. 8. 56. N. lon. 98. 30. E.

ſºlº, Hampſhire, in New Fo

rett.

JURA, one of the weſtern iſles of Scot

land, NE. of the iſland of Iſlay, on the

coaſt of Argyleſhire. It is 2.5 miles long,

and 7 broad. Sone parts of the ſouthern

and wettern ſides are fertile, and there are

only three mountains on the whole iſland.

Theſe are of a conic form, of a ſtupendous

height, and are called the Paps of Jurº.

The reſt of the iſland is flat, and generally

covered with heath. Shell-fiſh and pota

toes form the principal food of the poorer

people. A few wild roes are ſtill ſeen

here, but their number is continually

growing leſs.

JURA, a department of France, having

Swiſſ-rland to the E. and the department

of Saone and Loire to the W. It contains

mines of iron of a ſuperior quality, mines

of copper and lead, and many quarries of

black marble, of jaſper of different colours,

and of alabaſter. It takes it's name from

Mount Jura. -

Jura, Mount, a chain of mountains,

which extend, nearly in a line, from the

Rhine, near Baſil, to the Rhone, 10 miles

below Geneva; ſometimes more, ſome

times leſs elevated, and in different places

taking different names.

I v REA a town of Canavez, Piedmont.

Iv RY, a town in the depart. of Eure;

a town in the dept. of Côte d'Or ; and a

town in the department of Paris.

juſt, St. Cornwall, at the Land's End,

N.W. of Penzance. juſt-Caſſie, St. Corn

wall, on Falmouth-Haven.

JUTLAND, a large peninſula of Den

mark, bounded on the S., by the duchy of

Holſtein; and on the other fides by the

German Ocean and Baltic Sea. It is

about 180 miles in length, from N. to S.

and 50 in breadth, from E. to W. The

air is very cold, but wholeſome, and the

ſoil is fertile in corn and paſtures, which

feed a great number of horſes and beeves,

which are ſent to Germany, Holland, &c.

This was anciently called Cambrica Cher

ſoneius; and is ſuppoſed to be the country

whence the Anglo-Saxons cane that con

quered England. It is divided into two

parts, called N. and S. Jutland; the latter

being the duchy of Sleſwick.

Ivy Bridge, Devonſ, a village remark

able for it's rural and pictureſque ſcenery.

It is feated on the rapid and noiſy river

Arine, on the load between Exeter and

Plymouth, 11 miles NE. of the latter.

Ivy. Church, Wilts, 2 miles from Saliſbu

ry. Ivythorn, Somerſetſhire, W. of Glaſ

tonbury. Iwade, Kent, near Milton and

Sittingbourn. Ixuing, Suffolk, near New

market. -

Exworth, a town in Suffolk, 7 miles

NE. of But v, and 79 NE. of Londen.

Market on Friday.

Ixworthorp, Suffolk, N.W. of Ixworth.

JYE PovR, a city of Hindooſtan Proper,

capital of a territory of the ſame name,

(otherwiſe called Jaypour, Jaynagºr, Joi

nagur, or Jyeuagur) in the eaſtern quarter

of Agimere, is ſubject to one of the raj

poot princes. It was built by the cele

brated rajah Jeffirg, who alſo erested an

obſervatory here, and invited Claude Bou

dier to it, in 1734. Wendel repreſents

Jyepour as a place of great wealth and

conſequence in 1779, being the ſiaple of

the principal part of the goods that are

brought from every quarter of India. It

is 104 miles W. by S. of Agra, and 7e

ENE. of Agimere.

Izquite NANGo, a town of Chiapa,

Mexico.

KABER,
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K.

K4#. Weſtmorland, near Kirkby

Steven.

Kaddy-Carne, in Down, Ulſter, a long

ledge of rocks on Big-Hſland.

KAFfu NGEN, a town of Heſſe Caſſel.

KAHUN, a town of Kerman, Perſia.

KAIRw AN. See CAIRoAN.

KALAAR, a town of Ghilan, Perſia.

Kaldworth, Northumberland, in Mild

forth barony.

KAliMbu Rd, a town and bailiwick of

Denmark, in the lſle of Zealand.

KALIR, a town of Wirtemburg, Suabia.

KALI sch, a palatinate, late of Poland,

now of W. Pruſſia, and it's capital, feated

en the river Proſna.

Kallamer, Lancaſhire, in Amounderneſs.

KALMUcs, a nation of Tartars, that

inhabit that part of the Ruſſian govern

ment of Caucaſus, that lies between the

river Volga, and the river Yaick (now

Ural) toward the Caſpian Sea; in all

which immenſe traćt there is not a houſe

to be ſeen, as they all live in tents, and

remove from one place to another, in queſt

of paſturage for their large herds of cat

tle, conſiſting of horſes, camels, cows, and

ſheep, They neither ſow nor reap, nor

make hay for their cattle, ſo that they

live without bread, or any ſort of vegeta

ble; and in the winter, their cattle fare

as other wild beaſts. Their food is fleſh,

(eſpecially that of horſes) fiſh, wild-fowl,

and veniſon; and they have great plenty of

milk, butter, and cheeſe; but mare's

milk is the moſt eſteemed among them,

and from it they make a ſtrong ſpirit, of

which they are very fond, and which is

clear as water. They are divided into a

number of hordes, or clans, each under

their own particular khan, and all ac

knowledging the authority of one princi

pal khan, who is called orchicurtikhan, or

king of kings, who derives his pedigree

from Tamerlane. All of them, however,

have ſubmitted to the government of Ruſ

fia, or live under it's protećtion. They

are pagans. They wear coats of ſtuff, or

filk, above which they wear a large, wide,

fur coat of ſheep-ſkins, and a cap of the

£ame. Their cattle are large, and their

ſheep are of the largeſt kind, having great

fat tails, weighing from twenty-five to

thirty pounds; their ears hanging down

like our dogs, and, inſtead of wool, they

have ſoft curled hair, ſo that their ſkins are

converted into fur coats. Their horſes

are ſmall, but ſwift, hardy, and ſtrong;

and many of them pace naturally, and trot
2.

at an incredible rate. They eat the fleſh

of camels, cows, and ſheep, but univerſally

give the preference to that of the horſe.

When they go upon any expedition, they

have no regard either to bridges or boats;

they no ſooner come to a river, than in

they plunge with their horſes, and, fliding

from their backs, hold faſt by the manes

till they get over, and then immediately

mount again, and proceed. They live but

4 months at moſt in the deſerts, and inhabit

a moſt pleaſant country all the reſt of the

year (when it is not overflowed) tending

their flocks and herds, fiſhing, and hunting.

When they go upon an expedition, every

one takes a ſheep with him for his provi.

fion, and three horſes, which he rides al

ternately; and when any of them fail,

they kill it, and divide the fleſh, putting

Pieces of it under their ſaddles, and, after

riding ſome time upon it, they eat it with

out any farther preparation. . Their kib

bets, or tents, are large, and ſurpriſingly

warm, having a fire in the middle, and a

hole at the top to let out the ſmoke; they

are 14 feet in diameter, and capable of

being enlarged or contračted at pleaſure;

they are all round, the ſides being made of

a kind of checkered wicker-work, and the

croſs ſticks neatly jointed, for folding to

gether, or extending. The kibbet with

ſtands wind and rain well, and is erected

with greater eaſe and in leſs time than we

could ſet up an officer's tent. The ſmall

pox is as much dreaded among the Kal

mucs as the peſtilence among us. When

any of them are ſeized with it, they imme

diately break up their camp and flee, leav

ing the fick perſon in one of their kibbets,

or tents, with a killed ſheep, part of which

is roaſted and part raw, and a jar of water,

and ſome wood for fire; if they recover,

they follow the horde, but this ſeldom

happens, for they moſtly die for want of

attendance.

KALNick, a town of Bracklaw, Poland.

KA Lo, a town of Hungary.

Kalu GA, or KALutskog, a town and

government of the Ruſſian empire, for

merly included in the government of Moſ

cow. It is about 140 miles in length, and

from 4o to 90 in breadth. Occa is the

Principal river.

KAMAKURA, an iſland of Japan, about

3 miles in circumference, on the S. coaſt

of Niphon, uſed as a ſtate priſon. The

coaſt of this iſland is ſo fleep, that perſons

and freightage are generally lifted up by
cranes.

KAMEALA, Mou NT, a ridge of mous
w tains
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tains in Thibet, between the lake Jamdro,

and the Sampoo river.

KAMINIEck, a town of Poland, capi

tal of Podolia.

KAMTschatka, a peninſula of Sibe

ria, in the province of Irkutſk, and go

vernment of Irkutſkoi, bounded on the

N. by the province of Ochotſk; on the E.

and S. by the N. Pacific Ocean; and on

the W. by the Sea of Ochotſk and the

Penzinſkoe Gulf. It is 600 miles in length,

and from 30 to zoo in breadth. The ſouth

ern extremity is Cape Lopatka, in lat.

from 52. to 61. N. and lon. 156. 45. E.

according to Captain King, who viſited

this country in 1779. A chain of high

mountains from N. to S. extends the whole

length of the peninſula, and almoſt equal

ly divides it; whence ſeveral rivers take

their riſe, and empty themſelves on both

ſides into the Pacific Ocean, and the Sea

of Ochotſk. Stunted trees are thinly ſcat

tered over the whole face of the country,

whoſe bottoms are moſſy, with a mixture

of low heath; the whole reſembling New

foundland in a ſtriking degree. This diſ

advantage of ſoil, however, is not univer

fal; for ſome parts produce tolerably good

hay. Four months, commencing at mid

ſummer, may be conſidered as forming

their ſpring, ſummer, and autumn, the reſt

of the year is all dreary winter. They

have great quantities of wholeſome vege

tables in a wild ſtate, ſuch as cherval,

garlic, onions, angelica, and wild celery,

with ſome excellent turnips, and turnip

radiſhes, upon a few ſpots of ground in

the valleys; and this is the utmoſt extent

of their garden cultivation. They have a

variety of wild berries, which are gather

ed at proper ſeaſons, and preſerved by

maſhing them into a thick jam. Theſe

conſtitute a confiderable part of the winter

proviſions, ſerving as a general ſauce to

their dried fiſh. Fiſh is certainly the ſta

ple article of food among the inhabitants

of this peninſula, who cannot poſſibly de

rive any conſiderable part of their ſuſte

nance either from agriculture or cattle :

they, however, obtain ſome from their

foreſts, particularly in the bear, which to

hunt and kill, is, with the inhabitants, a

ſkilful and dangerous adventure. The

people of Kamtſchatka may be ſaid to

conſiſt of three ſorts; the Kamtſchadales,

the Ruſſians, and Coſſacks, and a mixture

f. by their intermarriages. The

abitations of the natives conſiſt of three

different kinds, which they call jourts,

balagans, and loghouſes. They inhabit

the firſt in the winter, and the ſecond in

the ſunmer; in the third, introduced by

the Ruſſians, only the more wealthy people

reſide. The external appearance of a jourt

reſembles a round, ſquat hillock; a hole,

ſerving for a chimney, window, and door,

is left in the centre, and the inhabitants go

in and out by the aſſiſtance of a long pole,

having notches deep enough to afford a

little ſecurity for the toe. The upper gar

ment of the Kamtſchadales reſembles a

waggoner's frock : if for ſummer wear, it

is made of nankeen; if intended for win

ter, it is made of a ſkin, having one ſide

tanned, and the bair preſerved on the other,

which is worn innermoſt ; a cloſe jacket

of nankeen, or other-cotton ſtuff, is the

next under this; and, beneath that, a ſhirt

made of thin Perſian filk, of any colour.

They wear long breeches and boots, made

of ſkins, with the hair innermoſt. They

have alſo a fur cap, with two flaps that

are uſually tied up cloſe to the head, but

are let to all round the ſhoulders in rough

weather. The true Kamtſchadales are a

people of great antiquity, and have for

many ages inhabited this peninſula. The

Ruſſians firſt diſcovered the country in

1697, and, in 1699, 60 Ruffian ſoldiers,

with as many Coſſacks, penetrated into

the heart of the peninſula, levying a tri

bute of furs in their progreſs. Their go

vernment, conſidered as a military one, is

mild and equitable in a high degree. The

natives are permitted to chuſe their own

magiſtrates, with all the privileges they

had ever enjoyed, who refer to the go

verior of Kamtſchatka ſuch caſes only as,

from their intricacy or heinouſneſs, they

do not chuſe to decide upon themſelves.

Bolcheretſk is the principal place, on the

S.W. coaſt, in lar, 52. N.

KAN FM, a city and province of Bor

nou, in Afi ca.

KANIow, a city of Poland, in the

Ukraine, and in the palatinate of Kiow.

KA Nisch A, a town of Hungary.

Kantiſt, Eſſex, near Horndon.

Kanturk, in Cork, Munſter.

KApos, a town and river of Hungary.

KAR Eck, an iſland in the Perſian Gulf,

lying nearly in the middle of it, where ali

(hips bound for Buſſorah muſt call for pi

lots. It is about 5 miles long and a broad;

and is ſubject to the ſheick of Bundaric.

The Dutch have, or had, a ſettlement

here.

Karham, Northumb. in Wark barony.

KARLscRuch, a town of Baden-Dur.

lach, Suabia. The margrave has here a

magnificent palace and gardens. The

town is built on a regular pian, and the

houſes are all as uniform as the ſtreets.

It is 12 miles N. by E. of Baden.

Aarnbank,
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Karmbank, a hill in Armagh, Ulſter.

Kara-Gaur, a hill in Down, Ulſter, 2.

miles N, of Scraba.

Karnuſack, Cornwall, a rocky moun

tain, near Madern.

KA'sAN, a large country of the Ruſ.

fian empire, formerly ſubject to the Kai

muc Tartars, but now divided into the

three Ruſſian governments of Kaſan, Sim

birſk, and Penza.

KASAN, the capital of the Ruſſian go

vernment of the ſame name, ſeated on the

river Caſanka, where it falls into the

Wolga. -

Katherine Hill, Surry, near Guildford.

Katherine's, St. Iſle of Wight, in E.

Medina. Katherine's, St. in the ſuburbs

of Lincoln. Katharine's Hill, St. Hunts,

near Wincheſter. Katherington, Hants,

SE. of Biſhop's-Waltham.

KAUFF P E U R EN, a free town of Suahia.

KAYE's Is LAND, in the N. Pacific

, Ocean, near the W. coaſt of N. America,

about 30 miles in length and 4 in breadth,

diſcovered and named by Captain Cook.

The SW. point is a naked rock, conſi

derably elevated above the land within it.

Pine trees, abound in all parts of the

iſland; which indeed is covered, in a man

ner, with a broad girdle of wood. The

trees, however, are far from being of an ex

traordinary growth; ſo that they would

be of no great ſervice for ſhipping, except

ing as materials for ſmall things. The

pine-trees appear to be all of one ſpecies;

and neither the Canadian pine, nor cy

Preſs, are found here. Lat. 59.51. N.

lon. 143. o. W.

KAY SER's BFRG, a town in the dept.

of Upper Rhine, 5 miles N.W. of Colinar.

KAY SER's LAUTE R N, a town in the pa

latinate of the Rhine, circle of Lower

Rhine.

KAYSAR stii U L, a town of Baden,

Swiſſerland.

KAYSER sweat, a town of Cologne,

circle of Lower Rhine.

... Keach, a river in Cardiganſ.

Lincolnſhire, in Axholm Iſle.

Keady, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Kealcotes, E. W. N. and S. Linc. near

Bollingbroke. Keale, Linc. near Bol

lingbroke.

Reamore, in Cork, Munſter.

in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

Kearton, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, E. of

Swaledale. Kelly, a river in Monmouth

ſhire. Kebeck, a river in Yorkſ. running

into the Nyde. Keddington, Suffolk, N.W.

of Clare. Kºdlºſion, near Derby. Ked.

rington, Linc. N. of Louth. Keel, Staf

fordſhire, by Newcaſtle-under-Line.

Keady,

Keany,

Keenagh, in Longford, Leinſter.

Keery, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, SW, of

Helmeſey. Keerty, Yorkſ, near Wether

by. Keeton, Nottingh, near Lenton.

KFFREEN, a town of Syria, 16 miles

from Aleppo, which gives it's name to a

large, fertile plain, where they breed a

great number of pigeons.

Kegbear, D. vonſ. NW. of Okehamp.

top. Kegworth, Leiceſ. on an eminence,

4 miles from Loughborough, on the road

to Derby. Keham, E. of Leiceſter.

KEHL, a fortreſs of Suabia, on the

Rhine, oppoſite Straſburg.

Keingham, Yorkſhire, SE. of Headon.

Keinton-Mansfield, Somerſetſh. Keke

‘wick, Cheſhire, between Frodſham and

Warrington. Kelly, Linc. W. of Grimſ

by. Kºld Chapel, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near

Swaledale. Keldham, Yorkſ, near Kirkby

Moreſide. Kel-bar-Hill, Yorkſhire, near

Tadcaſter. Kelſic/d. Linc. near Axholm

Iſle. Kelfield, Yorkſh. E. Riding, near

Nun-Appleton. Kelham, Nott. on the

Trent, W. of Newark. Kelinghall,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, S. of Ripley. Kelk,

Yorkſ. E. of Great Driffield. Kellakam,

Cornw. W. of St. Neot's. Kellath, Weſt

morl. near Newbiggin. Kelleryg, Mon

mouthſhire. Kellermoſ, Northamp. NE.

of Naſeby. Kellet, Upper and Lower,

N. of Lancaſter. Kelley, Devonſ. SE. of

Lauriceſton. Kelling, Norf. NE. of Holt.

Kellington, Yorkſ. E. of Pontefračt.

KFI. Lt NGToN, or CALLINGTo N, a

town in Cornwall, with a woollen manu

factory, 12 miles S. of Launceſton, and

217 W. by S. of London. It is equal to

the beſt half of the Corniſh boroughs, for

wealth and buildings, having one very

good broad ſtreet, a market-houſe, and a

neat church. Market on Wedneſday.

Kelliſhall, Suffolk, N. of Saxmundham.

Kellop, a river in Durham. Kellow, North

umberland, W. of Holy Iſland.

* KELLs, a town of Meath, in Lein

ſter. It is pleaſantly ſeated on the river

Blackwater, 31 miles NW. of Dublin.

* Kells, a town of Kilkenny, in

Leinſter, 6.4 miles S.W. of Dublin.

Kells, a river and village of Antrim,

in Ulſter, 8.9 miles from Dublin.

Kellwºn, St. Shropſ. S. of Hales-Owen.

Kellymount, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Kellyflown, in Carlow, Leinſter, on the

E. ſide of the river Barrow. -

K. lineſham, Worc. N. of Tewkeſbury.

Kelmſy, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Spurn

Head. Kelſal, 6 miles NE. of Cheſter.

Kelſey, Linc. near N. Kelſew. Kelſey, N.

Linc. W. of Thongcaſter, Keſhull, Herts,

near Royſton. * -

KELso,
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- Kelso, a meat and populous town of

Roxburghſhire, with a good market for

corn, and a handſome bridge of ſix arches

over the Tweed, near it's confluence with

the Civist. The abbey, the magnificent

ruins of which ſtill remain, was founded

by David I, in 1128. The environs of it

as very agreeable. Frºm the Chalkheugh
is a beautiful view of the forks of the ri

vers, Rox'urgh-Hili, Springwood Park,

a. i the Fleurs. Fron Pinnacle-Hill is

tes n a vaſt extent of country, highly cul

tivated, watered by long reaches of the

Tweed, and well wooded on each margin.

Much wheat is raiſed in this neighbour

hºod, and the fl. eces of the ſheep are re

m likably fine. Kello is 20 miles S.W. o

Bº wick, and 4- SSE. of E linburgh.

Keſ?erne, Linc. v. of Louth. Kel

thºrp, Rut. in Kºtton pariſh. Kelton,

Cumbridgeſ. in Lamplugh pariſh. Kelton,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, W. of Rombaldkirk.

* KF Lv Epo N, or EASTER Ford, a

town of Eſſex, 3 miles from Witham,

and 41 from London, on the road to Col

cheſter. -

Kelvedon-Hatch, Eſſex, S. of Ongar.

Kºlwefton, Somerſ. on the Avon, between

Bath and Briſtol. Kelyn, a river in Me

rionethſhire.

KEY AR, a town of Natolia.

Kemberton, Shropſ. SW. of Sheffnal.

Kemºle, Wilts, near Malmſbury. Ken

bleſpeth Hill, Cumb. near the ſource of

the Cocker. Kemſborough, Glouc. near

Painſwick. Keyneys, Mºnm. W. of Weaſe

Wood. Kemeys Commander, Monm. NW.

of Uſk. Kemingham, Norfolk. Kemſlet,

or Camlet, a river in Shropſ. Ken:let, a

river in Denbighſ. Kemmerton, Glouceſ.

NE. of Tewkeſbury. Kemphank, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, near Templeborough.

KEMPEN, a town of Cologne.

Kempſey, Glouceſ. 4 miles from Roſs.

Kempford, Glouceſ between Cricklade

and Lechlade; the Stroud Canal is ex

tended to this place. Kempſhot, Hants, S.

of Baſingſtoke. Kempſion, S.W. of Bed

ford. Kempffon, Norfolk, near Lytcham.

KEMPTEN, a town of Mentz; alſo an

imperial town, and a princely abbey, to

which belong ſeveral towns and villages;

both in Suabia. -

Kempthorn, Devonſ. in Clawton pariſh.

Kempton, Shropſ. near Purſlow. Kemp.

toº, Herts, NW. of Digſwell. Kemſlot,

Oxfordſhire, between Radcot Bridge and

Lechlade. Kemſy, Worc. on the Severn,

below Worceſter. Kenſing, Kent, W. of

wrotham. Kemſley Downs, Kent, near

Milton. Ken, Somerſ, between Kingſ.

wood and Clevedon, Ken, a river of De

vonſ. running into the Ex, below Exeter.

KEN, or KAN, a river of Weſtmor

land, which flows by Kendal, and empties

itſelf into the ſandy waſh of Lancaſhire,

called Morcambe Bay. It has a cataraćt

near it’s Inouth, which renders it incapa

ble of navigation; ſo that the town of Mil

throp, fituated on a little creek, near the

mºuth of the Ken, is the only port of

Weſtmorland; and this is capable of re

ceiving very ſmall veſſels only, by which

the fine Weſtmorland ſlates, hams, and

other articles are exported.

KEN, a river of Scotland, which de

ſcending from the mountains in the N.

of Kirkcudbrightſhire, flows in a ſouther

ly direction to the town of New Galloway,

below which it expands into a fine lake,

about 4 miles in length, and 1 in breadth.

Here it is joined by the river Dee.

Kenagh, in Longford, Leinſter.

Kencheſler, 3 miles W. of Hereford, on

the river Ine. Kenchurch, Heref. Ken

comb, Dorſetſ. SE. of Beminſter. Kencot,

Oxfordſhire, W. of Bampton.

: * KENDAL, a large, handſome town of

Weſtmorland. It is pleaſantly feated in

a valley, among hills, on the W. fide of

the river Ken, over which are ſeveral

bridges. It has been long noted for it's

woollen manufactories: particularly knit

ſtockings, a thick ſtuff, called cottons, for

the clothing of the people in the W. indies,

and for ſailors' jackets, and inſey-wool

ſey. There is likewiſe a conſiderable tan

nery; and fiſh-hooks, waſte ſilk, and wool

cards are manufactured here. The mills

for ſcouring, fulling, and frizing cloth ;

and for cutting and raſping dying wood,

&c. are well worth ſeeing. So early as

the reigns of Richard II. and Henry IV.

Kendal was noted for it’s manufactures,

ſpecial laws having been enacted in thoſe

reigns, for the better regulation of the

Kendal cloths; and ſuch has been the ſpi

rit and induſtry cf the inhabitants, that

they have continued to flouriſh ever ſince,

notwithſtanding the diſadvantage of poſ

ſeſſing no water carriage. Kendal is 46

miles S. of Carliſle, and 2.59 NNW. of

London. Lat. 54. 15. N. lon. 2. 52. W.

Market on Saturday.

Kendalſhire, Glouceſ in Weſterleigh

pariſh. Kenelm, Staff. near Clent.

KENELworTH, or KILLINGwok Tu,

Warwickſhire, SW. of Coventry. Mar

ket on Wedneſday.

Kenford, Devonſhire, near Powderham

Caſtle. Kenford, Suffolk, near Newmar

ket. Kengwick, W. of Worceſter. Ke

ningal, Norfolk, SE. of Eaſt Hering.

Kenly, Shropſhire, near Wenlock.

KEN MARE
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KENMARE River and Town, in

Kerry, Munſter, 155 miles S.W. of Dub

11n.

Kennardington, Kent, near Appledore.

Kenne, Devonſhire, near Exeter.

KENNEBEk, a river which riſes in the

NW. part of the province of Main, in

New England; and, flowing in a ſouther

ly direction, falls into the Atlantic Ocean,

between the Bays of Caſco and Penobſcot,

on the coaſt of the ſame province.

Kennedon, Devonſ. in Sherford pariſh.

Kennegy, Cornwall, near Penzance. Ken

nerley, Devonſhire, near Crediton.

Kennet, a river celebrated by Pope,

as, “ The K. untt ſwift, for ſilver eels

renown'd.” It riſes 4 miles from Marl

borough, in Wilts, and flows to New

bury, in Berks, where it has been made

navigable. It joins the Thames, a little

below Reading.

Kennet, E. and Little, Wilts, on Marl

borough Downs, near the ſource of the

river Kennet. Kennington, a village of

Surry, one of the 8 precincts of Lambeth.

Near it is an extenſive common. Kenning

ton, Kent, near Aſhford. Kennington,

Berks, in Radley pariſh. Kenſey, a ſmall

river in Cornwall. Kenſington, a village

of Middleſex, two miles W. of Hyde

Park corner, London. Here is a royal pa

lace, with very extenſive gardens, (origi

nally deſigned by Kent, and much im

proved by Browne) which have become a

very faſhionable promemade. Kenſworth,

He ts, E. of Studham.

KENT, a county of England, bounded

on the W. and SW. by Surry and Suſſex;

on the N. by the Thames; on the F. and

SE. by the German Ocean and the Straits

of Dover; and on the S. by Suſſex and the

Engliſh Channel. From F. to W. it is

about 58 miles, and from N. to S. from

30 to 36. It is divided into 5 lathes,

under each of which are ſeveral hundreds.

It contains 2 cities, 39 mal ket-towns,

and 4oS pariſh churches. In the ſoil and

face of the country, there is great diver

fity. The banks of the Thames are low

and marſhy, but backed by a range of

chalky eminences, ſometimes riſing to a

moderate height. This kind of hard

chalky ſoil, inclining to barrenneſs, ex

tends to the NE. extremity of the county,

and thence round to Dover, exhibiting it's

nature in the lofty white chifs, which here

bound the iſland, and produce that triking

appearance at ſea, which gave it the name

of Albion. The S. part of Kent, called

the Weald, is a flat, woody tract, of a

clayey ſoil; fertile, but unwholeſome on

account of it's inviſture. It terminates

in the great marſh of Romney. The

midland and weſtern diſtriºts are a happy

mixture of hill and vale, arable and paſ

ture, equal in pleaſantneſs, and variety of

Products, to any part of England. This

county produces, beſide the uſual objects

of agriculture, large quantities of hops;

fruit of various kinds, eſpecially cherries

and apples, of which there are large or

chards for the London markets; madder

for dying; timber in the woody parts;

and birch twigs for brooms, which form

no inconſiderable article of commerce for

the metropolis. The country inland from

Dover, conſiſting chiefly ... downs,

is excellent for feeding of ſheep; and

many bullocks are fattened to an extraor

dinary ſize in Romney. Marſh. The prim.

cipal rivers, beſide the Thames, are the

Medway, Darent, Stour, Cray, and Ro

ther, Maidſtone is the county town.

KENTAIFFE, Mount, a ridge of

mountains in the S. of Thibet, bordering

on Hindooſtan Proper. On the W. ſide

of this ridge are the two heads of the

Ganges, and from it's E. ſide iſſues the

Sampoo, or Burrampooter.

entbridge, Kent, NW. of Rye. Kent.

bury, Berks, SE. of Hungerford. Kent

comb, Higher and Lower, Dorſetſ. NW.

of Great Toller. Kent.fitch, Suſſex, NE.

of Rye. Kentes, Eſſex, SE. of Rochford.

Kent Green, Cheſhire, E. of Sandbach.

Kentbatch, Kent, S. of Weſtram. Kent

iſlear, Devonſ. E. of Columbton. Kent

iſbury, Devonſhire, W. of Porlock. Ken

tiſh-Town, in Middleſex, near Hampſtead,

3 miles N. of London. Kentmere, Weſt

morl. near Ambleſide. Kenton, Middl,

a mile E. of Harrow. on-the-Hill. Ken

ton, Middleſex, NE. of Sunbury. Kenton,

Northumb. near Newcaſtle. Kenton, De

vonſ, near Chudleigh. Kent Sand, Lanc.

in the NW. part of the county, is croſſed

at low water, with the aſſiſtance of a guide,

kept the 1e at the public expence.

KENTs. NGUEN, a town in the Briſ.

gaw. -

KENtucky, a country in N. America,

ſituated in it’s central part, near the lat.

of 38°. o'. N. and $5. o. W. lon. It is

bounded on the N. and NW. by the Ohio;

on the E. by Virginia; on the S. by the

Tenaſſee State, including the country of

the Upper Cherokees; and on the W. and

SW. by the Miſfiflippi and the Cherokee

River. It is 390 miles in length from E.

to W. and from 20 to 150 in breadth

from N. to S. and is at preſent divided in

to 9 counties, 7 of which are Lincoln,

Fayette, Bourbon, Mercer, Jefferſon, Nel

ſon, and Maddiſon. The Principal rivers
aut
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are the Ohio, the Kentucky, the Licking

River, the Red River, the Elkhorn, Dick's

River, Green River, Cumberland River,

and the Great Kenhaway, or New River.

Theſe are all navigable for boats almoſt to

their ſources, without rapids, for the

greateſt part of the year. This country is

generally level, and abounds with lime

ſtone. The ſprings and ſtreams leſſen in

June and continue low, hindering naviga

tion until November, when the autumnal

rains prepare the rivers for boats, and re

Pleniſh the whole country with water.

The ſoil is amazingly fertiſe: the inhabit

ants diſtinguiſh it’s quality by firſt, ſe

cond, and third rate iands; and ſcarcely

any ſuch thing as a marſh or ſwamp is to

be found. This country is more tempe

rate and healthy than the other ſettled

parts of America. The winter is ſhort,

and ſnow ſeldom falls deep or lies long.

The W. winds often bling ſtorms, and

the E. winds clear the ſky; but there is

no ſteady rule of weather in that reſpect,

as in the northern ſtates. The W. winds

are ſometimes cold ; but the weather is

not ſo intenſely ſevere as theſe winds are

in Pennſylvania. The country, in gene

ral, may be conſidered as well timbered,

Producing large trees of many kinds, and

to be exceeded by no country in variety.
Thoſe which are peculiar to Kentucky,

are the ſugar-maple, which grows in all

parts in great plenty, and furniſhes every

family with plenty of excellent ſugar; and

the honey-locuſt, which is curiouſly ſur.

rounded with large thorny ſpikes, bearing

broad and long pods in form of peas, has

a ſweet taſte, and makes excellent beer.

Here are alſo the coffee-tree, which great

ly reſembles the black oak, grows large,

and alſo bears a pod, in which is incloſed

coffee; the papwa-tree, which does not

grow to a great ſize, is a ſoft wood, bears

a fine fruit, much like a cucumber in ſhape

and ſize, and taſtes ſweet; black mulber

ry-trees in abundance: the wild cherry

tree, which is of a large ſize, and ſupplies

the inhabitants with boards for all their

buildings; the buck-eye, a very ſoft

wood, bearing a remarkably black fruit;

and ſome other kinds of trees not common

elſewhere. Here is great plenty of fine

cane, on which the cattle feed, and grow

fat ; and the cane-brakes are ſo thick and

tall, that it is difficult to paſs through them.

"Where no came grows, there is abundance

of wild rye, clover, and buffalo-graſs, co

yering vaſt tracts of country, and afford

ing excellent food for cattle. The fields

are covered with abundance of wild herb

age not common to other countries. The

Shawaneſe fallad, wild lettuce, pepper

graſs, and many more, as yet unknown to

the inhabitants, but which, no doubt,

have excellent virtues. Here are ſeen the

fineſt crown-imperials in the world; the

cardinal-flower, ſo much extolled for it's

ſcarlet colour; and all the year, excepting

the winter months, the plains and valleys

are adorned with variety of flowers of the

moſt admirable beauty. Here is alſo

found the tulip-bearing laurel-tree, or

magnola, which has an exquiſite ſmell, and

continues to bloſſom and ſeed for ſeveral

months together. Iron ore and lead are

found in abundance, but we do not hear

of any ſilver or gold mines. The weſtern

waters produce plenty of fiſh and fowl.

The fiſh, common to the Ohio, are the

buffalo-fiſh, of a large fize, and cat-fiſh,

ſometimes exceeding one hundred weight.

Trout have been taken in Kentucky ri

ver, weighing 30 pounds weight. The

mullet, rock, perch, gar-fiſh, and eel, are

here in plenty. Suckers, ſun fiſh, and

other hook-fiſh, are abundant. On theſe

waters, and eſpecially on the Ohio, the

geeſe and ducks are amazingly numerous.

The land fowls are turkeys; a ſpecies of

grouſe, which the inhabitants call phea

ſants; and quails, to which they give the

name of partridges. Here likewiſe is the

parroquet, a bird every way reſembling a

Parrot, but much ſmaller; and the ivory

bill woodcock, of a whitiſh colour, with a

white plume. It flies ſcreaming exceed

ingly ſharp; and it is aſſerted, that it's

bill is pure ivory; a circumſtance very

fingular in the plumy tribe. Here alſo is

the great owl, reſenbling it's kind in other

parts, but remarkably different in it's vo

ciferation, ſometimes making a ſtrange,

ſurpriſing noiſe, like a man in the moſt

extreme danger and difficulty. Serpents

are not numerous, and are ſuch as are to

be found in other parts of the continent,

except the bull, the horned, and the mock

aſon ſnakes. Among the native animals,

is the buffalo, much reſembling a large

bull, of a great fize, with a large head,

thick, ſhort, crooked horns, and broader

in his forepart than behind. Upon his

ſhoulder is a large lump of fleſh, covered

with a thick boſs of long wool and curly

hair, of a dark brown colour. They do

not riſe from the ground as our cattle, but

ſpring up at once upon their feet; are of

a broad make, and clumſy appearance,

with ſhort legs, but run faſt, and ſcarcely

turn aſide for any thing when chaſed.

They weigh from five to ten hundred

weight, are excellent meat, ſupplying the

inhabitants in many parts with beef, and

their
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their hides make good leather. They are

innocent, harmleſs creatures. There are

ſtill to be found many deer, elks, and

bears. There are alſo panthers, wild cats,

and wolves. The waters have plenty of

beavers, otters, minks, and muſk-rats;

nor are the animals common to other parts

wanting, ſuch as foxes, rabbits, ſquirrels,

racoons, ground-hogs, polecats, and opuſ

ſums. Moſt of the ſpecies of the domeſtic

uadrupeds have been introduced ſince the

ttlement; ſuch as horſes, cows, ſheep,

and hogs, which are prodigiouſly multi

plied, ſuffered to run in the woods without

a keeper, and only brought home when

wanted. • Many caves are found in this

country amazingly large ; in ſome of

which one may travel ſeveral miles under

a fine limeſtone rock, ſupported by curious

arches and pillars : in moſt of them runs

a ſtream of water. Kentucky was pur

chaſed by the ſtate of Virginia, of the In

dians, in 1775, and formed into an inde

pendent" ſtate in 1792. In 1790, the

number of inhabitants was 73,677, and

from it's rapid increaſe in population,

may now probably be eſtimated at 200,000.

There are many confiderable towns, the

principal of which are are Lexington and

Waſhington.

KENtucky, a river of N. America,

which riſes with three heads, called the

north, ſouth, and middle forks, in the

ſtate to which it gives name. Theſe

branches unite together near Franklinville,

and the united ſtream taking a NW.

courſe, falls into the Ohio, in lat. 38.

35. N. and lon. 85.30. W. Among the

natural curioſities of the country, are the

winding banks of this river, and of that

called Dick's River. They are rather

precipices than banks; for, almoſt every

where, the aſtoniſhed obſerver beholds

three or four hundred feet of a ſolid per

pendicular limeſtone rock; in ſome parts

a fine white marble, either curiouſly arch

ed, pillared, or blocked up into fine build

ing ſtones. Theſe precipices are like the

fides of a deep trench, or canal; the land

above being level, except where creeks ſet

in, and crowned with fine groves of red

cedar. It is only at particular places that

this river can be croſſed, one of which is

worthy of admiration; a great road, large

enough for waggons, made by the buffalo,

ſloping with an eaſy deſcent from the to

to the bottom of a very large ſteep hill, at

or near the river above Leeltown.

Kenzil, Surry, near Working. Ken

ºard, Suſſex, near Cuckfield. Kenwick,

Shropſ. W. of Wem. Kenwyne, Cornw.

N. of Truro. Arfeyre, near Durham.

Kepik, Northumberland, S. of Chollerton,

Keppernham, Hampſhire, near Stock

bridge. Kepwick, Yorkſh. E. of North

allerton. Kerbrough, Yorkſhire, SE. of

Giſborn.

Kercol ANG, an iſland in the Eaſtern

Indian Ocean, about 8o miles in circum

ference. The face of the country ſeems

to be ſteep hills and extenſive valleys, and

every part to be covered with trees and

verdure, with ſome pleaſant cultivated

grounds. The houſes ſtand on poſts, and

* to be well-built, and neatly thatch

ed. Their fiſhing hooks and lines are

moſtly European ; and the inhabitants are

Malays. Their clothing, in general, is

made of a coarſe kind of calico, though

ſome wear filk; moſt of them have a kind

of turban round their head; and a few

have been ſeen with a Chineſe pointed hat.

Lat. 4. 28. N. lon. 126. 31. R.

Kergo, Cornwall, W. of Columb.

KERGuelen's LAND, an iſland in the

Southern Indian Ocean, viſited by Captain

Cook, in 1779, which, from it's ſterility,

has been called the Iſland of Deſolation.

No place hitherto diſcovered, in either he

miſphere, affords ſo ſcanty a field for the

naturaliſt as this ſpot. Some verdure, in

deed, appeared when at a ſmall diſtance

from the ſhore, which might raiſe the ex

º of meeting with a little herbage ;

ut all this lively appearance was occa

fioned by one. plant, reſembling fixi

frage, which grew upon the hills in large

ſpreading tufts, on a kind of rotten turf,

which, if dried, might ſerve for fuel, and

was the only thing ſeen here that could

poſſibly be applied to that purpoſe. A

few amphibious animals were diſcovered.

Lat.,49. 20. S. lon. 69. 37. E.

Keriog, a river in Denbighſhire. Ke

riog, a river in Merionethſhire.

KERMAN, a province of Perſia, bound

ed on the N. by Segeſtan, and a part of

Koraſan; on the E. by Mecran; on the S.

by the Perſian Gulf; and on the W. by

Farſiſtan. The northern part is barren,

but the ſouthern is more fertile. The

Guebres are numerous. Here are ſheep,

which loſe their fleeces in ſpring, and be

come as naked as ſucking pigs; and the

inhabitants drive a great trade in their

wool. Sirgian, or according to ſome wri

ters, Kerman, is the capital.

Kern, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Kernbray, or Carmbarrah, Cornw. near the

Land's End. Kernbridge, Cornwall, near

Kellington. Kerneth, Cornwall, NE. of

Tregony. Kerwmarge-Beacon, Cornwall,

SW. of Redruth. Krºſcºw, Cornwall,

NW, of Penryn.

– KERPrs,

i
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Kerrex, a town and county of Weſt

phalia, 10 miles ESE. of Juliers.

Kekky, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Munſter, bounded on the W.

by the Atlantic Ocean; on the N. by the

river Shannon; on the E. by the counties

of Limerick and Cork; and on the S. by

a part of Cork and the ocean. It is about

54 miles long, and from 18 to 4o broad.

It poſſeſſes many fine harbours, and the

ſouthern diſtrict is plain and fertile, but a

large part of it is full of mountains, al

mott inacceſſible, ſo that little corn is

produced, and grazing is more attended

to. Conſiderable quantities of beef, but

ter, hides, and tailow are exported. It

contains 84 pariſhes, about 19,400 houſes,

and 107,000 inhabitants. Iron ore is to

be had in moſt of the ſouthern baronies,

and here are feveral ſpas, or medicinal

fprings. The principal rivers are the

Blackwater, Feal, Gale and Brick, Caſh

in-Mang, Lea, Fleſk, Laune, Carrin,

Farthin, Finny, and Roughty. The coun

ty town is Tralee. - ---

Kerſal, Nottinghamſhire, near Beſthorp.

Kervent, Monmouthſ. 5 miles from Chep

ſtow. Kery, a river in Cardiganſhire. Ker

fall, Yorkſh. N.W. of Leeds. Kºſgrave

Suffolk, between Woodbridge and Ipſ:
wich. -

KeskoAn, a chain of mountains in

Aſia, on the coaſt of Syria, which makes

a part of Mount Libanus. It is one of

the moſt pleaſant and fertile countries in

the Eaſt.

Kessel, a town of Pruſſian Guelderland

with a handſome caſtle, ſeated on the W.

ſide of the river Maeſe, 7 miles N. of

Ruremond. - -

Kesseldorf, a town of Meiſſèn, Up

per Saxony. º -

Keſſlgum, a river in Merionethſhire.

Keſingland, Suffolk, near Benacre.

KEsteven, one of the three diviſions

of Lincolnſhire, containing the weſtern part

of the county, from the middle to the ſouth

ern extremity. It poſſeſſes variety of ſoil;

but, on the whole, though intermixed wit

large heaths, is a fertile country. Part of

the fens of Lincolnſhire are in this diſtrićt;

the air of which, however, is more falu

brious than that of the diſtrićt of Holland;

and the ſoil, moreover, is more fruitful. '

Kºffle, Cornwall, near Helford. Haven.

Kº'ºn, Huntingd. NW. of Kimbolton.

Keſian, Kent, 5 miles from Bromley. Keſ.

•well, Cornwall, near Padſtow-Haven.

Keſwell, Abbots and Kings, Devonſ. E.

and SE. of Aſhburton.

* Keswick, a ſmall, but neat and well

built town of Cumberland, pleaſantly

ſeated in a beautiful and extenſive vale,

through which flows the Derwent. It is

25 miles NW. by N. of Kendal, and 287

NNW, of London. Market on Saturday,

Keswick, VAle of, a romantic ſpot,

in the ſouthern part of Cumberland, lately

much viſited by the admirers of beautiful

ſcenes in nature. Here is the Lake of

Keſwick, or more properly, the Lake of
Derwent-Water. To the N. of this ro

mantic piece of water, ſoars the lofty

mountain Skiddaw, near the foot of which

is Baſingthwaite-Water. To the S. are

the craggy hills of Borrowdale, where the

eagles#. their neſts, and whence the

Derwent derives it's ſupplies of water.

See BorrowDALE, BAsingthwaite,

DeRwENT-WATER, and Skiddaw.

Keſwick, SW, of Norwich. Keſwick,

Yorkſ. SW. of Wetherby. Kºſworth,

Dorſetſhire, near Wareham. Ket's Coity

Houſe, Kent, near Aylesford. Kethering

bam, Norfolk, near Windham. Ketterick

ſwart, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Catterick

Bridge. .

* KetteRING, a handſome, populous

town of Northamptonſhire, where ſome

manufaātures of lace, ſhalloons, ſerges,

and tammies are carried on. It is 11

miles NF. of Northampton, and 75 NW.

of London. Market on Friday.

Kettlebaſton, Suff, near Bilſton. Kettle

borough, Suff. S. of Framlingham. Ket

tleby, Linc. W. of Alford, near Gland

ford-Bridge. Kettleſdale-Spring, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, near Kirkby Lonſdale. Ket

tleſned, Yorkſ. NW. of Rippon. '.
mere, Yorkſ. SW. of Maſhain. Kettle

ſon, Norfolk, between Fakenham and

Holt. Kettlethorp, N.W. of Lincoln. Ket

tle well, Yorkſ. W. Riding, lies under a

hill,between Langſhethdale-Chaſe and Ne

therdale. Ketton, Durham, on the Skern,

N. of Darlington. Ketton, Linc. 2 miles

from Stamford. Ketton, Rutlandſ. near

Timewell. Kevenny, or Govemny, a river

in Monmouthſ. Keveny, a river in An.

gleſey. Keveralale, Lanc. E. of the Rib

ble, oppoſite to Preſton. Keverel, Corn

wall, near St. Germains. Kevern, St.

Cornwall, on the SW. ſide of Falmouth

Haven. Kevermal, 5 miles S. of Here

ford. Kevil, Wilts, E. of Trowbridge.

Kevington, Kent, in St. Mary-Cray pa

riſh. Kew, a village of Surry, on the

banks of the Thames, about 7 miles W.

by S. of London. Here is Kew Houſe, a

royal palace, celebrated for it's fine gar

dens, and the king’s exotic garden.

The laſt has been brought to great perfec

tion by the introdućtion of many new

plants from Africa and New South Wales;

Y 2 , and
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and is known throughout all Europe, by

the late Mr. Aiton's Hortus Kewenſis.

From Kew to Brentford is a handſome

bridge of 7 arches over the . Thames,

built in 1789. Kewe, St. Cornwall, near

Penzance. Kewe, St. Cornwall, between

Camelſord and Padſtow. Haven. Kew

flock, Somerſetſ. on the Briſtol Channel,

between Uphill and Woodſpring. Kexby,

Linc. SE. of Gainſborough. Kexby, E.

of York. * - --

Kexholm, a town of the Ruſſian em

pire, in the government of Wiburg, ſeat

cd on two ſmall iſlands of the river Woxen,

which here falls into the Lake Ladoga.

The houſes are built with wood; it is not

very large, but near it is a conſiderable

ſalmon fiſhery. It is 67 miles N. of Pe

terſburgh. Lat. 61.3. N. lon. 30, 25. E.

Key, Cornw: at the head of Falmouth

Haven. Keynele, Wilts, near Caſtlecomb.

Keynſham, Glouceſ. in Woollaſton pariſh.

... KEYNsHAM, a town of Somerſetſhire,

ſeated on the river Avon, 5.miles SE. of

Briſtol, and 115 W. of London. Market

on Thurſday. - :

Keynton, Shropſh. NW., of Newport,

Keynton, Little, Dorſetſ, in Stower-Weſt

over pariſh. Keynton, St. Michael's,

Wilts, E. of Caſtlecomb. Keynton, Weſt,

Wilts, W. of Caſtlecomb. Keyworth,

SE. of Nottingham. Keyſworth, Dorſetſ.

2 miles NE. of Wareham. - -

KHARKof, a government of the Ruſ

ſian empire, formerly compriſed in the go

vernment of Ukrania-Slovodſkaia. . It’s

capital, of the ſame name, is ſeated on the

river Uda, which falls into the river, Do

netz. . . . . . .

Kherson, or CHERson. See CHER

so N. . -
-

-

KIANG.NAN, a province of China,

bounded on the N. by Chantong; on the

E. by the Gulf of Nanquin; on the S.

by Tchekiang and Kiangſi; and on the

W. by Honan and Hou-Quang. It con:

tains 14 cities of the firſt rank, and 93 of

the ſecond and third, which are very por

pulous, and of the greateſt note for trade

in the empire. It is the rendezvous of all

the great barks, being full of lakes, ri

vers, and canals; and their filks, japamned

goods, ink, and paper, are in higheſteem.

In the city of Changhi only, there are

200,ooo weavers of plain cottons and

muſlims.

KiANG-S1, a province of China, bound

ed on the N. by Kiang-Nan; on the S. by

uantong; on the W. by Hou-Quang;

§ On #: E. by Fokien%§§. -

The nountains that lie to the S. are.

moſt inacceſſible; but there are fine val

leys among them, which are well cultivat

ed. It is watered by brooks, lakes, and

rivers, which abound with fiſh ; and there

are mines of gold, ſilver, lead, iron, and

tim. The rice and arrack here are excel

lent; but it is more particularly noted for

it's fine porcelain, which is made at Ki

ang-Teching.

Kibberd, Cornwall, SW. of Columb.

Kibbleſworth, Durham, in Lamſley Pariſh.

, -Ki BURG, a town of Zuricli.

... Kibworth-Beauchamp, Leiceſ. N.W. of

Hallaton. Kicklow, Cornw. SW. of Tru

ro. Kickſend, Middl. near Barnet. Kidal,

Yorkſ. near Aberforth. Kidbrook. Hall,

Eſſex, 2 miles from Eaſt Grinſted. Kid

demore-Green, Staffordſ. near Brewood.

"... *KIDDERMINSTER, a town of Wor

ceſterſhire, ſeated under a hill, on the ri

wer Stour, is the principal manufacturing

place in the county. The inhabitants are

about 58oo. It's former trade of ſtuffs

is mugh declined, on account of the gene

ral uſe ºf cotton goods; but it's carpet

manufaāory has greatly increaſed ; and

it is the firſt market in England for pile

or pluſh carpets, which, ; beauty of

#. and patterns, exceed any other,

heſe are frequently called Wilton, from

having been firſt made at that town; but

at preſent by much the greater part are

made at Kidderminſter, The ſilk and

worſted trades have alſo been introduced

here, and employ 3000 hands. The goods

#. chiefly to Portugal, and their carriage

as been much facilitated by the late canal

Sommunications. It is 14 miles S.E. of

Bridgenorth, and 125 NW. of London.

Market on Thurſday. .

Kiddeſley-Park, Derbyſ. S. of Alfreton.

Kiddington, Cheſhire, near Malpas. Kid

dington, Oxfordſ, 4 miles from Woodſtock.

Kiderew, Staffordſhire, near Talk,

Kidwelix, a town of Carmarthen

ſhire, ſtated on a creek of the Briſtol

Channel. ...From this town, a canal has

beeh cut to ſome collieries, whence coal is

brought down and exported. It is 8 miles

S. of Carmarthen, and 213 W. by N. of

London. Markets on Wedneſday and Sa

turday. . . . .

KIEL, a rich and conſiderable town of

Germany, capital of Ruſſian Holſtein,

with an univerſity. It ſtands upon a ſmall

peninſula in a bay of the Baltic, and has

a very commodious harbour for ſhip. of

the largeſt ſize. It is already one of the

moſt commercial places in Holſtein; and

it's trade will be ſtill farther augmented,

when the inland navigation acroſs the pe

ninſula is finiſhed. By this navigation it

is propoſed to unite the Northern Sea".
the
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the Baltic ; and it is to be formed acroſs

Daniſh Holſtein, by the Canal of Kiel,

and the river Eyder, which paſſes by

Rendſburgh, and falls into the German

Ocean at Tonningen. This canal was be

gun in 1777, is almoſt finiſhed, and it is

ſuppoſed, will ſoon be opened for naviga

tion. Kiel is 46 miles N. of Hamburg.

KiemA, a promontory of Swiſſerland,

on the W. ſhore of the Lake of§ -

KIGHLEY, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, feated in a valley ſurrounded

by hills, at the meeting of two brooks,

which fall into the river Are, a mile be

low. It is 6 miles S.E. of Skipton, in
Craven.

Kilabrahar, in Cork, Munſter. -

Rilbarchan, Renfrewſhire, 5 miles SW.

of Renfrew.

* KilbeccAN, a town of Weſt Meath,

Leinſter, ſeated on the river Broſna, 44

miles W. of Dublin.

Kilberry, in Kildare, Leinſter. Kilbixy,

in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Kilbolane, in

£ork, Munſter.

Kilborn, Middleſ. in Hampſtead pariſh.

Kilbritton, in Cork, Munſter. Kilbro

nºy, near Roſe Trevor, in Down, Ulſter.

Kilburn, Derb. between Derby and Al

freton. Kilburn, Upper and Lower,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, 1 mile from Coxwold.

Kilby, Leiceſ. W. of Hallaton. Kilchath,

Iancaſhire, S. of Leigh.

Kilclaran, in Kildare, Leinſter.

* Kilcock, a town of Kildare, Lein

ſter, ſeated on a branch of the river Liffey,

14 miles W. of Dublin. -

Kilcoe, in Cork, Munſter. Kilcogny,

in Cavan, Ulſter. Kilconnel, in Galway,

Connaught. Kilcool, in Wicklow, Leii

ſter, 16 miles from Dublin. Kilcooly, in

Tipperary, Munſter... Kilcorban, in Gal

way, Connaught. Kilcorkey, in Roſcom

mon, Connaught. - - --

Kilcot, Glouc. in Hawkeſbury pariſh.

Kilcot, Glouc. in Newent pariſh.

Kilcriff, in Galway, Connaught. Kil

crohan, in Kerry, Munſter. -

* KilcuLLEN, a town of Kildare,

Ileinſter, ſeated on the river Liffey, 21

miles SW. of Dublin, on the great road

between that city and Cork. -

Kilcummer, in Cork, Munſter. Kilcum

men, in King's County, Leinſter.

Kilda, Sr. a ſmall iſland of Scotland,

one of the Hebrides, about 1 i leagues W.

of North Uiſt. The inhabitants live chief.

% by fiſhing and catching wild-fowls.

n the latter employment, they are amaz

ingly adventurous, being let down by a

rope from the ſummit of high precipitous

rocks, where they clamber among the

A
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rugged cliffs, in ſearch of the eggs and

neſts of various birds. But the more ſafe

and common method of catching theſe

fowls is, by ſpreading a large net over

the face of the rock, where they lodge, in

which great numbers are at once entangl

ed, and lowered down into a boat. St.

Kilda is the moſt weſterly iſland of Great
Britain. -

Kildale, Yorkſ. E. of Stokeſley.

Kildangon, in Kildare, Leinſter.

* KildARE, a town of Leinſter, capital

of a county of the ſame name. It is 27

miles S.W. of Dublin.

Ki LDAke, a county in the province of

Ileinſter, 33 miles in length, and from 1z

to a 1 in breadth. It is bounded on the

W. by King and Queen's County; on

the N. by Meath; on the E. by Dublin

and Wicklow ; and on the S. by Carlow.

It contains 11,200 houſes, and about

56,ooo inhabitants, and is a fine arable

country, well watered by the Barrow,

Liffey, and other rivers.

Killorery, in Cork, Munſter. Kildrog

hill, in Kildare, Leinſter. Kildyſart, in

Clare, Munſter. Kile-vally, in Weſt Meath,

Leinſter. Kilfenora, in Clare, Munſter.

Kilfenny-Common, in Limerick, Munſter.

Kilfiacle, in Tipperary, Munſter. Kilfin,

in Kerry, Munſter. Kilfinane, in Lime

rick, Munſter.

KilgAr REN, a town of Pembroke

ſhire, feated on the river Tyvy. Near it

is a remarkable ſalmon-leap, and alſo

large works for the fabricating of tin

plates. It is 30 miles N. of Pembroke,

and 227 WNW. of London. Market on

Wedneſday. -

Kilgarth, Cornwall, W. of Weſtlow.

- Kilgarvan, in Kerry, Munſter. Kil

garvan, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Kil

gluſan, in Mayo, Connaught. Kilgobnet,

in Waterford, Munſter. Kilgola, in Ca

van, Ulſter. • *

Kilgoruck, Monm. N. of Strogle-Caſtle.

Kilguth, Cornw. a ſteep high rock, point

ing into the ſea, at the Land's End, N.

of Whitſand-Bay. .

Kilham, a town in the E. Riding of

Yorkſhire, in the Woulds. It is 36 miles

NE. of York, and "zoo N. of London,

Market on Thurſday. -

Kilholm, Yorkſh. on the river Torre,

near Doncaſter-Heath. -

Kili.A, a town of Beſſarabia, at the

mouth of the river Danube, in an iſland

formed by it. It is 20 miles ENE. of

Iſmael, and 290 NE. of Conſtantinople.

Kilkeele, in Down, Ulſter. Kilkelly,

in Roſcommon, Connaught. -

*Kilkessy,a town of Ireland, capital
Y 3 of
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6f a county of the ſame name. It is one

of the meateſt towns in the kingdom, and

contains about 17,ooo inhabitants. The

manufačtures chiefly carried on here, are

coarſe woollen cloths, blankets of extraor

dinary fine quality, and conſiderable quan

'tities of ſtarch. In the neighbourhood,

alſo, are made very beautiful chimney

pieces of Kilkenny marble, which is cut

and poliſhed by water. It is 26 miles N.

of Waterford, and 54 SW. of Dublin.

Lat. 52. 36. N. lon. 7. 18. W.

KilkeNNY, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Leinſter, 3.5 miles in length,

and 18 in breadth. It is bounded on the

W. by Tipperary; on the N. by Queen's

County; on the E. by Carlow and Wex

ford; and on the S. by Waterford. It

tontains 127 pariſhes, about 17,750

houſes, and near 100,000 inhabitants.

The ſoil is fertile, and, being proper for

tillage, produces corn, wool, marble, and

a ſpecies of coal, which, like charcoal,

burns without ſmoke. The country

abounds with fine plantations, and is,

from the purity of ſ: air, eſteemed ex

tremely healthful.

Kilkhampton, Cornwall, near Hartland

Paint, 3 miles N. of Stratton.

Kill, in Dublin, Leinſter, 5 miles from

the metropolis. Kill, in Kildare, Lein

ſter. Killacounty, in Cork, Munſter.

- *g. in Kerry, Munſter.

* KILLALA, a ſea-port of Mayo, 21

miles N. of Caſtlebar, and 127 NW. of

Dublin.

Killaloan, in Waterford, Munſter.

*KILLAloe, a city of Clare, in Mun

fter, ſeated on the river Shannon, over

which is a bridge of 19 arches; and here

is a confiderable ſalmon and eel fiſhery."

It is 10 miles N. of Limerick, and $6

SW. of Dublin.

.. Killam, Northumb. S. of Brankeſton. ,

* KillARNEY, a town of Kerry, in

Munſter, on the ſide of the lake of the

fame name. Within half a mile of this

place are the ruins of the cathedral of

Aghadoe, an ancient biſhopric united to

Ardfert. It is 143 miles S.W. of Dublin.

KILL ARNEY, a beautiful lake of Ker

ry, in Munſter, otherwiſe called Lough

Lean, from it's being ſurrounded by high

mountains. It is properly divided into

three parts, called the Lower, Middle, and

Upper Lake. , The northern, or lower

hké, is 6 miles in length, and from 3 to

4 in breadth. The country on this and

the eaſtern boundary, is here and there di

verſified with gentle ſwells, many of which

afford beauti ul proſpects of the lake, the

iſlands, and ſurrounding ſcenery, The S.

ſhore is compoſed of immenſe mountains,

rifing abluptly from the water, and cover

ed with woods of the fineſt timber. From

the centre of the lake, the view of this

range is aſtoniſhingly ſublime, preſenting

to the eye an extent of foreſt 6 miles in

length, and from half a mile to a mile in

breadth; hanging as a robe of rich luxu

riance on the fides of two mountains,

whoſe bare tops, riſing above the whole,

form a perfe&t contraſt to the verdure of

the lower region. On the ſide of one of

theſe mountains is O'Sullivan's caſcade,

which falls into the lake with a roar that

ſtrikes the timid with awe. The view of

this ſheet of water is uncommonly fine,

appearing as if it were deſcending from an

arch of wood, which overhangs it, above

70 feet in height from the point of view,

Coaſting along this ſhore affords an al

moſt endleſs entertainment, every change

of poſition preſenting a new ſcene ; the

rocks hollowed and worn into a variety of

forms by the waves, and the trees and

ſhrubs burſting from the pores of the ſap

leſs ſtone, forced to aſſume the moſt un

couth ſhapes, to adapt themſelves to their

fantaſtic ſituations. The iſlands are not

ſo numerous in this as in the upper lake;

but there is one of uncommon beauty,

namely, Innisfallen, nearly oppoſite O'Sul

livan's caſcade. It contains 18 Iriſh acres.

The coaſt is formed into a variety of bays

and promontories, ſkirted and crowned

with arbutus, holly, and other ſhrubs and

trees. The interior parts are diverſified

with hills and dales, and gentle declivi

ties, on which every tree and ſhrub ap

pears to advantage; the ſoil is rich even

to exuberance; and trees of the largeſt

ſize incline acroſs the vales, forming natu

ral arches, with ivy intwining in the

branches, and hanging in feſtoons of foli

age. The promontory of Mucruſs, which

divides the upper from the lower lake, is

a perfect ...; enchantment; and a road

is carried through the centre of it, which

unfolds all the interior beauties of the

lace. Among the diſtant mountains,

urk appears an objećt of magnificence;

and Mängerton's more lofty, though leſs

intereſting ſummit, ſoars above the whole,

The paſſage to the upper lake is round the
extremity of Mucruts, which confines it on

one ſide, and the approaching mountains on

the other. Here is that celebrated rock,

called The Eagle's Neſt, which produces

wonderful echoes. A French horn ſound

ed here, raiſes a concert ſuperior to 190

inſtruments, in ſome ſituations; and the

report of a ſingle caumon is anſwered by a

ſucceſſion of peals reſembling the loudeſt

- thunder,
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thunder, which ſeems to travel the ſur

rounding ſcenery, and die away among the

diſtant mountains. The upper lake is 4

miles in length, and from 2 to 3 in breadth;

it is almoſt ſurrounded by mountains, from

which deſcend a number of beautiful caſ

cades. The iſlands in this lake are nu

merous, and afford an amazing variety of

Pićtureſque views. The centre lake,

which communicates with the upper, is

ſmall in compariſon with the other two,

and does not ſhew an equal variety. The

ſhores, however, are in many places, in

dented with beautiful bays, ſurrounded

with dark groves of trees, ſome of which

have a very pićtureſque appearance, when
viewed from the water. The eaſtern

boundary is formed by the baſe of Man

gerton, down the ſteep ſide of which de

ſcends, a caſcade, viſible for 150 yards.

This fall of water is ſupplied by a circu

lar lake near the ſummit of the mountain,

called the Devil's Punch-bowl; which, on

account of it’s immenſe depth, and conti

nual overflow of water, is conſidered as

one of the greateſt curioſities in Killarney.

One of the beſt proſpe&ts which this ad

mired lake affords, is from a riſing ground

near the ruined cathedral of Aghadoe. In

the ſeveral mountains adjacent to the lakes,

veſtiges of ancient mines of iron, lead, and

copper, are ſtill to be ſeen.

Killaſbee, in Longford, Leinſter. Kill

barmedan, in Waterford, Munſter. Kill

barrack, in Dublin, Leinſter, 5 miles from

the metropolis. Kilberry, in Meath, Lein

ſter. Killburne, Killcaragh, Killcaſh, and

Kilcockan, all in Waterford, Munſter.

Killcode, in Wicklow, Leinſter. Killcop

and Killea, in Waterford, Munſter. Kill

ear, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Killedmund,

in Carlow, Leinſter.

Killegate, Cornwall, SW, of the Loes.

Killeigh, in King's County, Leinſter.

Killelagh, in Cork, Munſter, 4 miles from

Youghal. Killemley, in Kerry, Munſter.

Åillen, in Tipperary, Munſter. Killename,

in Kerry, Munſter, N. of Cahir. Killemy,

in Dublin, Leinſter.

Killerby, Durham, near Raby Caſtle.

Killerby, Yorkſhire, S. of Scarborough.

Killeſby, Northamptonſ. N. of Daventry.

Killeſ lon, Somerſetſhire, near Taunton.

* KillesHANDRA, a town of Cavan,

in Ulſter, 3 miles S.W. of Cavan town.

Killiter, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

K! LLevAN, a town of Monaghan, Ul

ſter; 8 miles S.W. of the town of Mo

naghan.

Killiboy, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

KillickAnkir, a noted paſs of Perth

ſhire, near the junction of the Tumel with

the Garry. It is the grand entrance intº

the Highlands in thoſe parts, and is form

ed by the lofty mountains impending over

the Garry, which ruſhes through in a deep,

darkſome, and rocky channel, overhung

with trees, forming a ſcene of horrible

grandeur. In the laſt century, this was a

paſs of much difficulty and danger: a

path hanging over a tremendous precipice

threatened deſtruction to the leaſt falſe ſtep

of the traveller. At preſent, a fine road,

formed by the ſoldiery lent by govern

ment, gives an eaſy acceſs to the remote

Highlands; and the two ſides are joined

by a fine arch.

Killigrew, Cornwall, NE. of Truro.

Killigordon, in Donegal, Ulſter.

KillileAGH, a town of Down, in

Ulſter, ſeated on an arm of the lake of

Strangford. It is a thriving place, with a

linen and thread manufactory, and adjoin

ing it is a little bay, where ſhips may be

ſheltered from all winds.

Killimore, in Galway, Connaught.

Kıllı NAule, a town of Tipperary,

in Munſter, 14 miles N. of Clonmell.

Killinchy, in Down, Ulſter.

Killingbury, SW. of Northampton. Kil

Jingholm, Lincolnſhire, NW. of Grimſby.

Killington, Weſtmorland, on the Lune, NE.

of Kirby Lonſdale. Killingwold Grove,

Yorkſhire, near Beverley. Killingworth,

Northumberland, 4 miles N. of Nowcaſtle.

Killinick, in Wexford, Leinſter. º

Killiow, Cornwall, N. of Tregony.

Killmacabea, in Cork, Munſter. Kill

maclege, Killmacombe, Killmeaden, and

Killmolaſh, all in Waterford, Munſter.

Killoges, in Mayo, Connaught. Killoteran,

in Waterford, Munſter. -

Killough, or Port St. ANNE, a

town of Down, Ulſter, 7.6 miles N. by E.

of Dublin. It lies N. of St. John's Point,

and has a good quay, from which conſi

derable quantities of barley are exported.

Here is a profitable manufacture of ſalt.

At a ſmall diſtance from the town, near

the ſea, is a rock, in which there is an ob

long hole, whence a ſtrange noiſe is heard,

at the ebbing and flowing of the tide, ſome

what reſembling the ſound of a huntſman's

horn; at the coming in of the tide, whilſt

the waters are beating up under the rock,

a cold air burſts from it with a mixture of

ſpray; but as the waters retire during the

ebb, there is a ſtrong draft of air ſets in at

the hole, to fill up or prevent the vacuum

which the retiring of the water would pro

duce. In an open field, about a quarter

of a mile from the town, there is a very

curious cave, about 27 yards long, which

has a winding paſſage, two feet and a half
Y broad,
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broad, with three doors in it, beſides the

entrance, leading to a circular chamber, 3

yards in diameter, where there is a fine,

cool, limpid well.

Killow, in Derry, Ulſter. Killowen

Point, an excellent natural harbour, about

2 miles S. of Reſtrevor, in Down, Ulſter.

Æill, St. Nicholas, in Waterford,'Munſter,

between the city of Waterford and the ſea.

Killucan, and Killuquin, in Weſt Meath,

Leinſter. 'Killunkart and Killure, in Wa

terford, Munſter.

Killy, Northumberland, near Norham.

*KILLYBEGs, a town of Donegal, Ul

ſter; with a ſpacious harbour on the N.

fide of Donegal Bay, which may be enter

ed at any time of the tide. The herring

fiſhery is yet it's principal buſineſs, but

it's trade is increaſing, and the place im

proved. It is 13 miles S.W. of Donegal,

and 123 NW. of Dublin.

Killygordon, in Donegal, Ulſter,

wnan, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

negal, Ulſter.

Killy

Killyock, in Lo

Killyon, in King's County,

Leinſter. Kilmacahill, in Weſt Meath,

Leinſter. Kilmacaloge, in Kerry, Mun

iter; with a harbour on the S, ſide of Ken

mare river. Kilmacduagh, in Galway,

Connaught, a miles W. of Gort. Kil

maclenon, in Cork, Munſter. Kilmacre

man, in Donegal, Ulſter.

KilMac-Thomas, a town of Water

ford, Munſter, 10 miles SW, of the town

of Waterford. ."

Kilmaganny, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Kilmain, in Mayo, Connaught.

KILMAINHAM, a decayed fort of town,

ſituated on the W. extremity of the city

of Dublin, in a pretty little valley, on the

great weſtern road. It was ſometimes the

ièat of government, before the caſtle at

Dublin was appropriated to that purpoſe.

A ſtream of water runs in the bottom,

which carries ſome mills, and on which

there are ſeveral tan yards. On the hill on

one ſide, ſtands the Royal Hoſpital of In

valids, an elegant building ; and, on the

oppoſite hill, the Foundling Hoſpital. The

quarter-leſſions for the county of Dublin,

and the eleştion for the knights of the

ſhire, are held here.

KILMAllock, a once celebrated but

now decayed town of Limerick, in Mun

ſter. From it's many and extenſive ruins,

it has obtained the name of the Iriſh Bal

beck. It is 16 miles S. of the town of

Limerick, and 107 SW. of Dublin,

Kilmanºridge, Surry, in Charlewood pa

riſh.

K11 MARNock, a town of Ayrſhire,

roºd for it's manufaāture of gloves, car

jº., ſicckings, night-caps, bonnets, and

other woollen goods. It contains about

5670 inhabitants, and is 15 miles SW. of

Glaſgow. -

Kilmarr Rock, Cornwall, on a very high

hill, N. of Leſkard, has at a diſtance the

appearance of a city, though it be only a

covert for foxes. Kilmarſh, Yorkſhire,

near Sheffield.

Kilmatague, in Sligo, Connaught. Kil

meague, in Kildare, Leinſter. Kilmeaſ.

bill, in Wexford, Leinſter. Kilmelchedor,

in Kerry, Munſter.

Kilmerſon, Somerſ. NW. of Frome.

Kilmiddy, in Limerick, Munſter.

Kilmington, Devonſhire, near Axminſter.

Kilmitchel, in Clare, Munſter. Kilmoon,

in Weſt Meath, Leinſter. Kilmore, in

Down, Ulſter. Kilmore, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Kilmore-Bridge, in Galway, Connaught.

Kilmuckridge, in Wexford, Leinſter. #.

murraghan and Kilmurry, in Cork, Mun

ſter. Kilmurry, in Clare, Munſter. Kil

murry, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. Kilmurryi

brickam and Kilmurrymacmahon, in Clare,

Munſter. Kilmaleck, in Cavan, Ulſter,

Kilmena, in Clare, Munſter. Kilnener, in

Wexford, Leinſter. Kilnockin, in Tippe

rary, Munſter.

Kilmſey, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs, near

pººl. Kilnſey Crag, Yorkſhire, NE,

of Settle. Here is a cataract formed by

the river Wharfe, which, Mr. Camden

fays, is the higheſt and ſteepeſt he ever ſaw.

Kilorglin, in Kerry, Munſter.

Kilpeck, Herefordſhire, near Great Dew

church. Kilpin, Yorkſhire, E. of Howden.

Kilrea, in Derry, Ulſter. Kilremela, in

Wicklow, Leinſter.

* Kilkush, a town of Clare, Munſter,

14: uniles from Dublin

Kilſalſaghan, in Dublin, Leinſter. Kil

Aanick, in Cork, Munſter, S. of the river

Blackwater.

Kilſhock, Somerſetſhire, near Stokegurſey.

Kiltalagh, in Kerry, Munſter. Kiltar

ton, in Galway, Connaught.

1&1 LT EARN, a town of Roſsſhire.

Kilteel, in Kildare, Leinſter. Kilteely,

in Limerick, Munſter. Kilternan, in Dub

lin, Leinſter.

Kilton, Nottinghamſhire, near Workſop.

Kilton, Somerſetſhire, on Briſtol Channel.

Kilton, Yorkſhire, NE. of Giſborough.

Kilve, Somerſetſhire, near Kilton. Kilver

fion, Norfolk, NE. of Thetford. Kilving

toº, Nottinghamſ. near Normanton. Kil-`

‘vington, N. and S. Yorkſhire, near Thirſk.

Kºrane, in Wexford, Leinſter. Kil

‘water, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Kiſwick, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, near

Watton Abbey. Kikwick Percy, York.

ſhire, near Pucklington.

Kulworth,

s

.

f
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Kilworth, a town of Cork, Munſter;

at the foot of a large ridge of mountains,

called Kilworth Mountains. Below the

town, runs the river Funcheon, which is

well ſtored with trout and ſalmon, and diſ

charges itſelf into the Blackwater. It is

1 o'S miles S.W. of Dublin.

Kilworth Harcourt, Leiceſterſhire, NW.

of Hallaton. Kilworth, N. and S. Lei

ceſterſhfre, W. of Harborough. Kimbell,

Great and Little; Bucks, near Wendover.

Kimberley, Norfolk, near Hingham. Kim

berley, N.W. of Nottingham. Kimberley

Hall, Warwickſhire, near Hurley. Kim

bolton, Herefordſhire, NE. of Leominſter.

* KIMBolton, a town of Huntingdon

ſhire, 64 miles N. of London. Market on

Friday.

Kimeridge, Great and Little, Dorſetſhire,

in the Iſle of Purbeck, N. of Kimeridge

Bay, ſometimes called Botteridge Pool.

KIM1, a town and diſtrict of W. Both

nia, about 12 miles S.E. of Tornea.

Kimpton, Hampſhire, SW. of Andover.

Kinaſion, N.W. of Shrewſbury. Kinafton,

Staffordſhire, W. of Needwood Foreſt.

- KINBURN, a Ruſſian fortreſs, at the

mouth of the Dnieper, oppoſite Ockzakow.

Kincardine-o-Niel, a village of Aber

deenſhire, ſeated on the Dee.

KiNCARDIN E SHIRE, or MEARNs, a

county of Scotland, bounded on the N. by

Aberdeenſhire, on the E. by the German

Ocean, on the W. by the counties of An

gus and Aberdeen, and on the S. by that

of Angus. It's length along the coaſt is

ſcarcely 30 miles; it's mean breadth is

about 17. Thecountry in general is prett

level, producing plenty of corn and paſ

ture, and there are ſeveral convenient har

bours on the coaſt. lnverbervie and Stone

haven are the principal towns.

Kinchley, Durham, near Newbiggin.

Kincott, Leiceſterſhire, E. of Lutterworth.

Kinder, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Ainderton, Cheſhire, near Middlewich.

Kineley, Northumberland,SW.of Hexham.

Kinelmeaky, in Cork, Munſter.

Kinerſey Chapel, Shropſhire, S. of

Knoking Caſtle.

* Ki Neton, a town in Warwickſhire,

80 miles NW. cf London. Market on

Tueſday.

Kineton Parva, Warwickſhire, is a ham

let of Kineton. Kingbarrow, Wiltſhire,

near Wilton. Kingery, Lincolnſhire, NW.

of Market Raiſin. Kinget, Iſle of Wight,

in W. Medina. -

Kſxſ; GeoR GE’s Sound, the name

given by Captain Cook, in 1778, to the

haſ bour which he diſcovered on the W.

coaſt of N. America, at the thouth of a

great river, in lon. 126. 48. W. and lat.

49. 33. N. But the natives called it

Nootka; the name now generally adopted

by the Engliſh. Upon the ſea-coaſt, the

land is tolerably high and level; but with

in the Sound, it riſes into ſteep hills,

which have an uniform appearance. The

trees, of which the woods are compoſed,

are the Canadian pine, white cypreſs, and

two or three other ſorts of pine. In ge

neral, the trees grow here with great vi

gour, and are of a large ſize. About the

rocks and borders of the woods, were ſeen

ſome ſtrawberry plants and raſpberry, cur

rants, and gooſeberry buſhes, all in a flou

riſhing ſtate. The principal animals ſeen

here were racoons, martens, and ſquirrels.

Birds are far from being numerous, and

thoſe that are to be ſeen are remarkably

ſhy, owing perhaps, to their being conti

nually haraſſed by the natives, who take

them for food, and uſe their feathers as

ornaments. The variety of fiſh is not

very great here, yet they are in greater

quantities than birds. The principal ſorts

are the common herring, a filver-coloured

bream, and another of a brown colour.

The ſtature of the natives is, in general.

below the common ſtandard; but their

perſons are not proportionably ſlender,

being uſually pretty plump, though not

muſcular. The women are, in general, of

the ſame fize and proportion as the men.

Their bodies are always covered with red

paint, but their faces are ornamented with

a variety of colours, a black, a bright red.

or a white colour; the laſt of which gives

them a ghaſtly and horrible appearance.

They appear to be docile, courteous, and

good-natured; but they are quick in re

ſenting injuries, and as quickly forget

them. A rattle and a ſmall whiſtle are the

only inſtruments of muſic that were ſeen

among them. Their houſes conſiſt of very

long broad planks, ...; upon the edges

of each other, tied in different parts, with

withes of pine-bark. Their furniture

conſiſts principally of cheſs and boxes of

various ſizes, piled upon each other, at the

ſides or ends of their houſes, in which are

depoſited their garments, and whatever

they deem valuable. They have alſo ſquare

and oblong pails, and bowls to eat their

food out of, &c. From their curing their

fiſh in their houſes, and leaving the bones

and fragments in heaps of filth before the

doors, and from their houſes being with

out chimneys, their habitations have a

ſtrong diſagreeable ſmell of train oil, fiſh,

and ſmoke. . . .

Kingham, Oxf. near Chipping Norton,

KiNGhoRN, a town of Fanº,
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the N. ſide of the Frith of Forth, oppoſite

.Leith.

Kingle, Warwickſhire, near Ragley.

Kingley, Lancaſhire, SE. of Bolton.

KINGRoad, at the mouth of the Avon,

in Briſtol Channel, whence the outward

bound ſhips take their departure.

Kingſale, Suſſex, SW. of Rudgwick.

KINGsHRIDGE, a pretty town of De

vonſhire, ſeated at the head of a ſmall ri

ver, which falls into the ſea a little below,

affording a harbour for boats. Here is a

bridge over the Salcomb to Dodbrook. It

conſiſts of about 1.5o houſes, and is 218

miles W. by S. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Kingſbrome, Warwickſhire, near Bitford.

King's Brumpton, Somerſetſhire, 3 miles N.

of Dulverton. Kingſburn, Herts, between

St. Albans and Luton. Kingſbury, Hºrts,

at the w- end of St. Albans. Kingſbury,

Middleſex, between Hendon and Harrow

on the Hill. Kingſbury, Somerſetſhire,

near Chard. Kingſbury, Warwickſhire,

on the river Tame. King's Chapel, Here

fordſhire, between Roſs and Holm Lacy.

Krx Gscle AR,a pleaſant town in Hamp

fhire, 9 miles N. by W. of Baſingſtoke,

and 56 SSW. of London. Market on

Tueſday. -

King's Cliff, Northamptonſhire, 6 miles

S. of Stamford. Kingſcot, Glouceſterſhire,

E. of Durſley. King's Croſs, Bedfordſhire,

between Bedford and Newenham.

KING's Cou NTY, a county of Ireland,

in the province of Leinſter, 34 miles in

length, and from 30 to 17 in breadth. It

is bounded on the N. by Weſt Meath; on

the E. by Kildare and Queen's County;

on the S. by Queen's County, and Tippe

"rary; and on the W. by the river Shannon

.# part of Tipperary. The ſoil is va

rious; in ſome parts it is very fertile, in

others not ſo rich, nor ſo well inhabited as

ſome other counties. It contains 52 pa

'riſhes, about 13,536 houſes, and 74,500

inhabitants: the capital is Philipſtown.

King's Court, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Kingſditch, Warwickſ, near Tamworth.

Kingſdon, Somerſetſ, between Ilcheſter and

Somerton. Kingſdown, Kent, on the coaſt,

near Oxney. Kingſdown, Kent, NW. of

Wrotham. Kingſdown, Kent, S.W. of

Feverſham. Kingſdown, Somerſetſ, near

Bath. Kingfºy, Bucks, near Thame in

Oxfordſhire. King's Ferry, Kent, from

the main land to Sheppey Iſle. Kingfºrd,

or Kington, Warwickſ. in Bickenhill and

Solihull pariſhes. Kingſham, Upper and

Lower, Heref. SW. of Wigmore Caſtle.

Ring's Harbor, Middl. N. of Hounſlow

Heath. , King's, or Knight's Hill, Surry,

near Briſtow Cauſey. Kingſhaugh, Nott.

NE. of Tuxford. Kingſholm, near Glou

ceſter.º Warw. W. of Coleſhill.

KING's Island. See PEARL Islands.

Kingſland, Dorſetſ. in Netherby pariſh.

Kingſland, Herefordſ. W. of Leominſter.

Kingſland, near Shrewſbury. Kingſland,

Middleſex, between Hoxton and Clapton.-

Kingſley, Cheſh. SE. of Frodſham. Kingſ.

ley, Hants, E. of Alton. Kingſley, Staff.

on the Churnet. King's Lodge, ſº. on

the Chater. King's Manor, Wilts, in

Clarendon Park. King's Melbourn, Weſt

morland, W. of Appleby. King's Moor,

Cumberland, near Carliſle. King's Norton,

Worceſterſhire. Kingſworth, Kent, S. of

Aſhford. King's Oak, Eſſex, between

Waltham Abbey and the Chace. King's

Peon, Herefordſhire, E. of Webley.

King's River, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Kingſ!horp, near Northampton. King

flon, 6 miles S.W. of Cambridge. King

ſian, Devonſ. 6 miles NW. of Kingſbridge.

Kingſion, Dorſetſhire, S. of Corfe Caſtle.

Kingſlan, Glouceſ. in Thornbury pariſh.

Kingdon, Glouceſ. in Slimbridge pariſh.

Kingſ?on, Hants, S. of Alresford. King

flon, Hants, near Portſmouth. Kingſion,

Heref. near the Golden Vale. Kingſton,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Kingſton,

Kent, near Barham Downs. Kingſion,

Nottingh. on the Soare, near Leiceſterihire.

Kingſion, Somerſ. near Somerton. King

ſion, Somerſ. near Taunton. Kingſlan, So

merſetſ. between Crewkhern and Ilminſter.

Kingſion, Somerſ. S. of Clevedon. King

/lon, Staff. near the Blyth. Kingſion, Sui

ſex, E. of Arundel-Haven. Kingſion, Suſ

ſex, S.W. of Lewes. *::::: Warwick
ſhire, near Claverdon. ingjian Bagpur,

Berkſhire, W. of Abingdon.

Kingſion, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Ki Nc ston-U Po N-H U LL. See Hull.

* KINGston-upon-THAMEs, a large

and ancient town of Surry, feated ou the

Thames, over which there is a bridge. It

is 11 miles S.W. of London. Mauket on

Saturday.

Kix Gston, a town of Jamaica, in the

W. Indies, ſeated on the N. ſide of the bay

of Port-Royal. It was built after the

great earthquake in 1692, and is now a

large town, about a mile in length and

half a mile in breadth. It is laid out into

little ſquares and croſs ſtreets, is a place

of good trade, and is much reſorted to by

merchants and ſeamen, becauſe of the ſhips

which come to load and unload their car

goes here. Lat. 17.5o. N. lon. 76.52. W.

KiNGsto N, or KYNEToN, a large

town in Herefordſhire, on the river Arrow,

with a good trade in narrow cloth. It is

- is
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15 miles NW. of Hereford, and 149

WNW. of London, Market on Wed

neſday.

Kingſton Hall and Kingſton Lacy, Dor

ſetſhire, near Winborne Minſter. Kingſion

Liſle, Berks, near Wantage. Kingſion

Maurwood, E. of Dorcheſter. Kingſion

North, Dorſetſhire, N. of Bere Regis.

Kingston Russel, a town near Dor

cheſter. Market on Thurſday.

Kingſton Hood, Kent, SE. of Maidſtone.

Åing Sutton, Northamptonſ, near Aſtrop

Wells. Kingſwere, Devonſ, near Dart

mouth-Haven. King's IPºſton, Glouceſ.

in Henbury pariſh. Kingſwold, Kent,

near Walmer-Caſtle. Kingſwood, Dor

fetſ, in Purbeck Iſle. Kingſwood, Iſle of

Wight, in E. Medina. Kingſwood, Shrop

ſhire, between Wellington and Stafford

ſhire. Kingſwood, Warw. S. of Poleſ

worth. Kingſwood, Warw. a part of the

conſtablery of Willeſburn. Kingſwood,

Glouceſ. N. of Wickwar. Kingſwood,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, SW. of Roch Abbey.

Ringſwoodbury, Herts, near Ruſhden.

Kingſwood Foreſt, Glouceſ. NE. of Briſ.

tol, conſiſting chiefly of coal-mines. Kingſ.

‘worthy, Hampſhire, between Stockbridge

and Alresford.

KINGTon. See KINGston, or KYNE

Ton.

Kington, Glouceſterſ, near Thornbury.

Kington, Warw, near Claverdon. King

ton, aiias Mansfield, Somerſ. NE. ofSomer

ton. Kington, alias Pitney, Somerſ. near

Queen Camel. Kington, Magna, Dorſetſ.

near Stower Weſtover. Kington Priory,

Wilts, E. of Caſtlecomb. Kington, hºſt,

Wilts, W. of Caſtlecomb. Kington'ſ

#. Wilts, SW. of Saliſbury-Plain.

ing Weſton, Somerſetſ. NE. of Somerton.

Ainlet, Shropſ. N. of Wire Foreſt. Kin

warton Hall, 6 miles from Cheſter. Kin

noſton Chapel, Heref. near Marcle Hill.

Kinnegad, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter, a

noted place for fine cheeſe.

Kinnerſley, Herefordſ. SW. of Webley.

Kinnerſley, Surry, SE. of Ryegate. Kin

aerton, Shropſ. NW. of Church Stretton.

Kinnery, in King's County, Leinſter.

Kinneſ.lale Spring, Yorkſhire, W. Rid

ing, SE. of Kirby Lonſdale. -

KIN Ross, a town of Scotland, in the

ſhire of Kinroſs, ſeated on the river Leven,

not far W. of Loch Leven. The manu

fačtories of this town are linen and cutlery

ware. It is zo miles N. of Edinburgh.

Kin Ross, a ſhire or county of Scot

land, ſurrounded by the ſhires of Perth

and Fife. It is about 3e miles in circuir,

it's length and breadth being nearly equal.

* Kin SALE, a town of Cork, Munſter,

ſeated on the river Bandon. It is a very

Populous trading place, and has a deep,

commodious, and ſecure harbour, 14 miles

S. of Cork. Lat. 51.36.N. lon. 8.26.W.

Kinſalebeg, in Waterford, Munſter.

Kinſel-Green, Middl. between Weſtburu

and Holſdon Greens. Kingſingham, North

umberland, S. of Otterburn. Kinſtanton,

Dorſetſhire, near Parley.

KINTAtl, a peninſula of Roſsſhire,

forming the SW. corner of the county.

Kinthorp, Yorkſh. NE. of Pickering.

Kinton, E. of Worceſter. Kinton-Tower,

between Shrewſbury and Oſweſtry.

Kin roRE, a town of Aberdeenſhire.

Kinvava, in Galway, Connaught.

Kinver, Staff. 2 miles W. of Stour

bridge. Kinver, a river in Cardiganſh.

Kinswaldſey, Warw. N. of Meridan.

Kiof, or Kiow, a confiderable town

of Poland, in a palatinate of the ſame

name. It is the capital of the Ruſſian go

vernment Kiof, and carries on a conſider

able trade. It is divided into the Old and

the New Town, and is ſeated on the W.

ſide of the river Dnieper, 180 miles NE.

of Kaminieck, and 335 E. by S. of War

ſaw. Lat. 50. 30. N. lon. 31.51. E.

Klof, Kiow, or Kiev, a government

of the Ruſſian empire, lying on the E. ſide
of the river Dnieper, although Kioſ, the

capital, is on the W. It contains 11

diſtricts.

KioF, or Kiow, a palatinate of Po

land, W. of the Dnieper, containing only

two diſtrićts.

RioGe, or Koce, a ſea-port of Zea

land, Denmark, 10 miles SSW. of Co

penhagen.

Kiori Ng, in Weſtmanland, Sweden.

Kiour, a river in Pembrokeſhire. Kipax,

and it's Park, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Ferry

Bridge. Kiplin, Yorkſ. in Bolton pariſh.

Kiplin, Yorkſ, near Richmond. Kipmaſh,
Norfolk. Kipping Croſs, Kent, between

Tunbridge and Rye. Kippington, Great,

Kent, in Sevenoaks pariſh. Kirbridge,

Hants, E. of Southampton. Kirkby Be

Kirby Bellers, Leiceſ.

NW. of Melton Mowbray. Kirby Cold,

or Knowl, Yorkſ. NE. of Thirſk. Kirly

Kane, Norfolk, S. of London Eaſt-Cote.

Kik BY Lonsdale, a large and well

built town of Weſtmorland, on the river

Lon, 1o miles SE. of Kendal, and 253

NW. of London. Market on Tueſday.

KuR BY Monks, Warwickſhire, a town

between Coventry and Lutterworth. Mar

ket on Tueſday.

Kirby MooR side, a town in the N.

Riding of Yorkſhire, ſeated on the edge of

the moors, near the river Dow, 25§
N. C.

don, near Norwich.
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N. of York, and 155 N. by W. of Lon

don. Market on Wedneſday.

Kirby Mullox, N.W. of Leiceſter.

Kirby STEPHEN, or Ki R KEY STE

PHEN, a town of Weſtmorland, feated near

the hills, which ſeparate this county from

Yorkſhire. It has a manufacture of yarn

flockings, and is 9 miles S. of Appleby,

and 281 NNW. of London. Manket on

Friday.

Kirchberg, the name of ſeveral towns

in Germany.

Kircubbin, in Down, Ulſter.

Kirkanders, Cumb, upon the Eſk, NW.

of Carliſle. Kirkandrews - upon - Eden,

Cumb. 4 miles from Carliſle. Kirkhamp

ton, Cumb. near Orton. Kirkhorn, Yorkſ.

near Hunmanby. Kirkbride, Cumb. near

Bowneſs. Kirkbridge, Yorkſ. N. Riding,

N. of Gatherley Moor. Kirkburton, Yorkſ.

SW. of Wakefield. Kirkby, Cumb. SW.

of Carliſle. Kirkly, Eſſex, S. of Harwich.

Kirkby, Lanc. N. of Weſt Derby. Kirk

by, Linc. Nw. of Market Raiſin. Kirk

ty, Linc. near Sleaford." Kirkby, Yorkſ.

SE. of Tadcaſter. Kirkby, or Kerby, Nor

thamp. 3 miles from Rockingham. Kirk

#y in-Aſhfield, Nott. SW. of Mansfield.

Kirkby, Eaſt, Lincolnſ, near Bullingbrook.

Kirkby Fletham, Yorkſ. W. of Northaller.

ton. Kirkby Green, Linc. W. of Tatter

ſhal. Kirkby Grindal, Yorkſ, w. Riding,

in the York Woulds. Kirkby Hill, Yorkſ.

near Boraughbridge. Kirkly in Cleveland,

Yorkſhire, near Stokeſley. Kirkby Ireleth,

Lanc. near Dudden Sands. Kirkby Male

dale, Yorkſ, 2 miles from Settle. Kirkly

Mallary, Leiceſ. N. of Hinckley. Kirkby

Malfide, Yorkſ. S. of Maſham. Kirkly

on-the-Hill, Yorkſhire, near Ravenſworth

Caſtle. Kirkby over Ker, Yorkſ. SW. of

Pickering. Kirkby-on-the-Mount, York

ſhire, near Boroughbridge. Kirkby, South,

Yorkſ. NE. of Barneſley. Kirkby Thore,

Weſtm. N.W. of Appleby. Kirkby under

Dale, Yorkſ. 4 miles from Pocklington,

near Acklam. Kirkby Underwood, Linc.

near Stainfleet. Kirkby-upon Bane, Linc.

N. of Tatterſhal. Kirkby, Weſt, Cheſhire,

on the Dee, NW. of Weſton. Kirkb

ſhift, Yorkſhire, NW. of Thirſk. Kirk

Cambock, Cumberland, near Lanercoſt.

KIR kcALDY, a ſea-port of Fifeſhire,

on the Frith of Forth. It has a dockyard

for building ſmall veſſels, has a ſilk ma

nufacture, and contains many well-built

houſes, ro miles N. of Edinburgh. --

K1R1ccupbright, a ſea-port of Scot

land, in the county of Kirkcudbright. It

is ſeated at the mouth of the river Dee,

has a fine harbour, with depth of water

tafficient to admit ſhips of any burden to

come up to the town, and yet has but an

inconſiderable trade. The town conſiſts

of two ſtreets, which form a right angle

with each other, having in the centre the

town-houſe. It is 21 miles S.W. of Dum

fries, and 83 SW. of Edinburgh.

KIRKc Up B Richt, THE SHIRE, or

StewartRy of, once formed, with the

county of Wigton, the ancient province of

Galloway. Kirkcudbrightſhire is bound

ed on the NE. by Ayrſhire and Dumfrieſ.

ſhire ; on the S. by the Solway Frith and

the Iriſh Sea; and on the W. by Wigton

ſhire and Ayrſhire. It's extent from N.

to S. is nearly 30 miles, and from E. to

W. about 43. Here is great plenty of

fine paſture, and numerous flocks of ſheep

and ſmall cattle.

Kirkdale, Lanc. near Liverpool. Kirk

dale, Yorkſ, near Kirby Moorfide. Kirk

Dighton, Yorkſhire, N. of Wetherby.

Kirkee', in Down, Ulſter.

Kirkella, Yorkſhire, W. of Hull.

KIRKHAM, a town in Lancaſhire,

ſtands near the mouth of the Ribble. It

has a conſiderable manufacture of ſail

cloth, and is 18 miles S. of Lancaſter, and

223 NNW. of London. Market on

Tueſday.

Kirkham, Yorkſ. SW. of N. Malton.

Kirkhammerton, Yorkſ. between Knareſ

borough and Heſſey Moor. Kirkharle,

Northumb, near Kirk Whelpington. Kirk

haugh, Northumberl, near Alſton Moor,

Kirkheaton, Northumberland, SE. of Kirk

Whelpington. Kirkheaton, Yorkſhire, E.

of Huthersfield. Kirkland, Cumberland,

NE. of Penrith.

Kirkſtown, in Down, Ulſter,

Kirkland, Cumb. near Bothell, on the

road between Cockermouth and Carliſle.

Kirkland, Lancaſ, near Garſtang. Kirk

dees, Yorkſhire, 3 miles from Huddersfield,

on the river Calder. Kirk. Lethum, Yorkſ.

near the mouth of the Tees. Kirk-Leven

ton, Cumb. NW. of Brampton. Kirk

I eventon, Yorkſ, near Yarum. Kirkley,

Northumb. N. of Pont. Eland. Kirkling

ton, Nott. near Southwell. Kirklington,

Oxfordſ. NE. of Woodſtock. Kirklington,

Yorkſhire, between Maſham and Thirſk.

Kirklinton, Cumberland, near Stanwix.

Kirkmighel, a river in the Iſle of Man,

running into the ſea at Kirkmighel.

Ki Rºosw Alp, a town of Cumberland,

ſeated upon a hill, near the river Eden,

292 miles N.W. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

* Kirkpatrick, a town of Scotland,

in Dunbartonſhire, lying E. of the town

of Dumbarton. The veſtiges of the Ro

inan wall, built by Antoninus, extend

from
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from the Frith of Clyde at this place, to

the Frith of Forth, and is called by the

country people, Graham's Dike.

Kirk Sandal, Yorkſhire, near Doncaſter.

Kirkſzek, Linc. SE. of Grantham. Kirk's-

Head, Weſtin. near Levens. Kirkſºp, or

Kirſop, a river in Cumberland, running

into the Eden near Burgh-Sands. Kirk

ſial, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Leeds., Kirºſted,

Linc. near Tatterſhall. Kirkſton, Nott.

N. of Bingham. Kirkthwait, E. and W.

Cumberl. in Weſtward pariſh. Kirkton,

Linc. S. of Boſton. Kirkton-Holm, Linc.

SW. of Boſton, had a market, now diſ

uſed. Kirkton-Whelpington, Northumberl.

on the Wanſpeck, N.W. of Kirkharie.

KIRKwALL, a ſea-port of Scotland,

capital of Orkney, the principal of the

iſlands of that name, is built upon an in

let of the ſea, on the E. fide of the iſland.

Here is the ſtately cathedral of St. Mag

nus. It is 45 miles from Dungſby-Head,

the moſt, NE. promontory of Scotland.

Lat. 58. 58. N. lon. z. 57. W.

Kirmington, Linc, NE. of Glandford

Bridge. Kirmond-in the Mire, Linc. NE.

of Market-Raiſin. Kirſley, Yorkſhire, SE.

of Wakefield. Kirſted,§, NW. of

London-Eaſtcote. Kirſhow, Devonſhire,

between Moreton and Exminſter. Kirthies,

Cornwall, S.W. ef Penzance. Kirtlington,

Nottinghamſhire, N. of Southwell. Kirt

low, Suffolk, S. of Loweſtoff. * * * *

Kikton, a town of Lincolnſhire, ſeat

ed on the edge of Lincoln Heath, gives

name to it's hundred, in which are 4 vil

lages of the ſame name. It is 20 miles

N. of Lincoln, and 151 NW, of London.

Market on Saturday. -

Kirton, Nottinghamſhire, W. of Tux

ford. Kirton, Suffolk, near Bawdſey

Haven. Kiſely, Lincolnſ.S. of Fokingham,

Kismish, a fertile iſland in the Gulf of

Perſia, W. of Ormus. It is about 50

miles in circumference, and remarkable for

it's pearl fiſhery.

Kisti, one of the ſeven Caucaſian na

tions, that inhabit the countries between

the Black Sea and the Caſpian. They

sonſiſt of 16 different diſtrišts, or tribes,

which are often at variance with each other,

and with their neighbours. Their dialects

appear to have no analogy with any known

language, and their hiſtory and origin are

utterly unknown. Thoſe belonging to

the diſtriëls of Wapi, Anguſht, and Shal

kha, ſubmitted to Ruſſia in 1770. The

Tſhetſhen tribe is ſo numerous and war

like, and has given the Ruſſians ſo much

trouble, that it's name is uſually given by

them to the whole Kiſti nation. The In

guſhi live in villages near each other, coil

taining about 2% or 30 houſes: they are dih

gent huſbandmen, and rich in cattle. Many

of their villages have a ſtone tower, which

ſerves, in time of war, as a retreat to their

women and children, and a magazine for

their effects. Theſe people are all armed,

and have the cuſtom of wearing ſhields.

Their religion is very ſimple, but has ſome

traces of Chriſtianity. They believe in

one God, whom they call Dailé, and, on

the firſt day of the week, reſt from labour.

They eat pork, and have a faſt in ſpring,

and another in ſummer. They obſerve no

ceremonies either at births or deaths; but

they allow of Polygamy, and, at certain

times, a ſheep is ſacrificed by a perſon

who ſeems to be conſidered as a kind of

prieſt, as he is obliged to live in a ſtate of

celibacy. A ſingular ſort of hoſpitality is

attributed to theſe people by Major Rennel.

“When a gueſt, or ſtranger, comes to

lodge with them, one of the hoſt's daugh

ters is obliged to receive him, to unſaddle

and feed his horſe, take care of his bag

gage, prepare his dinner, paſs the night

with hin, and continue at his diſpoſal dur

ing his ſtay.” .

KISTNA, a river of Hindooſtan, which

riſes on the E. ſide of the Gauts, and

croſſing almoſt the whole of the peninſula,

falls into the Bay of Bengal, between Ma

ſulipatam and Nizampatam, in the circar

of Guntoor. º -

KittERY, a town of N. America, in

the province of Main, famous for ſhip

building. It is ſeated on the E. ſide of

the mouth of the Piſcataqua. . .

Kitteſford, Somerſ. W. of Wellington.

Kitt's-Co:y-Houſe, Kent, N. of Aylesford,

a monument of ſtones, ſomething like

Stonehenge, where Cotigern, a Britiſh

chief, was killed by Horſa, a Saxon gene

ral. Kiveton-Tower, Yorkſhire, 6 miles

from Rotheram.

KLATTAU, a town of Pilſen, Bohemia.

KLETT EN BURG, a town of Swiſſer

land; and a town and lordſhip of Upper

Saxony.

KLUNDERT, a fortreſs of S. Holland.

Kaahill, Biſhop's, E. and H. or Knoyle,
Wilts, between Hindon and Mere. ~.

KNAPDALE, a diſtrićt of Argyleſhire,
N. of Cantire.

Knape, Somerſetſ. near Curry-Mallet.

Knapthorp, Notting. NW. of Newark.

Knaptoft, Leic. E. of Lutterworth. Knap

ton, Norfolk, between N. Walſham and the

ſea. Knapton, Yorkſhire, SW. of York."

Knapton, Yorkſ, by Pickering Common.

Knapwell, 6 miles N.W. of Cambridgeſ.

* KNAREsBo Ro UGH, a town in the N.

Riding of Yorkſhire, pleaſantly ſeated on
I the

*
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the river Nid, on a rugged, rough rock.

lt is famous for 4 medicinal ſprings, and

is 18 miles W. by N. of York, and 211

N. by W. of London. Market on Wed

neſdav.

ºfa, Northumb. NW. of Kirk

haugh. Knaſion, Dorſetſ, between Ring

wood and Pool. Knath, Lincolnſ. near

Gainſborough. Knaton, Yorkſ. between

Burrowby and Thirſk. Knaveſton, Lei

ceſterſhire, S. of Hallaton. Knaveſwell,

Dorſetſhire, near Aylewood.

KNEBworth, Herts, between Hert

ford and Hitchin. Market on Friday.

Knedington, Yorkſhire, near Howden.

Kneeſ.lale, Nott. NW. of Newark. Knep

Caſile, Suſſex, near Grinſtead. Park. Kneſ.

worth, Cambridgeſ. 1 mile from Royſton.

Aneton, Yorkſhire, between Richmond and

Darlington. Kneſhall, Suff. E. of Thet

ford. Kneveton, Nott. between Notting

ham and Newark. Knewdon, Northumb.

W. of Blanchland. Knightbridge, Berks,

near Newberry. Knightcote, Warw. NE.

9f Kineton. Knighteſton, Devonſ, near St.

Mary’s-Ottery. Knighteſton, Dorſetſ. in

Purbeck Iſle. Knightley, W. of Stafford.

Knightlow-Hill, or Croſs, Warw. on the

road from Coventry to London, at the en

trance of Dunſmore-Heath. -

KNIGHToN, a fair, well-built, trading

town of Radnorſhire, feated in a valley on

the river Tend, 14 miles NW. of Here

ford, and 155 N.W. of London. Market

on Thurſday.

Knighton, Devonſhire, near Chidleigh.

Knighton, Iſle of Wight, in Newchurch

pariſh, Knighton, S. of Leiceſter. Knigh

ton, Staffordſ. NE. of Drayton in Shropſ.

Knighton, Wilts, near Saliſbury. Knigh

tan, Worceſ. 3 miles NE. of Tenbury.

Knighton, E. Dorſetſ. N.W. of Blandford.

Knighton, W. SE. of Dorcheſter. Knightſ.

tridge, a village of Middleſex, adjoining

London, on the great weſtern road.

Knightſbridge, in Cork, Munſter.

Knight's-Green, Glouceſ. near Aſhel

worth. Knightſthorp, Leic. near Lough

borough. Knight-wick, Worc. near Brom

yard. Knill, Herefordſ. S. of Preſteign, in

Radnorſ. Kniſbrow-Hill, Glouceſ, near

Painſwick. Kniperſley, Staff. in Biddulph

pariſh. Knipton, Leiceſterſ. S. of Belvoir

Caſtle. Kniveton, Derb. SW. of Wirkſ

worth. Knock, Weſtm. N. of Appleby.

Knockany, in Limerick, Munſter. Knock

arding, in Tipperary, Munſter. Knock

bºy, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Knockerºghery,

in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Knocking-Caſtle, Shropſhire, SE. of Oſ

wettry.

, Knocklade, in Antrim, Ulfler. Knock

lofty, in Tipperary, Munſter, on the banks

of the Suir. Knocklong, in Limerick,

Munſter. Knockmeledown, a mountain

in Waterford, Munſter. Knockmill, in

Carlow, Leinſter. Knockmourne, in Wa

terford, Munſter. Knockmyland, in Kil

kenny, Leinſter. Knocknemariff, in Cork,

Munſter. Knockniclaſby, Knockminoſ, and

Knockowne, hills in Cork, Munſter.

* KNoctopher, a town of Kilkenny,

Leinſter, 6.3 miles from Dublin. -

Knoll, Dorſetſhire, near E. Lulworth.

Knoll, Dorſetſhire, E. of Buckland-Abbas.

Knoll, Glouc. near Briſtol. Knoll, Kent,

near Sevenoaks. Knoll, Surry, in Cranley

pariſh. Knoll, Warw. NW. of Balſhall.

Knolle, Dorſetſ. near Corfe-Caſtle. Knoll

Hill, Eſſex, N. of Havering. Knotſhall,

Suffolk, S.E. of Saxmundham.

* KNotsfor D, a town in Cheſhire, di

vided into the Upper and Lower, by a ri

vulet called Bicken. It is 7 miles NE. of

Northwich, and 173 NNW. of London

Market on Saturday. -

Knotting, Bedfordſ. W. of Buſhmead.

Knottingley, Yorkſhire, near Ferrybridge.

Knoweſley, Lanc. 5 miles from Liverpool.

Knowle, Devonſhire, in Farway pariſh.

Knowle, Devonſ. near Exmouth. Knowle,

Dorſetſhire, near Corfe. Caſtle. Kno:cle,

Somerſetſ. S. of Bruton. Knowle-Green,

Middleſex, near Staines. Knowle. Hill,

Somerſetſ, near Langport. Knowley-Hill,

Derbyſ. near Stanton. Knowlton, Dorſet

ſhire, near Horton. Knowlton, Kent, near

Wingham. Knowſton, Devonſ. near S.

Moulton. Knoyle, Eaſt, Wilts, near

Hindon. Knuke, Wilts, near Heyteſbury.

Knutſhall, Staffordſhire, S. of Leek. Kuur

ton, Staffordſhire, near Newcaſtle.under

Line. Kryno, a river in Pembrokeſhire.

Koź1-TAcHEou, a province of China,

one of the ſmalleſt in that empire, and full

of inacceſſible mountains. It is inhabited

by a people who are independent, and who

would never ſubmit to the laws of the en

pire. However, the emperor has found

means to build forts therein, and garriſon

ſome of the towns; but all the taxes they

can raiſe here will not defray the expence.

This province is remarkable for it's cap

per-mines, and, between the mountains,

there are ſeveral fruitful valleys. They

have neither filk nor cotton, and therefore

they make their cloth of a ſort of graſs,

like hemp. Their cows, ſtags, and wild

hens are numerous, and the horſes are the

beſt in China. --

Koi..A., a town of the Ruſſian govern

ment of Archangel, and the capital of

Ruſſian Lapland. It has a good harbour

on the river Kola, near the bay of the

- ſamt

*

... *
*
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ſarºe name in the Frozen Ocean. Lat. 68.

34. N. lon. 32.26. E.

KoloMNA. See ColuMNA.

Kolyvas, a government of the Ruſ

fian empire, bounded on the N. by the go

vernment of Tobolſk, on the E. by that of

..Irkutſk, and on the S. and W. by Tartary.

It's capital, of the ſame name, is feated on

the Oby, 480 miles SSE. of Tobolſkoi.

This country has productive ſilver mines,

which have been called the Potoſ of Ruſ

fia. -

KoNoshFRG, a town of Aggerhuys,

Norway, celebrated for it's filver mines.

It contains about 1 ooo houſes, and 6ooo

inhabitants. It is 45 miles S.W. of

Chriſtiania. -

KoNgswing ER, a town of Chriſtiania,

Norway, containing about 50 ſmall wooden

houſes. It is 42 miles NE. of Chriſtiania.

, KoNicsBERG, a town of Saxe-Weimar,

Franconia; alſo a town of the New

March, Brandenburgh; with ſeveral other

towns in Germany; and one in Hungary.

Ko NicsEcc. See Con ING's Eck.

Ko NicsHof FEN, a town of Mentz,

Lower Rhine.

Konics Lutter, a town of Brunſ.

wick-Wolfenbuttle, Lower Saxony.

Konigstern, a town of Meiſſèn, Up

per Saxony, uſed as a place of confinement

for ſtate priſoners; alſo a town of Bavaria,

and a town of the Upper Rhine, both in

Germany; and a fortreſs of Norway.

Konings Herc, the capital of the king

dom of Pruſſia, with an univerſity, and a

magnificent-palace, in which is a hall, 274

feet iong, and 59 broad, witkout pillars

to ſupport it, and a handſome library.

The town-houſe, the exchange, and the

cathedral, are fine ſtru%tures. The tower

of the caſtle is very high, and has 2.84

ſteps to the top, whence there is an exten

five proſpekt. There are 18 churches in

all, of which 14 are Lutherans, 3 Calvi

miſts, and 1 is Romiſh. The number of

houſes is about 38oo. The town is about

7 Engliſh miles in circumference, and, in

cluding the garriſon of 7boo men, contains

60,000 inhabitants.

Pregel, a navigable river, which here falls

into the eaſtern extremity of the Friſche

Haf, an inlet of the Baltic. No ſhips

drawing more than 7 feet water can pais

the bar, and come up to the town; ſo that

the large veſſels anchor at Pillau, a ſmall

town on the Baltic, which is the port of

Koningſberg; and the merchandiſe is ſent

up in ſmaller veſſels. The trade of Ko

ningſberg is very conſiderable. It is 125

miles N. of Warſaw. Lat. 54. 41. N.

lon. ac, 48. E.

It ſtands on the

KonINGscº Arz, a circle of Bohemia

with it's capital, leated on the Elbe. -

KoNitz, a town of Schwartzburg Ro

dolſtadt, Upper Saxony; a bailiwick of

Berne, Swiſſerland; and a town of Pome

relia, Pruſſia.

Korore, a town and river in the go

vernment of St. Peterſburgh, Ruſſia.

Korx l, a town of Novogrodeck, Li

thuania.

KoRIAcs, a nation on the borders of

Kamtſchatka, tributary to the Ruſſians.

There are two ſorts of Koriacs. Thoſe

who are properly called by that name have

a fixed reſidence: the others are wander

ers, and are known by the appellation of

Raindeer Koriacs. Their flocks are very

numerous, and they maintain them by

conducting them to thoſe cantons that

abound with moſs. When theſe paſtures

are exhauſted, they ſeek for others. In

this manner they wander about inceſſantly,

encamping under tents of ſkin, and ſup

Porting themſelves with the produce of

their deer, which are as ſerviceable for

draught to the Koriacs, as the dogs are to

the Kamtſchadales. Their country is

terminated to the S. by the peninſula

of Kamtſchatka, and the Gulf of Pen

ginſk; to the E. by the Ocean; to the N.

by the country of the Tehoukchis; and to

the W. by the Tongouſes, the Lamouts,

and the Yakouts. It is conſidently af

ferted, that this country was formerly very

populous, and that the ſmallpox had made

very confiderable ravages; but it is doubt

ed whether that diſeaſe has carried off

more of the inhabitants than their frequent

conteſts with their neighbours, and with

the Ruſlians. The number of fixed Ko

rincs ſcarcely exceeds, at preſent, 9oo;

and though it is not eaſy to calculate that

of the wandering Koriacs, it is imagined

that they do not much ſurpaſs this an ount.

Their regular occupation is hunting and

fiſhing; but every ſeaſon will not permit

them to follow it. During theſe intervals,

ſhut up in their profound habitations, they

ſleep, ſmoke, and get drunk. Thought

leſs of the future, without regret for the

patt, they come not out of their yourts-till

the moſt urgent neceſſity compels them.

Theſe yourts are larger than thoſe of the

northern Kamtſchadales, but are diſtri

buted nearly in the ſame manner, and are

hardly more clean or comfortable, as they

have not a venthole, or chimney, for the

emiſſion of the ſmoke. Like the Kamt

ſchadales they live upon dried fiſh, and

the fleſh and fat of the whale and ſea-wolf.

The whale is commonly eaten raw, and

the ſea-wulf dried and cooked in the ſame

2. Inanntº
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manner as their fiſh, except the finews, the

marrow, the brain, and, now and then, a

ſlice of the fleſh, which they devour raw

with extreme avidity. Rein-deer is their

favourite diſh. Vegetables alſo form a

part of their food ; they gather in autumn

various ſorts of berries, of a part of which

they make themſelves a refreſhing beve

rage, and the reit is bruiſed to powder,

and kneaded with the oil of the whale or

fea-wolf. Their paſſion for ſtrong liquors,

increaſed by the dearneſs of brandy, and

the difficulty of procuring it, has led them

to invent a drink equally potent, which

they extraćt from a red muſhroom, known

in Ruſſia as a ſtrong poiſon by the name

of Moukhamorr. They put it in a veſſel

with certain fruits, and it has ſcarcely

time to clarify when their friends are in

vited to partake of it. The entertainment

iaſts for one, two, or three days, till the

beverage is exhauſted. Frequently, that

they may not fail of being intoxicated,

they eat the raw muſhroom at the ſame

time. The wandering Koriacs have the

ſame charaćteriſtic outlines as the Kamt

ſchadales. Among the women, particu

larly, there are very few who have not ſunk

eyes, flat noſes, and prominent cheeks.

The men are almoſt entirely beardleſs, and

have ſhort hair. The women carry their

children in a kind of neſt, or baſket arched

over, in which the infant is placed in a

Gtting poſture, and ſheltered from the

weather. The Koriacs acknowledge a

Supreme Being, the Creator of all things,

and imagine that the ſun is his throne, or

palace. They addreſs no prayer to him;

goodneſs, they ſay, is his eſſence; all the

good that exiſts in the world proceeds from

him; and it is impoſſible that he ſhould

do an injury. The Principle of evil they

conſider as a malignant ſpirit, and, to ap

peaſe his wrath, offer up, as expiatory ſa

crifices, various, animals newly born ; as

rein-deer and dogs, alſo the firſt fruits of

their hunting and fiſhing, and whatever

they poſſeſs that is moſt valuable.

KosFL, a town of Oppelm, Siieſia.

Koste L, a town of Brunn, Moravia.

KostroMA, a government of the Ruſ.

fian empire, formerly included in that of

Moſcow. The capital is Koſtroma, ſeat

ed on the river Volga, 168 miles NE. of

Moſcow.

KowNo, a town of Troki, Lithuania.

KRAINBURG, a town of Bavaria.

KRAINBURG, a town of Auſtria.

KRANowitz, a town of Troppau,

Sileſia.

KRAPritz, a town of Oppeln, Sileſia.

Krasilow,atownof Volhynia,Poland.

KRAsNosLAw, a town of Chelm, Po

land.

KRekythe, a town of Carnarvonſhire,

ſeated on the Iriſh Sea, near Traeth-Ama

wer Bay, 12 miles S. by E. of Carnarvon,

and 237 NW. of London. Market on

Wedneſday. -

KREMPE, a town of Daniſh Holſtein.

KREMs, a town and river of Auſtria.

Ereſlow, Bucks, S.W. of Wing. Krit

kieth, Shropſhire, near Trevelock-Foreſt.

Kridling-Park, Yorkſ. E. of Pontefraćt.

KRUMLAw, a town of Prachalitz, Bo

hemia.

KRUxhAveN, CRUXHAve N, orCux

HAveN, a ſea-port of Bremen, on the

German Ocean, between the mouths of the

Elbe and the Weſer.

KUBEshA, a large town of Aſia, in the

country of the Leſguis, one of the 7 Cau

caſian nations, between the Black Sea and

the Caſpian. Colonel Gaeber, who wrote

an account of theſe countries in 1728,

gives the following deſcription of this very

curious place: “ Kubeſha is a large,

ſtrong town, fituated on a hill, between

high mountains. It’s inhabitants call

themſelves Franki (Franks, a name com

mon in the eaſt to all Europeans) and re

late, that their anceſtors were brought hi

ther by ſome accident, the particulars of

which are now forgotten. The common

conjećture is, that they were caſt away

upon the coaſt; but thoſe who pretend to

be better verſed in their hiſtory, give the

following account: The Greeks and the

Genoeſe carried on, during ſeveral centu

ries, a confiderable trade, not only on the

Black Sea, but on the Caſpian, and were

certainly acquainted with the mines con

tained in theſe mountains, from which

they drew, by their trade with the inha

bitants, great quantities of ſilver, copper,

and other metals. In order to work theſe

upon the ſpot, they ſent hither a number

of workmen, to eſtabliſh manufactures,

and inſtruct the inhabitants. The ſubſe

quent invaſions of the Arabs, Turks, and

Monguls, during which the mines were

filled up, and the manufačtures abandoned,

prevented the ſtrangers from effecting

their return; ſo that they continued here,

and erected themſelves into a republic.

They are ſtill excellent artiſts, and make

very good fire-arms, ſabres, coats of mail,

and ſeveral articles in gold and filver, for

exportation. They have likewiſe, for their

own defence, ſmall copper cannon, of three

pounds calibre, caſt by themſelves. They

coin Turkiſh and Perſian ſilver money, and

even rubles, which readily paſs current,

becauſe they are of the full weight andi.
ve.

-
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lue. In their valleys, they have paſture

and arable land, as well as gardens; but

they purchaſe the greater part of their

corn, truſting chiefly for their ſupport to

the ſale of their manufačtures, which are

much admired in Turkey, Perſia, and the

Crimea. They are generally in eaſy cir

cumſtances, and are a quiet, inoffenſive

people, but high-ſpirited and independent.

Their town is confidered as a neutral ſpot,

where the neighbouring princes can depo

fit their treaſures with ſafety. They ele&t

yearly twelve magiſtrates, to whom they

pay the moſt unlimited obedience; and,

as all the inhabitants are on a footing of

the moſt perfect equality, each individual

is ſure to have, in his turn, a ſhare in the

government. In the year 1725, their ma

giſtrates, as well as the Uſniel, or Khan

of the Caitaks, acknowledged the ſove

reignty of Ruſſia, but without paying any
tribute.

Kufstein, a ſmall town of Auſtria,

on the Inn, in the Tiroleſe.

Kumbridge, Dorſetſhire, S. of Wareham.

Kur, a large river of Aſia, which riſes

in Armenia, and paſſing by Tefflis, and

through the whole of Georgia, and part of

Schirvan, &c. falls into the Caſpian Sea,

yo miles SSW. of Baku.

KURAB, a town of Perſia, capital of

Keſcar, 2 miles from the Caſpian Sea.

KuRoan, a river and province of Per

fia. The former riſes in Coraſan, and

after watering Aſtrabad, falls into the
Caſpian Sea.

U. Riles, a chain of iſlands, extend

ing from the ſouthern extremity of Kamt

ſchatka to Japan; chiefly valuable for their

furs, particularly that of the ſea-otter.

The inhabitants of the neighbourhood of

Lopatka, who were themſelves called Ku

riles, gave theſe iſlands the ſame name, as

ſoon as they became acquainted with them.

They are 22 in number, excluſive of the

very ſmall ones. The northernmoſt iſland,

which is called Shoomſka, and the next,

which is named Paramouſic, were firſt vi

fited by the Ruſſians in 1713, and at the

ſame time brought under their dominion.

The others, in order, are at preſent made

tributary down to Ooſheſheer incluſive.

Ooſheſheer is the ſouthernmoſt iſland that

the Ruſſians have yet brought under their,

ºlominion, but they trade to Ooroop, which

is the 18th. A group of iſlands lies to

the SW, which the Japaneſe call Jeſo; a

name which they alſo give to the whole

chain of iſlands between Kamtſchatka and

Japan. The ſouthernmoſt, called Mat

mai, hath been long ſubject to the Japa

neſe, and is fortified and garriſoned on the

ſide toward the continent. -

KURsk, af. of the Ruſſian

empire, formerly part of that of Bielgorod.

It's capital, of the ſame name, is feated on

the Sem, 240 miles S. of Moſcow.

Kuſhmere, Suffolk, SE. of Beckles.

KUTTENBURG, a town of Czaſlaw,

Bohemia, remarkable for it's ſilver mines.

Kyar, Worceſterſhire, near Tenbury.

YLBURG, in Treves, Lower Rhine.

Kyle, in Wexford, Leinſter.

£3, Northumb. between Barrington

and Holy Iſland. Kyme, N. and S. Linc.

SW. of Tatterſhall. Kymere, Suſſex, near

Ditchling. Kymeton, Somerſetſ. between

Sherborn and Queen Camel. Kyme Church,

Heref., near Munno. Kyneſley, Shropſ. N.

of Wellington. Kyneton, Glouceſ in the

pariſh of Guiting-Temple. Kyneton,

Shropſhire, SW. of Pembridge. %.

Somerſetſ. NE. of Somerton, is naturally

paved, for half a mile together, with one

ſnooth broad rock, which reſembles ice.

Kynley, Glouceſterſ. in Nimpsfield pariſh.

Kynnerton, or Kinewarton, Warw, near

Aulceſter. Kynolton, Nott. near Nether

Broughton. º: Worc. 3 miles

SE. of Tenbury. Kyre-Minor, Worc. a

hamlet adjoining Kyre-Wyre. %.
Lincolnſhire, SW. of Fokingham. Kyie

Herdwic, Warwickſhire, between Lamb

cote and Edgehill.

L. A B

AA, a town of Auſtria, 4 miles S.
of Vienna.

Labacally, an ancient, rude, ſepulchral

monument, in Cork, Munſter. It conſiſts

of large flags, (one of which is 17 feet

long, 9 broad, and, in the middle, 3 feet

thick) placed horizontally on others which

are upright, and is about midway be

tween Glenworth and Kilworth.

L. A B

LAB1A, a town of Turkey, in Ser

W13.

LabiAU, a town of Sanland, Pruſſia.

Laborn, Kent, near Malling. Laborn,

Surry, near Godalmin. Labortyé, Suſſex,

.#. Grinſtead.

LABourd, a traćt of France, on the

Bay of Biſcay, which made part of

Baſques. Bayonne was the capital. It
Z abounds
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-at three, and ſets about nine.

abounds in fruit, and is now included in

the department of Lower Pyrenees.

LABRADoR, an extenſive country to

the E. of Hudſon's Bay, in N. America.

The climate, even about Haye's River, in

only lat. 57. N. is exceſſively cold during

winter. The ſnows begin to fall in Octo

ber, and continue falling, by intervals, the

whole winter; and, when the roſt is moſt

vigorous, in form of the fineſi ſand. The

ice on the rivers is then 8 feet thick; port.

wine freezes in a ſolid maſs; brandy coa

gülates; and the very breath falls on the

blankets of a bed in the form of a hoar

froſt. The ſun rifts in the ſhorteſt day at .

five minutes paſt nine, and ſets five mi

nutes before three. In the longeſt, it riſes

The ice

begins to diſappear in May, and hot wea

ther commences about the middle of June,

which, at times, is to violent, as to ſcorch

the faces of the hunters. Thunder is not

frequent, but ſometimes violent. But

there muſt be a great difference of heat and

cold in this vaſt extent, which reaches from

lat. 50. 40. to lat. 62. N. Mock ſuns

and halos are not unfrequent : they are

very bright, and richly tinged with all the

colours of the rainbow. The ſun riſes

and ſets with a large come of yellowiſh

light. The night is enlivered by the au

rora borealis, which ſpreads a variety of

different lights and colours over the whole

concave of the ſky, not to be eclipſ leven

by the ſplendor of the full noon, and the

ſtars of a fiery rednes. The animals in

theſe countries are, the mooſe deer, ſtags,

rein-deers, bears, tigers, buffaloes, wolves,

foxes, beavers, otters, lynxes, martins,

foui, rels, ermines, wild-cats, and hares.

The feathered kinds are geeſe, buttards,

ducks, patridges, and all kinds of wild.

fowl. Their fiſh are whales, morſes, ſeals,

codfiſh, and a white fiſh preferable to her

rings; and, in their rivers and freſh wa

ters, pike, perch, carp, and trout. All

the quadrupeds in theſe countries are

clothed with a cloſe, ſoft, warm fur; and

even the dogs and cats from Britain, that

have been carried into Hudſon's Bay, on

the approach of winter, have changed their

appearance, and acquired, a much longer,

ſofter, thicker coat of hair than they ori

ginally had. In ſummer there is here, as

in other places, a variety in the colour of

the ſeveral animals; when that ſeaſon is

over, which holds only for three months,

they all aſſume the livery of winter, and

every ſort of beaſts, and moſt of their fowls,

are of the colour of the ſlow : everything

animate and inanimate is white. The ſoil,

in the parts that are known, is poor, yet

the coaſt abounds with large, convenient,

and ſafe harbours. In the bays are thou

ſands of iſlands, wherein innumerable mul

titudes of eider-ducks, and other-water

fowl breed. The climate is remarkably.

healthy, and few parts of the world pro

duce better furs. There are ſeveral Mo

ravian ſettlements on the E. coaſt, the

principal of which is Nain.

Lahrun, Yorkſhire, N. of Midlam. La

certon, Dorſetſhire, near Stourpaine. Lach,

near Chetter. Lachford, Cheſhire, near

Warrington. . Lackingdon, Eſſex, N.W. of

Burnham. - -

LAck, or B1 schoff's-LAck, a town

of Carniola, trading in iron, ſteel, quick

ſilver, corn, and linen.

Iackford, Suffolk, S.E. of Mildenhall.

Lackmore-End, Middl. near Enfield Waſh.

Lacoek, Wilts, near Chippenham. La

cock, Yorkſhire, W. of Keighley. Lacom,

Shropſ. NE. of Wem. Ladbrook, Warw.

S. of Southam. Laden, a river in Heref.

LADENBURG, a town in the palatinate

of the Ruine, circle of the Lower Rhine;

and a town of Oſnaburg, Weſtphalia.

Ladford, Devonſhire, in Shebbear pariſh.

Lºla-Hill, Hants, near Sidmanton. La

dock, Cornwall, NE. of Truro, :

LADoo A, a lake in Ruſſia, ſituated be

tween the Gulf of Finland, and the Lake

of Omega. . It is 1 co miles long, and from

50 to 60 broad, and is the largeſt lake in

Europe. Among the fiſh with which it

abounds, are ſeals. It is full of quick

ſands, which, being moved from place to

place, by the frequent ſtorms to which it

is ſubject, cauſe ſeveral ſhelves along it's

courſe, on which the flat-bottoned veſſels

of the Ruſſians are ſometimes wrecked.

This induced Peter I. to cauſe a canal to

be cut from the SW. extremity of this

lake to the river Neva, by which it has

a communication with the Gulf of Fin

land. It was begun in 1718, and finiſhed

in 1732; and is 67 miles long, and 72

feet broad. -

Lado GA, NEw, a town in the govern

ment of St. Peterſburgh, on the S. coaſt of

the Lake of Ladoga. It is 56 miles E. of

St. Peterſburgh.

LADoG NA. See CE Dog NA.

LADRon E, or MARIAN Is LAND's, iſ

lands of the N. Pacific Ocean, about 1892

E. of Canton in China, and occupying º

ſpace of 150 leagues in extent. They are

ſaid to be 16 in number, excluſive of the

ſmall iſlets and rocks, and contain, beſides

other fruits natural to the ſoil and climate,

the bread-fruit tº ee in abundance. The

names of the principal iſlands are Guan,

Say Pan, Tinian, and Rota.

Lºcº,
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Ladwell, Herts, W. of Baldock. Lady

Craft-Hill, Yorkſ. SW. of Barneſley.

Lady-Iſland, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Lagan, a river in Down, Ulſter. Laggan

Bridge, in Monaghan, Ulſter.

Lagham, Surry, near Godſtone.

Laghy, in Donegal, Ulſter.

LAGNY, a town in the depart. of Seine

and Marne, 15 miles E. of Paris.

LAGos, a ſea-port of Portugal, in Al

garve, where the Engliſh fleets bound to

§: Straits uſually take in fieſh water.

ear this town is Cape Lagos, 1 zo miles

S. of Liſbon. Lat. 37.2. N. lon. 8.33.W.

LAGUNA, a handſome town of the

iſland of Teneriff, one of the Canaries,

The governor has a palace here, but ge

nerally reſides at Santa Cruz.

piece of water.

13. W.

LAGUNEs QF VENIce, marſhes, or

lakes, in Italy, on which Venice is feated,

and which communicate with the ſea.

There are about 60 iſlands in theſe La

gunes. Eurano is the moſt conſiderable,

next to thoſe on which the city of Venice

ſtands.

LAHAB, a town of Auſtria, 26 miles

N. of Vienna.

LAHolm, a ſea-port of Sweden, in Hal.

land, 12 miles SSE. of Halmſtadt. . *

LAHor E, the capital of a province of

the ſame name, in Ilindooſtan Proper, and

in the Panjab, or country of the Five Ri

vers, or five eaſtern branches of the Indus.

It is ſituated on the S. bank of the Rau

vee, is a place of high antiquity, and was

the reſidence of the Mahometan conquer

ors of Hindooſtan, before they had eſtab

liſhed themſelves in the central parts of

the country. It owed it’s modern sim

provements, however, to Humaioon, the

father of Acbar, who made it his reſidence

during a part of his troubleſome reign.

Thevenot ſays that, including the ſuburbs,

it was 3 leagues in length at that period;

and when he ſaw it, in 1665, the city it

ſelf was above a league in extent, Ice is

brought from the northern mountains to

Lahore, and ſold there all the year. The

famous avenue of ſtately trees, ſo much

ſpoken of by the early Indian travellers,

began at Lahore, and extended to Agra,

near 5oo Engliſh miles. Lahore is now

the capital of the Seiks, a new power,

whoſe name, even as a ſe&t, was hardly

known till the rapid decline of the Mogul's

=mpire, in the preſent century. Here they

have extenſive manufačtures of cotton

ckoths, and ſtuffs of all kinds, and they

The lake,

from which it has been ſuppoſed to delive.

it's name, is now a very inconſiderable

Lat. 28. 30. N. lon. 16.:

make very curious carpets. It is 242

iniles N. by W. of Delhi. Lat. 31. 15. N.

lon. 72.48. E. - -

LAHo Re, a province in Ilindooſtan.

Proper, oftener called Panjab, and bound

ed on the W. by Cabul and Kandahar, on

the N. by Cachemire, on the E. and SE.

by Srinagur and Delhi, and on the S. by

Moultan. It is near 3oo miles in length

from E. to W. and about 1 co miles from

N. to S. The ſoil is remarkably fertile,

abounding in rice, coin, vines, ſugars,

cotton wool, and fruits of every kind. In

the tract between the Indus and the Behat

are ſalt ſprings, wonderfully productive,

and affording fragments of rock-ſalt, hard

enough to be formed into veſſels, &c.

Laighton, or Low Layton, Eſſex,

miles E. of London. Laikirk, Yorkſhire,

NVV. of Barnard-Caſtle. Laindon-Hillſ,

ſee Langdon.

LAINo, a river and town of Calabria

Citra, Naples. -

Lainſion, Hants, near Wincheſter, Lair

Marney, Eſſex, near St. Oſyth. Laith,

Cumb. in Aston pariſh. Lake, Dorſetſ.

near Winborn-Minſter. Lake, Wilts, SW.

of Ameſbury. Lake, South, Linc. near

Market-Deeping. Lakenham, adjoining

Norwich. Lakingheath, Suffolk, S.W. of

Brandon. ...

. LALAND, a ſmall iſland of Denmark,

in the Baltic, lying S. of Zealand, frcm

which it is ſeparated by a narrow channel.

It is reckoned the moſt fertile ſpot in the

Daniſh dominions, producing all ſorts of

grain, particularly very fine wheat and ex

cellent peaſe. Naſkow is the capital.

Laland Iſle, Cornwall, at the mouth of

Padſtow-Haven. Lalant, Cornwall, near

the bottom of St. Ives'-Bay. Lal, laza,

Middleſex, near the Thames, between

Shepperton and Staines. Lamb Aºy,

Kent, near Dartford. -

La M.B.A.L.E., a town in the dept. of the

North Coaſt, trading in cattle, linen, and

parchment. It is 37 miles N.W. of Rennes.

Lambart Caſile, and Hill, Dorſetſhire,

E. of Axminſter. - *

LAMBAY, an iſland on the coaſt of the

county of Dublin, about 12 miles NE. of

the metropolis, to which parties of plea

ſure frequently repair in ſummer.

Ilambºote, or Lorncete, Nott. near the

Trent, S.W. of Bingham. Lamècote,

Warw. near Lower Eatendon. Lanter

hurſ?, Kent, SW. of Goudhurſt.

LAMBºsc, a town in the depart. of the

Mouths of the Rhone, 1 o miles N.W. of

Aix. - -

Lambeth, a village of Surry, on the

Thames, oppoſite Weſtminſter, By the

Z 2. - vaſt
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vaſt increaſe of buildings, it is now join

ed to the metropolis, in a direction to

each of the three bridges.

LAMDof N, a town in Berks, ſeated on

a river of the ſame name, which falls into

the Kennet below Newbury. It is 7 miles

N. of Hungerford, and 68 W. of London.

Market on Friday.

Lamborne, Eſſex, 4 miles from Epping.

Lamitrigg, Weſtm. near Kendal. Lam

- brook, E. and W. Somerſ. near Kingſbury.

Lamchane, Cornwall, near Fowey.

LAME Go, a town of Portugal, in Beira.

Lamer, Herts, in Wheat-Hanpſtead

pariſh. Lamerſh, Eſſex, S. of Sudbury.

Lamerton, or Lamberton, Devonſ. 2 miles

from Taviſtock. Lamiford, Cumberl. on

the borders of Scotland and Northumberl.

Lamitor Iſle, Devonſhire, adjoining Lundy.

Lamley, Northumberland, near Feather

ftonhaugh. Lamley, Nottinghamſhire, by

Sherwood Foreſt. Lamley-Lodge, Rutland

ſhire, W. of Ridlington Park. Lammas,

Norfolk, near Wurtted.

LAMMERM UIR, a mountainous ridge

in Scotland, which divides the county of

Berwick from that of Haddington for

above 20 miles. The mountains are, in

general, covered with heath, and afford

but ſcanty paſture for the ſheep that feed
on them. -

Lammoram, Cornw. SW. of Tregony.

LAMo, an iſland and ſea-port of Africa,

on the coaſt of Zanguebar, in lat. 2. o. S.

and lon. 4o. 24. É. The king and go

vernment, being Mahometans, are fre

quently at war with the reſt of the inha

bitants, who are Pagans. In 1589, the

king of this iſland was beheaded by the

Portugueſe. His crime, whether real or

pretended, was his having baſely betrayed

the governor of the coaſt. For this he was

ſeized, with four of his Mahometan ſub

jećts, in his own capital, and carried to

Pate, where they were publicly executed,

in the preſence of the king of that iſland,

and. petty kings of the neigh

bouring iſlands; ever ſince which, Lamo

has been tributary to the Portugueſe.

Lamorney Point, Cornw.W. of Mount's

Bay. Lamony, Cumb, NW. of Penrith.

LAMPEDosA, an uninhabited iſland on

the coaſt of Tunis, about 12 miles in cir

cumference, with a good harbour, where

ſhips water. Lat. 36. 10. N. lon. 11. o. E.

Lampeis End, Glouceſ, in Hartpury pa

riſh. Lamplugh, Cumbell. between Cock

ermouth and Egremont. Lamport, Bucks,

in Stow pariſh. Lamport, 6 miles from

Northampton. Lambton, near Durham.

Lampton, Middl. near Hounſlow. Lam

ridge, Weſtmorland, NE. of Kendal,

LAMPsAxi, a town of Natolia.

Lamſley, Durham, near Ravenſworth

Caſtle. Lampſion, Hants, SE. of Portſ

mouth. Lamyat, Somerſ. W. of Bruton.

LAN ARTH, a town of Cardiganſhire,

195 miles from London. Maiket on

Tueſday.

Lambeach, Cambridgeſhire, not 2 miles

from Burwell. Lambrigan, Cornwall, NE,

of St. Allen. Lancaut, Glouceſterſhire,

N. of Chepſtow-on-the-Wye.

LANcAs HIRE, a county of England,

bounded on the W. by the Iriſh Sea, on

the N. by Cumberland and Weſtmorland,

on the E. by Yorkſhire, and on the S. by

Cheſhire. It is 74 miles from north to

ſouth (including a detached hundred on

the northweſt, called Furneſs, which is ſe

parated from the reſt by a creek, at the

head of Morecambe Bay) and from 15

to 44 in it's greateſt breadth. It is di

vided into 6 hundreds, containing 26 mar

ket towns, and 62 pariſhes. The air, in

general, is very healthful, the inhabitants

living to a great age. This county com

priſes a variety of ſoil and face..

try; but, upon the whole, it is one of

thoſe which are the leaſt favoured as to na

tural advantages, a proof of which is the

ancient thinneſs of it's population, ſhown

º the very ſmall number of pariſhes into

which if is divided. The hundred of Fur

neſs is a wild and rugged region, ſtored

with quantities of iron ore and ſlate, and

covered with a growth of underwood,

which is cut in ſucceſſion, and made into

charcoal for the uſe of the iron furnaces.

The eaſtern part of the county between

the Ribble and the Merſey, compriſing

the ancient foreſts of Wyreſdale and Bow.

land, is mountainous and generally bar

ren; but the ſouthern part of the tract

between theſe two rivers is flat, quite from

the ſea, to the commencement of the ridge

called Blackſton-edge, that ſeparates the

county from Yorkſhire. Much of this

is a fertile country, though occaſionally

deformed by the black turf bogs, here

called moſſes; ſome of which are of large

extent, and abſolutely impaſſable in wet

ſeaſons. In the northeaſt part of this di

viſion, are ſome lofty hills, the moſt noted

of which is Pendle-Hill. The remaining

part is varied with hill, dale, and moor.

The natural produćts of this country are

of little conſequence, except the coal and

turf with which it's ſouthern parts

abound. Of the former is a ſpecies, call

ed cannel, far exceeding all other, not on

ly in making a clear fire, but for being ca

pable of being manufaëtured into candle

ſticks, cups, ſtandiſhes, ſnuff-boxes, :
an
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and of being poliſhed, ſo as to repreſent a
beautiful black marble. Lancaſhire is lit

tle adapted for a corn country, not only,

in many parts, from the nature of it's

foil, but from the remarkable wetneſs of

it's climate; the land, however, is fingu

larly fitted to the growth of the potatoe.

All the rivers afford ſalmon; and the

Merſey is viſited by annual ſhoals of ſmelts,

here called ſparlings, of remarkable fize

and flavour. As a commercial and ma

nufaāuring county, Lancaſhire is diſtin

guiſhed beyond moſt others in the king

3om. It's principal manufactures are

linen, filk, and cotton goods; fuſtians,

counterpanes, ſhalloons, bays, ſerges,

tapes, ſmall wares, hats, ſail-cloth, ſack

ing,º iron goods, caſt plate-glaſs, &c.

of the commerce of this county, it may

ſuffice to obſerve, that Liverpool is the

third, if not the ſecond, port in the king

dom. The principal rivers are the Mer

ſty, Irwell, Ribble, Lone, Leven, Wyre,

Hodder, Roche, Duddon, Winſter, Ken,

and Calder, and it has two conſiderable

lakes, Winander Mere and Coniſton Wa

ter. Lancaſter is the county town.

*LANcasTER, the county-town of Lan

caſhire, is an ancient, well-built, popu

lous, and improving town, ſeated on the

river Lone, which here forms a port for

veſſels of moderate burden, and over which

is a handſome ſtone bridge of five arches.

On the ſummit of a#. the caſtle,

ſerving both as the ſhire-houſe and the

county-gaol. On the top of this caſtle is

a ſquare tower, called John of Gaunt's

Chair, where there is a fine proſpect of the

mountains of Cumberland, and of the

courſe of the Lone; the view toward the

ſea, extending to the Iſle of Man. The

town-hall is a handſome ſtrućture. Lan

caſter carries on a confiderable trade, eſ

cially to the Weſt Indies, and is noted

or the making of mahogany cabinet

ware. It is 235 miles NNW, of London.

Lat, 54. 4. N. lon. 2.56. W. Markets

on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Lancaster, the county-town of a

county of the ſame name, in Pennſylvania.

It's trade is large, and daily increaſing.

It contains an elegant court-houſe, and a

college founded in 1787, named Franklin

College, with ſeveral churches, and about

5ooo ſouls. It is ſeated near the Suſque

hanna, 53 miles W. of Philadelphia.

Iancant, Glouc. in Tiddenham pariſh.

LANcekotTA, one of the Canary Iſ

lands, about 30 miles long and 24 broad.

It is very high, and may be diſcovered at

a great diſtance. It abounds in grain,

fruits, goats, horned cattle, hares, camels,

with rye.

and aſſes. There is a haven in the NE.

end, where ſhips may lie land-locked from

all winds, in 10, 15, and zo fathoms.

Lat. 29. 14. N. lon. 13.26. W.

Lancheſter, N.W. of Durham.

LAN c1ANo, in Abruzzo Citra, Naples.

Lancras, Devonſ. near Shehbear. Lanc

ton, E. and W. Leiceſterſhire, SW. of

Hallaton.

LAND AFF, a ſmall town of Glamorgan

ſhire, feated on an aſcent, on the river

Tafe, near Cardiff; but the cathedral, a

large ſtately building, ſtands on low

ground. It is a place of good trade, but

has no market, and is 30 miles NW. of

Briſtol, and 166 W. of London.

LAND Au, a ſtrongly fortified town in

the dept. of the Lower Rhine.

Landbeach, 5 miles N. of Cambridge.

Landcan, Cheſh. between the Dee and the

Merſey. Land loe, Carmarthenſ. Land

eoſ, Yorkſ. SE. of Halifax. Landºff,

Cornwall, W. of Launceſton.

LAND EN, a town of Auſtrian Brabant,

where the allies, under King William and

the EleStor of Bavaria, were defeated by

the Duke of Luxemburg, July 29, 1693.

The French were repuſed two or three

times, and loſt a great many officers and

men, but returning to the charge, they

gained a vićtory, which, however, coſt

them dear. The confederates loſt 60

pieces of cannon, 9 mortars, &c. with ſe

veral ſtandards, colours, and about 7cco

men killed and wounded. The French

army amounted to 80,000 men, and that

of the allies to leſs than one-third of that

number. ,

LAND ERNE AU, a town in the dept. of

Finiſterre, 16 miles NE. of Breſt.

LANDEs, a dept. of France, including

the late territory of Marfăn, in Gaſcony.

It takes it's name from a diſtričt, called

Landes, extending along the coaſt of the

Bay of Biscay. This is a barren, ſandy

country, covered with fern, pines, and the

holm-tree; of the bark of which corks

are made. The ſoil, however, is improved

by manuring it with marl, and ſowing it

It is thinly peopled. Mont

de-Marſan and Dax are the principal

towns.

Landew, Cornwall, S. of Launceſton.

Landerwenake, Cornw. near Lizard-Point.

Landford Dºrſetſ. 1 mile from Grimſton.

Landgreat, Linc. has a ferry over the Wi

than. Landguard-Fort, in the limits of

Eſſex, though on the Suffolk ſide of the

harbour of Harwich. Landhouſe, Yorkſ.

N. of Malton. Landlip, or Landilp,

Cornwall, N. of Saltaſh, near the Tamar.

Dandmouth, Yorkſhire, SE, of Northal

Z 3 alerton.
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lerton. Land, North, Yorkſh. S.W. of

Halifax. - -

LAND Recy, a town in the dept. of the

North, feated on the river Sambre, 17

miles S.W. of Queſnoy, and 100 N. by E.

of Paris. Lat. 50. 7. N., lon. 3.47. E.

LAN oscRoon, a fort in the dept. of

Upper Rhine, 5 miles S.W. of Baſle.

LAND scroox, or LAND scro NA, a

ſea-port of Schonen, in Sweden.

- Landſ/own, Somerſetſhire, near Bath.

LAND's END, a promontory of Corm

wall, the moſt weſterly point of Great

Britain. Lat. 50. 6. N. lon. 5.40. W.

LAND schur, a town of Schweidnitz,

Sileſia.

LAND's Hu'r, a town of Lower Bavaria.

LAND's HUT, a town of Brunn, Mo

ravia.

LAND's PER G, a town in the New

Marche, Brandenburg; a town of Upper

Bavaria; and ſeveral other towns in Ger

many. - -

1 am.tvade, Camb. near Newmarket.

Laze, or Laun, a river in Kerry, Mun

c!’.

LANE, LAKE, or Lou GH, a name

given to the Lake of Killarney; which

fee.

Lanedºlf, Staff. in the pariſh of Stoke

upon-Trent. Lane, coff-Priory, Cumb.

near Naworth, in a romantic valley, N.

of the river Irthing. -

LAN E R x, a town of Lancrkſhire, ſeat

ed on the river Clyde, zo miles S.E. of

Glaſgow.

LAN FRK's HIRE, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. and N.E. by the coun

ties of Dumbarton, Stirling, Linlithgow,

and Fönburgh; on the E. by the counties

of P. ebles and Dumfries; on the S. by

Dumfriesſhire; and on the W. by the

ſhires of Ayr and Renfrew. It's extent,

from N. to S. is about 40 miles, and it’s

mean breadth about 22. The ſouthern

part of this county is generally called

Clydeſdale.

Jarºoroºg!, 6 miles from York.

LAN Es Boro UGH, a town of Long

ford, in Leinſter, feated on the Shannon,

over which there is a bridge into Roſcom

mon. It is 62 miles WNW. of Dublin.

Langany, Cumb. SE. of Silkeld. Lan

&ar, Nort. on the Trent, W. of Belvoir

Caſtle.

LAN cº far, Devonſ. in High Hayn

ten pariſh; has, or had, a market on Friday.

Langborough, Cuºiº. W. of Carliſle.

La gºlf, Yorkſ, near Settle. Iangcores,

Dorſetſ. in Winfilth pariſh. Langdale,

Weſtmorland, SL. of Orton. Lang.tale,

Grea: and little, Weſtmorl, W, of Ain

leſide. Here are two high hills, called

Hardknot and Wreynoſe, on the latter

of which, a rivulet divides Cumberland

from Weſtmorland. Langdale. End,Yorkſ.

S. of Whitby. Langdon, Cornwall. NW.

of Launceſton. Langdon, Devonſ, near

Plympton. Langdon, the name of 2 pa

riſhes, in Eſſex, contiguous to each other,

in the road from Chelmsford to Tilbury

Fort. The firſt is called Langdom with

Baſildom ; the ſecond, Langdon-Hills, or

Langdon with Weſt Lea. From this laſt,

the proſpe&t on the SE, and SW, exhibits

a very beautiful and extenſive valley, with

a view of London to the right; the

Thames winding through the valley, with

the ſhips ſailing up and down; the view

extending to the left beyond the Medway,

and bounded in front by the hills of Kent.

Langdom-Hills are 22 miles E. by N. of

London. Langdon, and it's For?. Dur

ham, on the borders of Cumberland, near

the Tees. Langdom, a river in Durham,

running into the Tees, below Teeſdale

Foreſt. Langdon, Wºff, Kent, between

Barham-Down and the ſea. Langdon,

Eaft, Kent, N. of Dover-Caſtle. ang

don Hall, Warw. in Solihull pariſh.

LANGE Ac, a town in the dept. of Up

per Loire, feated near the river Allier, 17
miles E. of St. Flour. - -

LANGE A18, a town in the depart. of

Indre and Loire, feated on the Loire, 12

miles W. of Tours.

LAN (; ELAND, an iſland of Denmark,

in the Baltic, between the iſlands of La

land and Funen. It produces plenty of

corn, and the principal town is Rutcoping.

Lat. 55. 4. N. lon. Io. 40. E.

Langenhoe, Eſſex, NW. of St. Oſyth.

Langerſion, Suff, a ſhoal of ſand, for two

miles about Landguard Fort, on which

the fiſhermen dry their nets. Langfield,

Yorkſ. W. of Halifax. Langford, Bedf.

near Biggleſwade. Langford, Berks, near

Lechlade. Langford, Cornw. S. of Strat

ton. Langford, Devonſ, near Kentiſbear.

Langford, Derbyſ. near Aſhbourn. Lang

ford, Eſſex, near Malden. Langford, Oxf.

near Aulceſter. Langford, Norf. NE. of

Methwold. Langford, Norfolk, between

Brandon-Ferry and Watton. Langford,

Shropſ. near Newport. Langford, So

merſ. 1 o miles from Briſtol. Langford,

Somerſ. 2 miles from Wellington. Lang

fºrt, Somerſ. near Churchill. Langford,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Langford,

Dorſetſh. N. of Frampton. Langford,

Wil's, F. of Downton. Langford, De

vol.1. near Modbury. Langford, Little

and Stefle, Wilts, N.W. of Wilton. Lang

forth, or Landfºrd, Nott, N. of Newark.

- Langbadºrn,
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miles S.E. of Ava.

* Hanshadern, Cornwall, between Tregony

and Trewardryth Bay. Langhall, Norf.

near Kirkſted. Langham, Rutlandſ. a

chapelrv to Okeham. Langham, Eſſex,

W. of Maningtree. Langham, Nottingh.

NE. of Tuxford. Langham, Suffolk, be

tween Bardwell and Waiſlam in the Wil

lows. Langham, Great and Little, Norf.

near Wells, N.W. of Holt. Lanhaugh,

Northumberland, near the Cheviot-Hills.

Langhern, Northumberl. in the barony of

Bothal. Langhill, Weſtm. near the rivers

Lune and Riſſondale. Langhoe-Hall,

Lancaſhire, N. of Blackburn.

LANGHol M, a town of Dumfriesſhire,

ſeated on the river Eſk.

Langhorn, Iſle of Wight, in Weſt Me

dina. -

LANGrone, a city of Afia, capital of

the kingdom of Laos, or at leaſt the ſouth

ern diviſion, with a royal palace, 14o

Lat. 22. 30. N. lon.

ior. 15. E.

Langley, near Derby. Langley, SW.

of Durham. Langley, Durham, N.W. of

Staindrop. Langley, Durh. SE. of Lan

cheſter. Langley, Eſſex, in Great Wal

tham pariſh. Langley, Eſſex, E. of Bark

way. Langley, Herts, SW. of Steven

age. Langley, Kent, near Maidſtone.

H.angley, Kent, near Bromley. Langley,

Norfolk, near London-Eaſtcoat. Langley,

Shropſh. near Acton-Burnel. Langley,

Hants, in the New Foreſt. Langley, Lei

ceſterſh. E. of Stanton Harold. Langley,

Devonſ. in High Bickington pariſh. Lang

ley, Oxf. near Wichwood-Foreſt. Lang

ley, Glouceſterſh. in Winchcomb pariſh.

Langley, Warw. near Claverdom. Lang

ley Abbot's, Herts, S.W. of St. Alban's.

Langley Burrel, Wiltſhire, N. of Chip

penham.

LANGLEY, KING's, Herts, W. of

Abbot's Langley.

Langley Kirk, Derbyſ between Kiddeſ.

ley-Park and the river Erwaſh. Langley

Marſh, Bucks, between Colebrook and

Stow. Langley Willore, Eſſex, in Rick

ling pariſh. Langmere, Norfolk, a ham

let of Dickleburgh. Langney, Suſſex,

near Pevenſey-Haven. Lang-Newton,

Cumb. in the pariſh of Abbey-Holme.

LANGDoN, a town in the dept. of Gi

ronde, noted for excellent wine, and feated

on the river Garonne, 15 miles N. of Ba

zas. Lat. 44, 33. N. lon. o. 1 o. W.

Langport, and New Langport, Kent, in

the pariſh of Lyd.

LANGPo RT, a town in Somerſetſhire, is

feated on a hill, on the river Parrot,

which is navigable for barges to Bridge

water. It is 10 miles S.E. of Bridgewa

ter, and 128 w.by S. of London. Mar.

ket on Saturday. º

• LAN GREs, an ancient and confiderable

town in the dept. of Upper Marne. The

cutlery wares made here are in high eſteem.

It is feated on a mountain, near the

ſources of the river Marrie. This town

is thought to ſtand the higheſt of any in

France. It is 35 miles NE. of Dijon.

Lat. 47. 52. N. lon. 5. 24. E

Langridge, Somerſ. S. of Dulverton.

Langridge, Sonerſ. NE. of Launſdon.

Langridge, Weſtm. W. of Ambleſide.

Langrigg, Hauts, NW. of Petersfield.

Langrigg, Cumberl. in Bromfield pariſh.

Langrike, Linc. near Horncaſtle. Lang

rike, Yorkſhire, near Howden. Langſet,

Yorkſhire, NE. of Lady. Croſs. Hill. T

LANGston E HAR Bou R, in Hamp

ſhire, is 4 miles diſtant from that of Portſ

mouth, and about toually capacious; but

the entrance is more difficult on account

of it's bar, over which, however, there is

a depth of 15 feet at low water.

Langſºredale, Yorkſh. a chaſe, NE. of

Settle. Langthorp, Yorkſ. NW. of Be

dall. Langthwate, Yorkſ, near Doncaſ

ter. Langtoft, Yorkſh. near Stamford.

Langton, Dorſetſhire, 2 miles S. of Fiest.

Langton, Duvh. E. of Staindrop. Lang

ton, Linc. N. of Spilſby. Langton, Linc.

near Horncaſtle. Langton, Linc. near

Wragby. Langton, Northumb. in the

barony of Wark. Langton, Oxf. NE. of

Biceſter. Langton, Weſtmorl. S. of Mur

ton. Langton, Yorkſ. S. of New Malton.

Langton, Maltravers, and Hallis, Dor

ſetſ. near the coaſt, 2 miles W. of Sand

wich. Langton Butler, Dorſetſh. E. of

Blandford. Langton. Chapel, Lane. SW.

of Preſton. Langton, Eaſt; ſee Lamºon.

Langton, Great and Little, Yorkſ. NW.

of Northallerton, Langton Hall, or

Lodge, Nott. in Sherwood-Foreſt. Lang

ton-Herring, Dorſetſhire, near Beninſter.

Langton-Thorp, Leiceſ. NE. of Harbo

rough. Langtoft, Lincolnſ, near Market

Deeping. Langtree, Devonſh. S.W. of

Torrington. Langtree, Lancaſhire, NW.

of Wigan.

LANGUEpoc, a ci-devant province in

the S. of France, bounded on the E. by

the Rhone, and on the S. by the Mediter

ranean. Toulouſe was the capital of Up

per, and Montpellier of Lower Langue

doc. It is now divided into 7 departments,

the Ardeſche, Lozere, Gard, Herault,

Tarm, Upper Garonne, and Ande.

Langvil, Shropſ. SW. of Wenlock.

Lang cath/y. Cumber!. near Edenhall.

Langwich, Bucks, in Princes Riſborough

pariſh. Langwith Over, Derbyſh, near
Z 4. - Bolſover.
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Bolſover. Langworth, Nottingh. SW. of

Workſop. Lanbarn, Cornwall, NW, of

Columb-Magma. Lanhedrock, Cornwall,

2 miles S. of Bodmin.

LANNIo N, a town in the dept. of the

North Coaſt. It's trade conſiſts in wine

and hemp, and it has ſome mineral wa

ters. The inhabitants of Lannion, Guin

camp, and the environs, ſpeak the Celtic,

or Welch language, which is ſaid to have

been brought hither by the Britons, who

took refuge in theſe parts, in the fifth

century.

Lankey, Devonſ, near Barnſtaple. Lan

liver, Cornw. near Leſtwithiel. Lan Ma

ris, Glouceſ. in Winruſh pariſh. Lamno,

Cornwall, near Michelſtow.

LANNoy, a town in the dept. of the

North, 5 miles ENE. of Liſle.

Lanon, Carmarthenſ. Lanracke, Corn

wall, between Saltaſh and Leſkard. Lan.

reaff, Cornw. SW. of Leſkard. Lanreth,

Cornw. NE. of Fowey. Lanſallos, Cornw.

SE: of Fowey. , Lanſawel, 15 miles
NNE. of Carmarthen.

LANSINBURGh, a flouriſhing town of

N. America, in the ſtate of New York.

It ſtands on the E. ſide of Hudſon's Ri

ver, oppoſite the S. branch of Mohawk's

River, 9 miles N. of Albany.

Lanteglaſ, Cornw. near Fowey. Lam

teglaſ, Cornw. NW. of Camelford. Lan

terden, Shropſ. near Munſlow. Lantbony,

near Glouceſter. Lanton, Weſtm. near Ap

Pleby. Lantwitt, Glamorganſ. Lanvich

angel, and Lanwinio, both in Carmarthenſ.

LANzo, a ſmall town of Piedmont.

LAoN, a conſiderable town in the dept.

of Aiſne. It's principal trade conſiſts in

corn and wine, and it is noted for excel

lent artichokes. It contains about 8ooo in

habitants, and is 77 miles NE. of Paris.

LAos, a kingdom of Aſia, bounded on

the W. by Burmah, Siam, and Ava; on

the N. by China; on the E. by Tonquin

and Cochin China; and on the S, by Cam

bodia. This country is full of foreſts,

and abounds in rice, fruits, and fiſh.

The inhabitants are robuſt, of an olive

complexion, and unild. Their principal

occupation is tilling the ground and fiſh

ing. The king is abſolute, and has no

other law than his own will; and ſhows

himſelf but twice in a year. He has a

large revenue from elephants' teeth found

in his dominions, Their religion is much

the ſame as that which prevails in all the

countries of the Fºº ther India. Langicine

is the capital.

Lapſord, Devonſ. SE. of Chumleigh.

LAPLAND, a large country in the N. of

Europe, ſubject to Sweden. It is bound

ed on the N. by the Frozen Ocean; on the

E. by the White Sea; on the S. by Swe

den and Bothnia; and on the W. by Nor

way, being computed to be 450 miles

long and 3oo broad. The country chief

ly conſiſts of mountains, deſerts, foreſts,

heaths, fens, and lakes, and abounds in

variety of birds, beaſts, and fiſhes. The

furs and ſkins of beavers, otters, black,

red, and white foxes, &c. are their chief

articles of trade, and they are enabled to

ſell a conſiderable quantity to their neigh

bours. The Laplanders are of middling

ſtature, have generally a flattiſh face, fall

en cheeks, dark grey eyes, thin beard,

brown hair, are ſtout, ſtraight, and of a

yellowiſh complexion, occaſioned by the

weather, the ſmoke of their habitations,

&c. Their manner of life renders them

hardy, agile, and ſupple; but, at the ſame

time, they are much inclined to indolence.

They are peaceable, not given to theft,

nor fickle, and ſo proud of their country

and conſtitution, that, when removed from

the place of their nativity, they uſually

die, it is ſaid, of the noſtalgia, or longing

to return. The language of the Lap

landers comprehends ſo many diale&s,

that it is with dificulty they underſtand

each other. They preſerve their paſtoral

manners, ſo that agriculture proſpers not

much among them. They are divided in

to Fiſhers and Mountaineers. The for

mer make their habitations in the neigh

bourhood of ſome lake, whence they draw

their ſubſiſtence. The others ſeek their

ſupport upon the mountains, poſſeſſing

herds of rein-deer, which they uſe accord

ing to the ſeaſon, but they go generally

on foot. They are very induſtrious herdſ

men, and are rich in compariſon of the

Fiſhers, ſome of them . ſix hun

dred or a thouſand rein-deer. The caſtrat

ed rein-deer are alert, tame, large, ſtrong,

and handſome; on which account they uſe

them for draught, and hold them in ſuch

eſtimation, that it is a compliment among

them to call each other a gelt rein-deer.

The Lapland fiſhers, who are alſo called

Laplanders of the woods, becauſe in ſum

mer they dwell upon the borders of the

lakes, and in winter in the foreſts, live by

fiſhing and hunting, and chuſe their fitu

ation from it's convenience for either.

The introdućtion of fire-arms has almoſt

entirely aboliſhed the uſe of the bow and

arrow. With reſpect to the larger animals,

ſuch as wild rein-deer, wolves, &c. they

moſt frequently knock them down with

clubs, as it is eaſy to come up with them

by their ſnow-ſhoes, which are very long,

and prevent them from finking into the

ſnow ;
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ſnow bears they generally ſhoot, and

finiſh them with ſpears. Beſides looking

after their rein-deer, the fiſhery, and the

chace, the men employ themſelves in the

conſtrućtion of their canoes, which are

little, light, and compaśt. They alſo

make ſledges, to which they give the form

of a canoe; harneſs for the rein-deer; all

ſorts of utenſils in wood, ſuch as cups,

bowls, &c. which are ſounetimes prettily

carved, ſometimes ornamented with bones,

braſs, or horn; it is the man's buſineſs,

likewiſe, to look after the kitchen. The

employment of the women conſiſts in mak

ing nets for the fiſhery, drying fiſh and

meat, milking the rein-deer, making

cheeſe, and tanning hides. They prepare

the nerves of the rein-deer in ſuch a man

ner as to make them ſerve for thread; and

draw braſs wire by the help of the horns

of the rein-deer pierced, inſtead of a

drawing-iron. They embroider their

clothes with braſs wire, ſilver, ſham

gold, or wool, which they have the art of

dying in all ſorts of colours. Theſe peo

ple live in huts in the form of tents, co

vered with briars, bark, linen, turf, coarſe

cloth, felt, or rein-deer ſkins; and the door

is of felt, made like two curtains, which

open aſunder. They are not able to ſtand

upright in theſe huts, but fit upon their

heels round the fire. At night they lie

down and cover themſelves with their

clothes, and in winter put their feet into

a fur bag, ſeparating their apartments

with deer-ſkins. Their houſehold furni

ture conſiſts of iron or copper kettles,

wooden cups, bowls, ſpoons, and ſome

times tin, or even filver baſons: to theſe

may be added their implements of fiſhing

and hunting. In their dreſs they uſe no

linen. The men wear cloſe breeches,

reaching down to their ſhoes, which are

made of untanned ſkin, pointed, and turn

ed up before; and in winter they put a

little hay in them. Their doublet is

made to fit their ſhape, and open at the

breaſt; over this they wear a cloſe coat,

the ſkirts of which reach down to the

knees, and it is faſtened round them by a

leathern girdle, ornamented with plates of

tin or braſs. To this girdle they tie their

knives, their inſtruments for getting fire,

and their ſmoking apparatus. Their

clothes are made of fur, leather, or cloth;

always bordered with fur, or cloth of dif

ferent colours. Their caps are edged with

fur, pointed at top, and the four ſeams

adorned with liſts of a different colour.

The Ruſſian Laplanders generally border

their caps with rat-ſkins. The dreſs of \

the women very much reſembles that of the

men; but their girdle is commonly em

broidered with braſs wire. Beſide theſe,

they wear kerchiefs, and little aprons,

made of Ruſſian painted cloth, rings on

their fingers, and ear-rings, to which they

ſometimes hang chains of filver, which

paſs two or three times round the neck.

They ſometimes wear caps folded after

the manner of turbans, and ſometimes

caps to the ſhape of the head; but all are

ornamented with the embroidery of braſs

wire, or with liſt of different colours.

The rein-deer ſupply the Laplanders with

the greateſt part of their proviſions: the

chace and the fiſhery furniſh the reſt; but

the fleſh of the bear is their moſt delicate

meat. They eat every kind of fiſh, even

the ſea-dog; as well as all ſorts of wild

animals, not excepting birds of prey and

carnivorous animals: Their winter pro

viſions conſiſt of fleſh and fiſh, both of

which they eat raw. They put the milk

of the rein-deer into the ſtomachs of that

animal, and ſo let it freeze; and when they

want to uſe their frozen milk, they chop

of pieces with a hatchet. The ſeaſoning

of their food is the fat of ſea-dogs and ſalt,

if they can get it. They make ſoups of a

fort of cheeſe, which is ſo fat, that it takes

fire on applying a candle. Their common

drink is water, ſometimes mixed with

milk; brandy is ſcarce with them; but

they are very fond of it. Their moſt con

ſiderable traffic is with the Norwegians.

Formerly this trade was carried on in the

way of barter; but coin is now current

among them. The balance is always in

favour of the Laplanders; becauſe they

can furniſh more merchandiſe in ſkins and

furs, than they buy flour, cloth, and hard- \

ware goods. Their weddings are kept at

the bride's houſe, who is dreſſed in her beſt

manner, and appears with her head quite

uncovered, which, at other times, is never

the cuſtom, with either women or maid

ens; the feaſt is a kind of club meſs, to

which each of the gueſts brings meat and

drink. Their diverſion at weddings, and

other merry-makings, is the game of fox

and geeſe; they wreſtle, and jump over a

ſtick, and are fond of giving groteſque ac

counts or exhibitions of different adven

tures. They likewiſe dance and fing, or

howl in diſagreeable meaſures. The new

married people live with the woman's re

lations for the firſt year; at the end of

which they retire to their own hut. The

Laplanders bury their dead in coffins;

in ſome cantons with their clothes on, in

others quite naked. Their religion is a

compound of Chriſtian and Pagan cere

monics.

LAPLAND
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LAPLAND of ANGERMAN1A, a pro

vince W. of Anger mania.

Lapley, Staff. S.W. of Penkridge. Lap

ſide, Devonſ. near Hemlock. Lapworth,

Warwickſhire, E. of Umberſlade. ,

LAR, a town of Iºrfia, capital of the

province of Lariſtan. It has a confider

able manufacture of ſilk; and it’s terri

tory abounds in oranges, dates, and very

large tamarinds. Lat. 27. 30. N. lon.

52.45. E.

Lt RAcHA, a town of Fez, feated at

the mouth of a river of the ſame name,

with a good harbour. Lat. 35.49. N.

ion. 6. 48. W. .

Iarbrick, Lanc. near Preſton.

LAREDo, a ſea-port of Biſcay, in Spain,

with a large ſafe harbour. It is 30 miles

W. of Bilboa. -

Largton, Lincolnſhire, near Horncaſtle.

Largy, in Cavan, Uiſter.

LARINo, a town of Capitanata, Naples.

LA Riss A, a town of Turkey, in the

province of Jama, with a Greek archbi

thop's fee, a palace, and ſeveral moſques

and churches. It carries on a large trade,

and is pleaſantly ſeated on the river Pe

neus, 50 miles S.W. of Salomichi. Lat.

39. 48. N. lon. 22.47. E.

LAR is TAN, a province of Perfia, bound

ed on the N. and E. by Kerman; on the

S. by the Perſian Gulf; and on the W. by

Fat fittan. Lar is the capital.

Larkbeare, Devonſhire, near Siverton.

Larkfield, Kent, near Malling. Lark Stoke,

Giouceſ. in Queinton pariſh. Larling

jord, Norfolk, N. of Eaſtling.

* LAR NE, a town of Antrim, in Ulſter,

$4 miles N. of Dublin.

LARRYBUND AR, a ſea-port of Hin

dooſtan, at the mouth of the river Indus,

with a harbour capable of receiving ſhips

of zoo tons burden. Lat. 24. 44. N.

lon. 67.37. E.

LARTA. See ARTA,

Lartington, Yorkſ, near Barnard-Caſ

tle. Larton, Yorkſ. W. of Rippon. Laſ.

*orough, Glouceſ. 5 miles from Tetbury.

Laſco, Derb. near Codnor. Caſtle. Laſely,

Linc. SW. of Great Grimſby. Laſºnby,

Cumb. N. of Penrith. Laſenby, Yorkſ.

N.W. of Northallerton. Laſenhall, Cumb.

near Wigton. Laſham, Hants, N.W. of

Alton. Laſhhrook, Oxf. on the Thames,

between Sunning and Henley. Laſhkel, a

river in Derbyſhire.

L.S.5A, or LAHAssA, otherwiſe called

BAR on th ALA, and in D’Anville's chart

of Thibet, ToNK ER, is the capital of

the country of Great Thibet, in Aſia. It

is not a large city, but the houſes are of

ſtone, and are ſpicious and lofty. About

ſeven miles on the E. ſide of the city, is

the mountain of Putala, which contains on

it's ſummit the palace of the grand lama,

the high prieſt and ſovereign of Thibet.

Laſſa is 24 miles NE. of the croſſing place

of the rivet Sampoo, which is ſeven miles

from the foot of Mount Kambala; and it

is 250 miles NE. of Patna. Lat. 30. 34.

N. lon. 91.40. E.

Laffington, near Glouceſter. Laffock.

Dorſetſ. 3 miles S.W. of Abbot's Stock.

Laſlock, or Loftock, Lanc. SW. of Bolton.

LATAKIA, formerly LAODICEA, an

ancient and conſiderable town of Syria,

trading largely in tobacco and rice. It's

harbour, like all the others on this coaſt,

is a ſort of baſon environed by a mole, the

entrance of which is very narrow. The

Turks have ſuffered it to be nearly choked

up. The remains of antiquity ſhow it to

have been a place of conſiderable extent.

It is So miles S.W. of Aleppo.

Latched, Devonſ, in Whitſtone pariſh.

Latchford, Oxf. in Great Haſeley pariſh.

Lateridge, Glouc. S. of Thornbury. La

tham, Lanc. near Ormſkirk. Lathbury,

Bucks, near Newport. Lather, Cumb

N.W. of Penrith. Latheſley, Surry, SW.

of Guilford. Latholm, Yorkſ. between

Howden and Pocklington. Latiners,

Bucks, near Cheſham. Laton, Lanc. W.

of Kirkham. Laton, E. and W. Yorkſ.

NE. of Ravenſworth Caſtle. Latton,

Wilts, N. of Cricklade. Lattan, Eſſex,

between Epping and Harlow.

LAvAGNA, a town of Genoa, at the

mouth of the river of the ſame name.

LAvAL, a confiderable town in the dept.

of Maine. The inhabitants are comput

ed at 18,ooo. Linen of all kinds and qua

lities is manufactured here; and the neigh

bouring quarries produce green marble, or

black, veined with white. It is ſeated on

the river Maine, 15 miles S. from the town

of that name, and 40 W. of Mans.

Law AM UND, or LA v ANT MINDE, a

town of Carinthia, on the Drave.

Lavant, a river in Suſſex. Lavant, E.

and W. Suſſex, N. of Chicheſter.

LAvAUR, a town in the department of

Tarn, feated on the river Agout, 1o miles

NE. of Toulouſe.

LAU BAcH, a town of Solms Laubach;

and a town of Simmerm; both in the circle

of the Upper Rhine.

LAUDA, in Wurtzburg, Franconia. .

LAUDER, a ſmall town of Berwick

ſhire, but lately much improved. It is

22 miles SE. of Edinburgh.

LAUDERDALE, a diſtiićt of Berwick

ſhire.

LAvello, a town of Baſilicata, Naples.

LAV E LT,
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Lavelt, or LAFelt, a village, 4

milrt W. of Liege, where the allies, un.

der the Duke of Cumberland, were defeat

... ed by the French under Marſhal Saxe, in

1747.

LavenHAM, or LAN # A-1, a large

clothing town of Suffolk, feated on a

branch of the river Bict, 12 miles S. by

E. of Bury, and 6: NE. of London.

Markets on Tueſday and Thurſday.

Laver, the name of 3 contiguous pa.

riſhes in Eſſex, lying between Harlow and

Ongar, and diſtinguiſhed by the appella

tions of High, Magdalen, and Little. They

are about 21 miles N. by V. of London.

Lºverſtock, Hants, near Overton. Lat

“verſiock, Wilts, near Clarendon Park.

Laverton, Glouceſ. in Buckland pariſh.

Ilaverton, Somerſetſ, near Philips Norton.

LAUFFEN, a village, caſtle, and baili

wick of Zurich, in Swiſſerland, two miles

and a half from Schaffhauſen. Here is a

celebrated cataract or the Rhine; the per

pendicular height of which Mr. Coxe

thinks to be 50 or 60 feet, and the breadth

3oo.

LAUFFEN, a town of Wirtemburg; and

feveral other towns of Germany.

LAUFFEN 3U Rc, one of the four foreſt

towns, in Auſtrian Suabia.

Laughton, Lincolnſhire, on the Trent,

in the Iſle of Axholm. Laughton, Suſſex,

E. of Ringmer. Laughton, Yorkſhire,

W. Riding, near Roach-Abbey.

LAviNGTo N, MARKET, a town in

Wiltſhire, with a good market for corn

and malt, 4 miles S. of Devizes. Markets

on Monday and Wedneſday.

Lavington, Biſhops, or Hºeft, Wiltſhire,

near Lavington, Launce, Cornw. E. of

Truro, J.auncells Cornw, near Stratton.

* LAUNC Eston, the county town of

Cornwail, feated on the river Tamar, 28

miles N. of Plymouth, and 214 W. by S.

of London. Markets on Thurſday and

Saturday.

Laund, Lanc. E. of Garſtang. Léºd,

Nottinghamſ. E. of Blith, Laund. Abbey,

Leic. NE. of Hallaton. Laundon, Bucks,

near Oulney. Launſdon, Somerſetſ. N. of

Bath. Launſing, N. and S. Suſſex, near

New and Old Shoreham. Launſton, Dor

ſetſhire, NE. of Blandford.

LAUN, a town of Saatz, Bohemia, on

the Egra, between Leiptick and Prague.

It is ſeated in a territory abounding in

fine paſtures and excellent fruits, parti

cularly apples, which are held in high

eſteem.

LAvor A, TERRA Dr, a province of

Naples, bounded on the N. by the two

Abruzzos, on the E. by Moliſo and

Príncipato Ultra, on the S. by the Prin

cipato Ultra and the Gulf of Naples,

and on the W. by the Mediterranean and

the Canvagna di Roma; about 140 miles

in length, and 33 where broadeſt. Anci

entiv it was called Campania, and in the

middle ages, The Caſiellany of Capua. It

- yields abundº::ce of corn, wine, oils, and

fruits. There are alſo mineral ſprings,

and mines of ſulphur; and Mount Veju

vius tometimes throws out torrents of that

mineral. Naples is the capital.

Laurence, St. Cornw. NE. of Bodmin.

LA Us A N N E, in Bern, Swiſſerland, the

principal town of the Pays de Vaud, with

a famous college. It contains about 7ooo

inhabitants; but it is built upon ſuch a

ſteep aſcent, that, in ſome places, the horſes

cannot, without great difficulty, draw up

a carriage; and foot paſſengers aſcend to

the upper part of the town by ſteps, from

the heights of which the proſpects are very

grand and extenſive, comprehending the

Lake of Geneva, the Pays de Vaud, and

- the ſugged coaſt of Chablais. The town

houſe, and other public buildings are mag

nificent ; and it is feated between three

hills, one mile and a half from the Lake

of Geneva, 33 NE. of Geneva, and 52

SW. of Bern.

LAUTEN Eu Ro, a town of Culm,

Pruſſia. -

LAU ter BURG, a town in the Hartz

Foreſt, Lower Saxony."

Law, Lancaſhire, near Preſton. Law

armick, Cornwall, W. of Launceſton

Law.com, Lancaſhire, near Leigh.

LAwe NBURG, a town of Saxe Lawen

burg, Lower Saxony, ſubjećt to Hanover.

LA we NBURG, a town of Pruſſian Po

merania, Upper Saxony.

1,awern, near Worceſter. Latºford,

Eflex, near Maningtree. Lawford Church

and Long Lawford, Warw. N.W. of Hill

Moreton. Lawford, Parva, Warw. near

Rugby. Lawghton, Leiceſterſhire, NW.

of Harborough. Lawbitton, Cornwall, 2

miles from Launceſton, near the Tamar.

LawINGEN, a town of Neuberg, Ba

varia. , -

Lawley, Shropſhire, near Wellington.

Lawling, Eſſex, between Malden and

Burnham. Lawnton, Oxfordſ. near Biceſ

ter. Lawrence, Lancaſ. NW. of Preſton.

LAwRENce KiRK, a handſome little

town of Kincardineſhire, where a flouriſh

ing manufacture of lawn, ca' bric, linen,

and various other articles has been lately

eſtabliſhed, by the patriotic proprietor, the

late Lord Gardenſtone. It is 6 miles W.

of Inverbervie. - - -

LawResce, Sr. the largeſt river in

N. America,
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N. America, proceeding from the Lake

Ontario, from which it rnns a courſe of

7oo miles to the Atlantic Ocean. It is

navigable as far as Quebec, which is above

4oo miles; but beyond Montreal it is ſo

full of ſhoals and rocks, that it will not

admit large veſſels without danger.

Lawrence, St. Kent, in Thanet Iſle.

Lawrence, St. Cumberland, in the Abbey

Holm. Lawrence, St. Eſſex, near St.

Olyth Iſle. Lawrence, St. Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Lawrence, St. Somerſ. in

the ſuburbs of Briſtol. Lawrence Street,

St. Middl. between Edgeworth and Tot

teridge. Lawrence Weſton, Glouceſ. in

Henbury pariſh. £º. Suffolk, N.W.

of Laneham. Lawton, Heref. S.W. of

Leominſter, on the Arro river. Lawton,

Church, Cheſhire, S. of Congleton. Law

ton's Hope, 5 miles from Hereford. Law

ton Yate, Cheſhire, near Church Lawton.

LAxEMBURGH, a town of Auſtria, 7

miles S. of Vienna."

Laxey, Iſle of Man, on the E. coaſt.

Laxfield, Suffolk, 7 miles S.W. of Haleſ.

worth. Laxton, Yorkſ. between Howden

and Flaxfleet. Laxton, Northamptonſ. on

the borders of Rockingham Foreſt. Lax

ton, or Lexinton, Nottingh. S. of Tuxford,

near the Idle. Layard, Devonſ. in Mal

borow pariſh.

LAYBAch, a city of Carniola, on a ri

wer of the ſame name.

Laycock, Wilts, 4 miles from Chip

penham. Laydon, or Leyſdon, Kent, in

Sheppey Iſle. Layer Breiten, Eſſex, near

Merſey Iſle. Layer de la Haye, Eſſex,

near Lexden, Layer Marney, Eſſex. Lay

Bam, Suffolk, 1 mile from Hadleigh.

Layland, Lancaſhire, S. of Preſton. , Lay,

Nether, and Upper, Glouceſterſhire, near

Dean Foreſt. Layfiers, Herefordſhire,

NE. of Leominſter.

LAY'sTo FF. See Lestoff.

LAY'sTo N, a town of Hertfordſhire,

near Buntingford. Market on Tueſday.

Laylon, Suffolk, near Saxmundham.

Lay-Street, Eſſex, near Great Ilford. Lay

Street, Surry, SE. of Ryegate. Laythorn,

Suſſex, E. of Appledrum. Layton, Dur

ham, SE. of Biſhop-Auckland. Layton,

Yorkſhire, 4 miles from Eaſby. Layton,

Low, and Laytoſlone, Eſſex, on the ſkirts

of Epping Foreſt. Laxony, Cumberland,

adjoining Sakeld, nea, Penrith.

LEA, a ver, which riſes near Luton,

in Beufordſhire, and running to Hºrtford

and Ware, and afterward dividing Eſſex

from put of Hertfordihile and Middlesex,

falls into the Thames below Blackwall :

a ana. 's lately been cut between it and

the 1.- nes, which runs near Limehouſe.

By this river large quantities of corn and

malt are brought out of Hertfordſhire to

London.

Lea, a ſmall river of Kerry, Munſter,

falling into Tralee Bay.

Lea. Cheſhire, 4 miles from Namptwich.

Lea, Cheſhire, W. of Middlewich. Lea,

Cheſhire, S.W. of Delamere Foreſt. Lea,

Derbyſhire, in Gloſſop pariſh, in the High

Peak. Lea, Glouc. 2 miles from Mitchel

Dean. Lea, Herts, N. of Watford. Lea,

Heref. SW. of Newent. Lea, Lanc. W.

of Preſton. Lea, Shropſhire, S. of Cauſe

Caſtle. Lea, Shropſ. between Shrewſbury

and Wem. Lea, Shropſ. near Elleſmere.

Lea, Staff. near Wolverhampton. Lea,

Wilts near Crekelade. Lea, Wilts, mear

Malmſbury. Lea, or Lea Marſton, War

wickſhire, N. of Coleſhill. lea, Chapel,

Cheſhire, near Northwich. Lea Hall, SE.

of Cheſter. Leach, a river in Glouceſterſ.

Leach, near Cheſter. Leacroft, Staff. in

Cannock pariſh. Lead, Staff, near Penk

ridge. Leaden Court, Glouc. near New

ent. Lead Hall, Yorkſ. near Aberforth.

Leadhills, a village of Lanerkſhire, ſitu

ated among the mountains of Clydeſdale,

by ſome ſaid to be the higheſt human ha

bitation in Great Britain. Here reſide

many hundreds of miners, with their fa

milies. Theſe miners, though, in a great

meaſure, excluded from ſociety, § their

ſituation, not only earn a comfortable ſub

ſiſtence, but pay more attention to the cul

tivation of the mind, than many of their

countrymen, ſituated in more favourable

circumſtances for the attainment of know

ledge. They are very intelligent, and

have provided a circulating library for the

inſtrućtion and amuſement of the little

community belonging to the village.

Leak, Linc. between Boſton and Wain

fleet. Leak, Yorkſ. SE. of Northallerton.

Leak, E. and W. Nottingh. between Not

tingham and Loughborough. Leam, a

river in Northamptonſhire. Leam, New,

a river in Cambridgeſhire. Lean Caffle,

Cornwall, NW. of Launceſton. z

LEAo-Ton G. See LeoTonG.

Leap, Hampſhire, between Lymington

and Calſhot Caſtie.

Leap, or Lepp, in Cork, Munſter.

Leapliſh, Northumb. in North Tindale.

Learchill, Northumb. W. of Alnwick.

Learmouth, Northumb. on the Tweed, in

the barony of Wark. Leaſon Heath,

Kent, in Erith pariſh. Leatham, North

umberland, in the bounds of Berwick.

*LeATHER HEAD, a town in Surry, had

formerly a market, which has been diſcon

tinued above too years. Here is a bridge

over the river Mole, which having ſunk

- into

i
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into the earth near Mickleham, at the foot

of Box Hill, riſes again near this town.

It is 3 miles S.W. of Epſom.

LeATHEs WATER, called alſo WYTH.

BURN, or THIRLMERE WATER, a fine

lake of Cumberland, which lies S. by E.

of Keſwick. It begins at the foot of

Mount Helwellyn, which it ſkirts for the

ſpace of four miles, receiving numerous

torrents that deſcend from the mountains.

The fingular beauty of this lake is it's

being almoſt interſected in the middle by

two peninſulas, that are joined by a neat

wooden bridge. The outlet of this lake

joins the rapid river Greeta at New Bridge,

and thus has a communication with the

Lake of Derwent.

Leather, Cumberl. a hamlet in Aikton

ariſh, near Thurſby. Leathley, Yorkſ.

E. of Otley. Leaton, NW. of Shrewſ

bury. Leaton, Staff, near Wolverhamp

ton. Leaveland, Kent, near Badleſmere.

LEAw ava, a ſea port of Ceylon.

Le Bailey, Glouceſterſhire, in Newland

pariſh. Lebberſion, Yorkſhire, N. Riding.

LeBIDA, a ſea-port of Tripoli, Africa.

Lebotwood, Shropſhire, near Alſtretton.

Lebriran, Hampſhire, near Goſport.

LEB RixA, a town of Andaluſia; ſeated

in a territory abounding in corn, wine,

and olive-trees, which produce the beſt oil

in Spain.

Lebthorp, Lincolnſhire, between Stam

ford and Grantham,

LeBus, a town in the Middle Marche,

Upper Saxony, ſeated on the Oder.

Lecce, a town of Otranto, Naples.

Lecco, a town and lake of Milan, near

the Lake of Como.

Lech, a river which riſes in Tirol,

paſſes by Landſburg, Augſburg, &c. and

falls into the Danube 5 miles below Dona

wert.

Lech, or Leck, a river of Holland,

formed by the Rhine, which runs from E.

to W. through Guelderland and Utrecht,

paſſing by Rhenen, &c. and falls into the

Merwe at Krimpe.

1.echampton, Glouceſterſhire, S. ofChel

tenham. Lechift, South and Beacon, Dor

ſetſhire, near Poole.

* Lechlad E, a town of Glouceſter

ſhire, feated at the confluence of the river

Lech with the Thames, 28 miles E. by S.

of Glouceſter, and 77 W. by N. of Lon

don. A canal from the Severn joins the

Thames near this town. Market on

Tueſday. -

LechNich, a town of Cologne.

Lech worth, Herts, near Hitchin. Leck,

Lanc. near the Leven Sands and river Ken.

Leckcarrow,inRoſcommon,Connaught,

Leckford, Hants, N. of Stockbridge. ,

Leckford Bridge, Suſſex, NW. of Petworth.

Leckhampfied, N. of Buckingham. Le

comb, Glouceſ, near Stow-on-the-Would.

Lectour E, an ancient town in the de

partment of Gers, fituated on a mountain,

at the foot of which runs the river Gers,

12 miles E. of Condom.

* LEDbury, a fine well-built town of

Herefordſhire, noted for clothiers. It is

13 miles E. of Hereford, and 113 WNW.

of London. Market on Tueſday.

Ledder, a river in Carnarvonſhire.

LED ESMA, a town in Leon.

Ledington, Glouc. in Dimmock pariſh.

Ledſham, Yorkſ. near Leeds. Ledſham,

Long, Linc. SE. of Beckingham. Led

Jºon, Parva, Yorkſ. SW. of Sherburn.

Ledſton Hall, Yorkſ. SW. of Sherburn.

Ledwell, Oxfordſ, near Deddington, noted

for a fine ſand for the making of glaſs.

Ledwich Chapel, Shropſhire, near Ludlow.

Lee, a river in Cork, Munſter.

Lee, a river in Cheſhire. Lee, Yorkſ.

Lee, Bucks, SE. of Ayleſbury. Lee, Che

ſhre, in Wibonbury pariſh. Lee, Cornw.

NE. of Stow. Lee, Kent, 6 miles S.E. by

E. of London. Lee, Lancaſhire, near the

Leven Sand. Lee, Lincolnſ. near Gainſ.

borough. Lee, Shropſ. NE. of Chirbury.

Lee, Shropſ, near Elleſmere. Lee, Shropſ.

E. of Wem. Lee, Suſſex, near Warbleton.

Lee Farm, Suſſex, near Stopham. Leefield

Foreſ?, Rutl. on the borders of Leiceſter

ſhire. Lee Gardens, Eſſex, in Hornchurch

pariſh. Lee Grange, Bucks, NW. of

Cheſham. Lee Grange, or Aſhenden, Eſ

ſex, a hamlet to Quainton. Lee Gunnery,

Shropſhire, near Wellington. Lee Hall,

Northumberland, near Beltingham.

* Leeds, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſituated in a vale, which trade

has rendered one of the moſt populous

ſpots in England, and through which an

inland navigation paſſes. It is the prin

cipal of the clothing towns in Yorkſhire,

and is particularly the mart for the co

loured and white broad cloths, of which

vaſt quantities are ſold in it's Cloth-Halls.

That called the Mixed-Cloth-Hall, is a

building of conſiderable extent, in which

the cloth is placed on benches, for ſale,

every market-day; and the whole buſineſs

is tranſacted within little more than an

hour, without the leaſt noiſe or confuſion.

The White-Cloth-Hall, is a fimilar build

ing. The manufactures that ſupply theſe

two halls extend about 10 miles to the S.

1 5 to the SW. and 8 to the N. and W.

the mixed cloths being moſtly made in the

neighbourhood of the river Aire, and the

white cloths in that of the Calder. Leeds

has
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has a manufactory of camlets, which has

declined, and a flouriſhing one of carpets,’

reſembling thoſe of Wilts and Scotland.

Here are alſo mills for the cutting cf. to

bacco, and a great pottery, with ſeveral

glaſs-houſes. Within 3 miles of the town

are numerous collieries. Of late years the

town has been conſiderably enlarged; and

ſome of the new parts are built, and build

ing in an elegant ſtyle. It is 22 miles:

WSW. of York, and 192 N. by W., of

London. Lat. 53.48. N. lon. I. 29. W.

Markets on Tueſday and Saturday.

Leeds, Kent, on the Len, near Maidſtone.

* LEEK, a town in Staffordſhire, ſitu

ated in rather a barren country, having

moorlands and craggy hills around it. By

the intervention of a rocky mountain, at a.

confiderable diſtance weſtward of the town,

the ſun ſets twice in the evening at a cer

tain time of the year; for after it ſets be

hind the top of time mountain, it break out

again on the northern ſide of it, which is

teep, before it reach the horizon in it's fall.

Leek is noted ion a manufacture of buttons,

and is ſituated on the great road between.

Mancheſter, Stockport, and Macclesfield,

to the NW. and Derby, Leicester, &c. to

the SE, 18 miles N. of Stafford, and 154

NNW.of London. Market on Wedneſday.

Leek, Yorkſhire, SE. of Northailerton.

Leek, a river in Weſtmorland. Leek Wºot

ton, Wai w ou a hill, near Stoneley. Lee

Marks, Hants, near Titchfield. Leeming

Chapel, You ki. E. of Bedal. Leeming,

Parva,York. NE. of Bedal. Lee, Nether

and Upper, Heref, near. Wigmore Caſtle.

Lee, North, Devonſ, near Kilhampton in

Cornwall. Lees, Northumb. on the river

Alow, W. of Hexham, lees Court, Kent,

7 miles from Canterbury. Lees Hall,

SW. of Derby. Lees Hill, Staff, on the

Churnet, NE. of Cheedle. Lees Shipton,

Bucks, near Quainton. Lees Thorp, Lei

ceitei ſhire, SE. of Melton Mowbray.

LE E R D AM, a town of South Hºlland.

LE E Rot, a fortreſs of E. Friefiand.

Leefton River, in Down, Uiſter.

LEE stown, a town of N. America,

in the ſtate of Kentucky and county of

Fayette, a few miles W. of Lexington.

It is feated on the eaſtern bank of the river

Kentucky, is regularly laid out, and is

flouriſhing. As the banks of the Ken

tucky are reinal kably high, in ſome places

3oo, and even 4oo feet, compoſed in gene

ral of ſtupendous perpendicular rock :

there are few croſſing places; the beſt is at

Leeflown ; a circumſtance which mauſt

gre ty contribute to it's increaſe.

LeewARD ISLANDs. See INDIE's,

WEST.

2.

LEEwe, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

Lefteld, Oxf. near Whichwood Foreſt.

LEFooga, one of the Hapaee Iſlands,

in the Pacific Ocean. Many parts of the

country, near the ſea, are ſtill waſte, ow

ing, perhaps, to the landineſs of the ſoil;

but, in the internal parts, the ſoil is bet

ter; and the marks of conſiderable popu

lation, and of an improved ſtate of culti

vation, are conſpicuous. Many of the

plantations are incloſed in ſuch a nanner,

that the fences, running parellel to each

other, form ſpacious public roads. Here

are large ſpots covered with the paper

mulberry-tree, the plantations in general

are abundantly ſtocked with plants and

fruit-trees; and to theſe Captain Cook in

1776 made ſome addition, by ſowing the

ſeeds of melons, Indian corn, &c. The

iſlands is but 7 miles in length, and it’s

breadth, in ſome places not above 3. .

Leftwich, Cheſhire, near Northwich.

Legacurry, in Armagh, Uliter.

Legbaro, Lancaſhire, between Fourneſs

Felis and Ken Sands. Lºghargthwaite,

Cumberland, SE. of Keſwick. Legh,

Devonſhire, in Loxbear pariſh. Legbes,

Northumberland, near Langley Caſtle.

LEGHoRN, a handſome and conſiderable

town of Italy, in the duchy of Tuſcany,

with an inward and outward harbour in

the Mediterranean. It is a free port, every

bale of goods, whether great or imall, Pay

ing only two piaſtres, or ſcudi. The

Greeks and Armenians have churches of

their own, and the Turks have 3 moſque.

The Jews have a handſome#.
here, as well as ſchools, Though ſubject

to heavy impoſts, they are very rich, and

well protested. The inhabitants are com

puted at 5o,ooc, among whom are 16,ooo

Jews. The ſtreets are wide and ſtraight,

and almoſt all the houſes are of the ſame

height. There are ſo many canals, that

ſome have given it the title of New Venice,

Near the harbour is a large building, in

which they ſhut up every night the Turk

iſh and the galley ſlaves. At a little diſ

tance, on a ſmall iſland, is a light-houſe,

where, every night, 3o burning lamps are

contained in one lanthorn. The air here

was very unhealthy till the marſhes about

it were drained. The commodities im

ported hence, by the Engliſh, are chiefly

ſilk, wine, and oil. In 1741, this city

ſuffered greatly by an earthquake. It is

45 miles S.W. of Fiorence, and 145 NNW.

of Rome. Lat. 43.34. N. lon. Io. 17. E.

LEGNAno, a town in the Veroneſe.

Legſby, Lincolnſ. SE of Market Raiſin.

Legthorn, Suſſex, S.E. of Chicheſter.

* LeicesTIR, the county town of Lei.

ceſterſhire,
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ceſterſhire, ſeated on the river Soar, which

has lately been unade navigable from Lei

ceſter to Loughborough, is a place of

great antiquity, and though declined

from it’s former magnitude, is ſtill a

populous, but not a handſome town. In

the Saxon Heptarchy it was the ſee of a

biſhop, and the chief city of the Mercian

kingdom. It was at one time a moſt weal

thy town, and according to Matthew Paris,

it had 32 pariſh churches. It has a ſpa

cious market-place, with one of the largeſt

markets in England for corn and cattle.

The combing and ſpinning of wool into
worſted, and manufacturing it into ſtock

ings by frames, is the chief buſineſs of the

town and neighbourhood. In ſome years

60,000l. have been returned in theſe arti

cles. ſº fairs, which are upon a large

feale, for ſheep, horſes for the collar, cat

tle, and cheeſe, are on May 12th, July 5th,

Ośtober 1 oth, and December 8th. It is

24 miles S. by E. of Derby, and 99 NN W.

of London. Lat. 52. 38. N. lon. .. 3.

W. Market on Saturday. --

Leiceſier Abbey, near Leiceſter. Leiceſ.

ter Forºſi, Leiceſterſhire, between Norman

ton and Groby. - -

Leicest Ekshire, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the NW. and N. by

Derbyſhire and Nottinghamſhire, on the

E. by the counties of Lincoln and Rutland,

on the SE. and S. by Northamptonſhire,

and on the SW. by Warwickſhire. It

extends about 38 miles from N. to S. and,

as many from E. to W. in the broadeſt

part. It contains 6 hundreds, 42 market

towns, and zoo pariſhes. The air is

healthy, and the ſoil; in general, ſtrong

and ſtiff, compoſed of clay and marl. . It

affords great quantities of rich grazing

land, and is peculiarly fitted for the cul

ture of beans, for which it is proverbially

moted. Toward the NW., the Bardon.

Hills riſe to a great height; and, in their

neighbourhood, lies Chaimwood, or Char

ley Foreſt, a rough amd 9pen tract. Far

ther to the NW. are valuable coal mines.

The NE. parts feed great numbers of

ſheep, which are the largeſt, and have the .

greateſt fleeces of wool of any in England:

they are without horns, and clothed with

thick long flakes of ſoft wool, particularly

fitted for the worſted manufactures. The

E. and SE. part of the country is a rich

grazing tract. This county has been long

famous for it's large black dray horſes, of

which great numbers are continually ſent

up to London, as well as for it's horned

cattle and ſheep, which ſupply the London

markets with the largeſt mutton; and

it’s reputation has been much extended by

the great ſkill of the late Mr. Bakewell of

Diſhley, who bred every ſpecies of domeſtic

quadrupeds, to the utmoſt perfection of

form and fize. The manufacture of ſtock

ings is the principal one in this county.

It’s chief rivers are the Avon; the Soare,

anciently the Leire; the Wreke; Anker;

and Welland.

Leier, Leic. N. of Lutterworth. Leigh,

Eſſex, on a creek in the mouth of the

Thames, oppoſite the eaſtern extremity of

Canvey Iſland. It is noted for oyſters,

and has a good road for ſhipping.

LEIGH, a town of Lancaſhire, whoſe

market is now quite neglected. It is 7

milcs N. of Warrington, and 164. N.W. of

London. -

Leigh, Dorſetſ in, Yateminfler pariſh,

2 miles E. of Chetnoll. Leigh, Dorºtſ.

near Winbourne Minſter. Leigh, Somerſ.

near Chard. Leigh, Staff, near Uttoxeter.

Leigh, Surry, 3 miles from Darking.

Leigh, Wiltſhire, near Bradford. Leigh,

Wiltſhire, near Weitbury. Leigh, E. of

Worceſter. Leigh, or Lye, 6 miles N. of

Glouceſter. Leigh, Eaſt, Kent, near El

tham. Leigh, High, Cheſhire, between

Warrington and Knotsford. Leigh Land,

Somerſetſhire, near Nettlecomb. Leigh,

Magna, Parva, and Priory, Eſſex, S.W.

of Braintree. Leigh, North, Oxfordſhire,

SW. of Woodſtock. Leigh, N. and S.

1)evonſhire, near Culliton. Leigh, Sinton,

4 uniles S.W. of Worceſter. - -

LEIGH. See GRAY, or GREY ABBey.

Ileighlin, Olf, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Leighterton, Glouceſterſhire, in Boxwell

pariſh. Leighton, Cheſhire, S.W. of Sand

bach. Leighton, Cheſhire, on the Dee.

Leighton, Huntingd., 5 miles N. of Kim

belton. Leighton, Lancaſhire, between

Burton and the Lancatter Sands. Leigh

ton, Shropſhire, at the foot of Wrekin Hill.

* LEIGHToN BuzzARD, a large town

in Bedfordſhire, feated on a branch of the

Ouſe, over which is a bridge, leading into

Buckinghamihire. It's market is conſi

derable for fat cattle. It is 18 miles S. of

Bedford, and 41 N.W. of London. Mar

kct on Tueſday. -

Leighton-on-the-Mooring,Yorkſhire,SF.

of Rotherham. . . . . ... **

LEINA, a river of Germany, which

riſes in the territory of Eichfield, and paſſ

ing by Gottingen, Hanover, &c. falls into.

the Aller, 4 or 5 miles N.W. of Zeil. .

LEININGEN, or LIN ANGE, a town and

county in the circle of the Upper Rhine,

almoſt ſurrounded by the palatinate.

LEINSTER, a province of Ireland,

hounded on the E. and S. by St. George's

Channel, on the W. by Connaught and

- Munſter,
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Munſter, and on the N. by Ulſter. It is

about 1 12 miles in length, and 7o in

breadth. It contains 12 counties and 992

riſhes. The counties are Carlow, Dub

n, Kildare, Kilkenny, King's County,

Longford, Louth, Meath, Queen's County,

Weſt Meath, Wexford, and Wicklow. It

is the moſt level and beſt cultivated pro

vince in the kingdom ; but in the early

ages, was almoſt one continued foreſt, the

remains of which are ſtill found in the

trees which are dug out of the bogs.

Dublin is the capitat. The chief rivers

are the Barrow, Boyne, Liffey, Neur,

Urrin or Slane, and the Inny. The air is

temperate, and the ſoil fruitful in corn and

Paſtures.

LEIPsick, a rich, large, and celebrated

city of Upper Saxony. It is a handſome

Place, meat, and regularly built, and the

ſtreets are lighted in the night. It alſo

carries on a great trade. The univerſity

contains 6 handſome colleges, two Latin

fellools, and two celebrated ſocieties; a

German ſociety, and another for the encou

ragement of the liberal arts. There are

three great fairs here every year, celebrat

ed throughout all Germany, which laſt a

fortnight each. The town-houſe makes

but an indifferent appearance, but the ex

change is a fine ſtrućture. It is ſeated in

a plain, on the river Pleyſſe, 44 miles

WNW. of Dreſden. Lat. 51. 19. N.

lon. 12. 25. E.

Leire, Leiceſterſhire, near the head of

the river Soar. Leiſdon, Kent, in Sheppy

Iſle. Leith, Yorkſhire, in the Liberty of

Whitby Strand.

Leith, a ſea-port of Scotland, in Edin

burghſhire, ſeated on the Frith of Forth,

2 miles N. of Edinburgh, of which city it

is the port. It is a large and populous

town, containing many handſome houſes;

but the greater part of the ancient build

ings are neither elegant nor commodious.

As the town is ſituated on both ſides of

the harbour, it is divided into N. and S.

Leith. The harbour is ſecured by a grand

ſtone pier, at the mouth of the little river,

called the Water of Leith. This harbour

is now greatly improved, and accommo

dated with an elegant draw-bridge and a

good quay; and when the propoſed new

baſin and docks are added, this place will

become, in every reſpect, a ſafe, capacious,

and convenient ſtation for trading veſſels.

The commerce of Leith is very, conſider

able; and the veſſels employed in the

London trade are, in general, of a large

ſize, and conſtructed with peculiar ele

gance. The largeſt ſhips in this part,

however, are thoſe employed in the Green

a

land whale fiſhery. The port is well ſtu

ated for the navigation of the eaſtern ſeas.

To Germany, Holland, and the Baltic,

are exported lead, glaſs ware, linen, wool

len ſtuffs, and a variety of other goods.

Thence are imported vaſt quantities of

timber, oak-bark, hides, linen rags, pearl

aſhes, flax, hemp, tar, &c. From France,

Spain, and Portugal, are inported wine,

brandy, oranges, and lemons; and from

the W. Indies and America, rice, indigo,

rum, ſugar, and logwood. Ships of con

fiderable ſize are built at this port; and

here are ſeveral extenſive rope-walks.

There are alſo flouriſhing manufačtories

of bottle-glaſs, window-glaſs, and cryſtal;

a great carpet-manufactory, a ſoap-work,

ſome iron forges, and an ancient hoſpital

for diſabled ſeamen. Lat. 56. o. N. lon.

3. 7. W.

Leith-Hill, in Surry, pariſh of Lower

Wotton, admired for affording one of the

nobleſt proſpe&ts in Europe, is ſituated

about 5 miles E. by S. of Darking.

LEITRIM, the county town of Leitrim,

is pleaſantly ſeated on the banks of the

Shannon, 80 miles NW. of Dublin.

LEITRIM, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Connaught, bounded on the

N. by Donegal Bay, on the NE. by Fer

managh, and on the SE, by Cavan; by

Longford on the S. Roſcommon on the

SW. and Sligo on the W. It is about

42 miles long, and from 6 to 17 broad; is

a fertile country, and, though mountain

ous, produces great herds of black cattle.

It contains 21 pariſhes, but has few places

of note. -

ſt Leix, or Ley, in Queen's County, Lein
er.

* LEIxslip, a town of Kildare, Lein

ſter, pleaſantly ſeated on the banks of the

Liffey, 8 miles from Dublin. Here is a

magnificent waterfall, called the Salmon

ap.

Leckenfield, Yorkſhire, N. of Beverley.

Deke Motton, N. of Warwick. Lekham,

Wilts, S. of Chippenham. Lelly, York

ſhire, in Holderneſs, NE. of Headon. Le

land, Cornwall, 5 miles from Penzance.

Leman, a river in Devonſhire, running in

to the Ex, near Tiverton.

LeMBU Ro, or Leopold, a town of

Poland, formerly capital of the palatinate

of Lemburg, now the capital of Galicia,

and united to Auſtria. The ſquare and

public buildings are magnificent. It is

ſeated on the river Peltu, 212 miles SE. of

Warſaw. Lat. 49.51. N. lon. 24.26. E.

LEMBRO, or IMB RO, the ancient Im

bros, a town and iſland on the coaſt of Ro

mania, mountainous and woody, with

I plenty
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plenty of game. It is about zo miles in

circumference. Lat. 40.25. N. lon. 26.o.E.

LEMGow, a town of Lippe, Weſtphalia.

Leming Green, Yorkt. between Rich

mond and Bedall. Lemington Hºſłang,

Warw. SW. of Dunchurch. Lemington

Priors, near Warwick. Lemington, Up

ter and Left, Glouc. in Toddenham pariſh. ,

Lemington, Lower, Glouceſ. 5 miles from

Campden. Lemington, Northumberland,

within 3 miles of Alnwick, in the valley

of Whittingham. * ,

LEMNos, a celebrated town and iſland

of the Archipelago, now called Stalimene,

ſituated near the entrance of the Darda

nelles. It is above 1 12 miles in circum

ference according to Pliny, who ſays, that

it is often ſhadowed by Mount Athos,

though at the diſtance of 87 miles. The

poets made it ſacred to Vulcan, who was

thence. called, Lemnius Pater. Lemnos

was alſo celebrated for it’s labyrinth, of

which not a trace now remains. The

modern Greeks ſeem to entertain the ſame

opinion as the ancients, of that earth of

Lemnos, which is ſaid to have cured Phi

loétetus, and which Galen went to exa

mine. It is never dug up but on one par

ticular day of the year, and then with all

the pomp of ceremony. This earth, called

Terra Sigillata, formed into ſmall loaves,

and ſealed with the Grand Signior's ſeal,

is then diſperſed over all Europe. The

greateſt virtues are attributed to it. Some

phyſicians have even preſcribed it; but it

appears to be nothing more than a mere

argillaceous earth, incapable of producing

the effects that have been attributed to it.

Lemnos is ſubjećt to the Turks; but the

inhabitants, who are almoſt all Greeks, are

very induſtrious. It is the ſee of a Greek

archbiſhop. Lat. 40. 3. N. lon. 25. 28. E.

Lemon-Iſland, one of the Skelig Iſlands,

on the coaſt of Kerry. It is rather a round

rock, almoſt covered with the innumerable

flocks of gannet, which neſtle here.

LEN, a river in Kent, running into the

Medway at Maidſtone. -

LENA, a large river of Siberia, which

riſes in the government of Irkutſk, and

paſſing by Yakutſk, Ziganſk, &c. fails

into the Frozen Ocean in lat 73, N. and

lon. 119. E.

Lenab's Cºffie, Herefordſhire, between

Pembridge and Kyneton.

LENzics, a town and palatinate of Po

land, now united to Pruſſia.

Lenercroft, Cumb. near the Pićt's wall,

on the river Irthing. Lenborough, near

Buckingham. Lench, and Lench Rowſe,

Worceſ. near Aulceſter. Lench-Church,

Lºcº Shreeve, Lench Wick, Aſt-Lench,

and Habbe Lench, Worc. N. of Eveſham.

LENHAM, a town of Kent, ſituated near

the ſource of the Len, 1o miles E. of

Maidſtone, and 47 ESE. of London. Mar

ket on Tueſday.

Lenham, Eaſt, Kent, near Lenham.

Lenmere, Herts, SW. of Digſwell.

LENNox. See DUMBART.ossHIRE.

LENs, a town in the department of the

Straits of Calais, 8 miles NE. of Arras,

and 95 NE. of Paris.

Lenſion, Dorſetſhire, E. of Langton, in

Purbeck-Iſle. Lenthal, Earls and Stark,

Herefordſhire. -

LENTIN1, a town and river of Sicily.

Lenton, S.W. of Nottingham.

Leny, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

Lenyhér, Glamorganſhire, S. Wales.

LENTzBURG, a town and bailiwick of

Bern, Swiſſerland.

Leo, Sr. a town of Urbino, Italy.

.." LeoMINSTER, a populous town of

Herefordſhire, trading in wool, corn,

gloves, leather, hats, &c. It is ſeated on

the river Lug, 2.5 miles W. by N. of

Worceſter, and 137 WNW. of London.

Market on Friday.

LEoN, a province of Spain, formerly a

kingdom, bounded on the N. by Aſturias,

on the W. by Galicia and Portugal, on

the S. by£º, and on the E. by

Old and New Caſtile. The ſoil is in ge

neral fertile, and produces all the neceſſa

ries of life; and the wine is tolerably good.

It is divided into nearly two equal parts

by the river Duero, or Douro. Leon is

the capital. -

I. EoN, an ancient and large city of

Spain, capital of the province of that name,

built by the Romans in the time of Galba.

It has the fineſt cathedral in all Spain, and

was formerly richer and more populous

than at preſent. It is ſeated between two

ſources of the river Eſla, 170 miles N. by

W. of Madrid. Lat. 42.45. N. lon. 5

13. W. . . -

LEoN, NEw, a province of New Mexi

co, little known. The principal towns

we Monclova, St. Jago, Comargo, and

Santander.

LEoN DE NICARAGUA, a town of

Mexico, in the province of Nicaragua;

the reſidence of the governor. It is ſeat

ed at the foot of a mountain, which is a

volcano, and occaſions earthquakes. It

contains about 1 zoo houſes, 4 churches,

and ſeveral monaſteries and nunneries

At one end of the town is a lake, which

is ſaid to ebb and flow like the ſea. It is

about 30 miles from the S. Sea. Lat. 12.

25. N. lon. 88. 10. W.

LEoNARD Le NoD LRT, ST. an an

A a cient
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cient town in the dept. of Upper Vienne,

with a conſiderable manufačtory of paper,

and another of cloth. It is ſeated near the

river Vienne, 12 miles NE. of Limoges,

and 195 S. of Paris.;

Leonard's, St. Suſſex, in a foreſt of the

fame name, to the E. and SE. of Horſham.

Leonard's, St. Bucks, S. of Tring in Herts,

Leonard's, St. Devonſ. near Excter. Leo

mard's, St. Dorſetſ. SE. of Hinton-Martel.

Leonard's, St. Kent, near Malling. Leo

mard's, St. Suſſex, near Haſtings. Leo

nard's-Hill, St. Berks, in Windſor-Foreſt.

Leonhart, a town of Carinthia.

LeoNT IN1. See LENT IN 1.

Leopold. See LEMBURG.

LeopoldstadT, a town of Hungary.

LEostof F. See LESTof F.

LEorong, a country of Chineſe Tar

tary, bounded by part of China, and a

gulf of the ſame name on the S. ; by Chi

neſe Tartary on the N. ; by Korea on the

E.; and by another part of Tartary on

the W. It was from this country that

the Tartars entered China, when they

made themſelves maſters of it. The in

habitants are not to gentle, polite, and in

duſtrious as the Chineſe ; they neither like

trade nor huſbandly, although their coun

try is very proper for both. Chenyang,

or Mougden, the principal town, is large

and populous.

LE PANTo, a conſiderable town of Tur

key, in Europe, in Livadia, built on a

mountain, in the form of a ſugar-loaf, on

the top of which is a caſtle. The harbour

is very ſmall, and may be ſhut up with a

chain; the entrance being but so feet

wide. The produce of the adjacent coun

try is wine, oil, corn, rice, Turkey lea

ther, and tobacco. Near this town, Don

John of Auſtria obtained a celebrated vic

tory over the Turkiſh fleet in 1752.

The Turks have ſix or ſeven moſques

here, and the Greeks two churches. It is

feated on the Gulf of Lepanto, 1oo miles

WNW, of Athens, and 364 WSW. of

Conſtantinople. Lat. 33.30. N. lou. 22.

o. E.

J.EPERs, Isle of, one of the New He

brides, in the S. Sea. Lat. 15. 23. S. lon.

168. o. E.

Lepperſiown, in Waterford, Munſter,

Lepperty, Cornwall, among the hills,

NW of Leſtwithiel. Leppington, York

ſhire, between Stamford-Bridge and New

Malton. Lepton, Yorkſhire, W. Riding,

E. of Alinondbury.

LEkia, or LEIRIA, a town of Portu

gueſe Eſtramadura.

I.E Rice, a ſea-port of Genoa.

LERIDA, an ancien; and large town of

Catalonia, with an univerſity. It is ſeat

ed on a hill, on the river Segra, 63 miles

W. of Barcelona, and zoo NW. of Ma

drid. Lat. 41.4.4. N. lon. o. 45. E.

LE RINs, two French iſlands in the Me

diterranean, 5 miles S. of Antibes.

LER MA, a town of Old Caſtile.

LERN1c A, formerly a large city, on the

S. coaſt of the Iſland of Cyprus, as appears

from it's ruins; now a large village, with

a good road for veſſels.

Lero, anciently LER1A, an iſland of

the Archipelago, near the coaſt of Natolia.

LERwick, the chief town of the Shet

land Iſlands, fituated on the E. ſide of the

Mainland, as the principal iſland is call

ed. It is a general rendezvous of the fiſh

ing-buſies from Britain, Holland, Dan

mark, and other parts. Lat. 6o. zo. N.

lon. 1. 30. W.

Lery, a river in Cardiganſhire. Leſante,

Cornwall, S. of Launceſton. Liſbury,

Northumberland, near Aylmouth.

LESCAR, a town in the depart. of the

Lower Pyrenees, 3 miles NW. of Pau,

and 42 SE. of Bayonne.

L'Escuis, Cou NTRY OF THE, one of

the ſeven Caucaſian nations, ſituated be

tween the Black Sea and the Caſpian.

Their country is indifferently called by the

Georgians, Leſguiſtan, or Dagheſtan. It

is divided into a variety of diſtrićts, gene

...; independent, and governed by chiefs,

elected by the people. The Leſguis are

probably deſcended from the tribes of

mountaineers, known to ancient geogra

phers under the name of Leſgae or Ligyes;

and the difficulty of their country, which

is a region of mountains, whoſe paſſes are

known only to themſelves, has, at all

times, ſecured them from foreign invaſion.

They ſubſiſt by raiſing cattle, and by pre

datory expeditions into the countries of

their more wealthy neighbours. During

the troubles in Perſia, toward the begin

ning of this century, they repeatedly ſack

ed the towns of Shamachie and Ardebil,

and ravaged the neighbouring diſtrićts;

and the preſent wretched ſtate of Georgia

and part of Armenia, is owing to the fre

quency of their incurſions. In their per

ſons and dreſs, and general habits of life,

as far as theſe are known to us, they

greatly reſemble the Circaſfians.

Lºſhare, Rutlandſhire, S. of Upping

ham. Leftate, Norfolk, E. of Lynn.
LESIN A. See LIESINA. -

Eºſingham, N. and S. Lincolnſhire, near

Sleaford.

LeskeARD, a town of Cornwall. The

|. manufactures here are thoſe of

eather and yarn. It is 49 miles W. by

S. of
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S. of Exeter, and 221 W. by S. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday.

Leſnes, Kent, between Plumſted and

Erith. Leſnewth, Cornwall, near Tinta

gel Caſtle.

Lespa RRE, a town in the dept. of Gi

ronde, in the environs of which are found

tranſparent pebbles, reſembling the falſe

diamonds of Alençon, and known by the

name of the cailloux de medoc, medoc

ſtones.

Leſſingham, Norfolk, between Walpole

and the ſea. Leſſington, Northampton

ſhire, near Oundle,

Lessines, a town of the late Auſtrian

Hainault, ſeated on the Dender, and famous

for it's linen manufacture. It is 22 miles

SW. of Bruſſels. -

Leftingham, Yorkſhire, NE. of Kirkby
Moreſide.

* Lestoff, LAYstoff, or Leo

stoff, a town of Suffolk, ſeated on the

fea-ſhore, and concerned in the fiſheries of

the North Sea, cod, herring, mackerel,

and ſprats. Here is alſo a manufactory

of coarſe china. The town confiſts of soo

houſes. It is 10 miles S. of Yarmouth,

and 117 NE. of London. Market on

Wedneſday.

Lefformal Caſtle, Cornwall, near Leſt

withiel.

Lestwithiel, a town of Cornwall,

ſeated on the river Foy, near it's fall into

Foy Haven. Formerly ſhips came as far

as the town; but the channel is now ſtop

ped up. They keep courts here, with

weights and meaſures for the whole ſtan

nary; and the gaol is likewiſe here. It

is 19 miles WNW, of Plymouth, and 230

w. by S. of London. Market on Friday.

Lercomb-Baſſet, and Letcomb-Kingſ,

Berks, near Wantage. Leteber, North

umberland, near Alnwick. Leth-Place,

surry, between . Dorking and Suſſex.

Letheringſet, Norfolk, near Holt. Lether

ingham, Šuffolk, S. of Framlingham.

LETTERE, in Principato Citra, Naples.

• LETTERKENNY, a town of Donegal,

in Ulſter. It is ſeated on the river Swilly,

113 miles from Dublin.

Letton, Heref, near Brompton-Brain.

Letton, Herefordſ. E. of Weobly.__Letton,

Heret. SW. of Weobly. Letton, Norfolk,

NE. of Watton. Letºwell, Yorkſhire, be

tween Rotherham and Nottinghamſhire.

Jevan, St. Cornwall, at the SW. Point

of the Land's End; has a little cove for

fiſher's boats, and many tin-mines in the

neighbourhood. -

i.evant, properly ſignifies Rising, or

the East, from the ſun's riſing in the eaſt;

but it is generally uſed, when ſpeaking of

trade, for the coaſts of Asiatic Tuk

KEY comprehending Natolia, Syria, Pa

leſtine, Egypt, Barca, Candia, and the ad

jacent parts. The Lev ANT SEA means

the eaſtern part of the Mediterranean.

Lev ANTINA, VAL, or the LEvans

TINE VALLEY, a valley of Swiſſerland,

9n the confines of Italy, lying between

Mount St. Gothard, and the Lago Mag

giore. It is a bailiwick, ſubject to the

canton of Uri, about 8 leagues long ; but

it's breadth is inconſiderable.

Levat, E. Linc. in the Iſle of Axholm.

Leucate, a town and lake in the dept.

of Aude, ao miles NE. of Perpignan.

LeuchteNBERG, a town and landgra

viate of Bavaria.

Levedale, Staff, near Penkridge. Leve

land, Kent, S. of Feverſham. Leven, a

river in Lanc. ſee Foſſe. Leven, Yorkſ.

in Holderneſs, W. of Hornſey-Meer.

Leven, White and Black, rivulets in Cumb.

which, united, fall into the Kirkſop.

Leven, Loch, a beautiful lake of

Kinroſsſhire, about 12 miles in circum

ference, ſomewhat of a circular form, and

irregularly indented. In it are ſeveral

ſmall iſlands; it produces trout of peculiar

excellence; of which great quantities, at

certain ſeaſons, are ſent to the Edinburgh

markets. In autumn, a fingular ſpecies,

called the gully trout, is here ſalted and

dried for winter proviſion.

Leven, a river of Dumbartonſhire, in

Scotland, which iſſues from Loch Lomand;

and, after a meandering courſe through a

beautiful vale, adorned with farms, ſeats,

woods, and plantations, empties itſelf

into the eſtuary of the Clyde, below Dum

barton.

Levenant, a river in Cardiganſhire. Le

venny, or Leonny, a river in Carnarvonſ.

Levenny, a river in Denbighſhire. Leven

ing, Yorkſ. S. of New Malton. Levens,

Weſtmorland, S. of Kendal, has a bridge

over the Can, or Ken, and near it a wa

terſall. Leventhorp, Yorkſ on the Tees,

NE. of Yarum. Leventhorp, Yorkſ, near

Bradford. Lever, Lincolnſ. near Bolton.

Leverington, Camb. near Wiſbeach. Le

vermine, Northumberl. in Wark barony.

Leverſall, Yorkſ, near Doncaſter. Le

verſdale, Cumberl. in Irthington pariſh.

Leverſedge, Yorkſ, between Halifax and

Wakefield. Leverton, N. and S. Linc.

near Boſton. Leverton, Yorkſhire, E. of

Giſborough. Leverton, N. and S. Nott.

near Retford. Leveſien, Herts, in Wat

ford pariſh. Leveſham, Yorkſ. SW. of

Blackenmore. Leveſon, Dorſetſ. S. of

Sherborn. Levetham, Cornwall, in Bliſ

land, NE. of Bodmin.

A a 2. Livone,
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LeucNE, a village in the dept. of Up

per Saone, lying to the E. of Veſoul.

Here is a cavern, 35 paces deep, and 6o

wide, which ſerves as a barometer to all

the country people. A fog, at the en

trance of this glacier, is an infallible ſign

of rain the next day. From the roof,

which is 50 feet high, deſcend maſſes, or

rather columns of ice, of a prodigious ſize.

The brook, which runs through a part of

this grotto, is frozen in ſummer, yet flows

in winter.

Leugnerſh, Suſſex, N. of Pagham. Lev

ington, Linc. SW. of Fokingham. Lev

ington, Suffolk, on the Stour, SE. of Ipſ

wich.

Leux, a town of Swifferland, in the

Upper Valais, ſeated on an eminence near

the Rhone. It is one of the independent

dixains of the Upper Valais, and is re

markable for it's ſprings, whoſe water is

ſo hot, that it will boil an egg. Leuk is

much frequented in the ſummer, on ac

count of theſe ſprings. The patients ei

ther bathe or drink the waters, which are

beneficial in rheumatiſms, diſeaſes of the

fkin, &c. and ſeem nearly to reſemble

thoſe of Bath. In 1719, an avalanche (a

vaſt body of ſnow) fell with ſuch impetu

oſity from a neighbouring glacier, upon

the village, as to overwhelm the greateſt

part of the houſes and the baths, and to

deſtroy many of the inhabitants. Lat. 46.

12. N. lon. 7. 39. E.

Lev Roux, a town in the department of

Indre, 11 miles N. of Chateauroux.

LE Use, in the late Auſtrian Hainault.

LE Utkirch, an imperial town of Su

-abia. - -

LEUTMERITZ, a town of Bohemia,

capital of a circle of the ſame name.

Lew, Oxfordſhire, N. of Bampton.

LEwARDEN, a city of the Dutch Unit

ed Provinces, capital of W. Frieſland, in

the quarter called Oſtergow. It's build

-ings, as well private as public, are mag

nificent ; and it has ſeveral canals in the

ſtreets, which are a great affiſtance to their

trade; eſpecially as they are continued not

only to the ſea, but to the moſt conſider

able towns in the province. It is 27

miles W. of Groningen, and 65 N. by E.

of Amſterdam. Lat., 53. 11. N. lon. 5.

42. E. - - -

Lewcomb, Dorſetſhire, N.W. of Ever

ſhot. Lewell, Dorſetſhire, between Staf

ford and Woodford.

LEwentz, a town of Gran, Hungary.

* Lewes, the principal town of Suſſex,

is a well-built, populous place, and is

-ſeated on the river Ouſe, which is navi

gable here for barges. It is finely ſituat
I -

ed on the declivity of a hill, on which are

the remains of an ancient caſtle, the envi

rons of which command a beautiful view

of a richly-varied country, in which the

downs form the moſt remarkable and ſtrik

ing part of the ſcene. On the river are

ſeveral iron-works, where cannon are caſt

for merchant ſhips, beſides other uſeful

works of that kind. The timber here

abouts is prodigiouſly large, and the ſoil

is the richeſt in this part of England.

Lewes is 30 miles E. of Chicheſter, and

49 S. of London. Lat. 50.55. N. lon. o.

5. E. Market on Saturday.

Lewis, one of the moſt conſiderable of

the Weſtern Iſlands of Scotland, which

being conne&ted by a narrow iſthmus with

HARRIs, forms but one iſland, which is

about 40 miles in length, and 13 in it's

mean breadth. Like moſt of the Scottiſh

iſles, it is greatly interſected by arms of

the ſea. By theſe it may be ſaid to be di

vided into five peninſulas. The country,

in general, is wild, bleak, barren of wood,

and little fitted for cultivation: the hills

are covered with heath, which affords

ſhelter for various ſorts of game. The

lakes and ſtreams abound with ſalmon,

large red trout, &c. The land animals here

are ſimilar to thoſe-found in the northern

iſles, and the fiſheries on the coaſt are not

inferior. Stornaway is the only town in

Lewis. The iſland belongs to Roſsſhire.

There are ſeveral inferior iſles and rocks,

which are comprehended under Inverneſs

ſhire. The whole lie zo miles N.W. of

the Iſle of Skye.

Lewknor, Oxf. NW. of Stokenchurch.

Lew-North, Devonſ. SW. of Hatherleigh.

Leworth, Devonſ. near Parkham. Lew

Jon Hill, Dorſetſhire, SW. of Beminſter,

Lewſion, Dorſetſhire, a mile SW, of

Long-Burton. Lewtrenchard, Devonſhire,

NE. of Taviſtock. Lexden, Eſſex, near

Colcheſter. Lexham, E. and W. Norfolk,

NE. of Swaffham. Lewiſham, a large

village in Kent, in the road to Sevenoaks,

5 miles S.E. by S. of London. -

LexiNGtoN, a town of N. America,

capital of the ſtate of Kentucky and coun

ty of Fayette. It ſtands on the head of

the river Elkhorn, about 480 miles WSW.

of Philadelphia. Lat. 37. 57. N. lon. 84.

43. W. -

LexiNGTon, a town of Maſſachuſetts,

in N. America, celebrated for being the

firſt place where hoſtilities commmenced

between the Britiſh troops and the Ame

ricans; 12 miles NW. of Boſton.

Ley, Devonſhire, in Bear-Ferris pariſh.

Leyborn, Yorkſhire, a mile and a half N.

of Middleham.

LEY DEN,
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IleypeN, a city of Holland, ſuppoſed

to be the ſame which Ptolemy calls Lug

dunum Batavorum, ſeated in a country

full of gardens and meadows, ſurrounded

by ditches and canals, near the ancient bed

of the Rhine, which now looks like a ca

nal. It is about four miles and a half in

circumference; and it's ditches are bor

dered with rows of trees. It has 8 gates,

and contains 50 iſlands, and 145 bridges,

the greateſt part of which are made with

freeſtone. The public buildings are very

handſome. There are ſeveral large hoſ

pitals, and an univerſity, which has gene

rally about zoo ſtudents, though there are

but two colleges; for theſe ſcholars board

in the town, and have no dreſs to diſtin

f. them. The ſchool conſiſts of a

ge pile of brick building, three ſtories

high. Adjoining to the ſchool is the

phyſic-garden, where the profeſſor reads

lečtures in botany. The library contains

curious manuſcripts; and the theatre for

anatomy is the fineſt in Europe. Here

are manufactures of the beſt cloths and

ſtuffs in Holland, there being no leſs than

16oo workmen employed in them. It is

4 miles E. of the ſea, 15 SSE. of Haarlem,

and zo S.W. of Amſterdam. Lat. 52. 10.

N. lon. 4.33. E.

LEYTE, one of the Philippine Iſlands,

in Aſia, about 8o leagues in circum

ference. It's ſoil on the E. ſide is very

fertile, yielding two hundred for one. The

mountains abound in deer, cows, wild

hogs, and fowls ; and cocoas grow with

out culture. They have two plentiful

harveſts in the year, to which the numer

ous rivers, deſcending from the mountains,

not a little contribute. The iſland con

tains about 90oo inhabitants, who pay

tribute to the Spaniards in rice, wax, and

quilts. Lat. 1 1. o. N. lon. 125. o. E.

LezAMo, a town of Alava, Spain.

Lhan Dhewi Brevi, Cardiganſhire, a

village 3 miles S. of Tregaron.

Lion, or LHAN, a river of Germany,

which riſes in Siegen, and paſſing by Mar

burg, Wetzlar, Naſſau, &c. falls into the

Rhine near Lohnſtein.

LIBANU's, the name of mountains of

Turkey, in Aſia, which lie between Proper

Syria and Paleſtine, extending from the

Mediterranean Sea as far as Arabia. Their

ſummits are ſo high, that they are always

covered with ſnow; but below they are very

pleaſant, and there are fruitful valleys be

tween them. They were formerly famous

for cedar-trees, but now there are ſcarce

any remaining. Geographers diſtinguiſh

them into Libanus and Anti Libanus : .

the latter lics on the S. ſide of the valley,

riſing near the ruins of Sidon, and termi

nates in Arabia, in lat. 34. They are

ſeparated from each other at an equal diſ

tance throughout, and form a country,

called by the ancients Caelo Syria.

LiBAU, a ſea-port of Couriand.

Lubou RNE, a populous town in the

dept. of Gironde. It is one of the ſtaples

of the commerce of Bourdeaux, and is

ſeated on the river Dordogne, zo miles

NE. of Bourdeaux, and zo; S. by W. of

Paris.

Lich, a town of Hohen Solms, Upper

Rhine.

* Lichfield, a neat, well built city

of Staffordſhire, ſeated in a fine champaign

country, 14 miles S.E. of Stafford, and

119 N.W. of London. Lat. 52.54. N.

lon. 1.44. W. Markets on Tueſday and

Friday.

Lichfield, Hants, near Pamber.

Licht ENAU, a town of Nuremburg,

Franconia; and ſeveral towns of Ger

many. -

LichtENBERG, a caſtle, in the depart.

of Lower Rhine, feated on a rock, near

the Voſges inountains, 12 miles from Ha

guenau.

Lichte NBERG, a town of Franconia.

LicHT ENFELs, a town of Auſtria;

and a town of Bamberg, Franconia.

Lichst All, a town of Baſle, circle of

Upper Rhine.

Dickey Bacon, Worc.N. of Bromſgrove.

LicolA, or LA Go Di Lico LA, a lake

of Naples, formerly famous for plenty of

excellent fiſh; but, in 1538, an earthquake

happened, which changed one part of it

into a mountain of aſhes, and the other

into a moraſs. It was anciently known

by the name of the Lucrine Lake.

LiDA, a town of Wilna, Lithuania.

Lidbury, Shropſ. near Biſhop's. Caſtle.

LiDo, a town of Kent, ſeated in Rom

ney-Marſh, 26 miles S. of Canterbury,

and 71 S.E. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

Liddel, Cumberland, at the conflux of

Lid and Eſk.

LIDDEL, a river of Roxburghſhire, fall

ing into Solway Frith, near the mouth of

the Eſk. -

LiDDEN, or LADEN, a river of Here

fordſhire and Giouceſterſhire, running into

the Severn oppoſite Glouceſter.

L1D disdale, a diſtrict of Roxburgh

ſhire, comprehending the whole ſouthern

angle of that county. It admits of little

cultivation, and is chiefly employed in

paſture. -

I.ideºway, Wilts, 4 miles S. of Devizes.

idrord, Berks, near Puſey. Lidford, a

A a 3 village
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village of Devonſ. ſituated 2 or 3 miles E.

of Brent Torr, the whole Foreſt of Dart

moor being in the verge of it. The bridge

is thrown over a part of the river Lid,

that is pent between two rocks; and the

water is at ſuch a depth below, that paſ

ſengers can only hear the noiſe of the wa

ter without ſeeing it. Near this is a fine

cataraćt. Lidford, E. and W. Somerſ.

on the oppoſite banks of a river that runs

from Bruton to Glaſtonbury. Lidgate,

Suffolk, near Bury. Lidiard, Biſhops,

Somerſ, between Stokegomer and Taun

ton. Lidiard Laurence, Somerſ. between

Biſhop's Lidiard and Stokegomer. Lid

ſynch, Dorſetſ. W. of Stourminſter.

LiDNEY, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

ſeated on the W. bank of the Severn, 8

miles NE. of Chepſtow, and ao Sw. of

Glouceſter. Market on Wedneſday.

Lidſtow, Devonſh. near Holdſworthy.

Alidyard, Millicent and North, Wilts,

NW. of Wotton-Baſſet. Lidyard-Tre

goze, Wilts, near Wotton-Baſſet.

LiefkeNshoek, a fortreſs of Dutch

Flanders, on the W. ſide of the Scheldt,

oppoſite Fort Lillo.

Liece, a large and populous city of

Germany, in the circle of Weſtphalia,

and capital of a biſhopric of the ſame

name. Here the river Maeſe is divided

into three branches, which, after having

E. through the ſtreets under ſeveral

ridges, unite again. Here is a famous

univerſity; the public ſtructures are very

numerous; and on the ſides of the river

are fine walks. . This place is about four

miles in circumference, and has 150 ſtreets,

16 gates, and 1 o large ſuburbs. It is

feated on the river Maeſe, 15 miles SW.

of Maeſtricht, and 62 SW. of Cologne.

Lat. 50. 37. N. lon, 5.40. E.

LIEGF, a biſhopric of Germany, in the

eircle of weſtphalia, bounded on the N.

by Brabant and Guelderland; on the E.by

Limburg, Juliers, and Luxemburg; on

the S. by Luxemburg and the dept. of the

Ardennes; and on the W. by Brabant

and Namur, It is fruitful in corn and

fruits, and contains mines of iron, lead,

and coal, beſide quarries of marble. Liege

was taken by Dumourier in November

1792; but the French were compelled to

retire in the March following. In 1794,

they again entered it, after a ſhort refit

ance, and Liege and Brabant are at pre

ſent occupied by French troops.

L1s RRE, See Llr E. - º,

Lies, Cumb. near Wuiſty-Caſtle.

Li Esin A, a fea-port and iſland of Dal

rnatia, in the Adriatic, 48 miles long and

$broad. It abouuds in corn, clives, ſaf

from, and wine; and was lately ſubjećt to

the Venetians. Lat. 43.30. N. lon. 16.

23. E.

Liesse, a town in the dept. of Aiſne,

famous for an image of the Virgin Mary,

to which a great number of pilgrims uſed

to reſort. It is 6 miles ENE. of Laon.

LIFFEY. See ANNA LIFFEY.

Lifford, a town of Donegal, Ulſter.

ſeated on the river Foyle. 24 miles NE. of

Donegal, and 1 oz. NNW. of Dublin.

Lifton, Devonſ. 4 miles E. of Launceſ.

ton, in Cornwall. Ligh, Wilts, near Weſt

bury. Righ. Abbots, or Ligh-upon Men

dip, Somerſ. near Bedminſter. Ligh-un

der Mendip, Somerſ. W. of Whatley and

Frome. Lightbirk, Northumb. in Lang

ley manor. Lightcliff, Yorkſ. in the pa

riſh of Halifax. Lighthorn, Warw, near

Waſperton.

Liane, in the late Auſtrian Hainault.

Lic Niekes, a town in the dept. of

Cher, 22 miles SSW. of Bourges.

LicNitz, a town of Sileſia, capital of

a principality of the ſame name.

LIGNY, a town in the dept. of Meuſe,

8 miles SE. of Bar-le-Duc, and 125 SE.

of Paris. -

LIGoR, a ſea-port and territory in the

peninſula of Malacca, with a magazine,

lately ſubječt to the Dutch E. India Com

pany. It is ſeated on the eaſtern coaſt,

and is in the kingdom of Siam. Lat. 7.

4o. N. lon. Ioo. 5. E.

Ligrave, Bedfordſhire, near Hockley.

. LIGueil, a town in the dept. of Indre

and Loire, 23 miles SSE, of Tours,

Lilburn, E. and h’. Northumb. near

Woller. Lilford, Northamptonſhire, near

Oundle.

Lille Rs, a town in the dept, of the

Straits of Calais, 6 miles WNW. of Be

thune. -

Lilling, Yorkſ. near Bulmer. Lilling

ſºon, and Lillingſton-Dairell, Bucks, near

Luffield. Lillingſion Lovel, Oxf. W. of

Stony Stratford. Lillington, Dorſetſh. S.

of Sherborn. Lillington, NE. of War

wick. Lilliput. Caſile, Somerſ. near the

Brow of Launſdon.

Lillo, Fort, a fortreſs in the late

Auſtrian Brabant, on the E. fide of the

Scheldt, 8 miles NW. of Antwerp. It

was built by the Dutch in 1584, to pre

vent veſſels of too large a ſize going up to

Antwerp. It was taken by the French in

1794.

Lilly, Dorſetſhire, a hamlet to Wotton

fitzpain.

LiMA, a city of S. America, capital of

Peru. It has an univerſity, and gives it's

name to the principal audience of º:
º:
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The ſtreets are handſome and ſtraight, but

the houſes are generally only one ſtory

high, on account of the earthquakes. How.

ever, they are pretty, and much adorned,

having long galleries on the front. One

Part of the roofs is covered with coarſe

linen cloth, and the others only with reeds,

which is not inconvenient, becauſe violent

rains are not known here; but the rich in

habitants cover theirs with fine mats, or

beautiful cotton cloths. There are trees

planted all round their houſes, to keep off

the heat of the ſun. What the houſes want

in height, they have in length and depth;

for ſome of them are zoo feet long, and

proportionably broad, ſo that they have io

or 1: 15rge apartments on the ground floor.

The royal ſquare is very handſome; and

in the middle is a fountain of bronze,

adorned with the image of Fame, which

ſpouts out water. On the E. and W.

ſides are the public ſtrućtures, which are

well built. The river which croſſes Lima

forms canals or ſtreams, which run to moſt

of the houſes, and ſerve to water their gar

Jens, &c. The city is about four miles in

length, and two in breadth, and is divided

into 5 pariſhes. They make uſe of mules

to draw their coaches, and of theſe there

are about 50oo. The churches and cou

vents are extremely rich, and divine ſer

vice is performed in them with a magnifi

cence ſcarcely to be inagined. The orna

ments, even on common days, exceed, in

quantity and richneſs, thoſe which many

cities of Europe diſplay on the moſt ex

traordinary occaſions. Lima is the ſeat of

the viceroy, whoſe office is generally tri

ennial, and contains ſeveral courts, as

that of the viceroy, of the archbiſhop, of

the inquiſition, of the conſulada, or com

merce, and of the wills. Eartkguakes are

here very frequent, and ſome have done this

city a great deal of damage, particularly

that in 1746, by which it was almoſt de

ſtroyed. The inhabitants are ſo rich, that

when the viceroy, ſent from Spain, in 1682,

made his public entrance into this city,

they paved the ſtreets he was to paſs through

with ingots of filver. It is ſaid, that the

inhabitants are very debauched, but, at the

ſame time, extremely ſuperſtitious, having

a ſtrong belief in the power of charms;

that about a fourth part of the city conſiſts

of monks and nuns, who are not more

chaſte than the reſt; that if any one hap

n to rival a monk, he is in danger of

his life, for they always carry a dagger

under their frocks; that the moſt profli

gate of them think they can atone for all

their crimes, by hearing a maſs, or kiſſing

the robe of St. Francis, or St, Dominic;

and that then they return to their former

practices. Lima is ſeated in the pleaſant

and fertile valley of Rimac, or Lima, on a

ſmall river, near the ſea. Lat. 12. 1. s.

lon. 76.44. W.

LiMA, The Audience of, a large prº

vince of S. America, in Peru, lying on the

S. Sea, with an extenſive valley, and a river

of the ſame name. It contains one arch

biſhopric, viz. Lima; and four biſhoprics,

viz. Truxillo, Guamanga, Cuſco, and

Arequipa. There are ſeveral animals in

this province, which are very fierce and

gangerous, eſpecially near the mountains;

but that which they call a lion is not one,

for it is more like a wolf, and never at

tacks mankind. However, there are very

large tawny tigers, or panthers, which are

as wild and fierce as thoſe of Africa.

LiMAvAD Y. See Newton LIMA

W.A.D. Y.

LIMALE, in the late Auſtrian Brabant.

Linbey, Nott. near the river Lime, W.

of Sherwood Foreſt. Limbrey, Bedf. in

Luton pariſh. Limbrook, Heref. between

Preſtayne and Wigmore-Caſtle. Limburgh,

Dorſetſ. SW. of Todbere. -

LIME URG, a town of the Netherlands,

capital of a duchy of the ſame name.

Here is a manufačture of woollen cloths,

and it is famous for it's excellent cheeſe.

It is ſeated on an agreeable mountain, near

the river Weſe, 20 miles ESE. of Liege.

Lat. 50. 38. N. lon. 6.5. E.

LIMEURG, THE Duchy of, a province

of the Netherlands, bounded on the N.

. the duchy of Juliers; on the E. by the

electorate of Cologne and duchy of Ju

liers; and on the S. and W. by the terri

tory of Liege. It is about 36 miles in

length and 24 in breadth. It contains

ſome of the beſt iron-mines in the Nether

lands, and the ſoil is fertile for corn and

paſtures.

Lime, Cheſhire, near Stockport. Lime-.

houſe, Middleſex, E. of London, adjoining

Poplar and the Iſle of Dogs.

Li ME Rick, a city of Ireland, in the

county of Limerick, and province of Mun

ſter, three miles in circumference. With

in a century, it was reckoned the ſecond

city in the kingdom; at preſent it has loſt

it's rank; not becauſe it flouriſhes leſs,

but becauſe Cork flouriſhes more. It is

divided into the Iriſh and Engliſh Town;

the latter is fituated on an iſland, formed

by the river Shannon, and called King's

Iſland. It is been diſmantled about 30

years, and has increaſed prodigiouſly

within that period by the addition of

handſome ſtreets and quays ; and it's coni

merce has kept pace with it's ſize. The

A a 4. linen,
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linen, woollen, and paper manufactures

are carried on here to a great extent; and

the export of beef and other proviſions is

conſiderable. Here are many hoſpitals,

and ſome handſome public ſtructures.

The inhabitants are eſtimated at upwards

of 40,000. The country'around it is fertile

and pleaſant, but the air is rather moiſt.

It is 50 miles SSE. of Galway, so N. of

Cork, and 94 SW. of Dublin. Lat. 52--

35. N. lon. 8. 30. W.

LIMERick, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Munſter, 40 miles in length,

and 23 in breadth, bounded on the N. and

NW. by Tipperary and Clare ; on the

W. by Kerry; on the S. by Cork; and

on the E. by Tipperary. It contains 125

pariſhes, and about 17o,ooo inhabitants,

and is a fertile and well inhabited country,

though the W. parts are mountainous.

Limerick, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Limerſiale, Cumb. W. of Brampton.

Limerſione, Iſle of Wight, in the W.

Medina.

LIMMAT, a river of Swiſſerland, firſt

manned Linth, till it joins the Mat, when

it changes it's name to Limmat; it paſſes

through the Lake of Zurich, and joins the

Aar, 3 miles N. of Baden.

Limme, Kent, near Hythe, 4 miles from

Romney, was formerly a port, till choked

up by the ſands. Limmington, Somerſet

ihire, near Ilcheſter. -

LIMO Ges, a town in the dept. of Up

per Vienne, noted for horſes. It contains

about 130,000 inhabitants, and is feated

on the river Vienne, 50 miles NNE. of

Perigueux, and 11o NE. of Bourdeaux.

LIMoSIN, a gi-devant prov. of France,

divided into the Upper and Lower, the

former of which is very cold, but the lat

ter more temperate. It is covered with

foreſts of cheſnut-trees, and contains

mines of lead, copper, tin, and iron; but

the principal trade conſiſts in cattle and

hºrſes. It is now the dept. of Upper

Vienne, of which Limoges is the capital.

LiMo Ux, a commercial town in the

dept. of Aude. It has a manufacture of

cloth; and it’s environs produce an ex

cellent white wine, called La Blanquette

de Limoux, the Perry of Limoux. It is

icated on the river Aude, 37 miles W.

by S. of Narbonne. -

Lºfºilow, Norf. near Redham. Lim

frº, Nott. in Hartworth manor. Limpſ

fl. iii, Surly, near Croydon. Limºſhan,

Sººnerieſ. W. of Axbridge. Limpſºn,

Devonſhire, near Powderhan-Caſtle. e.

f : M P iſ a G, a town of I eves; and 3

other tºwns of Germany. -

Lik, Staff, Sºv. of Lºcºd. Linan,
-

Devonſ, near Plympton. Linan, a river

in Carnarvonſhire.

LIN ANGE. See LEININGEN.

Linby, Nottingh. near Codnor-Caſtle.

Linch, Suſſex, NW. of Penſhurſt. Linch,

E. and #". Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle, near

Kingſton. Lincham, Wilts, SW. of

Wotton-Baſſet.

LIN chANchi, in Yucatan, Mexico.

LINch E, a town in the dept. of the

North, 10 miles S.W. of Dunkirk.

Linches, Glouceſ. near Biſley. Linch

ford, Hants, SE. of Bramſhot. Linch

lade, Bucks, E. of Winſlow. Linchmere,

Suſſex, S.W. of Haſlemere.

* LIN coln, the capital of Lincolnſhire,

is pleaſantly ſeated on the ſide of a hill, on

the Witham, which here divides into 3

ſtreams. It is much reduced from it's

former extent and ſplendor, and now con

fiſts principally of one ſtreet, above two

miles long, well paved, and ſeveral croſs

and parallel ſtreets, well peopled. Here

are ſome handſome modern buildings, but

more antique ones. The Roman's north

gate ſtill remains under the name of New

port. Gate. It is a vaſt ſemicircle of ſtones,

of very large dimenſions, laid without

mortar, and conne&ted only by their uni

form ſhape. Upon the whole, this city

has an air of ancient greatneſs, ariſing, in

, a great meaſure, from the number of mo

naſtic ruins; moſt of which are now con

verted into ſtables, out-houſes, &c. The

cathedral is much admired for it's interior

architecture, which is in the richeſt and

lighteſt Gothic ſtyle. The great bell,

called Tom of Lincoln, requires 15 able

men to ring it. The chief trade here is in

coals brought by the Trent and Foſſdyke i

and oats and wool, which are ſent by the

river Witham. Here is a ſmall manufac

ture of camlets. It is 32 miles NE. of

Nottingham, and 133 N. of London.

Lat. 53.15. N. lon. o. 25. W. Markets

on Tueſday and Friday.

LIN coi, NSHIRE, a county of England,

bounded on the N. by the Humber, which

divides it from Yorkſhire; on the E. by

the German Ocean : on the S.E. by the

Waſh and part of Norfolk; on the S. by

Cambridgeſhire and Northamptonſhire;

on the SW. by Rutlandſhire; on the W.

by the counties of Leiceſter and Notting

ham, and on the NW, by Yorkſhire. It

is 77 miles fiom N. to S. and 45 in

breadth, where wideſt. It is divided in

to three parts, namely, Holland on the

SF. Keſteven on the SW. and Lindſey

on the N. It contains 3o hundreds, one

city, ; ; market-towns, and 630 pariſhes.

J:’s principal livers are the Trent, Hum

bºr,
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ber, Witham, and Welland. The air is

various, according to it's three grand di

viſions, each of which ſee. The ſoil, in

many places, is very rich, the inland part

producing corn in great plenty, and the

fens cole-ſeed, and very rich paſtures;

whence their breed of cattle is larger than

that of any other county in England, ex

cept Somerſetſhire; their horſes are alſo

excellent, and very large; their hunting

hounds and hares are particularly noted

for their extreme ſwiftneſs; and their

fheep are not only of the largeſt breed, but

are clothed with a long thick wool, pecu

liarly fitted for the worſted and coarſe

woollen manufactures.

Lincomb, Devonſ. in Ilfracomb pariſh.

Lincomb-Spaw, Somerſ, near Bath. Lin

coton, Wilts, NE. of Bradford and Trow

bridge.

LINDAU, an imperial town, with an

abbey, of Suabia, on an iſland in the Lake

of Conſtance. It's territory comprehends

14 villages.

LIN DAU, a town of Eichfeld, Lower

Rhine; and a town of Anhalt Zerbſt,

Upper Saxony.

LiNDENFElls, a town in the palati

nate of the Rhine.

Lindfield, Bardolph and D'Arches, Suſ

ſex, E. of Cuckfield. Lindford, Norfolk,

between Mundford and Buckenham Parva.

Lindly, Leiceſ, near Fenny-Drayton.

Lindley, Shropſ. near Wenlock. Lind

ridge, Worceſ. W. of Aberly. Linſly,

Suffolk, near Hadley. -

LINDs EY, the largeſt of the principal

diviſions of Lincolnſhire, including all

the county that lies N. of the Witham and

the Foſſdyke. It is the moſt elevated part

of the county; and the air is generally

eſteemed healthy, eſpecially on the weſtern

fide. Toward the NE. part is a large

traćt of heathy land, called the Wolds,

the S. part of which is well inhabited;

but the N. is very thin of people. Great

flocks of ſheep are bred throughout this

traśt.

Lineham, Oxf. near Chadlington. Li

mer, or Liver, a river in Cornwall. Ling,

Norfolk, S. of Foulſham. Ling, Somerſ.

near Petherton-Park and the river Tone.

Lingan, Heref. S. of Pedwardin.

LiN GEN, a town and county of Weſt

phalia, ſubject to the king of Pruſſia.

Lingfield, Surry, S. of Crowhurſt. Ling

feld Street, Surry, E. of Ryegate. Lin

gorill, Llºyngorill, a river in Merionethſ.

Lingwell-Yate, Yorkth. between Wake

field and Thorp-on-the-Hill. Lingwood,

Norf. W. of Arcie. Lingwood-Grange,

Linc, between Lincoln and Tatterſhall.

Chaſe. Linhope-Spout, Northumb. a ca

taraćt near Rodham, which falls 56 feet

perpendicular. Linkenham, Cornwall,

SW. of Launceſton.

LINKioPING, a town of Oſtro-Goth

land, near the lake Roxen.

LIN lithgow, the county town of

Linlithgowſhire, ſtands on a riſing ground,

near a lake, remarkable for bleaching, and

is an ancient, large, regular, and well

built place. It is 16 miles W. of Edin

burgh.

LINLITHcow'sHIRE, or WEst Lo

THIAN, a county of Scotland, bounded on

the W. by Stirlingſhire; on the N. by the

Frith of Forth; on the E. by Edinburgh

ſhire; and on the S. and SW. by Lanerk

ſhire. It is about 17 miles long, and 8 in

it's mean breadth. It abounds with corn

and paſture, and has alſo plenty of coal,

lime-ſtone, lead-ore, ſalt, and fiſh.

LiNosA, an iſland in the Mediterranean,

near the coaſt of Tunis.

Linon, or Llynon, a river in Angleſey.

Linſtead, Kent, 4 miles from Feverſham.

Linſtead, Great and Little, Suffolk, W.

of Haleſworth.

*LINTo N, a town of Cambridgeſhire,

12 miles S.F. of Cambridge, and 46 N. by

E. of London. Market on Thurſday.

Linton, Derbyſh. near Greſley. Caſtle.

Linton, near Glouceſter. Linton, North

umb. in Whalton barony. Linton, De

vonſ. E. of Comb-Martin. Limton, He

ref. NE. of Roſs. Linton, Kent, near

Coxheath, 4 miles S. of Maidſtone. Lin

ton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, on the Wharfe,

N. of Barden Tower.

LIN Tz, a handſome town of Germany.

capital of Upper Auſtria. Here are a hall,

in which the ſtates aſſemble, a bridge over

the Danube, and ſeveral manufactories.

It is 30 miles S.E. of Paſſau, and 92 W.

of Vienna.

LIN rz, a town of Cologne.

Linwood, Linc. S. of Market-Raiſin.

LIPAR1, the common name cf 12 iſlands

in the Mediterranean, which lie to the N.

of Sicily, between lon. 14. 1. and 15. 12.

E. and lat. 33. 20. and 38.40. N. They

were formerly called Æolian, and are near

ly as follows, in the order of their ſize;

namely, Lipari, Strombolo, Volcano, Sa

lini, Felicudi, Alicudi, Panaria, Volcanel

lo, Vacheluſe, Liſca, Dattolo, and Tila

Navi. Theſe iſlands are ſubječt to the

king of Naples, to whom they bring in a

good revenue. They produce great quan

...tities of allum, ſulphur, nitre, cinnabar,

and moſt kinds of fruits, particularly rai

ſins, currants, and figs, in great perfec

tion. Some of their wines are likewiſ:
.* muck

º
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much eſteemed, particularly the Malvaſia,

well known all over Europe. Theſe iſlands

are of volcanic origin. Ste ST Rom Bo Lo,

Vo Lo A No, &c.

Li PAR1, the largeſt, moſt fertile, and

populous of the Lipari Iſlands, about 15

miles in circumference. It was celebrated

among the ancients; and, by the deſcrip

tion of Ariſtotle, it appears to have been

conſidered by the ſailors in his time, what

Strombolo is in ours, as a light-houſe, as

it's fires were never extinguiſhed. It has

not ſuffered from ſubterraneous fires for

many ages paſt, though it every where

bears the marks of it’s former ſtate. The

form of this iſland is very irregular; and

in this volcanic ſpot, ſuch a number of ſpi

racles have been opened, that the greateſt

part of them are confounded with each

other. It abounds with the currant grape;

cotton alſo grows here; and great quan

tities of pumice are gathered. It's capi

tal, an ancient town of the ſame name,

ſtands on the S. ſide of the iſland. The

Principal trade of the inhabitants is in the

exportation of the produćts of the iſland;

but the chief neceſſaries of life they in.

Port from Sicily. Lat. 38. 35. N. lon.

15. 30. E.

LIPPA, a town of Hungary, in the ban

pat of Temeſwar, NE. of Belgrade.

Eippard, NE. of Worceſter.

Li PPE, a river and county of Weſtpha

lia.

Lippock, Hants, in Braunſhot pariſh.

Lipstad r, a town of Weſtphalia, ca

pital of the county of Lippe. It carries

on a conſiderable trade in preparing tin

ber for building veſſels on the Rhine, with

which it has a communication by the ri

wer Lippe. It is feated in an unhealthy

morals, 14 miles WSW. of Paderborn.

Lipwood, Northumb. in Langley manor.

Lique, a town in the dept. of the

Straits of Calais, 12 miles W. of St.

Omer.

LIRE, a town of the late Auſtrian Bra

bant, ſeated on the river Nethe, 12 miles

SE. of Antwerp.

L1s, a river of the Netherlands, which

paſſes by Aire, St. Venant, Courtray, &c.

and falls into the Scheldt, at Ghent. ,

Liſane, in Derry, Uiſter. Liſbellaw,

in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Lisbon, the capital of Portugal, a

large, rich, celebrated city, one of the

Principal of Europe, with an univerſity.

The ſº, public buildings, and pa

laces were magnificent, but it was almoſt

totally deſtroyed by an earthquake, No

vember 1, 1755. The new town is much

more handſome than the former the pian

is regular, the ſtreets and ſquares are ſpa.

cious, and the buildings are elegant. The

harbour will contain ten thouſand ſail of

ſhips, which ride in the greateſt ſafety;

and the city, being viewed from the ſouth

ern ſhore of the river, affords a beautiful

proſpect, as the buildings gradually riſe

above each other. The number of inha

bitants is eſtimated at 270,000, of which

the negroes and mulattoes make a ſixth

i. #. reckon here more than 2.0, ooe

ouſes, 4o pariſh churches, and 50 con

vents ofboth ſexes. Liſbon is ſeated on the

river Tajo, 1o miles from the mouth of it,

178 W. by N. of Seville, and 2.55 S. by

W. of Madrid. Lat. 38. 42. N. lon.

9. 5. W.

* Lisbur N, a neat, handſome town of

Antriſm, in Ulſter. It has a large manu

fačture for linen cloth, and is feated on

the river Laggan, 8 miles SSW. of Bel

faſt, and 73 N. by E. of Dublin.

Liſcard, Cheſhire, in Wire-Hall.

Liſcarrol, in Cork, Munſter. Liſgenan,

in Waterford, Munſter. Jiſgold, and Liſ.

griffen, in Cork, Munſter.

Lisi ER, St. a town in the dept. of

Arriege, ſeated on the river Satat, 5o

miles S. of Toulouſe, and 390 S. by W.

of Paris.

List Eux, an ancient town in the dept.

of Calvados. The public buildings are

handſome ſtructures; it is a place of good

trade, particularly in linen cloth, and is

ſituated 12 miles from the ſea, and 4o SW.

of Rouen.

Liſiniſky, in Tipperary, Munſter. L'

Iſle, or Little Iſle, in Cork, Munſter. It

is ſituated in the river Lea, and is 3 miles

long and 1 broad.

Liſle, or Liffe, Hants, N. of Petersfield.

LISLE, a large and handſome city in

the dept. of the North, eſteemed one of

the richeſt and moſt commercial in France.

It is ſituated in a rich, marſhy ſoil, fur

rounded with walls, and ſtrongly fortified.

The citadel is one of the beſt works of

Vauban. They reckon 170 ſtreets, 30

ublic places, 8ooo houſes, and 56,ooo

inhabitants. The public ſtructures are the

exchange, a general hoſpital, and, before

the revolution, 3 colleges. Here are va

rious ſorts of manufactures, but the prin

cipal trade is in camlets. It is ſeated on

the river Deule, 14 miles W. of Tour

nay, and 130 N. of Paris. Lat. 52. 38.

N. lon. 3.9. E.

L1s MoR E, one of the Weſtern Iſlands

of Scotland, in a ſpacious bay, between

Mull and the coaſt of Argyleſhire. It is

fertile, and about nine miles long and two

broad.

- *LISA10 &t,
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*Lismore, a town of Waterford, in

Munſter, ſeatcd on the river Blackwater,

over which there is a fine bridge, the ſpan

of the principal arch being 102 feet. Be

low the town is a rich fiſhery for ſalmon,

which is the greateſt branch of trade here.

It is 1oo miles from Dublin.

Liſmullane, in Limerick, Munſter. Liſ.

miny, in King's County, Leinſter. Liſ.

aacow, in Cork, Munſter. Liſaarick, in

Fermanagh, Ulſter.

*LisnaskE A, a town of Fermanagh, in

Ulſter, 70 miles from Dublin.

Lijnegar, in Cork, Munſter. Liſnekill,

or Liffine, in Waterford, Munſter. Liſ.

nover, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Lisonzo, a river and ſea-port of Italy,

on the Gulf of Trieſt.

Liſpole, in Kerry, Munſter.

Lissa, an iſland on the coaſt of Dal

matia, lately ſubject to the Venetians,

where they had a fiſhery of ſardines and

anchovies. It produces excellent wine,

and is 70 miles W. of Raguſa. Lat. 42.

52. N. lon. 17. c. E.

Lissa, a town of Poſnania, in Poland,

$o miles W. of Kaliſh.

Lissa, a town of Breſlau, Sileſia.

Eiffan-Green, Middl. near Paddington.

Liſet, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, near Barmeſ.

ton. Liftington, Linc. S. of Market-Rai

fin. Lºftly, Devonſ, near Moreton-Ham

fled. Liſtock, Somerſ. on Briſtol Channel.

*Listowel, a town of Kerry, in Mun

fler, 131 miles from Dublin.

l Lifturney, Hauts, near Biſhop's Wal

tham.

Liſronagh, in Waterford, Munſter.

Litchet, Maltravers and Minffer, Dor

ſetſ, near Pool Harbour or Bay. Lit

church, near Derby, on the Derwent.

Litherland, Lanc. near Liverpool Haven.

Liberſhall, Bucks, near Bernwood Foreſt.

Lithu ANIA, a large country of Eu

rope, between Poland and Ruſſia. It is

about 300 miles in length and 250 in

breadth, and is watered by ſeveral large

rivers, the principal of which are, the

Dnieper, Dwina, Niemen, Pripecz, and

bog. It is a flat country, like Poland,

and the lands are very proper for tillage.

The ſoil is not cnly fertile in corn, but it

produces honey, wood, pitch, and vaſt

quantities of wool. They have alſo ex

cellent little horſes, which they never ſhoe,

becauſe their hoofs are very hard. There

are vaſt foreſts, in which are bears,

wolves, elks, wild oxen, lynxes, beavers,

gluttons, wild cats, &c. and eagles and

vultures are very common. In theſe fo

reſts, large pieces of yellow amber are fre

quently dug up. The country abounds

with Jews, who, though numerous in every
other part of Poland, ſeem to have fixed

their head-quarters in this duchy. “Ifyou

aſk for an interpreter,” ſays Mr. Cóxe,

“ they bring you a Jew; if you come to

an inn, the landlord is a Jew; if you want

poſt-horſes, a Jew procures then, and a

Jew drives them; if you wiſh to purchaſe,

a Jew is your agent; and this, perhaps,

is the only country in Europe, where Jews

cultivate the ground ; in paſſing through

Lithuania, we frequently ſaw them en

gaged in ſowing, reaping, mowing, and

other works of huſbandry.” The pea
fants of this country are in a ſtate of the

moſt abjećt vaſſalage. The eſtabliſhment

of religion has heretofore been the Romiſh,

but there were Lutherans, Calviniſts, So

cinians, Greeks, and even Turks, as well

as Jews. At preſent it is under Ruſſia.

LiTiz, a town of Pennſylvania. Here

is a flouriſhing ſettlement of the Moravi

ans, begun in 1757. There is now, be

ſide an elegant church, and the houſes of

the ſingle brethren and ſingle ſiſters, which

form a large ſquare, a number of houſes

for private families, with a ſtore and ta

vern, all in one ſtreet. It is 3 miles from

Lancaſter, and 70 W. of Philadelphia. .

Littleborough, Linc. Littleborough, Nott.

on the Trent, 3 miles S. of Gainſborough.

Littleborough, Lanc. NE. of Rochdale.

Littleborn. Kent, E. of Canterbury. Lit

tleburn, Durh. near Brandſpeth. Little

Bury, Eſſex, 1 mile from Saffron-Walden.

Littlebury, Eſſex, near Chipping-Ongar.

Littlecot, Bucks, SE. of Winſlow. Lit

tlecote, Wilts, near Hungerford. Little

bum, Devonſ. near Outerton. Littleham,

Devonſh. near Portlidge. Litlemore, E.

of Oxford. Little Moores, Dorſetſ. near

Hamperſton. Littleport, Cambridgeſ. near

Brancreek, in the Iſle of Ely. Littlethorp,

Leiceſ. E. of Hinckley. Littleton, Glou.

ceſ. N. of Marſhfield. Littleton, Hants,

between Stockbridge and Itchingſtoke,

Littleton, Middl. on the river Aſh, near

Lalam. Littleton, Wilts, in Biſhop's La

vington pariſh. Littleton, N. S. and Mid

dle, Worceſ. near Eveſham. Littleton,

Somerſ. between Midſummer-Norton and

Pensford. Littleton, Surry, near Guii

ford. Littleton, Suſſex, NW. of Midhurſt.

I.ittleton, Wilts, three miles from Trow.

bridge. Littleton-Drew, Wilts, near Caſ.

tlecomb. Littleton upon-Severn, Glouceſ.

near Thornbury. Littleton H'ick Green,

Berks, 3 miles from Maidenhead. Little

h/ear, Devonſ, near Wear Giffard. Lit

tle Witcombe, Glouceſ. in Badgworth pa

riſh. Littleworth, Berks, near Radcot

Bridge. Littleworth, aear Glouceſter.

2. littlington,
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Littlington, Camb. W. of Royſton. Lit

tlington and Park, Bedf. near Ampthill.

Iittan, Derbyſ. near Tiddeſwall. Litton,

Dorſetſh. SE. of Bridport. Litton, So

merſetſhire, near Stone Aſton.

Liv ADIA, a province of Turkey in Eu

rope, bounded on the N. by Janna and Al

bania; on the E. by the Archipelago; on

the S. by the Morea; and on the W. by

the Mediterranean. This province in

cludes ancient Greece, properly ſo called :

it’s capital is Setimes, the once celebrated

Athens. -

LivADIA, an ancient town of Turkey,

in the province of that name. It carries

on a trade in wool, corn, and rice, with

which it furniſhes all Greece : and is 28

miles N. of Corinth, and 72 SW. of

Lariſſa. Lat. 38.4o. N. lon. 23. 26. E.

Liv ApostA, a town of Livadia.

Liv ENZA, a river of Italy, in the ter

ritory lately ſubject to Venice.

' Livermere, Great and Little, Suffolk,

SW. of Great and Little Fakenham. Li

vermore-Hall, Suff, 3 miles from Ixworth.

LiveRDun, a town in the depart. of

Meurthe, ſeated on a mountain, near the

river Moſelle, 8 miles NE. of Toul.

* LiveRPool, a large, flouriſhing, and

populous ſea-port of Lancaſhire. At the

commencement of this century, it was

only a ſmall village, a hamlet to the pariſh

of Walton, about 3 miles off; but it has

now become, with reſpect to extent of

commerce, the third, if not the ſecond port

in the kingdom. It is ſeated on the river

Merſey, and has an excellent harbour,

formed with great labour and expence;

here being 8 wet-docks, ſecured by large

flood-gates, and capable of containing

9eo veſſels. The warehouſes here are

built upon a moſt extenſive ſcale, ſome of

them having 12 or more ſtories, or differ

ent floors. Since the completion of the

Duke of Bridgewater's canals, the laſt of

which was that at Runcorn, a new dock

has been formed by the duke above the

town. One very conſiderable branch of

trade carried on from this port, is that of

procuring ſlaves on the coaſt of Africa,

and diſpoſing of them in the Weſt Indies
and N. America. The trade to Ireland

is very conſiderable; many ſhips are ſent

to the Greenland whale-fiſhery; and the

coaſting-trade hence to London, employs

a great number of ſhips; the cargoes

with which they are freighted conſiſting

chiefly in corn and cheeſe; and many good

ſhips are built here. Liverpool commu

cates, by the Merſey, with Warrington,

and with a canal, called the Sankey Ca

nal, running to ſome coal-pits and other

works, a little way up the country; by

the Irwell and the Duke of Bridgewater's

Canal, with Mancheſter; by the Weever,

with the Cheſhire ſalt-works; and, by the

Duke of Bridgewater's Canal, with the

Staffordſhire Grand Trunk and all it's

communications. The exchange is a

handſome modern edifice of ſtone, with

piazzas for the merchants, and over it is

the town-hall. The houſes, in general, are

new, and built of brick. The ſtone uſed

here is obtained from quarries in the

neighbourhood; it is of a yellow colour,

and extremely ſoft when hewn in the quar

ry, but hardens by being expoſed to the

air. The merchants of Liverpool have

diſgraced themſelves, more than any other

people in Europe, by their iniquitous ex

ertions in the man trade; and they ſeem

to wiſh theſe incorrigible men to per

petuate their infamy, by giving African

names to the new and improved parts of

the town. Liverpool is 15 miles W.

of Warrington, and zoº, NW. of Lon

don. Lat. 53. 23. N. lon. 2. 54. W.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Livonia, a province of the Ruſſian

empire, ſituated to the E. of the Gulf of

Riga, which, with that of Eſthonia, has

been reciprocally claimed and poſſeſſed by

the three bordering powers of Ruſſia, Swe

den, and Poland, and, for more than two

centuries, has been a conſtant ſource and

perpetual ſcene of the moſt bloody wars.

It was finally wreſted from the Swedes by

Peter the Great, and confirmed to the Ruſ

ſians by the peace of Nyſtadt, in 1721. It

now forms the Ruſſian government of Ri

ga, or Livonia, of which the town of Ri

a is the capital. It is about 250 miles

from N. to S. and 150 from E. to W.

The land is ſo fertile in corn, that it is

called the granary of the North ; and it

would produce a great deal more, if it

were not ſo full of lakes. The fiſh that

abound here are ſalmon, carp, pike, flat

fiſh, and many others. In the foreſts are

wolves, bears, elks, rein-deers, ſtags, and

hares. The domeſtic animals are very nu

merous; but the ſheep bear a bad ſort of

wool, reſembling goat's hair. Here are a

great number of foreſts, which conſiſt of

birch-trees, pines, and eaks; and all the

houſes of the inhabitants are built with

wood. They export flax, hemp, honey,wax,

lcather, ſkins, and pot-aſh. The Czar,

Peter the Great, perceiving the inhabit

ants did not like the change of ſovereigns,

compelled them to abandon their country,

and drove many of them as far as the Caſ:

pian Sea; but being perſuaded to recal

them, moſt of thern periſhed before the

cdict

-
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edićt was publiſhed, ſo that he was oblig

ed to repeople their country with other na
tions.

Lixnow, in Kerry, Munſter.

LizARD, the moſt ſouthern promon

tory of England, whence ſhips uſually take

their departure, when bound to the weſt

ward. Lat. 49.57. N. lon. 5. 1 o. W.

lamamon-in-2'ale, Denbighſ. Llana

mánach, Shropſ. S. of Oſweſtry. Llanarth,

Cardiganſhire. Llanarth, Monm. E. of

flººmy. Llanbadock, Monm. near

LLANBEDER, a town of Cardiganſhire,

ſeated on the river Tyvy, 24 miles E. of

Cardigan, and 197 WNW. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Llanbeder, Monm. NE. of Caerleon.

LLANBARDARN WAwr, a ſea-port of

Cardiganſhire, 2 miles E. of Aberyſtwith,

and 197 WNW. of London.

Llanbodwell, Shropſ. 2 miles from the

Severn, and 4 from Oſweſtry. Llandebeth,

Monm. W. of Strogle-Caſtle. Lland.

*gla, Denbighſ. 7 miles W. of Wrexham.

Llandemny, Monm. near Ragland-Caſtle.

Landerfel, Merionethſh. - Llandevaigo,
Monm. NE. of Caerleon. Llandewy, 14

miles NE. of Pembroke. Llandibea, Car.

merthenſ. Llandillo-Houſe, Monn. N. of

Abergavenny. -

* LLANDilovAwk, a town of Carmar

thenſhire, ſeated on an aſcent, on the river

Towey, 16 miles NNE. of Carmarthen,

and 196 WNW. of London. Markets

on Tueſday and Saturday.

Llandºwnog, Carmarthenſ. Llandinako,

Heref. W. of Roſs. Llandogo, Monm.
E. of Ragland Caſtle. Llandony Abbey,

Monm. among the Hatterel Hills. Llan.

dyſell, Cardiganſ. Llanedy, Carmarthenſ.

Llanelion, Denbighſ. Llanellechyd, Car

narvonſ. Llanellen, Monm. S. of Aber

gavenny. -

Llanelly, a town of Carmarthen

ſhire, feated on a creek, trades much in

coal, and is 13 miles S. by E, of Carmar

then, and zoö WNW. of London. Mar

ket on Tueſday. -

Llanevan, Shropſ. SW. of Biſhops

Caſtle. Llanfaiver, Merionethſ. Llan.

foift, Monm. near Abergavenny.

LLAncADock, a ſmall town of Car

marthenſhire, feated between the rivers

Brane and Sawthy, which ſoon join the

Towey. It is 18 miles NE. of Carmar

then, and 185 WNW. of London. Mar

ket on Thurſday.

Llangarran, Heref. between Michael

Church and Goodrich Caſtle. Llangat

tock, Monm. near Uſk. Llangattock,

Moum, on the borders of Hertf, Llan

º e

gattock Vibonavel, NW. of Monmouth.

Llangey, Monm. SE. of Pontypool.

Llangerniew, Denbighſh. Llangoview,

Monm. near Uſk. Llangewa, Monm. on

the Mynwy. Llangibly Caſtle, Monm.

between Uſk and Caerleon. Llangindairn,

Carmarthenſhire.

LLANGolles, a town of Denbigh

ſhire, in N. Wales. Here is a beautiful

bridge of four arches over the river Dee.

The ſcenes in the vicinity of this place are

very romantic and ſublime, eſpecially in

approaching the lofty Berwyn mountains,

which ſeparate the two counties of Den

bigh and Merioneth. Llangollen is 7 miles

S. of Wrexham, and 184 NW. of Lon

don.

Llangoven, Monm. SE. of Ragland

Caſtle. Liangſion, Monm. near Caerleon.

Llangum, Monm. near Uſk.

LLANHARN. See LLAU GhARN.

Llanhenock, Monm. N. of Carmarthen.

Llanhilleth, Monm. N. of Tumberlow

Hill.

*LLAnimpovery, a town of Carmar

thenſhire, is ſeated near the river Towey,

26 miles NE. of Carmarthen, and 18:

WNW. of London. Markets on Wed

neſday and Saturday.

Llaniſhen, Monm. SE. of Ragland-Caſ

tie. Llanlowel, Monm. near Uſk. Llan

merton, Monm. E. of Caerleon.

LLANNERchYMBApp, a ſmall town in

the Iſle of Angleſea. Market on Wed

neſday.

Llannerillo, Merionethſ. 5 miles E. of

Bala. Llannoyth, Monm. SE. of Griſ

mond-Caſtle. Llanover, Monm. E. of

Abergavenny. Llanfyl, Monm. W. of

Tintern-Abbey. Llanrheider, Denbighſ.

near which there is a natural caſcade of

Rheidr River. Llanrothal, Heref. on the

Munmow, NH. of Monmouth.

LLANR w8t, a town of Denbighſhire,

ſeated on the river Conway; and though

it is but a ſmall place, it has a good mar

ket-houſe, and a free ſchool. It is 1

miles S.W. of Denbigh, and 222 NW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Llanruffed, Cardiganſ. near Aberyſt

with. Llanfadwin, Carmarthenſ. Llan

ſannan, Denbighſ. Llanſanfraid, Monm.

between Hardwick-Chapel and Ragland

Caſtle. Llanfiephen, Pembrokeſ, a ſmall

fiſhing village, at the mouth of the To

wey. Llanſoy, Monm. SE, of Ragland

Caſtle. Llanihervel-Chapel, Monm. NW.

of Caerleon. Lanthraid Dyffin Alºyd,

Denbighſ. Llantillio Groſjeny, Monm. NE.

of Abergavenny. Llantriſhen, Monmouth

ſhire, near Strogle-Caſtle. .

LLANTRissent, an ancient town of

Glamorgan
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Glamorganſhire, ſeated in a hilly part of

the country, 10 milesNW. of Landaff, and

166 W. of London. Market on Friday.

Llantwerdine, Heref. above the conflux

of the Bardfield and Teme. Llanuftad,

5 miles W. of Denbigh. Llanwages,

Moum. NE. of Caerleon. Llanvaire M/a-

terden, Shropſhire, SW, of Clun Caſtle.

Llanvair, Llanvair Kilgedin, Llanvainer

Chapel, and Llanvapley, Monm: Llanve

der and Llanºvern, rivers in Merionethſ.

Llanveyno and Llanvibangel, Heref. Llan

vihangel, W. of Monmouth. Llanvi.

Aargel, Monm. SE., of Abergavenny.

Llanvihangel, SW. of Chepſtow. Llan
vihangel Crucorney, Monm. N. of Aber

gavenny. Llanvihangel Eſke, Hereford

ſhire, on the river Eſk. Llanvihangel

Lanternam, Llanvihangel Pontymoil, Llan

vihangel Tommygroit, and Llanvihangel

Wedºw, Monmouthſhire.

LLAN villiNG, a town of Montgome

ryſhire, feated on a flat, among the hills,

near the river Came, r 5 miles N. of Mopt

gomery, and 179 NW. of London. Mar

ket on Thurſday.

Llanvorda, Shropſhire, near Oſweſtry.

Llanwrecken, Upper and Lower, Monm.

N. of Caerleon. Llanwaren, Monmouthſ.

SE. of Caerleon. Llanwaren, Herefordſ.

near Michael Church. Llanwenarth,

Monm. near Uſk. Llanwne”, Cardiganſ.

Llanwmyneck, Shropſhire, 6 miles from

Oſweſtry.

LLANYplos, a town of Montgomery

ſhire, with a great market for woollen

yarn. It is 18 miles SW. of Montgo

rtery, and 180 WNW. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

Liattons, Herefordſhire, E. of Weobly.

LLAUGHARN, a ſmall trading town of

Carmarthenſhire, ſeated at the mouth of

the river Towey, 7 miles SW. of Car

marthen, and 233 WNW. of London.

Market on Friday. '

Lledding, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

Lledwich, a river in Shropſ. Lleggy, a

river in Carnarvonſ. Llemn twchlyn, Me

rionethſ. Lloger, Lougher, or Oger, a ri

wer in Carmarthenſhire. Lloyd, a river in

Montgomeryſ. running into the Severn,

above Llanydlos. Llue, or Thlue, a river

in Carmarſhenſ. Llite, a river in Meri

oneth. Lymigo, Shropſ. near Knoking.

Lo, St. a town in the dept. of the

Channel. Here are conſiderable manufac

:*: ſerges, ſhalloons, ribbons, and

gold and filver lace. It is ſeated in a ter

tile country, 11 miles NNE. of Coutances,

and 115 NNW. of Paris.

LoanDA, a town of Africa, capital of

a fertile Province, called Loanda, in the

kingdom of Angola, with a good harbour,

It is large and handſome, confidering the

country, containing ſeveral churches, con

vents, and about 50oo inhabitants, of

which only rooo are whites. The houſes

are moſtly built of ſtone, and covered with

tiles. here is alſo a vaſt number of ue

groes' huts made of ſtraw and earth. The

Jeſuits had a college here. The country

abounds in cattle and ſheep, Indian corn,

millet, manioe, and fruits. It is ſubječt

to the Portugueſe. Lat. 8.45. S. lon. 13.

25. E.

LoANGo, a town and kingdom of Afri

ca, in Congo, or Lower Guinea, lying on

the ſea ſide, being about 250 miles in

length, and 188 in breadth. The natives,

it is ſaid, are converted to Chriſtianity, at

leaſt the greater part of them. The land

is ſo fruitful, that they have three crops

of millet a year; and there is a great

number of trees, whence they draw palm

wine. Their principal trade confiſts in

ſlaves, elephants teeth, copper, tin, lead,

and iron. The women cultivate the

ground, ſow, and get in the harveſt.

There is a great number of towns and vil

lages in this country, of which little is

known but their names. They have plenty

of cattle and fowl, both wild and tame.

The inhabitants are black, and of mild

and agreeable manners. This country

dies between ro and 19 deg. E. lon. and

1 and 5 S. lat.

Lobaw, a town of Culm, Pruſſia.

Lobo A, in Spaniſh Eſtramadura.

Locarno, a town of Swiſſerland, ca

pital of a diſtrićt of the ſame name, which

is one of the four tranſalpine bailiwicks.

It contains about 1.5oo inhabitants. Part

of the town is built on piazzas, in the

form of a creſcent, with two wings; and

in the front, is a row of trees, and the

public walk. It contains 3 convents, and

a ſmall Franciſcan monaſtery, perched on

a rock overhanging the valley, and com

manding a ſuperb view of the Lake of

Locarno and it’s boundaries. Locarno

was once ſituated on the lake, and had a

port capable of receiving large barks; at

preſent it ſtands at the diſtance of a quar

ter of a mile, which is owing to the accu

mulation of ſand brought down by the tor

rent Maggia. Lat. 46.1 c.N. lon. 8. 31. E.

Locar No, LAKF. See MAGcrore.

Loch Abe R, a bleak, barren, noun

tainous, and rugged diſtrićt of Inverneſs

ſhire, in the ſouthern part of the county.

LochEM, in Dutch, Guelderland.

Loch Fr Moss, a moraſs of Dumfries- .

ſhire, in Scotland, about 10 miles in length

and 3 in breadth. From the vaſt oak

trees
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trees that have been dug up here, it is

evident that this moraſs has been, at ſome

diſtant period, a great foreſt. Canoes and

anchors have been frequently found here;

and as the preſent moraſs is but little ele

vated above flood mark, it is ſuppoſed to

have been once covered by the ſea.

Loches, a town in the dept. of Indre

and Loire. Here was one of thoſe horrid

dungeons, built by the cruel Lewis XI.

the walls, floors, ceilings, and doors of

which were lined with plates of iron, faſt

ened to bars of the ſame metal. The un

fortunate Ludovic Sforza, duke of Milan,

taken in battle, under Lewis XII. ended

his days in one of them. Loches is ſeated

on the river Indre, near a foreſt, 15 miles

S. of Amboiſe. - -

LochMABEN, a town of Dumfriesſhire,

ſituated on the W. ſide of the river An

nan, to miles NE. of Dumfries. -

LochRIDA, or Oc R115A, a large town

of Albania, in Turkey, feated on a hill,
near a lake of the ſame name.

Lochto, a ſea-port of E. Bothnia.

Lochwin Noch, a town of Renfrew

ſhire, the inhabitants of which are chiefly

employed in manufactures. It is ſeated

on the W. ſide of a lake of the ſame name,

called alſo Caſtle Semple Iloch, which is 2

or 3 miles in length, and of conſiderable

breadth. On an iſland in this lake is ſeen

an old fortreſs, called the Peel; a name

frequently given to old fortreſſes it, Scot

land. - -

Lochy, Loth, a lake in Inverneſs.

ſhire, above to miles long, and from one

to two broad, communicating with Loch

Eil, Loch Linnhe, and Loch Arkeig,

- º Yorkſhire, between Barnaby

Moor and the mouth of the Tees. Lock

ering, Wilts, SW, of Marlborough. Lock

erley, Hants, N.W. of Rumſey. Locking,

Soinerſetſ. near Briſtol Channel, oppoſite

Steepholm Iſland. Locking, E. and W.

Berks, near Wantage. Lockington, Leic.

NE. of Stanton Harold. Lockington,

Yorkſhire, NW. of Beverley. Lockfield,

Suſſex, near Eaſt Grinſtead. Lockton,

Yorkſhire, N. of Pickering. Lockwood,

Yorkſ. near Huthersfield. Locuſi, Herts,

near Hemel Hemſtead. Lodbrook Park,

Warw. W. of Umberſlade. Loddeſwell,

Devonſhire, near Modbury. Loddeſworth,

Suſſex, near Eaſtbourn and Petworth.

Lodlington, Leiceſterſhire, NE. of Halla

ton. Loddington, Northamptonſhire, near

Kettering.

Loddon, a town in Norfolk, 3 miles

S.E. of Nolwich, and 1 13 NE. of London.

Market on Friday.

Loddon, a river of Berks and Hants,

running into the Thames near Twyford.

Loddon Bridge, Berks, between Reading

and Oakingham. Loder, a river in Weſtm.

running into the Eymot, near Penrith.

Loders, Dorſetſhire, near Bridport.

LoDESAN, a ſmall diſtrićt of Italy, in

Milan. It lies along the river Adda, and

is very fertile and populous. It's cheeſes

are * very high eſteem. Lodi is the ca

pita -

LoDEve, a town in the dept. of Hé.

rault. It has a manufacture of hats and

of cloth, and is ſeated in a dry barren

country, at the foot of the Cevennes, 27

miles N.W.of Montpellier, and 4o NE. of

Narbonne.

Lodge, Dorſetſ, near Winbourn Min

ſter. Lodge, Dorſetſ. W. of Corfe Caſ

tle. Lo.{ge, Herts, between Watford and

North Muns. Lodge, Herts, near Sop

well. 1.2dge, Lanc. between Preſton and

Garſtang. Lodge, Lancaſ, in Loynſdale.

Lºdge-Hill, Kent, N. of Rocheſter. Lodge

Horſe, Yorkſ. W. Riding, NW. of Mid

dleſmore. Lodge in-the-Would, Nott. N.

of Nether and Over Broughton.

Looſ, the capital of the Lodeſan.

LoDoMER1A. See Galici A. -

Lodrose, a town of Italy, in Trent.

Lo EMEL, a town of the late Auſtrian

Brabant, 35 miles E. of Antwerp.

Lo EwEN stEIN, a town and county in
Suabia.

Lofthouſe, Yorkſ. NE. of Giſborough.

Loghill, in Limerick, Munſter.

ogowoco Rod, a town of Volhynia,
Poland.

LoG Roxo, a town of Old Caſtile, in a

country abounding with excellent fruits,

good wines, and all the neceſſaries of life.

It is feated on the river Ebro, 20 miles

N.W. of Calahorra, and 115 N. by E. of
Madrid.

Lou R AND CHER, a dept. of France.

It takes it's name from the rivers Loir and

Cher; the firſt of which falls into the,

Sarte, above Angers; and the laſt empties

itſelf into the Loire, 5 miles above the

confluence of the latter with the Indre.

Blois is the capital.

Lou Rs, UPPER, a dept. of France. It

take it's name from the principal river in

France, which riſes in the mountains of

the Cevennes in Languedoc, begins to be

navigable at Roanne; and watering Ne

vers, Orleans, Blois, Tours, Saumur, and

Nantes, falls into the Bay of Biſcay, be

low Paimboeuf, Le Puy is the capital.

Loire, Low ER, a dept. of France, on

the Bay of Biſcay. Nantes is the capital.

Loiret, a dept. of France. It takes

it's name from a ſmall river that falls".
t
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the Loire, 3 miles below Orleans, the ca

pital.

Lolham-Bridge, Northamptonſhire, be

tween Stamford and Market-Deeping.

Lollington, Suſſex, W. of Pevenſey.

LoMBARD Y, a part of Italy, which

comprehends almoſt all the ancient Ciſal

pine Gaul. It lies toward the N. and is

divided into the Upper and Lower. Up

per Lombardy is the weſtern part, and

ºmprehends Piedmont, with it's depen

dencies, and the duchies of Montferrat and

Milan. Lower Lombardy, which is the

eaſtern part, comprehends Parma, Mode

na, Mantua, Ferrara, the Bologneſe, the

Paduan, Vicentin, Veroneſe, Breffan, Cre

maſco, Berganeſe, and ſome ſmaller prin

cipalities and ſtates.

LoMBEz, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Gers, 16 miles S.E. of Auch. -

LoMo'ND BEN, a great mountain in

the N. of Stirlingſhire, in Scotland, about

32co feet above the level of the lake, at

it's bottom. It ſtretches along the E. fide

of Loch Lomond ſeveral miles; and it's

broad baſe extends ſo far into the country,

that the aſcent of this mountain, though

ſteep, is computed to be 6 miles. In this

long aſcent, we meet with a diverſity of

climates, and a variety of inhabitants.

Ptarmigans, and other heath fowls, fre

quent it's upper regions : it's lower are

the haunts of the robuck; and herds of

cattle feed in the irriguous valleys and

ſheltered paſtures at it's baſe. From this

lofty mountain are ſeen Loch Lomond,

the Clyde, the Forth, Edinburgh, the

eaſtern coaſt as far as the Cheviot Fells,

the Jiles of Bute and Arran, the rock of

Ailſa, Ireland, the mountain of Plimlin

mon in Wales, and the Skiddaw in Cum

berland, and the hills far beyond it.

Losion D HII 1.s, in the weſtern part

of Fifeſhire, are beautiful and verdant.

LoMoN p, Loch, a beautiful and ex

tenſive lake of Dunbartonſhire, which de

ſcends from the northern point ºf that

country, expanding as it advances ſouth

ward. It is 28 miles long; it’s breadth

from 7 mRes decreaſing three quarters of

a mile; and, were it's windings followed,

it’s circuit would be upwards of ico

miles. There are ; ; iſlands in this lake,

ſeveral of which are inhabited, and contain

antique ruins, concealed among ancient

yews. Others riſe into high rocky cliffs,

the habitation of the oſprey, or ſea-eagle.

In 1755, when Liſbon was deſtroyed by

an earthquake, this lake was exceedingly

agitated ; on the SE. corner of it, termi

nate the Grampian mountains. -

Lo N, Lus E, or Loy NE, a river which

firſt claims attention.

riſes in Weſtmorland, and flowing by

Kirby Lonſdale in that county, fails into

the Iriſh Sea below Lancaſter. The banks
of this river are beautiful and romantic.

London, the metropolis of Great Bri

tain, one of the largeſt and moſt opulent

cities in the world, mentioned by Tacitus

as a conſiderable commercial place in the

reign of the Roman emperor Nero. In

it’s moſt extenſive view, as the metropolis,

it conſiſts of the The§. ſo

called, the city of Weſtminſter, which was

once a mile from London, and the borough

of Southwark; beſide the ſuburbs in Mid

dleſex and Surry, within what are called

the Bills of Mortality. London and Weſt

, minſter are ſituated in Middleſex, on the

N. ſide of the river Thames. Southwark

is feated on the oppoſite bank in Surry.

The extent of the whole, from Limehouſe

and Deptford to Milbank and Vauxhall,

is above 7 miles; but the greateſt breadth

does not exceed 3. With reſpect to the

government of this metropolis, the city is

divided into 26 wards, each governed by

an alderinam. From the aldermen the

lord mayor is annually choſen. There are

likewiſe 236 common-councilmen, a re

colder, two ſheriffs, who are alſo ſheriffs of

Middleſex, and other officers. . The go

vernment of Weſtminſter is veſted in the

high ſteward, an under ſteward, and the

high bailiff, all choſen alſo by the dean

and chapter. The ſuburbs are under the

juriſdićtion of the magiſtrate of Middle

ſex. Among the public buildings, St.

Paul's. as the moſt conſpicuous,

This noble fabric

is 2292 feet in circumference, and 365 in

height to the top of the croſs. It is infe

rior to none in Europe, excep; St. Peter's

at Rome. Weſtminſter Abbey is a grand

fpecimen of Gothic archite&ture, ſaid to

have been founded by Sebert, king of the

Eaſt Saxons, in 610. Having been de

ſtroyed by the Danes, it was rebuilt by

Edward the Confeſſor, in 1666. Henry III.

pulled down the Saxon pile, and began to

build the preſent ſtructure in 1245. The

work was carried on ſlowly by ſucceeding

princes, aud can hardly be ſaid to have

been finiſhed before the time of Sir Chriſ

topher Wren, who built the two towers

at the weſt end. It is 360 feet in length

within the walls; at the nave it is 72

broad, and at the croſs 195. The chapel

of Henry VII. adjoining, Leland calls

“The Wonder of the World.” St. Ste

phen's, Wallbrook, is a ſmall church of

exquiſite beauty, the maſterpiece of Sir

Chriſtopher Wren; perhaps Italy itſelf

can produce no modern building that can

wit
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vie with this in taſte and proportion. Bow

church in Cheapſide; St. Bride's, in

Fleet-ſtreet; St. Dunſtan's in the Eaſt;

and St. Martin's in the Field, are, among

the other churches, moſt diſtinguiſhed for

fine architecture. The pariſhes, in what

are called the Bills of Mortality, amount

to 146; namely, 97 within the walls, 16

without the walls, 23 out pariſhes in Mid

dleſex and Surry, and 1 o in the city and

liberties of Weſtminſter. With reſpect to

palaces, the magnificence of royalty is not

to be found in them. That of St. James

was an hoſpital for leprous females, dedi

cated to that ſaint. It was ſurrendered to

Henry VIII, who erected on it's ſite the

preſent palace; of which it has been ob

ſerved, that notwithſtanding it's mean ex

terior, it is the moſt commodious for the

arade of royalty of any in Europe. He

ikewiſe laid out a large piece of ground

adjoining into a park, formed a canal and

walks, calling it, in conformity to the

name of the palace, St. James' Park.

Charles II. enlarged and improved this

ſpot, adorning it with plantations of trees;

but, a few years ago, it was improved in

a ſtill more beautiful degree. The Queen's

Palace ſtands in the moſt favourable ſitu

ation that St. James' Park could furniſh.

It was ere&ted by the Duke of Bucking

ham, in 1703, and called Buckingham

Houſe, until it was purchaſed, in 1761,

for the royal reſidence; when it acquired

it's preſent name. In 1775, parliament

fettled this houſe upon the queen, in caſe

ſhe ſhould ſurvive the king. Carlton

Houſe, the reſidence of the Prince of

Wales, the gardens extending to St. James’

Park, is a ſtately building on which vaſt

ſums have been expended; but it is not

yet completed. The Banqueting Houſe,

at Whitehall, was begun in 1619, from a

deſign by Inigo Jones. It is only a ſmall

part of the vaſt plan of a palace, intended

for the reſidence of the Britiſh monarchs,

but left incomplete. Befide the royal pa

laces, there are many fine houſes of the

princes of the blood, and of the nobility

and gentry. Weſtminſter Hall, and ſome

buildings appendant to it, contain the

Houſes of Lords and Commons, and the

ſuperior courts of juſtice. The great hall,

in which are held the trials of peers, and

of perſons impeached before the lords, ex

ceeds, in dimenſion, any in Europe, which

is not ſupported by pillars. It’s length is

27,o feet; the breadth 74; and the height

in proportion. The Guildhall of the city,

ſituated at the end of King-ſtreet, Cheap

fide, was built in 1431. It’s great hall is

153 feet long, 5o broad, and 58 high.

The front of this hall has been rebuilt in

the Gothic ſtyle. Here the courts of

King's Bench and Common Pleas hold

fittings at Niſi Prius; here alſo the city

el, étions are held, and all the bufineſs of

the corporation tranſacted. The Seſſions

Houſe in the Old Bailey, in which the crir

minals of both London and Middleſex are

tried; and the County Hall for Middle

ſex, on Clerkenwell Green, are noble ſtruc

tures. Of the buildings appropriated to

the great national offices, military, naval,

and fiſcal, the moſt ancient is the Tower

of London. It is ſurrounded by a wall

and ditch, which alſo incloſe ſeveral ſtreets.

The circumference is about a mile. It

was a palace during 5oo years; the mo

narchs, on their acceſſion to the throne,

conſtantly holding their courts in this for

treſs; but after the acceſſion cf Queen

Elizabeth, this cuſtom ceaſed. The Horſe

Guards, an elegant ſtructure, ſtands op

poſite the Banqueting Houſe, The War

Office is in this place, and here courts.

martial for the army are held. The Ord

nance Office, for the military department,

is in St. Margaret's-ſtreet, Weſtminſter.

The Admiralty is a large ſtiućture, in

which the higher departments of the bu

fineſs of the navy is tranſačted, and the

lords of the admiralty have houſes. The

Navy, Navy Pay, and Vićtualling Offices,

are in Somerſet Place, a ſtupendous and

magnificent ſtructure, built on the fite of

the old palace, erected by the firſt Duke of

Somerſet in the reign of Edward VI. It

was begun during the laſt war, and was in

tended to bring into one ſpot the moſt con

ſiderable public offices; and, although not

yet finiſhed, it already contains, beſide the

offices above-mentioned, the following,

namely, the auditors of impreſt, clerk of

the eſtreats, duchy courts of Lancaſter and

Cornwall, hackney coach, hawkers and

pedlars, horſe duty, lord treaſurer's, re

membrancer's, lottery, pipe and comp.

troller of the pipe, ſalt, ſick and hurt,

ſignet, ſtage coach duty, ſtamp, ſurveyor

of crown lands, tax, and wine licence of.

fices. The king's barge-houſes are com

prehended in the plan, with a dwelling for

the barge maſter; beſide houſes for the

treaſurer, paymaſter, and 6 commiſſioners

of the navy; 3 cominiſſioners of the vic

tualling, and their ſecretary; 1 commiſ.

ſoner of the ſtamps, and 1 of the fick and

hurt; with commodious apartments in

every office for a ſecretary, or ſome other

aćling officer, for a porter, and their fami.

lies. In the front, toward the Strand,

which confiſts of a rich baſement, ſupport

ing an excellent example of the Corinthian

b order,
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order, and containing a principal and at

tic ſtory, are apartments for the Royal

Academy, and the Royal and Antiquarian

ſocieties. The grand entrance, by 3 lofty

arches, leads into a ſpacious quadrangle,

v on each fide of which, to the eaſt and weſt,

a ſtreet is to be formed, heyond which the

wings are to be carried. The front to the

Thames is ere&ted on a noble terrace, 53

feet wide; and the building, when finiſh

ed, will extend 1 roo feet. This terrace,

unparalleled for grandeur and beauty of

view, is ſupported on a rough ruſtic baſe

ment, adorned with a lofty arcade of 32

arches, each 12 feet wide, and 24 high.

The grand ſemicircular arch, in the mid

dle of the baſement, is that intended for

the reception of the king's barges. The

Treaſury, which has a noble, elevated

front, is in St. James' Park; and what is

called “The Cockpit,” forms a part of

this building, and is now the council

chamber for the cabinet miniſters. In the

city is the Royal Exchange, originally

built in 1567, by Sir Thomas Greſham.

Being deſtroyed by the great fire in 1666,

it was rebuilt, in it's preſent form, at the

expence of 80,000l. In each of the prin

cipal fronts is a piazza, and in the centre

an area. The height of the building is

56 feet, and from the centre of the ſouth

ide riſes a lantern and turret 178 feet high,

on the top of which is a vane, in the form

of a graſshopper, the creſt of Sir Thomas

Greſham. The infide of the area, which

is 144 feet long, and 127 broad, is fur

rounded by piazzas. The Bank of Eng

land, a magnificent ſtrućture, is ſituated
in Threadneedle ſtreet. The Cuſtom

Houſe, to the weſt of the Tower, is a large

irregular pile, before which ſhips of 35o

tons can lie, and diſcharge their cargoes.

It was built in 1718, on the fite of a for

mer Cuſtom Houſe, deſtroyed by fire. The

Exciſe Office, in Broad-ſtreet, is a build

ing of magnificent fimplicity, erected, in

1768, on the fite of Greſham College.

The Eaſt India Houſe, in Leadenhall

ſtreet, was built in 1726. The front is

very confined; but it has great extent in

depth, and contains all the ºffices neceſſary

for the tranſačting the buſineſs of a com

mercial company. The South Sea Houſe, in

Threadneedle-ſtreet, is a handſome build

ing; but the General Poſt-office, in Lom

bard-ſtreet, is rather convenient than ſplen

did. Of the ſtrućtures, which more par

ticularly belong to the city, the moſt diſ

tinguiſhed is the Manſion Houſe, erected

in 1752, for the reſidence of the Lord

Mayor; it is magnificent, but ponderous.

The Monument is a grand fluted Dolic

column, zoz feet high, ere&ted in comme

moration of the great fire in 1666. The

bridges are a great ornament to the metro

polis. The moſt ancient, London Bridge,

was begun in 1176, and finiſhed in 1209.

The length of it is 915 feet. The num

ber of arches was 19, of unequal dimen

fions, and deformed by the enormous ſter

lings, and by houſes on each ſide, which

overhung in a terrific manner. Theſe

were removed in 1756, when the upper

part of the bridge aſſumed a modern ap

pearance; but the ſterlings remain, though

they ſo contračt the ſpace between the

piers, as to occaſion, at the ebb of tide, a

fall of 5 feet, or a number of temporary

cataraćts, which have occaſioned the loſs

of many lives. Weſtminſter Bridge, one

of the fineſt in the world, was built by

Labelye, a native of Swiſſerland. The

firſt ſtone was laid in 1739, the laſt in

1747; but on account of the finking of

one of the piers, the opening of the bridge

was retarded till 1756. The whole is of

Portland ſtone, except the ſpandrels of the

arches, which are of Purbeck. It is 1223

feet in length. It has 13 large, and 2

ſmall ſemicircular arches: the centre arch

is 76 feet wide; the other arches, on each

ſide, decreaſing in width 4 feet. Black

friars Bridge, built by Mr. Mylne, was

begun in 1760, and completed in 1768.

It's length is 99.5 feet; the breadth of the

carriage way 28, and of the footpaths 7

feet each. It conſiſts of 9 elliptical arches,

the centre of one of which is 1oo feet

wide; and both this, and the arch on each

ſide, are wider than the celebrated Rialto

at Venice. This noble ſtrućture is built

of Portland ſtone. In London are ſeveral

muſeums. The Britiſh Muſeum, which

is open to the public gratis, was founded

by parliament, in 1753, in purſuance of

the will of Sir Hans Sloane, who dire&ted

his executors to make an offer to the pub

lic of his colle&tion of natural and artifi

cial curioſities and books, for the ſum of

zo,oool. and the noble building called

Montague Houſe, was purchaſed for their

reception. At the ſame time were pur

chaſed the MSS. colle&ted by Edward

Harley, earl of Oxford. Here are like

wiſe the colle&tions made by Robert and

John Cotton; and large ſums have ſince

been voted to augment this noble repoſi

tory. George II. preſented to it the li

braries of the kings of England, from the

reign of Henry VII. His preſent majeſty

gave it an intereſting collection of tracts

publiſhed in the reigns of Charles I. and

II. and antiquities, brought from Italy,

were Purchaſed by parliament, for $41.9l.
All
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of Blackfriars Bridge.

in 1762. The Leverian Muſeum is fitu

ated in Great Surry.ſtreet, on the S. fide

This magnifi

cent muſeum was colle&ted by the late Sir

Aſhton Lever, and contains the moſt aſto

niſhing collection in natural hiſtory that

had ever been formed by an individual.

Having obtained an act of parliament,

empowering him to diſpoſe of this muſeum

by a lottery, to conſiſt of 30, ooo tickets,

at a guinea each, he found ſo little avidity

in the public to adventure, that he ſold

no more than 8ooo tickets, when the ap

pointed time of drawing arrived; when
this valuable treaſure was transferred from

him to the preſent poſſeſſor, Mr. Parkin

ſon, who erected the building it now oc

cupies for it's reception. Another mu

feum, conſiſting of anatomical prepara

tions, and natural curioſities, colle&ted by

the late Dr. William Hunter, who built a

ſpacious edifice for their reception, in

Windmill-ſtreet, Haymarket, is now open

to the public, and is to continue ſo for 3o

years from the time of his death in 1783.

Of the inns of court, or ſocieties for the

ſtudy of the law, the principal are the

Middle and Inner Temples, Lincoln's Inn,

and Gray's Inn. Theſe are very ſpacious,

and have large gardens, which are open to

the public. The others are Clifford’s Inn,

Clement's Inn, Serjeant's Inn, New Inn,

Lyon's Inn, Barnard's Inn, Furnival's

Inn, and Staple's Inn. The College of

Phyſicians, unfortunately hidden in War

wick-lane, was built by Sir Chriſtopher

Wren. Sion College, near London Wall,

founded, in 1603, by the Rev. Thomas

White, is governed by a preſident, 2

deans, and 4 aſſiſtants; and all the clergy

within the bills of mortality are it's fei

lows. Here is a library for their uſe, and

almſhouſes for 1 o men and 10 women.

The Society for the Encouragement of

Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, have

a handſome houſe in the Adelphi. Of

public ſeminaries, the moſt diſtinguiſhed

are Weſtminſter School, St. Paul's School,

the Charter Houſe, and Merchant Taylors

School. The places of diverſion are mu

merous and magnificent. Of the halls of

the city companies, the moſt diſtinguiſhed

in point of archite&ture, are Surgeons

Hall, in the Old Bailey; Goldſmiths

Hall, Foſter-lane; Ironmongers Hall, Fen

church-ſtreet; and Fiſhmongers Hall, near

London Bridge. The principal hoſpitals

are Chriſt's Hoſpital, near Newgate-ſtreet,

a royal foundation, for orphans and poor

children; St. Bartholomew's Hoſpital,

Weſt Smithfield, another royal foundation

for the ſick and lame; Bridewell, in Black

friars, once a royal palace, but now a

royal hoſpital, for the apprenticing of the

induſtrious youth, and a priſon for the diſ

ſolute; Bethlem, in Moorfields, anotºr

royal hoſpital, for lunatics; St. ...uke's, in

Old-ſtreet, alſo for lunatics; St. Thomas’,

in the Borough, the fourth royal hoſpital,

for the fick and lame; and for the ſame

purpoſe are Guy's Hoſpital, adjoining; the

London Hoſpital, in Whitechapel-road;

the Middleſex Hoſpital, Berners-ſtreet;

the Weſtminſter Infirmary, Petty France;

and St. George's. Hoſpital, Hyde Park

Corner. . The Foundling Hoſpital, in

Lamb's Conduit Fields; the Aſylum, at

Lambeth, for orphan girls; the Magdalen

Hoſpital, in St. George's Fields, for peni

tent proſtitutes; the Marine Society, in

Biſhopſgate ſtreet; the Smallpox Hoſpi

tals at Pancras; the Lock Hoſpital, near

Groſvenor Place; the Weſtminſter Lying

in Hoſpital, and many others for the ſame

purpoſe, are alſo excellent inſtitutions;

and there are many diſpenſaries for diſ

penſing medicines to the fick, who keep to

their houſes, under the direétion of a phy

fician to each diſpenſary, and proper aſſiſt

ants. The priſons are numerous : the

principal are Newgate, a ſtupendous ſtruc

ture; the New Compter, Giltſpur-ſtreet;

the Fleet Priſon, for debtors; the King's

Bench, in St. George's Fields, for the

ſame purpoſe; and a new county goal (in

cluding a new ſeſſions-houſe) in South

wark. Some of the ſquares and ſtreets in

the metropolis are magnificent; and many

of thoſe which cannot boaſt of grandeur,

are long, ſpacious, and airy. Portland

Place forms, perhaps, the moſt magnificent

ſtreet in the world; Stratford Place is

truly elegant; and the Adelphi Terrace is

the admiration of foreigners, for the noble

view which it affords of the river, the

bridges, and other public buildings, and

of the fine hills beyond Lambeth and

Southwark. The broad ſtream of the

Thames flowing between London and

Southwark, continually agitated by a briſk

current, or a rapid tide, brings conſtant

ſupplies of freſh air, which no buildings

can intercept. The country round, eſpe

cially on the London fide, is nearly open

to ſome diſtance; whence, by the action

of the ſun and wind on a gravelly ſoil, it

is kept tolerably dry in all ſeaſons, and af

fords no lodgment for ſtagnant air or wa

ter. The cleanlineſs of London, as well

as it's ſupply of water, are greatly aided by

it's ſituation on the banks of the Thames;

and the New River, with many good

ſprings within the city itſelf, further con

tributes to the abundance of that neceſſary

B b 2 element.
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element. All theſe are advantages, with

reſpect to health, in which this metropolis

is exceeded by few. It's ſituation, with

r; sard to the circumſtance of navigation,

is equally well choſen; had it been placed

lower on the Thames, it would have been

annoyed by the marſhes, and more liable to

the inſults of foreign foes; had it been

higher, it would not have been acceſible,

as at preſent, to ſhips of large burden. It

now poſſeſſes every advantage that can be

derived from a ſea-port, without it's dan

gers; and, at the ſame time, by means of

it's noble river, enjoys a very extenſive

communication with the internal parts of

the country, which ſupply it with neceſſa

ries, and, in return, receive from it ſuch

commodities as they require. With the

great article of fuel, London is plentifully

ſupplied by ſea from the northern collie

ries. Corn and various other articles are

with equal eaſe conveyed to it from all the

maritime parts of the kingdom, and great

numbers of coaſting veſſels are continually

employed for this purpoſe. London, there

fore, unites in itſelf all the benefits ariſing

from navigation and commerce, with thoſe

of a metropolis at which all the public bu

fineſs of a great nation is tranſačted; and

is, at the ſame time, the mercantile and

political head of theſe kingdoms. It is

alſo the ſeat of many conſiderable manu

fačtures; ſome almoſt peculiar to itſelf, as

miniſtering to the demands of ſtudied

iplendor and refined luxury ; others in

which it participates with the manufactur

ing towns in general; with this difference,

that only the finer and more coſtly of their

works are performed here. The moſt im

portant of it's peculiar manufactures is

the filk weaving, eſtabliſhed in Spitalfields

by refugees from France. A variety of

works in gold, ſilver, and jewellery; the

engravings of prints; the making of op

tical and mathematical inſtruments, are

likewiſe principally, or ſolely, executed

here, and ſome of them in greater perfec

tion than in any other country. The por

ter-brewery, a buſineſs of very great ex

tent, is alſo chiefly carried on in London.

To it's port are likewiſe confined ſome

branches of foreign commerce, as the vaſt

Eaſt India trade, and thoſe to Turkey and

Hudſon's Bay. Thus London has riſen

to it's preſent rank of the firſt city in Eu

rope with reſpect to opulence; and nearly,

if not entirely ſo, as to number of inhabit

ants. It is probable, that the reſidents in

London, Weſtminſter, Southwark, and all

the out pariſhes, do not fall ſhort of

999,coo. London is a biſhop's ſee, and

frnda 4 members to Parliament. To enu.

º

merate all the events by which this great

capital has been diſtinguiſhed, would great

ly exceed our limits; we ſhall only men

tion, therefore, the great plague in 1665,

which cut off 9o,oco people, and the

dreadful conflagration in 1666, by which

13,ooo houſes were deſtroyed. Lat. 51.

31. N.

London Eaſtcote, Linc. among the Fens

on Boſton Dyke. London, Little, Eſſex,

near Samford Magna. London, Little,

Middl. S. of Hillingdon Heath. London

Thorp, Lincolnſhire, NE. of Grantham.

Lo NDon, NEw, a ſea-port of N. Ame

rica, in the ſtate of Conne&ticut, and coun

ty of the ſame name. It's harbour is the

beſt in Connecticut, and as good as any in

the United States, and is defended by z

forts. It is ſituated on the W. ſide of

the river Thames, near it's entrance into

the Sound, about 90 miles ENE. of New

York. Lat. 41. 25. N. lon. 73. 1 o. W.

LoNDo N DERRY. See DERRY.

Long Afton, Somerſ. 4 miles from Briſtol.

Long Ball, Dorſetſ, near Brandſey Iſland.

Longbeach, Kent, near Charing. Long

borough, Glouceſterſ. 3 miles N. of Stow.

Longbredy, between Dorcheſter and Brid

port. Longbridge, Dorſetſ. NW. of Ax

minſter. Longbridge, Glouc. near Aſhel

worth. Longbridge, Glouc. N. of Ber

keley. Longbridge, S. of Warwick.

Long Burton, Dorſetſ. 3 miles S.E. of Sher

born. Longchapel, Shropſ. NW. of WJ

lington. Longcomb, Oxf. near Woodſtock

Park. Long Coppice, Hants, in War

blington pariſh. Longcot, Berks, near Far

ringdon. Longdon, Staff. 4 miles from

Lichfield. Longdon, Shropſ, near Drayton.

Longdon, S. of Shrewſbury. Longdon,

Worceſterſhire, S. of Upton. Longdridge,

Cornwall, NW. of Kellington.

Longfield, in Leitrim, Connaught.

Longfield, Bucks, near Fenny Stratford.

Longfield, Kent, between Dartford and

Cobham. Longfleet, Dorſetſhire, on Pock

Harbour.

Longford, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Leinſter, 2.1 miles in length,

and 14 in breadth; bounded on the W. by

the river Shannon, on the E. and S. by

Weſt Meath, and on the N. and NW. by

Leitrim and Cavan. It contains 23 pa

riſhes, Io,ooo houſes, and 50,000 inhabit

ants; and is a rich and pleaſant country,

though, in ſome places flat, and apt to be

overflown by the Shannon. -

*Longford, the capital of the county

of Longford, is feated on the river Crom

lin, or Cammin, which falls into the Shan

non a few miles below. It is 64 miles

NW. by W. of Dublin. -

Longfºrd,
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Longfºrd, W. of Derby. Longfºrd,

near Glouceſter. Longford, Middl. SE.

of Colnbrook. Longford, Shropſh. near
Díavton. Longford, Wilts, 3 miles from

Saliſbury. Longford's Burley, Glouceſ.

in Hampton pariſh. Longham, Dorſetſh.

E. of Winbourn Minſter. Longham,

Norf. N.W. of Eaſt Dereham. Longham,

Somerſ. N.W. of Somerton, Longhope,

Glouc, 3 miles NE. of Mitchel-Dean.

Longhope, Northumberl. near Hexham.

Longhory, Northumb. near Widrington

Caule. Longburſt, Northumb. NE. of

Morpeth.

Lo NG Is LAND, an iſland of the ſtate of

New York, ſeparated from Connecticut

by Long Iſland Sound, and divided into

three counties, King's, Queen's, and Suf

folk. It extends NE. from the city of

New York 140 miles, but is not more

than 28 broad on a medium. Hence are

exported, to the Weſt Indies, &c. whale

911, pitch, pine boards, horſes, cattle,

flax-ſeed, beef, &c. The produce of the

middle and weſtern parts of the iſland,

articularly corn, is carried to New York.

his iſland, in 1792, contained upward

of 30,000 inhabitants.

Lo NGiNico, a town of Turkey, in the

Morea, anciently called Olympia.

Longlane-Mill, Dorſetſhire, near Pen.

Lºngdeat, or Longflet, Wilts, 3 miles E.

of Warminſter. Longlode, Somerſ. SW.

of Ilcheſter. Longlother, Dorſetſh. NE.

of Bridport. Longmore, Staff, near Wa

ter-Eaton. Longney, Glouc. 3 miles E.

of Newnham. Longnon, Shropſ. W. of

Wenlock. Longnon, Staffordſh. NW. of

Lichfield. Longnor, SE. of Shrewſbury.

Longwor, Staff. NE. of Leek. Longpariſh,

Hampſh. between Andover and Barton

Stacy. Langridge, Chapel and Hill, Lanc.

NE. of Preſton. Longrigg, Cumb. in

Brumfield pariſh. Longreſion, Yorkſ. in

Holderneſs, NE. of Beverley.

Longrock, in the harbour of Donagha

dee, in Down, Uiſter, is a dangerous

ridge of rocks ſtretching out into the ſea.

Longſdon, Staff. near Leek. Longſled

dale, Weſtmorl. near Kendal. Longſiock,

Hants, between Dunbury-Hill and Stock

bridge. Longſion, Derbyſ. in the High

Peak. Longthorp, Yorkſh. near Bedal.

Longthorp, Northamp, near Pete borough.

Zongtoft, and it's Drain, Linc. near Mār

ket-Deeping. Langton, Staff. near Rudg

ley. Longtown, Heref. near Old Court

Dowlas.

LoNGTown, a town in Cumberland,

is ſeated on the river Eſk, near it's con

fluence with the Kirkſop, on the borders

of Scotland, 9 miles N. of Carliſle, and

3 to NNW. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

Longueville, a town in the dept. of

Lower Seine, 9 miles S. of Dieppe.

Longward, E. of Hereford.

Long wood, in Meath, Leinſter.

Dongworth, Berks, W. of Abingdon

Longworth, Lanc. E. of Chorley. Long.

‘worth, Lower, near Hereford. -

LoNGw Y, a town in the dept. of the

Moſelle, ſeated on an eminence, 15 miles

S.W. of Luxemburg, and 167 NE. of

Paris. -

Lonſdale, Weſtmorland, a vale on the

river Lon.

LoNs Le SAUL NIFR, a town in the

dept. of Jura, formerly celebrated for it's

ſalt-works, which are not now carried on.

It is ſeated on the river Solvan, 30 miles

S. of Dole. , -

Loo, a town of Dutch Guelderland.

Looe, EAST, and West, two ſmall

towns in Cornwall, ſeparated from each

other by a creek, over which is a narrow

ſtone bridge of ſeveral arches. Eaſt Looe

is 16 miles W. of Plvmouth, and 232

W. by S. of London. Each of them have

a market on Saturday.

Looke, Higher and Lo:ver, Dorſetſhire,

near Abbotſbury.

Loop-Head, or Cape Lean, in Clare,

Munſter, at the mouth of the Shannon.

Lat. 52. 2o. N. lon. 9.58. W. -

Loopool, Cornwall, a lake near Hel.

ſton, 2 miles long, parted from the ſea by

a ridge, over which the waves ſometimes

beat with a wonderful roaring. It abounds

with excellent trout.

Looſe, Kent, S. of Maidſtone.

Loors, a town and county of Liege.

Lopham, N. and S. or Great and Little,

Nort. on the borders of Suffolk W. of

Diſſe. Lophanſord, Suff. N.W. of Bud

deflale. Loppington, Shropſhire, N.W. of

Wem.

LoRA, a town of Seville, Andaluſia.

Lor A, in Hohenſtein, Upper Saxony.

LoR Bus, a town of Tunis, with a caſ

tle and fine remains of antiquity.

Lorca, a town of Spain, in Murcia.

LoRch, a town of Mentz, Lower

Rhine.

Lord Howe's GRoup, an extenſive

group of iſlands, in the S. Pacific Ocean,

diſcovered by Captain Hunter in 1791,

who from the maſthead could diſtinctly

deſcry 32 of them. They appeared thick

ly covered with wood, among which the

cocoa-nut was very diſtinguiſhable. The

natives were of a daik copper colour;

their hair tied in a knot on the back of the

head; and they ſeemed to have ſome nethod
B b 3 º of
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of taking off the beard, for they appeared

as it clean ſhaved. They had an ornament,

conſiſting of a number of fringes, like an

artificial beard, which they faſten between

the ra.ſe and mouth, and cloſe under the

noſe. To that beard hung a row of teeth,

which gave them the appearance of having

a mouth lower than their natural one.

They have holes run through the fides of

the noſe into the paſſage, into which, as

well as through the ſeptum, they thruſt

pieces of reed or bone. The arms and

thighs are tattooed in the manner deſcrib

ed by Captain Cook, of ſome of the na

tives of the iſlands he viſited in theſe ſeas,

called Tatowing ; and ſome were painted

with red and white ſtreaks. They wore a

wrapper round their middle. Lat. 5. 30.

S. lon. from 159. 14. to 159. 37. E.

LoRD Howe's Island, an iſland of

the S. Pacific Ocean, about 14o leagues E.

of New S. Wales. On the W. ſide is

good anchorage, but the bottom is a coral

rock. Many excellent turtle have been

caught here on a ſandy beach; and the

iſland abounds with a variety of birds,

which, when our ſeamen landed here, were

ſo unaccuſtomed to be diſturbed, that they

came near enough to knock down as many

as they wanted with a ſtick. This iſland

was diſcovered, in 1788, by Lieutenant

King, in his voyage from Port Jackſon

to Norfolk Iſland. At the S. end of it are

two very high mountains nearly perpendi

cular from the ſea, the ſouthernmoſt nam

ed Mount Gower. About 14 miles to

the S. is a very remarkable rock, named

Bali's Pyramid, which had much the ap

pearance of a ſteeple at a diſtance. Lord

Howe's Iſland is three miles and a half

long, and very narrow acroſs. Lat. 31.

36. S. long. I 59. o. N.

Lordings, Suffolk between Stepham and

Billinghurſt.

LoR F Do, in the Dogada, lately belong

ing to Venice.

Lo Retto, a town of Italy, in the

marquiſate of Ancona. They pretend to

fhºw here the houſe of Nazareth, in which

Jeſus was brought up; and ſay that it was

carried by angels into Dalmatia, and

thence to the place where it now ſtands.

The inner part of this houſe, or chapel,

is very old, but it is ſurrounded by a mar

bie wall, and within is a church built of

fies lone. A ſtatue, to repreſent Mary,

the mother of Jeſus, with the image of

Chi iſł, c..vered with diamonds, in her arms

ſtands upon the principal altar; it is of

cedar woºd, three feet high, but the face

can hardly be ſeen, on account of the

imoke of the numerous lamps around it.

She is clothed with cloth of gold, ſet off

with jewels, with a triple crown on her

head, and the infant is covered with a ſhirt,

holding a globe in it's hand, adorned with

rich jewels. The ſančtuary is perfectly

crowded with 62 great lamps of gold and

ſilver; one of the golden ones, which was

preſented by the Republic of Venice,weighs

37 pounds; there are alſo angels waiting

about the holy image, one of maſſive gold

and two of ſilver ; and the walls are cover

ed with plates of filver. Chriſtina, queen

of Sweden, gave a crown of gold, worth

above 1 oo, ooo crowns ; and Iſabella, in

fanta of Spain, ſent a garment, which coſt

4o,ooo ducats. Lewis XIII. of France,

and his queen, ſent two crowns of gold,

enriched with diamonds. Beſide theſe

crowns, they ſent an angel of maſſy filver,

holding in it's hand the figure of the dau

phin, of ſolid gold. The Jewels of the

Holy Houſe are nothing in compariſon

with the treaſure, where the number, va

riety and richneſs of the veſtments, lamps,

candleſticks, goblets, crowns, crucifixes,

images, cameos, pearls, gems of all kinds,

&c. is prodigious. As for the town itſelf,

excluſive of the chapel, it is neither very

confiderable nor very agreeable, nor does

it contain above 3oo inhabitants, who are

almoſt all ſhoemakers, taylors, or ſellers

of chaplets. Loretto is ſeated on a moun

tain, 3 miles from the Adriatic, Io SE. of

Ancona, and 112 NE. of Rome.

Lo Roues, a populous town in the

dept. of War, 5 miles W. by S. of Dra

guignan.

LoRN, a diſtrict in the N. of Argyle.

ſhire, between Loch Etive and Loch Awe.

LoR RAIN, a ci-devant province of

France, abounding in 211 ſorts of corn,

wine, hemp, flax, rape-ſeed, game, fiſh,

and, in general, all the neceſſaries of life.

Here are fine meadows, and large foreſts,

with mines of iron, ſilver, and copper, and

ſalt pits. The principal rivers are the ,

Maeſe, or Meuſe, the Moſelle, the Seille,

the Meurthe, and the Saare. It now forms

the departments of the Meuſe, Meurthe.

Moſelle, and Voſges.

LoRRIs, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Loiret, 12 miles W. by S. of Montargis.

Lorton, Cumb. a village divided into

High and Low, It it pleaſantly ſeated on

the river Cocker, in Lorton Vale, 4 miles

SE. of Cockermouth. Loſcomb, Dorſetſ.

2 miles and a half from Netherby. "Lºſe

bye, Leic. NE. of Bilſdon. Loſely, Sur:

ry, on the Wey river, between Guilford

and Godalmin. Lockſtock-Graham, Cheſ.

E. of Northwich, Loſome, York. NW.

of Howden.

Lot,
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Lor, a river of France, which has it's

riſe in the dept. of Lozere, and falls into

the Garonne at Alguillon, in the dept. of

Lot and Garonne. It begins to be navi

gable at Cahors.

Lot, a dept. of France.

name from the river Lot.

capital.

Lot AND GARon NE, a department of

France, ſo called from the junction of the

two rivers of that name. Agen is the

capital.

Lothbury Bucks, N. of Newport-Pag

nel.

Lothian,

It takes it's

Cahors is the

EAST. See HADDING

TONSHIRE.

Lothian, MID. See EDINBURGH

shi R e.

LothiAN, West.

GOWSHIRE.

Lottackſhell, Devonſhire, near Collump

ton.

LouANs, a ſmall town in the dept. of

Saone and Loire, ſituated in a kind of

iſland, between the rivers Seilles, Salle, and

Solnan. It has many manufactories, and

an hoſpital; and is 15 miles S.E. of Cha

lons. -

Lovard, Dorſetſ. in Piddleton pariſh.

Loud UN, a town in the depth. of Vi

enne, ſeated on a mountain 27 milesNNW.

of Poitiers, and 155 SW. of Paris.

Lovel, Dorſetſ. in W. Knighton pariſh.

Lovelace, Kent, in Betherſden pariſh. Lo

wells-Croft, and Heath, Suſſex, NE. of

Horſham. Lovelſion, Devonſ. in Hewiſh

ariſh.
P Love NDEGEN, a fortreſs in the late

Auſtrian Flanders, 5 miles W. of Ghent.

Loventor, Devonſ. in the Pariſh of Ber

ry-Pemery.

LouGh AGhRee, in Down, Uiſter, 3

miles ESE. of Dromore. It is in length

near a mile, and in breath about a quar

ter; and ſtored with excellent trout and

eels.

LouGH ALLEN, in Leitrim, Con

naught, more than 30 miles in circuit,

and encompaſſed by high mountains,

forming a beautiful and pićtureſque ſcene.

This diſtrićt abounds with coal and iron

mines; and iron works have lately been

eſtabliſhed in it's vicinity.

LouGH ALLUA, in Cork, Munſter,

within a mile of Inchigeela, and hereto

fore remarkable for the herinitage of Fin

bar, ſituated on an iſland in this lake.

LouGH ARRow, in Sligo, Connaught,

2 miles from Bailinafabad. It has in it a

number of iſlands, romantically ſituated,

and well planted.

LouGHs BALLYDowgan, BALLY

See LINLITH

Kilbec, BALLYKinler, Ballyna

HINch, BALLYRon EY, and Beg, all in

Down, Ulſter, and generally abounding

with eels, trout, pike, and roach. -

* LouGHBoRough, a town of Lei

ceſterſhire, pleaſantly ſeated among fertile

meadows, on the river Soar, near the for

reſt of Charwood. It is 11 miles N. of

Leiceſter, and 11o NW. by N. of Lon

don. Market on Thurſday.

* LouGHBRickLAND, a town in the

county of Down, in Ulſter. The name

ſignifies the lake of the ſpeckled trout, and

it was ſo called from a lake near it, which

abounds with that particular ſpecies of

fiſh. It conſiſts chiefly of one broad ſtreet,

and is a great thoroughfare, being by the

great road from Belfaſt to Dublin, from

which latter place it is 58 miles.

Lou GH Cox N, a lake in Mayo, Con

naught.

Lough CoR RIB, , in Galway, Con

naught, is upwards of 20 miles long, and,

in ſome parts, 6 broad, having many very
fine iſlands in it. It is remarkable for

the Gillaroe trout, a very delicate fiſh,

which weighs from 12 to 18 pounds.

LouGH CURRAN e. See Lou Gh LEF.

Lou GH DERG, a lake of Donegal, Ui

ſter, from which the river Derg iſſues,

which falls into Lough Foyle. In it is the

iſland containing the narrow little cell,

called St. Patrick's purgatory. -

Lou GH DERG, a large lake in the

Shannon, between Tipperary and Galway.

LouGH DIAN, in Down, Ulſter.

Lough DIREv REAGH, in W. Meath,

Leinſter.

Lough DoRN, in Down, Ulſter.

LouGH DRINE, in Cork, Munſter.

Iwo UGH ERIN, in Down, Ulſter, in the

pariſh of Anahilt. It is ſo deep, in ſome

places, that a line of 16 fathoms has prov

ed inſufficient to found it. It is remark

able for breeding pike, trout, and eels of .

a very great fize.

Lough ERNE, in Fermanagh, Ulſter,

is divided into the Upper and Lower

Lakes. See ERN E, Lou GH.

LouGH Esk, in Down, Ulſter, pro

duces plenty of char-fiſh.

LouGH FAlco N, in Down, Ulſter.

Lough Foyle, in Derry, Ulſter. Be

fore the mouth of this lake, or gulf, is a

great ſand, called the Touns, which, how

ever, does not obſtruct the navigation, as

there are at all times 14 or 15 fathoms wa

ter in the channel, which is broad as well

as deep ; and in that arm whereon Lon

donderry ſtands, there are 10 or 12, ſo

that it is eſtee ºned as good and commodi

ous a harbour as any in the kingdom.

B b 4. LouGHs
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Loughs GARA and Gill, in Sligo,

Connaught.

Lou Gh Grill, in Antrim, Ulſter.

LouGh GUIR, in Limerick, Munſter.

Lough Gule, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Lough HAnch, in Queen's County,

Ileinſter. -

Lough HENNEY, in Down, Ulſter.

LouG H H1N e, in Cork, Munſter. It

is about two miles in circumference, and

abounds with ſalmon, white trout, lob

ſters, crabs, eſcalops, and ſmall deep cy

ſters.

Lough Inchiquin,in Clare, Munſter,

affords delicious fiſh, and fine views.

Louch IN NY, in W. Meath, Leinſter.

LouGH KAY, in Leitrim, Connaught.

It is a beautiful piece of water, interſperſ

ed with iſlands, |. of which exhibit old

caſtles and ruins; ſome lofty timber-trees;

and ſome, highly improved, a perpetual

verdure, without a ſingle tree.

LouGh KERN AN, in Down, Uiſter.

Lou GH LANE, in W. Meath, Leinſter.

Lou GH LEAN. See KILLARNEY.

LouGh LEE, or LouGH CURRANE,

in Cork, Munſter, near the Bay of Balli

maſkeligs. It is of an oval form, 3 miles

in length, and about half as broad ; con

tains 3 ſmall iſlands, and abounds with

excellent white trout and ſalmon.

Lou G H LHeighs, or HEALING

LouGH, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Loughlin, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

LouGH Lou GHAIL, in Weſt Meath,

Leinſter, It is about 3 miles long and 1

broad, having in it 5 ſmall iſlands, which

are planted with trees, and pretty wellcul

tivated,

LouGH MAcNEAN, in Fermanagh,

U!!!er, t

Lough MAGHAN, in Down, Ulſter.

It is in the barony cf Kineleaſty, covers

about 13 acres, and is ſtored with pike,

eels, roach, and bream.

Lou G H MAsk, in Mayo, Connaught.

Lou GH MoRE, in Limerick, Munſter.

Lou G: NE A.G.H., ſituated in or between

the counties of Armagh, Down, Derry,

and Antrim, in Ulſter. It is the largeſt

lake in Europe, thoſe of Ladoga and One

ra in Ruſſia, and that of Geneva in Swiſ

É. excepted, being zo miles long and

1 5 broad. The area of it is computed to

be 1 co,ooo acres. It is remarkable for

it's healing virtue in ſcrofulous caſes, by

bathing; and, for it's petrifying quality,

which is not only found in the water, but

in the adjacent ſoil at a conſiderable

depth.

Lou GH RAMoR, in Cavan, Ulſter. It

is near Virginia, about 40 miles fron

Dublin, and contains ſeveral iſlands, where

there are ſome ruins of caſtles.

*LouGh RFA, a town of Galway, in

Connaught. It is ſeated near a beautiful

lake of the ſame name, which is more than

a mile in length and one in breadth, 36

miles from Dublin. -

LouGH REE, between the counties of

Longford and W. Meath, in Leinſter, and

Roſcommen, in Connaught, is a handſome,

ſpacious lake, formed by the Shannon, and

contains ſeveral ſmall iſlands.

Loughrigg, Weſtmorl. near Rydal, to

which it is joined by a bridge, making

one village with it.

Louch SALT, in Donegal, Ulſter, be

tween Kilmacleman and Glenn Inn, on

the top of a lofty mountain.

LouGh ScudY, in W. Meath, Lein

ſter. -

Lough SHARK, in Down, Ulſter, co

ver's about 8o acres. -

LouGh Shelli N, in W. Meath, Lein

ſter, within a mile of Daly's Bridge. It

contains ſome ſmall iſlands, and is of con

ſiderable magnitude, extending to Finae,

where it communicates with Lough inny.

Between the loughs is a bridge, which

joins the counties of Weſt Meath and

Cavan.

Lough SHY, in Mayo, Connaught.

LouGH STRANGfor D, in Down, Ul

ſter, takes it's preſent name from a ſmall

port town, called Strangford, feated on

the W. fide of the narrow entrance from

the ſea. It was formerly known by the

name of Lough Cone, or Lough Coyne.

It is a deep bay, or inlet of the ſea, about

17 miles long and 4 or 5 broad, and

abounds with excellent fiſh, particularly

ſmelts; and, off the bar, there is a peri

odical herring-fiſhery in autumn. It con

tains 54 iſlands, ſmall and great, known

by particular names, and there are many

others which are nameleſs. Four of them

are called Swan Iſlands, from the number

of ſwans which frequent them. The great

and profitable manufacture carried on in

theſe iſlands, is the burning of ſea-weed

into kelp.

LouGH SwillY, in Louth, Leinſter.

Loughton, Bucks, between Fenny and

Stony Stratford. Loughton, Eſſex, 10 miles

from London. Loughton, Linc. W. of

Kirton, in Lindſey. Loughton, Linc. E.

of Sleaford. Loughton, Devonſhire, near

Plympton. Lorwick-Bridge, Cumb. near

Coinſton-Water. Lovington, Hampſhire,

near Alresford. Lovington, Somerſ, be

tween Bruton and Somerton.

Louis A, a ſea-port of Nyland, on a

bay of the Gulf of Finland, built in 1745,

as
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as a frontier town towards Ruſſia. The

houſes are all of wood, two ſtories high,

and painted red.

Loui Rch, a town of N. America,

capital of the Iſland of Cape Breton, ſub

ject to the Engliſh. It has an excellent

harbour, near + leagues in circumference,

with a fine careening wharf to heave down.

It's entrance is not above 1800 feet wide,

formed by two ſmall iſlands. The prin

cipal trade of Louiſburgh is the cod-fiſh

ery ; the fiſh being remarkably plentiful,

and, at the ſame time, better than any

about Newfoundland. Lat. 45. 54. N.

lon. 59.48. W.

LouisianA, a large country of North

America, fituated on both ſides of the

Miſſiſſippi, and bounded on the E. by

Florida and the United States; on the S.

by the Gulf of Mexico; on the W. by

New Mexico; and on the N. by Indian

Nations. It is agreeably ſituated between

the extremes of heat and cold; it's cli

mate varying as it extends toward the N.

The ſouthern parts, lying within the reach

of the refreſhing breezes from the ſea, are

not ſcorched like thoſe under the ſame la

titude in Africa; and it's northern regi

ons are colder than thoſe in Europe under

the ſame parallels, with a wholeſome, ſe

rene air. From the favourableneſs of the

climate, two annual crops of Indian corn,

as well as rice, may be produced; and the

ſoil, with little cultivation, would furniſh

grain of every kind in the greateſt abund

ance. The timber is as fine as any in the

world; and the quantities of live oak,

aſh, mulberry, walnut, cherry, cypreſs,

and cedar, are aſtoniſhing. The neigh

bourhood of the Miſſiſſippi, beſides, fur

niſhes the richeſt fruits in great variety;

the ſoil is particularly adapted for hemp,

flax, and tobacco; and indigo is at this

time a ſtaple commodity, which common

ly yields the planter three or four cuttings

a year. Whatever is rich and rare in the

moſt defirable climates in Europe ſeems to

be the ſpontaneous production of this de

lightful country. It is interſečted by a

number of fine rivers, among which are

the Natchitoches, and the Adayes, or

, Mexicano. In 1763, Louiſiana was ced

ed to Spain.

Louisville, a town of N. America,

in the ſtate of Kentucky, and county of

Jefferſon. It is ſeated on the river Ohio,

oppoſite Clarkſville, at the Falls, in a fer

tile country, and promiſes to be a place of

great trade; but it's unhealthineſs, owing

to ſtagnated waters at the back of the

town, has hitherto retarded it's growth,

It is 80 miles S.W. of Lexington. Lat.

38. 3. N. lon. 86. 30. W.

Lound, Eaſt, Linc. in Axholm Iſle.

Lound-Hall, Nott. N. of Retford.

LouNg, Loch, an arm of the ſea, in

Argyleſhire, 15 miles long and 1 wide,

between Loch Fyne and Loch Lomond.

Near it's NE. extremity is the dark, wild,

and romantic Vale of Glencroy.

* Lourbottle, Northumberl. S. of Whit

tingham.

Lou RDE, a town in the dept. of Up

per Pyrenees, with an ancient caſtle, ſeat

ed on a rock, 10 miles from Baigneres.

Louth, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Leinſter, 22 miles in length,

and from 9 to 14 in breadth; bounded on

the W. by Monaghan and Meath; on the

N. by Armagh and Carlingford-Bay; on

the E. by St. George's Channel; and on

the S. by Meath, from which it is parted

by the river Boyne. It is the ſmalleſt

county in the kingdom, but very fertile

and pleaſant, and contains 61 pariſhes,

11,500 houſes, and about 57,750 inhabit

ants. It's chief towns are Dundalk, Car

lingford, Drogheda, Ardee, and Dunleer.

Louth, a town of Ireland, in the coun

ty of the ſame name, 6 miles SW. of

Dundalk.

*Louth, a town of Lincolnſhire. It is

large and well built, containing about

4ooo inhabitants. From hence there is a

canal to the ſea, at Tilney, about 8 miles.

It is 28 miles NE. of Lincoln, and 143

N. of London. Markets on Wedneſday

and Saturday.

Loutherſtown, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

LouvAIN, a large city of the late Au

ſtrian Brabant,j celebrated univer

ſity. The walls of this tº: are nearly

7 miles in circumference, but within them

are a great many gardens and vineyards.

The public buildings are magnificent, and

the univerſity conſiſts of fixty ſmall coi

leges. They formerly made large quan

tities of cloth, inſomuch that there were

15,000 weavers; but at preſent their trade

is greatly decayed, and the place is chiefly

remarkable for it's good beer, with which

it ſerves the neighbouring towns. It is

ſeated on the river Dyle, 12 miles NNE.

of Bruſſels. Lat. 50.53. N. lon. 4.49. E.

LouvesterN, a fortreſs in S. Holland,

on an iſland called the Bommel Waert,

formed by the Waal and the Maeſe. In

this caſtle, the patriotic chiefs were im

priſoned by prince Maurice, whence that

party has ever fince been called the Lou

veſtein party. Their principles are ſtrong

ly republican, and, of courſe, in dire"

oppo
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oppoſition to the ſtadtholder. Louveſtein

is 6 miles S.E. of Gorcum, and 16 E. of

idort.

Louvi ERs, a handſome town in the

dept. of Eure, has a conſiderable manufac

tory of fine cloths, and is ſeated on the

Eure, in a fertile plain, 1o miles N. of

Evreux, and 55 N.W. of Paris.

Louvo, a conſiderable town in the

kingdom of Siam, with a palace, where

the king paſſes one part of the year. It

is very populous, and is feated in a plea

fant plain, so miles N. of the city of Siam.

Dowyer, Cumbell. near Kirkhaugh.

Lowdham, Nottingh. between Notting

ham and Southwell.

LowDoke, a celebrated cataraćt of

Cumberland, on the E. ſide of the Lake

of Derwent, in the Vale of Keſwick. It

is formed by the ruſhing of the waters of

Watanlath, through an awful chaſm made

by the contiguity of two vaſt rocks; but

entirely fails in a dry ſeaſon.

Lowes-Foreſ?, Northumb. in the SW.

Lowes-WATER, a lake of Cumber

land, about a mile in length, and a quar
ter of a mile in breadth. It is a moſt ro

mantic ſpot; the oppoſite ſhores being ri

vals in beauty of hanging woods, little

groves, and waving incloſures, with farms

ſeated in the ſweeteſt points of view. It

is of no great depth, and without char;

but it abounds with pike and perch, and

has ſome trout. It is 6 miles S. of Cock

ermouth.

LowEstoff. See Lestoff.

Low-Green, Worceſ. near Lindridge.

Lowick-Chapel, Lancaſh. N. of Ulverſton.

Lowick-Chapel, Northumb. between Wol

Her and Berwick.

Lowicz, a town of Rava, Poland.

Lowl worth, ſeven miles N.W. of Cam

bridge. Lowlyn, Northumb. between

Lowick and Berwick. Lownd, Linc. N.

of Stamford. Lownd, Suff, near the coaſt,

between Yarmouth and Lefloff. Lownſ:

borough, Yorkſ. N. of Market. Wighton.

Loworthy, Devonſh. wear Houlſworthy.

Lowran, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Lowther, Weſtmorl. on the river Loder,

2 miles from Penrith. Lowthorp, Yorkſ.

near Kiiham. Lowton, Lanc. near Leigh.

Lozºye, Northumberl. near Woller.

Lox A, or Loſ A, a town of Granada,

feated in a pleaſant, fertile country, on the

river Xenil, 26 miles W. of Granada.

Lox A, or Loſ A, a own and juriſdiction

of Quito, S America, famous for produc

ing the quinquina-tree, or bark, a well

known ſpecific for intermitting fevers.

Lox ear, D. vonſ. NW. of Tiverton.

Loxfºrd, Eſſex, near Barking. Loxhorn,

Devonſ. near Barnſtaple. Loxley, Staff.

near Needwood Foreſt. Loxley, Surry,

SE. of Godalmin. Loxley, Warw. SE.

of Stratford-upon-Avon. Loxwood, Cha

pel and Park, Suſſex, on the borders of

Surry, towards Awfold. Loynton, Staff.

SW. of Eccleſhall. Loyterton, Glouceſ

terſhire, in Boxwell pariſh.

Loytz, a town of Swediſh Pomerania.

LozeRE, a dept. of France, Jhaving

Upper Loire to the N. and Gard to the S.

and including the range of mountains

from which it takes it’s name: Mende is

the capital.

LU BAN, in Novogrodeck, Lithuania.

LUBANSKEN-SEA, or, the LAKE of

LUBAN, a lake in Livonia, toward the

confines of Courland and Lithuania. It

abounds with excellent fiſh.

Lubben, a town and ſmall circle of

Lulatia, ſituated on the river Spree. It

has ſeveral churches, with a noble hoſpi

tal, and a land-houſe, or houſe where the

diets aſſemble. It is 56 miles N. of Dreſ

den.

Iubbenham, Leiceſ. near Harborough.

Lubeck, a ſea-port of Holſtein, Low

er Saxony. It is a free, imperial city, and

was the head of the famous Hanſeatic

League, which was formed here in 1164.

It was likewiſe the moſt commercial city

and powerful republic of the north. It's

fleet ſet the northern powers at defiance,

and rode triumphant in the Baltic. But

Lubeck retains ſcarcely a ſhadow of it's

former power. It's trade, however, is

ſtill confiderable, but will probably be

ſtill farther diminiſhed, if the Canal of

Kiel ſhould anſwer the purpoſe for which

it was planned; for, by that means, great

part of the merchandiſe, which now paſſes

through this town, will be conveyed along

that canal, down the Eyder, to Tonningen,

and thence by ſea, and up the Elbe to

Hamburg. The houſes of Lubeck are

built in a very ancient ſtyle of architec

ture; the doors being ſo large as to admit

carriages into the hall, which frequently

ſerves for a coach-houſe. The walls of

many houſes bear the date of the 15th

century, and, at that period, no doubt,

the town was eſteemed very beautiful.

Here are 4 parochial churches, beſides the

cathedral. The town-houſe is a ſuperb

ſtructure, and has ſeveral towers. In it

is a large hall, called Haanſeſaal, where

the deputies of the Hanſe Towns uſed

formerly to meet. Here is alſo a fine ex

change, built in 1683. The inhabitants

are all Lutherans, and theie are 21 preach

ers, whoſe chief has the title of Superin.

tendant. Here were formerly 4 convents;

and
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and in that of St. John, there are ſtill 22

Proteſtant girls, under the government of

an abbeſs. That of St. Mary Magdalen

is turned into an hoſpital; that of St.

Anne is made a houſe of corre&tion; and

of the monaſtery of St. Catharine, they

have made a handſome college. In the

great hoſpital, there is always a conſider

able number of poor men and women.

Beſide this, there are 14 other hoſpitals,

one for lunatics, apeſt-houſe, and 4 others

for ſick perſons. Lubeck is ſeated at the

confluence of ſeveral rivers, the largeſt of

which is the Trave, 14 miles S.W. of the

Baltic, and 4o NE. of Hamburg. Lat.

53.52. N. lon. Io. 44. E.

Lu Bec, the Bishop Ric, a ſmall ter

ritory in the duchy of Holſtein. The bi

ſhop, who is always of the houſe of Hol

ſtein, is a prince of the empire. The

chapter conſiſts of 30 perſons, who are all

Lutherans, 4 Roman Catholics excepted.

The cathedral ſtands in Lubeck, where,

however, it has no authority.

LUBEc, an iſland in the Eaſtern Indian

Ocean, near Madura. Lat. 5. 50. S.

Jon. 112. 22. E.

LUBEN, a town of Lignitz, Sileſia.

LUBLIN, a town of Poland, capital of

a palatinate of the ſame name, on the ri

ver Byſtrzna.

LuboMLA, a town of Chelm, Poland.

Luc, a town in the dept. of the Var;

a town in the dept. of the Lower Pyrenees;

a town in the dept. of Lozere; and a town

in the dept. of the Drome.

Lucan, a pleaſant village on the river

Liffey, 6 miles from Dublin. It is noted

for a medicinal ſpring.

, LucAR-DE-BAREMEDA, ST. a town in

Andaluſia. It has a fine harbour, well

defended, and is ſeated at the mouth of

the river Guadalquiver, 44 miles S. by W.

of Seville, and 270 S. by W. of Madrid.

LucaR-DE-GUADIANA, a town of

Andaluſia, with a ſmall harbour on the ri

ver Guadiana, 12 miles N. of Ayamonte.

LucAYA ISLANDS. See BAHAMA.

LuccA, a town of Italy, capital of a

republic of the ſame name. … It is about 3

Italian miles in circumference, and forti

fied with 11 baſtions. The inhabitants,

who are above 40,000, are confiderable

manufačturers of filk, and gold and filver

ſtuffs; for this reaſon it is called Lucca

the Induſtrious. They oblige all travellers

who have arms to leave them at the city

gate, and will not ſuffer any one to wear

a ſword within it. The ſtate palace is a

large building, and includes the arſenal,

which has arms for 20,ooo men. The

houſes are handſome, and the ſtreets broad

and well paved, but moſt of them are ir

regular. It is ſeated in the middle of a

fruitful plain, terminating in pleaſant emi

nences, near the river Serchio, 10 miles

NNE. of Piſa, 37 W. of Florence, and

155 N. by W. of Rome. Lat. 43. 50. N.

lon. Io. 35. E.

Lucca, THE Republic of, a ſmall

territory of Italy, lying on the Tuſcan

Sea; about 24 miles in length, and from

1o to zo in breadth. The ſoil does not

produce much corn; but Fre is plenty of

wine, oil, filk, wool, and cheſnuts. Their

oil, in particular, is in high eſteem, but

the poorer people receive part of their ſup

port from cheſnuts, lupins, and French

beans. . The induſtry of the people, in

improving to the beſt advantage every ſpot

of their ground, is equally ſurpriſing and

commendable. This republic is under the

protection of the emperor. The regency

conſiſts of a gonfalonier, affiſted by a coun

cil of 9 members; all of theſe, however,

are changed every two months, and are.

choſen out of the great council. This is

compoſed of 240 nobles, of whom one

half forms the ordinary counſellors, and

the others the extraordinary. Both are

changed once in two years, by a new elec

tion. The gonfalonier, and nine regent

counſellors, whilſt in the adminiſtration,

live in the ſtate palace, and at the public

expence. The republic maintains a re

gular body of 5oo men, and 70 Swiſs, as

a guard for the regency. The number of

ſouls in the city, and the 150 villages be

longing to it, is computed at upwards of

12o.o.o.o. The revenues amount to about

30,000l. per annum.

Luce, a great bay of Wigtonſhire, ly

ing to the E. of the Mull of Galloway.

Luce R.A., a town of Capitanata, Na

ples.

Luce RN, one of the 13 cantons of

Swiſſerland, and the moſt conſiderable of

them, except Zurich and Bern. It is

bounded on the E. and S.E. by the cantons

of Zug, Schweitz, and Underwalden;

and on all the other fides by the canton of

Bern. The inhabitants are Romaniſts.

It is 30 miles in length, and 20 in it's

mean breadth. The ſovereign power of

this republic reſides in the council of 1 oo,

compriſing the ſenate, or little council.

The former is the nominal ſovereign; but

the power reſides in the latter, conſiſting

of 36 perſons, who are formed into two

diviſions, which exerciſe the office by ro

tation. Although the government appears

purely ariſtocratic, yet this ariſtocracy is

reſtrained in divers reſpects ; as in the

matter of making war or peace, conclud.

ing
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ing new alliances, acquiring new territo

ries, or impoſing new taxes, the conſent

of all the citizens muſt be obtained. The

chiefs of the republic are two magiſtrates,

called advoyers. -

LuczRN, the capital of the canton of

Lucern, in Swiſſerland. It is divided in

to two parts by one of the branches of the

river Reuſs, which falls into the lake, on

which the town is ſituated. It ſcarcely

contains 30.o.o inhabitants, has no manu

factures of conſequence, and little com

merce; and there are few places where

learning meets with leſs encouragement,

and, conſequently, is leſs cultivated.

The bridges, which ſkirt the town, round

the edge of the lake, are the faſhionable

walk of the place, and remarkable for

their length. Being covered at the top,

and open at the ſides, they afford a conſtant

view of the beautiful and romantic coun

try. They are decorated with coarſe

paintings, repreſenting the Hiſtories of the

Hebrews, the Battles of the Swiſs, and the

Dance of death. Lucern is 30 miles SW.

of Zurich, and 35 E. of Bern. Lat. 47.

5. N. lon. 8.6. E.

LuceRN,LAKE of. SeeWALDSTAET

TER-SEE. - -

Luce RNA, a town of the Four Valleys,

Piedmont.

Luchen, a town of Valencia,

Lucia, St. an iſland of the W. Indies,

22 miles in length, and 15 in breadth. It

is partly hilly, and partly conſiſts of rich

plains, well watered with rivulets, and

furniſhed with timber, having ſeveral good

bays, and commodious harbours. . In it

are two high mountains, by which this

iſland may be known at a conſiderable diſ

tance, In 1779, it was taken by the

Engliſh, but reſtored to the French by the

peace of 1783. It has been again taken

by the Engliſh in the preſent war, and

till remains in their poſſeſſion. It is

about 70 miles NNW. of Barbadoes, and

38 S. of Martinico. Lat. 13.25. N. lon.

69.58. W.

Lucia, ST. a Cape-de-Verd Iſland.

LucicNANO, a town of Tuſcany.

Luckford, Dorſetſ. W. of Holme, by

the river Luckford, which falls into the

Frome, and forms the W. boundaries of

Purbeck Iſle. Luckham, Devonſ. in Uff

columb pariſh. Luckington, Wilts, SW.

of Malmſbury. Lucknor, Northumb. W.

of Sunderland.

LuckNow, an ancient city of Hin

dooſtan, capital of Oude. It is an exten

five place, but poorly built ; the houſes

are chiefly mud walls, covered with thatch;

and many conſiſt entirely of mats and

bamboos, and are thatched with leaves of

the cocoa-nut, palm-tree, and ſometimes

with ſtraw. The houſes of the men chants

are of brick, lofty, and ſtrong. The others

are moſtly built on eminences here and

there, whence the inequality of the ground

makes it troubleſome to walk, continually

aſcending or deſcending. The ſtreets,

moreover, are crooked, narrow, and ſtirk

ing, every kind of filth being thrown no

them, and no care taken to keep then

clean. In the dry ſeaſon, the dºſ and

heat are almoſt intolerable; in the rainy

ſeaſon, the mire is ſo deep as to be :carcely

paſſable; and there is a great number of

elephants belonging to the nabob aſid the

, great men of his court, which are continu

ally paſſing the ſtreets, either to the pa

lace or to the river, to the great danger

and annoyance of the foot-paſſengers, and

ſhopkeepers. The palace of the nabob is

ſeated on a high bank near the Geomty,

and commands an extenſive view-both of

that river and the country on the eaſtern

ſide. Lucknow is 650 miles NW. of Cal

cutta. Lat. 26.35. N. lon. 81. 25. E.

Lucko, a town of Volhynia, Poland.

Luckome, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Luckton, Heref. near Croft. Caſtle.

LUco, a town of Abruzzo Ultra, Na

les.
p Lucomb, Dorſetſ. N. of W. Chelburgh.

Luçon, or Luzo N, a town in the de

partment of Vendee, feated in an unwhole

ſome moraſs, 17 miles N. of Rochelle.

LU coni A, or MANILLA, the chief of

the Philippine Iſlands, in Aſia, 4oo miles

in length and 1 oo in breadth. It is not

ſo hot as might be expe&ted, becauſe it is

well watered by large lakes and rivers, and

the periodical rains, which inundate all

the plains. There are ſeveral volcanos,

in the mountains, which occaſion earth

quakes; and a variety of hot baths. The

produce of this iſland is wax, cotton, wild

cinnamon, ſulphur, cocoa-nuts, rice, gold,

horſes, buffaloes, and all ſorts ef game.

The inhabitants are compoſed of ſeveral

nations, beſides Spaniards, and they all

produce a mixed breed, diſtinét from any

of the reſt. The blacks have long hair,

and good features; and there is one tribe

who tattoo themſelves, drawing curious

figures on their bodies. To this iſland

the Spaniards bring all ſorts of commo

dities; ſuch as ſilver from New Spain,

Mexico, and Peru; diamonds from Gol

conda; ſilks, tea, Japan and China ware, .

and gold-duſt, from China and Japan.

The Spaniards ſend hence two large ſhips

every year to Acapulco in Mexico, with

merchandiſe, and return back with filve!.

There
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There is an inquiſition here, but it does

not affect the natives and the Mahonet

ans. Manilla, the capital, is in lat. 15.

o. N. lon. 122. o. E.

Ludbrook, Devonſh. in the pariſhes of

Ermington and Modbury, Ludburgh, Lin

colnſ. W. of Saltfleet. Luddenham, Kent,

two miles from Feverſham. Ludderton,

Yorkſ. NW. of Sherborn. Ludleſdom,

Kent, SE. of Halſted. Luddington, Hunt

ingd. NW. of the Giddings. Luddington,

Linc. in Axholm Iſle. Luddington, North

amptonſ. NE. of Thrapſton. Luddington,

Warw. SW. of Stratford-upon Avon.

Luddington, Wiltſhire, S. of Highworth.

Luddington, Yorkſ. NW. of Halifax.

Lud ER, a town of Fulda, circle of

Upper Rhine.

Ludford, Heref. near Ludlow.

ford, Linc. near Market-Raiſin.

Ludge RSHALL, a ſmall town in Wilt

ſhire, 15 miles N. of Saliſbury, and 64

S. by W. of London. Market diſuſed. .

-Ludgraves, Middl. near Hadley. Lud

ham, Norfolk, between Accle and Hick

ling. Ludley, Suſſex, W. of Pevenſey
Marſh or Level.

* Ludlow, a large, well-built town of

Shropſhire, feated on the river Temd, near

it's conflux with the Corve, in a pleaſant,

fruitful, and populous country. Arthur,

prince of Wales, ſon of Henry VII. held

a court, and died here. It is 2.9 miles S.

of Shrewſbury, and 138 NW. of London.

Market on Monday.

Dudſham, Suſſex, near Marſhfield and

Cuckfield. Ludjion, Shropſ. 5 miles from

Bridgenorth. Ludwell, Herts, N. of

Hitchin. Ludwell, Wilts, near War

dour-Caſtle. Ludwick-Hall, Herts, N.F.

of Hatfield. Ludworth, Derbyſ. in the

High-Peak. Ludworth, E. of Durham.

Luffencat, Devonſ. near Houlſworthy. Luf

fenball, Herts, NE. of Stevenage. Luf

Jenbam, N. and S. Rutlandſ. 4 miles from

Uppingham. Luffield, part in Bucks, and

part in Northamptonſh. in Stow pariſh.

Luff wick, Northamptonſ. NW. of Thrap

ſton. Lug, a river in Heref. running in

to the Wye, near Hereford. Lug, a river

riſing in Radnorſhire, and running S.

through Herefordſhire, paſſes by Mon

º, and fakls into the Severn, at Chep

O. v.

LUGANo, a town of Swiſſerland, capi

tal of a bailiwick of the ſame name, which

is the principal of the 4 tranſalpine baili

wicks. It is built round a gentle curve of

the Lake of Lugano, and is the emporium

of the greateſt part of the merchandiſe,

which paſſes from Italy over the St. Goth

ard, or the Bernardin. It contains about

-- *
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8ooo inhabitants. Moſt of the houſes are

built of tufstone. The bailiwick is about

20 miles in length and 13 in breadth. It

is governed by a bailiff, ſent every 2 years

by each canton in it's turn. Lugano is 17

miles N.W. of Como. Lat. 45, 54. N.

lon. 8.48. E.

LUGA No, a lake of Swiſſerland, on the

Italian ſide of the Alps. It is about 25

miles in length, and from two to four in

breadth; it's form irregular, and bending

into continual finuofities. It is about 19s

feet perpendicular, higher than the lakes
of Como and Locaino. -

Lugham, Cornw. near Mount's-Bay.

Lugban, or Luggan, Cornw. among hills,

N. of Redruth.

Lu Go, a city of Galicia, on the Min

ho, in which are warm medicinal ſprings.

£uggardine, near Hereford. Luke's,

S. Suti. N.W. of Midhurſt.

LUI.A., a ſtaport of W. Bothnia.

1.uland lſie, Cornw. at the mouth of

Padſtow. Haven. Lulleſley, Worceſ. 2 miles

E. of Sukeley. Lullinºſion, Kent, on the

Derwent. Lullington, Derbyſ. SW. of

Greſley Caſtle. Lullington, Somerſ. near

Philips Norton. Lully, Hertf. SW. of

Hitchin. Laljºy, S.W. of Worceſ. Lul

worth, E. and W. Dorſetſ. between Wey

mouth and Corfe-Caſtle. Lulworth St.

Andrews, Dorſetſ. a mile SE. of Lul

worth. Lulworth Cove, Dorſetſ. is 138 o

feet in diameter, and 21 feet in depth at

low water, and adunits veſſels of 80 tons

burden. Lumley Caſtle and Park, Durh.

on the VVear, oppoſite to Cheſter-le. Street.

Lund, Yorkſ. N.W. of Beverley. Lund,

Yorkſ. N. of New Malton.

LUND, the capital of Scania, with an

univerſity. It is accounted the moſt an

cient town in Sweden, contains ſcarcely

more than $oo houſes, and has but little

trade. Here is an univerſity, founded by

Charles XI. for 21 profeſſors, and fur

niſhed with a good library. The number

of ſtudents is about 30c. Here likewiſe

a Royal Phyſiographical Society was in

ſtituted in 1776, and incorporated by the

king in 1778. The ſubječts treated of in

it's A&ts relate only to natural hiſtory,

chemiſtry, and agriculture. The cathe

dral is an ancient, irregular building. It

is zo miles SSE. of Landſcrona, and 225

SW. of Stockholm. Lat. 55. 33. N.

lon. 13. 26. E.

LUNDEN, a town of Daniſh Holſtein.

LUNDY, an iſland in the mouth ot,the

Briſtol Channel, near the middle, between

Devonſ. and Pembrokeſ. It is about 5

miles long and 2 broad, and encompaſſed

with inacceſſible rocks, ſo that it has but

ong
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one entrance, and there ſcarcely two per

ſons can go abreaſt. In the N. part of it

is a high pyramidical rock, called the Con:

ſtable. Here are horſes, kine, hogs and

goats, with great ſtore of ſheep and rab

bits; but the chief commodity is fowl,

with which it abounds much, their eggs

being very thick on the ground at their

feaſon of breeding. It had once a fort

and a chapel ; at preſent, the only inhabi

tants are a man and his family.

Lune, a river in Weſtm. and Durham.

Lume, a river in Weſtm. and Lanc. Lune

Foreſt, Yorkſ, near Richmond.

Lunel, a town in the dept. of Gard,

roducing excellent muſcadine wine. It

is 16 miles E. of Montpellier.

Lunenburg a duchy in the circle of

Lower Saxony, which, including Zell, is

ſeparated from Holſtein and Lawenburg

on the N. by the river Elbe. It is about

roo miles in length, and 7o in breadth. It

is watered by the rivers Aller, Elbe, and

Ilmenau; and part of it is full of heaths

and foreſts; but, near the rivers, pretty

fertile. It abounds with wild boars,

which the German nobility come to hunt

here for their diverſion, at certain ſeaſons.

It is ſubjećt to the eleētor of Hanover.

, Lunenburg is the capital.

Lunenburg, a large fortified town of

Germany, capital of a duchy of the ſame

name. The chief public edifices are the

F. for public worſhip, the ducal pa

ace, three hoſpitals, the town-houſe, the

falt magazine, the anatomical theatre, and

the academy. The ſalt-ſprings near this

place produce great quantities of ſalt,

whichi. in a large revenue to the ſo

vereign, and chiefly employ the inhabi

tants. It contains about 1300 houſes and

90oo inhabitants. It is ſeated on the

river Ilmenau, 31 miles S.E. of Hamburg.

Lat. 53. 16. N. lon. Io. 31. E.

LuneRA, a mountain of Italy, be

tween Naples and Puzzoli. It contains a

great deal of ſulphur and alum, and the

ſprings that riſe from it are accounted ex

cellent for curing various wounds.

LuNeville, a town in the dept. of

Meurthe, feated on the river Meurthe, 12

-miles S.E. of Nanci.

Lungdridge, Northumb. near Tweed

mouth. Lungford, Hampſ. S. of Win

cheſter. Luntley, Heref. S. of Pembridge.

Lunton, Yorkſ. on the Tees.

Lupo GLAvo, a town of Iſtria.

Luppiat, Upper and Nether, Glouceſ.

near Stroud. Luppit, or Lovefit, Devonſ.

Lupton, Devonſ, in Brixham pariſh. Lup

ton, Weſtm. near Kirby Lonſdale. Lur

bottle, Northumb, SW, of Alnwick,

Lure, a town in the dept. of Upper

Saone, and a town in the dept. of Allier.

*Lurgan, a town in Armagh, Ulſter,

fituated about two miles from Lough

Neagh, of which it commands a beautiful

and extenſive proſpect. The linen manu

facture is carried on extenſively, and the

country around is much improved. It is

67 miles N. of Dublin.

Lurganbuy, Leitrim, Connaught.

*LurgAN GREEN, a town in Louth,

Leinſter, 37 miles from Dublin.

Lurgerſhall, Suſſ. near Blackdown Bea

COII.

LURI, a town of Corſica, W. of Baſtia.

Lusatia, a marquiſate of Germany,

80 miles long and 4o wide, bounded on

the N. by Brandenburg; on the E. by Si

leſia; on the S. by Bohemia; and on the

W. by Meiſſen. It is divided into the

Upper and Lower, and is ſubjećt partly to

the King of Pruſſia, and partly to the

Elector of Saxony.

Lºfty, Linc. NW. of Spilſby. Luft

comb, Devonſhire, in Rattery pariſh.

Lusignan, a town in the depart. of

Vienne, 12 miles S.W. of Poitiers, and

zoo SW. of Paris.

Luſk, in Dublin, Leinſter.

Luso, a river of Italy, which riſes in

the duchy of Urbino, and falls into the

Adriatic, 1o miles W. of Rimini,

Luffeleigh, Devonſ. near Bovy-Tracy.

Lufton, Heref. NW. of Leominſter. Laſ:

ton, Somerſ. 2 miles from Yeovil.

LUTENbu Rc, two towns of Stiria,

Luthingland, Suffolk, near Leoſtoff.

LutkeNBURG, a town of Holſtein,

near the Baltic, 10 miles from Ploen.

* Luton, a town in Bedfordſhire, ce

lebrated for it's manufactures in ſtraw. It

is 18 miles S. of Bedford, and 31 N. by

W. of London. Market on Monday.

LuTschiNEN, a river of the bailiwic

of Interlacken, and canton of Bern, in

Swiſſerland. The road to Zwey-Lut

ſchinen and Lauterburnen is over this ri

ver, by a kind of bridge, which, to a

ſtranger to the country, preſents the moſt

terrific appearance. It is ſuſpended over

a roaring torrent, and fixed againſt the

ſides of rocks; while a huge, vertical

ſtone, raiſed in the middle of the river,

ſupports ſome thick planks, ſo badly join

ed, as to be neither ſteady nor ſolid; and

theſe form a wretched, inſecure bridge,

over which the inhabitants of the country

daily paſs, with a firm ſtep and undaunted

eye; a paſſage, which the traveller, unac

cuſtomed to ſuch ſtrange communications,

would tremble to attempt.

Lutter, a town of Brunſwick, Lower

Saxony;
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Saxony; alſo a river of Weſtphalia; and

a river of Lower Saxony.

*LUTTERworth, a town of Leiceſ

terſhire, ſeated on the river Swift, in a fer

tile ſoil, 14 miles S. of Leiceſter, and 88

NNW. of London. Market on Thurſday.

Lutton, Dorſetſ. in Steeple pariſh, Pur

beck Iſle. Lutton, Northamptonſhire, SE.

of Oundle. Hutton, E. and M. Yorkſhire,

E. of Malton. Luttonborn, Lincolnſhire,

near Holbeach.

Luttrell's Town, in Dublin, Leinſter, a

romantic ſpot near Lucan.

Lutzen, a town of Merſburg, Upper

Saxony. - * -*

Lutzenstein, a town in the dept. of

Lower Rhine, 30 miles N.W. of Straſburg.

Luxborough, Somerſetſ. near Dunſter.

LuxeMeu Rc, a conſiderable town of

the Netherlands, capital of a duchy of the

ſame name. It is divided by the river

Alfitz into the upper and lower towns;

the former, º: quite ſurrounded with

rocks, but the lower feated on a plain. It

is 2.5 miles S.W. of Treves. Lat. 49. 37.

N. lon. 6. 17. E.

Luxembu Rd, the DUchy of, one

of the 17 provinces of the Netherlands,

lies in the centre of the Foreſt of Arden

mes, W. of the ele&torate of Treves. In

ſome places it is covered with mountains .

and woods, but it is in general fertile in

corn and wine; and here are a great num

ber of iron-mines and founderies. By the

peace of the Pyrenees, France obtained

the diſtrićts and towns of Thionville,

Montmedy, Marville, Chevancy, Carig

nan, and Damvilliers; and during the

preſent war, the whole has ſubmitted to

the French republic. The principal rivers

are the Moſelle, the Laſs, the Ourte, and

the Semoy.

Luxeuil, a town in the dept. of Up

per Saone, 15 miles NE. of Veſoul.

Luxford Lake, Dorſetſ. the arm of the

ſea, which encompaties Pool. Luxton,

Somerſetſ. between Axbridge and Uphill.

Luxulian, Cornwall, W. of Leſtwithiel.

Luzzara, a town of Mantua.

Luzzi, a town of Calabria Citra.

LYchAM, or LYTchAM, a town of

Norfolk, between E. Dereham and Caſtle

Rifing. It is 92 miles NNE. of London.

Market diſuſed.

LYDD. See LiDD.

Lyddam, Shropſ. N. of Biſhop's-Caſtle.

Lydden, Kent, SE, of Barham Downs.

Lydiate, Lanc. S.W. of Ormſkirk. Lyd

dington, and it's Park, Rutl. between Up

pingham and Rockingham. Lyddon, a

river in Dorſetſhire. Lydfing, Kent, near

Graveſend. Lye, Glouc, NW, of Chel

tenham. Iye, near Worceſter, S. of the

Teme. Lye, Surry, near Ryegate. Eye,

N. and S. Oxfordſhire, near Witney. Lye

houſe, Suſſex, near Bolney.

LY Esse, a town in the department of

the North, 15 miles E. of Landrecy.

Lyfden, Northamptonſ. SW. of Oundle.

Lyford, Berks, near Wantage. Lygº,

Hants, on the borders of Suſſex. Lykan,

Northumberl. NE. of Woller. Lylborn,

Northamp. NE. of Hilmerton, near Dow

Bridge. Lyleſ' ill, Shropſhire, S. of New

port. Lynbergh, Great and Little, Lin

colnſhire, W. of Great Grimſby. Lyme,

Cheſhire, E. of Warrington.

* Lyme REGIs, a town of Dorſetſhire,

ſeated in a cavity between two rocky hills,

at the head of a little inlet. It's harbour

is formed by a noble pier, called the Cobb,

behind which ſhips lie in ſafety; and it

has a Newfoundland and coaſting trade,

but greatly on the decline. It is a place

of reſort for ſea-bathing, and is 28 miles

E. by S. of Exeter, and 143 W. by S. of

London. Market on Friday.

Lyming, Kent, 2 miles S. of Elham.

* LYMINGTon, a town of Hampſhire,

about a mile from the channel that runs

between the main land and the Iſle of

Wight, has a harbour for veſſels of confi

derable burden. The chief trade is mak

ing ſalt. It is 97 miles S.W. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Lymiſler, Suſſex, near Arundel. Lym

bridge, Northumberſ. on the Coquet, near

Harbottle-Caſtle. , Lyndel, Lancaſ. near

Cartmel. Lyndholm, or Linham, Yorkſ.

in a moraſs, below Hatfield. Lyndhurſt,

Hants, in the New Foreſt. . . Lyndhurſt

Wood, Nott. E. of Mansfield. Lyndon,

Rutlandſ 4 miles from Stamford. Lynd

ridge, Kent, between Tunbridge and Rye.

Lyndſel, Eſſex, SE., of Thaxted. Lyne,

rivers in Staffordſhire, Nottinghamſhire,

and Northumberland. Lynemerſlock, Nor

thumberl. in Woller lordſhip. Lynford,

Great and Little, Bucks, near {{...,

Pagnel. Lynher, a river in Cornwall.

Lymiel, Shropſhire, N.W. of Wem. Lyn

ley, Shropſhire, N. of Biſhop's-Caſtle.

* LYNN REGIs, or KiNG's LYNN, a

populous and flouriſhing town of Norfolk,

carrying on a large trade by means of it's

inland communications. By the Ouſe,

and it's aſſociated rivers, it ſupplies moſt

of the midland counties with coal, timber,

and wine ; and, in return, exports malt

and corn in great quantities. It alſo par

takes in the Greenland fiſhery; and trades

to Holland, Norway, the Baltic, and to

Spain and Portugal. . The harbour is

ſafe when ſhips are in it, but difficult to

l cutta
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enter by reaſon of the many flats and

ſhoals in the paſſage; but they are well

buoyed, and good pilots are always ready.

It’s air is unwholeſome, on account of it's

vicinity to the fems. The ſtreets are nar

row, but well paved, and it has a good

market-place, and a noble old town-houſe

and exchange. It is roº miles N. by E.

of London. Lat. 52.45. N. lon. o. 28.

E. Markets on Tueſday and Saturday.

Lynn, North, Norf. at the mouth of the

Ouſe. It had formerly a church, called

St. Edmond's, which has long fince been

entirely ſwallowed up by the ſea. On the

oppoſite fide of the river is Lynn, Old or

Hºff. Lynſlack-Caffle, Cumb, on the river

Eden, NE. of Carliſle. Lynthorp, Yorkſ.

W. of Bradford. Iynton, Yorkſ. E. Rid

ing, N. of York Woulds. Lynton, Yorkſ.

on the Ouie, SE. of Boroughbridge. Lyn

ton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, on the Wherſe, be

tween Bardon-Chace and Kettledale. Lyn

ron, Northumb. NE. of Morpeth. Lyn

ton, Weſl, Cumb. on the Leven, W. of

Brampton. Lynwood, Hants, in the New

Foreſt. Lyom, Northumb. NE. of Wol

ler. Lyoneſ, Cornwali, part of the pro

montory overflowed at the Land's End.

LYonors, a ci-devant province of

France, which, with thoſe of Beaujelois

and Forez, now forms the department of

Rhone and Loire. It was 30 miles in

length, and 17 in breadth. Lyons is the

capital. -

Lyons, a large, ançient, and famous

city in the dept. of Rhône and Loire, the

moſt conſiderable in the kingdon next to

Paris. It is feated on the confluence of

the rivers Rhone and Soane, by the ſide of

2 high mountains. It contains about

16o,ooo inhabitants. The houſes, in ge

neral, are high and well built ; it has 6

gates and 4 ſuburbs, and had, before the

revolution, 4 abbeys, 50 convents, 3 pub

lic ſchools, a college of phyſic, an academy

of arts and ſciences and belies lettres, a

ſociety of agriculture, a veterinary ſchool,

a public library, and a well ſupplied arſe

nal. The town-houſe, cathedral, and

other public buildings are magnificent.

Lyons is a place of very great trade, which

is extended not only through France, but

to Italy, Swiſſerland, and Spain; and there

are four celebrated fairs every year. It

derives vaſt advantages from the rivers it

ſtands upon ; and is 70 miles S. by W. of

Geneva, and 220 SE. of Paris. Lat. 45.

46. N. lon. 4. 55. E.

Lyonſball-Caſile, Cumberland, near
Carliſle.

LYPeze, or Lipch, a town of Hun

gary, capital of the county of Lypeze.

Lypiat, Upper and Lower, Glouceſters

ſhire, hamlets in the pariſh of Stroud.

LYston, a town of Devonſhire, ſeated

on the river Lyd, 4 miles from Newport.

Market on Saturday.

Lyfton-Hall, Eſſex, SW. of Melford, in

Suffolk. Lytborrow, Northamp. between

Towceſter and Daventry. Lythe, Yorkſ.

3 miles from Whitby. Lythe, Weſtmorl.

near Croſthwaite. Jythe-Chapel, Suſſex,

NW. of Stedham. Lythum, Lancaſhire, in

Amounderneſs. Lythum, Yorkſ, near N.

and S. Cave. Lytton, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, near Langſterdale Chace.

º
*
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ABERIA, a lake of Africa, form

ed by the Senegal or Niger. Lat.

14.40. N. lon. 7. 4o. E.

. Mabin, Cornwall, S.W. of Camelford.

Mallethorp, or Mallerthorp, Linc. near the

coaſt, SE. of Saltfleet.

MABRA, a town of Algiers, W. of

Bona.

Macao, a town of China, in the pro

vince of Canton, ſeated in an iſland at the

mouth of the river Tae. The Portugueſe

have been in poſſeſſion of the town and

harbour fince the early part of the 17th

century. The houſes are built after the

ſame manner as in Europe. The Portu

gueſe on this iſland are properly a mixed

breed; having taken Aſiatic women to

their wives. Here is a Portugueſe gover

M A C

nor, as well as a Chineſe mandarin. The

former nation pays a tribute of 1 oo,coo

ducats, for the liberty of chufing their own

magiſtrates, &c. The city is defended

by 3 forts, built upon eminences; the

works are good, and well planted with ar

tillery. Lat. 22. 13. N. lon. 113.51. E.

MACAssAR, or Bon Y, a confiderable

kingdom of Aſia, in the ſouthern part of

the Iſland of Celebes. In the mountains

there are quarries of very fine ſtone, as

well as mines of gold and copper. The

ſoil is extremely fertile, and there are ripe

fruits at all times of the year. There is

a great number of monkeys, whoſe ene

mies are the ſerpents; and it is ſaid, that

ſome of them are ſo large, that they will

ſwallow a monkey whole. The Macaſſars

are
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are large, robuſt, courageous, and addićted

to war. They are Mahometans by pro

feſſion, and the flatteſt-noſed women are

accounted the greateſt beauties.

MacAssar, a town and harbour on the

8W. coaſt of the Iſland of Celebes, capi

tal of the kingdom of the ſame name,

The houſes are all of wood, and ſupported

by thick poſts; and they have ladders to

aſcend into them, which they draw up

when they have entered. The roofs are

covered with very large leaves, ſo that the

rain cannot penetrate. It is ſeated near

the mouth of a large river, which runs

through the kingdom from N, to 8. The

king is in alliance with the Dutch. Lat.

5. o. S. lon. 119. 34. E.

Macar sca, a ſea-port of Dalmatia,

*MAcclesfield, a town of Cheſhire,

ſeated at the edge of a foreſt of the ſame

name, near the river Bollin. It is a large,

handſome town, and has manufactures of

cotton, mohair, twiſt, hatbands, buttons,

and thread, Here are ſeveral mills, for

the winding of ſilk, and a conſiderable

manufaātory of mohair buttons. It is 36

miles E. of Cheſter, and 171 NW. of

London. Market on Monday.

Macedonia, a province of Turkey,

bounded by Romania and Bulgaria on the

E. the Archipelago and Theſſaly on the

S. Servia and Bulgaria on the N. and Al

bania on the W. Salonichi is the capital.

MAceR. See MAcres.

MacERATA, a town of Ancona, Italy,

with an univerſity; and a town of Lavora,

Naples. -

MacGilly Cuddy's Reeki, a range of high

mountains in Kerry, Munſter, in the pa.
riſh of Knockane.

Machecoul, a town in the depart. of

Lower Loire, 18 miles SW. of Nantes,

Mach1A, a town of Moliſo, Naples.

Mach1AN, one of the Molucca Iſlands,

in the Eaſtern Indian Ocean, near the W.

coaſt of Gilole. It is about 20 miles in

circumference, and the moſt fertile of them

all. It produces the beſt cloves and fago,

The Dutch have three forts, with compa

nies of ſoldiers to guard the iſland, Lat,

o. a6. N. lon. 126. 55. E.

Machinketh, a town of Montgome

ryſhire, ſeated on the river Douay, over

which is a large ſtone bridge which leads

intoRiº. Here Owen Glen

dour, in 14oz, accepted the crown of

Wales, and aſſembled a parliament the

houſe wherein they met is now ſtanding,

divided into tenements. It is 30 miles

W, of Montgomery, and 198 NW. of

london. Market on Monday.

MAcker AN, or MacKRAs, a province

of Perſia, bounded on the N. by Sigeiſtan

and Candahar, on the E. by Hindooſtan,

on the S, by the ocean, and on the W. by

Kerman. It is the Gedroſia of the an

cients. Kidge is the capital.

Mackworth, near Derby.

Maclony, in Cork, Munſter.

M.Acoco. See ANRico.

MAçon, or Mascons, a town in the

dept. of Soane and Loire, remarkable for

wine. It is 35 miles N, of Lyons,

and 188 SE. of Paris.

Macreddin, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

MAcres, a river of Africa, which runs

acroſs the kingdom of Tripoli, and falls

into the Mediterranean, E. of Lebeda,

MacR1, an ancient town of Samos.

MacRonisi, an iſland 9; the Archipe.

lago, near the coaſt of Livadia, 22 miles

E. of Setines.

MacRoomp, a town of Cork, in Mun.

fler, where many perſons are employed in

combing wool and ſpinning yarn. Some

ſalt works have been erected here. Half a

mile from the town there is a mild chaly

beate ſpa. It is fituated in the barony of

Muſkerry, 14s miles S.W. of Dublin,

Macuna, one of the Navigators Iſlands,

in the S. Pacific Ocean, where M. de la

Peyrouſe met with his firſt fatal accident,

M. de Langle, his captain of the Aſtro

labe, with 8 officers and 5 ſeamen, being

maſſacred by the natives. Lat. 14, 19, S.

lon. 169. W.

MAczua, a ſmall iſland in the Red Sea,

MADAGAscar, an iſland lying on the

eaſtern coaſt of Africa, about $oo miles in

length, and from 1zo to zoo in breadth,

The inhabitants in the interior are black.

Their hair is long and curled, at leaſt on

the coaſts; and there are ſome likewiſe of

a yellowiſh complexion, who have neater

features than the reſt. It is a populous

country, but they have no cities or towns,

but a great number of villages, a ſmall diſ.

tance from each other, Their houſes are

huts, with doors ſo low, that a boy'of 14

ears old cannot enter them without ſtoop

g. They have neither windows nor

chimneys, and the roofs are covered with

reeds or leaves, Their furniture confiſts

of a few baſkets, to put their neceſſaries

in, and they can change their habitations

when they pleaſe, There are a great many

petty kings, whoſe riches confilt in cattle

and ſlaves, and they are often at war with

each other, Great quantities of iron and

ſteel are found throughout the iſland; as

alſo three ſorts of gold, The rivers and

brooks are rich in various kinds of pre

cious ſtones. The productions of the

iſland, are rice, barley, ſugar canes, white

C s Pepper,
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»per, ginger, cocoa-nuts, grapes, ſaf

i. ... of gums, É."...

kinds of honey, and a variety of plants

unknown to Europeans. Buffaloes run in

herds, and there are great numbers of

ſheep, whoſe mutton is finely taſted, as

well as goats and kids. Crocodiles, mon

keys, wild boars, cameleons, locuſts, and

infects are numerous. The chief employ

ment of the inhabitants is in building, gold

and iron works, making earthenware, ſpin

ning, weaving, condage, fiſhing, hunting,

and moſtly in agriculture. The language

has a great affinity with the Arabic, the

Arabs having made a conqueſt of the

iſland about 300 years ago. The French

have attempted to ſettle here, but have

always been driven hence. Lat. from 12. c.

to 2 5. 30. S.

•Madam's Court Hill, in Kent, 19 miles

from London, in the road to Sevenoaks.

It commands a beautiful proſpect of Kent

and Suſſex. Madam's Cowel, Kent, a

hill near Maidſtone. Maddenton, Wilts,

9 miles from Saliſbury.

MADE1RA, an iſland of the Atlantic

Ocean, principal of a group called the Ma

deiras, and ſubjea to the Portugueſe. The

climate is more temperate than in the Ca

naries, and the ſoil more fertile. Spring

and autumn reign here together, and pro

duce flowers and fruit throughout the

year. It abounds in every kind of tropical

and European fruits; as oranges of all ſorts

and dimenſions, lemons of a prodigious ſize,

bananas, citrons, peaches, figs, plums,

and ſtrawberries that grow wild in the

mountains with aſtoniſhing profuſion;

grapes which are as large as our common

plums, and remarkable for their peeuliar

flavour. The oranges are of a ſanguine

red: this ſpecies is produced from the

common orange-bud, ingrafted on the

pomegranate ſtock. There is likewiſe a

kind of pear found here, not bigger than

a walnut, and very criſp. The ſugar

cane alſo is cultivated with ſucceſs, though

not in any conſiderable quantity. The

cedar tree is found in great abundance: it

is extremely beautiful : moſt of the ceil

ings and furniture at Madeira are made

of that wood, which yields a very fragrant

frnell. The dragon tree is a native of this

iſland. Flowers nurſed in the Engliſh

greenhouſes grow wild here in the fields;

the hedges are moſtly formed of myrtles,

roſes, jeſſamine, and honeyſuckle in ever

laſting bloſſom, while the larkſpur, the

fleur-de-lis, the lupin, &c. ſpring up ſpon

taneouſly in the meadows. There are

very few reptiles to be ſeen in the iſland;

the lizard is the inoit coulmon. Canary

birds and goldfinches are found in the

mountains; of the former, numbers are

ſent every year to England. But Ma

deira is principally celebrated for it's ex

cellent wine, which moreover keeps beſt in

the hotteſt climate under the torrid zone.

For this reaſon the inhabitants of the W.

India Iſlands, that can afford it, drink lit

tle elſe; and the Madeira wine that is

brought to England is thought to be

worth little, unleſs it has firſt been a voy

age to the E. or W. Indies. Theſe wines

are of different kinds, different both in

taſte, colour, and ſtrength. The exports

of this article, and the profits on it are

immenſe, and bring a large revenue to the

king of Portugal. In Madeira are made

the fineſt ſweetmeats in the world; all

kinds of fruits being here candied in the

moſt exquiſite perfection. Madeira is well

watered and peopled; the inhabitants are

good-natured, ſober, frugal, and indolent.

Funchal is the capital of this iſland, which

is about 150 miles in circumference, and

lies in 16 deg. W. lon. and 33 deg. N. lat.

MADE LEY, a town of Shropſhire, near

Colebrook Dale.

Madeley, Staff. Sw. of Newcaſtle-under

Line. Madeley Alphore, Staff, near Uttox.

eter. Maden Houſe, Linc. NW. of Slea.

ford. Maden Load, Camb. in the Iſle of

Ely, between Welney and Helgey. Ma

derm, Cornwall, N. of Penzance. Maderſ

field, Worceſterſhire, mear Great Malvein.

Mad Fens, Northumberland, between the

Picts Wall and Kirkheaton. -

MADIA, MAGGIA, or MEYNTHAL, a

long and narrow valley of Swiſſerland, on

the confines of the Milaneſe and the Upper

Valais, containing 22 pariſhes, and about

.24,900 inhabitants. It is watered through

out it’s whole length by a river of the

ſame name, and is the fourth bailiwick of

the Swiſs in Italy. There is a town of

the ſame name, feated on the river. *

Madingley, 3 miles from Cambridge.

Madley, S.W. of Hereford.

MADRAs, or Fort St. George, call

ed by the natives CHINA-PATAM, a fort

and town of the peninſula of Hindooſtan,

on the coaſt of Coromandel. It is the

principal ſettlement of the Engliſh Eaſt

India Company on the E. ſide of the pe

ninſula, and is a fortreſs of very great ex

tent, including within it a regular well

built city. It is cloſe on the margin of

the ſea, from which it has a rich and beau

tiful appearance; the houſes being cover

ed with a ſtucco called chunam, which in

itſelf is nearly as compačt as the fineſt

marble, and, as it bears as high a poliſh,

is equally ſplendid with that elegant ma

terial
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terial. They conſiſt of long colonnades,

with open porticoes, and flat roofs; and

they may be conſidered as elegant, parti

cularly ſo, from being finiſhed with ſuch a

beautiful material as the chunam ; and

the city contains many handſome and ſpa

cious ſtreets. But the inner apartments

of the houſes are not highly decorated,

preſenting to the eye only white walls;

which, however, from the marble-like ap

pearance of the ſtucco, give a freſhneſs

grateful in ſo hot a country. Ceilings

are very uncommon in the rooms. Indeed

it is impoſſible to find any which will re

ſiſt the ravages of that deſtructive inſe&t,

the white ant. Theſe animals are chiefly

formidable from the immenſity of their

numbers, which are ſuch as to deſtroy, in

one night's time, a ceiling of any dimen

ſions. It is the wood work which ſerves

for the baſis of the ceilings, ſuch as the

laths, beams, &c. that theſe inſe&ts attack.

“The approach to Madras, from the ſea,”

ſays Mr. Hodges, “ offers to the eye an ap

pearance fimilar to what we may conceive

of a Grecian city in the age of Alexander.

The clear, blue, cloudleſs ſky, the poliſh

ed white buildings, the bright ſandy beach,

and the dark green ſea, preſent a combina

tion totally new to the eye of an Engliſh

man, juſt arrived from London, who, ac

cuſtomed to the fight of rolling maſſes of

clouds floating in a damp atmoſphere, can

not but contemplate the difference with de

light; and the eye being thus gratified,

the mind aſſumes a gay and tranquil ha

bit, analogous to the pleaſing objećts with

which it is ſurrounded. Some time be

fore the ſhip arrives at her anchoring

ground, ſhe is hailed by the boats of the

country, filled with people of buſineſs, who

come in crowds on board. This is the

moment in which an European feels the

great diſtinétion between Afia and his

own country. The ruſtling of fine linen,

and the general hum of unuſual converſa

tion, preſents to his mind for a moment

the iſ: of an aſſembly of females. When

he aſcends upon the deck, he is ſtruck

with the long muſlin dreſſes, and black

faces adorned with very large gold ear

rings and white turbans. The firſt ſalu

tation he receives from theſe ſtrangers is,

by bending their bodies very low, touch

ing the deck with the back of the hand,

and the forehead three times. The na

tives firſt ſeen in India by an European

voyager, are Hindoos, the original inha

bitants of the peninſula. In this part of

India they are delicately framed; their

hands, in particular, are more like thoſe

of tender feinales; and do not appear to

be, what is confidered a proper proportion

to the reſt of the perſon, which is uſually

above the middle fize. Correſpondent to

this delicacy of appearance are their man

ners; mild, tranquil, and ſedulouſly at

tentive: in this laſt reſpect they are in

deed remarkable, as they never interrupt

any perſon who is ſpeaking, but wait pa

tiently till he has concluded; and then

anſwer with the moſt perfect reſpect and

compoſure. From the ſhip a ſtranger is

conveyed on ſhore in a boat of the coun

try, called a Maſſoolah boat; a work of

curious conſtruction, and well calculated

to elude the violent ſhocks of the ſurf,

that breaks here with great violence; they

are formed without a keel, flat-bottomed,

with the ſides raiſed high, and ſewed to

gether with the fibres of the cocoa-nut

tree, and caulked with the ſame material :

they are remarkably light, and are ma

naged with great dexterity by the natives;

they are uſually attended by two kattama

rans, (rafts, paddled by one man each, the

intention of which is, that, ſhould the

boat be overſet by the violence of the ſurf,

the perſons in it may be preſerved. The

boat is driven, as the ſailors ſay, high and

dry; and the paſſengers are landed on a

fine ſandy beach, and immediately enter

the fort of Madras. The appearance of

the natives is exceedingly varied; ſome

are wholly naked, and others ſo clothed,

that nothing but the face and neck are to

be diſcovered : beſide this, the European

is ſtruck with many other objects, ſuch as

women carried on men's ſhoulders on pa

lankeens, and men riding on horſeback,

clothed in linen dreſſes like women; which,

with the very different face of the coun

try from ail he had ever ſeen, or conceiv- .

ed of, excite the ſtrangeſt emotions of ſur

priſe!” There is a ſecond city, called the

Black Town, nearly 4 miles in circuit,

ſeparated from Madras by the breadth of

a proper eſplanade only. Madras, in com

mon with all the European ſettlements on

this coaſt, has no port for ſhipping; the

coaſt forming nearly a ſtraight line; and

it is incommoded alſo with a high and

dangerous ſurf. The citadel here, which

was planned by Mr. Robins, and is ſitu

ated in the middle of the White, or Eng

liſh Town, is one of the beſt fort, eſſes in

poſſeſſion of the Britiſh nation. The town

is alſo encompaſſed with a ſtrong wall,

of the ſame ſtone with which the citadel is

built, defended by batteries, baſtions, half

moons, and flankers; the whole mounted

with upwards of zoo pieces of cannon and

mortars. Oppoſite the weſt gate of the

citadel are barracks, and a convenient hoſ

C c 2. Pital
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pital for the company's ſoldiers, and at

the other end of the barracks is a mint,

where the company coin gold and ſilver.

Madras was firſt ſettled by the Engliſh,

in 1640, and greatly enlarged in the reign

of Charles II. it was taken by the French

in 1746, but reſtored by the treaty of

Aix-la-Chapelle. Lat. 13. 5. N. lon. $o.

2 <. E.

5 ſADRE de PopA, a town and convent

of S. America, in Terra Firma, ſeated on

the river Grande, 50 miles E. of Cartha

gena. It is almoſt as much reſorted to

by pilgrims of America, as Loretto is in

Europe; and they pretend that the image

of Mary, the mother of Jeſus, has done a

great many miracles in favour of the fleets

and ſeafaring people.

Madresfield, Worceſterſhire, N. of Mal

vern-Chace.

MAD RID, the capital of Spain, in New

Caſtile. It was formerly an obſcure place,

belonging to the archbiſhop of Toledo,

but the purity of the air engaged Charles

V. and his ſucceſſors, to chuſe it for their

reſidence. It is ſeated in a large plain,

ſurrounded by high mountains, but has no

wall, rampart, or ditch. The houſes are

all built with brick, and the ſtreets are

long, broad, and ſtraight, and adorned at

proper diſtances with handſome fountains.

There are above 1co towers or ſteeples, in

different places, which contribute greatly

to the embelliſhment of the city. The

royal palace is built on an eminence, at

the extremity of the city. The fineſt

ſquare in Madrid is the Placa Mayor,

which is ſurrounded with 136 houſes, five

ſtories high, and of an equal height.

Every ſtage is adorned with a handſome

balcony, and the fronts are ſupported by

columns, forming a piazza round the ſquare.

Here the market is held, and here they

had their famous bull-fights. However,

it is obſervable, that the very fineſt houſes

have no glaſs-windows, they being only

lattices. The Prado, which is the public

airing place, is ſhaded with regular rows

of poplar trees, and is watered with 23

fountains. Here the ſtately Spaniards

make the moſt brilliant diſplay of their

finery. Philip II. built a large and mag

mificent bridge over the river, which river

being exceedingly ſmall, has occaſioned a

great many jokes. The city of Madrid

contains 15 gates, 18 pariſhes, 35 con

vents of monks, and 31 of nuns, 39 col

leges, hoſpitals, or houſes of charity, 7398

dwelling houſes, and about 160,600 in

habitants. There are four academies in

Madrid; the Academy of Belles Lettres;

the Academy of Spaniſh Hiſtorical Monu.

ments; the Academy of the fine Arts,

painting, ſculpture, and architetture; and

the Academy of Medicine; which laſt is

held in no great eſteem. Lat. 40.25- N

lon. 3. 30. W. -

Madrigal, two towns in Old Caſtile.

MADR1cal, a town of S. America, in

the province of Popayan.

MadRogAM, or Buonatara, a large

town of Africa, capital of Monomotapa,

with a ſpacious palace, where the king re

ſides. The upper part of the houſes are

in the ſhape of bells. Lat. 18. o. S. lon.

31. 40. E.

MAD URA, a town of Hindooſtan, capi

tal of a province of the ſame name, 6o

miles in length, and 50 in breadth. It is

ſituated on the coaſt of Coromandel, So

miles SSW. of Tanjore. Lat. 9. 55. N.

lon. 78. 12. E.

Mapura, an iſland in the Eaſtern In

dian Ocean, 75 miles in length, and from

9 to 15 in breadth. Two provinces are

under the Dutch ; the third is governed

by a native king. It is exceedingly fer

tile in rice. Madura, the capital, is ſitu

ated on the S. coaſt, in lat. 7. 5. S. and

lon. 1 12.49. E.

MAELLA, a ſmall town of Arragon.

MAElek, a beautiful lake of Sweden,

fituated between the provinces of Weſt

manland and Sudermanland, and commu

nicating with Stockholm. It is ſaid to

contain 120 iſlands.

MA ElstRAND. See MARSTRAND.

MAElstRom, a very extraordinary and

dangerous whirlpool on the coaſt of Nor

way, in lat. 68 deg. N. Of the ſituation

of this whirlpool we have the following

account from Jonas Ramus: “The moun

tain of Helfeggen, in Lofoden, lies, a

league from the Iſland Ver, and betwixt

theſe two, runs that large and dreadful

ſtream, called Moſkoeſtrom, from the iſland

Moſkoe, which is in the middle of it, to

gether with ſeveral circumjacent iſles, as

Ambaaren, half a quarter of a league

northward, Ifieſen, Hoeholm, Kieldholm,

Suarven, and Buckholm. Moſkoe lies

about half a quarter of a mile ſouth of the

Iſland of Ver, and betwixt them theſe ſmall

iſlands, Otterholm, Flimem, Sandfleſen.

and Stockholm. Betwixt Lofoden and,

Moſkoe, the depth of the water is between

36 and 40 fathoms; but on the other ſide,

toward Ver, the depth decreaſes ſo as not

to afford a convenient paſſage for a veſſel,

without the riſk of ſplitting on the rocks,

which happens even in the calmeſt weather.

When it is flood, the ſtream runs up the

country between Lofoden and Moſkoe with

a boiſterous rapidity ; but the roar of it's

umpetuous
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impetuous ebb to the ſea is ſcarce equalled

by the loudeſt and moſt dreadful catara&s;

the noiſe being heard ſeveral leagues off,

and the vortices or pits are of ſuch extent

and depth, that if a ſhip comes within it's

attraction, it is inevitably abſorbed and

carried down to the bottom, and there

beat to pieces againſt the rocks; and when

the water relaxes, the fragments thereof

are thrown up again. But theſe intervals

of tranquillity are only at the turn of the

ebb and flood, and calm weather, and laſt

but a quarter of an hour, it's violence

gradually returning. When the ſtream is

noſt boiſterous, and it's fury heightened

by a ſtorm, it is dangerous to come with

in a Norway mile of it; boats, ſhips, and

yachts having been carried away, by not

guarding againſt it before they were with

in it's reach. It likewiſe happens fre

quently, that whales come too near the

tream, and are overpowered by it's vio

lence; and then it is impoſſible to deſcribe

their howlings and bellowings in their

fruitleſs ſtruggles to diſengage themſelves.

A bear once, attempting to ſwim from Lo

foden to Moſkoe, with a deſign of preying

upon the ſheep at paſture in the iſland, af.

forded the like ſpectacle to the people;

the ſtream caught him, and bore him

down, while he roared terribly, ſo as to be

heard on ſhore. Large ſtocks of firs and

pine trees, after being abſorbed by the cur

rent, riſe again, broken and torn to ſuch a

degree as #.A. grew on them. This

plainly ſhows the bottom to conſiſt of

craggy rocks, amongwhich they are whirl

ed to and fro. This ſtream is regulated

by the flux and reflux of the ſea; it being

sonſtantly high and low water every 6

hours. In the year 1645, early in the

morning of Sexagefima Sunday, it raged

with ſo much noiſe and impetuoſity, that

on the Iſland of Moſkoe, the very ſtones of

the houſes fell to the ground.”

Maenclochog, Pembrokeſhire, S. Wales.

Maer, Staffordſhire, between Drayton in

Shropſhire and Whitmore.

MAE SE, or Meuse, a large river which

riſes in France, near the village of Meuſe,

in the dept. of Upper Marne. It waters

Verdun, Sedan, &c. and entering the Ne

therlands at Givet, it flows to Charlemont,

Namur, Liege, Maeſtricht, Venlo, Grave,

Battenburg, and Voorn, where it is joined

by the Waal. At Dort, it receives the

Merwe, and enters the German Ocean by

ſeveral channels, through the iſlands of

Holland and Zealand. -

MAEsLAND-S1.Uys, a town in S. Hol

land, 5 miles SW, of Delft.

MAEsrRicht, a town of the Nether

lands, about 4 miles in circumference:

The town-houſe and ºther public build

ings are handſome, and the place is ſo well

defended by detached baſtions, horn-works,

intrenchments, and numerous redoubts,

&c. that it is juſtly reckoned one of the

ſtrongeſt fortreſſes in Europe. It is ſeated

on the river Maeſe, which ſeparates it from

Wyck, and with which it communicates

by a handſome bridge. It is 15 miles N.

of Liege.

MAesrek, a town of Liege, on the
Meuſe. - -

MAGADoxA, or Moldoscho, the ca

pital of a kingdom of the ſame name, in

Africa, on the coaſt of the Indian Sea;

ſeated near the mouth of a river of the

ſame name, with a good harbour. The

country of Magadoxa extends from the ri

yer Juboo, near the equator, to beyond the

fifth degree of N. lat. The inhabitants

are moſtly Mahometans, who came and

ſettled here in the time of the caliphs.

Mixed with them are the Bedwin Arabs,

who ſtill follow their old pagan ſuperſti

tions, and a ſtill greater number of Abyſ

finian Chriſtians. All ſpeak the Arabic

tongue. The inhabitants are warlike,

and uſe poiſoned arrows and lances. Lat.
2. 30. N. lon. 44. o. E. w

Magdalen, Hants, N. of Wincheſter.

Magdalen-Chapel, Cornw. N. of Penryn.

Magdalen - Hill, Hants, near Winton.

Magdalen's, St. Somerſetſ. near Briſtol.

MAGc AlENE's-CAve, a cave in Ca

rinthia, 10 miles E. of Gortz. It appears

like a chaſm in a rock, and at the entrance

torches are lighted to condućt travellers.

It is divided into ſeveral apartments, with

a vaſt number of pillars formed by nature,

which give it a beautiful appearance, they

being as white as ſhow, and almoſt tranſ

parent. The bottom is of the ſame ſub

ſtance, inſomuch that a perſon may fancy

himſelf to be walking among the ruins of

an enchanted caſtle, ſurrounded by magnifi

cent pillars, ſome entire, and others broken.

MAGDEBURG, a large and trading town

of Lower Saxony, capital of a duchy of the

ſame name. The public buildings are ele

ant. In the cathedral is a ſuperb mauſo

eum of Otho the Great. Here are dif

ferent manufaātories of cotton and linen

goods, ſtockings, hats, beautiful leathern

gloves, tobacco, and ſnuff; but the principal

are thoſe of woollen and ſilk. It is happily

ſituated for trade, having an eaſy commu

nicationwith Hamburg by the Elbe, and ly

ing on the road between Upper and Lower

Germany. It was taken by ſtorm, in 1631,

by the imperial general Tilly, who burnt

the town and maſſacred the inhabitants, of
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whom only $oo eſcaped out of 40,000;

and many young women plunged into the

Elbe to eſcape violation. It is 52 miles

WSW. of Potſdam. Lat. 52. 11. N.

lon. 11. 45. E.

MAGDEBU Rc, a duchy in Lower Sax

ony, about 60 miles in length and 30 in

breadth, ſubjećt to the king of Pruſſia.

In 1703, it contained 35 towns and 431

villages. It produces fine cattle, and a

eonſiderable quantity of corn; thoſe parts,

which are not marſhy and overgrown with

wood, being very fertile. The country

affords ſeveral mines of pit-coal; and the

falt-ſprings are ſo rich, that they are able

to ſupply all Germany with that commo
dity. t

Kisarrºw, a large river of S. Ame

rica, which riſes under the equator, and

running N. through Terra-Firma, unites.

with the Cance, is then called Rio Grande,

and falls into the Atlantic Ocean, below

Madre de Popa. -

MAGDALENA, a river in Louiſiana. * *

MAGEE, an iſland on the coaſt of An

trim, Ulſter, 6 miles long and 2 broad,

fituated N. of Carrickfergus-Bay.

MAcellAN, a famous ſtrait of South

America, diſcovered in 1520 by Ferdinan

do Magellan, a Portugueſe in the ſervice

of Spain. It has many ſafe harbours in it,

with narrow entrances, ſheltered cloſely on

all ſides by high mountains. The inhabit

ants on each ſide are of a copper colour,with

long black hair like the reſt of the native

Americans. On their heads they have caps

of the ſkins of fowls, with the feathers on,

and on their feet they tie pieces of ſkins.

The Spaniards call the country to the N.

of the Strait, Tierra Magellanica, and

reckon it a part of Chili. They had a

fort and garriſon upon this ſtrait, but the

men all periſhed through cold and want of

proviſions.

Mageſian, Dorſetſ, near Gillingham.

MAGGIA. See MADIA.

MAGGior E, or Locar No, a lake in

Italy, about 4.6 miles long and 6 or 8

broad, lying between the Swiſs bailiwicks

and the Milaneſe.

Maghen, Monmouthſ. W. of Newport.

Maghera, in Derry, Ulſter, 9.2 miles

from Dublin. Maghera, in Down, Ul

ſter. Magheracreegan, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Magheralin, in Armagh, Ulſter, pleaſant

ly ſituated on the river Lagan; there are

ſeveral bleach-yards and manufactories

about it. Magheredroll, i. e. The Field of

Difficulties; a name given to the country.

about Ballinehinch, in Down, Ulſter, on

account of it’s being full of rocks and

mountains.

: MAGHERIEs BAY, in Kerry, Munſter,

between Brandon-Head and the Magheries

Iſlands, or Seven Hogs. It is a dangerous

place, being full of ſunken rocks, and ex

poſed to frequent ſqualls from the moun

tains. -

Magherelin, or Maralin, in Down, Ul

ſter. The linen manufacture is carried on

extenſively here. Magherewoly, in Fer

managh, Ulſter. Maghery, in Armagh,

Uiſter. Magherybeg, in Kerry, Munſter.

Maghrenore, in Donegal, Ulſter. Magil

la, in Coºk, Munſter. Magillagan-Point,

a cape in Derry, Ulſter.

MAGLIA No, a town of the pope's ter

ritories, in Sabina, 28 miles N. of Rome.

MAGNAvAcca, a fort in the Ferra

reſe. - - - - -

MAGNESIA, a town of Natclia, ſeated

on the Sarabat, 2.2 miles above the city of

Smyrna. It was formerly the ſeat of the

Ottoman empire, and is ſtill large, popu

lous, and rich. Lat. 38.50. N. lon. 27.

25. E. . .

MAGNY, a town, in the dept. of Seine

and Oiſe; and a town in the depart. of

Nievre. * * - -

Magor, Monm. SW, of Caldicot.

: MAGRA, a river of Italy, which riſes

in the Apennine Mountains, in the Valley

of Magra, and falls into the Mediterra

nean, 5 miles S. of Sarzama, in the terri

tory of Genoa.

MAGUElone, a lake in the dept, of

Herault, near a town of the ſame name,

ſeated on the coaſt of the Mediterranean.

Magunily, in Kerry, Munſter. Ma

guire's Bridge, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

MAHALEU, a town of Fgypt, capital

of Garbia, trading in linen, cottons, and

ſal-ammoniac; the inhabitants have ovens

here to hatch chickens, as in other parts

of this country. Lat. 31.5o. N. lon. 30.

31. N.

Mahallagh, in Cork, Munſter, on the

Lee, 5 miles F. of Macroomp,

MAHANADA, a river of Hindooſtan,

which riſes in Berar, croſſes the country

of Oriſſa, and falls, by ſeveral mouths,

into the Bay of Bengal, 40 miles ESE. of

Cattack.

Mahon River, in Waterford, Munſter.

MAHRATTAs, the name of two large

ſtates of India, which derive their name

from Marhat, an ancient province of the

Deccan. They are called the Poonah, or

Weſtern Mahrattas; and the Berar, or

Eaſtern. Colle&tively, they occupy all the

ſouthern part of Hindooſtan Proper, with

a large proportion of the Deccan. Malwa,

Candeiſh, Viſiapour, and part of Oriſſa ;

the Principal parts of Berar, Guzerat, and

Agimerei
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Agimere; and a ſmall part of Dowlata

bad, Agra, and Allahabad, are comprised

within their extenſive empire, which ex

tends nearly from ſea to ſea, acroſs the wid

eſt part of the peninſula; and from the

confines of Agra northward to the river

Kiſtna ſouthward; forming a traćt of

about 1 ooo miles long and 7oo broad.

The weſtern ſtate, the capital of which is

Poonah, is divided among a number of

chiefs, or princes, whoſe obedience to the

paiſhwah, or head, like that of the German

princes to the emperor, is merely nomi

nal at any time; and, in ſome caſes, an

oppoſition of intereſts begets wars, not

only between the members of the empire

themſelves, but alſo between the members

and the head. Nagpour is the capital of

the eaſtern Mahrattas. Both theſe ſtates,

with the Nizam of the Deccan, were in

alliance with the Engliſh Eaſt India Com

pany, in the late war againſt Tippoo Sul

tan, from whoſe territories, on the termi

nation of the war, they gained ſome con

fiderable acquiſitions.

Maiden-Bradley, Wilts, 5 miles from

Frome and Warminſter. Maiden Croſs,

Herts, near Hitchin.

*MAIDEN HEAD, a town of Berkſhire,

ſeated on the river Thames, on the great

weſtern road, carrying on a great trade in

malt, meal, and timber, in their barges

to London. It is 12 miles E. by N. of

Reading, and 26 W. of Loudou. Mar

ket on Wedneſday.

Maiden-Heath, Lanc. near Blackburn.

MAIDEN Newton, a town of Dor

ſetſ. 3 miles N.W. of Frampton. Mar

ket diſuſed.

Maiden-Oak, Suſſex, near the road from

Petersfield to London.

Maident, or JPhillans, rocks ſo called

between the mouths of Larne and Clenarin

Bays, in Down, Ulſter.

Maidford, Northamp. NW. of Tow

ceſter. Maidhurji, Suſſex, N.W. of Arun

del. , Maidſmorton, N. of Buckingham.

* Maidstone, a borough of Kent,

ſeated on the river Medway, a branch of

which runs through the town. It is a

large and populous place, with a jail and

county-hall. In the ancient Britons' time,

it was reckoned their third chief city,

having been a ſtation of the Romans.

By means of the Medway, it enjoys a hriſk

trade in exporting the commodities of

she county, particularly hops, of which

there are numerous plantations around it,

as well as orchards of cherries. Here are

likewiſe ſome capital paper-mills, and a

unanufactory of #. thread, originally

introduced by the Flemings. The tide

–
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flows quite up to the town, and brings up

barges of 59 or 60 tons. It is zo miles

W. of Canterbury, and 35 SE. by E. of

London. Lat. 51. 16. N. lon. o. 38. E.

Market on Thurſday, and another market

on the ſecond Tueſday in every month. . . .

Maidwell, Linc. near Burwell. Maid

‘well, Northamptonſh. near Harborough.

Maier, Suſſex, near Selmſton.

Maillezais, a town in the dept. of

Vendee, 6 miles S. of Fontenay.

Maimhead, Devonſ. W. of Exmouth.

MAIN, a province of North America,

which belongs to the ſtate of Maſſachuſetts.

It is 300 miles long and 104 broad, and is

bounded on the N. and NW. by Canada;

on the NE. by New Brunſwick; on the

SE. by the Atlantic Ocean; and on the

W. by Vermont and New Hampſhire. It

is divided into three counties, Lincoln,

Cumberland, and York. Portland is the

county town of Cumberland, and capital

of the whole territory. The heat in ſum

mer is intenſe, and the cold in winter

equally extreme: all the freſh-water lakes,

ponds, and rivers are uſually paſſable on

ice for near three months in the winter.

The climate is very healthful; many of

the inhabitants living 90 years. -

MAINA, a country in the Morea, ly

ing between two chains of mountains

which advance into the ſea. The inha

bitants were never yet ſubdued by the

Turks. They maintain their independ

ence in the faſtneſſes of their mountains,

and traffic in ſlaves, which they take in

differently from the Turks and the Chriſt

ians. They have a harbour and a town

of the ſame name, 30 miles S.W. of Mi

ſtra. .

Main-Broad, Dorſetſhire, 3 miles N. of

Cwen Main.

MAIN e, a river of Germany, which

riſes in the marquiſate of Culmbach, on

the confines of Bohemia, and running weſt

ward, falls into the Rhime, near Mentz.

It runs by Bamberg, Wirtzberg, Aſchaf

fenburg, Hanau, and Francfort.

MAINE, or MAYeNNE, a department

of France. It takes it's name from the

river Mayenne, which joins the Sarte near

Angers, and ſoon after falls into the

Loire. Laval is the capital.

MAINE AND Loire, a department of

France, ſo called from the junction of the

two rivers of the ſame name. Angers is

the capital. -

MAINLAN p, QRKNEY, or PoMon A,

the Principal of the Orkney Iſlands, is 24

miles long and 9 broad. The general

appearance of the country is not very dif

ſcient from the Mainland of Shetland.
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The ſoil, however, is more fertile, and, in

forme parts, better cultivated. Kirkwall

is the capital. See ORcapes.

MAINland, the principal of the Shet

land Iſles, is 60 miles long from N. te 8. §

it's breadth, which varies greatly, ſeldom

exceeds 6 miles. The face of the country

exhibits a proſpect of black, traggy moun

tains, and marſhy plains, interſperſed with

ſome verdant ſpots, which appear ſmooth

... and fertile. Neither tree nor ſhrub is to

be ſeen, except the juniper and the heath.

The mountains abound with various kinds

of game, Lofty cliffs, impending over the

ocean, are the haunts of eagles, falcons,

and ravens. The deep caverns underneath

ſhelter ſeals and otters; and to the wind

ing bays reſort the ſwahs, geeſe, ſcarfs;

and other aquatic birds. The ſeas abound

with fiſh, ſuch as the cod, turbot, and had

dock; but, particularly, at certain ſea

ſons, with ſhoals of herrings of incredible

extent; and they are viſited, at the ſame

time, by whales, and other voracious

fiſhes, Lobſters, oyſters, muſcles, &c.

are alſo plentiful. The hills are covered

with ſheep of a ſmall breed, and of a

ſhaggy appearance; but their fleece is

commonly very ſoft, and often extremel

fine. From their wool, ſtockings ofj

a fine texture have been made, that, al

though of a large ſize, a pair was capable

of paſſing through a common gold ring,

Their horſes are of a diminutive ſize, but

remarkably ſtrong and handſome, and are

well known by the name of Shelties, from

the name of the country. Many rivulets,

and conſiderable lakes, abound with ſal

mon, trout, &c. A mine of copper, and

another of iron, have lately been opened

near the S, extremity of this iſland. They

are in the hands of the Angleſey Company,

and are ſaid to be extremel ...

There is an inexhauſtible flore of peat,

but no coal. Lerwick is the capital.

Mainlaw, Northumb. in the barony of

Wark. Main Little, or Frier, Dorſetſh,

Mains, Lancaſ. in Amounderneſs.

MAINTE Non, a town in the dept. of

Eure and Loire, ſeated on the river Eure,

7 miles N. of Chartres.

Mainungen, a town of Henneburg,
Franconia.

Majorca, an iſland belonging to

Spain, in the Mediterranean Sea, between

Ivica and Minorca, about 50 miles in

length and 35 in breadth. It is moun

tainous in the N. and W. parts, but fer

tile, producing corn, oil, honey, ſaffron,

cattle, fiſh, rabbits, partridges, deer,

wildfowl, horſes, &c. The whole iſland

is encompaſſed with watch towers. It is

temperate and wholeſome, but the exceſ.

five heat frequently occaſions a ſcarcity.

It has no confiderable rivers, though there

are a great many fine fountains and wells,

and ſeveral good harbours. The inhabit

ants are robuſt, lively, and good ſailors.

The capital,

MAjorca, anciently PALMA, is a large

and rich town, ſituated in a bay on the

SW. coaſt of the iſland, with a good har

bour. It has large and broad ſtreets, ſpa

cious ſquares, ſtately ſtonehouſes, built in

the antique manner, and 22 churches, be

ſides chapels and oratories. The inhabit

ants are about to,obo. The univerſity is

more ancient than celebrated. Lat. 39.

34. N. lon. 2.25. E.

MAIRE, Le, a ſtrait of S. America, ly

ing between Staten Land and Terra del

Fuego, ſo called from the navigator, who

diſcovered it in 1616. Lat. 55. o. S.

Maize Hill, Kent, in Eaſt Greenwich.

Maiſmore, near Glouceſter.

Maixant, Sr. a town in the dept. of

the Two Sevres, trading in corn, ſtock

ings, and woollem ſtuffs. It is 26 miles

SW. of Poitiers, and 215 SW. of Paris.

Makely, Derb. E. of Uttoxeter. Make

ney, N. of Derby. Maker, Devonſ above

Hamoaze, on a hill between Mount Edge

comb and Ram-Head. Makeflock-Caſtle,

Warw, E, of Colſhill.

MAkrAN. See MackERAN.

MALABAR, the name of the weſtern

coaſt of the peninſula of Hindooſtan, from

Cape Comorin to about 1oo miles S. of

Goa.

Malacca, a large peninſula in Afia,

bounded on the N. by Siam; and on all

other ſides by the oceans about 500 miles

in length, and from 60 to 150 in breadth.

It produces few commodities for trade,

except tin and elephants' teeth; but there

are a great many excellent fruits and roots,

which yield good refreſhment for ſtrangers

that call here. The pine-apple is the beſt

in the world, and the manjoſtain is a deli

cious fruit, in the ſhape of an apple,

whoſe ſkin is thick and red. The ram

boſtan is of the fize of a walnut, with a

very agreeable pulp; and the durian,

though it has not a pleaſant, ſmell, yet

has a very delicious taſte. They have

plenty of cocoa nuts, and their ſhells will

hold an Engliſh quart; beſide lemons,

oranges, limes, ſugar-canes, and man

goes. There is but little corn, and ſheep

and bullocks are ſcarce; but pork, poul

try, and fiſh are pretty plentiful. The re

ligion of the natives is a mixture of Ma

hometaniſm. Their language is peculiar

ly ſoft, and is as common in the Indiesº:

- e
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the French is in Europe. The interior in

habitants have abandoned themſelves, with

deſperation, to the moſt ferocious habits,

taking delight in doing miſchief to their

neighbours. The Dutch have been maſters

of the town of Malacca, ſituated on the

SW. coaſt, ſince 1640, when they took it

from the Portugueſe, after a fix months

fiege. During the preſent war, it has been

attacked and taken by the Engliſh, and is

now in their poſſeſſion. Lat. 2. 1 1. N.

lon. To t. 1 r. E.

MALAccA, StrAir of, the narrow

ſea between the Iſland of Sumatra and the

SW. coaſt of Malacca,

Maladar, Cornwall, N. of Grampound.

MALAGA, a confiderable ſea-port of

Granada, with a good harbour. The in

habitants export to the amount of two

millions and a half of piaſtres, in wines,

fruits, ſumach, pickled anchovies, oil,

&c. and only import to about one million

and a half; Malaga, however, has little

navigation of it's own, the ſhips which

arrive there being chiefly Engliſh and

Dutch. It is ſeated on the Mediterranean,

1 5 miles S. of Cordova, and 235 S. of

Madrid. Lat. 36.44. N. lon. 4. 25. W.

MAlAhipe, a town and bay of Dublin,

6 miles from the metropolis. A cotton

manufačture is eſtabliſhed here, and the

works are carried on by water.

MALAMoco, a finall iſland and ſea-port

of Italy, in the Lagunes of Venice, 5 miles

S. of that city.

MALATIAH, a town of Aladulia, in

Turkey in Aſia.

Malborough, Devonſ. on the coaſt, be

tween Salcomb and Hope Key. Malch

anger, Hants, SE. of Kingſclere.

MAlcHIN, a town of Mecklenburg,

Lower Saxony.

Malchway, a river in Radnorſ.

den, Kent, in Sheppey Iſle. Malden, Sur

ry, 5 miles from Kingſton.

MAlpf N, a town of Eſſex, the firſt

Roman colony in Britain, and the ſeat of

ſome of the old Britiſh kings, ſituated near

the confluence of the Chelmer with the

Blackwater. Veſſels of 4oo tons burden

come up to the haven to unload. Malden

carries on a conſiderable trade in corn,

coals, iron, wine, brandy, rum, and deals.

It is to miles E. of Chelmsford, and 37

NE. of London. Market on Saturday. º

Malden-jenkins, Eſſex, two miles from

Malden.

Maldive Islands, a cluſter of iſlands,

ſaid to be 1 ooo in number, S.W. of Ca

Comorin, in the Indian Sea. The north

ernmoſt is in lat. 7. 5. N. lon. 73. 4. E.

The are moſtly ſnail, and uninhabited.

Mal

The inhabitants are a mixture of Arabs,

and Indians of Malabar. They ſupply

veſſels with ſails and cordage, cocoa-nuts,

oil, honey, tortoiſe-ſhell, and, eſpecially,

cowries.

"MAlesher bes, a town in the dept.
of the Loiret.

MAlest Roit, a town in the dept. of

Mcrbihan. *

Malewry, Yorkſ. S. of Boroughbridge.

Malham, Yorkſhire.

Malin, in Donegal, Ulſter.

MAllNEs. See Mechlin.

MAlto, or St. AnGelo, a cape of

the Morea, 50 miles SE. of Miſtra.

Mallerſtang-Foreſt, Weſtmorland.

Mallicollo, one of the largeſt of the

Hebrides, in the S. Sea, lying in 16. deg.

15. min. S. lat. and 167. deg. 45. min.

E. lon. It is about 18 leagues long, and

from 5 to 7 wide. It's inland mountains

are high, and clad with foreſts. The ſoil

is a rich and fertile mould. It's vegetable

produćtions are luxuriant, and in great

variety; cocoa-nuts, bread-fruit, bananas.

ſugar-canes, yams, eddoes, turmeric, and

oranges. Hogs, and common poultry, are

their domeſtic animals. They had no

dogs, for which reaſon, Captain Cook left

them a dog and a bitch. The inhabitants,

in their form, language, and manners, are

widely different from thoſe of the Friendly

and Society Iſlands. They correſpond in

many particulars with the natives of New

Guinea and Papua, particularly in their

black colouri. y hair. Both men

and women are ugly; and the latter paint

their heads, faces, and ſhoulders red.

They are of a ſlender make, have lively

features, and tie a rope ſo faſt round their

belly, that the ſhape of their bodies re

ſembles that of an overgrown piſmire.

The climate of Mallicollo is very warm,

and the inhabitants feel little inconveni

ence in going almoſt naked, either from

heat or cold. Their keeping their bodies

entirely free from punětures, is one par

ticular, that remarkably diſtinguiſhes them

from the other tribes of the S. Sea.

MALLING, West, a town of Kent,

ſeated near Compherſt-Wood. It is 6

miles W. of Maidſtone, and 30 E. by S.

of London. This pariſh was anciently

taxed to contribute, towards the repair of

the third arch, or pier, of Rocheſter

Bridge. Market on Saturday.

*MAI. Low, a conſiderable town of

Cork, in Munſter. Here is a fine ſpring

of moderately tepid water, reſembling in

it's qualities the hot-well waters of Briſtol.

It is ſeated on the river Blackwater, 14

miles N. of Cork. º

Mallockſ,
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woollen manufaātory.

Mallocks, or Mattocks, Herts, on the

river Aſh, near Hunſdon.

MALMEDY, a town of Liege.

MALMISTRA, a town and river of Na

tolia.

º, MALMo, a ſea-port of Sweden, in Sca

nia, ſeated on the Sound.

MALMsBURY, an ancient town in

Wiltſhire, pleaſantly ſeated on the river

Avon, which almoſt ſurrounds it, and

over which it has ſix bridges. It was long

famous for it's abbey, which exceeded all

the county in revenues and honour. This

town drives a conſiderable trade in the

King Athelſtan

was buried under the high altar of the

church, and his monument ſtill remains

in the nave of it. It is 26 miles E. by N.

of Briſtol, and 95 W. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

. Malºteton, Linc.N. of Kirton, in Lind.

fey. Malmſborn, Weſtm. SW. of Appleby.

MALo, St. a ſea-port in the dept. of

Ille and Vilaine. It is ſeated on an iſland,

united to the main land by a cauſeway;

has a large, well-frequented harbour, but

difficult of acceſs, on account of the rocks

that ſurround it; and is a rich, trading

place, defended by a citadel. It is zo;

miles NW. of Paris. Lat. 48.39. N.

Jon. 1. 57. W. - .

MAlorA, a town of Genoa.

MALPARTIdo, a town of Spaniſh Eſ.

tramadura, 14 miles SSW. of Placentia.

MALPAs, a tewn of Cheſhire, ſeated

on a high eminence, near the river Dee.

It contains three ſtreets, an hoſpital, and

a grammar-ſchool, and the benefice is

rich enough to ſupport two reëtors, who

officiate alternately. It is 15 miles SE.

of Cheſter, and 166 NW. of London.

Market on Monday.

Malperton, Dorſetſ near Charborough.

MAlpi,Aquºr, a village of the late

Auſtrian Hainault, famous for a dearly

purchaſed vićtory, gained, in 1709, by

the allies under the Duke of Marlborough

and Prince Eugene, over the French, com

manded by the Marſhals Villars and Bouf

flers. The confederates took 40 colours

and ſtandards, 16 pieces of artillery, and

a good number of priſoners.

MALTA, an iſland of the Mediterra

nean, between Africa and Sicily, zo miles

in length, and 12 in it's greateſt breadth.

It was anciently little elſe than a barren

rock; but ſuch quantities of ſoil have been

brought from Africa, that it is now be

come fertile. It has excellent vines, le

mons, fruits, cotton, plenty of honey,

good paſtules, conſiderable fiſheries, ſea

ſalt, and a profitabi: coral fiſhery. How

ever, they ſow but little corn, becauſe they

can purchaſe it cheap in Sicily. The run

ber of the inhabitants is eſtimated at

6o,ooo, who ſpeak a corrupt Arabic, and,

in the towns, Italian. After the taking of

Rhodes, the emperor Charles V. gave this

iſland to the knights of St. John of Jeru

faien. It was attacked by the Turks in

1566, who, after many dreadful aſſaults,

were obliged to abandon the enterpriſe,

with the loſs of , o,ooo men. The whole

iſland is extremely well fortified. The

knights of Malta formerly conſiſted of 8

nations; but, they have long been only

ſeven, becauſe the Engliſh have forſaken

them. They are obliged to ſuppreſs all

#. are at perpetual war with the

'urks and other Mahometans, and are all

under a vow of celibacy and chaſtity. It

is about 60 miles SSW. of Cape Paſſaro,

in Sicily. -

MALTA, or Civita VecchiA, a

ſtrongly fortified town of the Iſland of

Malta, ſeated on a hill in the centre of the

iſland. It is the ſee of a biſhop, and con

tains ſeveral churches and convents, be

ſides the cathedral, which is large and

handſome. Near it are the catacombs,

which are ſaid to extend ſeveral miles un

der ground. -

Malily, Linc. NW. of Burwell. Malt

by, Linc. N. of Alford. , Maltby, Norf.

N.W. of Yarmouth. Maltby, Norf. N.W.

of Stokeſley. Maltby, Yorkſ. SE, of Ro

theram, Maltham Cragg, Yorkſhire, E.
of Settle.

* M Alton, a town in the N. Riding of

Yorkſhire, feated on the river Derwent,

which has been made navigable to the

Ouſe. It is compoſed of two towns, the

New and the Old, and is well inhabited,

It is zo miles NE. of York, and 2 16 N,

by W. of London. Markets on Tueſday .

and Saturday. -

Maltra-vil, near Montgomery, North

Wales, a poor village, but formerly a

large place, and the reſidence of the princes

of Powyſland.

MALv Asia, anciently EPIDAURLs, a

ſmall promontory of Turkey in Europe,

almoſt ſurrounded by the ſea, on the eaſt

ern coaſt of the Morea. The rich wine,

called Malmſey, is brought hence. It is

4o iniles ESE. of Miſtra. Lat. 36.57.

N. lon. 23. 22. E.

Malveru. Hills, hills in the SW. part

of Worceſterſhire, which may be ſeen at

a great diſtance. In theſe hills is a ſpring

of uncommon purity, much reſorted to in

ſcrofulous and ſcorbutic caſes.

MALw A, a province of Hindooſtan,

bounded on the W. by Guzerat; on the

N, by
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N. by Agimere and Agra; on the E. by

Allahabad and Oriſſa; and on the S. by

Candeiſh. It is fituated nearly under the

tropic of Cancer, and is one of the moſt

extenſive, elevated, and diverſified tracts

in Hindooſtan, and is divided between the

paiſhwad of the weſtern Mahrattas, and

two of the inferior chiefs, Sindia and Hol

kar. Ougein is the capital of Sindia, and

Indore of Holkar.

Aſalwater, Yorkſhire, NE. of Settle,

Malwood Caſile, and Lodge, Hampſhire,

near Beaulieu. -

MAMERs, a town in the department of

Sarte, 14 miles SSW. of Beleſme.

Mamble, Worceſterſhire, near Lind

ridge. Mambiled, Monmouthſhire, W.

of Uſk. Mam Tor, a mountain of Delby

thire, with lead mines in it, in the Peak,

near Caſtleton.

* MAN, an iſland in the Iriſh Sea, W.

of the coaſt of Cumberland, about 30 miles

in length, and from 8 to 15 in breadth. It

contains 17 pariſhes, and the chief towns.

are Ruthen, Douglas, and Peel. The

foil varies in different traćts, yet pro

duces more corn than is ſufficient to main

tain the natives. The air, which is ſharp.

and cold in winter, is healthy, and the in

habitants live to a very great age. The

commo-lities of this iſland are black cattle,

wool, hides, ſkins, honey, tallow, and her

rings. The froſts here are ſhort, and the

{how, eſpecially in lands near the ſea, lies

not lot long on the ground. Their cattle

and horſes are ſmall, and they have bad

ers, foxes, eagles, and mottled hawks,

#. are quarries of ſtone and ſlate, and

ſome mines of lead, copper, and iron.

About the rocks of the iſland breed an in

credible number of all ſorts of ſea-fowl,

and eſpecially on the Calf of Man, an iſland

3 miles in circuit, before the S. promon

tory of Man, and ſeparated from it by a

channel 2 furlongs broad. On this little

iſland sooo young puffins are generally

taken every year. The biſhop is nomi

nated by the Duke of Athol; he was for

merly reckoned a baron, but does not ſit

in the houſe of peers, although he is allow

ed the higheſt ſeat in the lower houſe of

convocation. The language is a dialect

of the Erie. In it's civil government, the

iſland is divided into 6 ſheedings, each

aving it's proper coroner, who is intruſt

ed with the peace of his diſtrict, and ačts

in the nature of a ſheriff. Of their laws,

the Lord Chief Juſtice Coke obſerves,

“that they are ſuch as are ſcarce to be

found any where elſe.”

Man, or Maun, a river in Nottingham

ſhire. Manacha, Cornw. SE. of Helſton,

|

Manacleſ, Cornwall, a rocky point, E. of
Lizard Point.

MANAR, an iſland of Aſia, on the NW.

coaſt of the iſland of Ceylon. It gives the

name of Gulf to the Sca which lies to the

S. The Portugueſe got poſſeſſion of it in

1569; but the Dutch took it from them.

in 1658. Lat. 9. o. N. lon. 79.58. E.

MANATouli N, a chain of iſlands in

Lake Huron, N. America, extending 3e

leagues in length, and about 2 in breadth.

The name ſignifies “...a place of ſpirits;”

and they are conſidered as ſacred by the

Indians.

Manby, Linc. W. of Glanford-Briggs.

Many, Lincolnſ. NE. of Louth. Majºy,

Yorkt. on the Wherfe, N.W. of Thirik.

Manceſter, Warwickſ, near Atherſtone.

Mancha, LA, a mountainous terri

tory in New Caſtile, having Murcia on the

E. and Murcia and Jaen to the S. This

is, the moſt cheerful country in Spain.

The inhabitants are affable, and great

lovers of muſic and dancing. A late tra

veller ſays, “ There is no labourer, or

young female, who is not well acquainted
with Don Quixote and Sancho.”

- MANche, LA, or THE CHANNEL, a

department in the ci-devant Normandy,

forming nearly a peninſula, on the N.

coaſt. Coutances is the capital.

"MANches re R, a large, populous.

and flouriſhing town in Lancaſhire, feated

between the rivers Irk and lºwell, upon a

ſtony hill, is a place of great antiquity.

It was famous for it's population and ma

nufactures of ſtuffs in Camden's time, but

it is now principally conſpicuous as the

centre of the cotton trade, an immenſe

buſineſs, extending, in ſome or other of it's

operations, from Furneſs (where great

cotton ſpinning. mills have been eſtabliſh

ed) to Derby N. and S. and from Halifax

to Liverpool E. and W. The labours of

a very populous neighbourhood are col

lested at Mancheſter, whence they are ſent

to London, Liverpooi, Hull, &c. Theſe

confiſt of a great variety of cotton, ſilk,

linen, and mixed goods, fitted for all ſorts

of markets, both at home and abroad,

ſpreading over a great part of Europe,

America, and the coaſt of Guinea, and

bringing back vaſt profits to this country.

The manufacture of ticking, tapes, fillet

ing, and other ſmall wares, of ſilk goods,

and of hats, is alſo carried on at Mancheſ

ter; from which various ſources of wealth

it has attained greater opulence than al

moſt any of the trading towns in England.

It's buildings, eſpecially the more modern

ones, are on a proportional ſcale of ſize

and elegance. It's chief ornaments are
J. the
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the college, the market-place,the exchange,

the collegiate church, and the infirmary.

By the river Irwell, over which it has an

ancient and lofty ſtome bridge, it has a com

munication with the Merſey, and all the

late various extenſions of inland navigation.

It is 67 miles WSW. of York, and 182

NNW. of London. Market on Saturday.

MANderscheidt, a town of Treves.

Mandévilles, Dorſetſhire, inWhitchurch

ariſh. Mandevilthorp, Northampton

#. near Chipping-Warden.

MANDRIA, a ſmall deſert iſland, in the

Archipelago, between Samos and Langos.

It is ſurrounded by rocks, and gives name

to the ſea near it.

Maneuden, Eſſex, S. of Berden. Maneſ.

ate, Lincolnſhire, S. of Burwell. Maney,

Cambridgeſhire, in the Fens. Maney

Manor, Warwickſhire, S. of Stretton.

Manfield, Yorkſhire, on the Tees. -

MANFREponiA, a ſea-port of Capita

nata, Naples, ſeated on a gulf of the ſame

name, in the Adriatic. Lat. 41. 35. N.

lon. 16. 12. E. .

MANGAlore, a ſea-port of Hindoo

ſtan, in the Canara country, on the coaſt

of Malabar. It has an excellent road for

ſhips to anchor in, while the rainy ſeaſon

laſts. On their feſtival days, the Hindoo

inhabitants carry their idols in triumph,

being placed in a waggon, adorned on all

fides with flowers. There are ſeveral

harp, crooked, iron hoops fakened to the

wheels, upon which the mad devotees

throw themſelves, and are cruſhed to pieces.

Their manner of puniſhing criminals, is

by expoſing them quite naked on the ſands,

where they expire by a miſerable and lin

gering death. It is the greateſt place for

trade of any in the kingdom; and the Por

tugueſe have a factory here for rice, and a

pretty large church, frequented by black

converts. The houſes are meanly built

along the ſides of the rivers. Lat. 12.50.
N. lon. 74.44. E. sº

MANGEEA, an iſland in the S. Sea,

about 4 leagues in circumference. The

coaſt is guarded by a reef of coral rocks,

againſt which a heavy ſurf is continually

breaking. In the interior parts it riſes

into ſmall hills, whence there is an eaſy

deſcent to the ſhore. They have neither

hogs nor dogs; but they have plantains,

taro, and bread-fruit. Captain Cook re

preſents this as a very fine iſland; but the

hoſtile appearance of it's inhabitants oblig

ed him to leave it without making any

ſtay. Lat. 21. 27. S. lon. 158. 13. W.

Kanºi. Glouceſterſhire, nearStow

on-the-Would.

Mang-River, in Kerry, Munſter, Man

gerton-Mountain, in Kerry, Munſter, near

the Lake of Killarney, accounted the

higheſt in Ireland.

Mangotsfield, Glouceſterſhire, 4 miles

NE. of Briſtol. -

MAN6uschl Ak, a town on the E.

coaſt of the Caſpian Sea. It is a place of

conſiderable trade between the Ruffians and

Tartars, the latter bringing hither the pro

duce of their own country, and even of

Bucharia, ſuch as cotton, yarn, and ſtuffs;

furs and ſkins, and rhubarb. It is 180

miles S.E. of Aſtracan. Lat. 44.1 c. N.

lon. 52. o. E. *.

Mangwell, Oxfordſ, near Wallingford.

MANHArtzberg, a quarter, or divi

fion of the archduchy of Auſtria, lying be

tween the Danube and Bohemia and Mo
ravia.

MANHerM, one of the moſt beautiful

cities in the palatinate of the Rhine, circle

of Lower Rhine. The ſtreets are all

ſtraight, and interſett each other at right

angles. The inhabitants are computed at

24,ooo. The town has three grand gates,

adorned with baſſo-relievos, very beauti

fully executed. The town is almoſt en

tirely ſurrounded by the Neckar and the

Rhine, and the country about it is flat.

The palace of the eleētor palatine is a mag

nificent ſtrućture, containing a gallery for

paintings, cabinets of antiquities and na

tural hiſtory, a library, treaſury, and me

hage. The number of the inhabitants, in

1784, excluſive of the garriſon, was 21,858.

Manheim is 6 miles NE. of Spire, and to

W. of Heidelberg. Lat. 49. 26. N. lon.

8. 31. E. - - - -

Manhood, Suſſex, near Thorney. Ma

nie, Lincolnſhire, W. of Spilſby.

MANIEL, a mountain in the Iſland of

St. Domingo.

Maning, Cornwall, near Stow. Man

ingham, Yorkſhire, N. of Bradford.

MANILI.A., capital of the Iſland of Lu

conia, as well as of the Philippine Iſlands,

is ſituated on a bay on the SW. coaſt. It

contains about 3ooo inhabitants, exclu

five of the Chineſe, who live in the ſub

urbs, and as many more throughout the

iſlands. There are 15 other ſuburbs, in

habited by Japaneſe and nations of various

mixtures. The citadel is at the W. end

of the city, to cover the port, which is

only fit for ſmall veſſels. In 1762, Ma

nilla was taken by the Engliſh, and to ſave

it from deſtrućtion, it was agreed to pay a
million ſterling for it's ranſom; but this

agreement was ungenerouſly diſowned by

the Spaniſh court.

*MANINGTREE, a town of Eſſex, feated

on the river Stour, 9 miles ENE. of Col

2. cheſter,
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cheſter, and 6o ENE. of London. Mar

ket on Tueſday.

Maniton, Cornwall,SW. of Launceſton.

Manleſs, Glouceſterſ. a hamlet in Brimpſ

field. Manley, Cheſhire, in Delamere

Foreſt. Maningford, Abbot's and Crucis,

Wilts, N.W. of Everley Warren. Man

nington, Dorſetſhire, near Holt Foreſt.

Mannington, Norfolk, N.W. of Aleſham.

Manmar, Durham, near Lancheſter. Man

mor, Nottinghamſhire, W. of Workſop.

Man of War, in Dublin, Leinſter, a

ſmall village, 13 miles N. of the metro

polis. Manor Cunningham, in Donegal,

Ulſter. Manor Hamilton, in Leitrim,

Connaught.

MANosque, a town in the department

of the Lower Alps, 1o miles S. of Forcal

quier, and 35o S. by E. of Paris.

MANResa, a town of Catalonia.

MANs, LE, a large town, capital of the

dept. of Sarte. The inhabitants amount

to about 14,000. It has excellent poul

try, known at Paris by the name of pul

lets of Mans; and it's wax and ſtuffs are

very famous. It is ſeated near the con

fluence of the Sarte and the Huiſne, and is

75 miles W. by N. of Orleans.

Massakoak, a large lake of Thibet,

fºom which the ſouthernmoſt head of the

Ganges is ſuppoſed to iſſue. It is ico

miles in circumference.

Manſel-Gamage, between Hereford and

Stanton. Manſel Hope, Herefordſhire,

SE. of Roſs. Manſel Lacy, Herefordſhire,
SE. of Weoblv. Manſergh, Weſtmor

land, N.W. of Kirby. Lonſdale.

MANSF eldt, a town of Upper Saxony,

capital of a county of the ſame name.

* MANsfield, a town in Nottingham

ſhire, ſtated near the edge of the foreſt of

Sherwood, is a pretty large town, has a

great trade in corn and malt, and partici

pates in the ſtocking manufacture. It

is 12 miles N. of Nottingham, and 14o N.

by W. of London. Market on Thurſday.

Manſfield loodhouſe, Nottinghamſhire,

N. of Mansfield. , Manſforth, Durhan,

E. of Biſhop Auckland.

MAsilla, a town of Spain, in Leon.

Manſon, Dorſetſ. NE. of Sturminſter.

Mantes, a town in the department of

Seine and Oiſe, ſeated on the river Seine,

27 miles N.W. of Paris.

Manton, Devonſhire, S. of Morton.

Manton, Nottinghamſhire, near Workſop.

Manton, Wiltſhire, near Marlborough.

Manton, Rutlandſhire, between Martinſ

thorp and Normanton.

MANTuA, the Duchy of, a coun

try of Italy, lying along the river Po,

which divides it into Parts, having the

Veroneſe and Breſſan to the N. and the

Cremoneſe to the W. It is about 5o

miles in length, and 35 in breadth; is

fruitful in corn, paſtures, flax, fruits, and

excellent wine. The Houſe of Auſtria has

been in poſſeſſion of this duchy ſince the

death of the laſt duke, Charles IV. in

1708, having annexed it to the government

of Milan. It now, however, maintains a

French garriſon, and forms a part of the

new Ciſalpine Republic. The principal

rivers are the Po, Oglio, Mincio, and

Secchia; and the principal town is of the

ſame name.

MANtua, the capital city of the duchy

of the ſame name, in Italy, is ſeated on an

iſland in the midſt of a lake, and is very

ſtrong by ſituation as well as art, as there

is no coming at it, except by two cauſe

ways, which croſs the lake. It is very

large, having 8 gates, 21 pariſhes, 4 con

vents, and nunneries, a quarter for the

Jews to live in, and above 16,ooo inhabit

ants. The ſtreets are broad and ſtraight,

and the houſes well built. It was greatly

noted for it's filk, and other manufactures;

but they are now inconſiderable, and the

air in the ſummer-time is unwholeſome.

It is ſeated on the river Mincio, and has

an univerſity; 3.5 miles NE. of Parma, 22.

SW, of Verona, and 220 N. by W. of

Rome. Lat. 45. 10. N. lon. Io. 50. E.

Manuden, Eſlex. Manworthy, Devonſ.

in Houlſworthy pariſh. Manyan, a river

in Denbighſ. Manyfold, a river in Staff.

Maperley, N. of Nottingham. Maperton,

Dorſetſhire, near Bridport. Maperton, N.

and S. Dorſetſ. near Beminſter. Maper

ton, Somerſetſhire, SW. of Wincaunton.

:::::: Middleſex, near Kilburn. Maple

beck, Nottingh. N. of Southwell. Maple

borough, Warw. near Studley. Maple&ar

“twell, Hants, near Baſingſtoke. Maple

durham, Hants, near Petersfield. Maple

durham, Oxfordſ. 4 miles from Reading.

Mapleſdown, Kent, NW. of Wrotham.

§: Great and Little, Eſſex, near

Caſtle-Heningham. Mapleton, Yorkſ, in

Holderneſs, near Frodlingham. Mapon

der, Dorſetſ. 3 miles NE. of Buckland

Abbas. Mappleton, Derb. near Aſhborn.

MAR For Est, a woody, mountainous

diſtrićt in the W. angle of Aberdeenſhire.

MARAGNAN, or MARANHao, a pro

vince of Braſil, which comprehends a fer

tile, populous iſland, upwards of 50 miles

in circumference. he French ſettled

here in 1612, and built a town; but they

were ſoon driven from it by the Portugueſe,

who have poſſeſſed it ever fince. It is

now very ſtrong, and has a convenient

harbour. The climate is agreeable and

wholeſome,
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wholeſome, and there is plenty of moſt

things. Lat. 2. 30, S. lon. 45. 55. W.

MARANo, a town of Fruill, Venice;

and a town of Lavora, Naples.

MARAsch, a town of Aladulia; and a

town of Caramania.

MARA'sonA, a village of Livadia, the

ancient Marathon.

MARAycabo, a rich and confiderable

town of S. America, capital of the pro

vince of Venezuela. It cauries on a great

trade in ſkins and chocolate, which is the

beſt in America; and they have likewiſe

very fine tobacco. It is feated near the

entrance of a lake of the ſame name. Lat.

ro. o. N. lon. 7o. 45. W.

Maraycaho, a large lake in Terra

Firma, zoo miles long and 50 broad,

emptying itſelf into the Gulf of Venezuela.

MARAzioN. See MERAzio N.

MARBAch, a town and river of Suabia;

a town of Auſtria; and ſeveral towns of

Germany.

MAR#ella, a town ofGranada, ſeated

at the mouth of the Rio Verde. -

Marbrook, N. of Stafford. Marbrook,

a river in Shropſhire. Marbury, Cheſhire,

near Northwich. Marbury, Cheſhire, E.

of Malpas.

MARca, a ſmall iſland in the Adriatic,

about 5 miles from Raguſa.

MARcelli N, ST. a town in the dept.

of Iſere, feated in a country that produces

excellent wine. It is 5 miles from St.

Antoine, and 253 S. by E. of Paris.

Marcellino, a river of Sicily; and a

town of Calabria Citra, Naples.

MARch, or MERsh, a town of Cam

bridgeſhire, in the Iſle of Ely. Market

on Friday.

Marchain, Berkſhire, near Abingdon.

MARche, a ci-devant province of

France, about 55 miles in length and zo

in breadth, pretty fertile in coin and wine.

It now forms the department of Creuſe,

and part of that of Vienne.

MARche, LA, a town in the dept. of

the Voſges, 20 miles S. of Neufchateau.

MARchENA, a town of Seville, Anda

lufia, particularly fertile in olives, though

dry for want of water.

MARchie N N Es, a town of Liege.

‘MARchiE N Nes, a town in the dept. of

the North, ſeated in a moraſs, on the river

Scarpe, 7 miles ENE. of Douay.

Marchington, Staffordſhire, 2 miles be

low Uttoxeter. Marchomley, Shropſhire,

SE. of Prees.

• MARchPURG, a town of Stiria.

MARc16; L1Ano, in Lavora, Naples.

Marcign Y, a town in the dept. of Sa

tre and Loire, feated near the liver Loire.

Marcleeve, Warwickſ. near Bidford.

MARck, a territory in Weſtphalia,

pretty fertile, and ſubjećt to the king of

of Pruſſia. Ham is the capital.

Marcley, Great and Little, Hereford

ſhire, S.W. of Ledbury. Near it is a hill,

which in 1575, according to Dr. Fuller,

moved from it's place, carrying along with

it the trees that grew on it, together with

the ſheepfolds and flocks of ſheep grazing

on it, till it ſettled on a place 12 fathoms

higher. In it's progreſs it overthrew

Kinnaſton Chapel, together with cauſe

ways, trees, and houſes, &c. that ſtood in

it's way.

MARco, ST. in Calabria Citra.

Mardale, Weſtmorland, in the pariſh of

Shap. Marden, Herefordſhire, on the ri

ver Lug. Marden, Kent, near Maidſtone.

Marden, Surry, near Godſtone.

MAR pike, a ſea-port in the department

of the North, 4 miles S.W. of Dunkirk.

MAREE, Loch, a great freſh-water

lake of Roſsſhire, 11 miles long, and, in

ſome parts, 4 broad. Many ſmall iſlands

are ſcattered over it ; and it abounds with

ſalmon, char, and trout.

Mare End, Glouc. near Aſhelworth.

MARENNEs, a town in the department

of Lower Charente, remarkable for it's

ſalt-works, and the green-finned oyſters

found near the coaſt. "It 8 miles SSW. of

Rochfort, and 27.0 SW. of Paris.

Maresfield, Suſſex. Mare-Street, Mid

dleſex, in Hackney.

MARETIMo, an iſland near the W.

coaſt of Sicily, about 1o miles in circum

ference, has a few farm-houſes, with a

chateau, and produces a great deal of ho

mey. Lat. 38.5. N. lon. 12. 35. E.

Margam, Glamorg. Margaret's, St.

Wilts, near Marlborough. Margaret's,

St. Northumberland, SE. of Alnwick.

Margaret's, St. Kent, between St. Mary

Cray and Graveſend. Margaret's, St.

Suffolk, near Bungay. Margaret's. St.

Suffolk, SE. of St. Margaret's, near Bun

gay. Margaret's, St. Heref. near More

hampton. Margaret's-at-Cliff, St. has a

bay NE. of Dover. Morgaret's, St.

Kent, adjoining Rocheſter. Margaret'ſ,

St. Herts, near Amwell. Margaret

Marſh, Dorſetſhire, SW. of Melbury.

MARGARETTA, an iſland of S. Arne

rica, near Terra Firma, about 40 miles

in length, and 15 in breadth. The con

tinual verdure renders it very pleaſant;

but the Spaniards have retired thence to

Terra Firma, and the inhabitants now are

Mulattoes, and the original natives. Lat.

11. 7. N. lon. 63. 12. W.

* Marcat E, a ſea-port of Kent, on the

- N ſide
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N. fide of the Iſle of Thanet, which has

rapidly increaſed, of late years, by the

great reſort to it for the purpoſe of ſea

bathing. Here is a ſalt-water bath, which

has performed great cures in nervous and

paralytic caſes, and numbneſs in the limbs.

Great quantities of corn are exported

hence, and veſſels are frequently paſſing to

and from the coaſt of Flanders. There

are, moreover, regular packet-boats, to and

from London, ſome of which are elegantly

fitted up. It is 14 miles N. of Deal, and

72 E. by S. of London.

MARGENTHEIM, a town of Franconia,

ſubjećt to the grand maſter of the Teutonic

order; ſeated on the river Tauber, 25

miles SSW. of Wirtzberg.

Marget. End, Eſſex, by Ingateſtone.

Marbam, Lincolnſhire, near Scrivelby and

Tatterſhal. Marham, Northamptonſhire,

near Peterborough. Markam, Norfolk,

W. of Swaffham.

MARIAN Islands. See LADR on Es.

MARIA, or St. MARIA, an iſland of

the Indian Ocean, 5 miles E. of Mada

gaſcar, in lat. about 17. o. S. It is 27

miles in length, and 5 in breadth; well

watered, and ſurrounded by rocks. The

air is extremely moiſt, for it rains almoſt

every day. It is inhabited by about 600

negroes, but ſeldom viſited by ſhips paſſing

that way.

MARIA, St. a conſiderable town of S.

America, in the audience of Panama,

built by the Spaniards after they had diſ

covered the gold mines that are near it.

It is ſeated at the bottom of the Gulf of

St. Michael, at the mouth of a river of

the ſame name. The Spaniards come here

every year in the dry ſeaſon, which con

tinues three months, to gather the gold

duſt out of the ſands of the neighbouring

ſtreams, and carry away great quantities.

Lat. 7. 43. N. lon. 78.48. W.

MAR1A, ST. one of the Azores, or

Weſtern Iſlands. It produces plenty of

wheat, and has about 50oo inhabitants.

MARIA, ST. a town of Andaluſia, 18

miles N. of Cadiz.

MARIE-Aux-MIN Es, a town in the

department of Voſges, famous for it's fil

ve; mines. - -

MARIENEURG, a town of Erzgeburg,

Upper Saxony, near which are mines of

ſilver, cobalt, iron, vitriol, and ſulphur.

MARIENBURG, a town and palatinate

of Pruſſia, on the Viſtula.

MARIENBURG, a town in the dept. of

the North, 10 miles W. of Charlemont.

MARIENWERDER, a town of Oberland,

Pruſſia. -

MARIESTADT, in W. Gothland.

Bilſdon.

MARIGALANTE, a ſmall iſland of the

Weſt Indies, ſubject to the French. It is

of a circular form, and about 14 leagues

in circumference. Along the E. ſhore are

lofty, perpendicular rocks, that ſhelter vaſt

numbers of tropical birds. The weſtern

ſhore is flat, and the ground, in general,

is Proper for cultivation. It has ſeveraí

large cºverns, where crabs are found, with

many little ſtreams, and ponds of freſh

water. It is covered with trees; and par

titularly abounds with tobacco and the,

wild cinnamon-tree. It is 30 miles NE.

ºf Pominica, and 42 E. of Guadaloupe.
Lat. 16. N. lon. 61. 1 1. W.

MARIGNANo, a town of Milan.

Maring on-the-Hill, Lincolnſhire, near
Horncaſtle. Marington, Shropſhire, E.

of Montgomery. -

MARINo, St. a town of Italy, capital

of a ſmall independent republic, feated on

*"ºuntain, and ſurrounded by the duchy
of Urbino.

MARINo, a town of Italy in the Cam

Pagna, Io miles S.E. of Rome.

Maris, Glouc. in Winruſh. Mariſon,

Devonſ, near Lifton. Mark, Eaſt, So

ºerlett. in Wedmore pariſh. Markham,
Cornw. S. of Stratton. Markby, Linc.

near Alford. Markfield, Leic. near Bag

worth-Park. Markesfield, South, NE. ºf

Markendale Chapel, Weſtmor

land, by Ull's-Water. Markes, Eſſex,

near Rumford. Market-End, Oxfordſhire,
hear Amerſden.

Market Hill, in Armagh, Ulſter.

MARKET Jew. See MeRAzron.

MARKET Overton, Rutlandſhire, 3

miles trom Okeham. Market diſuſed.

Adarket Street, in Herts, and Bedfordſ.

3 miles from Dunſtable. Mark. Hall, Eſ.

ſex, near Harlow. Markham, E. and ſº.

ºf Great and Little, Nottingh. near Tux

ford. Markinfield, Yorkſhire, W. of Bo

roughbridge. Markintan, Yorkſhire, be

tween Ripley and Rippon. Marks, St.

Somerſ, near Briſtol. Markſbury, Somerſ.

near Pensford. Mark's Hall, Eſſex, near

Coggeſhall. Mark's Hall, in Margaret

Roding pariſh. Mark's Hall, Eſſex, in the

pariſhes of Leighton and Walthamſtow.

Mark, Hºff, Somerſetſhire, near Brent

Marſh. Marlais, a river in Pembroke

ſhire. Marland, Lancaſ. near Rochdale.

. .” MAR 1. Borou GH, an ancient borough

of Wiltſhire, containing two pariſh

churches, ſeveral commodious inns, and

about 5co houſes, with broad and paved

ſtreets. It is ſeated on the river Kennet,

43 miles E. of Briſtoi, and 74 W. of Lon

con. Mr. Camden mentions an ancient

cºſtum ht, e, v.a. that every*
- 1S
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his admiſſion, gave to the mayor a couple

of greyhounds, two white capons, and a

white bull. Markets on Wedneſday and

Saturday.

MARLeo Rough, FoRT, an Engliſh

factory, on the S.W. coaſt of Sumatra, 3

miles E. of Bencoolen. -

Marldom, Devonſhire, in a marley ſoil;

whence a brook runs to Torbay. Marles,

Eſſex, near Epping. Marlees, Suſſex, near

Weſt Grinſied: Marleigh, Devonſhire,

near King's and Biſhop's Nemet. Mar

leaford, Suffolk, SE. of Framlingham.

Marlewood, Glouceſ in Thornbury pa

riſh. Marlingford, Norfolk, W. ...' ot

wich. Marloo, Shropſhire, near Purſlow.

MARLow, a town of Buckinghamſhire,

ſeated on the river Thames, over which

is a bridge into Berkſhire. It's chief ma

nufaāure is bone-lace. It is 17 miles S.

of Ayleſbury,and 31 W. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

Marlow, Little, Bucks, near Marlow.

Marlow, Heref. beyond Kinton, towards

Shropſhire. Marion, near Cheſter.

MARLY, a ci devant royal palace in

France, and foreſt of the ſame name, noted

for it's fine gardens and water-works. It

is 3 miles N. of Verſailles.

MARMANDE, a town in the department

of Lot and Garonme. It carries on a great

trade in corn, wine, and brandy; and is

40 miles SE. of Bourdeaux.

MARMoRA, an iſland in the Sea of Mar

mora, 1o miles long, and 3 wide ; with a

town of the ſame name, and a few villages.

MARMoRA, or The White SEA, be

tween Europe and Aſia, which communi

cates with the Straits of Gallipoli, and the

Strait of Conſtantinople. It is 90 miles

in length, and 44 in breadth, and was an

ciently called the Propontis.

MARne, a department of France, W.

of the department of the Meuſe. It takes

it's name from a river which riſes 3 miles

E. of Langres, paſſing by Chaumont, Vi

try, Epernay, Meaux, &c. joins the Seine

at Charenton. Chalons is the capital.

MARNE, UPPER, a dept. of France,

divided into nearly two equal parts by the

river, Marne, which has it’s riſe here.

Chaumont is the capital.

Marnhams, Nottinghainſhire, two ham

lets by the Trent, near Normanton. Marn

hull, Dorſetſhire, a village on the Stour, 5

miles S.W. of Shantibury.

MARo, a town of Omeglia.

MA Roc NA, a town of Romania.

MARoll Es, ſeveral towns of France.

Marple, Cheſhire, near Stockport.

MARPUR G, a conſiderable town, capital

of Upper H-fie, with an univerſity, acade

my for claſſical learning, caſtle, palaces

handſome ſquare, and magnificent town

houſe.

MARQUESAs, a group of iſlands in the

South Sea, firſt diſcovered by Me 2.

Spaniard, in 1595. They are 5 in num

ber, and named St. Chriſtina, Magdalena,

Dominica, St. Pedro, and Hood. Captain

Cook lay ſome time at the firſt of theſe, in

1774. The natives are of a tawny com

plexion, but look almoſt black, by being

punctured over the whole body. They go

almoſt naked, having only a ſmall piece

of cloth, perfectly reſembling that made

by the people of Otaheite, round their

waiſt and loins. Their beard and hair are

of a fine jet black, like thoſe of the other

natives of the torrid zone. The iſland,

though high and ſteep, has many valleys,

which widen toward the ſea, and are co

wered with fine foreſts to the ſummits of

the interior mountains. The produćts of

theſe iſlands are bread-fruit, bananas, plan

tains, cocoa-nuts, ſcarlet beans, paper-mul

berries, of the bark of which their cloth is

made, caſuarinas, with other tropical

plants and trees, and hogs and fowls.

They have alſo plenty of fiſh. Forſter

ſays, he never ſaw a ſingle man deformed,

or even ill-proportioned among the natives:

all were ſtrong, tall, well-limbed, and ac

tive in the higheſt degree. Their arms

were clubs and ſpears, and their govern

ment, like that of the Society Iſlands, mo

narchical. But they were not quite to

cleanly as the inhabitants of the Society

Iſles, who, in that reſpect, ſurpaſs, per

haps, any other people in the world. The

drink of the Marqueſans is purely water,

cocoa-nuts being rather ſcarce. Their

muſic, muſical inſtruments, dances, and

canoes, reſemble thoſe of Otaheite. In

deed, the inhabitants of the Marqueſas,

Society, and Friendly Iſlands, Eaſter

Iſland, and New Zealand, ſeem to have

all the ſame origin; their language, man

ners, cuſtoms, &c. bearing a great affinity

in many reſpects. Lat. 9, 55. S. lon.

139. 9. W.

Marr, Yorkſhire, 3 miles W. of Don

caſter. Marrick, Yorkſhire, S.W. of

Richmond Moor.

MARSAL, a town in the department of

Meurthe, remarkable for it's ſalt-works.

It is 17 miles ENE. of Nanci,

MARsala, a town and river of Sicily.

MARSAN, a ci-devant diſtrićt in the de.

K. of Landes, fertile in wine. Mont

arſan was the capital.

Maksaq91y ER, or MassaLºgives,

a ſea-port of Tremeſen, Algiers, one of

the belt harbours in Africa, 3 miles from

Oran.
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Oran. It is ſubjećt to the Spaniards.

Marſcough, with it's Chace, Lancaſhire,

near Garſtang, Marſden Chapel, York

ſhire, SW. of Almondbury. Marſden

Rocks, Northumberland, a little way from

the ſhore, are ſometimes viſited by parties

on pleaſure, from Tinmouth. They have

ſome large caverns in them, and are ſo per

forated, in ſeveral places, as to give a free

paſſage to boats.

MARSEIlles, a flouriſhing ſea port in

the dept. of the Mouths of the Rhone,

lately an epiſcopal ſee. It was ſo cele

brated in the time of the Romans, that

Cicero ſtyled it the Athens of the Gauls,

and Pliny called it the Miſtreſs of Educa

—tion. It is ſeated on the Mediterranean,

at the upper end of a gulf, covered 'and

defended by many ſmall iſlands, and is di

vided into the Old Town or the City, and

the New Town. The firſt appears like

an amphitheatre to the veſſels which enter

the port; but the houſes are mean, and the

ſtreets dirty, narrow, and ſteep. In the

latter, the ſtreets are ſtraight and broad,

and adorned with handſoune edifices. In

this part, is the principal church, built by

the Goths, on the ruins of the temple of

Diana. This place was conſidered as en

dowed with an invaluable privilege con

firmed by different popes; namely, that it

ſhould be for ever exempt from an inter

dićt. The armoury is the fineſt in the

kingdom, and contains arms for 40,000

men. Here is alſo a large arſenal, well

ſtored with all the implements for build

ing and fitting out the galleys. The har

bour is not deep enough for men of war.

Gold and ſilver ſtuffs are made here. The

inhabitants are eſtimated at 99,ooo. With

reſpect to commerce, Marſeilles, has been

eminent, fince the days of antiquity, and

it is now ſometimes called Europe in Mi

niature, on account of the variety of dreſſes

and languages. In 1649, the plague

raged with great violence in Marſeilles,

and with ſtill greater in 1720, 1721, and

1722, when it carried off 50,000 of the in

habitants. During this laſt dreadful viſit

ation, M. de Belfunce, (the “Marſeilles

ood biſhop” celebrated by Pope) the canon

ourgeret,the magiſtrate Moullier, and the

commandant Langeron, by their intrepid

and indefatigable humanity, did the moſt

ſignal honour to themſelves and to human

nature. Marſeilles is 18 miles NW. of

Toulon, and 362 S. by E. of Paris. Lat.

43. 18. N. lon. 5. 27. E.

Marſhbrook, in King's County, Leinſter.

Marsfield, Suſſex, N. of Cuckfield.

Marſh, Buckinghamſhire, by Newport

Pagnel. Marſh, Dorſetſhire, near Bemia

ſter. Marſh, Shropſhire, N. of Cauſe
Caſtle.

* MARsh, a town of Somerſetſhire, near

E. and W. Coker.

Marſhall, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Marſhall, Suſſex, in Fletching pariſh.

Marſhall, Eſſex, near the N. Weald. Mar

Abam, Kent, near Aſhford. Marſham,

Norfolk, near Aleſham. Marſhden-Cha

pel, Lancaſ. S. of Colne. Marſhden Cha

£el, Yorkſ. S. of Halifax. Marſh Ditch,

Yorkſhire, a fenny traćt between the Dun

and Ouſe. Marſh Farm, Dorſetſhire, near

Vernminſter.

Marshfield, a conſiderable clothing

town of Glouceſterſhire, feated on the

Cotſwold-Hills, 12 miles E. of Briſtol, and

103 W. of London. Market on Tueſday.

Marſhland, Norfolk, a marſhy peninſula,

oppoſite to Lynn. It ſeems to . been

gained from the water, and has at differ

ent times been inundated both by the ocean

and by the rivers which nearly ſurround

it, to the great damage of the inhabitants.

Marſhland, Yorkſ. E. Riding, between the

rivers Are, Dun, Ouſe, and Trent, which

with Marſh Ditch, make a river iſland ſe

veral miles in length and breadth. Marſ?

Salt, Glouceſ by the Severn ſide. Marſ.

Jºe, Middl. NE. of Edmunton. Marſh,

N. and S. Devonſhire, near Modbury.

Marſh Street, Eſſex, between Waltham

ſtow and the river Lee. Marſh Street,

NW. of Sandwich. Marſhwood, with it's

Vale and Park, Dorſetſhire, 4 miles NW.

of Whitchurch. Marſhwood, Hunting

donſhire, near Redbridge.

MARsico Nuovo, a town of Princi

pato Ultra, Naples.

MARs1.co VETERE, a town of Baſili

cata, Naples.

Marſk, a river of Yorkſhire, falling into

the Swale, near Marſk. Marſion, Berks,

near Bucklebury. Marſton, Lincolnſ. be.

tween Grantham and Clay Pool. Mar.

flon, SW, of Derby, near the Dove. Mar

/ion, Herefordſ, near the Grendons, War

ren and Biſhop's. Marſton, Heref. near

Pembridge. Marſon, Herefordſ. between
Roſs and Monmouthſhire. Marſton, near

Oxford. Marſon, N. of Stafford. Mar

fon, Staff. N.W. of Lapley. Marfon, or

Marſton Sicca, Glouc. SW. of Stratford

upon-Avon, in Warw, Marſon Bigot,

Somerſ, near Frome. Marſon, St. Law

rence, Northamptonſ. NW, of Brackley.

Marſton Long, Glouceſ in Tring pariſh.

Marſton Long, alias Hutton Wane ſy, near

York; Marſon Montgomery, Derbyſhire,

near the Dove, SW, of Aſhborn. Mar

fon. Moor, Yorkſ, between Wetherby and

York. Marſton Mortain, 5 miles from

Redford.
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Bedford. Marſton Potters, Leiceſ. E. of

Hinckley. Murſion, South, Wilts, near

Highworth. Marſion Truſſel, Northamp.

by Harborough. Marſton Hood. End,

Bedfordſhire, near Houghton-Conqueſt.

MARSTRAND, a rocky iſland of W.

Gothland, in the Cattegate, about 2 miles

in circumference. The town, which lies

on the eaſtern fide, contains about 12oo

inhabitants. The harbour is ſecure and

commodious, but of difficult entrance.

The inhabitants ſubſiſt chiefly by the her

ring fiſhery; by the number of ſhips which

in rough weather take refuge in the har

bour, and by a contraband trade. It is

18 miles NW. of Gotheborg.

MARTANo, a town of Otranto, Naples.

MARTABAN, a province of Pegu, on

the Gulf of Bengal, a long time an inde

pendent kingdom. The ſoil is fertile in

rice, fruits, and wines of all kinds. It's

capital is of the ſame name, and was a rich

trading place before ſhips were ſunk at

the entrance of the harbour to choke it up,

which it has done effectually. The chief

trade is now in earthen ware and fiſh.

The whole country, moreover, is now ſub

ject to the king of Burmah, who, in 1754,

ſubdued the kingdom of Pegu, and ren

dered it a dependent province. The town

of Martaban is $o miles S.E. of that of

Pegu. Lat. 16. 38. N. lon. 97.3. E.

, MARTEL, a town in the department of

Lot, 28 miles NNE. of Cahors. -

MARTHA, Sr. a province of S. Ame

rica, on the coaſt of Terra Firma. It is

350 miles in length, and zoo in breadth,

and is moſtly a mountainous country, hav

ing Venezuela on the E. aud Carthagena

on the W. It is extremely hot on the ſea

coaſt, but within cold, on account of the

mountains. It abounds with fruits proper

to the climate, and there are mines of

gold and precious ſtones, and ſalt-works.

The Spaniards poſſeſs but one part of this

province, in which they have built St.Mar

tha, the capital. The air about the town

is wholeſome, and it is feated near the ſea,

having a harbour ſurrounded by high

mountains. It was formerly very conti

derable, when the Spaniſh galleons were

ſent thither, but is now come almoſt to

nothing. Lat. 11. 27. N lon. 74. o. W.

º, MARTH A, Sr. or SIERRA NEv ADA, a

high mountain in Mexico, ſaid to be 1 oo

miles in circumference at the bottom, and

5 high the top being always covered with

1now in the hotteſt weather. -

... MARTHA's VINEY ARD, an iſland o

N. America, near the coaſt of Maſſachu

jet's, $o miles S. of Boſton. The inha

4tants apply themiclves chiefly to the fiſh

bitants 1emaining.

eries, in which they have great ſucceſ.

Lat. 4.1. 16. N. lon. 7o. 22. W.

Marthall, Cheſhire, E. of Knottesford.

Martham, Norf. near Winterton. Mar

thelly-Chapel, Monmouthſhire, S. of Uſk.

Martholm, Lancaſhire, near Shuttleworth.

MARTIGUEs, Les, a ſea-port in the

department of the Mouths of the Rhone,

ſeated near a lake 12 miles long, and 5

broad, which is much leſs confiderable than

it was formerly, but whence they get very

fine fiſh and excellent ſalt. Martigues is

20 miles N.W. of Marſeilles.

Martin, Kent, near Canterbury. Mar

tin, Lincolnſhire, near Horncaſtle. Mar

tin, Somerſetſhire, in Stanton Drew pariſh.

Martin, Wilts, 6 miles fron Saliſbury. .

Martin, Worceſterſhire, S. of Droitwich.

Martin, Surry, ſee Merton.

MARTIN, CAPE, a promontory of Va

lencia; and a river of Arragcn.

MARTIN, ST. a ſmall town in the Iſle

of Ree, with a harbour and citadel.

MARTIN, ST. an iſland in the Weſt

Indies, lying between St. Bartholomew,

and Anguilla. It is 42 miles in circum

ference, has neither harbour nor river, but

ſeveral ſalt-pits, and has been long jointly

held by the Dutch and French. Lat. 13.

-zo. N. lon. 63. o. W. -

Martin, St. Cornwall, SE. of Helſton.

-Martin, St. Cornwall, near E. Low.

Martin, St. Cornwall, near Saltaſh. Mar

tin, St. Kent, between Appledore and

Romney. Martin, St. E. and H. Wilt

ſhire, E. of Cranbourn-Chace.

MARTINico, a conſiderable iſland of

the Weſt-Indies, about 4.4 miles in length,

and 120 in circumference. There are

3 high mountains, with numberleſs hills

of a conical form, aud ſeveral rivers and

fertile valleys, but they will not bear either

wheat or vines; however, the former is

not much wanted, for thoſe that are born

here prefer caſlava to wheat bread. It

poſſeſſes many natural advantages, and in

particular, it's harbours afford a certain

ſhelter from the hurricanes. ... It exports

ſugar, cocoa, caſſia, ginger, cotton, indigo,

chocolate, aloes, pimento, tobacco, yarn,

plantains, molaſſes, preſerved fruits, &c.

is extremely populous, and has ſeveral ſafe

and commodious harbours. The Princi

pal places are Fort-Royal, Fort St. Peter,

Fort-Trinity, and Foot-de-Mouillage.

There are ſtill ſome of the ancient inha

In 1769, France in

ported from Martinico, in zoz trading

veſſels, merchandiſe to the amount of

536,6311. ſterling. In Feb. 3. 1794, this

iſland was attacked by the Engliſh, under

Sir John Jervis and Sir Charles Grey, and

the

2
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the conqueſt was completed on March

26th. Fort-Royal is in lat. 14. 44. N.

lon. 61. 16. W.

Martingley, Hants, W. of Hartley

Row. Martin Hoſyntree, Worc. between

Worceſter and Droitwich. Martin How,

Devonſ. between Comb-Martin and Lin

ton. Martin-Meer, Lanc. W. of Eccle

ſton. Martin's, Eſſex, near Maningtree.

Martin's, St. Northamp. near Stamford.

Martinſdale, Weſtmorl. a pariſh of Barton.

Martin's-Thorp, Rutl. 3 miles from Up

Pingham. Martinſon, S. of Dorcheſter.

Martinworthy, Hants, N. of Wincheſter.

Martleſham, Suffolk, 5 miles from Ipſ.

wich. Martleſion, Berks, near Buckle

bury. Martley, W. of Worceſter. Mar

tock, or Mattock, Somerſ. between Ilcheſ

ter and Ilminſter. Marton, Cheſh. E. of

Delamere-Foreſt. Marton, with it's Mere,

Cheſhire, S.W. of Macclesfield. Marton,

Devonſ. near Hewiſh. Marton, Lancaſ.

N. of Ormſkirk. Marton, Linc. near the

Trent. Marton, Linc. near Gainſborough.

Marton, Norfolk, S. of Watton. Marton,

Nottingh. a hamlet of Harworth. Marton,

Shropſ, bordering on Denbighſ. Marton,

Shropſ. N. of Chirbury. Marton, Warw.

on the Leame. Marton, Weſtmorl. NW.

of Appleby. Marton, Yorkſ, near Flam

borough. Marton, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs.

Marton, E. of Rippon. Marton, Yorkſ.

near Stokeſley. Marton, Yorkſ. SE. of

Kirby-Moorfide. Marton, Yorkſ. SE. of

Boroughbridge. Marton, Yorkſ. NW.
of Boroughbridge. Marton, Yorkſ. E.

of Eaſingwould. Marton-Brook, running

into the Derwent, near Derby. Marton,

E. and W. Yorkſhire, E. of Giſborn.

Marton, Great and Little, Lancaſhire, in

Amounderneſs. Marton-Moſs, Lanca

ſhire, in Amounderneſs.

MARToRANo, in Calabria Citra.

MARTor el, a town of Catalonia.

MART.os, a town of Jaen, Andaluſia.

MARVEJols, a tialing town in the de

partment of Lozere, 1o miles N.W. of

Mende, and 3oo S. of Paris.

Marvel, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

MAR v ILLE, a town in the department

of Meuſe, ſeated on the river Oſheim, 4

miles W. of Longwy.

MARwood, a town of Durham, on the

Tees, near Barnard-Caſtle. Market on

Wedneſday.

Marwood, Church, and Middle, Devonſ.

N.W. of Barnſtaple, Maryborn, S. Hants,

W. of Whitchurch. Mary Church, De

vonſhire, near Torbay. Mary Hill, St.

Glamorganſhire.

MARYLAND, one of the United States of

America, lying about the N, end of Cheſa

peak Bay, which divides it into two parts,

called the eaſtern and weſtern ſhores :

bounded on the N. by Pennſylvania, on

the E. by the ſtate of Delaware, on the

SE. and S. by the ſea and Virginia, and on

the W. by the interior country of Ame

rica. It is 174 miles long, and 11 o

broad. It is divided into 18 counties, Io

of which are on the weſtern, and 3 on the

eaſtern ſhore of the Cheſapeak. The ex

ports are wheat and tobacco, which are

the ſtaple commodities; timber, hemp,

flax, and barelled pork, there being vaſt

numbers of ſwine, which run wild in the

woods, feeding on the maſt or nuts of va

rious kinds of trees. The number of in

habitants is about 260,000. The chief

towns are Annapolis and Baltimore. The

climate of this province, which in moſt

reſpects, reſpects reſembles Virginia, is

generally mild and agreeable.

MARYPort, a town in Cumberland,

on the Ellen. It has a good harbour, and

$o or 90 ſail of ſhipping, from 50 to 3oo

tons, burden; ſome of them ſail up the

Baltic for timber, flax, iron, &c. The

coal and coaſting trade and ſhip-building

are carried pretty extenſively, and lately an

extenſive cotton manufactory has been

erected. Here is a furnace for caſt-iron,

and one of the fineſt glaſs-houſes in the

Britiſh dominions. It is 7 miles NW. of

Corkermouth, and 307 NNW. of London.

Market on Friday.

Mary, St. Cambridgeſ, near Wiſbeach.

Mary's, St. Devonſ, near Ottery. Mary's,

St. Kent, 5 miles NE. of Rocheſter.

Mary's, St. Kent, between Clift and the

Iſle of Greane.

Rumney Marſh, 2 miles N. of New Rum.

ney. Mary's, St. Linc. W. of Walpole

in Norf.

fleet. Mary's, St. Norf. SE. of Walpole.

Mary's, St. Hants near Southampton.

MARY's River, St. a river of N.

America, in Georgia, which forms a part

of the ſouthern boundary of the United

States, and enters Amelia Sound, in lat.

3o. 44. N. It is navigable for veſſels of

conſiderable burden for 90 miles; and it's

banks afford immenſe quantities of fine

timber ſuited to the Weſt-India markets.

MARY's STRA1t, St. a ſtrait in N.

America, which forms the communica

tion between Lake Superior and Lake

Huron. It is about 40 miles long; and

at the upper end is a rapid fall or deſcent,

which, though it is impoſſible for cances

to aſcend, yet, when condućted by careful

pilots, may be deſcended without danger.

*MARYBorouch, the county town of

Queen's County, in Leinſter, with confi
D d 2. - derable

Mary's St. Kent, in,

Mary's, St. Linc. near Wayn
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derable woollen manufaātures, 40 miles

SSW. of Dublin. - -

MARY GERANE's House, a name

given to Dunmore-Head, in Kerry, Mun

ſter. -

MARzA SIRocco, a ſmall gulf on the

S. fide of the Iſle of Malta. The Turks

landed here in 1565, when they went to

beſiege Valetta, for which reaſon theGrand

Maſter ordered three forts to be built, two

at the entrance of the gulf, and one on the

point of land that advances into the middle

of it. , -

MARzilLA, a town of Spain, in Na

varre, 30 miles S. of Pampeluna.

MAsBATE, one of the Philippine Iſlands,

almoſt in the centre of the reſt. It is 8o

miles in circumference. The natives, are

moſtly independent; about 250 families

are tributary to the Spaniards. Here are

ſome mines, which are not wrought. The

fºr: produce is rice. Lat. 12. o. N.

on. 122. 25. E.

Maſbrook, Upper and Lower, Shropſ.

near Oſweſtry. Maſbrough, a moſt flou

riſhing village of Yorkſhire, near Rother
ham. Here is a conſiderable iron manu

fačtory, with furnaces for ſmelting the iron

out of the ore, forges for making it mal

leable, and mills for flatting the tin plates,

which are alſo tinned here. Great quan

tities of goods of hammered iron are made

here for exportation; and they alſo con

vert iron into ſteel, and caſt all kinds of

veſſels, &c. in the ſame metal.

MAscAte, the principal town ofOman,

on the coaſt of Arabia, beſide a ſmall gulf

encompaſſed with ſteep rocks, and forming

a ſecure harbour for the largeſt veſſels.

Arrian calls it Moſca, and ſpeaks of it as

being, even then, a great emporium of the

trade of Arabia, Perſia, and India; an ad

vautage which it has ever enjoyed, and ſtill

poſſeſſes. The Portugueſe conquered it

about the year 1508, but the Arabs took

it from them in 1658, and put all the gar

riſon to the ſword, except 18, who turned

Mahometans. The cathedral, built by

the Portugueſe, is now the palace of the

wali or governor, atting for the ſcheik or

iman, and their other church is a nagazine.

There are neither trees, ſhrubs, nor graſs

to be ſeen on the coaſt near it, and only a

few date-trees in a valley at the back of

the town, though they have all things in

plenty. The bazars, or market-places,

are covered with the leaves of date-trees,

laid on beams, which reach from the houſe

tops on one ſide, to thoſe on the other.

The horſes, cattle, and ſheep are accuſtom

ed to eat roaſted fiſh; notwithſtanding

which, the beef and mutton are both govd.

- - I -

Their religion is Mallometaniſm, and yet

they ſuffer any one to go into their

moſques, contrary to the cuſtom of the

Turks. There are about 11oo Banians

in this city, who are permitted to bring

their wives here, ſet up idols in their

chambers, and burn their dead, &c. The

produćts of the country are horſes, dates,

fine brimſtone, coffee, and ruinofs, a root

that dyes red. Lat. 24. o. N. lon. 57.

26. E. -

MAs. D'Asil, LE, a town in the de

partment of Arriege. -

Maſengill, Lanc. near Kirby-Lonſdale.

MAsHAM, a town in the N. Riding of

Yorkſhire, with a cotton manufaāory,

feated on the river Ure, 21.8 miles from

London. Market on Tueſday.

Maſhbury, Eſſex, NW. of Chelmsford.

Maſk, Yorkſhire, near Richmond. Maſk,

Yorkſ, on the coaſt, NE. of Giſborough.

MAsKAT. See Mascate.

Maſtelbury, Eſſex, near White Roding:

MAskelyNE’s Isles, a group of

ſmall, but beautiful iſlands, lying off the

SE. point of Mallicollo, one of the New

Hebrides. Lat. 16.32. S. lon. 167. 55. E.

Maſſaſcanlane, in Cork, Munſter.

MAssA, a town and territory of Italy,

between the dominions of Genoa and Tuſ

cany, united to Modena. It is ſeated 3

miles from the ſea, and is famous for quar

ries of fine marble.

MAssA, a town of Lavora, Naples.

MAssA, a town of Italy, in the Sien

meſe. Between this town and the ſea is

an unhealthy tračt, called Maremma di

Sienna. Near it are found borax and lapis

lazuli. - -

MAssAchusets, one of the United

States of N. America, bounded on the N.

by New Hampſhire and Vermont; on the

W. by New York; on the S. by Connec

ticut, Rhode Iſland, and the Atlantic

Ocean; and on the E. by that ocean and

the Bay of Maſſachuſets. It is 120 miles

long, and 50 broad; and is divided into 11

countries,

hemp, hops, potatoes, beans, peas, fruits,

&c. Iron has been found in immenſe

quantities; as likewiſe copper ore, black

This ſtate ownslead, alum, late, &c.

more than one third part of the trade and

ſhipping belonging to the United States.

The negro trade was prohibited by law in

1778. "I'he number of inhabitants, in

1799, was 378,787. Here are 265 towns,

the principal of which are Boſton and

Salem. They have manufačtories of lea

ther, linen, and woollen cloth, and plenty

of beef, pork, fowls, and fiſh.

Massaf RA, a town of Otranto, Naples."

Majelek,

It produces Indian corn, flax,
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Maffe'ek, a river in Cardiganſhire.

- MAss ERA No, a town of Piedmont.

MAssiNGHAM,GREAT, a town ofNor

folk, near Rougham. Market on Friday.

Maſſingham, Little, near Great Maſſing

ham.

Maſſytown, in Cork, Munſter.

MAs rico, CApo, a cape on the W.

fide of Scio, in the Archipelago.

Maſłhorn, Cumberland, near Hathwait.

Miſion, Wiltſhire, S. of Highworth.

MAsUAH, an iſland in the Red Sea,

three quarters of a mile long, and nearly

half a mile broad. One third of it is oc

cupied by houſes, another by ciſterns to

receive rain water, and the laſt is reſerved

for burying the dead. The houſes, in ge

neral, are built of poles and bent graſs, as

in the towns of Arabia. Here is an ex

cellent harbour, with water deep enough

for ſhips of any ſize, where they may ride

in the utmoſt ſecurity, from whatever

point, or with whatever degree of ſtrength

the wind blows. Lat. 15.45. N. lon. 4o.

3. E.

Mast: LIPATAM, a ſea-port on the coaſt

of Coromandel, leated near the mouth of

the Kiſtna, in the circar of Condapilly,

Lat. 16.8. N. lon. 31. 12. E.

MAtAcA, or MANTAcA, a commo

dious bay in the Weſt Indies, on the N.

coaſt of Cuba. Here the galleons uſually

come to take in freſh water, on their return

to Spain. It is 35 miles E. of the Ha

vanna, -

MATAGoRDA, a fort which covers the

entrance of Cadiz harbour.

MATAloNA, a town of Lavora, Naples.

MATAMAN, or CIMB FBA, a country of

Africa, S. of Benguela, on the coaſt of the

Atlantic, extending from lat. 16 to 14. S.

and lon. 13 to 18 E. It is a country lit

tle viſited by Europeans.

MATAPAN, or CAGLIA CAPE, the

moſt ſouthern promontory of the Morea,

E. of the Gulf of Coron. Lat. 36. 33.N.

ion. 22.40. E.

MAtARAM, a territory of Java, on the

S. ſide, near the centre of the iſland. Lat.

8. zo. S. lon. I 1 o. 13. E.

MATAko, a town of Catalonia, remark

able for it's glaſs works, and other manu

fa&tures.

Matching, and Matching Barnes, Eſſex,

near Harlow.

MATcowitz, a town of Hungary.

MATELLEs, Les, a town in the depart

ment of Herault. -

MarERA, a town of Baſilicata, Naples.

Malford, Devonſ. near Exeter. Ma

tham, Great, Kent, in Benenden pariſh.

Matham, Little, or Lowden, Kent, near

of Biſhop's. Caſtle.

Great Matham. Mathaman, a rivulet in

Angleſea. Matharn, Monm. S. of Chep

ſtow. Matharn, Heref. near Malvern- .

Hills. Mathern, a river inº;

Mathfield, Upper and Nether, or Mayfield,

Staff, on the Dove, near Aſhborn, in Der

byſhire. Mathlington, Shropſhire, NW.

Mathon, 7 miles from

Worceſter. Mathry, Pembrokeſ. Mat

laſk, Norfolk, between N. Walſham and

Holt. Matlock, Derbyſ, near Wirkſworth,

ſituated on the river Derwent. It has two

baths, whoſe waters are milk warm, and

efficacious in cholicky, conſumptive, and

cutaneous caſes. It is an extenſive ſtrag

gling village, built in a very romantic
ſtyle, on the ſteep ſide of a mountain, the

houſes riſing regularly one above another,

from the bottom to nearly the ſummit.

There are good accommodations for the

numerous company who reſort to the

baths; and petrifactions, cryſtals, and

other curioſities for ſale. Notwithſtanding

the rockineſs of the ſoil, the cliffs of the

rocks produce an immenſe number of trees,

whoſe foliage adds greatly to the beauty

of the place. Matſhall, Norfolk, near E.

Dereham. Matſon, near Glouceſter.

MAtsuMAY, a ſea-port of Jedfo, capi

tal of a province of the ſame name, tribu

tary to Japan. Lat. 42. o. N. lon. 138.

55. E.

Matteleigh, Cheſhire, NE. of Stopford.

Matterdale, Cumberl. NE. of Keſwick,

in Grayſtock pariſh. Matterſey, Notting

hamſhire, on the Idle, near Bautree.

MATTHEo, Sr. a town of Arragon.

MATTheo, St. an iſland of Africa,

4zo miles diſtant from Cape Palmas, the

neareſt land on the coaſt of Guinea. It

was formerly planted by the Portugueſe, .

but is now deſerted. Lat. 1. 24. S. lon.

6. Io. W.

MATTHE w”s, ST. Is I. A NDs, in the

Indian Ocean. Lat. 5. 23. S. lon. 123.

51. E. -

Matthew's Green, Berks, near Oking

ham. Mattingley, Hants, N. of Hartley

Row. Mattiſhal, Norfolk.

Maubeug E, a town in the department

of the North, ſeated on the river Sambre,

ceded to France by the treaty of Nimeguen.

It is 12-miles S. of Mons.

Maugan, Cornwall, NW. of Columb

Magna. Maugerſbury, Glouceſ. in Stow

pariſh. Maulam, Yorkſ. SE. of Settle.

MAULD AH, a city of Bengal, ſituated

on a river that communicates with the

Ganges. It is a place of trade, and pro

duces, in particular, much ſilk. It is

about 190 miles N. of Calcutta. Lat. 25.

19. N. lon, 88, 28. E.

D d 3 Maulden,
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Maulden, Bedfordſhire, near Ampthill.

Mauld's-Meburn, Weſtmorland, in the pa

riſh of Croſby-Ravenſworth.

MAULeoN, a town in the department

of Lower Pyrenees, za miles W. of Pau.

MAULEoN, a town in the department

of Vendee.

Mau Leon, a town in the dept. of Up

per Pyrenees, 9 miles SE. of La Barthe;

Maulſwick, Glouceſ. in Newent pariſh.

MAURA, ST. an iſland of the Mediter

ranean, near the coaſt of Albania.

MAURE, St. a town in the depart. of

Indre and Loire, 17 miles S. of Tours,

and 148 S.W. of Paris. -

MAUR1ac, a trading town in the dept.

of Cantal : the horſes are accounted the

beſt in France. It is ſeated near the river

Dordogne, 26 miles WNW. of St. Flour.

MAURIce, St. a ſmall town of the

country of Vallais, ſituated on the Rhone,

16 miles NNW. of Martigny.

MAURIENNE, a narrow valley in the

dept. of Mont Blanc, 59 miles in length,

extending to Mount Cenis, which ſepa

rates it from Piedmont. St. John is the

capital.

MAURITIUS. See Isle of FRANce,

MAURUA, one of the Society Iſlands in

the S. Pacific Ocean, ſurrounded by a reef

of rocks, without a harbour. It is 14 miles

W. of Bolabola.

MAwar.AlNAHAR, a name given to

the country of the Uſbec Tartars. It is

very populous, and contains a great num

ber of towns. Samarcand is the capital.

Mawborrow, Cumberland, near Ireby.

MAwes, Sr. a town in Cornwall, ſeat

ed on the E. ſide of Falmouth Haven, 3

miles from the town, and 250 W. by S.

of London,

Mawgan, Cornwall, S.W. of Helſton.

Mawban, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Mawla, Cornwall, S.W. of St. Anns.

Mawling, Suſſex, N. of Lewes. Mawm

bury, or Maunbury, a curious old Roman

amphitheatre, a quarter of a mile SW. of

Dorcheſter, Mawnam, Cornw. near the

mouthof Helford. Haven. Mawſii, Yorkſ.

S. of Skipton. Maxey Caſtle, Northamp.

on the Welland, oppoſite to Weſt Deeping,

Maxfield, Suſſex, SW. of Winchelſea.

MaxiMIN, Sr. a town in the dept. of

War, 20 miles N. of Toulon.

Maxwel, Hants, NW. of Biſhop's-

Waltham. -

MAY, a ſmall-iſland of Scotland, at the

mouth of the Frith of Forth, with a light

houſe.

Mayden. Croſ, Northumberland, near

Cocklaw-Hill, on the borders of Scotland,

MAYENce. See MENTz.

MAYENNE. See MAINE.

Mayes-Hill, Glouc. in Waterleigh pa

riſh. Mayes-Hill,Kent, near Sittingbourn.

Mayfield, Suſſex, E. of Aſhdown Foreſt.

Mayfard, Surry, near Woking. May

land, Durham, W. of Biſhop-Auckland.

Mayland, Eſſex, near South Minſter. May

lerd's, Eſſex, SW. of Hornchurch.

* MAYNooth, a neat well built town

of Kildare, in Leinſter, 12 miles W. of

Dublin.

Maynſion, Shropſ, near Biſhop's-Caſtle.

MAY, or MAYo, one of the Cape de

Verd Iſlands, lying in the Atlantic Ocean,

about 21 miles in circumference, it's form

oval, with a variety of ſharp rocks and

points projećting into the ſea about a mile.

The ſoil conſiſts of ſand, or a looſe, crum

bling ſtone, without rivulets, ſprings, or

any natural moiſture, except the dews in

the night, and ſhowers in the wet ſeaſon;

however, they have plenty of beeves, goats,

and aſſes; as alſo, ſome corn, yams, pota

toes, plantains, figs, water-melons, ci

trons, oranges, pompions, and calavanas,

or a ſpecies of bean. In the whole iſland

is but one ſpring, which riſes in the cen

tre, and runs off in a ſmall ſtream through

a valley confined by the hills. Here are no

large trees; what few they have are on the

ſide of the hills. Here is a large ſalt-pond,

2 miles in length, and half a mile in

breadth: with this commodity many Eng

liſh ſhips are loaded in the ſummer time.

The ſea is plentifully ſtocked with a va

riety of fiſh. The inhabitants are negroes,

who ſpeak the Portugueſe language, and

are ſtout, luſty, and plump. There are

only three villages, the principal of which

is Pinoſa, with a church, and about zoo

inhabitants, many of whom go naked.

Lat. 15. 10. N. lon. 22. 25. W.

MAYo, a county of Ireland, in the pro

vince of Connaught, 49 miles in length,

and 44 in breadth. It contains 68 pa

riſhes, about 27,970 houſes, and 14o,coo

inhabitants, and is bounded on the W. by

the Atlantic Ocean, on the N, and NE.

by the ocean and Sligo, on the E. and SE.

by Roſcommon and Galway, and on the

S. by Galway. The weſtern coaſt is

mountainous, and ſcarcely inhabited; but

in the interior there are good paſtures,

lakes, and rivers, with ſeveral excellent

harbours on the coaſt. It's ancient capi

tal, Mayo, is gone to decay. Ballinrobe

is now reckoned the chief town, but the

aſſizes are held at Caſtlebar.

MAYoTTA, the moſt ſoutherly of the

Comora Iſlands. -

Maypole, in W. Meath, Leinſter.

Maypowder, Dorſetſhire, NW. of Mid

dleton
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dieton. Mayſºmere, 2 miles NW. of

Glouceſter.

MAzad AN, a fortreſs of Morocco, 65

miles NNW. of the city of Morocco.

MAzANDERAN. See MezANDERAN.

Maza RA, a ſea-port of Sicily, on the

SW. coaſt, with a good harbour. It is

the capital of a conſiderable valley of the

ſame name, fertile and well watered with

ſeveral rivers.

Meaco, or Kto, a town of Niphon, in

Japan, the ancient metropolis of the whole

tinpire, and the reſidence of the ancient

and preſent dairos. Meaco is ſtill the

grand ſtore-houſe of all the manufactures

of Japan, and foreign and home merchan

diſe. Here they refine their metals, print

books, and weave and dye the fineſt'ſilks

and ſtuffs; make japan work, porcelain,

inuſical inſtruments, paintings, carvings,

gold, ſilver, and copper work, ſteel of the

fineſt temper and curious workmanſhip,

gowns, toys, trinkets, &c. The inhabit

2nts are ſaid to be 60,000 in number, be

ſide ſtrangers who come hither to trade.

Lat. 35. 30. N. lon. 136. 25. E.

Meadham, or Meatban, Norfolk, near

Harleſton. Meadhoud Park, Suſſex, N.

of Petworth.

MEADIA, a town in the Bannat of Te

meſwar, Hungary.

Meadflown, in Meath, Leinſter.

Meaſes, Lancaſhire, on the coaſt, be

tween the Moſſe and the mouth of the

Ribble. Mean, E. and W. Hants, near

Petersfield, to the weſt. . Mean “Stock,

Hants, NE. of Biſhop's-Waltham.

ME Ao, one of the ſmall Molucca Iſlands.

Mear, Somerſetſhire, near Glaſtonbury.

Mear, Staffordſhire, near Weſton." Mear,

Staffordſhire, near Newcaſtle-under-Line.

Mear, Staffordſ. near Newport in Shrop

ſhire. Mear, Staffordſ. near Bobbington.

MEARNs. See Ki NcARDIN Eshire.

Meaſham, Derbyſhire, near Aſhby-de

ia-Zouch.

MEATH, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Leinſter, 30 miles from N. to

S. and from 25 to 35 from E. to W.

bounded on the N. by Cavan and Louth,

on the E. by the Iriſh Channel, on the S.

by Kildare and Dublin, and on the W. by

Longford and Weſt Meath. It contains

147 pariſhes, about 22,468 houſes, and

1 + 2.4co ſouls, and is a fine champaign

country, abounding with corn, and fatten

ing numerous flocks and herds. The bogs

are neither numerous nor extenſive. Trim

is the county town. -

MeArh, West, a county of Ireland,

in the province of Leinſter, bounded on

the W. by Longford and Roſcommon, on

the N. by Longford and Cavan, on the F.

by Meath and Kildare, and on the s. by

King's County. It's greateſt length is

38 miles ; it's greateſt breadth 2.... It

contains 62 pariſhes; and beſides Lough

Ree, formed by the Shannon on it’s weſt

ern extremity, it is watered by a number

of other agreeable lakes; as the Loughs

Leign, Derrivaragh, Iron, Ennel, Drin,

and Banean Annagh. The chief town is

Mullingar, where the ſecond great fair in

the kingdom for wool is held.

Meaux, a large, handſome, and popu

lous town in the dept. of Seine and Maine,

ſeated on the river Marne. The country

round this place abounds in corn and cat

tle; and the fine meadows produce a cheeſe,

well known by the name of the Cheeſe of

Brie. Jt is 2.5 miles NE. of Paris.

MEcAN, a large river of Aſia, which

riſes in Thibet, and flowing SE. through

the Chineſe province of Yunnan, and the

kingdoms of Lahos and Cambodia, falls

by two mouths into the Indian Ocean, zoo

miles below the city of Cambodia, which

gives it’s own name to the eaſtern branch.

MEccA, a city of Hedias, in Arabia,

ſeated on a barren ſpot, in a valley, fur

rounded by little hills, about a day's jour

ney from the Red Sea. It has neither walls

nor gates, but the buildings are better here

than in any other town of Arabia. What

chiefly ſupports it, is the amual reſort of a

great many thouſand pilgrims at a certain

ſeaſon of the year; for, at other times, the

ſhops are ſcarcely open. The inhabitants

are poor, very thin, lean, and ſwarthy.

The hills about the town are numerous;

all conſiſt of a blackiſh rock; and ſome of

them are half a mile in circumference.

The town has plenty of water, and yet lit

tle garden-ſtuff; but there are ſeveral ſorts

of good fruit, as grapes, melons, water

melons, and cucumbers. Numbers of ſheep

are brought hither to be ſold to the piſ

grims. Mecca ſtands in a very hot cli

mate, and the inhabitants uſually ſleep on

the tops of their houſes, for the ſake of

coolneſs. Among it's tdifices, the moſt

remarkable is the famous Kaba, or Houſe

of God, held in high veneration by the

Arghars, even before the days of Maho

met, and ſaid to have been Abraham’s

houſe of prayer. The Kaba is a ſquare

tower, covered on the top with a piece of

black gold-embroidered ſilk ſtuff. It has
42 doors, and reſembles, in it's form, the

Royal Exchange, but is near ten times as

large. The ground in the middle, or area,
is moſtly covered with gravel. There are

cloiſters all round, and in the fides are

cells for thoſe that live a monaſtic life."

D d 4 The
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The arcades around the ſquare are ſaid to

be magnificent, and are illuminated with a

vaſt number of lamps, and candisticks of

old and ſilver. In the Kaba is a ſingu

f. relic, the famous black ſtone, ſaid to

have been brought from heaven by the

Angel Gabriel, which every Muſſulinan

muſt kiſs, or at leaſt touch, every time he

goes round the Kaba. Here alſo is the

Well of Zemzem, ſaid to have been that

where Hagar quenched the thirſt of Iſinael.

Lat. 21.45. N. lon. 4o. 55. E.

Mechlix, or MA LIN E3, a town and

diſtrićt of the late Auſtrian Brabant. It

conſiſts of ſeveral ſmall iſlands, made by

artificial canals, over which are a great

many bridges. Here is a very large houſe,

in which are brought up 8oo or 1 ooo

young girls, and a great foundry for ord

nance of all kinds. It is famous for it's

manufactures in bed-quilts, thread, and

particularly in fine lace, and they brew a

fort of beer, which is ſent into the neigh

bouring provinces, . It is ſeated on the 1i

ver Dyle, 10 miles NNE. of Bruſſels.

MeckleNBURG, a principality of

Lower Saxony, including the duchies of

Schwerin and Guſtro, which are divided

into three circles, Mecklenburg, Wen

den, and Stargard. It extends 135 miles

in length, and go where broadeit. It

abounds in corn, paſtures, and game; and

is well ſcated on the Balic for foreign

trade. The ſovereignty of this country

is divided between the houſe of Meck

lenburg Schwerin, which is the eldeſt

branch, and has a revenue of 3co,coo

rix dollars per annum, and the houſe

of Mecklenburgh Strelitz, whoſe reve

nue amounts to about 126,ooo rix dol

lars.

MECHOACHAN, or VALLADO LID, a

rovince of Mexico, on the South Sea. It

is about zoo miles in circumference, and

is very rich, abounding in ail the neceſſa

ries of life, It has alſo mines of ſilver

and copper, and great plenty of cocoa

nuts, beſide a great deal of ſilk. The ca

ital is of the ſame name, in lat. 2 o. 5.N.

p. 103.47. W. ,

MEckLEY, a large province of India,

bounded on the N. by Aſſam, on the E.

by China, on the W. by Bengal, and on

the S. by Roſhaan and Burmah, it is

ſubječt to the king of Burmah.

MEcoN. See Mt.ca N.

MegRAN. See Mackeran.

Medborn, Leiceſterſhire, S. of Hallaton.

Medborn, Wilts, near Swindon, Medlorn

Maud's, Weſtmorland, W. of Appleby.

Medcomb, Devonſhire, near Marwood.

Medely, Shropſhire, SW, of Bridgenorth,

MEpelin, a town of Spaniſh Eſtrama

dura, leated on the river Guadiana.

MedelpADIA, a maritime province of

Sweden, in Norland, N. of the province of

Helſingia. It is full of mountains and

foreſts, and has only one ſea-port, Sundſ

well, the capital.

MEDeME Lick, a town of the United

Provinces, in W. Frieſland, ſeated on the

Zuyder Zee, with a good harbour. They

trade chiefly in timber brought from the

Baltic. It has a houſe belonging to the

E. India Company, is 9 miles N. of Hoorn,

and 22 NNE. of Amſterdam.

Medford, Dorſetſhire, near Catſtock.

Medloe, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

M L di Es. See MEGIERs.

MEDINA, a city of Hedjas, in Arabia

Felix, celebrated for being the burial place

of Mahomet. It is of moderate extent, is

walled round, and has a large moſque, but

nothing like the temple at Mecca. In

one corner is a place, 14 paces ſquare, with

great windows, and braſs gates, and in

the middle the tomb of Mahomet, incloſed

within iron rails, hung with curtains, and

ſurrounded by a vaſt number of lamps.

The tomb is not expoſed to any, except

the 40 eunuchs who guard it, andj
the lamps. It is placed between two

other tombs, in which reſt the aſhes of

the two firſt caliphs. The ſtory of it's

being ſuſpended in the air by a loadſtone

is now well known to be a fable. Provi

ſions are brought to this place out of Nu

bia, acroſs the Red Sea, in odd ſort of

veſſels, whoſe ſails are made of mats. It is

called the City of the Prophet, becauſe

here he was protected by the inhabitants,

when he fled from Mecca; and here he

was firſt inveſted with regal power. The

time of his death was in 637; but the

Mahometan epoch begins in 622, from the

time of his flight. It is ſeated on a ſandy

plain, abounding in palm-trees, 176 miles

NNW. of Mecca. Lat. 24. zo. N. lon.

39. 33. E. "

ME DINA CELI, a town in Old Caſtile.

MED1NA-De Los-Tox REs, a town of

Spaniſh Eſtramadura.

MEDINA-Del-CAMPo, a conſiderable

town of Leon, endowed with great privi

leges. It is a trading place, 26 miles

SSW. of Valladolid, Éf 75 NNW, of

Madrid.

MEDINA-DeL-Rio-Secco, a town of

Leon, 14 miles NW. of Valladolid. '

MedinA-Sidonia, a town of Andalu

ſia, 20 miles S.E. of Cadiz.

MeditERRANEAN, the name of the ſea

between Aſia, Africa, and Europe, com

municating with the ocean by the Strait;
Q:
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of Gibraltar; and with the Black Sea by

the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmora, and

the Strait of Conſtantinople. It's name,

ſignifying Middle of the Earth, was given

to it by the ancients, who were acquainted

with little more of the ſurface of the globe,

than the lands which encompaſs it.

Medler, Lanc. in Amounderneſs. Med

ley, High, Yorkſ. 5 miles NE. of Wake

field. Medlock, a river in Lanc. running

into the Irwell, near Mancheſter. Medley,

Low, Yorkſ. between Leeds and Pomfret.

Mednam, Bucks, mear Great Marlow.

MEDNik, or WARmic, a town of Po

land, in Samogitia, 60 miles S.W. of Mit

tau.

MEDUA, a town of Algiers, ſeated in

a fertile country, 180 miles SW. of the

city of Algiers.

Medway, a river riſing in Surry, in

different branches, which unite in Kent,

where it waters Tunbridge, and from

Maidſtone is navigable to Rocheſter; be

low which, at Chatham, it is a ſtation for

the royal navy. It falls into the Thames

at the Nore. From Rocheſter Bridge to

Sheerneſs, the diſtance is about 17 miles.

In this part of the river, the channel is ſo

deep, the banks ſo ſoft, and the reaches ſo

ſhort, that it is one of the beſt and ſafeſt

harbours in the world. The forts of

Upnor and Gillingham, erected on oppo

five ſhores of the river, are well furniſhed

with cannon, and defend all the ſhips which

ride between them and the bridge. There

is alſo a platform of guns at the Swam,

and another at Cockhamwood. But the

principal defence of this river is the caſtle

and works at Sheerneſs. On the 22d of

une 1667, the Dutch ſquadron ſailed

soldly up to Blackſtakes, and 7 of their

largeſt ſhips went as far as Upnor, where

they burnt the London, and ſeveral other

men of war, damaged moſt of the ſhips with

in reach of their cannon, and carried off the

Royal Charles, a firſt rate of 1 oo guns.

Medwi, a town of E. Gothland, 3

miles from Wadſtena. It is called the

Swediſh Spa, on account of it's waters,

which are vitriolie and ſulphureous. The

walks and rides in it's environs are plea

ſant, particularly on the banks of the

Wetter Lake.

Medziboz, a town of Volhinia, Po

land, near the ſource of the river Bog.

Meelick, in Clare, Munſter. Meelick,

in Galway, Connaught.

Meen, Glouceſterſ, in Queinton pariſh.

Meer, Cornwall, NW. of Stratton, near

Beed's-Haven. Meeſden, or Meſãon,

Hertf. on a hill, NW. of the Pelhams.

MEGABA, a town of Livadia, formerly

very large, but now inconfiderable, being

inhabited only by poor Greeks. Here are

ſome fine remains of antiquity. It is 26

miles N.W. of Setimes, or Athens.

MEGARA, a town of Africa, in Fez. "

MEGEN, a town of Dutch Brabant.

Meges var, a town and country of

Tranſylvania, remarkable for good wines.

Megi ERs, a town of Tranſylvania.

MEHRAN, the name of the principal of

the many mouths of the river indus, near

Tatta, in Hindooſtan.

MEHUN-sur-Ytv RE, an ancient town

in the dept. of Cher. Here are the ruins

of an old caſtle built by Charles VII. as a

place of retirement, where he ſtarved

himſelf to death, in the dread of being

poiſoned by his ſon, the infamous Lewis

XI. It is feated on the river Yevre, 8

miles NW. of Bourges, and 1 c 5 S. of

Paris.

Mehun-sur-Loire, a town in the

dept. of Loiret, 6 miles NE. of Beaugency.

Meie a river in Shropſhire, running into

the Severn at Shrewſbury.

Meille R1e, a village of Chablais, in

the dept. of Mont Blanc, ſeated on the S.

ſide of the Lake of Geneva, in the receſs

of a ſmall bay, and at the foot of impend

ing mountains.

Meiss EN, a confiderable town of Sax

ony, in Miſnia. Here is a famous manu

facture of porcelain, and a manufacture of

cloth. It is ſeated on the river Elbe, 14

miles N.W. of Dreſden.

MeissEN, or M1s N1A, a margravate of

Upper Saxony, about 1oo miles in length,

and 80 in breadth, united to the electorate

of Saxony. It is divided into five circles,

viz. Meiſſen, Leipſick, Ertzgeburg, Voigt

land, and Neuſtadt, including the ſounda

tions of Wurzen, Merſeburg, and Naum

burg Zeitz. It is a very fine country,

well ſupplied with water, and producing

corn and wine ; and in their hills are rich

mines. The inhabitants are polite, hoſ

pitable, and ſpeak the pureſt language in

Germany. The capital town is§.

MELAzzo, an ancient town of Natolia.

MELAzzo, a ſea-port of Sicily.

Melhorn, Camb. N. of Royſton. Mel.

born, Derbyſ, near Kegworth. Melborn,

Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Thornton. Mel

bury, Melbury Abbots, Melhury Bubb, Mel

bury Eaſt, Melhury Oſmond, or Lower

Melbury, and Melbury Samford, all in Dor.

ſetſ. Melchborn, 8 miles NW. of Bedford.

Melck, a ſmall old town of Aoſtria.

Melcomb Bingham, and Melcomb Horſy,

Dorſetſhire, N.W. of Cheſilbourne.

Melcombe. Regis, in Mayo, Connaught.

Melcomin-Rzcis, a town of Dorſet

i. ſhire,
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fhire, at the mouth of the river Wey, and

joined to Weymouth by a timber bridge,

which was erected in 1770, and has a

drawbridge in the middle, to admit the

paſſage of ſhips into the weſtern part of

the harbour. It is 3 miles S.W. of Dor

cheſter, and 129 WSW. of London.

Markets on Tueſday and Friday.

Melcrith, or Melerig, Northumb. near

Beltingham and Cheſter on the Wall.

Meldof A, a town in Romagna.

Meld ERT, a town of the late Auſtrian'

Brabant, 8 miles S. of Louvain.

Meldon, Northumb. S.W. of Morpeth.

MEldor P, a ſea-port of Daniſh Hol

ſtein.

Meldrith, Cambridgeſ, near Foulmere.

MEledA, an iſland of Raguſa, in the

Adriatic, 2.5 miles in length, and 4 in

breadth. It is ſuppoſed by many to be

the iſland where St. Paul landed, in his

voyage to Rome, and where he was bitten

by a viper. -

Melendeder, or Melendyder, a river in

Denbighſhire, running into the Conway.

MELF1, a town of Boſilicata, Naples.

Melford, Long, Suffolk, a large, well

built village, near Stour river, between

Clare and Sudbury.

MelGAsso, a town of Douro, Portugal.

MELILLA, a town of Fez, ſubject to the

Spaniards.

ME LINDA, a kingdom of Africa, on

the coaſt of Zanguebar. The capital

town is of the ſame name, and ſeated at

the mouth of the river Quilmanci, in an

agreeable plain. It is a large, populous,

place, in which the Portugueſe have 17

churches and 9 convents. They have

warehouſes well provided with European

goods, which they exchange for gold,

ſlaves, elephants' teeth, oſtrich feathers,

wax, aloes, ſena, and other drugs. The

country produces plenty of rice, ſugar,

cocoa-nuts, and other tropical fruits. It

is ſurrounded on all ſides by fine gardens,

and has a good harbour ; but the entrance

is very dangerous, on account of the great

number of ſhoals and rocks hid under wa

ter. The inhabitants conſiſt of Chriſtians

and negroes, which laſt have their own

king and religion, and the number of both

is ſaid to amount to zoo,ooo. Lat. 3. 1 o.

S. lon. 39.40. E.

MELITELLo, a town in the Val-di

Noto, Sicily.

MELITo, a town of Naples.

*Melksh AM, a town of Wilts, on the

road between Devizes and Bath, 96 miles

W. of London. Fine broad cloths are

manufačtured here. Market on Saturday,

Mellan, St. Monm. NE. of Cardiff,

MELLE, a town of Oſnaburg.

MELLE, a town in the dept. of the Two

Sevres, 13 miles S. of St. Maixent.

Meller, Derbyſ, in Gloſſop pariſh, near

the High Peak. Melles, Suffolk, near Bud

deſdale. Melles, Suffolk, near Blythford and

Haleſworth. Melles, Cheſhire, near High

Lakc. Mellichap, Shropſhire, N. of Munſ

low. Melling, Lanc. near Hornby Caſtle.

MELLINGEN, a town of Weimar, Up

per Saxony.

Mellington, Lancaſhire, S. of Ormſkirk.

Mellin's-Houſe, St. Cornw. NW. of Saltaſh.

Mellis, Somerſetſ. 2 miles W. of Frome.

Mellor, Lanc. in Blackburn pariſh. Mel

mery, Cumb. SE. of Heſket. Melmerly,

Yorkſ, near Newby. Melmerby, Yorkſ.

on the river Cover, S. of Midlam.

MELNik, a town of Boleſlau, Bohemia.

Melock, Cornwall, NE. of Bottreaux

Caſtle.,

Me/ough, River, in Down, Ulſter.

MELou E, a town of Upper Egypt.

Melplaſh, Dorſetſhire, near Beminſter.

Melplaſh, E. and I?’. ‘a mile SE. of Ne

therby.

MELRoss, a town of Roxburghſhire,

cloſe by which are the magnificent re

mains of Melroſs Abbey, the fineſt of any

in Scotland, founded in 1136, by David I.

Part of it is at preſent uſed for public

worſhip. In 1791, 1232 pieces of linen

cloth were whitened here. Melroſs is

ſeated on the Tweed, 28 miles SE. of

Edinburgh.

MELRI scht ADT, a town and bailiwick

of Wurtzburg, Franconia.

Melſonby, Yorſhire, NE. of Richmond.

Melta, a river in Brecknockſhire. Melton,

Suffolk, near Woodbridge. Melton, Yorkſ.

near Hull. Melton Coºſable, Norfolk, SW.

of Holt. Melton Roſe, Linc. near Great

and . Little Lymbergh. Melton, Wºff,

Yorkſ. W. of Melton-on-the-Hill. Mel

ton, Magna and Parva, Norfolk, NE. of

Windham. Melton-on-the-Hill, Yorkſhire,

3 miles from Lancaſter.

*MELTon MowbrAY, a town of Lei

ceſterſhire, feated on the river Eye, over

which are two handſome ſtone bridges.

The houſes are well built. It is a large

town, with a conſiderable market for cattle,

proviſions, &c. It is 15 miles S. by E. of

Nottingham, and 106 N. by W. of Lon

don. Market on Tueſday. Fairs the

firſt Tueſday after January 17th ; Whit

ſun Tueſday; and Auguſt 21ſt.

Melverley, Shropſhire, near Shrawerden

Caſtle.

MELUN, a town in the dept. of Seine

and Marne, 10 miles N. of Fontainbleau,

Melwood-Park, Linc. in Axholm Iſle,

MEM BRILlo,
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MEMERIllo, a town of Spaniſh Eſtra

madura, 14 miles S. of Alcantara. -

Membury, Devonſhire, S.W. of Chard.

MEMEL, a town of Pruſſia, in Lithua

nia, with the fineſt harbour in the Baltic,

and a very extenſive commerce; but it is

an ill-built town, withnarrow, dirty ſtreets.

It is ſeated on the N. extremity of the

Curiſch Haff, an inlet of the ſea, 72 miles

NNE. of Koningſburg. Lat. 55.46. N.
lon. 21. 28. E.

Memland, Devonſhire, near Plymouth.

MEMMINGEN, a free town of Suabia.

Memſhed, Hants, in the New Foreſt.

Menageſſey, Cornwall, SW. of Fowey.

MENAN, a large river of Siam, which

runs through it from N. to S. paſſes by

the city of Siam, and falls into the Gulf

of Siam below Bankok. There are ſeve

ral fingular fiſhes in it, beſide crocodiles,

which are common in theſe parts.

MENANcAbo, a town and ſmall king

dom of Sumatra, on the SW. coaſt, oppo

ſite the Iſle of Naſſau.

Menchinot, in Cornwall.

MENDE, a populous town, capital of

the dept. of Lozere. The fountains, and

one of the ſteeples of the cathedral, are re

markable. It has manufactures of ſerges

and other woollen ſtuffs; and is 35 miles

SSW. of Puy, and 21o S. by E. of Paris.

Méndham, Suffolk, 1 mile from Harleſton.

MENDIP Hills, in old records called

MoiNED RoP, a lofty, mineral tract,

ſtretching from E. to W. and from N. to

S. of Somerſetſhire, and abounding in coal,

lead, and lapis calaminaris. The lead is

of a harder quality than that of Delby

ſhire, and is moſtly uſed for making bul

lets, ſhot, &c. The lapis calaminaris is

carried to Briſtol, &c. to be uſed in the

making of braſs. Copper, mangeneſe,

bole, and red ochre, are alſo found in theſe

hills. On their ſummits are vaſt heaths,

covered with fern, in which are ſome

ſwampy flats, dangerous to croſs.

MEND LesHAM, a town of Suffolk, 18

miles E. of Bury, and 82 NE. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

MENdoza Islands. See MARQUESAs.

MENDRAH, a province and town of

Fezzan, 60 miles S. of Mourzouk. The

quantity of trona, a ſpecies of foſſil alkali,

that floats on the ſurface, or ſettles on the

banks of it's numerous ſmoking lakes,

has given a higher importance to this bar

ren country than that of the moſt fertile

diſtrićts. The trona is conveyed to Tri

poli, and ſhipped off for Tunis, Turkey,

and particularly Morocco, where it is em

ployed in the red dye of the leather, for

which they are ſo famous.

Menehilly, Cornwall, between Foy and

Trewardreth Bay.

MENEhould, St. a conſiderable town

in the dept. of Marne, feated on the river

Aiſne, 20 miles NE. of Chalons, and 1 to

E. of Paris.

Menhinuick, or Menkaniack, Cornwall,

NW. of Launceſton.

MENIN, a ſtrongly fortified town of

Flanders, ſeated on the river Lis, 10 miles

N. of Liſle.

Menlough, in Galway, Connaught.

Merſion, Yorkſ. near Otley. Menthorp.

Yorkſ. SW. of New Malton. Mentmore,

Bucks, NE. of Ayleſbury.

MENtoN, a town of Monaco, in Italy,

with a caſtle, 5 miles NE. of Monaco.

MENtz, a confiderable city in the circle

of the Lower Rhine, capital of the electo

rate of Mentz, with an univerſity, and an

archbiſhop's ſee. The archbiſhop is an

elector of the empire, archchancellor of the

empire, keeper of the archives, and direc

tor of the general and particular aſſem

blies. He alſo convokes the clećtoral col

leges, and is the firſt ſtate of the empire.

after the emperor and king. The chapter

conſiſts of 5 prelates and 19 capitulars.

This city is finely ſituated, built in an ir

regular manner, and plentifully provided

with churches. The cathedral is a gloomy

fabric. Here are manufactures of ſtock

ings and ſtuffs. . Many of the public

buildings, and private houſes, have been

deſtroyed, or greatly injured, during the

late ſieges. Mentz is ſeated on the Rhine,

over which is a bridge of boats communi

cating with Caſſel. It is 20 miles N. of

Worms. Lat. 40. 59. N. lon. 8. 20. E.

MENTZ, THE ARCH Bisoprick of,

a country of Germany, in the circle of the

Lower Rhine, and lying upon that river.

It is about 50 miles in length, and zo in

breadth, very fertile. Beſide this archbi

ſhoprick, the elector of Mentz is ſovereign

of the country of Eichsfeld, Eisfeld, or

Eifeld ; and alſo of the city and territory

of Erfort.

Meoles, Cheſhire, near Hyle Lake. Meo

pham, Kent, 4 miles S. of Graveſend.

Mepal, Cambridgeſhire, in the Iſle of Ely.

MEPPEN, a town of Munſter, Weſt

halia.

Mepſhall, Bedfordſhire, 4 miles from

Biggleſwade.

MEQUINENza, a town of Arragon,
ſeated at the confluence of the rivers Ebro

and Segra, 16 miles SSW. of Lerida.

MEQUINEz, a city of Fex, in Morocco,

26 miles S.W. of Fez, the reſidence of the

emperor, and the capital of the whole em

pire. Hither the baſhaws and alcayds re
iwi t
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reſºrt with the tribute and preſents every

two or three years. In the iniddle of the

city the Jews have a place to themſelves,

walled in and guarded, with an alcayd to

prote& them. It is death for them to

curſe, or lift up a hand againſt a Moor,

inſomuch that the boys kick them about

at their pleaſure. They are obliged to

wear black clothes and caps, and to pull

off their ſhoes whenever they paſs by a

moſque. Cloſe by Mequinez, on the

N.W. fide, ſtands a large negro town,

which takes up as much ground as the

city, but the houſes are not ſo high, nor

ſo well built. The inhabitants are all

blacks, or of a dark tawny colour; and

thence the emperor recluits the ſoldiers for

his court. The palace ſtands on the S.

ſide, and is guarded by ſeveral hundreds

of black eunuchs, who are armed with

knives and ſcimiters, covered with wrought

filver. The ſtreets are exceedingly nar

row, with hardly any of the windows to

be ſeen, except little holes to look out at.

The houſes are flat at the top; ſo that, in

many places, they can walk, a great way

upon them. The women live in the up

per apartments, and often viſit each other

from the tops of the houſes. When theſe

go abroad, they have their heads covered

with their outward garment, which comes

down cloſe to their eyes; and underneath

they tie a piece of white cloth, to hide

the lower part of their faces. They are

guite covered all over, except, their legs,

which are generally naked ; but within

doors they appear in their hair, and have

only a fingle fillet over their foreheads.

Here, as well as at Morocco, is a convent

of Spaniſh Recolle&ts, for the benefit of

Chriſtian captives, the fathers of both

which, hº the poor with medicines

gratis. Lat. 33.56. N. lon. 6. 6. W.

MER, or MENARs, a town in the dept.

of Loir and Cher, Jo miles NE. of Blois.

MERAN, a town of the Tirol. -

Merazion, or MARKet Jew, a town

in Cornwall, ſcated on a dangerous arm

of the ſea, called Mount’s Bay, 3 miles

E. of Penzance, and 283 W. by S. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Merden, wilts, 2 miles N.W. of Up

haven. Merden, E. W. N. and Upper,

Suſſex, on the borders of Hants. Merden,

Jittle, Bucks, NW. of Ayleſbury. , Mer.

den, or Meridºn, N.W. of Hertford.

MERDIN, a town of Aſia, in Diarbeck,

fubject to the Turks, who have a baſhaw

here, with zoo ſ \his and sco janizaries.

It is so niles S. of Diarbekir. -

Merdiºfen, Northumb. in the manor of

£land. Mºre, Cheſ, near Knottesford.

Mere, Somerſ. near Pen. Mere, Staff. at

the head of the river Tern. Mere, De

vonſhire, NE, of Tiverton.

MERE, a town of Wiltſhire, 28 miles

NW, of Saliſbury, and 100 W. by S. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Mere. Booth, Linc. NW. of Tatterſhal.

Mere-Hoſpital, S. of Lincoln. Mere

Houſe, Yorkſ. NE. of Barneſley. Mere.

Land, Linc. near Somerton Caſtle.

MEREcz, a town of Troki, Lithuania.

Mereworth, Kent, between Hadlow

and Maidſtone. Merfleet, Yorkſ. near

Headon. Meriam Court, Kent, near

Maidſtone.

MERGENTheIM. See MARGENT HEIM.

MERIDA, a town of Spaniſh Eſtrama

dura, built by the Romans before the

Chriſtian era, and called Auguſta Emerita.

Here are fine remains of antiquity, parti

cularly a triumphal arch. It is ſeated on

the Guadiana, 12 miles E. of Badajox.

MERIDA, a town of Mexico, capital of

Yucatan, about 40 miles S. of the Gulf

of Mexico, and 130 NE. of Campeachy.

MERIDA, a town of Terra Firma, ca

pital of a diſtrict call, Merida, or Grilla,

bordering on the province of Venezuela.

It is feated in a country abounding with

fruits, 130 miles NE. of Pampeluna.

Meriden, or Mireden, Warw, near Co

ventry. Merill-Grange, Leic. near Worth

ington. Merin, Cornwall, near Padſtow.

Merington-Kirk, Durham, near Biſhop's-

Auckland. Mering, Nottinghamſhire,

near Greſthorp.

MertoNEThshire, a county of N.

Wales, bounded on the N. by Càrnarvon

ſhire and Denbighſhire; on the E. by the

latter county, and that of Montgomery;

on the S. by Montgomery and a ſmall part

of Cardiganſhire; and on the W. by the

Iriſh Channel. It extends 36 miles from

N. to S. and is 34 wide in it's broadeſt

part. The ſoil is as bad as any in Wales,

being very rocky and mountainous; how

ever, large flocks of ſheep and goats, and

large herds of horned cattle, find pretty

good paſture in the valleys. The face of

the country is awfully and aſtoniſhingly

romantic, and it is well clothed with

wood. The principal rivers are the Dee

and Dovy; and it has a great mountain,

the Cader Idris, one of the higheſt in

Wales. Merionethſhire contains 5 hund

reds, 5 market-towns, 37 pariſhes, 2592

houſes, and 17,100 inhabitants. Harlech

is the capital.

Meriton, Shropſhire, near Albrigh
ton.

MER Itz, or MERRick, a fortreſs and

city of Viſiapour, in Hindooſtan, ſituated

cºl
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on the N. bank of the Kiſtna, 50 miles

SW. of Viſiapour.

MERK, a river which riſes in Auſtrian

Brabant, and running N. by Breda, af

terward turns W. and joins the Meuſe by

two channels, E. of the Iſland of Over

flackee, in Holland.

Merkes, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Skel

ton. Merland, and Merland-Peters, De

vonſ in Padſtow pariſh. Merrifield, So
merſ. NW. of Ilminſter.

Meko, a town of Pegu, near the SW.

coaſt. -

MeRou, a town of Koraſan, in Perſia,

in a fertile country, which produces ſalº.

Merriol, Nottingh. in Elkelſey pariſh.

Merriot, Somerſ. SE. of Ilminſter. Mer

4. Surry, between Guilford and Clan

on.

MERs. See BERwicks HIRE.

MERSBURG, a town and principality

of Upper Saxony.

MERsey, a riverof England, the boun

dary between Cheſhire and Lancaſhire.

Above Stockport, it receives the Tame;

lower down, the Irwell; and paſſing by

Warrington, &c. enters the Iriſh Sea be

low Liverpool. This river not only af

fords ſalmon, but is viſited annually by

ſhoals of ſmelts, here called ſparlings, of

a remarkable fize and flavour.

Merſey-Iſland, Eſſex, at the mouth of

the Coln, S. of Colcheſter. Merſh, Iſle

of Wight, in W. Medina. Merſhall,

Berks, SW. of Newbury. Merſham,

Kent, SE, of Aſhford. Merſham Hache,

or Hutton, Kent, SW. of Merſham.

MER'sPURG, a town of Conſtance, in

Suabia.

Merſion, Bucks, S. of Winſlow. Mer

fon, Linc. NW. of Grantham. Merſion,

Kent, near Upnor-Caſtle. Merſion, Norf.

W. of Clay. Merſion, Suſſex, SE. of

Chicheſter. Merſion, Iſle of Wight, in

E. Medina. Merſion, Warw. near Lea.

Merſon-Bigot, Somerſetſh. S. of Frome.

Merſion-Broad, Somerſ. near Queen Ca

mel. Merſion-Butters, Warw. SW. of

Kineton. Merſion-Culy, Warwickſ. near

Sheldon. Merſion-jabet, Warwickſ. NW.

of Wolvey. Merſton, or Marſon, Long,

Herts, in the pariſh of Tring. Merſion

Meaſy, Wilts, on the borders of Glouceſ.

Merſion-Priors, Warw. in the pariſh of

Hardwick- Priors. Merſion - Weavers,

Warwickſ. in Church-Bickenhill pariſh.

Merſworth, Bucks, near Ivingo. Mer

ther, Cornwall, SE. of Truro. Merther

Derwa, Cornwall, E. of St. Ives-Bay.

Merthern, Cornwall, NW. of Heltord

Haven. Merther. Uni, Cornwall, NE. of

Helſton.

MERTola, a town of Alentejo.

Merton, or Martin, near Oxford. Mer

ton, Surry, on the river Wandle, 1 mile

from Tooting. Mºrton, Linc. W. of

Tatterſhal-Chace. Merton, Devonſ, near

Merland.

MERve, the N. outlet of the river

Maeſe, on which Rotterdam is ſeated.

MERville, a town in the dept. of the

North, ſeated on the river Lis, 24 miles

SW. of Menin.

MEs A-De-Asta, formerly a town in

Andaluſia, now a heap of ruins.

MEsched, a city of Koraſan, Perſia;

famous for the magnificent ſepulchre of

Riſa, an iman, of the family of Ali, to

which the Perſian devotees reſort. It has

a manufactory of beautiful pottery, and

of ſkins, and is ſeated on a mountain, in

which are found fine Turkey ſtones, 190

miles NNW. of Herat. Lat. 37. 12. N.

lon. 57. 20. E.

MEschehe p-AL1. See Mexat Ali.

MEsch EHED-Hussain. See MexAT

Oc FM.

MESEMBRIA, a town of Romania. ,

MEsEN, a ſea-port, diſtrićt, and river

of Ruſſia, in the province of Archangel.

Meſhew, Devonſ. S. of S. Moulton.

Meski Rx, a town of Furſtenburg, in

Suabia.

MessA, a town of Morocco, ſeated at

the foot of Mount Atlas, near the ocean,

165 miles S.W. of Morocco.

Messin A, a city of Sicily, about five

miles in circumference, with four large

ſuburbs. The public buildings and mo

naſteries, which are very numerous, are

magnificent, and well endowed, and it

contains about zo,coo inhabitants. The

harbour, whoſe quay is above a mile in

length, is one of the ſafeſt in the Medi

terranean, and in the form of a half moon.

It is five miles in circumference, extreme

ly deep, and defended by a citadel and

other works. The viceroy of Sicily re

ſides here fix months in the year; and it

is a place of great trade in filk, oil, fruit,

corn, and excellent wine, eſpecially ſince

it has been declared a free port. This

place, in 1783, ſuffered much by an earth

quake, which ſhook great part of Calabria

and Sicily to their foundations, overturn

ed many rich and populous towns, and bu

ried thouſands in their ruins. It is ſeated

on the ſea-ſide, loq. miles E. of Palermo.

Lat. 33. 10. N. lon. 15. 50. E.

Meſſing, Eſſex, S.W. of Colcheſter.

Meſſingham, Linc. near Butterworth.

Meſtham, Surry, near Ryegate.

Mistre, a town in the Treviſan,

Italy. - - - *

MEs U R ATA,
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MzsurATA, a ſea-port of Tripoli,

and reſidence of a governor; caravans tra

vel from hence into the interior parts of

Africa: 75 miles ESE. of Tripoli.

Meſhampton, Glouc. near Fairford.

METELIN, an iſland of the Archipela

go, anciently called Leſbos, NNE. of

Scio. The ſoil is very good, and the

mountains are cool, being covered with

wood in many places. It produces good

wheat, excellent oil, and the beſt figs in the

Archipelago; nor have their wines loſt

any thing of their ancient reputation. It

is governed by a baſhaw. Caſtro is the

capital.

Metfield, Suffolk, 4 miles from Harleſ

ton. Meth, Devonſ. near Padſtow. Me

tham, Yorkſ. SW. of Almondbury. Me

theringham, SE. of Lincoln. Methum,

Yorkſ. SE. of Howdendike-Ferry. Me

illup, Weſtmorl. near the Ken Sands. ...

METhwold, a town of Norfolk, 15

miles NW. of Thetford, and 86 NNE. of

London. Market on Friday.

Metley, Warw, in Tillongley pariſh.

Metlin G, a fortreſs of Corniola.

METRo, a river of Urbino.

Metingham, Suffolk, near Bungay.

Metton, Norfolk, near Felbrig.

METz, a large town, capital of the

dept. of the Moſelle. The cathedral is

one of the fineſt in Europe, and the ſquare

called Coiſlin, and the houſe of the go

vernor, are elegant. The Jews, about

3ooo, live in a part of the town by them

telves, where they have a ſynagogue.

The ſweetneats they make here are in

high eſteem. The inhabitants are com

puted at 40,000, beſide a numerous gar

Iiſon, who have noble barracks. Metz

was formerly, for a long time, the capital

of Auſtraſia. It is ſeated at the conflu

ence of the rivers Moſelle and Seille, 25

miles NNW. of Nanci. Lat. 49. 7. N.

lon. 6. 16. E.

Meudon, a handſome palace in France,

ſeated on a hill, near the river Seine, five

miles S.W. of Paris, whence there is a fine

proſpe&t of the environs of that city.

M EULAN, an ancient town in the dept.

of Seine and Oiſe, built in the form of an

amphitheatre, on the river Seine, zo miles

NW. of Paris.

MeuRs, a town and principality of

Cleves, ſubject to Pruſſia.

MeuRT he, a department of France, 8

miles long and 8 broad, S. of the dept. of

the Moſelle. It is ſo called from a river

that riſes in the dept. of the Voſges, and

watering Luneville, Nanci, &c. falls into

the Moſelle, 5 miles below that city, which

is the chief town.

. Meuse, a department of France, al

moſt equally divided by the river Meuſe,

or Maeſe. Bar-le Duc is the capital.

Meux, Yorkſ. E. of Beverley. Mevy

Church, Devonſ. S. of Taviſtock.

MEwARI, a town of Niphon, Japan.

MEwAT, a hilly and woody tract of

Hindooſtan, lying SW. of Delhi, and W.

of Agra, on the W. ſide of the river

Jumna. The inhabitants are famous as

thieves, and robbers, parties of them are

taken into pay by the chiefs of Upper

Hindooſtan, in order to diſtreſs the coun

tries that are the ſeat of warfare. Mewat

is almoſt entirely ſubjećt to Madajee Sin

diº, a Mahratta chief.

Mew Iſland, in Down, Ulſter, at the S.

entrance of Carrickfergus-Bay.

Meºw Stone, Devonſ, near Dartmouth,

ſo called from the birds that frequent it.

MexAt-Ali, a noted town in Irac

Arabia, famous for the ſuperb and rich

moſque of Ali, to which the Perſians go

in pilgrimage from all parts; but it is

not ſo conſiderable as it was formerly. It

is 130 miles S. of Bagdad.

MEXAT-OceM, a conſiderable town in

Irac-Arabia, which takes it's name from

a moſque dedicated to Ocem, the ſon of

Ali. It is ſeated on a canal, which com

municates with the river Euphrates, 75

miles SSW. of Bagdad.

Mexborough, Yorkſ. N. of Rotheram.

Mexica No, or ADAYes, a river of

Louiſiana, which falls into the Gulf of

Mexico.

MExico, a city of N. America, capi

tal of the province of that name. It was

a flouriſhing place before the Spaniards

entered the country, and is ſeated on ſe

veral iſlands, in a ſalt-water lake, to

which there is no entrance, but by five

cauſeways, three of which are about two

miles in length. It formerly contained

Borooo houſes, with ſeveral large temples,

full of rich idols, and three palaces, where

the emperor of Mexico reſided. Mexico

was taken by Ferdinando Cortez, in 1521,

after a ſiege of three months. As the

Mexicans defended themſelves from ſtreet

to ſtreet, it was almoſt ruined, but after

ward rebuilt by the Spaniards. It now

contains about 35,ooo houſes, built of

ſtone and brick, with a ſuburb of 3000

houſes, inhabited by the native Ameri

cans, 29 churches, and 22 monaſteries

and nunneries. It is the uſual reſidence

of the viceroy, whoſe employment conti

nues 3 years, and has a royal audience,

an univerſity, and the tribunal of the in

quiſition. All the ſtreets are ſtraight,

and exactly diſpoſed in Point of“sº
all

4.
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and it is remarkable for having neither

gates, walls, nor artillery. The revenue

of the cathedral amounts to nearly So, oool.

a year, out of which the archbiſhop re

ceives annually 15,oool. beſides vaſt ſums

that ariſe by perquiſites. The inhabit

ants are immenſely wealthy, and a vaſt

abundance of filver, gold, and jewels, is

expoſed in plate and toys in the ſtreets, by

the goldſmiths and ſhopkeepers. Mexico

enjoys a prodigious commerce, being the

centre of all the trade carried on between

Spaniſh America and Europe, and Spaniſh

America and the E. Indies. An incredi

ble number of horſes and mules is em

ployed in tranſporting goods from Aca

Pulco to Vera Cruz, and from Vera Cruz

to Acapulco. Hither all the gold and fil

ver is brought to be coined; here the

king's fifth is depoſited ; and all that im

menſe quantity of plate wrought which is

annually ſent to Europe. This place was

overflowed by an inundation in O&ober,

1629, in which 40,000 perſons were

drowned. This obliged the Spaniards to

make a great conduit through a mountain,

in order to empty the lake; which being

done, part of the town became ſeated on

dry land. Mexico is ſupplied with freſh

water by an aquedućt of three miles in

length. The Spaniards do not make a

tentſ, part of the inhabitants, the others

being negroes, mulattoes, native Ameri

cans, and a mixture of them all. It is

130 miles W. by N. of Vera Cruz, and

250 N.E. by N. of Acapulco. Lat. 19.

54. N. lon. 10o. o. W.

Mexico, or New SPAIN, a country

of N. America, including, in it's largeſt

ſenſe, all that extenſive peninſula fituated

between Louiſiana and unknown countries

on the N. and Terra Firina, in S. Ame

rica, on the S. but the audience of Mexi

co contains only the provinces of Mexico

Proper, Mechoacan, Guaſteca, Tlaſcala,

Guaxaca, Tabaſco, and Yucatan. It is

waſhed on the B. by the Atlantic Ocean;

and on the S. and W. by the S. Sea, and

is above zooo miles in ſº and from

6o to 6oo in breadth. It is divided into

23 diſtrićts or provinces, the principal of

which is that of Mexico Proper, and con

tains mines of gold and filver, of the lat

ter of which they count above a thouſand,

beſide mines of iron, copper, lead, alum,

cryſtal, vitriol, precious ſtones, marble,

&c. The ſoil produces Indian corn, cab

bage-trees, cocoa-nuts, vanellas, plantains,

pine-apples, cochineal, cotton, and ſeveral

other fruits, gums, and drugs proper to

the climate. Before the Spaniards came

here, they had a ſort of dogs that did not

bark, but howled like wolves; grey lions,

leſs tormidable than thoſe of Africa; and

alſo ſmall tigers, bears, though uncom

mon, elks, or mooſe-deer, pecaries, warres,

beavers, opoſiums, armadillos, guanoes,

flying ſquirrels, racoons, crocodiles, ma

nai'es, or ſex-cows, monkeys, parrots,

macaws, pelicans, cormorants, and great

variety of other birds, ſnakes, ſcorpions,

and other infects. The Spaniſh clergy are

very numerous, and there are a great

number of convents. In general, it is a

mountainous country, intermixed with

many rich valleys : but the higheſt moun

tains are near the coaſt of the South Sea,

many of which are volcanoes. The eaſt

eru ſhore is a flat, level country, full of

bogs and moraſſes, overflowed in the rainy

ſeaſon, which is at the ſame time as our

ſummer. The hills between the moun

tains, and the flat country, are beſt in

habited, becauſe there the air is moſt ten

perate. The revenues of the crown, which

are great, ariſe from a fifth part of the

gold and ſilver, and from the duties and

cuſtoms, as well as the lands held of the

crown.

Mexico, New, a large country of N.

America, bounded or the W. by the Gulf

of California; it's other limits are uncer

tain. The ſoil and climate are as rich,

plentiful, and temperate as in any county

of America, or any other part of the

world. It is inhabited by a great number

of people,whoſe languages and cuſtoms are

very different; ſome wander about, and

others dwell in towns and villages. The

chief diviſions are New Mexico Proper,

New Leon, New Navarre, and California:

the principal Spaniſh colonies are St.

Barbe, and Santa Fé, the capital town.

Mexico, a large gulf of N. America,

lying between the S. coaſt of E. Florida

and the NE. point of Yucatam.

MEY EN Field, a handſome town in

the country of the Griſons, in the league

of the Ten Juriſdićtions. It is ſeated

on the Rhine, in a pleaſant country, fer

tile in excellent wine, 1.5 miles NNE. of

Coire.

Meyſey. Hampton, Glouceſterſhire, E. of
Cirenceſter.

MezANDf RAN, a province of Perſia.

Mezie Rs, a town in the dept. of Ar

dennes, feated on the river Meuſe, 12

miles N.W. of Sedan, and 127 NE. of

Paris.

MEzrn, a finall town in the dept. of

Lot and Garonne, feated in a country that

'abounds in wheat; with vines, from which

they principally make brandy; and with

- the cork-tree, which they ſell both in it's

natural
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natural ſtate, and in corks. It is 6 miles

SSW. of Nerac.

Mezou R, a town of Candahar.

MEzu RADo, a cape on the coaſt of

Guinea, between Cape Palinas and Ta

grin, or Cape Ledo.

MEzuRara, a cape of Tripoli.

MEzzANA, a town of Corſica.

M1A, or Mijah, a town of Japan, on

the S. coatt of the iſland of Niphon.

Micha, a cape of Dalmatia, in the

Adriatic, near the town of Zara.

Michael, Cornw. N. of Penkenel. Mi

chael, Heref. S.W. of Roſs. Michael,

Lanc. near Garſtang. Michael, Monm.

N. of Abergavenny. Michael, Somerſetſ.

in N. Petherton pariſh. Michael, St.

Devonſhire, near Honiton. Michael, St.

Devonſhire, S. of Modbury.

Michael, ST. a ſtrong town of Malta,

ſeated on a rock, ſeparated from the main

land by a ditch.

Mich AEL, ST. a borough of Cornwall,

yet has no market, 8 miles SW. of St.

Columb, and 249 W. by S. of London.

Michael, ST. a confiderable town in

the dept. of Meuſe, ſeated on the river

Meuſe, zo miles NNE. of Bar-le-Duc,

and 1.65 E. of Paris.

Michael-Cartheis, Cornwall, N. of Fal

mouth-Haven. Michael Chapel, Cornw.

near Padſtow-Haven. Michael-Church,

Heref. near Humlington. Michael's, St.

Norf. on the coaſt, between Yarmouth

and Winterton-Neis. Michael's, St. Suff.

SE. of Bungay. Michael's-Burro, St.

Somerſ. between Bridgewater and Pilney.

Michael's. Chapel, St. Cornwall, N.W. of

Launmoram. Michael's Mount. St. Corn

wall, is a very high rock in Mount’s-

Bay, inſulated by the tide at high water.

Michael's Rock, St. Devonſhire, between

Start-Point and Plymouth. Micheldever,

Hants, N.W. of Alresford. Michelgrove,

Suflex, between Arundel and Stening, Mi

chelham, Suſſex, near Haylſham. Michel

ham. Park, Suſſex, near Luggerſhal. Mi

cbelmarſh, Hants, N. of Rumſey,

MichiE LAU, a town of Culm, Pruſſia.

Michelſlow, Cornw. SW. of Camelford.

MichiGAN, a lake of North America,

260 miles in length, and above 50 in

breadth. See Michilli M AckINAc.

Michi LLIMAcki NAc, a ſtrait of N.

America, which unites the Lakes Michi

gan and Huron. Lat. 46. o. N. lon. 85.

o. W.

Miching, Suſſex, near Newhaven. Mi

chlehaw-Hill, Yorkſhire, S. of Rippon.

Mickley, Yorkſ, near Moulgrave-Caſtle.

Mickiefield, Herts, NW. of Rickmanſ

worth. Micklefield, Suffolk, W.of Deben

ham. Mickleham, Surry, at the foot of

Box Hill, between Leatherhead and Dark

ing. Micklehurſt, Cheſhire, NE. of Man

cheſter. , Mickleton, Glauceſ. 5 miles N.

of Camden. Mickleton, Yorkſ. near Rum

bald-Kirk. Mickley, Northumb. SW. of

Newcaſtle. Middenhall, Wilts, NE. of

Marlborough. Middle, 3 miles from

Shrewſbury. Middlebourn, Northumb. in

Lowes-Foreſt.

MIDDLEBURG, a large, commercial

town, capital of the Iſland of Walcheren,

and of all Zealand. The ſquares, town

houſe, and other public buildings are

magnificent. It has a communication

with the ſea by a canal, which will bear

the largeſt veſſels; and is 72 miles SW.

of Amſterdam, Lat. 51. 32. N. lon. 3.

39. E.

MIDDI.EBURG, in Dutch Flanders.

Middle BURG. See EooA.

Middle-Headſley, Yorkſ.between Snaith

and Sherborn.

MIDDLEHAM. See Midlam.

Middlehope, Shropſhire, near Munſlow.

Middlemarſh, Dorſetſh, near Great Min

ſtern. Middlemead, Eſſex, W. of Maldon.

Middlesex, a county of England,

bounded on the N. by Hertfordſhire; on

the E. by Eſſex; on the S. by Surry, and a

corner of Kent; and on the W. by Buck

inghamſhire. It is one of the leaſt coun

ties in England, being only about 22 miles

in length and 14 in breadth, but is much

the richeſt and moſt populous, and pays

more taxes than any ten beſide. It con

tains 7 market-towns, and about zoo pa

riſhes, without including thoſe in London

and Weſtminſter. The air is healthy;

but the ſoil, in general, being a lean gra

yel, it is naturally a diſtrićt of little ferti

lity; though, by means of the vicinity to

the metropolis, many parts of it are con

verted into rich beds of manure, clothed

with almoſt perpetual verdure. There are

ſtill, however, very extenſive traśs of un

cultivated heath. Beſide the Thames,

the Lea, and the Coln, Middleſex is wa

tered by ſeveral ſmall ſtreams ; one of

which, called the New River, is artificial

ly brought from Amwell, in Herts, for

the purpoſe of ſupplying London with wa

ter. Indeed, the whole county may be

conſidered as a demeſne to the metropolis,

the land being laid out in gardens, paſ

tures, and incloſures of all ſorts for it's

convenience and ſupport.

Middleſmore, Yorkſh. W. Riding, in

Netherdale. Middleſoy, Somerſ. 3 miles

from Bridgewater.

Middlethird, in Waterford, Munſter.

Middlethorp, near York, *:::
tt.
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Nott. a hamlet of Ncrwell. Middleton,

Weſtm. a chapel of eaſe to Kirkby. Lonſ

dale. Middleton, Derbyſ. S. of Bakewell.

Middleton, Durham, SE. of Darlington.

Middleton, Eſſex, near Sudbury in Suffolk.

Middleton, Herefordſh. N. of Leominſter.

Middleton, Lanc. near the Irk, 4 miles N.

of Mancheſter. Muddleton, Lanc. between

Lancaſter and Sunderland Point. Middle

ton, Norfolk, SE. of Lynn. Middleton,

Northamp. in Cottingham pariſh. Mid

dleton, Northumberſ. on the coaſt, againſt

Farn-Iſland. Middleton, Shropſ. NE. of

Ludlow. Middleton, Shropſh. near Oſ

weſtry. Middleton, Shropſ. near Prior's

Ditton. Middleton, Suffolk, near Sax

mundham. Middleton, Suſſex, W. of

Arundel-Haven. Middleton, Suſſex, E.

of Terring. Middleton, Warw. 4 miles

from Coleſhill. Middleton, Yorkſhire, E.

Riding, near Newbiggin. Middleton,

Yorkſ, N. Riding, SE. of Kirtlington.

Middleton, Yorkſ. NW. of Scarborough.

Middleton, Yorkſ, near Pickering. Mid

dleton, Yorkſ. SE. of Yarum. Middleton,

Yorkſ. NW. of Danby. Wiſk. Middleton,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Rothwell. Mid

dleton Cheney, Northamp. near Banbury

in Oxfordſ. Middleton, Row and George,

Durham, E. of Darlington. Middleton

Hall, Northumb. near Woller. Middleton

Hall, Shropſhire, W. of Biſhop's Caſtle.

Middleton, in Teeſdale, Durham, S. of

Stanhope. Middleton-Kames, Bucks, near

Newport-Pagnel. Middleton, Prior's and

Scriven, Shropſ. SW. of Bridgenorth.

Middleton, Stony, Derbyſh, in the High

Peak. Middleton, Stony, Oxfordſh. near

Biceſter. Middleton-Place, Cumberl. in

Corney pariſh. Middleton Tiars, Yorkſ.

NE. of Richmond. Middleton, N. and

S. Northumberland, between Kirk-Harle

and Morpeth. . -

* Middleton, a town of Cork, in

Munſter, ſeated on the NW. angle of

Cork-Harbour. Contiguous to the town

there is a ſubterraneous river, and a ro

mantic cave. -

Middleton, in Armagh, Ulſter.

MID pleton, a town of Conne&ticut,

ſeated on the W. bank of the river Con

ne&ticut, 15 miles S. of Hartford. It is

the principal town of the county of Mid

dleſex.

MIDDLetown, a town of New Jerſey,

adjoining that of Shrewſbury, in the coun

ty of Monmouth. Sandy-Hook (ſo call

ed from it's ſhape and ſoil) is included in

this townſhip. On the point of the Hook

ſtands the lighthouſe, 100 feet high, built

by the city of New York. Middletown is

14 miles ESE, of Brunſwick.

*Middlewich, a large town of Che

ſhire, ſeated on the river Croke, and not

ed for making fine ſalt. Here are two

ſalt-water ſprings, the brine of which is

ſaid to be ſo ſtrong, as to produce a full

fourth part ſalt. A cotton manufacture

has been lately eſtabliſhed here. It is 24

miles E. of Cheſter, and 167 NW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Middlewood, Heref. W. of Bredwar

dine-Caſtle. Midgeley, Yorkſhire, W.

of Halifax. Midgham, Berkſhire, near

Thatcham.

* Midhurst, a large town of Suſſex,

ſeated on the river Arun, which almoſt

ſurrounds it, 11 miles N. of Chicheſter,

and 50 S.W. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

MidLAM, a town in the N. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſeated on the river Ure, 1o

miles S. of Richmond, and 255 NNW.

of London. Market on Monday.

Midlam, Durham, NE. of Biſhop

Auckland. Midlavant, Suſſex, N. of

Chicheſter. Midley, Kent, near Romney.

Midpace-River, in Down, Ulſter.

MiechAU, or Miekow, a town of

Cracow, Poland.

Mierſ?ough, Lancaſ. in Amounderneſs.

Migiam, Hants, near Fordingbridge.

Miguel, St. a town of Quito, in

Peru.

Miguel, St. one of the Azores, or

Weſtern Iſlands, about 50 miles in length.

It contains a great deal of land fit for

tilling, but is ſubject to earthquakes.

Punta del Gado is the capital town. Lat.

37. 47. N. lon. 27.37. W.

MiGUEL, St. a town of Guatimala,

Mexico.

MILAN, a city of Italy, capital of a

duchy of the ſame name. It was the an

cient capital of Lombardy, and is the

largeſt city in Italy, except Rome; but,

although it is thought rather to exceed

Naples in ſize, it does not contain above

one half the number of inhabitants. It is

ſeated in a pleaſant plain, between the ri

vers Adda and Teſin. It is about Io

miles in circumference, and called by the

Italians, Milan the Great. Here are 22

gates, 230 churches, 9o convents, 1oo

religious fraternities, 120 ſchools, agd

about 250,000 inhabitants. Broad and

ſtraight ſtreets are but few in compariſon

of the narrow and crooked; and the many

paper windows, or glaſs and paper panes

intermixed, even in the fineſt palaces, have

a mean appearance. The governor's pa

lace, or the old regency-houſe, is the moſt

ſtately and ſpacious. The cathedral is a

grand ſtructure, being 500 feet long, zoo

E e broad,
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broad, and 4co high. It ſtands in the

centre of the city, and, next to St. Peter's

at Rome, is the largeſt in Italy. This vaſt

fabric is entirely built of ſolid white mar

ble, and ſupported by 50 columns, ſaid to

be 84 feet high. The 4 pillars under the

cupola are 28 feet in circumference. The

j. of St. Ambroſe has a library,

which, beſide ſome thouſands of manu

£cripts, contains 45,000 printed volumes:

In it is an academy of painting. The moſt

confiderable commerce of the inhabitants

is in grain (eſpecially rice), cattle, and

cheeſe, which they export; and they have

manufactures of filk and velvet ſtuffs,

flockings, handkerchiefs, ribbons, gold

and filver laces, and embroideries, wool

len and limen cloths, glaſs, and earthen

ware, in imitation of China. Here are ſe

veral rivers and many canals. It is 65

miles N. of Genoa, 145 NNW. of Flo

rence, and 270 NW. of Rome. Lat. 45.”

28. N. lon. 9. 16. E. -

MILAN, The Duchy of, a confider

able country of Italy, bounded on the N.

by Swiſſerland, and the country of the

Griſons; on the E. by the ci-devant ſtate

of Venice, and the duchies of Parma and

Mantua; on the S. by Parma and Pied

mont; and on the W. by Piedmont and

Savoy, being 108 miles in length and 96

in breadth. The ſoil is as fertile as that

of any country of Europe in corn, wine,

fruits, rice, olives, and vegetables; and

the diſtrićt of Lodi breeds vaſt herds of

cattle. The rivers are, the Secchia, Te

fin, Adda, and Oglio. There are like

wiſe ſeveral lakes, the three principal of

which are thoſe of Maggiore, Como, and

Lugano. This duchy, including the Mi

laneſe Proper, the dukedom of Mantua,

the territories of Como, Pavia, Lodi, and

Cremona, has been, ſince the beginning of

this century, ſubječt to the houſe of Au

ſtria, but in the preſent war it has been

overrun by French troops, and now forms

a principal part of the new Ciſalpine Re

public.

MilboRN-Port, a borough of So

merſetſhire, though it has no market. It

is ſeated on a branch of the river Parret,

z miles from Sherborn in Dorſetſhire.

Milborn, St. Andrews, Dorſetſh, near

Blandford. Milborn-Siiham, Dorſetſ. W.

of Bere. Milborn. Stoke, Shropſhire, near

Brown-Clee-Hill. Milbrook, Bedf. near

Ampthill. Milbrook, or Meloch, Cornw.

W. of Plymouth Haven, has a good fiſh

ing trade. Milbrook, Hants, near South

ampton. Mill urn, Warw, near Stonely.

Milburne, Weſtm. in the Pariſh of Kirby

Thore. Milty, Yuskſ. N. Riding, be

tween Aldborough and Catterick. Mil

comb, Oxfordſ. near Deddington. Mil

cote, Warw. in the pariſh of Weſton-up

on Avon, in Glouceſterſhire. Milcotton,

Northamp. near Addington. Milcourt,

Hants, NE. of Alton.

MILDENHALL, a large and populous

town in Suffolk, ſeated on the river Lark,

12 miles N.W. of Bury, and 69 NNE. of

London, Market on Friday.

Milding, Suffolk, between Lavenham

and Lindſey. Mile End, Middleſex, a

hamlet to Stepney. Mile-End, Eſſex, near

Colcheſter. Mileham, Norfolk, NW. of

Eaſt Dereham. Miler, Cornwall, near

Penryn.

MILETo, a town of Calabria Ultra,

Milfield, Northumb. near Brankeſion,

once the reſidence of the Saxon kings of

Bernicia. Milford, Hants, S.W. of Lym

ington. Milford, Herts, near the Hor

meads and Pelhams. Milford, Wilts, near

Saliſbury. Milford, Shropſhire. NW. of

Shrewſbury. Milford, Surry, S. of God

almin. Milford, N. and S. Yorkſ. near

Tadcaſter and Sherborn.

Milford, in Cork, Munſter.

Milford, a town of N. America, in

the ſtate of Delaware,and county of Suſſex,

of which it is the emporium. It is fitu

ated 15 miles from the Bay of Delaware,

and 1 so S. of Philadelphia.

Milford-HAven, a deep inlet of the

Iriſh Sea, on the coaſt of Pembrokeſhire,

univerſally allowed to be the beſt harbour

in Great Britain, and as ſafe and ſpacious

as any in Europe. It has 16 deep and

ſafe creeks, 5 bays, and 3 roads, all diſ

tinguiſhed by their ſeveral names,in which

1ooo ſail of ſhips may ride in perfect fe

curity, and at ſufficient diſtance from each

other. There is no danger in ſailing in

or out with the tide, by day or night,

from whatever point the wind may happen

to blow ; and if a ſhip in diſtreſs comes in,

without either anchor or cable, ſhe may

run on ſhore on ſoft ooſe, and there lie

in ſafety till ſhe is refitted. In the reign

of Queen Elizabeth, 2 forts were begun

at the entrance of the haven, 1 on each

ſide, called Nangle and Dale Blockhouſes,

but they were not finiſhed. In the mid

dle of the entrance between Nangle and

Dale, the Stack Rock riſes above water.

The breadth of the entrance, between rock

and rock, is but zoo yards at high water,

and 112 at low water. One great advan

tage attending this harbour is, that a ſhip

may be in or out of it in an hour's time,

and may get out to the W. much ſooner

than from either Plymouth or Falmouth.

The parliamenit, on April 14th, 1759,

* granted
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ranted Io,cool. for furtifying this har

our, all of which was expended on the

fort at Neyland, which, however, ſtill re

mains unfiniſhed.

Milgate, Kent, near Maidſtone.

MILIANE, a town of Tremeſen, in Af

rica, ſeated in a country fertile in oranges,

citrons, and other fruits, the beſt in Bar

bary.

Milkbourn, a river in Northumb. Milk.

Houſe, Kent, near Cranbrook. Milkin

thorp, Weſtmorl. near Whitfield-Foreſt.

Milkley, Herts, near Puckeridge. Mill,

Devonſ, near Witheridge.

MILHAU, a town in the dept. of Avei

ron, ſeated on the river Tarn, 5o miles

NW. of Montpellier, and 142 S. of Paris.

Millaxtown, iu Louth, Leinſter.

Mill-End, Gouceſterſ. in Nibly pariſh.

Mill-End, Bucks, in Hambledon pariſh.

Mill-Hall, Kent, near Aylsford. Mill

Hill, Middleſex, in Hendon pariſh. Mill

Houſe, Cheſh. W. of Macclesfield. Mill.

Hauſe, Derbyſ, in the High Peak. Mill.

Houſes, Durham, SE. of Stanhope. Mil.

ter's-Green, Berks, near Windſor-Foreſt.

Millington, Cheſhire, NW. of Knottes

ford. Millington, Yorkſhire, near Pock

lington.

Mill-Iſles, a group of rocks, 2 miles S.

of Donaghadee, in Down, Ulſter.

Millplace, Suſſex, near E. Grinſtead.

Millpool, Cheſhire, E. of Namptwich.

Mill. Row, Lancaſ, near Rochedale.

*Millstreet, a ſmall town of Cork,

in Munſter, where ſome manufactures of

linen have been introduced, 136 miles

SW. of Dublin.

Mill-Thorp, Nott. in Cokeney pariſh.

Milltown, Derbyſ. NW. of Alfreton.

* Milltown, a town of Kerry, in

Munſter, 152 miles from Dublin.

Milltown, a village in Dublin, Lein

ſter, 2 miles from the metropolis.

* Milltown, a town of Weſt Meath,

in Leinſter.

MILLUM, Cumb. the moſt ſouthern

manor in the county, lying between the

Dudden and the Eſk, thinly peopled.
Market diſcontinued.

Milly-Chapel, Shropſ. NW. of Brown
Clee-Hill.

Milo, an iſland of the Archipelago,

about 50 miles in circumference, with one

of the beſt and largeſt harbours in the

Mediterranean. All it's produćtions are

of incomparable excellence. The earth,

conſtantly heated by ſubterraneous fires,

Produces, almoſt without intermiſſion,

wheat, barley, cotton, exquiſite wines, and

delicious melons. The cattle, eſpecially

goats, are very good, and here are mices

of iron and ſulphur. In the ſpring, the

fields are enamelled with anemonies of all

ſorts. The inhabitants, who are all

Greeks, except the cadi, are good ſailors.

A ſort of plumous alum is found here, in

large lumps, compoſed of threads as fine

as the ſofteſt ſilk, ſilvered over, and ſhin

ing very prettily; it has the ſame taſte as

rock alum. Here is a waivode, who is a

Greek, and 3 conſuls, who can depoſe the

cadi when he fails in his duty; here are

likewiſe a biſhops; one of the Greck, and

the other of the Latin church. There is

a town of the ſame name, iu the eaſtern

part of the iſland, which is a poor dirty

place. The whole iſland, which in the

time of Tournefort, in 1760, had upwards

of zo, ooo inhabitants,from the peſtilence,

and the oppreſſion of the Turks, does not

now contain above 700. Lat. 36.41. N.

lon. 25. 6. E.

Milffed, Kent, near Sittingbourn. Mil.

flan, Wiltſhire, on the Avon, N. of Aun

breſbury.

MilteNBERG, a town of Mentz.

Milthorp, Linc. SE. of Fokingham.

Milthorp. See Ken. - -

Milton, an ancient town in Dorſet

ſhire, chiefly noted for it's abbey, now in

ruins, built by King Athelſtan. It is 14.

miles NE. of Dorcheſter, and 112 W. by

S. of London. Market on Tueſday.

MILTON, a town in Kent, ſeated on a

branch of the Medway, near the Iſle of

Sheppy, is of great note for it's excellent

oyſters. It is 14 miles NE. of Maidſtone,

and 42 E. of London. Market on Sat.

MILto N, a town in Kent, 1 mile E.

of Graveſend, but incorporated with it.

Here is a blockhouſe and platform for the

defence of this town and Graveſend, and

the command uf the river.

Milton, Berks, S. of Abingdon. Mil

ton, Bucks, near Newport. Milton, 3.

miles N. of Cambridge. Milton, Derbyſ.

NE. of Reppington. Milton, Devonſ. be

tween Hope-Key and Dodbrook. Milton,

Dorſetſ. N. of Gillingham. Milton, Wºff,

Dorſetſ. N. of Bridport. Milton, Hants,

between Lymington and Chriſtchurch.

Milton, Heref. on the Arrow, near Pem

bridge. Milton, Kent, near the Stour, a

mile and a half SW. of Canterbury. Mil

ton, Northamp, near Peterborough. Mil

ton. SW. of Northampton. Milton, Oxf.

S. of Banbury. Milton, Oxf. between

Adderbury and Bloxham. Milton, Surry,

near Egham. Milton, Surry, in Darkin

pariſh. Milton, Wilts, five miles S. o

Marlborough. Milton, Upper and Nether,

f. W. of Wichwood Foreſt. Miltan,

r and Nether, Shropſhire, beyond

E = a Bridgenorth,
--w
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Bridgenorth, bordering on Staffordſhire.

Milton, Upper and Nether, Somerſ. N.W.

of Bruton. Milton, Upper and Nether,

Somerſetſ. W. of Queen Camel. Milton

Abbots, Devonth. near Brentor. Milton

Brian, Bedfordſh. near Woburn-Abbey.

Milton-Damerell, Devonſ. NW. of Pad

ſtow. Milton-End, Glouc. near Arling

ham. Milton Erneſi, 4 miles from Bed

ford, near the Ouſe. Milton, Great and

Little, Oxfordſ. near Tame. Milton, alias

Middleton-Hall, Eſſex, near Prittlewell.

It is an excellent nurſery for oyſters, which

are brought hither ſmall, and ſpread about

with a ſhovel, till they come of a proper

growth. Milverton, Somerſ. near Wi

velſcomb, 13 miles E. of Dulverton.

Miltown-Malbay, in Clare, Munſter.

Miltown-Paſs, in Roſcommon Connaught.

Milverton, Warw. on the SE. ſide of

the Avon, below Guy’s-Cliff. Milwich,

Staff. E. of Stone. Mimere, a river in

Herts. Mimi-Hall, Middl. NE. of South

Mims. Mims, North, Herts, two miles

from Hatfield. Mims, South, Middleſex,

2 miles from North Mims, in the moſt

northern angle of the county. Minching

ton-Hall, Middleſex, near Scuthgate.

MINDANAo, one of the Philippine

Iſlands, and next to Luconia in point of

ſize, being 180 miles in length and 120 in

breadth. It is generally a mountainous

country, full of hills and valleys; but the

mould is deep, black, and fruitful. There

are many lofty trees of kinds not known

in Europe, and the valleys are well water
ed with rivulets. The inhabitants find

very good gold, by digging deep into the

ground, as alſo in the rivers, making

trenches before the floods. The libby.

trees prºduce the ſago, of which, when

reduced into meal, the poor people make

bread and biſcuits. Here are all the va

rious forts of fruits proper to the climate,

beſide plenty of rice. The cinnamon-tree

grows here on the mountains, without

culture, and has no owner but him that

finds it. They have horſes, beeves, buf

faloes, goats, deer, monkeys, guanoes,

bats of a large fize, lizards, and ſnakes;

but they have neither lions nor tigers.

Their hogs are accounted very ugly crea

tures, and they have all great knobs grow

ing over their eyes; however, their fleſh

is ſweet. A Their fowls are, ducks, hens,

pigeons, parrots, parroquets, and turtle

doves, beſide many ſmall birds. The air

is temperate, they having ſea-breezes by

day, and cooling land-winds at night.

The inhabitants are of a mean, low ſta- -

ture, with ſmall limbs, and little heads.

They have flat foreheads, black ſmail

eyes, ſhort low noſes, and pretty large

mouths. Their hair is black and ſtraight,

and their complexion tawny, but more in

clined to yellow than that of other Indians.

The chief trades are goldſmiths, black

ſmiths, and carpenters, and they can build

pretty good veſſels for the ſea. Polygamy

is practiſed here. The ſultan has a queen,

beſide zo other women, and many of the

men have ſeveral wives; for their religion

is Mahometaniſm. Their houſes are built

on poſts, from 14 to 20 feet high; and

they have ladders to go up out of the

itreets. They have but one floor, which

is divided into ſeveral rooms, and the

roofs are covered with palmetto leaves.

The principal town, of the ſame name, is

pretty large, and is ſeated on the eaſtern

coaſt.

MINDelheim, a town and ſmall terri

tory of Suabia. - .

MINDEN, a conſiderable trading town

of Weſtphalia, with a territory of the ſame

name, ſubjećt to Pruſſia. On a heath,

near this town, Prince Ferdinand of

Brunſwick defeated the French Marſhal

Contades; in 1759. It is ſeated on the

river Weſer, and is 37 miles S.W. of

Hanover.

MINDoro, an iſland in the Eaſtern

Ocean, one of the Philippines, 1 so miles

in circumference, and ſeparated from Lu

conia by a channel 18 miles over. He is

full of mountains, which abound in palm

trees, cocoa-trees, various ſorts of fruits,

and lice. The inhabitants are pagans, and

pay tribute to the Spaniards.

Minegahane, in Kerry, Munſler.

* MIN E HEAD, a town of Somerſetſhire,

with a good harbour for ſhips of large

burden, formed by a pier and quay, to

which laſt a new head has been added, the

beach cleared, &c. It carries on ſome

trade to Ireland and the W. Indies, and is

31 miles N. of Exeter, and 161 W. by S.

of Lºndon. Market on Wedneſday.

Mineries, Somerſ. near Chewton-Men

dip. Mines, Dorſetſhire, E. of Pºol.
MiNGR ELIA, a province of Aſia, fitu

ated along the E. coaſt of the Black Sea.

The principality is hereditary, and is go

verned by a prince, who takes the title of

dadian, or chief of juſtice. The tribute

enacted by the Turks is a quantity of li

men cloth made in the ceuntry. The prin

cipal commerce is in ſlaves. The face of

this country, it's products, and the cuſ

toms and manners of the inhabitants, are

ſimilar to thoſe of Georgia.

Minhenoit, Cornwall, E. of Leſkard.

MINHo, a river of Spain, which riſes

* -
- * --

near Mindonedo, in Galicia, and Pań.
* y
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by Lugo, Ortenſe, Tup, &c. falls into
the Atlantic at Caminhã.

MiN1Ato, St. a town of Tuſcany.

Minley, Hants, near Blackwater.

Minola, in Mayo, Connaught.

MINor BINo, a town of Calabria Citra;

and a town of Bari ; both in Naples.

MINoR ca, a conſiderable iſland of the

Mediterranean, lying 24 miles NE. of

Majorca. It is about 30 miles in length

and 12 in breadth, and chiefly valuable for

the excelleut harbour of Port-Mahon. It

is a mountainous country, with ſome fruit

ful valleys, where there are excellent mules.

Rabbits are in great plenty, and here are

plantations of palm-trees, which bear no

fruit, vines, olives, cotton, and capers.

The peaſants are very dexterous with

their ſlings, and cominand their cattle

with them. The houſes on the iſland are

computed at 3089, and the inhabitants at

27,ooo. It was taken by the Engliſh in

17oS, and kept by then till 1756, when

the French took it. It was reſtored to the

Engliſh by the treaty of 1763, and retaken

by the Spaniards in the American war,

and confirmed to them by the peace of

1783. Citadella is the capital, befide

which there are Port-Mahon, the fortifi

cations of which are now demoliſhed, La

hor, and Mercadal.

MINoR1, in Principato Citra.

Minſenden, Middleſex, near Southgate.

Minſhul Church, Cheſ. N. of Numptwich.

Minſhul-Perron, Cheſhire, SE. of Church

Minſel. Minſingbury, Herts, near Barley.

MINski, a town and palatinate of

Ruſſian Lithuania. The foreſts contain

vaſt numbers of bees, whoſe honey makes

part of the riches of the country.

Minſkip, Yorkſh. near Boroughbridge.

Minſied, Hants, in New For it. - Miffer,

Cornw. near Bottreaux Caſtle. Minſier,

Kent, in the iſle of Thanet, 3 miles and a

half from Sandwich. Miſer, in Steppey

Iſle, near Sheerneſs. Minffer Lovel, Oxf.

3 miles from Witney. Minffer, South,

Eſſex, near Barnham and Tillingham.

Miºſſeracres, Northumb. NW. of Eb

church, near Slealey. Miſſierley, Shropſ.

near Hayes Foreſt. Minſterworth, four

miles from Glouceſter. Mintern, Great,

Dorſetſ. two miles from Cerne. Abbas.

Minting, Lincolnſ. NW. of Horncaſtle.

Mintling, Norfolk, near Lynn. Minton,

Shropſ. S. of Church-Stretton. Mintown,

Shropſ. E. of Biſhop's Caſtle. Minty,

Wilts, NE. of Malmſbury. Minworth,

Warwickſ, near Caſtle Bromwich.

Muola Ns, a fortreſs in the dept. of the

Lower Alps, 9 miles NW. of Barcelo

netta; and a town in the dept. of Mont

Blanc, 10 miles E. of Chamberry.

Mioss, a lake of Aggelhuys, Norway,

8o miles in circumference, and from 2 to .

16 miles in breadth. It contains ſeveral

farm-houſes, on an iſland 8 miles in cir
cumference. :

Miquelers, a name given to the Spa

niſh peaſants who inhabit the Pyrenean

Mountains, on the frontiers of Catalonia

and Aragon, and lived formerly by rob

bing.

Miquelon, a ſmall iſland 9 miles

SW. of Cape May, in Newfoundland,

ceded to France by the treaty of Paris, in

1763, for the conveniency of drying and

curing their fiſh. It was taken by the

Engliſh in 1793.

MIRANDA-D E-EeRo, a town of Okl

Caſtile, ſeated in a country that produces

excellent wine, on the river Ebro. It is

* S. of Bilboa, and 16c N. of Ma

drid.

MIR ANDE, a town in the dept. of Gers,

near the river Baiſe, trading in wool,

down, and the feathers of geeſe. Tt is 15

miles S.W. of Auch, and 34o S.W. of

Paris.

MIRAN DA - DE - Dou Ro, a town of

Tra-los Montes, Portugal, feated on a

rock, in a barren, mountainous country,

near the Douro. It is 2.8 miles S.W. of

Braganza, and 208 N. by E. of Liſbon.

MIRANpola, a town and duchy of

Italy, lately ſubječt to the Duke of Mo

dena.

Mircaſion, N.W. of Derby.

M1R E BEAU, a town in the dept. of

Vienne, famous for the beauty and ſtrength

of the aſſes which it's environs produce.

MIR E B E AU, a town in the dept. of

Côte-d'Or, 14 miles NE. of Dijon.

Mi Rico URT, a town in the dept. of

Voſges, famous for it's violins and fine

laces. It is 15 miles N.W. of Epinal.

MIR. Most, a town in the dept. of

Dordogne; and a town in the dept. of

Upper G wronne. -

MIRE Poix, a town in the dept. of

Artiege, 15 miles NE. of Foix.

Mi field, Yoi kſ. W. of Wakefield.

Miss No, CAPE, in the Gulf of Naples.

Miſerien, a village in Glouceſterſhire,

2 miles from Biſley, and 9 from Glouceſ.

ter. Here is a park 7 miles in circumfe

rence, full of fine beech wood.

MisiT R A, the ancient LAceDAMon,

a celebrated town of the Morea. It is di

vided into four parts, the caſtle, the town,

and two large ſuburbs. The Chriſtians

have ſeveral churches; one of them, call

E t 3 - ed
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éd Perileptos, is ſaid to be one of the moſt

beautiful in the world. The Turks have

a ſuperb moſque, and magnificent hoſpi

tal; and the Jews, three ſynagogues.

Miſtra contains about 12,ooo inhabitants,

and is the ſee of a Greek archbiſhop, and

the reſidence of a bey, an aga, and a wai

wode, It is ſeated on the river Vafilipo

tamo, 60 miles S. of Corinth. Lat. 37.

6. N. lon. 22. 30. E.

Miſnere. Haven, Suff. S. of Dunwich.

M1s N1A. See MeissEN.

Miſſºn, Nottingh. NE. of Bautree.

MissEN-HEAD, the moſt ſouthern point

of Ireland, in Cork, Munſter. Here is a

large bay. Lat. 51. 14. N. lon. 9. 35. W.

Miſenden, Great and Little, Bucks,

N.W. of Amerſham.

Mississippi, a conſiderable river of

N. America, which is the great channel

of the waters of the Ohio, the Illinois,

and their numerous branches from the E.

and of the Miſſouri and other rivers from

the W. It's ſource is unknown, but it's

length is ſuppoſed to be upward of 3cco

miles, in all it's windings, to it’s entrance

into the Gulf of Mexico, between the 89th

and 90th degrees of W. Jon. In this ri

ver, in lat. 44.30. N. are the Falls of St.

Anthony, where the whole river, which is

more than 250 yards wide, falls perpen

dicularly about 30 feet.

Mis Sliabh, or Mountains of the Moon,

two mountains of Ireland; one in Antrim,

Ulſter, the other in Kerry, Munſter, near

Tralee-Bay.

Missou R1, a large river of N. Ame

rica, whoſe ſource is unknown. It joins

the Miſſiſſippi, in lat. 39. N. and lon. 91.

W. but is a longer, broader, and deeper

river than that, and is, in fact, the princi

pal ſtream. It has been aſcended by the

French traders upwards of 1200 miles,

and from the depth and breadth of the

river, at that diſtance, appeared to be

navigable much higher. -

Miſlerton, Leiceſ. E. of the Avon, op

poſite to Lutterworth. Mifferton, Nott.

in the N. part of the county, called North

Clay. Miffley, Eſſex, near Maningtree.

Miftale, Kent, SW. of Canterbury, Miſ

zon, Berks, between Wantage and Abing

don. Mitcham, Surry, on the river Wan

dle, on which are ſome ſnuff-mills, eight

miles SW. by S. of London.

Mitchel's. Fort, in Cork, Munſter.

* MitchEL's TowN, a town of Cork,

in Munſter. Here is a college for the ſup

port of 12 decayed men, and the ſame

humber of women, who have 4ol. yearly,

and handſone apartments, and a chaplain

at 1ool, per annum, with a houſe, whe

theiates daily in a meat chapel belonging

to the college. It is 102 miles from

Dublin.

Mitford, Somerſ. near Bath. Mitford

Caſtle, Northumb. near Morpeth. Mitre

dale, Cumb. NE. of Ravenglaſs.

Mittau, the capital of Courland.

Mitton, Worceſ. N. of Tewkſbury.

Mitton, Lanc. SW. of Clithero. Mitton,

N.W. of Shrewſbury. Mitton, Staff. W.

of Penkridge. itton, Iſle of Wight,

in Eaſt Medina. Mitton, Worceſ. near

Kidderminfler. Mixbury, Oxf. NE. of
Somerton.

*MoAT, called alſoMoATAGRENOce,

a town of Weſt Meath, in Leinſter, 54

miles W. of Dublin.

Moat of Aſkull, in Kildare, Leinſter, 3

miles from Athy. -

Moate-Hall, near Shrewſbury. - Mob

berley, Cheſhire, NE. of Northwich.

MiochA, a conſiderable town of Yemen,

Arabia, ſurrounded by walls, conſiſting of

half ſtone and half earth; and ſeveral

towers, guarded by ſoldiers. The women,

except a ſmall number of the common ſort,

never appear in the ſtreets in the day-time,

but viſit each other in the evening. Over

their other dreſs, they wear a large veil of

painted calico, that they can ſee through

without being ſeen. They have alſo little

buſkins of Morocco leather: ſome of the

women of rank are handſome, and not

browner than the Spaniſh women. Mo

cha was the laſt city in Yemen of which

the Turks retained poſſeſſicn. It has now

no other maſter than the Imam. The in

habitants are computed at 10,000, with

out comprehending the Armenians, or the

Jews, who inhabit the ſuburbs. Here are

about 700 Banians and other Indians,

who, when they have made a ſmall for

tune, commonly return to India. The

Engliſh engroſs almoſt excluſively, the

trade of this place, which conſiſts chiefly

in coffee, and otten gain confiderably by

carrying money to India, with which the

Arabian merchants intruſt them. It is

ſeated in a ſandy country, abounding in

date-trees, near the Straits of Babelman

del. Lat. 13. 19. N. lon. 43. 23. E.

Mockes, near Hereford. Mockley, War.

wickſhire, near Umberſley.

Mocollop, in Waterford, Munſter. Me

curry, in Wexford, Leinſter.

MoDBURY, a town in Devonſhire,

noted for fine white ale. It is 14 miles

SE. of Plymouth, and 208 W. by S. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Modelliga, in Waterford, Munſter.

MoDENA, a city of Italy, capital of

the Modeneſe, ſtated between the rivers

Secchia
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Secchia and Penaro. It is pretty large

and populous, having ſeveral piazzas , but

the ſtreets are narrow, and the walks low

and dark. The churches have little or no

thing worth notice, but the ducal palace

is large and ſplendid, and is richly fur

niſhed. The pićture-gallery confiſts of 6

rooms, all filled with ſele& pieces of the

moſt famous maſters. The inhabitants

are ſaid to be 40,000. It is 21 miles

NW. of Bologna. Lat. 44. 39. N. lon.

11. 18. E.

Mol, EN Ese, The, or the territory of

Modena, is bounded on the W. by the

duchy of Parma, and the ſtate of Genoa;

on the N. by the duchy of Mantua; on

the E. by the Bologneſe; and on the S.

by part of Tuſcany and the republic of

Lucca. It is about 50 miles in length,

and from zo to 36 in breadth. The ſoil

is fertile in corn, wine, oil, fruits, and

other produćtions. It alſo feeds a great

number of cattle. The duchy of Modena

confiſts of Modena Proper, the duchies of

Reggio, and Mirandola, the principalities

of Correggio, Carpi, and Novellara, with

a few other eſtates.

Mopica, a town and river of Sicily.

Modlicot, Shropſhire, N.W. of Church

Stretton.

Modox, a town on the SW. coaſt of

the Morea, with a ſafe and commodious

harbour. It is ſeated on a promontory,

advanced into the Sea of Sapienza, zo

miles SSW. of Coron. Lat. 36. 56. N.

lon. 21. 35. E.

Modzik, a town and diſtrićt of Lithu

ania, on the river Prypec.

Moffat, a town of Dumfriesſhire,

ſeated near the river Annan. It has a ma

nufacture of coarſe woollen ſtuffs, with 2

mineral ſprings, of a bracing quality, ac

counted the ſtrongeſt in Britain. Moffat

is zo miles N. by E. of Dumfries.

MoFFAt Hills, mountains in the

northern part of Dumfriesſhire; from

which deſcend, in different dire&tions, the

Tweed, the Clyde, and the Annan.

Mogador, or SueRA, a ſea-port of

Morocco, near Cape Ozem. The town,

which was begun in 1760, is now com

pletely finiſhed. The houſes are hand

formely and ſolidly built, with great regu

larity of plan, the ſtreets being all ſtraight

lines. It is defended by walls and bat

teries.

Mogeely, in Cork, Munſter.

Mogerhanger, Bedfordſhire, NW. of

Biggleſwade.

MoHacz, a town of Hungary, on the

Danube, 56 miles W.of Zegedin.

Mahill, or Moyle, in Leitrim, Con

naught.

MohilLA, one of the Comora Iſlands,

between the N. end of the Iſland of Ma

dagaſcar and the continent of Africa.

The inland parts are mountainous and

woody, and there are villages ſcattered

here and there, whoſe houſes are made of

reeds and ſtraw. The inhabitants tattoo

their ſkins. Some of them are Mahomet

ans, and have a few moſques, built with

wood and ſtraw without, and matted neat

ly within. It produces buffaloes, goats,

tortoiſes, hens, large bats, ...
rice, peaſe, honey, cocoa-nuts, plantains,

oranges, lemons, citrons, pine-apples,

cucumbers, tamarinds, and ſugar-canes.

There are ſeveral fine ſtreams, and the

graſs and trees are green all the year. The

cattle, called buffaloes, have a great

bunch on their ſhoulders, but in other re

ſpects are not like thoſe of the E. Indies.

Here is a good road for ſhips. Lat. 12.

30. S. lon. 44.5. E.

MohileF, one of the 41 governments

of the Ruſſian empire, containing 12 diſ

tricts, part of Lithuania, diſmembered

from Poland, by the partition treaty of

1772. It's capital is

MohileF, a populous trading town,

feated on the Dnieper. Lat. 53, 52. N.

lon. 31.2. E.

Moira, or MoyRA, in Down, Ulſter,

69 miles N. of Dublin. It is noted for

it's linen manufacture, and has a monthly

market for vending the ſame.

Moissac, a town in the dept. of Lot,

ſeated on the river Tarn, near the Ga

ronne. It is 13 miles W. of Montauban.

Mokeſbeare, Devonſ, near Halberton.

Mola, a town of Lavora, Naples.

Molands, Kent, near Sandwich.

Mold, a town of Flintſhire, where the

aſſizes are held, 5 miles SSE. of Flint.

Moldaſh, Kent, adjoining Godmerſham.

Moldavia, a province of Turkey in

Europe, bounded on the N. by Poland ;

on the E. by Beſſarabia and Budziac Tar

tary; on the S. by Walachia; and on the

W. by Tranſylvania, being 180 miles in

it's greateſt length, and ſomewhat leſs in

breadth. The principal rivers are the

Pruth, Moldau, Bardalach, and Sereth.

The ſoil is rich, and it abounds in good

paſtures, which feed a great number of

horſes, oxen, and ſheep; it alſo produces

corn, pulſe, honey, wax, fruits, with

plenty of gaine, fiſh, and fowls. The in

habitants are Chriſtians of the Greek

church. The Turks oblige the hoſpcs

dar, or waiwode, to pay an annual tri

E c 4. bute
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of each other,

bute, and to raiſe a large body of troops

at his own expence, in time of war. Jaſ

ſy is the capital.

Moldſworth, Cheſ. in Delamere-Foreſt.

Mole, a mountain in the department

of Mont Blanc, which, from it's height

and fine ſloping peak, is an obječt of great

beauty, when ſeen from the Lake of Ge

neva.

Mole, a river in Surry, which is ſup

poſed to run under ground from Boxhill,

near Darking, till it appears again near

Leatherhead; it afterward enters the

Thames oppoſite Hampton. Court. Per

haps it is rather abſorbed, eſpecially in dry

ſeaſons, by a tract of ſoft ground, called

the Swallows, near two miles in length,

and by caverns in the ſides of the banks :

yet not ſo as to prevent a conſtant ſtream

from taking it's courſe in an open chan

nel above ground, winding in the valleys

from Darking to Leatherhead. Mole,

Kent, N. of Tunbridge. Male-Hall, Eſ.

ſex, near Tendring. Mole, or Moad. Hall,

Eſſex, near Bardfield. Molecop, or Mow

cop, Staffordſ. on the borders of Cheſhire,

towards Congleton. Moleſworth, Hunt

ingdonſ. SW. of the Giddings.

, MolfeTTA, a town of Bari, Naples.

MolinA, a town and river of New

Caſtile; and a town of Murcia.

Molington, near Cheſter.

Molise, a territory of Naples, bound

ed on the N. by Abruzzo Citra; on the

E. by Capitanata; on the S. by Lavora;

and on the W. by the States of the Church.

It is 30 miles long and 24 wide, is a

mountainous country, but fertile in corn,

wine, ſaffron, and filk, and abounds in

game. Moliſo, which is not the capital,

is 50 miles N. of Naples.

Molland, Devonſ. NF. of S. Moulton.

MollEN, a town of Saxe-Lawenburg,

Lower Saxony; in the territory of Lubec,

and 6 miles S. of that city.

Mali rjiang, Weſtmorl. near Pendra

gon-Caſtle. Moll-Hall, Eſſex, W. of

Thaxted. Mollington, Oxfordſ. and War

wickſ. N. of Banbury. Molliſion, Nor

thumb. in Mitford barony.

Moish E1M, a town in the depart. of

Lower Rhine, 1o miles WSW. of Straſ.

burg, and 228 miles E. of Paris.

Mo Luccas, or Spice Is LAND's, a

cluſter of ſmall but valuable iſlands in the

Eaſtern Ocean, lying moſtly within fight

The principal are Ter

nate, Amboyna, Tydore, Machian, Ti

mor, or Motyr, Bachian, Bourſo, and Ce

ram. They are fituated to the E. and S.

of Celebes. Their coaſts are rendered

very dangerous by ſands and ſhelves,

They produce neither corn, rice, nor cat

tle, except goats; but they have oranges,

lemons, coarſe tobacco, and other fruits;

and are moſt remarkable for ſpices, eſpe

cially nutmegs and cloves. Here are par

rots of extraordinary beauty, and many

birds of Paradiſe. They have large ſnakes,

which are not venomous, but very dam

gerous land crocodiles. The Dutch, who

drove out the Spaniards and Portugueſe,

keep out all other European nations, being

jealous of their ſpice trade. The natives

are Pagans, but there are many Mahomet

ans. All the particular kings of theſe

iſlands are ſubjećt to the king of Ternate,

who is in alliance with the Dutch. Moſt,

if not all of them, have been ſubdued by

the Engliſh, fince the commencement of

the preſent war.

Molwitz, a town of Brieg, Sileſia.

MoMBAzA, or MonBAZA, a town and

country of Africa, on the eaſtern coaſt,

in Zanguebar, S. of Melinda. The ſoil

is fruitful, producing rice, millet, and

other grain, variety of fruit-trees, vegeta

bles, and eſculents. Here is alſo plenty of

cattle and poultry, and , the country

abounds with ſprings of freſh water. The

climate is temperate, and the air healthy.

The city was held ſome time by the Por

tugueſe, but they were driven out in

1631, by an Arabian ſcheik, and their

converts are moſtly turned Manometans.

Lat. 3.45. S. lon. 39. o. E.

MonA, or Moen, an iſland of Den

mark, in the Baltic, SE. of Zealand, from

which it is ſeparated by a narrow channel.

MonAco, a ſmall city of Italy, capital

of a territory of the ſame name, 4 or 5 Ita

lian miles in circuit. It is ſeated on a

craggy rock, which ſtretches out into the

ſea, and has, or lately had, it's own prince,

under the protection of France. It has

fortifications, with a good harbour, and is

8 miles NE. of Nice. Lat. 43.48. N.

lon. 7. 36. E.

Mo NAGHAN, a county of Ireland, in

the province of Ulſter, 30 miles in length,

and from 1 o to 20 in breadth ; bounded on

the W. by Fermanagh; on the N. by

Tyrone; on the E. by Armagh; and on

the SE. and S. by Louth and Cavan. It

contains 19 pariſhes, about 21,523 houſes,

and 118,000 inhabitants. The ſoil, is,

in general, deep and fertile; wet and damp

in ſome places, and hilly in others. The

linen manufacture flouriſhes in the N. and

W. parts, and is averaged at 104,000l.

yearly. -

*Monaghan, the capital of the county

of Monaghan, was fortified with a caſtle

and fort againſt the Iriſh, in the reign of

Queen
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Queen Elizabeth. It is62 miles NNW.of

Dublin. ... Lat. 54. 15. N. lon. 7. 1 o. W.

Monallen, in Down, Ulſter. At Shan

more, near this place, on the new canal

being cut, ſome years ago, a multitude of

fallen trees of oak, aſh, elder, &c. was

diſcovered, lying for near a mile in length,

under a covering of earth, in ſome places

6, in others 8 feet deep, many of them of

large bulk, tumbled down, one over an

other, ſome lying in ſtraight lines, and

others in an oblique or tranſverſe poſition.

Monamultina, in Wexford, Leinſter.

MonasteER, a town of Tunis, near

the ſea, built by the Arabs.

Monaſterboyre, in Louth, Leinſter.

* MonastER vAN, a town of Kildare,

in Leinſter. It is ſeated on the river Bar

row, 6 miles W. of Kildare, where a

branch of the Grand Canal is united with

that river, hereby opening a paſſage be

tween the metropolis and the province of

Munſter. From it's being a ſtation or

ſtage of the packets, as well as of the

lumber-boats, it has of late been much

improved and enlarged.

MoncAllier, a town of Piedmont,

5 miles W. of Turin.

MoncAlvo, a ſmall town of Italy, in

Montferrat, ſeated on a mountain.

MongAon, or MonzoN, a fortified

town of Douro, on the Minho.

MongARAs, a town of Alentejo.

Moncaſter, Cumberl, near Ravenglaſs.

MongoN, a town of Arragon, on the

Cinca, 7 miles S. of Balbaſtro.

Moncontour, a town in the dept. of

the N. Coaſt; and a town in the depart.

of Vienne.

Mondego, a river of Portugal, which

has it's ſource near Guarda, and, croſſing

Beira, paſſes by Coimbra, and falls into

the Atlantic near Cape Mondego.

Monderfield, Heref. S. of Bromyard.

MonDiDieR, a town in the depart. of

Somme, ſeated on a mountain, 18 miles

SE. of Amiens.

MondonedA, a town of Galicia.

Mondoubleau, a town in the dept.

of Loir and Cher, 13 miles NNW. of

Vendome.

Mowdov1, a town and territory in

Piedmont. Beſides the cathedral, it has

5 pariſh churches, an univerſity, 12 con

vents, and about 10,000 inhabitants. It

is ſeated on a mountain near the river Ele

ro, 30 miles S. of Turin.

Manea, in Fermanagh, Ulſter. Mone

moynter, in Waterford, Munſter.

Monethiſloyen, Monm. NW. of Caer

leon. Monewdon, Suſſex, S.W. of Fram

lingham. Moneybridge, Linc. in Holland.

I.

Moneygall, in King's County, Leinſter.

Moneyhore, in Wexford, Leinſter. ,

* Money MoRE, a town of Derry, in

Ulſter, 8.3 miles from Dublin.

Monford, 3 miles from Shrewſbury.

MonFoste, a town of Tralos-Mon

tes; a town of Beira; and a town of Alen

tejo; all in Portugal : a town of Galicia;

and a town of Valencia; both in Spain:

and a town in Sicily.

MonGAL.Lo, a town and kingdom of

Africa, N. of Monomotapa.

Mongans, St. NW. of Monmouth.

Mongham, Great and Little, Kent, 3

miles and a half S. and SE. of Sandwich.

MonchiR, a town and fortreſs of Hin

dooſtan, in Bahar, feated on the S. bank

of the Ganges, 70 miles E. of Patna.

Monguls, a people who inhabit a

country to the N. of China. They aſſume

to be of the ſame original as thoſe who

accompanied Tamerlane in the conqueſts

of India, Perſia, and other countries, and

called,in moſt hiſtories,Moguls. The coun

try is very little known, except that part of

it which the caravans paſs through in tra

velling from Ruſſia to China. The Mon

guls dwell in tents, or little moveable

houſes, and live entirely on the produce of

their cattle, which are horſes, camels,

cows, and ſheep. They exchange their

commodities for rice, ſugar, tea, tobacco,

cotton cloth, and ſeveral ſorts of houſehold

utenſils; they not having the uſe of mo

ney. The religion of the Monguls of the

W. is that of the Dalay-Lama, which is

full of ceremonies, not unlike Popery.

Monball, Eſſex, NE. of Bumpſted.

MonHEIM, a town of Neuberg, Bava

ria; and a town of Berg, Weſtphalia.

Monik EDAM, a ſea-port of N. Hol

land, on the S.W. coaſt of the Zuyder Zee.

Moningſby, Linc. near Builingbrook.

Monington, Heref. near Stanton. Mon

ington, Heref. near Morehampton.

Monivea, in Galway, Connaught.

Monk-Breton, Yorkſh. near Barneſley.

Monkey Iſland, Berks, in the Thames, be

tween Maidenhead and Windior. Monk

land, Heref. NE. of Pembridge. Monk

leigh, Devonſ. S. of Frithelſtoke. Monk

Jeſden, Durh. on the ocean, N.W. of Har

tlepool. Monks Ely, Suff. near Bilder ſton.

Monks Park, Warw. 2 miles from Shuſ

toke. Monkton, Kent, in Thanet Iſle, 4

miles and a half N.W. of Sandwich.

Monk Seton, Northumb. on the ocean,

NW. of Tinmouth. Monk Silver, So

merſ. W. of Stokegomer. Monk Soham,

Suff. N.W. of Framlingham. Monſon,

Hants, SW. of Andover.

Monkſtown, in Dublin, Leinſter, 5 miles
irum
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from the metropolis. Monºfovn, in

Cork, Munſter, néar Cove.

Monkton, Devonſhire, N. of Honiton.

Monkton, Dorſetſhire, S.W. of Cramborn.

Monkton, Dorſetſhire, 1 mile from Win

terborne and Farringdon. Monkton, Kent,

NE, of Lenham. Monkton, Somerſ. NE.

of Taunton. Monkton, Wilts, E, of

Calne. Monkton-Biſhops, Yorkſ. SE. of

Boroughbridge. Monkton-Farley, Wilts.

Monkton. More, Yorkſ. W. Riding, S. of

the Nyd. Monkton-Nun, Yorkſhire, N.

of the Nyd, and SE. of Boroughbridge.

Monkton. Weft, Somerſetſhire, between

Bridgewater and Taunton. Monkwood,

Dorſetſhire, NW. of Armſwell.

* Monmouth, the county town of

Monmouthſhire, pleaſantly ſeated at the

c influence of the rivers Wye and Myn

now, which almoſt ſurround it. It is a

large and handſome town, carries on a

conſiderable trade with Briſtol by the

Wye, and is 21 miles W. by S. of Glou

ceſter, and 128 W. by N. of London.

Lat. 51.49. N. lon. 2.46. W. Market

on Saturday. Fairs on Whittun Tueſday,

September 4th, and November 22d.

MoxMouthshire, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the N. by H, refordſhire

and Brecknockſhire, on the E. by Glou

ceſterſhire, on the SE. by the mouth of

the Severn, and on the W. by the counties

of Brecknock and Glamorgan. It's ex

tent from N. to S, is about 28 miles, and

from E. to W. zo. It is divided into 6

hundreds, and contains 7 market-towns,

and 127 pariſhes. The air is temperate

and healthy, and the ſoil fruitful, ".
mountainous and woody. The hills feed

ſheep, goats, and horned cattle; and the

valleys produce plenty of graſs and corn.

Beſide the Wye, the Mynnow, and the

Rhyney, or Rumney, this county has al

moſt peculiar to itſelf the river Uſk, which

divides it into two unequal portions, the

eaſtern, and largeſt part of which is a

traćt, fertile, on the whole, in corn and

paſture, and well wooded. It abounds

with lineſtone, which is burnt on the ſpot,

for the general manure of the country.

The finaller weſtern portion is mountain

ous, and, in great part, unfavourable for

cultivation; whence it is devoted to the

feeding of ſheep. It has ſeveral long, nar

row valleys, watered by ſtreams that fall

into the Briſtol Channel. All the rivers

above mentioned, particularly the Wye

and Uſk, abound with fiſh, eſpecially ſal
mon and trout. Monmouthſhire was for

merly reckoned one of the counties of

Wales; and, from the names of it's towns

*nd villages, it's mountainous, rugged

ſurface, as well as it's ſituation beyond

the Wye, which ſeeins to form a natural

boundary between England and Wales in

this part, it tertainly partakes moſt of the

charatter of the latter country, though,

ſince the reign of Charles II, when it was

added to the Oxford circuit, it has been

conſidered as an Engliſh county. The

people uſe the Welſh language, but the

Engliſh tongue is coming into uſe. The

manufacture of this county is flannels.

MonoEMUG1, or NiMAAMA, a king

dom of Africa, lying near the equator,

ſaid to be bounded by Abyſſinia on the

N.; Mongallo, Mozambique, and other

ſtates of Zanguebar on the E.; Monomo

tapa on the S. ; and Congo and Angola

on the W.; but the real limits are un

known. The fovereign, however, is rich

and powerful, having ſubdued moſt of the

petty kings around. His ſubjećts carry

on a commerce with Abyſſinia and the

eaſtern coaſts in gold, and vaſt quantities

of ivory teeth, which they exchange for

European and Indian commodities. This

is all we can find concerning this unknown

empire.

MonoMoTAPA, a country of Africa,

extending from the Indian Sea to a con

ſiderable diſtance from it, between lat.

15. o. and 23. o. S. and between lon.

24. and 35. E. The climate is temperate,

the air is ciear and healthy, and the ſoil

fertile, well watered, and abounding with

paſture grounds. Sugar-canes grow here

without cultivation. There are a great

many oſtriches, and vaſt herds of elephants,

and their foreſts ſwarm with wild beaſts and

game. Their rivers abound with gold as

well as fiſh, and they have mines of ſilver.

They exchange their gold and ſilver with

the Portugueſe for cotton cloth, and other

inerchandile, and trinkets brought from

India and Europe. The houſes in Bene

matapa, the metropolis, called by ſome

Medrogan, are white-waſhed within and

without, and adorned with beautiful cloths

of cotton, finely wrought and dyed. The

palace is a large ſpacious fabric of wood,

well flanked with towers, and with four

avenues or ſtately gates, continually kept

by a numerous guard. The matives are

all black, with woolly hair, notwithſtand

ing their diſtance from the equator. They

believe in one God that created the world,

and admit of polygamy. The metropolis

is about 20 miles W. of Sofala.

Monopoli, a town of Bari, Naples.

Mons, a city of the late Auſtrian Hai

nault, having manufactures of woollen

ſtuffs, and a good trade. It ftmds on a

hill, in a marſhy ſoil, on the rivers Hº:
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and Trouide, 17 miles SSE. of Tournay.

MonSANTo. See MONTESANTO.

Monſcomb, Suſſex, N. of Brighthelm

ſtone. Monſil Lacy, Herefordſhire, NW.

of Kencheſter. -

MonstieR. See MoUtie R.

MontaBAUR, a ſmall town of Treves.

MontAGNAc, the name of ſeveral

towns of France.

Montagne, a caſtle in the dept. of

Dºrdogne, 2.5 miles from Perigueux.

Montagniac, a conſiderable town of

Natolia, on the Sea of Marmora. It car

ries on a great trade, eſpecially in fruits,

and is ſeated on a bay of the ſame name,

12 miles from Burſa, and 6o SE. of Con

ſtantinople. Lat. 40.20. N. lon. 29.42: E.
Mon rague Island, one of the New

Hebrides, in the S. Pacific Ocean.

Monraigu, a town of La Vendee 5, a

town of Puy de Dome; and a town of the

ilot and Garonme; alſo a town of the late

Auſtrian Brabant.

Mont-Alban, a town of Arragon,

and a fortreſs of Nice.

MontAlcino. See Alcino, Mont.

MontAlto, a town of Ancona.

Montanagee, in Kerry, Munſter.

MontArgis, a conſiderable town in

the dept. of Loiret. The muſtard and

cutlery of this place are excellent; and

from the river Loing is a navigable canal

hence to the Seine. It is feated near a

fine foreſt, 15 miles S. of Nemours, and

62. S. of Paris.

MontauBAN, a commercial town in

the dept. of Lot. The inhabitants amºunt

to 4o,ooo; and have manufactures of ſilk

ſtockings and ſtuffs, ſerges, ſhalloons, &c.
It is feated on an eminence, on the river

Tarn, ao miles N. of Toulouſe. Alſo a

town in the dept. of Ille and Vilaine; and

a town in the dept. of the Droſne.

Montbazon, a town in the dept. of

Indre and Loire, feated at the foot of a

hill, 135 miles S.W. of Paris.

Montbelliard, a town and princi- .

pality of Germany, inſulated in France,

by the departments of Upper Saone, Upper

Rhine, and Doubs. It is ſeated at the

foot of a rock, near the rivers Alaine and

Doubs, 33 miles W. of Baſle.

MontBlanc, a town of Catalonia.

MontBRison, a conſiderable town in

the dept. of Rhone and Loire, ſeated on

the river Vezize, 40 miles W. of Vienne,

and 250 S. by E. of Paris.

Mont-CAssiso, a town and abbey in

Iivoria, Naples.

Mont-DAuphin, a town in the de

partment of Upper Alps, 3 miles N. of

E. feated on a traggy mountain,

almoſt ſurrounded by the river Durance.

Montecchio, a town of Modena.

Montecfcce, a town of Moliſo,

Napies.

Monte-Falco, a town of Spoleto.

Monte-FalceNE, a town of Moliſh

Naples; and a cape on the W. coaſt .#
S ºrdinia.

Monte Fiascone, a ſmall, but po

pulous town in the Patrimonio, near the

Lake Bolſ na, in a country abounding

with excellent wine. It is I 1 miles NNW.

of Viterbo.

Montellmart, a town in the dept.

of Drome, trading in wool, filk, and lea

ther. It is feated in a fertile plain, 25

miles S. of Valence, and 315 S. by E. of

Paris.

Monte-MARANo, a town of Princi

pato Ultra, feated on the river Calore.

Monte MoR. o Novo, a conſiderable

town of Alentejo, on the Canna.

Monte-MoR. o. Velho, a town of

Beira, on the Mondego, ſeated in a fertile

country, to triles S.W. of Coimbra, and

90 N. of Liſbon. -

Monte Peloso, a town of Baſilicata,

Naples.

Monte Pulci.Ano, a town of Tuſ

cany, feated on a high mountain, near the

river Chiana, in a country noted for excel

lent wine, 2.5 miles SE. of Sienna.

Mo Nºres.A, a town of Valencia.

Mont E SANcto. See Athos.

Monte-VERDE, a town of Principato
Ultra.

MostFERRAT, a duchy of Italy,

bounded on the E. by the Milaneſe, and

part of the territory of Genoa; on the N.

by the ci-devant Savoy; on the W. by

Piedmont; and on the S. by the territory

of Genoa. It contains zoo towns and

caſtles, and is very fertile, and well culti

vated, abounding in corn, wine, oil, and

ſilk, and is ſubject to the king of Sardinia.

Caſal is the capital.

Montfort, a town in the department

of Seine and Oiſe, 25 miles W. of Paris.

Montfort, a town in the department

of Ille and Vilaine, 12 miles NNW. of

Rennes ; alſo a town in the dept. of Eure;

a town in the dept. of Landes; and a

town in the dept. of Gers.

Montfort, a handſome town of

Utrecht, ſeated on the river Yſſel.

Montfort, a town of Auſtria; and

a town and country of Suabia.

Montfort-De-LeMos, an ancient

town of Galicia, feated in a fertile country.

Montcatz, a ſtrong town of Hun

gary, 52 miles ESE. of Caſchau.

Montgomery, the county town of

Montgomeryſhire,
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Montgomeryſhire, a ſmall, neat town, cine, and a botanic-garden, the firſt eſta

with a rich ſoil, but little trade. It is

pleaſantly ſeated on the aſcent of a hill, 26

miles SW. by W. of Hereford, and 161

NW. of London. Lat. 52. 26. N. lon.

3. 5. W. Market on Tueſday.

Montcom E R Y shi RE, a county of N.

Wales, bounded on the N. by Merioneth

ſhire and Denbighſhire, on the NE, and

E. by Shropſhire, on the S. by Radnor

fhire, on the SW. by Cardiganſhire, and

on the W. by part of Merionethſhire. It

extends 33 miles from N. to S. and nearly

the ſame from to E. W. containing 7 hun

dreds, 6 market towns, and 47 pariſhes.

The air is pleaſant and ſalubrious; and

the country mountainous, but fertile, and

agreeably interperſed with valleys, hills,

meadows, and corn-fields. The hilly tracts

are almoſt entirely ſheepwalks; and the

flocks, like thoſe of Spain, are driven from

diſtant parts to feed on them during the

ſummer. This county alſo affords mineral

treaſures, particularly lead; and it abounds

with ſlate and lime; but there is no coal.

It's principal rivers are the Severn, Vyr

new, and Tannat, which are remarkable

for their great variety of fiſh, and for ſal

mon in particular.

Montgrace-Abbey, Yorkſ. NE. of North

allerton. Montisford, Hants, near the

Somborns. -

Mon Tivilliers, a town in the dept.

of Lower Seine, 6 miles N. of Havre.

Mont-Louis, a fortified town in the

dept. of the Eaſtern Pyrenees; and a town

in the dept. of Indre and Loire.

Most Luel, a town in the dept. of

Ain, flated on the river Seraine, 12 miles

NE. of Lyons.

MoNT Luçon, a town in the dept. of

Allier, feated on the river Cher, 3.5 SW.

of Moulins, and 1.5o S. of Paris.

MonTMED1, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Meuſe, feated on the river Cher, which

divides it into the Upper and Lower Town.

It is 22 miles SE. of Sedan, and 135 NNE.

of Paris. •

MontMelian, a town in the dept. of

Mont Bianc, with a caſtle, ſeated on the

ſummit of a mountain, inacceſſible, ex

cept towards the town. It is 8 miles

SSE. of Chamberry.

MontMoRENci, a town in the dept.

of Seine and Oiſe, ſeated upon a hill, 8

miles N. of Paris.

Mo NT. MoR11, LoN, a ſmall town in the

dept. of Vienne, feated on the Gartemp.

MostPE LLIER, a large, rich, and

beautiful city in the dept. of Herault.

Before the revolution, here was an uni

verſity, with a celebrated ſchool of medi

port of Montpellier.

bliſhed in Europe. Here was alſo an aca

demy of ſciences. The townhouſe is re

markable for it's halls, which are embel

liſhed with fine paintings. The number

of inhabitants is computed at 50,000, who

trade in verdigriſe, which is the principal

manufacture, wool, wine, aqua-vitae,

Hungary-water, cinnamon-water, capil

laire, eſſence of bergamot, lemons, &c.

alſo in woollen carpets, fuſtians, and filk

ſtockings. Theſe commodities are ſent,

by the canal, to Cette, which is the ſea

The air is extreme

ly healthy, and a great number of perſons

flock hither, from all parts, to recover

their health. Montpellier is feated upon

a hill, 5 miles from the Mediterranean, 17

miles S.W. of Niſmes, and 212 S. by E.

of Paris. Lat. 43. 37. N. lon. 3. 58. É.

MonTPENSIER, a town in the depart

ment of Puy de Dome, ſeated on a hill,

zo miles NE. of Clermont, and 21 o SE.

of Paris. -

Monr-REAL, a town of Arragon;

and a town of Navarre, both in Spain:

and a town of Sicily, 3 miles WSW. of
Palermo.

MontReal, an iſle of N. America, in

the river St. Lawrence, about 28 miles in

length, and 10 in breadth. The ſoil is

very fertile, and the air wholeſome. It

was ſurrendered by the French, in 1760,

to the Engliſh, by a capitulation, by which

all Canada was likewiſe ceded. It has a

town of the ſame name, with wide, open

ſtreets, built on the fide of the river,

whence there is a gradual eaſy aſcent to

what is called the Upper Town. It is

pretty ſtrongly fortified by a citadel, wall,

baſtions, &c. and has ſuffered much by

fires, fince it has been in the poſſeſſion of

the Engliſh. The only ſtaple commodity

is furs and peltry, produced by their trade

with the Indians, together with corn and

lumber to the W. Indies. Montreal is

now the capital of the province of Upper

Canada, and is 120 miles S.W. of Quebec,

and 1 to N. of Albany. Lat. 45.38. N.

lon. 73. W.

MoxT-REAL, or Mount Royal, a

fortreſs of Treves, on the Moſelle.

Montre AL, the maine of four towns in

the reſpective departments of the Yonne,

Gers, Aude, and Ain.

MonTR Evil, a town in the dept. of

the Straits of Calais, ſeated on a hill near

the river Canche, 10 miles NW. of Heſ

din, and 117 N. of Paris. Alſo, ſeveral

other towns of France.

Mo NTRE Uill-BellAY, a town in the

dept. of Maine and Loire, ſeated on the

river
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river Touet, 9 miles S. of Saumur, and

155 from Paris.

Mo Nºr-Richa RD, a ſmall town in the

dept. of Loir and Cher, feated near the

Cher, 12 miles SSE. of Amboiſe, and 112

SW. of Paris.

* MoNºrfose, a town of Angusſhire,

near the eſtuary of the river South Eſk.

Over this river a new bridge has been

lately ere&ted. At high water the town

is almoſt ſurrounded by the ſea. The har

bour is a fine ſemicircular baſin, with a

handſome ſtone pier; and a great number

of trading veſſels belong to this port.

The buildings are meat, and many of them

in the modern taſte. The moſt remark

able are the town-houſe, the preſbyterian

church, and an elegant epiſcopal chapel.

A great quantity of malt is made here ;

and there are manufactures of ſail-cloth,

linen, coloured and white thread, brown

ſheeting, Oſnaburgs, and ſtockings. The

ſalºmon fiſheries on the N. and S. Eſk form

a valuable branch of commerce. Mon

troſe is 48 miles NE. of Edinburgh.

MontsAujeon, a town in the dept.

of Upper Marne, 15 miles S. of Langres,

and 145 from Paris.

MonTSERRAT, a high mountain in

Catalonia, on which is a famous monaſ

tery and chapel, inhabited by monks of

ſeveral nations, who entertain all that

come out of devotion, or curioſity, for

three days, gratis. This mountain is

ſaid to be to miles in circumference, and

5 high. From the top of it is a view of

the country to the diſtance of 150 miles.

It is zo miles NW. of Barcelona.

MontsERRAT, an iſland in the Weſt

Indies, diſcovered, in 1493, by Columbus,

and ſo named by him from it's reſemblance

to the mountain in Spain. It is about 9

miles in length, and as much in breadth ;

and the mountains are covered with cedar,

cypreſs, and other three, and ſome odori

ferous ſhrubs. As to ſoil, animals, and

commerce, Montſerrat is much the ſame

as the cther Caribbee Iſlands. It is held

by the Engliſh, and is 30 miles SW. of

Antigua. Lat. 16. 54. N. lon. 61.34. W.

Mont ST. ANDRE, a town in the late

Auſtrian Brabant.

Mont St. Michael, a town in the

dept. of the Channel, built on a rock, fur

rounded by the ſea twice in 24 hours. It

is 7 miles S.W. of Avranches, and 180

W. of Paris.

Montflone, Iſle of Wight, in W. Me

dina. Monwood, Warw. W. of Anſtey.

Mony Aſh, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Monza, a town of Milan, on the

Lambro. In it's treaſury is the iron

crown, with which the ancient Italian

kings, and afterwards the emperors of

Germany, were crowned as kings of Łom

bardy. It is of gold, enriched with jewels,

and exceedingly ſmall, with an iron ring

on the outfide. It has neither points nor

rings.

Meon, or, Moun, in Kildare, Leinſter,

within 3 miles of Caſtledermot.

Moor, Cheſhire, S. of Warrington.

Moor Hall, Lancaſ. near Bolton. Moor

Hall. Hertf. SW. of Buntingford. Moor

Kirk, Yorkſ. Moor End, Glouc. a hamlet

to Hartpury. Moor-End, Glouc. in Slim

bridge pariſh. Moor. Lynch, Somerſetſ.

Moor Park, Surry, near Farnham. Moor

Winſlow, Cornwall, N. of Stratton.

Mooks H EDABAD, a lace, ill built city

of Bengal, near the weltern arm of the

Ganges, 1oo miles N. of Calcutta. It

was formerly the capi:al of Bengal, be

fore the eſtabliſhment of the Engliſh power.

MoRA, a town of New Caſtile; and a

town of Alen ejo.

Mora, in Waterford, Munſter. "

Moran, Cornwall, S.W. of Tregony.

Moran's Court, Kent, near Sevenoaks.

MoRANT, or EAST Point, the moſt

eaſterly promontory of Jamaica. Lat.

17. 56. N. lon. 75. 56. W.

Mor AT, a confiderable town and baili

wick of Swiſſerland, in the Validois, 12.

miles W. of Bern,

MoRAT, a lake of Swiſſerland, in the

bailiwick of the ſame name, 6 miles long,

and 2 broad, emptying itſelf into the Lake

of Neufchatel by means of the river Broye.

MoRaviA, The MARQU isATE of,

a province of Germany, ſurrounded by

Sileſia, Bohemia, and Auſtria, and divided

into ſix circles. . It is partly mountainous

and woody, and partly champaign, with

many moraſſes, bogs, and lakes; and has

conſtantly remained annexed to the crown

of Bohemia. It takes it's name from the

river Morava, or Moraw, which runs

through it; is very fertile and populous;

and hence the Unitas Fratrum, or Brethren,

called Moravians, take their name, their

doétiines having been early promulgated

here. Olmutz is the capital.

MorAw, or MoRAvA, a river of Ger

many, which riſes on the confines of Bo

heinia and Sileſia; croſſes all Moravia,

where it waters Olmutz and Hradiſch, and

falls into the Danube after ſeparating the

countries of Lower Hungary and Upper
Auſtria.

MorAve, a river which riſes in Bul

garia, runs N. through Servia by Niſſa,

and falls into the Danube 8 miles E. of

Semendria,

Mossach,
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1Morbach, or MURBAcH, a town in

the dept. of Lower Rhine, 42 miles S. of

Straſburg.

Morbath, Dorſetſhire, in Whitchurch pa

riſh. Morborn, Huntſ. NW. of Stilton.

MoRBEG No, a handſome commercial

town in the Valteline, in the country of

the Griſons, ſeated on the S. ſide of the

Adda. It is the reſidence of a bailiff, who

has the title of Podeſta, and is 12 miles S.

of Chiavenna. ... "

Mor RihAN, a department of France,

of which Vannes is the capital. It takes

it’s name from a ſmall bay between that

rown and the Iſland of Belleiſle. It's en

trance is narrow; but it expands within,

and contains about 30 little iſlands.

Morchard, Biſhop'ſ, Devonſhire, SE. of

Chimleigh. Marchard Cruwyſ, Devonſ.

4 miles SW, of Tiverton. Marchel,

Eſſex, near Harlow. Morcote, or Boy

field, Glouceſ, a hamlet in Minterſworth

pariſh. Morcomb Lake, Dorſetſhire, W.

of Chidiock. Morden, Dorſetſhire, N.

of Wareham. Morden, Surry, between

Chipſted and Kent. , Morden, Upper,

Surry, S. of Wimbledon. Morden, Gil

den and Steeple, Cambridgeſ, near Royſton.

Mordford, SE. of Hereford. . Mordon,

Durham, SE. of Biſhop-Aukland. More,

hear Hereford. More, Devonſ. in High

Week pariſh. More, Herts, a manor in

Rickmanſworth. More, Worceſ. on the

hanks of the Teme, More, Northumb.

in Bothal barony. More, Shropſhire, N.

of Biſhop's Caſtle. More, Suſſex, NE. of

Petworth.

MoR EA, formerly called Pelopon

NEsus, a peninſula on the ſouthern part

of Greece, to which it is joined by the

Iſthmus of Corinth, lying between the

Gulfs of Lepanto and Engia. It is 189

miles in length, and 130 in breadth. The

air is temperate, and the foil fertile, ex

cepting the middle, where there are many

mountains. It's preſent name is ſaid to

be derived from Morus, a mulberry-tree,

from the great number of mulberry trees

it produces. It is watered by ſeveral ri

vers, of which the Alpheus, the Vaſili

Potamo, and the Stromio, are the chief.

It is divided into four diſtričts. The ſan

giack of the Morea reſides at Modon.

Morebarn, Leiceſ. near Orton. More

batb, or Murbach, Devonſ. N. of Bamp

ton. Moreby, Linc. near Rullingbrook.

More. Church, Dorſetſhire. W. of Horton.

Moretot, Hants, SW. of Rumſey. Mure

cot, Oxfordſ. between Biceſter and What

ley. Morecat, Rutl. S. of the Luffenhams.

Morecat. Hall, Warw, in Berkeſwell pa

riſh, near Mcreden. Morehall, Eſſex, near

Harlow. More. Hall, Suſſex, S. of Aſh

burnham. More-Hall, Middl. NW. of

Uxbridge. More-Hall, Warwickſ. N. of

Bitford. More-Hall, Warwickſ. NE. of

Sutton. Morehampton, Heref. near the

Golden Vale. Morehatch, Middl. a ham

let of Enfield. Morehayes, Devonſhire,

on the Culme, oppoſite to Columpton.

Morehauſe, NE. of Durham. #.

Nott. a hamlet of Lexington. Morehouſe,

Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, nºr Frodlinghain.

Morehouſes, Derbyſ. NW. of Cheſterfield,

More-Lees, Lancaſhire, near Leigh.

MoRell'A, a town of Valencia, on the

mountainous frontiers of Arragon.

Meren:ead, Hºrts, near Hitchin. Mo

rend, Glouceſ a hamlet in Mangotsfield

pariſh. More-North, W. of Oxford.

Moreſby, Cumb. a village 2 miles NE. of

Whitehaven. Mores Court, Dorſetſ. near

Sturminſter-Marſhal. Moreſham, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, in Skelton Pariſh. Moreſley,

NE. of Durham. Morgſled, Hants, Sé.

of Wincheſter. -

MoRET, an ancient town in the dept.

of the Seine and Marne, on a canal, near

the Seine, 35 miles SE, of Paris.

Moreley, Staff. near Wolverhampton.

MoRe ron-HAMPstEAD, a large town

of Devonſhire, with a noted market for

yarn. It is ſeated on a hill, near Dart

moor, 14 miles SW. of Exeter, and 185

}: by S. of London. Market on Satur

av.

: MoR Eton, a town in Glouceſterſhire,

ſeated on the Foſſeway, 29 miles ESE. of

Worceſter, and 83 WNW. of London.

Market diſuſed.

Moreton, Cheſhire, near Hyle-Lake.

Moreton, Staff. E. of Aquilate-Meer, and

W. of Stafford. Moreton, Staff. N. of

Needwood-Foreſt. Moreton, Worceſterſ.

SW. of Alceſter. Moreton Alcanilow,

Cheſhire, by Congleton. Moreton-Corbet,

Shropſ. SE. of Wem. Moreton jefferys,

Heref. between Bromyard and Hereford.

Moreton-Say, Shropſhire, near Drayton.

Moretown, Northumberland, near Tweed.

mouth. Morewent. End, Glouceſterſhire,

a hamlet to Hartpury pariſh.

MoR GE's, a town of Swiſſerland, in the

Vaudois, and capital of a bailiwick. It

is a place of ſome trade, with a port and

quay, on the N. ſide of the Lake of Geneva.

It is 5 miles W. of Lauſanne.

MoRG E5, a town in the dept. of Iſere.

MokhANGE, a town in the dept. of

Moſelle, 21 miles ESE. of Metz, and zoo

E. of Paris.

MoR LAciti A, a mountainous country

of Dalmatia, the inhabitants of which are

called Morlacks, or Morlacchi. They in

habit
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habit the pleaſant valleys of Koter, along

the rivers Kerha, Cettina, Narenta, and

among the inland mountains of Dalmatia.

They are ſaid, by ſome, to be of Wala

chian extraction; but this is denied by

Abbé Fortis, who thinks their origin in

volved in the darkneſs of barbarous ages.

The inhabitants of the ſea-coaſt of Dal

matia tell many frightful ſtories of their

avarice and cruelty; but theſe, M. Fortis

thinks, are all either of an ancient date;

or, if any have happened in later times,

they ought rather to be aſcribed to the

corruption of a few individuals, than to

the bad diſpoſition of the nation in gene

ral. Indeed, among a variety of curious

particulars reſpe&ting their manners and

cuſtoms, he preſents ſome very pleaſing

traits of chara&ter. “Friendſhip,” he

ſays, “is laſting among the Morlacchi.

They have even made it a kind of reli

gious point, and tie the ſacred bond at

the foot of the altar. The Sclavonian ri

tual contains a particular benediction, for

the ſolemn unton of two male or two fe

male friends, in the preſence of the con

gregation. He was preſent at the union

of two young women, who were made Po

ſºftre, in the church of Peruſſich. The

ſatisfačtion, he continues, that ſparkled in

their eyes, when the ceremony was per

formed, gave a convincing proof, that de

licacy of ſentiments can lodge in minds

not formed, or rather not corrupted, by

ſociety, which we call civilized. The

male friends, thus united, are called Po

bratimi, and the femalesºft." which

mean half-brothers and half-ſiſters. Friend

ſhips between thoſe of different ſexes are

not bound with ſo much ſolemnity, though

Perhaps in more ancient and innocent ages

it was alſo the cuſtom. From theſe con

ſecrated friendſhips among the Morlacchi,

and other nations of the ſame origin, it

ſhould ſeem, that the ſworn brothers aroſe,

a denomination frequent enough among

the common people in many parts of Eu

rope. If diſcord happen to ariſe between

two friends, among the Morlacchi, it is

talked of, over all the country, as a ſcan

dalous novelty; and there have been ſome

examples of it of late years, to the great

aſhičtion of the old Morlacchi, who attri

bute the depravity of their countrymen,

to their intercourſe with the Italians.

Wine, and ſtrong liquors, of which the

natiou is beginning to make daily abuſe,

after our example, will, of courſe, pro

duce the ſame bad effects as among us.”

Morlaix, a confiderable ſea-port in

the dept. of Finiſterre, with a tide-harbour.

The Notre-Dame church is a ſingular

*
-

ſtrućlure, and the hoſpital is very hand

ſome; the inhabitants carry on a confider

able trade in linen, hemp, and tobacco. It

is ſeated on a river of the ſame name, 32

miles NE. of Breſt.

Morland, Weſtmorl. W. of Appleby.

Marlas, a river in Carmarthenſ. Morley,

3 miles NE. of Derby. Morley, Devon.

between Totneſs and Kingſbridge. Mor

ley, St. Botolph's and St. Peter's, Norf.

SW. of Windham. Morley, Yorkſhire,

SW. of Leeds. Morley. Hall, called alſo

Hallingbury, Eſſex, near Birchinghanger.

Marley-Nether, Northumberland, near

Chipchaſe. Morlinch, Somerſetſhire, near

Bridgewater, Morningthorp, Norfolk, S.

of Saxlingham.

Morocco, an empire of Africa, com

prehending a conſiderable part of the an

'cient Mauritania, bounded on the W. by

the Atlantic Ocean, on the E. by Algiers

and Biledulgerid, on the N. by the Medi

terranean, and on the S. by Zahara. It's

greateſt length is about 450 miles; and,

where wideſt, about 390. The territories

of Morocco are formed by the union of ſe

veral ſmall kingdoms, anciently limited to.

a ſingle province, and perpetually at va

riance with each other, till, at laſt, they

were all ſubdued, and united under one

ſovereign, by the ſharifs. The S. part of

the empire contains the kingdoms of Suz.

Tarudant, Morocco Proper, Tafiletz, and

Segilmeſſa; and the N. part, thoſe of Fez,

Mequinez, and Tremecen; but the latter

having been conquered by the Turks of

Algiers, is now a part of that regency.

The air of this country is very pure, and

pretty temperate, eſpecially to the N. of

ºf...". The ſoil, though ſandy

and dry on the weſtern coaſt, is exceed

ingly fertile; the land containing within

itſelf ſalts ſufficient to make it fruitful.

The increaſe of corn is often as ſixty to

one. The ſruits, as well as the paſtures,

are excellent, but the country is not pro

perly cultivated. The humidity of the

atmoſphere is ſo corroſive, that it quickly

covers with ruſt, iron, ſteel, metals, and even,

the keys and ſciſſars carried in the pocket.

The Moors make food of the locuſts;

prodigious quantities of them are brought

to narket, ſalted and dried like red her

rings. The inhabitants are Mahometans,

of a tawny complexion, robuſt, and very

ſkilful in managing a horſe and wielding

a lance. There are two ſorts of inhabit

ants; the Arabs, who dwell in moveable

villages, conpoſed of about 100 tents, and

the Bereberies, or Brebes, who are the an

cient inhabitants, and dwell in cities and

towns. There are a great number of

- Chriſtian
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Chriſtian ſlaves, and ſome merchants, upon

the coaſt, beſide a multitude of Jews, who

earry on almoſt all the trade; eſpecially

by land with the negroes, to whom they

fend large caravans, who travel over vaſt

deſerts, almoſt deſtitute of water. They

carry with them woollen manufactures,

ſilk, ſalt, &c. and, in return, have men,

gold, and elephants' teeth. Out of the

flaves the emperor recruits his cavalry.

They alſo ſend large caravans to Mecca

.# year, partly out of devotion, and

partly for trade, conſiſting of ſeveral thou

fand camels, horſes, and mules. Their

commodities are woollen manufaëtures,

Morocco leather, indigo, cochineal, oftrich

feathers, ſalt, and wax ; in return for

which they have ſilks, muſlins, calicoes,

coffee, and drugs. In the deſerts are

lions, tigers, leopards, and ſerpents of ſe

veral kinds. The fruits are dates, figs,

grapes, almonds, lemons, oranges, melons,

pomegranates, apples, pears, &c. They

have alſo flax and hemp, but little timber.

The naval force conſiſts chiefly of rovers,

who now and then take large prizes, eſpe

cially thoſe belonging to Sallee. The em

peror is abſolute, his will being a law,

and he often exerciſes great cruelties. His

uſual taxes are, one tenth of the goods of

his Mahometan ſubjećts, and ſix crowns a

year of the Jews; but he often breaks

threugh theſe rules, and ſeizes what he

pleaſes. He can bring 100,000 men into

the field, half of which are foot, and half

horſe; but they are poorly armed, and
know but little of the art of war.

MoRocco, the capital of the kingdom

of Morocco, ſeated in a beautiful plain,

planted with palm-trees, formed by a chain

of mountains on the N. having Mount

Atlas, from which it is diſtant about zo

miles, on the S. and E. Though one of

the capitals of the empire (for there are

three, Morocco, Mequinez, and Fez) it

has nothing to recommend it but it's great

extent, and the royal palace. It is incloſ

ed by remarkably ſtrong walls, built of

tabby, the extent of which ſtill exiſts entire,

and ſuppoſes a city which might contain

3oo,ooo ſouls : they are flanked by ſquare

towers, and ſurrounded by a wide and

deep ditch. The moſques are more nu

merous than magnificent. The ſtreets

are narrow, dirty, and irregular, and many

of the houſes uninhabited, and falling to

ruin. Thoſe which are decent are built

of tabby, and incloſed in gardens; but

the generality of them, which are no bet

ter than ruins of houſes heaped one upon

another, ſerve only to harbour thieves,

who lurk among them, in order to rob

paſſengers. M. Chenier doubts whether

Morocco contains 30,000 inhabitants,

even when the court is there. The Jews,

who are pretty numerous here, have a ſe

parate town, walled in,' and under the

charge of an alcade, appointed by the em.

ſº It has two gates, which are regu

ally ſhut every evening at nine o'clock,

after which no perſon can enter or depart,

till they are opened the next morning.

They have a market of their own; and

when they enter the Mooriſh town, market,

or palace, they are compelled to be bare.

footed. The palace is a very extenſive

and ſolid building, with gates compoſed

of Gothic arches, embelliſhed with ºrna

ments in the Arabian taſte. Within the

walls are various courts and gardens, tle

gantly laid out by European gardeners.

Lat. 31. 12. N. lon. 6.45. W.

MoRoN, a town of Seville, Andaluſia.

MoroTor, one of the Sandwich Iſles,

about 7 miles WNW. of Mowee. Yams

are it's principal produce; yet it has but

little wood. The coaſt on the ſouthern

and weſtern fides of the iſland forms ſeve

ral bays, which promiſe a tolerable ſhel

ter from the trade-winds. Lat. 21. 10. N.

lon. 157. 14. W.

* MoRPETH, a town of Northumber

land, ſeated on a river called Cammas

Water, with a very large market for corn,

cattle, and proviſions. It is 28 miles N.

of Durham, and 287 N. by W. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday. Fairs on

Wedneſday, Thurſday, and Friday before

Whitſunday; and the Wedneſday before

July 22d. -

Morrick, Northumb. near Warkworth.

Morris, Cornwall, NE. of Botreaux Caſtle.

MoRTAGNE, a town in the dept. of

Orne, well known for it's ſerges and tan

neries. Alſo a town in the dept. of the

North, 8 miles SE. of Tournay; a town

in the depart. of Lower Charente; and a

town in the dept. of Vendee.

Mortain, a town in the dept. of the

Channel, ſeated on the rivulet Lances,

almoſt ſurrounded by craggy rocks, zo
miles SSE. of Avranches.

MoRTARA, a town of Lumello, in

Milan.

Mort-Bay, and Mortbow, Devonſhire,

SW, of Ilfracomb, near the coaſt. Mor

timer, Berks. Mortimers, Kent, near

Cowling-Caſtle. Mortimers, Hants,

miles from Reading. Mortlake, a villag:

in Surry, feated on the river Thames, 9

milesW. of London. Mortlich, a villa

of Banffshire, in Scotland, 6 miles SW.

of Keith. Morton, Eſſex, N. of shelly.

Morton, cum Eaſtwood-Park, Gleuceſ in

Thornbury
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Thornbury pariſh. Morton, Nott. in Fiſ.

kerton pariſh. Morton, Worceſ. SW. of

Alceſter. Morton, Cheſhire, near the ferry

over the Merſey into Lancaſhire. Morton,

Derbyſ. N. of Alfreton. Morton, Dorſetſ.

SE. of Puddleton. Morton, Durham, E.

of Raby-Caſtle. Morton, Worceſ. N. of

Leominſter. Morton, Linc. near Gainſbo

rough. Morton, Lincolnſ. between Fok

ingham and Bourn. Morton, Nott. near

Retford. Morton, Shropſhire, W. of the

Morda. Morton, Weſtm. NE. of Apple

by. Morton, Yorkſhire, W. of Barnard

Caſtle. Morton, Yorkſhire, NE. of North

allerton. Morton, NE. of York. Mor

ton, Yorkſ between Bradford and Skip

ton. Morton-Abbot's, Worceſterſ. N. of

Eveſham. Morton. Bagot, Warw. SW. of

Ullenhale. Morton-Banks, Yorkſhire, near

Keighley. Morton-Birts, Worceſ. near

the Malvern-Hills. Morton. Underhill,

Worceſterſhire, in Inkborough pariſh.

* Morton-in-the-Marſh, Glouceſterſhire,

4 miles from Stow.

Morton-Merial, Warw. N. of Kineton.

Morton, N. and S. Berks, S.W. of Wal

lingford. Morton-Pinkney, Northamp.

N. of Weedon. Morton-Walence, Glouc.

4 miles from Painſwick. Morton-upon

Lug, N. of Hereford. Morton upon-Swale,

Yorkſ. SW. of Northallerton. Morſion,

Devonſ, near Mortbay, W. of Ilfracomb.

Morva, Cornw. near Madern. Morvale,

Cornw. between the Lees and Leſkard.

Morvath, Cornwall, N. of Penzance.

Morven, a diſtrićt of Argyleſhire.

MoRviedRo, the ancient SAGUN

TUM, a town and river of Valencia.

Morvil, Shropſhire, near Bridgenorth.

Morvil-Hill, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, in

Lune Foreſt.

Mosa, a town of Arabia, 25 miles NE.

of Mocha.

Mosambique, a kingdom of Africa,

on the coaſt of Zanguebar, ſo called from

the capital of the ſame name, ſituated on

an iſland, chief of 3 iſlands which form a

part of the kingdom. This iſland is not

more than 3 miles in length, and half as

much in breadth, and is about 2 miles

from the continent. It was ſeized by the

Portugueſe in 1497, and they have kept

ſſeſſion of it ever ſince. The town is

rge, well-built, and rich, with handſome

churches and convents, and a fort or caſtle,

the ſtrongeſt and beſt contrived the Portu

gueſe have on this coaſt. The ſoil, on the

continent, is fat and fertile, and the coun

try breeds numerous herds of cattle, and

ſheep with large tails. They alſo ſwarm

with ſtags, .# boars, other wild beaſts,

and elephants ſo fierce and deſtrućtive, that

*

the natives dare not ſtir far from their

homes without lighted firebrands in their

hands to frighten them away. The coun

try has alſo rich mines of gold. The go

vernor is changed every three years, and

the Portugueſe export gold, filver, copper,

*lephants teeth, wax, rice, other provi.

fions, and ſlaves. Their ſhips always call

here in going to the Eaſt Indies; and the

harbour is ſo commodious, that whole

fleets may anchor here, and refit their veſ

ſels, as well as provide themſelves with all

neceſſaries; and they have a large hoſpi
tal for ſick ſailors. Lat. 15. 5. S. lon.

4o. 49. E.

Mosambique, a ſtrait, or channel,

in the Indian Ocean, lying between the E.

coaſt of Africa and the Iſland of Madagaſ

car, and between lat, 11. and 24 deg. Š.

Mosbach, a handſome town in the pa

latinate of the Rhine, on the Neckar.

Moſtarrow, Lancaſ. SW. of Wigan.

Mosburg, a town of Bavaiia; and a

town of Carinthia.

Moſrea, St. Cornwall, near St. Mawes

Caſtle. -

Moscow Y. See Russia.

Moscow, one of the moſt ancient and

conſpicuous provinces of Ruſſia, formerly

a duchy, but now one of the 41 govern

ments of that vaſt empire. It's capital is

of the ſame name.

Moscow, a large city of the Ruſſian

empire, capital of theF. of Moſ

cow, and formerly of the whole empire.

It may be conſidered as a town built upon

the Aſiatic model, but gradually becoming

more and more European; exhibiting, in

it's preſent ſtate, a motley mixture of diſ

cordant architecture. It is diſtributed

into the following diviſions. 1. Kremlin,

which is in the central and higheſt part of

the city, ſurrounded by high walls of ſtone

and brick, 2 miles in circumference. This

diviſion is not deformed by wooden houſes.

It contains the ancient palace of the czars,

ſeveral churches, 2 convents, the patri

archal palace, and the arſenal now in

ruins. 2. The Khitaigorod, or the Chi

neſe town, which is much larger than the

Kreinlin: it contains the univerſity, the

printing-houſe, and many other public

buildings, with all the tradeſmen's ſhops.

The houſes are moſtly ſtuccoed, or white

waſhed; and it has the only ſtreet in Moſ

cow in which the houſes ſtand cloſe to

each other, without any interval between

them. 3. The Bielgorod, or White Town,

which runs round the two preceding divi

ſions: it takes it's name from a white

wall, by which it was formerly ſurround

ed. 4. Semlainogorod, which environs
a!!
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all the other three quarters; and is ſo de

nominated from a circular rampart of

earth by which it is encompaſſed. The

two laſt-mentioned divifions exhibit a gro

teſque group of churches, convents, pa

Jaces, brick and wooden houſes, and mean

hovels. 5. The Sloboda, or ſuburbs,

which form a vaſt exterior circle round all

the parts already deſcribed, and are inveſt

ed by a low rampart and ditch. Theſe

ſuburbs contain, beſides buildings of all

kinds, corn-fields, much open paſture, and

ſome ſmall lakes, which give riſe to the

Neglina. The Moſkva, from which the

city takes it's name, flows through it in

a winding channel; but, excepting in

Spring, is only navigable for rafts. It

receives the Yauſa in the Semlainogorod,

and the Neglina at the weſtern extremity

of the Kremlin; but the beds of both

theſe laſt-mentioned rivulets are, in ſum

mer, little better than dry channels. Moſ

cow exhibits an aſtoniſhing degree of ex

tent and variety, in regularity, and contraſt.

The ſtreets, in general, are very long and

broad. Some of them are paved; others,

particularly in the ſuburbs, are formed

with trunks of trees, or are boarded with

planks like the floor of a room. Wretch

ed hovels are blended with large palaces;

cottages of one ſtory ſtand next to the moſt

ſtately manſions; many brick ſtrućtures

are covered with wooden tops: ſome of

the wooden houſes are painted; others

have iron doors and roofs. Numerous

churches appear in every quarter, built in

a peculiar ſtyle of architecture; ſome with

domes of copper, others of tin, gilt, or

painted green, and many roofed with

wood. In a word, ſome parts of this vaſt

city have the appearance of a ſequeſtered

deſert; others, quarters of a populous

town; ſome of a poor village; others of

a great capital. Moſcow is certainly the

kargeſt town in Europe; it's circumfe

rence, within the rampart that incloſes the

ſuburbs, being 26 miles; but it is built in

ſuch a ſtraggling manner, that it's popu

iation correſponds, in no degree, with it's

extent. It has, however, been pretty well

aſcertained : it contains, within the ram-"

Parts, 3oo,ooo ſouls. It is ſtill the moſt

opulous city in the empire, notwithſtand

ing the reſidence of the court is at Peterſ

burgh. Here the chief nobles reſide, who

do not belong to the court; they here ſup

port a large number of retainers; gratify

their taſte for a ruder and more expenſive

magnificence in the ancient feudaſ ſtyle;

and are not, as at Peterſburgh, eclipſed by

the ſuperior ſplendor of the court. The

slaces of public worſhip in Moſcow, in

of Conſtantinople.

cluding chapels, amount to above rooo;

of theſe, 484 are public churches, 199

of which are of brick, ſtuccoed, or white

waſhed; and the others of wood, painted

red. Some of their bells are of a ſtu

pendous ſize; they hang in belfreys de

tached from the church, are fixed im

moveably to the beams, and are rung by a

rope tied to the clapper. It has always

been eſteemed here a meritorious ačt of re

ligion to preſent a church with bells; and

the piety of the donor has been meaſur

ed by their magnitude. Accordingly,

Boris Godunuf, who gave a bell of

288,000 pounds to the cathedral of Moſ

cow, was the moſt pious ſovereign of Ruſ

ſia, till he was ſurpaſſed by the empreſs

Anne, who preſented a bell that weighs

432,ooo pounds, and is the largeſt in the

known world. Among the public inſti

tutions, in Moſcow, is the Foundling

Hoſpital, endowed, in 1764, by Catharine,

and ſupported by voluntary contributions;

to encourage which, ſhe granted to all be

nefactors ſome valuable privileges, in pro

portion to the extent .# their liberality;

and, it is remarkable, that a private mer

chant, named Dimidof, has expended on

this charity zoo,oool. The gardens here

abouts yield the famous tranſparent apple,

called by the Ruſſians Naliwi, with variety

of other fruits. Moſcow is the centre of

the inland commerce of Ruſſia, particular

ly connecting the trade between Europe

and Siberia. The navigation to this city

is formed ſolely by the Moſkva, which,

falling into the Occa, near Colomna, com

municates, by that river, with the Volga.

But as the Moſkva is navigable in the

ſpring only, upon the melting of the ſnows,

the principal merchandiſe is conveyed upon

ſledges in winter. This city is 460 miles

SE. of Peterſburgh, and 1zoo N. by E.

Lat. 55.45. N. lon.

37. 31. E.

Moſe, a river that runs through Leiceſ.

Derb. and Staff. and falls into the Trent,

near Croxhall. Moſe, Eſſex, Sw. of

Harwich. Moſtdale, Cumb. SE. cf Ire

by. Moſedale, Weſtmorland. Moſeley,

Worceſterſhire, in Bromſgrove pariſh.

Mos ELLE, a department of France, N.

of the department of Meurthe. It takes

it's name from a river which riſes in the

mountains of the Voſges, waters Epinal,

receives the Meurthe below Nancy, and,

paſſing by Metz, Thionville, and Treves,

falls into the Rhine at Coblentz. Metz

is the capital of this department.

Moſergh, Cumb. near Cockermouth.

Moſgrove, in Cork, Munſter.

MoskoE. See MAELSTRoom.

Mosquito,
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Mosquito Shore, a country of Mex

ico, in North America, lying on the At

lantic Ocean. It is bounded on the N.

and E. by the ſea, on the S. by Nicara

gua, *: the W. by Honduras. In

magnitude it exceeds the kingdom of Por

tugal; is well watered by navigable rivers

and lakes; abounds in fiſh, game, and

Proviſions of all ſorts; furniſhes every ne:

ceſſary for raiſing cattle and ſtock on plan
tations ofjº. and to any extent;

and is clothed with woods, producing tim

her for every uſe and purpoſe at land or

ſea. . The ſoil is ſuperior to that of the

Weſt India Iſlands; the air and climate

are more ſalubrious; and the deſtrućtive

ravages of hurricanes and earthquakes

have never been known here. The Spa

niards have no ſettlements in the Moſqui

to country, and reckon it a part of Hon
duras. When they firſt invaded this part

of Mexico, they maſſacred moſt of the na

tives, which gave thoſe that eſcaped into

the inacceſſible part of the country, an in

fuperable averſion to them; and they have

always appeared ready to join Europeans

that came upon their coaſts, and particu

larly the Engliſh, who frequently came

hither againſt the Spaniards. The Moſ.

guito-men being excellent markſmen, the

Engliſh employed them in ſtriking the ma

ratee fiſh, &c. and many of the Moſquito

Indians went to Jamaica, and ſailed with

the Engliſh in their voyages. They are

ſo fituated between moraſſes and inacceſſi

ble mountains, and a coaſt full of rocks

and ſhoals, that no attempts againſt them

by the Spaniards, whom they mortally

hate, could ever ſucceed. The connection

between the Engliſh and the Moſquitos no

longer exiſts. By a convention with

Spain, in 1786, the former, in conſidera

tion of certain ceſſions on the coaſt of

Honduras, agreed to evacuate this coun

try totally; and it is now a province of

Spain. See HoNDURAs.

MostAGAN, a town of Algiers, with

a caſtle and good harbour, ENE. of Oran.

MostaR, a town of Turkiſh Dal

rnatia.

Moſdale, Cumberland, in Caldbeck pa
riſh, near Heſket.

Moffide, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Moffern, Dorſetſ. NW. of Beminſter.

Moſion, N. of Cheſter. Moſon, Cheſhire,

near Sandbach. Moffon, Shropſhire, E.
of Wem. . . . .

MoTALA,

Gothland. * -ss-- * * *

Motcomb, Dorſetſhire, near Shaftſbury.

Mote, Cumberl.' near Lºngtown, Mcte

Kent, 1 mils from Maidſtone, Mº,

-

3. town and river of E,

Hants, near Wincheſter. Mothecomb,

Devonſhire, near Plymouth. Motherby,

Cumberland, in Grayſtock pariſh. Mo

*: Staffordſhire, NE. .'s.

othill, in Waterford, Munſter.

Mothingham, Kent, 2 miles from El

ham. Motley, Cheſhire, near Hollinworth.

Motola, a town of Otranto, Naples;

and a town of Congo, in Africa.

MoTRIL, a town of Granada, with a

good harbour, and a rich fiſhery.

... Motteſłon, Iſle of Wight, in W. Me

dina. Mottram-Andrew, Cheſhire, 3 miles

from Macclesfield. Mottram-in-Longen

dale, Cheſhire, NE. of Stopford.

Moty R, one of theR. Iſlands.

MouAB, a new town of Arabia, built

in 1708, between Danar and Sanaa, the

uſual reſidence of the prince of Yemen.

Alſo a town of Hadramaut, Arabia.

MoUDoN, a town and bailiwick of

Swiſſerland, in the Pays de Vaud. The

bailiff appointed by the canton of Bern

reſides in the caſtle of Lucens, built on

the ſummit of a mountain, in a ſituation

exceedingly pićtureſque. Moudon is 12.

iniles N. by E. of Lauſanne.

MoU L.D. See Mold.

Moule, a river in Devonſhire, runnin

into the Towridge, near Briſtol Channeſ.

Moulgrave. Caffle, Yorkſhire, 2 miles from

Whitby. Moulham, Dorſetſhire, in Swan

wich pariſh.

MoULINs, a town in the dept. of Al

lier, ſeated on the river Allier, takes it's

name from the great number of mills

(moulins) that were formerly in it's neigh

bourhood. It contains between 16,ooo

and 17,ooo inhabitants. The houſes of

the late Chartreux, and of the Viſitation

are magnificent. The ſtreets are broad

and clean; and the bridge over the Allier,

in the modern ſtyle, has 13 arches. . The

cutlery of Moulins is more eſteemed than
that of Chattelleraut. Near it is a medi

cinal ſpring. It is 30 miles S. of Nevers.

MoU LIN's ENGILBERT, a ſmall town

in the dept. of Nievre, at the foot of the

mountains of Morvan, 7 miles SW. of

Chateau-Chinoll.

Moulſey, E. and W. Surry, near King

ſton, on oppoſite fides of the river Mole.

Mouſſo, Bucks, near Newport. Moulſham,

Eſſex, a mile from Chelmsford. Moul

/*am, Eſſex, S. of Colcheſter.

MoultAN, a province of Hindooſtan

Proper, bounded on the N. by Lahore, on

the E. by Delhi and Agimere, on the S;

by Guzerat, and on the W. by Perſia and

Candahar. It's produćts are cotton, wine,

ſugar, opium, galls, brimſtone, &c. It is,

or has been ſubjećt to the ſeiks; but it's

F f a capital
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capital, Moultan, has been garriſoned by

the king of Candahar, ever fince 1779.

Mou LTAN, one of the moſt ancient ci

ties in Hindooſtan, capital of the province

of the ſame name. Thevenot deſcribes it

as a city of ſmall extent, for a capital, but

ſtrongly fortified, having a pagoda temple

much reverenced. . He deſcribes the river

that led to Moultan as having been partly

choked up in his time, (1665) .# that

this had greatly leſſened it's trade. He

alſo takes notice of a particular ſe&t of

Hindoos in this city, called Catry; a tribe,

which he elſewhere explains to mean Raj

foots, or warriors; that is the Kuttry tribe;

which Rennel ſuppoſes to be the3.
or Catbei, with whom Alexander warred

on the banks of the Malli. The king of

Candahar keeps a garriſon here. The

country of Moultan has Lahore to the N.

Delhi to the E. Agimere and Sindy to the

S. and Perſia to the W. Moultan is

ſeated on the Chunaub, zoo miles S.W. of

Lahore, and 8oo miles from the ſea by the

courſe of the river. Lat. 29. 52. N. lon.

7o. 4o. E. º

Moulthorp, Yorkſ. SW. of New Mal

ton. Mouſton, Yorkſ. near Richmond.

Moulton, Suffolk, E. of Newmarket. Moul.

fon, Cheſhire, near Sandbach. Moulton, 3

miles from Northampton. Moulton, Linc.

near the Waſh. Moulton, Norfolk, W. of

Yarmouth. Moulton Chapel, Linc. SE.

of Spalding. Moulton-Second, Linc. NE.

of Spalding. Moulton, Little and Michael,

Norfolk, E of New Buckenham. Moul

*on-Park, NE. of Northampton. Moulton,

North, Devonſhire, on the river Moul, and

the N. ſide of South Moulton.

MoULto N, South, a town of Devon

ſhire, feated on the river Moul, 12 miles

SE. of Barnſtaple, and 179 W. by S. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Moundford, Norfolk, SE. of Methwold.

Mounſled, Surry, SE. of Godalmin.

Mountague, or Mountacute, Somerſetſhire,

3 miles W. of Yeovil.

Mount-Bellew-Bridge, in Galway, Con

naught, here are good flour-mills. Mount

Bolus, in Kings County, Leinſter.

Mount-Boon, Devonſ. near Dartmouth.

Mou N T - B L A N c. See B L A N c,

M o NT.

MoUNT-CASSEL. See CAsse L.

Mount-Charles, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Mount-Drake, Devonſhire, in Muſbury

pariſh. -

Mount-Eagle, a high mountain in Mayo,

Connaught, otherwiſe called Croagh Pa

trick. Mount Eagle-Loyal, in Kerry,
Munſter.

MouxT-Epcscu Mbe, a round high

duſky red, or ſorre

peak, at the entrance of Cook's Strait, on

the NE. coaſt of New Zealand; ſuppoſed

to be not much inferior in height to that

of the Peak of Teneriff.

Mount-GABRiel, a conical hill, in

Cork, Munſter, 3oo yards higher than the

ſurface of the ſea. On it's ſummit there

is a deep lough or well; and, from it a

proſpe&t of vaſt extent, over a rude uncul

tivated country, from the Mizen-Head to

Roſs, comprehending a great number of

iſlands, bays, creeks, and harbours.

Mountgarret, in Wexford, Leinſter,

Mountgarret-Ferry, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Mount-Grace, Yorkſ. NE. of Thirſk.

Mount Hall, in Down, Ulſter. Mount

Hamilton, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Mount-Harry, Suſſex, W. of Lewes.

Mount. Hill, in Down, Ulſter. Mount

Leinſter, in Carlow, Leinſter. On the

top of it is a very deep well, the water of

which is uſed againſt ſcorbutic and ſcrofu

lous humours: grouſe, hares, and foxes,

are numerous here. Mount Malby, a name

given to Slieu-Donard, in Down, Ulſter.

Mount Marſh, Kent, near Foot's-Cray.

* MountMellick, a pretty meat town

of Queen's County, in Leinſter, 4.1 miles

W. of Dublin. The wool-combing,

malting, and tanning buſineſſes, with the

cotton manufacture and bleaching, are

carried on here.

Mount Naſing, Eſſex, NW. of Billeri

cay.

ºut Nº. in Cavan, Ulſter.

Mounton, Chapel and Hall, Monm. in

Llanvaren pariſh. Mount Ottery, or Up

per Ottery, Devonſ. NW. of Axminſter.

Mount Pelier, in Limerick, Munſter.

Mount-Pleaſant, Middleſex, near Horn

ſey. Mount. Pleaſant, Herts, N. of Eaſt

Barnet. Mount-Poynings, Dorſetſhire, near

the Lulworths.

*MountRath, a town of Queen's

County, in Leinſter, a few miles SW. of

Maryborough, and 46 from Dublin.

Mount. Sautre, Devonſhire, NW. of

Axminſter.

MountsBAY, a bay on the S. coaſt of

Cornwall, between the Land's End and

the Lizard Point, ſo named from a lofty

peninſulated, and at high water inſulated,

rock, called Mount St. Michael, which

riſes within it. In Mountſbay is a confi

derable pilchard fiſhery.

Mountsor REl, a town in Leiceſter

ſhire, ſo named from a high mount, or

ſolid rock, adjoining to the town, of a

fºil. ſtone, ex

tremely hard. Of rough ſtones, hewn out

of this rock, the town is built. It is

ſtated on the rivet Stour, 3 miles N. of

- - * Leiceſter,
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Ileiceſter, and 105 NW. by N. of Lon

don. Market on Monday.

Mount-Talbot, in Roſcommon, Con

naught. w

MoU RA, a town of Alentejo. .

Mourkin, or Mopperkin, Cumberland,

near Pardſhaw, has a ſmall lake or tarne.

Mourne, a barony, in Down, Ulſter, ſo

named from a ridge of high mountains,

called the Mountains of Mourne. Mourne,

in Cork, Munſter, called alſo Ballynamoma.

Mourzook, the capital of Fezzan, in

Africa, ſituated on a ſmall river, and ſup

plied with water from a multitude of

ſprings and wells. Being formerly built

of ſtone, it ſtill retains the appellation of

a Chriſtian town; and the medley which

it preſents to the eye, of the vaſt ruins of

ancient buildings, and the humble cot

tages of earth and ſand that form the

dwellings of it's preſent Arab inhabitants,

is fingularly groteſque and ſtrange. It is

ſurrounded by a high wall, which enables

the government to colle&t, at it's three

gates, a tax on all goods (proviſions ex

cepted) that are brought for the ſupply of

it's people. A caravan ſets out annually

from Meſurata to this place; and hence,

the Fezzanners themſelves diſpatch, every

year, a caravan to Caſhna, and another to

Bornou. Mourzook is 262 miles S. of

Meſurata. Lat. 27. 20. N. lon. 15. 5. E.

Mouſhall, Staffordſhire, S. of Wolver

hampton. Mouſehole, Cornwall, on the

W. ſide of Mountſbay; here is a harbour

for fiſhing-boats. Mouſeley, Leiceſter

£hire, NW. of Harborough. "

Mousul, or Mosul, a town of Tur

key, in Aſia, in Diarbeck, ſeated on the

W. bank of the river Tigris. It is a

large place, ſurrounded by high walls, and

defended by a ſtrong caſtle; but the houſes

are ill-built, and in ſeveral places gone to

ruins. It is a place of great trade, parti

cularly in cloth, and all ſorts of cottons

and filks. The inhabitants are a mixture

of Arabians, Perſians, Turks, Curds,

Greek and Armenian Chriſtians. Here

are conſiderable manufactures of cotton.

Merchandiſe from lndia is brought hither

by the way of Baſſora, and European

goods by the way of Aleppo. It is 130

miles SE. of Diarbekir, and 190 NW. of

Bagdad. Lat. 35.40. N. lon. 4.1. 15. E.

MoustiERs, a town in the dept. of the

Lower Alps, noted for a manufacture of

fine porcelain. It is 5 miles NE. of Riez.

Mouti ER, or MonstiER, a town in

the dept. of Mont Blanc. It is feated on

the river Iſere, 27 miles ESE. of Cham

berry.

Mouzon, a town in the dept, of the

Ardennes, ſeated on the river Meuſe, 3

miles SE. of Sedan, and 1zo NNE. of

Paris.

Mowan, Cornwall, near St. Auſtel.

Mowbrick, Lancaſhire, near Kirkham in

Amounderneſs. Mowcap, Northumber

land, near Kirkhaugh.

Mowee, one of the Sandwich Iſlands,

about 140 miles in circumference. A low

iſthmus divides it into two circular penin

ſulas, of which the eaſtern is double the

ſize of the weſtern. The mountains in

both riſe to a great height, and may be

ſeen at the diſtance of more than 3o

leagues. The northern ſhores, like thoſe

of Owyhee, afford no ſoundings, and the

country preſents the ſame appearance of

verdure and fertility. Near the W. point

of the ſmaller peninſula is a ſpacious bay,

with a ſandy beach ſhaded with cocoa-nut

trees. The country behind has a roman

tic appearance, the hills riſing almoſt per

pendicularly in a great variety of peaked

forms; and their ſteep fides, and the deep

chaſms between them, are covered with

trees. The tops of theſe hills are entirely

bare, and of a reddiſh brown colour. The

inhabitants are computed at 65,000. Lat.

20. 53. N. lon. 157. 56. W.

Mowſwell, Northumberland, between

Woller and Sunderland. Moxall, War

wickſhire, in Wiſhaw pariſh. Moxly,

Yorkſhire, near Stillington. Moxon, Iſle

of Wight, in W. Medina.

Moy, in Tyrone, Ulſter. Moy, a river

of Connaught, ſeparating the counties

of Mayo and Sligo, and falling into the

Atlantic below the port of Kilalla. Moy

allen, in Down, Ulſter. The linen manu

facture is carried on here. It is 3 miles

from Portadown, and 63 from Dublin.

Moyen vic, a town in the dept. of

Meurthe, 3 miles E. of Vic. It is re

markable for it's ſalt-forings.

Moyles Court, Hants, near Ringwood.

Moynally, in Meath, Leinſter. Moyne,

in Mayo, Connaught.

Moynes-Court, Monm. near Caerleon.

Moynes in Hemſled, Eſſex, between Rad

winter and Steeple Bumſted.

Moyvore, in Weſt Meath, Leinſter.

Mozcislaw, a town and palatinate of

Lithuania.

Muaker, Yorkſ. in Swaldale. Mucheſ.

ney Iſle, Somerſetſhire, S. of Langport.

MuchDAN, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Dordogne, ſeated on the river Ille, 8

miles S.W. of Perigueux.

Muckenfield, Devonſ, near North Taw

ton. ... Mucking, Eſſex, N. of Tilbury.

Mucking-Hall, Eſſex, between Sutton and

the Wakerings. Muckings, Middl. E.

F f 3 of
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of Tottenham. Muckleford, Dorſetſ, near

Frampton. Muckleſton, Staff, near Blore

Heath. Mucklewick, Shropſhire, NE. of

Biſhop's-Caſtle. Muckley, Shropſhire, be

tween Wem and Wellington.

Mucruſ-Lake, near the Lake of Kil

larney. -

Mudford, Somerſ, between Ilcheſter and

Sherborn. Mudghill, Wilts, between Bra

don-Foreſt and Wotton-Baſſet. Mud.

gian, Cornwall, near Helford-Haven.

MuehR, or MuERAw, a town of Sti

ria, on the Muehr. -

MUEHR, a great river of Germany,

which has it's ſource in the archbiſhopric

of Saltzburg, croſſes Stiria, paſſes by Ju

denburgh and Gratz, and falls into the

river Drave, 6 miles S. of Kaniſha, in

Hungary.

Muff, in Cavan, Muff, in Derry, and

Muff, in Donegal, Ulſter.

- MUGGIA, or MUGLIA, a town of Iſtria,

on a gulf of the ſame name.

Muggington, NW. of Derby. . Mug

gleſwick, Durham, NW. of Lancheſter.

MUIRKIRK, a town of Ayrſhire, on the

river Ayr, with a conſiderable iron work.

Mulahiſh, and Mulabuff, or Mullahuff,

in Kerry, Munſter. -

Mulberton, Norfolk, between Harleſton

and Norwich. Mulcote-Abbey, Warw.

between Atherſton and Warwick.

MULDAw, a river of Germany, which

riſes in the mountains between Bohemia

and Bavaria, and running by Budweis and

Prague, falls into the Elbe above Mel.

mick.

. Muldorf, a town of Saltzburg, Ba

Varia.

MulhausEN, an imperial and Han

ſeatic city of Thuringia, Upper Saxony,

ſeated in a fertile country, on the river

Unſtrutht, 1.5 miles NE. of Eiſenach, and

45 E. by S. of Caſſel.

MulhAusEN, a town of Alſace, which

though, ſituated at the diſtance of ſome

miles from the frontiers of Swiſſaland,

and inſulated by the French dept. of the

Upper Rhine, is not only in alliance with

the Helvetic confederacy, but is conſidered

and reſpected as a part of it, and entitled

to all the privileges enjoyed by that body.

The walls of the town incloſe a circumfe

rence of not more than two miles; and it's

whole territory is confined within a pre

cinét of eight miles. This little republic

maintained it's privileges, which had been

granted bythe emperors in the feudal times,

by contracting alliances, at different pe

riods, with Baſil, Straſburg, the towns of

Alſace and Suabia, Bern, Friburg, and

Soleure. In 1515, it was received into

the Helvetic confederacy; which league

has preſerved it's liberty and independence

from the encroachments of the empire, on

the one hand, and, on the other, from the

attacks of Frange. The town contains

about 62o.o inhabitants, who are Proteſt

ants; and there are zooo people in it's

adjacent, villages. It owes it's preſent

flouriſhing ſtate to it's manufa&tures, which

are chiefly of printed linens and cottons.

The government is ariſto-democratical.

The ſupreme power reſides in the great

and little council, conſiſting together of

78 perſons, and drawn from the burghers,

whoſe number amounts to 7oo, diſtribut

ed into 6 tribes. Mulhauſen is 15 miles

NW. of Baſle. - - -

Mulheim, two towns of Berg, Weſt
phalia. re

MULL of CANTYRE. See CANTY RE.

Mull of GALLoway, a rocky pro

montory, the moſt ſoutherly point of Scot

land, in the county of Wigton. . . . . .

MULL, one of the Weſtern Iſlands of

Scotland, about 22 miles in length, and,

in ſome places, of an equal breadth.

There are". geod, natural harbours;

but there is, only one village, called To

bermorey, where a fiſhing ſtation has been

lately erected. The ſoil is unfavourable

for corn, being, for the moſt part, rocky

and barren. The meuntains, however,

abound with ſprings, and are covered with

cattle, of which a great number are annu

ally exported. Theſe, with fiſh, and a

conſiderable quantity of kelp, are the only

articles of commerce. . . . ."

Mulle, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

: Mulleghgrew, in Louth, Leinſter.

MULLERAs, or MuhlRose, a town

in the Middle Marche, Brandenburg.

Mullian, Cornwall, on the coaſt, between

Helſton and Lizard-Paint. . -

Mullinahone, in Tipperary, Munſter.

Mullinahow, and Mullinavat, in Kilken

ny, Leinſter.

| * MullingAR, the county-town of

Weſt Meath, in Leinſter. It holds a great

wool-mart, is a place of good trade, and

is ſeated on the river Foyle, 38 miles W.

of Dublin.

Mullits, or Mullets, a cluſter of

iſlands on the NW. point of the county of

Mayo, in Connaught; the largeſt of them

is about 1o miles in length. -

Mullogh, in Tipperary, Munſter. Ma

loghanee-Bridge, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Mulnemeſe, Staffordſ. N. of Eccleſhal.

Multifarnham, in W. Meath, Leinſter.

Mulpbedder, in Meath, Leinſter.

MULv1A, a large river of Africa, which

has it's ſource in Mount Atlas, and, di

viding
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dividing the empire of Morocco from Al

giers, falls into the Mediterranean.

Mulynton, Cheſh, NW. of Knottesford.

Mumby, or Numby-Chapel, Linc. NE. of

Spilſby. Munck, Northumb. near Whit

field. Munck-Riſe, Northumb. S. of El

leſdon. Munckton, Durham, between New

caſtle and Shields. Munrk. Wearmouth,

Durham, oppoſite to Sunderland, on the N.

ſide of the Wear. Munk-hººfton, Shrop

ſhire, S. of Wenlock.

MUNDA, an ancient town of Granada.

MUNDERKINGEN, an Auſtrian town ef

Suabia, ſeated on the Danube.

Mundeſley, Norfolk, on the ſhore, E. of

Gimmingham and Greſham. Mundfield,

Suſſex, SE. of Echingham. Mundford,

Kent, SE. of Aſhford. Mundham, Norf.

near Loddon. Mundham, N. and S. Suſ

ſex, S.E. of Chicheſter.

MuNdiNGoss, the name of a negro na

tion who live on both ſides of the river

Gambia, in Africa. They are annually

viſited by a prieſt from one of the Cape de

Verd Iſlands, to chriſten and marry.

Mundon, Eſſex, near Steple, on the S.

ſide of Ofith Iſland. Mundon. Furnival,

or Great Mundon, Herts, SW. of Puck

eridge. Mundon-Frewell, or Little Mun

don, Herts, N. of Sacomb. '

MUNDU, an ancient city of Malwa,

Hindooſtan, of which it was the capital,

about zoo years ago. It was then de

ſcribed as a city, 22 miles in circuit, and

containing many monuments of ancient

magnificence; but when viſited by Sir

Thomas Roe, in 1615, it was fallen much

to decay. It occupied the top of a large

and lofty mountain, and few cities were

ever placed in a bolder ſituation. It is 32

miles S.W. of Indore, and 90 N. of Bur

hampoor. Lat. 22.50. N. lon. 75.47. E.

MuNKAcs. See MontgATz.

MUN1A, or Menie, a conſiderable

town of Egypt, feated on the river Nile,

140 miles S. of Cairo. The veſſels that

go down the Nile are obliged to ſtop here

and pay certain duties. There are ſeveral

moſques, and a great number of granite

pillars. Lat. 27.45. N. lon. 31.20. E.

Munich, one of the moſt pleaſant and

populous cities in Germany, capital of the

duchy of Bavaria. The houſes are high,

and the ſtreets large and ſpacious, with

canals in many of them. The palace of

the late eleētors of Bavaria, which now be

longs to the eleētor palatine of the Rhine,

as Duke of Bavaria, is a ſtupendous ſtruc

ture, magnificently adorned. The cabi

net of curioſities, in which are zoo mar

ble ſtatues and buſts of Roman emperors,

and ſome other antiques, moſtly blought

from Italy, the muſeum, the library, and

the ducal gardens, attract the attention of

travellers. The cathedral contains 25

chapels, and 3o altars; but the two

ſteeples, and the tomb of one of the em

perors, of black marble, adorned with

ſtatues of brouze, are the moſt remarkable

things belonging to it. There are many

other fine buildings, both public and pri

vate, in this city. The market-place is

very beautiful; and here are manufactures

of ſilk, velvet, woollen-cloth, and tapeſ.

try. It is ſeated on the river Iſer, 15

miles SE. of Augſburg, and 61 SSW. of

Ratiſbon. Lat. 48. 16. N. lon. 11.36. E.

Munitheſne, Shropſh. N. of Knighton.

Munºforce, Cumberland, in Bootle pariſh.

Munnoe, or Mynow, a river running into

the Wye at Monmouth.

Munsingen, a town of Wurtemburg.

Munſley, Herefordſ. NW. of Ledbury.

Munſlow, Shropſ. W. of Brown Clee-Hill.

MuNster, a ſovereign biſhopric in

Weſtphalia, 120 miles in length and 8e

in breadth. The principal rivers are the

Ems, the Lippe, the Vecht, and the Ber

kel. It lies E. of the Dutch States, and

the county of Bentheim. The capital is
of the ſame name. -

Munster, a large, rich, and populous

city in Weſtphalia, capital of the biſhop

ric of the ſame name. The cathedral is

a ſtately fabric, and the houſes, in gene

ral, are of freeſtone and well-built. The

treaty of Weſtphalia was concluded here

in 1648. It is ſeated on the river Aa,

70 miles N. by E. of Cologne, 77 S. by

W. of Bremen, and 77 N.W. of Caſſel.

Lat. 51.49. N. lon. 7.49. E.

MuNstER, a town in the dept. of

Upper Rhine, 9 miles WSW. of Colmar.

MuNSTER, the name of ſeveral towns

of Germany.

Munster, one of the four provinces of

Ireland; bounded on the N. and NE. by

Leinſter and Connaught, and on all other

fides by the ocean. It is about 135 miles

in length and 120 in breadth. The chief

rivers are the Suir, the Audluffe, the Lee,

the Bande, the Leane, and the Caſhon.

There are a great many bays and har

bours, and many rich towns, and the air

is mild and temperate. Some places are

mountainous, but the valleys are embel

liſhed with corn-fields. The moſt general

commodities are corn, cattle, wood, wool,

and fiſh. It contains the counties of Clare,

Tipperary, Waterford, Cork, Limerick,

and Kerry. The principal town of Cork.

MunsterBuko, a principality of

Schweidnitz; and a town of the princi

pality of Munſterburg ; both in Sileſia.
F f 4. MUNSTER
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Munster - MeinFelt, a town of

Treves, 12 miles WSW. of Coblentz.

MuaAno, an iſland and town of Italy,

about 1 mile from Venice, formerly a very

flouriſhing place. The great manufacto

ries of looking-glaſs, induce ſtrangers to

viſit this place, which formerly ſerved all

Europe with looking glaſſes. Inſtead of

being caſt, as in England and France, the

Murano mirrors are all blown in the man

ner of bottles.

Murcia, a province, formerly a king

dom of Spain, on the coaſt of the Medi

terranean. It is about 115 miles in length

and 100 in breadth. It's principal river

is Segura. The ſoil is dry, becauſe itſel

dom rains here, and therefore produces

little corn or wine; but there is plenty of

oranges, citrons, lemons, olives, almonds,

mulberries, rice, pulſe, ſugar, ſilk, and

grain. The air is very healthful, and the

Prineipal town is of the ſame name.

Murcia, a large, handſome, and po

pulous city of Spain, capital of a province

of the ſame name. It was a Roman city,

named Venus Myrtià, It has a ſuperb ca

thedral, the ſtairs of whoſe ſteeple are ſo

contrived, that a man may ride up to the

top either on horſeback or in a coach.

-The inns here, like thoſe in moſt of the

great roads, &c. of Spain, afford but

wretched lodgings and accommodations,

being generally kept by Gitans, or Gyp

fles. It is ſeated in a plain, which abounds

in fine gardens about the city, in which

are the beſt fruits in Spain. It is ſeated

on the river Segura, 96 miles SSW. of .

Valencia, and 212 SE. of Madrid. Lat.

38. 2. N. lon. 1. 14. W.

Murcot, Glouceſ in Wickham pariſh.

MuRET, a town in the dept. of Upper

Garonne, ſeated on the river Garonne, 1o

miles S. of Toulouſe.

Muriot. End, Northamptonſhire, NE. of

Laventry.

MuRo, a town of Otranto; and a town

of Baſilicata; both in Naples.

MuRRAY-FR1TH, a conſiderable bay

or inlet of the ſea, on the E. coaſt of Scot

land, between Tarbetneſs, in Roſsſhire, on

the N. and Brough-Head, in Murrayſhire,

on the S.

MURRAYshir F, or ELGINSHIRE, a

county of Scotland, bounded on the N. by

the Frith of Murray, on the E. by Banff

iſhire, on the S. by a point of Aberdeen

ſhire, and by Inverneſsſhire, and on the

W. by that county and Nairneſhire. It

extends from S.W. to NE. about 50 miles,

and along the coaſt about zo. Some parts

of it are hilly; but it's ſoil, for the great

eſt part, is rich, and produces wheat, bar

ley, oats, and flax. The principal rivers

are the Spey, Findhorn, and Loffie. The

county-town is Elgin.

MURRHART, a town of Wirtemburg,

Suabia.

Murſley, Bucks, near Winſlow. Mur:

flon, Kent, 1 mile E. of Milton. Murton,

Cumberl. in Lamplugh pariſh. Murton,

Weſtmorland, near Appleby.

Musacra, or MUJAxAR, a ſea-port

of Granada. mſh ot

Muſkerry, Devonſh. near U ttery.

Mºjº. and S. Nott. ... N.

MuscovY. See Russia.

Muſilen-Grange, Staff, near Crockden.

Muſgrave, Great and Little, Weſtmorl.

NW. of Kirby-Steven.

Muſgry, and Muſkerry, in Cork, Munſter.

MüsselBURGH, a ſea-port of Edin

burghſhire, ſeated on the Frith of Forth,

at the mouth of the river Eſk. It is 6

Jmiles E. of Edinburgh.

MustAGAM, or MostAGAN, a ſea

port of Algiers.

Muffon, Leiceſterſ. SE. of Normanton.

Mufton, Dorſetſ. NE. of Bere. Mufton,

Yorkſh. near the coaſt and Hunanby.

Muſwell-Hill, a village of Middleſex, NE.

of Highgate, and 5 miles from London.

Mutford, Suffolk, between Beccles and

Keſſingland.

Muihel. Church, in Waterford, Munſter.

Muthvey, a river in Carmarthenſhire.

Muthwey, rivers in Merionethſhire and

Cardiganſhire. Muuras, Carmarthenſ.

MUYDEN, a town of N. Holland.

Mycene, formerly the capital of a fa

mous kingdom in the Morea, but now re

duced to a ſmall village.

Myco N1, an iſland of the Archipelago,

about 24 miles in circumference. The

harbour is very open, and deep enough

for the largeſt ſhips, where they may ride

ſecure from the N. wind. There are

about 500 ſeafaring men in the iſland, who

belong to about 150 veſſels, and are ac

counted pretty good ſailors. The ſoil is

dry, but the mountains are of no great

height. Water is very ſcarce in ſummer;

but in the town there is a large well,

which is theº one in the iſland. The

iſland produces little wheat, but plenty of

partridges, quails, woodcocks, turtle

doves, rabbits, and becºaficos; beſide

which there are excellent grapes and figs.

The inhabitants, who are about 3000,

are almoſt all Greeks, and have fifty

churches, chapels, or monaſteries. Two

or three European nations have conſuls

here, and yet very few ſhips frequent it.

Lat. 37.28. N. lon. 25. 51. E.

Mydloe, Huntingdonſ, near Hailweſton

Mydrim,
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Mydrin, Carmarthenſhire. Myles, Eſſex,

near Kelvedon. , Myſłon, Shropſh. near

Clebury. Mynchinobarrow, Somerſetſh.

near Bath.

Myſłall, in Carlow, Leinſter.

MYsoRE, a town of Hindooſtan, an

ciently the capital of the kingdom ſo call

ed, 10 miles S. of Seringapatam, the pre

ſent capital.

Mysore, a kingdom in the peninſula

of Hindoofan, ſubject to Tippoo Sultan,

who ſtyles himſelf regent of the country.

It includes generally, beſide the Myſore

Proper, the countries of Bednore, Coim

bettore, Canara, and Dindigul; beſide

the conqueſts of his late father Hyder

Ally (who uſurped the throne) to the

northward; namely, Meritz, Soonda,

Chitteldroog, Harponelly, Sanore-Banca

Pour, Roydroog, Gooty, Condanore, Ca

moul, and Cuddapah. The extent of

Tippoo's territory, from N. to S. is near

5oo miles; it's breadth, in the wideſt

Place (the N. part of the peninſula) 330

miles, but proceeding to the S. it dimi

niſhes, till it ends in a point. By the

Peace of 1782, Hyder Ally was to relin

i. all but his ancient poſſ.ffions. How

ar his ſucceſſor fulfilled the terms of that

treaty, cannot eaſily be aſcertained; but,

on the termination of the late war, that

Prince agreed, beſides paying a large ſum

of money, to cede one half of his domi

nions to the Engliſh E: India Company,

and their allies, the Mahrattas, and the

nizam of the Deccan. The military eſtab

liſhmentof Tippoo is reckoned at 155,000
men, of whom about 70,000 are regular

troops, of a claſs much ſuperior, to an

force ever before raiſed and diſciplined by
a native of India. A deſcendant of the

Hindoo king of Myſore, whom Hyder de

throned, is living, and is kept a ſtate

priſoner at Seringapatam. The country,

in general, is dry, rugged, mountainous,

and barren; inſomuch, that ſuſtenance for

men and animals cannot be raiſed upon it

but by the moſt perſevering induſtry in
it's inhabitants.

My/ſe, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Rippon.

Mythe, Glouceſ in Tewkeſbury pariſh.

Myton, Yorkſ...between Boroughbridge

and Tenmile-Hill, where the Swale leaps

into the Ure, as it were, from a precipice.

-

N A G

* AAS, the county-town, and al

N ternately with Athy, the affize

town of Kildare, in Leinſter. It is ſitu

ated on the great poſt-road between Dub

lin and Munſter, near the Grand Canal,

15 miles S.W. of the metropolis.

Nahorn, Yorkſ. in the E. Riding, E.

of the Ouſe, and S. of the city of York.

NABURG, a town of Bavaria.

Naby, Yorkſhire, near Barnard-Caſtle.

Nackington, a mile and a half SE. of Can

terbury. Nađon, Suffolk, near Ipſwich.

Nadder, a river in Wilts.

Madrid, in Cork, Munſter.

NAERDEN, or NAARDEN, a town of

N. Holland, capital of a country called

Goyland, which includes Naerden and 18

villages. It is ſeated on the Zuyder Zee,

11 miles SSE. of Amſterdam, and 15 N.

of Utrecht. -

Nafferton, Yorkſhire, SW. of Kilham.

Nafford, Worceſ, near Eckington.

NAGIBANIA, a town of Hungary, on

the river Zarud, 30 miles NE. of Zatmar.

Near it there are gold and ſilver mines of

great produce.

Nagle Mountains, in the S. of Cork,

Munſter.

NAGold, in Wirtemburg, Suabia.

2.

-

N A I

NAGPou R, the capital of part of Berar,

in Hindooſtan, ſubject to Moodajce Boon

ſlah, the chief of the Eaſtern Mahrattas.

It is a city of modern date; but, though

extenſive and populous, is poorly built;

and, excepting a ſmall citadel of no

ſtrength, is open and defenceleſs. The

country around it is fertile and well culti

wated. It is 488 miles W. by S. of Cal

cutta. Lat. 21. 8. N. lon. 79.46. E.

NAHAR-MALEK, a town of Aſia, in

Irac-Arabia, ſeated near the Euphrates.

NAHARVAN, a town of Aſia, in Irac

Arabia, 5 miles from Kufah. .

NAJE RA, a town of Old Caſtile.

Naily, Weſtmorl. near Kirby-Steven.

Naileſworth, Glouceſterſhire, near Minch

ing. Hampton.

NAIRNE, a ſea-port of Nairneſhire,

ſeated at the entrance of the Frith of Mur

ray, 19 miles E. of Inverneſs, and 104 N.

of Edinburgh.

NAIRNesHIRE, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. by the Frith of Mur

ray, and incloſed on every other ſide by

the counties of Inverneſs and Murray.

It's extent from N. to S. is about 15

miles, and it's breadth about 12. The

ſoil, though rocky, is rich, and, insº
r
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ral, well cultivated. Nairne is the coun

ty-town. -

NAksivan, a town of Perſian Arme

nia, capital of a province of the ſame

name, with an archbiſhop's ſee, ſome con

fiderable bazars,caravanſeras,public baths,

and other buildings, It is ſuppoſed to have

been the ancient Artaxata, and once con

tained 40,000 houſes. In the laſt century,

here were zooo houſes. It is 90 miles SE.

of Erivan. - -

Nallers, Dorſetſ. in Aſkerwel pariſh.

NAMAR1, a mountain of Sicily, between

Meſfina, Taormina, and Melazzo.

NAMPH10. See NAN Fio.

*NAMrtwrch, a large, well-built town

of Cheſhire, ſeated on the river Weever,

which runs through the middle of it.

Here are ſalt-ſprings, which lie on the

banks of a freſh-water ſtream, from which

they make great quantities of white ſalt.

The principal dairies of Cheſhire are about

this town. It is 26 miles S.E. of Cheſter,

and 162 NW. of London. Market on

Saturday. -

NAMUR, a city and county of the Ne

therlands. It has a ſtrong caſtle built in

the middle of the town, on a ſharp rock,

and is defended by many other conſider

able forts. In 1692, it was beſieged by

Lewis XIV. and the Duke of Luxemburg,

with an army of 1 zo,ooo men, and ſur

rendered in fight of King William's army.

Vauban and Cohorn, the two greateſt em.

gineers Europe ever bred, exhauſted the

whole ſcience of attack and defence in the

fiege of this place. Cohorn was danger

ouſly wounded in the defence of Fort Co.

horn: Namur was, however, retaken by

King William, in 1695, after many dread

ful attacks. The trenches were opened on

July 11, and the citadel ſurrendered on

the firſt day of September. The garriſon,

conſiſting of 16,ooo men, was command

ed by Marſhal Boufflers. It is ſeated at

the confluence of the Maeſe and Sambre,

2.5 miles S.W. of Liege. Lat. 50, 29. N.

lon. 4, 50. E.

NAMUR, a county of the Netherlands,

fying between the rivers Sambre and

Maeſe. It is pretty fertile; has ſeveral ſo

reſts, marble quarries, and mines of iron,

dead, and coal, and is about 30 miles in

length and 20 in breadth. Namur is the

capital. -

NANcr, a large and handſome city, al

ternately capitaſ with Luneville, of the

depart. of Meurthe. It contains about

34,000 inhabitants, and is divided into

the Old and New Town, which are ſepa

rated by a canal. The firſt, though irre

gularly built, is rich and populous, and

contains the palace of the ancient dukes of

Lorrain. he New Town, whoſe ſtreets

are as ſtraight as a line, was already one

of the fineſt in Europe, before the magni

ficent works with which Staniſlaus I. titu

Harking of Poland, and duke of Lorrain,

enriched it. Before the revolution, it had

an univerſity, an academy of ſciences, and

a medical college. It is 10 miles E. of

Toul, and 25 S. of Metz. Lat. 48. 41.

N. lon. 6. 17. E.

Namely, Leiceſterſ. NE. of Boſworth.

Nanehy, S. of Lincoln. Nameworth,

Weſtmorl. near Penrith.

NANfro, an iſland of the Archipelago,

a little to the N. of the Iſland of Santori

no, 16 miles in circumference. It has no

harbour; the mountains are nothing but

bare rocks, and there are not ſprings ſuf

ficient to water the fields. The inhabit

ants are 'all Greeks, an indolent ſort of

people, whoſe trade confiſts in onions,

wax, and honey. There are vaſt numbers

of partridges, whoſe eggs they endeavour

to deſtroy every year, to preſerve the corn,

yet there are ſtill great numbers of them.

The ruins of the temple of Apollo are yet

to be ſeen, and confiſt chiefly of marble

columns. Lat. 36.27. N. lon. 26. 10.E.

NANGASAKI, a town of Japan, on the

W. coaſt of the Iſland of Ximo, with a

well-frequented harbour. It is the only

port of Japan open to foreigners. The

inhabitants carry on a great trade with

the Chineſe and Dutch. The latter are

never ſuffered to come into the city, un

feſs when their ſhips arrive, and then they

deliver up their guns, helms, and ſails,

as pledges of their good behaviour. Lat.

32. 32. N. lon. 130. 52. E.

NANKING, a city of China, capital of

the province of Kiangnan. It is the larg

eſt in China, being 17 miles inãº:

rence, and about 3 miles diſtant from the

great river Yang-tiſe-Chiang, from which

canals are cut, ſo large, that veſſels may

enter the town. This place is greatly

fallen from it's ancient ſplendor; for it

had a magnificent palace, which is quite

deſtroyed, as well as many ancient monu

ments. A third part of the city is deſo

late, but the reſt is well inhabited. The

ſtreets are narrow, but handſome and well

paved, and on each fide are ſhops, neatly

furniſhed. The public buildings are

mean, except a few temples, the city gates,

and the famous tower of porcelain, zoo

feet high, and covered with green varniſh

ed tiles. They have ſeveral manufactures

in filk and wool. The number of the in

habitants is ſaid to be 1,000,ooo, with

out comprehending the garriſon of 40,0ce
ſhtil,
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men. Here the phyſicians have their prin

cipal academy. It is ſeated on the river

Kiam, 5oo miles SSE. of Peking. Lat.

32.4. N. lon. 119. 25. E. -

Nans, Cornwall, W. of Redruth.

NANtes, an ancient town in the dept.

of Lower Loire. It is one of the moſt

confiderable places in the kingdom, and

contains the richeſt merchants. The

bridges over the river Loire, in which are

ſome iſlands, are almoſt a league in length.

The ſuburbs are ſo large, that they exceed

the city. The inhabitants are computed

at 8o,ooo. Before the revolution, here

was an univerſity, a ſociety of agriculture

and arts, and a ſchool of anatomy and

ſurgery; the merchants, alſo, had com

monly, on their own account, more than

1zo ſhips for Guinea, the French Weſt

India iſlands, Spain, and the Spaniſh co

lonies; indeed this port, in reſpect of the

man-trade, might, before that time be

conſidered as the Liverpool of France;

but it's Guinea merchants piqued them

ſelves a little on their ſuperior humanity;

* for, while,” ſaid they, “the Engliſh and

Dutch, wanting to be quit of their ne

groes, (who N. B. were inſured like any

other goods) make them walk the plank,

or throw them overboard; we only drop a

little corroſive ſublimate into their vic

tuals, when they ſicken and die without

knowing what hurted them.” Veſſels were

fitted out here for the cod-fiſhery in N.

America; and, Nantes has had a confider

able ſhare in the commerce with the Unit

ed States. A great quantity of ſalt is

made in the territory of Nantes; both at

the Bay of Bourgneuf, and in the ſalt

marſhes of Guerande and Croiſic. Large

veſſels can come no higher than Paimboeuf,

which is ſome miles below Nantes. 'It is

37 miles S.W. of Angers, and 217 SW. of

Paris. Lat. 47. 13. N. loh. 1. 28. W.

Nantenane, in Limerick, Munſter.

Nantgiffel-Gove, Cornw. at the Land's

End. Nantglin, Denbighſh. N. Wales.

NANTUA, a town in the dept. of Ain,

fituated at the extremity of a great lake of

the ſame name, 18 miles SSE. of Bourg.

NANTucker, an iſland of N. Ame

rica, in the ſtate of Maſſachuſets, of

which it is a county. It lies to the S. of

Cape Cod, and had once the moſt conſider

able whale fiſhery on the coaſt; but it was

almoſt ruined by the American war. It

has begun, however, to revive lately;

the greateſt part of the inhabitants being

whalers and fiſhermen. As the iſland is

low, ſandy, and barren, it is calculated

for ſuch people only as are villing to de

pend almoſt entirely on the watery ele

-or fruit-trees, in boxes of earth,

ment for ſubſiſtence. It has but one town,

called Sherburne. The inhabitants are

moſtly quakers. Lat. 41. o. N. lon. 70.

o. W

NANTwich. See NAMPtwich.

NAPAUL, a province of Hindooſtan,

between the NW. part of Bengal and the

"mountainous ridge of Himmaleh; it is

ſubjećt to Thibet. Catmandu is the ca

pital.

NAPLEs, an ancient, large, rich, and

trading city of Lavora, in Italy, one of

the fineſt in the world, capital of a king

dom of the ſame name, with an univerſity.

It is ſeated at the bottom of the Bay of

Naples, and is built in the form of a vaſt

amphitheatre, ſloping from the hills to the

ſea. Although the ſtyle of archite&ure is

inferior to what prevails at Rome, and it

cannot vie with that city in the number or

magnificence of the churches, palaces, and

public buildings, the private houſes, in

general, are better built, and the ſtreets

are broader and better paved. No ſtreet

in Rome equals in heauty the Strada di

Toledo at Naples; nor can any of them

be compared with the beautiful ſtreets

which lie open to the bay, and here the

exceſſive heat of the ſun is often tempered

with the ſea-breezes, and with gales waſt

ing the perfumes of the Campagna Felice.

The houſes, in general, are five or ſix

ſtories in height, and flat at the top 5 on

which are placed numbers of flower-vaſes,
roduc

ing a very gay and agreeable effect. On

the mountain, St. Elme, in a moſt plea

ſant ſituation, is a convent of Carthuſians,

on which much expence has been laviſhed,

to render the building, the apartments,

and the gardens, equal to the ſituation.

Naples is admirably ſituated for commerce,

and -no kingdom produces the neceſſaries

and iuxuries of life in greater profuſion;

and yet trade is but in a languiſhing con

dition. The beſt ſilks come from Lyons,

and the beſt woollen cloths from England.

The articles exported are filk and ſilk

ſtuffs, oil, ſulphur, manna, roſemary, aniſe

ſeed, refin, tartar, figs, ſoap, eſſences, ſilk

waiſtcoats, ſnuff-boxes of tortoiſe-ſhell,

and of the lava of Mount Veſuvius; ta

bles, and ornamental furniture, of marble.

They are thought to embroider here bet

ter than in France ; and their macaroni is

preferred to that of any made in any part

of Italy. They excel alſo in liquors and

confections; particularly in one kind of

confection, called Diabolonis, which is

ſold at a very high price, and of a very

hot and ſtimulating nature. The inhabit

ants are computed to be 350,000, whº,
!
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is very probable; for though Naples is

not one third of the ſize of London, yet

many of the ſtreets are here more cro

than the Strand; and a great proportion

of the pooreſt ſort are obliged to ſpend the

night in them, as well as the day, for want

of habitations. There is not a city in the

world, perhaps, with the ſame number of

inhabitants, in which ſo few contribute

to the wealth of the community by uſeful

and produćtive labour, as Naples;, the

number of prieſts and monks, of whom

there are io,ooo, fidlers, lawyers, of

whom there are Sooo, footmen, and laz

zaronis, is immenſe; and the laſt alone

are computed at 4o,ooo. The king, it is

ſaid, counts a hundred perſons with the

title of prince, and ſtill a greater number

with that of duke, among his ſubjects.

Six or ſeven of theſe have eſtates from 1 o

to 13,oool. a year; a conſiderable number

have poſſeſſions to about half that amount;

and the annual revenue of many is not

above one or two thouſand pounds. The

inferior orders of nobility are much poor

er; many counts and marquiſſes not hav

ing above three or four hundred pounds a

year paternal eſtate; thany ſtill leſs; and

not a few enjoy the title without any

eſtate whatever. Although the churches

and convents of Naples are not to be com

pared with thoſe of Rome in point of ar

chitecture, they ſurpaſs then in rich jew

els, and in the quantity of filver and golden

crucifixes, veſſels, and other ornaments.

The cathedral is a grand Gothic edifice,

and of all the palaces, that of the king is

not only the moſt magnificent, but in the

beſt ſtyle of archite&ure. The monaſteries

and convents of both ſexes are computed

at 149; beſides which there are 34 houles

for poor boys, girls, and women; 11 hoſ

jº. 5 ſeminaries for eccleſiaſtics, 4 ca

pital churches; 32 pariſh churches; 7o

other churches, and chapels; aud. about

* 30 orateries, or chapels of religious fra

ternities. The harbour, which is ſpa

cious, is protected by a mole; and the

Bay of Naples is one of the fineſt in the

world, being almoſt of a circular figure,

about 30 miles in diameter, ſhut out from

the Mediterranean by the Iſland of Caprea,

and three parts of it ſheltered by a circuit

of woods and mountains. Naples is 11 o

miks SSE of Rome. Lat. 4o. 55. N.

lon. 14.20. E.

NAPLes, a kingdom of Italy, bounded

on the NW. by the pope's territories; on

the S. and W. by the Mediterranean; and

on the E. by the Adriatic. It's greateſt

length, from NW. to SE. is upwards of

3oo miles, and from NE. to SW. from 96

*

to 100. It is divided into 12 provinces;

namely, Terra di Lavora, which was the

ancient Campania Felix, and of which the

city of Naples is the capital; Principato

Citeriore and Uiteriore (hither and far

ther); Moliſe; Baſilicata; Calabria Cite

riore and Ulteriore; Abruzzo Citeriore

and Ulteriore; Capitimata; Terra di Bari;

and Terra di Otranto; the laſt three form

ing the ancient Apulia, (now called Pug

lio) on the E. ſide of the kingdom. The

climate is extremely hot in ſummer; but

the moſt diſagreeable part of the climate

is the firoc, or SE, wind, which is very

common in ſpring, and is ſtill more relax

ing. In winter there is ſeldom any ice or

ſnow, except on the mountains. On ac

count of it's fertility, the country has been

termed a terreſtrial paradiſe: it abounds

with all ſorts of grain, the fineſt fruits and

vegetables of all kinds, with rice, flax,

oil, wine, ſaffron, and manna. It affords

alſo alum, vitriol, ſulphur, rock-cryſtal,

marble, and ſeveral ſorts of minerals, to

gether with fine wool and ſilk. Beſides

theſe produćts, and the manufactures

ſpoken of in the account of the city of

Naples, waiſtcoats, caps, ſtockings, and

gloves are alſo made of the hair or fila

ments of a ſhell-fiſh, which are warnier

than thoſe of wool, and of a beautiful

gloſſy green. The principal mountains

are the Apennines, which traverſe it from

S. to N. and the celebrated volcano, Mount

Veſuvius. One of the greateſt inconve

uiences to which this kingdom is expoſed

is earthquakes, , (See CALAB RIA) which

the eruptions of Mount Veſuvius contri

bute in ſome meaſure to prevent. The

eſtabliſhed religion is the Romiſh; and the

clergy and convents poſleſs two thirds of

the whole kingdom; but the Jews are al

lowed to ſettle here. The inhabitants of

this country have, at all times, borne but

an indifferent character among other na

tions; gluttony is here a predominant vice,

while inſtances of ebriety are ſaid to be

comparatively rare. In the female ſex,

the paſſion for finery is almoſt ſuperior to

any other; and chaſtity is not accounted

the characteriſtic virtue of the country.

The breach of the conjugal vow ſometimes

occaſions quarrels and aſſaſſinations among

people of an inferior rank; and, in the

metropolis, aſſaſſinations are often perpe

trated from much leſs cogent motives.

Theſe vices are attributed to the ſlavery

and oppreſſion under which they groan,

and to a radical defe&t in the adminiſtra

tion of juſtice. In 1734, the Spaniards

made themſelves maſters of Naples and

Sicily, for the Infant Don Carlos, and in

- 1736,
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1736, the emperor, by a formal inſtru

ment, ceded both theſe kingdoms to his

theirs male and female, and in default

thereof, to his younger brothers and fitters.

NApoll-D1-MAlv ASIA, a ſea-port of

Turkey in Europe, in the Morea; ſeated

on the promontory of Malvaſia, at the en

trance of the Gulf of Napoli-di-Romania.

It has a fine harbour, and a long wooden

bridge, which joins it to Terra-Firma,

and was formerly noted. for a temple of

Eſculapius. Lat. 36.57. N. lon. 23.22. E.

NApoli-p1 RomanIA, a ſea-port of

Turkey in Europe, in the Morea; ſeated

st the bottom of a bay of the ſame name.

It has a large harbour, with a narrow

mouth, through which one ſhip only can

enter at a time. It is a large place inha

bited by Greeks, Turks, and Jews; and

is 56 miles S.W. of Setines. Lat. 37. 36.

N. lon. 13. 4. E.

Nafpay, Yorkſ. SE. of Settle. Nap

fºy, Yorkſh. by the Ure, near Aſcrig.

^gº. Herts, near London-Colney.

APTON, a town of Warwickſ... near

Ladbroke. Market on Thurſday.

NARA, a town of Niphon, in Japan.

NAR BARTH, a town of Pembrokeſhire,

in S. Wales, feated on a hill. It is a

Pretty good town, with an old caſtle, 12

miles N. of Pembroke, and 229 W. by N.

of London. Market on Wedneſday. ,

NAR BoNNE, an ancient city in the de

part. of Aude. In the time of the Ro

mans, it was the capital of that part of

Gaul, called Gallia Narbonenſis. Some

Roman inſcriptions, in different parts of

the city, are ſtill viſible, and the canal,

from the river Aude, through the city, to

the Mediterranean, was cut by them.

Narbonne is famous for it's honey, and

contains about Io,ooo inhabitants. In

the cathedral, which is remarkable for it's

noble choir, is the tomb of Philip the

Bold, king of France. It is 5 miles

from the Mediterranean, and 75 E. by S.

of Toulouſe.

NARBorough, an iſland of Chili, in

lat. 45. 12. S. diſcovered by Sir John

Narborough. It affords wood and water,

but is without inhabitants.

Narborough, Northamp. near E. Deep

ing. Narborough, Norfolk, W. of Caſtle

Acre. Narborough, 4 miles W. of Lei

ceſter.

NARDo, a town of Otranto, Naples.

NARENTA, a town in the ci-devant

Venetian Dalmatia.

Narford, Norfolk, on the Nar, E. of

Narborough. -

NARNI, a rich and handſome town of

$paleto, in Italy, ſeated on the river Ne

ra. Here are the ruins of a marble bridge,

built by Auguſtus, one of whoſe arches

was 150 feet high and zoo broad, as alſo

of an aquedućt that brings water from a

ſpring at the diſtance of 15 miles. It is

16 miles S. of Spoleto, and 38 NNE. of

Rome.

NARovA, a river of the Ruſſian em

pire, noted for two pictureſque waterfalls.

It iſſues from the Tchudſkoi Lake, and

watering Narva, flows into the Gulf of

Finland, 8 miles below that town.

Narraghmore, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Narrowdale, Staffordſ. E. of Leek.

Marrow-hºater, in Down, Ulſter, be

low Newry, on the Narrow-Water, or Ri

wer of Newry. - -

NARs1NGAPATAM, a town of Hindoo

ſtan, in the territory of Cattack, and

near the coaſt of the Bay of Bengal, feated

about 45 miles S. of Cattack.

NARVA, a town of the Ruſſian empire,

in Ingria, or the government of Peterſ

burgh. The houſes are built of brick

ſtuccoed white; and it has more the ap

pearance of a German than of a Ruſſian

town. In the ſuburbs, called Ivangorod,

or John's Town, the ſtupendous remains

of an ancient fortreſs, built by Ivan Vaſſi

lievitch the Great, impend, in a pictu

reſque manner, over the ſteep banks of the

Narova. The principal exports from it

are hemp, flax, timber, and corm. It is

fituated 68 miles SW. of Peterſburgh,

on the Narova, and 8 miles from the

mouth of that river, in the Gulf of Fin

land. Lat. 59. 18. N. lon. 27. 52. E.

NARwAH, or NAR wha, a town of

Hindooſtan, in the province of Agra,

ſeated near the river Sinde, or Cally Sinde,

which falls below it, E. by N. into the

Jumna. It is 98 miles S. of Agra,

Naſeby, Northamp. , 12 miles N. of

Northampton; famous for a vićtory gain

ed by the Parliamentarians over the Roy

aliſts in 1645. Naſh, Bucks, in Waddon

pariſh. , Naſh, Dorſetſh. in the pariſh of

Broad Windſor. Naſh, Hants, E. of

Chriſtchurch. Naſh, Heref. near Preſ

tayne, in Radnorſhire. Naſh, Kent, in

the pariſh of Boughton-under-the-Bear.

Naſh, Monmouthſ, near Newport-Haven.

Naſh, Shropſ. E. of Ludlow. Naſh, Sui

ſex, in Steyning pariſh.

Naſh, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Naſh-Court, Kent, near N. Foreland.

laſh-Mill, Herts, N. of King's Langley.

Naſing, Eſſex, near Waltham. Naſr,

Glouceſ. in Lidney pariſh.

Nassau, a very fertile county in Ger

many, in the circle of Upper Rhine, con

taining mines of iron, copper, and #.
21 he
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The preſent reigning princes are, Naſſau

Weilburg, Naſſau Saarbruck Uſingen, and

Naſſau Saarbruck Saarbruck. The town

of Naſſau is ſeated on the river Lahn, 22

miles N.W. of Mentz.

Naſſe-Fair, Naſſe-Shell, and Naſſe

White, Kent, E. of Margate-Bay. Naſ:

ſt-Sharp, Naſſet-Sheer, and Naſſet-Peter,

Kent, near the Weſt Swale. Naſſington,

Northamp. NE. of Fotheringay-Caſtle.

Naſī wood, Hants, near Woodhay.

Nat A, a ſea-port of Panama, in South

America, ſeated in a pleaſant, fertile coun

try, on the Bay of Panama, 70 miles SW.

of Panama. * *

NATAL, a country on the E. coaſt of

Africa, lying NE. of the Cape of Good

Hope, inhabited by the Boſhmen Hot

tentots.

NATchitoches, or RED 'River, a

fine river of Louiſiana, which falls into

the Miſſiſſippi, in lat. 31. 15. N.

Nately, Hants, NE. of Baſingſtoke.

Nately-Hall, Lanc. near Garſtang.

Natenene, in Kerry, Munſter.

Nathy, Weſtmorl. near Kirby-Steven.

Natland, Weſtmorl. SE. of Kendal.

NATo L1A, a country formerly called

Aſia Minor; the moſt weſtern part of

Turkey in Aſia, and is a large peninſula,

extending from the river Euphrates, as far

as the Archipelago, the Sea of Marmora,

the Dardanelles, and the Strait of Con

ſtantinople, which ſeparate it from ºf:
on the W. It is bounded on the N. by the

Black Sea, and on the S. by the Mediter

ranean. In it's modern diviſion it com

prehends the provinces of Anatolia, Cara

mania, Amaſia, and Aledulia. Anciently

it contained Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Ga

latia, Phrygia, Myſia, Eolia, Ionia, Ly

dia, Canria, Doris, Piſidia, Lycia, and

Pamphylia. It is now governed by a

bergleberg, who reſides at Kiutaja, un

der whom are ſeveral ſangiacks. The air

is temperate and wholeſome, the ſoil, in

general, fertile, and the commerce confi

derable. It is croſſed by a chain of moun

tains, formerly called Taurus, from E. to

W. and watered by a great number of
rivers.

NATOLIA PR oper. See ANAToli A.

NAvARINo, a large and populous town

on the W. coaſt of the Morea, with an ex

sellent harbour, the beſt frequented in the

whole peninſula, and defended by a cita

del. It is 8 miles NE. of Modon, and 17

N.W. of Coron. -

NAVARRE, a country of Europe, and

formerly a kingdom, lying partly in

France and partly in Spaiu, and divided

into the Upper and Lower. The Upper

belongs to Spain, and is about 54 miles in

length and 45 in breadth. #. air is

more mild, temperate, and wholeſome,

than in the neighbouring provinces of

Spain; and, though a mountainous coun

try, it is pretty fertile, abounding in

game, and in iron-mines. The inhabit

ants are polite, hardy, lively, and labori

ous. It is divided into five juriſdićtions,

whoſe capital towns are Pampeluna, Eſ

tella, Tudela, Olita, and St. Gueſca.

Lower Navarre is ſubjećt to France, and

now forms the department of the Lower

Pyrenees. It is ſeparated from Spaniſh

Navarre by the Pyrenees, and is a moun

tainous, barren country, about zo miles

in length and 12 in breadth.

NAvARREINs, a town in the dept. of

the Lower Pyrenees, feated on the river

Gave d'Oleron, 18 miles W. of Pau.

Navenly, Linc. Naveſtock, Eſſex, near

Brentwood. Naughton, Suffolk, E. of

Bildeſton.

NavIDAD, a ſea-port of Mexico, on the

S. Sea. Lat. 19. o. N. lon. 106. o. W.

NAvigAToRs’ Islands, a clutter of

iſlands in the S. Pacific Ocean. The in

habitants are very ſtout, and accounted a

handſome race of men, ſcarcely one to be

ſeen among them leſs than ſix feet high,

the women delicately beautiful; their ca

noes, houſes, &c. well conſtructed; and

they are much more advanced in internal

policy and order than any of the iſlands in

this ocean. They are ſurrounded by a

coral reef; but boats may land with great

ſafety. Lat. 14. 19. S. lon. 191. o. E.

Naul, in Dublin, Leinſter.

NAUMBURG, a town and biſhopric of

Upper Saxony; a town of Jauer; and a

town of Sagan; both in Sileſia: and a

town of Mentz, Lower Rhine.

Naunton, Glouceſ in Cheltenham pa

riſh. Naunton, Glouceſterſ. 6 miles SW.

of Stow, and 7 from Winchcombe.

Naunton, Suffolk, near Letheringham.

Naunton, Worceſterſhire, N. of Perſhore.

Naworth-Caffle, Cumberl. 10 miles from

Carliſle, near the Gelt.

NAxkow, a town of Denmark, in the

Iſle of Laland, with a harbour commodi

ous for trade, and a plentiful fiſhery. It

is 60 miles S.W. of Copenhagen. Lat.

54. 52. N. lon. 11. 31. E.

NAxos, or NAx1A, the moſt fertile

iſland in the Archipelago, about 50 miles

in circumference. The whole iſland is

covered with orange, olive, lemon, cedar,

citrom, pomegranate, fig, and mulberry

trees, and their wine ſtill maintains it's for

mer excellence. It has no harbour, and yet

they carry on a confiderable trade in bar

Icy,
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isy, wine, figs, cotton, ſilk, flax, cheeſe,

ſalt, oxen, ſheep, mules, and oil. They

burn only oil of maſtick, though olive-oil

is exceedingly cheap. It is inhabited both

by Greeks and Latins, and contains about

3ooo inhabitants, and between 40 and 50

villages. The higheſt mountain is Zia,

which fignifies the mountain of Jupiter.

They have here a mine of emery, which is

ſo common, and ſo cheap, that the Eng

liſh often uſe it for ballaſt. The female

dreſs of this iſland has ſomething truly

abſurd in it's appearance. The two wings

of black velvet, which they fix behind to

their ſhoulders, are altogether prepoſter

ous. . The Greek women at Smyrna co

ver their breaſt with a ſingle gauze: at

Naxia they wear a heavy ſtomacher or

breaſt-piece of velvet, covered with em

broidery and ſmall pearls; and they wear

round their loins a ſort of circular ſhelf,

calculated to ſupport the ends of a kind of

laced lappets hanging down from their

ſhoulders. They add to this romantic

cumberous dreſs, all the coquetry of beha

viour they can aſſume; they paint, black

en their eye-brows and eye-laſhes, and co

ver their face with patches, made of the

leaves of a black ſhining talc which they

find in the iſland; and in the form of their

tehes, or pretended blotch-covers, they

tray a very great fickleneſs; they ſome

times cut them triangularly, ſometimes

like a ſtar; but a patch like a creſcent,

Placed between the eyes, is thought to be

irrefiſtibly beautiful. To finiſh the cha

raēter of theſe fantaſtic creatures, it may

may be added, that they are ſo vain, that

when they return out of the country to

their town-houſes, they will have perhaps

4o women in their train, ſome on aſſes,

and ſome on foot ; one of whom carries a

napkin or two; a ſecond, a petticoat; a

third, a pair of ſtockings, and ſo on ; all

which compoſes a very whimſical kind of

proceſſion to ſtrangers. -

NAxos, or NAx1A, a confiderable town,

capital of the Iſle of Naxos, over againſt

the Iſle of Paros, with two archbiſhop's

ſees, the one Greek and the other Latin.

It is one of the moſt beautiful places in

the Grecian archipelago. Lat. 37.3. N.

lon. 25. 59. E.

Nayland-Point, Kent, near Margate

Bay. Nayleſey, Somerſ. between Cleve

don and Briſtol. Nayleſworth, Glouceſ.

near Minching-Hampton.

NAzAReth, a village of Paleſtine, in

8yria, where the monks of St. Francis

have a convent. -

Nazaret H, a Moravian town of Penn

3.

prehending all the interior parts.

ſylvania, pleaſantly fituated, 47 miles N.

of Philadelphia.

NAze-PoinT, on the coaſt of Eſſex,

with the North Foreland, in Kent, 6o

miles to the S. forms the mouth of the

Thames.

Neagh, a river in Denbighſhire. ,

NEAGH Lou Gh. See Lo UGH-NeAch.

Neal, in Mayo, Connaught.

*NEATH, a large town of Glamorgan

ſhire, feated on a river of the ſame name,

over which is a bridge, where ſmall veſ

ſels come to load coal. In the neighbour

hood are iron forges, ſmelting works for

copper, and many coal-mines. On the

other ſide of the river are the ruins of a

fine monaſtery; but the houſe belonging

to it, being a large ſtructure, is kept in

good repair. It is ſeated near the Briſtol

Channel, 32 miles NW. of Landaff, and

200 W. by N. of London. Market on

Savurday.

Neath, a river in Brecknock and Gla

morganſhire, which runs into the Briſtol

Channel, near Coidfrank-Foreſt. Neb, a .

river in the Iſle of Man, which runs into

the Iriſh Sea, at Peel-Caſtle.

Nebio, a ruined city of Corfica.

NECAU, a town of Biledulgerid.

NECA us, a town of Algiers, with a

ſuperb, moſque; feated in a territory

abounding with excellent figs, roo miles

SW. of Conſtantina.

Nechels, Warw. near Aſton. Nechell,

Staffordſhire, near Wolverhampton.

NF cKAR, a river of Germany, which

has it's ſource in the Black Foreſt, croſſes

the duchy of Wirtemburg, and the pala

timate of the Rhine, and falls into the

Rhine a little below Manheim, after hav

ing paſſed by Hailbron, Heidelburg, and
other towns of leſs note.

NEC KERS GEMUND, a town on the

Neckar, 5 miles E. of Heidelberg.

Neckers-ULM, a town of Franconia.

Neckton, Norfolk, E. of Swaffham.

Nedham-Grange, Derbyſh. SW. of Bake

well. Nedderton, Northumberl. NW. of

Rothbury, Nedging, Suffolk, near Bil

deſton. Nedgingworth, Huntingd. a ham

let of Holywell.

NED. Rom A, a town of Tremeſen, in

Africa, in a charming country, ſurround

ed with magnificent ruins, 50 miles

WSW. of Oran.

Neosjed, a province of Arabia, com

It has

Hedsjas on the W. and Hadramaut and

Yemen on the S.

Needen, in Kerry, Munſter.

Needham, Norfolk, near Harleſton.

Nº soHAM,
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Needham, a town of Suffolk, ſeated on

the river Orwell. It has ſome trade in

Suffolk-blues and cloths; the poorer ſort

, of women are employed in ſpinning and

weaving bonelace. It is 10 miles NW.

of Ipſwich, and 73 NE. of London. Mar

ket on Wedneſday.

Needles, two ſharp pointed rocks at,

the W. end of the Iſle of Wight, ſo called

from their ſharp extremities. Here were

formerly three of theſe lofty white rocks;

but the talleſt of them, called Lot's Wife,

in it's ſhape reſembled a needle, which

roſe 1zo feet above low-water mark, be

ing undermined by the waves, overſet and

totally diſappeared.

Needwood-Foreſ?, Staffordſhire, between

the Trent, Dove, and Blythe, is ſaid to

exceed all the foreſts in England in the

excellency of it's ſoil, and the fineneſs of

it's turf.

NE EHEEHFow, or ONEEHow, one of

the Sandwich Iſlands, about 5 leagues W.

of Atooi. The eaſtern coaſt is high, and

riſes abruptly from the ſea; but the reſt

of the iſland conſiſts of low ground, except

a round bluff head on the ſoutheaſt point.

It produces abundance of yams, and of a

ſweet root; and, it contains about 10,ooo

inhabitants.

Neen Savage, Shropſhire, N. of Cle

bury. Neeſdon, Middleſex, 3 miles SE.

of Harrow-on-the-Hill. Nelfern, a vil

lage near Newport in Pembrokeſhire.

The church has no pavement in it, and

the frequent burials have raiſed the ground

within it to 7 or 8 feet higher than with

out it. Nefin, Carnarvonſhire.

NEFTA, a populous town of Tunis.

NegAPATAM, a ſea-port of Tanjore,

on the coaſt of Coromandel, 150 miles S.

of Madras. Lat. Io. 46. N. lon. 79.56. E.

NEGoAs, one of the Philippine Iſlands.

NEGoMbo, a ſea-port of Ceylon, 12

miles N. of Columbo.

NEGRAIs, a ſea-port and iſland near

the SE. coaſt of Ava, on the E. ſide of the

Bay of Bengal, in the mouth of the river

Perſaim. Lat. 15.50. N. lon. 95.33. E.

NEGRIl Point, a promontory of Ja

maica, on the W. fide of Orange Bay.

Negro-CAPE, a promontory of Ben

guela. Lat. 16. 15. S. lon. 12. 30. E.

NEGRoes Isla ND, one of the Philip

pine Iſlands, above zoo miles in circum

ference. About 50oo of the inhabitants

are tributary to the Spaniards.

NEGRolAND, or NIGRITIA, a vaſt ex

tent of country in Africa, through which

the liver Niger is ſuppoſed to run. It

has a great deſert, called Zahara on the N.

and ſtretches far to the S. but little more

is known of the inland parts than the

names of ſome of the towns and kingdoms

of which it is compoſed. However, the

Europeans have many ſettlements on the

coaſt, where they barter European goods

for ſlaves, .. elephants' teeth,

gums, and drugs.

NEGRopont, an iſland of Turkey, in

Europe, near 100 miles long, and from 8

to 16 broad, with a harbour, which is

commonly the ſtation of the Turkiſh ſhips.

It abounds in corn, wine, fruits, fleſh,

fiſh, and fowls. The walls of the town

of the ſame name, in which the Turks and

Jews reſide, are two miles and a half in

circumference, but the ſuburbs, where the

Chriſtians live, are much larger. The

captain-baſhaw reſides here, who com

mands the whole iſland. The bridge

reaches from the city to the continent,

acroſs the Strait of Negropont. This ſtrait

was formerly called Euripus, and was much

celebrated for the ſtated irregularities of

it's motions. This irregularity has baf

fled the reſearches of both ancients and

moderns, to account for it ſatisfactorily.

In the firſt 8 days of the month, from the

14th to the zoth, and alſo in the 3 laſt

days, the tide is regular both in it’s ebb

and flood, but on the other days, the ebb

and flood return 11, 12, 13, and 14 times

within 24 or 25 hours. It has a Greek

archbiſhop's ſee, and proviſions here are

very cheap. It was taken from the Ve

netians in 1469, by the Turks, after a

fix months fiege, at the coſt of 40,000

men. The Venetians attempted to retake

it in 1688, without effect. It is 30 miles

NE. of Setines, or Athens, and 26o SW.

of Conſtantinople. Lat. 38. 30. N. lon.

24. 8. E. -

NEHAve ND, a town of Irac, in

Perſia.

NEIDENBURG, a town of Oberland,

Pruſſia. -

Neilſon, a village of Renfrewſhire, S.

of Paiſley, with a cotton manufactory.

Neir, or Slieve Neir, a mountain in

Down, Ulſter, in the barony of Upper
Iveach.

NEisse, a city and principality of

Pruſſian Sileſia. It is ſurrounded by thick

walls and deep ditches, and moſt of the

houſes are well-built. The biſhop of

Breſlaw generally reſides here, and has a

magnificent palace. The air is very

wholeſome, proviſions cheap, and the in

habitants carry on a confiderable trade in

linens and wine. It is feated on a river

of the ſame name, 44 miles S. of Breſlaw.

Lat: 50. 19. N. lon. 17. 35. E.

Neland, Suſſex, near Cuckfield.

- NE L LEN BURG,
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Nellenburg,a town and landgraviate
of Auſtrian Suabia.

Nelmes, Eſſex, E. of Rumford. - Nel

Aon, Leiceſterſhire, near Market Boſworth.

Nelson, a fort and ſettlement in N.

America, on the W. fide of Hudſon's Bay,

ſeated at the mouth of the river Nelſon.

It is held by the Hudſon's Bay Company.

Lat. 57.7. N. lon. 92. 35. W.

NemaBA, a village of Turkey in Eu

rope, in the Morea, famous in antiquity

for the Nemaean games celebrated here.

Nemet, Biſhops, Broad, St. George,

ſings, Rowland, and Tracy, all in Devon

ſhire. Nemmet, Somerſetſ, near Chewton.

Nemours, a town in the depart. of

Seine and Marne, ſeated on the ſpot where

ſtood the town of Grex, in the time of

Caeſar, on the river Loing, 1o miles S. of

Fontainbleau, and 26 SE. of Paris,

NEN, or NINE, the principal river of

Northampton, which riſes in the w. part

•f the county. It is made navigable at

Northampton, leaves the county at Peter

borough, and croſſing the Iſle of Ely,

forms part of the W. boundary of Nor

folk, and falls into the Lincolnſhire Waſh.

It likewiſe communicates, by ſeveral chan

nels, with the Great Ouſe.

* Nenagh, a town of Tipperary, in

Munſter, ſeated on a branch of the river

Shannon, 7.5 miles from Dublin.

Nene Sollert, Shropſhire, S. of Clebury.

Wenfield, Suſſex, S. of Aſhburnham.

NeocastRo, a town and fortreſs of

Romania, 12 miles N. of Conſtantinople.

Near's, St. Cornwall, N. of Leſkard.

"NeoT's, St. a large well-built town

of Huntingdonſhire, feated on the river

Ouſe, over which is a ſtone bridge. It is

22 miles WSW. of Cambridge, and 36
NNW. of London. Market on Thurſday.

NePEAN IsLAND, in the S. º:

Ocean, oppoſite Port Hunter, on the ſouth

coaſt of Norfolk Iſland. It conſiſts en

tirely of one maſs of ſand, held together

by the ſurrounding cliffs, which form a

border of hard rocks. Notwithſtanding

there was not the leaſt appearance of earth

or mould on the iſland, there were upward

of zoo very fine pines growing on it.

The ſurface was covered with a kind of

coarſe graſs.

Nepi, a town in the Patrimonio, Italy,

with a biſhop's ſee.

Neptune's Cºurt, Hants, near Portſ

mouth.

Nerac, a handſome town in the dept.

of Lot and Garonne, divided by the river

Baiſe into two parts, Great and Little

Nerac. It is 12 miles S.W. of Agen.

NRRAvopa, a river of Hindooğan,

which iſſues from a lake on the ſouthern

confines of the province of Allahabad, and

after a courſe of 550 miles almoſt due W.

falls into the Gulf of Cambay, 31 miles
N. of Surat.

Nericia, a province of Sweden, having

Weſtmanland on the N. and Suderman

land on the E. Here are ſeveral flouriſh

ing manufactures of hardware, and it has

always been remarkable for forging arms,

&c., Orebro is the principal town.

Nero, one of the Banda Iſlands, in the

E. Indies. The Dutch have a ſettlement

here, called Fort. Naſſau. They have

large ſerpents which are not venomous,

and the mountains are covered with trees,

in which are birds of a very fingular kind.

Laº. 4.40. N. lon. 129. 45. E.

Neroche. Foreſ?, Somerſetſhire, W. of II
minſter. -

NERTchinsk, a province and it's ca

pital, feated on the Nertcha, in the Ruſſian

government of Irkutzk.

Neſbit, Durham, near Hartlepool. Neſe

bit, Northumberland, in Veſey barony.

Neſhe, Kent, S. of Rumney.

Nesle, a town in the dept. of Somme,

ſeated on the river Lingon, 9 miles S. of

of Peronne, and 66 N. by E. of Paris. º

Ness, Loch, a beautiful lake in Inver

neſsſhire, 22 miles in length, and for the

moſt part, one in breadth. It is ſheltered

on the NW. by the high mountains of

Urquhart and Mealfourvoney, and edged

with coppices of birch and oak.

Ness, a river of Scotland, which iſſues

from Loch Neſs, and falls into the Frith

of Murray, below Inverneſs. -

Neſs, NW. of Cheſter, by the Dee.

Neſs, Yorkſ. N. Riding, NW. of Slingſ

by Caſtle. Neſs, Great and Little, and

Neſ Cliff, NW. of Shrewſbury. Neffer

field, Yorkſhire, E, of Maſham. Nefton,

N.W. of Cheſter, on the Dee. Neſwick,

Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Watton-Abbey.

Netham, Hants, E. of Alton. Netham

Houſe, Linc., S.W. of Dannington upon

Bane. Netherbeworth, Durham, E. of

Newcaſtle. , Netherbury, Dorſetſ. one mile

S. of Beminſter. Netherly, Cumb. on

the Eſk, near Longtown. Nether-Cerne,

Dorſetſ, near Cerne-Abbas. Nethercot,

Glouceſ in the pariſh of Burton-on-the

Water. Nethercote, Warw. Nethercourt,

Kent, W. of Ramſgate. Netherdale,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, N. of Patley-Bridge.

Netherex, Devonſ. near Bradninch. Ne

therfield, Suſſex, W. of Battel. Nether

hall, Cumb. near Egremont. Netherball,

Eſſex, in Roydon pariſh. Netherhall,

Eſſex, near Great and Little Parndon, and

the conflux of the Lea and Stort. Ne

G g \ therkamp,
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therham, Somerſetſhire, S. of Axbridge.

Netherington, Wilts, near Saliſbury.

NETheRLAND's, or the Low CouN

Tales, a large country of Europe, anci

ently called Gallia Belgica. In the fifth

century the Francs, a people of Germany,

coming to ſettle in Gaul, founded a new

kingdom, to which they gave the name of

France. In the 9th century, the ſons of

the emperor, Louis the Pious, having di

vided the dominions of their father, who

poſſeſſed Germany, France, and Italy, a

new kingdom was formed, comprehend

ing Germany and France, which extended

from the Mediterranean to the ocean, and

contained a part of the Netherlands. It

was called Lotharia, but did not long ſub

ſiſt; for it was ſoon divided into two;

and that ſeated near the Mediterranean was

called the kingdom of Burgundy; while

the other, to the N. had the name of Auſ

trafia. Neither did this laſt continue

long, it being divided into ſmall provinces

under different names, which ſtill depend

ed on the empire of Germany, and were

called Lower Germany. In proceſs of

time, the houſe of Burgundy purchaſed

many of them, and was about to form

them, with Burgundy, into a kingdom;

but Charles the #. the laſt duke of

Burgundy, being killed by the Swiſs in

1477, his part of the Netherlands devolved

on his only child and heireſs, Mary; by

whoſe marriage with the emperor Maxi

milian, the Netherlands were an acquiſi

tion to the houſe of Auſtria. The empe

ror Charles V. king of Spain, in 1555,

abdicated the ſovereignty of the Nether

Jands, and, ſometime afterward, the Spa

niſh crown, in favour of his ſon Philip.

The tyranny of this cruel bigot, Philip II.

who endeavoured to introduce the inquiſi

tion into the Low Countries, with the

barbarities exerciſed by the duke of Alva,

exaſperated the people to ſuch a degree,

that they threw off the Spaniſh yoke, and,

under the condu& of William I. prince of

Orange, formed the famous league of

Utrecht, in 1579, which proved the foun

dation of the republic of the United Pro

vinces. The provinces which compoſe

this republic, are thoſe of Holland, Weſt

Frieſland, Guelderland, Utrecht, Overyſ

fel, and Groningen. After a long and

bloody war, the Spaniards agreed to a ti uce

of 12 years, with the United Provinces,

the very firſt article of which acknowledg

ed them to be flee and independent ſtates.

The war was renewed in 1621, till at laſt,

by the treaty of Weſtphalia, in 1648,

Philip IV. of Spain expreſsly renounced

all claim to ſovereignty over the United

Provinces. The other no provinces, how

ever, returned under the dominion of

Spain, but with very favourable ſtipula

tions with reſpećt to their ancient laws

and liberties. On the death of Charles II.

king of Spain, and the ſubſequent acceſ

ſion of a branch of the houſe of Bourbon,

to that monarchy, it was ſtipulated, by

the treaty of Baden, in 1714, that the

Spaniſh Netherlands ſhould return to the

German branch of the houſe of Auſtria,

in which they remained till the reign of

Joſeph II. but not without diminution and

diſmemberment; for ſome conſiderable

parts were obtained by conqueſt, or criſion,

by the French and Dutch. The only

territories that belonged entirely to Auſtria,

were thoſe of Namur and Mechlin. The

Dutch had part of Brabant, Limburg,

and Flanders. The French had Artois

and the Cambreſis, and they had likewiſe

part of Luxemburg, Flanders, and Hai

nault. But on the other hand, part of

Guelderland, one of the Seven United Pro

vinces, belonged to Auſtria, and another

to Pruſſia. The emperor, Charles VI.

left the Auſtrian Netherlands to his daugh

ter Maria Thereſa, queen of Hungary and

Bohemia, who married Francis, grand

duke of Tuſcany, afterward emperor.

During her reign, no ſovereign could be

more beloved; no people more content

and happy. . But her ſon Joſeph II. hav

ing projected many innovations in the con

ſtitution, both in church and ſtate, and

enforcing them with violence, an univerſal

ſpirit of revolt broke out; an army of

40,000 men roſe, as if by magic, to ſup

port the renunciation of all allegiance,

which ſeveral of the provinces now openly

made; a congreſs was formed from the

different ſtates, in whom the ſupreme go

vernment was veſted; and by the end of

1790, the Auſtrian forces were entirely

expelled from the Netherlands. The new

government, however, was not of long du

ration. Leopold II. (the ſucceſſor of the

capricious Joſeph, who died in the early

part of 1790) partly by force of arms,

artly by conciliatory meaſures, and part

. by the mediation of the courts of Lon

don, Berlin, and the Hague, recovered the

entire poſſeſſion of his authority in theſe

provinces, and that, apparently, to the ſatiſ

faction of the people; the miniſters of the

mediating courts having guaranteed the

reſtoration of the ancient Belgic conſtitu

tion, as enjoyed under the happy reign

of the empreſs queen Maria Thereſa. But

ſince the death of Leopold, his ſon Fran

cis having joined the conſpiracy againſt

the Freuch, theſe countries have endured

the,
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the horrors and ravages of war, and been

alternately in the poſſeſſion of the different

parties. They are now entirely in the

poſſeſſion of the French, who have reduced

them into departments, and annexed them

to their republic. The Netherlands in

general, are 36e miles long, and 26o

broad; and are bounded on the W. the N.

and N.W. by the German Ocean, and the

Dutch United States; on the E. by Ger

many; and on the S. by France. The

principal rivers are the Scheldt, Rhine,

Maeſe, Moſelle, Sambre, and Lis; and

there are many fine navigable canals, which

are of great advantage to the commerce of

the country. The air is temperate; but

the mouths of the rivers and harbours are

frozen up in winter. The ſoil is extremely

fertile in cern and paſtures; and there are

ſeveral fine manufactures of lace, lawns,

cambricks, tapeſtry, &c.

Netherleigh, Glouceſ. in Weſtbury pa

riſh. *; Leiceſ. S. of Aſhby-de

la-Zouch. Netherſtoke, Dorſetſ. in Hal

ſtock pariſh. Netberthorp, Derbyſ. NW.

of Bolſover. Netherthorp, Oxf. near Ban

bury. Netherton, Cheſhire, near Frodſham.

JNetherton, Devonſ. near Sidmouth. Ne

therton, Northumb. SE of Morpeth. Ne

therton, wore. in Cropthorn pariſh. Ne

therton, Yorkſ. 3 miles SW. of Wake

field. Netherton-Hall, Worceſterſ. near

Bewdley. Nether-Went, Monm. the low

lands of the county. Netherwich, Wor

ceſ. near Droitwich. Netherwood, Heref.

N.W. of Bromyard. Netſheard, Norf. S.

of Tunſted. Netley, Hants, near South

ampton Water. º Shropſhire, near

Longnor. Netſ well-Croſs, Eſſex, near

Sabridgworth. Nettſ well, Eſſex, SW. of

Hy: Nettilham, NE. of Lincoln.

Nettlebed, Oxfordſhire, 4 miles and a

half from Henley.

Nettlecomb, Dorſetſ. NE. of Bridport.

Nettlecomb, Somerſ. near Taunton. Net

tleden, Bucks, in Pitſton pariſh. Nettle

pots, Yorkſ, N. Riding, on the Lune, near

Stainmoor. Nettleſhitch, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Nettlefied, Kent, 3 miles

S. of Weſt Malling. , Nettlefted, Suffolk,

S. of Needham. Netºfton, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Nettleton, Lincolnſ. near

Thong-Caſtle. Nettleton, Wilts, near

Keynton-Weſt. Nettleworth, Durham,

£. of Lancheſter. Nettleworth, Notting

hamſhire, NE. of Mangfield Woodhouſe.

Nettuno, a handſome town of Iraly,

in the Campagna of Rome. . . It is but

thinly peopled, though ſeated in a fertile

foil. It ſtands at the mouth of the river

Loracina, 24 miles SE. of Rome.

New A, a river of Ruſſia, which is an

outlet to the Lake Ladoga, and falls inte

the Gulf of Finland, below Peterſburgh.

Neubuko, a town of Suabia, on the

Rhine; and a town of Pruſſian Pomerelia.

NEUBURG, a town of Stinia.

Neubur G, a town of Bavaria, on the

Schwarza.

NEuBuko, a town of Bavaria, and ca

pital of a duchy of the ſame name.

Neuchatel, a territory of Swiſſer

land, which, with that ofvſ. forms

one principality, that ſtretches from the

Lake of Neuchâtel to the limits of the late

province of French Comté in France, con

taining, in length, about 1o leagues, and

4 in breadth. É. the death of the duchefs

of Nemours, in 1797, the ſovereignty of

Neuchatel and Vallengin was claimed by

Frederic I, king of Pruſſia, as heir to the

j. of Orange; his right was acknow

edged by the ſtates of the country, and

from him it deſcended to his great grand

ſon, Frederick-William II. The conſti

tution of this country is a kind of limited

monarchy. The inhabitants are Proteſt

ants, except in the two diſtriëls of Lande

ron and Creſfier, where the Romiſh religion

is predominant. In 1529, this populous

principality entered into a ſtrićt alliance

with the cantons of Bern, Friburg, Soleure,

and Lucerne. The air is healthy and

temperate, but the ſoil not every where

equally fertile; however, there are large

vineyards, which produce white and red

wine, which laſt is excellent. The paſ.

tures on the mountains feed a great num

ber of all ſorts of cattle, and there are

plenty of deer in the foreſt, beſide large

trouts, and other good fiſh, in the lakes

and rivers. The people are ingenious, po

lite, ačtive and induſtrious.

NeuchAtel, a lake of Swiſſerland,

which ſtretches about 24 miles in length,

from the town of Yverdunto that of Neu

chatel, at which extremity it has a com

munication with the Lake of Bienne by a

narrow outlet. It's ſhores, near Yverdun,

are covered with country.houſes and cul

tivated farms.

Nevendon, Eſſex, SE. of Billericay.

Nevern, a river in Pembrokeſhire.

Neufchâtel, a handſome town of

Swifferland, capital of a principality of

the ſame name; but it is a ſmall place,

containing not more than 3ooo people. It

lies partly on the little plain between the

Lake of Neuchatel and the Jura, and

partly on the declivity of that mountain;

and ſome of it's ſtreets, in courſe, are very

ſteep. At the commencement of the pre

ſent century, commerce was almoſt wholly

unknown in this town, as the ridiculous

G g 2 Prids
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pride of it's being deemed degrading, ge

nerally prevailed among the inhabitants.

This ſenſeleſs prejudice is now, however,

nearly extinguiſhed. The chief article of

exportation is wine produced from the

neighbouring vineyards, and much eſteem

ed. Manufačtures alſo of printed linens

and cottons have been eſtabliſhed with ſuc

ceſs. Many public works have been late

ly executed at Neufchatel, at an expence

far exceeding the revenues of this little

ſtate; but for theſe they are indebted to a

private citizen, Mr. David Pury, who,

beſide contributions, in his life-time, to

the amount of 40,00c]. left his count

heir to a ſum of 160,-ool. ; he himſelf,

having none but diſtant relations. Arnong

theſe public works, are the new town

houſe, and a ſuperb cauſeway leading to

ward the valley of St. Imier. Neufchatel

has a grand and little council; the firſt is

compoſed of 40 perſons; the ſecond con

ſiſts of 24 members, comprehending the

maybr, who is prefident. Theſe two coun

cils aſſemble regularly every month. The

town isº on the lake of the ſame

name, 2.5 miles NNW. of Bern.

NeufchATEL, a town in the dept. of

Lower Seine, noted for excellent cheeſe,

and commodiouſly ſeated on the river Ar

ques, 2 o miles SE. of Dieppe, and 75

NW. of Paris.

Nevil's Croſs, near Durham; where, in

1346, David Bruce, king of Scots, was

* and taken priſoner by the Eng

liſh.

Nev ERs, a conſiderable town in the

dept. of Nievre, formerly capital of the

Navernois.

ings, particularly the ancient ducal palace,

and has about 8ooo inhabitants. The

principal manufactures are china, glaſs,

and works of enamel. It is ſeated on the

river Loire, over which there is a hand

ſome bridge, and at the end of it a fine

large cauſeway, reaching to the town. It

is 24 miles NNW. of Moulins.

NEurchATEAU, a town of Luxem

burg.

NEurchATE AU, a populous, trading

town in the dept. of Voſges, ſeated in a

fertile ſoil, on the river Mouzon, 30 miles

NN.W. of Epinal, and 150 E. by S. of
Paris.

Neuhaws, a town of Bechin, Bohe

mia; a town of Worms, Upper Rhine;

and a town of Paderborn, Weſtphalia.

NeuhausEL, a town of Hungary.

NF v1N, or NEwi N, a town of Carnar

yonſhire, ſtated on the Iriſh Sea, oppoſite

to Pulhelly. Here Edward I. in 1284, on

the conqueſt of Wales, held a round table,

It contains ſeveral fine build

York road.

and celebrated it with a dance and tour

nament. The concourſe was prodigious :

numbers of Engliſh nobility, and others

from foreign parts, gracing the feſtival

with their preſence. It is 20 miles SW.

of Carnarvon, and 249 NW. of London,

Market on Saturday.

Nevis, a ſmall but very fruitful iſland

of the Weſt Indies, divided from the E.

end of St. Chriſtopher's by a narrow chan

nel. It has but one mountain, which is

in the middle very high, and covered with

large trees up to the top. Here are ſprings

of freſh water and a hot bath, much of the

ſame nature as thoſe of Bath in England.

It produces, on an average, one hogſhead

of ſugar per acre, and 4ooo hogſheads in

the whole. The number of inhabitants

is about 6000 whites, and about 10,000

negroes. It is ſubjećt to the Engliſh.

Lat. 17. 14. N. lon. 62.95. W. º

NEUMAkk, a town Sileſia.

NeustADT, a town of Weſtphalia.

Neustadt, a town of Mecklenburg.

NeustADT, a town of Auſtria.

NeustADT, a town of Wurtzburg,

Franconia.

Neustadt,4 towns of Upper Saxony.

NeustApt, a town of Wirtemburg.

NeustADT-AN-DER HEYDE, a town

of Cobourg, Upper Saxony. ,

Newark, near Glouceſter. Newark,

Northamptonſhire, near Peterborough.

Newark, Surry, in the pariſh of Send.

Newark, Eſſex, partly in Norton, and

partly in High Ongar.

NewARK, a handſome flouriſhing town

of N. America, in the ſtate of New Jer

ſey. It has one epiſcopal, and two preſ

byterian churches, one of which, of ſtone,

is the largeſt and moſt elegant in the ſtate.

It has alſo a court-houſe and gaol. The

town has the reputation of making the

beſt cider in the world. It is 9 miles W.

of New York.

* NEwARK-UPon-TRENT, a town of

Nottinghamſhire, ſeated on the riverTrent,

over which is a bridge into a ſmall iſland,

made by the river. The chief trade is

making malt. It once had a handſome

caſtle, now in ruins, Here, in the midft

of troubles, which his own folly and baſe

neſs had excited, died the inglorious king

John. Here too, the unfortunate Charles I.

after his defeat at Naſeby, put himſelf into

the hands of the Scotch army, then be

fieging Newark, by whom he was after

ward given up to his worſt enemies. It

is 17 miles NE. by E. of Nottingham,

and 124 N. by W. of London, on the

Market on Wedneſday.

NEwBERN, the largeſt town in the*:
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of N. Carolina, in N. America, the coun

ty town of Craven county. It ſtands on

a flat, ſandy, point of land, formed by the

confluence of the Neus on the N. and the

Trent on the S. the former being here a

mile and a half wide, and the latter three

quarters of a mile. It is 499 miles S. by

W. of Philadelphia. Lat. 35. zo. N. lon.

77. 20. W.

Newarne, Glouc. a hamlet in Lidney.

Newbarn, Herts, S. of St. Alban's. New

berns, Camb. N. of Ely. Newberrys,

Herts, near Aldenham. Newberry, Eſ

ſex, near Abury-Hatch. Newbiggin,

Cumb, SE. of Carliſle. Newbiggin, Dur.

ham, W. of Lancheſter. Newbiggin,

Durham, near the Foreſts of Teeſdale and

Lune. Newbiggin, Durham, SW. of Bi

ſhop-Auckland. Newbiggin, Lanc. near

the Ken Sands and Foulney Iſle. New

biggin, Northumb. near Newcaſtle. New

biggin, Northumb. near Norham-Caſtle.

Newbiggin, Northumb. on the coaſt, S. of

Coquet Iſland, near Seaton, inhabited by

fiſhermen, Here is a fine bay, ſecure from

ſtorms, capable of receiving veſſels of 60

tons burden. Newbiggin, Northumb.

S. of Hexham. Newbiggin, Northumb.

SW. of Rothbury. Newbiggin, Weſtm.

N. of Appleby. Newbiggin, Yorkſ. NW.

of Rumbald-Kirk. Newbiggin, Yorkſ.

SW. of Whitby. Newbiggin, Yorkſhire,

near Burrowby. Newbiggin, Yorkſ. in

Biſhopſdale, W. of Midlam. Newbiggin,

Yorkſ, near Leeds. Newbiggin, Yorkſ.

on the river Are, S. of Skipton in Craven.

, Newbliſs, in Monaghan, Ulſter.

Newbold, Cheſhire, by Aſtbury. New

bold, Derbyſ. near Cheſterfield. Newbold,

Leiceſ. NE. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouc. New

&old, Staffordſ. near Burton-upon-Trent.

Newbold, Worceſterſ, near Alderminſter.

Newbold Comin, Warw, in the pariſh of

Lemington Priors. Newbold, N. and S.

Yorkſ. E. Riding, near N. and S. Cave.

Newbold Pacis, Warw. a mile from Mor

ton Merial. Newbold Revel, Warw. be

tween Brinklow and Monk's Kirby.

Mewbold-upon-Avon, Warw. near Rugby.

Newbold Werden, Leiceſ. E. of Boſworth.

Newborn, Suffolk, S. of Woodbridge.

NewBoRouch. See GoREY.

NewBokou GH, a town of N. Wales,

in the Iſle of Angleſey, feated on the river

Brant. It was once the reſidence of the

princes of Wales, and is now principally

ſupported by making mats and ſea-reed

ſs. It is 15 miles S.W. of Beaumaris,

and 257 NW. of London. Market on

Tº:Newhorrow, Staff. in Needwood-Foreſt,

; miles from Lichfield, Newbottle, NE,

of Durham. Newbottle, Northamptonſ, a

miles from Brackley. Newbottle, Nor

thamp. 1 mile from Harpole. Newbattle,

Rutl. NE. of North Luffenham. New

Boundi, Kent, near Tunbridge Wells.

New-Bridge, Berks. New Bridge, Corn

wall, S.W. of Kellington. New-Bridge,

Kent, near Staplehurſt. New-Bridge,

Suſſex, NE. of Petworth. -

New-Bridge, in Kildare, Leinſter.

New Bridge, in Cork, Munſter. New

Bridge, in Limerick, Munſter. New

Bridge, in Wicklow, Leinſter. New

Buildings, in Derry, Ulſter.

Newburgh, Lancaſhire, W. of Wigan,

Newburgh, Northumberl. near Hexham.

Newburgh, Yorkſhire, near Burlington.

Newburgh, Yorkſ. N. Riding, near Rhi

dale Vale, 1o miles from York. New

burn-upon-Tyne, a village in Northumb. on

the W. ſide of Newcaſtle, inhabited chiefly

by miners.

* NewBURY, a large well-frequented

town in Berks, with a handſome market

houſe, ſeated on the river Kennet, on the

great road between London and Briſtol.

It was formerly emirent for the clothing

manufaëture, and ſtill makes a great quan

tity of ſhalloons and druggets, and many

of the poor are employed in ſpinning. It

is 16 miles W. of Reading, and 56 W.

of London. Market on Thurſday.

Newbu RY, Port, a town of North

America, in the ſtate of Maſſachuſets.

The buſineſs of ſhip. building is carried on

largely here. It is ſituated on the SW.

ſide of the river Merrimak, 2 miles from

the ſea, and 30 N. of Boſton. Lat. 42.45.

N. lon. 7o. 52. W.

Newby, Cumb. in Irthington pariſh.

Newby, Yorkſ, near Scarborough. New

by, Yorkſ. NW. of Stokefiey. Newby,

orkſ. SW. of Thirſk. Newby, Yorkſ.

near Settle. Newly-Hall, Yorkſ. 2 miles

from Boroughbridge. Newby - Stones,

Weſtmorl. W. of Appleby. Newly-upon

Swale, Yorkſ. in Richmond. Newby

apon hºiſk, Yorkſ. E. of Bedall. New

cofile, Shropſhire, near Clun. Foreſt.

NEwCASTLE, a ſmall town of Carmar

thenſhire, in S. Wales, ſeated on the river

Tyvy, 17 miles NW. of Carmarthen, and

219 WNW. of London. Mark. on Frid.

* NEwcAst I.E, or NEwcASTLE-UN

DER-LINE, a conſiderable and well-built

town in Staffordſhire, ieated on a rivulet.

It has a large manufačtory of hats and

cloth, and in the neighbourhod are many

manufačtures of ſtone ware, the ſale of

which averages, annually, about 1oo,ocol.

It is 15 miles N. of Stafford, and 149

NW, of London.

G g 3 NEwcast Le,
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* Newcastle, or NewcAstle.Up

on-Tyne, the largeſt and moſt populous

town in Northumberland, ſituated among

ſteep hills, on the Tyne, which is here a

fine and deep river; ſo that ſhips of 3 or 4

hundred tons burden may ſafely come up

to the town, though the large colliers are

ſtationed at Shields. It is ſo ſecure a ha

ven, that veſſels, when they have paſſed

Tynemouth-Bar, are in no danger either

from ſtorms or ſhallows. It is defended

by Clifford's Fort, which effectually com

mands all veſſels that enter the river. The

town may be conſidered as divided into

two parts, of which Gateſhead, on the

Durham ſide, is one ; and both were join

ed by a ſtrong bridge, which had ſtood

above soo years. It originally conſiſted

of 12 arches, but by the embankment of

the river for the purpoſe of forming the

quays on the N. ſide, they were reduced

to nine. On this bridge were houſes,

which, in general, ſtood at ſome diſtance

from each other. In 1771, a dreadful

flood earried away four of theſe arches,

with the houſes that flood upon them.

This part of the bridge was rebuilt in

1779. The town riſes on the N. bank of

the river, where the ſtreets, upon the aſcent,

are exceedingly ſteep. Many of the houſes

are built of ſtone ; but ſome of them are of

timber, and the reſt of brick. The caſtle,

which is old and ruinous, overlooks the

whole town. The exchange, churches,

and other public buildings, are elegant;

and the quay, for landing goods is long
and large. Here is a j for the ſurge

ons, a large hoſpital, built by the contri

bution of the keel men, for the mainte

nance of the poor of their fraternity; and

ſeveral charitable foundations, fituated in

the centre of the great collieries, which

have for centuries ſupplied London, all the

eaſtern, and moſt of the midland and ſouth

ern parts of the kingdom with coal. This

trade has been the ſource of great opu

lence to Newcaſtle; which, beſides, exports

large quantities of lead, ſalt, ſalmon, but

ter, tallow, and grindſtones; and imports

wine and fruit from the S. of Europe, and

timber, iron, hemp, &c. from the Baltic

and Norway. Ships are ſent hence to the

Greenland fiſhery. It alſo poſſeſſes manu

tectories of ſteel, iron, and woollen cloth;

and in the town and neighbourhood are fe

veral glaſs-houſes. The ſtreets in the old

part of Newcaſtle are unfightly and nar

row, and the buildings greatly crowded

together; but ſome of the newer parts are

handſome and commodious. The ſuburbs

are chiefly inhabited by keel-men; a rough

and ſturdy race, employed in carrying the

coal down the river in keels, or lighters,

to the large ſhips. Newcaſtle was made

a borough by William the Conqueror,

and the firſt charter which was granted to

the townſmen for digging coal was by

Henry III. in 1239; but, in 1306, the

uſe of coal for fuel was prohibited in Lon

don, by royal proclamation, chiefly becauſe

it injured the ſale of wood for fuel, great

quantities of which were then growing

about that city; but this interdićtion did

not long continue, and we may confider

coal as having been dug and exported from

this place for more than 4oo years. New

caſtle is 14 miles N. of Durham, 94 N. of

York, and 271 N. by W. of London, on

the great road to Edinburgh. Markets

on Tueſday and Saturday.

Newcastle, a town of N. America,

in the ſtate of Delaware. It was ſettled

by the Swedes, about the year 1627, and

was called Stockholm. It was afterward

taken by the Dutch, and called New Am

ſterdam. When it fell into the hands of

the Engliſh, it was called Newcaſtle. It

was the firſt town ſettled on the river De

laware, and was formerly the ſeat of go

vernment. It now contains about 60

houſes, which have the aſpect of decay,

and is ſeated on the W. bank of the Dela

ware, 30 miles SSW. of Philadelphia.

Newcaſtle, in Dublin, Leinſter. New

caſtle, in Down, Ulſter. Newcaſtle, in

Meath, Leinſter. Newcaſtle, in Water

ford, Munſter.

Newcastle, a handſome town of Li

merick, in Ulſter, 114 miles fram Dublin.

Newceſtown, in Cork, Munſter.

Newchapel, Northumb. near Morpeth.

Newchapel, Staffordſ. NE. of Newcaſtle

under-Line. Newchapel, Surry, in Bur

ſtow pariſh. New. Church, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. New-Church, Kent, 3

miles and a half N. of Romney. New

Church, Lanc. S. of Leigh. New-Church,

Monm. W. of Chepſtow Park. New Col.

lege Manor, Berks, in E. Hendred pariſh.

º: Heref. between the old Court

Dowlas and the Golden Vale. Newdigate,

in Surry, 5 miles S.E. of Darking. In

the E. part of this village is a medicinal

ſpring, of the ſame nature as that of Ep

ſom. New Dyke, Huntingdonſ. between

Brickmeer and Holme. Newell Hall,

Yorkſ. N. of Ottley. Newenden, Kent,

has a bridge over the Rother, which here

divides the county from Suſſex, 4 miles

SE. of Cranbrook. Newenham, E. of

Bedford. Newenham, Devonſhire, near

Axminſter. Newenham, Devonſhire, near

Plymtan. Newenham, Hertfordſhire, N.

of Baldock, Newenham, Kent.

NEW ENHAM,
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Newenham, CApe, a rocky point of

confiderable height, in the North Pacific

Ocean, and on the W. coaſt of N. Ame

rica. It forms the northern extremity of

a vaſt bay, call Briſtol Bay, of which the

promontory of Alaſka is the ſouthern

boundary. Lat. 58. 42. N. lon. 162.

24. W.

Newent, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

ſeated near a branch of the Severn, 8 miles

NW. of Glouceſter, and 114 WNW. of

London. A navigable caual is now mak

ing from hence to Hereford. Market on

Friday.

Newenton, Kent, near Sittingbourn.

Newen on, Wilts, NW. of Everley War

ren. Newenton, Wilts, 2 miles N. of

Malmſbury. New-Eye Courſe, Kent, W.

of Hythe. Newfield, Durham, NW. of

Biſhop-Auckland, Newfield, Lincoln

hire, near Glandſbrú-Bridge.

New-Ferry, in Derry, Ulſter.

NewFibleR-Sea, a lake of Hungary,

17 miles in length, and 6 in breadth, and

zo S. by W. of Preſburg.

New Forest, a foreſt in Hampſhire,

fituated in that part of the county which

is bounded on the E. by Southampton

Water, and on the S. by the Engliſh

Channel. According to the plan taken of

it in 1683 (the laſt on record) it extends

from Godſhell on the NW. to the ſea on

the SE. about 1o miles, and from Hardley

on the E. to Ringwood on the W. about

15 miles. It contains within thoſe limits

about 92,365 acres, ſtatute meaſure. Of

theſe, however, only 63,845 acres are

woods and waſte lands, the reſt are incloſ

ed lands, held by the maſter-keepers and

groom-keepers, with their reſpective

lodges, incroachments, &c. The are nine

walks in it, and a keeper to every one,

under a lord warden, beſides two rangers

and a bow-bearer. King Henry VIII.

built ſome caſtles in it, and it has now ſe

veral pretty towns and villages. . It has

advantages of fituation, with reſpect to

conveyance by water carriage, and vici

nage to Portſmouth dock-yards, ſuperior

to every other foreſt, having, in its neigh

bourhood, ſeveral places for ſhipping tim

ber. It was afforeſted by William the

Conqueror, who expelled the inhabitants,

and laid waſte the country for that purpoſe.

His ſon, William Rufus, was killed in this

foreſt by an arrow ſhot by Walter Tyrrel,

a French knight, and which is ſaid to have

accidentally glanced againſt a tree.

Newfoundland, a large iſland lying

on the eaſtern coaſt of N. America, be

tween 47 and 52 deg. N. lat. It is 350

miles in length from N. to S. and zoo in

breadth, at the baſe, from E. to W. It is a

mountainous, barren country, and is much

colder than England, being covered with

ſnow five months in the year. It ſeems to

have no inhabitants of it's own, but in the

ſummer-time is viſited by the Eſkimaux

Indians. It has ſeveral commodious bays

and harbours, and there are about soo

Engliſh families who continue there all the

year, befide the garriſon of St. John's,

Placentia, and other forts. In the fiſhing

ſeaſon it is reſorted to by at leaſt 10,000

people, on account of the fiſhing-banks to

the E. of this iſland, for here they cure the

cod, which is carried not only to England,

but to all parts of Europe. There is

great plenty of veniſon, fiſh, and fowls,

but very little corn, fruit, or cattle; upon

which account the inhabitants have not

only their clothes and furniture, but pro

viſions, from England. In 1785, 292

Britiſh fiſhing veſſels, and 85 Britiſh trad

ing ſhips, carried off 591,276 quintals of

fiſh for foreign markets. In 1787, 14,0co

ſeamen were thought to be employed in
theſe fiſheries.

Newforge, in Down, Ulſter.

Newgate, Linc. near Boſton. New

Grange, Yorkſ. NW. of Leeds. New

Hall, Cheſhire, SE. of Stockport. New

Hall, Cheſhire, W. of Lyme. New Hall,

Derbyſhire, near Mansfield. New Hall,

Eſſex, near Harlow. New-Hall, Eſſex, a

miles NE. of Chelmsford. New-Hall,

Eſſex, SE, of Malden. New-Hall, Herts,

near Wadeſmill. New. Hall, Lanc. NW.

of Rochdale. New Hall, Lancaſ. near

Warrington. New-Hall, Lancaſ. near

Ormſkirk. Mew-Hall, Warw. near Bir

mingham. New-Hall, Warw. S. of Sut

ton Cofield. New-Hall, Yorkſhire, near

Barnſley. New-Hall, Yorkſhire, near

Settle. New-Hall, Yorkſhire, near Leeds.

Newham, Northmberland, N. of Elling

ham. Newham Cumin, Northumberland,

in Veſey barony. Newhaven, Derbyſhire.

Newhaven, Kent, in Thanet Iſle.

NewHaven, a ſmall, but populous

town of Suſſex, ſeated at the mouth of the

river Ouſe. It has a quay on the E. ſide,

and is 7 miles S. of Lewes, and 56 S. of

London. Market diſuſed.

NewHaven, a flouriſhing town of

Connecticut in N. America, with ſeveral

kinds of manufačtures. It lies round the

head of a bay, about 4 miles N. of the

Sound. Near the centre of the town, is

the public ſquare, which is encircled with

rows of trees; and on it, or around it, are

the public buildings, which are the ſtate

houſe; an univerſity, conſiſting of one col

lege, called Yale College; a chapel; threege G g 4, g *::::::::
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churches for Congregationaliſts; and one

for Epiſcopalians. Newhaven carries 'on

a conſiderable trade with New-York, and

the W. India iſlands, and is 70 miles

NNE, of New York.

New-Hith, Kent,N. of Malling. New

Houſe, Cornwall, near Launceſton. New

Houſe, Middleſex, NW. of Twickenham.

Newick, Suſſex, N. of field. Newington,

Rent, near Hith and Folkſton. Newing

ten, Oxfordſ. NE. of Dorcheſter. New

ington Bagpath, Glouceſterſ. 6 miles from

Tetbury. Newington Bloſſomville, Bucks,

near Oulney. Newington Butts, between

Southwark and Lambeth, or Walworth.

Newington Green, Middl. between Iſling

ton and Newington Stoke. Newington

Longville, Bucks, near Water Eaton.

Neºvington Stoke, Middleſex, the firſt vil

lage in the road from Scoreditch to Ed

munton. Newinbam, Kent, 4 miles and

a half SW. of Feverſham. New Inn,

Warwickſhire, near Birmingham.

New Inn, in Galway, Connaught.

New Inn, in Tipperary, Munſter. New

Inn, or Nineteen Mile Houſe, in Meath,

Leinſter, 19 miles from Leinſter.

Newkirk, Cumb. in Grayſtock pariſh.

Newland, Cumb. among the mountains,

near the head of the Derwent. Newland,

Dorſetſ. in Sherborn pariſh. Newland,

Dorſetſ, in Batcomb pariſh. Newland,

'Glouceſ. SE. of Monmouth. Newland,

Kent, in Stoke pariſh. Newland, War.

wickſ, in Exhall pariſh. Newland, Wor

ceſterſ, near Great Malvern. Newland,

Yorkſ. E. of Howden. Newland, Yorkſ.

N. of Hull. Newland, Yorkſhire, on the

Are, SW. of Howden. Newland, Yorkſ.

on the Calder, a little above Wakefield.

Newlathes, Cumb. near Carliſle. New

Jathes, Yorkſhire, N. of Barneſley. New

Leam, Camb. near Wiſbeach. Newlin,

Cornw. N.W. of St. Michael's. Newlin,

Cornw. within Mountſbay, near Penzance.

Newledge, Surry, SW. of Chertſey.

NewMARK, a town of Stiria.

NEw MARK, a town of Salzburg, Ba

varia; and ſeveral towns of Germany.

*NEwMARKET, a town partly in Cam

bridgeſhire, and partly in Suffolk, conſiſt

ing chiefly of one well-built ſtreet. It

has one pariſh in Suffolk, and another in

Cambridgeſhire, but the market-place,

and all the ſtreet, are in Suffolk. It is ce

lebrated for horſe-races, (it's heath being

the fineſt courſe in England) and is a

great thoroughfare in the road from Lon.

don to Norfolk. It is 14 miles NNE. of

Cambridge, and 6o N. by E. of London.

Market on Tueſday and Thurſday.

NewMARKET, a ſmall town of Flint,

in N. Wales, 4 miles NE. of St. Aſaph.

Newmeadow, Derbyſhire, in the High
Peak. -

New-Mill, in Cork, Munſter. New

Mills, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

New-Mills, Glouceſterſhire, in Stroud

pariſh. Newminſter, Northumberland,

near Morpeth. Newmore, Cumberland,

near Carliſle. Newmore, Northumber

land, in Bothal lordſhip. Newnd Park,

Suſſex, near Aſhdown-Foreſt.

Newnham, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

ſeated on the W. fide of the Severn. It

has to this day the ſword of ſtate which

King John gave with their charter. It

is 8 miles S.W. of Glouceſter, and 112.

WNW. of London. Market on Friday.

Newnham, Hants, between Hartley

Row and Bafingſtoke. Newnham, Nor

thamp. S. of Daventry. Newnham, Nor

thumb. S. of Bamburgh-Caſtle. Newn

ham, SW. of Shrewſbury. Newnham,

Warwickſ, a hamlet of Aſton Cantilupe,

Newnham-Bridge, Worceſ. NE. of Ten

bury. Newnham. Courtney, Oxfordſ, near

Chiſlehampton. Newnbām King's, War

wickſ on the Avon, oppoſite to Rugby.

Newnham Paddox, Warw. 5 miles from

Rugby. Newnham Wawren, Oxfordſhire,

near Wallingford. Newnis, Shropſ. SW.

of Elleſmere. Newton-Long, Wilts, be

tween Aſhley and Brokenborough. New

Park, Glouceſ. S. of Berkeley. New

Park, Huntingd. S. of Kimbolton. New

Park, Lanc. near Ormſkirk. New-Park,

Surry, between Kingſton and Richmond.

New Park, Worc. near Eveſham. New

Place, Herts, S.W. of Sawbridgworth.

*NEwroRT, a town of Mayo, in Con

naught, 123 miles from Dublin.

*NewFort, a town of Tipperary, in

Munſter; 86 miles from Dublin. .

Newport, Devonſhire, 1 mile from

Burnſtaple. Newport, Glouceſterſhire, in

Berkeley pariſh.

Newport, a town of Hampſhire, in

the Iſle of Wight, ſeated on the river

Cowes, which is navigable to it for ſmall

veſſels; but it is a place of little trade.

The only manufactory is that of ſtarch.

It is called in Latin Medina, from whence

the whole iſland, on the E. and W. ſides

of it, is called E. and W. Medina. It is

6 miles miles S. of Cowes, and 91 SW. of

London. Markets on Wedneſday and

Saturday.

*NEwport, a town in Shropſhire. It

has a handſome free-ſchool and a market

houſe; and is 17 miles NE. of Shrewſbury,

and 14o NW. of London. Market on

Saturday.

NEwport, a town of Monmouthſhire,

ſtated
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ſeated on the river Uſk, 4 miles from it's

mouth. It has a good harbour, whence it

has it's name; and is 19 miles SSW. of

Monmouth, and 152 W. by N. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday.

Newport, a town of Pembrokeſhire,

ſeated at the foot of a high hill, near the

ſea-ſhore, at the bottom of a bay of the

fame name, 18 miles NE. of St. David's,

and 235 WNW. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Newport, a ſmall village of Corn

wall, which ſends two members to parlia

ment, 3 miles N. of Launceſton, and 214

W. by S. of London.

NewPo RT, a ſea port of N. America,

in the ſtate of Rhode-Iſland. It's har

bour, which is one of the fineſt in the

world, ſpreads weſtward before the town,

which lies upon a gradual aſcent, and ex-.

hibits a beautiful view from the water.

To the W. of the town is Goat Iſland.

In Newport is a handſome ſtate-houſe, and

an elegant public library. It is zo miles
SE. of Providence.

Newport. Key, Yorkſhire, on the Tees,

E. of Stockton.

* Newport - PAGNEL, a town of

Buckinghamſhire, ſeated on a ſmall river

which ſoon after falls into the Ouſe. It is

noted for the manufacture of bone-lace, for

which it is a ſort of mart; and it flouriſhes

conſiderably on that account. It is 14

miles ENE. of Buckingham, and 51

NNW. of London. A market on Wed

neſday for lace, and another on Saturday

for corn and proviſions.

New River, a fine artificial ſtream,

brought from two ſprings at Chadwell

and Amwell, near Ware, in Hertfordſhire,

for the ſupply of the metropolis with wa

ter. It was finiſhed in 1613, by Sir Hugh

Middleton, a rich citizen of London, who

expended his whole fortune in the under

taking. This river, with all it's wind

ings, is 38 miles and three quarters, and

16 poles long; and is under the manage

ment of a flouriſhing corporation, called the

New-River Company. See Islington.

NEw RY, a conſiderable town of Down,

in Ulſter, ſituated on the ſide of a ſteep

hill, at the foot of which is the NewRY

WATER, having over it two ſtone bridges,

and there is a third bridge over a naviga

ble canal, by which it has a communica

tion with Lough Neagh and Carlingford

Bay. . Newry is ſo much improved in it's

trade and buildings, that it is now the

largeſt town in the county. It is 49 miles

N. of Dublin.

Newſam, Yorkſhire, near Howden.

Newjam, Yorkſ, in the pariſh of Kirby

on-the-Mount. Newſam, Yorkſ. NW.

of Ravenſworth Caſtle. Newſam, Yorkſ.

E. of Slingſby Caſtle. º: Yorkſ.

near Kighley. Newſam, Yorkſ. N. of

Giſborn. Newſells Bury, Herts, near

Royſton. Newſham, Durham, on the

Tees, 5 miles from Darlington, Barnard's

Caſtle, and Richmond. Newſham, North

umb. N. of Seaton-Delavale. Newſham

4bbey, Linc. NE. of Glandford-Bridge.

New Sol, a town of Upper Hungary.

with a large caſtle. It has a handſome

place, and at it's upper end is a towe.

In the caſtle is a church, covered with

copper; and near the town are the greateſt

copper-mines in all Hungary. It is ſeated

on the river Grain, 1o iniles N. of Chrem

nitz, and 50 NE. of Leopolitadt. Lat.

49. 9. N. lon. 19. 29. E.

Newſled, Nott. in Popplewick pariſh.

Newſlede, Lincolnſ. between Stamford and

Uffington. Newſlede, Linc. in Axholm

Iſle. Newthorp, Nottingh. near Codnor

Caſtle, Newthorp, Yorkſ, near Sherborn.

Newtimber, Suſſex, E. of Stening.

Newto N, a ſmall town of Lancaſhire,

5 miles N. of Warrington, and 190 NW.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Newton, a town of Montgomeryſhire,

in N. Wales, ſcated on the river Severn,

trading in flannels. It is 7 miles SW. of

Montgomery, and 169 WNW. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Newto N, a town of Hampſhire, in

the Iſle of Wight. The harbour, at high

water, is able to receive veſſels of 5oo tons

burden, and affords the beſt ſecurity for

ſhipping of any in the iſland. It is 14

miles S. of Southampton, and 93 miles W.

by S. of London. Market diſuſed.

Newton, Berkſhire, near Hungerford.

Newton, in Hawkſton pariſh, 4 miles from

Cambridge. Newton, Camb. near Wiſ

beach. Newton, near Cheſter. Newton,

Cheſhire, near Middlewich. Newton,

Cheſhire, NE. of Stockport. Newton,

Cheſhire, near Malpas. Newton, Cheſhire,

near Hyle Lake. Newton, Cheſhire, near

Tattenhall. Newton, Cumb. near Solway

Frith. Newton, Cumb. in Englewood

Foreſt, near Penrith. Newton, Devonſ.

E. of Biddiſord. Newton, Dorſetſ. in the

Iſle of Purbeck, in Studland pariſh. New

ton, Durham, NW. of Dººlington. New

ton, Eſſex, in Great Dunmow pariſh.

Newton, Glamorganſ. between Cowbridge

and Pile. Newton, Hampſhire, NW. of

King's. Clear. Newton, Hampſhire, SE.

of Alton. Newton, Heref. near Bromyard.

Newton, Heref. SE. of Leomintier. New

ton, Lanc. 1 mile S. of Kirkham. New

ton, Lanc. N, of the Ken Sands. New

tún,
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son, Lanc. NE. of Mancheſter. Newton,

Lancaſ. N. of Hornby Cattle. Newton,

Leic. S. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Newton,

Linc. near Fokingham. Newton, Linc.

between Gedney-Fen and Cambridgſhire.

Newton, Norf. near Windham. Newton,

Norf. near Caſtle-Acre, and South-Acre.

Aewton, Northamp. 1 mile from Ged

dington. Newton, Northamp. , 2 miles

f on Archeſter. Newton, Northumberl.

SW. of Rothbury. Newton, Northumb.

W. of Morpeth. Newton, Nottingh. E.

of Cheſterfield. Newton, Glouc. in Rock

ingham pariſh. Newton, Shropſhire, near

Welchampton. Newton, Shropſhire, S. of

Wem. Newton, Shropſ. in Shrewſbury

Liberty. Newton, Staff. near Blithfield.

Merwton, Suffolk, near Sudbury. Newton,

Warw. near Seckington. Newton, Vyarw.

NE. of Rugby. Newton, Wilts, N.W. of

Saliſbury. Newton, Yorkſ. E. of Bedal.

Newton, Yorkſhire, S. of Eaſingwould.

Newton, Yorkſhire, NE. of Stokeſley.

Newton, Yorkſ, near Conſtable-Burton.

Newton, Yorkſ. N. of Pickering. Newv

ton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, in Bowland-Fo

rett. Newton, Yorkſ. N. of Leeds. New

ton, Yorkſ. SE. of Wetherby. Newton

Abbot, Devonſhire. Newton-Archdeacon,

Durham, N.W. of Darlington. Newton

Bagpetb, Glouc. near Tetbury. Newton

Bank, Yorkſ. in Gargrave pariſh. New

ton-Beaulicu, Durham, near Cotham.

Newton Breda, in Down, Ulſter.

Newton-Burdet, Leic. NE. of Billeſdon.

NewtoN-Bush El, a large town in

Devonſhire, ſeated on the river Teign,

15 miles S. by W. of Exeter, and 188

WSW. of London. Market on Wedneſ

day.

Kºwen Chapel, Cheſh. N. of Preſtbury.

Newton-Cold, Leic. near Aſhby-Folville.

Newton-Dale, Yorkſ. N. of Pickering.

Newton. Eaft, Yorkſ on the coaſt E. of

Burton-Conſtable. Newton, Eaſt, Yorkſ.

near Rydal. Newton-Ferrers, Cornw. E.

of Leſkard. Newton-Ferris, Devonſhire,

SE. of Plymouth, near Holberton. New

for Fryers, Devonſhire, near Crediton.

Newton-Hall, Northumb. by Ovingham.

ANewton-Hall, Yorkſ. E. of New Malton.

Aewton-Hall, Yorkſ, near Ripley. New

ton-Hanſet, ºuth. near Brantoft. New

pon. Harcourt, Leiceſterſ. SW. of Bilſdon.

Newton-in-Mackerfield, or the Willows,

Lancaſ. between Warrington and Wigan.

Newton Kings, Derbyſhire, near Repton.

Newton-Kirk, Northumb. N. of Cheviot

Hills. Newton Kyme, Yorkſ. near Tad

caſter. Newton-Long, Durham, near Cot

ham. Newton Long, Wilts. near Malmſ

bury. Newton Low, N. of Durham.

Newton Maiden, Dorſetſ. Nw. of Framp
ton. Newton-Merril, Yorkſ. near Sta

W.; on the Tees. Newton-Mulgrave,

orkſhire, NW. of Whitby. Newton

Owler, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Newton

Petrock, Devonſ, near Milton. Newton

Peverel, Dorſetſ. near Sturminſter-Mar

ſhall. Newton-Poplar, Devonſ. near Sid

mouth. Newton-Purſell, Oxfordſ. SE. of

Mixbury. Newton-Reguy, Cumberland,

near Penrith. Newtow, St. Low, Somer

ſttſhire, between Bath and Pensford.

Newton Solney, Derbyſhire, on the Dove,

near Repton. Newton, South, Devon.

ſhire, near Exmouth Bar. Newton-Stacy,

Hampſhire, E. of Andover.

New ronstewart, a town of wig

tonſhire, in Scotland, ſituated on the river

Cree, which is navigable for ſmall veſſels

to within 2 miles of the town. There is

a handſome bridge over this river, whoſe

mouth, in Wigton Bay, affords a valuable

ſalmon-fiſhery; and ſeveral manufactures

have been commenced here with ſucceſs.

It is 6 miles N. of Wigtom.

New ton-Tony, Wilts, SE. of Ambreſ.

bury. Newton-Tracy, Devonſ. near Bid

diford. . Newton-upon-Derwent, Yorkſ.

W. of Pocklington. Newton-upon Ouſe,

Yorkſ. SE. of Boroughbridge. Newtºn

Water, Huntſ. SE. of Stibinton. New

ton Weld, Heref. near Pembridge-Caſtle.

Newton-Well, Yorkſhire, in Newton Dale.

Newton, Hºff, Cumb. 2 miles E. of Al

lenby. Newton, Weſt, Norfolk, near San

dringham. Newton, Meft, Northumberl.

near Kirk-Newton. Newton, Wºff, So

merſ. S. ot Bridgewater. Newton, Hºff

Yorkſ, near Burton Conſtable. Newtºn,

Wood, Northamptomſ. near Fotheringay.

Newtown, in Leitrim, Connaught.

Newtown, in Sligo, Connaught. New,

town, in Waterford, Munſter,

Newtown, in Renfrewſh. S. of Paiſley,

noted for ſeveral large print fields. Nese

town, Cumb. near Scalby-Callie. New

town, Durham, N. of Darlington. New

town, Leiceſ. near Groby. Newtown,

Durham, N. of Sunderland. Newtown,

Northumb. SW. of Alnwick. Newtown,

Northumberland, NW. of Rothbury.

*NewtowN-ARDEs, a town of Down,

Ulſter, 87 miles from Dublin. It is

agreeably ſeated on the northern point of

the Lake of Strangford, which, at low

water, affords a fine level ſtrand for many

miles, and, at high water, is navigable,

the tide flowing up as far as the town.

But the principal and moſt beneficial trade

of the town is the linen manufacture; and

it is in repute, particularly, for the ſale of

fine diaper linen.

- Newtercº,
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Newtown, Barry, in Wexford, Lein

ſter. Newtown-Bellew, in Galway,Con

naught. Newtown-Butler, in Fermanagh,

Ulſter. Newtown-Cunningham, in Done

gal, Ulſter. Newtown-Forbes, in Long

ford, Leinſter. Newtown-Glens, in An

trim, Ulſter. Newtown-Gore, in Lei

trim, Connaught. Newtown-Hamilton,

in Armagh, Ulſter.

*Newtown, Mount Kennedy, a

town of Wicklow, in Leinſter, 17 miles

from Dublin.

* Newton LIMAvApy, a town of

Derry, in Ulſter, 106 miles from Dublin.

Newtown Saville, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Newtown Stewart, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Newtran, Eſſex, E. of Clavering.

New-wood-Houſes, Shropſ. E. of Whit

-church. Newwork, Glouceſterſhire, near

Wotton under. Edge.

New-Year's Islands, ſmall iſlands

on the north ſide of Staten-Land, in the

S. Atlantic Ocean. Great numbers of

ſea lions, ſeals, and a ſpecies of vultures,

reſort to theſe iſlands, together with alba

troſſes, large petrels, ºngº. Lat.

54. 46. S. lon. 64. 20. W.

NEYLAND, a town in Suffolk, ſeated

on the river Stour, with a woollen manu

facture. It is 16 miles SW. of Ipſwich,

. 57 NE. of London. Market on Fri

ay.

Neyland, Norfolk, near Wreningham.

NEYTRAcht, a town of Upper Hun

.gary, capital of a county of the lame name.

NIAGARA, a river of N. America,

which forms the communication between

Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, and runs

from S. to N. about 30 miles. At the

entrance of this river, on it's eaſtern ſhore,

is Fort Niagara, about 18 miles N. of

which are thoſe remarkable falls which

are reckoned among the greateſt natural

curioſities in the world. The waters

which ſupply the river Niagara, riſe near

zooo miles to the NW. and paſſing

through the Lakes Superior, Michigan,

Huron, and Erie, receiving, in their

courſe, conſtant accumulations, ruſh, at

laſt, with aſtoniſhing grandeur, down a

ſtupendous precipice of 150 feet perpen

dicular; and in a ſtrong rapid, that ex

tends to the diſtance of about 9 miles be

low, fall nearly as much more. The river

then loſes itſelf in Lake Ontario. When

the water ſtrikes the bottom, it rebounds

to a great height in the air, occaſioning a

thick cloud of vapours, on which the ſun,

when it ſhines, paints a beautiful rainbow.

NIEIANo, a town of Placenza, Italy.

Nibley, Glouceſterſhire, in Weſterleigh

pariſh. Nibley, Glouceſterſhire, 2 miles

from Wotton-under-Edge. Ništhwaite,

Lancaſhire, in Furneſs-Fells.

NicARAGuA, a maritime province of

Mexico, in the audience of Guatimala,

bounded on the N. by Honduras, on the

E. by the Atlantic Ocean, on the SE. by

Coſta-Rica, and on the SW. by the S. Sea;

being 4oo miles in length from E. to W.

and 1 zo in breadth from N. to S. It is

conſidered as the garden of Mexico, and is

well watered by lakes and rivers. The

air is wholeſome and temperate; and this

country produces plenty of ſugar, cochi

neal, and fine chocolate, but little wheat.

It abounds in black cattle and hogs, but

ſheep are ſcarce. Leon de Nicaragua is

the capital, in lat. 112. 2. N. lon. 85.

40. W.

Nicaragua, a lake of New Spain,

in the province of the ſame name, zoo

miles in circumference. It has ſome iſlands

in it, and ſtretching from the city of Leon

NW. to SE. communicates with the At

lantic Ocean by the river St. Juan. It is

full of fiſh, but infeſted with crocodiles.

Nicar1A, an iſland of the Archipelago,

between Samos and Tine, 18 miles long,

and 3 wide. It was anciently called

Icaria, and is full of rocks; in the caverns

of which the poor inhabitants make their

abode. Theſe people are of the Greek

church, and about 3000 in number. They

apply themſelves to ſwimming and diving

for ſponges, and for goods loſt by ſhip.

wreck. “The richeſt men in the iſland,”

ſays Theyenot, “ give their daughters to

the beſt divers, who are tried before the

maid and her father; and he who remains

longeſt under water, wins her.” “ The

women,” he adds, “ have the aſcendency;

and as ſoon as the huſband arrives from

any place, in his boat, the wife goes to

the ſea fide, takes the oars, and carries

them home; after which, the huſband can

diſpoſe of nothing without her permiſſion.”

Lat. 37. N. lon. 26.4. E.

NicASTRO, a town of Calabria Ultra.

Nice, a county of Italy, bounded on

the W. by the ci-devant Provence; on the

N. by Piedmont; on the E. by Piedmont

alſo, and the territories of Genoa; and on

the S. by the Mediterranean. It is 36

miles long, 18 broad, and contains about

12o.o.o.o inhabitants.

Nice, an ancient and conſiderable ſea

port, on the confines of France and Italy,

capital of the county of the ſame name.

It is very agreeably ſituated, 4 miles from

the mouth of the river War, 83 miles S.

by W. of Turin, and 83 E. of Aix. Lat.

43. 42. N. lon. 7. 23. E.

Nice, See Is N1c,

NichAbuRø,
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NichAbuRd, a town of Choraſan,

Perſia, famous for a mine of turquois

ſtones near it, 30 miles S. of Meſched,

. Nicholas, St. a town in the depart

ment of Meurthe, ſeated on the river

Meurthe, 5 miles SE, of Nancy, and 265

E. of Paris. -

Nicholas, St. a ſea-port of Ruſſia,

ſeated at the mouth of the river Dwina, 6

miles S. of Archangel. -

Nicholas, St. Iſle of Wight, in W.

Medina. Nicholas, St. Yorkſhire, near

Richmond. Nicholas, St, near York.

Nicholas, St. Kent, in the Iſle of Thanet.

Nicholas, St. Devonſhire, an iſland of near

3 acres, before the mouth of Plymouth

Harbour. It is ſtrong by nature and art,

having a caſtle that commands the entrance

to Hamoaze and Catwater. Nicholas, St.

Glamorganſhire. Nicholas-Atwood, St.

Kent, near Ramſgate.

Nichols BURG, a town of Brunn, Mo

ravia.

Nico BAR IsLAND's, ſituated to the

NW. of Sumatra, at the entrance of the

Gulf of Bengal. The natives are tall and

active, with long faces, black eyes, black

lank hair, and dark copper-coloured ſkins.

They are excellent ſwimmers, and ſome

times will overtake ſhips under ſail. They

have no corn, but a fruit which ſerves

them inſtead of bread, and they catch plen

ty of fiſh. They are ready to ſupply the

ſhips that ſtop there with proviſions, for

they have hogs and poultry enough; and,

in return, they take iron, linen, and to

bacco. The largeſt of theſe iſlands, which

gives name to the reſt, is about 40 miles

in length, and 15 in breadth. It's ſouth

end is in lat. 8. o. N. lon. 94. 23. E.

Nicol As, St. one of the moſt conſi

derable of the Cape-de-Verd Iſlands, ly

ing between St. Lucia and St. Jago. It

is of a triangular figure, and about 75

miles in length. The land is ſtony, moun

tainous, and barren. Lat. 16. 32. N.

lon. 24. 6. W.

Nicolo, Sr. the moſt conſiderable

and beſt peopled of the Iſles of Tremiti,

in the Gulf of Venice. It has a harbour,

and is in lat. 42. Io. N. lon. 15. 37. E.

NicoMEDIA, a town of Turkey in

Aſia, in Natolia, now called Is Nikmid,

or Schmit. It was formerly a very large

place, as appears by the ruins, and now

contains 3o,ooo inhabitants; who conſiſt

of Greeks, Armenians, and Turks. The

ruins of the ancient ſtrućtures and fine

palaces are very conſiderable; however,

it is ſtill a place of conſequence, and car

ries on a trade in ſilk, cotton, glaſs, and

earthen-ware. It is the ſee of a Greek

archbiſhop, and is 35 miles NW. of Iſnic,

and 45 ESE. of Conſtantinople. Lat. 4o

30. N. lon. 29.30. E. -

Nicopoli, a town of Bulgaria.

Nicopoli, or GLAN1ch, a town of

Armenia, 15 miles S. of Erzerum.

Nicosia, a town of Aſia, capital of

the Iſland of Cyprus, pleaſantly ſeated be:

tween the Mount Olympus and a chain of

other mountains. It is about 3 miles in

circumference; and there are plantations

of olives, almonds, lemons, oranges, mul

berries, and cypreſs-trees, interſperſed

among the houſes, which give the town

a rural appearance. Under the family of

the Luſignans, Nicoſia was the reſidence

of the kings, and contained 300 churches,

Greek and Latin, and a number of palaces

and public buildings. The church of St.

Sophia is a beautiful Greek ſtrućture,

which the Turks have turned into a

moſque. Here the kings of Cyprus were

formerly crowned, It is too miles SW.

of Aleppo. Lat. 35. 12. N. lon. 34.45. E.

Nicorer A, a town of Calabria Ultra.

. Nicox A, a town of Coſta Rica, Mexi

co, on the coaſt of the S. Sea, at the bot

tom of a bay, 45 miles SE. of Nicaragua.

Lat. 10. 42. N. lon. 85.7. W.

Nid, Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Ripley.

NIDAw, or Nidow, a handſome town

and bailiwick of Bern, Swiſſerland.

Niderdale, Yorkſ, the valley through

which the river Nid runs from the bottom

of Craven-Hills to Ripley.

NIE BLA, a town fºlls, Andalufia.

NIEMEcz, a town of Moldavia.

Niemen, a large river, which riſes in

the palatinate of Minſk, Lithuania, and

empties itſelf into the Curiſch Haff.

Nie N BURG, a town of Berg; a town

of Munſter; and a town of Koya; all in

Weſtphalia; and a town of Anhalt-Co

then, Upper Saxony.

NIENhus, a town of Bentheim, Weſt

phalia. -

NIEPER. See DNIEPER.

N1 ESTER. See DNI Est ER.

Nieuport, a ſea-port of the ci-devant

Auſtrian Flanders, 8 miles SSW. of

Oſtend.

Niger, a river, ſuppoſed to be one of

the largeſt in Africa. It's riſe and termi

nation are unknown; but it's courſe is

ſaid to be from E. to W. running S. of

the kingdom of Caſhna toward Tombuc

too, in the ſands of which country it is

ſuppoſed to be loſt; but others account

the great rivers Senegal, Gambia, and

Rio Grande, to be only ſo many branches,

or mouths, whereby this vaſt river diſ

charges itſelf into the Atlantic. The

- Africans
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Africans have two names for this river;

namely, Neel il Abeed, or River of the

Negroes, and Neelil Kibeer, or the Great

River.

Shem ; that is, the Egyptian River; ſo

that the term Neel, whence our Nile, is

nothing more than the appellative of Ri

ver, like Ganges, or Sinde. So great is

the rapidity with which the Niger tra

verſes the empire of Caſhna, that no veſ

ſel can aſcend the ſtream; and ſuch is the

want of ſkill, or of commercial induce

ments, among the inhabitants of it's bor

ders, that even with the current, neither

veſſels nor boats are ſeen to navigate.

Even the food, which the bounty of the

river would give, is in vain offered to their

acceptance; for ſuch is the want of ſkill,

or ſuch the ſettled diſlike of the people to

this ſort of proviſions, that the #. are ne

ver diſturbed. In the rainy ſeaſon, the

Niger ſwells above it's banks, floods the

adjacent lands, and often ſweeps before

it the cattle and cottages of the ſhort

ghted, or too-confident inhabitants.

Niger, a river in Norfolk, running into

the ſea at Clay. Nighton, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Nighton, St. Cornwall,

SE. of Leftwithiel.

Nikoping, a town of Denmark, capi

tal of the Iſland of Falſter, or Hulſter, in

the Baltic, 55 miles SSW. of Copen

hagen.

Nikoping, a town of Sweden, capital

of Sudermania, and formerly the reſi

dence of the kings and princes of that

country. It is ſeated near the Baltic, 5o

miles S.W. of Stockholm.

Niland, Upper and Lower, Dorſetſhire,

near Great Kington.

Nile, a great river of Africa, which

riſes in the mountains of Abyſſinia, near

the village of Geeſh, in lat. 10. 59. N.

lon. 36.55. E. It runs firſt NE. after

ward turns dire&ly E. and enters the

great lake Dambia, or Dembia, running

through it, and, paſſing among the rocks,

the fight of it is almoſt loſt. Then it

croſſes the country of Nubia, and enters

Egypt at Syene, which country it divides

into two parts: a little below Cairo, it

divides itſelf into two great branches,

which, with the Mediterranean Sea, forms

the Iſland of Delta. The ancients rec

koned eleven mouths of the Nile, of which

ſeven were confiderable; but at preſent

there are only two that are navigable at

all times; and thoſe are at Roſetta and

Damietta. In the middle of this river,

between Old Cairo and Gize, is ſeated

the Iſland of Raouda, which is almoſt as

long as Old Cairo. It is $oo paces in

They alſo term the Nile, Neel.

breadth in the middle; and the front of

the Mekias, or Nilometer, takes up all the

breadth of the ſouthern part. This is the

work of the Saracens, and derives it's

name from it's uſe, for it ſignifies mea
ſure. Here they obſerve, every day, by

means of a graduated column, (erected in

the centre of a low chamber, it's bottom

being on a level with the bed of the Nile)

the increaſe or decreaſe of the waters of

that river, and thence the public criers re

gulate the proclamations they make of

theſe events, at different hours, through

the city. In ſome parts of this river

there are rocks, whence the water falls

ſeveral feet, and theſe are called the cata

raēts of the Nile. It overflows regularly

every year, from the 15th of June to the

17th of September, when it begins to de

creaſe. The fertility of Egypt depends

upon the overflowing of the Nile; and

they reckon it will be a bad year when it

is leſs than 14 cubits, and above 18; but

that 16 cubits is the proper height; and

when this happens, they make public re

joicings throughout the Delta. This ri

ver affords plenty of fiſh, and breeds a

great number of crocodiles, which are

very large and dangerous. The Delta, or

Lower Egypt, is always overflowed; and

when the waters are almoſt gone off, they

ſow it with rice, which delights in watery

grounds. During the inundation, the

little towns, ſtanding upon eminences,

look like ſo many iſlands; and they go

from one to the other by boats. In Cairo

there is a canal called Khalis, which is

opened when the water is high enough;

thence it is conveyed into reſervoirs and

ciſterns, and is afterward diſtributed into

the fields and gardens, as occaſion re

quires. This inundation of the Nile is

cauſed by the periodical rains which fall

every year between the tropics, and more

particularly in Abyſſinia, which is full of

high mountains.

NIMEGUEN, a town of the United

Provinces, capital of Dutch Guelderland,

and the chief town of Betewe, or Batavia,

the country of the ancient Batavi. It has

a magnificent town-houſe, a citadel, and

an ancient paláce, and is noted for the

peace concluded here, June 30, 1678. It

is ſeated on the S. fide of the river Wahal,

35 miles S.E. of Utrecht.

Nim. Hall, Herts,near Bell-Bar. Nimpſ

field, Glouc. 4 miles NE. of Durſley.

NIMPo, or NINGPo, a ſea-port of

China, in the province of Chekiang. It

is a city of the firſt rank, and is called by

Europeans, Liampo. The ſtreets are ve

ry narrow, andarea: more ſo on“”.
o
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of penthouſes over the ſhops. The Chineſe

merchants of Siam and Batavia go thither

yearly to buy filks; and they have a great

trade to Japan, it being but two days ſail

diſtant from it. It is ſituated in a plain,

which reſembles a garden for it's levelneſs

and cultivation: it is full of towns and

houſes, and divided by a great number of

canals. Lat. 30. o. N. lon. 11o. 20. E.

Nine. Churches, Weſtmorland, on the

river Eimot, NE. of Penrith.

Nine. Mile Houſe, in Tipperary, Mun

ſter. Nine. Mile Houſe, in Tyrone, Ulſter,

between Dungannon and Omagh. Nine

teen. Mile-Houſe, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Ninkenbolt, Hampſhire, N.W. of Whit

church.

NINove, a town of Flanders county.

Ninºwick, Northumb. in Simondſburn

pariſh.

Nio, an iſland in the Archipelago, S.

of Naxia, about 30 miles in...

It is fertile in corn, but has very little

wood or oil. “The regular manners and

behaviour of theſe iſlanders one amon

another,” ſays the Count de Choiſſeu

Gouffier, “with their kind treatment ef

ſtrangers, revives an idea of fimplicity of

the primitive ages. Men, women, and

children, appear eager to do any good of

fices for travellers, without permitting

their ſervants to ſhare in their endeavours.

This benevolent diſpoſition is without any

mixture of impertinent curioſity or inte

reſt, but is the genuine remains of ancient

hoſpitality. An ingenious gentleman,

who was lately on the iſland, experienced

the truth of this repreſentation. He could

not prevail on any of them to accept the

leaſt pecuniary recompence for their

trouble; they only required an atteſtation

of the welcome he received, their charac

ter in this reſpect ſeeming to be what theſe

honeſt people chiefly prided themſelves in.

It may be truly affirmed, that hoſpitality

is the point of honour in the Eaſt : and

that this virtue is conſtitutional in the

Greeks; fince we find it in modern, as

well as in remote times, under their ty

rannical government as well as in their

republican ages; under the Chriſtian and

Mahometan faiths, as well as under Pa

niſin. The Greeks inherit hoſpitality

rom their anceſtors; the Turks derive it

from their religion. The iſland was an

ciently called Ino, Ios, or Dios, and has

ſome good harbours. Lat. 36.43. N.

lon. 25.35. W.

NioRT, a confiderable trading town in

the dept. of the Two Sevres. They ma

nufaāture druggets, ſerges, and other

coarſe woollen goods; and their dry ſweet

meats are much eſteemed. It is 28 miles

NE. of Rochelle.

Niphon, or Hiphon, an iſland of Aſia,

and the largeſt of Japan, being 660 miles

in length, and from 150 to 4oo in breadth,

containing 55 provinces. The principal

cities in this iſland are Meaco, Jeddo,

Oſacca, Gurunga, and Saceai.

Nishner Novogorod, or Nishco

Rod, a populous town of Ruſſia, with a

confiderable trade, capital of the govern

ment of the ſame name. As it was the

appenage and place of reſidence of the an

cient Ruſſian princes, many of them lie

buried here. It is ſeated at the confluence

of the Volga and the Occa, azo miles E.

by N. of Moſcow. Lat. 56. 18. N. lon.

46. 30. E.

Nisiben, or Nesbin, an ancient and

celebrated town of Diarbekir, in Aſia.

NisiDA, a ſmall iſland in the Gulf of

Naples, very fertile, and would be more

ſo but for the great number of rabbits.

It has a ſmall harbour, called Porto Pa

vone, and on a neighbouring rock ſtands

a lazaretto, where ſhips bound for Naples

perform quarantine.

- Nismes, an ancient, large, and flouriſh

ing town, capital of the dept. of Gard.

There are ſeveral monuments of antiqui

ty, a public fountain, a mauſoleum, and

an amphitheatre, built by the Romans.

The maiſon-quarrée, or the ſquare houſe,

is a temple of the Corinthian order, in ex

quiſite taſte, raiſed by the inhabitants of

Niſmes, in the year of Rome 754, to the

memory of Caius and Lucius, ſons of

Agrippa. The temple of Diana is, in

É. gone to ruin. It was taken by the

ngliſh in 1417. Before the revolution,

it was the ſee of a biſhop, and contained

a ſeminary, a college, an academy of an

cient hiſtory and belles lettres, and about

40,eco inhabitants, of whom one third

was ſuppoſed to be Proteſtants. It is

ſeated in a fine plain, abounding in wine,

oil, game, and cattle, 27 miles NE. of

Montpellier.

Nissa, or NessAvA, a town of Tur.

key, in Servia, on the river Morave.

Nith, a river of Dumfriesſhire, which

riſes in the mountains to the NW. and

gives the name of Nithſdale to that part of

the country through which it flows. A

little above Dumfries, it joins the Cairn,

and their united ſtreams form a fine eſtu

ary in Solway Frith.

NithsDAle, a diſtrićt of Dumfrics

ſhire, in the NW. part of the county.

NITR1A, a famous deſert of Egypt, 37

miles in length, bounded on the N. . the

Mediterranean, on the E. by the Nile, on

2. the
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the S. by the Deſert of Seta, and on the

W. by St. Hilarion. It had formerly a

great number of monaſteries, which are

now reduced to four; and it takes it's

name from a ſalt lake, out of which is got

the natrum of the ancients, in which they

carry on a great trade.

Nivelle, a town of the late Auſtrian

Brabant, having a good manufacture of

cambricks. It is 15 miles S. of Bruſſels.

Niver Nois, a ci-devant province of

France. It is pretty fertile, contains

mines of iron, and is watered by a great

number of rivers, of which the Loire,

Allier, and Youne, are the principal. It

is now chiefly in the dept. of Nievre.

Niwegal, Pembrokeſ. in S. Wales.

NixAboek, or IRAN, a town of Ko

raſan, Perſia. The ſword-blades made

here are eſteemed the beſt in Perſia.

NixAPA, a town of Guaxaca, Mexico.

The country near it produces a great deal

of indigo, cochineal, and ſugar. It is 39

miles SE. of Antequera.

. Nizza DellA-PAGL1A, a town of

Montferrat, Italy, 14 miles S.E. of Aſti.

Noanacu R, a conſiderable town of

Hindooſtan, capital of a diſtrict, on the S.

coaſt of the Gulf of Cutch, in Guzerat.

It is inhabited by a piratical tribe, called

Singarians, who cruiſe for merchant ſhips

as far as the entrance of the Gulf of Peiſia.

It is 160 miles S.W. of Ariadabad.

Nobber, in Meath, Leinſter.

Nobock, Northumberl. near Hexham.

Mohould, S. of Shrewſbury.

Nocera, a town of Spoletto, Italy.

Nocera-di-PAGANI, a town of Cala

bria Citra.

No.:fan, near Lincoln. No.:7aram, Che

ſhire, in Woodchurch pariſh.

No GENT.suk-Seise, a town in the

dept. of Aube, ſeated on the river Seine,

a 5 miles NW. of Troyes.

Nogent-le-Rot Rou, a town in the

dept. of Eure and Loire, ſeated on the ri

wer Huiſme, 35 miles NE. of Mans,

Nohavel, in Cork, Munſter.

No.1 R CAPE, a cape at the W. extre

mity of Terra del Fuego, in S. America.

Lat. 54. 30. S. lon. 73. 13. W.

No.1 RMotie R, a town of France, and

capital of an iſle of the ſame name, which

lies in the S. entrance of the river Loire,

is 17 miles in length, and 8 in breadth,

full of bogs, and yet there are good Paſ

tures.

Noke, Glouc. in Church-Down pariſh.

Noke, Herefordſ, near Pembridge. Noke,

Oxfordſhire, near Iſlip. Nokehill, Eſſex,

near Burntwood. Nokebalt, Kent, NW.

of Sevenoaks.

Nola, a town of Lavora, Naples.

Noli, a town of Genoa, with a good

harbour, 30 miles S.W. of Genoa.

Noman's-Land, Herts, W. of Hatfield.

Naman's-Land, Middleſex, between Fui

ham and Hammerſmith. Noman's-Moor,

Yorkſhire, N. of Maſham.

NoMB Re-de-Dios, a town of Darien,

30 miles E. of Porto-Bello.

NoMBRE DE Dios, a town of Zacate

cas, Mexico.

NoMENY, a town in the department of

Meurthe, ſeated on the river Selle, 15

miles N. of Nancy.

Non, or NuN CAPs, a promontory of

Morocco, oppoſite to the Canary Iſlands.

Lat. 28. zo. N. lon. Io. 30. W.

NoNA, a ſea-port of the late Venetian

Dalmatia.

Noniuton, Kent, 5 miles S.W. of Sand

wich. Nonmonkton, Yorkſ. E. of Knareſ

borough, Nonſuch, Surry, near Sutton

and Epſom, formerly called Cuddington,

till å moſt magnificent palace was erected

here by Henry VIII. Charles II. gave it

to the Ducheſs of Cleveland, who pulled

it down, and ſold the materials. Nony-de

la-Mare, Somerſ. 2 miles SW. of Frome.

NoorDEN, a ſea-port of E. Frieſland,

15 miles N. of Emden.

Nootka. See KING George's

SouNd.

Nopton, Northumb. near Shields. No

berry, Worceſ, near Inkborough. No

bery, Lanc. in Amounderneſs. Noborn,

Kent, S. of Sandwich. Norborow, Leic.

E. of Hinckley. Norbrook, Dorſetſ, in

Purbeck Iſle, N. of Swanwich. Norbury,

Derbyſ. SW. of Aſhburn. Norbury, Che

ſhire, SE. of Stockport. , Norbury, Che

ſhire, near a lake, NE. of Malpas. Nor

bury, Shropſ. near Biſhop's-Caſtle. Nor

bury, Staff, SW. of Eccleſhal. Norbury,

Surry, near Leatherhead. Norbury-Booths,

Cheſhire, near Stopford.

Norcia, a city of Spoletto, Italy, go

verned by it's own magiſtrates.

Norcot, Berks, near Abingdon.

cat, Middleſex, near Southold.

NoRDBu Ry, a town of Denmark. in

the Iſland of Aſſen.

NoRD EN. See Noorden.

NokingAw, or The UPPER PALATI

NATE of Bavari A, is a duchy in the N.

part of the circle ot Bavaria, ſubjećt to the

cle&tor palatine. The capital is Amberg.

No Rip H AusEx, an imperial town of

Lower Saxony, 38 miles N. of Erfurt.

NoRDHEIM. See NoRtheIM,

Mordiham, or Northiam, Suſſex, near

Ewhurſt, in Surry.

NoRestorisa, a large inland town of
Eaſt

Nor
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Eaſt Gothland, Sweden, next to Stock

holm in extent. It contains 5 churches,

and about 1o,ooo inhabitants, but the

houſes are ſmall and ſcattered. It's ſitua

tion on the Motala is exceedingly pićtur

eſque. That river flows through the town,

forms a ſeries of cataraćts, and is divided

into four principal ſtreams, which encir

cle ſeveral rocky iſlands, covered with

houſes and manufactories. At the extre

mity of the town is a new and commodious

quay. Here are many fabrics of cloth,

ſome ſugar-houſes, one of ſnuff, ſeveral

paper-mills, 50 mills for grinding corn,

a copper-mills, and a hammer-mill for

braſs. Corn is exported hence in great

quantities; and a ſalmon fiſhery gives em

ployment and riches to many of the in

habitants. Nordkioping is 76 miles SW.

of Stockholm.

Nordland, a province of Norway, in

cluded in the government of Drontheim.

NordLAND, a large diſtrićt of Sweden,

containing 9 towns, and 7 provinces, viz.

Geſtricia, Helſingia, Medelpadia, Jempt

enland, Angermania, Weſt Bothnia, and

Herjedalia.

Nordlingen, or NorLIN Gen, an

imperial town of Suabia, on the Eger.

Nordon, Dorſetſ. 1 mile N. of Corfe,

noted for it's fine tobacco-pipe clay.

Nordstrand, an iſland on the W.

toaſt of Sleſwick.

Nordy, or Nortly Chapel, Suſſex, near

Pevenſºy-Haven. Nare, Surry, SE. of

Godalmin.

Nore River, in Waterford, Munſter,

falls into the Barrow, a little N. of Roſs.

NoRFolk, a county of England,bound

ed on the N. and E. by the German Ocean;

on the W. by Cambridgeſhire, Lincoln

ſhire, and the Waſh; and on the S. and

SE. by Suffolk. It extends about 60

miles from E. to W. and 4o from N. to S.

It contains 33 hundreds, 1 city, 32 mar

ket-towns, and 660 pariſhes. The face

of this county varies leſs than in moſt

tračts of equal extent in England. Not

one hill of any conſiderable height is to be

ſeen in the whole county; yet, in moſt

parts, it's ſurface is broken into gentle

ſwells and depreſſions. The ſoil, however,

is more various than that of any other

county, comprehending all the ſorts that

are to be found in the iſland; yet the worſt

of them are far from being unprofitable.

At the weſtern extremity, is a confidera

ble tract of flat, fenny land; and, on the

eaſt, a narrow tract of marſhes runs from

the ſea, near Yarmouth, to ſome diſtance

up the country. Several of the weſtern

hundreds, from Thetford northward, are

open and bare, conſiſting of extenſive

heaths, the ſoil of which is a light ſand,

or hungry gravel. The reſt of the county,

in general, is arable land, varying in it's

degrees of fertility. To the NE. the ſoil

is a light ſandy loam, eaſy of tillage, and

equal in value to the beſt parts of the Ne

therlands, to which it is fimilar. The

SE. has a richer and deeper ſoil. The

middle and ſouth abound in clay; and va

rious parts yield chalk and marl. The

ºã. of the county vary according to

the ſoil and fituation. The lighter arable

lands produce barley in great plenty.

Wheat is cultivated in the ſtronger ſoils.

But turnips are more generally grown

here than in any other part of the king

dom, and form the baſis of the Norfolk

huſbandry. The peculiar excellence of

this culture is, that the ground never lies

fallow, as the turnips ſerve to prepare it

for corn, beſide fattening great numbers of

cattle. Much buck-wheat is alſo grown

in the light ſoils, and uſed for feeding

ſwine and poultry. The fenny parts yield

great quantities of butter, which is ſent

to London under the name of Cambridge

butter. The ſheep are a hardy, ſmall

breed, much valued for their mutton.

Turkeys are reared here to a larger fize

than elſewhere. Rabbits are extremely

numerous on the ſandy heath; and there is

likewiſe abundance of game, eſpecially

of pheaſants. On the ſea-coaſt, heurings

and mackrel are caught in great plenty;

and Yarmouth, in particular, is noted for

the curing of red herrings. The air of

this county is ſharp and piercing, which

throws the ſeaſons more backward than in

other counties under the ſame latitude 1

but it is very wholeſome, particularly in

inland parts. No county has a greater

ſhare of river and ſea navigation. The

manufačtures of Norfolk are worſted,

woollens, and ſilks. It’s principal rivers

are the Great Ouſe, Nen, Little Ouſe,

Waveney, Yare, and Bure. Norwich is
the capital.

Norfolk Island, an iſland in the

S. Pacific Ocean, lying E. of New South

Wales, and ſettled by a colony of convićts,

ſubordinate to that government. The

number of men, by the laſt advices,

amounted to 44, the women only to 16.

It is a fertile ſpot, and is very hilly.

Some of the valleys are tolerably large,

but moſt of them are only deep hollows.

Mount Pitt, the only remarkable hill, is

12, ooo feet high. The whole iſland is

covered with a very thick foreſt, choked

with underwood. The timber trees are a

ſort of ſpruce pine, reſembling the live oak,
a *-i-
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a yellow wood, a hard black wood, and a

wood reſembling beech. The ſpring is

perceptible in our autumn, but the trees

are in a conſtant ſucceſſion of flowering,

and fruiting the whole year round. The

flax-plant is more luxuriant here than in

any part of New Zealand; but the chief

produce is the pine, which grows in great

abundance, and to a large ſize, many of

the trees being as thick, breaſt high, as

two men can fathom, and exceedingly

ſtraight and tall. It is very uſeful in

building, and ſeems to be durable. The

ſoil is rich and deep. In ſummer the heat

is exceſſive. All the grain and European

plants ſeed in December. From February

to Auguſt, may be called the rainy ſea

ſon. The winter, from April to July, is

very pleaſant: there is never any froſt;

but when the SW. winds blow, the air is

raw and cold. This iſland is well ſup

plied with many ſtreams of good water,

which abound with very fine eels. The

cliffs round the coaſt are 240 feet high,

and quite perpendicular. The want of a

ſafe harbour is a great inconvenience; and

the vaſt quantity of coral rocks render an

chorage very inſecure. The ſettlement is

formed in Sydney-Bay, on the S. fide of

the iſland. Lat. 29.30. S. lon. 168. 12. E.

Norgill, Yorkſhire, NW. of Barnard's-

Caſtle. Norgrave, Worceſ. near Upton.

Norham, Northumb. on the Tweed, near

the mouth of the Till.

Norleaſe, Wilts. Norleigh, Cheſh. near

Frodſham. Norleigh, Devonſ. near Honi

ton. Norleigh, Shropſ. SE. of Wenlock.

Nºrmanby, Linc. 5 miles W. of Market

Raiſin. Normanby, Linc. N. of Market

Raiſin. , Normanby, Surry, near Aſh.

Normanby, Yorkſ. SE. of Kirby-More

ſide. Nº. Yorkſh. near Robin

Hood's-Bay.

of Giſborough.

NorMANDY, a ci-devant province of

France, on the Engliſh Channel, about

1 50 miles in length, 80 in breadth, and

, 6oo in circumference. It is one of the

moſt fertile tračts in France, and abounds

in all it's produćtions except wine, but

they ſupply that defect by cider and perry.

It contains iron, copper, and a great num

ber of rivers and harbours. The Nor

mans, a people of Denmark and Norway,

having entered France, under Rollo,

Charles the Simple ceded this country to

them in 912, which, from that time, was

called Normandy. Rollo, the firſt duke,

having been baptized, Charles gave him

his daughter Giſle in marriage. He held

Normandy as a fief of the crown of

France, and ſeveral of his ſucceſſors after

Normanby, Yorkſh. NW.

him, till William, the ſeventh duke, con

guered England in 1066, from which time

it became a province of England, till it

was loſt in the reign of King John, and

reunited to the crown of France; but the

Engliſh ſtill keep the iſlands on the coaſt

of Normandy. Rouen was the capital.

It now forms the departments of Calvados,

Eure, the Channel, Orne, Lower Seine,

with a ſmall part of Eure and Loir.

Normangate-Fields, Northamp. N. of

Peterborough. Normanton, near Derby.

Normanton, Derbyſ. S. of Cheſterfield.

Normanton, Leiceſterſ. S. of Aſhby-de-la

Zouch. Normanton, Nott. by Southwell.

Normanton, Nott. near Greſthorp., Nor

*anton, Nott. on the Soar, nearly oppo

ſite to Loughborough. Normanton, Rutl.

E. of the Vale of Catmoſe. Normanton,

Wilts, near Ambreſbury. Normanton,

Yorkſh. NE. of Wakefield. Norreys,

Devonſhire, in Hewiſh pariſh. Norridge,

Wiltſhire, near Warminſter. Norrindon,

Wilts, between Warder-Caſtle and Cran

born. Chace.

Norris, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Norrys, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

NoRTGAU. See Nor dc Aw.

North, DEPARTMENT of The, a

department of France, adjoining that of

Calais, bounded on the NW. by the Ger

man Ocean, and on the NE. by Flanders

and the late Auſtrian Hainault. It is

compoſed of the late French Flanders,

French Hainault, and Cambreſis. Douay

is the capital.

Northall, Middl. a village on the north

ſide of Enfield-Chace, 3 miles N. of Bar

net. Northall, Suffolk, near Benacre.

* NoRTHALLERTon, a town in the N.

Riding of Yorkſhire, in a diſtrict called

Alvertonſhire, ſeated on a ſmall brook,

which, a mile below, runs into the river

Wiſk. It is a large, well-built, trading

place, and is 30 miles NNW, of York,

and 223 N. by W. of London. Market

on Wedneſday. Fairs on Jan. 2d, and on

St. Bartholomew's-Day.

Northam, Devonſ. between Barnſtaple

Bay and Biddeford. º -

* NorthAMPton, the county-town of

Northamptonſhire, feated on the river

Nen, which has been made navigable to

Lynn. It's principal manufačture is that

of boots and ſhoes, of which many are

made here, and in other parts of the coun

ty, for exportation. Some ſtockings and

lace are alſo made here. The horſe-fairs

of this place are reckoned to exceed all

others in the kingdom. It is a handſome,

well-built town, and has a regular ſpa

cious market-place, one of the fineſt in

H h England,
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England, a good free-ſchool, and a coun

ty infirmary and gaol. Within half a

mile of Northampton is a fine Gothic

ſtrućture, called Queen's Croſs, ere&ted by

Edward I. in memory of his queen Elea

nor, who, at the hazard of her own life

had ſaved his, by ſucking the poiſon from

a wound which he received in the cru

ſades. This town is a thoroughfare in

the N. and W. roads, and is 50 miles W.

of Cambridge, 30 SE. of Coventry, and

66 NW, by N. of London. Lat. 52. 1 1. N.

lon. 1. 11. W. Markets on Wedneſday,

Friday, and Şaturday. Fairs on Feb. 20,

April 15, May 4, Auguſt 5 and 26, Sept.

19, Nov. 28, and Dec. 19. - e

NoRTHAMPtonshire, a county of

England, bounded on the NW. by Leiceſ

terſhire and Rutlandſhire, on the N. by

Lincolnſhire, on the E. by the counties

of Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford;

on the S. by Bucks and Oxfordſhire, and

on the W. by that county and Warwick

£hire. It is divided into 20 hundreds,

containing 1 city, 13 market-towns, and

336 pariſhes. The air of this county is

very healthy, except in the NE. part near

Peterborough, which being ſurrounded and

interſe&ted by rivers, is very liable to in

undations, and forms the commencement

of the fenny tračt extending to the Lin

colnſhire Waſhes. With this fingle ex

ception, Northamptonſhire is, in a manner,

proverbially regarded as a fine and plea

fant county; an opinion, confirmed by

the number of ſeats of the mobility and

gentry which it contains. It's greateſt

defect is a ſcarcity of fuel this is but

feantily ſupplied by it's woods, which,

like thoſe in all other parts of the king

dom, have been much diminiſhed by agri

culture; and though coal is brought into

this county by the river Nen, it is at a

very dear rate. Northamptonſhire, how

ever, poſſeſſes ſome conſiderable remains

of it's old foreſts, particularly thoſe of

Rockingham on the NW. and of Salcey

and Whittlebury on the 8. In this laſt,

that fierceſt of Britiſh animals of prey, the

wild cat, is ſtill found. There is but one

piece of waſte ground in this county, and

that is a barren heath near Whittering,

The products are, in general, the ſame

with thoſe of other farming countries.

It is, indeed, peculiarly celebrated for

grazing land; that tračt eſpecially, which

lies from Northampton northward to the

Ileiceſterſhire border. Horned cattle, and

other animals, are here fed to extraordi

nary fires; and many horſes of the large

black breed are reared. Woad for the

dyers is cultivated in this part ; but the

county is not diſtinguiſhed for manufac

tures, excepting the trifling one of bone

lace. The principal rivers are the Nen

and Welland; beſide which, it is partly

watered by the Ouſe, Leam, Cherwell,

and Avon. The county-town is North

ampton.

Northamfed, Herts, a mile S. of Bark

way. Northaw, Middleſex; ſee Northal.

Northborough, Northamp. S. of Market

Deeping. North Bovey, Devonſh. near

Morton. North Bradley, Wilts. North

Brook, Oxfordſ. W. of Biceſter.

NorTH, CAPE, the moſt northern pro

montory in Europe, in the Iſland of Mag

gero, on the coaſt of Norway. Lat. 71.

1o. N. lon. 26. 2. E.

Northcoats, Linc. between Saltfleet and

Grimſby. Northcot, Berks, near Abing

don. Northcot, Devonſ, on the river Ta

mar. Northcot, Devonſ. in Leigh-North.

Northcot, Devonſ, in Uffcolumb pariſh.

Northcot, Herts, S. of Berkhampſtead.

Northcote, Glouceſterſh, near Cirenceſter.

North-Court, Iſle of Wight, in W. Me
dina.

NoRTH.CURRY, a conſiderable town

of Somerſetſhire, ſeated on the river Tone,

with markets well ſupplied with provi

ſions. It is zo miles S.W. of Wells, and

134 W. by S. of London. Markets on

Tueſday and Saturday..

North-Down, ſands ſo called, on the

coaſt of Wicklow, in Leinſter.

North-Down, Kent, near Margate-Bay

and the North Foreland. North Duffield,

Yorkſ. North-End, Eſſex, N. of Horn

church. North-End, Middl. a hamlet of

Finchley. North-End, Middleſ. between

Walham-Green and the road to Hammer

ſmith. North-End, Middl. NE. of Hamp

ſtead-Heath. North-End, Warw. E. of

Kineton. Northerden, Cheſhire, on the

Merſey, W. of Stockport. Northey, Glouc.

near Tewkeſbury. Northey Iſle, Eſſex, be

tween Maldon and St. Oſyth Iſland. North

field, Worceſ. between Bromſgrove and

Birmingham. Northfleet, Kent, on the

banks of the Thames, one mile W. from

Graveſend, and -21 from London. Vaſt

quitntities of lime are made, and great

numbers of extraneous foſſils have been

dug up here.

NoRTH For E LAND. See Fore LAND.

North-Hall, Herts, 3 miles N. of Bar

net. North-Hall, or North-Hold, Middl.

NE. of Hayes. North Hall–Lodge, Middl.

N. of Uxbridge. North-Haven-Point,

Dorſetſ. by Brankſey-Caſtle.

NoRTHE1M, a town of Calenburg,

Lower Saxony, which carries on a great

trade, and is a well-frequented paſſage,

ſeated
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ſeated between the rivers Rhume and

Leina, 1o miles N. of Gottingen.

North Hill, Bedfordſ. N. of South-Hill.

North Hill, Cornwall, SE. of Launceſton.

Northiam, Suſſex. Northington, Hants, N.

of Alresford. Northland, Yorkſ. near

Halifax. Northlands, Middl. near Ken

fington Gravelpits.

* NoRTH i.eech, a town of Glouceſter

ſhire. It has ſeveral almſhouſes, and a

free grammar-ſchool, and is 25 miles E.

of Glouceſter, and 80 W. by N. of Lon

don. Market on Wedneſday.

Northorp, Flintſhire. Northorp, Linc.

near Kirton. Northover, Somerſ. near

Ilcheſter.

North-Rocks, in the Harbour of Donagh

adee, in Down, Ulſter. From N. to S.

they extend about 2 miles, but there is

good clean ground between them. The

ſouth rock is dangerous, many veſſels have

been wrecked on it : it is above a mile

from the ſhore.

North-Town, Staffordſ. near King's-

Bromley.

NorthuMBERLAND, a county ofEng

land, receiving it's name from being fitu.

ated to the N. of the Humber. In the

Saxon heptarchy it was a part of the king

dom of the Northumbrians, which con

tained not only the county now called

Northumberland, but alſo Yorkſhire, Lam

caſhire, Durham, Cumberland, and Weſt

morland. It is ſeated in the extremity of

England next to Scotland, and is bounded

on the E. by the German Ocean, on the

S. by the biſhopric of Durham, on the

W. and SW. by Cumberland, and on the

NW. and N. by Scotland. It extends

about 70 miles in length from N. to S.

and 50 in breadth from E. to W. and

contains 6 wards, 13 towns, and 460 pa.

riſhes, and about 1oo,ooo inhabitants.

The air is not ſo cold as might be ima

gined from the latitude in which it lies;

for it's ſituation between two ſeas, in the

narroweſt part of England, gives it the

advantage of having the cold moderated

by the temperate breezes of each; and

for this reaſon, the ſnow ſeldom lies long

in Northumberland, except on the top of

high hills. The air is extremely health

ful, and many of the inhabitants enjoy

health to a great age. The ſoil is vari.

ous; the eaſtern part being fruitful, hav.

ing very good wheat, and moſt ſorts of

corn, with rich meadows on the banks of

the rivers; but the weſtern part is gene

rally barren, it being moſtly heathy and

mountainous. The SE. part abounds

with pit-coal; the SW. angle has very

nich lead-mines, but very little wood.

The rivers abound with ſalmon, trout,

&c. and the coaſts are rich in cod, ling,

turbot, ſoles, &c. This county is well

watered by rivers, the principal of which

are the Tyne, Tweed, Coquet, and Alne.

Alnwick is the county-town.

NorthUMBERLAND ISLAND's, a chain

of iſlands in the S. Pacific Ocean, near the

NE. coaſt of New Holland. Lat. 21. 18.

to 22. 26. S. lon. 149. to 1.5o. 20. E.

Northway and Newton, Glouc. near -

Aſhchurch.

Northwich, a town of Cheſhire, ſeat

ed near the river Dane, is a handſome

place, and chiefly noted for it's ſalt-mines,

which were diſcovered in the beginning of

the preſent century. Here are four deep

brine-pits, from which immenſe quanti

ties of ſalt are raiſed, partly to be purified

on the ſpot by rediſſolving and boiling,

and partly to be exported in it's j:

ſtate. Moſt of the latter goes to Liverpool

by the river Weever; and the plenty and

cheapneſs of this commodity have been

the principal cauſes of the great foreign

commerce of that port. The ſalt-mines,

when a perſon is let down into them by a

bucket, to the depth of 150 feet, look ve

ry much like a ſubterraneous cathedral.

They are ſupported by rows of pillars,

having a cryſtal roof, all of the ſame

rock, and tranſparent and glittering from

the numerous candles burnt there to light

the workmen, who digit away with their

ſteel pick-axes. The clear annual duty

received by government for Cheſhire ſalt

amounts to zoo, oool. Here is a large

cotton manufacture. Northwich is zo

miles NE. of Cheſter, and 173 NW. of

London. Market on Friday. *

Northwick, Worceſ. near Campden in

Glouceſterſhire. Northwick, Glouceſ, a

hamlet to Henbury. Northwold, Norfolk,

near Methwold. Northwood, Shropſ. N.

of Elleſmere. Northwood, Hants, between

Havant and Thorney Iſland. Northwood,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. North

‘wood, Suſſex, S. of Petworth. North-wood,

Worceſ. near Kidderminſter. - North Wot.

ton, Dorſetſ. 3 miles NE. of Thornford.

Nortley Wood, Suffolk, near Roydon.

* NoRTON, or CHIPPING-Norton, a

town of Oxfordſhire, on the great poſt
road between Worceſter and Oxford. It

has a good market for corn, cattle, and

proviſions, and is 12 miles S.W. of Ban

bury, and 74. NW. of London. Market

on Wedneſday.

Norton, Cheſhire,4 miles from Warring

ton. Norton, Cornw. near Stratton. Nor

ton, Derb. N. of Dronfield. Norton, Durh.

near Stockton. Norton, 3 miles from

H h 2 Glouceſter.
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Glouceſter. Norton, Hants, near Selborn.

Norton, Herts, near Baldock. Norton,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Norton,

Kent, 3 miles S.W. of Feverſham. Nor

ton, Leiceſ, near Galbey. orton, SE. of

Lincoln. Norton, Monm. near Skenfrith

Caſtle. Norton, Norfolk, near Loddon.

Norton, Norfolk, near Fakenham. Norton,

Northamp. near Towceſter. Norton, Norf.

near Rockland. Norton, Northamp. near

Daventry. Norton, Nott. in Cukeney pa

riſh. Norton, Shropſhire, near Candover.

Aorton, Shropſ. NW. of Ludlow. Nor

ton, Shropſhire, near Atherley. Norton,

Shropſhire, N. of Bridgenorth. Norton,

Somerſ. N. of Pen. Norton, Somerſ. W.

of Taunton. Norton, Staff. N. of Cheb

fey. Norton, Staff. near Cank, NE. of

the Wurleys. Norton, Staff. in the Moors

by the Trent, 1 mile W. of Bagnal. Nor

ton, Suffolk, near Wulpet. Norton, Suſſex,

N. of Seaford. Norton, Wilts, in Laycock

pariſh. Norton, Wilts, S. of Malmſbury.

Norton, Worc. N. of Eveſham. Norton,

Worc. E. of Upton, and about a mile N.

of Bredon, of which it is a hamlet. Nor

ton, SE. of Worceſter. Norton, Yorkſ.

near New Malton. Norton, Yorkſ. be

tween Swaldale and Biſhopſdale-Chace.

Norton, Yorkſ. SE. of Pontefract. Nor

tan, Biſhop's, Lincolnſ. NE. of Spittle-in

the-Sreet. Norton-Bovant, Wilts, E. of

Warminſter. Norton-Brimer, Oxf. SW.

of Witney. Norton Canon, Heref. S. of

Webley. Norton, Cold, Eſſex, near Stow

Maries. Norton-Conyers, Yorkſhire, near

Rippon. Norton Curli, Warw. near Bud

broke. Norton-Dawney, Devonſ. near

Dartmouth. Norton-Diſney, Linc. N. of

Beckingham. Norton, Eaſt, Leiceſ. in

Tugby pariſh. Norton, Friars, or Mid

Jummer, Somerſetſ, in Kilmerſdon pariſh.

Norton-in the-Clay, Yorkſ. NW. of Bo

roughbridge. Kºº. Lindſey, or Upper,

Warw..W. of Claverdon. Norton Mal.

reward, Somerſetſ between Dundry and

Pensford. Norton-Mandeville, Eſſex, N.

of Ongar. Norton-Over, Oxf. near Chip

ping Norton. Norton. Over, 3 miles from

Glouceſter. Norton ſuper-Montem, Norf.

S. of Attlebridge. Norton-under. Hamb

den-Hill, Somerſ. 2 miles from St. Pether

ton. Norton Wood, Norf. N. of Foulſham.

*Norwell, Nottinghamſ. S. of Willoughby.

Norton Sound, a large bay of the

*N. Pacific Ocean, on the W. coaſt of N.

America, diſcovered by Captain Cook in

his laſt voyage. Lat. 63. N. lon. 161. to

x 64. W.

Norway, a kingdom in the N. of Eu

rope, the moſt weſterly part of the ancient

Scandinavia. It is formed naturally into
3

two neat diviſions; namely, Northern and

Southern, or Proper Norway, ſeparated

from each other by the ſmall Swediſh pro

vince of Herndahl. Northern Norway is

a long and narrow ſlip of land, extending

as far as Cape North, the moſt northern

point of Europe, beyond 7.1. o. deg. N.

lat. and bounded on the W. and N. by

the Northern Ocean, by Swediſh and Ruſ

fian Lapland on the E. and by Sweden on

the S. It is divided into Nordland and

Finmark, and comprehended in the go

vernment of Drontheim. Southern Nor

way is bounded on the E. by Sweden, and

on the S. and W. by the Northern Ocean.

It is divided into the four governments of

Aggerhuys or Chriſtiania, Chriſtianſand,

Berghen, and Dromtheim. From it's

rocky ſoil and northern poſition, Norway

is not populous in proportion to it's ex

tent. Mr. Coxe has calculated the num

ber of inhabitants to be 750,ooo, who,

like the Swiſs mountaineers, are eſteemed

good ſoldiers, and are exceedingly attach

ed to their country. The horſes are ſmall,

but ſtrong, ačtive, and hardy. In Nor

way they have a particular code, called

the Norway Law, compiled by Grieffel

ſeld, at the command of Chriſtian V. the

f. legiſlator of this country. By this

aw, the palladium of Norway, peaſants

are free, a few only excepted, on ſome

ariſtocratic eſtates near Fredericſtadt; and

the benefits of this code are viſible in the

great difference, in their appearance, be

tween the free peaſants in Norway, and

the enſlaved vaſſals of Denmark, though

both living under the ſame government.

The Norwegian peaſants poſſeſs much ſpi

rit and fire in their manner; are frank,

open, and undaunted, yet not inſolent ;

never fawning, yet paying proper reſpect.

“Their principal mode of ſalute,” ſays

Mr. Coxe, “ is by º: their hand;

and when we gave or paid them any trifle,

the peaſants, inſtead of returning thanks

by words or by a bow, ſhook our hands

with great frankneſs and cordiality.” The

ſame cauſes which affect the population of
Norway, operate likewiſe on the fiate of

tillage; for, although in ſome places ve

getation is ſo quick, that the corn is ſown

and cut in 6 or 7 weeks, yet the country

does not produce ſufficient corn for it's

own conſumption. It is, however, ex

ceedingly rich in paſture, and conſequent

ly produces much cattle. The fiſheries,

particularly on the weſtern coaſt, find em

ployment and wealth to the natives. The

principal fiſh, which dried and ſalted, fur

niſh a conſiderable article of exportation,

are the cod, the ling, and the *:::
thºſ
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their rivers alſo yield train oil; and the

ſmalleſt are given as winter fodder to the

-cattle. The entenſive foreſts of oak and

‘pine produce timber ſpars, beams, and

planks, beſide charcoal, turpentine, bark,

fuel, and even manure ; and the birch

(the bark of which is uſed as a covering

for the roofs of houſes) not only ſupplies
fuel, but alſo a kind of wine, which is

produced by boring a hole in the trunk,

and the wine diſtils into a flaſk placed un

der it. The twigs of the birch alſo, as

well as of the elder and aſpen, are given

to horſes in ſcarcity of fodder. The ge

meral exports of Norway are tallow, but

ter, ſalt, dried fiſh, timber and planks,

horſes and horned cattle, filver, alum, Pruſ

fian blue, copper, and iron. Norway

abounds in lakes and rivers; the former

ſo large, that they appear like inlets of the

ſea; but the bays are ſo ſmall, that they

appear like lakes. It was formerly go

verned by it’s own hereditary ſovereigns,

but is now united to the crown of Den

mark. The capital is Chriſtiania.

*Norwich, an ancient, large, and po

pulous city of Norfolk, ſeated on the river

Yare, which runs through it, and is na

vigable hence to Yarmouth, without locks.

Although it is 6 miles in circuit, the po

pulation is not ſo great as might be ex

Pećted from that circumſtance, as it con

tains a number of gardens and orchards

within the walls. It has a ſtately ancient

caſtle, on a hill, which commands a fine

view of the city: this caſtle is the ſhire

houſe for the county, and the county gaol;

the aſſizes for the city being held at the

Guildhall. Norwich has a good public

library, a city and county hoſpital, a lofty

market-houſe of freeſtone, and a bridewell

built of flints, remarkable for being beau

tifully cut into regular little ſquares, with

out any viſible cement. It had formerly

58 parochial churches, beſides monaſteries;

and has now 36 churches, beſides the ca

thedral, chapels, and diſſenting meeting

houſes. It had aiſo a flint-ſtone wall, now

much decayed, 3 miles in compaſs, which

had 4o towers and was finiſhed in 1309.

Here is a freeſchool, founded by Edward

VI. and ſeveral other charitable founda

tions. Norwich long took the lead, in

point of commercial conſequence among

the inland towns. For this it was indebt

ed to it’s great manufactures of crapes,

bombazines, and ſtuffs of various kinds,

which are ſtill conſiderable, though ſome

what declined, on account of the rivalſhip

of the cotton branches, and in conſequence

of prohibitions in foreign countries. The

manufacture is confined to the city, but

the operations of ſpinning and preparing

the wool, employ the poor of moſt of the

ſmall towns and villages in the county. It

is computed that ſtuffs to the amount of

7oo,oool. have ſometimes been manufac

tured here in a year. It adds much to

the trade of Yarmouth, by the vaſt cargoes

of coals, and other heavy goods, which

come to it from thence by the river Yare.

Here are many good buildings, particu

larly a very ſpacious market-place; but

the ſtreets (that of St. Giles excepted) are

narrow and ill-diſpoſed. The market

place being on an aſcent, is very clean, and

has a fine effect. This city has 12 gates,

6 bridges over the Yare, about 75co

houſes, and 45,000 inhabitants. It is

well ſupplied with proviſions, and is 43

miles N. of Ipſwich, and io9 NE. by N.

of London. Lat. 52.40. N. lon. 1. 20. E.

Markets on Wedneſday, Friday, and Sa

turday.

Norwich, a town of Conneéticut, N.

America, feated at the head of the river

Thames, 12 miles N. of New London; at

which place and Norwich the executive

courts of law are held alternately. Here

are manufactories for paper of all kinds,

ſtockings, clocks, and watches, chaiſes,

buttons, ſtone and earthen ware, wire, oil,

chocolate, bells, anchors, and all kinds of

forge work. The number of houſes is

about 500. -

Norwich, a town of Vermont, N.

“America.

Norwood, a village in Surry, ſituated

on a fine hill, in the pariſhes of Croydon,

Streatham, Lambeth, and Camberwell.

It is a wildly-rural ſpot, and was, ſome

years ago, a principal haunt of the gipſies. .

It is 5 miles S. of London. Norwood,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Norwood,

Kent, near Ramſgate. Norwood, Middh.

a chapel of eaſe to Hayes. Norwood

Park, Nott. near Southwell. Noſeley,

Leiceſterſhire, NW. of Hallaton. Noſtol

Hall, Yorkſhire, SE. of Wakefield, Noſ.

trop, Yorkſhire, near Leeds.

NoteBURG, a town of Ruſſia, in the

government, of Peterſburgh, ſeated on an

iſland in the lake of Ladoga, at the place

where the river Neva proceeds from this

lake. It was the capital of the province

of Ingria, before Peterſburgh was built,

from which it is 2.5 miles E.

Noteley, Black and H'hite, Eſſex, near

Braintree. Notgrove, Glouceſterſhire, 4

miles NW. of Northleach, Notley, Bucks,

near Tame, in Oxfordſhire.

Noro, Nuovo, an ancient, large, and

handſome town of Sicily, capital of the

Val-di-Noto. It was entirely ruined by

h 3 aº
-
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an earthquake in 1693, but the inhabit

ants built another town at ſome diſtance

from it. It is 14 miles Sw. of Syracuſe.

Notown, Nott. near Thurgarton and

IBaſeby. Nottar, Cornw. NW, of Saltaſh.

.* NottinghAM, the county-town of

Nottinghamſhire, takes it's name from the

Saxon, Snottengaham, or Houſe of Dens,

fº called from the ſpacious vaults dug in
the rock, in Which the ancient Britons re

fided. It is pleaſantly feated on a rocky
eminence, above the meadows bordering

the Trent; on the higheſt part of which

ftands the caſtle, a large, elegant, and no

ble palace, belonging to the Duke of New

£aſtle, with a moſt extenſive proſpe&t. It

is a large, populous, and handſome town,

diſtinguiſhed by it's ſpacious market.

Place, and noted as one of the principal

ſeats of the ſtocking manufacture; parti

cularly of the finer kinds, as thoſe of filk

and cotton. It has alſo a manufactory of

coarſe earthen ware, and a conſiderable

trade in malt. It is remarkable for it’s

vaults or cellars, cut into the rock. Many

of the houſes in the market-place have

their fronts ſupported by lofty ſtone co

lumns, which inake a very handſome ap

pearance, and at the ſame time afford ſhel

ter in wet weather. The ſtreets are well

paved, and, from their ſituation on a rock,

many of them are always clean. Heavy

goods are brought hither from London by

fea, and up the river Trent ; and many

coal-pits, within 3 or 4 miles of the town,

afford plenty of fuel at little expence. It

is 16 miles E. of Derby, and 123 N. by

W. of London. Lat. 53. o. N. lon. 1. 5.

W. Markets on Wedneſday, Friday,

and Saturday, Fairs on Friday after Ja

nuary 13th, May 7th, Thurſday before

Eaſter, and O&tober 2d.

- Notti NoHAMSHIRE, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the N. by Yorkſhire and

Lincolnſhire, on the E. bv. the latter coun

ty, on the S. by Leiceſterſhire, and on the

W. by Derbyſhire. It's greateſt length

is 48 miles; it's greateſt breadth above

zo. It is divided into 8 hundreds, and

contains 13 towns, 168 pariſhes, and

150,300 inhabitants. Being agreeably

fituated between the mountainous country

of Derbyſhire on the one hand, and the

flat of Lincolnſhire on the other, it enjoys

fuch a temperature of ſoil and climate, as

to render it one of the moſt fertile and

agreeable counties in England. The

principal rivers are the Trent and Idle.

Almoſt the whole of the middle and weſt

ern parts of the county were formerly oc

cupied by the extenſive foreſt of Sherwood,

which is the only royal foieſt N. of the

Trent; but the wood has in many parts,

been cleared, and the extent of the foreſt

much contračted. A canal from Cheſter

field in Derbyſhire paſſes acroſs the north

ºrn part of this county, and joins the

Trent juſt as that river ceaſes to be it's

boundary. The chief produćts of this

county are corn, malt, pit-coal, of which

there is great plenty; and a kind of ſtone

ſomewhat like alabaſter, but not ſo hard,

which, when burnt, makes a plaſtër harder

than that of Paris, with which the inha

bitants generally plaſter the floors of their

upper rooms, inſtead of boarding them.

Their other commodities are malt, wool,

licorice, woad, fiſh, and fowl. Their ma:

nufactures chiefly conſiſt of framework

knitting, glaſs, and earthen ware. The

principal town is Nottingham.

Nottington, Dorſetſhire, N. of Melcomb

Regis. Notton, Dorſetſ. near Crockſton.

No ton, Wilts, near Laycock and Coſham.

Notwelk Court, Devonſ, near Topſham.

Nov ALE, a ſmall, rich, and populous

town of the Treviſan, Italy.

Nov ARA, a well-built town of Milan,

capital of the Novareſe.

Nova ScotſA, a peninſula of Acadia,

about 24o miles in length, and from 30 to

6o in breadth, joined to the continent by a

narrow iſthmus at the NE. extremity of

the Bay of Fundy. The whole province

was formerly called Nova Scotia, but in

1784 it was divided into two governments,

New Brunſwick and Nova Scotia. Seve

ral new towns have been founded here,

during and fince the American war; and

the country is in many parts cultivated

and flouriſhing. The winter laſts here,

with great feverity, during, at leaſt, 7

months in the year. The ſoil is tolerably

fertile, though inferior to that in New

England.

Now ELLARA, a town and principality

of Italy, ſubject to Modena. It is 12

miles NE. of Reggio.

Novi, a town of Italy, in Genoa.

Novi BAzAR, a town of Bulgaria.

Novic.R AD, a town and county of

Hungary, ſeated on a mountain near the

Danube, 14 miles E. of Gran.

Novio RAD, a town of Venetian Dal

matia, ſeated on a bay of the ſame name.

Novig RAD, a town of Sclavonia.

NoU-KIANG, the Chineſe name of the

river Ava. -

NovogoRod Eck, a large town and a

palatinate of Lithuania.

NovogoRod, one of the moſt ancient

cities of Ruſſia, in the government of the

ſame name. It was formerly called Great

Novogorod, to diſtinguiſh it from other
- Ruſſian
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Ruſſian towns of the ſame appellation. It

was the great mart of trade between Ruſ

fia and the Hanſeatic cities, and made the

moſt rapid advances in opulence and po

pulation. It's territory extended to the

N. as far as the frontiers of Livonia and

Finland; compriſing great part of the pro

vince of Archangel, and a large diſtrićt

beyond the NW. limits of Siberia. At

this period it’s dominions were ſo exten

five, it's power ſo great, and it's fituation

ſo impregnable, as to give riſe to a pro

verb, “Who can reſiſt the gods and

Great Novogorodł" But in 1477, this in

dependent republic was obliged to ſubmit

to the arms of Ivan Vaſilivitch I, grand

duke of Ruſſia. An enormous bell, deno

minated by the inhabitants eternal, and

revered by them as the palladium of their

liberty, was removed by their conqueror

from Novogorod to Moſcow. It continued,

nevertheleſs, the largeſt and moſt commer

cial city in Ruſſia, and contained at leaſt

4oo,ooo people. It was firſt deſolated, in

a manner, by the cruelties exerciſed here

by Ivan Vaſilivitch II. in 1570, but it’s

ſplendor was not totally eclipſed until the

Czar Peter built Peterſburgh, to which

favourite capital he transferred all the

commerce of the Baltic that had before

centered here. It now contains ſcarce

7ooo inhabitants; but a vaſt number of

churches and convents ſtand melancholy

monuments of it’s former magnificence.

The town ſtretches on both ſides of the

Volchova, a beautiful river, of conſiderable

depth and rapidity, which ſeparates it into

two diviſions; namely, the Trading Part

and the quarter of St. Sophia. The ca

thedral of St. Sophia is one of the moſt

ancient in Ruſſia: it was begun in Io;4,

by Vladimir Yaroſlavitch, duke of Novo

gorod, and completed in Io 51. Several

princes of the ducal family of Ruſſia are

interred in this cathedral. Novogorod is

fituated near the Lake Ilmen, 92 miles

SSE. of Peterſburgh. Lat. 58. 20. N.

lon. 32.45. E.

NovogoRod, once an independent re

public, finally reduced by Ivan Vaſili

vitch II. in 1570, and united to the Ruſ

fian empire, of which it now forms a go

vernment. The capital is of the ſame name.

NovoroRod, Nish NE1. See Nish

NF 1 NovoGo Rod.

NovogoRod Severskoi, a govern

ment of the Ruſſian empire, compriſing

part of the Ukraine, or Little Ruſſia. It's

capital is of the ſame name.

Nour-Head, or Buoy at the Nore, Kent,

in the Thames, oppoſite to Sheerneſs.

7Wow, a river in Derbyſhire. Nowſhool

Hill, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Nowton, Suffolk, near Bury.

Noy A, a ſea-port of Galicia.

Noyers, a town in the dept. of Yonne,

feated on the river Serin; alſo a town in

the dept. of Lower Alps; and a town in

the dept. of the Meuſe. -

Noyon, a town in the dept. of Oiſe,

ſeated near the river Oiſe, 22 miles NW.

of Soiſſons, and 6o N. by E. of Paris.

Nozer or, a town in the dept. of Jura,

12 miles SE. of Salines, and 27 S. of Be

ſançon. - -

Kubey, Yorkſhire, w. Riding, S.W. of

Giſborn. Nuby, Yorkſhire, W. Riding,

SE. of Ingleton. :

NubiA, a kingdom of Africa, bounded

on the N. by Egypt, on the E. by the

Red Sea, on the S by Abyſſinia, and on

the W. by countries of Africa, of which

hardly the names are known. The river

Nile runs throught it, on the banks of

which, and thoſe of the other rivers, it is

uncommonly fertile, but in other places

barren, ſandy," and in want of water.

Money is of no uſe in this country in the

way of trade, it being all carried on by

way of exchange. Their bread and drink

is made of a ſmall round ſeed, called doca,

or ſeſ, which is very ill taſted. Their

houſes have nºi. being very low,

and covered with reeds. The habit of the

rich is a veſt without ſleeves, and they have

no coverings for their heads, legs, and

feet ; others wrap a piece of linen cloth

about them, and the children go quite na

ked. They profeſs to be Mahometans.

Great part of the coaſt is under the power

of the Turks. The experts of this cotin

try are gold, elephants' teeth, civet, ſan

dal-wood, and ſlaves. Millet grows in

great abundance; and the ſugar-cane is

cultivated, but, for want of knowing well

how to prepare it, the ſugar is black.

The principal towns known to the Euro

peans are Dungala and Sennaar. º

Nuceſtown, in Coºk, Munſter. --

NU E STRA SE No RA - DE - LA - Paz, a

town of Peru, in the audience of Charcas.

It is ſtated in a valley abounding with

vines and fuits.

Nu Est RA - SF No RA - DE-LA-VITTo

RIA, a town of Tabaſco, Mexico, on the

coaſt of the Bay of Campeachy.

NU E v A SE Govia, a town in the Iſle

of Luzon, one of the Philippines.

NUIts, or NUYS, a town in the dept.

of Côte d'Or, famous for it’s excellent

wines. It is 2 miles S. of Dijon, and 150

SE. of Paris. -

Nuke, Northumb. near Beitingham.

NuMANTIA, anciently a conſiderable

H h 3 toyn
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town of Spain, in Old Caſtile, then called

Celtiberia. The inhabitants were cele

brated for maintaining this town 14 years,

when beſieged by the Romans. The men,

when they could hold out no longer, for

want of proviſions, killed their wives, and

children, and afterward themſelves, burn

ing every thing that was valuable annong

them. After this, Scipio Africanus de

moliſhed this place in the year of Rome

62o. The ruins of it are ſtill to be ſeen

at Puenta Guarar, on the river Duero, 4

miles above the town of Soria. Lat. 41.

42. N. lon. 2. 26. W.

NUMIDIA. See BILEDU LGerip.

Nunbrook, Yorkſ. W. of Dewſbury, has

a bridge over the Calder. Nunburnham,

Yorkſ. E. of Pocklington. Nunckling,

Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, NW. of Hornſey. .

NuNDYDRoog, a fortreſs of Hindoo

ſtan, in Myſore, capital of a confiderable

diſtrićt, built on the ſummit of a mountain

almoſt inacceſſible. It was beſieged and

ſtormed by the Britiſh troops, under Lord

Cornwallis, in 1792, after a fiege which

laſted from September 22d to O&tober 18th.

Nuneaton, Wilts, near Cricklade.

NUNEATon, a town of Warwickſhire,

with a manufactory of woollen cloth. It is

feated on the river Anker, 8 miles N. by

E. of Coventry, and 99 NNW. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday.

Nuneham, 5 miles E. by S. of Oxford.

Nunhead, Surry, in Peckham pariſh. Nun

mely, Shropſhire, near Wem. Nunnikirk,

Northumb. S. of Rothbury. Nunnington,

Yorkſ, between Slingſby-Caſtle and Hel

meſley, Nunn's-Green, near Derby. Nun

ny, Somerſetſ. Nunny, Cumb. N. of Pen

rith. Nunriding, Northumberl. 3 miles

NW,of Morpeth. Nunſbrough, Northumb.

near Corcheſter aud Hexham, on the banks

of the Tyne, on the brink of a precipice

zoo feet high, over the fineſt natural the

atre in the N. of England. Nunſanton,

Durhan, on the Skern, E. of Biſhop

Auckland. Nunthorp, Yorkſ. N, of Stökeſ

ley, Nunton, Wilts, SE. of Saliſbury.

Nunwell, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Nunwich, Northumb. near the confluence

of the Symondburn with the Tyne. Nup

down, Glouceſterſ, in Hill pariſh. Nip

fing-Erd, Glouceſterſ, near Aſhelworth.

NUR EM BURG, one of the moſt hand.

fome and flouriſhing places in Germany,

capital of Franconia, and a free imperial

city. It is ſeated in a ſandy, barren ſoil,

and yet the innabitants are ſo induſtrious,

that they have brought this republic into

a very flouriſhing ſtate. It is . bout 6

miles in circumference, ſurrounded b

high walls, flanked with 365 towers, as

alſo with a deep ditch. The river Peg

nitz runs through the middle, and divides

it into two parts, and over, it are 12 ſtone

bridges. Among the public buildings,

two of the churches, the arſenal, and the

very magnificent council houſe, are great

ly admired. The townſmen are divided

into eight quarters, or parts, and 1.31

captainſhips. The government is ariſto

cratical. The great council is compºſed

of zoo perſons, and the ſupreme council of

34 patricians, and of 8 of the moſt reput

able tradeſmen. The burgeſſes are very

induſtrious, and fine workmen in arts.

Their maps, prints, paintings, and en-.

gravings are in high eſteem, as well as

their muſical and mathematical inſtru

ments; nor are they leſs curious in clock

work, and in the ſeveral manufactures of

metal, ivory, wood, and alabafter. The

trade in toys made here, and ſold in Eng

land by the name of Dutch toys, is couſi

derable, though it does not bring in ſo

much money to the town as formerly.

Here is alſo a famous academy for paint

ing. The anatomical theatre, and the

public library, are alſo worth notice.

Geography is much indebted to the cele:
brated ſhop for land charts, eſtabliſhed

here by John Baptiſt Homann. In the

cleanneſs of their ſtreets, and the neatneſs

of their houſes, they imitate the Dutch;

and though they formerly kept to their old

habits, they now follow the moſt faſhion

able modes. Though their religion is the

Lutheran, on account of their having for

merly received the interim, ſeveral Roman

Catholic cuſtoms are ſtill retained in their

divine ſervice. The building called the

church of the Holy Ghoſt, has a variety

of reliques, as alſo the imperial crown,

the imperial ſceptre, the globe of the en

pire, the ſword of St. Maurice, the impe

rial mantle, the white robe of the empe

rors, called the Dalmatic, the golden fur

plice, the mantle of the choir, and the

gloves, the ſlippers, and the hereditary

crown of the Emperor Rodolph II. All

theſe rarities are placed in a cheſt, which

is ſuſpended by a rope in the dome, and

they are never taken down but at the co

romation of the emperor, or when any per

ſon of high diſtinétion wants to ſee them.

The ancient and ſuperb caſtle, or palace,

which the inhabitants bought of the bur

graves, is ſtill ſtanding at the extremity of

the city. It was partly burnt down in

1420, and contains at preſent a granary,

a pentagonal tower, and a priſon. Here

are four Latin ſchools, befide a famous

college, or univerſity. No Jews are ſuffer

cd to lodge a fingle night here; nor an

they
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they enter the city at all without paying a

certain tax. They have, in proceſs of

time, obtained a conſiderable territory,

which is about 30 miles in diameter, and

1oo in circumference, and in which are

two large foreſts. Their manufactures

are conveyed all over Europe by the means

of two large fairs. The houſes are all

built of freeſtone, and are four or five ſto

ries high. It is ſeated almoſt in the centre

of Germany, 55 miles NW. of Ratiſbon,

and 25c W. by N. of Vienna.

Nurſied, Wilts, near Devizes. Nur

ſled, Hants, SE. of Petersfield. , Nurſing,

Hants, near Redbridge. Nurſion, Staff.

W. of Wolverhampton. Nafield, Oxf.

E. of Wailingford. Nuthora, Devonſ.

near Tiverton. Nutborn, Suſſex, NE. of

Amberley. Nutcomb, Devonſ. in E. Al

lington pariſh. Nutfield, or Northfield,

Surry, near Blechingley. Nuthall, near

Nottingham. Nuthurſt, Suſſex, S. of

Horſham. Nutley, Hants, between Alton

and Whitchurch. Nutley, Suſſex, S. of

Aſhdown Foreſt. Nutſied, Kent, 3 miles

S. of Graveſend. Nutwith, Yorkſhire,

near Maſham.

NuYs, a town of Cologne, Lower

Rhine.

Nybly, Glouceſterſhire, near Durſley.

NYbor G, a ſea-port of Denmark, on

the E. coaſt of the Iſle of Funen, 1o miles

E. of Odenſee. The ſhips that paſs

through the Great Belt, are obliged to

Pay toll here.

Nyde, or Ica, a river in Yorkſhire, run

ning into the Ouſe at Nun-Monckton.

NYkoPING, a conſiderable ſea-port of

-

Denmark, on the W. coaſt of the Iſland of

Zealand.

NYLAND, a province of Sweden, in

Finland, lying on the Gulf of Finland,

and to the W. of the province of Carelia.

It is about 130 miles in length, and 3o in

breadth, and is a level, fertile, pleaſant

country, better peopled and cultivated

than the neighbouring provinces.

Nyland Hill, Somerſet. S. of Chedder.

YMBURG, a town of Boleſlau, Bo

hemia.

NYMPH-BANK, in St. George's Chan

nel, about to leagues off the coaſt of

Waterford, in Munſter. It is a great fiſh

ing-bank, abounds with cod, ling, ſkate,

bream, whiting, and other fiſh. -

Nynehead. Somerſ. N. of Wellington.

Nyneton, Shropſ. SW. of Bridgenorth.

NYo N, a trading town and bailiwick of

Bern, Swiſſerland. It is ſeated in a fer

tile country, 1o miles N. of Geneva.

NYons, a town in the dept. of Drome,

ſeated on the river Aigues, with a fine

bridge of one arch, prodigiouſly high, the

work of the Remans. Here is a mineral

ſpring, and ſome manufactories of woollen

ſtuffs and ſoap. It is 18 miles NE. of

Orange.

Nyslot, a town of Ruſſia, in the go

vernment of Wiborg, 50 miles N. of Wi

borg.

YSTADT, a town of Finland, on a

bay of the Gulf of Bothnia. It is 22

miles NNW. of Abo.

Nyſum, Durham, on the Tees, SF. of

ºgºn. Nytimler, Suſſex, near Pag
laun.

- O A. K.

ACCO, a town and province of Ben

guela, in Africa.

Oak, Staffordſ. near Bromwick-Weſt.

Oaken, Staff. near Codſall. Oak. Farm,

Dorſetſhire, in Corſcomb pariſh. Oakfield

Green, Berks, in Mortimer pariſh, to

wards Reading.

* OakHAMPTon, or OCKINGTON, a

town of Devonſhire, ſeated on the river

Oke, with a manufacture of ſerges. It

is 24 miles W. of Exeter, and 195 W. by

S. of London. Market on Saturday.

Oak-Hill, Eſſex, near Rumford. Oak

of Honour Hill, Surry, near Dulwich.

Oakington, 4 miles from Cambridge.

Oakeley. Lodge, Glouceſ, a hamlet of Ci

renceſter. Oakley, N.W. of Bedford.

Oakley, Dorſetſhire, 1 mile from Merley.

O B E

Oakley, Staffordſhire, near Croxal. Oakley,

Oxfordſhire, near Chinner. Oaks, Shrop

ſhire, SW. of Condover. Oak:well Hall,

Yorkſ. E. of Halifax. Oatlands, Surry,

near Weybridge. Oban, a village of Ar

gyleſhire, on the ſea-coaſt, S. of Loch

Etive. Here is an excellent fiſhing ſta

tion, with a cuſtom-houſe.

OBASINE, a town in the dept. of Cor

reze, 5 miles S. of Tulles.

OBDAch, a town of Auſtria, in Sºiria.

OBE RK1R ch, a town in the circle of

the Upper Rhine, 12 miles E. of Straſburg.

OBE R N Do RF F, a town of Hohenburg,

in Auſtrian Suabia, on the river Neckar.

OperNPERG, a town of Bavaria, on

the Inn; and a town of Mentz, Lower

Rhine. .

OBERSTENFELD,
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OBE Rste NFeld, a town of Wirten

burg, Suabia. -

CBERwes EL, a town of Triers.

Obley, Shropſhire, between Clun-Caſtle

and Hopton-Caſtle.

OBoilAh, a town of Perſian Irac, near

Baſſorah.

Oborn, Dorſetſ, near Sherborn. Obridge,

Somerſ. between Lediard and Wellington.

O'Brien's-Bridge, in Clare, Munſter.

OBY, a river of the Ruſſian empire, in

Aſia, which riſes in the deſert of Iſchimſ.

ka, and running N joins the Irtyſh, near

Tobolſki, and falls into the Frozen Ocean,

in lat. 66. 55. N. lon. 7o. o. E.

Oby, Norfolk, near Thurn.

OcANA, a town of New Caſtile.

Ocheline, Devonſhire, near Exeter.

Ochils, the name of ſome verdant and

gently-ſwelling hills of Perthſhire, S. of

Strathearn.

Ochse NFURT, a town of Wurzburg,

Franconia.

Ock, a river in Berkſhire.

in Devonſhire.

OckA, a river of Ruſſia, which paſſes

by Ocka, Kaluga, and falls into the river

Volga, near Niſhnei Novogorod.

Ockbrook, 5 miles irom Derby. Ock

enden N. and S. Eſſex, S. of Cranham.

Ock ER, a river of Brunſwick.

0ckeridge, Glouceſ, a hamlet to Biſley.

...Ockerton, Oxfordſ. W. of Banbury. Ock

ford, Dorſetſhire, in Marchwood Vale.

Qckford, Child, Superior and Jºſerior,

Dorſetſ. E. of the Stour. Oc ford Fitz

paine, Dorſetſ. 3 miles SE. of Sturmiutter

Newton. Ockham, Sury, SE. of Woking.

Ockleſion, Cheſhire, S. of Middlewich.

Ockley, , Bucks, NW. of Tame. Ockley,

Worceſterſhire, near Salwarp. Ockley,

Great and Little, Northamptonſhire, by

Rockingham Foreſt. Ockley-Park-Houſe,

Shropſhire, near Ludlow. Ockold, Suffolk,

S. of Eye. Ocull and Ocull-Piobard, NE.

of Hereford.

Oczakow, or Oczakoff, a town

lately of Turkey in Europe, but now in

cluded in New Ruſſia, or the government

of Catherinenſlaf. It is ſeated at the mouth

of the river Dnieper, oppoſite Kinburn,

190 miles N. by E. º Conſtantinople.

Lat. 46.5o. N. loh. 33. 16. E.

Odcomb, Somerſetſ, between Crewkern

and Yeovil. Oddſſon, Leiceſ. NW. of

Boſworth. Oddleden, Weſtmorland, near

Croſby-Ravenſworth. Odeby, S. of Lei

ceſter. Odehill, Bedf. N.W. of Bedford,

and near Sharnbrook. Odel, Bedfordſhire.

ODENSEE, an ancient town of Denmark,

capital of the Iſle of Funen, ſeated on a

ſmall river, about 2 miles from the Bay of

Oak, a river

Stegeſtrand, and 75 miles W. of Copen

hagen. Lat. 55. 30. N. lon. Io. 17. E.

ODER, a river of Germany, which has

it’s ſource near a town of the ſame name in

Moravia. It runs NW. through Sileſia,

and then into the Marche of Brandenburg

and Pomerania, where it forms a large

lake, afterward falling into the Baltic Sea

by three mouths; between which lie the

Iſlands of Uſedom and Wollin.

ODERBURG, a town of Teſchen, Sileſia;

and a town of the Middle Marche, Bran

denburg.

ODERNHE IM, a town of Deux Ponts,

circle of Upper Rhine; and a town in the

circle of the Lower Rhine, 14 miles S. of

Mentz.

* ODIHAM, a town of Hampſhire, fitu.

ated on a navigable canal, from the Wye

and Thames, to Baſingſtoke. It is 24

miles NE. of Wincheſter, and 42 W. by

S. of London. Market on Saturday.

Odingley, Worc. 2 miles SE. of Droit.

wich. Oddington, Glouceſ. 2 miles from

Stow. Odington, Oxfordſ, near Iſlip. Od

foke, Wilts, near Saliſbury. Ody Grange,

ºniº, between Baldock and Roy

On.

OELAND, a fertile iſland of Finland,

about 12 o miles in circumference, encom

paſſed with ſmall iſlands and rocks.

Of BSFELD, a town of Magdeburg.

OLLs, a city and principality of Sileſia,

14 miles ENE. of Breſlaw.

OELSN1Tz, a town of the Vogtland,

Upper Saxony.

OEs EL, an iſland of Ruſſia, on the coaſt

of Livonia, and at the entrance of the

Gulf of Riga, 3 miles S. of the Iſle of

Daghoa. It is about 70 miles in length,

and 50 in breadth.

OETING, a town of Upper Bavaria.

OETING, or OETINGEN, a town of

Germany, in the circle of Suabia, capital

of a county of the ſame name; ſeated on

the river Wirnitz, 16 miles NNW. of

Donnwert. -

OFANTo, a river of Naples (the an

cient Aufidus) which riſes near Conza,

and falls into the Adriatic, lo miles W.

of Trani.

Ofchurch, Warwickſ. NW. of Southam.

OFFA's DIKE, an intrenchment caſt up

by Offa, a Saxon king, to defend England

againſt the incurſions of the Welch. It

runs through Herefordſhire, Shropſhire,

Montgomeryſhire, Denbighſhire,and Flint

ſhire.

Offam, Suſſex, NE. of Arundel.

OFFEN bach, a town of Iſenburg; and

a town of Salm ; both in the circle of Up

Per Rhine.

OFFENBURG,
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Offenburg, a town of Ortenau, Sua

bia.

Offenbam, or Uffenton, Worceſterſhire,

near Eveſham. Offerton, Cheſhire, E. of

Altringham. Offington, or Uffington,

Berks, near Faringdon. Offington, Suſſex,

near Terring. Offley, Biſhop's and High,

Staff. near Eccleſhall. Offord, near Derby.

Offord, Warwickſ. part of the lordſhip of

Wotton Haven. Offord Cluny and Day,

Huntingd. near Bugden. Offton, Suffolk,

SW. of Needham. Oſham, Kent, 1 mile

and a half from W. Malling. Offey,

Great and Little, Herts, SW. and W. of

Hitchin : named, perhaps, from Offa, the

Mercian king, who lived a good while,

and died at Great Oğley. Ofwell, De

vonſhire, between Axminſter and Honiton.

Ogborn, St. Andrew’s, St. George, and

Maſſey, Wiltſhire, N. of Marlborough.

Ogerſtone, Huntingd. W. of Stilton. Ogle

Caſile, Northumb. N.W. of Point Eland,

Oglethorp, Yorkſ, near Bramham. Og

more-River, in Glamorg. Ognerſh, Surry,

3 miles E. of Godalmin. Ogſtone, Derb.

N.W. of Alfreton. Ogwell, E. and W.

Devonſhire, 1 mile from Newton-Friars.

OHETERoA, an iſland in the S. Pacific

Ocean, 1.3 miles in circuit, without either

harbour or anchorage, and only a bay on

the W. coaſt, which is foul and rocky.

It is neither ſo populous nor fertile as the

iſlands to the northward of it, but the in

habitants diſplay greater ingenuity in carv

ing, cutting, and poliſhing their clubs and

ſpears, and in their manufactures of cloth.

They form circles round their arms and

legs, but have no figures on the other parts

of their body. The people are luſty, and

rather browner than thoſe of the Society

Iſles. Lat. 22. 27. S. lon. I 50. 47. W.

Ohio, in N. America, one of the moſt

beautiful rivers in the work!, has it’s

ſource in the Allegany Mountains, and is

called the Allegany, till it's junction with

the Monongahela, at Fort Pitt, when it

firſt receives the name of Ohio. It runs a

courſe of near 1200 miles, in a SW. direc

tion till it joins the Miſſiſſippi, about 1o

miles above new Madrid, forming the N.

boundary of the ſtate of Kentucky, and re

ceiving, in it's courſe, numbers of large and

ſmall rivers. The only diſadvantage this

river has, is a rapid, one mile and a half

long, and a mile and a quarter broad,

called the Falls of Ohio, in lat. 38. 8. N.

In this place the river runs over a rocky

bottom, and the deſcent is ſo gradual,

that the fall does not, probably, in the

whole exceed zo feet. When the ſtream

is low, empty boats only can paſs and re

paſs this rapid; their lading muſt be

I

tranſported by land; but, when high,

boats of any burden may paſs in ſafety,

Excepting this place, there is hardly a finer

river in the world for navigation by boats.

At a ſalt-ſpring, near this river, very large

bones have been found, far ſurpaſſing the

ſize of any ſpecies of animals now in Ame

rica. The head appears to have been

about three feet long, the ribs ſeven, and

the thigh bones about four; one of which

is depoſited in the library in Philadelphia,

and is ſaid to weigh ſeventy-eight pounds.

The tuſks are above a foot in length, the

grinders above five inches ſquare, and

eight inches long. Specimens of theſe

bones have been ſent to France and Eng

land, where they have been found, upon

compariſon, to be remains of the ſame ſpe

cies of animal that produce the foſſil

bones which have been diſcovered in Tar.

tary, Chili, and ſeveral other places, both

of the old and new continent. What ani

mal this is, and by what means it’s ruins

are found in regions ſo widely different,

and where none ſuch exiſts at preſent, is a

queſtion of difficult deciſion. The bones

bear a great reſemblance to thoſe of the

elephant. There is no terreſtrial animal

now known, large enough to produce them.

The tuſks, with which they are equally

furniſhed, equally produce true ivory.

But, from the form of the teeth, it has

been obſerved, that they muſt have belong

ed to a carnivorous animal, whereas the

habits of the elephant are foreign to ſuch

ſuſtenance, and his jaws totally unprovided

with the teeth neceſſary for it’s uſe. From

the whole, it has been concluded, to the

ſatisfaction of naturaliſts, that theſe bones

belonged to a quadruped, now unknown,

and whoſe race is probably extinct, unleſs

it may be found in the extenſive continent

of New Holland, whoſe receſſes have not

yet been pervaded by the curioſity or avi

dity of civilized man.

OſcH, Loch, a lake of Inverneſsſhire,

extending 4 miles long, and a quarter of a

mile wide. It contains ſome little wood

ed illands; and it's waters flow through

Loch Neſs into the Frith of Murray. It

is 4 miles S.W. of Fort Auguſtus.

OIRA, a town of Otranto, Naples.

O1sANs, a town in the department of

Iſere, 28 miles S.E. of Grenoble.

OISE, a department of France, lying

S. of the department of the Somme. It

takes it's name from a river which riſes

on the confines of Hainault, and paſſing by

Noyon, Compeigne, Pontoiſe, &c, falls

into the Seine 5 miles S. of Pontoiſe.

Beauvais and Compeigne are alternately

capitals.

Oke, .
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Oke, Somerſ. near Milverton. Okebury,

Hants, 6 miles from Andover. Okeford,

Devonſ. on a river running into the Ex,

near Bampton. Okeford, Glouc. in Marſh

field .#. Okeford Child, or Okeford,

Upper and Lower, Dorſetſ, near Bland

ford. Okeford Eſkilling, or Shilling, Dor

ſetſhire, near Sturminſter.

* OkehAM, the county town of Rut

landſhire, ſeated in a rich valley, called the

Vale of Catmos, is pretty well built, and

has a free-ſchool, and an hoſpital. It is

28 miles S. by E. of Nottingham, and 98

N. by W. of London. Markets on Mon

day and Saturday.

Okeham, Suſſex, near Lewes. Okehamp

son-Monks, Devonſ. near Hatherley. Oke

Banger, Hants, SE. of Alton. Okehanger

Mere, Cheſhire, S. of Sandbach. Okehurſ?,

Suſſex, N. of Billinghurſt. Okeley, Surry,

W. of Newdigate. Okeley, Suff. between

Denham and Diſs. Okeley, Shropſhire, by

Biſhop's Caſtle. Okely, Church and North,

Hants, SW. of Baſingſtoke. Okeley. Eaſt,

or Water, Berkſhire, near Bray. Okeley,

Great and Little, Eſſix, SW. of Harwich.

Oken, Staff. near Codſal. Okeney, Bucks,

near Newport-Pagnel. Okenſhaw, Yorkſ.

in Burſtall pariſh. Okenyate Shropſ, near

Wrekin-Hili. Okeover, Staffordſ. on the

Dºve, near Blore. Okeſºy, Wilts, NE.

of Malmſbury. Oke's Green, Derbyſ. S.

of Aſhburn. Okethorp, Derbyſ, near Aſh

by-de-la-Zouch. Okewood, Surry, near

Okeley, on the borders of Suſſex. Oke

worth, Yorkſ. SW. of Keighley. Okey

mour, Staffordſhire, near Alton.

* OKING HAM, or WokiNcHAM, a

town of Berkſhire, with a manufactory of

fik ſtockings and cloth. It is 8 miles

SE of Reading, and 32 W. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Okorzk, one of the four provinces of

Irkutzk, in Ruſſia. It's capital, of the

fame name, is ſeated at the mouth of the

Okota, in a bay of the Eaſtern Ocean.

From this port veſſels ſail to Kamtſchatka.

The trade between here and Jakutſk is

carried on both by land and water. The

journey, by land carriage, takes up near fix

weeks, the road lying over mountains, and

through moraſſes and thick woods of arch

and birch trees. Every thing is carried

this way on horſes or rein-deer, the latter

of which are furniſhed by the Tunguſians.

Olaves, St. in Waterford, Munſter.

Olaves, St. Suffolk, SW. of Yarmouth.

Olcon, a river in Herefordſhire.

Old Aºbey, in Cork, Munſter.

Oldacres, Durham, near Sedgfield. Old

barrow, or Oldborough, Worc. adjoining

Warw. near an ancient tumulus or barrow.

Oldbridge, in Louth, Leinſter, 2 miles

from Drogheda. A very handſome obeliſk

is erected here, on a rock, on the banks of

the Boyne, in commemoration of the vic

tory of William III. over his father-in

law, James II.

Oldbury, Glouceſ. in Stapleton pariſh.

Oldbury, Suſſex, between Chicheſter and

Arundel. Oldbury, Warw. S. of Ather

ſton. Oldbury, Warw. a mile from Hen

ley in Arden. Oldbury, Gloué. in Thorn

bury pariſh. Oldbury Chapel, Staffordſ. .

mile E. of Dudley Caſtle. Oldbury-Hill,

Wilts, near E. and W. Kennet. Oldha

ry-on-the-Hill, Glouc. 6 miles from Tet

bury. Oldbury-on the Severn, Glouceſ.

near Auſt Ferry. Old Carliſle, Cumber

land, 1 mile S. of Wigton. Odcaſtle, Che

ſhire, near Malpas. Oldcaffle, Monmouth

ſhire, on the Munnow, N. of Alterinnis.

* Old CAst LE, a town of Meath, in

Leinſter, 4.1 miles from Dublin.

Oldcaſtle, in Cork, Munſter.

Old-Court Dowlas, Herefordſhire, S. of

New Court.

, OLDENburg, a town and county of

Weſtphalia, having E. Frieſland on the W.

and the county of Delmonhurſt on the E.

It is about 45 miles in length, and 30 in

breadth. It is a marſhy country, with fat

paſtures, but ſubjećt to great inundations,

and is noted for fine horſes. On account of

Oldenburg, the king of Denmark, to whom

the country belongs, has a ſeat and voice

in the Weſtphalian College of the counts

of the empire, as alſo at the diets of the

circle of Weſtphalia.

OLDENR U Ro, a town of Holſtein; and

a town of Paderborn, Weſtphalia. -

OLDENDorf, a town of Schawenburg,

Weſtphalia.

OLDEN zf EL, the capital of Twente, in

Ovely fiel. The neighbouring diſtrict is

called Sallant, or Zallant, which, accord

ing to ſome authors, means the country of

the Saliens or ancient Salii.

OLp r s Lo, a town of Holſtein.

Oldfield, Cheſhire, on the Dee, between

Cheſter and Hyle-Lake. Oldfield, Linc.

SW. of Market Raifin. Oldfield, Yorkſ.

near Rippon. Oldfºrd, Middleſex, in

Stepney pariſh, near Stratford-le-Bow and

Hackney. Oldford. Somerſetſhire, between

Frome and Beckington. Oldham, Lanca

ſhire, 6 miles NE. of Mancheſter.

Old Head of KIN's Ale, a rocky pro

montory of Cork, in Munſter; running

far into the ſea. It is 4 miles S. of Kin

ſale, and has a light-houſe on it. Hawks

and ſea-eagles, or oſpreys, build their neſts

among the rocks.

Old Hurff, Huyingdonſ, near St. Ives,

Oldiſh,

-
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Oldiſh, Warwickſhire, S. of Balſhall. Old

Zand, Glouceſterſ. near Kingſwood-Foreſt.

Old-Merrion, in Dublin, Leinſter, near

the metropolis. Old-Mill ſireet, in Cork,

Munſter.

Oldmixon, Somerſetſ. near Bridgewater.

Oldmoor, Northumb. near Morpeth. Old

ridge, Devonſhire, SE. of Crediton.

Old-Roſi, in Wexford, Leinſter, 6.3 miles
from Dublin.

Oldfloke, Hampſhire, near Micheldever.

Oldflone, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Oldton, Suffolk, 2 miles from Leoſtoff.

Oldtown, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Oldtown, Northumb. with the Chapel

Houſe, S. of Beltingham. Oldtown, North

umb. E. of Oldtown, with the Chapel

. Houſe. Oldtown, Heref. near Alterinnis.

Oldtown, Yorkſ. NW. of Halifax. Old

awark-Spring, Nottingh. near E. Bridge

ford. Oldwincle, Northamp. N. of Thrap

fton. Oldwives, or Oldwood Leas, Kent,

in Chilham pariſh. Olepen, or Oldpen,

.Glouceſterſhire, 3 miles from Durſley.

OLERoN, a town and fertile iſland of

France, lying on the coaſt of the dept. of .

Lower Charente, 5 miles from the conti

ment. It is 15 miles in length, and 5 in

breadth. The number of inhabitants is

about 12,000. They are moſtly ſeamen.

In the reign of Richard I. this iſland was.

part of the poſſeſſions of the crown of Eng

land; and here that monarch compiled the

code of maritime laws, which are called

the Laws of Oleron, and are received by

all nations in Europe, as the ground and

ſubſtruction of all their marine conſtitu

tions.

Oleron, a town in the dept. of Lower

Pyrenees, 1o miles S.W. of Pau. Before

the revolution, it was the ſee of a biſhop,

who had the title of Premier Baron of

Bearn.

Olewark, Yorkſ, near Boroughbridge.

OLEsko, a town of Belcz, Poland.

Olika, a town of Volhynia, Poland.

OLINDA, or FERNAMBU c, a town and

juriſdićtion in the E. part of Brafii, on the

coaſt of the Atlantic. Lat. 3. 13. S.

Olite, a town of Navarre, formerly

the reſidence of the kings of Navarre, but

now much reduced. It is zo miles S. of

Pampeluna. -

Oliva, a ſea-port of Pruſſian Pome

rania, 10 miles N.W. of Dantzick; alſo a

town of Valencia.

, OliveNzA, a town of Alentejo.

Ollantigh, Kent, in the pariſh of Wye.

Oilerſet, Derbyſ, in the High Peak. Ol.

Merſion, Yorkſ. SE. of Pickering. Oiler

...ton, Cheſhire, SE. of Knottesford.

* Ollerton, Yorkſhire, S. of Sherborn.

-

them.

OLMEDA, a town of New Caſtile.

Olmutz, a trading town of Germany,

capital of Moravia, and a circle of the

ſame name, with a college, a riding aca

demy, and a learned ſociety. It is well

built, populous, and fortified, and is ſeat

ed on the river Morawa, 80 miles N. by

E. of Vienna, and 97 SSE. of Breſlau.

OLNEY, a town of Bucks, with a con

ſiderable manufacture of bonelace. It is

ſeated on the river Ouſe, 12 miles SE. of

Northampton, and 56 NNW. of London.

Market on Monday. -

Oſlo NNE, an iſland, town, and harbour,

in the department of Verdee, 30 miles NW.

of Rochelle, and 258 SW. of Paris.

OLoNETz, a town of Ruſſia, famous

for it's mines of copper and iron, and it's

mineral ſpring. It is ſituated in the go

vernment of Olonetſkoi, on the river Olon.

za, which falls into the E. ſide of the Lake

Ladoga. It is 104 miles NE. of Peterſ

burgh.

Olſion, Somerſetſhire, near Briſtol.

OLT. See ALAUTA. -

OLTFN, a town of Swiſſerland, capital
of a bailiwick in the canton of Soleure.

Olton, Staffordſhire, N. of Stone. Olton,

Upper and Lower, Staffordſhire, near Nor

bury. Olton, Low, Cheſhire, near Dela

mere-Foreſt. Olon. End, or Oken-Enx,

Warwickſhire, N. of Solihull. Olivºſior,

Glouceſterſhire, near Auſt-Paſſage.

OLYMPUs, a mountain of Natolia, one

of the higheſt and moſt conſiderable in all

Aſia, the top of it being always covered

with ſnow ; and a mountain of Theſſaly,

1o miles N. of Lariſſa.

* OMAGH, a town of Tyrone, in Ulſter,

in which the aſſizes for the county are

held. It is 86 miles NNW. of Dublin.

Omberley, Devonſhire, near Torrington.

OM BERs. EY, a town of Worceſterſhire,

W. of Dioitwich. Market diſuſed.

OMP Roxe, a town of Sienna, at the

mouth of a river of the ſame name.

OMEGNA, a town of Milan.

OMER, St. a large and populous town

in the department of the Straits of Calais.

The hoſpital and college here are worthy

of notice. About a league from it there

is ſaid to be a great moraſs, in which are

ſome floating iſlands, that may be direéted

at pleaſure, nearly like a boat. They pro

duce good paſture; and the trees that

grow upon then are kept low, that the

wind may not have too much power over

St. Omer is feated on the river Aa,

on the ſide of a hill, 8 miles NW. of Aire,

and 135 N. of Paris.

Oñerg, in Cork, Munſter.

OMusc, an ancient town of Dalmatia.

OMLAND's,
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OMLANDs, or OMMERLANDs, a name

given to the environs of Groningen.

Ox MEN, a town of Overyſiel, on the

Vecht.

OM Men BURG, a town of Mentz.

OM Mir ABI, or MoR BEYA, a river of

Morocco, which riſes in Mount Atias, and

falls into the Atlantic near Azamor.

ON, a town of Egypt, the ancient He

liopolis, was formerly a conſiderable place,

feated near the Nile, 10 miles NE. of Ca

iro, and had a ſuperb temple, dedicated to

the Sun. At preſent it is almoſt ruined,

and bears the name of Aimkems.

On, High and Low, Staffordſhire, NW.

of Penkridge.

ONANo, in the Pope's territories.

Oncot, Staffordſhire, near Rutterton.

Onely, Lincolnſhire, N. of Stamford. *

ONE EHEow, one of the Sandwich

Iſlands, 5 leagues W. of Atooi, contain

ing about 1o,ooo inhabitants. It's eaſt

ern coaſt is high, and riſesº from

the ſea; but the other parts conſiſt of low

ground, except a round bluff head on the

SE. point. It produces plenty of yams,

and of the ſweet root, called tee, but Cap

tain Cook and Captain King could obtain

no other proviſions. Lat. 21. 5o. N.

lon. 161. o. W.

ONegA, or ONEzkoe, a lake of Ruſſia,

in the government of Olometzſkoi, 120

miles in length, and 40 in it's mean breadth,

has a communication with the Lake La

doga, and conſequently with Peterſburgh.

ON EGA, a river of Ruſſia, which riſks

near Kargapoi, in the government of Vo

logda, and falls into the White Sea, near

Onegſkoi, in the government of Arch

angel.

ONEGLIA, a principality of Italy, nearly

ſurrounded by the territory of Genoa, and

ſubject to the king of Sardinia. It conſiſts

of three valleys, Oneglia, Maro, and Prela,

altogether extending 15 miles from the

ſea, and including 53 towns or villages,

and 14,coo inhabitants. The country

produces wine, fruits, and excellent olive

oil. Oneglia is the capital.

ON et DA, LAKE, in the ſtate of New

York, about 2 o miles S.W. of Fort Stain

wix, is 20 miles long and 3 wide.

*ONG AR, Chippi NG, a town of Eſſex,

12 miles W. of Chelmsford, and 20 ENE.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Ongar, High, Eſſex, NE. of Chipping

Ongar.

ONGAR PARK, a town in Eſſex, near

High Ongar, from which it is ſeparated by

Greenſted and Bobbingworth. Market

on Saturday.

Oncole, a town and diſtrićt in the N.

part of the Carnatic, 90 miles NNE. of

Cuddapa.

Onhouſe, Suffolk, near Stow Market.

Onibury, Shropſhire, NW. of Ludlow.

Only, Northamptonſhire, E. of Dunchurch.

Onneley, Staffordſhire, NW. ofWhitmore.

Onney, a river in Shropſhire.

ONoRe, a ſea-port of Canara, on the

coaſt of Malabar, 8o miles S.E. of Goa.

ONova, a town of Hungary.

ONRUst, a ſmall iſland of Java, in the

harbour of Batavia, where the Dutch build

and careen their ſhips.

Onſlow, SW. of Shrewſbury.

ONTARIo, a lake of N. America, about

6oo miles in circumference. It abounds

with fiſh of an excellent flavour, among

which are the Oſwego baſs, weighing three

or four pounds. On it's S. fide it receives

the waters of Lake Erie, by means of the

river Niagara; near the SE. part it receives

the river Oſwego; and on the NE. it's

waters enter the river Iroquois, which ri

ver, at Montreal, takes the name of St.

Lawrence.

OodooANNUllah, a town of Hin

dooſtan Proper, in Bengal, ſeated on the

W. bank of the Ganges, which is high

and bold, and at the foot of a chain of

hills. The ſituation is eſteemed unheal

thy, on account of the foreſts in it’s vici

nity. It was the ſeat of the government

of Bengal, under ſultan Sujah, till he fell

in the conteſt for empire with his brother

Aurºpgzebe. The numerous ruins here

and in the neighbourhood, evince his paſ

ſion for building ; and the great extent of

many of them affords a proof of his mag

nificence. There ſtill remains a part of

the palace, which, in his time, was nearly

deſtroyed by fire. The zanamah, the part

inhabited by the females, was totally con

fumed; and a tradition prevails here, that

more than 3oo women feel a ſacrifice to

modeſty on this occaſion; none of them

daring to ſave themſelves, from the dread

of being ſeen by the men. Here is an

elegant bridge over the Ganges, built by

the ſame prince; and famous for the vic

tory gained over Meer Coſfim, in 1764, by

the late Major Adams; 82 miles N. by

W. of Moorſhedabad. Lat. 24. 58. N.

lon. 87.55. E. -

Oon AlashkA, one of the iſlands of the

Northern Archipelago, viſited by Captain

Cook in his laſt voyage. The native in

habitants of this iſland are, to all appear

ances, a very peaceable People, having

been much poliſhed by the Ruſſians, who

now keep them in a ſtate of ſubjection. As

the iſland furniſhes them with ſubſiſtence,

ſo it does, in ſome meaſure, with clothing,

which
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which is chiefly compoſed of ſkins. The

upper garment, which is made like a wag

oner's frock, reaches down to the knees.

ſide this, they wear a waiſtcoat or two, a

F. of breeches, a fur cap, and a pair of

oots, the legs of which are formed of ſome

kind of ſtrong gut; but the ſoles and upper

leather are of Ruſſia leather. Fiſh, birds,

roots, berries, and even ſea-weed, compoſe

their food. They dry quantities of fiſh

during the ſummer, which they lay up in

ſmall huts for their uſe in winter. They

did not appear to be very deſirous of iron,

nor to want any other inſtrument, except

ſewing needles, their own being formed

of bone. With theſe they few their ca

noes, and make their clothes, and alſo work

very curious embroidery. They uſe, in

ſtead of thread, the fibres of plants, which

they ſplit to the thickneſs required. All

fewing is performed by the females, who

are ſhoe-makers, taylors, and boat-build

ers. They manufacture mats, and baſkets

of graſs, which are both ſtrong and beau

tiful. There is, indeed, a neatneſs and

perfection in moſt of their works, which

ſhows they are deficient neither in ingemu

ity nor perſeverance. Lat. 53. 5. N. lon.

165. o. W. +

OostBorch, a town in the iſland of

Cadſand, 4 miles NE. of Sluys.

OostENB Y, a town of Sweden, in the

iſland of Oeland, 27 miles S. of Borkholm.

OPorto, or Po RTO, a handſome city

and ſea-port of Douro, in Portugal, with

an excellent harbour. It is noted for it's

ſtrong wines, upwards of 80,000 pipes of

which are exported annually; whence all

red wines that come from Spain or Portu

gal, to England, are called Port wines.

The road is ſpacious, and will contain a

large fleet; that from Brazil ſometimes

rides here. Next to Liſbon, it is the

richeſt, moſt populous, and moſt commer

cial town in the kingdom. Here is an

arſenal for fitting out ſhips of war, which

are built in the docks. It is ſeated on

the declivity of a mountain, about 3 miles

from the mouth of the Douro, and 147 N.

by E. of Liſbon. Lat. 41. Io. N. Ion.

8. 21. W.

OPPELN, a town of Sileſia, capital of a

principality of the ſame name, with a fine

hoſpital. The chief tribunal of juſtice,

and the firſt conſiſtory of Sileſia, were ſet

tled here in 1742. The principality con

tains 27 towns, and but few villages, it is

fortified in the ancient manner, and is

ſeated on the river Oder, 3.5 miles S.E. of

Breſlau.

OPPEN heim, a town and bailiwick in

the palatinate of the Rhiae,

Oppido, a town of Calabria Ultra; and

a town of Baſilicata; both in Naples.

Or, or Ore, a river in Suffolk, which

runs into the ſea at Orford Haven.

ORAch, a town of Turkiſh Boſnia.

ORAN, a town of Tremeſen, in Barbary,

with ſeveral forts, and an excellent har

bour. It is ſeated partly on the fide of a

hill, and partly on a plain, almoſt oppoſite

to Carthagena, in Spain. It is about a

mile and a half in circumference, and is

held by the Spaniards. On the 8th of

Oštober, 1790, this place was nearly de .

ſtroyed by-an earthquake, little but the ex

terior walls being left ſtanding ; and 2 coo

Perſons periſhed on this occaſion. It is

#60 miles W. by S. of Algiers. Lat. 36.

2. N. lon. o. 8. W.

ORANGE, an ancient and conſiderable

town in the department of Drome. It

was an important place in the time of the

Romans. The triumphal arch, viſited by

connoiſſeurs, and which is zoo paces from

the town, was formerly within it's limits.

This arch, which was much damaged in

1797 and 1799, was erected by Caius Ma

rius and Lučtatius Catulus, after the vic

tory which they obtained over the Ciumbri

and the Teutones. Here are alſo the re

mains of a fine amphitheatre, ſome aque

dućts, &c. which eſcaped the fury of the

Goths and Saracens. The principality is

about 1o miles long, and 7 broad, con

taining one city, two ſmall towns, and

nine villages. The ſovereignty of it

was lodged in the Houſe of Naſſau, from

1598 to 1702, when it reverted to Frederic

William, king of Pruſſia, on the death of

William III. king of England, and ſtadt

holder of Holland. By the treaty of

Utrecht, it was ceded to the houſe of

Bourbon. Orange is feated in a fine plain,

on the little river Aigues, 26 miles N. of

Avignon. • Lat. 44. 9. N. lon. 4. 49. E.

ORANIENBURG, a town and palace in

the Middle Marche, Brandenburg, on the

river Havel.

Oranmore, in Galway, Connaught.

ORATAv1A, a ſea-port on the W. coaſt .

of the Iſland of Teneriff, and the chief

place of trade.

ORBASS AN, a town of Piedmont.

ORBE, an ancient handſome, and plea

ſant town of Swiſſerland, in the Pays de

Vaud, and capital of a bailiwick, whoſe

ſovereignty is divided between the cantons

of Bern and Friburg. It is ſeated on a

river of the ſame name. it's romantic

ſituation, the boldneſs of the ſingle-arched

bridge projecting over the Orbe, the wild

fcenery on the banks of that river, it's fre

quent cataracts, and the variºus pictureſque
views
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views in the neighbourhood, are much ad

mired by travellers, It is 24 miles SW.

of Friburg.

ORBITE Llo, a ſea port of Sienna, with

a good harbour, and well fortified, but

ſubject to Naples.

ORBRE, a river of France, which riſes

º

in the mountains of the Cevennes, waters'

Beziers, and falls into the Gulf of Lyons,

5 miles below that town. -

Orły, Lincolnſhire, NE. of Spilſby.

OR cades, or ORKNEYs, a cluſter of

iſlands on the N. of Scotland, from which

they are ſeparated by a channel, zo miles

in length, and 6 in it's neareſt breadth.

Their number has generally been reckon

ed 30, of which 26 are inhabited : the reſt

are called holms, and are uſed only for

paſturage. The principal one, called the

the Main Land, or Pomona, greatly ex

ceeds the others in extent. Beyond this

iſland, to the NE. are ſeen, among others,

Rowſay and Weſtra, Shappinſha and Ed

da, Stronſa, Sanda, and N. Ronalſha. To

the S. appear the Iſles of Hoy and S. Ro

malſha, with others of inferior note. The

currents and tides, which flow between

theſe iſlands, are extremely rapid and dan

gerous; and, near the ſmall 1ſle of Swinna

are two whirlpools, that have been known

to ſnatch in boats and light veſſels, which

were inſtantly ſwallowed up. The ſtrait,

called Pentland Frith, which divides theſe

iſlands from the county of Caithneſs, is

likewiſe very dangerous to thoſe who are

not well acquainted with the tides and

currents; eſpecially in paſſing the Pent

land Skerries, a cluſter of rocks that lie in

the E. entrance of the Frith. Springs of

pure water are found in all the mountain

ous parts of theſe iſlands; and there are

numerous lakes and rivulets abounding in

fiſh. The heath on theſe mountains ſhel

ters grouſe, plovers, ſnipes, &c. but here

are neither partridges, hares, nor foxes.

There are numbers of ſheep and ſmall

black cattle. The products of the valleys

and plains are bear (an inferior kind of

barley) and oats, but no other ſort of

grain. The climate of theſe iſlands is un

favourable; although they do not ſuffer ſo

much from froſt and ſnow, as might be

ſuppoſed from their northerly poſition.

In general, the air is moiſt; and they are

often viſited by dreadful ſtorms of wind,

rain and thunder. Their longeſt day is

19 hours and a half; their ſhorteſt four

and a half. Thus, for about three weeks

in midſummer, they enjoy the fight of the

fun, almoſt without intermiſſion; but, for

the ſame ſpace in winter, that luminary

hardly riſes above the horizon, and is

commonly obſcured by clouds and miſts.

In this gloomy ſeaſon, the abſence of day

is ſupplied partly by moon-light. But

the radiance of the Aurora Borealis con

tributes ſtill more effectually to ſupply

this want. The almoſt inceſſant corruſ

cations of theſe meteors, are, indeed, ſub

limely beautiful; and we, who only ſee

the extremities of theſe northern phaeno

mena, have but a faint idea of their ſplen

dor and their motions, in the higher lati

tudes. The inhabitants are robuſt and

hardy; the inferior claſſes are a&tive and

induſtrious, while thoſe of ſuperior rank

are diſtinguiſhed for politeneſs and hoſpi

tality. The Teutonic, or Pićtiſh, lan

guage was in general uſe here till the laſt

century; but, except in Foula, where a

few words are ſtill known by aged people,

it is quite loſt. The Engliſh language,

with a Norwegian accent, is now general

ly ſpoken in theſe iſlands, although many

of the inhabitants uſe the Norſe. The

principal trade of theſe iſlands is with

Leith, Hamburg, and Bergen. Their

chief exports are linen and woollen yarn,

ſtockings, butter, dried fiſh, herrings, oils,

feathers, and ſkins of various kinds, and

kelp. The Orkneys contain about 23,ooo

inhabitants, who are divided into 3 preſ.

byteries, and 18 miniſteries.

Orchard, Devonſhire, between Taviſtock

and Oakhampton. Orchard, Dorſetſhire,

in Purbeck Iſle, 2 miles from Corfe

Caſtle. Orchard, Dorſetſhire, in Whit

church pariſh. Orchard, E. and H. Dor

ſetſhire, 2 miles from Bedceiſter.

Orchard, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Orchard-Houſe, Middl. E. of Poplar.

Orchardley, Somerſ. N. of Frome. Or

chard Portman, Somerſetſ. near Taunton.

Orcharºſłoke, Glouceſ. between Chelten

ham and Tewkſbury. Orchard-JWindham,

Somerſ. in a vale between Samford, Brett,

and Nettlecomb. Orcharton, Devonſ. near

Modbury. Orcheſion, St. George and St.

Mary's, on or near Saliſbury plain, NE.

of Hatchbury.

ORchies, an ancient town in the dept.

of the North, 14 miles SSE. of Liſle.

ORCHILLA, a ſmall iſland, or clutter of

iſlands, in the W. Indies, near the coaſt of

Terra Firma. The only animals found

here are goats and lizards. Lon. 65. 20. W.

Orde, E. and W. Northumberland, near

Norham.

ORDINGEN, a town of Cologne.

ORDUNA, a town in Biſcay, 20 miles

SW. of Bilboa.

Ordſall, Nottinghamſ. E. of Redford.

QREBR.o, a town of Sweden, capital of

the province of Nericia, ſeated near the

weſtern
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weſtern extremity of the Lake Hielmar.

Here are manufactures of fire arms, cloth,

and tapeſtry; and they carry on a confi

derable trade with Stockholm, acroſs the

Hielmar and Maeler, by means of the ca

nal of Arboga; ſending iron, vitriol, and

red paint, in particular to that capital.

Orebro is 88 miles SSW. of Stockholm.

OREGRUND, a ſea port of Upland,

Sweden, ſeated on the Gulf of Bothnia,

34 miles NNE. of Upſal.

Orel, a government of Ruſſia. It's

capital, of the ſame name, is feated on the

rivers Occa and Orel, 176 miles SW. by

8. of Moſcow. - -

ORELLAN A. See AMAzoN.

ORENBURGH, a province and it's capi

tal in the government of Ufa, in Ruſſia,

13o miles S. of Ufa. -

OREnse, a town of Galicia, on the

Minho.

ORFA, or RohA, a conſiderable town

of Diarbeck. It formerly belonged to

Perſia, but is now in the Turkiſh domi

nions, and is a place of very good trade.

They deal in carpets of ſeveral ſorts, ſome

of which are made there. It is ſeated on

the river Euphrates, $3 miles NE. of

Aleppo, and 100 SSW. of Diarbekir. .

- Oxford, a ſea-port of Suffolk, ſeated

near the mouth of the river Ore. It was

formerly a good fiſhing town, but the ſea

has retired from it for many years. Here

is a handſome church, whoſe ſteeple is a

ſea mark, and near it are the ruins of an

old caſtle, as alſo of a priory, St. George's-

Chapel, and a houſe where ſeamen's wives

uſed to pray for the ſafety of their huſ

bands. It is ſaid to have been once very

large, and to have had 12 churches; but

it has now only about 3oo houſes. There

is a light-houſe at Orfordneſs, which is of

great uſe to ſeamen. It is 18 miles E, of

Ipſwich, and 88 NE, of London, Mar

ket on Monday,

Organford, a village near Poole, in

Dorſetſhire, remarkable for the prodigious

quantity of pennyroyal, here called organ,

that is produced in the neighbourhood.

Orgarſwick, Kent, 3 miles and a half

NE. of New Romney.

Orcaz, a town of New Caſtile.

ORGElet, a town in the department of

}. ſeated at the ſource of the river Wa

ouſe, 30 miles N. by E. of Bourg.

Orgrave, Staff, near King's Bromley.

ORIA, a town of Otranto, Naples.

ORIENT, or Po RT L’ORIENT, a regu

jar and handſome town in the dept, of

Morbihan, built in 1729, by the French

E, India Company, who made it the ex

cluſive mart of their commerce. The har

bour, which is good, but not ſpacious, is

oppoſite Port Louis, and at the bottom of

the ſame bay. It is 5 miles SSW, of

Hennebon.

ORIGUELA, a town of Valencia, with

an univerſity; and a town of Arragon.

ORJiv A, a town of Granada, in Spain,

ORio, a town of Guipufcoa, aſ the

mouth of the river Orio; and a town of
Negroponte, in the Archipelago. t

ORIssa, a province of the peninſula of

Hindooſtan, bounded by Bahar and Ben

gal on the N. by Berar on the W. by the

northern circars on the SW. and the Bay

of Bengal on the SE. The diſtrict of

º in this province, is ſubjećt

to the Engliſh E, India Company; but all

the reſt belongs to the Berar Mahrattas.

ORISTAGNI, a town of the Iſland of

Sardinia, with a good harbour, and an

archbiſhop's ſee. It is large, and well

fortified, but thinly inhabited, on account

of the unhealthy air; and is feated on the

weſtern coaſt, on a bay of the ſame name,

38 miles NW. of Cagliari,

Oriflown, in Meath, Leinſter.

ORKNEY ISLANDs. See ORCADEs.

ORLAMund, a town of Altenburg,

Upper Saxony, ſubject to the Duke of

Saxe-Gotha. It is ſeated at the conflux

of the Sala and Orla, 49 miles WSW. of

Altenburg.

Orlaſton, Kent, N, of Appledore,

ORLANDo, a cape on the N. coaſt of

Sicily, 15 miles W. of Patti,

OR LEANous, a ci-devant province of

France, which, with the Blaiſois and

Chartrain, is divided into the three depart

ments of Loir and Cher, Loiret, and Euro

and Loir. . It is divided by the river

Loire into the Upper and Lower, and is

a very plentiful country. Orleans is the

capital.

OR LEANs, a large, ancient, rich, and

handſome city of France, capital of the

dept. of Loiret. It is built in the form of

an oval, and contains 6 principal gates,

22 pariſhes, and about 40,000 people,

The ſtreets are ſpacious, but the houſes

are generally ill-built. That of the Faux

hourg of Paris is of a prodigious length.

The commerce conſiſts in wine, brandy,

corn, grocery, and particularly ſugar,

which is brought raw from Nantes and

Rochelle, "One year with another, 100,029

cwts, of loaf ſugar are ſent from Orleans ;

great part of which is taken by the iner

chants of Paris. Sheep-ſkins and ſtock

ings, both knit and woven, form alſo a

conſiderable article of trade. This city

has, or lately had, a ſociety of natural

philoſophy, natural hiſtory, &c, and a
J. i Publig
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public library. The environs are very

pleaſant; particularly the fauxbourg, br

fuburb, of Olivet, which is on the left

ſide of the Loire, which has a communi

sation with the city by a bridge, the bold

neſs and lightneſs of which are equally

admired. It conſiſts of 9 arches; the cem

tre one of which is 1 co feet wide. Or

leans is ſeated on the river Loire, and is

$o miles NE. of Blois, and 6o SSW. of

Paris. Lat. 47. 54. N. lon. 1. 59. E.

ORLEANs, CANAL OF, commences at

the river Loire, about two leagues above

Orleans, croſſes the Foreſt of Orleans and

the plain which ſucceeds it, joins the Lo

ing near Montargis, and paſſing by Ne

mours, falls into the river Seine. It was

finiſhed in 1682, and has 3o locks in it's

courſe, which is about 18 leagues in ex

tent.

ORLeANs, FoRest of, near the city

of that name, contains 94,000 acres,

planted with oak and other valuable trees.

It is one of the moſt confiderable of all

France; and the ſales of it's timber and

underwood produce annually 1oo,ooo

livres.

Orleans, New, a city of N. Ame

rica, capital of Louiſiana, built in the

time of the regency of the Duke of Or

leans. In 1788, ſeven-eighths of it were

deſtroyed by fire; but great progreſs has

been ſince made in rebuilding it. Here

are z convents, a pariſh church, magazine,

forges, and ſome public buildings. The

houſes are chiefly of wood, on foundations

of brick. It never contained above 1.5oo

inhabitants, and is ſeated on the E. ſide

of the Miſſiſſippi, 54 miles from it’s mouth.

Lat. 3o. 2. N. lon. 89. 53. W.

ORLEANs, an iſland and town in the

middle of the river St. Lawrence, a little

below Quebec.

Orlton, Herefordſhire, near Richard’s-

Caſtle. Orlton, Shropſ. near Wellington.

Orlton, Worceſterſhire, near Lindridge.

ORMond, the northern diviſion of the

county of Tipperary, in Munſter, Ireland.-

Ormeſſy, St. Margaret's and St. Mi

chael's, Norfolk, on the coaſt, near Caſtor

light-houſe. Ormeſby, Yorkſ. W. of Giſ.

borough. Ormeſhy, North, Linc. Nw.

of Louth. Ormeſby, South, Linc, SW,

of Alford. Ormſbead Hall, Weſtmorland,

NW. of Kirby-Steven. Ormſide, Weſt

morland, near Appleby.

* ORMskirk, a town of Lancaſhire,

ſeated near the Grand Canal. It is 3o

miles S. of Lancaſter, and 206 NNW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

ORMus, an iſland at the entrance of

the Gulf of Perſia, about no miles in cir

-

-

{

cumference. Here is neither ſweet water

nor graſs, it being, ſtrićtly ſpeaking, no

better than a rock of ſalt. The very duſt

of the country, within land, is white and

pure, as well as pungent to the taſte. It

was formerly the greateſt mart in the Eaſt,

being viſited by ſhipping from India,

Africa, Egypt, and Arabia, as well as by

caravans, who carried on a regular trade

acroſs the country, and brought with them

yaſt quantities of the richeſt and moſt va

luable commodities. At certain ſeaſons

of the year, there was a prodigious reſort

of merchants from all countries, beſides

faćtors who conſtantly reſided here, parti

cularly Venetians. The houſes were then

about 4ooo in number, and contained

4o,ooo inhabitants. The Portugueſe con

quered this iſland in 1507, and kept it till

1622, when the Perſians, by the aſſiſtance

of an Engliſh ſquadron of 9 ſail, took the

place and demoliſhed the houſes. The

trade was then transferred to Gambron.

It is now almoſt deſerted, yet is ſtill the

key of the Perſian Gulf, on account of the

commodiouſneſs of its harbour. Lat. 27.

zo. N. lon. 56. 25. E.

ORNANs, a town in the department of

Doubs. In it's vicinity is a well, which,

during the time of the great rains, over

flows in ſuch a manner as to inundate the

adjacent country. The fiſhes which it

diſgorges are called umbres. There is a

ſimilar well about a league from Veſoul.

Ormans is ſeated on the Louve, 8 miles

SE. of Beſançon.

ORNs, a department of France, part of

the ci-devant Normandy. It takes it's

name from a river which riſes in it, and

paſſing by Sees, Argentan, &c., falls into

the Engliſh Channel 8 miles below Caen.

The capital is Alençon.

OR onoko, a river of South America,

which riſes in Popayan, within 160 miles

of the S. Sea; and, after a courſe of 1380

miles NE. enters the Atlantic Ocean, in

lat. 8. 30. N. lon. 59, 5o. W. where it's

impetuoſity is ſo great, that it ſtems the

moſt powerful tides, and preſerves the

freſhneſs of it's waters to the diſtance of

12 leagues out at ſea.

ORöN's A, a ſmall, fertile iſland, one of

the Hebrides, 16 miles W. of Jura.

O'Ropes A, a town of New Caſtile; and

a town of Valentia.

ORopesA, a town of La Plata, S.

America, 180 miles NW. of La Plata.

Orpeth, Durham, in the pariſh of Cheſ.

ter-le-Street. Orpington, Kent, a mile S.

of St. Mary Cray.

ORR, a river of Scotland, which riſes

near New Galloway, in Kirkcudbright

s ſhire,
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ſhire, and watering the town of Orr, flows

£outhward, and falls into the Solway

Frith.

Orrator, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Orrel, Lancaſhire, SW. of Wigan.

Orrery, a barony in Cork, Munſter.

OR schA, a town of Ruſſia, in the go

vernment of Mohilev, on the Dnieper.

Orſet, Eſſex, S.W. of Horndon. Or

/ingbury, Northamp. near the Walgrave.

Orſlow, Staffordſhire, N. of Blimhill.

ORsov.A, a town of Servia, on both

ſides of the Danube, 75 miles E. of Bel

grade, ſubjećt to the Turks.

ORSox, a town of Cleves, on the Rhine.

Orſion, Nottinghamſ. E. of Bingham.

ORTA, a town in the Patrimonio; a

town in the Milaneſe; and a town in the

Capitanata, Naples; all in Italy.

ORTEGAL, a cape and town on the N.

coaſt of Galicia. Lat. 43. 48. N. lon.

7.35. W.

ORTEN curd, a town of Carinthia; a

town of Lower Bavaria; and a town of

Hanau Munzenburg, Upper Rhine.

Orthez, a town in the dept. of the

lower Pyrenees, ſeated on the river Gave

de-Pau, ao miles NW. of Pau.

ORto N, a town of Weſtmorland, 12

miles S.W. of Appleby, and 271 NNW,

of London. Market on Wedneſday.

OrtonA, a ſea-port of Abruzzo Citra.

Orton, Northamp. near Rothwell. Or

ton, or Overton, Cumberl. near Thurſby.

Crºon, Great and Little, Cumberland, near

Carliſle. Orton-on the-Mount, Leiceſter

ſhire, near Hog's Norton.

Orvieto, a town and diſtrićt of Italy,

in the Pope's territories, with a magnifi

cent palace. In this place is a deep well,

into which mules deſcend, to fetch up wa

ter by one pair of ſtairs, and aſcend by an

other. It is ſeated near the confluence of

the rivers Pagli and Chiana, zo miles

NNW. of Viterbo, and 50 N. by W. of

Rome. -

Orwell, Cambridgeſhire, near Wimble.

Orwell, Wilts, near Bradford.

Orwell, a river of Suffolk, which,

riſing in the middle of the county, runs

SE. by Ipſwich, and uniting with the ri

wer Stour from Maningtree, forms the fine

harbour of Harwich. T Above Ipſwich, it

is called the Gipping.

OsAca, a town of Niphon, Japan, with

a large, magnificent citadel. It has a har

bour, and is one of the moſt populous and

trading places of that iſland. Here they

roclaim the hours of the night by the

ound of different inſtruments of muſic.

Lat. 35. 20. N. lon. 133.45. E.

Oſbaldºſton, Lancaſhire, NW. of Black

burn. Oſbaldwick, Yorkſ, near Stockton

Moor. Oſhafton, NE. of Shrewſbury. of:
berton, Leiceſ. NE. of Boſworth. Oſber

ton, Nott. in Workſop pariſh. Oſborne,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. , Oſburnby,

Linc. N. of Fokingham. , Oſend, Eſſex,

near the harbour of Harwich. Oſendike,

Yorkſhire, SE. of Tadcaſter. Oſen

Iſland, in the meadows near Oxford; it is

formed by the river Iſis.

OSERo, or OsoRo, a town and iſland

in the Adriatic, lately ſubject to the Vene.

tians, having that of Cherſo to the N. to

which it is joined by a bridge. The coaſt

abounds with ſardines and nackarel. Lat.

44.48. N. lon. 14.5o. E.

Osey Island, or Osith, St. in

Blackwater-Bay, near Malden, in Eſſex,

is ſo covered with wild fowl at certain

ſeaſons, that many perſons come hither

from London for the purpoſe of ſhooting

them. It is in the pariſh of Great Tot

ham; and here the coal-ſhips for Malden

unload their cargoes.

Oſgary, Linc, near Boothby Pannel.

Oſgathorp, Leiceſterſhire, near Colorton.

Oſgodby, Lincolnſhire, near Market-Raiſin.

O;, Yorkſhire, near Selby. Oſgodby,

orkſhire, S. of Scarborough.

Osimo, a town of Ancona.

Oſlafton, Derbyſhire, in the pariſh of

Sutton-on-the-Hill.

Osma, a town of Old Caſtile.

Oſmaſton, near Derby. . . Oſmington,

Dorſetſ. near Weymouth. Oſmondſion, or

Schole, Norfolk, on the borders of Suffolk,

in the road between Ipſwich and Norwich.

Oſmonathorp, Nott. in Southwell pariſh.

Oſmondthorp, or Oſwinthorp, Yorkſ. E.

of Leeds; once a royal village, and the

ſeat of the Northumbrian king, Oſwin.

Oſmotherley, Yorkſ. NE. of Northallerton.

Osnabu Rch, a town of Weſtphalia,

capital of a biſhopric of the ſame name,

with an univerſity. The beer of this

place is highly eſteemed in the other parts

of Germany. It is ſeated on the river

Haze, 24 miles NNE. of Munſter, and 75

W. of Hanover. Lat. 52. 24. N. lon.

8. 20. E.

Osnaburg, The BishopRic-of, a

province of Weſtphalia,40 miles in length,

and from 16 to 24 in breadth. It is di

vided into 7 bailiwicks, and abounds in

cattle and hogs. The chief occupation of

the inhabitants is ſpinning of yarn, and

manufacturing a coarſe kind of linen,

which is conveyed by the Engliſh, Dutch,

and Spaniards to Guinea and America,

and annually brings into the country a

million of rix-dollars. The biſhopric is

poſſeſſed by Papiſts and Proteſtants alter

I i 2. mately,
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*

nately, the Proteſtant being always choſen

but of the houſe of Brunſwick Lunenburg

Jhe preſent biſhop is Frederick duke £f

York, ſecond ſon of the king of Great

'Britain. Oſnaburgh is the capital.

OsNABURGH Island, an iſland in the

S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered and named

\by Captain Wallis, in June, 1767. Some

ogs were ſeen. It is called Miatea by

the natives. Lat. 17. 51. S. lon. 147.

3o. W.

Qſney Abbey, near Oxford.

OsorNo, a town of Chili, ſeated on

Rio-Bueno, in a territory where there are

mines of gold, 40 miles $SE. of Baldivia.

Oſpring, Kent, 2 miles S.W. of Fever

Aſham. Oſſet, Yorkſhire, 2 miles from

Wakefield.

OssetiA, the country of the Ossi, or

9sseti, one of the 7 Caucaſian nations,

between the Black Sea and the Caſpian.

It is fertile, and contains 19 diſtrićts, of

which one is ſubjećt to Imeritia, and the

ºthers to Georgia. Their language has
forme analogy with that of the Perſian, but

their hiſtory is entirely unknown. The

Circaſſians and Tartars call them Kuſha;

that is, Bones.

Offington, Nott. near Carlton on Trent.

Osso RY, the weſtern diviſion of the

'Queen's County, in Leinſter, Ireland;

giving name to a biſhopric, the cathedral

of which is ſituated at St. Canice, in Kil

kenny.

Ossu NA, an ancient and well-peopled

town of Andaluſia, with an univerſity and

an hoſpital, 4o miles SSE. of Seville.

‘OstAGIo, a town of Genoa.

'O::::::::: town of Catalonia.

OsteND, a large and populous ſea

of Flanders, famous forº long º:
ſuſtained againſt the Spaniards, from July

5th, 16or, to September 22d, 1604, when

it ſurrendered, by an honourable capitula

tion, to the celebrated Marquis Spinola.

The Spaniards loſt nearly 80,000 men be

fore this place, although, when it was in

veſted, they did not expect it would hold

out a fortnight. It is feated in a marſhy

ſoil, among a number of canals, and al

moſt ſurrounded by two of the largeſt of

them. Ships of great burden enter theſe

canals with the tide. It is 22 miles NE.

of Dunkirk. Lat. 51. 14. N. lon. 3. 1. E.

Offenhanger Houſe, Kent, in Stamford

pariſh. Ofterley Park, Middleſex, NW,

of Brentford. *

OstiA, an ancient and celebrated town

of Italy, in the Campagna of Roule, ſeated

at the mouth of the river Tiber. The

air being unwholeſome, it is now very

thin of people, and gone to decay; and the

harbour is choked up. It is 12 miles

SW. of Rome.

Ostiglia, a town of Mantua.

Oſion, Suffolk, S.W. of Needham.

Ost Rogo Th1A, the name of the eaſt

ern part of Gothland, in Sweden, having

Nericia and Sudermanland to the N. the

Baltic to the E. and Sinaland to the S.

Ostun I, a town of Otranto, Naples,

near the Adriatic. It's territory is well

cultivated, and abounds with olives and

almonds.

Oſwald, St. Northumberl. on the Pićts

Wall, N. of Hexham. Here Oſwald de

feated Cedwall, a Britiſh uſurper, and

here he ſet up the firſt croſs in the king

dom of Northumberland. Oſwald was at

terwards ſainted. Oſwallieſlaw, between

Worceſter and Speechly. Oſwaldkirk,

Yorkſhire, S. of Helmſley.

Oswego, a fort of N. America, ſeated

on the S. ſide of the Lake Ontario, at the

mouth of a river of the ſame name, 90

miles E. of Niagara Fort.

* Oswest Ry, a town of Shropſhire,

ſeated near the head of a ſmall river. It

has ſome trade from Wales in flannels;

and is 18 miles NW. of Shrewſbury, and

174 NW. of London. Market on Mon

day.

6 wiccºs, a town of Poland, in

Cracovia. It has a great trade in ſalt,

and is ſeated on the Viſtula, 32 milks W.

of Cracow. - -

Oſyth, St. Eſſex, ſituated near the ſea,

12 miles S.E. of Colcheſter.

Otaha, one of the Society Iſlands in

the S, Pacific Ocean. It lies N. of Uli

tea; and is divided from it by a ſtrait,

which, in the narroweſt part, is not more

than 2 miles broad. This iſland is ſmaller

than Ulitea, and not ſo fertile, but it has

two very good harbours.

OtahEiteE, one of the Society Iſlands

in the S. Pacific Ocean, about 90 miles in

circumference, ſuppoſed to have been ſeen

by Quiros in 1606. It was firſt diſcovered

to the Engliſh by Captain Wallis, in 1767,

who called it George the Third's Iſland.

Bougainville next arrived at it in 1768,

and ſtaid Io days. Cook, in the Endea

vour, came hither, in 1769, to obſerve the

tranſit of Venus, ſailed round the whole

iſland in a boat, and ſtaid 3 months. It

has ſince been viſited twice by that cele

brated navigator. It was viſited alſo, in

1774, by two Spaniſh ſhips from Lima.

It confiſts of two peninſulas, great part of

which is covered with woods and foreſts,

conſiſting partly of bread-fruit trees,

palms, cocoa-nut trees, plantains, bana

nas, mulberrica, ſugar-canes, and others

Peculiar
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euliar to that climate, particularly of a

ind of ananas, or pine-apple, caſuari

nas, and dragon trees. The people have

mild features, and a pleaſing countenance.

They are about the largeſt ſize of the Eu

ropeans, of a clear olive or brunette com

plexicn, with fine black hair and eyes, and

wear a piece of cloth round their middle,

of their own manufacture, and another

wrapped about the head, in various pićtu

reſque ſhapes, like a turban. The wo

men, who are accounted very handſome,

wear a piece of cloth, with a hole in the

middle, through which they paſs their

heads, ſo that one part of the garment

hangs down behind, and the other before,

to the knees; a fine white cloth, like

muſlin, paſſes over this, in various elegant

turns, round the body, a little below the

breaſt, forming a kind of tunic, of which

one turn ſometimes falls gracefully acroſs

the ſhoulder. “This dreſs,” ſays Mr.

Forſter, “appeared more advantageous to

the human figure, than any modern faſhion

we had hitherto ſeen. Both ſexes are

adorned, or rather disfigured_by thoſe

black ſtains, occaſioned by punèturing the

ſkin, and rubbing a black colour into the

wounds. This operation is performed

upon the youth of both ſexes, when about

* 2 or 14 years of age. No language

ſeemed eaſier to acquire than theirs, every

harſh and fibilant conſonant being baniſhed

from it, and almoſt every word ending in

a vowel. The only requiſite is a nice ear

to diſtinguiſh the numerous modifications

of their vowels.” The houſes of the na

tives conſiſt only of a roof, thatched with

the long prickly leaves of the palm-nut

tree, and ſupported by a few pillars made

of the bread-fruit tree. As a roof is ſuf

ficient to ſhelter the natives from rains

and nightly dews, and as the climate of

this iſland is one of the fineſt in the world,

the houſes have ſeklom any walls, but are

open on all ſides. Various little birds

were found among the ſhrubs and trees,

that had a very agreeable note, though

common report anong the Europeans, has

denied the powers of harmony to the birds

of warm climates. The birds moſt com

mon are two ſorts of paroquets, one of a

beautiful ſappharine blue, another of a

greeniſh colour, with a few red ſpots; a

king's fiſher, of a dark green, with a col

Jar of the ſame hue round his white throat;

a large cuckoo; ſeveral ſorts of pigeons

or doves, herons, and ducks. The cloth

of the natives is made of the fibrous bark

ef the mulberry tree, which is beaten with

a kind of mallet; and a glue made of the

hibiſcus eſculentus, is employed to make

the pieces of bark cohere together. Some

of theſe pieces are 2 or 3 yards wide, and

50 yards long. The colours with which

they dye this cloth are principally red and

yellow. The red is exceedingly beautiful,

and of a brighter and more delicate colour

than any known in Europe. Their mat

ting is alſo finer and better, in every re

ſpea, than any we have in Europe. They

are alſo exceedingly neat in making baſket

and wicker work. Their fiſhing lines are

alſo the beſt in the world, made of a kind

nettle which grows in the mountains,

holding the ſtrongeſt and moſt ačtive fiſh,

ſuch as bonettas and albicores. It is re

markable, that though the natives of this

iſland far excel moſt of the Americans in

the knowledge and praćtice of the arts of

ingenuity, yet they had not invented any

method of boiling water; and, having no

veſſel that could bear the fire, they had no

more idea that water could be made hot,

than that it could be made ſolid. The

only quadrupeds found upon the iſland,

are hogs, domeſtic dogs, and rats, which

the inhabitants ſuffer to run about at

pleaſure, without ever trying to deſtroy

them. The ſea ſupplies them with a va

riety of excellent fiſh. Long nails on the

fingers are a mark of diſtinčtion among

the natives, as among the Chineſe, as they

imply that ſuch perſons only as have no

occaſion to work, could ſuffer them to

grow to that length. The two ſexes here

eat ſeparately, as in many other countries.

Their burying places, called Morai, are

built of ſeveral ranges of ſtones, like ſteps,

each about three feet and a half in height,

and covered with graſſes, ferns, and ſmall

ſhrubs. At a little diſtance is an oblong

incloſure round it, made of ſtone, about

three feet high. The proviſions of the

Otaheiteans are chiefly fiſh, pork, cocoa

nuts, bread-fruit, and bananas. Their

pork is exceedingly delicious, and entirely

free from that luſcious richneſs which

makes it refift the ſtomach ſo ſoon in Eu

rope. The fat is ſaid to be little ſhort of

marrow, and the lean to have the tender

taſte of veal; the principal cauſe of which

ſeems to be the vegetable diet they are

uſed to. Beſides, they are much cleanlier

than the European hogs, and have not their

cuſtom of wallowing in the mire. They

are of the finall breed, which is common

ly called the Chineſe, and have the pendu

lous ears of outs. The natives employ

ſea-water as a ſauce both to fiſh and pork.

A proof of the ſecurity in which they live,

appears in this, that their houſes are left

entirely open, without either doors or bars.

Nothing can exceed their agility in ſwim

I i 3 ming,
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ming, diving, and climbing trees, Mr.

Forſter is laviſh in his praiſes of the gen

tleneſs, good nature, and hoſpitality of

this people; and alſo of the beauty, ele

gance, and gracefulneſs of the air, fea

tures, and perſons of many of them, par

ticularly thoſe of the better fort. On the

coaſt are ſeveral excellent bays and har

bours, with room and depth of water ſuf

ficient for the largeſt ſhips. The whole

iſland could furniſh about 6780 fighting

men. The ſea affords them a great vari

ety of fiſh, in every expedient for taking

which they are exceedingly ingenious.

Otenby, Linc. NW, of Caſtor. Otes

Hall, Eſſex, 3 miles from Harlow. Ot

jord, Kent, 3 miles N. of Sevenoaks.

Otham, Kent, 2 miles S.E. of Maidſtone.

Other on, Staff. near Penkridge. Otley,

Shropſ, near Elleſmere. Otley, Suffolk,

W. of Dallinghoe.

OTLEY, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſeated on the river Wharfe,

under a high, craggy cliff, 1o miles NW,

of Leeds, and 202 NNW. of London.

Market on Friday.

Otmore, Oxfordſ, near Iſlip.

OToQUE, an iſland in the Bay of Pa

nama. -

OTRANTo, or TerrA D’OTRANTo,

a province of the kingdom of Naples,

bounded on all ſides by the ſea, except

towards the NW. where it is joined to

Bari. It is about 60 miles in length,

and from 20 to 25 in breadth, and is a

mountainous country, abounding in olives,

figs, and wine; but it is often viſited by

locuſts, and by Algerine pirates, who car

ry all the people they catch into ſlavery.

OTRANTo, a city of Naples, capital

of Terra d'Otranto, is a large, handſome

late, with a commodious harbour. It

is ſeated on the Adriatic, 37 miles SSE.

of Brindiſi.

QTricoli, a town of Spoleto,

OTTEN wald, a ſmall territory in the

palatinate of the Rhine, between the ri

vers Maine and Neckar, and on the con

fines of Franconia, and of Mentz.

OrroNe, a town of Genoa.

Otter, a river of Devonſhire, which

falls into the ſea near Otterton, 8 miles

below St. Mary Ottery. Otterburn,

Hants, S. of Wincheſter. Otterburn,

Northumb, near Elleſtion. A battle was

fought here, in 1383, between the Eng

liſh, under the Earl of Northumberland

and his two ſons, Henry and Ralph Per

%; and the Scots, under Sir W. Douglas.

he intrenchments, and a number of tu

mili, ſcattered over the adjacent ground,

are viſible to this day. Otterburn, Yorkſ,

S. of Settle. Otterden, Kent, 3 miles NE.

of Lenham. Otterford, Somerſ. SE. of

Wellington. Otterham, Cornwali, SE.

of Bottreaux-Caſtle. Otterham Wharf,

Kent, in Upchurch pariſh. Otterhampton,

Somerſ, near Stokegurſey, Otteringham,

Yorkſhire, in the S. bailiwick of Holder.

neſs. Otterington, N. and S. Yorkſhire,

S. of Northallerton. Otter-Marſh-Land,

Yorkſhire, S. of Otteringham. Otterſey,

Somerſ, near South Petherton. Otterton,

Devonſ. SW. of Sidmouth.

OTTERY ST, MARY, or AUTRY, a

town of Devonſhire, feated on the ſmall

river Otter, 1o miles E. of Exeter, and

162 W. by 8. of London. Market on

Tueſday.

Ottery-Mohuns, Devonſ on the Otter

river, above Honiton. Ottery-Up, De

vonſ. S. of Otterford,

Oupe, a ſoubah, or province of Hin

dooſtan, ſubjećt to a nabob, whoſe domi

rions lie on both ſides of the Ganges, oc

cupying (with the exception of the diſtrićt

of Rampour) all the flat country between

that river and the mountains of Thibet,

as well as the principal part of that fer

tile tract, lying between the Ganges and

Jumna, known by the name of Dooab,

to within 40 miles of the city of Delhi,

The dimenſions of Oude and it's depend

encies are eſtimated, by Major Rennel, at

360 miles in length from E. to W. and

in breadth from 150 to 180. The capital

is Lucknow. The nabob is in alliance

with the Britiſh power, and a brigade of

the Bengal army is conſtantly ſtationed on

the weſtern frontier, covering Oude as

well as Bengal, and keeping the weſtern

ſtates in awe. The whole expence of this

eſtabliſhment is paid by the nabob of

Oude, under the name of a ſubſidy.

OuDe, an ancient city of Hindooſtan

Proper, in the ſoubah of Oude, the re

mains of which are ſeated on the Ganges,

nearly adjoining Fyzabad. It is ſaid to

have been the firſt imperial city of Hin

dooſtan, and to have been built by their

hero Kriſhen. In Colonel Dow's tranſla

tion of Feritſha's hiſtory, it is mentioned,

as the capital of a great kingdom, 1209

years before the Chriſtian era; and it is

frequently mentioned in the Mahaberet,

the famous Hindoo work in Shanſcrit,

(the learned language of the Bramins)

under the name of Ajudia. But whatever

may have been it's former magnificence,

ſcarcely any traces of it are left. It is

conſidered as a place of ſam&tity; and the

Hindoos frequently come hither, in pil

grimage, from all quarters of India.

QupENAR D, a rich and ſtrong town of

Flanders,
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Flanders, on the river Scheldt. They have

a manufacture of very fine linen, and of

curious tapeſtry. This town was beſieg

ed by the French in 1708, but they were

conſpelled to raiſe the fiege by the Duke

of Mailborough, who entirely routed their

army, (commanded by the Dukes of Bur

gunity and Vendome) and took 50co pri

iſoners. It is 12 miles S. of Ghent.

Oud E N Bu RC, a town of the late Au

firian Fianders, 8 miles SE. of Oſtend.

OUD1pour, or Me Yw AR, a province

of Hindooſtan, belonging to the Rajpoots,

soo miles in length, and nearly as much

in breadth. The rana, or prince of Ou

dipour, is a ſort of head of the Rajpoot

ſtates, receiving homage from them by a

long-eſtabliſhed cuſtom, but not claiming

ſuperiority in any other way.

Oudipou R, the capital of a circar in

the country of Agimere, Hindooſlam.

Ovenden, Yorkſ. near Halifax. Over,

Camb. E. of St. Ives. Over, Cheſ. by

the river Weever. Over, near Glouceſter.

Over, Glouc. SW. of Chipping-Sodbury.

Overacres, Northumberſ. near Elleſdon.

Over-Arley, Staff. near Kidderminſter.

Overbothilleſton, Northumb. a hamlet of

Warkworth. Overburrow, Lanc. S. of

Kirby-Lonſdale. Overbury, Worc. near

Tewkeſbury. Overbury, Cheſhire, near

JHyle Lake. Overcot, Northamp. NW.

of Daventry.

Overfläckee, an iſland of Holland,

in the Maeſe. Somerdyck is the capital.

Over-Hall, Eſſex, a manor of Morton.

Qverhall, Northumb. near Thirlewall

Caſtle. Overhill, Herefordſ, near Hope.

Over-Iſſar, Northumb. a manor of Fel

ton. Overland, Kent, near Aſh. Over

dey, Shropſ. NW. of Wem. Over, Magna

and Parva, SW. of Derby. Over. Mil.

ton, Worc. in Hartlebury pariſh. Overs

Bridge, near Glouceſter. Overſiey, Warw.

in the pariſh of Arrow. Overſirand,

Norfolk, near Cromer. Overſwell, Çlouc.

- near Stow-on-the-Would. Overton, Cheſ.

N. of Malpas. Overton, Cheſh. between

Epton and Macclesfield-Foreſt. Overton,

Flintſhire, S. of Wrexham. Overton,

Glouc. near Arlingham. r

* Overton, Hants, 3 miles W. by S. of

Baſingſtoke.

Overton, Lancaſhire, at the mouth of

the Lune, SW. of Lancaſter. Overton,

Northamp. between Lamport and Wal

grave. Owly, Kent, in the Iſle of Ox

mey. Overton, Oxfordſ. S. of Chalgrave.

AC-Uerton, Shropſ. near Billingſley. Over

tan, Staff, on the borders of Cheſhire, to

wards Congleton. Overton, Wilts, near

E. and W. Kennet, Overton, Wilts, S.

of Swindon. Overton, Wilts, near Ever

ly-Warren. Overton, Glouc. in Pleſbury

pariſh. Overton, Worc. SW. of Eveſham.

Overton, Yorkſhire, near Stockton-Moor,

Overton Longville, Huntingd. near Peter

borough. Overton Sanſje, Leiceſ. E. of

Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Overton /Patervile,

or Cherry-Overton, Huntingd. near Over

ton Longville.

Ov E R Y sche, a town in the late Au

ſtrian Brabant.

Ov ERYssel, one of the ſeven United

Provinces, bounded on the E. by the bi

ſhopric of Munſter; on the N. by Weſt

Frieſland and Groningen; on the W. by

the river Yſſel, and part of the Zuyder

Zee j, and on the S. by the county of

Zutphen and the biſhopric of Munſter,

It is divided into three diſtinët parts,

which are, the territories of Drente,

Twente, and Salland. There are many

moraſſes in this province, and but few in

habitants, in compariſon with the reſt.

It's greateſt riches conſiſt in turf, which

is dug up here, and ſent to the neighbour

ing provinces, particularly Holland.

OuGEIN, a town of Hindooſtan Pro

per, in the province of Malwa, capital of

Madajee Sindia, one of the Weſtern Mah

rattachiefs. It is a place cf great antiqui

ty, zoo miles S.E. by S. of Aginnere.

Lat. 23. 26. N. lon. 75. 56. E.

Oviedo, a city of Spain, capital of

Aſturias, with an univerſity.

Oughteragh, in Waterford, Munſter.

Ou shºre RARD, a town of Galway, in

Connaught, I 19 miles from Dublin.

Oving Bucks, N.of Ayleſbury. Oving

dean, Suſſex, E. of Brighthelmſtone,

Ovingham, Northumb. 1 o miles W. of

Newcaſtle. Ovington, Eſſex, E. of Ste

ple. Bumpſted. Ovington, Hants, near

Alresford. Owington, Norfolk, N. of

Watton. Ovington, Northumb. between

Corbridge and Ovingham. Ovington,

Yorkſ. E. of Barnard-Caſtle. Oulcote,

Nott. near Blithe. Oulcote, Yorkſ. NE.

of Settle. Ould, NE. of Northampton.

Ouldbarrow, Warw. near Henley in Ar

den. Ouleſion, Cheſ. NW. of Sandbach.

Oulnal, Warw. near Ouldbarrow.

OUI.NEY. See OLNEY.

Oulpen, Glouceſ. in Bagpath pariſh.

Ouijos-Hall, Yorkſh. near Eaſingwold.
Oulton. Norf. N.W. of Aleſham. Oulton,

Staff. N. of Stone. Oulton, Suffolk, two

miles from Leoſtoff. ,

Oulx, a town of Piedmont.

OU Nole,a uniform little town of North

amptonſhire, ſeated on the river Nén, 26

miles NE. of Northampton, and 83 N. by

W. of London, Market on Saturday.

I i 4 Ounſterry
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Ginſberry-Topping, Yorkſhire, a fleep,

igh, verdant mountain, near Giſborough,

in Cleveland, affording a beautiful pro

ſpect, and ſerving mariners as a ſea-mark.

Quaffon, Derbyſ, near Dronfield. Oun

*wed, Devonſ. W. of Kingſbridge. Ou

ram, Yorkſhire, N. of Hornſey. Oure,

Kent, near Feverſham. Oure, Somerſ. W.

of Porlock. Oure, Suſſex, N. of Haſtings.

OU R EM, a town of Portugal, in Eſtra

madura, ſeated on a mountain, between

the towns of Leira and Tomar.

Owremouth, Suffex, by Thorney Iſle,

: Qu RiQy E, a town of Alentejo.

* Ou/burn, Great and Little, Yorkſ. SE.

of Boroughbridge, Ouſly, Cumberland,
near Kirk-Oſwald.

. Ouse, a river of Suſſex, riſing from

two branches, one of which has it's ſpring

in St. Leonard's Foreſt, near the ſource of

the Arun ; the other, in the Foreſt of

Worth; but they ſoon unite to the S. by

Lewes, into one ſtream, which, entering

the Engliſh Channel, forms the harbour

of Newhaven.

Ouse, GREAT, a river which riſes

near Brackley, in Northamptonſhire, wa

ters Buckingnam, 'Stony Stratford, New

port-Pagnel, Olney, and Bedford, where

it is navigable. Thence it proceeds to St.

Neots, Huntingdon, St. Ives, Ely, and

Lynn, below which it enters the Lin

colnſhire Waſhes, or German Ocean.

OU se, Little, a river which riſes in

the S. purt of Norfolk, and divides that

county iron Suffolk, as it flows weſtward.

It becomes navigable at Thetford, and

falls into the Great Ouſe nea: Down

ham.

OUSE, No RTHERN, a river of York

ſhire, formed by the junction of the Ure

and Swale, which riſe near each other in

the romantic tract, called Richmondſhire.

Theſe, after colle&ting all the rills from

this mountainous region, unite at Aldbo

rough, and thence take the name of the

ouſe, which now forms a large river. It

flows through York, where it is navigable

for confiderable veſſels, and afterward, re

ceiving the Wharfe from the NW, the

Derwent from the N.E. and the Aire,

formed by the united Aire and Calder,

from the W. and joined, near it’s termi

nation in the Ouſe, by the Dun from the

SW, it falls into the Humber.

Owſgreſs, Northumb. S. of Alnwick.

Orºſiey-Bridge, Staff. over the Sow, E. of

Cank-Wood. Gºffern, Warwickſ. near

Merevale-Abbey. Ouſion, Yorkſ. N. of

F. lingwold. Guſſor. Ferry, Linc. on the

Treu, in the lue of Axholm. Outcheſ.

ter, Northumb. near Bainbu gh. Outſºy,

and Oulerſide, Cumberland, in the pariſh

of Aſpatrick.

Outlar, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Outſtates, Derbyſ. in the High Peak.

Out:well, Camb. SE. of Wiſbeach. Out

wood-Common, Yorkſ. N. of Wakefield.

Owdeſwell, Glouc. in Withington pariſh.

Qwer-Mayne, Dorſetſhire.

Ower RA, Ovel Ro, or OEs E, a ter

ritory of Guinea, dependant on Benin,

with a town of the ſame name, on the ri

ver Formoſa. The air is unwholeſome,

and the ſoil dry and lean; however, there

are ſeveral kinds of fruits, ſuch as bananas

and cocoa-nuts. The inhabitants are ſtout,

and are all marked with three inciſions;

one on the forehead, and one on each

temple.

Owerſly, Linc. NW. of Market-Rai

fin. Owers Rocks, E. of the Iſle of

Wight. Owghton-Head, Herts, the

ſource of that river, near Hitchin.

Owhyhee, the eaſternmoſt and largeſt

of the Sandwich Iſlands. It's greateſt

length, from N. to S. is 28 leagues, and

it's breadth 24. It is divided into fix diſ

trićts, two of which, on the NE. ſide,

are ſeparated by a mountain, that riſes in

three peaks,perpetually covered with ſnow,

and may be ſeen clearly at 4o leagues diſ

tance. To the N. of this mountain, the

coaſt conſiſts of high and abrupt cliffs,

down which fall many beautiful caſcades;

and the whole country is covered with

cocoa-nut and bread-fruit trees. The

peaks of the mountain, on the NE. ſide,

appear to be about half a mile high, and

are entirely covered with ſnow. To the

S. of this mountain, the coaſt preſents a

proſpect of the moſt dreary kind, the

whole country appearing to have under

gone a total change from the effects of

ſome dreadful convulſion. The ground is

every where covered with cinders, and in

terſe&ted in many places with black ſtreaks,

which ſeem to mark the courſe of a lava

that has flowed, not many ages back, from

the mountain to the ſhore. The ſouthern

promontory looks like the mere dregs of a

volcano. The proješting headland is com

poſed of broken and craggy rocks, piled

irregularly on one another, and terminat

ing in ſhort points; yet, amid theſe ruins,

are many patches of rich ſoil, carefully

laid out in plantations. The fields are

incloſed by ſtone fences, and are inter

ſperſed with groves of cocoa-nut trees.

There are ſuppoſed to be on this iſland

about 150,000 inhabitants. It was here,

on Feb. 14, 1779, that the celebrated

Captain Cook fell a ſacrifice to a ſudden

impulſº: vſ revenge in the natives, with

whom
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whom he unfortunately had a miſunder

ſtanding or diſpute. Lat. 19. 28. N.

lon. 156. o. W.

Owlcotes, Derbyſ. in Scarſdale. Ow

lerton, Yorkſh. near Sneffield. Owley,

Herts, near Buntingford. Owly, Kent,

in Oxney Iſle. Ownby, Linc. NW. of

Caſtor. Owre, Camb. E. of St. Ives.

Owre, Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle, 4 miles

NE. of Corfe. Owre, Hants, near Cal

ſhot-Caſtle. Owre, Shropſhire, NE. of

Atherley. Owre-Chapel, Berks, S. of

E. Ilſley. Owre-Moigne, Dorſetſ. NE.

of Weymouth. Owre Nitty, Dorſetſhire,

near Ower. Owreſby, Lincolnſ. between

Normanby and the river Ankam. Ow

rum, N. and S. Yorkſ, in the pariſh of

Halifax. Owſden, Suffolk, near Dalham.

Gwſebury, Hampſh, between Wincheſter

and Biſhop's-Waltham. Owylon, Dur

ham, by the Wear, N. of Cheſter-le-Street.

Owſion, Durham, near Seaton. 6 wſton,

Northumb. S. of Stannerton. Owſ?ivick,

Yorkſ in Holderneſs. Owthorn, Yorkſ.

in the S. bailiwick of Hornſey. Owthorp,

Nottinghamſ. between Coſgrave and Hick

ling. Owton, Cumberl. N. of Wigton.

Ow.ving, Suſſex, near Chicheſter. Ox

borough, Norfolk, SE. of Downham. Ox

&rand, Norfolk, near Cromer. Oxcliff,

Lancaſhire, on the W. fide of the Lune,

SW. of Lancaſter. Oxcenb, Linc. NE.

of Horncaſtle. Oxcroft, Derbyſhire, near

Bolſover. Oxenborn, Hants, near Eaſt

Mean. Oxenborn, Hants, near Weſt

Mean. Oxenden, Glouc. E. of Tewkeſ

bury. Oxenden, Northamp. S. of Harbo

rough. Oxenfield, Lancaſ. near Hawkſ.

head. Oxenford, Surry, on the Wey,

SW. of Godalmin. Oxenhall, Durham,

a hamlet of Darlington, on the W. ſide of

the river Ikern. Qxenhall, Glouc. near

Newent. Oxenheath, Kent, between

Maidſtone and Tunbridge. Oxenholm,

Weſtmorl. 1 mile from Kendal. Oxey,

Herts, S. of Watford.

* Oxford, the capital of Oxfordſhire,

is ſeated at the confluence of the Thames

and Cherwell, on an eminence almoſt ſur

rounded by meadows, except on the E.

fide. The whole town, with the ſuburbs,

is of a circular form, 3 miles in circum

ference. It conſiſts chiefly of two ſpacious

ſtreets, which croſs each other in the mid

dle of the town. The origin of the uni

verſity is involved in obſcurity; a certain

proot of it's great antiquity. Alfred,

who reſided at Oxford, together with his

three ſons, is ſaid to have founded three

ſchools, or colleges here; one for philo

1öphy, another for grammar, and a third

for divinity. It is generally ſuppoſed,
- 3.

however, to have been a ſeminary of learn.

ing before his time, although it owed it's

revival and conſequence to his liberal pai

tronage. About the middle of the 12th

century, public lectures on the civil law

were read here not more than ten years

after a copy of Juſtinian's Inſtitutes had

been found in Italy. In the reign of

Henry III. there were ſaid to be 15,ooo

ſcholars, if they deſerve that name, the

ſole objećt with many being only to read

and write, while the greateſt number at

tained to neither, and the moſt learned ac

quired only bad Latin and logic. Here

are zo colleges and 5 halls, ſeveral of

which ſtand in the ſtreets, and give the

city an air of magnificence. It is thought,

that there is not ſuch another group of

buildings, uor ſuch another univerſity, at

this day, in the world. The colleges are

provided with ſufficient revenues for the

maintenance of a matter, tellows, and ſtu

dents. In the halls, the ſtudents live,

either wholly or in part, at their own ex

pence. The colleges are, Univerſity, Ra

liol, Merton, Exeter, Oriel, Queen's,

New, Lincoln, All Souls, Magdalen,

Brazen Noſe, Corpus Chriſti, Chriſt

Church, Tinity, St. John Baptiſt's, Je

ſus, Wadham, Pembroke, Worceſter, and

Hertford. Of theſe, Baliol College is the

firſt, according to Mr. Camden, that was

endowed with a regular and permanent

income, in 1269. The halls are, Alban,

Edmund, St. Mary's, New Inn, and St.

Mary Magdalen. Theſe laſt were ancient

ly hotels, or inns, and were the only aca

demical houſes originally poſſeſſed by the

ſtudents of Oxford. Among the libraries

in the univerfity, the moſt diſtinguiſhed is

the Bodleian, founded by Sir Thomas Bod.

ley; thoſe of All Souls College, Chriſt

Church, Queen's, New College, St.

John's, Exeter, and Corpus Chriſti.

Among other public buildings, are the

Theatre, the Aſhmolean Muſeum, the

Clarendon Printing-Houſe, the Radcliffe

Infirmary, and a fine Obſervatory. it is

zo miles S.W. of Buckingham, and 58

W. by N. of London. Lat. 51.45. N.

lon. 1. 10. W. Markets on Wedneſday

and Saturday.

Oxfordshire, a county of England,

bounded on the W. by Glouceſterſhire;

on the N. by Warwickſhire and North

amptonſhire; on the E. by Bucks, and a

part of Berks; and on the S. by Berks.

It's extreme length is 48 miles; it's great

eſt breadth 36. It contains 14 hundreds,

1 city, 12 market-towns, and 2-27 pa

riſhes, and about 450,000 acres. The

air is ſweet, mild, pleaſant, andº:
`ue
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The ſoil, *s, various, is fertile in

corn and graſs. The ſouthern part of the

county, eſpecially on the borders of Buck

inghamſhire, is a hilly and woody coun

try, having a continuation of the Chiltern

Hills running through it. The north

weſtern part is alſo elevated and ſtony.

The middle is, in general, a rich country,

watered by numerous ſtreams, running

irom N. to S. and terminating in the

Thames. Of theſe, the moſt conſiderable

are the Windruſh, Evenlode, Cherwell,

and Tame. The latter, although an in

conſiderable rivulet, has obtained ſome de

lebrity from having been ſuppoſed to give

name to the Thames, into which it flows

above Wallingford. The produćts of Ox

fordſhire are chiefly thoſe common to the

midland farming counties. It's hills yield

ochre, pipe-clay, and other earths, uſeful

for various purpoſes. Corn and malt are

tranſmitted from it, by the Thames,

to the metropolis. Good cheeſe is made

in the grazing parts. The greateſt want

in this county is that of fuel; for the

woods, with which it once abounded, be

ing greatly diminiſhed, it is neceſſary to

ſupply the deficiency of fire-wood with

ſea-coal, brought, by a long and trouble

ſome navigation, from London. The

jun&tion of the Thames with the Trent

and Merſey, by the canal from Braunſton

to Hampton-Gay, and by another canal

(for which an ačt of parliament was ob

tained in 1793) from Braunſton to Brent

ford, will greatly remedy this inconveni

ence. The moſt conſiderable foreſt now

remaining in Oxfordſhire is that of Witch

wood, between Burford and Charlbury.

With reſpe&t to manufactures, the town

of Witney, in this county, is famous for

blankets.

Oxgate, Middl. a prebend of St. Paul's,

in Wilſdon pariſh. Oxhill, Warw. N. of

Brailes. Oxinton, Glouc. 4 miles E. of

Tewkeſbury. Oxley, Staff. N. of Wol

verhampton. Oxlinch, Glouceſ. in Stan

diſh pariſh. Oxned, Norfolk, SE. of Ale

ſham. Oxney, Northamp, near Peterbo

rough. Oxncy-Iſland, Kent, formed by

the Rother, near Appledore. Oxnep,

Yorkſhire, SWV. of Keighley. Oxſpring,

Yorkſ. SW. of Barneſley. Oxted, Surry,

in the pariſh of Stoke-Dabernon. Oxton,

Cheſhire, between Upton and the Merſey.

Oxton, Devonſh. in Kenton pariſh, near

Exmouth. Oxton, Yorkſ. near Tadcaſter.

Oxton, Yorkſ. N. of Kilham. Oxwell,

Canb. between Biggleſwade and Cam

bridge. Oxwich, Norfolk, near Rain

ham-Hall.

Oyſter-Haven, in Cork, Munſter, is ſel

dom frequented by veſſels. It is ſuffici

ently deep, but the entrance is narrow.

Ozleworth, Glouceſ. 3 miles SE, of

Durſley.

P A C -

ABBAY, one of the Weſtern Iſlands

of Scotland. It is about 9 miles in

circuit, and has corn, marl, and patture.

Pablo, SAN, a lake of Quito, abound

ing with fiſh and wild fowl. On it's

banks is a village of the ſame name.

PACAJes, a juriſdiction of La Paz, in

Buenos Ayres. The air is temperate, and

the paſtures are good.

PAceM, a town and kingdom on the

N. coaſt of Sumatra, dependant on Achen.

It is 12o miles S.E. of Achen.

PACHACAMAc, a valley of S. America,

in Peru, celebrated for a magnificent tem

ple, built by the Incas of Peru, and dedi

cated to the Supreme Being. When Pi

zarro took this temple, he found an im

menſe quantity of gold in it, beſides what

the ſoldiers pillaged. It is about 12 miles

S. of Lima.

PACHSU, a finall iſland near the coaſt

of European Turkey, S. of Corfu.

Pacific Oce Aw, otherwiſe called the

$ouTH SEA, iies between Aſia and Ame

P A C

rica, and is upward of 10,000 miles in

breadth. This immenſe body of water

may be ſaid alſo to ſtretch from pole to

pole. When Magellan entered this ocean,

through the dangerous ſtrait that bears

his name, he ſailed three months and zo

days, in a uniforn dire&tion toward the

NW. without diſcovering land. In the

extreme diſtreſs which he ſuffered in this

voyage, before he diſcovered the Ladrone

Iſlands, he had the conſolation, however,

of enjoying ſuch an uninterrupted courſe

of fair weather, with favourable winds,

that he beſtowed on this ocean the name of

Pacific, which it ſtill retains. The Spa

niards, having paſſed the Iſthmus of Da

rien, from N. to S. at the firſt diſcovery

of this ocean, named it the South Sea, al

though, with reſpe&t to America, it is

more properly the Weſtern Ocean. On

one ſide of the equator it is called the N.

Pacific Ocean; and, on the other, the S.

Pacific Ocean.

PackINGron, Leiceſterſhire, a plea

fanb
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fant, retired town, within a mile of Aſh

by-de-la-Zouch. º

Packington, Staff. NW. of Tamworth.

Packington, Magna and Parva, Warw.

S. of Coleſhill. Pack's-Hill, Suſſex, near

Horſted-Cayns. Packwood, Warwickſ.

near Lapworth.

PAcy, a town in the depart. of Fure,

ſeated on the river Eure, o miles E. of

Evreux.

PADANG, a ſea-port on the W. coaſt

of Sumatra, with a Dutch fort and ſettle

ment. Lat. 1. o. S.

Padbury, SE. of Buckingham.

Paddington, a village of Middleſex,

which lies W. by N. of London, or ra

ther contiguous to it, and yet the pariſh

contains many ſequeſtered rural ſpots.

Padding wick, Middl. near Hammerſmith.

Paddinham, Lancaſ. SE. of Clithero.

Paderbor N, a conſiderable city of

Weſtphalia, capital of a biſhopric of the

ſame name. The rivulet Pader riſes here

under the high altar of the cathedral. It

has a celebrated univerſity, and is 37 miles

SW. of Minden, and 43 ESE. of Mun

ſter. Lat. 51.46. N. lon. 8. 55. E.

PADER Born, The BishopRic of,

is a ſmall diſtrict of Germany, in Weſt

F. about 44 miles in it’s greateſt

ength, and 36 in it's greateſt breadth.

In the middle of it are high mountains,

containing iron-mines; but the reſt of the

country is fertile in corn and paſtures. It

is moſt remarkable for it's bacon, or hams,

and veniſon. The biſhop is a prince of

the empire.

Padfield, Derbyſ. in the High Peak.

Paddleſworth, Kent, 3 miles S.E. of El

han. Paddleſworth, Kent, 3 miles N.

cf Weſt Malling. Padley, Derbyſ in the

High Peak, near Scaridale. Padmore

Chace, Staffordſ. E. of Bloreheath. Pa

dongre, Warwickſ. near Studley.

Padron, EL, a town of Spaniſh Gali

cia, on the Ulla.

Padſide, Yorkſh, S. of Patley-Bridge.

Fadſton, or Paxton, Northumb. on the

Tweed, W. of Berwick. Padſlow, De

vonſ between Hatherley and the Merlands.

PADstow, a town in Cornwall, feated

on the N. coaſt of the country, is a place

of ſome trade to Ireland, Briſtol, and

London. The harbour is capable of con

taining many large ſhips, but is of dan

gerous acceſs, without a ſkilful pilot, be

ing rocky on the E. ſide, and barred with

ſea-ſand on the w. The chief buſineſs

here, and along this coaſt, next to the

trade in ſlate-tiles, is fiſhing for herrings

in O&tober. It is 26 miles SSW. of Laun

ceſton, and 243 W. by S. of London,

Market on Saturday.

Papua, an ancient, large, and cele

brated city of Italy, with an univerſity. It

is capital of the Paduano, but is much leſs

confiderable than it was formerly; for

great part of the circuit within the walls

is unbuilt, and the town in general ſo

thinly inhabited, that graſs is ſeen in

many places, in the interſtices of the ſtones

with which the ſtreets are paved. The

houſes are built on piazzas, which, when

the town was well inhabited, and in a

flouriſhing ſtate, may have had a magnifi.

cent appearance; but they now rather

give it a gloomy air. The ſtreets, alſo,

in general, are narrow, dark, dirty, and

ill-paved. The Franciſcan church is de

dicated to St. Anthony, accounted the

great patron of the city. “The body of

this holy perſon,” ſays Dr. Moore, “is

incloſed in a ſarcophagus, under an altar

in the middle of the chapel, and is ſaid to

emit a very agreeable and refreſhing fla

vour. Pious Catholics believe this to be

the natural effluvia of the ſaint's body;

while heretics aſſert, that the perfume (for

a perfume there certainly is) proceeds from

certain balſams rubbed on the marble eve

ry morning, before the votaries come to

pay their devotions. I never preſume to

give an opinion on conteſted points of this

kind; but I may be allowed to ſay, that

if this ſweet odour really proceeds from

the holy Franciſcan, he emits a very dif

ferent ſmell from any of the brethren of

that order whom I ever had an opportu

nity of approaching.” The walls of this

church are covered with votive offerings of

ears, eyes, arms, legs, noſes, and every

part almoſt of the human body, in token

of cores performed by this ſaint; for what

ever part has been the ſeat of the diſeaſe,

a repreſentation of it is hung up in ſilver

or gold, according to the gratitude or

wealth of the patient. Near this building

is a place, called the School of St. Antho

ny, where many of his ačtions are painted

in freſca; ſome of them by Titian. The

church of St. Juſtina, built from a deſign

of Palladio's (reckoned by ſome one of

the moſt elegant he ever gave) is remark

able, among many other things, for it's

rich Moſaic pavement. The hall of the

town-houſe is one of the largeſt in Europe,

and contains the cenotaph of Livy, the

hiſtorian, who was a native of Padua.

The univerſity, formerly ſo celebrated, is

now, like every thing elſe in this city, on

the decline. Here is a cloth manufactory;

and it is ſaid, that the inhabitants of Ve

nice (the nobles not excepted) wear no

other cloth than what is made here. The

city, however, ſwarms with beggars, who
do not aſk charity in the name of º:

ut
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but in the name of St. Anthonio. Padua

is feared on the rivers Brenta and Bachig.

tione, in a fine plain ; and is about 7 miles

in circumference, 22 miles W. of Venice.

Lat. 45. 22. N. lon. 12. 1. E.

PADUANo, a ci-devant province of

Italy, in the territory of Venice. It's ſoil

is well watered, one of the moſt fertile

in Italy, and is about 35 miles in length,

and 28 in breadth, Padua is the capital.

Padwºrth, Berks, near Aldermarſton.

Paſſyngen, Surry, in Abinger pariſh.

PAEFENHoFFEN, a town in the dept.

of Lower Rhine, feated near the river

Motter, 8 miles W. of Haguenau.

Pagen, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Pageſireet, Middl. E. of Edgworth. Pag.

Barn, Suſſex, S.W. of Arundel. Pagle/hars,

Eſſex, E. of Stambridge. Pagmºre, Yorkſ.

a mile from Barneſley.

Paco, an iſland of Dalmatia, in the

Adriatic, 20 miles long and 5 wide. It

was till of late ſubječt to the Venetians.

The air is cold, and the ſoil barren; but

it is well peopled, and contains ſalt-works.

Pagrave, Magna and Parva, Norfolk,

near Swaffham. Pailington, Warwickſ.

N. of Harborough.

PAINBoeuf, a town in the depart. of

Lower Loire, lying at the mouth of the

river Loire. It is a very conſiderable ſea.

port, whence all the ſhips belonging to

Nantes take their departure, and where

they anchor on their arrival; but at the

beginning of this century, was only a vil

lage. It is 20 miles W. of Nantes.

Painpill, Dorſetſh. Pains, Suſſex, be.

tween Cuckfield and Ditchling. Pain's.

Cºſłe, Radnorſhire. Painford, Devonſh.

in Aſhprington pariſh. Pain's Hill, Sur

ry, near Cobham. Painſley, Staff. NW.

of Leigh.

PAINswick, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

has a manufacture of white cloths for the

army, and for the India and Turkey trade;

And hence is brought a ſtone, remarkable

for it’s beauty and neatneſs, for the pave

ment of floors. It is 7 miles SE. of

Glouceſter, and 101 W. by N. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

PA1sley, a large manufačturing town

or Renfrewſhire, in Scotland. It contains

feveral broad and regular ſtreets, which

have names deſcriptive of the various em

ployments of the inhabitants; ſuch as

- Silk-Street, Cotton-Street, Lawn-Street,

Gauze-Street, Incle. Street, &c. in which

are many good houſes. The principal

manufactures are in filk and thread gauze,

which are ſo meat and beautiful, that they

have been diſplayed at court in the birth

day dreſſes. The extenſive cotton-works

employ not only numbers of women, but

even of very young girls. Some of the

p. manufacturers here, who have

come opulent, have built elegant houſes

for their reſidence; and an idea of their

great ſucceſs may be formed trom this cir

cumſtance, that they have been known to

Pay, to the people they employ 5col, a

week. “A fertile country,” obſerves a

late writer, “cheap labour, a ſober ind

teady people, abundance of coal, and wa

ter-carriage, were circumſtances that firt:

invited Engliſh manufacturers to ſettle in

this country; and the juſtneſs of their

views has been fully evinced by the moſt

proſperous ſucceſs.” At preſent the ſilk

branch, which for ſome years paſt out-did

that of Spitalfields, is on the decline, but

the muſlin has come in it's room, and the

thread manufacture has conſiderably in

creaſed. Here are alſo conſiderable tat

works, ſome ſoap and candle-works, a ma

nufacture of ribbons, and another of inkle

or tape. According to a calculation made

in 1784, the manufactures of Paiſley, in

ſilk-gauze, lawn, lºuen-gauze, and white

ſewing thread, amounted to the value of

579, 1851. 16s. 6d. and 26,484 perſons

were employed in carrying them on. The

magnificent abbey for which Paiſley was

once noted, is now partly in ruins; but

there is a chapel entire, which is famous

for a ſurpriſing echo. The flap of a door

produces the effect of thunder; and a me

lodious tune delights the ear with the idea

of celeſtial harmony. Paiſley is ſuppoſed

to contain about one-third of the number

of the inhabitants of Glaſgow; but it

ſtands on nearly as much ground. It is 8

miles W. of that city.

PAITA, St. Michael DE, a town of

Quito, in S. America, containing about

zoo families. The bay or harbour is a

ſecure anchoring place, the beſt on the

coaſt, and is frequented by all veſſels com

ing from the north, which are bound to

Callao, the port of Lima. Paſſengers alſo,

from Acapulco or Panama, dilembark

here, and travel by land to Lima, there

being a tolerably good road parallel to the

coaſt, with many towns and villages for

the accommodation of travellers. Here is

a ſmall fort, ſurrounded with a brick wall,

and mounted with 3 pieces of cannon, but

neither ditch mor out-work. Paita has

been often taken by the Engliſh, and par

ticutarly by Commodore Anſon, in 1741,

who plundered and burnt the town, becauſe

the governor refuſed to ranſom it. Lat.

6. 12. S. lon. 81. 19. W.

PAix, a town in the NW. coaſt of St.

Domingo, has a pretty good harbour.

PALAcios,
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PALAcios, a town of Andaluſia.

Pakefield, Suffolk, near the tea, S. of

Leoſtoff. Pakenham, Suffolk, 3 miles

from Bury. Pakenhill, Glouceſterſhire, in

the pariſh of Stroud. Pakington, Worceſ

terſhire, near Bromſgrove.

PA I. AIs, a town of France, capital of

Belleiſle. Lat. 47. 18. N. lon. 3. 2. W.

PALAis, St. a town and diſtrict in the

dept. of the Lower Pyrenees; a mountain

ous country, which produces ſcarcely any

thing but millet, oats, and fruits, of which

they make cider. This town and diſtrict,

with thoſe of St. Pied de Port, forms near

ly the whole of the late province of Lower

Navarre, annexed to France by Henry IV.

who held it in right of his mother, Jeanne

d'Albret. The town of St. Palais is

ſeated on the river Bidouſe, 1.5 miles SSE.

of Bayonne. -

PALAMhoa NG, or PALAMBANG, a

town and kingdom on the E. part of Java.

PALAMcott A, or TiNE velly, a

town and province in the Carnatic, 74

miles SSW. of Madura. Lat. 8.43. N.

lon. 77. 54. E. -

Pa LAMos, a ſea-port of Catalonia.

PALANKA, a town of Bulgaria; a town

of Beſſarabia; and a caſtle of Hungary, 22

iniles NE. of Gran,

PALA poli, a town of Caramania.

PALATIN AT g of THE RHINE, an elec

torate of Germany, in the circle of the

Lower Rhine, adjoining France. It's

greateſt extent is about 80 miles, and the

principal rivers are the Rhine and the

Neckar. It is a very fertile country,

though rather mountainous, abounding

j...'.
gardens, rivers, and lakes. Heidelberg is

the principal tewn, but Manheim, is the

elečtoral reſidence. This elečtorate is alſo

called the Lower Palatinate, to diſtinguiſh

it from the Upper Palatinate of Bavaria,

PAL AtiNATE, UPPER, of Bav ARIA.

. See BAvARIA.

Palatine-Town, in Carlow, Leinſter, ſo

called from a colony of induſtrious people,

who were driven from their native coun

try, by the perſecuting arms of Lewis XIV.

of France.

PALAUDE. See PALUDA.

PALAzzuolo, a town in the Breſlam,

Italy; and a town in the Val di Noto, Si

cily.

PALENcia, a town of Spain, in Leon.

PALERMo, anciently PAN or Mus, a

rich and beautiful city of Sicily, in the

Val-di-Mazara; the ſeat of the viceroy,

and capital of the iſland. It is ſituated

near the extremity of a kind of natural

anPhitheatre, formed by high and rocky

mountains; but the country that lies ber

tween the city and theſe nountains, is one

of the richeſt and moſt pleaſant ſpots in the

world; the whole appearing a magnificent

garden, filled with fruit-trees of every ſpe

cies, particularly oranges, lemons, and

Indian figs, and watered by clear foun

tains, and livulets, that form a variety of

windings through this charming plain.

From the ſingularity of this ſituation, as

well as from the richneſs of the ſoil, Pa.

lermo has had many flattering epithets be

ſtowed upon it, particularly by the poets,

who have denominated it the Conca d’Oro,

the Golden Shell, which is at ouce expreſ

five both of it's ſituation and richneſs. It

has likewiſe been ſtyled Aurea Valle, Hor

tus Siciliae, &c. The inhabitants of Pa

lermo are eſtimated by Mr. Brydone, at

15o,oco. Two great ſireets interſe&t each

Q: her in the centre of the city, where they

form a handſome ſquare, called the Ottan.

galo, adorned with elegant uniform build

ings. From the centre of this ſquare is

ſeen the whole of theſe noble ſtreets, and

the four great gates of the city which tel

minate them. Theſe gates are each at the

diſtance of about half a mile, the diameter

of the city being no more than a mile.

They are elegant pieces of archite&ure,

richly adorned; particularly the Porta

Nuova, and the Porta Felicº, terminating

the great ſtreet called the Corſo, that runs

from S.W. and NE. The Porta Felice

opens to the Marino, a beautiful walk,

that conſtitutes one of the great pleaſures

of the nobleſſe of Palermo. It has on one

fide the wall of the city, and on the other

the ſea, whence there is always an agree

able breeze. In the centre of the Maline

is an elegant kind of temple, which, in the

ſummer, is made uſe of as an orcneſtia.

The concert does not begin till the clock

ſtrikes midnight; at which time the walk

is crowded with carriages and people ch

foot; and there is an order, that no perſon,

of whatever rank, ſhall preſume to carry a

light. The flambeaux are extinguiſhed at

the Porta Felice, where the ſervants wait

for the return of the carriages; and the

company generally continue an hour or twº

together in darkneſs, except when it is

moon-light. The concert finiſhes about

two in the morning. Many of the churche

of Palermo are very rich and magnificent.

The cathedral is a large, ancient, Gothic

ſtructure, ſupported within by 80 calumns

of oriental granite, and divided into a grea

number of chapels, ſort of which are ex

trernely rich,* that of S. Ro

folia, the patroneſs of alermo, who is

held in great vsneration. The Islics i.

thq
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flver, curiouſly wrought, and enriched

with precious ſtones. Many miracles, it

is pretended, are performed by them; and

they are confidered as the greateſt treaſures

of the city. The monuments of their

Norman kings, ſeveral of whom are buried

here, as alſo of the emperors Henry V.

and Frederic II. are of the moſt beautiful

rphyry, ſome of thenſ near 7oo years

º *F. church of the late }. is

equal in magnificence to moſt of the ſtruc

tures in Italy. The Chieſa-del-Palazzo

is entirely encruſted over with ancient

Moſaic, and the vaulted roof is all of the

fame. “But it is endleſs,” ſays Mr.

Brydome, “to talk of churches; here are

“ upward of 300.” Palermo is crowded

with ſtatues of ſovereigns and tutelar

ſaints, placed in ſmall courts and ſquares

upon pedeſtals of coloſſal proportion and

taſtelets form. In the ſtreets the women

hide their heads in black veils; a very

ancient mode of dreſs in this iſland. The ,

city is well lighted with reverberating

lamps, and, in wet weather, moveable

wooden bridges are provided for croſſing

the kennels, which then become rapid tor

rents. The harbour is§ dangerouſly

open to the ſwell and ſea from the NE.

quarter, and, even at the anchoring place,

ſhips lie in peril whenever a weſterly wind

blows, as it ruſhes with great impetuoſity

through the valley of Colli between the

mountains. In former times, the haven

was within the town, compoſed of 2 long

creeks, about 1oo paces broad, and ſhut

up with a boom. They were ſufficiently

capacious for the ſlight tonnage then in

uſe, but, about the year 15:o, were chok

ed with ſand thrown in by the ſea, or

waſhed down by rain, and no poſſibility

appearing of reſtoring a proper depth of

water, they were quite filled up, and built

upon. Indeed this city has ſuffered great

ly at different periods, by earthquakes or

inundations. About a mile from Palermo

is a celebrated convent of Capuchins, in

which is a vault made uſe of as a recepta

cle for the dead. It conſiſts of four wide

paſſages, each about 40 feet in length,

into which the light is admitted by win

dows at the ends. Along the fides of

theſe are niches, in which the bodies are

ſet upright, clothed in coarſe garments,

with their heads, arms, and feet bare.

They are prepared for this fituation by

broiling them 6 or 7 months upon a grid

iron, over a ſlow fire, till all the fat and

moiſture are conſumed. The ſkin, which

looks like pale-coloured-leather, remains

entire, and the chara&ter of the counte

nance is in ſome degree preſerved. Ex

cept the bodies of two reputed faints, one

of which had been there 150 years, and

the other 100, they are all of modern date,

as appears by an inſcription on a ſmall

piece of paſteboard hung to the arms of

every corpſe, ſignifying the name of the

perſon, and the time of his deceaſe. In

ſome of the higher niches they are laid out

at full length, and at the top are children

of 6 or 7 years of age. On the floors are

handſome trunks, containing the bodies

of perſons of diſtinétion, the keys of which

are kept by the relations. Here are ſome

manufaātures of ſilk and ſtuffs. Palermo

is the ſee of an archbiſhop, and contains

an univerſy. It is ſeated on the NW.
fide of the iſland, at the bottom of the bay

of the ſame name, 162 miles S. by W. of

Naples, and 235 S. by E. of Rome. Lat.

38. 15. N. lon. 13.23. E. -

PAlestine, a count

Aſia, ſo called from the Philiſtines, who

inhabited it's ſea-coaſt. It is alſo called

Judaea, from the Patriarch Judah; the

Land of Canaan, and the Promiſed Land.

From it’s having been the ſcene of the

birth, miniſtry, and death of Jeſus, it has

been ſuperſtitiouſly denominated the Holy

Land. It is divided from Syria on the

N. by Mount Libanus, or Lebanon; from

Arabia Deſerta on the E. by the moun

tains of Seir ; and it has the deſerts of

Arabia Petraea on the S. and the Medi

terranean on the W. It is, in general, a

fertile country, abounding, where culti

vated, with corn, wine, and oil; and it

might ſupply the neighbouring country

with all §. as it anciently did, were

the preſent inhabitants equally induſtrious.

The parts about Jeruſalem, it's capital,

are the moſt mountainous and rocky; but

they feed numerous herds and flocks, and

yield plenty of honey, with excellent wine

and oil; and the valleys produce large

crops of corn.

ALESTRINA, anciently PRAENESTE, a

town of Italy, in the Compagna-di-Roma,

near which formerly ſtood a temple dedi

cated to Fortune, and another to Her

cules.

PAl EstriNA, one of the largeſt and

moſt populous of the iſlands called the

Lagunes, near Venice, where the wealthy

have country houſes. The principal har
bour has alſo the ſame name.

Palgrave, Suff, near Diſs in Norfolk.

PAlicATA, a ſea-port on the coaſt of

Coromandel, where the Dutch have a fac

tory. It is 25 miles N. of Madras.

PALIMBUM, a kingdom and it's capital

in the SE. part of Sumatra, 50 miles from

the ſea. The Dutch have a fort here, and

Purchaſe

of Turkey in
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*

rchaſe large quantities of pepper at a

ow price. -

Pallaſ-Inn, in King's County, Leinſter.

Palling, Norfolk, on the coaſt, NE. of

Hickling. Pallington, Dorſetſhire, a ham

let of Affoiddle.

Pallis, in Limerick, Munſter.

PAllise R's Islands, a group of

iſlands in the S. Pacific Ocean, the largeſt

being about 15 miles long, and 9 broad.

Lat. 15 to 16 S. lon. 146 to 147 W.

PALMA Nuova, a town of Friuli,

ſtated on a canal which communicates

with the Lizonzo. It is 10 miles SSE. of

of Udino, and 55 NE. of Venice.

PALMA, a town of Portugueſe Eſtra

madura.

PALMA, a town of Cordova, in Spain.

PALMA, a town of Lavora; and a town

of Calabria Ultra; both in Naples.

Pal MA, a ſea-port cf Mazara, Sicily.

PALMA, one of the Canary Iſlands,

about 60 miles in circumference. The

ſoil is fertile in corn, wine, ſugar-canes,

fruits, and here are quadrupeds and birds

of all kinds. The town of Palma has a

ſafe harbour, and is much frequented by

foreign veſſels for wines: 12,000 pipes, at

leaſt, are exported annually to the W. In

dies, and elſewhere. Lat. 28. 36. N.

lon. 18. W.

PALMA D1 Solo, in Sardinia.

PALMAs, one of the Philippine Iſlands,
SE. of Mindanao.

PALMAs, CAPE, a promontory of Gui

nea, on the Grain Coaſt. Lat. 4. 26. N.

lon. 5. 34. W. -

Palmela, a town of Portugueſe Eſ.

tramadura, 6 miles N. of Setuval.

Palmer's-Bay, Kent, near the North

Foreland. Palmer's-Green, Middleſex,

near Southgate. .

PALMerston's Island, an iſland in

the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Captain

Cook, in 1774, and viſited by him in his

laſt voyage. It conſiſts of a group of

ſmall iſlands, about 1o in number, con

me&ted by a reef of coral rocks, and lying

in a circular direction. This place admits

of no anchorage, nor are there any inha

bitants on it, though it abounds with co

coa-nuts, ſcurvy-graſs, and the wharra

tree. It does not exceed a mile in cir

cumference, and is not elevated more than

3 feet above the level of the ſea. It con

fiſts entirely of a coral ſand, with a ſmall

mixture of blackiſh mould, which appear

ed to be produced from decayed vegetables.

* Notwithſtanding this poor ſoil,” ſays

Cook, “it is covered with a variety of

trees and buſhes. At one part of the

reef, which looks into, or bounds the lake

that is within, there was a large bed of

coral, almoſt even with the ſurface, which

afforded, perhaps, one of the moſt enchant

ing proſpects, that nature has any where

produced. It's baſe was fixed to the

ſhore, but reached ſo far in, that it could

not be ſeen; ſo that it ſeemed to be ſuſ

pended in the water, which deepened ſo

ſuddenly, that at the diſtance of a few

yards, there might be 7 or 8 fathoms.

The ſea was at this time, quite unruffled;

and the ſun, ſhining bright, expoſed the

various ſorts of coral in the moſt beautiful

order; ſome parts branching into the water

with greatF. others lying col

lected in round balls, and in various other

figures; all which were greatly heightened

by ſpangles of the richeſt colours, that

glowed from a number of large clams,

which were every where interſperſed. But

the appearance of theſe was ſtill inferior to

that of the multitude of fiſhes, that glided

jº along, ſeemingly with the moſt per

ečt ſecurity. The colours of the different

ſorts were the moſt beautiful that can be

imagined; the yellow, blue, red, black,

&c., far exceeding any thing that art can

Produce. Their various forms, alſo, con

tributed to increaſe the richneſs of this

ſubmarine grotto, which could not be ſur

veyed without a pleaſing tranſport, mixed,

however, with regret, that a work ſo ſtu

Pendouſly elegant, ſhould be concealed in

a place where mankind could ſeldon have

an opportunity of rendering the praiſes

juſtly due to ſo enchanting a ſcene.” with

reſpect to the animal creation, the moſt

fingular that Captain Cook obſerved, were

ſome large eels, beautifully ſpotted, which,

when followed, would raiſe themſelves out

of the water, and endeavour, with an open

mouth, to bite their purſuers. There

was alſo a brown ſpotted rock fiſh, about

the fize of a haddock, ſo tame, that in

ſtead of ſwimming away, it would remain

fixed, and gaze at them. Had they been

in abſolute want, a ſufficient ſupply might

have been had ; for thouſands of the clams

already mentioned, ſtuck upon the reef,

ſome of which weighed 2 or 3 pounds.

Lat. 18. 8. S. lon. 162.57. W.

Palmerſtown, in Dublin, Leinſter, 3

miles from the metropolis.

PALMYRA, formerly a magnificent city

of Syria, capital of a kingdom, of which

Zenobia was queen, who held it out a long

time againſt the Romans, but was at

length taken captive, and led in triumph

through the ſtreets of Rome. The ſtu

pendous ruins of this city were viſited by

Meſſrs. Wood and Dawkins, in 1751; an

a ſplendid account of them, illuſtrated by

- plattss
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the ſaint are preſerved in a large box of

plates, was $ubliſhed by Mr. Wood, in

1753. This place, called likewiſe Tad

mor in the Deſert, appears to have been

built originally by Solomon, but the archi

tecture of it's admired remains, is Grecian,

intheopinion of the beſt judges, and thought

to be coeval with the time of the Seleu

cidae. The preſent inhabitants, conſiſting

of 3o or 4o families, have erected their

mud cottages within the ſpacious court of

a magnificent temple of the ſun. Pal

myra is ſituated in the midſt of a large

ſandy plain, 90 miles E. of Damaſcus.

Jat. 33, 20. N. lon. 38.5o. E.

PAlNaud, a diſtrict of Hindooſtan,

included in the Carmatic, though ſituated

between Golconda and the Guntoor Cir

car, S. of the river Kiſtna. It is about 70

piles in length, and 15 in breadth. Zi

merycotta is the capital.

Palos, a town of Andaluſia, with a

tolerable tide harbour, at the mouth of

Rio Tinto. Columbus ſet ſail from here

on his firſt adventurous voyage, in 1492.

PALos CAPE, a promontory of Murcia,

S. of the town of Palos, and 18 iniles E.

of Carthagena. -

PALorra, a town of Lower Hungary.

PALTA, or JAMD Ro, a famous lake of

Thibet, lying about 24 miles to the S. of

Laſſa. According to the Lama's map, it

is 150 miles in circumference; and in the

iniddle of it is one large iſland. On the

W. ſhore of this iſland, or congeries of

iſlands, is a monaſtery, and the ſeat of the

lamiſja Tarcepama, or the Great Regene

rate, in whom the Thibetians think that

a divine ſpirit is regenerated, as it is in

, the Great Lama, The word Lama figni

fics a prieſt, or miniſter of religion, and

Lamiſa is the feminine of Lania. This

lake is 12 miles S. of the river Burram

pooter, or Sampoo.

Palerten, Derbyſhire, S. of Bolſover.

Paltons, Hants, NE. of the New-Foreſt.

PALU DA, a town of Erzerum, ſeated

near the Euphrates, and inhabited by Ma

hometans and Chriſtians. The prince is

s fome reſpects independent of the Grand

ignor. -

Pamber, Hampſhire, N. of Baſingſtoke.

Pamel Bridge, Suſſex, near Winchelſea.

PAMIERs, a town in the department of

Arriege, ſeated on the river Arriege, 8

miles NNW. of Foix.

Pamington, Glouceſ, near Tewkeſbury.

PAMPELLONNE, a town in the depart

ment of Tarn, 12 miles N. of Alby.

PAMPF Lu NA, a town of Spain, capital

ºf Upper Navarre. It's ſquares are hand

ſome, and adoped with ſhops full of rich

merchaniſe. It is ſeated on the river

Arga, 42 miles S. of Bayonne, and 172

NNE. of Madrid. Lat. 42.47. N. lon.

1. 35. W.

PAMP elun A, a town of S. America,

in New Granada, famous for it’s mines of

gold, and numerous flocks of ſheep. It is

aoo miles S. of Maricaibo, and 3oo NE.

of Popayan. Lat. 6. 30. N. lon. 7o. 30.

W.

Pamphil, Dorſetſhire, near Winborn.

Pampisford, Cambridgeſ.near Wittlesford.

Pampocalia, Yorkſhire, SW. of Wetherby.

Pan, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

PAN, or PAHAN, a ſea-port on the E.

coaſt of Malacca, capital of a kingdom of

the ſame name. It is remarkable for the

great number of elephants, and for the

Rºg of pepper it produces. Lat. 3.

I 5. N.

PANAMA, a city of S. America, capital

of a juriſdiction of the ſame name, with

ſtraight and broad ſtreets, and elegant

public buildings. The merchandiſe of

Chili and Peru is brought to this place,

particularly the gold and filver, and all the

commodities brought up the river Chagre.

The ſhips unload at a ſmall iſland, 3 miles

from this place, becauſe the water is ſo

ſhallow as not to admit them to come

nearer. Old Panama was burnt by Cap

tain Morgan, a buccaneer, in 1670, and

the preſent town is 4 miles diſtant from it,

in a more advantageous ſituation. The

province contains 3 cities, 12 villages, and

a great number of rancherias, or aſſem

blages of Indian huts. Here are alſo fe

veral gold mines, but they are negle&ed

for the ſake of the pearl fiſhery on the coaſt.

It ſtands on a bay of the ſame name. Lat.

8, 48. N. lon. 8o. 15. W. -

PANAR1A, one of the Lipari Iſlands, ly

ing in the Tuſcan Sea. It is barren 3nd

very inconfiderable, being only 5 miles in

circumference. It is 8 miles NNE. of Li

pari, and 30 N. of Sicily ; ſubjećt to the

king of Naples.

PANAY, an iſland of the Philippines, of

a triangular form, lying E. of Para a:

It is 180 miles in circumference, and is

the moſt populous and fertile of them all,

It is watered by a great number of rivers

and brooks, and produces vaſt quantities

of rice. The number of Indians tributary."

to the Spaniards is about 17,ood.

Panborough, Somerſetſhire, W. of Wells.

Pancras, a village of Middleſex, a little

to the NW, of London. The burying

ground here, is remarkable for being the

principal place of interment for the Roman

iſts. At a public houſe, near it there is

a medicinal ſpring. Here is anwº
- - at
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for inoculation, to which now is added the

ſmallpox hoſpital formerly at Clerkenwell.

Here alſo is the Veterinary College eſta

bliſhed in 1791, for the improvement of far

riery, and the treatment of cattle in gene

ral. The noble ſtables, and anatomical

theatre, are finiſhed, but the preſent col

lege is only a temporary building.

Pancras Hick, Devonſ: near Bradworthy.

Panfield, Eſſex, nearBocking and Braintree.

PANGo, a town and diſtrict of Congo,

in Africa, on the river Barbela.

Pangborn, Berkſhire, by the Thames,
N.W. of Reading. Pangden, Suſſex, S.W.

of Ditchling.

PANJAB, a country of Hindooſtan, be

ing that which is watered by the 5 eaſtern

branches of the Indus. It was the ſcene

of Alexander's laſt campaign, and the me

†: ultra of his conqueſts. It forms a

quare of about 250 miles, and includes

the whole ſoubah of Lahore, and a great

Part of Moultan Proper. To the lower

art of Moultan it is flat and marſhy, and

inundated, like Bengal, by the periodical

rains which fall during our ſummer.

Pannal, Yorkſ. near Knareſborough.

Pannanach Hell, a village of Aberdeen.

ſhire, ſituated a little below the waterfall,

called the Lin of Dee, in the valley of

Glenmuick. It is noted for it's mineral

waters, which are of a diuretic quality.

A lodge has been erected for the accommo

dation of the company that frequent this

place in ſummer.

PANNI pur, a town of Delhi, in Hin

dooſtan. In a plain near this town, a

battle was fought in 1761, between an ar

my of zoo,ooo Mahrattas, and Abdallah,

king of Candahar, at the head of 150,000

Mahometans, when the former were totally

defeated. They loſt the flower of their

army, with their beſt generals, and the

number of Mahratta priſoners taken was

almoſt incredible. From that period their

É. has been ſenſibly on the decline.

anniput is 50 miles N.W. of Delhi.

Panſanger, 2 miles NW. of Hertford.

Panſſon,Northumberland, S. of Learmouth.

Pant, a river in Eſſex, which falls into

Blackwater-Bay.

PANTALARIA, an iſland in the Medi

terranean, between Sicily and the coaſt of

Tunis,about 25 miles in circumference, and

containing 3ooo inhabitants. It abounds

in cotton, fruits, wine, capers, olives, and

figs; but the inhabitants import their corn

from Sicily. It belongs to the king of

Naples. Lat. 36.55. N. lon. 12. 31. E.

Panteage, Monmouthſhire, N. of Ponti

pool. Pantley, Glouceſterſhire, NE. of

Newent. Panton, Lincolnſ, near Ancaſter.

-

PANUco, a town, province, and river

of Mexico, with a biſhop's ſee. Here are

veins of gold, and ſalt-works, which are

the principal riches of the inhabitants. It

is ſeated near the Gulf of Mexico, in lat.
23. o. N. lon. 98.9. W. w

Panxford, Norfolk, between Norwich

and South Walſham.

PA-ooM, of the New Hebrides, S. of

Mallicollo.

PAPA, a town of Hungary, 45 miles

W. of Buda,

Papacaſtle, Cumberland, a hamlet of

Bridekirk. It is pleaſantly fittated on au

eminence, within a mile of Cockermouth;

and the Derwent meanders beautifully

through the intervening vale.

Paphos, a decayed city of Cyprus.

Papoul, St. a town in the department

of Aude, ſeated on the river Lembe, 8

miles NE. of Caſtelnaudry.

Pappenheim, a town and county of

Aichſtatt, Franconia.

Papplewick, Nottingh. near Newſted.

Here are ſeveral large cotton-mills. Pap

‘worth, Agnes and Evered. I 1 miles W. of

Cambridge. Papworth, Nether, Hunting

donſhire, between Great Paxton and Hilton.

PARA, or Bele M, a town, river, and

juriſdiction in Braſil, on the N. ſide of the

river Orellana. This government com

prehends that part of Guiana which be

longs to the Portugueſe, and extends 6oo

miles from E. to W. and zoo from N. to

S. Lat. 1. 30. S.

Paracomb, Devonſ. near Comb-Martin.

PARAGUA, the moſt weſterly of the

Philippine Iſlands, 180 miles in length,

and 4o breadth. The Spaniards have a

fort here, but the king is ſaid to be tri

butary to Borneo.

PARAGUAY, a large country of S. Ame

rica, in the government of Buenos Ayres.

It contains 6 provinces; namely, Para

guay Proper, B. Guaria,º:
Tucuman, and La Plata, from which the

whole country is alſo called La Plata, and,

has numerous lakes and rivers. Of the

latter, the 3 principal are the Paraguay,

Uraguay, and Parana, the united ſtreams of

which form the celebrated Rio-de-la-Plata.

Theſe rivers annually overflow their banks;

and, on their receſs, leave them enriched

by a ſlime, that renders the ſoil extremely

fertile. This vaſt country is far from be

ing wholly ſubdued, or planted by the

Spaniards; many parts being ſtill un

known to them, as well as to every other

European nation. The principal province

of which we have any knowledge is that

which is called La Plata, toward the

mouth of the river of that name. This
K. k Prºvince
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province, with all the adjacent parts, is

one continued plain for ſeveral hundred

miles; extremely fertile, and producing

cotton in great abundance, tobacco, and

the valuable herb called Paraguay, which

is peculiar to this country, and the infu

fion of which is drunk in all the Spaniſh

provinces of S. America, inſtead of tea.

They have alſo a variety of fruits, and

very rich paſtures; but the country has

but few woods or foreſts. The air is re

markably ſweet and ſerene. The Spani

ards diſcovered this country, by ſailing

up the Rio-de-la Plata in 1515, and found

ed the town of Buenos Ayres, on the S.

ſide of the river. In 158o the Jeſuits

were admitted into theſe fertile regions,

where they afterward founded, at the

commencement of the 17th century, and

with the permiſſion of Philip III. the fa

mous miſſions of Paraguay; which were

a number of colonies, each governed by

two Jeſuits, one of whom was re&tor, and

the other his curate. They undertook

not only to make proſelytes to the church,

but to open a new ſource of wealth to the

mother country. To this end they repre

ſented, that they ought to be independent

of the Spaniſh governors; and that as the

vices of the Europeans might contaminate

their new converts, and deſtroy the great

objećts of the miſſions, no other Spaniards

ſhould be permitted to enter the country.

To theſe terms the court agreed; they

conſenting to a certain capitation tax on

the natives, and to ſome other ſtipulations

in favour of the crown. In proceſs of

time, the Jeſuits, by the moſt wonderful

addreſs and perſevering patience, and with

out the leaſt degree of force, acquired the

moſt abſolute dominion, both eccleſiaſtical

and civil, over the natives, whom they

even inſtrućted in military diſcipline. In

1757, the king of Spain exchanged the

tolonies on the E. ſhore of the river Ura

guay for the Portugueſe colony of St. Sa

crament, which cauſed that river to be

come the boundary of the reſpective poſ

ſeſſions of the two crowns. This produc

ed an inſurrection of the Indians, who

were defeated by the Spaniſh governor,

with the loſs of 2000 of them killed. In

1767, the court expelled the Jeſuits from

S. America, and the natives, in courſe,

were put upon the ſame footing with the

other Indians of the Spaniſh part of that

vaſt continent. -

PARA1BA, a town and juriſdićtion of

Braſil, on the S. bank of a river of the

ſame name, 9 miles from the ſea, ar: 60

mºles N. ot Fernambuco. The ſoil is

Pretty tertile, and produces ſugar-canes,

-

and great number of trees of Braſil
wood.

PARANA, a province of Paraguay, ſo

named from a large river, which uniting

with the Paraguay, and afterward with

the Uraguay, forms the Rio-de-la-Plata.

Parhold, Lancaſhire, N.W. of Wigan.

Par;aſſick, Monmouthſ. N. of Chepſtow.

PARCHIM, a town of Mecklenburgh.

PARDo, a royal palace near Madrid.

Pardſhaw, or Pardſey, Cumberland, a

hamlet of Dean, near the Lake of Lowſ

water, 4 miles from Cockermouth.

PARENzo, a ſea-port of the late Vene

tian Iſtria. y

PARGA, a ſea-port of the late Venetian

Albania, oppoſite the Iſland of Corfu, and

26 miles W. of Arta. It is inhabited by

Greeks and Albaneſe, and is ſeated on a

rock. -

Parham, Suffolk, on the river Ore, near

Framlingham. Parham, Suſſex, nearAm

berley.

Fºx, or New ANDALUSIA, a coun

try of Terra Firma, E. of Cumana, and

NE. of the river Oromoko. Between the

continent and the iſland of Trinidad, is a

large bay, called the Gulph of Paria.

PARIA, a diſtrict of La Piata, in S.

America.

PARILLA, or SANTA PARILLA, a town

of Peru, in the audience of Lima, 5o

miles S. of Truxillo.

PARIs, the capital of France, one of

the largeſt, fineſt, and moſt populous cities

of Europe. The river Seine, which crofits

it, forms 3 ſmall iſlands, called the Iſland

of Louviers, the Notre Dame, and the Pa

lace, which laſt is the ancient city of Paris.

The iſland of the Palace takes it's name

from a building which was formerly the

reſidence of the kings, and afterwards was

reſigned to the parliament. Clovis I. after

the defeat of Alaric, made Paris the capi

tal of his kingdom. It’s circuit was

much extended by Philip Auguſtus. It

was greatly embelliſhed by Francis I. and

his ſucceſſors. The inhabitants are com

º: to be 800,coo. It is 2 leagues in

iameter, and 6 in circumference, includ

ing the ſuburbs. It is ſuppoſed to con

tain 875 ſtreets, and 24,ooo houſes, among

which are many of five, fix, and even ſeven

ſtories. The rivers Yonne, Marne, and

Oiſe, by their junction with the Seine, con

vey to Paris the commodities of Burgundy.

Champagne, and Picardy; and this laſt

river furniſhes it with the riches of Nor

mandy, and the ſea, which is at the diſ

tance of 42 leagues. By means of the

Loire, the Allier, and the canals of Or

leans and Briare, and, by the Vienne, it

has
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has communications with the other parts

of the country. There are 9 principal

bridges in Paris, 2 of which occupy the

whole breadth of the Seine; namely, the

Pont Neuf and the ci-devant Pont Royal;

to which may be added the unfiniſhed ci

devant Pont de Lewis XVI, begun in

1787. But it is here to be obſerved, that

all the names of buildings, ſquares, ſtreets,

&c. in honour of their kings, and in com

pliment to royalty, have been totally

changed, fince the abolition of monarchy,

toward the cloſe of 1792. The Pont

Neuf, the fineſt and moſt frequented of all

the bridges, is 1 ozo feet long, by 72 broad,

and has 12 arches; 7 of which are on the

fide of the Louvre, and 5 on the fide of

the ſtreet Dauphine. In the ſecond arch

of this bridge, on the ſide of the Louvre,

is the Chateau de la Samaritaine (the Wo

man of Samaria) a ſmall timber building

of 3 ſtories, conſtrućted, in 1712, on piles,

and lately repaired. In the inſide is a

Pump, which raiſes the water of the river,

to diſtribute it by pipes to the Louvre, the

Tuileries, &c. In the front, are two

figures larger than the life, to repreſent

Jeſus at the well with the Woman of Sa

maria. A large ſhell, placed between

theſe two figures, receives the water from

the pump; and from this ſhell it falls, in

a ſheet, into a baſin called Jacob's Well.

Above is a ſundial; and the whole is crown

ed by a leaden turret, which contains a ſet

of chimes. The other bridges are Pont St.

Michel, Pont-au-Change, le-Petit-Pont,

Pont-Notre-Dame, Pont de la Tournelle,

Pont-Marie, and the Pont-Rouge. This

laſt, which is a timber bridge, painted red,

is the point of communication between the

Iſle-du-Palais and Iſle St. Lewis. The

public fountains are very numerous, and

on ſome of them there is diſplayed very .

elegant ſculpture. The public places,

ſquares, &c. are alſo numerous and elegant.

The fineſt are the Place-Dauphin, of a

triangular form, built, and ſo named, by

Henry IV. in memory of the birth of Lewis

XIII.; the Place Royale, in which was

the equeſtrian ſtatue, of Lewis XIII, in

bronze; the Place. Vendome, a ſquare,

with the angles truncated, in which was

the equeſtrian ſtatue, in bronze, of Lewis

XIV. in a Roman habit; the Place-des

Vištoires, of a circular form, in which was

a ſtatue of the ſame king, crowned by the

heathen goddeſs Viètory, with this arro

ant inſcription, Viro Immortali; and the

lace-de-Lewis XV. of an octagon form,

in which was an equeſtrian ſtatue, in

bronze, of that monarch. This ſquare,

which is now called the Place-de-la-Revo

lution, was the fatal ſcene of the execution

of the unfortunate Lewis XVI. and after

ward of his unhappy conſort, Marie An

toinette, the former on the 21ſt of Janu

ary, and the latter on the 16th of OStober,

1793. There are 3 triumphal arches,

erected to Lewis XIV. and known by the

names of Porte St. Bernard, Port St. De

nis, and Porte St. Martin. The moſt in

tereſting of the manufačtures of Paris is

that of the Gobelins (ſo called from a fa

mily of celebrated dyers, ſettled in this

city in 1540) in which tapeſtries are made

after the pictures of the greateſt maſters,

to ſuch perfečtion, that one, repreſenting

Lewis XV. a whole length, framed, and

placed among the maſterpieces of painting,

was taken, for many days, by multitudes

of viſiters, for a finiſhed piece. The ma

nufacture of plate-glaſs likewiſe merits at

tention. The cathedral of Notre-Dame, a

Gothic ſtructure, is one of the largeſt in

Europe, and contains 45 chapels. Next

to the cathedral, the moſt diſtinguiſhed

churches were St. Sulpice, St. Euſtache, St.

Gervais, St. Etienne du-Mont, the old

one of St. Genevieve, the new one of St.

Genevieve (now called the Pantheon) thoſe

of St. Severin, St. Roch, and Val-de-Grace.

The fineſt college in Paris was that of the

Four Nations, called alſo Mazarin, from

the name of the cardinal, it's founder.

There were lately 6 academies in Paris;

namely, the French Academy, founded by

the cardinal Richelieu ; that of Inſcrip

tions and Belles Lettres, by Lewis XIV. ;

that of the Sciences; and thoſe of Paint

ing and Sculpture; Architecture; and

Chirurgery. Among the public libra

ries, that lately called the king's, holds

the firſt rank, in reſpect both to the ex

tent of the buildings, and the number

of the volumes. The other libraries are

thoſe of St. Genevieve, the College of

Mazarin, St. Vićtor, of the Dočtrinaires,

of the Advocates, and of the faculty of
Medicine. That of St. Germain-des

Prés, one of the richeſt in France, con

taining between 15 and zo,ooo manu

ſcripts, and near 100,000 volumes, is open

every day to men of letters. The Royal

(now National) Obſervatory is built of

freeſtone, and neither iron nor wood form

ed a part of the erection. The Botanical

Garden is extenſive. The 4 principal

palaces are the Louvre, the Tuileries, the

Palais-Royal, now le Palais d'Egalité, and

the Luxemburg. The Louvre is diſtin

guiſhed into the Old and New. The Old

Louvre was begun by Francis I. in 1528;

and the grand gallery, 1362 feet long and

3o broad, which joins it to the Tuileries,

k . was

w
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wasbegun under Charles IX.and finiſhed by

Lewis XIV. who likewiſe built, in 1665,

the New Louvre. But it is ſtill an unfi

niſhed ſtructure. In ſome of the apart

ments, the ancient academies, viz. the

French Academy, for the improvement of

the French language; the Royal Academy

of Inſcriptions and Belles Lettres; the

Royal Academy of Sciences; and the

Royal Academy of Paintings and Sculp

ture; have held their fittings; and in

others are the work-ſhops and lodging

rooms of artiſts. The Tuileries, begun

in 1564, by Catharine of Medicis, conti

nued by Henry IV. and completed by

Lewis XIV. takes it's name from it's ſitu

ation in a place in which were formerly

º tile-kilns (tuileries) which for three

or four centuries, furniſhed the greateſt

part of the tiles uſed in Paris. The rid

ing-houſe, belonging to it, is the place

choſen by the national aſſembly for their

ſittings, when they removed from Verſailles

in 1789. The garden of the Tuileries,

in front of the palace, and on the banks

of the Seine, is unqueſtionably the fineſt

public walk in Paris. From this palace,

when attacked by the enraged populace on

the Ioth of Auguſt 1792, the unhappy

Lewis XVI. went for an aſylum to the

hall of the national aſſembly, thence to a

F. and thence to the ſcaffold. The

alais Royal, in the interior, has been re

cently embelliſhed with many beautiful

buildings, with ſhops, coffee-houſes, and a

#. which render it like a perpetual

air, and one of the moſt pleaſing walks in

the city. The gardens of the palace of

Luxemburg, alſo form a fine promenade.

The Hotel-des-Invalides, for the wounded

and ſuperannuated ſoldiery, is a magnifi

cent ſtrućture, built by Lewis XIV. ; as

is the Military School, in the Champ-de

Mars, which was founded by Lewis XV.

Here are alſo grand theaties. The Man

noie, or Mint, is an elegant building, fitu

ated on that fide of the Seine, which is op

poſite the Louvre. The Hotel-de-Vilſe,

or Guildhall of the city, is an ancient

ſtrućture, in the Place-de-Greve, which

was heretofore the common place of execu

tion. Before the revolution, Paris was

the ſee of an archbiſhop, and contained 51

pariſh churches, 21 parochial, 17 collegi

ate churches; among which were 13 chap

ters, 4o chapels, 3 abbeys, 22 priories, and

5o convents for men, eccleſiaſtical and ſe

cular ; 7 abbeys, 6 priories, and 53 con

vents for women; 12 ſeminaries, and 16

hoſpitals, 6 of which were appropriated to

deſerted children. Paris . with a

ſmall diſtrićt round it, one of the depart

-

ments of France, and is 245 miles SE. of

London, 625 NW. of Vienna, and 630

NE. of Madrid. Lat. 43.50. N. lon. 2.

25. E. -

Park, Dorſetſhire, in the pariſh of Broad

Windſor. Park, Iſle of Wight, in W.

Medina. Park, Staffordſhire, near Oſweſ

try. Park, Weſtmorland, S. of Croſby

Ravenſworth. Parklury, Hertfordſhire,

near Colney-Street. Park-End, Glouceſ

terſhire, in Haresfield pariſh. Park-Farm

Place, Kent, in Eltham pariſh. Park

Gate, Middleſex, W. of Muſwell Hill.

PARKGAte, a ſea-port of Cheſhire, at

the mouth of the Dee, 10 miles from Chef

ter, and 194 from London.

Park, Great, Leiceſ. between Aſhbys

de-la-Zouch and Stanton-Harold. Park

Hall or Priory, Eſſex, near St. Oſyth.

Park-Hall, Eſſex, SE. of Epping. Park

Hall, Northumberl. near Caſtle Bromwich.

Park-Hall, Shropſ. N. of Oſweſiry. Park

Hall, Staff. SE. of Bucknell. Parkham,

Devonſ. W. of Monkleigh. Parkhead,

Northumb. near Harbottle Caſtle. Park

hill, Staffordſ. NW. of Uttoxeter. Park

houſe, Yorkſ, near Giſborough. Park

houſe, Hants, E. of Lemington. Park

lathes, Nottinghamſ. in Kelham lordſhip:

Park, New, Lancaſ. near Ormſkirk. Park

of the Hay, Yorkſ, between Boroughbridge

and Knareſborough. Parkpill, Monm.

near Caerleon. Parkſon, Dorſetſ. 2 miles

from Pool. Parkſireet, Herts, S. of St.

Albans. Parlieu, Hampſhire, NW. of

Chriſtchurch. Parlington, Yorkſhire, be

tween Leeds and Tadcaſter.

PARMA, an ancient, rich, populous,

and handſome town of Italy, capital of

the duhey of the ſame name, with a citadel

and a univerſity. It has a magnificent ca

thedral, and the largeſt and moſt beautiful

opera-houſe in Italy, which will contain

12,ooo ſpectators. The dome, and the

church of St. John, are painted by the fa

mous Corregio, who was a native of this

place. Don Carlos, king of the Two Si

cilies, carried away a library from this

place to Naples, which contained 18,coo

volumes, and a very valuable cabinet of

curioſities, as alſo the rich colle&tion of

medals. In 1741, by the treaty of Aix

la-Chapelle, the duchies of Parma, Placem

tia, and Guaſtalla, were given to Don

Philip, brother to Carlos above mentioned.

The -umber of inhabitants is eſtimated at

4o,ooo. The principal trade of the place

confiſts in ſtockings, and ſome other atti

cles in ſilk. It is ſeated on the river Parma,

64 miles SSE. of Milan. Lat. 44.5c.

N. lon. Io. 30. E.

PARMA, the duchy of, a province of

Italy,
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Italy, bounded on the N. by the Po, on

the NE. by the Mantuan, on the E. .
the duchy of Modena, on the S. by Tuſ

cany and Genoa, and on the W. by Genoa

and the territory of Pavia. Under this

name are commonly included the duchy of

Parma Proper, the duchy of Placenza, and

the duchy of Guaſtalla. The air is very

wholeſome, and the inhabitants often live

to a great age. The ſoil is fertile in corn,

wine, oil, and hemp ; the paſtures feed a

great number of cattle, and the cheeſe is in

high eſteem. Here are ſome confiderable

mines of copper and ſilver, and plenty of

truffles. In 1345, the pope granted this

duchy to his natural ſon, Peter Aloyſius,

or Farneſe, the founder of the family of

Farneſe. Elizabeth Farneſe, the only

heireſs of the laſt duke, becoming queen of

Spain, obtained Parma and Placenza for

her ſons, and ſo it was ſettled at the peace

of Aix-la-Chapelle.

Parmfied, Kent, near Kingſton.

PARNAssus, now called PARNAsso, a

celebrated mountain of Livadia, in Greece.

It has two heads, one of which was for

merly famous for being conſecrated to

Apollo and the Muſes, and the other to

Bacchus. It is the higheſt in Greece,

and from the top is a proſpect as far as

Corinth. Here alſo is a fine fountain,

fuppoſed to be the ancient Caſtalia. It is

8 miles N. of Livadia.

Parndon, Great and Little, Eſſex, be

tween Nettleſwell and Roydon. Parnham,

Dorſetſhire, 5 miles N. of Bridport.

PARos, an iſland of the Archipelago,

one of the Cyclades, about 36 miles in cir

cumference, and containing about 1.5oo

families. The ſoil is well cultivated, and

the paſtures feed a great number of flocks.

Their trade conſiſts in wheat, barley, wine,

pulſe, and calicoes; and in fine white

marble alſo, which has long been in eſti

mation for ſculpture. Before the war of

Candy, it produced a great deal of oil, but

the Venetian army burnt all the olive

trees. They have a great number of par

tridges and pigeons, which they ſell very

cheap. Thoſe excellent ſtatuaries, Phi.

dias and Praxiteles, were natives of this

iſland, which was anciently dedicated to

Bacchus, on account of it's excellent wines.

The famous Arundelian marbles at Ox

ford, were brought from this iſland. It

lies W. of Naxia, and Paros is the capital.

PA Ros, a town of the Archipelago, ca

pital of the Iſle of Paros, which was an

ciently the largeſt town of the Cyclades;

but it is at preſent much reduced. The

walls of the caſtle are built of ancient

pieces of marble, and moſt of the colnmns

are placed long-wiſe. Some of them that

ſtand upright, ſupport cornices of amaz

ing ſize. The natives build their houſes

with marble, which they find ready cut

to their hands, but they do not much trou

ble their heads about placing the pieces in

a regular manner. Their fields likewiſe

are incloſed with friezes, altars, and baſſo

relievos; however, the Engliſh, French,

and Venetians have carried away the fineſt

pieces they could meet with. The inha

bitants are ſo ignorant now, that, inſtead

of great ſculptors, and ſkilful architects,

they have nothing but carvers of mortars

and ſalt-cellars. It is ſeated on the ſouth

ern coaſt of the iſland. Lat. 37.8. N.

lon. 25. 44. E. ,

Parr, Lancaſhire, 3 miles from Preſcot.

PARRAMArtA, a town or ſettlement of

Engliſh convićts, in New S. Wales. It

is ſeated at the head of the harbour of

Port-Jackſon, 11 miles W. of Sydney

Cove, between Roſe Hill and the landing

place in the creek which forms the head.

In November 1791, near 1 ooo acres of

land were either in cultivation, or cleared

for that purpoſe. The ſoil, in moſt places,

was found to be remarkably good, and to

want cultivation only to be fit for any uſe,

for the ground that has been the longeſt in

cultivation bears the beſt crops. Lat. 33.

50. S. lon. 151. 39. E.

PAR Ret, a river of Somerſetſhire,

which riſes in the ſouth part of the county,

receives the Ordred,i. and Thone, and

enters the Briſtol Channel at Bridgewater

Bay. The tide ruſhes up this river with

prodigious velocity and roaring.

Parret, North, Somerſ. near Crewkern

and the ſource of the Parret. Parret,

South, Dorſetſ. near Beminſter. Parrocks,

Kent, in Graveſend pariſh. Parrys, Eſ

ſex, near North Weald. Parſonby, Cumb.

in the pariſh of Plumbland, near Aſpatria.

Parſon Drove, Camb. near Wiſbeach.

Parſon's-Green, Middleſex, in Fulham

pariſh. Parſon's-Street, Middleſex, near
Hendon.

Parteen, in Clare, Munſter, pleaſantly
ſeated on the Shannon.

PARTENK1Rch, a town of Freyfing,

Bavaria.

PARTHENAY, a town in the dept. of

Two Sevres, trading in corn and cattle.

It is ſeated on the river Thoue, 17 miles

SSW. of Thouars.

Partington, Cheſhire, NW. of Altring

harm. Partney, Lincolnſ. N. of Spilſby.

PARToN, a ſmall ſeaport of Cumber

land, 3 miles N. of Whitehaven.

Parton,Cumberland, a hamlet in Thurſ.

by Pariſh. Partridge-Green, Suſſex, in
K k 3 the
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the pariſh of Eaſt Grinſtead.

Derbyſhire, in Aſhborn pariſh.

PARYs, a mountain in the Iſle of An

gleſey, famous for a copper mine, proba

bly the largeſt bed of ore of that metal

hitherto diſcovered in the world. It is

not wrought in the common manner of

ſubterraneous mines, but, like a ſtone

quarry, open to day; and the quantities

of ore raiſed are prodigious. The ore is

poor in quality, and very abundant in ſoi

phur. The pureſt part is exported raw

to the ſmelting works at Swanſea and other

places: the more impure is firſt calcined

and deprived of moſt of it's ſulphur on

the ſpot. Quantities of nearly pure cop

per are obtained from the waters lodged

beneath the bed of ore, by the interven

tion of iron. A lead ore, rich in ſilver,

is alſo found in this, mountain. The

wealth and population of Angleſey have

received a great increaſe from the diſco

very of this copper mine.

PAs, a town in the dept. of the Straits

of Calais, 12 miles S.W. of Arras.

PAs DE CALAis, or Straits of CA

LAIs, one of the departments of France,

containing the late diſtricts of Pays Re

conquis, the Boulonnois, and part of Ar

tols.

Paſhey, Suſſex, near Tiſehurſt.

PASSAGE's, Los, a ſea-port of Spain,

in the territory of Guipulcoa. The har

bour is very ſpacious within, though nar

row at the entrance, and remarkably fe

cure from all winds. It is 3 miles E. of

St. Sebaſtian.

Paſſage, Cornwall, by Helford. Haven.

Paſſage, Glouceſterſhire, by Tewkeſbury.

PASSAGE, in Cork, Munſter, oppoſite

Great Iſland, on which the town of Cove

is ſituated. Large veſſels are lightened

here before they can go up to the city of

Cork, the channel higher up admitting

only thoſe of 150 tons, when laden, though

it ſtretches from ſhore to ſhore, above a

mile.

PAssAce, in Waterford, Munſter, ſitu

ated on the N. fide of a ſteep hill. Here

is an excellent road, where 500 ſail of

ſhips may ride ſafely, and which is the ſta

tion of the packet boats from Waterford
to Milford-Haven.

PAssA Ro, a town of Noto, Sicily.

PAssARo, CAFE, anciently called PA

cifixus, the SE. point of the Hland of

Sicily. It is not a peninſula, as repre

fented in the maps, but a wretched barren

iſland, about a mile round; with a fort,

to protect the neighbouring country from

the incurſions of the Barbary corvairs,

who are often very troubleſvins on this

Parwick,

t
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part of the coaſt. This iſland and fort

are ſeparated from the reſt of Sicily by a

ſtrait about half a mile broad. Lat. 36.

s 5. N. lon. 15. 22. E.

PAssA Ro, a cape of Janna, in Greece,

between the Gulfs of Armiro and Zeton.

PASSARU AN, a town and kingdom of

Java, on the NE. coaſt, 30 miles W. of

Panarucan. -

PassA U, an ancient, handſome, and

c. lebrated town in the circle of Bavaria.

The houſes are well built, and the ca

thedral is thought to be the fineſt in

Germany. It is divided into four parts,

namely, the town of Paſſau, Inſtadt, Iltz

ſtadt, and the quarter wherein the biſhop's

palace is ſeated. It is feated on the Da

nube, at the confluence of the rivers Inn

and Iltz, 62 miles E. by S. of Ratiſbon,

and 135 W. of Vienna. Lat. 48. 28.N.

lon. 13. 37. E. -

PAssau, The BishopRic of, a ter

ritory of Germany, in the circle of Bava

ria, and lying between Lower Bavaria,

Auſtria, and Bohemia. It's largeſt ex

tent is no where above zo miles; and it

has no conſiderable place except Paſſau,

the capital.

Paſſetows, Eſſex, in Dagenham pariſh.

Paſſelow, Eſſex, near High Ongar. Paſ

ſemers, Eſſex, near Parndon. Paffenham,

or Paſham, Northampionſhire, on the

Ouſe, oppoſite to Stony-Stratford.

Paſ; if you can, in Dublin, Leinſter, N.

of Finglaſs. Paſs if you can, and Paſs of

Kildare, in W. Meath, Leinſter.

PassigN ANo, a town of Perugiano, on

the N. coaſt of the lake.

PASTo, or St. JUAN DE PAsto, a

town of Popayan, Terra Firma, feated in

a fine, fertile valley, watered by ſeveral ri

vers. It is 80 miles NNE. of Quito.

Lat. 1.5o. N. lon. 76.55. W.

Paſion, Norf. NE. of North Walſham,

near the ſea. Poſion, Northamp. N. of

Peterborough. Paſion, Northumb. on the

borders of Scotland, near Harelaw-Hill.

PAS T R ANA, a town of New Caſtile.

PATAGo NIA, the moſt ſouthern part of

S. America, where a race of people have

been diſcovered, who leading an ume

ſtrained and ſavage life, are reported to be

of a gigantic ſtature. “They are ſuppoſ

ed,” ſays Dr. Robertſon, “to be one of the

wandering tribes, which occupy that vaſt,

but leaſt known region of America, which

extends from the river De-la-Plata to the

Straits of Magellan. Their proper, ſta

tion is in that part of the interior country

which lies on the banks of the river Ne

gro; but in the hunting ſeaſon they often

roam as far as the ſtraits which ſeparate

Terra
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Terra del Fuego from the main land.

The firſt accounts of this peopl; were

brought to Europe by the companions of

Magellan, who deſcribed them as going

naked, notwithſtanding the inclemency of

the climate, above eight feet high, and of

ſtrength in proportion to their uncommon

fize. Some of the inhabitants ſeen by

Captain Byron, in 1764, were about ſeven

feet in height. Captains Wallis and Car

teret, in 1766, found ſome qf them to be

from ſix feet, to ſix feet five and ſeven

inches in height; but that of the greateſt

part was from five feet ten inches to ſix

feet. Mr. de Bougainville ſaw none be

low five feet ten inches, and none above

fix feet two inches; but the people of the

Etoile had ſeen, in a preceding voyage,

ſeveral that were ſix feet four inches and a

half high. The leaſt of thoſe whom Gi

raudais ſaw, in 1766, were above five feet

eleven inches high. M. Duclos Guyot,

in the ſame year, ſaw none that wanted

more than half an inch of meaſuring ſix

feet. In the interior parts of the country,

according to Mr. Falkner, there are tribes

of a ſtill greater ſize. The great Cacique

Cangapol was above ſeven feet high; and

he had ſeen Indians of the tribe of the

Puelches, more than an inch or two taller

than Cangapol. Their colour is a kind

of bronze. They are all painted, and

clothed nearly in the ſame manner: the

circles round the two eyes are ſome white

and red, and ſome red and black. Their

teeth are as white as ivory, remarkably

even and well ſet. They have no other

clothing than ſkins, which they wear with

the hair inward, together with a piece of

Heather uſed as an apron. This ſeeming

ly barren country produces good paſtures;

and numerous droves of wild hormed cattle

and horſes, firſt brought hither by the

Spaniards, now cover the face of it. To

the N. of La Plata it is covered with

wood; but not a ſingle tree or ſhrub, fit

for any mechanical purpoſe, is to be ſeen

in all the country ſºuthward of that river.

PATANE, a kingdom of Malacca, on

the eaſtern coaſt, ſubjeći to Siam. The

inhabitants are partly Siameſe, Chineſe,

tº ſalays, and Europeans; but they are all

accounted very voluptuous. The air is

wholeſome, though very hot, and they have

ºno ſeaſons but the winter and ſuammer;

the former of which is more properly the

rainy ſeaſon, and holds about 3 months,

during the ſhorteſt of our days. The

woods abound with elephants, and many

wild animals. The Siameſe cultivate the

land, and the Chineſe are artiſans. The

'principal town of the ilime name has a

harbour, and contains between 7 and Sooo

inhabitants. Lat. 6. 15. N.

PATAY, a town in the dept. of Loiret,

Patcham, Suſſex, E. of Arundel-Foreſt.

Patcham, Suſſex, W. of Lewes. Patching,

Suſſex, E. of Stening.

PATE HUcA, or PATIoca, a town of

Mexico, near a ſilver mine. Lat. 21. o.

N. lon. 99.55. E.

Patenham, Bedf. near Odehill. Path

head, a manufacturing village of Fife

ſhire, adjoining Kirkcaldy. Pathlow,

Warwickſ, a hundred in the Conqueror's

time, but now only a liberty, containing

ſeveral towns, between Warwick and Al

ceſter. Patley. Brădge, Yorkſhire, W.

Riding, over the Nid by Netherdale. Pat

mer-Hall, Herts, N. of Biſhop's Stortford.

PATMos, an iſland of the Archipelago,

now called Patino, fituated on the coaſt of

Natolia, between the Iſles of Samos and

Nicaria; and about zo miles in circumfe

rence. It is one of the moſt barren heaps

of rocks in the Archipelago. A few val

leys only are capable of ſome cultivation.

It abounds, however, with partridges,

rabbits, quails, turtles, pigeons, and

ſnipes. In the midſt of the iſland riſes a

mountain, terminated by the convent of

St. John, which, with it's irregular

towers and maſſy appearance, one might

well imagine to be a citadel. The inha

bitants of this convent are in reality the

proprietors of the country; but their do

mains would be inſufficient for their main

tenance, were it not for the poſſeſſion of

ſome lands in the neighbouring iſles, and

the certain tribute they derive from the

ſuperſtition of the Greeks. The abbot

pays annually looo crowns to the grand

ſignior, beſides preſents to the captain pa

cha. Theſe monks, called Caloyers, are

ſpread over all Greece. Scarce any of

them can read, and yet they all underſtand

how far the empire of ſuperſtition can ex

tend over ignorant minds. They keep

their credulous countryme in in the moſt

abſolute ſubjection.

complices in their crimes, the profits of

which they ſhare, and ſometimes engroſs.

Not one of the piratical veſſels is without

a Caloyer, in order to give them abſolution

in the very inſtant of committing the moſt

dreadful crimes. Cowardly and cruel,

theſe wretches never fail to maſſacre the

crews of the veſſels that fail into their

power; and, after plundering them, they

ſink the captured ſhip, that not a trace of

their outrages may be left; then, inſtantly

proſtrating themſelves before the prieſt, a

few words preſently reconcile them to the

Deity, quiet their conſcience, and encou

K k 4 rags
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3rage them to the perpetration of future

crimes, in thus affording what they deem

a certain remedy againſt future remorſe.

Theſe abſolutions are rated, and every

p. has a table of the fins that may be

orgiven. They do more; they relieve,

by anticipation, the alarms that guilt ex

cites in ſome flagitious wretches, who

mingling the terrors of ſuperſtition with

their ferocious paſſions, tremble with the

dread of periſhing in the very ačt of crime,

before the Caloyer can grant them abſo

Iution. Theſe apprehenſions the prieſt

endeavours to allay, exciting them to the

perpetration of the moſt atrocious deeds,

by ſelling the pardon to them beforehand.

When theſe monſters return into port,

they previouſly ſet apart the portion of

the prieſt, who, in exchange, grants them

the privilege of ſailing again on their pi

ratical expeditions; and thus furniſhed

with paſſports to heaven, and provided

with anticipated abſolutions, they put to

ſea again with a conſcience lulled into ſe

curity, invoking Heaven, perhaps, for a

rich cruiſe of plunder, adulteries, and aſ

ſaſſinations. The inhabitants of Patmos

are moſtly Greek Chriſtians, ſailors or

ſhip-builders; they ſail as far as Venice,

whither they carry cottom, &c. ſtockings

of their own manufacture. The hermit

age of the Apocalypſe is ſituated on the

declivity of a mountain, between the con

vent and the port of Scala. It leads to

their church, which is ſupported againſt a

grotto in the rock; and, if we may believe

the inhabitants, was the aſylum of John,

during his exile at Patmos. Here, they

fay, he wrote the Book of the Revelation;

and they pretend to ſhew the very chinks

in the rocks through which the Holy Spirit

breathed his inſpiration. The fragments

of this lock they affirm to be a certain

ſpecific againſt a thouſand diſorders, and

particularly againſt evil ſpirits. The

Greek monks do not fail to vend this re

medy as well as the abſolutions, nor do

they bluſh at this ſcandalous traffick.

Tournefort, who viſited the Archipelago

in 17 oo, repreſents the women of Fatmos

as maturally pretty, and with vanity inno

cent enough to render them agreeable to

itrangers, were it not for their exceſſive

uſe of paint, with which they perfeótly

disfigured themſelves. A merchant of

Marſeilles having married one of them,

they imagined that not a ſtranger could

land in their iſland but with ſimilar views;

and when this great botaniſt declared, that

he came not in ſearch of wives, but of

plants, they appeared exceedingly ſurpriſ

ed. Their behaviour to ſtrangers is now

the reverſe of what it was in the time of

Tournefort. The ſprightly aſfiduities of

vanity have given place to a ſavage ſhy

neſs; and a ſtranger no ſooner appears in

a ſtreet, than every door is cloſely ſhut

againſt him. It is 16 miles S.W. of Sa

mos. Lat. 37. 24. N. lon. 26. 24. E.

PATNA, a city of Hindooſtan Proper,

capital of Bahar, and the reſidence of a go

vernor. It is an extenſive and populous

place, built on an eminence, on the S.

bank of the Ganges; and is fortified in

the Indian manner, with a wall and ſmall

citadel. In this citadel were confined the

riſoners taken by Meer Coffirm, nabob of

engal, in 1764, by whoſe order they were

maſſacred. Near Patna, in the ſame year,

a battle was fought between the troops of

Sujah Dowlah, nabob of Oude, and a divi

ſion of the Britiſh army, under Major

Monroe, when the former were defeated.

The Engliſh loſt 2 officers killed, 6 or 7

wounded, about 60 Europeans, and 6oo

ſeapoys. The enemy left full 7oco be

hind them, 133 pieces of cannon, all their

tents, baggage, &c. together with ſome

camels and elephants. Sujah Dowlah fled

to one of his moſt diſtant cities. The

buildings of Patna are high, but the ſtreets

are narrow, and far from clean. It is a

place of conſiderable trade, and is ſuppoſ

ed to be the ancient Palabothra. It is

250 miles NW. of Calcutta. Lat. 25.35.

N. lon. 85. 21. E.

Patney, Wilts, E. of the Devizes.

PATo M. Ac. See PoroMAc.

Patow-Beacons, Hampſhire, W. of the

Candovers.

PATRAN A. See PASTRAN.A.

PATRAs, a ſea-port in the Morea, with

a Greek archbiſhop's ſee. It is pretty

large and populous, and the Jews, who

are one third of the inhabitants, have four

ſynagogues. There are ſeveral handſome

moſques and Greek churches. The Jews

carry on a great trade in ſilk, leather, oil,

honey, wax, cheeſe, and manna. There

are very lofty cypreſs trees, and excellent

pomegranates, citrons, and oranges. It

is ſeated on the declivity of a hill, near the

ſea, 20 miles SW. of Lepanto.

Patricia, a town of Italy, in the Cam

pagna of Rome, 8 miles E. of Oſtia.

PATRIMony of St. Peter, or The

PATRIMonio, a province of Italy, in the

pope's territory, fituated S. of the Orvie

tan, and with the Mediterranean on the

SW. It is about 43 miles in length, and

3o in breadth. The principal places are

Viterbo, Monte Fiaſcone, Bolſena, Civita

Caſtellana, and Civita Vecchia.

Patrick's, St. in Waterford, Munſter.

- Patrick's,
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Patrick's Iſle, St. on the coaſt of Dublin,

Leinſter, oppoſite Balruddery. Patrick's

Well, St. in Limerick, Munſter.

Patrick Brumpton, Yorkſhire, W. of

Bedall. Patrickſborn, Kent, SE. of Can

terbury.

PATRINGTon, a town in the E. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, feated on a river that

runs into the Humber, 20 miles ESE. of

Hull, and 191 N. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Paſhall, Staffordſhire, 5 miles N.W. of

Wolverhampton. Patſwick, Eſſex, NW.

of Coggeſhal.

PATTA, or PATI, an iſland on the E.

coaſt of Africa, near the mouth of a river

of the ſame name, inhabited chiefly by

Arabians. The Engliſh and others trade

here for ivory and ſlaves. Lat. 1.5o. S.

Patterdale, a recluſe valley of Weſtmor

land, near Ulles-Water. Patteſhal, Nor

thamptonſhire, near Bugbrook. Patteſley,

Norfolk, near Oxwich.

Patri, a town and gulf of Demona,

Sicily, 32 miles W. of Meſſina.

Pattingham, Staffordſ, near Patſhall.

PAU, a large ill-built town in the dept.

of the Lower Pyrenees, ſeated on an emi

mence, near the river Gave. It was the

ancient reſidence of the kings of Navarre,

and, before the revolution, the capital of

Bearn.

ment, and contained an univerſity, an aca

demy of ſciences, and ſeveral convents. It

is 34 miles SE. of Dax.

Paverel, Eſſex. Paul, Yorkſhire, in

Holderneſs, on the Humber, SSW. of

Headon.

PAviA, an ancient and celebrated town

bf Milan, in Italy, and capital of the Pa

veſan, with a celebrated univerſity. In

563, Pavia was taken by the Lombards,

and became the capital of their kingdom,

which terminated with Didier, in 774,

who was made priſoner by Charlemagne.

The Paveſan, or duchy of Pavia, is bound

ed on the N. by the Milaneſe, on the E.

by the Lodeſan and Placentin, on the S.

by Genoa, and on the W. by the Lumel

lin and Tortoneſe. It is 17 miles S. of

Mila. Lat. 45. 13. N. lon. 9. 15. E.

PAUL, St. a town in the dept. of the

Straits of Calais, 16 miles N.W. of Arras.

PAUL, St. a town of S. America, in

Braſil, in the captainſhip of St. Vincent.

It is a kind of independent republic, com

ſed of the banditti of ſeveral nations.

owever, they pay a tribute of gold to

the king of Portugal. It is ſurrounded

by inacceſſible mountains, and thick fo

reſts. Lat. 23. 25. S. lon. 45. 52. W.

Paul-DE-FenouilledEs, a town in

2.

It was alſo the ſeat of a parlia

the dept. of Gard, feated on the river Eg

li, 30 miles NE. of Montpellier.

PAUL-les-VENce, ST. a town in the

dept. of Var, 5 miles W. of Nice, and 45°

SE. of Paris.

PAUL-tRois-Chateaux, St. a town

in the dept. of Drome, 16 miles S. of

Montelimar. -

PAULA, a town of Calabria Citra.

Paul ſpury, Northamp, 4 miles from

Luffield. Paulet, Somerſ. near Fairfield.

Paulholm, Yorkſ, near Headon. Paulton,

Cornw. near St. Breage. Paulton, Somer

ſetſ. NW. of Frome. Paumkin, Dorſetſ.

near Beminſter. Paunſton, Devonſ, in the

pariſh of S. Sidenham. Pauntley, Glou

ceſterſ. 4 miles from Newent. Paunton,

Great and Little, Lincolnſhire, on the river

Witham, S. of Grantham.

PAvo assaN, a town of Africa, capital

of the Iſle of St. Thomas, ſeated on the

ſea-ſide, with a good harbour. It is held

by Portugal, and lies under the equinoc

'tial, in lon. S. 30. E

PAU silippo, a nuountain of Italy, near

Naples, celebrated for a grotto, which is

a ſubterraneous paſſage through the moun

tain, near a mile in length, about zo feet

in breadth, and 30 in height. People of

faſhion generally drive through this paſſ

age with torches; but the country people

find their way, without much difficulty.

by the light which enters at the extremi

ties, and at two holes pierced through the

mountain, near the middle of the grotto,

which admit light from above. On this

mountain alſo, is the celebrated tomb of

Virgil, overgrown with ivy, and ſhaded

with branches, ſhrubs, and buſhes; an

ancient bay-tree overhanging it.

PAUzk, a town of Pruſſian Pomerelia,

24 miles NW. of Dantzick.

Pawton, Cornwall, near Lawhitton.

Paxford, Glouceſ. near Camden. Pax

ton, Great, Huntſ. E. of the Ouſe, NE. of

St. Neot's. Paxton, Little, Huntſ. W.

of the Ouſe, near Hale Weſton. Paynton,

Devonſhire, near Torbay.

Paz, LA, a city, province, and arch

biſhopric of Pelt, in S. Aimerica, 182

miles ESE. of Arequipa. *

PAzza No, a town of Calabria Ultra.

Peak, a mountain in Derbyſhire, which

gives name to a diſtrićt parted from Staf

fordſhire by the Dove, and having the

Derwent on the E. both which rivers have

their riſe in the Peak. It is a rocky,

rough, and barren tract, but abounds in

lead, iron, coals, antimony, millſtones,

whetſtones, &c. and the vales feed cond

derable numbers of cattle and ſheep. It

is much viſited on account of it's extraor

tiinaly
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dinary caverns, perforations, and other

curioſities; and the “Wonders of the

Peak” have been celebrated both in proſe

and verſe

Peak, Hants, N.W. of Eaſt Mean.

Peak, in Cork, Muntier, near Agha

boilogue. At this place a great number

of ſubterraneous rooms or caverns were

diſcovered in 1755, ſome of which con

tained conſiderable quantities of human

ikeletons.

Peak. Dean, Suſſex, S. of Chittingley.

Peak Foreſ?, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Peakirk, Northamp. between Paſton and

Market-Deeping. Peamont, Devonſhire,

in Exminſter pariſh. Pearching, Suſſex,

N. of New Shorehan.

PEAR L Islands, iſlands lying in the

Bay of Panama, ſubject to Spain. The

inhabitants of that town have plantations

in then, from which they are ſupplied

with fruit, garden ſtuff, and other provi

ſons. -

Peaſºnerſh, Suſſex, near Rye. Peathfoot,

or Pegſworth, Northumberland, near Mor

peth. -

Peaths, or Perse, as it is pronounc

ed, a vaſt chaſin in the mountains at the

NE. part of Berwickſhire, more than 160

feet deep. Over this chaſin, a large

bridge of four arches has been lately built,

which, from it's vaſt height, greatly re

ſembles an ancient Roman aquedućt.

Peatling, Great and Little, Leiceſ. NE.

of Lutterworth. Pebworth, Glouceſ. N.

of Camden. Peckforton, Cheſhire, in Bun

bury pariſh. Peckham, Kent, in Hadlow

pariſh. Peckham, Sºrry, in the pariſh of

Camberwell; a noted fair on Auguſt 21ſt.

Peckham, Eoſ, or Great, and Hºff, or

Little, Kent, near Weſt Malling. Peck

ham Rye, Surry, S. of Peckham. Peckie

ton, Leiceſter!hile, NE. of Hirckley.

Peckmanſion, Kent, near Newchurch.

Pecou ENcou R1, a town in the dept.

of the North, feated on the river Scarpe, 5

miles E. of Douay.

PEDEE, GREAT, or YAD KIN, a river

which riſes in N. Curtina, near the bor

ders of Virginia, in ſeveral ſmall ſtreams,

and entering S. Carolina, takes the name

of Pedee, and enters the ocean, after a

fouth-eaſterly courſe, 6 miles below George

Town.

PE of F, LiTT. F., a river of S. Caro

lina, which falls into the Great Pedee, 16

miles below Queenborough.

PEDEN A, a town of Iſtria.

PEDIR, a town of Sumatra, 20 miles E.

of Achen.

Pedºton to ºv, Cornwall, between the

Lind’s-El...! and Whitland. Bay. Pe.d.

merſ?, Eſſex, near Halſtead.

Worceſterſhire, near Stowbridge.

Pedro, Point, a cape on the N. coaſt

of Jamaica, in lon. 78. 12. W.

PEDro, Sr. one of the Marqueſas

Iſlands.

Pedumſack, Durham, near Hunſterworth.

Pedºwardine, Herefordſhire, near Bramp

ton-Brion. -

PEEE LEs, an ancient town, the capital

of Peeblesſhire. It is ſeated on a ſmall ri

wer called Peebles, which ſoon after joins

the Tweed, has a manufacture of carpets

and ſerges, and a weekly market for corn

and cattle. Peebles is 20 miles S. of

Edinburgh.

PEEB. Ess hire, or TweedALE, a

county of Scotland, bounded on the N. and

NE. by Edinburghſhire, on the E. by Sel

kirkſhire, on the SE. and S. by the coun

ties of Scikirk and Dumfries, and on the

W. by that of Lane, k. It is 25 miles

long from N. to S. and from 10 to 18

broad. In this county there is not much

arable land. It's hills (among which are

the rugged and heathy mountains of

Tweedſmuir, in the S. of the county)

abound with talubrious ſprings, and feed

numbers of ſheep and cattle. There are

few plantations, except round particular

houſes. The principal rivers are the

Tweed, Lynne, and Yarrow.

Peel, a ſea port on the W. coaſt of

the Iſle of Man, in lat. 54. 13. N.

Peel-Heath, Middleſex, between Collon

Green and Cowley.

PEER, a tºwn and county of Liege.
PEEs E. See Pe ATHs.

Peggleſworth, Glouceſterſhire, in Dow

deſweli pariſh.

PEG NAF1El, a town of Old Caſtile.

PEGNA MAco R, a town of Beira.

PEGNARANDA, a town of Old Caſtile;

and a town of Leon. -

Pegton, or Pigden, Northumberland,

NW. of Morpeth.

PEGU, a conſiderable kingdom of India,

lying to the SE. of Bengal. It is bound

ed on the N. by Aracan and Ava, on the

W. by part of Aracan and the Bay of Ben

gal, on the E. by the kingdoms of Laos

and Siam, and on the S. by the Bay of

Bengal. It has a town of the ſame name,

7o niles within land, above zo miles in

circumference; but at preſent not one

twentieth part is inhabited ; for it was

ruined by the king of Burmah, who, in

1751; reduced this, till then, independent

kingdom, to the ſtate of a dependent pro

vince. The products of this country are

timber for building, elephants, elephants’

teeth, bets-wax, ſtick-ſac, iron, tin, pe

- tivlcuin,

Pedmore,
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troleum, rubies, diamonds, and ſapphires.

The rubies are the beſt in the world, but

the diamonds are ſmall. They have alſo

ſaltpetre, and plenty of lead, of which they

make their money. The country abounds

with elephants, buffaloes, goats, hogs,

and other animals; and deer and game are

in great plenty. It is very fruitful in

corn, roots, pulſe, and fruits. They

wear no European commodities but hats

and ribands; but they have cottons,

ſilks, and filver from Bengal, and the

neighbouring countries. The inhabitants

are but thinly clad, and they wear neither

ſhoes nor ſtockings. The women are much

fairer than the men, ſmall, and ſhapely.

If the wite prove falſe, the huſband may

ſell her for a ſlave; and if he go aſtray,

ſhe, not having redreſs, ſometimes con

trives to diſpatch him by a doſe of poiſon.

There are a vaſt number of temples in this

country, but moſtly of wood, which are

varniſhed and gilt. The inhabitants are

partly Peguers, and partly Bramas, or

Burmahs, who are at preſent maſters of

the country; they are diſtinguiſhed from

each other by their dreſs and features.

The prieſts, who are called Talepoy, or

Talapoins, obſerve celibacy, and eat but

once a day. They wear a long frock,

girt with a leather thong four inches broad,

at which hangs a bag for receiving alms.

They have no ſtipends, and in caſe the few

acres, which every one who builds a tem

Ple beſtows for their maintenance, be not

ſufficient, they ſend novices abroad to beg

alms. They have idols in their tem.

Ples, with very large ears, in a fitting

poſture, like taylors. They have various

ſorts of muſic, but the pipe and tabor are

eſteemed the beſt. In the low flat part of

the country, which is liable to be over

flowed, they build their houſes upon ſtakes,

and in time of inundations, communicate

with each other by boats. The city of

of Pegu, in 16oo, was one of the largeſt

and moſt populous in Aſia, but being be

ſieged, in 1592, by the kings of Aracan

and Tangue, the king was obliged to

ſubmit for want of proviſions. Since that

time Pegu ceaſed to be the royal city, and

fell to decay; ſo that, although 6 or 7

leagues in compaſs, not one-twentieth part

of it is now inhabited. It is ſtill, how

ever, the ſeat of the viceroy, governing for

the king, who reſides now at Ava. Lat.

18- 5. N. lon. 96.42. E.

Pehembury, Devonſ. NW. of Honiton.

PEINA, a town of Hildeſheim, Lower

Saxony.

Peipus, or Tchudskoi, a large lake

of Ruſſia, between the governments of Pe

terſburgh and Riga, 64 miles in length,

and from 8 to 24 in breadth. It has a

communication with the Lake of Wert

zerwe; and the river Narova iſſues from

this lake, by which it has a communica

tion alſo at Narva, with the Gulf of Fin

land. -

PEisho R.E, or PitsHou R, a conſider

able city of India, in the country of

Cabul, 50 miles NNW. of Attock.

PEK1 N, the capital city of the empire

of China, fituated in a fertile plain. It

obtained this name, which ſignifies the

Northern Court, to diſtinguiſh it from

Nanking, or the Southern Court, where

the emperors formerly reſided. It is an

exact ſquare, and divided into two parts;

namely, that which contains the emperºr's

palace, which is in the New City, or Tar

tar City, ſo called becauſe it is inhabited

by Tartars, ever ſince they conquered the

empire. The other, called the Old City,

is inhabited by the Chineſe. The circuit

of both together, is 52 Chineſe lays, each

of which contains 24 o geometrical paces.

The gates of this city are lofty and well

arched, ſupporting buildings of 9 ſtories

high; the loweſt of which is for the ſol

diers, when they come off guard. The

gates are 9 in number, and before each is

an open ſpace, which ſerves for a parade.

The ſtreets are as ſtraight as a line, moſt

of them 3 miles in length, and about 120

feet wide, with ſhops on both ſides; but

the houſes are poorly built, and have only

a ground-floor. The concourſe of people

in the ſtreets is prodigious; here are alſo

vaſt numbers of hories, camels, mules,

aſſes, and carriages. It is ſingular, how

ever, that no women are ever ſeen; al

though the number of women in China, as

well as in every other country, is ſuperior
to that of the other ſex. All the riches

and merchandiſe of the empire are conti

nually pouring into this city. There are

always hackney horſes and chairs, in va

rious parts, which ſtand ready to be hired

for a trifle. All the great ſtreets are

guarded by ſoldiers, who patrole night

and day, with ſabres hanging from their

girdles, and whips in their hands, to cor

rečt, without diſtinction, thoſe who excite

quarrels, or make diſturbances. The

little ſtreets have lattice-gates at their

entrance into the great ſtreets, which are

ſhut up at night, and guarded by ſoldiers,

who ſuffer no aſſemblies in the ſtreets at

that time. The emperor's palace is of

vaſt extent, and ſurrounded by a brick

wall, with pavilions at each corner, en

compaſſed by galleries ſupported by co

lumns. Thoſe who have computed the

compaſs
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compaſs of this city a different way, ob

ſerve, that the two cities, without the

ſuburbs, are 18 miles in circumference,

and that the number of inhabitants is, at

leaſt, 2,000,ooo; that the walls of the

Tartar city are ſo high, that they cover

the town, and are broad enough for twelve

horſemen to ride eaſily.# and there

are ſtrong towers a bow-ſhot diſtance from

each other. The walls of the immenſe

palace of the emperor, including that and

the gardens, are upwards of four miles in

circumference, and the archite&ture of the

frućtures entirely different from that of

the Europeans; they are covered with

tiles of a ſhining beautiful yellow. The

palace never fails to ſtrike beholders, by

it's extent, grandeur, and the regular diſ

poſition of it's apartments. It preſents a

. aſſemblage of vaſt buildings,

extenſive courts, and magnificent gardens.

The temples and the towers of this city

are ſo numerous, that it is difficult to

count them. Proviſions of all kinds are

exceedingly plentiful, they being, as well

as the merchandiſe, chiefly brought from

other parts by means of canals, which are

always crowded with veſſels of different

ſizes. No police can be more active. It

is rare, in a number of years, to hear of

houſes being robbed, or people aſſaſſinated.

An earthquake, whichſº here in

1731, buried above 1 oo,ooo perſons in

the ruins of the houſes. In this city a

Ruſſian church is eſtabliſhed, with a ſemi

nary, in which the ſtudents are permitted

to reſide, for the purpoſe of learning the

Chineſe language. Since this eſtabliſh

ment, many intereſting publications have

made their appearance at Peterſburgh, re

lative to the laws, hiſtory, and geography

of China, tranſlated from the originals

publiſhed at Pekin. Lat. 39.54. N. lon.

116. 30. E.

Pele, Lancaſhire, N. of Wigan.

Lancaſhire, W. of Warrington.

PE led Riso, Mount, a promontory

on the N. coaſt of Sicily, about two miles

W. of Palermo. The proſpect from it is

beautiful and extenſive. Moſt of the Li

pari Iſlands are diſcovered in a clear day,

and alſo a large portion of Mount Euna,

although at the diſtance of almoſt the

whole length of Sicily. -

PELEw Is LAND's, a cluſter of iſlands

in the N. Pacific Ocean, lying between

136. and 136. deg. E. lon. and 5. and 9.

N. lat. Thev were probably firſt diſco

wered by the Spaniards of the Philippines,

and by them called the Paloo Iſlands, from

the tall palm trees that grow there in

great numbers, and which, at a diſtance,

Pele,

-

P E L

have the appearance of maſts of ſhips;

the word paloſ, in the Spaniſh language,

ſometimes ſignifying a maſt. There is,

however, ſome reaſon to ſuppoſe, that me

European had ever landed upon them, be

fore the Antelope, a packet belonging to

the Eaſt-India Company, and commanded

by Captain Wilſon, was wrecked there in

1783. The captain found the natives

fimple in their manners, delicate in their

ſentiments, friendly in their diſpoſition,

and, in ſhort, a people that do honour to

the human race. The aſtoniſhment which

thoſe, who firſt diſcovered the Engliſh,

manifeſted on ſeeing their colour, plainly

ſhowed, that they ń. never before ſeen a

white man. The clothes of the ſtrangers

alſo puzzled them exceedingly; for it

ſeemed to be a matter of doubt with them,

whether theſe and their bodies did not

form one ſubſtance. When the captain's

brother was deputed to wait upon the king,

who reſided on an iſland at ſome diſtance

from that on which they had ſaved thrir

lives, he accidentally pulled off his ha", at

which the gazing ſpectators were all ſtruck

with aſtoniſhment, as if they thought it

had formed a part of his head. They had

no idea of the nature of powder and ſhot,

and were exceedingly amazed on ſeeing it's

effects. The weapons uſed in their bat

tles were bamboo ſpears, about 12 feet

long, with the pointed end exceedingly

hard, and barbed tranſverſely. They had

alſo bamboo darts pointed with the wood

of the betel-nut tree, which is very hard

and heavy; with ſhorter ones for diſtant

marks, which are thrown by means of a

(tick, with a notch in it, wherein the

head of the dart was fixed. With reſpect

to property in theſe iſlands, a man's houſe,

or canoe, is confidered as his own, as is

alſo the land allotted him, as long as he

occupies and cultivates it but, whenever

he removes with his family to another

place, the ground reverts to the king,

who gives it to whom he pleaſes, or to

thoſe who ſolicit to cultivate it. The

country is well covered with timber-trees,

the trunks of which furniſh the natives

with canoes, ſome large enough to carry

3o men. Yams and cocoa-nuts, being

their chief articles of ſubfiſtence, are at

tended to with the utmoſt care. The

other trees were the ebony; a ſpecies of

manchineel; a tree that, being pierced

with a gimlet, there ran from it a thick

liquid, of the conſiſtence of cream; and a
ſingular tree, like a cherry-tree, but with

leaves reſembling a myrtle, ſo extremely

hard, that few of the tools which the Eng

liſh had could work it, the wood breaking
their

|

... --
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their edges: the colour of the interior was

like mahogany. They had alſo the cab

bage-tree; a tree whoſe fruit nearly re

ſembled an almond; the wild bread-fruit

tree; plantains, bananas, Seville oranges,

and lemons. Their common drink was

the milk of the cocoa-nut; on particular

occaſions, adding certain ſweetmeats and

a ſweet beverage obtained by the aid of a

fyrup, extraćted either from the palm-tree

or the ſugar-cane. No quadrupeds were

feen, except ſome browniſh grey rats in

the woods, and a few meagre cats in ſome

of the houſes. They had plenty of com

mon cocks and hens, which, though not

domeſticated, yet loved to get near their

houſes and plantations. The houſes are

raiſed about three feet from the ground,

the foundation beams being laid on large

ſtones, whence ſpring the upright ſupports

of their fides, which are croſſed by other

timbers grooved together, and faſtened by

wooden pins, the intermediate ſpace being

cloſely filled up with bamboos and palm

tree leaves; and the inſide is without any

diviſion, forming one great room. As to

domeſtic implements, they have little baſ

kets, very nicely woven from ſlips of the

plaintain-tree, and wooden baſkets, with"

covers, neatly carved, and inlaid with

ſhells. No one ever ſtirs abroad without

a baſket, which uſually contains ſome be

tel-nut, a comb, knife, and a little twine.

The beſt knives are made of a piece of the

large mother-of-pearl oyſter, ground nar

row, and the outward fide a little poliſhed.

The combs are made of the orange-tree,

of which there are a few of the Seville

kind ; the handle and teeth are faſtened in

the ſolid wood. The fiſhing-hooks are of

tortoiſe ſhell; and twine, cord, and fiſh

ing-nets, are well manufa&tured from the

huſks of the cocoa-nut. Of the plantain

leaf are formed mats, which ſerve the pea

ie as beds. They alſo uſe a plantain.

i. at meals, inſtead of a plate; and the

ſhell of a cocoa-nut, which they poliſh

very nicely, ſupplies the place of a cup.

There are veſſels of a kind of earthen

ware, of a reddiſh-brown colour, in which

they boil their fiſh, yams, &c. A bundle

of cocoa-nut huſks, tied together, ſerves

them for a broom, and thick bamboos,

with bores five or ſix inches in diameter,

are their buckets, or ciſterns. The ſhell

of the tortoiſe is here remarkably beau

tiful; and the natives have diſcovered the

art of moulding it into little trays, or

diſhes, and ſpoons. Some of the wounen

have alſo bracelets of the ſame manufac

ture, and ear-rings inlaid with ſhells.

The natives, in general, are a ſtout Peo

w

ple, rather above the middling flature,

and of a very deep copper colour. Their

hair is long, and generally formed into

one large looſe curl round their heads.

The men are without cloaths; the womea

wear two little aprons, one before, the

other behind. Both men and women are

tattooed, and their teeth are made black

by art. The men had their left ear bored,

and the women both ; with beads or leaves

wore in the perforated ear. The carti

lage between the noſtriis was alſo bored,

in both ſexes, through which they often

put ſome ſprig, bloſſom, or ſhrub. Both

ſexes are very expert at ſwimming, and

the men are ſvch admirable divers, that

they will readily fetch up any thing from

the bottom of the ſea which attracts their

notice. The conduct of theſe people to

ward the Engliſh was uniformly courteous

and attentive, accompanied with a polite

neſs which ſurpriſed thoſe who were the

objećts of it. Such an opinion had the

king of the iſland entertained of the Eng

liſh, that, on their departure, he ſuffered

his ſecond ſon, Lee Boo, to accompany

them to England, where this amiable

youth died of the ſmall-pox, in 1734, at

about 2 o years of age. Theſe iſlands are

encircled on the W. ſide by a reef of coral.

Pelham-Aurſa, or Brent, Pelham. Fur

neux, and Pelham Stockin, Herts, on the

bºrders of Eſſex, towards Clavering.

Pelin, Cornwall, S. of Leſtwithiel.

PE Lissa, a town and county in Hun

gary, 15 miles N. of Buda.

Pell, Suſſex, on the coaſt, by Bexibl.

PELLA, an ancient town of Theſſaly.

Pellamontain, Cornwall, W. of Treriſe.

Peller, Cornwall, near Padſtow-Haven,

Peloe, Durham, near Cheſter-le-Street.

PE LopoN N Es Us. See The MoR Ea.

Pelſhal, Staff. N. of Walſal. Pellow,

Shropſ. N. of Newport. Pelton, Dur

hain, near Cheſter-le-Street.

PEMBA, a province of Congo, in Af.

rica. Banza, or St. Salvador, is the capital.

Pemberton, Lancaſhire, near Wigan.

PEM BRIDGE, a ſmall town Here

fordſhire, with a manufactory of woollen

cloth, feated on the river Arrow, 12 miles

N.W. of Hereford, and 145 WNW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

*PEMBRoke, the capital of Pembroke

ſhire, commodiouſly ſeated on the inner

moſt creek of Milford-Haven, over which

are two handſome bridges. It is well

built and well-inhabited, and next to Car

marthen and Brecon, is the richeſt town

in S. Wales. Here are merchants who

employ near 200 ſail on their own account.

It is 1a miles SE. of Haverfordwett, and

256 W,
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256 W. by N. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Pembrokeshi RE, the moſt weſtern

county of S. Wales, 35 miles in length,

18 in it’s mean breadth, and ſurrounded

on all fides by the ſea, except on the NE.

and E. where it is bounded by Cardigan

ſhire and Carmarthenſhire. It is divided

into 7 hundreds, which contain 7 market

towns, and 145 pariſhes. The principal

rivers are the E. and W. Cledhue. A

great part of the county is plain, and to

lerably fertile, conſiſting of rich meadow

and arable land. One part alone is moun

tainous, extending from the coaſt, near

Fiſhguard, to the borders of Carmarthen

ſhire. This, however, yields good paſ

ture for ſheep and cattle. There is pro

bably more rain here than in any other

part of the kingdom, brought by weſterly

winds from the Atlantic Ocean. The

only manufactures of the county conſiſt of

a cotton-mill, near Haverfordweſt, which

employs about 1.5o perſons; a forge at

Blackpool, and ſome iron and tin works

on the Tivy. The county-town is Pem

broke. º

Pembury, Kent. Pen, Somerſetſ. NE.

of Wuncaunton.

Penalth, S. of Monmouth, on the Wye.

PENAlv A, a town of Beira.

PENAurier, a town in the dept. of

Aude, 4 miles N.W. of Carcaſſonne.

Penºrook, Dorſ-tſ. in the pariſh of S.

Perrot. Petcher, Durham, near Hough

ton-le-Spling. Pencle, Staff, near New

caſtle-under-Line. Pencomb, Heref. SW.

of Bromyard. Pen Court, Kent, near Hoi

lingbourn. Pencoyd, Heret. W. of Roſs.

Pencoyd. Monm. B. of Caerleon. Pen

creek, Cornwall, near Leſkird. Penden,

Cornwall, near Leikard. Penden, and

Pendene-Vowe, Cornwall, on the N. coaſt,

near Morvath. Pendennis, Cornwall, at

the mouth of Falmouth Haven, is a pe

ninſula of one mile and a half in circum

ference, on which Henry VIII. erected a

caſtle, oppoſite to that of St. Maw's, on

the other ſide of the bay, which he alſo

built. Some additional works were alſo

made by Queen Elizabeth. It is one of

the largeſt caſtles in the kingdom, and is

built on a high rock. It is ſtronger by

land than St. Maw's, being regularly

fortified, and having good outworks.

Pendennock-Point, Cornwall, N. of the

Lizard. Pender, Cornwall, near St. Bu

rien. Pend-Hill, Surry, in Blechingley

pariſh. Pendle Foreſt and Hill, Lancaſ.

near Clithero. Pendleton, Lancaſ. W. of

Pendle-Hill. Pendock, Worceſ. N.W. of

Tewkeſbury. Pendomer, Somerſetſ, be

tween Crewkern and Melbury. Pendra

gon. Caſtle, Weſtmorl. S. of Kirby-Ste

ven, on the Eden. Pendreſtone, Cornwall,

near Bliſland, NE. of Bodmin.

PeneMUNDER, a town and fort in the

iſland of Uſedom, Upper Saxony.

Penfoot, Cornwall, S.W. of Launceſton.

Penford, Staff. E. of Codſall. Pengely,

Cornwall, in the pariſh of Breage. Pen

geºſick, Cornwall, E. of Mount's-Bay.

PENGUIN Island, a ſmall iſland near

the Cape of Good Hope; an iſland near

the S. coaſt of Newfoundland; and an

iſland in Adventure. Bay, New Holland.

PENGUIN IsLAND and BAY, on the

coaſt of Patagonia. Lat. 47. 48. S.

Pengwenyon. Point, Cornwall, SE. of

Mount's-Bay. -

PENHA-GARc1A, a town of Beira.

Penhale, Cornwall, W. of St. Dennis.

Penhall, Cornwall, SE. of Padſtow. Ha

ven. Penhill-Beacon, Yorkſ. near Mid

lam. Penhow, Monmouthſ. S. of Stro

gle-Caſtle, Penhurſ, Suſſex, W. of Bat

tle. Penibout, Carmarthenſhire. Peni

burt, Radnorſhire.

PENiche, a town of Portugueſe Eſ

tramadura, with a citadel and harbour.

• PE NIGK, a town of Schonberg, Upper

Saxony, with a manufacture of woollen

ſtuffs, and a pottery. -

PENIsco LA, a town of Valencia, on a

high point of land, ſurrounded on three

ides by the Mediterranean.

Peniſireet, Merionethſh. in Trawsfin

wydd. Penk, a river in Staffordſhire,

which runs into the Saw, below Stafford.

Penkenel, Cornwall, SE. of Truro.

keth, Lancaſ. SW. of Warrington.

PENKRIDGE, a town of Staffordſhire,

formerly large and handſome, but now

greatly reduced. It is 6 miles S. of Staf

ford, and 129 NW. of London. Mar

ket on Tueſday. A fair on Sept. 2, and

a great horſe fair on October 1 oth.

Penland, Heref. S. of Kington. Pen

lene, Cornwall, NE. of Bottreux-Caſtle.

Penlet-Point, Cornwall, W. of Plymouth

Harbour. Penley, or Pentley, Hertfordſ.

NW. of Berkhampſtead, near Tring.

Penley, Wilts, by Weſtbury. Penmach

no, Carnarvonſhire.

PENMAEN-MAwR, a mountain of

Carnarvonſhire, 1545 feet high, and over

hanging the ſea at ſo vaſt a height, that

few are able to look down the dreadtul

ſteep. On the ſide next the ſea, a road is

cut cut of the rock, which winds up a

ſteep aſcent, and is ſecured by a ſubſtan

tial wall, breaſt high, along, the brink of

the frightful precipice. To this great and

uſeful work the city of Dublin:
contributed,

Pen
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contributed, it being in the high road to

Holyhead. Here the ſea is ſeen daſhing

it’s waves 4o fathoms below, while the

mountain riſes as high above the travel

ler's head. This road was long narrow,

bad, and ſtony, but fince 1772, it has

been made better and wider, and defended

from the precipice by the wallabove-men

tioned. The wall before was very ſlight,

in ſome parts about a yard high, and in

other parts there was only a bank, that

icarcely roſe a foot above the road.

Penman Roſs, a mountain in Denbighſ.

Penmorſa, Carnarvonſ. Penn, Bucks, 2

miles from High Wycomb. Penn, Ne

ther and Over, Staffordſhire, near Wol

verhampton.

PEN NAF Lor, a town of Aſturias.

PEN NAfloR, a town of Andaluſia.

Pennant, Cornwall, in St. Clere pariſh.

PEN N AR, a river of Hindooſtan, which

riſes in the kingdom of Myſore, and wa

tering Gooty-Gandicotta, Cuddapah, and

Nellore, falls into the Bay of Bengal, at

Gangapatnam.

Peanard, E. and W. Somerſetſh. near

Glaſtonbury. Pennervaen, a ſteep moun

tain, with a ſharp ſummit, S. of Breck

nock. Pennigent Hill, Yorkſh. NE. of

Settle. Pennington, Hants, near Ring

wood. Pennington, Lancaſ, near Ulver

ſton. Penniſion, Yorkſ. W. Riding, N.

of Middop.

PEN NoN, a fort of Africa, ſeated on a

ſmall iſland before the harbour of Algiers.

PEN NoN-DE-Velez, a ſea-port of Bar

bary, ſeated on a rock in the Mediterra

nean, near the town of Velez. It is in

the poſſeſſion of the Spaniards, is 75

miles E. of Ceuta, and has a good har

bour.

PEN Nsylvan IA, one of the United

States of N. America, bounded on the E.

by New York and Jerſey; on the W. by

ſtates not ſettled; on the N. by ſeveral

Indian nations; and on the S. by Dela

ware and Maryland. It extends 256 miles

from E. to W. and 140 from N. to S.

By means of the Delaware, and other na

vigable rivers, large ſhips come up into

the heart of the country. The ſoil is, in

fome places, a yellow or black ſand; in

ſome, loamy gravel; and in others a fat

and fruitful mould, eaſy to be cleared. It

is well watered with rivers, and produces

every thing which can render life agreea

ble, in the utmoſt plenty. The produce

of this country is corn, cattle, timber,

pot-aſhes, wax, ſkins, and furs; and they

export to the W. India Iſlands ſalted beef,

poik, horſes, pipe-ſtaves, and fiſh; tak

ing in return ſugar, rum, and molaſſes.

This country is now one of the moſt flou

riſhing in the New World. It was grant

ed to William Penn, ſon of Sir W. Penn,

by King Charles l I. in conſideration of

fundry debts due to him from the crown.

When he went to America, he purchaſed

the ſoil, at a very low rate, of the Indians,

expending alſo large ſums in tranſporting

his followers, and ſupplying them with all

neceſſaries.

a very eaſy purchaſe, and he gave the ſet

tlers a noble chuter of privileges. The

Germans compoſe a quarter, if not a third

part of the inhabitants of Pennſylvania ;

in 1787, the whole number of inhabitants

were reckoned at 360,ooo : they are now

much more numerous. Philadelphia is

the capital.

Pennywell, Herts, near Watford.

PE Noh scor, a bay of N. America, on

the S. coaſt of Main, at the mouth of the

river Penobſcot. It is long and capacious,

and lined with a cluſter of ſmall iſlands.

The river Penobſcot is navigable, for veſ

ſels of io9 tons, to the falls, which are 50

miles from the ſea. -

Pen-Park. Hole, Glouceſ. 3 miles from

Briſtol. Penpoll, Cornwall, E. of Bodmin.

Penpont, Cornw. SE. of Padſtow-Haven.

Penpurgh, Northumb. by Whitfield.

PENR is E, a ſea-port of Glamorgan

ſhire, with a good harbour for ſhips. It

is 20 miles SE. of Carmarthen, and 219

W. of London. Market on Thurſday.

*PENRITH, a large well-built town of

Cumberland, ſeated under a hill, near the

rivers Eymot and Lowther. It has a ſpa

cious market place, and is a great tho

roughfare, lying on the poſt-road between

London and Gjaſgow. Here are ſome

noted tan-works, and ſome manufactures

of check and cotton. It is 18 miles S. of

Carliſle, and 2So NNW. of London.

Markets on Tueſday and Saturday. Fair

on Whit Tueſday.

Penrith, Old, Cumb. in Lazenby, pa

riſh, 5 miles from Penrith, and 13 from

Carliſle. It was formerly a Roman ſta

tion, and here are ſtill to be ſeen great

ruins of a town. Penroſe, Cornw. near

Helſton. Penroſe, Cornw. at the Land's

End. , Penroſe, Heref. N. of Pembridge.

Penroſe, Monm. N. of Ragland-Caſtle.

Penruddock, Cumberland, in Greyſtock

pariſh.

PENRY N, a conſiderable town of Corn

wall, ſeated on an eminence near Penden

nis-Caſtle, at the entrance of Falmouth

Haven. It has a confiderable trade in

drying and vending pilchards, and in the

Newfoundland fiſhery, and is 2 miles

NNW, of Falmouth, and 266 WSW. of

London.

His lands alſo were ſold at
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London. Markets on Wedneſday, Fri

day, and Saturday.

PEN.sacol A, the principal town of

W. Florida, ſeated on a bay of the Gulf

of Mexico, which forms a commodious

harbour, ſafe from all winds. Lat. 30.

31. N. lon. 87. 12. W. -

PENSANc E, or PENZANce, a popu

tous town of Cornwall, feated on a creek

of Mount's Bay. In 1595, it was burnt

by the Spaniards, who, in four galleys,

ſurpriſed this part of the coaſt, and ſet ſe

veral villages and farms on fire; but it

was ſoon rebuilt, made one of the coinage

towns, and has now many ſhips belonging

to it. It is to miles E of Seman, at the

Land's End, and 286 WSW. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Penſand, Cornw. S. of Stratton. Pen

fax, Worc. in Lindridge pariſh. Penſet

Chace, Staff. SW. of Wolverhampton.

PEN'sfor D, a town in Somerſetſhire,

ſeated on the river Chew. It is noted for

it's hats and bread, and has a manufačtory

of cloth. It is 7 miles SSW. of Bath,

and 117 W. by S. of London. Market

on Tueſday. -

Pen'ſ Green, Surry, between Peckham

and Beckenham. Pen’s-Place, Hertfordſ.

on Aldenham-Common. Penſham, Worc.

near Perſhore. Penſheret, Cornw. NE. of

Bodmin. Penſherſ, or Pencheſter, Kent,

3 miles S.W. of Tunbridge. Penſherſ?-

Halymote, alias Otford Wild, Kent, near

Pentherſt. Penſignance, Cornwall, near

Redruth. Penſihorp, Norfolk, near Faken

ham. Penterry. Chapel, Monm. NW. of

Chepſtow. Penthrant-Mon, Angleſea, 5

miles W. of Beaumaris. Pentire, Hill,

Fort, and Point, Cornwall, near the en

trance of Padſtow-Haven. Pentire, E.

and W. Cornwall, on the Briſtol-Channel,

near Crantock, SE. of Penhale.

Pe Nt La ND FR1th. See ORcapes.

PENT L AND - SK ERRies, three ſmall

rocky iſlands, on the N. coaſt of Scotland,

4 miles NE. of Duncanſby Head. On the

largeſt of theſe, two lighthouſes were

erected in 1794.

PentLAND-HILLs, a ridge of moun

tains, in Edinburghſhire, extending about

1o miles from SW. to NE.

Pentlow, Eſſex, on the Stour, between

Long Melford and Clare. Pentney, Norf.

on the river Lyn, between Seche and Caſ

tleacre. Penton Grafton, Hampſh. near

Weyhill. Penton-Mewſey, Hampſ. near

Andover. Pentregayer, Shropſ. W. of

Oſweſtry. Pentrepant, Shropſ. N. of oſ

weſtry. Pentridge, Derbyſ. SW. of Al

freton. Pentridge, Dorſetſ. by Cranborn

Chace. Pentry, Carmarthenſhire. Pent

van, Cornwall, w. of Trewardreth-Bay.

Pentwynbarth Hill, Montmouthſh. W.

of Caerleon. Penwoſe, Cornwall, SE. of

Padſtow. Haven. Penwarn, Cornwall, W.

of Trewardreth-Bay. Penwarren, Corn

wall, near Helford-Haven. Penwortham,

Lancaſ. on the Ribble, near Preſton. Pen

yard Caſtle, Heref., near Roſs. , Penny

Clawth, Monm. E. of Ragland-Caſtle.

Peover, Upper and Nether, Cheſhire, E.

and NE. of Northwich.

PENzcorskoe, one of the 41 govern

ments of the Ruſſian empire, formerly a

province of Kaſan. It's capital, Penza,

is ſeated on the river Sura, where it re

ceives the rivulet Penza. Lat. 53.25. N.

lon. 45.45. E. -

Pepenliury, or Pembury, Kent, 3 miles
SE. of Tunbridge. Pepbull, Cheſhire, W.

of Macclesfield. Pepingſtraw, Kent, in

Offham pariſh. Peplew, Shropſh. S. of

Hodnet. Pepperharrow, Surry, W. of

Godalmin. Pepperbill, Shropſhire, near

Patſhall in Staffordſhire. Peppering, Suſ.

ſex, SE. of Arundel. Pepperneſs, Kent,

the S. point of Sandwich. Haven. Pepper

ſtock, Bedfordſ, near Luton-Hoo. Pºpple

ſham, Suffºx, near Haſtings.

PEQUIGNY, a town in the dept. of the

Somme, ſeated on the river Somme, 15

miles S.E. of Abbeville.

PERA, a ſuburb of Conſtantinople,

where the foreign ambaſſadors uſually re

fide. It is inhabited by Greek and other

Chriſtians, and they ſell wine, there as

publicly as in any other part of Europe,

which is not allowed in the city.

Peramarwothal, Cornwall, N. of Pen

ryn. Peramuthno, Cornw. E. of Mount's

Bay. Peran-in-the-Sands, Cornwall, NE.

of St. Agnes. It has from time to time

been almoſt overwhelmed with the ſea

ſand driven into it by the NW. winds, ſo

that the inhabitants were obliged once to

remove their church.

Pekay, Sr. a village in the dept. of
Ardeche, noted for it's wine. It is ſeated

on the Rhone, oppoſite Valence.

PER CAslaw, a town of Ruſſia, in

Kiof.

Perche, a ci-devant province of

France, now forms, with part of Nor

mandy, the department of Orne.

Percy-Lodge, Bucks, near Colnbrook.

Pere, St. Monn. S. of Chepſtow.

Per EkoP. See PREcop.

PEReczAs, a town of Upper Hungary,

capital of a county of the ſame name.

PER GA, a town of Turkey, in Albania.

PERGAMo, an ancient decayed town of

Natolia, inhabited by about 3odo Turks,

and a few families of poor Chriſtians.

Pergamus
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Pergamus was anciently the capital of a

kingdom, which began in the year 470,

from the building of Rome, and continued

152 years; when, the laſt king, Attalus

III. dying without children, left the Ro

man people his heirs. Here the manufac

ture of parchment was firſt invented. .

Perigorp, a ci-devant province of

France, now forming the department of

Dordogne.

PERicu EUx, an ancient town, the

capital of the department of Dordogne.

Here are the ruins of a temple of Venus,

and an amphitheatre. This town is fa

mous for it's partridge pies, which are

ſent all over Europe. It is ſeated on the

river Ille, 50 miles S.W. of Limoges.

Perivale, Middl. N. of Great Ealing

and Caſtlebare-Hill. Perlethorp, Nott.

in Edenſtow pariſh. -

PERM, one of the 41 governments of

Ruſſia, formerly a province of Kaſan. It

is divided into two provinces; namely,

Perm, the capital of which is of the ſame

name, ſeated on the river Kama, where it

receives the Zegochekha, in lat. 57.40. N.

lon. 54. 6. E. and Catharinenburgh, the

capital of which, of the ſame name, is

ſeated not far from the ſource of the river

Iſſel, in lat. 56. 36. N. lon. 60. 30. E.

PerNAMBU c. Sce OLINDA.

Permondley, Northumb. NE. of Kirk

haugh.

PERNE, a town in the depart. of the

Mouths of the Rhone; and a town in the

dept. of the Straits of Calais.

PER No, a town of Nyland, Sweden.

PERNov, a town in the government of

Riga.

ERoNNE, a town in the depart. of

Somme, ſeated on the river Somme, 27

miles SW. of Cambray, and 80 E. by

N. of Paris. - -

Peroſe, Cornwall, SW. of Camelford.

PerousA, a town of Piedmont, in the

diſtrićt of the Four Valleys, to one of

which it gives name.

PER PIGNAN, a conſiderable town in

the dept. of the Eaſtern Pyrenees, and late

F. of Rouſſillon, with an univerſity.

t is ſeated on the river Tet, 3 miles from

the ſea, (over which there is a handſome

bridge) 26 miles S. of Narbonne. .

Perrot, South, Dorſetſ. 2 miles N.W. of

Cheddington. Perry, Huntingdonſ in the
ariſh .# Great Stoughton. Perry Bar,

taff. N. of Birmingham. Perry-Bridge,

Somerſetſ. S. of Wrinton. Perry-Court,

kent, near Cliff. Perry-Court, Kent,

near Preſton. Perry. Court, Kent, near

Wye. Perry-Hall, Staff. , near Perry

Rar, Perry.Hill, Surry, NW, of Guil

ford. Perry-Street, Kent, near Syden

ham. Perry Wood, Staff. near Birming

ham. Perſe-Bridge, Durham, on the Tees,

W. of Darlington.

PER sees, a people of Perſia, now ſcat

tered into different parts, but chiefly in

the E. Indies. They are worſhippers of

fire, or at leaſt they ſº upon that as an

emblem of the Supreme Being. They are

otherwiſe called Guebres. . On the con

queſt of Perſia, by the Mahometans, they

removed to India. Zoroaſter was the

founder of their ſe&t. They regard it as

a great crime to extinguiſh fire of any

kind; and have lamps in their temples,

which, they aſſert, have burnt for many

ages.

Perſendrove, Camb. W. of Wiſbeach.

Persepolis, ſuppoſed to be anciently

the capital city of Perſia, properly ſo call

ed. It was taken by Alexander the

Great, who was perſuaded, when in li

quor, by the courteſan Thais, to ſet it

on fire. It is thought to be the ſame

as is now called Kilmanar, of which there

are magnificent ruins ſtill remaining.

Some travellers that have ſeen them, think

they far excel any thing of this kind in

the world. There are inſcriptions, in

characters, and in a language that now.

cannot be read, and which ſhow that this

place muſt be extremely ancient; almoſt

all parts of the ruins are full of ſculptures,

repreſenting men and beaſts. It is 52

miles NE. of Schiras, and zoo SE. of

Iſpahan.

Perſhal, Staffordſ... near Eccleſhal.

* PershoRE, a neat old town of Wor...

ceſterſhire, with, a manufacture of ſtock

ings. It is ſeated on the river Avon,

miles ESE. of Worceſter, and 102 WNW.

of London. 'Markets on Tueſday and

Saturday.

PERSIA, a large kingdom of Aſia, con

ſiſting of ſeveral provinces, which, at dif

ferent times, have had their particular

kings. It's power and extent have great

ly varied both in ancient and modern times,

and it's preſent boundaries are not exactly

known, eſpecially towards Ruſſia, Tarta

ry, and India. In the general outline, it

is bounded on the N. by Ruſſia, the Caſ

pian Sea, and Independent Tartary; on

the E. by India; on the S. by the Arabian

Sea and the Perſian Gulf; and on the W.

by Georgia, Armenia, Curdiſtan, and

Arabia. Perſia is divided into the fol.

lowing provinces: Schirvan; Adirbeit

zan; ÉÉ. Mezanderan, with Taber

iſtan; Perſian Irak, or ancient Parthia;

Chuſiſtan; Farſiſtan; Kerman, or Keri

ſtan; Mecran; Segeſtan; Sableſtān; and
L. 1 Choraſan,
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Choraſan; including Aſterbat and Dage

ſtan. Candahar is conſidered as a pro

vince of Perſia, although it is now an in

dependent kingdom. The chief rivers are

the Tygris and Amuc. In the N. and E.

parts it is mountainous and cold; in the

middle and SE. parts ſandy and deſart ;

and in the S. and W. level and extremely

fertile, though for ſeveral months very

hot. The ſoil produces the various ſorts

of pulſe and corn. They have cotton in

great abundance, and, among other do

meſtic animals, camels, .#. and

horſes. In ſeveral places, naptha, a ſort

of bitumen, riſes out of the ground, and

they have mines of gold, ſilver, iron, Tur

key-ſtones, and ſalt; but the firſt two of

theſe are not worked, on account of the

ſcarcity of wood. They have a great deal

of cotton cloth, ſome pearls, and a large

quantity of filk, befide manufačtures of

ſilk, and very fine carpets. They have

alſo the various ſorts of fruits, fairer and

better than the choiceſt European; excel

ſent wine, and a great number of mulber

ry-trees, with the leaves of which they feed

the ſilk-worms; likewiſe dates, piſtachio

nuts, and trees which produce manna.

Their horſes are the fineſt in the Eaſt; and

they have large flocks of ſheep and goats;

the tails of the former of which are of a

monſtrous ſize. They are generally Ma

hometans, of the ſect of Ali. Iſpahan is

the capital.

PRRs1AN Gulf, a large gulf of Aſia,

between Perfia and Arabia Felix. The

entrance near Ormus is not above 30 miles

over, but within it is 180 in breadth, and

the length, near Orinus to the mouth of

the Euphrates, 42 o miles. . .

º Hampſh. near Rumſey. Per

tenhall, Bedfordſ. near Swineſhead.

* Perth, a town of Scotland, capital

of a county of the ſame name. It is a

very handſome place, agreeably ſeated on

the river Tay, over which is an elegant

ſtone bridge of nine arches. The tide

somes up as far as this place, and the river

is navigable for ſmall veſſels. The kings

of Scotland before James II. in 1437,

were crowned at Scone, and reſided at

Perth, as the metropolis of the kingdom.

e town is ſuppoſed to have increaſed

one third in buildings, ſince the year 1745,

The number of inhabitants is about

to,ooo. The manufacture of linen and

Cotton is very conſiderable; 150,000l. be

ing annually exported, with 50,000l.

worth of ſalmou, and 12,000l. worth of

wheat and barley. Perth is 30 miles N.

of Edinburgh.

Perthacer Chapel, near Monmouth,

*

Perthshire, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. by the ſhires of In

verneſs and Aberdeen; on the E. by An

gusſhire and the Frith of Tay; on the

SE. and S. by the counties of Fife, Kin

roſs, Clackmannah, and Stirling; and on

the W. by Dumbartonſhire and Argyle

ſhire. It extends about 60 miles from N. *

to S. and upwards of 50 from E. to W.

The northern diſtrićt, called Athol, is

uncommonly wild and mountainous; the

others, viz, Braedalbane, Gourie, Mon

teith, Stormont, and Strathern, are more

champaign, and fertile in corn and pai

ture.

Perth AMBox, a ſea-port in the ſtate

of New Jerſey, ſeated on a neck of land,

included between the river Raritan and

Arthur Kull Sound. It lies open to

Sandy Hook, has one of the beſt harbours

on the continent, and is 25 miles S.W. of

New York.

Perton, Staffordſ, near Wolverhampton.

PERTUIs, a town in the dept. of the

Mouths of the Rhone, 1o miles N. of Aix.

Pertwood, Wilts, NW. of Hindon.

PERU, a large country of S. America,

bounded on the N. by the river of Guaya

quil, which divides it from New Granada;

on the S. by the depopulated territory of

Atacama, which parts it from Chili; on

the E. by a horrible deſart of more than

#. leagues in extent, which ſeparates it

rom the provinces of Paraguay and Bue

nos Ayres; and on the W. by the Pacific

Ocean. It's extent from N. to S. is from

42o to 450 leagues, and from E. to W.

from 100 to 1zo leagues. It was ſtripped

of the kingdom of Quito, which has gene

rally been conſidered as a part of it, in

1718, and of thoſe provinces, at the diſ

tance of 40 leagues E. of Lima, which,

towards the E. conſtitute the viceroyalty

of Buenos Ayres, in 1778. It ſcarcely

ever rains in this country, and they hard

ly know what lightning and thunder are,

unleſs toward the top of the mountains;

for when the mathematicians from France

were there, to meaſure a degree of lati

tude, while they were making their ob

ſervations, they not only ſaw it lighten,

but heard the thunder below them, for

they were above the clouds, All the tops

of theſe mountains are covered with ſnow

to a very great height, and there are feve

ral volcanoes, which burn continually ;

ſometimes ſuch torrents of water fall down

from thence, as overflow the country for a

confiderable ſpace. The beſt houſes here

are made of a ſort of reeds, like bamboo

canes, and covered with thatch, or palm

leaves. They have a kind of galleries,

of.
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or balconies, but there is no walking

along the floors without making the

whole ſtrućture ſhrink, or ſhake. Here

are large foreſts on the ſides of the moun

tains, which advance near the ſea; but

the trees are different from thoſe in Eu

rope. The birds are nuch ſuperior to

the European for the beauty of their

plumage; but their notes are very diſa

greeable. There are few birds near the

ſea, and the monkeys, alſo, keep at a diſ

tance from it. The bird called the tou

can, which is remarkable for having a bill

as large as it's body, is called the preach

er by the Spaniards, though it is as mute

as a fiſh. It has been generally ſaid there

are lions here, but that which they call

ſo is more like a wolf than a lion, and

never attacks man. The tigers are ſaid

to be as large and as fierce as thoſe of

Africa, though not of the ſame colour;

however, there are but very few of them.

Serpents are very common, and ſeveral

forts of them dangerous; particularly the

rattle-ſnake, which does not get away

from men like the reſt. There are ſeve

ral inſetts like thoſe in Europe, but they

are vaſtly larger. The earth-worms are

as long as a man's arm, and as thick as

his thumb; there are alſo ſpiders covered

with hair, and as large as a pigeon's egg.

The bats are of a monſtrous five, and will

fuck the blood of horſes, mules, and even

of men who ſleep in the fields; and they

have entirely deſtroyed the great cattle,

which the miſſionaries had introduced into

a country N. of Peru. The famous bird

called a contor, or condor, as, perhaps,

the largeſt in the world, for it is ſaid to

make nothing of carrying off ſheep and

heifers. The animal called the guanaco

is peculiar to S. America, for none have

ever been found in N. America, nor in

any other country. It is commonly call

ed a camel-ſheep, and has ſomething of

the ſhape of a camel, but without any

bunch on it's back. There are two ſorts

of them, one covered with a very fine red

diſh wool, or hair, which is a valuable

commodity. They are but ſmall in com

riſon of a camel, and were uſed to carry

j of about 50 pounds weight, be

fore horſes were introduced. Peru is in

habited by the Spaniards, who conquered

it, and the native Americans. The lat

ter, who live among the foreſts, form, as

it were, ſo many ſmall republics, which are

direéted by a Spaniſh prieſt, and by their

governor, aſſiſted by the original natives,

who ſerve as officers. They go naked,

and paint their bodies with a red drug,

called rocu. The ſame man is of all

trades, for he builds his own hut, con

ſtructs his own canoe, and weaves his own

cloth; but, if a large houſe is to be built

for common uſe, every one lends a helping

hand. Their ſkins are of a red copper co

lour; and they have no beards, nor hair

on any part of their bodies except their

heads, where it is black, long, and

coarſe. Thoſe that are not much expoſed

to the weather, are of a lighter colour than

the reſt. Their garment is a ſort of a

ſack, with holes to put their arms through;

and this is given them by their employers

as part of their wages. From a mixture

of the native Americans and Spaniards

ariſes a third kind, called Meltics, who

are accounted illegitimate; however, they

have all the privileges of a Spaniard, and

are the perſons who carry on all trades;

for the Spaniards think it beneath them to

meddle with any thing of this ſort ; theſe

behave in a more tyrannical manner over

the real Americans, than even the Spani

ards themſelves, inſomuch that the go

vernor is obliged to repreſs their inſolence.

They have a great number of fruits,

plants, and trees, not known in Europe;

the Spaniards alſo have introduced many

herbs, plants, and trees from Europe,

which thrive very well, and the fruits

they produce are delicious. A great part

of the territory of Peru is occupied either

by barren and rugged mountains; ſandy

plains, which reach from one extremity of

the coaſt to another; or lakes of many

leagues in extent, ſome of which are fitu

ated on the ſummits of the mountains.

The breaks, however, and the valleys,

which enjoy the benefit of irrigation, pre

ſent an extenſive range ofdelightful plains,

filled with cities and towns, the climate of

which is highly ſalubrious and agreeable.

It’s commerce has been confiderably aug

mented, ſince the arrival of merchant veſ

ſels from Spain, by Cape Horn, has been

permitted, and the removal of thoſe re

ſtrićtions, by which it was oppreſſed in the

time of the galleons, and the fairs of

Porto-Bello and Panama. The manufac

tures confiſt almoſt entirely of a few friezes,

worn by Indians and negroes; and ſome

manufactures of hats, cotton cloths, drink

ing-glaſſes, &c. inconſiderable in number.

The mines are the only ſource of the

riches of Peru. In 1790, 534,ooo marks

of filver, and 60% of gold, were ſmelted

and refined in the royal mint of Lima;

and 5,162,239 piaſties, in both materials,

were coined there. About half of the

filver, which is annually ſmelted and

coined, is extracted from the mines of

Guaigayoc and Paſco; the former in the
É i 2. diſtrićt
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diſtrićt of Truxillo, and the latter ſituated

at the northern extremity of the Pampas

de Bombon. The mine of Guantajaya,

in Arequipa, and that of Guarochiri, in

Lima, do not flouriſh in proportion to

the richneſs and abundance of their metals,

in coaſequence of the difficulty of procur

ing neceſſaries for working, ſubſiſtence,

&c., The fiſhery is excluſively in the

hands of the Indians, but being unſkilful,

and unprovided with proper boats and fit

inſtruments, they venture but a ſmall diſ

tance out to ſea. Hence a ſcarcity and

dearneſs of fiſh is experienced in Lima,

and in all the places along the coaſt. The

bad and uneven roads, together with the

delay and expence of carriage, almoſt en

tirely obſtrućt the internal commerce of

this province, and render the ſubſiſtence of

the inhabitants precarious, and dependant

on foreign aid. Peru is governed by a

viceroy, and is divided into the archbi

ſhopric of Lima, and the biſhoprics of

Arequipa, Cuſco, Guamanga, and Trux

illo, each of which is ſubdivided into ju

riſdićtions. Lima is the capital.

PERUGIA, a town in the pope's terri

tories, capital of Perugiano. It is a hand

fome and populous city, with a univerſity,

and three academies. The churches, and

many other buildings, public and private,

are very handſome. It is 75 miles N. of

Rome.

Perugia, a lake of Italy, 8 miles from

the city of that name, in the province of

Perugiano. It is almoſt round, about 1o

miles in diameter, and contains three

iſlands. It was formerly called Lacus

Thraſimenus, near which the conſul Fla

minius was defeated by Hannibal.

PERUGIANo, a province in the pope's

territories, E. of Tuſcany, about 2.5 miles

in length, and nearly as much in breadth.

The air is very pure, and the ſoil fertile

in corn and good wine. The capital is

Perugia.

Peryton, Somerſetſ, near Wellington.

Pery-Town, Kent, near Weſtwell.

PescaRA, a town and river of Abruzzo

Citra.

Peschie R.A., a town in the Veroneſe.

Peſcotter, a river in Cardiganſhire.

Pese Nas, a town in the dept. of He

rault, ſeated on the river Herault, 12

miles NE. of Beziers.

Peſhall, Suffolk, W. of Yoxford.

Peſebury, Hertfordſhire, near Sawbridg
worth.

Pest, a town of Hungary, capital of

a county of the ſame name, feated on the

Danube, in a fine plain, oppoſite Buda.

Peffon, Shropſ, near Chirbury.

Petaw, a town of Stiria, ſeated on the

river Drave.

PEtche-li, a province of China, the

chief in the whole empire; bounded on

the E. by the Yellow Sea; on the N. by

the great wall; on the W. by Chan-fi ;

and on the S. by Chang-tong and Honam.

It contains Pekin, the principal city in

the empire, on which 14o towns depend,

beſides a vaſt number of villages. The air

is temperate, unleſs when the wind blows

from the N. and there is a rainy ſeaſon in

ſummer; but it ſeldom rains very long, or

at any other time. The ſoil is fertile, and

produces, the various ſorts of corn; and

there is plenty of cattle, pulſe, and fruits.

They have alſo mines of coal, which is

their only fuel. There is a#. variety

of animals, of which a ſort of cat is moſt

remarkable, it having long hair about it's

neck and head, like the lion, and hanging

ears. All the riches of China are brought

into this province, particularly to Pekin.

Petches, Eſſex, by Tinchingfield.

Peter AND PAUL, ST. or PETRO

PAULowskoi, a town and port of Kamt

ſchatka, in the Ruſſian government of Ir

kutzk. The town conſiſts of ſome miſer

able loghouſes and a few conical huts.

jº. King places it in lat. 53. o. 38. N.

and lon. 158.43. E.

* Peter. Borough, a city of North

amptonſhire, ſeated on the river Nen, over

which is a bridge that leads into Hunt

ingdonſhire, in marſhy ground. It is not

a large place, having but one pariſh

church, beſides the cathedral, but the

market-place is ſpacious, and the ſtreets
regular. It has a trade in corn, coal, and

timber. The cathedral, formerly a mo

maſtery, is a majeſtic ſtructure, full of cu

rious work. It is 30 miles SSW. of Boſ

ton, and 81 N. ot London. Market on

Saturday.

Peterborough, in Monaghan, Ulſter.

Peter-Church, Herefordſ. on the river

Doier, in the Golden Vale. Peterley,

Bucks, in Miſſenden pariſh.

PETER-le. Port, St. a town in the

SE. part of Guernſey, conſiſting of one

long, narrow ſtreet. It is defended by two

caſtles, the Old Caſtle and Gornet Caſtle;

the latter is ſituated on a rock, ſeparated

from the land by an arm of the ſea, ford

able at low water. Here is a good road

for ſhipping; and the pier, a great work,

affords not only ſecurity to veſſels, but a

pleaſant and extenſive walk to the inha

bitants, with a fine proſpect of the ſea and

the neighbouring iſlands.

Peter he AD, a handſome town ofA

berdeenſhire, ſituated near the mouth of

Is the
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the river Ugie. It has an excellent har

bour, defended by a new pier. A conſi

derable trade is carried on, both in the

fiſhery, and to the Baltic for the produc

tions of the North. Here is alſo a manu

facture of ſewing thread. The mineral

ſpring here, of a powerful diuretic quality,

and the ſea-bathing, bring a great reſort

of company. It lies a little to the N. of

Buchanneſs, the inoſt eaſtern promontory

of Scotland.

Peter'ſ, St. Kent, in Thanet Iſle. Pe

ter's, St. Suffolk, S. of Bungay. Peter's,

St. Worceſ. near Droitwich. Peter'ſ-

Chapel in-the-Wall, St. Eſſex, at the mouth

of Blackwater river.

PETERs burgh, a town of Virginia,

ſeated on an unhealthy ſpot, on the S. ſide

of the river Appamatox, 18 miles S. of

Richmond.

Petersburgh, the metropolis of the

empire of Ruſſia, in the government of the

fame name, is ſeated on the river Neva,

near the Gulf of Finland, and is built

partly upon ſome iſlands in the mouth of

that river, and partly upon the continent.

So late as the beginning of this century

the ground on which Peterſburgh now

ſtands was only a vaſt moraſs, occupied

by two ſmall fiſhermen's huts. It is about

6 Engliſh miles in length, and as many

in breadth, and has neither gates nor a

wall. At firſt it was deſigned only for a

place of arms, in the Swediſh war, and the

public edifices and private houſes were

built only with timber, the town had no

other fortifications than a mean rampart

of earth, nor were the ſtreets paved. But

after the vićtory of Pultowa, and the con

queſt of Livonia, Peter determined to ren

der this infant city the capital of his em

pire. Upon this, he ordered the citadel

to be built with ſtone, the admiralty to be

walled in with the ſame materials, and all

the buildings to be erected in a handſome

and more durable manner, and gardens to

be laid out. In 1714, he removed the

council to Peterſburgh," and handſome

houſes were erected, in a ſtraight line, for

the public offices, which, in 1718, were

alſo tranſlated hither. In Peter's time,

this city became large and ſplendid, and

having received additional improvements

under his ſucceſſors, it is now ranked

among the largeſt and moſt elegant cities

of Europe. The czar, Peter the Great,

firſt began this city in the year 1703,

building a ſmall hut forº, and ſome

wretched wooden hovels. The ſtreets, in

general, are broad and ſpacious ; and

three of the principal ones, which meet in

a point at the admiralty, are at leaſt two

- w
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miles in length. Moſt of them are paved,

but a few are ſtill ſuffered to remain floor

ed with planks; and, in ſeveral parts of

this metropolis, wooden houſes, ſcarcely

ſuperior to common cottages, are blended

with the public buildings. The brick

houſes are ornamented with a white ſtucco,

which has led ſeveral travellers to ſay,

that they are built of ſtone. The manſions

of the nobility are vaſt piles of building;

furniſhed with great coſt, in the ſame ele

nt ſtyle as at Paris or London; and

ituated chiefly on the S. ſide of the Neva,

either in the admiralty quarter, or in the

ſuburbs of Livonia and Moſcow, which

are the fineſt parts of the city. The

views upon the banks of the Neva exhibit

the grandeſt and moſt lively ſcenes ima

ginable. That river is, in many places,

as broad as the Thames at London: it is

alſo deep, rapid, and as tranſparent as cry

ſtal; and it's banks are lined on each fide

with a continued range of handſome build

ings. On the N. the fortreſs, the academy

of ſciences, and the academy of arts, are

the moſt ſtriking objećts. On the oppoſite

ſide are the imperial palace, the admiralty,

the manſions of many Ruſſian nobles, and

the Engliſh line, ſo called becauſe (a few

houſes excepted) the whole row is occu

pied by the Engliſh merchants. In the

front of theſe buildings, on the S. ſide is

the quay, which ſtretches for 3 miles, ex

cept where it is interrupted by the admi
ralty; and the Neva, during the whole of

that ſpace, has been embanked, by order

of the late empreſs, by a wall, parapet,

and pavement of hewn granite. Peterſ

burgh, although it is more compaët than

the other Ruſſian cities, and has the

houſes, in many ſtreets, contiguous to each

other, yet ſtill bears a reſemblance to the

towns of this country, and is built in a

very ſtraggling manner. It has been late

ly incloſed within a rampart, the circum

ference of which is 14 miles. Notwith

ſtanding all the improvements it has re

ceived by ſucceeding ſovereigns, and par

ticularly the late empreſs, who may, with

out exaggeration, be called it's ſecond

founder, it is ſtill, as Mr. Wraxall ob

ſerves, “only an immenſe outline, which

will require future empreſſes, and zlmoſt
future ages, to complete.” From it’s low

and marſhy ſituation, it is ſubjećt to inun

dations, which have occaſionally riſen ſo

high, as to threaten the town with a total

ſubmerſion. The eppoſite diviſions of Pe

terſburgh, ſituated on each ſide of the Neva,

are conneéted by a bridge on pontoons,

which, on account of the large maſſes of

ice driven down the ſtrean from the Lake

! 3 Ladoga,
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Ladoga, is uſually removed when they

firſt make their appearance; and, for a

few days, till the river is frozen hard

enough to bear carriages, there is no com

munication between the oppoſite parts of

the town. The number of inhabitants is

eſtimated at 126,700. The value of the

exports, in Britiſh ſhips, in 1777, amount

ed to 1,568,782 ſterling; and the goods

imported in the ſame year were eſtimated

at 423,942]. Peterſburgh is 540 miles

NNE. of Warſaw. Lat. 59.56. N. lon.

36. 25. E.

*Petersfield, a town of Hampſhire,

ſeated on the river Loddon, 1.8 miles NE.

of Portſmouth, and 53 SW. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Peter's-Green, Herts, in the road from

Kempton to Luton. Peterſham, Dorſetſ.

near Winborn Minſter.

PetershAct N, formerly Hocke

leve, a town of Minden, Weſtphalia.

- Peterſham, a village in Surry, ſituated

on the Thames, on the S. ſide of Rich

mond-Hill, near 1 o miles WSW. of

London. Peterſion, Monmouthſ. SW. of

Newport-Haven, Peterflow, Herefordſ.

W. of Wilton-Caſtle.

PETER war Aprin, a fortified town of

Sclavonia, on the Danube. It is chiefly

remarkable for the ſºnal vićtory obtained

near it over the Turks, by 3. Eu

gene, in 1716.

Peteffree, Suff. E. of Dalingho. Peteſ.

avorth, Kent, nearj Petham,

Kent, S. of Canterbury. Petham-Court,

Kent, near Eynsford. Pethaugh, Suffolk,

S. of Debenham.

PETheRto N, a town in Somerſetſhire,

feated on the river Parret, 18 miles S. by

W. of Wells, and 133 W. by S. of Lon.

don. Market on Tueſday.

Petherſon, North, Somerſ. 12 miles NW.

of Petherton. Petherwick, or St. Petrock,

Little, Cornwall, near Padſtow. Haven.

Petherwin, North, Devonſ, near Warring

ton. Petherwin, South, Cornwall, SW.

of Launceſton. -

Petic LiAno, a town of Tuſcany.

PETIGuavas, a ſea port of St. Domin

go, ſeated cn a bay at the W. end of the

iſland, 100 miles E. of Jamaica. Lat.

18. 27. N. lon. 72.25. W.

Petley. Wood, Suſſex, E. of Battle. Pe

ton, Shropſ. near Corſham Caſtle.

Pet Rikow, or Peterk AU, a town

of Siridia, Poland.

PE'rriNIA, a ſmall town of Croatia.

Petſwell, Eſſex, near High Ongar.
Pett, Kent, near Little Chart.

PºrtApolly, a tea port on the coaſt

of Coromandel, in the circar of Guntoor,

where the Dutch have a factory. Lat. 15.

49. N. lon. 8o. 46. E.

Petterel, a river in Cumb. running into

the Eden, near Carliſle. Petterel.Wrey,

Cumb. by Petterel river and Inglewood

Foreſt. Pett Houſe, Kent, near Sevenoaks.

Pettigoe, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Pett-Level, Suſſex, S. of Winchelſea.

Petton, Devonſ. NE. of Bampton. Petton,

Shropſ, near Baggeley. Petts, Kent, near

Charing. Pett's, or Pott's Court, Kent,

near Bapchild.

Pettycur, a harbour of Fifeſhire,

about a mile diſtant from Kinghorn, at

the entrance of the Frith of Forth. It is

the uſual landing-place of the paſſengers

from Leith, on the oppoſite ſhore. A ba

ſin has lately been conſtrućted here.

*Perworth, a ſmall town in Suſſex.

It is pleaſantly ſeated near the river Arun,

11 miles NE. of Chicheſter, and 49 SW.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Pevenſey, or Pemſey, Suſſex, SE. of

Beachy-Head. It was anciently a famous

haven, but is now acceſſible only by ſmall

boats, that crowd up a little rill to it.

Pever, a river in Cheſhire, which runs into

the Weever, near Northwich. Peverel

Point, Dorſetſ, by Swanwich-Bay. Pe

‘vington, Kent, S. of Lenham, in Pluckley

pariſh. Pewet. Iſland, Eſſex, between

Harwich and Gunfleet.

* Pewſey, Wilts, near Manningford.

Pewſham. Foreſt, Wilts, near Chippen

ham. Pexhall, Cheſhire, W. of Maccles

field. Peyſmore, Berks, SW. of Ilſley.

Peyton, Suffolk, in Boxford pariſh. .

Pezaro, Pes ARo, or Pesano, a

large town of Urbino, at the mouth of the

Foglia, on the Adriatic. The ſtreets are

paved with bricks, and the harbour is ex

cellent. The environs produce figs and

olives, which are in great eſtimation. It

is 15 miles NE. of Urbino.

PFAfenhof FEN, a town of Upper Ba

varia, on the river Ilm; and a town of

the Upper Palatinate; both in the circle

of Bavaria ; alſo a town of Wirtemburg,

Suabia ; and a town in the dept. of the

Lower Rhine.

PFIRT, or For ette, a town in the

depart. of Upper Rhine, 10 miles W. of
Baſil.

Pfortzfi E1M, a town of Baden, Suabia.

PFREIMB, a town of Leuchtenburg,

Bavaria.

PFullendorf, an imperial town of

Suabia.

PHANAGo RA, a town of Aſia, on the

E. ſide of the Strait of Caffa, in Kuban,

a diſtrict of the Ruſſian government of

Caucaſus.

Pharaºy,
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Pharaby, in Cork, Munſter, 3 miles

N.W. of Glanworth.

Pha Ros, a ſmall iſland in the Mediter

ranean Sea, oppoſite Alexandria, in Egypt,

the ſpace between which and the continent

forms a ſpacious harbour. It has a com

munication with the continent by a ſtone

cauſeway and bridge. It formerly had an

exceedingly high tower upon it, called the

Pharos, whence the iſland took it’s name.

On the top of it were lights for the direc

tion of ſhips.

PHARzA, anciently PharsAlta, a

town of Turkey, in Europe, in Janna, the

ancient. Theſſaly; famous for the decifive

battle fought in it's plains, between Ju

lius Caeſar and Pompey. Hence Lucan's

poem on the civil wars between theſe two

great rivals was called Pharſalia. This

town is feated ou the river Enipeus, is an

archiepiſcopal ſee, and is 10 miles S. of

Lariſſa.

PHAsis, a large river of Aſia, which

* Mingrelia, and falls into the Black

ca. *

PHEAsants. Isle. See FA1sANts.

PHEN1c1A, a country of Turkey, in

Aſia, extending from Arabia Deſerta to

the Mediterranean; bounded on the N. by

Syria Proper, and on the S. by Paleſtine.

The principal towns are Tripoly, Damaſ

cus, and Balbec. It is but a ſmall terri

tory, but has been greatly celebrated for

being the inventor of navigation, and, ac

cording to ſome, of letters. It’s inhabit

ants were the firſt, which we have any ac

count of, that traded with England for

tin. They frequently ſent colonies to dif

ferent parts of Europe and Africa, where

they founded conſiderable towns.

Philack, Cornwall, on St. Ives Bay.

Philadelphi A, an ancient town of

Aſia, in Natolia, ſeated at the foot of the

mountain Tmolus. The Greeks retain

it's ancient name, but the Turks call it

Allahijah. It contains about 11,coo in

habitants, among whom are about zooo

Chriſtians, who form four churches or

congregations. It is 40 miles ESE. of

Smyrna.

Philadelphia, the capital of Penn

fylvania, and at preſent, of all the United

States of N. America, is fituated on a

neck of land at the confluence of the rivers

Delaware and Schuylkill. The length of

the city from E. to W. that is from the

Delaware to the Schuylkill, upon the ori

ginal plan, is 10,3do feet, and the breadth,

N. and S. is 4837 feet. Not two-fifths of

the plot covered by the city charter is yet

built. The inhabitants, however, have

not confined themſelves within the original

right a philoſophical hall.
ſtate-houſe is the public gaol, built of

limits of the city, but have built N. and

S. along the Delaware, 2 miles in length.

The circumference of that part of the city
which is built, if, we include Kenſington

on the N. and Southwark on the S. is

about 5 miles. Market Street is 1 oo feet

wide, and runs the whole length of the

city from river to river. Near the middle

of it, it is interſected at right angles by

Broad Street, 1oo feet wide, running near

ly N. and S. quite acroſs the city. Be

tween the Delaware and Broad Street are

io ſtreets, nearly equidiſtant, running pa

rallel with Broad Street; and between

Broad Street and the Schuylkill are 9

ſtreets, equidiſtant from each other. Pa

rallel to Market Street are 8 other ſtreets,

running E. and W. from river to river,

and interſe&ting the croſs ſtreets at right

angles. All theſe ſtreets are 5o feet wide,

except Arch Street, which is 65 feet wide,

and all the ſtreets which run N. and S.

except Broad Street, are alſo so feet wide.

There were 4 ſquares of 8 acres each, one

at each corner of the city, originally re

ſerved for public uſes; and in the centre

of the city, at the interſe&tion of Market

Street and Broad Street, is a ſquare of 10

acres, reſerved in like manner, to be plant

ed with rows of trees for public walks.

Moſt of the houſes have a ſmall garden

and orchard; and from the river are cut

ſmall canals, equally agreeable and benefi

cial. The wharfs are fine and ſpacious;

the principal one is zoo feet wide, and the

water ſo deep, that a veſſel of 500 tons

burden may lay her broadſide to it. The

ware-houſes are large, numerous, and

commodious; and the docks for ſhip

building are ſo well adapted to their pur

poſes, that zo ſhips have been ſeen on the

ſtocks at a time. Philadelphia was found

ed in 1682, by William Penn, a Quaker,

who, in 1701, granted a charter, incorpo

rating the town under the government of

a mayor, recorder, 8 aldermen, 12 com

mon council-men, a ſheriff, and clerk.

The Quakers, from this period, acquired

a political conſequence in the weſtern he

miſphere; while their brethren in Europe

were, and continue, excluded from ſharing

in the full rights of citizenſhip, by partial

and impolitic laws. Philadelphia, in 1749,

numbered 2070 houſes, and 1 1,600 inha

bitants. In 1792, it contained 5ooo houſes,

in general, handſomely built of brick, and

4o,ooo inhabitants. The ſtate-houſe is

a magnificent building erected in 1735.

In 1787, an elegant court-houſe was built

on the left of the ſtate-houſe; and on the

South of the

Ll 4 ftone,
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fone, and one of the moſt elegant and ſe

cure ſtrućtures of the kind in America.

Here, likewiſe, is a public obſervatory,

and ſeveral other public buildings. An

univerſity was founded here during the

war; it's funds were partly given by the

ſtate, and partly taken from the old col

lege. The places ſet apart for public

worſhip, are 26 for Chriſtians of different

denominations, and a ſynagogue for the

Jews. In 1786, 9 to veſſels were entered

at the cuſtom-houſe in Philadelphia; and

in 1787, the number was 780. The

principal exports are wheat, flour, Indian

corn, flax-ſeed, beef, and rice. Philadel

phia is 97 miles S.W. of New York, 356

SW. of Boſton, and 118 N. of the entrance

of the Delaware into the Atlantic Ocean.

Lat. 39.57. N. lon. 75.8. W.

Philip Islands, two iſlands in the

S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Captain

Hunter in 1791, and named after Arthur

Phillip, eſq. governor of New S. Wales.

They are about 5 miles aſunder; but al

moſt joined together by a long ſandy ſpit,

above water, which reaches, for about

two, thirds of the diſtance from the eaſt

ernmoſt, or largeſt iſland, to the moſt weſt

erly, which is the ſmalleſt. They are

covered with ſhrubs, have few tall trees

on them, and the land is low. The

eaſtern iſland is in lat. 8.6. N. lon. 140.

3. E.

Philip P1, an ancient town of Mace

donia, feated on the confines of Romania,

yo miles from the Gulf of Conteſſa, and

67 E. of Salonichi. It was enlarged by

Philip, father of Alexander the Great,

who gave it his own name. It was near

this place, commonly called the plains of

Philippi, where Caſſius and Brutus, two

of the aſſaſſinators of Caeſar, were defeated

by Mark Antony and Auguſtus. It is

an archbiſhop's ſee, but greatly decayed,

and badly peopled. An anphitheatre,

and ſeveral other monuments of it's an

cient grandeur remain. Lat. 4.1. 13. N.

lon. 24. 25. E.

Phili PPIN E, or MANILLA IsLAND's,

a very large cluſter, or group of iſlands in

the Eaſtern Indian Sea, firſt diſcovered by

Magellan in 1521. They are ſaid to be

1 zoo in number, of which 5 or 6oo are of

importance. The air is very hot and

moiſt, and the ſoil fertile in rice, and

many other uſeful vegetables and fruits.

The trees are always green, and there are

ripe fruits all the year. There are a great

many wild beaſts and birds, quite un

-known in Europe. The inhabitants are

not all of one original. ... The principal of

theſe iſlands are Mauilla, or Luconia; .

Mindanao; Samar, or Tanday, ſometimes

called Philippina; Maſbate; Mindoro;

Luban; Paragoia, or Paragua; Panay;

Leyta; Bohol; Sebu, Cibau, or Zebu ;

Negro's Iſland; St. John's and Xolo, or

Sooloo. In 1564, Don Louis de Velaſco,

viceroy of México, ſent Michael Lopez

Delagaſpes thither with a fleet from Mex

ico, and a force ſufficient to make a con

queſt of theſe iſlands, which he named the

Philippines, in honour of Philip II. then

on the throne of Spain. They have ever

ſince remained ſubject to that crown. Lat.

from 6. 30. to 18. 15. N. lon. from

113. 13. to 127. 13. E.

Philippines, New, otherwiſe called

PALAos, iſlands in the E. Indian Sea,

between the Moluccas, the Old Philip

pines, and the Ladrones. They are ſaid

to be 87 in number, but they are little

known to Europeans.

Philippoli, a conſiderable town of

Romania, founded by Philip, father of

Alexander the Great. It is chiefly inha

bited by Greeks, and is 90 miles WNW.

of Adrianople.

Philips-NortoN, a town of Somer.

ſetſhire, 7 miles S. of Bath, and 104 W.

of London. Market on Friday.

Philips, Sr. a town of Mechoacan,

Mexico.

Philipsburg, a town of Spire, circle

of Upper Rhine ; alſo a town of Jerſey;

and a town of New York, both in N.

America.

Philipstadt, a town of Sweden, in

the province of Wermeland, feated in the

midſt of a hilly and rocky country, abound

ing in iron mines, between two lakes, and

watered by a rivulet. In 1775, it was

totally deſtroyed by fire, but has been ſince

rebuilt. It is 30 miles NE. of Carle

ſtadt, and 130 NW. of Stockholm.

Philipſon, or Philſton, Dorſetſhire, near

Wimborn-All-Saints.

*Philipstown, the county town of

King's County, in Leinſter, 38 miles SSW.

of Dublin.

Philipville, a town in the dept. of

the Ardennes, ſeated on an eminence 25

miles S.E. of Mons, and 125 N. by E. of

Paris.

Phillis-Court, Oxfordſhire, near Henley

upon Thames. Philly, Cornwall, on a

branch of Falmouth-Haven.

PiAceNzA. See PLACE NzA.

PiAnezza, a town of Piedmont.

PIANosa, an iſland ef Tuſcany.

P1Av A, a river which riſes in the Ty

roleſe, and falls into the Adriatic, 16 miles

NE. of Venice.

Picara, a large province of S. Ame

Ilta,
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rica, in New Granada, bounded on the E.

by the Andes.

Picardy, a ci-devant province of

France, on the Engliſh Channel. It forms

the department of Somme, the department

of the Aiſne, and part of the department
of the Straits of Calais.

Pichcote, Bucks, N.W. of Ayleſbury.

Pickford, Shropſhire, near Condover. Pic

*arſdane, Kent, a valley below Wye

Down. Pickenham, N. and S. Norfolk,

SE. of Swaffham.

Pickering, a town in the N. Riding

of Yorkſhire, ſeated in a vale, to which it

gives name. It has an old cattle, in which

they keep their courts for the hearing of

all cauſes under 40 ſhillings, in the diſtrict

called the Honour or Liberty of Pickering.

It is 26 miles NE. of York, and 223 N.

by W. of London. Market on Monday.

Pickering Grange, Leiceſ. near Huckle

ſcot. Pickeſtock, Shropſhire, between Dray

ton and Newport. Picket, Dorſetſhire, in

the pariſh ef'South Perrot. Picketh-End,

Herts, NW. of Hemel Hempſtead. Pic

&ets, or Newbury, Herts, in Aldenham

pariſh. Pickhall, or Pickhill, Yorkſ. NW.

of Thirſk. Pickhill, Middl. in the pariſh

of Waltham-Croſs. Pickle-Scot, Shropſ.

near Shrewſbury. Pickmere, a river in

Cheſhire. Pickmere, Cheſhire, by Great

Budworth. Pickrells, Eſſex, near Fyfield.

Pickwell, Leic. near Burrow, S. of Mel

ton-Mowbray. Pickwell, or Pidekeſwell,

Devonſhire, near Barnſtaple. Pickwick,

Wilts, NW. of Coſſhain. Pickworth,

Lincolnſhire, near Fokingham.

Pico, the moſt populous of the Azores,

or Weſtern Iſlands, about 45 miles in cir

cumference. The mountain which gives

name to the iſland, is filled with caverns,

which vomit out flames, ſmoke, and aſhes.

The cattle are various, numerous, and ex

cellent: the vine and it's juice are in equal

perfection. Beſides cedar and other tim

ber, there is a kind of wood, ſolid, hard,

and veined, which, when finely poliſhed,

reſembles a rich ſcarlet tabby. This tree

is felled only for the king's uſe, and

grows the more beautiful the longer it is

kept. The inhabitants live wholly on the

produce of the iſland, in great plenty and

comfort. Lat. 38. 29. N. lon. 28. 21. W.

Picotes, Herts, near Biſhop-Stortford.

Piéton, Cheſhire, on the Gowy, near Dela

mere Foreſt. -

Picts WALL, a famous barrier againſt

the Picts, of which ſome ſmall remains

are yet left. It began at the entrance of

Solway Frith, in Cumberland, and running

by Carliſle, was continued from W. to E.

acroſs the N. end of the kingdom, as far

as Newcaſtle, and ended at Tinmouth.

It was firſt built of earth by the Emperor

Adrian, in 123; Severus afterwards built

it of ſtone, with turrets at every mile;

and Ætius, the Roman general, rebuilt it

of brick, in 430. It was 8 feet thick

and 12 feet high. There are many Ro

man coins and other antiquities found

near it.

Piddinghoe, Suſſex, near Newkaven.

Piddington. E. of Durham. Piddington,

Oxf. S.E. of Biceſter. Piddle, or Trent, a

river of Dorſet. diſcharging itſelf into the

ſea at Pool. Along this river are ſituated

Piddle Hinton, Piddle-Muſterton, Piddle

Parva, Piddle Town, which had formerly

a market, Piddle Trenthiae, &c. Pidle,

Worceſterſ. near Fiadbºy, on the banks

of the Avon, about a nile E. of Perſhore.

Pidle, North, E. of Worceſter. Pidley,

Huntingdonſhire, near Somerſhani.

PiedMont, a principality of Italy,

bounded on the N. by the late Savoy; on

the E. by the duchies of Milan and Mont

ferrat; on the S. by the county of Nice,

and the territory of Genoa; and on the

W. by France. It was formerly a part

of Lombardy, but now belongs to the

king of Sardinia, and lies at the foot of the

Alps. It is 120 miles in length, and 5o

in breadth. It contains many high moun

tains, among which are rich and fruitful

valleys, fertile and pleaſant as any part of

Italy. In the mountains are mines of ſe

veral kinds, and the foreſts afford a great

deal of game. They carry on a great

trade in raw ſilk; and the country pro

duces alſo plenty of corn, rice, wine,

fruits, hemp, flax, and cattle. It contains

a great number of cities and towns, almoſt

united to each other by villages. There

are above 3o rich abbeys in Piedmont,

beſides a great number of priories, com

manderies, and monaſteries. The princi

pal rivers are the Po, the Tanaro, the Stu

ria, and the Doria. Turin is the capital

of this country, ard of all the dominions

of the king of Sardinia.

PieNzA, a populous town of Tuſcany.

Pie PUs. See PEIPUs.

Piercefield, Monm. near Chepſtow.

PIERRE L E MoUT1 ER, Sr. a town in

the dept. of Nievre, feated in a bottom,

near a lake. It is 15 miles NNW. of

Moulins, and 1.5o S. of Paris.

PIERRE, Sr. a ſmall iſland near the

coaſt of Newfoundland, ceded to the French

by the peace of 1763, for drying and cur

ing their fiſh. They were diſpoſſeſſed of

it by the Engiſh in 1793. Lat. 46. 39. N.

lon. 56. o. W.

Pigeon Island, a ſmall iſland about

8 iniles
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smiles from the coaſt of Malabar, and 15

from the town of Onore; alſo an iſland

near Ceylon, 10 miles N. of Trincomale.

Pietro, St. an iſland S.W. of Sardinia.

Pigborn, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Doncaſter.

Pigions, Suſſex, E. of Petworth. Pig

marſh, Surry, near Mitcham.

PioNerol, a fortified town of Pied

mont, 16 miles S.W. of Turin.

Pig NAN, a town in the department of

Herault, 4 miles W. of Montpellier.

Pigſhall, Northumb. W. of Newcaſtle.

Pigſreet, Glouceſ, in the pariſh of Stan

ley-Kings. Pikale, Linc. E. of Spald

ing. Pilbury. Grange, Derbyſhire, SW. of

Bakewell. Pile of Foudray, Lancaſ, near

Fourneſs and Walney Iſle. Pilham, Linc.

SW. of Kirton. Pilkington and it's Park,

Lanc.S. of Bury. Pill, Cornw. SE. of Leſt

withiel. Pill, Devon.". near Yarneſcomb.

PILL, a ſmall town of Somerſetſhire,

with a road for ſhipping, at the mouth of

the Avon, about 4 miles below Briſtol.

The moſt beautiful and romantic proſpects

are preſented in continual and ſtriking

changes, in navigating the intervening

channel. Here rich plantations and beau

tiful lawns riſe upon the view; fertile fields

and woods, in ſome parts clothe the hills

to their very ſummits; while in others,

the lofty rocks riſing at once from the op

poſite ſides of the river, preſent the awful

appearance of the moſt tremendous preci

pices, and ſeem to mock every attempt of

art to reduce their ſavage aſpe&t. Yet,

at the baſes of theſe precipitous rocks,

along the banks of this extraordinary

channel, where the river and tide find their

finuous way through chaſms and fiſſures

of the mountains, and where the largeſt

veſſels appear diminutive from the gran

deur and ſublimity of the ſurrounding ſce

mery, the ſeamen find the neceſſary accom

modations for mooring, hauling, &c. in

the maffive bolts and rings, which have

been fixed in the rocks.

Pill, Somerſetſ. S. of Shepton Mallet.

Pilamountain, Cornwall, NW. of Crantock

St. Michael. Pilland, Devonſ. in Pilton

pariſh. Pillaton, Cornwall, by Liver river,

SE. of St. Ives. Pillaton-Hall, Stafford

ſhire, between Penkridge and Cannock.

PILLAU, a ſea-port of Samland, Pruſ.

ſia, ſituated at the entrance of the Friſch

Haff. It is defended by ſtrong, hand

£ome, and regular fortifications, and has a

good harbour. Veſſels of great burden

take in their loading here, as there is not

ſufficient depth of water to carry them up

to Konigſberg, from which it is diſtant 22

Iniles S.W. -

Pill-Bridge, Somerſ. over the Ivel, near

Iſcheſter. Pillerton, Nether and Over,

Warwickſ. SW. of Kington. Pilleſton,

Dorſetſ. SW. of Beminſter. Pilleſgate,

Northamptonſhire, near Burghley-Houſe.

Pilley, Hants, in the New Foreſt. Pilling

Hall, and Moſs, Lancaſ. between Garſtang

and the ſea. In 1745, a part of Pilling

Moſs was obſerved to riſe to a ſurpriſing

height; after a ſhort time it ſunk as much

below the level, and moved ſlowly towards

the S. ſide, and in half an hour's time it

covered zo acres of land. A man going

over the Moſs, eaſtward, when it began

to move, perceiving, to his great aſtoniſh

ment, that the ground under his feet mov

ed ſouthward, he turned back ſpeedily,

and eſcaped being ſwallowed up. A fa

mily was driven out of their dwelling

houſe, which was quite ſurrounded and

tumbling down. The improved land ad

joining that part of the moſs which mov

‘ed, was a concave, circular tract of nearly

roo acres; and this was well nigh filled

up with moſs and water, to the depth, it

was thought in ſome parts, of five yards.

Pilltown, in Waterford, Munſter.

PilseN, a town of Bohemia, capital of

a circle of the ſame name, particularly

rich in ſheep.

Pilſley, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Pilſley, Derbyſhire, N. of Alfreton.

PilsNA, a town of Sandomir, Poland.

PiLTEN, a town of Courland, capital of

a fertile territory of the ſame name.

Pilton, Devonſ. adjoining Barnſtaple.

Pilton, or Pilkton, Northamp. on the Nen,

between Oundle and Thrapſton. Pilton,

Rutlandſ. near Luffenham. Pilton, So

merſetſhire, 2 miles from Shipton-Mallet.

Pimpern, Dorſetſ. 2 miles from Blandford;

formerly of note as it gave name to the

hundred. Pinbury, Glouceſ. near Dum

teſbourn. Pinchbeck, Lincolnſ. on Boſton

Dyke. Pincheley, Cornwall, E. of Bod

min. Pinchingihorp-Hall, Yorkſ. NE. of

Stokeſley. Pinchpoles, Eſſex, near Ma

menden. Pickpool, Glouceſ in Winruſh

pariſh. Pindale-End, Derbyſ. in the High

Peak. Pines, Devonſhire, near Exeter.

PIN Es, Isle of, an iſland in the South

Pacific Ocean, off the S. end of New Cale

donia, about 14 miles over, in a SE. and

N.W. dire&tion. It is high, and remark

able in the middle, being quite a pointed

hill, ſloping toward the extremities, which

are very low. The low land has many

tall pine trees upon it. Lat. 21. 38. S.

lon. 167, 43. E.

Prn hel, a town of Beira.

Pinhoo, Devonſ, near Exeter. Pinke

meſ, 3 miles from Glouceſter. Pinley,

Warwickſhire, between Halº in Aº
2 . al
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and Warwick. Pinley, Warwickſhire,

SE. of Coventry.

PINNeburg, a town and lordſhip of

Holſtein, Lower Saxony.

Pinnels, Wilts, near Caln. Pinnenden,

or Pickenden-Heath, Kent, near Maid

ſtone. Pinner, Middleſex, 2 miles NW.

of Harrow. Pinnock, Glouceſterſhire,

near Winchcomb. Pinnock, St. Corn

wall, SW. of St. Neot's. Pinnow Hill,

Yorkſhire, NW. of Kighley.

PINos, an uninhabited iſland, near the

S. coaſt of Cuba, mountainous and cover

ed with pines. It is 2.5 miles in length,

and 15 in breadth, and abounds with ex

cellent paſtures. Lon. 83.1o. W.

Pinsk, 2 town of Brzeſc, Ruſſian Li

thuania, ſeated on a river of the ſame

name. It was formerly a conſiderable

place, but has been almoſt ruined by the

Coſſacks.

Pinſwell, Glouceſterſhire, in Cubberley

pariſh. Pinvin, Worceſterſhire, near Per

hore. Pinxton, Derbyſh. E. of Alfreton.

PioMBINo, a ſea-port, principality,

and gulf of Tuſcany.

Pipe, N. of Hereford. Pipe, Warwick

ſhire, in the precinéts of Erdington. Pipe,

Staffordſhire, NW. of. Pipe

Hill, Staffordſhire, near Lichfield.

Piper No, a town in the Campagna of

Rome, 9 miles NNW. of Terracina.

Pipleton, Worceſterſhire, near Perſhore.

PipleY, a town of Bengal, 22 miles

NE. of Balaſore; a town of Hindooſtan,

in the Baglana country; and a town of

Hindooſtan, in the country of Berar.

Pippenford, Suſſex, W. of Aſhdown

Foreſt. Pipwell, Northamptonſhire, N.

of Rothwell. --

Pique Montvallier, the higheſt

mountain of the Pyrenees. It is in the

form of a pike, and may be ſeen 50 miles

off. Lat. 42. 51. N. lon. o. 22. W.

PIRANo, a ſea port of the late Venetian

Iſtria.

Pirgo, Eſſex, near Havering-Bower.

Piricroft, Warw. near Tamworth. Pirie,

or Pery, a manor adjoining the city of

worceſter. Pirie, or Pury.ñº. and Hall,

Staffordſhire, SE. of Weſt-Bromwich.

Piriton, or Pirton, Hertfordſhire, W. of

Ickleford, and NW. of Hitchin.

Piritz, a town of Pruſſian Pomerania.

Pirton, Oxfordſhire, near Watlington.

Pirton, Worceſterſhire, W. of Perſhore.

Pirton, or Parton, Glouceſterſhire, a ham

Jet to Churchdown. Pirton, Glouceſter

‘ſhire, in Lidney pariſh. Pirton-Paſſage,

Glouceſterſ. over the Severn, to Berkeley.

Prs A, an ancient, large, and handſome

city of Italy, in Tuſcany, and capital of

the Piſano, with a univerſity. The town

is ſeated on the river Arno, at a ſmall diſ

tance from the ſea, in a very fertile plain.

That river runs through Piſa, and over it

are three bridges, of which that in the

middle is conſtructed with marble. The

city does not contain at preſent above

16,ooo inhabitants, although they were

computed formerly at 1oo,ooo; and graſs

is ſaid to grow in the principal ſtreets.

The cathedral is a magnificent ſtructure,

and on the right ſide of the choir, is the

leaning tower, ſo much talked of. The

Grand Duke's palace, and the exchange,

are magnificent buildings, worth notice.

The Piſans were formerly a free, com

mercial people, and maintained long and

bloody wars againſt the Florentines, who

at laſt ſubdued them. The neighbour

hood of Leghorn, formerly of little or no

trade, but now the chief port in the Medi

terranean, has contributed greatly to the

decay of Piſa. It is lo miles N. of

Leghorn. Lat. 43.43. N. lon. Io. 17.E.

is a No, a territory of Italy, and one

of the fineſt countries in Tuſcany. It lies

along the Mediterranean Sea, and is about

47 miles in length, and 25 in breadth.

- PiscAt Away, or PiscarAQuay, a

river of New Hampſhire, N. America, the

mouth of which forms the only port in

that ſtate, and is 60 miles N. of Boſton:

alſo a town of Virginia.

Pisco, a town of Peru, in the audience

of Lima, with a road well ſheltered from

the uſual winds, and capacious enough to

hold a royal navy. Here are about 300

fainilies, anong whom there are few

whites. It is feated in a country fertile in

excellent fruits and good wine, which they

ſend to the reſt of the Spaniſh ſettlements.

It is about a mile from the ſea, and 11o

SSE. of Lima. -

Pisello, the moſt northern cape of

Natolia, in Aſia, which projećts into the

Black Sea, oppoſite the Crimea.

Pigford, Northamptonſ. between North

ampton and Harborough.

Pishou R. See PEishore.

Piſshill, or Puſhill, Oxfordſhire, SE. of

Britwell. Piſingford Bridge, Ellex, over

the Roding, near Stapleford. Piffock,
Kent, near Rodmerſham.

PistorA, a handſome and conſiderable

town of Tuſcany, with a biſhop's ſee.

There are 27 churches, and 26 convents,

beſides palaces; the ſtreets are large and

the houſes generally well-built; but not

withſtanding this, it is almoſt deſerted, in

compariſon of what it was formerly; for

there are now only 50oo inhabitants.

Theſe are loaded with taxes, and moſtly

very
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very poor. Here is an Academy of Sci

ences, founded in 1745. It is feated near

the river Stella, 20 miles N.W. of Florence.

Piſire, Suffolk, near Ludham.

Pitcairly WELLs, ſaline ſprings,

near Perth, in Scotland, whoſe waters are

deemed beneficial in ſcorbutic caſes.

Pitchcomil, Glouceſterſ. near Painſwick.

Pitchley, Northainptonſ. S. of Kettering.

Pitcomb, Somerſ. E. of Caſtle. Cary. Pit

fall, Upper and Lower, Surry, NW. of

Haſlemere. Pitfield's Ferry, Eſſex, over

the Lea, by Waltham. Abbey.

Pithea, a ſea port of W. Bothnia,

ſeated at the mouth of a river of the ſame

name, 8o miles S.W. of Tornea. Lat. 65.

18. N.

Pitleſien, Kent, near Tenterden. Pit

zlead, Wilts, near Warminſter. Pitmiſ.

ter, Somerſetſhire, S. of Taunton. Pitney,

Somerſetſhire, W. of Somerton.

PITschEN, a town of Brick, Sileſia.

Pitſy, Eſſex, in Little Bradfield. Pit

ſey, Eſſex, E. of Vange. Hall, near North

Benfleet, gives name to a creek of the

Thames.

PITshouR. See Pershio U R.

Piſion, Bucks, near Ivingo.

Hampſhire, N.W. of Wincheſter.

Pitt EN we EM, a ſea port of Fifeſhire,

feated on the N. coaſt of the Frith of Forth,

21 miles NE. of Edinburgh.

Pitton, Wiltſhire, between Wintel ſlow

and Clarendon Paik. -

J’i rts BU R GH, or For T. PITT, a town

of Pennſylvania, beautifully ſituated on

the weſtern ſide of the Allegany mountains,

on a point of land near the confluence of

the rivers Allegany and Monongahela.

The town is laid out on William Penn's

plan; is a thoroughfare for the vaſt num

ber of travellers from the eaſtern and mid

tlle ſtates to the ſettlements on the Ohio;

and increaſes grea'ly. This was formerly

the French fort Du Queſne, but was aban

doned by their troops in 1753, on the ap

proach of General Forbes, and it’s name

citanged to that of Pitt, in honour to the

illuſtrious miniſter by whom the war was

then directed. At this place, the Alle

gany firſt takes the name of Ohio. It is

320 miles W. of Philadelphia. Lat. 4o.

26. N. lon. 79.48. W.

Pitzhanger, Middleſex, S.E. of Perriwale.

Pi U R A, a town and juriſdićtion of Trux

illo, Peru.

Pixarn, near Worceſter.

merſetſhire, near Taunton.

Pizzic HITONE, a town in the Cremo

meſe.

Pizzo FERRATo, a town of Abruzzo

Citra. *

Pitt,

Pixton, So

Pizzo D1 Gotto, a town of Demona,

Sicily, 6 miles S. of Melazzo.

Place-Houſe, Kent, near Greane Iſland.

Place N fia, a ſea-port of N. America,

in Newfoundland, with an excellent har

bour, greatly frequented by ſhips employ

ed in the cod fiſhery. Near it is the Great

Strand, a drying place for fiſh, lying be

tween two very ſteep hills, large enongh to

dry fiſh ſuſhcient to load threeſcore veſſels.

There is alſo another called the Little

Strand. It is ſtated on a bay on the S.

part of the iſland, in lat. 47. 15. N. lon.

55. Io. W. ~

Place Nza, a populous town of Italy,

capital of a duchy of the ſame name, with

a biſhop's ſee, and a citadel. The public

buildings, ſquares, ſtreets, and fountains,

are beautiful. It contains, beſides the ca

thedral, 1 collegiate, 11 parochial, and 38

other churches; 8 abbeys, 16 convents,

and a univerſity; with about zo,coo inha

bitants. It is pleaſantly feated in a well

cultivated country, on the river Po, 3:

miles N.W. of Parma.

| PLAceNza, The Duchy of, ex

tends about 30 miles from N. to S. and

from 8 to 15 from E. to W. and is poli

tically included in the duchy of Parma.

It is very fertile and populous, and con

tains mines of iron, copper, and vitriol,

with ſalt ſprings, from which they make

very white ſalt. It's principal rivers are

the Trebia and Nurra.

Plainfield, or Fairfield. Somerſetſ. near

Quantocks-Heads. Plainmeller, North

umberl. near Haitwefel. Plaiſlow, Eſſex,

in the pariſh of Weſt-Ham. Plaiſław,

Kent, near Bromley. Plaijlow, Suſſex,

near Michelham Park. Planers, or Pal

fiers, Kent, in Shoreham pariſh.

PLANItz, an iſland near Marſeilles.

Planke, or Plankeford, Northumberland,

S. of Beltingham.

PláNo, an iſland in the bay of Alicant.

Pardwick, Staff. E. of Forton. Plaſty,

Shropſ. between Alſtrettou and Wenlock.

PlasENcIA, a town of Spaniſh Eſtra

madura, feated on the river Xera, 95 miles

WSW. of Madrid.

PLA's ENºria, a town of Guipuſcoa.

PlassENDAL, a fortreſs 3 miles E. of

Oſtend.

PLAssey, The Plains of, in Hin

dooſtan Proper, and in the ſoubah of Ben

gal, diſtant from Moorſhedabad about 25

miles S. and from Calcutta 70 N. Near

this place, Colonel Clive, in 1757, defeat

ed the vaſt army of the nabob Surajah

Dowlah; a vićtory which laid the found

ation of the preſent extenſive Britiſh em

pire in India.

PLATA,
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Plata, on iſland on the coaſt of Quito,

in Peru, ſurrounded by inacceſſible rocks,

and about 5 miles long, and 4 broad.

PLATA, a rich and populous town of

Peru, capital of the province of Los Char

cas, with an audience. It has mines of

filver, which they have left off working,

fiuce thoſe of Potoſ have been diſcovered.

It is ſeated on the river Chimao, 5oo

tniles SE. of Cuſco. Lat. 19. 16. S. lon.

63. 40. W.

PLATA, or Rio-De-LA-Plata, a

large river of S. America, which is form

ed by the union of the three great rivers

Paraguay, Uraguay, and Parana. It was

diſcovered in 1515, by Juan Diaz de Solis,

a Spaniſh navigator, who imprudently go

ing aſhore with Io men, they were all

murdered by the ſavages. It croſſes Para

guay, and enters the Southern Ocean, in

lat. 35. S. It is 150 miles broad at it's

mouth ; at Monte Video, above 1 oo miles

higher up the river, the land is not to be

diſcerned on either ſhore, when a veſſel is

in the middle of the channel, and at Buenos

Ayres, zoo miles higher ſtill, the oppoſite

ſhore is not to be diſcerned from that

town. This river abounds with ſurpriſ

ing plenty and variety of fiſh, and the

water is clear, ſweet, and wholeſome. It

ſometimes overflows it's banks, and fer

tilizes the adjoining lands like thoſe of

Egypt.

PLATA, LA, a province and archbi

ſhopric of S. America, in the government

of Buenos Ayres. It is divided into 14

juriſdictions, and is ſituated on both ſides

the river Plata, extending zoo leagues

from N. to S. and too from E. to W.

The country is greatly infeſted by ſerpents.

Platford, Hants, NW. of Whorwell.

Platford, Wiltſhire, E. of Downton.

PLAUEN, or PLAN, a town of Meck

lenburg; a town in the Vogtland, and a

town of Schwaitzburg; both in Upper

Saxony; and a town in the Middle Marche,

Brandenburg.

Plauſworth, a colliery 2 miles and a

half from Durham. Plaxtoole, Kent, 3

miles S.W. of Wrothan. Playford, Sut

folk, near Woodbridge. Pleaden, Suſſex,

N. of Rye. Plealey, Shropſhire, W. of

Condover. Pleaſley, Derbyſhire, NW of

Mansfield. Pledgäen, or Priſon Hall, Eſ

ſex, in Henham pariſh, near Clavering.

Plenſion, Cheſhire, on the Gowy, N.W.

of Tarven.

PLEscof. See PscoF.

Pleſh Bridge, Cornwall, between Leſkard

and Launceſton. Pleſhet-Park, Suſſex, NE.

of Lewes. . Pleſhey, Eſſex, 7 miles N. by

W. of Chelmsford,

Ples, or Pszczyna, a town of Rati

bor, Sileſia.

Plessis-les-Tours, aci-devant royal

palace of France, near Tours, in the de

º of Indre and Loire. It was

uilt by the profligate and ſuperſtitious

Louis XI. who died here in 1483, not

withſtanding he had the precaution to be

covered all over with relics, and would

never permit Vincent de Paul (who was

ſent for from Italy on purpoſe) to be out

of his fight.

Plºſſy, Northumberland, near Stanning

ton. Pleavland, Yorkſ, near Partington.

PLEYBURGH, a town in Carinthia.

Plint, Cornwall, N.W. of Weſt-Low.

Plocksko, a town of Maſſovia, Poland,

capital of a palatinate of the ſame name.

The churches are magnificent, and richly

ornamented. It is built upon a hill, near

the Viſtula, 64 miles WNW. of Warſaw.

Plo EN, a town of Holſtein, capital of a

principality of the ſame name, 2.2 miles

NNW. of Lubeck.

PloeRM El, two ſmall towns in the

department of Morbihan.

Pluckley, Kent, 4 miles and a half from

Aſhford.

PLUDENTz, a town in Germany, in

the Tirol, capital of a county of the ſame

name, ſeated on the Ill.

Plumber, Dorſetſ. on the river Direliſhe,

2 miles and a half from Lidlinch. Plum

ford, Kent, in Oſpring pariſh. Plumland,

Cunabell. on the river Elen, oppoſite Aſpa

tria. Plumley, Cheſhire, near Northwich.

Plumpton, Cumb. E. of Inglewood-Foreſt,

in Lazonby pariſh. Plumpion, Lancaſ. by

Ulverſton. Plumpton, Lancaſhire, W. of

Kirkham. Plumpton, Suſſex, SE. of Dick

ling. Plumpton, Warwickſ. E. of Kingſ

bury. Plumpton-Tower, Yorkſhire, near

Knareſborough. . Plumſied, Kent, near

Woolwich; had formerly a market. Plum

Jed, Magna and Parva, NE. of Norwich.

Plumſied, Norfolk, S. of Baconſthorp.

Plumtree, SE, of Nottingham. Plungar,

Leiceſ. W. of Belvoir. Caſtle. Plurinden,

Kent, near Wood-Church. Pluſh, Dor

ſetſhire, by Buckland-Newton. Pluſler

wyne, Glouceſterſhire, in Woolaſton pariſh.

PluviERs, or Pithivieks, a town in

the department of Loiret, 20 miles NNE.

of Orleans.

*PLYMouth, a large and populous

ſea port of Devonſhire, feated between the

mouths of the rivers Plym and Tan ar.

There are properly ſpeaking, 3 harbours,

called Catwater, Sutton Pool, and Hamo

azé. The firſt is the mouth of the Plym,

and affords a ſafe and commodious hat

bºur for mechants' ſhips, but is ſeldon,

cntred
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entered by ſhips of war. The ſecond is

frequented by merchant ſhips only, and is

almoſt ſurrounded by the houſes of the

town. It is in itſelf well calculated to

give complete protection to ſuch ſhips as

are moored in it, and has lately been far

ther ſecured by an extenſive pier. The

third is near the mouth of the Tamar, and

is the harbour for the reception of the Bri

tiſh navy, being fitted with moorings tor

near a hundred ſail, and having good an

chorage for a much greater number. It

is defended by a fort on St. Nicholas

Iſland, and other forts, mounted with near

3oo guns, and particularly by a citadel,

erected in the reign of Charles II. between

the ſea and the town, which contains a

large ſtorehouſe, and 5 regular baſtions.

This laſt is ſituated on a hill, called the

Haw, which overlooks the town, and is a

good landmark for mariners. What is

called THE Dock, is a ſeparate town, ſitu

ated about 2 miles up the Hamoaze, and

is now nearly as large as Plymouth itſelf.

Here are two docks, the one wet, the other

dry, built in the reign of William III.

and two others, which have been built

fince, hewn out of a mine of ſlate, and

łined with Portland ſtone. Plymouth

Dock is furniſhed with large magazines,

ſtorehouſes, &c. containing arms, ſtores,

and all things neceſſary to equip a fleet.

Here are alſo ſpacious and commodious

barracks, for the marines, with houſes for

the officers, clerks, &c. The town is well

ſupplied with freſh water, firſt brought hi

ther, from a place 7 miles off, at the coſt

of Sir Francis Drake. It has a good pil

chard fiſhery, drives a confiderable trade to

the Straits, and to Newfoundland, and is

43 miles SW. of Exeter, and 216 W. by

S. of London. Lat. 50. 22. N. lon. 4.

ao. W. Markets on Monday, Thurſday,

and Saturday.

PLYMouth,aſea-port of Maſſachuſets,

N. America, ſeated at the S. end of Ply

mouth-Bay, and 15 miles SE. of Boſton.

It is the firſt town that was built in New

England.

PLYMpton, a town of Devonſhire,

ſeated on the river Plym, 5 miles E. of

Plymouth, and 218 W. by S. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Plympton, St. Mary's, near Plympton.

Plymtree, Devonſhire, E. of Bradninch.

PLYNLIMMon, or S.Now Do N, a very

high mountain in Cardiganſhire, on the

borders of Montgomeryſhire. On it's E.

fide riſe the Severn and Wye; and from

the W. ſide flow the Ryddal and Yſtwith.

Po, a large and celebrated river of Italy,

which has it's ſource at mount Viſo, in

Piedmont. . It runs through Monſerrat,

the Milaneſe, and Mantua; thence it runs

on the borders of the Parmeſan, and a

part of the Modeneſe; and having entered

the Ferrareſe it divides at Ficheruolo, and

enters the Adriatic by a number of mouths.

In it's courſe it receives ſeveral rivers, and

often overflows it's banks, doing a great

deal of damage; the reaſon of which is,

that moſt of thoſe rivers deſcend from the

Alps, and are increaſed by the melting of
the ſnow.

Pockley, Yorkſhire, NE. of Helmſley.

Pockli NGToN, a town of the E. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, ſeated on a ſtream which

faſis into the Derwent, 14 miles SE. of

York, and 196 N. by W. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Podenstein, a town of Bamberg,

Franconia.

PodensAc, a town in the department

of the Gironde.

Podick, Old and New, Norfolk, in the

Fens, W. of Downham.

Podlachia, a palatinate of Poland, N.

of that of Lublin. Bielſk is the capital.

Podmore, Staff. in the manorof Sugnell.

Podolia, a province of Poliſh Ruffia,

S. of Volhinia and the Ukraine. The ri

ver Dnieſter runs along the ſouthern bor

ders, and the Bog croſſes it almoſt entirely

from NW. to SE. It is divided into the

Upper and Lower, or the palatinate of Po

dolia, of which Kaminieck is the capital;
and that of Bracklaw.

Poffil, or Poughill, Cornwall, near Strat

ton. Poick, or Powick, S. of Worceſter,

on the oppoſite ſide of the Severn. Point

ington, Somerſetſhire, NW. of Milbourn

Port. Pointon, Cheſhire, near Stopford.

Point-Pleaſant, Surry, by Wandſworth.

Point-Pleaſant, Surry, near Kingſton-up

on-Thames -

Poccio, a town of Tuſcany, near Flo

rence, with a palace of the Great Duke.

Alſo two towns of Genoa.

Poggiobonzi, a town of Tuſcany.

Poirino, or Poverino, a town of

Chieri, Piedmont, 15 miles SE. of Turin.

Poissy, a town in the department of

Seine and Oiſe, ſeated near the edge of the

foreſt of St. Germain, 3 miles NNW, of

St. Germain.

Poiti e Rs, an ancient town, capital of

the department of Vienne. It would be

one ºp the moſt confiderable places in

France, were it's population in proportion

to it's extent; but it includes a number of

gardens and fields within it's circuit; and

the inhabitants are eſtimated at 21,ooo.

It has ſeveral Roman antiquities, particu

larly an amphitheatre, which is partly de

moliſhed.
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moliſhed. There is alſo a triumphal arch,

which ſerves as a gate to the great ſtreet.

The principal manufactures are ſtockings,

woollen caps, gloves, and combs. Vipers

are found in the environs in ſuch numbers,

that they are exported even to Venice, to

make treacle. In 1356, a memorable bat

tle was fought near this town, between the

Engliſh and French, in which the lat

ter were defeated. The Engliſh army,

which amounted to only 16,oco men, was

commanded by Edward the Black Prince;

that of the enemy, commanded by King

John, was eſtimated at 6o,ooo. King

John and his ſon Philip were both taken

priſoners and brought to England. This

town is ſeated on a hill, on the river Clain,

52 miles SSW, of Tours.

Poitou,a ci-devant province of France,

lying S. of the Loire, fertile in corn and

wine, and feeding a great number of cat

tle, particularly mules.” It now forms the

three departments of Vendee, Vienne, and

the Two Sevies; but was formerly in poſ.

ſeſſion of the kings of England for a con

ſiderable time. -

Pokenhorn, Cornwall, near St. Earth.

Pokington, Somerſetſ. NE. of Ilminſter.

Pol, St. See PAUL, St.

Pola, an ancient, decayed town of

I&ria, with about 8oo inhabitants. Here

are the ruins of a Roman amphitheatre,

and a triumphal arch. It is ſeated at the

bottom of a deep bay, and has a ſpacious

harbour, 44 miles S. of Trieſte.

PolachiA. See Pool AchiA.

Pola N.A., a town of Sicily.

Poland, a large country of Europe,

bounded on the W. by Pomerania, Si

leſia, and Moravia; on the S. by Hungary

and Moldavia; on the N. by Pruſſia,

Courland, and Ruſſia; and on the E. by

Ruffia. Poland, in it's utmoſt latitude,

included 13 provinces; viz. Great Poland,

containing the palatinates of Poſnania, Ka

liſh, Siradia, Leuczicz, and Rawa; Cu

javia, containing the palatinates of Biſeſkic

and Wladiſlaw; Maſovia, containing the

palatinates of Cracow, Sandomir, and

Lublin; Podlachia, or the palatinate of

Bielſk; Little, or Red Ruſſia, containing

the palatinates of Chelm, Belcz, and Lem

burg ; Podolia, containing the palatinates

of Podolia and Bracklaw; the palatinate

of Kiob; and Volhinia. Beſides theſe,

Lithuania has been confidered as a part of

Poland; as likewiſe Samogitia and Cour

land. The government is monarchical

and ariſtocratical; all the ačts of ſtate be

ing in the name of “the king and repub

lic of Poland.” The king is the only

eleētive ſovereign in Europe; he is choſen

by a general diet, called together by the

archbiſhop of Gneſna, who is the chief of

the republic during the interregnum. Af

ter his coronation, he may diſpoſe of the

vacant benefices, and the offices both civil

and military. He has a ſettled revenue of

140,000l. a year, and cannot, by his own

authority, raiſe any new taxes, or change

any law. The ariſtocracy conſiſts in the

ſenate and general diet. The ſenate is

compoſed of the biſhops, great officers,

palatines, and governors of towns, who,

with the king, regulate the affairs of the

kingdom; and are to prevent him from

doing any thing againſt the liberty of

the country. The general diets, which

are aſſemblies of all the nobility, ought to

be held every two years; but they meet

oftener when there is any important affair

on the carpet. The Poles, or Polanders,

are large and robuſt. The peaſants are

poor, miſerable, clowniſh, and mere ſlaves

to thoſe called gentlemen. It is not ſaid

that they have ſo much a year, but that

they have ſo many peaſants. The Poliſh

towns are moſtly built of wood, and the

villages conſiſt of mean huts. The nobles

have from time immemorial reſided in their

ſeats or caſtles, in their own villages, main:

taining themſelves by agriculture, breedi

of bees, grazing, and hunting. Such was

the ſtate and conſtitution of Poland, before

the memorable year 1772, when a parti

tion of the country, projećted by the king

of Pruſſia, was effected by that monarch,

in conjun&tion with the empreſs of Ruſſia,

and Maria Thereſa, ...;of Germany.

By this partition, Great Poland, Poliſh

Pruſſia, (the cities of Dantzic and Thoru

excepted) and part of Lithuania, were an

nexed to Pruſſia; Little Poland and Red

Ruſſia, to Auſtria; and the remaining,

and greater part of Lithuania, Courland,

Poleſia, Podolia, Volhinia, and the pala

tinate of Kior, were ſeized by Ruſſia, ſo

that only Samogitia, Maſovia, and Podla

chia, were left to conſtitute the kingdom

of Poland. Of theſe diſmembered coun

tries the Ruſſian part is the largeſt, the

Auſtrian the moſt populous, and the Pruſ

fian the moſt commercial. The popula
tion of the whole amounts to near

5,ooo,ooo; the firſt containing 1,500,ooo,

the ſecond, 2,500,000, and the third,

860, ooo. The three partitioning powers,

moreover, forcibly effected a great changs

in the conſtitution. By this all foreign

candidates for the ele&ive throne of Poland.”

are excluded; none can be choſen king of

Poland, and great duke of Lithuania, in

future, but a native Pole; the ſon or grand

ſon of a king cannot be elected immedi

ately
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ately upon the death of his father or grand

father, nor be eligible till after an interval

of two reigns; and the permanent council

is eſtabliſhed in which the executive power

is vetted. By this change the houſe of

Saxony, and all foreign princes, who might

be likely to give weight to Poland by their

hereditary dominions, are rendered inca

pable of filling the throne; the fainteſt

proſpect of an hereditary ſovereignty is

removed; the exorbitant privileges of the

equeſtrian order are confirmed in their ut

moſt latitude; and the prerogatives of the

crown, are ſtill further diminiſhed. In

1791, the king and the nation, in con

currence, almoſt unanimouſly, and with

out any foreign intervention, eſtabliſhed

another conſtitution. By this the broils

of an eleºtive monarchy, by which Poland,

on almoſt every vacancy of the throne, had

been involved in the calamities of war,

were avoided, the throne being declared

hereditary in the houſe of Saxony. The

rights and privileges of all orders in the

republic, (the king, the nobles, the citi

zens, and the peaſants,) were alike cqui

tably conſulted. In a word, it was not,

on the one hand, the haughty deſpot dic

tating a conſtitution to his people, nor on

the other, a proud ariſtocracy, or a mad

democracy, that wreſted from their ſove

reign his juſt prerogatives; but it was the

univerſal wiſh of the nation, the ſentiment

that inſpired which, was univerſal happi

neſs. A few of the nobility, however,

diſcontented at the ſacrifices of ſome of

their privileges, repaired to the court of

Ruffia; and their repreſentations concur

ring with the ambitious views of the em.

preſs, ſhe ſent an army into Poland, under

pretence of being guarantee of the conſtitu

tion of 1772. Her interference was too

powerful to be reſiſted, and this new con

ſtitution was overthrown. But the prin

cipal object for which the Ruſſian army

entered Poland was not yet attained. The

empreſs had planned, in conjunction with

the king of Pruſſia, a ſecond partition of

this unhappy country, which ačtuall

took place in 1793. By this the empreſs

obtained nearly the remaining part of Li

thuania, with the palatimates of Podolia,

Klof, and Bratzlaw. Beſide the voiwod

ſhips, or provinces of Poſen, Gneſen, Ka

liſh, Siradia, Wielun, Lentſchitz, Cuja

via, Doorzyn, Rawa, part of Plotik, &c.

with the city and monaſtery of Czentito

kow (the Loretto of Poland) and it's rich

treaſures, the king of Pruſſia obtained the

great object of his wiſhes, the cities of

Dantzic and Thorn. Some attempts were

made, by a few Patriotic noblemen, to de

liver their country from it's oppreſſors,

and they were at firſt ſucceſsful; but the

brave Koſciuſko being taken priſoner, and

his army defeated, no farther efforts were

made.

and the king formally reſigned his crown

at Grodno, in 1795. Since then the coun

try has undergone a farther partition, and

is now entirely ſwallowed up by the rapa

city of the dividers of the ſpoil. Poland

therefore is at preſent a country, but no

nation; and the indignant Pole, in review

ing it's paſt hiſtory and preſent ſtate, may

ſay with a figh, “Such things were."—

By the conſtitution of 1772, the Romiſh

religion is declared the eſtabliſhed; but

although the Diſſidents continue excluded

from the diet, the ſenate, and the perma

nent council, they are capable of fitting in

the inferior courts of juſtice, and enjoy the

free exerciſe of their religion. The uni

verſities of Poland, are Cracow, Wilna,

and Poſen. The air is generally cold, and

they have but little wood; however, it

yields ſuch plenty of grain, that near 4ooo

veſſels and floats, moſt of which are laden

with corn, annually paſs down the Viſtula

to Dantzic. 80 or 90ooo oxenare alſo driven

every year out of Poland. They have a

large quantity of leather, furs, hemp, flax,

ſaltpetre, honey, wax, and mines of ſalt of

reat depth, out of which they dig rock

alt. The principal rivers are the Dnie

per, the Viſtula, the Bug, the Dniemen,

the Dneiſter, and the Bog. Warſaw is

the capital.

Polbrook, Northamp. by Oundle. Pol

der's Farm, Kent, near Sandwich. Pole,

Cumberl. S. of Penrith. Pole, Kent, in

Southfleet. Polehill, Herts, E. of Hodſon.

PolER on, one of the ſpice iſlands in

the Indian Ocean, producing nutmegs,

and till lately held by the Dutch. It is

60 miles S. of Ceram.

Poles1A, a name given to the palati

nate of Brzeſc, in Lithuania.

PolesINo-DE-Rovico, a diſtriët in

the ci-devant territory of Venice, between

the Ferrareſe and Paduan. It is about 42

miles in length, and 12 in breadth, and

very fertile in corn and paſtures. Rovigo

is the capital.

Poleſworth, Warwickſhire, SE. ofTam

worth. Polgreen, Cornwall, 4 miles W.

of St. Columb. Polhampton, Hampſhire,

E. of Overton. Polharma, Cornwall, SW.

of Leftwithiel.

PolicAND Ro, an iſland in the Archi

pelago, and one of the Cyclades; about ae

miles in circumference. The inhabitants

are very poor, there being only a few vil

lages and a caſtle, but no harbour; º:
t

Koſciuſko was carried into Ruffia, .
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the ſurface, in general is rocky. It lies

between Milo, Sikino, Paros, and Anti

Paros.

. Policastro, a town and gulf of Prin

cipato Citra.

Policnano, a town of Bari, Naples,
ſeated near the ſea.

PoligNi, a town in the department of
Jura, 16 miles Sw. of Dole. -

Poling, Suſſex, SE. of Arundel. Poling

ton, a little N. of Dorcheſter.

Polizzi, a town of Mezzara, Sicily.

- Polkeryes, Cornwall, near Fowey. Pol

lington, Yorkſhire, near Snaith.

Pollockshaws, a confiderable manu

facturing town of Renfrewſhire, ſeated on

the river White Cart.

Polnarique, Cornwall, E. of Padſtow

Haven. Polmere, Cornwall, at the bottom

of Trewardreth Bay. Polnam, or Polru

an, Cornwall, E. of Fowey Haven.

Palomorgan, Cornwall, S. of Bodmin.

Polore, a town of Hindooſtan, in the

Carnatic.” -

Polotsk, a town and government of

Ruſſia, in Lithuania, on the Duna, 168

miles SE. of Riga.

Polperry, Cornwall, a harbour between

two hills, w. of Killagarth, by Talland

Point. Polres, Kent, in Harbledown

Pariſh. Polrudden, Cornwall, W. of Tre

wardreth-Bay. Poſden, Surry, near

Mickleham and Leatherhead. Polſgrave,

Hants, between Fareham and Portſmouth.

Polſham, Somerſetſhire, SW. of Wells.

Polſled, Suffolk, SW, of Hadley. Poſfied,

Surry, in Compton pariſh.

PolteN, Sr. or St. HYPolite, a

town of Auſtria.

Polterworgy, Cornwall, W. of Camel

ford. Poltimore, Devonſhire, near Exeter.

Polton's, Kent, near Aſhe. Polverbach,

S. of Shrewſbury. Polwhele, Cornwall,
NE. of Truro. a

Pomegue, one ofthe three iſles of Mar

ſeilles, in France, near the iſland of If.

Po MERANIA, a province of Germany,

in the circle of Upper Saxony, with the

title of a duchy. On the N. it has the

Baltic, on the E. Pomerelia, and on the

W. Mecklenburg. One part of it belongs

to the king of Pruſſia, and the other to the

Swedes. It is watered by ſeveral rivers,

of which the Oder, the Pene, the Rega, the

Perſanet, the Wipper, the Stolp, and the

Lebo, are the moſt conſiderable. The air

is pretty cold, but compenſated by the fer

tility of the ſoil, which abounds in paſ

tures and corn, of which a great deal is

tranſported into foreign countries. The

geeſe are remarkably large; and in general,

the dried Pomeranian geeſe, hams, ſauſ

ages, and ſalmon, paſs for the beſt in Ger.

many. It is a flat country, containing

many lakes, woods, and foreſts, and has

ſeveral good harbours, particularly Stetin

and Stralſund; about 250 miles in length,

and 75 in breadth. It is divided by the .

Oder, into the Hither and Farther Pome

rania; and the river Pene, for a conſider

able part of it's courſe, divides the terri

tories of Sweden and Pruſſia in this duchy.

Stettin is the capital of the Pruſſian part,

and Stralſund of the Swediſh.

Pom ERELIA, a late diſtrićt of Poland,

having Pruſſia on the E. Pomerania on

the W. the Baltic on the N. and Poland

on the S. It has been lately ſeized by the

king of Pruſſia, and now forms a part of

Southern Pruſſia. Dantzick and Stargard

are the principal places.

Pomeroy, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

PoMon A. See MAINLAND.

Ponallon, Cornw. E. of Boſcaſtle. Pond,

Cornwall, near Plymouth. Pond, Middl.

NE. of Hounſlow. Ponder's-End, Middl.

in Enfield pariſh, on the banks of the New

River, near Edmonton.

Pondestu RIA, a town of Montferrat.

Pon dich ERRY, a town of Hindooſtan,

on the coaſt of Coromandel, 75 miles S. of

Madras. In 1693 it was taken by the

Dutch, who erected 7 regular baſtions, and

rendered it one of the moſt complete for

treſſes in India. It was ceded to the

French by the treaty of Ryſwick, in 1697,

who made it the chief ſeat of their Eaſt

India Company. The Engliſh took it in

1761, and deſtroyed the fortifications, but

reſtored it to the French by the treaty of

Paris, in 1763. In 1793 it was again

taken by the Engliſh. Lat. 11. 56. N.

lon. 8o. o. E.

PoNDico, a ſmall uninhabited iſland of

the Archipelago, 2 miles N. of Negropont.

Pond Street, Middleſex, near Hamp

ſtead. Ponds.

Ponfer RADA, a town of Leon.

Pong|ill, Podhill, or Pohill, Devonſhire,

N. of Crediton.

Poss, a town in the department of

Lower Charente, with a mineral ſpring,

1o miles SSE. of Saintes.

Pons, St. a town in the dept. of He

rault, ſeated in a valley, wherein are fine

marble quarries, 24 miles NW. of Nar

bonne.

Pons Belli, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, near

Aldby. Ponſonby, Cumberland, near Goſ

forth, by the river Calder. Pont, a river

in Northumberland, running into the ſea

at Blythe's Newk.

Ponr-A-Mousson, a confiderable

town in the dept. of Meurthe. It had once
M m a univerſity,

*
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a univerſity, which was removed in 1763 a vinous fountain of mineral water. It is

to Nancy. It is ſeated on the river Mo- 10 miles WNW. of Clermont.

ſelle, which divides it into two parts, 12. Pontiland, or Pont-Eland, Northumber

miles NNW. of Nancy. land, 6 miles NW. of Newcaſtle.

Post. ARLIER, a town in the depart- Pontiprieth E. See TAAF E.

ment of Doubs, feated on the river Doubs, Pontiv Y, a ſmall town in the depart

near Mount Jura. ment of Morbihan, ſeated on the river

Po Nºr AuDEMER, a town in the de- Blavet.

partment of Eure, 13 miles N.W. of Lou- Pont-l'Eveque, a town in the dept.

viers, and 85 NW. of Paris. of Calvados, ſeated on the river Touque,

Po NT DE-CE, a town in the department 1o miles N. of Liſieux. -

of Maine and Loire, ſeated on the river Pontoise, a town in the department of

Loire, 3 miles from Angels, and 178 SW. Seine and Oiſe, taken by the Engliſh in
ºf Paris. 1345, by a ſingular ſiratagem. The

Pont-DE. L'ARch E, a town in the de- ground being covered with ſnow, the aſſail

partment of Eure, 5 miles N. of Louviers, ants dreſſed themſelves in white, with lad

and 62 NW. of Paris. ders painted white, and, ſcaled the walls

Pos T-D E-VAux, a town in the depart- before the centinels could perceive their

ment of Ain, feated on the river Reiſouffe, approach. Charles VII. retook, it ly

16 miles N.W. of Bourg-en-Bieſle. ſtorm in 1442. It is built in the form of

PoNºr-D E-V Esle, a town in the depart- an amphitheatre, and is ſeated on the rivers

ment of Ain. It has a manufactory of Oiſe and Vienne, 17 miles N.W. of Paris.

ſtuffs called Auguſtines, and alſo of tape- Pont OR son, a town in the depart

ſtry for the coverings of arm-chairs and ment of the Channel, ſeated on the river

ſofas, of the ſame kind as thoſe of Aubuſ- Coeſnon, zo miles SSE. of St. Malo.

ſon. It is ſeated on the river Weſle, 1z PoNT-REMoli, a town of Tuſcany.

miles NNW. of Bourg. Po NT ST. Es PR1T, a ſmall, ill built

PoNT-du-GARD. See GARD. town in the dept. of Gard. It is ſeated on

Ponte-DE LIMA, a town of Douro, the river Rhone, over which is a fine ſtone

Portugal, ſeated on the river Lima, 13 bridge, built in the middle of the thirteenth

miles N.W. of Braga, and 190 N. of Liſ- century; it conſiſts of 19 great, and 4

bon. ſmall arches. The extreine lightneſs of

Pont EBA, or Pont E IMPERIAL, a the ſtructure, compared with the depth,

town of Carinthia. rapidity, and width of the river, fills the

PostEBA VENETA, a town of Friuli. mind with aſtoniſhment. To faciliate

PostEFRAct, or Poxif RET, a town the paſſage of the water in time of flºods,

in the W. Riding of Yorkſhire, ſituated at apertures have been made through each

the conflux of the Are and the Dun. It pier, about 6 feet above the common level

is ſituated in a rich ſoil, and is noted for of the river; and to leſſen the extreme rā

it's nurſery grounds, and large plantations pidity of the Rhone, the bridge is nºt
of licorice. It's caſtle, now in ruins, has built in a right line, but in the form of a

been the ſcene of various tragical events in curve. Pont St. Eſprit is 17 miles S. of

the Engliſh hiſtory. Richard II. after be- Viviers. -

ing depoſed, ended his days here; and here Pont St. MAxENce, a town in the

Anthony, Earl of Rivers, and Sir Richard department of Oiſe, feated on the river

Grey, were murdered by Richard III. Oiſe, 5 miles N. of Senlis. -

. It is 22 miles SSW. of York, and 175 Pont-sur-SEINE, a town in the de

NNW. of London. A great ſhow of partment of Aube, ſeated on the river Seine,

horſes begins on February 5. Market on 4 miles NNE. of Nogent-ſur-Seine, and

Saturday. - 55 SSE. of Paris. -

Pontybury, and Pontesford, Shropſhire, Pont-su R-YoNNE, a town in the de

on the Mele, SW. of Shrewſbury. partment of Yonne, ſeated on the river

Pos re-STURA, a town of Montferrat, Yonne, 8 miles NNW. of Sens.

at the confluence of the Stura and Po. Pontypool, a town of Monmouth

Poste-VEDRA, a town of Spain, in ſhire, ſeated on the river Avon, which

Galicia, feated almoſt at the mouth of the turns ſeveral mills for the working of iron
river Leris; famous for it's fiſhery of far- plates. It is noted for a manufactºry of

dins (a kind of pilchards) which makes japanned ware. It is 15 miles SW. of

it's principal riches. Mionmouth, and 146 W. by N. of London.

Powr-Gi BAUT, a town in the depart- Market on Saturday.

ment of Puy-de-Dome. Neal this place is " Post-Y-PRIDD. See TAAFS:

the village of Rore, with a ſilver mine, and Posza, o, Pox ria, a ſmall*:
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, the coaſt of Naples, in the Gulf of Gaeta,

belonging to the duchy of Parma. -

* Pool, a town of Dorſetſhire, ſitu

ated upon a peninſula proješting into a ca

pacious bay, branching into many creeks,

and forming ſeveral iſlands. The haibour

is one of the beſt in the Channel for mer

chant ſhips, admitting veſſels of 4oo tons

burden up to the quay, and the ground is

every where ſoft. Pool roſe firſt into con

ſequence, when the ancient town of Ware

ham fell to decay. It now ranks pretty

high among the Engliſh ſea-ports, and it's

trade and population are rapidly increaſing.

Two hundréd and thirty tail of ſhipping,

burden : i,301 tons, and employing about

1500 men, belong to this port: . Of theſe,

about 140 ſhips are employed in the fo

reign trade, and the remainder in coaſting

and fiſhing. The principal branch of bu

fineſs here is the Newfoundland fiſhery.

It alſo ſends ſhips to the Baltic, Norway,

America, Portugal, Greenland, &c. and

has a fine coaſting trade, particularly in

corn and coals. The cuſtoms, in 1770,

amounted to 13,7471. Near the mouth

of the harbour is an oyſter bank, from

which vaſt quantities are carried, to be

fattened in the creeks of Eſſex and the

Thames. It is 4o miles WSW. of Win

cheſter, and 105 SW. of London. Mar

kets on Monday and Thurſday.

Pool, Devonſhire, in Tiverton pariſh.

Pool, Cornwall, in Minhenoit pariſh. Pool,

Yorkſhire, E. of Otley. Pool, or Pole

Cains, Wiltſhire, NE. of Malinſbury.

Poo L.E. See W E L SHPoo L.

Pooles, Cheſhire, 3 townſhips N. of

Namptwich. Pooley, Weſtmorl, a village

at the foot of Ulleſwater. Pool Hall, Che

ſhire, N. of Stanney. Pool-Houſe, Eſſex,

NW. of Mapleſted. Pool, South, Devonſ.

in Slapton pariſh. Pools-Hole, Derbyſhire,

in the Peak, near Buxton. Pooly, VVar

wickſhire, near Poleſworth. Poolbank,

Weſtmorland, in Croſthwaite pariſh, 6

miles from Kendal. Here is a remarkable

cavern, called Fairy Hole, from which a

ſtream of water iſſues after a fall of rain.

Poosah, a town of Hindooſtan, in

Viſiapour, capital of the Weſtern Mah

rattas. It is ſmall and meanly built, and

is 30 miles E. of the Gauts, and loo SE.

of Bombay. Lat. 18. 30. N. lon. 73.

Poonings, or Poynings, Suſſex, E. of

Stening.

Poor AND AR, a fortreſs of Viſiapour,

Hindooſtan, where the archives of govern

ment are kept. It is ſeated on a mountain,

zo miles SSE. of Poonah.

Pook-HEAD, a bold and laſty cape,

near Kinſale-Harbour, in Cork Munſter.

Poor/lock, Dorſetſhire, N. of Bridport.

Poorton, N. and S. Dorſetſ. near Beminſter.

Pooton-Lancelot, Cheſhire, near Eaſtham.

Pop A. MADRE. See MADRE De PopA.

PopAYAN, a province of Terra Firma,

waſhed on the W. by the South Sea, and

bounded on the E. by New Granada, and

by Quito on the S. It is about 440 miles

long, and from 70 to 240 broad. The

temperature and ſoil vary according to the

ſituation of the country, in the plains, or
on the ſides of the mountains. In ſome

Places it is rather cold than hot, and in

others the reverſe; while at Popayán, the

capital, there is a perpetual ſpring through

out the year. In general, the ſoil pro

duces a great abundance of grain and
fruits, and breeds vaſt numbers of cattle

and ſheep, ſome of which are ſold in the

towns, and others are driven to Quito.

Popayan is one of the beſt trading coun

tries in Terra Firma. It has a tranſitory

commerce with Carthagena, when the gaſ

leons arrive there; as alſo with Quito,

ſending horned cattle and mules, and re

ceiving cloths and baize in return. It's

aćtive commerce conſiſts in dried beef,

ſalted pork, roll-tobacco, hogſlard, rum,
cotton, ribbons, and other ſmall wares.

PopAYAN, the capital of the province

of the ſame name, is the conſtant reſidence

of the governor, who is always chief ma

giſtrate or corregidor. The magiſtracy,

or corporation, as in all other cities of this

country, conſiſts of regidores, who are per

ſons of diſtinction, with the corregidor at

their head; and from them are annually

choſen two ordinary alcades, for maintain

ing order in the city. Popayan is the ſee

of a biſhop, and contains ſeveral convents

and a univerſity. The inhabitants are

about 25,000. It is 190 miles NNE. of

Quito. -

PopE, DoMINIONs of The, or the

FCCLEs. As rical STATE, a country of

Italy, bounded on the N. by the territories

of Venice; on the E. by the Adriatic; on

the SE. by the kingdom of Naples; and

on the S. and SW. by the Mediterranean,

Tuſcany, and Modena; extending from

SW. to NE. 240 miles, and about oo in

it's mean breadth." It is divided into the

following provinces: the Campagna of

Rome; St. Peter's Patrimony; Umbria,

or Spoleto; Ancona ; Urbino; Romagna ;

the Bologneſe; the Ferrareſe; the Orvie:

tan; Sabina; duchy of Caſtro; county of

Caſtello; and territory of Perugia. Some

authors have obſerved, that conſidering the

pope's dominions generally conſiſt of a fer

tile and excellent ſoil; that his harbours,

M m + both
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both on the Gulf of Venice and the Medi

terranean, are advantageouſly ſituated for

trade; that he receives conſiderable ſums

from Spain, Germany, &c. which might

be ſuppoſed to be no ſmall eaſe to his ſub

jects; that his country is viſited by for

reigners of diſtinétion, who cauſe much

wealth to circulate; the pontifical govern

meut ſeems well calculated for the happi

neſs, and the country might be ſuppoſed

to be very flouriſhing. But the very re

verſe of this is the caſe. The country is

ill cultivated, and thin of inhabitants, the

Bologneſe alone excepted. Trade and ma

nufactures are but little encouraged; and

were it not for the fertility of the ſoil,

which furniſhes the inhabitants with dates,

figs, almonds, olives, and other fibits,

which grow ſpontaneouſly, the indolence

of the inhabitants is ſuch, that they would

be abſolutely ſtarved. This indolence is

not wonderful, ſince they know, that the

more they acquire, the more will be de
manded of them. Their numerous holi

days are great impediments to the exertions

of induſtry; and the number of young

ſturdy beggars, who ſtroll about as pil

grims,j of increaſing the common

ſtock by their induſtry, lie as a dead weight

on their fellow-ſubjećts. Various other

cauſes might be mentioned, as the multi

tude of hoſpitals and convents; the incon

ceivable wealth which lies uſeleſs in theſe

convents, and in the churches; the inquiſiti

on, and the rigour of the papal government.

Hence it is, that in no part of Europe are

to be found people more wretched than the

pope'si. The pope, according to

the ancient canon law, is the ſupreme,

univerſal, and independent head of the

church, and inveſted with ſovereignty over

all Chriſtian ſovereigns, communities, and

individuals. His arrogant pretenſions are

ſo well known, that it is needleſs to expa

tiate upon them. The reformation begun

by Luther diſpelled the deluſion in many

arts of Europe; and the progreſs of

fº. i the ſpirit of free enquiry,

has enlightened many even of the Romiſh

countries, where the papal political ſyſtem

is treated with contempt. The origin of

this monſtrous uſurpation, which for ages

held the Chriſtian world in the moſt de

grading ſubjection, belongs more properly

to eccleſiaſtical hiſtory. The pope has the

title of Holy Father and Holineſ, and he is

ele&ted, at every vacancy, from among the

cardinals, each of whom is ſtyled his Emi

zience; and their number was fixed by

Sixtus V. at 70, but this number is ſeldom

complete. Every nation of the Roman

Catholic religion has a cardinal for it's

protećtor. Beſide the eccleſiaſtical ſtate,

the pope is poſſeſſed of the duchy of Bene

vento, in the kingdom of Naples, worth

about 60co crowns a year. The annual

revenue of the pope is computed to be

8,7co,ooo ſcudi, or upward of 2,000,oool.

ſterling. This pontiff bears arms, and, as

an emblem of his paſtoral office, the cro

zier, or crook, forms a part of the inſignia.

His military force is inconfiderable. His

body-guard conſiſts of 40 Swiſs, 75 cuiraſ

fiers, and 75 light horſe. His naval force

conſiſts of a few gallies, ſtationed at Civita

Vecchia. Rome is the capital.

Pop ERINGUE, a

county, on a river of the ſame name, 6

miles NNW. of Ypres.

Pope's, Herts, in the pariſh of Hatfield

Biſhop's. Pope's-Hall, Kent, near Hart

W. Pope's-Hole, Surry, on the river

ey, in Freikſham pariſh. Pophall, Suſ

ſex, W. of Haſlemere. Popham, Ham

ſhire, between Baſingſtoke and Oldſtoke.

Poplar, Middleſex, ſo called from the trees

with which it once abounded, is ſituated

on the Thames, E. of Limehouſe, in the

pariſh of Stepney.

Popo, or PAPA, a territory of Guinea,

on the Slave Coaſt, about 8 leagues in ex

tent. The ſoil is flat and ſandy, without

either hills or trees, and the inhabitants

have ſcarce any houſes to dwell im, beſide

the king's village, which is in an iſland in

the midſt of a river. . are ſo haraſſed

by their neighbours that they cannot cul

tivate their lands in quiet, and therefore

they would often be ſtarved, if they did

not get proviſions from other places.

Their chief trade is in ſlaves.

Poppleton, Upper and Nether, Yorkſhire,

E. cf Heſley-Moor. Popſhall, Kent, near

Coldred.

Porca H, a town of Travancore, Hin

dooſtan, on the coaſt of Malabar, held by

the Dutch. It is 75 miles N.W. of Tra

vancore. Lat. 8. 1. N. lon. 74.35. E.

Porco, a town and juriſdićtion of La

Plata, in S. America, extending about zo

leagues. Here is the mountain of Porco,

from whoſe mine the Yncas extracted all

the ſilver for their expences and ornaments;

it was accordingly the firſt worked by the

Spaniards after the conqueſt. It is about

25 leagues from the city of La Plata.

Porkeliys, Cornwall, W. of Penryn.

Porkington, Shropſhire, NW. of Oſweſtry.

Pork, Old, Durham, N. of Biſhop-Auk

land. Porkthorp, Yorkſhire, W. of Kil

ham. Porlait, or Porloyd, a river in Car

narvonſhire. , Porland, alias Poringland,

Great and Little, S. of Norwich.

Pok Lock, a town in Somerſetſhire,

i. feated"

town of Flanders,
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feated on the Briſtol Channel, where it has

a commodious bay. It is 14 miles N. by

W. of Dulverton, and 167 W. of London.

Markets, only three in a year, on Thurſ

day before May 12th, ditto before O&tober

9th, and ditto before November 12th.

PorRentRU1, a neat and populous

town of Germany, in the circle of the

Upper Rhine, capital of the dominions of

the biſhop of Baſle, and the principal place

of his reſidence. The epiſcopal palace

(which has been lately repaired ..f.
mented) ſtands upon an eminence over

looking the town. It is 22 miles S.W. of

Baſle.

Porſion, Dorſetſhire, between Cerne

Abbey and Dorcheſter.

Port, in Donegal, Ulſter.

- Portadow N, in Armagh, Ulſter. It

as Pleaſantly ſituated on the river Bann,

into which the canal of Newry falls within

2 mile of this place. The linen manu

facture is carried on here extenſively. It

is 65 miles from Dublin.

"PorTAFE R Rx, a town of Down, in

Ulſter, on the rapid ferry of Strangford.

Heretofore a pretty briſk trade was car

ried on in this place, and between 30 and

40 veſſels belonged to it's port. From

the high lands about Portaferry there are

very fine proſpects over the whole lake of

Strangford, the circumjacent country, the

ſea, and the Iſle of Man. It is 80 miles

from Dublin.

Po RTALEGRA, a town of Alentejo,

feated 30 miles NNW. of Elvas, and 90
NNE. of Liſbon.

* PokTARLINGToN, a town partly in

King's, and partly in Queen's County,

Leinſter, pleaſantly ſeated on the river

Barrow, 36 miles from Dublin.

Po RT-AU-PR1 Nce, a ſea-port of St.

Domingo, ſituated on the W. coaſt. The

country produces cotton, indigo, ſugar,

and coffee. It was taken by the Engliſh

in 1794. Lat. 18.40. N. lon. 72. 1 o. W.

Porlberry, Kent, in the pariſh of Bough

ton-Aluph. Porthury, Some ſetſhire, SW.

of Briſtol. Portcheſter, Hants, at the upper

end of the harbour of Portſmouth, between

Fareham and Portſea lſland. Port-Chapel,

Cheſhire, NE. of Macclesfield. Port

Curmo, a little cove at the Land’s-End.

Port Dandy, ſituated in one of the Cop

land Iſlands, in Down, Ulſter. -

Port. Desi R.E., a harbour of Patago

nia, 75 miles NNE. of Port-Julian.

Port-Elliot, Cornwall, SE. of Leſkard.

Portenſtale, Cumberl. between the Lakes

of Keſwick and Baſfingthwaite, on the S.

ſide of the Derwent. Porters, Eſſex, near

the Thames, NE. of Leigh. Porterſ,

Eſſex, near Bradfield-Magna. Porters,

Eſſex, NE. of Barking. Porteſton, De

vonſhire, NW, of Modberry. Portgate,

Northumberland, NE. of Hexham.

Port GLAscow. See GLAscow

PorT. -

Port-Glenone, in Antrim, Ulſter, 105

miles from Dublin. It is pleaſantly ſeat

ed on the river Bann, over which there is

a bridge at the end of the town, which

unites the counties of Antrim and Derry.

Portheathry, Angleſea, North Wales.

Porthilly, Cornwall, a fiſhing harbour on

the E. ſide of Padſtow-Haven, Betwixt

this and Portkern, there is a great cave

under a mountainous rock, through which,

it is ſaid, the ſea ebbs and flows near half

a mile in length. Porthilly, Cornwall, at

the mouth of Trewardreth-Bay. Porth

fini-Aram, Monmouthſhire, between Caer

leon Bridge and Chriſtchurch.

Port HUNTER BAY, a bay in the

Duke of York's Iſland.

Portici, a town and royal palace of

Lavora, Naples, 2 miles E. of the capital,

in a charming ſituation on the ſea-fide. It

is enriched with a vaſt number of fine ſta

tues, and other remains of antiquity, taken

out of the ruins of Herculaneum and

Pompeia.

Portington, Yorkſhire, NE. of Howden.

Portin/hal, Cumb. in the pariſh of Kirk

bride. Portiffick-Haven, Cornw, NE. of

Padſtow-Haven. Portkern, or Portguin,

Cornwall, a fiſhing-cove E. of Portiffick.

Port LAND, a peninſula in Dorſetſhire,

3 miles S. of Weymouth, nearly 7 miles

round, and exceedingly ſtrong both by na

ture and art. It is ſurrounded by inac

seſſible rocks, except at the landing place,

where there is a ſtrong caſtle, called Port

land Caſtle, built by King Henry VIII.

There is but one church in the iſland, and

that ſtands ſo near the ſea, that it is often

in danger from it. The whole peninſula

is little more than one continued rock of

white freeſtone, 90oo tons of which are

exported annually. It was firſt brought

into repute, in the reign of James I. and is

uſed in London, Dublin, and other places,

for building the fineſt ſtructures. he in

habitants are about 130.o.

Porri,AND, a ſea-port of N. America,

capital of Cumberland county, in the pro

vince of Main. It is ſeated on a penin

ſula, on which formerly ſtood part of Fal

mouth, and has an excellent harbour.

PoRTLAND ISLANDs, a cluſter of

iſlands in the S. Pacific Ocean. They are

low, and covered wit?wººd; the cenºe

one in lat. 2. 38. S. lon. 19.8. E. *.

Portlecomb, Devonſ. joins to S. Pole.

M m 3 Portlevan,
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Portlevan, Cornwall, S. of Breage. Port

''g'', or Poderidge, Devonſ. E. of Hart
land-Point.

Po Rt.Lock. See Po R Lock.

Port L'ORIENT. See ORIENT.

Poºr Louis, a town in the dept. of

Morbihan, with a good harbour, which is

3 ſtation, for part of the navy, and the

faſt-India Company's ſhips belonging to
France. It is feated at the mouth of the

river Blavet, 3 miles S. of L'Orient.

Port Louis, a French fortreſs on the

SW; coaſt of St. Domingo; and a ſea-port

on the W. coaſt of Guadaloupe. -

Po RT Louis. See FRANCE, Isle of.

Portluny, Cornw. E. of Gwindreth-Bay.

PoRT-MAHo N, a ſea-port town of

Minorca, built originally by Mago, the

Carthaginian. The harbour is one of
the beſt in the Mediterranean. -

. Port-Ninian, one of the Copland Iſles,
in Down, Ulſter, - - -

Porto. See OPorto.

Porto BE LLo, a ſea port of Panama,

on the northern coaſt of the Iſthmus of

arien. It is a very unealthy place, and

s inhabited chiefly by mulattoes. It

conſiſts of one principal ſtreet, with others

croſſing it; it has two ſquares, a great

church, and two convents. At the time

of the great fair, it is one of the moſt po

pulous places in the world, the merchants

often paying 1 ooo crowns for lodging in a

middling chamber, with a cloſet, during the

fair, and four, five, or ſix thouſand for a

lodging in larger houſes. Columbus diſ.

covered the harbour in 1502, and, from

it’s extent, depth, and ſecurity, named it

Porto-Bello, or the Fair Harbour. It's

mouth is well defended by Fort St. Philip,

or Iron Caſtle; and nearer the town, is

another large caſtle, and a ſmall fort. All

theſe were partly demo;iſhed, and the town

taken, by Admiral Vernon, with only ſix

ſhips, in 1739. It is 60 miles N. of Pa

mana. Lat. 9. 33. N. lon. 79.45. W.

Po Rto. CAvAl Lo, a ſta-port of Ter

ra Firma, on the Caracca's coaſt. Lon.

64. 30. W.

Porto. FAR INA, a ſea-port of Tunis.

PoRTO-FAR RA10, a town on the N.

coaſt of the Iſle of Elba, ſeated on a long,

high, ſteep pºint of land, W. of the bay

of the ſame name. It belongs to the great

duke of Tuſcany. Lat. 42. 53. N. lon.

1o. 38. E. -

Po Rºto-GALLEto, a ſea-port of Spain,

in the Bay of Biſcay, 8 miles N. of Bilboa.

Por To-GRUA Ro, a town of Friuli.

Po R T-J A c k so N. See J Acks o N,

o R ‘t’. * * -

Partokewet, Monm. SE. of Chepſtow.

Porto-LoNgo NE, a ſtrong ſea-port

on the SE. coaſt of the Iſle of Elba, with

a good harbour, 2 miles SE. of Porto
Ferraio.

Porton, Wilts, between Newton-Tony

and Saliſbury. Porton, N. and S. Dorſetſ.

near Poor ſtock.

Porto Pedro, a ſea-port of Majorca.

PoRTo-PRAYA, a town on the E. ſide

of the Iſland of St. Jago, one of the Cape

de-Verds, ſituated on a ſharp rock, and

with a good harbour. The outward-bound

Guinea and Indiamen, whether Engliſh,

French, or Dutch, touch here for water

and refreſhments, but few of them call on

their return to Europe. While the ma

riners and paſſengers are on ſhore, the

whole coaſt reſembles a fair, every place

being filled with hogs, bullocks, fowls,

goats, figs, plantains, and cocoa-nuts,

which the natives excl.ange for ſhirts,

drawers, handkerchiefs, breeches, hats,

waiſtcoats, and all manner of clothing.

There is a fort, on the ſummit of a hill,

that entirely commands the harbour,

which, were it properly mounted with

cannon, and garriſoned, would be a place

of great ſtrength. Lat. 14. 5+. N. lon.

23.37. W.

Po R To-Rico.

To Rico.

PoRTo-SANTo, an iſland of the At

lantic, on the coaſt of Africa, the leaſt of

the Madeiras. It is about 15 mil: ; in

circumference, and produces wheat and

corn in abundance ; alſo breeds oxen,

wild hogs, and rabbits in incredible num

bers. The moſt valuable articles of com

merce are the gum, called dragon's blood,

honey, wax, and fiſh. It has one good

harbour, and good mooring in a bay,

where ſhips going or returning from India

ſtop to refit and refreſh. Lat. 32.58. N.

lon. 16. 20. W.

Porto-SEGuro, a government on the

coaſt of Braſil, in the juriſdićtion of Bahia.

It is a fertile country, and the capital, of

...the ſame name, is built on the top of a

rock, at the mouth of a river. The har

bour is convenient and ſafe. Lat. 16.45. S.

Pokro-Vecchio, a ſea-port in a bay,

on the E. coaſt of Corſica.

Porto-VENERo, a ſea-port of Genoa.

* Po RT. PATRick, a ſea-port of Scot

land, in Wigtonſhire, confined by the ſea

on one ſide, and on the other by overhang

ing rocks and hills. Formerly the harbour

was a mere inlet between two ridges of

rocks, which ran into the ſea, and was on

ly fit for flat-bottom:ed boats; but now

there is one of the fineſt quays in Britain,

with a 1cflešting lighthouſe, and above a

* * * * * * - - dozen

See JUAN-DE PUER
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dozen trading veſſels, from 40 to 60 tons

burden, fail and return regularly. A

number of veſſels alſo come occaſionally

from other ports. It is noted for it's fer

ry to Donaghadee, in Ireland, from which

it is only 20 miles diſtant. It is comput

ed that 1 1,000 head of cattle, and 2000

horſes are annually imported from Ireland

to this place. Here are four elegant pac

ket-boats for the conveyance of the mail,

and the accommodation of paſſengers; and

the mail-coaches go regularly from Lon

don and Edinburgh to Port-Patrick on the

one ſide, and between Dublin and Donag

hadee on the other. The imports and ex

ports have greatly increaſed of late years.

The population of the pariſh amounts to

upwards of Iooo. It is about 1 of miles

Sw. of Edinburgh, and 487 NW. of

London.

Port Ramam, fituated in one of the Cop

land Iſlands, in Down, Uiſter.

PoRTREE, a town on the Iſland of

Skye, one of the Scotch Hebrides. The

inhabitants trade chiefly in black cattle,

imall horſes, and kelp.

Port-Renard, in Limerick, Munſter.

Port-Royal, a ſea-port of Jamaica.

It was once one of the fineſt ſea-port towns

in America, abounding in riches and

trade; but in 1692, it was deſtroyed by

an earthquake, which buried nine-tenths

of the town 8 fathons under water; in

1702 by a fire; in 1722 by an inundation

of the fea; and in 1744 it ſuffered greatly

by a hurricane. Warned by theſe extraor

*finary calamities, theº: and

public offices were removed by an ačt of

aftembly, aul no market ſuffered to be

held here for the future. It contains at

preſent about too houſes, a church, a

navy-yard, an hoſpital, and barracks for

a regiment of ſoldiers. It is built on a

4 mall neck of land, which juts out ſeveral

miles into the ſea, and is defended by a

fort, which has a line of near 100 pieces

of cannon. Phe harbour is one of the

beſt in the world, and Ioso ſhips may

side therein, ſecure from every wind that

can blow. It is 6 miles SE. of Spaniſh

Town, and as much by water SW. of

Kingſton. Lat. 18. o. N. lon. 76.40. W.

PoRT Roy Al, an iſland on the coaſt

of S. Carolina, the ſpace between which

and the neighbouring continent forms one

of the noſt commodious harbours in thoſe

rts. It is 12 miles in length, and 5 in

fºil. The town on the N. ſhore is

called Beaufort. Lat. 32. 24. N. lon. So.

1. o. W. -

PoRT-Roy AL, in Nova-Scotia. See

A N N A Po Lis. - -

Port-SANDwich, a harbour in the

Iſland of Mallicollo, in the S. Sea.

Port St. Ann, in Down, Ulſter.

PokT St. MARY's, a ſea-port of Spain,

in Andaluſia. The Engliſh made a de

ſcent here in 1702, with a deſign to be

fiege Cadiz, but without ſucceſs. It is io

miles NE. of Cadiz.

Portſtown, Hants, 4 miles from Portſ

mouth. º

PortsFA, an iſland of Hants, about

14 miles in circuit, between Portſmouth

Harbour and Langſtone Harbour. It is

a low traćt, ſeparated from the main land

by a ſhallow creek, over which is a bridge.

At the SW.extremity of it, is ſituated the

town of Portſmouth. Adjoining to which

is the town of Portſea, built on Portſ.

mouth-Common, on condition, that if the

enemy ſhould land, the houſes were to be

thrown down without compenſation to the
owners.

Portſham, Dorſetſh. 2 miles from Ab

botſbury. Portſholm, or Portmead near

Huntingdon, encompaſſed with the Ouſe.

Portſlade, Suſſex, E. of New Shoreham.

Port Slaty, ſituated in one of the Cop

land Iſlands, in Down, Ulſter.

*PortsMouri, a town of Hampſhire,
fituated on the Iſland of Portſea. It was

anciently defended by a wall of timber.

covered with earth; a baſtion to the NE.;

and two forts of hewn ſtone at the mouth

of the harbour, begun by Edward IV.

and finiſhed by Henry VI. Queen Eliza
beth fortified it with new works. King

Charles II. direéted great alterations;

eſtabliſhed new wet and dry docks, ſtore.

houſes, rope-yards, &c. and raiſed ſeve

ral forts after the modern manner; which

works were augmented in the reign of

James II. Succeeding princes have made

great additions fince, and it is now the

moſt regular fortreſs in Britain. Within

theſe few years, government has bought

more ground for additional works, and it

may be made impregnable by land as well

as ſea, ſince a ſhallow water may be

brought quite round it. The leaſt num

ber of men employed continually in the

yard is rooo. The docks and yards re

ſenible diſtinči towns, &c. under a govern

ment ſeparate from the garriſon. Here is

alſo a fine arſenal for laying up the cannon.

The harbour is one cf the fineſt in the

world, as there is water ſufficient for the

largeſt ſhips; and it is ſo very capacious,

that the whole Engliſh navy may ride here

in ſafety. The principal branch runs up

to Fareham ; a ſecond to Portcheſter;

and a third to Portſea-Bridge. Beſides

theſe branches, there are ſeveral rithes, or

M m 4. channels,
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channels, where the ſmall men of war ride

at their moorings. Oppoſite the town is

the road of Spithead, where the men of

war anchor when prepared for actual ſer

vice. It has one church and two chapels,

one in the garriſon, and one in a part of

the town, called the Common, for the uſe

of the dock. It is no miles SE. of Win

cheſter, and 72 SW. of London. Lat. 50.

47. N. lon. 1. 1. W. Markets on Tueſ

day, Thurſday, and Saturday.

PortsMouth, a town of N. Ame

rica, the largeſt in the ſtate of New Hamp

ſhire, at the mouth of Piſcataqua River.

It's harbour is one of the fineſt on the

continent, well defended by nature both

againſt ſtorms and an enemy, and it has a

lighthouſe at the entrance. -

Port so Y, a ſea port of Banffshire, in

Scotland, about 6 miles E. of Cullen. It

is a handſome town, and has ſeveral fiſhing

and trading veſſels, with manufactures of

fnuff and ſewing thread. -

PoRTugal, the moſt weſtern country

of Europe, about 4oo miles in length, and

x 30 in it's mean breadth, bounded on the

W. and S. by the Atlantic Ocean, and on

the E. and N. by Spain. Though Spain

and Portugal are in the ſame climate, yet

the air of the latter is much more tempe

rate than that of the former, on account of

the neighbourhood of the ſea. Corn is not

very plentiful in this country, becauſe the

inhabitants do not attend much to huſ

bandry; for this reaſon they import Indian

eorn from Africa, which is made uſe of

by the peaſants inſtead of wheat. There

is a great number of barren mountains ;

and yet they have plenty of olives, vine

yards, oranges, lemons, nuts, almonds, figs,

and raiſins. They have ſome horned cat

tle, whoſe fleſh is generally lean and dry.

They alſo make a great deal of ſalt with

theŽ. eſpecially in the Bay of St.

Ubes, whence a great deal is exported.

The Portugueſe ſhipping little frequent

the other countries of Europe or the Le

vant, their voyages lying rather to Braſil,

and their different colonies on the coaſt of

Africa, from which latt they import ne

groes, gold, and ivory. They receive

- from their foreign ſettlements, ſugar, to

bacco, rum, cotton, indigo, hides, Braſil

and other woods for dying, and many ex

cellent drugs. Beſide theſe, they have

gold, ſilver, with diamonds and other pre

cious ſtones from America. The annual

produce of gold in Braſil, may be eſtimat

ed, without exaggeration, at near two mil

lions ſteriing. The fleet which goes every

year to Braſil, ſails and returns in 7 or 8

months. They trade likewiſe to their Eaſt

India ſettlements of Goa, Diu, and Macao;

but this traffic, once ſo important, is now

greatly declined. The horſes of Portugal

were formerly in great eſteem, but they

are now ſo fond of mules, that horſes are

ſcarce. Towards the frontiers of Spain

there are mountains in which they formerly

got gold and ſilver; and the river Tajo

was ancientlv noted for it's golden ſands;

but now the Portugueſe do not think them

worth minding. There are alſo mines of

iron, tin, lead, quarries of marble, and

ſome precious ſtones. The principal ri

vers are the Tajo, the Douro, the Guadi

ana, the Minho, the Mondego, and the

Lima. Portugal is divided into ſix pro

vinces, namely, Eſtránadura, Beira, Entre

Minho e Douro, Tralos Montes, Alente

jo, and Algarva. The government is mo

marchical; but the royal authority is

bounded by the fundamental laws of the

kingdom; for the ſovereign cannot raiſe

any more taxes than were ſettled in 1674.

Portugal was anciently called Luſitania;

but by a writing now extant, dated Io99,

it appears that the name of Portugal was

them uſed for the whole kingdom. It is

probably derived from a town on the river

Douro, anciently called Cale, oppoſite to

which the inhabitants afterwards built a

town, naming it Portucale, now the flou

riſhing city of Oporto. In Portugal are

about 9oo convents, moſtly very rich; it

alſo contains one patriarch, three archbi

ſhops, and ten biſhops, befides others in

America, Africa, the Eaſt Indies, &c.

The Portugueſe are indolent, and ſo fond

of luxury, that they ſpend their wealth in

the purchaſe of foreign merchandiſe. Liſ

bom is the capital.

Portumna, in Galway, Connaught, 74

miles from Dublin. It is ſeated on the

river Shannon, where it falls into Lough

Derg.

Port wood Hall, Cheſhire, by Stockport.

Poſomb, between Thame and Watlington.

PoseoA, a town and county of Scla

vonia.

Poſide, Derbyſ, in the High Peak. Pe

ſers, Kent, near Borden. Poſiingford,

Suffolk, N. of Clare.

PosNANIA, or PoseN, a town and pa

latinate of Great Poland. It contains ſe

veral churches and convents, and has a

conſiderable trade with Germany, being a

ſtaple town. The biſhop's ſee is the moſt

ancient in Poland. It is ſeated on the ri

ver Warta, 27 miles W. of Gneſma, and

145 WNW. of Warſaw.

Pofferwood, or Poſtern, Derbyſ. rear

Belper. Poff Down, Hants. Poſt. Hºuſe,

Yorkſ. N. of Wakefield. Pºſiling, Kent,

N, of
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N. of Hithe. Pofflip, Glouc. in Winch

combe pariſh. Poffon, Heref., near Peter

Church. Poſtwick, SE. of Norwich, on

the Yare.

Potenza, a town of Baſilicata, Na

les. -

P Poteſgrave, Bedf. near Woburn. Pot

ford, E. and H. Devonſ. near Hartland.

Potheridge, Devonſ, near Great Torring

ton. Potnol, Surry, near St. Ann's-Hill.

. PotoMAck, a fine river of N. Ame

rica, navigable near 3oo miles. It riſes

in the NW. part of Virginia, and ſepa

rates that ſtate from Maryland, almoſt it's

whole courſe, till it enters the Cheſapeak,

between Smith's Point and Point Look

out. -

. Potosi, a town of S. America, in the

juriſdićtion of La Plata, and government of

Buenos Ayres, containing about 60,000

Indians, and 10,000 Spaniards, many of

whom are poſſeſſed of immenſe fortunes.

There is the beſt filver-mine in all Ane

rica, in a mountain in form of a ſugar

loaf, the colour of whoſe ſoil is of a red

diſh brown. Silver has been as common

in this place as iron is in Europe; how

ever, it is almoſt exhauſted; at leaſt, they

get but little from it, in compariſon of

what they did formerly; and the mountain

itſelf is ſaid to be little better than a ſhell.

The country about this place is ſo naked

and barren, that they are obliged to get

their proviſions from the neighbouring

provinces. It appears from the public

accounts, that filver to the value of

9,282,381.l. ſterling, has been annually

taken from theſe mines. Here is always

a great demand for European goods. It is

feated at the bottom of the mountain of

of Potoſi, 170 miles SSE. of La Paz.

Potterels, Herts, near N. Mims. Pot

fern, Wilts, near Devizes. Potter New

ton, Yorkſ. N. of Leeds. Potters Bar,

Middleſ. 3 miles N. of Barnet. Potters

Brinton, Yorkſh. E. of Sherborn. Pot

ters. Crouch, Herts, S.W. of St. Alban's.

Potterſtery, Northamp. NW. of Stoney

Stratford. Potters-Row, Eſſex, near Great

Braxted. Potters-Street, Eſſex, near Har

low Buſh and Park. Potterton, Yorkſ.

near Abberforth. Pottoe, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, near Wharlton-Caſtle. Potton,

by the ſea, NW. of Lancaſter,

Porton, a town of Bedfordſhire, 12

miles E. of Bedford, and 48 N. by W. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Pottroſe, a river in Cumberland.

PotzdAM, a town in the Middle

Marche of Brandenburg, Upper Saxony,

feated in an iſland 16 miles in circumfe

rence, which is formed by the rivers Spree

and Havel. The palace of the king of

Pruſſia is very curious, and built upon a

beautiful ſpot, 6 miles S.W. of Berlin.

Poughkeepsie, a town of N. Ame

rica, capital of Ducheſs County, in the

ſtate of New York. It is ſituated on the

E. ſide of Hudſon's River, N. of Wap

pinger's Creek. - -

Pougues, a village in the dept. of

Nievres, noted for it's mineral waters. It

is 6 miles N. of Nevers. -

Povington, Dorſetſ. W. of Corfe. Caſtle.

Povington, Dorſetſ. in W. Tineham pa

riſh, in Purbeck Iſle; Luckford Lake

riſes near it. -- *

Pouladuff, E. and W. in Cork, Mun

ſter, about a mile N. of Roſs. There

are two remarkable great holes in the

ground, about 80 yards deep, into which

the ſea flows by ſubterranean paſſages.

Paulſhoi, Wilts, by Devizes. Poulſion

Bridge, Cornwall, on the Tamar, É. of

Launceſton. -

Poulton, a town of Lancaſhire, feat

ed near the mouth of the river wyre, and

juſt by a navigable canal, 18 miſes SW.

of Lancaſter, and 231 NNW. of London.

Market on Monday.

Poulton, S. of Cheſter. Poulton, Cheſhire,

W. of Liverpool-Haven. Poulton, wilts,

by Marlborough. Poulton-Court, Glouc.

near Awre. Poundbill, Surry, S. of Blech

ingley. Poundon, Bucks, in Twyford pa

riſh. Pounſlock, NE. of Bottreaux-Caſtle,

Pouppol, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Pours Elouc, or Porselon, a rich

and commercial town of Siam, ſurround

ed with 14 baſtions, conſtrućted by ſome

French engineers. Lat. 17. 48. N. lon.

1oo. 40. E.

Pourzain, a town in the depart. of

Puy-de-Dome, 36 miles N. by E. of Cler

mont, and 190 S. of Paris. .

Powder. Batch, Shropſ. Powderham

Caſtle, Devonſhire, between Exmouth and

Topſham. -

Powerſ:ourt, in Wicklow, Leinſter, a

romantic ſpot among the mountains, about

10 miles trom Dublin, near the Dargle

and Waterfall. Powerflown, in Kilken

ny, Leinſter.

Powick, three miles S. of Worceſter.

Powke-Hill, Staff, near Bentley. Pow

ley, Weſtmorl. S. of Penrith. Pownall,

Cheſhire, SE. of Altringham. Powncehall,

Eſſex, E. of Saffron-Walden. Pownſey,

Suſſex, near Buckſtead. Pownsfºrd Somer

ſetſ. NW. of Pitmiſter. Powſey, Cheſhire,

E. of Frodſham. Poxwell, Dorſetſ. by

Weymouth. Poyle, Surry, E. of Farnham.

Poyles, Kent, near Borden. Poynton, Linc.

SE. of Fokingham. - - -

PRABAT,
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PRABAT, a town of Aſia, in Siam.

PRADEs, a town in the depart. of the

Eaſtern Pyrenees, ſeated on the river Tct,

22 miles WSW. of Perpignan. -

PRAGILAs, a town of Piedmont.

PRAGUE, a city of Germany, in the

circle of Schlan, capital of the kingdom of

Bohemia. It comprehends three towns,

2namely, the Old, the New, and the Lit

the Town, and is about 1.5 miles in cir

cumference. It is built upon ſeven moun

tains, from the top of which is a very fine

proſpect. Here are 92 churches and cha

ls, with about 4o cloiſters. The inha

itants are eſtimated at 83,ooo, of whom

about 12,ooo are Jews. The river Mol

daw, or Muldaw, runs through the town,

and ſeparates the Old from the New.

There is a handſome bridge of 18 arches

sover it, built with freeſtone, 1770 feet

in length, and 35 in breadth, having a

frong tower at each end, and five ſtatues

on each ſide. The Old Town is very po

pulous; the houſes are high, and the

itreets marrow. There are two large

fºrućtures, one of which is the old palace,

where the ancient kings reſided. The

fineſt ornament of this part is the univer

fity, frequented by a great number of flu

dents. The Jeſuits had a magnificent

college here; and it is here the Jews re

fide, where they have 9 ſynagogues. The

New Town ſurrounds the Old, and con

tains fine ſtrućtures, handſome gardens,

and large ſtreets. The Little Town was

built on the ſpot where there was a foreſt;

and there is a poplar-tree yet ſtanding,

which they affirm has grown there about

1ooo' years. The principal buildings

are the Royal Cattle, the Radſhim, and the

Strawhouſe. The firſt of which contains

a hall, Joo paces long, and 40 broad,

without any pillar to ſupport the roof.

The country around it is fertile and plea

fant. Prague was taken by ſtorm, by the

French, under Marſhals Belleiſle and

Broglio, in 1741, but they were ſoon

cooped up by the Auſtrian forces, and

after enduring great hardſhips from fa

mine, and making a brave defence, they

Partly found means to eſcape, and partly

obtained a free retreat. In 1744, the

Pruſſians made themſelves maſters of this

capital, but quitted it again the ſame year.

They beſieged it again in 1757, but with

out ſucceſs. It is 75 miles SSE. of Dreſ

den, 158 SSE, of Berlin, and 235 NNW.

of Vienna. Lat. 50.5. N. lon. 14.50. E.

PRAND N1Tz, a town of Bohemia.

PRATo, a town of Italy in Tuſcany.

PR aroliNo, a palace in Tuſcany, with

fine gardens, grottos, and waterworks.

- PRAY.A. See Port-PRAY.A.

-PREcop, or Perekop, a town of the

Ruſſian empire, in the province of Tau

rida, or Crim Tartary; ſeated on the iſth

mus that joins that peninſula to the cun

timent.

PR EcoP1A, a town of Servia, former

ly the capital of Dardania.

Predańnor-Point, Cornwall, N. of the

Lizard. Prees, Shropſ. near Whitchurch.

Pree JWood, Hertfordſ. W. of St. Albans.

Pregar, Cornwall, near Lawhitton.

PREGEL, a river of Pruſſia, which runs

into the Friſche Haffe, below Konigſberg

Premadart, Colmwall, N. of Weſtlow.

. PREMEsLaw, a town in Auſtrian Po

land, zo miles ESE. of Lemburg.

Prendick, Northumber!. near Alnham.

Prene, Shropſhire, S. of Aëton-Burmel

Cattle.

PRENslow, a town of the Ucker

Marche, Brandenburg, capital of the

country, ſeated on the lake and river Uck

er. It is noted for it's trade in tobacco,

and it’s manufacture of cloth.

Prenton, Cheſhire, near the Bebingtons,

in Wirral.

PREsbu ac, or Posex, the capital of

Lower Hungary, ſeated on a hill ; like

Vienna, has ſuburbs more magnificent

than itſelf. In this city the ſtates of Hun

gary have held their aſſemblies, ſince 1723,

and in the cathedral the ſovereign is

crowned. In the caſtle, which is a grand

Gothic ſtructure, are depoſited the regalia

of Hungary, conſiſting of the crown and’

ſceptre of Stephen their firſt king. The

view from this caſtle is very cztenſive,

commanding the vaſt and fertile plains of

Hungary. The Lutherans form a church

here. Preſburg is feated on the Danube,

32 miles ESE. of Vienna. Lat. 43. 14

N. lon. 17. 1 1. F.

... Preſbury, Glouceſterſhire, 2 miles N. cf

Cheltenhaun.

*PR escor, a ſmall town of Lancaſhire,

with a pretty good market for corn, cat

tle, and proviſions. It is 8 miles E. of

Liverpool, and 195 NNW. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Preſtot, Glouceſterſhire, 2 miles from

Winchcomb.

PRESENZANo, a town of Lavora, Na

les.
p Preſhoe, Hants, N. of Biſhop's-Wal

tham. Preſhut, Wiltſhire, on the Kennet,

near Selkley.

PR Esidii, (STAto prºti) a ſmall

diſtrict of Tuſcany, ſubject to Naples.

Orbitello is the capital.

PREsov 1A, a town of Little Poland,

on the Viſtula, zo. miles E. of Cracow.

Prºlºn,
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Preſſan, Northumberl. by Learmouth.

Prºſtbury, Cheſhire, by Macclesfield.

*PR Esteig N, a town of Radnorſhire,

feated near the ſource of the Lug, in a

rich valley. It is the handſomeſt, and beſt

built town in the county, with paved, re

gular ſireets; and here the ailizes are held,

and the county-gaol is kept. The market

is remarkable for barley, of which they

make a great deal of malt. It is 30 miles

WNW. of Worceſter, and 149 NW. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Preſiend, Oxf. near Benſington. Preſ:

rhope, Shropſh. S. of Wenlock. Preſioke,

J.anc. SE. of Bolton. Prºſion, near Buck

ingham. Preſion, Cheſhire, NE. of Frod

ſham. Prºſion, Devonſ. S. of Chudleigh.

Preſion, Dorſetſ. E. of Winboim Minſter.

Prºſłon, Dorſetſ. near the ſea, between

* Weymouth and Poxwell. Preſion, Durh.

S. of Stockton. Preſlau, Durham, on the

Tees, N. of Yarum. Preſion, Glouceſ. 3

miles S.W. of Ledbury. Preſion, Glouceſ.

2 miles from Cirenceſter. Prºſion, Hants,

N.W. of Chriſtchurch. Preſton, Herefordſ.

near Mockas. Preſion, Herefordſ. SE. of

Ambreley. Preſion, Herts, NE. of King's

Walden. Preſion, Kent, in Shoreham pa

riſh. Preſion, Kent, 1 mile S. of Feverſham.

* PR. Esto N, a town in Lancaſhire,

beautifully ſituated on the river Ribble,

which is navigable for ſmall veſſels. It

has a large market-place, and the ſtreets

are open, large, and well paved. Here

is a court of chancery held, and the other

offices of juſtice for the county palatine of

Lancaſter. It is noted for the defeat of

the adherents of the Stuarts here, by the

royal forces, in 1715. It is 21 miles S.

of Lancaſter, and 214 NNW. of London.

Markets on Wedneſday and Friday for

proviſions, and a confiderable one on Sa

turday for linen cloth and other commo

dities. Fairs, March 27th for three days,

Sept. 7th, and the firſt Saturday after

an. 6th. Every zoth year a guild or

jubilee is held here, which begins in the

latter end of Auguſt, and continues a

month. The laſt was held in 1782.

Preſlon, Middl, near Kingſbury-Green.

Prºſion, 2 miles from Northampton. Preſ:

ton, Northumb. near Tinmouth and Alii

wick. Preſion, Rutlandſ. a mile N. of Up

pingham. Preſion, Somerſ. SW. of Bath.

Preſion, Suff. NE. of Lavenham. Preſton,

Surry, near Banſtead. Preſion, Suſſex, N.

of Brighthelmſtone. Preſton, Suſſex, NW.

of Goodwood. Preſlon-Bagot, Warwickſ.

near Henley in Arden. Prºſion-Barnaby,

Somerſ. by Yeovil. Preſion Boats, E. of

Shrewſbury. Preſlon-Brockhurſī, Shrop

ſhire, near Albrighton. Prºſion-Condover,
- - 2,

Hampſh. S.W. of Bafingſtoke. Preſion

Capeſ, Northamp. N. of Aſhby-Canons.

Preſlon-Chapel, Weſtmorl. SE. of Kendal.

Preſlon-Patrick, Weſtm. in Holme pariſh.

Preſton Scar, Yorkſhire, near Middleham,

remarkable for it’s extenſive proſpects.

Preſion, Eaſt, Suſſex, NE. of Arundel

Haven. Preſlon-Gaglin, Yorkſ. SW. of

Pontefract. Preſlon Gololds, Shropſ. W.

of Shrewſbury. Preſion, Great, Yorkſh.

SE, of Leeds. Preſion-Hall, Kent, by

Aylesford. Preſlon Howes, Suſſex, N.W.

of Pevenſey Haven, Preſion, Little,

Yorkſhire, SE. of Leeds. Preſion, Lons,

Yorkſh. S. of Settle. Preſion. Montford,

Shropſ. W. of Shrewſbury. Preſion on

Stour, Glouceſ. 9 miles from Campden.

Preſian-Pans, a village of Haddington

ſhire, in Scotland, noted for it's ſalt

works, and for the defeat of the royal

army, under Sir John Cope, by the adhe

rents of the family of Stuart, under Prince

Charles, in 1745. Preſion-Parva, North

amp. by Preſton-Capes. Preſlwich, Lanc.

near Mancheſter. Preſkwick, Northumb.

in the manor of Eland. Preſlwold, Leic.

near Loughborough. Prºſłºwood, Staff.

SW. of Aſhborn. Preſlºwood, on the

Smeſtal, a mile below King's Swinford.

Pretons, Eſſex, near the Hanningfields.

Preve Park, Hants, near Baſingſtoke.

| PRE v Es A, a ſea-port of Turkey in

Europe, in Albania, anciently Nicopolis,

a town built by Auguſtus, after the bat

tle of Aëtium. It has been kept by the

Venetians ſince 1684, and is ſeated on a

mountain, on the Gulf of Larta. Lat.

39. 14. N. -

PREUILLY, a town in the depart. of

Indre and Loire, feated on the river Claiſe,

near which there are mines of iron. It is

18 miles S. of Loches.

PRIA MAN, a Dutch ſettlement on the

W. coaſt of Sumatra, a little S. of the

equator.

Pricklehill, Middleſ, between Eaſt Bar

net and Chipping Barnet. Prick willow,

Camb. NE. of Ely, on the ſame river.

Priddle, or Piddle, a river in Dorſetſhire,

riſing near Alton, and falling into Pool

Haven, near the mouth of the Frome,

Priddy, Somerſ. between Wells and Char

ter-Houſe. Prideaux, Great, Cornwall,

near Padſtow. Prideaux, Hert, Cornwall,

SW. of Leftwithiel. Prieſthouſes, Norfolk,

S. of Downham. - -

Prieſl's Leap, in Cork, Munſter, a rug

ged and dangerous paſſage from the S.

part of Bantry to the N. whence the road

into the county of Kerry leads over Man

gerton, the loftieſt mountain in Ireland.

Prigles, Kent, in Pembury pain.

Priguey,
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Prigney, Glouceſ between Glouceſter and
Painſwick. -

PRIMcHAle, Yorkſhire, near Knareſ.

borough-Foreſt. Market diſuſed.

Primroſe Hill, Middleſ, an eminence be

tween Kilburn and Hampſtead, called alſo

Greenbury-Hill.

PRINce of WALes, CApe, the moſt

weſtern extremity of all America. Lat.

65. 46. N. lon. 168.5. W. *

PRINce's Is LAND, an iſland on the

W. coaſt of Africa, 90 miles in circum

ference, diſcovered in 1471. The air is

wholeſome, and the land fertile in the va

rious tropical produćtions. On the N.

coaſt is a town, containing about 2co

houſes, and a good harbour. It is ſubjest

to Portugal. Lat. 1.49. N. ion. 6.4o, E.

PRINce's Is LAND, a ſmall iſland in

the Straits of Sunda, near the NW. extre

mity of the Iſland of Java. It is very

woody, and not much cleared. The in

habitants are Javaneſe, whoſe rajah is

ſubječt to the ſultan of Bantam ; and their

cuſtoms are ſimilar to thoſe of the natives

about Batavia. It is viſited by European

fhips for wood, water, and turtle, which

latter is got here in great abundance. The

beſt anchoring-place is in lat. 6.41. S.

lon. To 5. 17. E.

Princettorp, Warwickſ, two miles S. of

Wolſton, near Dumfrnore. Heath.

PRINcETon, a village in the ſtate of

New Jerſey, noted for a large college, a

handſome ſtone edifice, founded in 1738,

and called Naſſau. Hall. It is 52 miles from

New York, and 43 from Philadelphia.

PRInce WILLIAM HENRY's IsLAND,

an iſland in the Eaſtern Indian Ocean, ly

ing WNW. of Tench's Iſland. It is pretty

high, and ſeems to be about 70 miles in

circuit. It is well wooded, and there were

a number of clear cultivated traćts, on

which ſomething was growing that had

the appearance of Indian corn, or ſugar

cane. Several large and well-conſtructed

houſes were ſeen among the trees. This

iſland has a luxuriant and pićtureſque ap

pearance, and is ſuppoſed to be fertile and

well peopled. The natives were quite

naked, and ſeem to be the ſame ſort of

people as thoſe on Tench's Iſland, and

their canoes of the ſame conſtruction. It

was diſcovered by Captains Ball and King

in 1790. A high mountain, riſing in the

centre of it, was called Mount Philip.

Lat. 1. 32. S. lon. 149. 30. E.

PRINCE WILLIAM HENRY's Is LAND,

an iſland of the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcover

ed by Captain Wallis in 1767. Lat. 19.

o. S. lon. 14.1. 6. W.

PRINce WILLIAM's Sound, an inlet

on the NW. coaſt of America, diſcovered

by Captain Cook in 1778. The men,

women, and children, are here all clothed

alike. Their ordinary dreſs is a ſort of

cloſe robe, which ſometimes reaches only

to the knees, but generally down to the

ancles. They are compoſed of the ſkins

of various animals, and are commonly

worn with the hairy ſide outward. The

men often paint their faces of a black co

lour, and of a bright red, and ſometimes

of a bluiſh or leaden hue; but not in any

regular figure. The women punéture or

ſtain the chim with black, that comes to

a point in each of their cheeks. Their

canoes are of two ſorts; the one large and

open, the other ſmall and covered. The

framing conſiſts of ſlender pieces of wood,

and the outſide is compoſed of the ſkins of

ſeals, or other ſea animals, ſtretched over

the wood. Their weapons, and implements

for hunting and fiſhing, are the ſame as

thoſe uſed by the Eſquimaux. Our know

ledge of the animals of this part of the

continent is entirely derived from the ſkins

that were brought by the natives for ſale.

Theſe were principally of bears, cºmmon

and pine martins, ſea otters, ſeals, racoons,

ſmall ermines, foxes, and the whitiſh cat,

or lynx. The birds found here were the

halcyon, or great kingfiſher, which had

fine bright colours; the white-headed

eagle; the humming-bird; geeſe; ſmall

ducks; and black ſea-pyes, with red bills,

like thoſe they had ſeen at Van Diemen's

Land and New Zealand. Few vegetables

of any kind were obſerved; and the trees

that chiefly grew about the Sound were

the Canadian ſpruce pine, ſome of which

are of a confiderable iize. Lat. Go. to 61.

N. lon. 147, o. W.

PRINcipato CITRA, a province of

Naples, bounded on the N. by Lavora

and Principato Ultra; on the E. by Baſi

licata; and on the S. and W. by the Me

diterranean; about 65 miles in length,

and from 12 to 30 in breadth. The ſoil

is fertile in wine, corn, oil, ſaffron, and

ſilk; and they have ſeveral mineral

''. The principal towns are Salerno,

Amalfi, and Sorrento.

PRIncipato. UltrA, a province of

Naples, bounded on the N. by Lavora

and Moliſo; on the E. by Bafilicata and

Capitanata; on the S. by Principato Ci

tra; and on the W. by Lavors; about

50 miles in extent from E. to W. and 30

from N. to S. The principal towns are

Benevento, Avelino, and Conza.

Prinknaſh, 3 miles SE. of Glouceſter.

Prior's-Court, Worceſterſ. near Powick.

Prior's-Hall, Eſſex, in Widdington pariſh.

Priºr:-
*
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Prior's. Leigh, Shropſ. SE. of Wellington.

Priory, Herts, SE. of Hitchin. Priory,

Kent, near Bilfington. Priſall, Lancaſ.

NW. of Kirkham. Priſto, Lancaſhire,

W. of Garſtang. Priſley Hill, Rutland

ſhire, near Thorp. . . . . .

PRIs RENDI, a town of Servia.

PRISTINA, a large town of Servia.

Priſon, Yorkſhire, NW. of Midlam.

Priſwefton, Shropſhire, near Chirbury.

Prittlewell, Eſſex, S. of Rochford.

PRivas, a town in the dept. of Ar

deche, ſeated near the confluence of 3

ſmall rivers, 16 miles N. of Viviers.

Probus, Cornwall, NE. of Truroa

ProcidA, an iſland in the Gulf of ,

Naples, 6 miles in circumference. It

abounds in pheaſants and partridges, and

i. plenty of fruits and wine. The in

abitants are about 4coo. The capital,"

of the ſame name, is on the S. coaſt, built

on a high craggy rock, by the ſea-fide.

PRom, a town of Ava. Lat. 23. N.

Promhill, or Bromhill, Kent and Suſſex,

3 miles SW, of Lyd. Proſpeci-Houſe,

Eſſex, near Woodford-Row. Proſpeci

Place, Surry, between Wimbledon and

Kingſton, 8 miles from London.

Proſpeºf-Hall, in Waterford, Munſter,

near the Ferry point of Youghall. Pro

Jºe? Hall, in Kerry, Munſter, by the

Lake of Killarney. Proſpect, Mount, in

Kildare, Leinſter, near Rathangan, on the

oppoſite ſide of the canal. Proſperous, a

village in Kildare, Leinſter, 16 miles from

Dublin. A manufacture of cotton, &c.

is carried on here.

Prov ENce, a ci-devant province of

France, on the Mediterranean, having

Piedmont on the E.; and the Rhone, and

the country of Venaiſſin on the W. The air

is very different; for near the Alps it is

cold, on the ſea-coaſt hot, and in the mid

dle temperate. In that which was called

Upper Provence, the ſoil is fertile in

corn and paſtures; but in the lower dry,

and ſandy. It however produces winé,

oil, figs, almonds, prunes, and pomegra

nates, along the ſea-coaſt from Toulon to

Nice. There are orange and citron trees

in the open fields; and many medicinal

plants, mineral-waters, and mines of ſeve

ral kinds. It now forms the departments,

of Var, the Lower Alps, and the Mouths
of the Rhone. - -

Provid Esce, the moſt flouriſhing

town in the ſtate of Rhode Iſland, has a

confiderable manufactory of cloth, and a

large foreign and domeſtic trade. It con

tains 7oo houſes, and upwards of 43oo

inhabitants. Here is a noble college,

called Rhode Iſland College i alſo an ºle
w

gant church for the Baptiſts; two for the

Congregatiqnaliſts ; with others for other

denominations. Providence is ſeated on

both fides of the river of the ſame name,

about 36 miles S.W. of Boſton.

ProvidEN CE, a river of N. America,

which riſes in Maſſachuſets, and falls into

Briſtol Bay a little below the town of Pro

vidence, in Rhode Iſland.

Provide Nce, one of the Bahama

Iſlands, in the Atlantic Ocean, the ſecond

in point of ſize, but the beſt of thoſe that

are planted by the Engliſh. They import

proviſions from Carolina, which they lay

up in ſtore-houſes, for the uſe of ſuch ſhips

as put in here. The iſland produces peas,

Indian wheat, ſalt and Braſilette, wood;

and fiſh of various kinds are found in the

greateſt plenty on the coaſt.

39 miles in length, and 3 in breadth. Lat.

2 5. 2. N. lon. 77. zo. W. *

Providence, a ſmall iſland in the At

lantic Ocean, which the Engliſh bucca

neers formerly fortified, and defended

againſt the Spaniſh guarda coſtas. It is

about 150 miles E. of the Moſquito Shore.

Lat. 13, 25. N. lon. So. 44. W.

PR ovi Ns, a town in the dept. of Seine

and Marne, famous for it’s mineral-waters,

and excellent conſerves of roſes. It was

of note in the time of Charlemagne; but,

though large, it is not populous. It is .

4.7 miles S.E. of Paris.

PR Uck, a town of Stiria. -

Pruddo-Caffle, Northumberland, near

the Tyne, 8 miles W. of Newcaſtle.

Pramfied, Norfolk, NW. of Hickling.

PRussia, a large country of Europe,

bounded on the N. by the Baltic and Ša

mogitia, on the E. by Lithuania, on the

S. by Poland, and on the W. by Pomere

lia; about 180 miles in length, and near

1 oo in breadth, where broadeſt. It is a

very fertile country, producing a great

deal of flax, hemp, and corn; and the ſea,

rivers, and lakes, ſupply them with great
plenty of fiſh. p. alſo abounds with

flocks, and herds, and fine horſes. It's

chief commodities are wool, honey, wax,

pitch, pit-coals, hops, and buckwheat.

Here is plenty of game, as white and com

mon hares, elks, deer, roe-bucks, and wild

boars; but the foreſts are, at the ſame

time, infeſted with lynxes, wolves, foxes,

bears, wild aſſes, and uri, a ſpecies of buf

falo. The hides of theſe laſt are extremely

thick and ſtrong, and are ſold to foreign

ers at a great price. Here is neither ſalt,

wine, nor minerals, but yellow amber (for

the ſake of procuring which the Romans.

penetrated into and ſubdued this country)

is found in great quantities, on the ‘.
an

It is about.'
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land ſhore. There are ſeveral large lakes,

beſides the rivers Viſtula, Pregel, Memel,

&c. About 4 months of the year are

temperate, warm, and pleaſant; but the

autumns are often wet, and the air in

winter is cold, piercing, and ſevere. The

manufactures in glaſs, linen, cloth, metals,

&c. are increaſing. The inhabitants are

a mixture of native Pruſſians, who appear

to be genuine Germans, Lithuanians, and

Poles. The Teutonic order had ſove

reignty in Pruſſia about 300 years; after

whicil Pruſſia was added to the dominion

of the electoral houſe of Brandenburg, and

in 1704 it was raiſed to a kingdom, by

the Elector Frederick, who, with his own .

hands, put the crown on his head, and on

that of his conſort, at Konigſberg. Pruſ

fia is divided into three parts, Samland,

Natangen, and Oberland. Konigſberg is

the capital.

PRuth, a river which riſes in Red

Ruſſia, in the Carpathian Mountains,

croſſes part of Lemburg, afterward runs

through all Moldavia, and falls into the

Danube near Renay, in Beſſarabia.

PRzeMiſs LAU. See PREMEs LAw.

PrzeMY sl, a town of Lemburg, Po

land, 27 miles W. of Leinburg.

Pskop, or P1. Pskop, a government and

large town of Ruſſia. The government,

once a republic, was formerly included in

that of Novogorod. The town is feated

on the river Velika, at the S. extremity

of the Lake Piepus, 80 miles S. of Narva,

and 156 SSW. of Peterſburgh.

Publow, Somerſetſ. NE. of Pensford.

Puckeridge, Herts, N. of Ware. Puck

ington, Somerſ. NE. of Ilminſter. Pur

Airchurch, Glouceſ. 7 miles E. of Briſtol.

It was once the reſidence of ſome of the

old Sºxon kings, of whoſe great buildings

ſome ruins are yet viſible. Puckfton, So

merſetſhire, W. of Wrinton.

PU on A R, or PAp DAR, a liver of Hin

dooſtºn, which riſes in the SE. part of

Agimere, and dividing the provinces of

Cutch, and Guze rat, fails into the Gulf of

Cutch, 30 miles S. of Janagar.

Pudding-Norton, Norfolk, SE. of Faken

ham. Puddington, Bedfordſ. 4 miles from

Harold. Puttington, on the Dee, NW.

of Cheſter. Puddington, Devonſhire, near

Cruwys-Morchard. Puddlebridge, Devonſ.

in Colliton pariſh. Puddlehinton, Dorſetſ.

SE. of Cerne Abbey. Puddleſion, Heref.

E. of Leominſter.

NE. of Dorcheſter. Puddle Trenchard,

Dorſetſ. 2 miles NE. of Cerne Abbey.

Putlicot, Oxfordſhire, near Chadlington.

Puffy, Eſſex, in Canewden pariſh. Pud

Jºy, Yorkſhire, W. of Leeds.

Puddleton, 5 miles'

Puer, LA, a town of Eſtramadura ; a

town of Galicia; and a town of Grenada;

all in Spain.

PU ElA-De-Los-ANGELos, a town of

Mexico, capital of the province of Tiaſca

la, 60 miles FSE. of Mexico.

Pueblo Nuevo, a town of Veragua,

ſeated on a bay of the S. Sea, zoo miles S.

by W. of Panama.

PUENTE-DEL-REYNA, a town of Na

varre, 9 miles SSW. of Pampeluna.

PUENTE-D E-Arco Bispo, a town of

New Caſtile, feated on the river Tajo, so

miles WSW. of Toledo.

PUER ro Bello, PUERto Rico, &c.

See Porto Bello, Porto Rico, Sºc.

and for all names, which, in the Spaniſh

language, figmify a port, ſee Porto; for

although that word is not Spaniſh, but

Italian, the Engliſh have adopted it both

in writing and pronunciation.

PUFFIN Isl.AND, on the coaſt of ‘Ker

ry, in Munſter, is ſteep and craggy, and

has a remarkable opening or gap in it’s

higheſt part. He is much frequented by

the fowſ called puffins, and is well ſtocked

with rabbits. - -

PUGL1A, LA, the modern name of th:

ancient Apulia, containing the three pro

vinces of Capitanata, Bari, and Otranto,

on the N. and NE. ſide of the kingdom of

Naples.

}*, Suſſex, NE. of Hardham.

Pulford, S. of Cheſter, on the river Alen.

Pulham, E. and /ſ/. Dorſetſ. NE. of Buck

land Abbas. Pulham, St. Mary, Norfolk,

N. of Harleſton. Pull, Somerſetſhire, near

Sedginore. Pully, S. of Shrewſbury.

Pullox Hill, Bedfordſhire, near Silſoe.

Pulo.CANto N, an iſland of Cochin

China. Lat. 15. Io. N. lon. Io9. 35. E.

PU lo-CoNDor E. See Co ND or E.

PU lo. D1N DING, a ſmall Dutch E. In

dia iſland, near the peninſula of Malacca.

Pulo-TiMoAN, a pretty large iſland

on the E. coaſt of Malacca. It is moun

tainous and woody, and produces rice, and

the cabbage and cocoa-nut tree in great

plenty. , Ships often touch here for taking
in wood, water, and other refreſhments,

and there is great plenty of green turtles.

Commodore Byron landed here in 1765.

Lat. 3. 12. N. lon. 104. 25. E.

PU Lo-WAY, an iſland near Sumatra,

peopled by men baniſhed from Achen,

from which it is diſtant about 9 leagues

N. Lat. 5. 50. N. lon. 95. 39. E.

Pulſath, Cornw. SW, of Jacobſtow.

Pulters, Herts, near Hinxworth. Pal

ton, Glouceſterſhire, N. of Cricklade.

PU L'row A, a town of Ruſſia, in the

government of Ecaterinoſlav. A battle

was
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was fought here,in 1799, betweenthe Czar, Purſton, Great and Little, Yorkſ. NW. of:

Peter I. and Charles XII. king of Sweden, Pontefract. Purton, Purton-Hill, and Par

wherein the latter was defeated, wounded, ton. Stoke, Wiltſhire, near Cricklade and

and obliged to fly into Turkey - $ogo Wootton-Baſſet. "Puſey, Berks, E. of

men were left dead on the field, and the Farringdom. Puſland, or Poſilinch, De

remaining 16,ooo compelled to ſurrender vonſhire, near the mouth of the Yalme.

at diſcretion. It is 1 od miles S.W. of Bel- PUTALA, or Pu'roll, a mountain of

gorod. Lat. 49. 26. N. lon. 34. 25. E. , Great Thibet. See LAssa.

PULTUs H, in Maſovia, Poland. ' Putly, Glouceſterſhire, in the pariſh of

, Pulwgton, Northumber!, near Wark. Morton-Valence. Putley-Chapel, Heref.
Caſtle. near Marclay-Hills. Putloe, Glouceſterſ.

Pu NA, an iſland in the S. Sea, about in Standiſh pariſh. Putnam, Herts, z

68 miles in circumference. It lies at the miles NW. of Tring. Putney, a large

entrance of the Bay of Guiaquil, 90 miles village of Surry, ſeated on the Thames, 5

N. of Pita. Lat. i. 17. S. lon. $1.6. W. miles wsw.of London. Puttenham,

Punchartin, Devonſhire, NW. of Burn- Surry, 3 miles NW. of Godalmin. Put

ftiple. Punchin. End, Herts, between teridge, or Poderick, Herts, 5 miles NNE.

Hemſted and Berkhamſted. "Punknoll, of Dunſtable. Putton, Dorſetſhire, on the

Dorſetſhire, in Portiſham pariſh. Puakaor, coaſt, between Fleet and Radipole. Pāir

Dorſetſ by Abbotſbury. Purſlura, Herts, wood, Kent, near Oſpringe..." " … . . ."

in Hill pariſh, near Cheſhunt-Com- Puy, LE, a populous town in the dept.

º: or Poºftonby, Cumberland, of Upper Loire, feated on the mountain

between Egremont and Ravenglaſs. Anis, near the river Loire. It has banu

Pu NTA: DEL-G up A, the capital town fačiures of lace and ſilk ſtuffs; and is 42.

of St. Michael, one of the Azores, with a mºs, NNE. of Mende. -

Haibour and citädel. " . * Pux-CERDA, a conſiderable town of

PuRnEck, Isle or, a heathy trººt of Spain, in Catalonia, and capital of Cer

Dorſetſhire, to the S. of Poole Bay, about jº: It is 45 miles N.W. of Girona.

16 miles long, and 6 over. It is inſulated PU Y. DE Do ME, a depart. of France,

by the ſea and rivers, and has been long part of the late Auvergne, and compriſing

famous for it's ſtone, which is in great almoſt all Limagne, a territory about 1:

demand for both paving and building. The leagues long, by 6 broad; one of the moſt

principal quarries lie at it’s eaſtern extre- pleaſant and fertile in France; in which

inity, near Swanwick, whence the ſtone is are ſeen, under the ſame point of view,

exported. It is of the calcareous kind, orchards, meadows, vineyards, arable

diſtinguiſhed into numerous ſorts, the land, in a word, every kind of cultivation

fineſt of which take a poliſh, and deſerve imaginable. The borders of this baſin,

the name of marble. Theſe are nearly or circular plain, are mountains, now co

black; and ſome abound in ſhells, and are veted withº, herds, and flocks;.

uſed łor chimney-pieces, hearths, &c. but once ſo many volcanoes, which exhi

Tobacco-pipe clay is dug up in ſeveral bited to the inſpection of the learned the

parts of this iſland; the fineſt near Corfe- moſt extraordinary phenomena. Clermont

Caſtle, of which much is exported, parti- is the capital of this department.

cularly for the Staffordſhire potteries. PU Y-EN-ANjou, a town in the dept.

Purbeck contains 2 hundreds, 1 town, and of Maine and Loire, 10 miles SW. of

pariſhes. - Saumur, and 16o SW. of Paris, -

Purbright, Surry, in Woking pariſh. Pux-LAURENs, a town in the dept. of

Purfleet, Eſſex, on the Thames, 19 miles Tarn, 8 miles S.W. of Caſtres, and 23 E.

fron London; has a conſiderable public of Toulouſe.

magazine for *:::: depoſited in ſe- Puzzo Li, a celebrated, but now in

veral detached buildings that are all bomb conſiderable town of Italy, ſituated on the

proof. Purford, Surry, near Byfleet and Bay of Napies. The temple of Jupiter

and Newark. Purland, Somerſetſhire, near Scrapis in this town is accounted a very

Heſtercomb. Purleigh, Eſſex, N. of Cold- intereſting monument of antiquity; being

Norton. Purley, Berks, N.W. of Reading. quite different from the Roman and Greek

PURRYSpu Rc, a town of S. Carolina, temples, and built in the manner of the

built and peopled by a colony of Swiſs Aſiatics; “probably,” ſays Moore, “by

from Neufchatel, under the condućt of a the Egyptian and Aſiatic merchants ſetti
Monſieur Purry. It is ſeated on the river ed at Puzzoli, which was the great empo

Savannah, 64 miles WSW. of Charleſton. rium of Italy, til the Romans built Oſtia

º: Middl. in Fulham pa- and Antium.” The ruins of Cicero's

riſh. Putlow, Shropſhire, near Clunbury, villa, near this Place, are of ſuch extent,
- - - * - - • as
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as to give a high idea of the wealth of

this great orator.

Pwllhelly, a large town of Carnar

vonſhire, ſeated on the tea fide between two

rivers. It is 6 miles. E. of Newin, and

243 NW. of London. Market on Wed

neſday. * * *

Pyddington, Northamp. NW. of Oul

ney. Pykeden, Northumberl. in Mitford

manor. Pyle, Cheſhire, in Delamere-Foreſt.

Pyle, Cheſhire, near Delamere Foreſt. Py

more, Dorſetſhire, a little N. of Bridport.

Pynham, Suſſex, near Arundel.

PYRAMIDs of Egypt, ſtrućtures for

merly counted one of the Seven Wonders

of the World.” Theſe ſurpriſing monu

ments of antiquity, which baffle the re

ſearches of the deepeſt antiquary, to fix

with preciſion their origin, are built upon

a rocky bottom, at the foot of the high

mountains which run along the ancient

courſe of the Nile, and ſeparate Egypt

from Lybia. Various have been the con

jectures how and when they were built,

yet no two authors agree exactly about

them; however, this is certain, that they

are extremely ancient, and that there is no

account in any author of credit, when or

for what reaſon they were founded; moſt

imagine they were deſigned for tombs,

though there is no diſcoverable entrance

into two of them: There are many of

theſe edifices at a greater diſtance in the

deſert, of which very little notice is taken

by travellers. The principal pyramids

are ESE. of Gize, a village on the weſtern

ſhore of the Nile. There are 4 of them

that deſerve the attention of the curious;

for though there are 7 or 8 others in the

neighbourhood, they are nothing in com

Pariſon of the former; the 2 largeſt pyra

mids are 500 feet in perpendicular height.

The plain they ſtand on is a continual

rock, almoſt covered with a moving ſand,

in which are great numbers of ſhells and

petrified oyſters. The moſt northern of

theſe great pyramids is the only one that

is open; and thoſe who enter it, and clam

ber up to a ſort of room, find a tomb, or

ſarcophagus, which ſhews by it's dimen

fions, that men were of the ſame fize then

as now. The external part is chiefly built

of great ſquares ſtones, of an equal fize,

without either lime or cramps of any me.

tal. This pyramid is three hours journey

from Old Cairo, and the entrance into it

is on the N. ſide. The opening leads ſuc

ceſſively to five different paſſages, which,

though running upward, downward, and

horizontally, tend all toward the S. and

terminate in two chambers, the one under

neath, and the other in the centre of the

ramid. In the u chamber is the

fºu, juſtº: ; it is of gra

mite, and if ſtruck with a key, ſounds al

moſt like a bell. The aſcent te the top

of the pyramid on the outfide is by ſteps,

which are the height of each ſtone, the

lowermoſt of which is 4 feet high, and 3

broad; but they were not originally de

ſigned for this purpoſe. The baſe at the

N. ſide of it is 693 feet, and as the Pyra

mid is exactly ſquare, the other ſides muſt

be of the ſame length. If we imagine 4.

equilateral tº mutually inclining

till they all meet in a point at the top,

we ſhall then have a true notion of the

dimenſions and figure of this pyramid;

the perimeter of each triangle compre

hending 2079 feet, and the perimeter of

the baſis 2772 feet. Whence the whole

area of the baſe contains 480,049 ſquare

feet, or 11 acres and ſomewhat more.

However, the top does not end in a point,

but in a little flat, or ſquare, where ſome

imagine the Egyptian prieſts made their
aſtronomical obſervations. One of the

pyramids, about 150 feet high, is built

with bricks of uncommon dimenfions, ſup

poſed by ſome to have been the work of

the enſlaved Iſraelites; who, according to

Joſephus, were obliged, under Pharaoh,

to cut canals for the Nile, build walls, and

erect pyramids. .

PYReNean MoUNTAINs, or PYRE

Nees, mountains which divide France

from Spain, and extend from the Mediter

ranean to the ocean, being about 212

miles in length. They have different

names, according to the different places in

which they ſtand. There are only 5 paſſ

ages over them from one country to the

other; the 3 principal of which are from

St. Sebaſtian to St. Jean de Luz, from

Pampeluna to St. Jean de Luz, and from

Jonqueira to Perpignan. Theſe moun

tains yield great quantities of timber,

with abundance of pitch and tar.

PYRENees, EasteRN, a department

of France, containing the late province of

Rouſillon. Although great part of it is

mountainous, it is fertile; producing

corn, excellent wines, olives, oranges, and

leather of a ſuperior quality. Perpignan

is the chief town.

PY RENEEs, Low ER, a department of

France, compoſed of the provinces of

Bearn, Navarre, and part of Gaſcony.

Pau is the capital. See NAvARRE.

PyRENEES, UPPER, a department of

France, compoſed chiefly of the late pro

vince of Bigorre. It produces excellent

horſes and good partridges. It's valleys

are very fertile; furniſhing rye, millet,†:
Ili
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niſh corn, and flax. The mountains have

mines of lead, iron, and copper, and quar

ries of ſlate, fine marble, and jaſper. Tar

bes is the capital.

PY RMont, a town and county of Weſt

phalia. At a little diſtance from it are

mineral waters, of a vinous acid taſte, well

known throughout Europe, and much fre

quented. It is 12 miles SW. of Hameln,

and 4o SW. of Hanover.

PyRNA, a town of Meiſſen, Upper Sax

ony. Near it is a very fine quarry of

ſtone, which is tranſported to different

places by the river Elbe, on which it is

ſeated, 1o miles SE, of Dreſden.

PYseck, a town of Prachin, Bohe

mia.

lºwertº, Devonſhire, near Houlſwor

thy. -

º

*
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UACKENBRUCK, a town of Weſt

phalia, in Oſnaburg.

UADAY, or CUADAc, a ſea-port of

Afia, in Tonquin, on a river of the ſame

name. -

UADIN, a town in Upper Egypt, ſeat

ed on the Nile, between Eſme and Dander.

It is remarkable for a great number of

valuable and ancient monuments.

4adrage, Devonſhire, in the pariſh of

Houlſworthy. Quadring, Lincolnſhire,

SE. of Dunnington. Quarre, Wilts, on

the Madder, near Wilton. Quainton,

Bucks, NW. of Ayleſbury.

UAKU, or QUAQUA, a diſtrićt of

Aś in§§§. the Gold Coaſt.

The manufačture of cotton habits, called

Quaqua gowns, forms a conſiderable

branch of trade here.

24aney, Camb. near Mildenhall-Fen.

UANG Si, an inland province in the

8. of China, ſituated to the NE. of Ton

quin. It produces plenty of rice, being

watered by ſeveral large rivers. The

ſouthern part is a flat country, and well

cultivated; but the northern is full of

mountains covered with trees. It con

tains mines of all ſorts; and particularly

a gold mine. They have a particular

tree, of whoſe pith they make bread; and

there are little inſe&ts which produce white

wax. A prodigious number of wild ani

mals, curious birds, and uncommon in

ſects are found here. The capital is Quic

ling, or Kouei-ling.

QUANG-Tong, QUAMtum, or CAN

toN, a province of China, bounded on the

E. by Kiang-Si and Fokien, on the S.

by the ocean, and on the W. by Tonquin

and Quang-fi. It is diverſified by valleys

and mountains, and yields two crops of

corn in a year. It abounds in gold, jew

els, filk, pearls, tin, quickſilver, ſugar,

braſs, iron, ſteel, ſaltpetre, ebony, and ſe

veral ſorts of odoriferous wood; beſide

fruits of all ſorts. They have lemons of

Q U E

the ſize of a man's head; and another ſort

which grows out at the trunk of the tree,

whoſe rind is very hard, and contains a

great number of little cells full of an ex

cellent yellow pulp. They have a tree,

whoſe wood is remarkably hard and heavy,

and thence called iron wood : and a prodi

gious number of ducks, whoſe eggs .#
hatch in ovens. A great number of ſmall

barks are loaded with theſe ducks, and

carried to feed on the ſea-ſhore, where, at

low water, they find ſhrimps, oyſters, and

other ſhell fiſh. Theſe ſmall fleets gene

rally go in companies, and the ducks mix

together on the ſhore; but when night ap

proaches, they are collečted together by

beating on a baſin; they immediately form

themſelves into different flocks, and each

returns to the veſſel it belongs to. The

mountains are covered with a ſort of oſiers,

which creep along the ground, and are ſo

tough that they make baſkets, hurdles,

mats, and ropes of them. Canton is the

capital.

Quantock Hills, in Somerſetſhire. Quan

tock's-Head, E. and W. Somerſetſ. near

Watchet. Qwarendon, Bucks, in Bearton

pariſh, Ayleſbury-Vale. Quarendon, Leic.

2 miles N. of Mountſorrel. Qaarington,

4 miles SE. of Durham. Quarington,

Lincolnſ. near Sleaford. Quarington, or

Quatherington, Kent, in Merſham pariſh.

Quarleſton, Dorſetſhire, SW. of Blandford.

guarly, Hants, NW. of the Wallops.

&aarndon, near Derby. Quarnford, Staf

fordſ. in Alſtonfield pariſh. Quarr, Dor

ſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle, a little E. of Hay

croft. Quarr, Iſle of Wight, between

Newport and St. Helen's. Quarry Hill,

4 miles from Durham.

QUARTEN, a town of Swiſſerland, near

Waſſºnſtadt-Lake, 5 miles E. of Glarus.

Quat, Shropſhire, on the Severn, E. of

Chelmarſh. .. Quatford, Shropſhire, on the

Severn, a mile below Bridgnorth.

QUEBEc, a large and handſome city of

N n America,
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America, capital of Lower Canada, found

ed by the French in 1608. It is ſituated

at the confluence of the rivers St. Law

rence and St. Charles. It is built on a

rock, and is divided into the upper and

lower town. The river, which, from the

ſea hither, is about 4 or 5 leagues broad,

narrows all of a ſudden to theº of

a mile. The harbour is ſafe, ſpacious,

and commodious, and about 5 fathoms

deep. It is flanked by two baſtions, that

are raiſed 25 feet from the ground, which

is about the height of the tides at the time

of the equinox. The caſtle ſtands on the

brow of a rugged hill, 4o fathoms above

the town. The fortifications are irregu

lar, yet the place, from it's ſituation, is

capable of making a ſtout defence. The

lower town is chiefly inhabited by mer

chants, whoſe trade is conſiderable. The

nobleſt ſtructure in the whole city is the

palace where the governor reſides. In

1711, a body of land forces, under Briga

dier-general Hill, were ſent with a deſign

to conquer Canada; but the expedition

failed through the raſhneſs of the admiral

in ſailing too near the Seven Iſles, ſeveral

ſhips being loſt, with a number of ſailors.

In 1755, it ſurrendered to the Engliſh,

after a victory obtained by the brave Ge

meral Wolfe, who fell in the engagement.

Lat. 46.55. N. lon. 7o. 31. W.

UEDA, a kingdom of Aſia, on the W.

coaſt of Malacca, tributary to Siam. The

principal town is of the ſame name, and

is ſubjećt to the Dutch. Here are mines

of tin and lead, of which metal they ex

port large quantities to Perſia, Arabia,

and India. It has a good harbour, and is

3oo miles WNW. of the city of Malacca.

Lat. 6.40. N. . * *

&gedgley, 3 miles S. of Glouceſter.

QUEDLING BURG, a town of Hºlber

ſtadt, Upper Saxony, with a famous ab

bey, whoſe abbeſs is a princeſs of the “m-

F. The inhabitants live by brewinº,

huſbandry, and feeding of cattle. It is 7

miles SSE. of Halberſtadt.

* QUEENBorouch, an ancient town of

Kent, in the Iſle of Shepey, at the mouth

of the Medway. The chief employment

of the inhabitants is oyſter-dredging, cy

ſters being here in great plenty, and of a

fine flavour. It is 15 miles N.W. ºf Can

tet bury, and 45 E. of London. Markets

on Monday and Thurſday.

:{{cen-Camel, Somerſetſhire.

Qg ºf N CHARLorTE’s Islano, in

the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Cap.

rain Wallis in 1767. It is 6 miles long,

and 1 wide. Lat. 19. 18. S. lon. 138, 4.

YW.

º,

colour.

º

QUEEN - CHARLoTTE's Sou ND, a

Sound at the N. extremity of the ſouthern

iſland of New Zealand, near Cook's Strait,

lying in lat. 41. o. S. and lon. 184. 19. E.

The climate here is much more mild than

at Duſky bay; and though there is not

ſuch plenty of wild fowl and fiſh, that de

fe&t is amply compenſated by a greater

variety and abundance of excellent vege

tables. Moſt of the hills about the Sound

conſiſt of an argillaceous ſtone, of a green

iſh grey, or bluiſh, or yellowiſh brown

A green talkous, or nephritic,

which the jewellers call jadde, is likewiſe

very common, together with hornſtone,

ſhingle, ſeveral ſorts of flinty ſtones and

pebbles, ſome looſe pieces of baſaltes, ſtrata

of a compačt ºnica, or glimmer, with par

ticles of quartz. So that Captain Forſter

thinks there is great reaſon to ſuppoſe,

that this part of New Zealand contains

iron ore, and perhaps ſeveral other metal

lic bodies. The country here is not ſo

ſteep as at Duſky Bay, and the hills near

the ſea ſide are, in general, of an inferior

height, but covered with foreſts equally

intricate and impenetrable as thoſe of

Duſky Bay. The dogs here are of the

long-haired ſort, with pricked ears, and

much reſemble the common ſhepherd's cur,

but they are very ſtupid.

QUEEN’s Count Y, a county in Ire

land, in the province of Leinſter, about 25

miles ſquare; bounded on the N. and W.

by King's County and part of Tipperary,

on the E. by Kildare and part of Carlow,

and on the S. by Kilkenny. It was for

merly full of woods and bogs, but is now

much improved. It contains 50 pariſhes,

15,048 houſes, and 82,ooo inhabitants.

Maryborough is the capital.

Queen-Court, Kent, near Oſpringe.

&ucen-Hill, Worceſ. by the Severu, S. of

Upton. Queen Lodge, or Manor, Wilts,

in Clarendon-Park. Queen-Moor, So

merſetſhire, near Weſton. Queer-Park,

Warwickſhire, W. of Kenilworth.

QUEEN’s FERRY, a town of Linlith

gowſhire, feated on the Frith of Forth,

where it is not more than 2 miles wide.

It is a much frequented ferry, and is 3

miles W. of Edinburgh.

Queen Iſland, one of the Blaſquet

Iſlands, on the coaſt of Kerry, Munſter.

&einſon, Glouc. 5 miles N. of Camp

den. Qºeinton, Upper and Lower, Glouc.

in Qucinton pariſh. . Kºekes, Kent, in

Thanet Iſle, near Bichington. Qaemºry,

Herts, NW. of Biſhop's Stortford. Qxe4

ty, Leiceſ. Hear Bilſdon. &endon, Etßx,

near Newport. Queniborow, Leiceſ. SE.

of Mouaiſoirei. Rºening-ºn, G.2aceſ. -
- miles
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miles from Fairford. Quenny, a river in

Shropſhire. Qwenock-Chapel, Monmouth

ſhire, N. of Caerleon.

QUENTIN, St. a town in the dept. of

Aiſne, near the Somme. Here is a confi

derable manufactory of lawns and cam

brics. Near this place, in 1557, the Spa

niards gained a ſignal vićtory over the

French, and afterwards took the town by

form. It is ſeated on an eminence, 21

miles S. of Cambray, and 83 N. by E. of

Paris.

QUERc1,a ci-devant province of France,

divided into the Upper and Lowº, and

fertile in corn, wine, and fruits. it now

forms the department of Lot.

QUERFURT, a town of Upper Saxony,

capital of a county of the ſame name.

QUERKEIN ess, or KekkéIN Es, an

ciently Cercin A, two iſlands on the coaſt

of Tripoli, containing ſeveral villages.

&uern, Glouceſterſhire, by Cirenceſter.

QUEsNoy, a ſmall fortified town in the

dept. of the North, ſeated in an extenſive

plain, on the little river Ronelle. It was

taken by the allies, -under the Duke of

Ormond and the Prince Eugene, in 1712,

and retaken by the French the ſame year.

It is 9 miles SSE. of Valenciennes.

Quethiock, Cornwall, E. of Leſkard.

24evington, Glouceſterſhire, near the Coln

and Fairford.

UIbo, or QUEYPo, a town of Coſta

R$.M. near the S. Sea.

QUIBER on, a ſmall peninſula in the

dept. of Morbihan, to the N. of Belleiſle;

as alſo a ſmall iſland, called the Point of

Quiberon, ſeparated from the peninſula by

a channel; and the ſea next it is called

the Bay of Quiberon. It is remarkable

for an ill-conceived and unfortunate expe

dition againſt France, of Engliſh troops

and emigrants, in 1795. A terrible

ſlaughter was made of theſe laſt devoted

men, who ſeem, on this occaſion, to have

formed the forlorn hope; they were puſhed

foremoſt in attack, and left behind in re

treat.

Quickbury, Eſſex, W. of the Rodings.

£ºiciſwood, Herts, by Baldock. Quid

denham, Norfolk, by E. Harling. Qui

Hall, 5 miles from Cambridge.

QUILLE BE UF, a ſmall town in the dept.

of Eure, ſeated on the river Seine, 8 miles

SW. of Caudebec, and 22 W. of Rouen.

QUILM Awc1, a town and river of Zan

guebar, on the coaſt of Melinda, holdefi

by the Portugueſe. Lat. 2. o. S.

QUILoA, a kingdom on the coaſt of

Zanguebar, near the mouth of the Coavo,

extending about 60 leagues from N. to S.

They all ſpeak the Arabic language. It

*

is fertile, abounding in all the neceſſa

ries of life, but tributary to the Portu

gueſe. Lat. of the principal town, near

the mouth of the Cavao, 8.50. S.

QUILoN. See CoulAN.

Quimper, a town in the dept. of Fi

niſterre, ſeated on the Oder. Large barks

may come up to this town at high water.

It is 30 miles SSE. of Breſt.

QUIMPERLE, a town in the dept. of

Finiſterre, ſeated on the river Iſotte, 8

miles N.W. of L'Orient.

Quin, in Clare, Munſter.

QUINGEY, a town in the dept. of Doubs,

12 miles S.W. of Beſançon.

QUINTIN, a town in the dept. of the

North Coaſt, 8 miles S.W. of St. Brieux,

and zoo W. of Paris.

Quintin Bay, in Down, Ulſter, near

Donaghadee Harbour. Quintin-Caffle, in

Down, Ulſter, 2 miles S. of Portatérry.

Quinton, Northamp. near.
U1Rieu, a town in the dept. of Iſère,

12 miles E. of Lyons.

QUIRIMBA, or QUERIBA, a cluſter of

iſlands on the coaſt of Zanguebar, fertile

in fruits and paſtures. Lat. 1 1. 4o. S.

Quistello, a town of Mantua.

Quit Eva, or Kitea, a town of Da

rah, a country of Africa, partly dependant
on Morocco.

Quito, a town of S. America, capital

of an audience, ſeated in a pleaſant valley,

between two chains of §: Andes, on

higher ground than the reſt of Peru that

is habitable, being above 3oo yards higher

than the level of the ſea. It is a biſhop's

ſee, and contains ſeveral convents and an

univerſity. All ſorts of merchandiſe and

commodities are exceedingly dear, princi

pally on account of the difficulty of bring

ing them hither. The inhabitants amount

to between 50 and 6o,ooo. Lat. o. 13. S.

lon. 77. 50. W. -

Quiro, an audience in the viceroyalty

of Terra Firma, S. America, lying be

tween two chains of the Andes. The

lands are generally well cultivated, and

there are a great number of towns and

villages inhabited by the Spaniards, or

native Americans. Every village is

adorned with a large ſquare, and the

church ſtands on one fide of it. The

ſtreets are generally ſtraight, and reſpect

the four quarters of the world; and, in

deed, all the roads are laid out in a line,

croſſing each other, inſomuch that the

aſpect of the country has the appearance

of a large garden. It might be imagined

this is a very hot country; but it ſtands

ſo high, and ſo near the mountains cover

ed with ſnow, that the air is very tempe

N ti 2. rate,
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rate. There are no noxious animals;

for the tigers and ſerpents are below in

the foreſts. They might have plenty of

wine here, if the people of Lima had not

an excluſive privilege of making it them

ſelves. They have no vicunas, or guana

coes here, but they have an animal of the

fame kind, called by the natives lamas,

which is like a ſmall camel, and can carry

50 pounds weight. They have the va

rious ſorts of materials proper for dying,

and ſeveral ſorts of fruits and plants,

which have been brought from Spain, be

ſide thoſe that naturally grow here. They

have alſo imported beeves and ſheep. In

the N. parts, they get a great deal of gold.

The commerce is principally carried on by

Europeans. This province conſiſts of 9

juriſdictions : Ibarra; Otabala; Quito;

Latacunga; Riobamba; Chimbo, or Gua

randa; Guayaquil, Cuerca; and Loja.

After the conqueſt by the Spaniards, Quito

was annexed to Peru; but a new govern

º

ment having been ere&ed at Santa Fé de

Bagoda, it was diſmembered from Peru

and annexed to New Granada.

QUIxos, a diſtrict of Quito, in S.

America.

QUIzAMA, a maritime country of

Africa, in Angola, along the river Coan

za. It is mountainous, and little culti

vated; but the Portugueſe get abundance

of honey, wax, and ſalt.

QU1zina, or TE usin, a chain of moun

tains in Fez, above 90 miles in extent.

Quolley-Green, Hampſhire, 4 miles from

Biſhº...?s-Waltham.

Qubja, an inland country of Africa,

lying about 1oo miles N. of the coaſt of

Guinea. It is ſaid to extend from Sierra

Leone to the Grain Coaſt, and to contain,

beſides Quoja Proper, the kingdoms of

Bolm, Giln, Quilligia, and Carredabu.

QuoNBorough. See Queenbo
r. QUGH.

R A B

AAB, or GYOR, a town of Hun

R gary, ſeated near the cenfluence of

the rivers Danube, Raab, and Rabnitz, 55

miles S.E. of Vienna.

RAAR SE Y, one of the Weſtern Iſlands

of Scotland, F. of Skye. It is 7 miles

long, and 3 broad. The ſoil is fitter for

paſture than agriculture. There is plenty

of wood on it, and a good quarry of ſtone.

RAbastEN5, a town in the dept. of

the Upper Pyrenees, lo miles NNE. of

Tarbe.

RABAT, a town of Morocco, on the

coaſt of the Atlantic, oppoſite Sallee, near

the mouth of the river. The Europeans

have had, at intervals, ſeveral factories

here; and Rabat is now the moſt proper

place for trade of any on this coaſt. The

inhabitants are much employed in making

gauzes and ſilk fluffs.

Rabbit-Iſland, in Kerry, Munſter, W.

of Innisfallen. It is chiefly remarkable

for it's quarries of good lime-ſtone.

Rabley-Heath, Herts, near South Mims.

Ray, Cheſhire, between the Dee and the . .

Merſey. Raly-Caſtle, Durham, by Stain

drop: an irregular magnificent pile, of

great fize, built by John de Neville, about

the year 1738, and now the refidence of the

Earl of Darlington. It is an entire em

battled fortreſs, with ſeveral great ſquare

towers, and is furrounded by a great foſs,

and a fine Parade garniſhed with battle

R A D

ments. Raby-Cotes, Cumberland, N. of

the Holm.

Racahill, in Limerick, Munſter.

RAcho RE, a city and diſtrict of Hin

dooſtan, ſubject to the nizam of the Dec

can. It is ſeated in the country of Gol

conda, on the S. bank of the Kiſtna, 72

miles S.W. of Hydrabad.

Rackenford, Devonſhire, NW. of Ti

verton. Rackham, Suſſex. Rackheath,

near Norwich.

RAcli.A., a ſmall iſland of the Archipe

lago, near that of Nio, only inhabited by

two or three monks, who take care of a

few ſheep and goats.

RAco NIGI, a town of Savigliano, Pied

mont, 8 miles NE. of Saluzzo.

Racoole, a village in Dublin, Leinſter, 7

miles from the metropolis.

Rađon, Suſſex, NW, of Chicheſter. Rad

born, Wilts, between Wotton-Baſſet and

Highworth. Radbrook, Glouc. in Quein

ton pariſh. Radburn-Hall, near Derby.

Radcot-Bridge, Oxf. in Langford pariſh.

Raddinſlown, in Meath, Leinſter.

Raddon, or Rodden, Somerſetſhire, E. of

Frome. Raddon, Devonſhire, in Shobrook

pariſh. Radfield Chapel, Kent, in Bap

child pariſh. Radford, near Nottingham.

Radford, Nott. in Workſop pariſh. Rad

ford, Warw. near Coventry. Radford

Simely, Warwickſhire, near Offchurch.

RApicofani, a town of Tuſcany,

Radigander,
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Radigunder, Kent, near Dover. Radi

pole, Dorſetſ. 2 miles from Melcomb-Re

gis. Radlºfton, Dorſetſ. near Blandford.

Radley Hall, Berks, by Abingdon. Rid.

dey-Hall, Eſſex, W. of Terling.

RAD MAN's DoRF, a town of Carniola.

Radmill, Suſſex, S. of Lewes. Radmore,

Staffordſ. in Cannock Foreſt. Radnage,

Bucks, E. of Stoken Church. Radºſłock,

Somerſetſhire, between Gedney Moor and

Mendip. Radnor, Cheſhire, on the Dame,

oppoſite to Congleton.

*RAD NoR, New, a town of S. Wales,

in Radnorſhire, formerly the county town;

but the affizes are now held at Preſteign.

It has one extraordinary privilege, that of

Keeping a court of pleas for all actions,

without being limited to any particular

-ſum. It is feated near the ſpring head of

the river Somergil, 24 miles NW. of Here

ford, and 156 WNW. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

Radnor shrke, a county of S. Wales,

25 miles in length, and 12 in breadth ;

bounded on the E. by Shropſhire and He

refordſhire; on the W. the SW. and S.

by Cardiganſhire and Brecknockſhire; and

on the N. by Montgomeryſhire. It con

tains 52 pariſhes, 6 hundreds, and 4 mar

ket towns. The E. and S. parts of this

county are tolerably level, and produćtive

of corn; the other parts are rude and

mountainous, devoted chiefly to the rear

ing of cattle and ſheep. The Nw. angle

is an abſolute deſert, and almoſt impaſſ.

able. Radnor is the county-town, but

the affizes are held at Preſteign. -

RAbom, a town of Sandoming, Poland.

Radon-Park, Yorkſhire, near Bowland

JForeſt. -

RApstadt, in Salzburg, Bavaria.

Radſtock, Somerſ. NE. of Midſummer

Norton. Radſtone, Northamptonſ. N. of

Brackley. Radway, Warw on the ſkirt

of Edgehill. Radwell, Bedf. near Blet

foe." Radwinter, Eſſex, near Colcheſter.

Raghy, Yorkſ. SE. of wakefield. Rag.

dale, Leic. NW. of Melton-Mowbray.

RAGGivolo, a town of Mantua.

RAGH LIN, an iſland on the W. coaſt of

Donegal, in Ulſter. Lat. 54. 36. N.,

Ragil'ury, Somerſetſhire, W. of Stan
ton-Drew.

Ragland Caſtle, Monm. on the Olney

river, N. of Uſk; a large and noble ruin,

more perfečt than ruins of this kind con

monly are. Ragley, Warw. near Alceſter.

Ragnell, Nottinghamſ, in Dunham manor.

RAGNItz, a town of E. Pruſſia,

RagusA, in Val-di Noto, Sicily.

RAGUSA, a city of Dalmatia, and capi

tal of the Raguſan, with a harbour. It

is about 1 miles in circumference, is pretty

well built, and has an inacceſſible moun

tain on the land ſide, and on the ſide of the

ſea a ſtrong fort. The citizens are all

traders, and this place is diſtinguiſhed by

the fineneſs of it's manufactures. It is a

republic, and has a doge, like that of Ve

nice, who continues only a month in office.

During his adminiſtration, he lives in the

palace, wears a long filk robe with white

ſleeves, and receives 5 ducats a month. It

is 60 miles N.W. of Scutari. Lat. 42.58.

N. İbn. 18. Io, E.

RAGU's AN, The, a ſmall territory in

Dalinatia, in Europe, containing 4 towns,

and a few ſmall iſlands in the Adriatic.

The language in common wſe is the Scla

vonian, but moſt of the citizens ſpeak the

Italian. Before the preſent war, it was a

republic, under the protestion of the

Turks and Venetians. Raguſa is the ca

pital. - -

Raheny, a village of Dublin, near the

ſea, 4 miles N. of the metropolis. Rad

Holp, in Down, Ulſter.

RAJApo UR, a town of Hindooſtan, on

the coaſt of Concan, 6 miles N. of Gherial.

RAJEMAL, a town of Bengal, formerly

a place of great trade, but now in a ruin

ous ſtate. It is ſeated on the W. bank of

the Ganges, 190 miles N. by W. of Cal

cutta.

RAIN, a town of Upper Bavaria, taken

by the Engliſh and Imperialiſts in 1704.

RAIN FELD EN, a town of Auſtria.

Raineſ oroi...b. Northamp. near Charl

ton. Rainford, Lanc. between Weſt Dar

by and Wigan. Rainham, a village of

Fſſex, a mile from the Thames, where

there is a ferry to Erith, in Kent. The

marſhes in this neighbourhood are uncom

monly fine, and covered with prodigious

numbers of cattle. It is 15 miles E. of

London. Rainham, Kent, 4 miles E. of

Rocheſter. Rainham Hall, Norf. between

Lytcham and Fakenham, Rainham, Sts.

Margaret, Martin, and Mary, Norf. W.

of Rainham Hall. Rainhill, Lanc. near

Preſcot. Rainton, Yorkſ. S. of Thirſk. .

RAIN.Y., or LoNG Lake, a lake of N.

America, NW, of Lake Superior. It is

nearly 100 miles long, but in no part more

than 2 o miles wide.

Raiſgill Hall, Weſtm. between Lang

dale and Sunbiggin, on the rivulet Raiſe

beck, near where it iak's into the Lune.

RAKES HURG, a town ºf Stiria.

RAkk A, a town of Diarbekir.

RAko Nirz, a town and circle of Bo

hemia, 24 miles W. of Prague.

Raleigh, Devonſhire, near Barnſtaple.

Rallihane, in King's County, Leinſter.

N n 3 RAMA,
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RAMA, or RAM le, a town of Paleſtine.

RAMADA, or NEw SALAMANCA, a

town of St. Martha, Terra Firma, 90

miles E. of St. Martha,

RAMANANcor. See RAMissERAM.

RAMBERT-DE-Joux, St. a town in

the dept. of Ain, 13 miles SSE. of Bour

gen Breſſe.

RAMBERv1LLIERs, a town in the dept.

of the Voſges, 19 miles NNE. of Mire
court.

RAMBouillet, a town in the dept. of

the Seine and Oiſe, 27 miles S.W. of Paris.

- Rame, Cornwall, near Mount-Edgcumb.

Bere is a promontory called Ramehead,

which ſerves as a ſea-mark, and lies a lit

tle SW, of Plymouth. Rame, Cornwall,

~ N.W. of Penryn.

Ram Iſland, in Lough Neagh, Ulſter.

RAMERU, a town in the dept. of Aube,

18 miles NNE. of Troyes.

Rameſhead, Hants, S. of Portſmouth.

Ramicael, in Dublin, Leinſter.

y RAMILLI Es, a village in the late Au

ſtrian Brabant, memorable for a battle

fought here in 1706, between the allies,

under the Duke of Marlborough and the

Marſhal d'Auverquerque, and the French,

under the Marſhal Villeroy and the Elec

tor of Bavaria. The latter loſt all their

baggage and artillery, about 120 ſtand

ards, 6oo officers, and 6ooo private ſol

diers, beſides about 8ooo killed and

wounded. The loſs of the former did

not exceed 3000 men.

RAMiss ERAM, an iſland in the Indian

Sea, between Ceylon and the coaſt of Ma

dura, about 30 miles in circumference.

The ſoil is ſandy. It contains a few vil

lages and a pagoda. Lat. 9. 18. N. lon.

79. 22. E.

RAMMekeNs, a fortreſs of Zealand, on

the Iſle of Walcheren.

RAMMelberg, a town of Mansfeld,

Upper Saxony. There is a mountain of

the ſame name, in which there is a rich

mine of lead, copper, zink, &c. near

Goſlar.

RAMPA No, a town in the Morea.

-" Rampiſham, Dorſetſ, a mile and a half

•' from Wroxhall. Rampton, Camb. near

- Cottenham, Rampton, Nottingh. NE. of

Tuxford. Ramſbury, Wilts, on the Ken

net, between Newbury and Marlborough.

Ramſdean, Hampſhire, W. of Petersfield.

Ramſden, Oxfordſ. between Charlbury and

Witney. Ramſdon, Bellhouſe, Cray, and

Heath, Effºx, near Bellericay.

* RAMsBURY, a ſmall town in Wilt

fhire, noted for it's fine beer. It is 46

miles E. of Briſtol, and 69 W. of London.

RAM'sEY, a town of Hunting-i-i-kee,

formerly famous for it's wealthy abbey,

and called Ramſey the Rich. Part of the

gate-houſe yet remains, with a negletted

ſtatue of Ailuin, the epitaph of whoſe

tomb is reckoned one of the oldeſt pieces

of Engliſh ſculpture extant. Aijuin is

therein ſtyled kinſman of the famous king

Edward, alderman of all England, and the

miraculous founder of this abbey. It is

ſeated in the fens, among rich ground,

proper for tillage and paſture, and near the

meers of Ramſey and Whitleſey, which

abound with fowl, and excellent pikes and

eels. It is 12 miles NNE. of Hunting

don, and 69 N. of London. Market on

Saturday.

RAM's EY, an iſland of S. Wales, on

the coaſt of Pembrokeſhire, about 2 miles

in length, and a mile and a half broad.

Near it are ſeveral ſmall ones, known by

the name of the Biſhop and his Clerks.

It is 4 miles SSW. of St. David's.

RAMSEY, a town on the NE. coaſt of

the Iſle of Man, with a ſpacious haven,

in which the largeſt fleets may ride at an

chor, with ſafety from all winds but the

NE. and then they need not be embayed.

Ramſey, Eſſex, near Harwich. Ram

Jºy, Eſſex, an iſland near St. Oſyth's.

RAMsgATE, a ſea-port of Kent, in the

Iſle of Thanet, where two very ſubſtantial

ſtone piers have been lately built for the

ſecurity of the harbour, which is now ca

pable of receiving zoo ſail of ſhips.

Ramſgate has ſome trade to the Baltic,

and is much reſorted to as a bathing place.

It is 6 miles S. of Margate.

Ramſgill, Yorkſ. W. Riding, in Ne

therdale. Ramſholt, Suffolk, near Wood.

bridge. Ramſide, 2 miles from Durham.

Ramſide, Lancaſ. between Barohead and

Foulney-Iſle. Ramſmill, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, N. of Langſtrethaale-Chace. Ram

for, Staffordſ, near Wotton-under-Wever,

Ramullin, in Donegal, Ulſter.

RAN AI, or ORAN AI, one of the Sand

wich Iſlands, in the N. Pacific Ocean, diſ

covered by Captain Cook, about 3 leagues

W. of Mowee. The country to the ſouth

is high and craggy; but the other parts

have a better aſpect. It produces very

few plantains and bread-fruit trees, but

abounds in yams, ſweet potatoes, and taro.

The inhabitants were about zo,ooo,

Ranby, Nottinghamſhire, in the Pa

riſhes of Blithe and Babworth.

RANche RIA, a town of St. Martha, S.

America.

Rand, Lincolnſhire, near Wragby.

RAN DAlstown, a town in Antrim,

Ulſter, 8.8 miles from Dublin.

Randy, Lincolnſ, NW, of Horncaſtle.
• * Ran DEks,
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RANDERs, a town of N. Jutland, near

the mouth of the river Gulden, on the

Baltic. Near it is a plentiful ſalmon fiſh

ery. It is zo miles E. of Viborg.

Randon Batail, Northumb. in Herte

ſheved manor. Randwick, Glouceſterſhire,

3 miles NW. of Stroud. Ranehill, St.

Somerſetſhire, W. of Crewkern.

Ranelagh, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

melagh, a mile S. of Dublin.

Rangeworthy, Glouceſterſhire, 3 miles

from Wickware, and 3 from Thornbury.

Rankeſborow-Hill, Rutlandſ. NW. of Cat

moſs-Vale. Ranmer, Surry, a range of

hills near Box-hill, from which there are

very extenſive views.

RANNoch Loch, a lake in the N.

of Perthſhire, about 8 miles in length, to

the E. of George's Town, and S. of Loch

Ericht.

Ranow, Cheſhire, W. of the Shire ſtones,

by Macclesfield. Foreſt. Ramſkill, Not

tinghamſhire, in Blithe pariſh. Ranſion,

Dorſetſhire, near Shrowton. .

RANTAMPou R, a town and diſtriSt of

Agimere, 86 miles E. of the city of Agi

intre.

Ranting Wheel, a rock in Strangford

Bay, in Down, Ulſter, occaſioning an ed

dy-tide, or whirlpool, very dangerous for

boats at the entrance of the bay. It lies

near Quintin-Point, and is moſtly under

water.

- Ranton, Staffordſhire, SE. of Eccleſhal.

~ R ANtzau, a county of Holſtein.

Ranworth, Norfolk, on the Bure, oppo

ſite Ludham, SE. of Wroxham-Bridge.

Raolco NDA, a town of Golconda,

near which are ſome diamond mines. It

is 60 miles N.W. of Rachores.

RaoN l’ETAPe, a town in the dept. of

the Voſges, 8 miles N. of St. Dieg.

RAP Allo, a town and bay of Genoa.

* RAphoe, a town in Donegal, Ulſter,

ro7 miles NNW. of Dublin.

RAPPERschweil, a ſmall republic

and town of Swiſſerland. It is under the

Protection of the cantons of Zurich and

Bern, and is governed by a great and lit

tle council, conſiſting of .48 members.

It's territory is about a league in circum

ference, and comprehends three pariſhes,

on the N. fide of the Lake of Zurich.

The town is ſeated on a neck of land,

which advances into the lake, and over

Ra

which is a bridge near 1850 paces long,

built by the Counts of Habſpurg, in

1358. It contains zoo burghers, and

about 1 coo inhabitants, who are of the

church of Rome. It is 12 miles SE. of

Zurich.

RAPOLFTEIN, a town in the dept. of

the Upper Rhine, called in French Ribau

Pierre. It is 8 miles N. of Colmar.

RApollA, a town of Baſilicata, Naples.

RAPPAHANNoc, a river of N. Ame

rica, which riſing in the NE. mountains

of Virginia, and running ESE. falls into

the Bay of Cheſapeak, about 26 miles S.

of the mouth of the Potomack. It is

'deep near the ſea, and up to Fredericſburg,

11 o from it's mouth, it affords 6 feet

depth of water.

RARITAN, a river of N. America, in

the ſtate of New Jerſey, which paſſing by

Brunſwick and Amboy, mingles with the

Arthur Kuji Sound, and helps to form the

fine harbour of Amboy.

Rascia, a territory in the N. part of

Servia, which takes it's name from the ri

ver Raſca. It is ſubjećt to Auſtria.

Raſdale-Abbey, Yorkſhire, N. Riding,

S. of Danby-Park.

Rasebo Rc, a ſea-port of Nyland, in

Finland, 30 miles SE. of Abo.

* RAsEN, a town of Lincolnſhire, com

monly called Market-Raſen, to diſtin

guiſh it from Eaſt, Weſt, and Middle

Raiſin in it’s neighbourhood. It is ſeated

on a branch of the river Ankam, 14 miles.

NE. of Lincoln, and 150 N. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Raſgill, Weſtmorland, near Shap.

Raſharkan, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Raſhley, Devonſhire, SW. of Chimleigh.

Raſhton, Shropſhire, near Wrekin-Hill.

Raſkill, Yorkſhire, NE. of Borou hbridge

RAsocialMo, a cape of Sicily on the

N. coaſt, near a town of the ſame name,

to the W. of Cape Faro, and N. of Meſ

fina. *

RASTADT, a town of Baden, Suabia.

It is remarkable for a treaty of peace con

cluded here between the Imperialiſts and

French, in 1714. - -

Rafthorp, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, near

York-Woulds. . Raffrick, Yorkſhire, N.
of Huthersfield. -

RASY. See RAARsey. n

Ratty, 3 miles from Leiceſter. Rat

cliff, Lancaſ, near Bury. Ratcliff, Nott.

near Workſop. Ratcliff, Nott. upon the

Soar, near it's conflux with the Trent.

Ratcliff-upon-Trent, SE. of Nottingham.

Ratcliff-apon. Wreak, Leiceſterſhire, E. of

Mountſorrel. - -

Ratbangan, a thriving village in Kil

dare, Leinſter, ſeated on the N. bank of

the Grand Canal. Rathkeag, in Kilken

my. T.einſter. . Rathbrand, in-Wicklow,

Leinſter. Raihbride, in Kildare, Lein

ſter.

Rathby, Lincolnſhire, SW. of Louth.

Rathclare and Rathclairn, both in Cork,

N n 4 Munſter.

*
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Munſter. Rathconnel, in Kildare, Lein

ſter. Rathcool, ſee Racoole.

RATHcor Muck, a town of Cork, in

Munſter, 111 miles SSW. of Dublin.

Rath Crayhan, in Roſcommon, Con

naught, near Elphin. Rah Down, other

wife called the Grounds, are ſhelves or

banks of ſand, ſituated along the coaſt in

the Iriſh Channel, which appear dry even

at high-water, yet between them and the

ſhore, the water is 7 fathoms deep. Rath

downy, in Queen's County, Leinſter.

* RATHDRUM, a town of Wicklow, in

Leinſter, noted for it's monthly market

for flannels. It is 25 miles S. of Dublin.

Rather, or Neither, a river in Yorkſhire,

which runs into the Dent, below Sed

bergh. -

RAthenAU, a town in the Middle

Marche, Brandenburg.

Rathfarnham, a pleaſant village in Dub

Jin, Leinſler, 2 miles S. of the metropolis.

Rathfran, in Mayo, Connaught.

* RATH FRILAND, a town of Down, in

Ulſter. It ſs feated on a riſing ground,

having four large ſtraight roads leading

up to it, and entering in the town, 57

miles N. of Dublin. º

*RATHKEAL, a town of Limerick, in

Munſter. It is ſeated on the river Deel,

108 miles from Dublin.

* Rathmelton, a village of Donegal,

in Ulſter; feated on Lough Swilly, 132

miles NNW, of Dublin.

Rathmill, Yorkſ. in Giggleſwick pariſh.

Rathmines, a village of Dublin, inz

Leinſter, one mile S. of the metropolis.

Rathmalion, and Rathmore, both in Meath,

Leinſter. Rathmoylan, a pariſh in Water

ford, Munſter, on the coaſt of which there

are ſeveral caves and ſubterraneous paſ

ſages. Rath-Owen, in Weſt Meath, Lein

ſter. Rathroman, in Waterford, Munſter.

Rathſallagh, in Wicklow, Leinſter. Rath

ſherkin, in Antrim, Ulſter. Rathvilly, in

Carlow, Leinſter.

RATIBoR, a town of Sileſia, capital of

a principality of the ſame name. It is

feated on the river Oder, in a country fertile

in corn and fruits, 15 miles NE. of Trop

paw, and 142 E. of Prague.

RATISBox, or REGENSPERG, an im

perial city of Bavaria, anciently the ſeat

of the dukes, with a biſhop's ſee, whoſe

biſhop is a prince of the empire. It is

full of gentry, and in it there are very

handſome ſtructures, particularly ſix mo

naſteries. The town-houſe is magnifi

cent, in the hall of which the general diet

of the empire has conſtantly met, ever ſince

1602, with only two interruptions; in

1713, when it was transferred for ſome

ping.

time to Augſburg, on account of the

plague; and in 1742, for a few years to

Frankfort. It is an important ſtaple for

ſalt, and large quantities of corn, wood,

proviſions, &c. are ſhipped for Vienna.

It is ſeated on the Danube, over which

is a ſtone bridge of 15 arches. The in

habitants, in general, are Proteſtants, as

all the magiſtrates muſt be. It is 56

miles NNE. of Munich. Lat. 48. 56. N.

lon. 11, 47. E.

Ratley, near Buckingham. Ratley,

Warwickſhire, near Edgehill. Ratling

Court, Kent, near Nonington. Ratling

hope, Shropſhire, near"Alſtretton.

Ratoath, in Meath, Leinſter. -

RAtolfzel, a town of Suabia, near

the W. end of the Lake of Conſtance, ſub

jećt to the Houſe of Auſtria.

Ratſey, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near Watton.

Ratten, Suſſex, in Willingdon pariſh.

RAtre NBERG, a town in the Tirol.

Rattendon, Eſſex, near Billericay. Rat

ten-Raw, Northumbriand, N.W. of Cor

ſenſide, near Smallburn. Ratten Row,

Cumberland, in Caldbeck pariſh. Rattleſ.

den, Suffolk, 4 miles W. of Stow-Market.

RATzeBURG, a town of Lower Saxony,

ſeated on an iſland, in the midſt of a lake,

about 30 miles in circumference ; the

banks of which are abrupt, and pleaſantly

feathered with wood. The town belongs

partly to the duchy of Mecklenburg Stre

litz, and partly to that of Saxe Lawen

burgh. The principality of Ratzeburg

extends about 1o miles each way, between

Mecklenburg and Saxe Lauenburg, and is

ſubject to Mecklenburg Strelitz. Ratze

burg is zo miles S. Lubec.

Ratzia. See RAsciA.

RAvA, or Raw A, a town and palati

nate of Poland. The caſtle is appropri

ated for the reception of ſtate Priſoners.

The houſes are built of wood, and the

town is ſeated in a moraſs, proceeding from

the river Rava, by which it is ſurrounded.

It is 55 miles SSW. of Warſaw.

Raucoux, a village of Liege.

Rauderſide-Hall, Cumberland, on the

Peterel, N. of Penrith.

RAvello, a ſea-port of Principato

Citra.

Ravendale, Lincolnſ. between Thoug

caſter and Saltfleet Haven.

RAvenglass, a well-built town in

Cumberland, with a good road for ſhip

It is feated between the rivers Irt

and Eſk, which, with the ſea, encompaſs

three parts of it. The principal trade is

is fiſhing. It is 24 miles S. of Cocker

mouth, and 284 NNW, of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

RAVENNA,
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RAvenNA, an ancient and celebrated

city of Romagna, in the pope's territory,

with two academies, ſeveral colleges, and

a great number of religious houſes. It

was formerly very conſiderable, but it has

greatly ſuffered fince the ſea has withdrawn

two miles from it. It contains about

14,ooo inhabitants, and is moſt remark

able now for the excellent wine produced

in it's neighbourhood. Theodoric, king

of the Goths, reſided here, and afterward

the exarchs of the Greek emperors. In

the fixth century, when there were three

popes at the ſame time, one lived at Ra

venna. The mauſoleum of Theodoric is

ſtill to be ſeen, remarkable for being cover

ed by a fingle ſtone, 28 feet in diameter,

and 15 thick. This place is feated near

the river Mantone, 37 miles SE. of Fer

rara, and 162 N. of Rome.

Ravenpike-Hill, Lanc. NW. of Bolton.

RAvensPERG, a county of Germany,

in Weſtphalia, S. of Minden and Oſna

burg, holden by the king of Pruſſia. Her

worden is the capital.

RAveNsburg, a free and imperial

town of Germany, in the circle of Suabia.

It is well built, and the public ſtructures

are handſome. The inhabitants are partly

Proteſtants, and partly Romaniſts. It is

ſeated on the river Cheuſs, 15 miles NW.

of Lindaw.

Ravenſburn, a river in Kent, running

into the Thames, between Deptford and

Greenwich. Ravenſcroft, Cheſhire, NE.

of Kinderton.

Ravenſdale, in Louth, Leinſter.

Ravenſien, NE. of Bedford. Ravenſ.

field, Yorkſhire, NE. of Rotheram. Ru

ºvenſthorp, Northamptonſhire, near Daven

try. Ravenſworth Caſtle, Durham, S. of

Newcaſtle-upon-Tyne. Ravenſworth

Caſile, Yorkſhire, NW. of Richmond.

Raventon, Lancaſhire, between Wigan and

Blackburn. Ravenwick, ſee Renwick.

Raveſton, or Raunſion, Buckinghamſhire,

near Oulney. Raughton, Cumberland, in

Dalſton pariſh, near Roſe Caſtle.

Ravill-l/ater, a river in Antrim, Ul

fter. Ravilly, in Carlow, Leinſler.

Ravingham, Norfolk, W. of Had ſco.

Ravingſtondale, Weſtmorland, W. of Pen

dragon-Caſtle, near Orton. Raumur, Suſ

ſex, N. of Chicheſter. Raunds, North

amptonſhire, S. of Thrapſton. Raumſlan,

IDerbyſhire, SE. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch.

RAv ENSTEIN, a town of Brabant, ca

pital of a county of the ſame name:

RAuvee, a river of Hindooſtan Proper,

one of the five eaſtern branches of the In

dus, into which river it falls, about 2o

miles W. of Moultan, after having re

ceived the united waters of the Chelum

and the Chunaub.

Raw, Durham, on the coaſt, near Har

tlepool. Rawcliff, Yorkſ. W. Riding, s.

of Galtres. Foreſt. Rawcliff, Upper and

Lower, Lancaſ. on the river Wyre, near

Garſtang. Rawden, Yorkſ. on the Are,

NW, of Leeds. Rawmarſh, Yorkſ. NE.

of Rotheram, near the river Dun. Raw

reth, ºſſex, near Wickford, SE. of Billeri

cay. Rawſon, Derbyſhire, SW. of Aſh

born. Rawſton, Dorſetſhire, near Pimpern.

Rawthwate, Cumberland, S. of Ierby.

Ray, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Raydon, Hampſhire, in the New-Foreſt.

Rayeſley, Shropſ. near Bridgenorth-Foreſt.

RAYLEigh, a town in Eſſex, upon the

creek called Hadley-Bay, which parts it

from Canvey-Iſland. It is 13 miles SE.

of Chelmsford, and 34 NNE. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Rayne, Parva, Eſſex, near Braintree.

Ray. Sand, Eſſex, near Dengy Marſh.

Rayton, Nottingh. N. of Workſop. Rea,

a river in Worceſ. and Staffordſ. running

into the Tame, near Yarnton-Hall. Rea,

Cornwall, near Truro. Rea, Glouceſterſ.

a hamlet to Hempſtead. Read, a river in

Northumb. Read, Lancaſ, near Whaley.

* READING, in Berkſhire, is pleaſantly

ſeated on the river Kennet, near it's con

fluence with the Thames, and is the

largeſt and beſt built town in the county.

It has been lately new paved and lighted,

and greatly improved by new buildings.

It had formerly a magnificent abbey of

flint-ſtone, founded by Henry I. the gate

houſe of which is ſtill entire. The laſt

abbot was hanged, drawn, and quartered,

with two of his monks, for refuſing to

ſurrender it. It's chief trade is in malt,

and in the conveyance of meal, timber,

coals, grocery ware, &c. to and from Lon

don, by means of the Thames. Some of

their barges carry I coo or 1zoo quarters

of malt at a time. The manufactures are

ſacking, ſail-cloth, blankets, ribbons, and

pins. A county infirmary has been lately

erected here. Reading is 39 miles S. by

W. of London. Market on Saturday.

Fairs February 2, May 1, July 25, and

September 21.

Readſdale, Northumberland, a traš on

both ſides of the river Read, which falls 7e

feet from the mountain Read-Squire, into

this valley, and runs into the yne.

REALEJo, a town ci Nicaragua, Mex

ico, on a bay of the Pacific Ocean.

REALMont, a town in ne department

of Tarn, 10 miles N. of Caſtres.

Reareſby, Leiceſterſhire, near the river

Wreak, W. of Melton-Mowbray., sºft
2)',
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by, Lincolnſhire, S.W. of Bullingbrook.

Reaſy Hall, NE. of Lincoln.

REBEL, a town of Mecklenburg.

REB Nick, a town of Walachia, ſeated

on the river Aluta.

REccAN. See ARAcAN.

ReccANAT1, a town of Ancona, with

a great fair in September, every year,

which continues fifteen days. The tomb

of Pope Gregory VII. is in the cathedral.

It is feated on a mountain, 14 miles S. of

Ancono, and 1 ro NE. of Rome.

Reche, 10 miles from Cambridge. Re

cliff, Cornw. between Plymouth and Low.

Recklin GRAUSEN, a town and county

of Germany, circle of Lower Rhine.

REculver, a village of Kent, the

Regulbium of the Romans. It is ſeated

cloſe by the ſea-ſide, near the mouth of the

Thames, and is noted for it's church,

which has two pyramidal ſpires, that ſerve

for a ſea-mark, and are called by mariners,

the Two Siffers. In 1530, the village and

church were a quarter of a mile from the

fea, although the ſea has now got ſo much

of the town, that there are but few houſes

left.

65 E. by S, of London.,

Redbairns, Northumb. near Newcaſtle.

Redhawk, Cheſhire, the E. bank of the

Dee. Redbridge, Hants, in Milbrook pa

riſh, on Southampton-Bay, at the mouth

of the Toſt or Teſe. Redburn, Hertford

ſhire, 6 miles NW. of St. Alban's. Red

burn, Lincolnſhire, by Kirton, in Lindſey.

Red-Croſs, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Red. Deer Park, Linc. near the Bithams

and Withams. Reddich, Cheſhire, 2 miles

from Stockport. Reddich, Worceſ. near

Broomſgrove, with a manufactory of nee

dies, wherein upwards of zooo perſons are

employed. Reddington, Some ſetſhire, W.

of Wivellcomb. Redford, Devonſhire, E.

of Plymouth. Haven.

RED for D, East. See RETfor D.

Redgate, Rutlandſhire, near Uppingham.

Redgate, in Clare, Munſter.

Redgrave, Suffolk, NE. of Buddeſdale.

Redgwell, Eſſex, S.W. of Clare. Redg

wells, Herts, W. of the Pelhams. Red

Hall, Yorkſ. NE. of Leeds. Red-Hall,

Yorkſ, near Yarum. Redham, Norfolk,

on the Yare, 3 miles from Yarmouth.

RedHEAD, a promontory of Angus

ſhire, S. of Montroſe. On it are the ruins

of an ancient caſtle, almoſt ſurrounded by

the ſea.

Red Hill, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Red Hill, Kent, near Romney-Marſh.

Red Horſe Wale, Warwickſhire, a fruitful,

pleaſant tračt, S. of the Avon, and E. of

Edghill. It is ſo called from the figure of

It is 12 miles W. of Margate, and’

a horſe, cut on the fide of a hill, near Ty

ſoe, out of red-coloured earth; the trenches

that form it being cleanſed and kept open

by a neigbouring freeholder, who enjoys

hands by that ſervice. Redhouſe, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, near Hampall Priory. Red

houſes, NW. of York, on the Ouſe. Red

hugh, Durham, on the Tyne, near New

cattle. Reding, Kent, near Appledore.

Redings, Cheſhire, N. of Altrincham.

Rediſh, Lancaſ. N. of Stopford. Redker,

Yorkſhire, in Cleveland, E. of the Tees

Mouth. Redland, Glouc. near Briſtol, in

the pariſh of Weſtbury-upon-Trin. Red

lands, or Knacker's-Hole, Dorſetſ. N. of

Melcomb Regis. Redlane, Dorſetſ. half

a mile SW. of Todbere. Redlinch, So

merſetſ. 2 miles from Bruton. Redling

field, Suffolk, near Eye. Redlington, Nor

folk, between North Walſham and the ſea.

Red-Lion, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Redmain, Cumberland, 2 miles NE. of

Cockermouth, on the oppoſite ſide of the

Derwent. Redman, Hants, NW. ofWey

hill. Redmarſhall, Durham, W. of Stock

ton. Redmile, Leiceſterſ. N. of Belvoir

Caſtle. Redmore-Plain, Leiceſ. 3 miles

from Market. Boſworth, the ſcene of the

decifive battle between the houſes of York

and Lancaſter, where Richard III. was

killed. Rednall, Shropſ. E. of Oſweſtry.

Rednell, Norfolk, E. of Harlaſton. Red

neſ, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, in Marſhland,

on the S. ſide of the river Ouſe.

Redon, a ſmall town in the department

of Iſle and Vilaine. It ſerves as a mart

for the commerce of Rennes, and is ſeated

on the river Vilaine, zo miles E. of Vannes,

and 225 W. by S. of Paris.

Redo ND ELA, a town of Spain, in Ga

licia, with a fiſhery for anchovies, fituated

on the W. coaſt. It is 8 miles S, of

Pontevedra,

RedoNdo, a town of Ajentejo.

REDon Dos, a town of Beira.

RED Russi A, or LITTLF Russia, a

late province of Poland, E. of Little-Po

land. It included the palatinates of Chelm,

Bełcz, and Lemburg, and was named Red

Ruſſia from the colour of the hair of it's

inhabitants. See GAlici A.

REDRUTH, a town of Cornwall, 12

miles N. by E., of Helſione, and 262 W.

by S. of London. Market diſuſed.

RED SEA, a ſea celebrated in ancient

hiſtory, which extends in a direétion from

N. to S. dividing Africa from Arabia.

It is ſeparated from the Mediterranean on

the N. by the Iſthmus of Suez, and com

munica es by the Straits of Rabelmandel,

on the S. with the Arabian-Sea, and the

Indian Ocean.

- Rediſham,
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Redſham, Great and Little, Suffolk, he

tween Haleſworth and Beccles. Reiffone

Paſſage, Worceſterſ. over the Severn, near

Hartlebury-Caſtle. Redſtreet, Staff. near

Talk-on-the-Hill, Redway, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Mcdina. Redwick, Glouceſterſ. on

the Severn, a hamlet to Henbury. Red.

‘worth, Durham, between Biſhop-Auck

land and Darlington. Reed, Hertfordſhire,

2 miles S. of Royſton. Reed, Suffolk, S.

of Bury.

Rees, a conſiderable town of Cleves.

Reeth, Yorkſhire, near Bernald-Caſtle.

Red ENsreko, a handſome town of

Zurich, capital of a bailiwick of the ſame

name, with a ſtrong caſtle. It is ſeated on

a rock, which is part of Mount Jura, Io

miles N.W. of Zürich.

Regill, Weſtmorland, NE. of Shap.

Reggio, a populous town of Naples,

with ſome manufactures of ſtockings,

loves, ſilk waiſtcoats, &c. It is ſituated

in a country which produces dates, oranges,

citrons, with ſome ſugar-canes, on the

Strait of Meſſina, and is a large populous

place, 12 miles SSE. of Meſſina, and 190

S. by E. of Naples.

Reggio, a city of Italy, capital of a

duchy of the ſame name, included in that

of Modena. It was deſtroyed by Alarick,

and rebuilt by Charlemagne. In the ca

thedral are many capital paintings and

ſculptures; and the town contains 16 con

vents. The inhabitants, who are about

18,ooo, carry on a great trade in ſilk. It

is 15 miles WNW. of Modena. -

REGINA, a town of Calabria Citra.

REGNANo, a town in pope's territories,

near the Tiber, but thinly inhabited.

REicheNAU, an iſland in the circle of

Suabia, in the Zeller Lake, a branch of the

Lake of Conſtance. It is about 3 miles

long, and 1 broad, contains about 16oo in

habitants, all Romaniſts; 3 pariſhes, 1

village, and a rich abbey of Benedićtines.

. It is 4 miles W. of the city of Conſtance,

and belongs to the biſhop of that place.

ReichenAu, a town in the country of

the Griſons, ſeated upon the conflux of the

two branches which form the Rhine. At

this place is a curious wooden bridge of a

ſingle arch, covered like that of Schaff.

hauſen, and conſtrućted upon nearly the

ſame plan. The ſpan of the arch is 220

feet in length. Reichenau is 7 miles SW.

of Coire.

ReicheNBAch, a river of Swiſſerland,

which riſes at the foot of Mount Wetter

horn, and falls into the river Aar, near

Meyringen. •

ReicheNBAch, a town of Schweidnitz,

Siluſa.

Reichenbach, a town of Voigtland,

in Upper Saxony, the inhabitants of which

dye a moſt beautiful ſcarlet.

ReicheNHALL, a town of Upper Ba

varia, on the Sala, with rich ſalt-works.

Reich ENstein, a town of Auſtria; a

town of Weſtphalia; and a town of Pra

chalitz, Bohemia.

Reichshofen, a town in the dept. of

Lower Rhine, 9 miles N. of Haguenau.

- REIFFENBERG, a town of Heſle-Caſſeſ.

RE1F FER scheid, a town and county

of Germany, in the circle of the Lower

Rhine.

REltzberg, a town and county of

Weſtphalia, ſubječt to Pruſſia.

Reiſk, in Waterford, Munſter.

Relly, near Durham. Relubas, Cornw.

S. of St. Earth. Remington, Northumb.

in the barony of Veſey, near Craſter. .

REMIRemont, a town in the dept. of

the Voſges, feated on the river Moſelle, 15

miles SSE. of Epinal. -

Remirſion, Norfolk, N. of Hingham.

Remneham, Berkſhire, near Henley-upon

Thames. Remney, a river of Wales,

which riſes upon the borders of Brecknock

ſhire, and paſſing along the E. border of

Glamorganſhire, falls into the Severn a lit

tle below Cardiff. Rempſion, Dorſetſhire,

in Purbeck Iſle, E, of Corfe. Remſton, or

Rampeſion, S. of Nottingham.

ReMY, ST. a town in the dept. of the

Mouths of the Rhone. A triumphal arch,

and a mauſoleum in the neighbourhood,

diſplay the taſte of the Auguſtan age.

The firſt is not entire; but the ſecond is

in the beſt ſtate of preſervation. St. Re

my is 10 miles NE. of Arles.

Rendcomb, Glouceſterſhire, 6 miles N.

of Cilenceſter. Rendham, Suffolk, near

Saxmundham. Rendleſham, Suffolk, on the

river Deven, oppoſite Ufford. Rendon

Over,fºil. near Ayleſbury.

RENDsboka, a town of Holſtein, 15

miles W. of Kiel.

RENFREw, a town of Scotland, and

capital of a ſhire of the ſame name, with

ſome inconſiderable manufactures of thread.

The magiſtracy is compoſed of a provoſt,

2 bailiffs, and 16 counſellors. It is feat

ed on the S. fide of the river Clyde, 6 miles

W. of Glaſgow.

Renfrewshire, a county of Scot

land, bounded on the W. and N. by the -

Frith of Clyde, on the E. toy Lanerkſhire,

and on the S. and SW. by Ayrſhire. The

parts near the Clyde are fruitful, with

ſome gentle uplands; thoſe to the S, and

W. are more barren, hilly, and mooriſh.

This county was the paternal inheritance

of the Stuarts, before they aſcended the

throne,

i
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throne, and ſtill gives title of baron to the

Prince of Wales.

Renhold, 3 miles E. of Bedford.

RENNES, an ancient city in the dept.

of Iſle and Vilaine, and ci-devant capital

of Bretagne. The inhabitants are com

puted at 35,000. It's ſtreets are as

ſtraight as a line; but they are in general

narrow and dark. A fire, in 1720, which

laſted ſeven days, conſumed 850 houſes.

The ground ſquare, in which are the Pa

lace of Juſtice, and the Hotel-de-Ville, are

very elegant. It is ſeated on the river

Vilaine, which divides it into two parts,

58 miles N. of Nantes. Lat. 48. 7. N.

lon. 1. 36. W.

RENs, a town of Cologne.

RENT1, a town in the department of the

Straits of Calais, feated on the river Aa,

9 miles SSW. of St. Omer.

Renton, NE. of Durham. Renteſ-ombe,

Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck Iſle, a mile W. of

Worth. Renwick, Cumberland, on the

river Raven near Croglin and Ouſby.

REol LE, a town in the dept. of Gironde,

ſeated on the river&. 25 miles SE.

of Bourdeaux.

RepEHAM, a town of Norfolk, trading

in malt. It is ſo miles NW. of Norwich,

and 109 NE. of London. Market on Sa

turday.

Repham, NE. of Lincoln. Reppis,

Norfolk, near Ludham. Reſpis, N. and

S. Norfolk, SE. of Cromer. Reprin,

Cornwall, NE. of Leit withiel. Repton,

Derbyſhire, NE. of Burton, near the con

fluence of the Dove and Trent.

Requena, a town of New Caſtile.

Reſtoſe, Cornwall, SE. of Tregony.

Resh.D., a populous and commercial city

of Perſia, capital of Ghilan, on the SW.

coaſt of the Caſpian Sea. Lat. 37. 30. N.

- Reſingham, Northumberland, near the

confluence of the Read and the Tyne. It

has many inſcriptions, and other remains

of antiquity. Reſºymer, Cornwall, SE.

of Helſton.

Resolution Island, one of the So

ciety Iſlands, in the S. Pacific Ocean.

Lat. 17. 24. S. lon. 141. 15. W.

Refton, N. and S. Linc. SE. of Lowth.

* ReTFoRD, or RED For D, EAST, a

retty, large, well-built town of Notting

amſhire, on the great North-road, and on

the E. ſide of the river Idle, over which

there is a bridge to Weſt. Retford. The

principal trade is in hops find malt. The

canal from the Trent to Cheſterfield, paſſes

near this place. It is 30 miles N. of Not

tingham, and 144 N. by W. of London.

Market on Saturday.

RETHEL, a town in the dept. of the

Ardennes, formerly capital of a ſmall diſ

trićt, called the Rethelois. It is zo miles

NE. of Rheins, and 1 o'S NNE of Paris.

RETHIceN. See Reutlinck N.

RETIMo, a town of the iſland of Can

dia, with a biſhop's ſee, and a harbour.

It was taken by the Turks in 1647, who

have kept it ever fince. All along the

ſhore there is a rich and beautiful view of

gardens, whoſe fruits are well taſted. The

ſilk, wool, honey, wax, laudenam, and

oil, are preferred to all others. It is ſeat

ed on the N. coaſt of the iſland, 40 miles

W. of Candia.

Revel, a town in the dept. of Upper

Garonne, 9 miles N. of St. Papoul.

REvel, or EsthonIA, one of the 41

governments of Ruſſia. See Esthox1A.

REvel, a rich and well-fortified town

of the Ruſſian empire, capital of the go

vernment of Revelſkoi, or Eſthonia. The

harbour is ſpacious and convenient, and a

part of the Ruſſian fleet is uſually ſtation

ed in it. The houſes are well-built, and

have very fine gardens. There is a col

lege with four profeſſors. It is a place of

conſiderable trade, and there are two great

fairs every year, in May and September,

frequented by Engliſh and Dutch mer

chants. It is ſeated on the Gulf of Fin

land, partly in a pleaſant plain, and party

on a mountain, 144 miles N. of Riga, and

164 WSW. of Peterſburgh. Lat. 59. 20.

N. lon. 23.57. F.

REve Llo, a town of Saluzzo, Piedmont.

Revely, Northumberhand, SW. of Heb

born. Revely, Great and Little, Hunting

donſhire, near Upwood. Revel’ſ-Hall,

Herts, near Ware-Park. Revelſtoke, De

vonſhire, near Plympton. Rever, Kent,

2 miles and a half NW. of Dover.

REveRo, a town of Mantua.

Reunwick, Cumberland, near Kirk-Oſ.

wald. Reuſam, Northumberland, in the

manor of Seaton-Delaval.

Reuss, a river of Swiſſerland, which

riſing from a lake on Mount St. Gothard,

flows through the lake and town of Lu

cerne, falls into the Aar, 3 miles E. of

Bruck.

Reussen, a county in the Vogtland,

Upper Saxony.

Reutlingen, a free, imperial town

of Wirtemberg, in Súabia. It is adorned

with handſome public buildings, and has

a grammar-ſchool and an orphan-houſe.

It is feated near the Neckar, and is 31

miles NNW. of Ulm.

Rew, Dorſetſ, near Buckland-Abbas.

Rewe, Devonſ. SW. of Bradninch. Rew

ley, in the ſuburbs of Oxford. Rey, a

river in Wilts, running into the Thames
al
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at Cricklade. Reye, Northumberl. near

Catchaſide.

REY, a town of Irac-Agemi, in Per

fia. It contained, at one time, 1oo,ooo

houſes, but is now in ruins.

REYNA, a town of Andaluſia.

Reynold's Hall, Staffordſhire, near Wal

ſal. -

RezAN, or RIAZAN, one of the 41 go

vernments of Ruſſia, formerly a province

of the government of Moſcow. Rezan is

the capital.

REzAN, a town of Ruſſia, capital of

the government of the ſame name. The

country is populous, and fertile in corn,

and had formerly it's own princes. It is

ſeated at the confluence of the Trubeſh

and Occa, 80 miles SSE. of Moſcow.

RHAYADERGowy, a town of Radnor.

ſhire, feated on the river Wye, 18 miles

N.W. of Radnor, and 177 WNW. of

London. Market on Wedneſday.

Rhaytylarfard, Carnarvonſhire.

RhE, an iſland on the W. coaſt of

France, compriſed in the department of

Lower Charente. . It is very populous;

about four miles long and three broad.

It's produćts are very bitter wine, and

abundance of ſalt. The inhabitants make

excellent brandy, and the liquor called ani

ſette. Their principal food is fiſh, and

ſhell-fiſh are plentiful on the coaſt. This

iſland is 8 miles W. of Rochelle. The

Principal town is St. Martin.

RHEIMs, a large and ancient city in

the dept. of Marne. The inhabitants are

computed to be 30,ooo. Before the revo

lution, the archbiſhop was the firſt duke

and peer of France, and always crowned

the king. The principal church, built

before the year 406, is a curious Gothic

ſtructure. In the church of St. Remy was

lately, La Sainte Ampoule, a vial filled

with a red, congealed liquor, always uſed

in the coronation of the kings of France,

who, ſince Clovis, have been ſucceſſively

crowned at Rheims. The remains of an

amphitheatre, a caſtle, a triumphal arch,

and 3 gates of the city, which, to this

day, bear the names of Pagan Deities,

viz. the Sun, Mars, and Ceres, are among

the ancient monuments of the Romans.

Rheims is long and narrow, and the houſes

are low, but the grand ſquare is very

magnificent. Here are manufa&tures of

flannel, coverlets, and other woollen ſtuffs;

and their wine and gingerbread are expel

lent. It is ſeated in a plain, on the river

Veſle, 75 miles ENE. of Paris. Lat. 49.

~ 15. N. lon. 4. 8. E.

RheinTHAL, a valley in Swiſſerland,

between the canton of Appenzel, and the
I

territory of St. Gall on the one fide, and

the Rhine on the other; about 30 miles

in length, and from 3 to 8 in breadth. It

is fertile, eſpecially in wine, and belongs

to the nine cantons, who appoint a bailiff

alternately. The ini.abitants, who are

about 13, ooo, are partly Proteſtants and

partly Romaniſts. -

Rheinwald, a valley in the country

of the Griſons, about 20 miles in length.

It is ſo called from the Hynder Rhine,

which riſes on Mount Vogelſberg, and

runs through the valley.

RH1Ne, a great river of Europe, which

riſes in three ſtreams, in the Griſon Alps.

After it has croſſed part of Germany and

the Netherlands, watering Straſburg,

Worms, Mentz, Cologne, &c. it divides

into two branches, one of which preſerves

the name of the Rhine, and loſes itſelf in

the ſands W. of Leyden. The other takes

the name of the Lech, or Leck, and falls

into the Merwe, 5 miles N.W. of Dor

drecht.

RHINE, Lower, a circle of the em

pire of Germany, bounded by the circles

of Weſtphalia, Upper Rhine, Franconia,

Suabia, and by the duchy of Luxemburg,

and France. It contains the ele&torates

of Mentz, Treves, and Cologne, the pa

latinate of the Rhine, and ſome ſmaller

ſtates. The elector of Mentz is the di

re&tor.

RHINE, Lower, a departmant of

France, having the Rhine to the E. and

forming the northern part of the ci-devant

Alſace. Straſburg is the capital.

RHINE, UPPER, a department of

France, S. of the depart. of the Lower

Rhine. Colmar is the capital. '

Rhine, UPPER, a circle of the empire

of Germany, divided into two parts, the

Upper and Lower. The lower part com

prehends the territories of the landgraves

of Heſſe. Caſſel, Heſſe-Darmſtadt, and

Heſſe-Rhinfeldt; the counties of Naſſau,

Solms, Hanau, Iſenburg, Seine, Wied,

Wingeſtein, Aatzfeld, and Waldeck,

with the abbeys of Fulda and Hirſchfeld,

and the imperial towns of Francfort, Frid

burg, and Wetzlar. The upper part of

the circle of the Upper Rhine, lies to the

W. of that river, and comprehends the bi

ſhoprics of Baſle, Straſburg, Spire, and

Worms, with the duchy of Deux-ponts;

the counties of Spanheim, Sarbruck,

Falkenſtein, and Linange, and the impe

rial towns of Worms and Spire. The

ſummoning princes are the biſhop of

Worms and the elector palatine.

RHINE, PALATIN Aff of TH e.

Palat IN are.

See

• RHINEBE & G,
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Rhinsberg, a town of Cologne, on

the Rhine, taken by the allies in 17 of.

RH inEck, a town of Swiſſerland, capi

tal of the Rheinthal, or Valley of the

Rhine, feated on the Rhine, near it's

junction with the Lake of Conſtance.

RHIN FELDT, or RH E in FELDEN, a

town of Suabia, and the beſt of the four

foreſt-towns, belonging to the houſe of

Auſtria. It is ſeated on the Rhine, over

which is a handſome bridge, 9 miles SSE.

of Baſle. ,

RHINFEls, a town and fortreſs near

St. Goar, circle of Upper Rhine.

RH1N LAND, a diſtrićt of South Hol

land, which lies on both ſides the Rhine.

Leyden is the capital.

RHIN ZABERN, or SAVE R N E, a town

of Spire, circle of Upper Rhine.

Rhode Isla ND, one of the United

States of N. America, bounded on the N.

and E. by Maſſachuſets, on the S. by the

Atlantic, and on the VV. by Conne&ticut.

Theſe limits comprehend what has been

called Rhode Iſland and Providence Plan

tations. It contains 5 counties, and 29

townſhips. It is as healthful as any part

of N. America, and is principally a coun

try for paſture. Providence and Newport

are the two chief towns. About 6oo

veſſels enter and clear annually, at the dif

ferent ports of this ſtate. -

Rhode Islas D, an iſland of N. Ame

rica, in the ſtate of the ſame name. It is

13 miles long from N. to S. and 4 miles

wide, and is divided into three townſhips.

The ſoil is of a ſuperior quality. This

iſland is a noted reſort of invalids from

ſouthern climates. It is ſo exceedingly

pleaſant and healthful, that travellers have

called it the Eden of America.

RHod Es, an iſland of Aſia, on the S.

ſide of Natolia, and in the Mediterranean

Sea, about 40 miles in kength, and 15 in

breadth. The air is good, and the ſoil

#. fertile, but badly cultivated. It is

amous for having been the reſidence of the

knights of Jeruſalem till the year 1523,

when the Turks got poſſeſſion of it. The

principal town is of the ſame name, is an

archbiſhop's ſee, and has a good harbour,

with a narrow entrance between two rocks,

on which are two towers. Here, in all

probability, ſtood the famous Coloſſus, a

ſtatue of bronze, 70 cubits high. It was

reckoned one of the ſeven wonders of the

world, for a ſhip, with all it's ſails, might

paſs between the legs. It was thrown

down by an earthquake; and when the

Saratens became maſters of this iſland in

665, they knocked it, in pieces, with

which they loaded 90o cameis. The

*

knights of Jeruſalem took it from the Sa

racens in 1309, and kept it till it was

taken from them by the Turks. It is in

habited by Turks and Jews, for the

Chriſtians are obliged to live in the ſub

urbs, they not being ſuffered to be within

the walls in the night-time. Lat. 36. 24

N. lon 28. 25. E.

Rhodes, Lancaſ. NW. of Mancheſter.

Rhodey, Northumb. near Morpeth.

Rhos E, a large river of France, which

riſts near Mount St. Gothard, in Swiſſer

land, flows through the lake and city of

Geneva, and ſeparating the departments

of Mont-Blanc and Iſère from that of

Ain, it flows to Lyons, Vienne, Valence,

Avignon, and Arles, and falls into the

Mediterranean by ſeveral mouths.

Rhone AND Loire, a department of

France, bounded on the E. by the river

Rhone. Lyons is the capital.

Rho NE, Mouths of THE, a depart

ment of France, E. of the dept. of Gard.

Aix is the capital.

Rhos Fair, Cardiganſhire.

RRYNDs, or RINNs, of GALLowAY,

the weſtern diviſion of Wigtonſhire, in

Scotland, almoſt entirely cut off from the

remainder of the county by Loch Ryan

and Glenluce-Bay.

RhyNeY. See RUMNEY.

RIALExA, or REAlejo, a town of

Mexico, in Nicaragua; ſeated on a river

near the South Sea, where there is a good

harbour; but the air is unwholeſome, cm

account of the moraſſes. It is 18 miles

NNW, of Leon.

Riall, Northumb. SW. of Kirkheaton.

Riall, Yorkſhire, SE. of Headon.

RIAZAN. See REzAN.

R1b ADAviA, a town of Spain, in Ga

licia, ſeated at the confluence of the rivers

Minho and Avia, in a territory that pro

duces the beſt wine in Spain. It is 15

Iniies S.W. of Oreuſe.

RIBAD Eo, a town of Spain, in Galicia,

with a fine harbour. It is ſituated near

the mouth of the river Eo, 25 miles W.

of Luarca. -

Ribbeaford, Worc. a mile S. of Bewdley.

RIBBLE, a river which riſes in the W.

Riding of Yorkſhire, runs acroſs Lanca

ſhire, and falls into the Iriſh Sea below

Preſton.

Ribby Cumwray, Lanc. in Kirhampa

riſh, Amonnderneſs. Ribcheſter, Lancaſ.

on the Ribble, NE. of Preſton.

RibeMost, a town in the depart. of

Aiſne, feated near the tiver Oiſe, upon an

eminence, 7 miles SE. of St. Quentin.

RIBEIRA-GRANDE, or Sr. JAGo, 1

town in St. Jago, the principal of the

- - - Cape
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Cape-de-Verd Iſlands, with a good har

bour, on the only river in the iſland. It

is the ſee of a biſhop, and reſidence of the

governor; and contains a cathedral, two

convents, and between 4 and 500 houſes.

The latter, except the governor's, are on

ly of one ſtory, and covered with branches

and leaves of the cocoa-nut trees. It is

ſeated between two high mountains, in

lat. 15. o. N. lon. 23.24. W.

Ribleton, Lancaſhire, near Preſton.

RIB NITz, a town of Mecklenburg.

Riborough, Great and Little, Norfolk,

on the river Winſder, SE. of Fakenhaum.

Riſſion Hall, Yorkſ. E. of Knareſborough.

Ribton, Cumberl. 4 miles W. of Cocker

mouth, and 4 E. of Workington, on the

oppoſite bank of the Derwent. Rily, Lin

colnſ. near the Limberghs. Richal, Yorkſ.

near Selby. Richborough, Kent, near Sand

wich.

Richardſ?own, in Kildare, Leinſter.

RicheiiEU, a town in the depart of

Indre and Loire, founded by Cardinal

Richelieu. It contains a handſome ſquare,

with an elegant palace and extenſive park.

It is 9 miles E. of Loudun, and 152 SW.

of Paris. -

Rich-Hill, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Richell, Eſſex, N.W. of Hatfield-Regis.

Richmond, a village in Surry, anciently

called Sheen; but Henry VII. gave it the

name of Richmond, from that diſtriët in

Yorkſhire, whereof he had been earl. Here

was a palace, in which Queen Elizabeth

expired; and it is ſtill diſtinguiſhed by it’s

beautiful royal gardens, which, in the ſum

mer ſeaſon, are open to the public ; and

in theſe is a grand obſervatory. The pre

ſent palace, which is finely ſituated, is a

very plain edifice, built by the Duke of

Orinond, who, had obtained a graut of

ſome lands about Richmond fron King

William III. ; on that duke's attainder,

it devolved to the crown.

ſtone bridge, of five arches, was erected

over the Thames here, in 1777. Near

this villáge alſo is an extenſive royal park,

ſurrounded by a brick wall, 11 miles in

circuit, built by Charles I. It is to iniles

WSW. of London.

* Richmond, a town in the N. Riding

of Yorkſhire, pleaſantly ſeated on the ri

ver Swale, over which is a ſtone bridge :

many of the houſes ºre handſome, and

built of freeſtone. Here is a manufactory

of yarn ſtockings, and woollen knit caps

for ſeamen. It is 40 miles NW. of ...

and 230 NNW, of London.

Saturday. - -

RicHMOND, a town of N. America,

eapital of the ſtate of Virginia. It has an

y

Market on

An elegant

elegant ſtate-houſe, and ſtands on the N.

ſide of James River, at the foot of ſome

falls, which are ſeven miles in length; to

obviate the inconvenience of which, a ca

nal has been undertaken. It is 6o iniles

N. by W. of Williamſburg.

RichMondsHIRE, a diſtrićt in the N.

Riding of Yorkſhire, belonging to the

duchy of Lancaſter. It was formerly a

county of itſelf, and contains many towns

and villages. Alan, one of William the

Conqueror's generals, was rewarded with

this earldom, including all the NW. part

of Yorkſhire, towards Lancaſhire. He

built a caſtle here, the tower whereof yet

ſtands. It abounds in romantic ſituations,

and is noted for the neatneſs and induſtry

of the inhabitants, who manufacture knit

ſtockings and other coarſe goods. Many

lead-mines are wrought in this diſtrićt, of

which Richmond is the capital town. ,

Richmondton, Linc. near Boſton. Ricka,

Monm. on the Ebwith, W. of Caerleon.

Rickar'ſ ot, Staff. W. of the Penk, by

Coppin ºil. Ricker'y, Cumb. near Car

liſle. Rickinghail, Upper and Lower, Suf

folk, near Botteſdale. Ricklemarſh, Kent,

by Blackheath. Rickling, Eſſex, N. of

º:ickMANswor Th, a town of Hert

fordſhire. It is ſeated on a branch of the

river Coln, 9 miles SSW. of St. Alban's,

and 18 NW, of London. Market on Sa

turday. - -

Rickneſs, Hertfordſ. N. of ware Park.

Rickton, Shropſ. on the Rea, near N. Cle

bury. Ricot, Oxf. 3 miles S.W. of Tame.

Ridale, or Riſdale, a river in York. run

ning into the Swale below Richmond.

Riddings, Cheſhire, near Altringham. Rid

disſion, E. and W. N.E. and N. of Keigh

ley. Ride, Iſle of Wight, oppoſite Portſ

mouth and Goſport. Ride, Kent, near

Harty, in Sheppey Iſle. Ridemiſe, Glouc.

in Nibley pariſh. Kilfen, Warw. N. of

Kenilworth-Chaſe. Ritºe, Cheſhire, near

Macclesfield. Ridge, Herts, near S. Mins.

Ridge, Staffordſ. near Bioreheath. Ridge

Hall, Derbyſ, in the High Peak. Ridge

Hill, Herts, near Barnet. Common. Ridge

Lane, Warw. in the pariſhes of Oldbury

and Merevale. Ridgemond, Bedf. E. of

Woburn. Riding, Durham, between Kib

bleſworth and Urpeth. Ridlanhope, Durh.

near Blanchland in Durham. Ridley, a

river in Northumb. Riley Cheſhire, near

Bunburr nd Ridley-Pool. Ridley, Kent,

3 mily ind a halt N. 'ot Wrothan. Rid

ley-H...all, Northumber'. hy Beitinghain.

Ridly-Hall, Northumb. W. of Allanton.

Ridlingtºn, Rutl. N.W. of Uppingham.

Ridinariº, Worce. S. of Mayºr ºils.

Riazer,
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Ridmer, or Ridmire, Yorkſhire, NW. of

Midlam. Ridware. Hampſhall, Staff. on

the Blythe, between Rugeley and Yoxal.

Ridware-Hill and Pipe, and Ridware

Mavefton, Staff, near the Trent, Rie

cheffer, Northumber!. an old ſtation, the

Bremanium of the Romans. Rie-Hall,

Eſſex, near Clavering.

RIETI, a town of Spoletto, ſeated near

the Lake Rieti, 37 miles NE. of Rome.

Rieux, the name of ſeveral towns in

the reſpeštive departments of Upper Ga

ronne,*... Ille and Vilaine, Aude,

and Lower Alps.

Riez, a town in the dept. of the Lower

Alps. It is a ſmall, populous place, but

was formerly much larger than it is at

preſent. It is 35 miles NE of Aix.

RigA, a large, populous, and rich town

of the Ruſſian empire, and capital of the

overnment of Riga, or Livonia. Next to

É. it is the moſt commercial

town in the whole empire. The trade is

chiefly carried on by foreign merchants,

who are reſident in the town. The mer

chants of an Engliſh factory eſtabliſhed

here enjoy the greateſt ſhare of the com

merce. The principal exports are corn,

hemp, flax, iron, timber, maſts, leather,

tallow, &c.; it's principal imports are

ſalt, cloth, filks, wine, grocery wares,

and ſalted herrings. The maſts grow

moſtly in traćts on the Dnieper, and are

ſent up that river to a landing place, from

which they are tranſported to the Duna.

They are then formed into floats of from

50 to zoo pieces, and deſcend the ſtream

to Riga. They are uſually from 70 to 8o

feet in length. The hemp is brought from

the Ukraine and Poland, and employs two

years in it's paſſage to Riga. It is brought

in barks from 2 to 3oo tons burden.

Within the fortifications there are 9ooo

inhabitants, and in the ſuburbs 15,ooo,

beſide a garriſon of 1 coo men. Here is a

floating wooden bridge over the Dwina,

or Duna, 4o feet in breadth, and 26oo in

length. In the winter, when the ice ſets

in, this bridge is taken to pieces and re

moved, and in the ſpring it is replaced.

It was finally obliged to ſubmit to Peter

the Great, in 1710. Riga is 5 miles from

the mouth of the Duna, and 16c NE. of

Konigſberg. Lat. 56.53. N. lon. 24.25. E.

RIGA, GoverNMENT OF. See Li

WONIA.

Rigby, Yorkſhire, SW, of Pontefraćt.

Righton, Yorkſh. NW. of Burlington.

Rigſby, Linc. near Alford. Rigton, Yorkſ.

NE. of Otley. Rigton, Yorkſ. SW. of

Wetherby. Rihall, Rutlandſ. on the ri

wer Gwaſh, near Caſterton, Rill, Devonſ.

near Exmouth. Rillington, Yorkſ. E. of

New Malton. Rifton, Yorkſ. in Burnſal

pariſh. Rinington, Lanc. NW. of Coln.

RiMIN1, anciently AR IMINIUM, a

town of Italy, in Romagna, with many

remains of antiquity, among which are a

triumphal arch, erected to Auguſtus, and

part of an amphitheatre, and very fine

buildings. It is ſeated at the mouth of

the river Marecchia, on the Adriatic.

Lat. 44. 7. N.

RIMMÉcEN, or ReMIch, a town of

Luxemburg. -

Rimpton, Somerſ. SE. of the Camels,

Rimſkomb, Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle. Rimſ.

well, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, near Aoſs.

Rinabelly, in Cork, Munſter, about 3

miles S. of Carrigaline.

Rinborough, Yorkſ. SE. of Hornſey.

RINcoping, a town of Ripen, North

Jutland, on the W. coaſt. Lat. 56.7. N.

Rineogonagh, in Waterford, Munſter.

Rinfad, a promontory, which forms the

E. of Killough-Bay, in Down, Ulſter.

Ringay, a river in Cheſhire.

Ringdufferin, in Down, Ulſter.

Ringfield, Suffolk, S. of Beccles.

º in Down, Ulſter, N. of Kil

leleagh, on the ſide of Strangford Lake, is

noted for it's oyſters.

Ringland, Norfolk, near Taverham.

Ringleſion, Kent, near Doddington. Riº

gleton, Kent, in Woodneſborough pariſh.

Ringmer, Suſſex, NE. of Lewes. Ring

mere-Pit, Norfolk,near Thetford and Kıl

verſton, a remarkable pool of 6 or 7 acres,

in form of an amphitheatre. Rings, Kent,
near Woldham.

Ringroan, in Cork, Munſter.

Ringſhall, Bucks, in Ivingo pariſh.

Ringſhall, Suffolk, SW. of Needham.

RiNGsTED, 'a town and bailiwick of

Zealand, Denmark, 29 miles SW. of Co

penhagen.

Ringſled, Northamp. on the Nen, N. of

Higham Ferrers. Ringſled, Dorſetſ. on

the coaſt, NE. of Weymouth. It is di

vided into Eaſt, Weſt, and Middle, and is

2 miles S. of Oſmington. Ringſled, Great

and Little, Sts. Andrews and Peter, Nor

folk, N. of Snetſhan, and near Houghton.

Ringwold, Kent, near the ſea, five miles

NE. of Dover. -

* RINGwood, a pretty large town of

Hampſhire, trading in leather, ſtockings,

druggets, and narrow cloths. It is 32

miles SW of Wincheſter, and 91 SW. of

London. Market on Wedneſday.

Rinmore, Devonſh. near Bigbery and

Hope-Key. Rinſell, Eſſex, near Danbury.

RINTELN, a town of Shawenburg,

Weſtphalia, with a univerſity. R -

IQ
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Rio GRANDE, a river of Terra Firma,

which riſes almoſt under the equator, and

running N. through Terra Firma, falls

into the Gulf of Mexico, between Cartha

gena and S. Martha.

Rio GRANDE, a river of Africa, which

runs from E. to W. through Negroland,

and falls into the Atlantic Ocean in lat.

x 1. o. N. - - -

Rio GRANDE, a river of Braſil, which

falls into the ſea in lat. 5.45. S.,

- Rio GRANDE, a river of Jamaica,

on the N. coaſt, which runs into the ſea

in lat. 18. 13. N. lon. 76. 14. W.

Rio JANE1Ro, a river of S. America,

which riſes in the mountains W. of Bra

fil, and running E. through that country,
falls into the Atlantic Ocean.

Rio JANE1Ro, one of the richeſt pro

vinces of Braſil, lying near the tropic of

Capricorn. The Portugueſe annually ex

port hence gold, filver, and precious ſtones,

the produce of the country. It receives

it’s name from the Rio Janeiro, at the

mouth of which, in lat. 22. 54. S. and

lon. 43.11. W. is ſituated the city of St.

Sebaſtian, it's capital.

Rio M, a town in the dept. of Puy-de

Dome, 3 miles N. of Clermont, and 115

S. of Paris.

Rions, a town in the dept. of Gironde,

8 miles S.E. of Bourdeaux.

RIPA TRANsoNE, a town of Italy, in

Ancona.

Ripe, Suſſex, SE. of Laughton.

Ripe N, a town and dioceſe of N. Jut

land, on the W. coaſt, with two colleges,

and a public library. The harbour Ties

at the mouth of the river Nipſaa, in a

country which ſupplies the beſt beeves in

Denmark. Lat. 55. 19. N.

RIPHAEAN MoUNTAINs, a chain of

high mountains in Ruſſia, to the NE. of

the river Oby, where are ſaid to be the

fineſt ſables in the whole empire.

Ripingale, Linc. near Bourn. Riple,

Worceſterſ. N. of Tewkeſbury.

* RIPLEY, a town in the W. Riding

of Yorkſhire, noted for it's produćtion of

licotice... It is ſeated on the river Nyd,

4 miles N.W. of Knareſborough, and 211

N. by W. of London. Market on Friday.

Ripley, Derbyſhire, in Pentridge pariſh.

Ripley, Hants, in Sopley pariſh. Ripley,

Kent, 4% miles S. of Sandwich, Ripley,

Surry, in Send pariſh.º Court, Kent,

in Weſtwell pariſh. Kiplington, Hants,

NW. of Maple-Durham. Riplington,

Northumb. SW. of Morpeth. Riponden,

Yorkſ. SW. of Halifax. Ripple, Eſſex,

E. of Barking. Ripplingham, Yorkſ.

N.W. of Hull.

*Rippon, a town in the W. Riding

of Yorkſhire, with a noted manufacture of

ſpurs, and a fine ſquare market-place. A

navigable canal comes up to the town. It

is ſeated on the river Ure, or Aire, 28

miles NW. of York, and 218 NNW. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Ripton, Abbot's, and Ripton, King's, N.

and NE. of Huntingdon. Riſborough,

Yorkſ. SW. of Pickering.

RiQyie R, a town in the depart. of

Somme, 5 miles NE. of Abbeville.

Risborough, a town of Buckingham

ſhire, 7 miles S. of Ayleſbury, and 37

Wºw. of London. Market on Satur

day.

Riſborough, Prince's, Bucks, near Ham

den-Magna. Riſbury, Heref. SE. of Leo

minſter. Riſby, Linc. near Burton-upon

rent. Riſby, Suffolk, N.W. of Bury.

Riſby, Yorkſhire, NW. of Hull. Riſel,

Monmouthſ. NW. of Newport. Riſhungles,

Suffolk, N. of Debenham. Riſing, or Riſ.

ingham, Northumberl. SE. of Hexham.

Riſingarth, Yorkſ, in Holderneſs. Riſing

ton, Great, Little, and Wick, S. of Stow

on-the-Would. Riſkington, Linc. N, of

Sleaford. Riſkins, or Piergy. Lodge, Bucks,

near Colnbrook. Riſley, Bedfordſ. near

Swineſhead. Riſley, Derbyſ. on the Er

waſh, near Sandiacre, E. of Derby. Riſ

ley, Lancaſh. N. of Warrington. Riſlip,

Middl. between Uxbridge and Pinner.

Riſingdale; ſee Ravingſtondale. Riſian,

Somerſetſ. near Taunton. -

R1TBURG, a town of Weſtphalia, ca

pital of a county of the ſame name.

Ritherſ horp, NW. of Northampton.

Ritan, Warwickſ. near Weſton. Riton,

Yorkſ. near Old Malton. Riton-upon

Dunſmore, Warwickſ. has a bridge over

the Avon, NE. of Stoneley-Abbey.

Riv A, a town and river of Tirol.

RivaDeo. See RIBADeo. . .

Rivalta, a town of Milan; and a

town of Piedmont.

Rivaulx, Yorkſ, by Helmeſley. Ri

venhall, Eſſex, by Witham. River, and

it's Park, Suſſex, NW. of Petworth. Ri

ºverhead, Kent, by Sevenoaks. Riverhill,

Kent, SE. of Sevenoaks. Rivers, Kent,

N.W. of Dover. Riverſhall, Eſſex, be

tween Boxted and Dedham.

Riverſlown, in Galway, Connaught.

Riverſiovn, in Cork, Munſter, near Glan
Indire. - -

RivesALTEs, a town in the dept. of

the Eaſtern Pyrenees, 6 miles NNW. of

Perpignan.

Rivoli, a town of Piedmont; and a

town in the Veroneſe. - - -

Rixton, Lancaſ. near Ribcheſter.

O 9 Roar

*
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RoA, a town in Old Caſtile, ſeated on

the Duero.

Road, Somerſetſ. Roadgate, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, near Helensford. Roadaook, Der

byſhire, in Scarſdale. Rodke, Oxfordſ, a

hamlet, partly in Benfington, . "

RoANNE, a town in the department of

Rhone and Loire, on the river Loire. It

is a convenient ſtaple for merchandiſe ſent

from Lyons, down the Loire, and by the

canal of Briare, into the Seine, and thence

to Paris. Roanne is 21 or miles SSE. of

Paris. - -

RoANoAk, an iſland near the coaſt of

N. Carolina, in Albemarle county. Lat.

35. 50. N. lon. 76. o. W.

RoANoAk, a long, rapid river of N.

America, formed by 2 principal branches;

namely, Staunton River, which riſes in

Virginia, and Dan River, which riſes in

N. Carolina. This river is ſubjećt to in

undations, and, on account of the falls, is

navigable for ſhallops only, about 60 or

70 miles... It enters, by ſeveral mouths,

into the W. end of Albemarle Sound. '

Robarns, Surry, near E. and W. Horſley.

Rob BEN ISLAND, called ſometimes in

Engliſh charts, Penguin Iſland, a barren

fandy iſland, near the Cape of Good Hope.

Lat. 33.50. S. lon. 13.22. E. '

y Robb's Croſs, Northumb. in Readſdale. ,

&obert's-Goffle, Yorkſh, near Knareſbo

rough. Robert's Hall, Lanc. E. of Horn

by-Caſtle. * - - - - - - - - - -

Robert's Town, in Kildare, Leinſter.

It is the ſtage between Sällins and Rathan

gan, on the Grand Canal, 21 miles from

JDublin. ... "

Robin-Hood's-BAY, on the coaſt of

the N. Riding of Yorkſhire, between Scar

borough and Whitby. It is about one

mile broad, where is a village of fiſher:

men, who ſupply the city of York, and

all the adjacent country, with herrings,

and all ſorts of fiſh in their ſeaſon; and

they have well boats, wherein are kept

large quantities of crabs and lobſters.

Robin-Hood's Butts, Yorkſh. two hills

SW.of Robin-Hood's-Bay. Robin-Hood's-

Well, Yorkſ, between Pontefraćt and Don

caſter. Robley. Heath, Herts, N.of Welwin.

Roſoljºy, Dorſetſ, in Marſhwood-Vale and

Whitchurch pariſh. Roborough, Devonſ.

E. of Torrington. Robrindale, Lancaſh.

SE. of Hornby. Caſtle. Roby, Lanc. SE.

of Weſt Darby. Rocadyne, Shropſ, near

Welfington. . . . . . . .

RoccA-D‘ANfo, in the Breſciano.

RoccA, a town of Lavora, Naples; a

town of Iſtria; and a ſmall iſland in the

Weſt Indies, 8 leagues W. of Orchilla.

Rocca-MonsenA, a tºwn of Lavora.

RoccA-Vecchia, a town of Lavora.

* Roch, Cornwall, NW. of Leſtwithiel.

Roch, Worceſ. S. of the Foreſt of Wire.

Rochconnel, in W. Meath, Leinſter, E.

of Mullingar. Rochdale, in Louth, Lein

ſter.

Roch Court, Hants, by Fareham.

* Rochdale, a town in Lancaſhire,

ſeated in a vale on the river Roche, among

hills which abound in coals ; has a flou

riſhing manufacture of hats, bays, ſerges,

and other woollen goods. It's manufac

tures extend 3 or 10 miles N. of the town,

which is 5.5 miles WSW. of York, and

195 NNW. of London. Market on Tueſ

day.

Roche, a river in Lancaſhire.

RochE, a town of Swiſſerland.

Roche, LA, a town and county of

Luxemburg, 28 miles S. of Liege.

Roche BERNARD, a town in the dept.

of Morbihan, feated on the river Vilaine,

23 miles SSE. of Vannes.

RochE-ChouART, a town in the dept.

of Upper Vienne, 13 miles S. by W. of

Limoges, and 189 S. by W. of Paris.

Roche ForT, a conſiderable ſea-port

in the dept. of Lower Charente, with a

commodious harbour, well ſheltered from

all hurricanes. Here are vaſt barracks,

an armory, excellent docks, *...;
&c. for building and refitting ſhips of

war, with a marine academy. It was

built by Lewis XIV. in 1664, fix leagues

from the mouth of the river Charente.

The ſtreets are broad, and in ſtraight

lines : the houſes low, but regular. It

is ſuppoſed to contain 10,000 people, but

the air is unwholeſome, and the water of

bad quality. It is 21 miles S. by E. of

Rochelle, and 127 SW. of Paris.

RocheFort, a town of Luxemburg,

and ſeveral other towns of France.

Rochefoucault, a town in the dept.

of Charente, 12 miles NE. of Angou

leme.

Roch ELLE, a celebrated town in the

dept. of Lower Charente, with a commo

dious and ſafe harbour. It contains about

16,ooo inhabitants. It has five gates;

the houſes are fine, and ſupported by pi

azzas, under which perſons may walk in

all weathers; and the ſtreets, in general,

are as ſtraight as a line. The inhabitants

carry on a confiderable trade; eſpecially

in wines, brandy, ſugar, ſalt, paper, linen,

and ſerges. In 1628, Louis XIII. took

this town from the Huguenots, after a

ſiege of 13 months. To prevent the Eng

liſh throwing in ſuccours by ſea, Cardinal

Richelieu conſtrućted a prodigious mole,

4482 feet in extent, Rochcle is ſtatedd
*

*

*
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the ocean, 67 miles N. by E. of Nantes,

and 220 S.W. of Paris. -

Roche MacheRAN, a town of Lux

emburg.

Roche Posay, a town in the dept. of

Indre and Loire, remarkable for it’s mi

neral waters. -

* Rocheste R, a city of Kent, feated

on the river Medway, over which is a

ſtone bridge. It is an ancient place, and

was formerly much larger than at preſent;

but of later times it has been increaſing

by the addition of ſome new houſes and

ſtreets on the high ſide of the town. It

conſiſts chiefly of one principal ſtreet,

which is paved. The houſes are generally

inhabited by tradeſmen and inn keepers;

no ſort of manufactory being carried on

here. It has two free-ſchools, the one

called the King's, and the other the City

School. There is here alſo an alms-houſe

for ſix poor travellers, who are ſupplied

with a ſupper, a bed, and breakfaſt, and

with fourpence to carry them forward on

theirjourney; but they are to ſtay no long

er than one night; and it is remarkable,

that an inſcription over the door intimates,

that “ rogues and proštors are excepted.”

The bridge over the Medmay was built in

the reign of Edward III. at the expence

of Sir John Cobham and Sir Robert

Knolles, out of the ſpoils they had taken

in France. Rocheſter is parted from

Stroud on the W. by it's bridge, and is

contiguous to Chatham on the E. The

corporation has juriſdiction over the great

oyſter-fiſhery in the ſeveral creeks of the

Medway, which is now in a flouriſhing

way. It is 27 miles NW. by W. of

Canterbury, and 30 SE. by E. of London.

Markets on Wedneſday and Friday, and

a market for cattle the laſt Tueſday in

every month.

Rochefter, Northumb. NW. of Otter

burn, and near the ſource of the river

Read. Rochefton Caſtle, Monm. W. of

Newport. -

Rocheſtown, in Dublin, Leinſter.

Roche-sur-Yon, a town in the dept.

of Vendee, ſeated near the river Yon, zo

miles N.W. by W. of Luçon, and zoz
SW. of Paris.

Rochſen, Wilts, N. of Ameſbury.

Rochford, a town of Eſſex, 16 miles

SE. of Chelmsford, and 40 E. by N. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Rochford, Worceſ. NE. of Tenbury.

Rochlitz, a town of Leipſic, Upper

Saxony, on the Mulda, with copper

mines. -

Rock, Northumb. SW. of Dunſtaburgh

Caſtle, Rockbear, Devonſ, in Freming

ton pariſh. Rock, Black, Cheſhire, on the

coaſt, S.W. of Liverpool. Rock, Black,

Cornwall, in Falmouth-Haven.

Rock BRIDGE, a county of Virginia,

between the Allegany Mountains and the

Blue Ridge. See CEDAR CREek.

Rockborn, Hants, by Fordingbridge.

Rockborn. Cheney, Wilts, SE. of Crick

lade. Rocke, Worceſterſ. Rockells, Eſſex,

SW. of Walden.

Rock, Corry, in Monaghan, Ulſter.

Rockfield, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Rockhill, in Cork, Munſter.

Rockhampton, Glouceſterſhire, 2 miles

N. of Thornbury.

Rockingh AM, a town of Northamp

tonſhire. It is feated on the river Wel

land, which falls into the river Nen, 12

miles S. of Oakham, and 84 N. by W. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Rocki NGHAM, a town of Vermont.

RockINGHAUSEN, a town in the pa

latinate of the Rhine, near Falkenſtein.

Rockins-Stairs, Kent, W. of the North

Foreland.

Rockland, SE. of Norwich. Rockland,

All Saints, or Minor, St. Andrews, or

Majors, St. Peters, and Tofts, Norfolk,

near Attleborough. Rockley, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Rockeley, Yorkſh. S. of

Barneſley. Rockly. Hill, Dorſetſhire, near
Portiſham. Rock-Savage, Cheſhire, on the

Weever, near Halton. Rocliff, Yorkſh.

on the Ure, near Boroughbridge. Ro

cliff, Cumberl. N. of theÉ. near Car

liſle. Rocot Bridge, Oxfordſhire, over the

Iſis, N. of Farringdon.

Rocoux. See RAUcoux.

Rocroy, a town in the department

of Ardennes, celebrated for the vistory

which the Prince of Condé, then duke of

Enghien, and only 22 years of age, gain

ed over, the Spaniards in 1643. Nine

thouſand Spaniards and Walloons are ſaid

to have fallen in the battle, moſt of whom

refuſed to take quarter. It is ſeated in a

plain, 6 miles from the river Maeſe, and

12 N.W. of Mezieres.

Rodborough, Glouc. near Stroud. Rad

born, Warw. between Southam and Da

ventry. Rodhorn, Wilts, S. of Malmſ

bury. Roddam, or Rodham, Northumb.

N. of Ingram. Rodden, Dorſetſ. a mile

and a half from Portiſham. Roddeſton,

Northumberl. a foreſt in South Tindal.

Roddington, Shropſ. NE. of Chirbury.

Roddington, Shropſ. on the river Roddon,

NW. of Wellington. Rode, Northamp.

near Sacy Foreſt. Rode, Somerſetſ. near

Frome. Rode-Hall, Cheſhire, by Sand

bach. Rode, North, Cheſhire, SW. of

Macclesfield. Rodeley, Leiceſ, nearMount

Q o z Sorrel.
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Sorrel. Rodenbury. Hills, Somerſ. SE. of

Frome. Rodeſhall, Yorkſ. S. of Brad

ford.

Rodez, a town in the dept. of Avei

ron. There are four great annual fairs

here, where great numbers of mules are

ſold for Spain. Here are manufactures of

grey cloths and ſerges. It is 30 miles

NNE. of Alby.

Roding, the name of eight pariſhes in

the weſtern part of Eſſex, diſtinguiſhed

by the additional appellation of Abbots,

Berners, Beauchamp, Eythorp, High,

Leaden, Margarets, and h'bite. This

part of the country is called the Rodings,

and takes it's name from the river Roding,

which riſes near Canfield, and falls into

the Thames below Barking. They are

celebrated for excellent arable land. Rod

ley, Glouceſterſ, a hamlet in Weſtbury

pariſh. Rodmarton, Glouceſterſ. E. of

Minching Hampton. Rodmerſham, Kent,

SE. of Sittingbourn. Rodon, NE. of

Shrewſbury. .

Rodosºro, a trading town of Roma

nia, with a harbour, and a Greek biſhop's

ſee. It is ſeated on the N. coaſt of the Sea

of Marmora, 62 miles S. by W. of Con

ſtantinople.

Rotſley, Derbyſ. E. of Caſtleton. Rod.

way, Somerſetſ. near Ilminſter. Roeburn,

a river in Lancaſhire. Roehampton, a

hamlet of Putney, at the weſtern extre

mity of the heath.

Roer, or Ruer, a river of Weſtpha

lia, which riſes in the duchy of Juliers,

paſſes by the town of that name, as alſo

Ruremond, in Guelderland, and a little

after falls into the Maeſe.

Roeſborough, in Cork, Munſter. Roes

Green, in Tipperary, Munſter,

RoEU Lx, a town of Hainault, 8 miles

NE. of Mons.

Roe-Water, in Derry, Ulſter.

Rogate, Suſſex, NW. of Midhurſt.

Rogiate, Monmouthſ. near Caldicot.

RohAczow, a town of Minſk, Lithu
ania,

RoHAN, a town in the dept. of Mor

bihan, 20 miles NNE. of Vannes.

RoHILcUND, or RohilLA, a terri

tory of Hindooſtan, E. of the Ganges,

and N.W. of the ſoubah of Oude. In

1773, this country was invaded by the

Mahrattas, but the Britiſh troops, as al

lies of the Nabob of Oude, being called

in by the Rohilla chiefs to their aſſiſtance,

the enemy were driven back. For this ſer

vice, the princes of Rohilcund had agreed

to pay the nabob 4o lacks of rupees; but

the payment being evaded, the next year

the Rohilla country was invaded by the
2,

Britiſh troops, conquered, and added to the

ſoubah of Oude. Bereilly is the capital.

Rokely, Wilts, NW. of Marlborough.

Rokeſbridge, Somerſetſ, over the cut from

the Axe to the Brent. Rokeſby, York

ſhire, between Barnard Caſtle and Great

abridge, Rokeſby-Hall, Yorkſhire, SW.

of Hatfield-Woodhouſe. Rokkeſłon, near

Bedford. Rokolt, Eſſex, near Stratford

and Layton. - -

Rolduc, a town of Limburg, with a

territory including ſeveral villages.

Rollºfty, Norfolk, SW. of Winterton

Neſs. Rollingſton, Dorſetſhire, NE. of

Corfe. Rollrich-Stones, Oxfordſ. an an

cient monument, conſiſting of a circle of

ſtones, ſtanding upright, in the pariſh of

Chipping Norton, near Long Compton

It is the remains of a Britiſh temple, ac

cording to ſome, but antiquarians are not

agreed as to it’s. deſignation.

Rolls, Eſſex, near Chigwell. Rolfton, Staff.

near Tutbury, and the confluence of the

Dove and Trent. Rolvenden, Kent, two

miles S.W. of Tenterden.

Rom, or RoeM, an iſland on the W.

coaſt of S. Jutland, between thoſe of Ma:

noe and Sylt. It is 7 miles in lengh, and

2 or 3 in breadth, and contains a few vil

lages. Lat. 55.9. N. .

RomAGNA, a province of Italy, bound

ed on the N. by the Ferrareſe, on the E:
by the Adriatic, on the S. by Urbino and

Tuſcany, and on the W. by Bologº;

about 45 miles in length and 30 in breadth,

fertile in corn, wine, oil, fruits, and Paſ

tures. It has alſo mines, mineral wa

ters, and ſalt-works, which make it's

principal revenue. In the fifth century,

it fell under the dominion of the Oſtro

goths, whoſe king, Theodorick, in 493,

made Ravenna his uſual place of reſidence.

In the following century, the Goths being

driven out by Beliſarius and Narſes, gº

nerals of the emperors of the eaſt, Raven

na became the reſidence of the emperor's

exarch, till the Lombards made themſelves

maſters of it, and diſpoſſeſſed the laſt

exarchs. In 755, Pepin, king of the

Franks, having compelled IRulphus, king

of the Lombards, to give up the whole

exarchate, conferred it on the ſee of Rome.

Ravenna is the capital.

Romans Motier, a town and baili

wick of Bern, Swiſſerland.

Romanly, Yorkſhire, by Northallerton.

Rºß Devonſhire, S. of South

Moulton. -

Roma NIA, a province of Turkey in

Europe, bounded on the N. by Bulgaria,

on the E. by the Black Sea, on the S, by

the Archipelago and the Sea ofMinº
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and on the W. by Macedonia; being zoo

miles in length, and 150 in breadth. It

was formerly called Thrace, and is now

called by the Turks, Rumeli and Icella.

It is fruitful in corn and paſtures; and

there are mines of ſilver, lead, and alum.

Haemus, and Rhodope are the principal

mountains, extending, in long ridges,

from the frontiers of Macedonia to the

Black Sea. It is divided into three great

governments, or ſangiacates.

Romano, a town of Italy in the Ber

gamaſco.

Romans, a town in the department of

Drome, compared by travellers, who have

viſited Paleſtine, to Jeruſalem, for ſitua

tion and ſcenery. It is 22 miles S.W. of

Grenoble. - -

Rombrook, or Romerick, Herts, near

Ickleton. Rombrough, Suffolk, NW. of

Haleſworth. Romaen, Kent, near Smar

den.

Rome, a famous city of Europe,

founded 748 years before the Chriſtian

era. It was formerly three times as large

as it is at preſent; and is now one of the

largeſt and handſomeſt cities of Europe.

It contains 81 pariſhes, 200,ooo inhabit

ants, including ſtrangers, 2827 prieſts,

38.47 monks, 1910 nuns, 1665 ſtudents,

and 1470 paupers, and is divided into 14

quarters, or wards, called riones. The

number of inhabitants has gradually in

creaſed during the whole of this preſent

century. Some of the principal ſtreets

are of conſiderable length, and perfectly

ſtraight. That called the Corſo is the

moſt frequented. Here the nobility diſ.

play their equipages during the carnival,

and take the air in the evenings, in fair

weather. The Strada-Felice, and the Stra

da-di-Porta-Pia, are alſo very º and

noble ſtreets. There are no lamps light

ed in the ſtreets at night; and all Rome

would be in utter darkneſs, were it not for

the candles which the devotees ſometimes

place before the Madonas, or ſtatues of

St. Mary; theſe appear glimmering, at

vaſt intervals, like ſtars in a cloudy night.

The footmen carry dark lanterns behind

the carriages of. of the firſt diſtinc

tion. Rome, at preſent, exhibits a ſtrange

mixture of magnificent and intereſting,

and of common and beggarly objects.

The former conſiſt of palaces, churches,

fountains, and, above all, the remains of

antiquity. The latter comprehend all the

reſt of the city. The church of St. Peter,

in the opinion of many, ſurpaſſes, in ſize

and magnificence, the fineſt monuments of

ancient architecture. It's length is exact

!y 739 feet; the breadth 512; and the

height, from the pavement to the top of

the croſs, which crowns the cupola, 45c.

The Pantheon is the moſt perfect of the

Roman temples which now remain. “In

ſpite,” ſays Moore, “of the depredations

which it has ſuſtained from Goths, Van

dals, and Popes, it ſtill remains a beauti

ful monument of Roman taſte. The pa

vilion of the great altar, which ſtands un

der the cupola of St. Peter's, and the four

wreathed pillars of Corinthian braſs,

which ſupport it, were formed out of the

ſpoils of the Pantheon, which, after all,

and with the weight of 1800 years upon

it's head, has ſtill a probability of out

living it's proud, capacious rival.” From

the circular form of this temple, it has

obtained the name of the Rotundo. It's

height is 150 feet, and it's breadth near

ly the ſame. There are no windows; the

central opening in the dome admitting a

ſufficiency of light. The rain which falls

through this aperture immediately drills

through holes, which perforate a large

piece of porphyry, that forms the centre

of the pavement. Being converted into a

Chriſtian temple, the Pantheon, originally

erected to the honour of all the gods, is

now dedicated to Mary, and to all the

martyrs and ſaints. As the Pantheon is

the moſt entire, the Amphitheatre of Veſ

paſian is the moſt ſtupendous monument

of antiquity in Rome. About one half

of the external circuit ſtill remains; from

which a pretty exačt idea may be formed

of the original ſtructure. By a computa

tion of Mr. Byres, it could contain 85,000

ſpectators. The Campidoglio is an ele

gant ſtructure, raiſed on part of the ruins

of the ancient Capitol. But the antiqui

ties of Rome are too numerous to be mi

nutely deſcribed. The ancient Forum is

now a cow-market; and on the top of the

beautiful Column of Trajan, Izo feet

high, is the ſtatue of St. Peter, inſtead of

that of Trajan, &c. The Romans ſay, that

the church of St. John Lateran is the moſt

ancient of all the churches of Rome, and

the mother of all the churches in Chriſten

dom. To this temple every new pope

conſtantly goes firſt, in a magnificent pro

ceſſion, to take poſſiſſion of his ſee. The

pope has three§ palaces, of which

the principal is the Vatican, near St. Pe

ter's church, ſaid to contain upwards of

44oo apartments. The library of this

palace is the largeſt and moſt complete in

the world; rich,...' in manuſcripts

in all languages, and of all ages, of which

there are ſaid to be about 4ooo. In

Rome, the connoiſſeur, will meet with

innumerable paintings by the greateſt

Q o 3 maſters,
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maſters, and with the chef-d'oeuvres of

ſculpture, &c. The caſtle of St. Angelo

is ſaid to ſerve more to keep the city in

awe, than to repel any foreign attack.

Rome is ſeated on the river Tiber, which

runs through a part of it, in lat. 41.54.N.

lon. 12. 55. E.

Romhild, a town of Henneburg, Fran

Conna.

* Rom NEY, New, a town in Kent,

once a very large place, containing five

churches, a priory, and an hoſpital; but,

fince the ſea has retired, it is much reduc

ed. The two great meetings for all the

Cinque Ports are held here on the Tueſ.

day after St. Margaret's Day. It is feated

in the marſh of the ſame name, 2 miles

and a half NNE. of Lydd, and 71 SE. of

London, Market on Saturday. -

RomNey-MARsh, a tract of land, zo

miles long and 8 broad, which occupies

the moſt ſouthern part of Kent, between

Dungeneſs and Rye Haven. It contains,

in this compaſs, between 40 and 50,000

acres of firm, fruitful land, the richeſt

paſture in England. Cattle are fattened

here to an extraordinary ſize, and many

bullocks are ſent hence to the London mar.

ket, but it is deemed a very unhealthy

tract. It has two towns and 19 pariſhes,

which were incorporated in the reign of

Edward IV. by the name of a bailiff, 24

jurats, and the commonalty of Romney

Marſh.

Romney, Old, a mile and a half W. of

New Romney.

, RomoNT, or RodMont, a town and

bailiwick of Friburg, Swiſſerland, Io

miles S.W. of Friburg.

RomoRANTIN, a town in the dept. of

JLoir and Cher, on the brook Morantin,

which loſes itſelf in the Saudre. Here are

ſome manufačtures of ſerges and cloths,

which are very good. It is a 1 miles N.

by E. of Mont-Richard, and 100 S. by

W. of Paris.

Rompney, Monmouthſ. NE. of Cardiff."

Rampney, a river of Glamorganſhire.

Romsey. See RUMSEY.

Romſley, Shropſhire, NE. of Clebury.

Ronald'sHA, South, one of the Ork

ney Iſlands.

RoN ciglio NE, a town and county in

the Patrimonio,

Ron DA, a town of Granada, near the

Rio Verde, 35 miles W. of Malaga.

Rondhay, Yorkſ. NE. of Leeds. Rook’s-

Hill, Suſſex, N. of Chicheſter. Rockſley,

Kent, near Foot's Cray. Rook's Neff,

Surry, near Godſtone. Rookwood. Hall,

Fifex, near the Rodings. Rope, Cheſhire,

near Namptwich. Rºpeſº, Linc. W. of

Ropeley, Hampſh. NE. ofFokingham.

Ropſion, Yorkſh. near HornAlresford.

ſey-Beck.

RoqueBru NE, a town in the dept. of

the Var, 4 miles W. cf Frejus.

Roquefort-DE-MARSAN, a town in

the dept. of Landes, ſeated on the river

Douze, jo miles NE. of Mont-de-Marſan.

RoqueMAURE, a town in the dept. of

Gard, feated on the W. fide of the Rhone,

6 miles N. of Avignon.

Roridge, Devonſ. W. of Yarnſcomb.

Ros ANA, a river in the Tyroleſe.

Rosas, a town in Catalonia, with a

harbour, ſeated near the Mediterranean,

on the bay of the ſame name, 22 miles

NE. of Gironme.

Roſlerkin, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Roschild, a town of Denmark, in

the Iſle of Zealand, with a ſmall univer

fity. It was once the reſidence of the kings

of Denmark, and in the great church are

ſeveral tombs of the kings. In 1658, a

famous treaty of peace was concluded

here. It is ſeated at the bottom of a ſmall

bay, 16 miles W. of Copenhagen.

RoscoMMON, a county of Ireland, in

the province of Connaught, 47 miles in

length, and from 9 to 29 in breadth;

bounded on the 12. by Leitrim, Longford,

and Meath; on the N. by Sligo and Lei

trim; on the S. by Galway 5 and on the

W. by part of Galway and Mayo. It is a

fruitful country, and, by the help of good

huſbandry, yields excellent corn. It con

tains 50 pariſhes, about 17,140 houſes,

and 86,ooo inhabitants. Here are ſome

extenſive bogs, and but few hills. The

principal town is Athlone, but the affize

town is Roſcommon.

* RoscoMMon, the ſhire-town of the

county of Roſcommon, in Connaught, 69

miles WNW. of Dublin.

* Roscre A, a thriving town of Tip

perary, in Munſter, 59 iniles from Dub

lin. -

Roſºrow; ſee Ruſhcrow. Roſe Aker,

Lancaſ. N. of Kirkham. Roſe-Aſh, De

vonſhire, SE. of S. Moulton.

RoseAU. a town on the W. coaſt of

the Iſland of Dominica.

Roſeburn, Northumberl. S. of Whit

cheſter, and W. of Rutcheſter. Roſe-Caft.

tle, Cumberl. near Dalſton, on the Calder,

i. ºgnifier ſeat of the biſhops of Car

iſle.

Roseb Rugge, a town of Flanders

county. -

Roſeden, Northumb. near Ilderton and

Rotham. Roſegill, Weſtmorl. in the pa

riſh of Shap. Roſe. Hall, Herts, SW, of

King's-Langley. Roſeland, Cornwall, a
J. . fruitful
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fruitful vale between a creek of Falmouth

Haven and Tregony.

Roſenellis, in Queen's-County, Leinſter.

RoseN FELD, a town of Wurtemburg.

Ros Es. See Ros As.

RosettA, a town in Egypt, founded

in the 8th century. It is feated on the

weſtern branch of the river Nile, and call

ed by the Egyptians, Raſchid. It is near

two miles in length, has no ſtreets perſtöt

ly ſtraight, nor any remarkable ſquares,

but the houſes, built with terraces, and

ſtanding aſunder, have an air of neatneſs

and elegance. They have a great manu

factory of ſtriped and other coarſe linens;

but it's chief buſineſs is the carriage of

goods hence to Cairo: for all European

merchandiſe is brought hither from Alex

audia by ſea, and hence carried by boats

to Cairo; as all the productions of Egypt

are brought to the port of Alexandria.

The Europeans have their vice-conſuls and

factors here. The country to the N. has

pleaſant gardens, full of orange, lemon,

and citron-trees, and almoſt all ſorts of

fruits, with a variety of enchanting groves

of palm-trees, with flowers ſcattered

among them ; and when the fields are

green with rice, it adds greatly to the

beauty of the country. The rice ſown

round it, is, by very rigorous laws, ap

propriated to the uſe and conſumption of

Conſtantinople only. It is 2.5 miles NE.

of Alexandria, and 90 NNW. of Cairo.

Lat. 31. 22. N. lon. 30.45. E.

RoshAch, a town of Swiſſel land, in

the territory of the abbot of S. Gall, ſitu

ated near the Lake of Conſtance, 7 miles

ENE. of St. Gall.

RoshAAN, a country of the Farther

India, between Meckley and Aracan,

about 120 miles in length, and So in

breadth.

RosieNNE, a town of Samogitia.

RosieRE, LA, a ſmall iſland near the

SW. coaſt of Jerſey.

RosieRs-Aux-SA lines, a town in

the dept. of Meurthe, formerly celebrated

for it's ſalt-works. The works that king

Staniſlaus conſtructed here are much ad

mired. It is ſeated on the river Meurthe,

9 miles SE. of Nancy, and 170. SSE. of

Paris. -

Roſneton, Yorkſhire, between Doncaſter

and Bautre. Zoſkºſłall, Cornwall, near the

Land's End.

Roſlee, in Sligo, Connaught.

Roſlefton, Derbyſ. in the pariſh of Wal

ton-upon Trent. Roſley, or Roſely, Glouc.

in Withington pariſh. Roſley-Hill, Cumb.
noted for it's annual fair.

Roſnanaher, in Clare, Munſter.

Roſmaund, NE. of Hereford. Roſmo

ran, Cornwall, NE. of Penzance. .

Rosoy, a town in the dept. of Seine

and Marne, 15 miles S. of Meaux.

Rºſs, Eſſex, in Debden and Walden

Pat thes. - -

* Ross, a fine clá trading town of He

refordſhire, with a good market for corn

and cattle. Here the celebrated philan

thropiſt, Mr. John Kyrii (Pope's Man of

Roſs) had his reſidence, and died in 1724,

aged 92, with the bleſfings of all, rich

and poor. He conſtructed a fine broad

cauſey, at the W. end of the town ; he

alſo raiſed the ſpire of the church upwards

of Ioo feet, and ſunk a reſervoir for the

uſe of the inhabitants of the town. It is

cominodiouſly ſeated on the river Wye,

and is 12 miles S.E. of Hereford, and 115

W. by N. of London. Market on Thurſ

day. The fairs, which are well ſtored

with cattle and other proviſions, are July

20th, Thurſday after October 1 oth, and

December 11th. There is alſo a great

market on the firſt Thurſday after the

1 oth of March.

Ross, or Ross CARBERRY, a ſmall

town of Cork, in Munſter, ſeated on a

bay of the ocean. , it is zo miles SW. of

Kinſale, and 152 from Dublin.

* Ross, or NFw Ross, a trading town

of Wexford, in Leinſter, ſeated on the ri

wer Barrow, which is navigable for large

veſſels up to the quays, and forms a fine

harbour. It’s principal exports are but

ter and beef. It has a ferry acroſs the ri

ver to Roſs-Ibracan, a ſmall hamlet of

Kilkenny, and is about 8 miles N. by E.

of Wateriord, and 67 S. by W. of Dub

lin.

Roſal, Yorkſ. on the Derwent, NW.

of Wilton. Roſaſ, Up and Down, NW.

of Shrewſbury, on the Severn. -

Ross A No, a town of Calabria Citra,

with an archbiſhop's ſee. It is 3 miles

from the Gulf of Venice, and 27 N. by E.

of Coſenza.

Rossa No, a town of Calabria Ultra.

Raje, Northumberl. S. of Holy-Iſland.

Roſe, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, near the ſea.

Reft. Hall, Lancaſ. by the ſea, W. ºf Gar

ſtºng, Roſendale, Lancaſ. on the Irwell,

£. of Blackbourne. Roſº), Suſſex, be

tween Horſham and Ifield. º -

Roſ Iſland, in Killaincy Lake, Mun

ſter, contains about 1oo acres.

Ross-shi RF, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. by Sutherlandſhire;

on the W. by the ſea; on the S. by Inver

neſ,ſhire; and on the E. by the Friths of

Murray and Dornock, and the county of

Cronarty. From N. to S, it is near 6o
O o 4 milcs
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miles, and upward of 70 from E. to W.

The NW. part of this county is deſolate

and dreary, preſenting nothing to the eye

but vaſt piles of rocky mountains, with

ſummits broken, and aſpiring in:o every

form. The E. ſide feeds great numbers

of black cattle, horſes, goats, and deer,

has woods of fir of great extent, and is

fruitful in corn and herbs. It has alſo

abundance of land and ſea-fowl, and is

well ſupplied with fiſh, particularly her

rings, in the extenſive lochs and bays

found on the coaſts. In the woods is the

beautiful bird called Capercailzie, or Cock

of the Wood ; it is of a bright azure co

lour, and almoſt as large as a common tur

key. On the tops of the mountains, is

found the ptarmigan, a ſimple bird, not

quite the ſize of a partridge. It is often

indebted for it's ſafety to it's gray colour,

which reſembles the ſtones among which

it lodges. In winter it's colour changes

to a pure white like the ſnow, in which

it often buries itſelf. The inhabitants of

the W. and S. parts ſpeak the Erſe lan

guage, which is alſo underſtood on the E.

coaſt, where, however, Engliſh is gene

rally ſpoken. The principal towns are

Tain, Dingwall, and Fortroſe. The

Iſland of Lewis is included in this county.

Roſiellan, in Cork, Munſter.

Rostock, a trading town of Mecklen

burg, with a univerſity, and a good har

bour. It is the beſt town in this country;

here are ſeveral handſome public buildings,

and it was formerly one of the Hanſeatic

Towns. It is divided into three parts,

the Old, the New, and the Middle Town.

Both the civil and criminal juriſdićtion

are veſted in it's own magiſtracy, yet they

annually pay 55 rix-dollars as an urbor,

or original tribute to the dukes, as alſo the

ſum of 6oo florins, in conſideration of the

grant of an exciſe. It is ſeated on a lake

near the river Varne, which carries large

boats, 3 miles from the Baltic, 12 N. of

Guſtrow, and 34 S.W. of Stralſund.

Rostov, a town of Ruſſia, in the go

vernment of Yaroſlaff.

* Rosta Evor, a village of Down, in

Ulſter, ſeated on Carlingford-Bay, and

well defended from the ſeverity of the

weather and open ſea. At the lower end

of it is a ſmall quay for ſhips, which ride

at anchor a few yards fom the ſhore.

Here is alſo a ſalt-work, and a pottery for

white earthen-ware.

RotA, a town of Andaluſia, ſeated at

the N. entrance of the Bay of Cadiz.

Rot E N E E RC, a town of Lucerne, Swiſ

ſet and ; alſo a town of Bavaria; a town

of Auſtrian Suabia; a town of Verden,

weſtphalia; two towns of Spire and

Heſſe, in the circle of Upper Rhine; a

town of Magdeburg, Lower Saxony; a

town of Croſſen, Upper Saxony; and a

town of Auſtria.

Rothal-Chapel, Shropſhire, NW. of

Church-Stretton. Rothamſtead, Hertford

ſhire, W. of Wheathamſtead.

Rothbury, a town of Northumber

land, feated on the river Coquet, 9 miles

SW. of Alnwick, and 3oz. N. by W. of

London. Market diſcontinued.

Rothby, Lincolnſhire, N.W. of Spilſby.

Rother, a river which riſes in Suſſex, forms

the boundary between that county and

Kent, for a ſhort ſpace, and then thiers

the Engliſh Channeſ at Rye. Rotber, a

river of Derbyſhire and Yorkſhire, which

runs into the Don at Rotheran.

RothekAM, a town in the W. Riding

of Yorkſhire, with a large iron manufac

ture. It is ſeated on the river Don, 6

miles NE. of Sheffield, and 16o N. by W.

of London. Market on Monday. Fairs

on Whitmonday and December 1 it.

Rotheras, near Hereford. Rotherbridge,

Suſſex, N. of Battel. Rotherly, Leices. W.

of Melton-Mowbray. Rotherfield, Suſſex,

at the ſource of the Rother, N.W. of Bur

waſh-Downs. Rotherfield, Greys and Pep

pard, Oxfordſ. near Henley-upon-Thames.

Rotherſon, Cheſhire, NW. of Knottesford.

Rotherwick, Hants, W. of Hartley-Row.

RothsAY, a town of Scotland, capital

of the Iſle of Bute, on the NE. coaſt of the

iſland, with an excellent harbour and pier.

Here is an ancient caſtle, once a royal refi

dence, which gives the title of duke to the

Prince of Wales, as it long did, before the

union, to the heirs apparent of the crown of

Scotland. It is 70 miles W. of Edinburgh,

Rothwell, or Rowell, a town of

Northamptonſhire, ſeated on the ſide of a

hill, 1.5 miles NNE. of Northampton, and

79 NW. of London. Market on Monday.

A noted horſe-fair on Trinity-Monday.

Rothwell, Lincolnſ. SW.of Thongcaſter.

Rothwell, Yorkſ. between Wakefield and

leeds. Rotington, Cumb. N. of St. Bees.

near the Bluff promontory, St. Bees Head,

RotteRDAM, a city and ſea-port of

Holland, feated on the river Rotter, an

outlet of the Meuſe. Next to Amſterdam

it is the moſt conſiderable place in the

United Provinces, for the ſize, beauty of

it’s buildings, trade, and riches. There

are ſo many fine deep canals, that the

largeſt ſhips may unload at the very doors

of the warehouſes. The town is governed

by a regency, conſiſting of 24 counſellors,

out of which are elected 4 burgomaſters, a

grand bailly, and 7 echºvius. It is more

frequented
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frequented by the Britiſh merchants than

Amſterdam, becauſe the ice goes away

ſooner, and a ſingle tide, in two or three

hours, will carry a veſſel into the open ſea.

The principal public buildings, are the

town-houſe, the bank, the Eaſt and Weſt

India Houſes, the arſenal, and the College

of Admiralty. On the eaſt ſide of the city

is a large baſon and dock, for building

and launching veſſels employed in the ſer

vice of the admiralty, and the Eaſt India

Company. Here is an Engliſh Preſbyte

rian church, which being of the eſtabliſhed

religion, the miniſter is paid by the States;

and, which is not the caſe with the Preſby

terians in England and Scotland, they make

uſe of an organ. Here is alſo an Engliſh

epiſcopal church, whoſe miniſter is paid

partly by a ſalary from the Engliſh go

vernment, and partly by a ſubſcription of

the congregation. Some of the houſes are

built in the old Spaniſh ſtyle, with the

gable ends embattled in front; but there

is a great number of modern brick houſes,

which are very lofty and ſpacious, parti

cularly on that magnificent quay called the

Bomb-Tees. On this quay is a handſome

Jewiſh ſynagogue. The ſtatue of Eraſmus,

in bronze, ſtands in an open place, at the

head of one of the canals; and in a nar

row ſtreet, leading from the ſtatue to the

great church, is ſtill ſhown the houſe in

which he was born, with an inſcription in

front, to his honour. Rotterdam is feated

on the river Maeſe, 13 miles S. of the

Hague, and 30 SSW. of Amſterdam. Lat.

51-55. N. lon. 4. 26. E.

Rort ERDAM, one of the Friendly

Iſlands, in the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered

by Taſman in 1643. Lat. zo. 15. S. lon.

174, 35. W. +- -

Rotterfridge, Suſſ, near Petworth. Rot

tingdean, Suſſex, a pieaſant village, 4 miles

from Brighton, much reſorted to of late,

from it's increaſing accommodations for

ſea-bathing.

Rotweil, an imperial city of Germa

my, in Suabia, on the Neckar.

Roubirie, Northumberland, in Wark

worth manor; had formerly a market.

Rouceby, N. and S. Lincolnſhire, W. of

Sleaford. Roveley, or Rotheley, North

umberland, NW. of Morpeth.

Rouen, a city, the capital of the dept.

of Lower Seine, ſeated on the river Seine,

before the revolution the capital of Nor

mandy, and the ſee of an archbiſhop. It

contains upwards of 7ooo houſes, and 36

pariſh churches. The ſtreets are narrow,

crooked, and dirty, and the houſes are

moſtly of wood. Notwithſtanding this diſ.

agreeable appearance, it is one of the moſt

opulent and important places in France

It is 2 leagues and a half in circuit ; and

(it's fix ſuburbs included) is computed to

contain 73,000 inhabitants. The princi

pal public buildings are, the Great Hall of

the Palace, in which the late Parliament of

Rouen met; the Old Caſtle; and the prin

cipal church, near which is a public library.

In the market place is a ſtatue of the ceſe

brated Maid of Orleans, who was burnt

here, by the Engliſh, for a witch. The

linens of Rouen, particularly what ars

called the Siamoiſe, are much eſteemed.

There are alſo manufactures of cloth, and

a manufactory of oil of vitriol, the only

one in France. The ſuburb of St. Sever,

ſituated on the other ſide of the Seine, com

municates with the city by a bridge of

boats, which riſes and falls with the tide,

and is made to open ſo as to admit the

paſſage of ſhips. It is paved, and is 27c

paces long. It is 50 miles S.W. of Ami

ens, and 7o NW. of Paris. Lat. 49. 27.

N. lon. 1. 1 o. E.

Rovere, a town in the Treviſan.

Rover Epo, a town in the Tyroleſe,

with a conſiderable trade in fine ſilk.

Rou ERGue, a ci-devant province of

France, 75 miles in length, and so in

breadth; not very fertile, but producing

much wood, feeding a number of cattle;

and having mines of copper, iron, alum,

vitriol, and ſulphur. It now forms the

department of Aveiron, of which Rodez is

the capital.

Rougham, Lancaſhire, near Cartmel. '

*Rougham, Norfolk, NE. of Caſtle-Acre.

Rougham, Suffolk, 4 miles E. of Bury.

Roughtarrow, Iſle of Wight, in w, Me

dina. Rough-Hedge, Eſſex, S. of Col.

cheſter. Roughton, Lincolnſ. S. of Horn

caſtle. Roughton, Norfolk, S. of Cromer.

Roughty Bridge and River, in Kerry,

Munſter; the latter runs into the Ken

mare.

Rovic No, a town of Iſtria, with good

harbours, and quarries of fine ſtone. It

is ſeated in a territory which produces ex

cellent wine, 32 miles S. of Capo d'Iſtria.

Rovigo, a town of Italy, the capital

of Polefine-de-Rovigo, feated on the river

Adigetto, 37 miles S.W. of Venice.

Roulſion, Nottingh. by the Trent, Sw.

of Newark. Rounam-Paſſage, Somerſetſ,

over the Avon, to the Briſtol Hot-Wells.

Roundatton, Shropſ. NW, of Bridgenorth.

Roundway, or Roundaway, Wilts, E. of

Devizes. Adjoining this village, are

Roundway Downs, remarkable for a battle

fought between the Parliamentarians and

Charles I. They are alſo noted for the

variety and extenſiveneſs of their views.

Rouſhy,
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Rouſly, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, W. ofMul

grave Caſtle. Rouſelench, Worceſterſhire,

between Perſhore and Alceſter.

RousselAer, a town in the late

Flanders County, 1o miles NE. of Ypres.

RoussilloN, a ci-devant province of

France, having Languedoc on the N. Ca

talonia on the S. and the Mediterranean on

the E. It is about 50 miles in length,

and 36 in breadth, and now forms the de

partment of the Eaſtern Pyrenees.

Router, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

owbarrow, Somerſetſ. N. of Axbridge.

Rowceſter, Staffordſ. NE. of Uttoxeter,

near the conflux of the Dove and Churnel.

Rowcliff, Cumberland, at the mouth of the

Eden. Rowcliff, Weſtmorl. near Kendal.

Rowd, or Rowdon, Wilts, near Chippen

ham. Ronwdant, Suſſex, W. of Eaſt Grin

ſted Rowdel, Suſſex, near Waſhington.

Rowdham, Norfolk, NF. of Thetford.

Row, Eaſt, Yorkſ. near Whitby. Rowel,

or Roell, Glouceſ, a hamlet to Hawling.

Rawdſley, Derbyſ, in the High Peak, E.

of Bakewell. Rowington, Warwickſ. SW.

of Wroxhall Park. Rowland, Derbyſ. in

the High Peak, SE. of Tiddeſwell. Row

land-Caſtle, Hants. Rowley, Durham,

W. of Lancheſter. Rojvley, Staffordſ. N.

of Hales-Owen. Rowley, Yorkſ. SW. of

Beverley. Rowley-Green, Herts, between

Elſtree and Barnet. Rowley-Park, Staf

fordſhire, S. of Paget’s Bromley. Rowle

Regis, Staffordſhire, near Dudley-Caſtle.

Rowifton, near Hereford. Rowlflon, Nw.

of Hallaton. Rowlſion, Yorkſ. in Hol

derneſs. Rowlright, Great and Little,

Oxfordſhire, N. and NW. of Chipping

Norton. Rownal, Staffordſ. S. of Cheadle.

Rownd Alne, Warwickſ. NE. of Alceſter.

Rowner, Hants, between Titchfield and

Goſport. Rowney, Somerſ, near Taunton.

Rowſham, Bucks, NE. of Ayleſbury.

Rowſham, Dorſetſ. E. of Beminſter. Row

fºam, Oxfordſ, on the Cherwell, by Stee

ple-Aſton. Rowſion, SE. of Lincoln.

Roºfton, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs. Rowth,

Yorkſ. in the N. bailiwick of Holderneſs.

Rowthorp, Derbyſ. NW. of Mansfield.

Rowton, near Cheſter. Rowton, Shropſ. S.

of Shefnal. Rowton, Shropſ. NE. of Bridge

north. Rowton Caffle, SW. of Shrewſ.

bury, near the Severn. Rowtore, Cornw.

SW. of Camelford, Row Urcot, Glouc.

near Alveſton. Roxall, Iſle of Wight, in

E. Medina. Roxall, NW. of Warwick.

RoxE U RoHSHIRE, a county of Scot

land, ſometimes called Teviotdale, and con

taining the diſtriºts of Teviotdale, Liddeſ

dale, Euſdale, and Eſkdale. It is bounded

on the N. by Berwickſhire, on the E. ard

S. by the Engliſh counties of Northum

berland and Cumberland, and on the W.

by the ſhires of Dumfries and Selkirk.

From N. to S. it extends near 30 miles,

and about 18 from E. to W. The prin

cipal rivers are the Tweed, Teviot, and

Liddel: the principal mountains are thoſe

called the Cocklaw, whence a range of

high hills runs weſtward, dividing Scot

land from England, in many places impaſ

ſable. The face of the country exhibits a

rough, irregular appearance of moſſes, hills,

and mountains, interſperſed with narrow

valleys, well watered, and fertile in corn

and oats. The hills feed great numbers

of ſheep and cattle. On it’s borders were

the Battle, Battable, or Debateable Lands,

claimed by the borderers of both nations.

The principal towns are Jedburgh, Kelſo,

Hawick, Melroſs, and Roxburgh.

Roxby, Lincolnſhire, E. of Burton-on

Trent. Roxby, Yorkſhire, near Pickering.

RoxcesTER. See WRoxETER.

RoxENT, or Roca, CAPE, called by

the Engliſh ſeamen the Rock of Lisbox,

a mountainous promontory in Portugal, at

the entrance of the river Tajo, 22 miles W.

of Liſbon. Lat. 38. 35. N. lon. 9-35. W.

Roxey, Middleſex, near Harrow. Raz

ford, near Hertford. Roxham, Lincoln

ſhire, near Sleaford. Roxton, E. of Bed

ford. Roxwell, Eſſex, near Writtle.

Royal-Oak, in Carlow, Leinſter. -

Royalton, Cornw. near Columb-Parva.

Roy AN, a town in the department of

Lower Charente, formerly very large, but

now almoſt in ruins. It is ſeated at the

mouth of the river Garcune, 18 miles SW.

of Saintes.

Roycroſs, Cumberland, on Stainmore.

Roydon, Eſſex, SW. of Harlow, on the

river Stort. Roydon, Eſſex, near Harwich:

Roydon, Eſſex, between Radwinter and

Siſted. Roydon, Norfolk, near Dis.

Roydon, Norfolk, in the Marſh Land.

Roydon, Suffolk, near Southwold. Rºy

don, Suffolk, SE. of Hadley. Raj.ica

Hall, Kent, S. of Malling.

Roy Es, a town in the dept. of Somme;

where ſome mineral waters were diſcovered

a few years ago. It is 24 miles S.E. of

Amiens, and 6o N. by E. of Paris.

Royes-Hall, Eſſex, N. of Halſted.

* Royston, a conſiderable town of

Hertfordſhire, part of which is ſituated in

Cambridgeſhire. In a cavern under the

market-place is an ancient ſubterranean

chapel, diſcovered a few years ago, and

fuppoſed to be of Saxon conſtruštion.

It's entrance was at the top. Royſton

has given it's name to a ſpecies of crow,

called the Hooded or Grey Crow; a

bird of paſſage, with ſome white on th:
- - bitat
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breaſt and wings, that appears in this

neighbourhood, and on the whole eaſtern

coaſt. It is 22 miles S. by E. of Hunt

ingdon, and 37 N. of London. A confi

derable market for barley, malt, &c. on

Wedneſday. Fairs on Aſh-Wedneſday,

the Wedneſday in Whitſun week, the firſt

Wedneſday in July, and Wedneſday after

September 29th.

Royſion, Yorkſhire, NE. of Barneſley.

Royton, Kent, near Lenham. Royton,

Lancaſhire, on the Irk, SE. of Rochdale.

Ruaban, Denbighſhire, in North Wales.

Ruan, Cornwall, SW. of Great Columb.

Ruan, Great and Little, Cornwall, near the

Lizard-Point. Ruan Lanithorn, Corn

wall, 3 miles from Tregony. Ruardine,

Glouceſterſhire, in the Foreſt of Dean.

RUATAN, an iſland, with a good har

bour, in the Bay of Honduras.

Rubie R.A., a town of Modena.

Rucking, Kent, 5 miles N.W. of New

Rumney. Ruckland, Lincolnſhire, NE.

of Horncaſtle. Rudy, Yorkſhire, SW. of

Stokeſley. Ruddington, S. of Nottingham,

half a mile W. of Flawford. Ruddle,

Glouceſterſhire, in Newnham pariſh.

RUDEN, a ſmall iſland near the coaſt of

Pomerania.

RudEstet, a town of Erfurt, Upper

Saxony.

RU dish Ei M., a town of Mentz.

Rudſen, Warwickſ. W. of Coventry.

Rudford, 4 miles N.W. of Glouceſter.

Rudgway, Cornwall, SE. of St. Ives.

Rudgwick, Suſſex, W. of Horſham. Rud

Ball, Herefordſhire, near Roſs. Rudham,

Æ. and W. Norfolk, near Houghton-Hall.

Fudbeath, Cheſhire, near Northwich. Ru

diard, Staffordſhire, N.W. of Leek.

Rudkio BiNG, a ſea-port on the W.

coaſt of the Iſland of Langeland, Denmark.

Rudlam, Flintſhire, in N. Wales. Rud

dam, Yorkſ. NE. of Helmſley. Rudland,

or Ridland, a river in Northumberland.

RU dolfwerd, a town of Carniola.

Rudow, a town of Samland, Pruſſia.

In the neighbourhood many ancient mo

numents of Pagan idolatry are ſtill to be

ſeen. This place is alſo remarkable for a

vićtory gained by the knights of the Teu

tonic order, in 1370, over Kingſtud, great

duke of Lithuania; in memory of which

a ſtone pillar was erected, in a field near

Tranſau, which is ſtill remaining. It is

12 miles NNW, of Konigſberg.

Rudſon, Yorkſ. NE. of Kilham. Rue,

a river in Montgomeryſ. Ruedock, a river

and ſmall village in Merionethſhire. Rue

Hill, Kent, near Wilmington. Ruerdean,

Glouceſterſhire, 2 miles S.W. of Mitchel

JDean.

Ruff Ach, a town in the dept. of Up

per Rhine, 7 miles S. of Colmar.

Ruffec, a town in the dept. of Cha

rente, 24 miles N. of Angouleme.

Ruffins-Hall, Kent, near Aldington.

Rufford, Nottinghamſ. NE. of Mansfield.

Rufford, York. between Wetherby and

York; where formerly was an abbey, but

late the ſeat of Sir George Saville. Ruf

Jord-Chapel, Lancaſhire, between Marton

Mere and the river Dowles. Rugantyn,

Shropſhire, S.W. of Biſhop's Caſtle.

* RUGBY, a large town of Warwick

ſhire, with a noted freeſchool. It is 1s

miles SE. of Coventry, and 85 NNW. of

London. By the late inland navigation it

communicates with the rivers Det, Mer

ſey, Trent, Ouſe, Severn, Thames, and all

the various ramifications of the Grand

Canal. Market on Saturday.

RugEley, a town of Staffordſhire. It . .

is ſeated on the river Trent, near a navi

gable canal, 6 miles N.W. of Lichfield,

and 126 NW. of London. Market on

Tueſday.

RUGEN, an iſland on the coaſt of Pome

rania, oppoſite Stralſund, about 23 miles

in length, and 15 in breadth. It abounds

in corn and cattle, contains 27 pariſhes,

and is ſubjećt to Sweden. The chief

town is Bergen, in lat. 54.23. N. lon. 13.

4o. E.

RUGEN walp, a town of Hinder Po

merania, the chief plate of the duchy of

Wenden. It is ſeated on the river Wip

per, 8 miles from the Baltic, and 35 NNE.

of Colberg. -

Ruggeley, Northumberland, near Aln

wick. Ruggeway, or Ridgeway, Glouceſ

terſhire, in Mangotsfield.

Ruggſborough, in Cork, Munſter.

Ruiſhton, Somerſetſhire. Ruiton, Hants,

Rulehall, and Rulehall, Upper and Lower,

Staff, near Gnoſtall. Rumbaldkirk, Yorkſ.

on the Tees, N.W. of Barnard-Caſtle,

near a moor or common of the ſame name.

RUMELIA, the name given by the

Turks to their Romanias, and ſometimes

to all their European dominions.

*RUMFord, a great thoroughfare town

in Eſſex. It is a hamlet to the pariſh of

Hornchurch, and is 17 miles WSW. of

Chelmsford, and 12. ENE. of London.

Markets on Monday and Tueſday for hogs

and calves, and Wedneſday for corn.

Rumforth, Dorſetſ. SE. of Cranborn.

RUMILLY, a town in the department of

Mont Blanc, 7 miles WSW. of Annecy. "

RUM PNEY, or Rhy NeY. See REM-.

nEY. -

* RUM's EY, a town in Hampſhire, with

a manufaātory of ſhalloons; and near the
town

-
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town are ſeveral paper and corn-mills.

King Edward and his ſon Alfred were bu

ried in the old church here. It is 8 miles

NNW. of Southampton, and 74 W. by S.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Rumwell, Eſſex, N.W. of Rayleigh.

Rumwood, Nottingh. in Sherwood. Foreſt.

Run&on, E. and W. Yorkſ. S. of Yarum.

Runfold, Surry, NE. of Farnham. Rung

ton, North, Norfolk, N. of Sechy. Rung

ton, South, Norfolk, N. of Downham.

Runball, Norfolk, NE. of Hingham. Run

Bam, Norfolk, N.W. of Yarmouth. Run

ington, Northumberland, SW. of Dunſta

burgh-Caſtle. Runkhorn, Cheſhire, near

the mouth of the Merſey.

RUNNYME AD, a celebrated mead, near

Egham, in Surry, where King John,

affrighted by the great army of the barons

who met him here, was compelled to fign

Magna Charta and Charia de Foreſla. It

is now divided into ſeveral incloſures. See

h"rayſbury.

Runſwick, Yorkſhire, a fiſhing town, 5

miles NW. of Whitby. Runthwate,

Weſtmorland, NW. of Howgil. Runton,

Norfolk, near Cromer. Runton, Somerſ.

W. of Wellington. Runton, E. and W.

near Durham. Runton, North, Norfolk,

near Lynn. Runwell, Somerſetſ. between

Taunton and Wellington. Runwich,

Glouceſterſ. NW. of Stroud. Runwich,

alias Dipmell, Surry, NW. of Farnham.

Rupel, a river of Brabant, formed by

the union of the Senne, the Demer, and the

Dyle. It runs from E. to W. and falls

into the Scheld at Rupelmonde.

RUPELMonde, a town of Flanders, in

the county of Waes, ſeated on the river

Scheid, over-againſt the mouth of the river

Rupel, 8 miles SSW. of Antwerp.

RuPERT, FoRT, an Engliſh ſettlement

on the E. ſide of the bottom of Hudſon’s-

Bay. Lat. 51. 3. N. lon. 78.55. W.

RUPPIN, or RAPIN, a town and duchy

of the Middle Marche, Brandenburg. It

is divided into the Old and the New, The

told was nothing but an ancient caſtle, well

furniſhed; the late king of Pruſſia, before

his father's death, reſiding there. New

Rupin is feated on a lake, and become a

conſiderable place of trade, with a manu

factory of cloth. It is alſo noted for

brewers, and is 30 miles NNW. of Berlin.

RUREMo N DE, or RoeRMonDE, a town

of Upper Guelderland, ſeated near the con

fluence of the rivers Maeſe and Roer, 12

miles S. of Venloe. It was taken by the

allies under the Duke of Marlborough, in

17oz, and given up by the Dutch to the

emperor, in 1716.

Rºſale, Norfolk, N.W. of Harleſton,

Ruſcomb, Ruſcomb Norbury, and Ruſtomb

Southbury, Berkſhire, near Billingbear, and

SE. of Sunning. Ruſeland, Lancaſhire,

near the river Foſſe, and Fourmeſs-Fells.

Rush, a pretty large fiſhing-town, in

Dublin, Leinſter, 13 miles from the me

tropolis. The ling, cured here, is export

ed in great quantities to foreign parts, and

has long been celebrated for it's ſuperior

flavour.

Ruſhall, Staffordſhire, N. of Walſal.

Ruſhal, Wilts, 4 miles from Netherhaven.

Ruſham, Norfolk, N. of Caſtle. Acre.

Ruſhbrook, Suffolk, SE. of Bury. Rºſh

bury, Shropſhire, near Bridgenorth. Raft

carack, Cornwall, E. of Padſtow-Haven.

Ruſhcrow, or Roſtrow, Cornwall, NW. of

Penryn. Ruſhden, Hertfordſhire, N.W. of

Buntingford. Ruſhden, Northamptonſhire,

a mile fiom High-Ferrers.

Ruſheen, in Kerry, Munſter.

Ruſhford, or Ruſhworth, Norfolk, SW.

of Eaſt. Harling. Ruſhforth, or Ruſhworth,

Yorkſhire, N.W. of Bradford.

Rushi N, a town in the Iſle of Msm,

called alſo Caſtletown, and anciently Sudor.

Ruſhmere, Suffolk, NE. of Ipſwich.

Ruſhmere, Suff. SE. of Beccles. Ruſhock,

Worceſ. SE. of Kidderminſter. Ruſhpark,

Yorkſhire, W. Riding, NE. of Sherborn.

Ruſhpit. Wood, Rutlandſ. E. of the Vale of

Catmoſs. Ruſhton, Cheſhire, near Tur

perley. Ruſhton, Cheſhire, NE. of Congle

ton. Ruſhton, Dorſetſ, near Holmbridge,

a hamlet to Worgret, near Warehan.

Ruſhton, Dorſetſ. E. of Blandford. Riº

ton, Lancaſ. NE. of Blackburn. Raſtion,

Northamp. by Pipwell. Ruſhton, james

and Spencer, Staffordſ. NW. of Marbrook,

Ruſhworth, Yorkſhire, SW. of Whitby.

Ruſkins, Buckinghamſhire, by Colebrook.

Ruſly Bridge, in Leitrim, Connaught.

Rºſper, Suſſex, near Darking and Hor

ſham. Ruſſel, Ruffnal, or Rufifal, Wilt

ſhire, near Uphaven. Ruſſel-Farm, Hert

fordſhire, near Watford.

Ruſſelwood, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Rufthal', Kent, near Tunbridge Wells.

Russi A, a large empire, partly in Aſia,

and partly in Europe, .. on the N.

by the Frozen Ocean; on the S. by Great

Tartary, the Caſpian Sea, and Peifia; on

the E. by the N. Pacific Ocean ; and on

the W. by Sweden, Poland. and Lapland,

There were three countrits that had the

name of Ruſſia; namely, Red Ruſſia;

White Ruſſia, which comprehends Lithu

ania; and Black Ruſſia, which compre

hends the governments of Kaluga, Moſ

cow, Tula, Rezan, Volodimir, and Yaru

flaf ; and hence his imperial majeſty takes

the title of emperor of all the Ruſſias,

Tais
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This empire, excluſive of the late acqui

fitions from the Turks and from Poland,

may be likened to a ſquare, whoſe ſides are

zooo miles each. The ſeas of Ruſſia are,

the Baltic, the White Sea, the Frozen

Ocean, the Black Sea, and the Caſpian

Sea. There are alſo five large rivers,

namely, the Dnieper, Volga, Don, Duna

or Dwina, and Oby. A country of ſuch

vaſt extent muſt lie in different climates,

and the ſoil muſt be as different. The

moſt fertile part is near the frontiers of

Poland; inſomuch that the inhabitants are

able to ſupply their neighbours with corn

the N. part is not only more cold, but very

marſhy, and over-run with foreſts, inha

bited chiefly by wild beaſts. Beſide do

meſtic animals, there are wild beeves, rein

deer, martens, white and black foxes, wea

ſels, ermins, and ſables, whoſe ſkins make

the beſt furs in the world. They had very

few vines before Peter the Great cauſed

them to be planted in different places. In

Ruſſia are large quantities of cotton and

filk, with which they make the various

ſorts of ſtuffs; ſkins, furs, Ruſſia leather,

talc, tallow, hemp, Ruſſia cloth, honey,

wax, and almoſt all the merchandiſes of

China, India, Perſia, Turkey, and ſome

European countries. This vaſt empire

has been divided by the late empreſs into

42 governments; namely, Peterſburgh,

Olonetz, Wiburgh, Revel, Riga, Pſkof,

Novogorod, Tver, Smolenſko, Polotſk,

Mohilef, Orel, Kaluga, Moſcow, Tula,

Rezan, Volodimir, Yaroſlaf, Vologda,

Archangel, Koſtroma, Niſhnei Novogo

rod, Kaſan, Simbirſk, Penza, Tamboſ,

Voronetz, Kurſk, Novogorod-Severſkoi,

Tchernigof, Kiof, Kharkof, Catharinen

ſlaf, Caucaſus, Saratof, Ufa, Viatka,

Perm, Tobolſk, Kolyvan, Irkutzk, and

the country of the Coſſacks. The in

habitants, in general, are robuſt, great

eaters, and fond of brandy. They uſe

bathing, but ſmoke no tobacco, leſt the

ſmoke ſhould diſhonour the inages of the

ſaints, which they have in great vene

ration; however, they take a great deal

of ſnuff, made of the tobacco brought

from the Ukraine. They were formerly

accounted the rudeſt, and moſt ignorant

people in the world, and many of them

are now little better. Formerly no Ruſ

fians were ſeen in other countries, and

they ſeldom or never ſent ambaſſadors to

foreign courts; but now they are more

polite, and ſtudy the intereſts of different

nations. They had no ſhips of war, or

merchandiſe, before the reign of Peter I.

but in the preſent reign, powerful Ruſſian

ſquadrons, have appeared, not only in the

Baltic, but in the Black Sea, and in the

Mediterranean. They have images in

their churches; and the prieſts give a

paſſport to thoſe that are dying, addreſſed

to St. Nicholas, who is deſired to entreat

St. Peter to open the gates of heaven, as

they have certified that the bearer is a

good Chriſtian. The church is governed

by a patriarch, under whom are the arch

biſhops and biſhops. Every prieſt is

called a papa, or pope, and of theſe there

were 4ooo in Moſcow only. Formerly he

was thought a learned man who could

read and write; but Peter undertook to

introduce arts and ſciences, and, in 1724,

the firſt univerſity was founded that ever

was in Ruſſia; and there is alſo an aca

demy of ſciences' at Peterſburgh, ſupplied

with eminent profeſſors. With reſpect to

dreſs, a long beard is in high eſtimation

with the people of Ruſſia, notwithſtanding

the efforts of their monarchs to root it

out; and it is only thoſe depending upon

government, in the army and navy, who

have yet complied with the cuſtom and

the wiſh of the court. Thoſe who retain

their beards, retain likewiſe the ancient

dreſs; the long ſwadling coat, either of

ſkins, or of coarſe cloth lined with ſkins,

in winter, and in ſummer, of cloth only.

About their middle they have a ſaſh of

any colour; but what they moſt affe&t, is

green or yellow. They wear trowſers

inſtead of breeches and ſtockings; their

limbs are, beſides, wrapped in many folds

of woollen ſtuffs to keep them warm, and

above all they wear boots. Their ſhirts

are faſhioned as women's, and their necks

expoſed to the cold, have become very

hard and impenetrable, from this practice.

Government continue to exert every nerve

to compel the ſubjećts to adopt the Ger

man dreſs. The clergy alone excepted,

none can procure any place, any favour

from court, upon other condition than ba

niſhing the Aſiatic ſheep-ſkin robes. The

dreſs of the women is the reverſe of the

men, both in faſhion and colour; every

part of it being as ſhort and tight as de

cency will allow, and very gaudy. It is

exactly the ſame with that of the Highland

women in Scotland; both have the ſhort

jacket, the ſtriped petticoat, and the tar

tan plaid; and both too, in general, have

a napkin rolled about their head. The

Ruſſian women are, however, far more

rich in their attire; nor is gold lace want

ing, any more than the art of painting, to

complete the Ruſſian belle. The young

generation are modernizing theſe antique

veſtments; the ſtiff embroidered napkin is

ſupplanted by one of flowing ſilk; the

jacket
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jacket and petticoat are of muſlin, or other

fine ſtuffs; and the plaid is exchanged for

, a ſilk or fatin cloak, in the cold ſeaſon,

lined with fur. The richer claſs of fe

males wear velvet boots. The dreſs of

the higher ranks is after the French and

Engiith faſhion; and all muſt have a co

vering of fur fix months of the year.

Thus equipped, the prince and the pea

ſant are hurled in their chaiſes and ſledges

through the dreary Scythian winter. The

ſovereigns of Ruſſia are abſolute. They

were formerly called Grand Dukes, which

is ſtill the title of the heir apparent.

They afterward aſſumed the title of czar,

and, in the ſequel, that of emperor. The

natives pronounce the word czar, like

tzar, or zaar, and this, probably by cor

ruption, from Caeſar, emperor; from ſome

fancied relation to the Roman emperors;

on account of which they alſo bear the

eagle as a ſymbol of their empire. The

firſt who bore the title of czar, was Baſil,

ſon of Baſilides, who freed his country

from it’s ſubjećtion to the Tartars, about

the year 147.o.

Russi A, RED, or Little.

Russi A.

Ruffington, Suſſex, near Brighthelmſtone.

Ruffon, Norfolk, W. of Weſt Dereham.

Ruffon, Yorkſhire, by Pickering-Foreſt.

Raſion, Eaſt, Norfolk, between Walpole

and the ſea. Ruffon, Parva, Yorkſhire,

near Kiiham. Rutcheſter, Northumber

land, NW. of Chollerton, the Windobala of

the Romans. Severus' wall runs on the

middle of the E. rampart, and Adrian's

valſum paſſes the diſtance of a chain to the

S. of it. This fort has been very conſi

derable, and the ruins are remarkable.

* Ruthin, a town of Denbighſhire,

ſeated on the river Cluyd. It is well in

habited, has a large hoſpital, a free-ſchool,

and the beſt market in the vale. It is 15

miles S.W. of Holywell, and 206 NW. of

London. Market on Monday.

RuticLia No, a town of Bari, Naples.

Rutland, in Queen's County, Leinſter.

Rutland, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Rutlandshire, the ſmalleſt county

of England, 15 miles in length, and 11 in

breadth. It is ſuppoſed to have received

it's name from the red colour of the ſoil,

which, in ſome parts, is a ſort of ruddle,

ſtaining the fleeces of the ſheep. It is

bounded on the W. by Leiceſterſhire; on

the N. by Lincolnſhire, and part of Lei

celterſhire; and on the E. and SE. by

Lincolnſhire and Northamptonſhire. It

contains 53 pariſhes, and two market

towns. The air is very good, and the

toil rich, producing excellent corn, and

See RED

and 21 S. of London.

feeding a great number of cattle and ſheep.

The principal rivers are the Welland and

the Guaſh, or Waſh. Oakham, in the fer

tile vale of Catmoſe, is the county town.

RuttuN pour, a city and territory of

Hindooſtan, in Oriſſa, the capital of one

of the Weſtern Mahratta chiefs. Lat. 22.

16. N. lon. 82. 36. E.

Ruvo, a town of Bari, Naples.

Ryader, a river in Denbighſhire, and

Montgomeryſhire. Ryal, or Ryeball, Rut

landſhire, NW. of Stamford. Rydal,

Yorkſhire, a fine fruitful vale, ſo called

from the river Rye paſſing through it,

with above zo churches, between Hoving

ham, Helmſley, and Kirby-Moreſide.

RYAN, Loch, a lake of Scotland, at

the NW. angle of Wigtonſhire. The

ſea flows into it through a narrow paſs;

and it was formerly crowded, in the ſea.

ſon, with ſhoals of herrings, that have for

the preſent deſerted it.

RYDAL-WATER, a lake of Weſtmor

land, a little to the W. of Ambleſide. It

is about one mile in length, ſpotted with

little iſlands, and communicates by a nar

row channel, with Graſmere-Water to the

W. and by the river Rothay, with Win

dermere-Water to the S.

*RYE, a populous town in Suſſex, an

appendage to the Cinque Port of Haſtings.

It's port has been long ſo choked up with.

ſand, that it could only admit ſmall veſſels.

This inconvenience was remedied by an

aćt of parliament, in 1761, and the har

bour reſtored, by letting the ſea and tides

through a canal up to Winchelſea Wall,

ſo that veſſels of 300 tons burden may

now ride here with ſafety and eaſe. It

exports corn, malt, hops, timber, and

worl; and it's fiſhermen ſend confiderable

ſupplies of ſoles, plaice, &c. to the Lon

don markets. It is 34 miles SE, by S. of

Tunbridge, and 63 SE. by S. of London.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Rye, or Ree, Herts, near Hodſdon.

*RYE GATE, a town in Surry, ſeated in

the Vale of Holmeſdale. It had formerly

a caſtle, called Holm-Caſtle, built in the

time of the Saxons, ſome ruins of which

are ſtill to be ſeen; particularly a long

vault, with a room at the end, large enough

to hold 5bo perſons, where (according to

tradition) the barons, who took up arms

againſt King John, held their private

meetings. It is 16 miles E. of Guilford,

Market on Tueſ

day, and a monthly one on Wedneſday.

Ryeland, Glouceſ. in Dimmock pariſh,

Ryelth, Shropſhire, W. of Biſhop's Caſtle.

Ryerſh, Kent, by the Medway, a mile N.

of Wcſi Malling. Ryfield, Middl. E. of

- Uxbridge.
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Uxbridge. Ryfield. Lodge, Hartts, in the

New Foreſt. Ryghton, Yorkſ. in Holder

neſs, SE. of Hunanby. Ryghton, Yorkſ.

N. of New Malton. Ryle, Dorſetſhire, a

harnlet to Whitchurch. Ryle, Yorkſ. in

Holderneſs, SE. of Headon. Ryle, Great

and Little, Northumberl. near Alnham.

Ryme Intrinſica, Dorſetſhire, half a mile

W. of Yateminſter. Ryſe, Eſſex, part of

the manor of Hatfield Regis. Ryſe,

ſhire, SW, of Hornſey.

RYswick, a large village in Holland,

between the Hague and Delft, where the

Prince of Orange had a palace. It is re

markable for a treaty concluded here in

1697, between the allies, conſiſting of

Great Britain, Germany, Spain, and Hol

land, and France.

Ryther, Yorkſhire, E. Riding, near Ca

wood. Ryton, Durham, near Newcaſtle.

Ryton, Nottinghamſhire, in the manor of

Mansfield. Ryton, Shropſhire, Sw. of

Tongcaſtle. Ryton, Great and Little,

Shropſhire, W. of Aston-Burmel. Caſtle.

Ryton of the Eleven To, Shropſhire, ſo

called from 11 pariſh churches in it’s

view, ſtands between Shrewſbury and

Oſweſtry. º
t - - -

Rzeczica, a town of Lithuania, ca

pital of a territory of the ſame name.

Rzev A, a town and territory of the

Ruſſian empire, ſeated on the Volga, near
it's ſource.

Rze v A THE DESERT, a town of the

Ruſſian empire, in the territory of Rzeva.

S A B

AABA, a town and diſtrićt of Negro

land, W. of Tombuštoo, on the ri

wer Senegal.

SAADA, a town of Yemen, Arabia,

where they make Turkey leather. It is

the reſidence of a ſheick, and is 4oo miles

SSF. of Mecca. -

SAAM1, a town of Negroland, 12 miles

from the mouth of the river Saami, where

it diſcharges itſelf into the Gambia.

SAAtz, a town and circle of Bohe

mia.

SABA, an iſland of the Weſt Indies,

about 12 miles in circumference, pleaſant

and fertile, inhabited by a few Dutch fa

milies from the Iſland of St. Euſtatia.

The acceſs to it is by a road cut out of

the rock, which one man only can mount

at a time; and this road is plentifully

ſtored with magazines of ſtones, with

which arms alone the inhabitants repulſed

the French buccaneers, in 1688. This

iſland was taken by the Engliſh in 1781.

The inhabitants raiſe ſome indigo and cot

ton, but their chief manufacture is ſhoes.

It lies a little to the W. of St. Chriſto

pher's. Lat. 17.39. N. lon. 63. 12. W.

Sabbington, Bucks, W. of Tame. -

SABe A, a town of Yemen, Arabia.

SABIA, a country of Africa, near the

Indian Sea of Sofala. -

SABINA, a province in the Pope's Ter

ritory, bounded on the N. by Umbria, on

the E. by Abruzzo Ultra, on the S. by

the Campagni di Roma, and on the W.

by the Patrimonio. It is about 30 miles

in length, and from 15 to 22 in breadth,

watered by ſeveral ſmall rivers, and

S A C

abounding in oil and wine. Magliano is

the capital.

SABIoncello, a town and peninſula

of Raguſa, in Dalmatia.

SABIo NNETTA, a town and principa

lity on the confines of Mantua and Cre

mona.

SABLE, a town in the dept. of Sarte.

In the neighbourhood are ſome quarries of

black marble. Sable is ſeated on the ri

ver Sarte, 2.5 miles NE. of Angers, and

135 SW. of Paris.

SABLE, CApe, the moſt ſoutherly point

of Nova Scotia, in North America. Lat.

43. 24. N. lon. 65. 34. W.

SABLEs, D'OlonNE, a town in the dept.

of Vendee, with a port capable of contain

ing veſſels of 15c tons. It is 21 miles

W. of Luçon.

SABLEs.TAN, a province of Perſia, on

the frontiers of Hindooſtan; bounded on

the N. and W. by Choraſan, on the E. by

Candahar, and on the S. by Segeſtan. It

is a mountainous country, and well wa

tered. Boſt is the capital.

Sabrett, Eſſex, near Great Baddow.

Sabridgeworth, or Sawbridgeworth, Hert

fordſhire, S. of Biſhop's Stortford.

SAcA1, a confiderable ſea-port in Ni

phon, Japan, with ſeveral handſome tem

ples and palaces, as well without as with

in the city. It is 70 miles SW. of Meaco.

Saccam', or Sawcomb, Hertfordſhire,

NW. of Wadeſmill.

SAcIle, a town of Italy, in the Trevi

ſan, called the garden of Venice.

Sacy, or Sawſey Foreſt, 4 miles S. of

Northampton, about a mile and a half".
all
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and a mile over. Sadbergh, Durham, on a

rivulet that runs into the Tees near Stock

ton. Saddington, Leiceſ. NW. of Har

borough. Sa..'dle Back, Cumberl. a moun

tain on the E. ſide of lorton Vale. Sad

ale-Tor, Devonſhire, near the hills, be

tween Chegford and Aſhburton. Saddle

•worth, Yorkſhire, on the borders of Lan

caſhire and Cheſhire. Saffron Garden,

Eſſex, by Horndon.

SAffi, or Askr, a trading town of

Abda, Morocco, formerly the centre of

-the European commerce, but Mogadore is

now the principal port. It is 16 miles S.

of Cape Cantin.

SAGADAhoc, a diſtričt of New Eng

land, in the province of Main, ſuppoſed to

extend from the river St. Croix, eaſtward,

to that of Quenebec, weſtward; and to

have the river St. Lawrence for it’s north

ern, and the Atlantic for it's ſouthern,

boundary.

SAGADA hoc, a river which runs into

the Kennebec, in the country of Main,

about 1o miles from it’s mouth.

SAGAN, a town and principality of Si

leſia, ſubjećt to the Prince of Lobkowitz.

Sages, Glouceſterſhire, in Slimbridge

pariſh. - -

SAGREs, a ſea-port of Algarve.

SAHAGUN, a town of Leon, with a rich

abbey, ſeated on the river Sea, 25 miles

SE. of Leon. -

Sahan, Norfolk, NW. of Watton.

. SAID, the ſouthern diviſion of Egypt,

anciently called Thebais.

St. Canice, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

. SAINTEs, the name of three ſmall iſlands

in the W. Indies, between Guadaloupe

and Dominica. Lat. 15.57. N. lon. 61.

52. W.

SAINTEs, a town in the dept. of Lower

Charente; before the revolution the capi

tal of Saintonge, and the ſee of a biſhop.

Here are ſeveral monuments of antiquity,

of which the moſt famous are the amphi

theatre, the aquedućts, and the triumphal

arch on the bridge over the Charente. It

is feated on an eminence, 26 miles S.E. of

Rochfort, and 262 SSW. of Paris.

Saintfield, in Down, Ulſter; the linen

manufacture is carried on here. St. john's,

in Roſcommon, Connaught. St. john's

Town, in Longford, Leinſter. St. Ken

mis, in Kilkenny, Leinſter. St. Mullins,

in Carlow, Leinſter. -

SAINToNGE, a ci-devant province of

France, S. of Poitou

miles in length, and 36 in breadth. The

river Charente runs through the middle of

it, and renders it one of the moſt fertile

tracts in France; and they make the beſt

and Aunis, about 7o

ſalt here in Europe. It now forms the

department of Lower Charente.

Sal, an iſland of Africa, one of the

Cape de Verds, to the E. of St. Nicolas.

It is about 40 miles in circumference, and

has it's name from the great quantity of

ſalt made here from the ſea-water, which

overflows part of it from time to time.

Notwithſtanding it's apparent barrenneſs,

bearing no trees nor verdure, it produces

incredible flocks of goats, ſome affes, a

few ſmall horſes, and a great variety of

ſea fowls. A prodigious number of tor
toiſes lay their eggs here, yet the iſland is

deſolate and deſert. It is 300 miles W.

of the coaſt of Africa. Lat. 16. 39. N.

lon. 21. 59. W.

SALA, or SALBERG, a town of Weſt

manland, 28 miles W. of Upſal. .

SALAM Anca, an ancient, large, hand

ſome, rich, and populous city of Spain, in

Leon, with a famous univerſity, confifting

of 24 handſome colleges. The ſtructure,

called the Schools,” where all ſorts of

ſciences are taught, is very large and curi

ous, and is built of freeſtone. The uni

verſity has 61 profeſſorſhips, without rec

koning the anatomical theatre, and the

college of the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin

languages. It has a large public ſquare,

and fine fountains, yet the ſtreets are nar

row and dirty. There were formerly 7cco

ſtudents, ſent from all parts of Europe;

and there are now upward of 4ooo. The

ſcholars are all clothed like prieſts, having

their heads ſhaved, and caps thereon.

The cathedral is one of the handſomeft in

Spain, and has a fine ſteeple. There are

alſo 25 pariſh churches, 39 convents, 6

hoſpitals, and about 7coo houſes. It is

feated partly in a plain, and partly on three

hills, and is ſurrounded by a wall. It is

accounted one of the fineſt cities in the

kingdom. The river Tormes, which

waſhes it's walls, has a bridge overit of

25 arches, and 300 paces long, built by

the Romans; and without the wails is a

fine Roman cauſeway. It is 37 miles SE.

of Miranda, and 88 NW. of Madrid.

Lat. 4.1. 8. N. lon. 5. 16. W.

SALAMANcA, a town in Yucatan,

Mexico, 150 miles S. of Merida.

SALANche, a town in the dept. of

Mont Blanc, in the Upper Faucigay, on

a brook which falls. into the Arve, 25

miles E. of Annecy.

SALANKEMEN, a town of Sclavonia.

Sabridge, or Sawbridge, Warw. SW.

of Willoughby. Salcomb, Devonſ. near

the Channel, between Branſcomb and Sid

mouth. Salcomb-Haven, Devonſhire, SW.

of Dartmouth. Salcot, Perley and iſiº

- borºugh,
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$orough, Eſſex, near Toleſhunt and Weſt

Merſey.

SALDANHA BAY, a bay of the Atlan

tic, on the S. coaſt of Africa, NW. of the

Cape of Good Hope. Lat. 33.9. S. lon.

x7. 6o. E.

£ale, Cheſhire, NE. of Altringham.

Saleby, Lincolnſhire, N. of Alford. Sale

Burff, Suſſex, W. of Ewhurſt.

SALEM, a ſea-port of N. America, in

the ſtate of Maſſachuſets, and ca: ital, of

the county of Eſſex. It is the oldeſt town

- in the ſtate, except Plymouth, which was

ſettled 8 years before, in 1620. It is

fainous for building ſhips and fiſhing

ketches, and carries on a large foreign

trade. It is 15 miles NE. of Boſton.

SALERNo, a town of Naples, capital sf

the Principato Citra, with a harbour, and

an univerſity, much celebrated formerly

for medicine. It is ſeated at the bottom

of a bay of the ſame name, 27 miles ESE.

ofN.

SALERs, a town in the dept. of the

Cantal, 27 miles W. of St. Flour.

Salers-Hope, Heref. N. of Roſs. Saleſ:

bury, Herts, NE. of Shenley. Saleſbury,

Lancaſ. N. of Blackborn. Salford, Bed

fordſhire, N. of Aſpley. Guiſe. Salford,

Lancaſ. near Mancheſter. Salford, Ox

fordſ. NW. of Chipping-Norton. Sal

jord, Somerſetſhire, on the Avon, between

Bath and Briſtol. Salford. Abbot's, or

Little, Warwickſhire, SW. of Bitford.

SAHLBERG. See SALA.

Salies, a town in the dept. of Upper

Garonne, 15 miles S.W. of Rieux.

SaliNAs, a town of Guipuſcoa.

... SALIN1, one of the Lipari Iſlands, in

the Mediterranean, fertile in wine and fruits.

It lies N.W. of the Iſland of Lipari.

SALINs, a conſiderable town in the

slept. of Jura, remarkable for quarries of

jaſper and it's ſalt works, the largeſt of

which is in the middle of the town. It

is zo miles SSW. of Beſançon, and zoo

SE. of Paris.

*Salisbury, or NEw SARUM, al.ſg

and ancient city of Wilts, of which it is

the capital. It is ſituated in a chalky ſoil,

is almoſt ſurrounded by the Avon and it’s

contributory rivers, and is rendered part:-

cularly clean by a ſmall running ſtream flow

ing through every ſtreet. It has a fine ca

thedral, crowned by a ſpire, the moſt re

gular and elegant Gothic ſtructure in the

kingdom, built in the form of a lanthorn.

The town-hall is a handſome building,

and ſtands in a ſpacious market-place.

Here are manufactures of flannels and lin

ſeys, parchments, hardware, bone-lace,

and cutlery. The navigation from Chriſt

church comes within 2 miles of this city.

lt is 21 miles NE. of Southampton, and

83 W. by S. of London. Lat. 51. 3. N.

lon. 1. 42. W. Markets on Tueſday

and Saturday. Fairs on January 6th,

Tueſday after Epiphany, Lady Day and

the Monday i. it, Whit Tueſday,

Thurſday after Michaelmas, O&tober 2d,

and December 29th.

Salisbu RY CRA1G, a hill on the S.

ſide of the city of Edinburgh, remarkable

for a great precipice of ſolid rock, about a

mile in length, and, in ſome parts, 1oo

feet high; which paſſes with ſome regu

larity along it's brow.

Saliſbury-Hall, Eſſex, near Waltham
ow.

SALISBURY PLAIN, in Wiltſhire, ex

tends 2.5 miles E. to Wincheſter, and 28

W. to Weymouth, and in ſome places it

is from 35 to 40 miles in breadth. There

are ſo many croſs roa's in it, and ſo few

houſes to take dire&tion from, that Tho

mas, the eighth earl of Pembroke, planted

a tree at the end of each mile ſtone from

hence to Shaftſbury, for the traveller's

guide. That part of it about the city is

a chalky down, like Eaſt Kent. The

other parts are noted for feeding numer

ous flocks of ſheep, ſome of which contain

from 3000 to 50oo each, and ſeveral far

mers hereabouts have two or three ſuch

flocks. By folding the ſheep upon the

lands, after they are turned up with the

plough, they become very fruitful, and

bear very good wheat and other grain. In

this plain, beſide the famous Stonehenge,

are traces of many Romiſh and Britiſh

camps, ſepulchres, &c. *** -

Saſkelds, Great and Little, Cumberland,

N. of Penrith, are waſhed by the Eden."

At the latter there is a circle of 77 ſtones,

each I o feet high, and one at the entrance

1 5 feet high : they are thought to have

been a Druidical work, and are called, by

the country people, Long Meg and her

Daughters. -

SALLE::s, a neat and new-bºilt town of

Kildare, Leinſter. It is feated on the

banks of the Grand Canal, 14 miles from

Dublin. . -

SALLEI, an ancient and conſiderable'

town of Benihatſºn, in the kingdom of

Fez. It was formerly one of the beſt

harbours in the country, but now, on ac

count of a bar that lies acroſs it, ſhips of

zoo tons burden are forced to unload their

guns and ballaſt before they can enter it.

There are docks to build ſhips, but they

are ſeldom uſed, for want of ſkill and ma

terials; and as the ſand continues to ac

cumulate, it is probable that, very ſoon,

Pºp - 1 * only
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only veſſels with oars will be able to enter

the river. The road can only be fre

quented from February to O&ober with a

SW. wind, the road is no longer ſafe, and

the ſhifting of the ſands of the bar renders

the paſſage extremely difficult. Here is a

battery of 24 pieces of cannon, which com

mands the road, and a redoubt which de

fends the entrance of the river. It is a

large place, divided into the Old and New

Towns, by the river Guero. It has long

been infamous for it's pirates, which make

prizes of all the Chriſtians' ſhips that come

in their way, except there is a treaty to

the contrary. It is ſeated on the river

Satta, 42 miles W. of Mequinez. Lat.

3+. o. N. lon. 6. 31. W.

Salley, Yorkſhire, in Craven. Sallows,

near Norwich.

SALM, a town and county of Germany,

circle of Upper Rhine, inſulated in France,

24 WSW. of Straſburg.

Salm, a town and county of Germany,

inſulated in Luxemburg, 38 miles N. of

the city of Luxemburg.

Salmeſton, Kent, near Margate. Sal

mondly, Lincolnſhire, NE. of Horncaſtle.

Salmon's, Kent, near Penſhurſt.

Salo, a town in the Breſciano, near

the Lake Garda.

SalobreNNA, a ſea-port of Spain, in

Grenada, with a ſtrong caſtle, in which

the Mooriſh kings formerly kept their

treaſure. It carries on a great trade in

fugar and fiſh, and is ſeated on a rock, 12

miles S.E. of Almunecar, and 36 S. of

Grenada.

Salomon's Bridge, Suſſex, NW. of Pet

worth... Salom Wood, Huntingdonſhire,

near Old Weſton.

Salon, a town in the department of the

Mouths of the Rhone, feated on the canal

of Craponne, 20 miles NW. of Aix.

SALONA, a ſea-port of the late Vene

tian Dalmatia. It was formerly a very

conſiderable place, it's ruins ſhowing that

it was 10 miles in circumference. It is 6

miles N. of Spalatro.

SALo NA, a town of Greece, in Livadia,

with a biſhop's ſee. The inhabitants are

partly Greeks and partly Turks; but the

Jews are not ſnifered to live here. It is

feated on a mountain, on the top of which

is a citadel, nearly 22 miles NW. of

Livadia. .

SAlon1chi, formerly called Thessa

LoNica, a conſiderable ſea-port of Tur

key, in Europe, and capital of Macedonia,

with an archbiſhop's ſee. It is large, po

pulous, and rich, being about 10 miles in

circumference. It is a place of great

trade, carried on principally by the Greek

Chriſtians and the Jews, the former of

which form 3o churches, and the latter as

many ſynagogues. Here is a triumphal

arch, almoſt entire, ere&ted in honour of

the Emperor Antoninus, together with

churches of extraordinary beauty, now

converted into Turkiſh moſques. That

of St. Demetrius has in it above a thou

ſand pillars of jaſper, porphyry, &c. The

principal merchandiſe is ſilk. It is feated

at the Lottom of a gulf of the ſame name,

partly on the top, and partly on the fide of

a hill, near the river Varda, 50 miles

NNE. of Lariſſa, and 270 W. of Conſtan

tinople. Lat. 4o. 41. N. lon. 22. 53. E.

SA Lop. See Shropshir E.

Salperton, or Cold-Salperton, Glouceſ.

between Winchcomb and Northleach.

SAlses, a town, caſtle, and lake in the

department of the Eaſtern Pyrenees, to

miles N. of Perpignan.

Salsette, an iſland of Hindooſtan,

lying off the coaſt of Concan, 1o miles N.

of Bombay. It is about 120 miles in cir- .

cumference, and is fertile in rice, fruits,

and ſugar-canes. It has ſubterraneous

temples, cut out of the live rock, in the

manner of thoſe of Elephanta. It is ‘.
ſeparated from i. by a channel half

a mile over, which is fordable at low wa

ter. In 1750, the Mahrattas took it from

the Portugueſe; and, in 1774, the Eng

liſh took it by aſſault from the Mahrattas,

and have kept it ever fince, agreeably to

treaty. It is a moſt deſirable acquifition

to the Eaſt India Company, as the ſettle

ment of Bombay poſſeſſed no territory be

yond the ſmall iſland on which it is ſitu

ated, and depended on foreign ſupplies for
ſubſiſtence.

SALson A, a town of Catalonia.

Salfton, Camb. in a vale near Gogma

gog-Hills. Salt, Staffordſ, near Ingeſtre.

Alta, a Spaniſh town of S. Ame

rica, in Tucuman, which ſends large quan

tities of corn, wine, meat, hides, and

other commodities to moſt parts of Peru.

It contains about 4oo houſes, a churches,

and 4 monaſteries. The inhabitants have

frequent wars with the Indians. They

have about 500 men that bear arms, with

thrice that number of ſlaves. It is 50

miles S. of St. Salvador. Lat. 25. zo. S.

lon. 66. 30. W.

SALTAsh, a town of Cornwall, feated

on the deſcent of a ſteep hill, trading prin

cipally in malt and beer. It confifts of ;

ſtreets, which are waſhed clean by every

ſhower of rain. The harbour is capable

of receiving veſſels of any burden. Here

is a ferry over the Tamar to Plymouth

Dock, the inhabitants of which*:
this
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this market by water, rather than go to

Plymouth by land, as proviſions are much

cheaper here; and the town boat, in which

they go, brings home what they buy. It

is four miles and a half Nw. of Ply

mouth, and 220 WSW. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

Salthox, Suſſex, near Chicheſter. Salt

burn, Yorkſ. in Cleveland, near Rocliff.

Saltby, Leiceſterſhire, near Belvoir.

SALTcoars, a ſea-port of Ayrſhire, in

Scotland, on the Clyde, to miles NNW.

of Ayr.

Saltcote, Cumberland, between Newton

Marſh and Rabycote.

SAlters, two ſmall iſlands on the coaſt

of Wexford, in Leinſter, about 3 leagues

and a half WSW. of Carnſore Point.

Salterford, Nottinghamſhire in the foreſt,

near Granby. Saltergate, Yorkſhire, N.

Riding, in Blackenmoor. Saltern, De

vonſhire, S. of Budley. -

SALTFleet, a ſea port of Lincolnſhire,

33 miles NE. of Lincoln, and 153 N. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Saltfleethy, Eaſt, Middle, Weſt, or All

Saints, Clement, and Peter, Lincolnſhire,

SE. of Saltfleet. Salt-Hill, a village of

Berks, 22 miles from London, on the road

to Bath. Salt-Hill, Lincolnſhire, SW. of

Kirton. Salthorp, Wilts, SE. of Wotton

Baſſet. Salt-Houſe, Norfolk, between Holt

and the ſea.

Saltibridge, in Waterford, Munſter.

Saltley, Warw. NE. of Birmingham.

Saltmarſh, Yorkſ. SE. of Howden. Sal

ton, Yorkſ. NE. of Hovingham. Saltorn

Load, Norf. a channel in the Marſh Land.

Saltrey, Abbey, Breames, Grange, judith,

Mill, and Moins, Huntſ. S. and SE. of

Conington. Saltrey, Common and Drain,

are E. of Comington. Saltrum, Devonſ.

in Plymſtock pariſh. Saltwater, Suſſex,

SW. of Chicheſter. Saltwater Haugh,

near Durham, is a remarkable ſalt ſpring

in the middle of the river Wear; to be

ſeen chiefly in the ſummer, when the wa

ter falls to the ſide of the channel. It

tinges the ſtones near it with a red colour,

and when boiled, has produced a great

quantity of bay ſalt. Saltwick, North

umberland, near Stannington. Saltwood,

Kent, a mile N.W. of Hithe.

SALTzBURG, a city of Bavaria, capital

of a territory of the ſame name, under the

archbiſhop of Saltzburg, who is a ſove

reign prince. It is populous and well

built, although the ſtreets are narrow and

jil paved. The archbiſhop's palace is a

ſuperb ſtructure, and has a magnificent

garden, adorned with ſtatues, and planted

with uncomilian trees. This is his ſum

mer houſe; but that for winter contains

163 apartments, all richly furniſhed, with

out reckoning the halls and galleries. The

univerſity depends on the Benedictine

monks. In 1737, a college was built

here for young gentlemen. The cathe

dral is built of treeſtone and marble, and

contains 5 organs. Near Saltzburg are

ſome conſiderable ſalt-works. It is ſeated

on the river Saltz, 45 miles S. by W. of

Paſſiv, and 14o WSW. of Vienna.

SALtzb URG, The ARchbishopRIC

of, a county of Germany, W. of Au

ſtria, S. of Upper Bavaria, and N. of Ca

rinthia. It is a mountainous country,

but pretty fertile, and contains mines of

copper, ſilver, and iron. No manner of

grain is ſown here, but hay of a peculiar

goodneſs is produced in every part. Here

are conſiderable manufačtures of ſteel and

braſs, as appears from the aſtoniſhing

number of ſwords, ſabres, muſkets, can

non, &c. which are to be ſeen in the ar

mories all over the country. In the arch

biſhopric are 6 cities and 25 market towns.

It is near 1oo miles in length, and 6o in

breadth. The principal town is of the

ſame name. In 1732, above 30,ooo Lu

theran Saltzburghers withdrew, with their

effects, from the archbiſhopric, diſperfing

themſelves in the other Proteſtant coun

tries, and even in the Britiſh colonies in

America.

SALvApoR, a town of Congo, capital

of the country of Pemba, with a large pa- .

lace, where the king reſides, and a Portu

gueſe biſhop. It is ſeated on a craggy

mountain. It contains ſeveral churches,

and 40,000 inhabitants, of whom 4ooo are

white. The Portugueſe live in a quarter

by themſelves. Lat. 5. 5o. S. lon. 15.

39. E.

SALvADoR, St. a large, populous, and

handſome town of Braſil. It is the reſi

dence of a governor, and contains ſeveral

religious houſes. The inhabitants are

accounted voluptuous, proud, ignorant,

and ſuperſtitious, but carry on a confider

able trade. The houſes are two or three

ſtories high, and the walls thick and

ſtrong, being built of ſtone. The ſtreets

are generally large and ſtraight; yet moſt

of them have ſo ſteep an aſcent, that they

are impracticable to wheel carriages. Here

are alſo many gardens, full of a great va

riety of fruit trees, herbs, and flowers.

The chief commodities are ſugar, tobacco,

woad for dyers, raw hides, tallow, train

oil, Braſil wood, balſam of capivi, ipeca

cuanha, and other drugs. It is feated on

an eminence, 1oo fathoms in height, form

ed by the E. ſide of the Bay of All-Saints,

P. p 2 and
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and the harbour is juſt below it. Lat. 12.

45. S. lon. 4o. 10. W.

SAlv AG Es, ſmall uninhabited iſlands,

lying to the N. of the Canary Iſlands.

Lat. 3o. 1 1. N. lon. 17. 54. W.

Salv ATERRA, a town of Portugal, in

Eſtramadura, 15 miles S. of Santarem.

SAL v AteRRA, a town of Beira.

SAlv ATIERRA, a town of Arragon.

SALv AtiERRA, a town of Leon.

Salvington, Suſſex, in Terring pariſh.

Salutation, Yorkſhire, N. Riding, between

Bedal and Danby-Wiſk. -

SALuzzo, a town of Piedmont, capi

tal of a marquiſate of the ſame name, with

a magnificent and rich cathedral. It is

ſeated on an eminence, near the Po, zo

miles SSW. of Turin. -

Salwarp, Worceſterſhire, near Droit

wich, by the river Salwarp, which runs

into the Severn, near Worceſter.

SalzA, GREAT, a town of Magde

burg, Lower Saxony, noted for ſalt-works.

SAlzA, a town of Meißen, Upper

Saxony.

SAMAR, or TANDAY, one of the Phi

lippines, near the SE. extremity of Luzon,

from which it is ſeparated by a narrow

ſtrait. It is about 32o miles in circumfe

rence, and is full of craggy mountains,

among which are fertile valleys.

SAMARANG, a town on the N. coaſt of

Java.

SAMARCAND, or SARMAC AND, an an

cient, large, and populous city of Aſia,

capital of a kingdom of the ſame name, in

the country of the Uſbeck Tartars, with

a famous academy of ſciences, to which

the Mahometans reſort to ſtudy, from all

the neighbouring countries. The houſes

are built of ſtone, and it was the ſeat of

Tamerlane the Great. It carries on a

trade in excellent fruits, and is pleaſantly

feated on the river Sogde, 150 miles E. by

N. of Bokhara. Lat. 39.50. N. lon. 63.

20. E.

SAMBALLAs, ſeveral iſlands of Ameri

ca, on the N. coaſt of the iſthmus of Da

rien. None of them are inhabited, but

they are claimed by the Spaniards. In

the long channel between the Samballas

and the iſthmus, extending from Point

Samballas to the Gulf of Darien, the ſea

is navigable from one end to the other, af

fording good anchorage and ſhelter, be the

wind which way it will.

Samborn, Warw, near Great Coughton.

SAMBRE, a river of the Netherlands,

which riſes in the department of Aiſne,

and paſſing by Landrecy, Maubeuge, and

Charleroy, falls into the Maeſe at Namur.

Sa'ſard, Dorſetſhire, NE. of Eve, ſhot.

Samford, Somerſetſ. SW. of Bridgewater,

Samford-Arundel, Somerſ. SW. of Wel

lington. Samford. Bret, Somerſ. SW. of

Quantock-Hills. Samford Courtney, De

vonſ. N. of Okehampton. Samford Dar

cas, Somerſetſ. NW. of Milbourm-Port.

Samford, Great and Little, Eſſex, NE. of

Thaxted. Samleſbury Hall, Lanc. N.W.

of Blackburn, near a navigable canal.

SAMMADe, a town in the department of

Landes, 9 miles SSE. of St. Sever.

Samnet, or Sameſhouſe, Northumber

land, W. of Holy Iſland. Samons, Eſſex,

between Thorndons and Tilbury.

SAMogit1A, a province of Poland, S.

of the duchy of Courland, and E. of the

Baltic, about 150 miles in length, and 90

in breadth. It is full of foreſts and very

high mountains, which feed a great num

ber of cattle, and produce a large quantity

of honey. There are alſo very ačtive

horſes, in high eſteem. The inhabitants

are accounted clowniſh and honett; and a

ſingular cuſtom is ſaid to prevail here, no

young woman is allowed to go out in the

night, without a candle in her hand, and

two bells at her girdle. Roſienne and

Medniki are the principal places.

SA Mos, an iſland of the Archipelago,

on the coaſt of Natolia, about 24 miles in

length, and 10 in breadth, and extremely

fertile. The inhabitants live at their eaſt,

their taxation by the Turks being mode.

rate. They are clothed in the Turkiſh

manner, except a red coif, and their hair

hanging down their backs, with plates of

ſilver, or block tin, faſtened to the ends.

They have abundance of melons, lentiis,

kidneybeans, and excellent muſkadine

grapes. They have white figs, four times

as big as the common fort, but not ſo well

taſied. Their filk is very fine, and the

honey and wax admirable. This iſland

abounds with partridges, woodcocks,

ſnipes, thruſhes, woodpigeons, turtledoves,

wheaters, and excellent poultry. They

have iron mines, and moſt of the ſoil is of

a ruſty colour; they have alſo emery

ſtone, and all the mountains are of white

marble. The inhabitants are about

12,ooo, who are almoſt all Greeks, and

the monks and prieſis occupy moſt part

of the iſland. They have a biſhop who
reſides at Corea. -

SAMoth RAcIA, or SAMon DRAK1, a

ſmall iſland of the Archipelago, between

Stalimene and the coaſt of Romania. It

is 17 miles in circumference, and pretty

well cultivated. Lat. 4o. 34. N. lon,

25. 17. E.

SAMoy Edes, The, once a numerous

nation of Tartary, in Aſia, but now

strangely
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frangely diſperſed; ſome of them are

found in ſmall and detached bodies among

the mountains which lie to the W. of

Lake Baikal: others are ſuppoſed to be
within the Chineſe frontiers; others are

ſcattered among the deſerts, which extend

along the Frozen Ocean; and ſome nearly

as far to the W. as Archangel. They

have no longer the uſe of horſes, becauſe

the climate of their preſent country ren

ders their ſubfiſtence impoſſible; but they

have ſtill preſerved the manners of a paſ

toral people, and retain the uſe of move

able habitations, with which they wander

from place to place. They neither have,

nor appear ever to have had, any kind of

regular government. They have a large

head, a flat face, high cheek bones, ſmall

eyes, a flat noſe, a wide mouth, a yellow

complexion, large ears, ſtraight, harſh,

black hair, a ſhort thick neck, little or

no beard, and ſhort legs.

Sampford Peverel, Devonſ. by the river

Leman, NE. of Tiverton. Sampford

Shiney, Devonſ. SE. of Taviſtock. Samp

fan-Grange, Kent, near Margate. Samp

ſ...}} Eſſex, near Colcheſter. Samſ

bury, Lanc. on the Ribble, NE. of Preſton.

SAMsof, an iſland between N. Jutland

and Zealand, 8 miles long, and 3 broad.

It is very fertile and pleaſant.

SAM son, St. a town in the department

of Eure, 5 miles N. of Pontaudemer.

SANAA, a town of Yemen, Arabia,

pleaſantly ſituated among the mountains,
with fine orchards. It is 128 miles NNE.

of Mocha. Lat. 15.2.1. N. lon. 44. 9. E.

SANcer Re, a town in the department

of Cher, noted for it's fine wines. It is

22 miles NE. of Bourges, and 11o S. of

Paris. -

SANciaN, an iſland on the coaſt of the

province of Quang-tong, in China. It is

40 miles SSW. of Macao.

SANcoins, a town in the department

of Cher, 15 miles S.W. of Nevers.

Sancred, Cornwall, W. of Penzance.

Sanéion, Yorkſhire, near Market Wigh

ton. Sand, Devonſhire, near Sidberry.

SANDA, one of the Orkney Iſles, lying

NE. of that called Mainland.

Sandal, Yorkſhire, near Wakefield.

Sandal, Yorkſhire, near Kirk-Sandal.

Sanday, Bedfordſhire, near Temsford.

SANDBAch, a town in Cheſhire, ſeated

on the river Wheelock, near the Grand

Canal. In the market-place are 2 ſquare

ſtone croſſes, adorned with images. It is

26 miles E. of Cheſter, and 161 NNW. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

Sandbeck, Yorkſhire, S. of Richmond.

Sandbeck, Yorkſhire, near Tickhall.

SANDecz, a town of Cracow, in Po

land, with mines of gold and copper in it’s

territory. It is ſeated 42 miles SE. of

Cracow. -

Sanderſted, Surry, S. of Croydon. Here

is an extenſive proſpe&t on the N. to Croy

don, and on the NW. to Harrow-on-the

Hill, and ſome parts of Bucks and Berks,

to Hants, and over all Banſted Downs.

Sandford, Glouceſterſ. a hamlet to Chel

tenham. Sandford, Berks, near Abing

don. Sandford, Oxfordſ. near Great Tew.

Sandford, Shropſ, near Draiton. Sandfºrd,

Somerſetſhire, near Churchill. Sandford,

Weſtmorl. SE. of Appleby. Sandgate

Caſtle, Kent, near Folkſtone. Sandhead,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Sandholes, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Sandholm, Yorkſhire, on the Coulney,

NE. of Howden. Sandhurſt, Berks, near

Blackwater. Sandhurſt, 3 miles. N. of

Glouceſter. Sandhurſt, Kent, by the Ro

ther, 4 miles SE. of Cranbrook. Sand

button, Yorkſhire, W. of Thirſk. San

diford, Yorkſhire, N. of Whitby. San

dleford, Berks, by...}
SANDo, a ſmall iſland of Japan, on the

N. coaſt of Niphon, with a town of the

ſame name.

SANDomir, a town of Poland, capital

of a palatinate of the ſame name, the ſoil

of which is very fertile; and it has mines
of gold, ſilver, and copper. It is $o miles

ENE. of Cracow.

Sandon, Eſſex, near Chelmsford. San

don, Herts, a mile N. of Ruſhden. San

don, Northumb, by Corbridge. Sandon,
Great and Little, Staffordſ. NE. of Trent,

below Stone. Sandown, Kent, in Worth

pariſh. Sandown, Bay and Caſtle, Iſle

of Wight, in E. Medina. Sandown

Caffle, Kent, N, of Deal. Sandridge,

Devonſ. in Stoke Gabriel pariſh. Sand
ridge, Herts, near St. Alban's. Sand

ringhum, Norfolk, near Coughan.

SAN DUGAL, a town of Beira.

SANDu Liet, a town of Brabant, 11

miles NNW. of Antwerp.

Sandwal, Staffordſhire, 5 miles from

Wolverhampton.

* SANDwich, a town of Kent, conſiſt

ing of about 1500 houſes, moſt of then

old and built with wood, though there

are a few new ones built with brick and

flints. The members belonging to it, as a

Cinque Port, are Fordwich, Deal, Wal:
mer, Ramſgate, Reculver, Stonar, and

Sar. It was once a confiderable ſea-port,

but it is much decayed, on account of the

river Stour, on which it is ſeated, being

ſo choked up with ſand, as to admit only

ſmall veſſels. By theſe it exports corn,
PP 3 malt,
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malt, earrets, fruit, and garden ſeeds. It

is 13 miles E. of Canterbury, and 67 E.

by S. of London. Markets on Wedneſ

day and Saturday.

SANdwich Is LAND's, in the N. Paci

fic Ocean, are 11 in number, and extend

in latitude from 13.54. to 22. 15. N. and

in longitude from 150. 54. to 16o. 24. W.

They are called by the natives Owhyhee,

Mowee, Ranai, Morotoi, Tahoorowa,

Woahoo, Atooi, Neeheeheow, Oreehoua,

Morotinne, and Tahoora, all inhabited

except the two laſt. The climate of theſe

iſlands differs very little from that of the

Weſt Indies in the ſame latitude, except

that it is more temperate; and there are

no traces of thoſe violent winds and hur

ricanes, which render the ſtormy months

in the Weſt Indies ſo dreadful. There

is alſo more rain at the Sandwich Iſles,

where the mountainous parts being ge

nerally enveloped in a cloud, ſucceſſive

ſhowers fall in the inland parts, with fine

weather, and a clear ſky, on the ſea-ſhore.

Hence it is, that few of thoſe inconvenien

ces, to which many tropical countries are

fubjećt, either from heat or moiſture, are

experienced here. The winds, in the win

ter months, are generally from ESE. to

NE. The vegetable productions are near

ly the ſame as thoſe of the other iſlands in

this ocean; but the taro root is here of a

ſuperior quality. The bread-fruit trees

thrive not in ſuch abundance as in the

rich plains of Otaheite, but produce

double the quantity of fruit. The ſugar

canes, are of a very unuſual ſize, ſome of

them meaſuring 11 inches and a quarter

in circumference, and having 14 feet eaf

able." There is alſo a root of a brown

colour, ſhaped like a yarn," and from 6 to

10 pounds in weight, the juice of which

is very ſweet, of a pleaſant taſte, and is

an excellent ſubſtitute for ſugar. The

quadrupeds are hogs, dogs, and rats; the

fowls are of the common ſort, and other

birds beautiful and numerous, though not

various. Goats, pigs, and European

feeds, were left by Captain Cook; but the

poſſeſſion of the goats ſoon gave riſe to a

conteſt between two diſtricts, in which

the breed was entirely deſtroyed. The

inhabitants are undoubtedly of the ſame

race that poſſeſſes the iſlands ſouth of the

equator; and in their perſons, language,

cuſtoms, and manners, approach nearer to

the New Zealanders, than to their leſs

diſtant neighbours, either of the Society

or Friendly Iſlands. They are, in gene

ral, above the middle ſize, and ſtrong;

they walk gracefully, run nimbly, and are

capable of bearing great fatigue. Many

2. -

of both ſexes are ſaid to have fine open

countenances; and the women, in parti

cular, have good eyes and teeth, with a

ſweetneſs and ſenſibility of look, that ren

der them very engaging. There is one

peculiarity, characteriſtic of every part of

this nation, that even in the handſomeſt

faces there is a fulneſs of the noſtril, with

out any flatneſs or ſpreading of the noſe,

They ſuffer their beards to grow, and

wear their hair after various faſhions.

The dreſs of both men and women nearly

reſembles thoſe of New Zealand, and both

ſexes wear necklaces of ſmall variegated

ſhells. Tattowing the body is practiſed

by every colony of this nation. The

hands and arms of the women are alſo

very neatly marked, and they have the

fingular cuſtom of tattowing the tip of

the tongue. Like the New Zealanders,

they have adopted the method of living

together in villages, containing from 100

to zoo houſes, built pretty cloſely together,

without much order, and having a wind

ing path between then. They are gene

rally flanked, toward the ſea, with detach

ed walls, which are meant both for ſhelter

and defence. Theſe walls conſiſt of looſe

tones, and the inhabitants are very dex

terous in ſhifting them ſuddenly to ſuch

places as the dire&tion of the attack may

require. In the ſides of the hills, they have

little caves or retreats, the entrance to

which is ſecured by a fence of the ſame

kind. Some of their houſes are large and

commodious, from 40 to 50 feet long,

and from to to 3o broad; while others are

mere hovels. Their food confiſts princi

pally of fiſh and vegetables, to which they

add the fleſh of dogs and hogs. The

making of canoes, mats, &c. forms the

occupations of the men; the women are

employed in manufačturing cloth; and

the ſervants are principally engaged in the

plantations and fiſhing. They have va

rious amuſements, ſuch as dancing, box

ing, wreſtling, &c. Their agriculture

and navigation bear a great reſemblance to

thoſe of the South Sea iſlands. Their

plantations, which are ſpread over the

whole ſea-coaſt, conſiſt of the taro, or ed

dy-root, and ſweet potatoes, with plants

of the cloth-tree ſet in rows. The bot

toms of their canoes are of a ſingle piece

of wood, hollowed out to the thickneſs of

an inch, and brought to a point at each

end. The ſides conſiſt of 3 boards, each

about an inch thick, neatly fitted and

laſhed to the bettom part. Some of their

double canoes meaſure 70 feet in length,

3 and a half in depth, and 12 in breadth:

They make ſalt in great abundance, and

- o:
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of a good quality. As the iſlands are not

united under one government, wars are fre

quent among them. The ſame ſyſtem of

ſubordination prevails here as at the other

iſlands, the ſame abſolute authority on the

part of the chiefs, and the ſame unreſiſting

ſubmiſſion on the part of the people. The

government is monarchical and hereditary.

At Owhyhee is a regular ſociety of prieſts

living by themſelves, and diſtinét, in all

reſpects, from the reſt of the people. Hu

man ſacrifices are here frequent; not only

at the commencement of a war, or ſignal

enterpriſe, but the death of every conſi

derable chief calls for a repetition of

theſe horrid rites. Yet, apart from theſe

obſervances, they are acknowledged to be

of the moſt mild and affectionatº diſpoſi

tion. They live in the utmoſt harmony

and friendſhip with each other; and in

hoſpitality to ſtrangers they are not ex

ceeded even by the , inhabitants of the

Friendly Iſlands, when their reſentment is

not kindled by injury. Their improve

nients in agriculture, and the perfection

of their manufactures, are certainly ade

quate to the circumſtance of their ſitu

ation, and the natural advantages which

they enjoy. . . .

Sandwich, and it's Bay, Dorſetſ. S. of

Purbeck Iſland; ſee Swanwich. Sandy,

Somerſetſ. near Yeovil. Sandy-Acre, E. of

Derby... Sandy. Hill, Dorſetſ. near Corfe

Caſtle. Sandy-Capel, Surry, by Eſher.

Sandy-End, Middleſ. between Chelſea and

Fulham. Sandy-Lane, Oxfordſ. between

Iſlip and Wheatley. Sandy-Lane, Wilts,

between Marlborough and Corſham. San

dy-Hay, Cheſhire, S.W. of Northwich.

Sandy-Well, Glouceſ. in Dowdeſwell pa"

riſh. Saneton, Lincolnſ. near Sawcliff.

Sanford, Devonſ. N. of Crediton. San

ford-Heath, Oxfordſh. N. of Chipping

Norton. Sanghall, Great, near Cheſter.

Sanghall, Maſsy and Parva,Cheſhire,be

tween Meoles and Overchurch. Sanghton,

Cheſhire, between Tattenhall and Cheſter.

SANGUESA, a town of Spain, in Na

varre, feated on the river Arragon.

Sankey, Great and Little, Lancaſhire,

near Warrington.

, SAN-MAthso, a town of Valencia.

. SANore-Banca Pou R, a country of

Hindooſtan, ſituated to the N. of Myſore,

and S. of Viſiapour. The fortreſs of Sa

nore is 11 o miles SSE. of Viſiapour. Lat.

15: 39. N. lon. 75. 44. E.

SAR Poq, See BURRAMPoote R.

... SANQy HAR, a town, in the diſtrict of

Nithſdale, and county of Dumfries. It is

remarkable for it's coal-trade, and a ma

nufactory of worſted mittens and ſtock

-

ings.

miles NNW. of Dumfries.

SANTA-CLARA, an iſland of Peru, in

the Bay of Guyaquil.

SANTA-CRuz, a town on the SW.

coaſt of the Iſland of Teneriff, defended

by four ſmall forts, and ſeveral batteries.

The town is very irregularly laid out, and

contains about 300 houſes, built of ſtone.

The principal ſtreet is brºad, and has more

the appearance of a ſquare than a ſtreet,

with the governor's houſe at the upper

end. Here is a church, and ſeveral con

vents. The road before the town is the

Principal one in the iſland for ſhelter, ca

pacity, and the goodneſs of it's bottom.

It lies entirely open to the SE. and S.

winds; but theſe never continue long, and

there is not an inſtance of a ſhip's driving

from her anchors on ſhore. Lat. 28. 31.

N. lon, 16. 31. W.

SANTA CRuz, a town of Sus, on the

coaſt of Morocco, with a large and ſecure

harbour. It is ſeated on the Cape Aguer,

or Ger. Lat. 30.38. N. lon. io. 7. W.

SANTA-CRUz, a ſea-port of Cuba, on

the N. ſide of the iſland, 50 miles E. of

the Havannah. Lon. 81. 16. W. .

SANTA-CRUz-D E. L.A-SIERRA, a town

of S. America, capital of a province of

that name in the vice-royalty of Buenos

Ayres. The environs produce great

quantities of honey and wax. Lat. 17.

46. S. lon. 65. 14. W.

SANTA-FE, a town of N. America, ca

pital of New Mexico, ſeated near the Rio.

del. Norte, 990 miles NNW. of Mexico.

Lat. 36. 50. N. lon. 106.35. W.

SANTA-FE. De-Bocota, a town of S.

America, capital of New Granada, with

an univerſity. It is feated on the river

Magdalena, in a plentiful country,abound

ing in corn, ãº. and fruit, with mines

of ſilver in the mountains, 363 miles S. of

Carthagena, Lat. 4. 9. N. lon. 73. 5. W.

SANTANDER, a ſea-port of Aſturia.

SANTAR EN, a town of Portugal, in

Eſtramadura, near the river Tajo, in a

country very fertile in wheat, wine, and

oil. The inhabitants are about 8ooo. It

is 4.5 miles NNL. of Liſbon. -

SAntse, a river of S. Carolina.

SANTEN, a town of Cleves, with fine

walks, that run as far as Weſel, from

which it is 5 miles diſtant to the W.

SANTILLANA, a ſea-port of Aſturias,

capital of the eaſtern part of that province.

It is 70 miles E. of Oviedo, and zoo N.

of Madrid. .

Santon, Cumberl. near Penrith, Santon,

Devonſ. in Branton pariſh. Santon, Lin

colnſ, near Spittie-in-the-Street. Santon,

PP 4 - - Cumberl.

It is ſeated on the river Nith, 24.
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Cumberl. in Irton pariſh. Santon Houſe,

Norfolk, near Brandon-Ferry.

SANTor IN, or St. ERIN1, an iſland of

the Archipelago, to the N. of Candia,

and to the SW. of Namphio. It is eight

miles in length, near as much in breadth,

and almoſt covered with pumice ſtone,

whence the ſoil, in general, muſt be dry

and barren; it is, however, greatly im

proved by the labour and induſtry of the

inhabitants, who have turned it into a gar

den. It affords little wheat, but a great

deal of barley and cotton, and large quan

tities of wine, in which, and their cotton

manufactures, their trade conſiſts. Fruit

is ſcarce, except figs, and they have nei

... ther oil nor wood. They kill their beeves

but once a year, and then they put it in

ptckle, which makes it very hard. The

inhabitants are all Greeks," and are about

12,coo in number. Pyrgos is the capi

tal, beſides which there are four towns

and five villages. They have but one

ſpring in the iſland, for which reaſon they

preſerve the rain-water in ciſterns; and

though they are ſubjećt to the Turks, they

‘chuſe their own magiſtrates. Lat. 36. 16.

N. lon. 26. I. E.'" . . - -

"... Santoffe. Ferry, Lincolnſh. from York

ſhire to the Iſle of Axholm.

SAoNE AND Loire, a department of

France, S. of the depart, of Côte-d'Or.

Maçon is the capital. "… " . .”

SAoNE, UPPER, a department o

France. “It takes it's name from a conſi

derable river which riſes in Mount Voſges,

- and paſſing by Gray, Chalons, Maçon,

&c. falls into the Rhone at Lyons. The

capital is Veſou!. . . . . . . . . .

Sapcote, Leiceſ. SF, of Hinckley. Sa

ºperton, Derbyſ. E. of Uttoxeter. Saper

ton, Glouceſterſhire. ** * * *

SAPrenza, three iſlands and a cape of

Turkey in Europe, oppoſite Modon, near

the S. Coaſt of the Moréa; very ſmall,

and badly, cultivated. Lat. 26. 56. N.
"lon. 21. 35. E. * f * :

, ... Sapington, Kent, near Betham. Sa

fiſion, Suffolk, NW. of Ixworth. Sap

ley, and it's Park and Heath, N. of Hun

tingdon. Sapperton, Lincolnſ. W. of Fo

kingham. Sapy, Upper, Herefordſ. N. of .

"Bromyard. Sapy, Łower, or Sapy. Pitch
“ard, Worceſ. N. of Bromyard. , ºv

SARAcENs, a people celebrated ſome

centuries ago, who came from the deſerts

of Arabia: Sarra, in their language, fig

nifying a deſert. They were the firſt diſ

ciples of Mahomet, and, within 60 years

after his death, conquered a great part of

Afia, Africa, and Europe. They kept

poſſeſſion of Spain till the year 151 i, when

-

they were finally expelled. They main

tained a war in Paleſtine a long time,

againſt the Weſtern Chriſtians, and, at

length, drove them entirely out of it; but

now there are no people known by that

name, for the deſcendants of thoſe who

conquered Spain are called Moors.

SARAGoss A, a city of Spain, in Arra

on, with an archbiſhop's ſee, a univer

ity, founded in 1474, and a court of in

quiſition, It was originally built by the

Phoenicians, who called it Salduba; and

the Romans ſent a colony here in the reign

of Auguſtus, whence it had the name of

Caeſar Auguſtus, which, by corruption,

‘has been changed into Saragoſſa. It is

large, handſome, and well built. The

ſtreets are long and broad, but ill paved,

and dirty; and the houſes are from three

to fix ſtories high. It is adorned with

many magnificent buildings, and they

reckon 17 large churches, and 14 hand

ſome monaſteries, not to mention others

leſs conſiderable. The river Ebro runs

acroſs the place, dividing it in two; and

on it's banks is a handſome quay, which

ſerves for a public walk. The Holy.

ſtreet is ſo large and broad, it may be tak

en, for a ſquare; and here they had their

bull-fights. In this ſtreet are ſeveral no

blemen's families, particularly that of the

viceroy. The cathedral is a ſpacious

-Gothic building; but the fineſt is that of

-Nueſtra Signora del Pilar, feated on the

ſide of the Ebro, and is a place of the

'greateſt reſort for devotees in Spain. They

exhibit a Madona here, or a ſuppoſed mi

raculous ſtatue of Mary and . Infant,

which ſtands on a marble pillar. The or

naments of this image are immenſely rich;

the crown being full of precious ſtones of

an ineſtimable price; ſcarce any thing is

to be ſeen but gold and jewels; and a vaſt

number of people come in pilgrimage hi

ther. The town-houſe is a ſumptuous

ſtručiure; in the hall are the pićtures of

all the kings of Arragon, and in the cor

ner of it a St. George on horſeback, with

a dragon of white marble under him. Sa

tragoſſa is ſeated in a large plain, with two

bridges over the Ebro; one of ſtone, and

the other of wood, which latter has been

thought the moſt beautiful of it's kind in

Europe. . It is 130 miles W. of Bárce

lona, and 16o NE. of Madrid. Lat. 41.

53. N. lon. o. 28. W.

SARATof, one of the 41 governments

of Ruſſia, formerly a province of Aſtra

can. It is divided into 12 diſtrićts, of

which that of the ſame name is the prin

cipal." *.

SARATCF, a town of Ruſſia, in the

govern
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government of the ſame name, feated on

the Volga, 392 miles SE. of Moſcow.

Lat. 51. 30. N.

SARATogA, a town of New York, on

the river Hudſon, where, in 1777, a Bri

tiſh army, under General Burgoyne, fur

rendered to the Americans, under General

Gates, on a capitulation.

SARBR Uck, a town of Treves.

SARB R Uck, or SARBou Rd, a town

in the dept. of Meurthe, ſeated on the ri

ver Saare, 33 miles E. of Nanci.

SARDAM, a ſea-port of North Holland,

where formerly were vaſt magazines of

timber for building ſhips, and naval ſtores,

with a prodigious number of ſhipwrights.

Here is ſtill ſeen the hut in which Peter

the Great, czar of Ruſſia, reſided, while

he worked as a ſhipwright in this town.

It has been ſaid, that the ſhip-builders of

Sardam would undertake, on two months

notice, to build a ſhip of war every week

during the year. Sardam is ſeated on the

river Wye, 7 miles NW. of Amſterdam.

SAR DINIA, an iſland of the Mediter

ranean, 142 miles in length from N. to S.

and 6o in it's mean breadth from E. to W.

It was originally peopled by the Phoeni

cians and Greeks, and called by the latter

Ichnuſa, Sandialotis, and Sardo. The

- ſoil is fertile in corn and wine, and there

are a great number of oranges, citrons,

and olives. On the coaſt is a fiſhery for

anchovies and coral, of which they ſend

large quantities to Genoa and Leghorn.

Beeves and ſheep are numerous, as well as

horſes, which are very good for labour and

the road. They are fed in the little iſlands

about it, which abound in game; and in

that of Aſmaria are great numbers of tur

tles. The air is very unhealthy, from

the marſhy land. The inhabitants were

formerly accounted rude and barbarous,

and the Romans baniſhed their ſtate pri

ſoners to this iſland; but they are much

more civilized ſince, and enjoyed great

liberty, till an inquiſition was eſtabliſhed

at Saſſari. As the inhabitants are not

very induſtrious, the land is not ſufficient

ly cultivated; nor do they pay much at

- tention to trade. It contains mines of

filver, lead, ſulphur, and alum; and they

make a good deal of ſalt. In 1708, this

iſland was taken by the Engliſh for Charles

III. and allotted to the emperor by the,

treaty of Utrecht, in 1713; but, in 1720,

it was ceded to the Duke of Savoy, as an

equivalent for Sicily. The royal revenue

is inconſiderable, after the charges of the

army and civil officers are dedućted. The

king of Sardinia keeps his court at Turin,

the capital of his Piedmonteſe territories;

I

but he has a viceroy at Cagliari, which is

the capital of this iſland.

SARDo, or SART, a decayed town of

Turkey in Afia, in Natolia. It was for

merly called Sardis, and was capital of

Lydia, and the ſeat of the famous king

Croeſus. It now contains only a few poor

huts. However, here is a large caravan

ſary, where there are handſome lodgings

for travellers, it lying in the great road

from Smyrna to Aleppo; and the Turks

have a roſque, which was formerly a
Chriſtian church. The inhabitants are

now almoſt all ſhepherds, who feed their

flocks in the neighbouring plains. There

are alſo a few Chriſtians, who employ

themſelves in gardening. It is 30 miles

ENE. of Smyrna.

Sardom, Great and Little, Staffordſhire,

SW. of Cank.

SARE, or SAR RE, a river of France,

which riſes in the dept. of the Voſges,

and paſſing by Sarbruck, Sar Louis, Sar

bruck in Treves, &c. falls into the Mo

ſelle a little above Treves.

Sareſden, Oxfordſ. in Churchill pariſh.

SARGANs, a town of Zurich, capital

of a county of the ſame name, about 15

miles in extent each way. It ſtands on

the top of a hill, and near it are mineral

ſprings. It is governed by a bailiff ſent

by the eight cantons alternately.

SARGEL, a ſea-port of Tremeſen, ſeat

ed on the ſea-coaſt, 2.5 miles from Algiers.

Lat. 36. 30 N. lon. 2. 15. W.

SARGueMINE, a town in the dept. of

Moſelle, ſeated on the river Sare, 9 miles

.N. of Sarbruck. º

Sark, or SERK, a little iſland lying 2

leagues E. of the Iſland of Guernſey, on

which it is dependant. It is about two

miles long, and nearly as much wide, and
contains about 300 inhabitants. It is re

markably healthful, and affords all neceſ.

ſaries for it's inhabitants; particularly

apples, turnips, carrots, with moſt kinds

of grain. Ducks, mallards, woodcocks,

teal, &c. abound here, and, at ſome ſea

ſons, the cliff. pigeons almoſt cover the

iſland. Of rabbits they have great plen

ty, and alſo a variety of ſea-fiſh. The

only manufacture is knitting of ſtockings,

gloves, waiſtcoats, with which they trade

to Briſtol, &c. and return with neceſſaries,

having ſeveral ſmall veſſels for that pur

poſe.

SAkk, Little, a very ſmall iſland,

ſituated to the S. of Sark.

SARK, a river which riſes in the E. part

of Dumfriesſhire, and, for ſeveral miles,

forms the boundary between England and

Scotland. -

SARLAT,

-
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SARLAT, a town in the dept. of Dor

dogne, 27 miles S.E. of Perigueux.

SAR-Louis, a town in the dept. of

Moſelle, ſeated on the river Sare, 32 miles

ENE. of Mentz.

Sarneſfield, and Sarnesfield- Coffen,

Heref. near Webley. Sarney, N. and S.

Glouceſ near Cirenceſter. Sarnfolgrin,
Carnarvonſhire.

SAR No, a town of Principato Citra.

The environs produce the fine: ſilk in the

kingdom.

SARno, a ſmall river of the kingdom of

Naples, which riſes near a town of that

name, and falls into the Bay of Naples.

SARos, a town of Hungary.

SARPEN, a town of Chriſtianſand, Nor

way.

Sarre, or Sarr-Street, Kent, in the

Iſle of Thanet. Sarret, Herts, N. of

Watford.

SARREAL, a town of Catalonia, ſeated

on the river Francoli. In the neighbour

hood are quarries of alabaſter, ſo tranſpa

rent that they glaze their windows with it.

SARSANA, a town of Genoa.

SARsis A, a town of Romagna.

SARTE, a department of France, S. of

that of Orme. . It takes it's name from a

river which riſes in this laſt department,

and paſſing by Alençon, Frenay, Le

Mans, &c, joins the Maine at Angers,

and the Loire 4 miles below it. The ca

pital is Mans.

SARUM, New. See Salisbury.

Sakum, Old, an ancient borough of

Wilts, which, though now reduced to a

fingle farm-houſe, ſtill ſends two members

to parliament; theſe are choſen by the

proprietors of certain adjacent lands. It

once covered the ſummit of a high ſteep

hill; but there is nothing now to be ſeen

of it but ſome ſmall ruins of a caſtle, with

a double_intrenchment, and a deep ditch.
The tracts of the ſtreets and cathedral

may be traced out by the different colour

ºf the corn growing where once the city

flood. It is about a mile N. of Saliſbury.

SARVERDEN, a town in the dept. of

Moſelle, feated on the river Sare, 10 miles

NNW. of Sarbruck.

SARwar, a town and county of Hun

gary, 48 miles SE, of Vienna.

... SASERAM, a large town of Hindooſtan,

in the country of Bahar, ſeated near a

great lake, 55 miles SE. of Benares.

Sassaki, a city of Sardinia, capital of

the territory of Lugari, and occaſional re

fidence of the viceroy. It contains near

3o,ooo inhabitants, and is famous for a

fountain called Roſſel, which is ſaid to be

much more magnificent than the beſt at

Rome. The inhabitants have the follow

ing proverb, Chi non vidde Roſſel, now

‘vidie moudo; he that has not ſeen Roſie!,

has not ſeen the world. It is ſeated in a

plain, 6 miles NNE. of Algher. Lat. 4o.

46. N. lon. 8.39. E.

SAs-van-Ghent, a town of Dutch

Flanders, ſmall, but regularly fortified.

It has five ſluices, and is ſeated on a ca

mal, which communicates with the Scheld

and with Ghent, 2 miles N. of that city

Sassuolo, a town of Modena.

- SATAbaco, a province of Aſiatic

Turkey, S. of Imiretta.

SAtalia, or ANTALIA, a ſea-port of

Caramania, large, ſtrong, and divided in

to three towns. Here is a ſuperb moſque,

which was formerly a Chriſtian church.

The country about it is fertile; and the

citrons and oranges are excellent. The

inhabitants trade in wool, cotton, goat's-

hair, agaric, gum tragacanth, opium,

and bees-wax. It is 134 miles S. of Kin

taja, and 265 S. by E. of Conſtantinople.

Lat. 37.1. N. lon. 32. 21. E.

Saterleigh, Devonſ, on the Bray, SW.

of South Moulton. Saterthwaite, Lancaſ.

in the NW. angle of it, between the ri

vers Foſſe and Thuſton.

SATGong, or SATAGong, an incon

ſiderable village in the ſoubah of Bengal.

In the 16th century it was a large trading

city, in which the European traders had

their fačtories. It is ſeated on a creek of

the Hooghly River, about 4 miles NW.

of Hooghly.

Satridge, Herts, NE. of Thundridge.

Satron, Yorkſ. E. of Swaledale.

SATTARAH, a town of Viſiapour, in

Hindooſtan, formerly capital of the Mah

ratta ſtate, 50 miles S. of Poonah.

SAvAGE ISLAND, an iſland in the S.

Pacific Ocean, about 30 miles in circum

ference, diſcovered and named by Captain

Cook, in 1774. Lat. 19. 1. S. lon. 169.

37. W.

SAv ANNAH, a town of N. America,

in the ſtate of Georgia, of which it was

formerly the capital. It is regularly built

in the form of a parallelogram, and is

ſeated on a ſandy bluff, with banks at leaſt

Go feet high, on the S. ſide of the river Sa

vannah, 17 miles from it’s mouth, and

117 SE. of Auguſta. Lat. 31. o. N.

lon. 31. 12. W.

Savan NAH, a river of N. America,

which forms a part of the diviſional line

that ſeparates the ſtate of Georgia from

that of S. Carolina. It is navigable for

boats of 100 feet keel from Auguſta to

Savannah, and thence for veſſels of 300

tons burden, to it’s entrance into the At

lantic
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lantic Ocean, at Tybee-Bar, in lat. 31.

57. N. where it has 16 feet water at half

tide.

SAvAtopoli, or SebAstopolis, a

town of Mingrelia.

SAve, a river of Germany, which has

it's ſource in Carniola, and falls into the

Danube at Belgrade.

SAvenproog, a fortreſs of Myſore,

in Hindooſtan, ſituated on the top of a vaſt

rock, riſing half a mile in perpendicular

height, from a baſe of above 8 miles in

circumference; and divided at the ſummit

by a chaſm, which forms it into two hills.

Theſe, having each their peculiardefences,

form two citadels capable of being main

tained independently of the lower works.

Walls, croſs-walls, and barriers have alſo

been erected at every acceſſible place. On

Dec. 10th, 1791, Colonel Stuart encamp

ed within three miles of the rock, and on

the morning of the 21ſt, at 11 o'clock,

the Britiſh ſoldiery made themſelves maſ

ters of a fort, eſs which had hitherto been

conſidered as impregnable. It is 18 miles

W. of Bangalore, and 47 NE. of Seringa

-patam.

‘SaveRDUN, a town in the dept. of

Arriege, feated on the river Arriege, 15

miles N.W. of Mirepoix.

Savernake. Foreſ, Wilts, SE. of Marl

borough, about 12 miles in compaſs, and

the only privileged foreſt for hunting that

is poſſeſſed by a ſubjećt. It is plentifully.

ſtocked with large deer.

SAver Ne, a town in the department

of Lower Rhine, 18 miles NW, of Strai

‘burg, and 1 to E. of Paris.

Saveſton, Hampſhire, NE. of Quarley

Hill. Saughe, a river in Carnarvonſhire.

Savior's, St. Cornwall, near Foy. Sa

•viour’s, St. Cornw. near Padſtow. Haven.

SAvicLiANo, a town and diſtrićt of

Piedmont, 8 miles ESE. of Saluzzo.

Saul, Glouceſ. 4 niles from Newnham,

and 6 from Durſley. Saul, or Sell, Nor

folk, between Aleſham and Foulſham.

Saulden, Bucks, in Murſley pariſh, near

Fenny-Stratford. Sauldon, Devonſ. NE.

of Stratton, and near the Tamar. .

SAULG EN, a town and county in Au
ſtrian Suabia. - -i

SAu LIEU, a town in the dept. of Côte

d'Or, where anciently was a college of the .

Druids, and the ruins of a temple dedicat

ed to the Sun, are yet viſible. It is 30

miles W. of Dijon, and 142 SE. of Paris.

SauMu R, a town in the department of

Maine and Loire ; before the revolution,

capital of a government called Saumurois.

Here is a famous bridge over the Loire:

it was built in 1768, and conſiſts of 12

elliptic arches, each 60 feet in diameter.

It is 22 miles SE. of Angers, and 162

SW. of Paris. -

Saunby, Nottinghamſ. SW. of Gainſ

borough, in Lincolnſhiie.

SAu N D E R 's Is L.A. N. D. See S 1 &

CH A R L E S S A UN p E R's Is LAN p.

Savock, a river in Lancaſhire, which

runs into the Ribble, near Lea.

SAvona, a conſiderable town of Gº

noa, and, next to Genoa, the beſt in the

republic. There are ſeveral fine churches,

and other well-built ſtructures. The Ge

noeſe, fearing that it would hurt their

trade, ruined the harhour, and rendered

it unfit for large veſſels. The country

about it is well cultivated, and abounds

in ſilks, and all ſorts of fruits. It is

ſeated on the Mediterranean, 2.2 miles

SW. of Genoa.

Savo NIERs, a town of France, in the

dept. of Indre and Loire, 8 miles S.W. of

Tours, near which are caverns, famous

for their petrifications.

Savox, a ci-devant duchy of Europe,

anciently called Sabaudia, And now form

ing the department of Mont-Blanc. In

1792, this country was over-run by the

French, the people receiving them as

friends rather than as enemies; and, in

the ſame year, it was decreed by the na

tional convention, that it ſhould be an

84th department of France, by the name

of Mont-Blanc. See BLAN c, Mont.

SA vu, an iſland in the Eaſtern Indian

Ocean, about 24 miles in length, depend

ant on the Dutch Eaſt-India Company.

The Dutch have not taken poſſeſſion of it,

but ſend ſloops to trade with the natives,

for proviſions to ſupply the inhabitants of

their Spice Iſlands. Lat. 19. 35. S. lon.

1zz. 30. E.

Sauthy, a river in Carmarthenſhire.

SAuves, a town in the dept. of Gard,

12 miles S.W. of Alais.

Sauveter RF, a town in the dept. of

Lower Pyrenees, 17 miles NNW. of Pau.

SAuver ER RE, a town in the dept. of

Aveiron, 14 miles S.W. of Rhodez.

*SAw BRidgeworth, a town of Hert

fordſhire, 4 miles S. of Biſhop's-Stort

ford, and 26 N. of London. Market on

Wedneſday.

Sawcemerer, Eſſex, W. of Maunden.

Sawcliff, Lincolnſ. SE. of Burton-upon

Trent. Sawcot, Kent, near Cranbrook.

Sawdon, Yorkſhire, in Pickering-Foreſt.

Sawley, Derbyſ. on the Trent, SE. of

Derby. Sawley, Yorkſ. SW. of Rippon.

Sawley. Abkey, Yorkſ. SW. of Giſburn.

Sawſthorp, Lincolnſ. N. of Spilſby, Saw

ſon, Cambridgeſ, at the foot of Gogma

gog
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gog-Hills. Sawtree, St. Andrew, yu

dith, and All-Saints, Huntingdonſ. E. of

the Giddings. Saxay, Yorkſh. SW. of

Stokeſley. Saxby, Leiceſterſ. S. of Wal

tham-in-the-Would. Saxby, Lincolnſh.

SE. of Spittle-in-the-Street. Saxby, Lin

colnſhire, SW. of Barton-upon-Humber.

Saxendale, Nottinghamſhire.

SAXENHAGEN, a town of Schawen

burg, Weſtphalia, 20 miles NW. of Ha

nover.

Saxham, Cambridgeſ, near Newmar

ket-Heath. Saxham, Great and Little,

Suffolk, W. of Bury. Saxilby, NW. of

Lincoln, on the Foſs-Dyke. Saxlingham,

Norfolk, W. of Holt. Saxlingham, Ne

thergate and Thorp, Norf. W. of Loddon.

*SaxMUNDHAM, a town of Suffolk,

ſituated upon a hill, 20 miles NE. of Ipſ.

wich, and 89 NE. of London. Market

on Thurſday.

SAxony, UppeR, one of the nine

circles of the German empire. It is

bounded on the E. by Pruſſia, and a part

of Poland and Sileſia; on the S. by Bohe

mia and Franconia; on the W. by the

circle of the Upper Rhine, and that of

Lower Saxony; and on the N. by the

Baltic, and the circle of Lower Saxony.

The eleētor of Saxony was formerly the

dire&tor, but as the whole circle now is

moſtly Lutheran, eight affeſſors are deput

ed to the imperial chambers, of which the

ele&tor of Saxony names two, the elector

of Brandenburg two, and the other ſtates

name the reſt. It comprehends the elec

torate of Saxony, or Saxony Proper, the

principality of Anhalt, the landgravate of

Thuringia, the marche of Brandenburg,

and the duchy of Pomerania; and theſe

are ſubdivided into many diſtrićts.

SAxo NY, Lower, one of the nine

circles of the German empire, is bounded

on the N. by the Baltic and the duchy of

Sleſwick; on the W. by the German

Ocean and the circle of Weſtphalia; and

on the S. and E. by the circle of the Up

per Rhine, and the circle of Upper Saxo

ny. The dire&tors of this circle are the

dukes of Magdeburg, Bremen, and of

Brunſwick-Lunenburg. It comprehends

the archbiſhopric of Magdeburg, the bi

ſhopric of Hildeſheim, the archiſhopric

of Bremen, the biſhoprics of Haiberſtadt,

Schwerin, Ratzburg, Lubec, and Sleſ

wick; the duchies of Brunſwick-Lunen

burg, Lawenburg, and Mecklenburg; the

K. of Verden; the counties of

einſtein and Blauburg; the free cities of

Hamburg, Lubec, Goſlam, Mulhauſen,

and Northauſen. -

Saxo NY, PR oper, or The ElEcto

t

Rate of Saxony, in the circle of Upper

Saxony, compoſed of the duchy of Saxony,

the greater part of the margraviate of Miſ

nia, a part of the Vogtland, and the N.

part of Thuringia, Luſatia, and a part of

the county of Henneburg. It is about 75

miles in length, and 62 in breadth, is cut

into two unequal parts by the river Elbe,

and is a very fertile and trading country,

abounding in mines.

Saxted, Suffolk, near Framlingham.

Saxthorp, Norfolk, N.W. of Aleſham.

Saxton, Yorkſ, near Aberforth. Saxully,

Leiceſterſhire, NW. of Melton-Mowbray.

SAYB Rook, a town of Connecticut,

N. America. -

Saycock, one of the iſlands of Japan,

divided from Niphon by a narrow channel.

The Dutch factors are permitted to reſide

in the little iſland of Diſnia, which is on

the W. ſide of it. Lat. 34. o. N. lon.

132. 28. E. .

. SAYD. See SidoN.

SAYPAN, or Sr., Joseph, one of the

Marian Iſlands, in the Eaſtern Iudian

Ocean.

Say's-Court, Kent, near Deptford.

Scadbury, Kent, in Chiſſelhurſt: pariſh.

Scadbury, Kent, S. of Graveſend. Scaä

ham, or Stadham, Oxfordſhire, near Chi

ſelhampton... . . . "

ScAGEN, a town of N. Jutland, near a

cape of the ſame name, 18 miles N. of

Fladſtrand.

SCAGERAC, or CATEGAT, a gulf of

the N. Sea, between N. Jutland, Norway,

and the Iſlands of Zealand and Funen.

Scagglethorp, Yorkſhire, E. of New

Malton. -

ScALA, a town of Principato Citra.

ScALANova, a town of Natolia, with a

harbour. It is ſeated on the ſea-coaſt, 40

miles SSE. of Smyrna.

Scalby, Lincolnſ, near Glanford-Bridge.

Scally, Yorkſhire, W. of South Cave.

Scalºy, Yorkſ, near Scarborough. Scaly

Caſtle, Cumberl. 5 miles N. of Carliſle.

Scaldwell, Northamp. W. of Walgrave.

Scale, or Scalls, Cornwall, near Senan and

the Land's-End. Scale, near Hertford.

Scale, Lancaſ, in Amounderneſs. Scale,

Lancaſ. S. of Ulverſton. Scaleby, Cumb.

near Stanwix and Kirklinton. Scalfºrd,

Leiceſterſhire, NW. of Waltham-on-the

Would.

ScALITz, or ScaLA, a town of Hun

gary, 32 miles WNW. of Topoltzan.

Scalmartin-Rocks, in Down, Ulſter.

They are fituated in Donaghadee-Har

bour, and, though ſo ſmooth and flat that

veſſels ſeldom ſuffer on them, are rather

dangerous, being overflowed by the tide.
Scalºt
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Scalme Park, Yorkſhire, between Sher

born and Selby.

ScALP, a curious chaſm, or fiſſure in a

ridge of mountains, 5 miles from Dublin,

on the road to the Dargle and Waterfall.

It ſeems as if by an extraordinary convul

fion in nature, the mountain had been

cracked acroſs, and torn aſunder, prodigi

ous heaps of ſtones, of enormous ſize, hav

ing tumbled down into the rocky chaſm.

It forms one of the moſt ſtriking curioſi

ties in Ireland. By breaking down and

levelling the prominencies of the prodigi

ous piles of maſſive rocks in the bottom,

an eaſy and good road has been infinuated

through the rugged fiſſure.

ScAMAchie. See SchAMACHYA.

... Scamelſby, Lincolnſhire, N. of Horncaſ

tle. Scampton, 4 miles from Lincoln.

ScANDARoon. See AlexandrettA.

ScAND1NAvi A, an ancient general name

for that tračt of Europe, which contains

Sweden, Denmark, and Norway, with the

ſeveral iſlands in the Baltic.

Scan IA. See SchoNEN.

Scar, in Wexford, Leinſter.

ScARA, a town of W. Gothland, for

merly the reſidence of the kings of Goth

land. It is ſeated S. of the lake Wenner,

66 miles NE. of Gottenburg.

* ScAR Boro UGH, a large town of the

N. Riding of Yorkſhire, ſeated on a ſteepy

rock, near which are ſuch craggy cliffs

that it is almoſt inacceſſible on every ſide.

On the top of this rock is a large green

plain, with a little well of freſh water,

ſpringing out of the rock. A noble large

caſtle was ere&ted here by King Henry II.

which is now moſtly in ruins. It is great

ly frequented on account of it's mineral

waters, which are purgative and diuretic,

and alſo for ſea-bathing; on which account

it is much improved in the number and

beauty of it's buildings. The ſpring was

under the cliff, part of which fell down in

December 1737, and the water was loſt;

but, in clearing away the ruins, in order

to rebuild the wharf, it was recovered, to

the great joy of the town. Here are aſ

ſemblies and balls, in the ſame manner as

at Tunbridge. Scarborough has a good

harbour, poſſeſſes a confiderable ſhipping

trade, ſupplies York and other places with

cod, mackarel, turbot, &c. and is the beſt

port for veſſels to take to, in ſtreſs of

weather, between Newcaſtle and the Hum

ber. It is 36 miles NE. byE. of York, and

237 N. of London. Markets on Thurſ

day and Saturday.

ScARBo Rouch, a town and fort of

Tobago, taken from the French, by ſtorm,

by the Engliſh general, Cuyler, April 15,

1793.

Scarcliff, Derbyſhire, near Bolſover.

SCARdo NA, a town of Dalmatia.

Scareſbrick, Lancaſ. near Marton-Meer,

and the ſea. Scarle, North, Lincolnſ. SW.

of Lincoln. Scarle, South, Nottingh, in

the pariſh of Newark-on-Trent.

ScARLINo, a town of Tuſcany.

Scarning, Norfolk, SW. of E. Dereham.

ScARo, a town of Santorin, in the Ar

chipelago.

ScaRPANto, anciently CARPAThus,

an iſland of the Archipelago, and one of

the Sporades, lying to the SW. of the

Iſle of Rhodes. It is about 18 miles in

length, and 6 in breadth. It abounds in

cattle, and game, and has mines of iron,

Quarries of marble, with ſeveral good har

bours. The inhabitants are moſtly Greeks.

ScARPF, a river of France, which riſes

near Aubigny, in the dept. of Calais,

waſhes Arras, Douay, and St. Amand, and

falls into the Scheld, 7 miles SSE ofTournay. t

Scarrington, Nottingh. between Nor

manton and Nottingham. Scarſdale, a

rich, fruitful traćt, in the NE. part of Der

byſhire, ſurrounded by barren rocks and

mountains. Scarthingwell, Yorkſ. near

Sherborn. Scartho, Linc. S. of Grimſby.

Scaſtal, Cumberland, NW. of Ravenglaſs.

Scarva, a village on the Newry canal,

in Down, Ulſter, 67 miles from Dublin.

Scarwagh Paſs, in Down, Ulſter. Scar

rawalſh, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Scaſworth, Nottinghamſhire, by the

Idle, E. of Bautree.

Scatrick, an iſland in Strangford Lake,

in Down, Ulſter. Scattery, an iſland of

Kerry, Munſter, in the Shannon. -

Scauden, Northumberl. in the barony of

Wark. Scaupºwick, Linc. S. of Noćton.

Scawſly, Yorkſ. W. of Doncaſter. Sce

cheſley, Leic. by Hinckley. Scerborough,

or Scorborough, Yorkſ. NE. of Wighton.

Schaff HAUSEN, a town of Swiſſer

land, capital of a canton of the ſame

name, ſituated on the N. ſhore of the

Rhine, near a celebrated catara&t. It

was formerly an imperial town, governed

by an ariſtocracy; it was admitted a mem

ber of the Helvetic confederacy in 1501,

and it’s territory forms the twelfth canton

in rank. The inhabitants of this town

are computed to be 6coo; but the number

of citizens or burgeſſes (in whom the ſu

preme power ultimately reſides) is about

16oo. From theſe are ele&ted 85 mem

bers, who form the great and little coun

cil; the ſcnate, or little council of 25, be

ing
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ing entruſted with the executive power,

and the great council (including the ſe

nate) finally deciding all appeals, and re

gulating the more important concerns of

government. The town is tolerably well

built; and here is a famous wooden bridge

over the Rhine. The river being ex

tremely rapid here, had already deſtroyed

feveral ſtone bridges of the ſtrongeſt con

fruction, when, in 1754, Ulric Gruben

man, a carpenter of Tuffen, in Appenzel,

offered to throw a wooden bridge of a fin

glé arch, over the river, which is near 4oo

feet wide. The magiſtrates, however, re

quired that it ſhould confift of two arches,

and that he ſhould, for that purpoſe, em

ploy the middle pier of the old bridge.

He has done ſo; but has contrived to

leave it a matter of doubt, whether the

bridge is ſupported by the middle pier.

A man of the ſlighteſt weight feels it al

moſt tremble under him ; yet waggons

heavily laden paſs over it without danger.

The ſides and top of it are covered; and

it is what the Germans call harngewerk,

or hanging bridge ; the road, which is al

moſt level, is not carried, as uſual, over

the top of the arch, but (if the expreſſion

may be uſed) is let into the middle of it,

and there ſuſpended. The archite&t was

totally unacquainted with the theory of

mechanics, Veſſels that go down the

Rhine pay a toll here. The inhabitants

are about 7ooo. Schaffhauſen is 22 miles

N. by E. of Zurich. Lat. 47.43. N.

lon. 8.41. E.

Schaffhausen, the ſmalleſt canton of

Swifferland, bounded on the N. and W. by

Suabia; on the E. by part of Suabia, and

the biſhopric of Conſtance; and on the S.

by the Rhine. It is 5 leagues in length,

and 3 in breadth, and contains 17 pariſhes,

and 1o bailiwicks. The revenues of the

ſtate are not very conſiderable, as will ap

pear from the ſalary of the burgomaſter,

or chief of the republic, which barely

amounts to 1.5ol. a year. The reforma

tion, was introduced here in 1529. The

prieſthood is ſupported by the ſtate; but

their income is barely ſufficient for their

maintenance; the greateſt ſalary being

only rool. and the leaſt 4al. per annum.

The profeſſors of literature alſo, who are

taken from the clergy, are paid by govern

ment; and a ſchool is ſupported at the

ublic expence. Sumptuary laws are in

orce here, as well as in moſt parts of

Swiſſerland; and no dancing is allowed

except upon particular occaſions. The paſ

tures are good, and they export wine; corn

is moſtly procured from Suabia. The popu

lation of this canton is eſtimated at 30,000.

Schalholt, a town of Iceland, with

a biſhop's ſee, a college, a cathedral, and

a*. Lat. 64.40. N. lon. 1z. zo. wi

SchAMAchyA, a town of Perſia, capi

!al of Shirvan. It has very large manu

factories of filks and cottons, and is feated

on the W. ſide of the Caſpian Sea, 25o

miles NNE. of Tauris. It was formerly

very large, but is now decayed, above

6ooo houſes having been thrown down by

an earthquake. Lat. 40. 50. N. lon. 53.

4. E.

Schantz STERNEY, a fortreſs in Ca

relia, feated on the river Neva, a little to

the eaſtward of Peterſburgh.

- Scharding, a town of Bavaria, on the

river Inn, 7 miles S. of Paſſaw.

Schak Nitz, a town in the Tyroleſe,

on the confines of Bavaria, near a moun.

tain paſs of importance.

Schawenburg, a territory of Weſt

phalia, about 30 miles in length, and 1 a

in breadth, belonging partly to the Land

grave of Heſſe, partly the Duke of Brunſ.

wick Lunenburg, and partly to the Count

of Lippe.

SchelD, one of the moſt confiderable

rivers of the Netherlands, riſes about 8

miles N. of St. Quintin, in the department

of Aiſne, and paſting by Cambray, Bou

sham, Valencienues, Conde, Tournay,

Oudenarde, Ghent, Dendermond, and

Antwerp, it divides into two branches be

low Fort Lillo. One of theſe, called the

Eaſtern-Scheld, flows by Bergen-op-Zoom:

the other, the Weſtern-Scheld, proceeds

to Fluſhing, and both forming ſeveral

iſlands, empty themſelves into the Ger

man Ocean.

Schell'A, a town of Hungary, feated

on the river Waag, near which is a vol

cano, that burns continually. It is 25

miles NE. of Preſburg.

Schelle NBURG, a town of Berch

todſgaden, Bavaria, famous for the defeat

of the French and Bavarians, in 1704, by

Engliſh and Imperialiſts, under the Duke

of Marlborough and Prince Lewis of Ba

den. The former were very ſtrongly in

trenched. It is 22 miles SSW. of Ingol

ſtadt.

SchELLING, an iſland of W. Frieſland,

lying at the entrance of the Zuyder-Zee,

between Vly Iſland and Ameland.

Schelly, Suſſex, NE. of Horſham.

SchEM Nitz, a town of Hungary, one

of the ſeven mountain towns, with three

caſtles, a college, and a royal mine office.

In largeneſs, and number of mine-works,

it ſurpaſſes all other mine-towns in Hun

gary. The gold and filver mines here

Itill produce a confiderable quantity of ore,

- The
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The workmen are in number above sooo.

The yearly charges to the crown, of the

mine-works here,amount to above 500,ooo

guilders. It is 14 miles S. of Kremnitz,

and 92 E. of Vienna.

Schening, a town in E. Gothland,

formerly more confiderable than at preſent.

The annual fair here, on the 29th of July,

is one of the largeſt in the whole king

dom. It is feated on the river Skena, 8

miles SSE. of Waſtena, and 17 SW. of

Linkoping.

SchenkeNSHANs, or Schre Nck, a for

treſs in Cleves, in an angle of the Betuwe,

where the Rhine divides into two branches,

one of which runs towards Arnheim, and

preſerves the name; while the other, which

paſſes by Nimeguen, is called the Waal.

It is 12 miles SSE. of Nimeguen,

Scher, a town of Suabia.

ScheRDING, a town of Bavaria, on the

Inn, 6 miles S. of Paſſaw.

SchEve, a town of N. Jutland.

Schev ELING, a village of Holland,

near the Hague.

SchieDAM, a town of Holland, ſeated

on the canal called the Schie, which com

municates with the Maeſe, 4 miles W. of

Rotterdam.

Schilceffer, or St. Oſwald's, in the Pićt's

Wall, near Caſtle-Steeds, above the conflux

of the N. and S. Tyne. Schilmington,

Northumberland, in the manor of Heppal.

SchiltAch, a town of Wurtemburg.

SchinzNAch, a town of Bern, famous

for it's tepid mineral waters.

Schiras, a city of Perſia, capital of

Fariſiſtan. It is 3 miles in length from E.

to W. but not ſo much in breadth. The

houſes are built of bricks dried in the ſun;

the roofs are flat and terraced. There are

15 handſome moſques, tiled with ſtones of

a bluiſh green colour, and lined within

with black poliſhed marble. There are

about 20 public gardens, with trees, the

largeſt of the kind, perhaps, in the world;

and fruits almoſt of every kind, beſide va

rious beautiful flowers: The country

about Schiras is ſurpriſingly fertile, pro

ducing the fineſt horſes, the beſt paſtures,

and ſheep whoſe tails weigh 18 or 20 pounds

weight. The wines of Schiras are not

only the beſt in Perſia, but throughout the

Eaſt. It is about 190 miles S. of Iſpahan.

SchlestADT, a town in the department

of Lower Rhine, feated on the river Ill, 18

miles SSW. of Straſburg. -

Sc HLEussiNcEN, a town of Hennin

gen, Franconia, ſeated on the river Sthleus.

SchMieper ERG, a town of Jauer, Si

defia ; and a town of Meiſſen, Upper Saxony.

Scholeſnore, Yorkſ. SW. of Bradford.

Schombe RG, a town of Treves; a

town of Olmutz, Moravia; and a town of

Schweidnitz, Sileſia.

SchoNeck, a town of Vogtland, Upper

Saxony.

SchoNEN, Scania, or Skone, a pro

vince of Sweden, on the Sound, S. of Ha

land and Smaland. It is about 65 miles

in length, and 48 in breadth, and is a very

fertile country. Lunden is the capital.

. SchoNGaw, a town of Upper Bavaria,

on the Lech, 90 miles W. of Saltzburg.

Schoon Hov EN, a town in S. Holland,

with a very commodious haven. It is

feated on the river Lech, in which there is

an excellent ſalmon-fiſhery, 14 miles E. of

Rotterdam.

SchoRNDorf, a town of Wurtem

burg, noted for it's ſalt-ſprings. It is 16

miles E. of Stutgard.

Schoute N, an iſland in the Eaſtern

Indian Sea, 12 o miles in circumference,

diſcovered by William Schouten, a Dutch

man, in 1616. Lat. o. 50. S. lon. 135.

25. E.

Schowen, an iſland in Zealand, lying

between the Iſlands of Goree and Bever

land, being 15 miles in length, and 6 in

breadth. Ziriczee is the capital.

Schut, a large iſland of Hungary, a

little below Preſburg, in the river Danube,

30 miles in length, and 10 in it's mean

breadth. There is another iſland of the

ſame name, ſeparated from the above by a

branch of the Danube, zo miles in length,

and 5 in breadth.

Schwabach, a town of Anſpach, Fran

conia.

SchwartzeM BURG, a lordſhip of

Franconia; a town of Erzeburg, Upper

Saxony; and a town and bailiwick of

Berne, Swiſſerland.

Schwarz, a town in the Tirol, famous

for it's mines of different metals ; ſeated

on the river Inn, 14 miles ENE. of In

ſpruc.

SchwARTzBURG, a town in Thurin

gia, capital of a county of the ſame name.

It is ſeated on the river Schwartz, iz miles

SE. of Erfurt.

Schweid Nitz, a city of Sileſia, capital

of a province of the ſame name, in which

are 14 towns, with flouriſhing linen and

woollen manufačtures. It is the hand

ſomeſt town of Sileſia, next to Breſlaw.

The ſtreets are large, the church fine, and

the houſes well built. The royal-palace

is turned into a convent. All the magiſ

trates are Romaniſts, and moſt of the inha

bitants are Proteſtants, who have a church

without the town, as alſo a public ſchool.

It is 22 miles S.W. of Breſlaw.

SCHWEINFURT,
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SchweinFURT, an imperial town of

Franconia, with a palace, where the ſena

tors meet, who are twelve in number.

The environs abound in cattle, corn, and

wine, and the inhabitants are Proteſtants.

They are not very rich, however, they

carry on a large trade in linen and woollen

cloth, gooſe quills, and feathers. It is

feated on the river Maine, 2.5 miles NNW.

of Bamberg. -

Schweirz, a canton of Swiſſerland,

bounded on the N. by the canton of Zu

rich; on the E. by the bailiwick of Gaſ

ter, and the canton of Glarus; on the S.

by the canton of Uri; and on the W. by

the cantons of Lucerne, Zug, and Zurich.

This canton, with that of Uri and Under

walden, threw off the yoke of Auſtria,

January 13, 1308. In 1315, having given

the Auſtrians a total overthrow at Mor

garten, they formed a perpetual alliance,

which was the grand ſoundation of the

Helvetic confederacy. The name of

Schwetzerland, Switzerland, or Swiſſerland,

which originally comprehended only the

three cantons mentioned above, was after

ward extended to all Helvetia. The go

vernments of Schweitz and Uri contain,

including their ſubjects, 50,000 people.

The ſame kind of foil, and the ſame pro

ductions, are common to the two cantons.

The whole country being rugged and

mountainous, conſiſts chiefly of paſture,

raiſes little corn, and has no wine : but

this ſoil, naturally barren, has been in

proved by the natives to an aſtoniſhing

degree of fertility. The government is

Jemocratic, every male 16 years old hav

ing a vote in the landeſgemeine; but the

ordinary regency conſiſts of 60 counſellors,

with a landgamman as preſident, viz. ten

from each of the ſix quarters into which

the country is divided. Out of this coun

cil the principal officers are eleēted. The

Romiſh religion is here excluſively eſta

bliſhed.

Schweitz, a town of Swiſſerland, ca

pital of the canton of the ſame name, with

one church, and three convents. It is

feated in a fertile country 10 miles ESE.

of Lucerne.

SchweRIN, a town of Germany, capi

tal of the duchy of Mecklenburgh Schwc

rin, ſeated on a beautiful lake. It is di

vided into four parts; namely, Schwerin,

the New Town, the Iſland of Schelf, and

and the Moor. The cathedral is a fine

Gothic pile, with a lofty ſpire. The du

cal palace and gardens are pleaſantly ſitu

ated on an iſland in the lake, and have a

communication with the town by a draw

bridge. It is 35 iniles ESE. of Lubeck.

in great number.

Schw1NBURG, a town of Denmark, on

the SE. coaſt of Funen.

Sciati, an iſland of the Archipelago,

18 miles N. of Negropont.

Scilly, a ſmall village in Cork, Munſter,

near Kinſale. The inhabitants are the

deſcendants of an Engliſh colony, who

ſettled here after the defeat of the Spani

ards, in the reign of Flizabeth. They

have ſeveral fiſhing veſſels, and annually

take great quantities of fiſh, which they

cure for foreign markets and home con

ſumption. As they ſeldon marry out of

the village, they are generally related to

each other.

SciLLY, a cluſter of iſlands and rocks,

which lie almoſt 1o leagues to the W. of

the Land’s-End, in Cornwall, and are

eaſily diſcerned from it. Of theſe, only

five or fix are inhabited. They are ſup

poſed formerly to have produced much

tin, but are now chiefly known as a reſort

of ſea-fowl, and a place of ſhelter for ſhips

in bad weather. They are ſaid to be 145

in number. The inhabitants principally

ſubſiſt by fiſhing, burning kelp, and acting

as pilots. They have wild-fowl of all

ſorts, and tame-fowl, puffins, and rabbits

The chief of the iſlands

is St. Mary's, which is near 10 miles in

circumference, and has a good Port.

This iſland is the largeſt and moſt culti

vated, containing more, and richer inha

bitants, than all the reſt put together. It

is defended by a caſtle, built by Queen

Elizabeth, and ſeveral ſtrong batteries, one

of which, towards the ſea, is mounted

with 64 pieces of cannon, ſome of them 13

|. Here is alſo a guard-houſe,

arracks, a ſtore-houſe, with a company

of ſoldiers, a maſter-gunner, and fix other

gunners. In Sampſon Iſland, which is

the ſmalleſt, only one family lives, which

goes to the place of worſhip in the other

iſlands, the only communication being by

means of a boat. In St. Mary's, and in

two or three other of the largeſt iſlands,

are various antiquities, particularly the

remains of a temple of the Druids, and

ancient ſepulchres; but the greateſt orna

ment of this iſland is the light-houſe, of

51 feet high, and the gallery is four.

The ſaſh-lights are 11 feet 6 inches high,

and 3 feet 2 inches broad. It ſtands on

high land, and is a very fine column. The

Scilly rocks have been deſtructive to num

bers of ſhips entering the Channel. One

of the moſt diſaſtrous events of this kind

happened Ośtober 22d, 1707, when three

men of war, under Cloudeſley Shovel, were

loſt, with all their crews. Lat. 49. 55.

N. lon. 6, 41. W.

SciLLY,
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SČilly, a group of iſlands or ſhoals in

the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Cap

tain Wallis, in 1767, and deſcribed as ex

tremely dangerous. Lat. 16. 28. S. lon.

155. 30. W.

Scio, or Chios, one of the moſt beau

tiful and pleaſant iſlands of the Archipela

go, near the coaſt of Natolia, to the S. of

Metelin, and to the NE. of Samos. It is

32 miles in length, and 15 in breadth ; a

mountainous country, yet pleaſant enough,

there being fruits of various kinds grow

ing in the fields, ſuch as oranges, citrons,

olives, mulberries, and pomegranates.

Large quantities of pleaſant wine are pro

duced here, which they export to the

neighbouring iſlands; but their principal

trade is in ſilks manufactured into velvet,

damaſk, and other ſtuffs, deſigned for Aſia,

Egypt, and Barbary. They have alſo

ſome commerce in wool, cheeſe, figs, maſ

tick, and turpentine. The women are

accounted more polite than in other parts

of the Levant; though the dreſs is odd,

yet it is very meat. The partridges are

tame, being ſent every day into the fields

to get their living, and in the evening they

are called back with a whiſtle. The town

called Scio is large, pleaſant, and the beſt

built of any in the Levant, the houſes be

ing beautiful and commodious ; ſome of

them are terraced, and others covered with

tiles. The ſtreets are paved with flint

ſtones, and the Venetians, while they had

it in their poſſeſſion, made a great many

alterations for the better.

get a good deal of honey and wax off this

iſland. The caſtle is an old citadel, built

by the Genoeſe. The harbour of Scio is

the rendezvous of all ſhipping, that go to

or come from Conſtantinople, and will

hold a fleet of fourſcore veſſels. They

reckon only Io,ooo Turks, and 3coo

Latins, but 1oo,ooo Greeks, on this

iſland. Scio is a biſhop's ſee, and is ſeated

on the ſea-ſide, 47 miles SSW. of Smyrna.

Sciredun, Devonſhire, on the Dart, ber

tween Dartmore and Aſhburton.

Sci Ros, an iſland of the Archipelago,

to the W. of Metelin. It is 15 miles in

length, and 8 in breadth. It is a moun

tainous country, but has no mines. Their

cheeſe is made of the milk of goats and

ſheep mixed together, and the wine is ex

cellent. They have alſo wax and maſtick.

There is but one town, of the ſame name,

and that is built on a rock, which runs up

like a ſugar-loaf, and is 10 miles from the

harbour of St. George. The inhabitants

are Greeks, the cadi being the only Turk

among them. *

ScLAvosia, a country of Europe, ſitu

The French

ated S. of Hungary, and between the rivers

Drave and Dauube on the N. and Save on

the S. It is divided into ſix counties and

belongs to the houſe of Auſtria. It was

formerly called a kingdom, and is about

150 miles in length, and from 25 to 45 in

breadth, from the frontiers of Croatia to

Belgrade. The eaſtern part is called

Ratzia, and the inhabitants Ratzians.

Theſe form a particular nation, and are of

the Greek church. The language of

Sclavonia is the mother of four others,

namely, thoſe of Hungary, Bohemia, Po

land and Ruſſia. -

Scoggerbar, Cumberland, in Bootle pa

riſh, near the ſea. Scole, Norfolk. Scoles,

Yorkſhire, S.W. of Halifax.

Scone, or Scoone, a village of Perthſhire,

ſeated on the E. ſide of the river Tay, N.

by W. of Perth. Here is the ancient

royal palace of Scone, in which the kings

of Scotland were crowned, in the celebrat

ed ſtone chair, which is now in Weſtmin

ſtar Abbey.

Scopolo, an iſland of the Archipela

go, at the entrance of the Gulf of Salo

nichi. It is about 10 miles in length and

5, in breadth, is very fertile, produces

plenty of good wine, and contains 12,000

inhabitants, who are almoſt all Greeks.

ScoPIA, or UscAPIA, a town of Turk

iſh Servia, on the confines of Boſnia.

Scornſion, Norf. S. of Wurſted. Scor

ton, Yorkſ. NE. of Catterick. Scofion,

Nottingh. on the Ryton, NE. of Workſop.

Scotby, Cumb. adjoining Kirkbride, near

Carliſle. Scotfield, Bedfordſ. NW. of Bal

dock. Scotfield, Staffordſ. NE. of Tam

worth. Scotford, S. of Lancaſter. Scot

grove, Kent, by Aſh. Scothorn, NE. of

Lincoln. Scothorp, Yorkſ. SE. of Settle.

ScotlanD, or NoRTH-BRITAIN, the

moſt northern of the two kingdoms into

which the iſland of Great Britain was

formerly divided. It is bounded on all

fides by the ſea, except towards the S. and

SE. where it is joined to England. The

iſlands, alſo, on it's weſtern coaſt, called

the Hebrides, or Weſtern Iſlands, and

thoſe to the NE. called the Orkney and

Shetland-Iſlands, appertain to Scotland.

From N. to S. Scotland extends about 270,

miles, and from E. to W. in ſome parts

150 miles, but in others only 30. Exclu

fively of the iſlands, Scotland ſeems to be

naturally divided into three large diſtričts.

The North diviſion is formed by a chain

of lakes, which croſs the country from the

Frith of Murray, to the iſland af Mull

The Midde diviſion is bounded on the S.

by the Friths of Foith and Clyde, and the

great canal by which they are united ;

Q_{i - and,
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and, on the S. fide of this boundary is the

South diviſion. The Northern diviſion is

chiefly an aſſemblage of vaſt dreary moun

tains; not, however, without ſome fertile

valleys on the northern and eaſtern ſhores.

The Middle diviſion is traverſed, in dif

ferent directions, by many great ranges

of mountains; and though cultivation

here is alſo found, eſpecially on the eaſt

ern ſhore, yet of this diviſion, as well as

of the former, it may be obſerved, that

the arable land bears but a ſmall propor

tion to the mountainous and barren tracks.

However, the eaſtern coaſt of the Middle

diviſion, and the whole of the Southern,

has a great reſemblance to England, and

with reſpect both to the general aſpe&t of

the country, and to the progreſs of culti

vation, exhibits every kind of rural variety.

The rivers of Scotland, are, in general,

remarkable for their rapidity, and abun

dance of ſalmon, trout, and other excellent

fiſh; the principal are the Spey, Don, Tay,

Tweed, Clyde, Forth, the Northern Dee,

the Eſk, Annan, Nith, and Southern Dee;

and the lochs, or lakes, are numerous and

extenſive. The climate is very various.

The northern extremity, which is in the

fame latitude with ſome parts of Norway,

is extremely cold; but the froſts are far

from being ſo intenſe here as in parts of

the continent equally as far to the north.

For this advantage, Scotland is indebted

to an inſular ſituation. It's weſt coaſt is

fubjećt to frequent rains in the ſummer,

and to ſudden changes of weather. In

many places on the eaſtern ſhore, and in

the whole South diviſion, the climate is

not inferior to the north part of England;

and, in general, the air of Scotland is very"

healthy. The produćts of the country are

rain, flax, woods of oak and fir, coal,

ead, iron, free-ſtone, lime-ſtone, ſlate, the

moſt beautiful marble, fine rock-cryſtals,

earls, variegated pebbles, kelp, &c. It

eeds vaſt herds of cattle and flocks of

ſheep; they are both ſmall, but much va

lued for the delicacy of their fleſh; and

the fleece of the #: emulates the fineſt

Spaniſh wool. It is in the high grounds

that the cattle are ſo diminutive; for, in

many parts of the country, the horſes and

cows are not excelled in ſize and beauty by

thoſe of the Engliſh breed. Among the

wild animals are the roe, ſtag, fox, badger,

otter, hedge-hog, rabbit, weaſel, mole, and

other ſmall quadrupeds. Among the fea

thered race, are the capercailzie, or cock

of the wood, the eagle, falcon, partridge,

quail, ſnipe, plover, black-game, and

grouſe, &c. The fiſheries in the ſurround

ing ſeas are of great national importance,

and will become a real ſource of wealth to

the nation, when increaſing commerce ſhall
enable the inhabitants to form roads, erect

villages, and open canals, in the remote

parts of the country. The trade and

population of moſt of the great towns

have confiderably increaſed of late. The

weſtern ſhores, however, are annually

drained of inhabitants by the emigration

of individuals. Scotland was an inde

pendent kingdom till James VI. was called

to the throne of England; and in the reign

of Queen Anne, one of his ſucceſſors, both

kingdoms were united under the general

name of Great Britain. Sixteen peers are

elečted to repreſent the nobility, and 45

commoners, to repreſent the counties and

boroughs, in the ſame parliament with

that of England. There are five univer

ſities in Scotland, viz. St. Andrews, Glaſ

gow, Edinburgh, New Aberdeen, and Old

Aberdeen. Scotland is divided into 33

counties, namely, Shetland and Orkney,

Bute, Caithneſs, Sutherland, Roſs, Cro

marty, Nairne, Inverneſs, Murray, Banff,

Aberdeen, Kincardine, Angus, Perth,

Fife, Kinroſs, Clackmannan, Stirling,

Dumbarton, Argyle, Renfrew, Ayr,

Wigton, Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, Rox

burgh, Selkirk, Peebles, Lanerk, Linlith

gow, Edinburgh, Haddington, and Ber

wick. The eſtabliſhed religion is the

Preſbyterian, and the capital is Edin

burgh.

Scotland, Dorſetſ. a mile N. of Corfe

Caſtle. Scotland Green, Middleſex, E. of

Ponder's End. Scotney, Kent, near Lyd.

Scotney, Kent, near Lamberhurſt. Scotſ,

Suffolk, near Aldborough. Scot's-Hall,

Kent, near Canterbury. -

Scot's Houſe, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Scotſland, Surry, near Godalmin.

Scotſtown, in Monaghan, Uiſter.

Scotſwood, Northumberland, 2 miles

from Newcaſtle. Scotter, Lincolnſhire, 7

miles NNE. of Gainſborough. Scotto,

Norfolk, SW. of Wurſted. Scotten,

Yorkſhire, near Knareſborough. Scowles,

Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck Iſle.

Scrala, a fruitful hill, in Down, Ulſter,

plowed nearly to it's ſummit. Scraby, in

Cavan, Ulſter.

Scrafield, Lincolnſhire, E. of Horncaſtle.

Scraptoft, near Leiceſter. Scrafton, Weft,

§. W. of Midlam. *::::::
Middleſex, by Oſterley-Houſe. Screatºn,

Yorkſhire, NE. of Bedall.

Screen, in Meath, Leinſter.

Screven, Yorkſhire, near Knareſborough.

Screveton, Nottinghamſhire, near Sibthorp.

Scrivan, a ſea-port of Terra Firms,

50 miles E. by S. of Porto Bello.

- Scrwieſy.
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Scrivelſby-Hall, Lincolnſ. by the river

Witham, near Horncaſtle. This manor

is held by grand ſerjeantry, viz. to attend

on the coronation days, on a good war

horſe, in preſence of the ſovereign, to chal

lenge any one that diſputes the right to

the crown. Scroby,Nº. by

Bautree, in the road from London to York.

Scropton, SW. of Derby, by the Dove.

Scrotagliny, in Kerry, Munſter.

Scrotty, Šišić. S. of Winterton-Neſs.

Sculcoater, Yorkſhire, a ſuburb of Hull.

Sculpius, Eſſex, in Finchingfield.

Scuta RI, a town of Turkey in Europe,

: E. of Upper Albania. It is ſeated on

a lake to which it gives name, 52 miles

SE. of Raguſa.

Scutari, a large and handſome town

of Turkey in Aſia, in Natolia, with a

well-frequented harbour, the reſidence of

a bergleberg, a Greek archbiſhop, and a

Latin biſhop. It is ſeated on the E. ſide

of Conſtantinople, of which it is looked

upon as a ſuburb, being directly over

againſt it. It contains a very handſome

moſque, and is built on the ſide of a hill.

Scylla, a rock, near the Faro of

Meſfina, on the coaſt of Calabria, oppoſite

the celebrated Charybdis ; which, though

the terror of ancient mariners, and the

theme of poets, on account of it's great

whirlpool, is now no longer formidable.

This rock is about a mile from the en

trance of the Faro, and forms a ſmall pro

montory, which runs a little out to ſea,

and meets the whole force of the waters

as they come out of the narroweſt part of

the Straits. The head of this promontory

is the famous Scylla. “It muſt be own

ed," ſays Mr. Brydone, “that it does not

altogether come up to the formidable de

icription that Homer gives of it; the read

ing of which (like that of Shakeſpeare's

Cliff) almoſt makes one's head giddy.

Neither is the paſſage ſo wondrous nar

row and difficult as he makes it. Indeed,

it is probable that the breadth of it is

greatly increaſed fince his time, by the

violent impetuoſity of the current; and

this violence too muſt always have dimi

niſhed, in proportion as the breadth of the

channel increaſed. Our pilot ſays, there

are many ſmall rocks that ſhow their heads

near the baſe of the large ones. Theſe

are probably the dogs that are deſcribed

as howling round the monſter Scylla.

There are#k: many caverns that add

greatly to the noiſe of the water, and tend

ſtill to increaſe the horror of the ſcene.

The rock is near zoo feet high. There is

a kind of caſtle, or fort on it's ſummit;

and the town of Scylla, or Sciglio, con

taining 3 or 4oo inhabitants, ſtands on

it's S. ſide, and gives the title of prince

to a Calabreſe family.”

Seaborough, Somerſetſ. S. of Crewkern.

Seabraham, or Sebergham, Highbound and

Lowbound, Cumberland, near Wigton.

Seachurch, Eſſex, near Canvey-Iſle. Sea

croft, Yorkſhire, NE. of Leeds.

Seaford, a ſea-port in Suſſex, one of

the Cinque Ports, 8 miles SSE. of Lewes,

and 59 S. by E. of London. Market diſ
uſed.

Seaford, in Down, Ulſter.

Seal, Derbyſ. near Aſhby-de-la-Zouch.

Seal, Devonſ. E. of Okehampton. Seal,

Kent, 2 miles N. of Sevenoaks. Seal,

Surry, E. of Farnham. Seal, Suſſex, near

Stening. Seales, Wiltſhire, near Mere.

Seamelly, Linc. NE. of Horncaſtle. Sea

mer, a river in Yorkſ. Seamer, Yorkſ.

N.W. of Stokeſley. Seamer, Yorkſhire

SW. of Scarborough, Seamer Hall, and

Beacon, Yorkſhire, N. of Scarborough.

Seapatrick, in Down, Ulſter. -

Sea-Salter, Kent, near the ſea, 4 miles

NE. of Feverſham. Seaſcales, Cumb. in

Gosforth pariſh. Seaſey, Yorkſ. SE. of

Thirſk. Seaſin, Staffordſ. W. of Wolver

hampton. Seatborn, Yorkſ. in Holder

neſs. Seatmoorthow, or Seckmurthy, Cum

berland, in the pariſh of Cockermouth.

SEATON, or Port-Seaton, a ſea-port

of Haddingtonſhire. Here is a ruinous

palace, in which Mary Queen of Scots re

ſided, after her return from France. In

the chapel are ſeveral curious marble mo

numents. It has a confiderable trade in

ſalt and coal, and is ſituated on the Frith

of Forth, 9 miles E. of Edinburgh.

Seaton, a river in Cornwall. The town

of the ſame name, at it's mouth, has, ac

cording to tradition, been ſwallowed up

in the encroachments of the ſea. Seaton,

Cumberl. near the ſea, S. of Ravenglaſs.

Seaton, Cumb. in Bootle pariſh. Seaton,

Cumb. near Workington. Here are very

extenſive iron-works on the Derwent, and

near it there is a confiderable ſalmon fiſh

ery. Seaton, Durham, in Seham pariſh.

Seaton, Northumberland, by the ſea, E. of

Alnwick. Seaton, Northumberl. between

Morpeth and the ſea. Seaton, Yorkſhire,

NW, of Holm, in Spalding-Moor. Sea.

ton, Yorkſ, in Holderneſs, near Hornſey.

Mcer. Seaton Garey, Durham, by the ſea,

S. of Hartlepool. Seaton Delaval, North.

umberland, by the ſea, N. of Tinmouth.

Seavenſhale, or Sherweſhield Caſtle, North

umberland, on the Piétºs-Wall, near Buſy.

Gap. Seawell, Staffordſhire, NE. of

Wolverhampton.

SEBAstiAN, St. a town of Guipuſcoa,
in

Q3 *
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in Spain, with a good and well frequented

harbour. The harbour is ſecured by two

moles, on which redoubts are planted,

within which only one ſhip can paſs at a

time. The ſtreets are long, broad, and

ſtraight, and paved with white flag ſtones.

The houſes are handſome, the chu, ches

meat, and the environs pleaſant. It carries

on a great trade, and is o populous, that

ſeveral families are obliged to live in the

ſame houſe. Their greateſt trade conſiſts

in iron and ſteel, ... ſome take to be the

beſt in Europe; they alſo deal in wool,

which cones from Old Caſtile. On Au

guſt 3d, 1794, it was inveſt d by the re

puolican troops of France, and capitulated

on the following day. The garriſon, con

ſiſting of , ooo men, ſurrendered priſoners

of war : 180 pieces of braſs cannon were

taken, with conſiderable magazines aud

ſtores. It is 50 miles NNE. of Bilboa.

SEBASTIAN, St. a large and handſome

city of Braſil, in S. America, capital of

the province of Rio Janeiro, and ſeated at

the invuth of the river of that name, which

forms a very extenſive and commodious

has bour. The city is large, well-built,

and pºpulous; the houſes, in general, are

of ſtone, two ſtories high; every houſe

having, after the manner of the Portu

gueſe, a little balcony before it’s windows,

and a lattice of wood before the balcony.

It ſtands upon low ground, which was

formerly ſwampy, and ſurrounded by hills

of vaſt height, which exclude the benefit of

the refreſhing ſea and land breezes ; ſo

that it is of courſe, ſuffocatingly hot, and

unhealthy, in the ſummer. The different

mechanics carry on their buſineſs in di

ſtinct parts of the town; particular ſtreets

being ſet apart for particular trades. On

the S. ſide of a ſpacious ſquare is the pa

lace of the viceroy. There are no manu

fačtures here, but much gold is brought

from the mines, and plenty of diamonds,

topazes, and améthyſts. Forty thouſand

negroes are annually imported, to work in

the mines, on the king's account. This

port is a very good place for ſhips to put in

to, that want refreſhment; all ſorts of pro

viſions, except wheaten bread and flour,

may be eaſily procured ; as a ſubſtitute for

bread, there are yams and caſſada in plenty.

Lat. 22. 54, S. lon. 42.46. W.

*SE BE Nico, a ſea-port of Dalmatia, ca

pital of a county of the ſame name, with

a biſhop's ſee, defended by four citadels

and a caſtle. It is ſeated near the mouth

of the river Cherca, in the Adriatic, 25

miles NW. of Spalatto.

SEBU, one of the Manilla Iſlands.

SEEu RG, a town in the department

of the North, 11 miles S. of Condé.

SEchiu RA, a town of Truxillo, South

Anerica. -

SEchy, or SeechInc., a town in Nor

folk, with a well-fiequented unarket, ſeat

ed on a ſmall navigable river, 4 miles S.

of King's Lynn, and 93 NNE. of London.

Market on Tueſday, and one once a fort

night for the ſale of fat bullocks.

SEC KAw, a town of Stiria.

SE & KINGEN, a town of Suabia, belong

ing to the houſe of Auſtria. It is one of

the foreſt-towns, has a large ſquare, and

is ſeated on an iſle, formed by the Rhine,

14 miles E. of Baſle.

Seckington, a village in Warwickſhire,

near Tamworth. Seckington, Leiceſter

ſhire, near Higham. Secomb, Cheſhire,

SW. of Liverpool Haven.

SEDAN, a conſiderable town in the dept.

of the Ardennes, with a ſtrong, caſtle, a

well-furniſhed arſenal, a foundry of cannon,

and a manufacture of black cloths of a fu

periorquality. The celebrated MarſhalTu

renne was born in the caſtle. It is ſeated

on the river Maeſe, 18 miles SE. of Rocroy,

and 135 NNE. of Paris.

Sedbergh, Yorkſ. on the river Rother,

N. of Kirby Lonſdale. Sedbury. Park,

Yorkſ. near Richmond. Sedcap, Kent,

3 miles beyond Eltham, near Chiſelhurſt.

Sedºffern, Norfolk, SW. of Walſingham.

Sedgbarrow, Worceſterſ. S. of Eveſham.

Sedgbrook, Lincolnſhire, N. of Grantham.

Sedghill, Wiltſhire, between Wardour

Caſtle and Gillingham. Foreſt.

SEDGFIELD, a town in Durham, E. of

Biſhop-Auckland.

Seagford, Norfolk, by Snetſham. Serg

ly, Staffordſ, near 1)udley, S. of Wolver

hampton. Here is a conſiderable manu

facture of coarſe iron-work, plough-ſhares,

horſe-ſhces, bolts and hinges for doors, &c.

Sedgmoor, Somerſetſ. a tract N. of the Par

ret, between King's-Weſton and Bridge

water, is memorable for the defeat of the

Duke of Monmouth and his party, in

1685, by the forces of King James II.

The duke was taken near Ringwood in

Hants, as he lay hid in a ditch, covered

with fern. Sedgwick-Park, Suſſex, 3 miles

SE. of Horſham. Sedleſcomb, Suſſex, 3

miles from Battel. Seegrave, Wilts, near

Chippenham. Seen, Wilts, near Devizes.

SEER, a ſea port of Oman, Arabia, on

the Perſian Gulf.

SEEz, a town in the department of Orne,

kate the ſee of a biſhop. It is 12 miles N.

of Alençon, and 1 oz. W. by S. of Paris.

Segary, Wiltſhire, on the Avon, SE. et

Malmſbury. -

SEGERBERG, a town of Holſtein.

- SEGEDIN,
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SEGFDIN, a town of Hungary.

St Gelse U R G, a town of Bremen,

Lower Saxony.

. SecEstan, a province of Perſia, anci

ently Drangiana, having Koraſan on the

N. Candahar and Sableſtan on the E.

Mecran on the S. and Kerman, Farſiſtan,

and Cowheſtan on the W. Zereng is the

capital. -

Seceswar, a town of Tranſylvania,

capital of a county of the ſame name.

Seggerſionhaugh, NW. of Durham.

Seggeſwick, Weſtmorland, on the Can, S.

of Kendal. Seghill, Northumberland, near

Tinmouth. -

Secn A, a town of Morlachia, with a

good harbour. It is a free town, under

the protection of Auſtria, and is feated on

the coaſt of the Adriatic, 1oo miles NNW.

of Spalatro.

SF GN1, a town in the Campagna-di

Roma, where organs are ſaid to have been

invented.

Seco RBA, a town of Valencia, ſeated in

a ſoil, very fertile in corn and wine, and

where there are quarries of fine marble.

It is near the river Morviedro, 27 miles

Nw. of Valencia, and 150 E. of Madrid.

SEGovIA, a city of Spain, in Old Caſ

tile, the ſee of a biſhop. Here the beſt

cloth in Spain is made, from the fine Spa

niſh wool, ſo much eſteemed in other coun

tries. The manufacturing of this is one

part of their trade, although, in 1785, the

number of their looms, formerly ſo nu

merous, did not exceed 25o; and another

is very fine paper. The cathedral, which

is a mixture of the Gothic and Mooriſh

architecture, ſtands on one ſide of the great

ſquare, and contains the ſtatue of Mary in

maſſy ſilver. The alcazar is a well-pre

ſerved edifice, and was formerly.the refi

dence of the Gothic kings. It is feated

in the higheſt part of the town, is covered

with lead, and has 16 rooms richly adorn

ed with tapeſtry, a great deal of gilding,

and fine ornaments of marble and porphy

ry. The royal chapel is magnificently

gilded, and embelliſhed with fine paintings,

The Mint is ſurrounded by a river, on

which are mills employed in coining, and

by which everything is done almoſt inſtan

taneouſly. This mint was for ſome time

the only one in Spain; of late another has

been eſtabliſhed at Seville. The aquedućt

is one of the moſt aſtoniſhing and beſt

preſerved of the Roman works; it is

3ooo paces in length, and is ſupported by

177 arches of a prodigious height, conſiſt

ing of two rows, riſing majeſtically one

above the other. It's ſolidity, which has

braved upwards of 16 centuries, ſeems in

explicable, on obſerving the ſimplicity of

it's conſtruction, and comparing the ſlen

der baſe with the wonderful height. It

is ſeated on a mountain between two hills,

45 miles NW. of Madrid.

SEGovt.A., a conſiderable town of Lu

con, in the Manilla, Iſlands, founded in

1598; the ſee of a biſhop, defended by a

fort and garriſon. It is ſituated near the

N. coaſt, 250 miles N. of Manilla.

Secovia, a town of Terra Firma, in

Venezuela, feated near a mountain, where

there are mines of gold, 15 miles from

Tucuyo. Lat. 7, 55. N. lon. 67 30. W.

Segovi A, NEw, a town of Mexico, in

Nicaragua, 70 miles NNE. of Leon.

SEGRA, a river of Spain, which riſes in

the Pyrenees, and runs SW. through Cata

ºlonia, paſſing by Balaguer, Lerida, and

Mequinez, where it falls into the Ebro.

Segrave, Leiceſterſhire, SE. of Lough

borough. Segſhill, or Sexbill, 7 miles N.

of Leiceſter. Segton, Lancaſhire, on the

Alt, by Croſby.

SEGURA, a town of Portugal, in Beira.

SEGURA, a town of Guipuſcoa; a town

of Spaniſh Eſtramadura; and a town of

Arragon.

SEGURA, a river of Spain, which riſes

in the SW. part of Murcia, croſies that

province and part of Valencia, and then

falls into the ſea, 16 miles SSW. of Ali

cant.

Seham, Durham, by the ſea, S. of Swn

derland. Seifincot, Glouceſterſhire, 4 miles

from Stow, and 6 from Campden. Seigh

ford, NW, of Stafford. w

SEiks, THF, a numerous nation of

Hindooſtan Proper, conſiſting of ſeveral

ſmall independent ſtates, that have formed

a kind of federal union. They poſſeſs the

whole of Lahore, the principal part of

Moultan, and the W. part of Delhi. This

traćt extends about 4oo miles from NW.

to SE. and is from 150 to zoo broad, in

general, although, in the part between

Attock and Benker, (that is along the

Indus) the extent cannot be leſs than 3:o.

Their capital is Lahore. We know but

little concerning the ſtate of their govern

ment, but it is repreſented as being mild.

In their mode of making war, they are

unqueſtionably ſavage and cruel. Their

ariny conſiſts almoſt entirely of horſe, of

which they are ſaid to be able to bring at

leaſt 1oo,ooo into the field. The Seiks,

like the Hindoos, moleſt not others in

matters of faith, and require only a con

formity in certain ſigns and ceremonies;

but, unlike the Hindoos, they admit pre

ſelytes; although thoſe from among the

Mahometans are the leaſt eſteemed.

Q_{l 3
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Seine, a river of France, which riſes in

the dept. of Côte d'Or, and, flowing by

Troyes, Melun, Paris, and Rouen, falls in

to the Engliſh Channel at Havre-de-Grace.

Seine AND MAR NE, a department of

France, S. of the departments of Oiſe and

the Aiſne, and part of what was formerly

the Iſle of France. Melun is the capital.

Seine AND Oise, a department of

France, N. of the department of Loiret.

Verſailles is the capital.

Seine, Lower, a department of

France, bounded on the N. by the Engliſh

Channel. Rouen is the capital.

Seinsheim, a town of Franconia.

SE1R, or Hor, a mountain in Arabia

Petraea, which formerly bounded Judea on

the S. and ſeparated it from Idumea. It

is now called Sardenny, and is 140 miles

E. of Cairo, in Egypt.

Seiſden, Staffordſhire, SW. of Wolver

hampton. Seifton, NE. of Leiceſter. Sei

flon, Nottinghamſhire, near Stoke. Seck

jord and Park, Suffolk, SW. of Wood

bridge. Selaby, Durham, S. of Staindrop.

Selation, Shropſhire, NW. of Oſweſtry.

Selborn, Hampſhire, near Liphook.

Selbur Y-HILL, in W., near

the village of Kennet, and half a mile

from Aubury, in the road from Marlbo

rough to Bath, is an artificial, high,

round hill, raiſed by human hands, but

for what purpoſe is unknown. It is the

largeſt and moſt uniform barrow in this

county, if not in all England.

Selby, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſeated on the river Ouſe, on

which veſſels of conſiderable fize paſs to

York. It is famous for being the birth

lace of Henry I. and is 12 miles S. of

ork, and 182 N. by W. of London.

Market on Monday.

SelefkıAH, or ITschil, anciently SE

Lucia, a town of Caramania.

Seleucia ILBER, an ancient town of

Syria, on the ſea-coaſt, N. of Antioch.

Selham, Suſſex, SW. of Petworth. Sel

burſt, Suſſex, N.W. of Arundel.

eligenstad, a town of Germany,

in Mentz.

SELivRea, a town of Romania, ſeated

on the N. ſide of the Sea of Marmora.

* Selkirk, a town of Selkirkſhire,

containing about 1ooo inhabitants. Here

is a manufacture of boots and ſhoes, and

another of inkle. Some trophies brought

away from Floddon Field, by the citizens

of Selkirk, have ſurvived the ruſt of time,

and are ſtill preſerved here. ... It is ſeated

on the river Ettrick, 30 miles SSE. of

Edinburgh.

Selkirkshire, a county of Scotland, ſlain

-

bounded on the N. by Edinburghſhire and

Berwickſhire, on the E. by Roxburgh

ſhire, on the S. by Dumfriesſhire, and on the

W. by Peeblesſhire. It is 24 miles long,

and from 8 to 15 wide. It is a hilly

country, yielding paſture to innumerable

flocks of ſheep and black cattle, and the

valleys bear good crops of hay and corn

The rivers abound with fiſh, and the

woods with birds, both of ſong and prey

The principal rivers are the Tweed, Et

trick, Yarrow, and Gala.

Sellock, Herefordſhire, NW. of Roſs.

Selles, a town in the dept. of Loir

and Cher, ſeated on the river Cher, 21

miles S. of Blois, and 1 os SSW. of Paris.

Selletb-Hall, Lanc. W. of Kirby-Lonſ

dale. Selley, Shropſ. SW, of Clun-Caſ

tle. Sellinage, Kent, by the Stour, 3

miles and a half NW. of Hithe. Selling,

Kent, 2 miles and a half SE. of Feverſham.

Sellingthorp, Yorkſhire, near . Driffield.

Selmſion, Suſſex, W. of Pevenſey-Marſh.

Selftomb, Suſſex, NE. of Battel. Selſey,

Suſſex, a peninſula on the Channel, SE, of

Thorney Iſle. Here was formerly a lit

tle city, which was ſwallowed up by the

encroachments of the ſea. Selſide, or Sel

fied-Hall, Weſtm. N. of Kendal. Selfton,

Nottinghamſhire, SW, of Mansfield.

Seltz, a town in the dept. of Lower

Rhine, ſeated on the Rhine, 27e miles E.

of Paris. Lat. 48.53. N. lon. 8.12. E.

Selwood, Somerſ. in the E. part of the

county, was a foreſt, about 15 miles in

length, and '6 in breadth. The neigh

bouring country was called Selwoodſhire,

and the chief town Frome-Selwood. Sel

worthy, Somerſetſhire, between Minehead

and Porlock. Semeley, Wiltſhire, near

Wardour-Caſtle.

SeMºndriah, a town of Servia.

Semer, Suffolk, N. of Hadleigh.

SEM16Allia, the NE. part of the

duchy of Courland, 11o miles in length,

and from 10 to 25 in breadth. It is fur

rounded by the reſt of Courland, except

on the N. where it is ſeparated from Ruſ

fia by the river Dwina. Mittaw is the

capital.

SeMiNARA, a town of Calabria Ultra.

SeMPAch, a lake of Swiſſerland, in the

canton of Lucern, 3 miles long, and 1

broad. The banks on each fide ſlope

gently to the edge of the water, and are
prettily checkered with wood. The town

of Sempach is ſeated on the lake, 7 miles

NW. of Lucern. Near Sempach, in 1386,

was fought the great battle which eſta

bliſhed the liberty of the Swiſs, in which
Leopold duke of Auſtria was defeated and

Sempringham,
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Sempringham, Linc. near Folkingham.

SEMUR, a town in the dept. of Côte

d'Or, with a manufačture of woollen cloth,

It is 32 miles WNW. of Dijon, and 135

SE. of Paris.

SemuR-EN-BRIENNois, an ancient

town in the dept. of Saone and Loire, 1 a

miles S. Charolles, and 175 SSE. of Paris.

Senan, Cornwall, 5 miles from St. Bu

rien, the moſt weſtern pariſh in the king

dom. Senbury, Glouceſ, near Campden.

Sence, a river of Leiceſterſhire and War

wickſhire. Send, Surry, near Woking

Sen ef, a town of Brabant, 13 miles

ENE. of Mons. It is famous for a drawn

battle fought here, in 1674, between the

French, under the Prince of Condé, and

the Dutch and allies, under William

prince of Orange.

Sen EGAL, a kingdom of Africa, in

Negroland, ſeated on a large river of the

ſame name, which overflows like the Nile,

and much about the ſame time of the year.

It is 4o days before it comes to the height,

when the river overflows it's banks, and

the channel is difficult to find by thoſe who

go up it in boats., The French once ſent

3o men up this river, who rowed 10oo

miles, undergoing great hardſhips, inſo

much that only five returned back alive;

their boat once ſtuck faſt on the tops of

trees, and they got it off with a great deal

of difficulty. The kingdom of Senegal

was formerly very conſiderable, but it is

now reduced into a very narrow compaſs;

it is populous, and full of trees, but the

ſoil ſandy and barren, for which reaſon they
never ſow, till the rainy ſeaſon comes on,

in June, and get in their harveſt in Sep

tember The mouth of the river Senegal

is laid down in lat. 15.5o. N.

SENEGAL, an iſland of Africa, in the

river Senegal, a mile and a quarter in

length, and half a mile in breadth. The

inhabitants areabout 3000, who live chiefly

on fiſh and maize. Lat. 16. 5.N.

Sener-Caſtle, Cornwall, W. of Treval

an.

3 Senez, a town in the dept. of Lower

Alps, 49 miles NW. of Nice.

Senhampton, Glouc. near Winchcomb.

SEN LIs, a town in the dept. of Oiſe,

lately the ſee of a biſhop. It is ao miles

NNW. of Meaux, and 27 NNE. of Paris.

Se N N AR, a large town of Africa, in

Nubia, capital of a kingdom of the ſame

name, which lies on the banks of the Nile,

between Egypt and Abyſſinia. It is 5

miles in circumference, and very populous,

containing near 1 oo,ooo inhabitants. The

houſes are all one ſtory high, flat roofed,

and very ill built, but the ſuburbs contain

only cottages, covered with reeds. The

king's palace is ſurrounded by high walls,

of bricks dried in the ſun, but is only a

confuſed heap of buildings. The heats

are exceſſive, and in the rainy ſeaſon the

air is extremely unwholeſome. There is

a market every day in the week, in the

middle of the town, where they ſell all

ſorts of proviſions and goods. They have
alſo a market near the king's palace, where

ſlaves are ſold : the females fit on one ſide,

and the males on another, and the Egyp

tian merchants buy great numbers of them

every year. Their horned cattle are the

largeſt and fatteſt in the world, but the

common meat ſold in the market is camel's

fleſh. Their religion is Mahometaniſm.

They are an ignorant, ſuperſtitious, and

yet a cunning ſort of people. The women

who can afford it, have †† garments of

ſilk, and wear rings of various metals on

their hair, arms, legs, ears, and fingers.

Their legs are naked, and they have only

a ſingle ſole faſtened to their feet with

ſtrings. Other women and girls have

clothes wrapped round them from the waiſt

to the knees. The men go almoſt naked.

According to Mr. Bruce, their trade is

not great ; they have no manufactures,

and the principle article of conſumption is

blue cotton cloth from Surat. Formerly,

when they ways were open, and merchants

went in caravans with ſafety, Indian goods

were brought to Sennar from Jidda, and

then diſperſed over the black country.

The return was made in gold, in powder

called tibbar, civet, rhinoceros’ horns,

ivory, oſtrich feathers, and, above all, in

ſlaves and glaſs, more of which were ex

ported from Sennar, than from all the reſt

of Africa put together. But this trade is

almoſt deſtroyed; ſo is that of the gold and

ivory. However, the gold ſtill keeps up

it's reputation of being the pureſt and beſt

in Africa, and is therefore bought at Mo

cha, to be carried to India, where it all at

laſt centres. Sennar is ſeated on an emi

nence, on the W. fide of the river Nile, in

lat. 13. 34. N. lon. 33.30. E.

Sens, an ancient and conſiderable town

in the dept. of Yonne; before the revolu

tion, the ſee of an archbiſhop. Here were

interred the dauphin and dauphineſs, pa
rents of Louis XVI. Alſo a town in the

dept. of Saone and Loire; and a town in

the dept. of Ille and Vilaine.

SEPU LvedA, a town of Old Caſtile.

Ser Ajo. See BosNA SERAjo.

SERAMpour, a town of Bengal, ſeated

on the river Hooghly, 12 miles S. of the

town of Hooghly. It is a Daniſh ſettle

ment, and carries on a conſiderable trade.

Q q 4 SERAvalle,
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SERAvAlle, a town in the Milaneſe.

SERcelli, a ſea-port of Algiers.

SERchio, a river of Italy, which riſes

in Modena, and croſſing the territory of

Lucca, falls into the Tuſcan Sea 4 miles

NNW. of Piſa.

Sereby, Lincolnſhire, near Glandford

Bridge. -

SEREGIpo - Del-Rey, a ſea-port of

Braſil, capital of a government of the ſame

name, 1oo miles NE. of St. Salvador.

Lat. 11. zo. S. lon. 39.46. W.

SERFo, or Ser Pho, anciently SER1

PH.Us, an iſland of the Archipelago, 8

miles in length, and 5 in breadth. It is

full of rugged and ſteep mountains, in

which are mines of iron and loadſtone.

The produce is ſmall : the onions are in

great eſteem. The ancient Romans made

this a place of baniſhment. They are all

Greeks, and have but one town, called St.

Nicholo, which is a poor place. Lat. 37.

3. N. lon. 24. 50. E.

SERINGAPATAM, a city of Hindooſtan,

capital of the kingdon of Myſore. It is

fituated in an iſland of the river Cauvery.

This iſland is a beautiful ſpot, containing

elegant buildings, ſquares, groves, and

gardens. The mauſoleum of Hyder Ali

is one of the moſt magnificent objects in

this place : it is ſituated on the S. angle

of the iſland, near an elegant palace of

Tippoo Sultan's, and is ſurrounded by a

grove of beautiful cypreſs trees. In 1792,

Lord Cornwallis laid fiege to this city,

and compelled Tippoo, ſovereign of My

fore, to #. a treaty, by which he made a

ceſſion of about one-third of his dominions

to the E. India Company, and their allies,

the Mahrattas, and the nizam of the Dec

can ; and agreed to pay 3 crores and 30

lacks of rupees, towards the expences of

the war. It is 230 miles WSW. of Ma

dras. Lat. 1 1. 31. N. lon. 7o. 46. E.

Serlby, Yorkſhire, near Bautre.

ley, Nottinghamſhire, near Blithe.

SERo NGE. See SIRoNo.

SERPA, a town of Alentejo.

SeRREs, a town in the dept. of Upper

Alps, 15 miles S.W. of Gap.

SER RET, a town of Natolia.

SERVIA, a province of Turkey, in Eu

ºpe, bounded on the N. by he rivers

Pānube and Save, which ſeparate it from

Hungary and Sclavonia; on the E. by

Walachia and Bulgaria; on the W. by

Boſnia and Dalmatia; and on the S. by

Albania and Macedonia. This country

conſtitutes the W. part of the ancient

Myſia. It was formerly divided into Ser

wna Proper and Raſcia, but at preſent is

divided into four ſangaicates, the names of

Ser

which are Belgrade, Senendriah, Scupia,

and Cratowo. Belgrade is the capital.

SERvulo, a cattle, ſeated upon a high

mountain, 4 miles from Trieſte. Near

it is the mouth of a famous cavern, in

which the ſparry exudations have formed

variety of figures of blue and white co

lours.

Sess A, a town of Principato Citra.

Sesto, a town in the Milaneſe.

Sestos, a caſtle of Turkey, in Roma

nia, ſeated on the Strait of Dardanelles.

It is 16 SW. of Gallipoli, and oppoſite

Abydos.

SesrR1-p1-Lev ANTE, a town of Ge

noa.

Sest R1-D1-Ponente, a town of Ge

noa.

SErcheou, a city of China, in the

province of Koei teheou.

Setchfield, Hampſhire, NW. of the

New Foreſt.

SEtchuen, a province of China, hav

ing Chenſion the N. and the kingdom of

Thibet and other countries on the W. It

is famous for it's rhubarb, and the root

fou-lin, which the Chineſe phyſicians in

troduce into all their preſcriptions.

Setcop, Kent, 3 miles from Eltham.

Sething, Norfolk, between Bungay and

Norwich.

SETIMo, a town of Piedmont.

SET IN Es. See ATHENs.

SETLEGE, a river of Hindooſtan, the

moſt eaſterly of the five eaſtern branches of
the Indus. It riſes in Thibet, and runs

into the Indus, S. of Moultan, near Veh.

Seton, Devonſ. between Axmouth and

Branſcomb. Setteſley Paſſage, Glouceſ

terſhire, over the Severn to Chepſtow.

Settle, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſeated on the river Ribble, éo

miles NNW. of York, and 235 NNW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Settlewood, Glouceſterſhire, a hamlet to

Hawkeſbury. Settrington, Yorkſhire, near

New Malton.

SETuval. See Sr. Uses:

Seven Churches, in King's County,

Leinſter. Seven Churches; ſee Glenda

lough. -

Seven Hills, Yerkſhire, N. Riding, be

tween Apple garth and New Foreſt.

SeveN Isla NDs, a cluſter of iſlands to

that number, in the Frozen Ocean, lying

in lat. 8o. 3 1. N. lon. 13.48. E. Anong

theſe iſlands, the Racehorſe and Carcaſs

veſſels, under Captain Phipps, were fur

rounded by the ice, from the 31ſt of July

to the 10th of Auguſt 1773, when a briſk

wind at NNE. accompliſhed their deliver

anee, and ſaved them from the dreadful

proſpect
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proſpe&t of periſhing by the winter polar
cold.

Seven Miles Dyke, Cambridgeſhire.

* SF v ENoAks, a town of Kent, obtain

ed it's name from 7 oaks which were near

it when it was firſt built. Here is an

hoſpital for the maintenance of aged peo

ple, with a free-ſchool, firſt erected by

William Sevenoaks, lord mayor of Lon.

don in 1418, who is ſaid to have been a

foundling, charitably educated by a per

ſon of this town. It is 6 miles NW. of

Tunbridge, and 23 SE. by S. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Seven Stones, Cornwall, at the rocks,

between Land's End and Scilly.

Sever, St. a town in the department

of Landes, ſeated on the river Adour, 20

miles E. of Dax , alſo a town in the de

partment of Calvados; a town in the de

partment of Indre; and a town in the de

partment of the Upper Pyrenees. -

SEVER INA, ST. a town of Calabria

Ultra. .

Seve Ri No, St. two towns of Princi.

pato Citra; and a town of Ancona.

Seve KN, a river of England, which

riſes near Plynlimmon Hill, in Montgo

meryſhire, when taking a north-eaſterly

•lirection it enters Shropſhire. It is navi

gable in it's whole courſe through this

county, and entering Worceſterſhire, runs

through it's whole length. In it's courſe

it waters Welſh Pool, Shrewſbury, Bridge

north, Worceſter, Tewkeſbury, and Glou

ceiter; and entering the tea, it’s mouth is

called the Briſtol Channel. A communi

cation between this river and the Thames,

the Trent, the Dee, the Merſey, and other

rivers, has been lately opened by a num

ber of different canals.

Sev ERN, The VALE of, a ſpacious

and extenſive vale in Glouceſterſhire, which

borders both ſides of the river Severn.

It's fertile paſtures furniſh the kingdom

with that cheeſe for which the county is

ſo juſtly famous. In this vale, the air is

ſo mild, even in winter, that it ſeems to

enjoy a different climate from that of the

Cotſwold Hills.

SEve RN, a conſiderable river of Mary

land, which enters Cheſapeak Bay a little

below Annapolis.

SEve R N DRoog, an iſland of Hindoo

ſtan, 68 miles S. of Bombay; on which

was a fort that belonged to Angria the

Pirate, which was taken by Comunodore

James, in 1756. -

Severn-Stoke, or Stoke-upon-Severn,

Worceſterſhire, N. of Upton.

Seve Ro, St. a town of Capitanata,

Naples.

3

conies.

Sever Us" wall, commonly called

GRAHAM's D1 & E, in the W. of tcotland.

It is a work of the Romans, and ſuppoſed

to be done by the emperor whoſe name it

bears, to prevent the incuſſions of the Pićts

and Scots. It began at Abercorn, on the

Frith of Forth, 4 miles NE. of Linlith

gow, and ran W. acroſs the country to

the Frith of Clyde, ending at Kirkpatrick,

near Dumbarton.

-SE vill. E, a diſtri&t of Andaluſia, called

alſo Lower Andaluſia, extending from

Eſtramadura and Cordova to the Atlantic

and the Straits of Gibraltar; about 12 o'

miles in length, and from 70 to 1 1c iu

breadth. -

SE ville, an ancient city, capital of

Andaluſia, one of the moſt confiderable in

Spain, and the ſee of an archbiſhop. It is

ſeated near the river Guadalquivir, is of a

round form, and takes up mºre ground

than Madrid, although it has not ſo many

inhabitants. The Moors built an aque

dućt, ſtill to be ſeen, 6 miles in length.

The cathedral is the largeſt in Spain; the

ſteeple is of very curious workmanſhip, and

extremely high, confitting of three towers,

one above another, with galleries and bal

Of the convents, which are 77 in

number, that of St. Francis is the moſt

curious, adorned with a very handſome

public ſquare, in the midſt of which is

a fine fountain. It contains 16o monks,

beſide 14o lay brethren. The univerſity

of Seville conſiſts of many colleges; the

profeſſors enjoying rich penſions. Near

the cathedral is the royal palace, called

Alcazar, which was partly built after the

antique by the Moors, and partly in the

modern taſte by king Pedro ; it is a mile

in extent, and flanked by large ſquare

towers, built with ſtones taken from the

ancient temple of Hercules, ſaid to be the

original founder of the city. The exchange

is a fºuare building, of the Tuſcan order,

each tront 1 oo feet in length, and 3 ſtories

high. The ſuburb ſtands on the other

ſide of the river, over which is a long

bridge of boats. In this ſuburb the houſe

of the Inquiſition is placed; and there are

public walks where moſt of the inhabit

ants go to take the air. The town houſe

is adorned with a great number of ſtatues,

and there is a large ſquare before it, with
a fine fountain in the middle. There are

29 pariſh churches, and 24 hoſpitals rich

ly endowed. An academy of the belies

lettres was founded here in 1730. Under

the Moors, this city cºntained 600,000

inhabitants, and in the time of Ferdinand

and Iſabella, 6ooo looms were employed

here; at preſent there are ſcarcely 4oo
manufacturers.
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manufaāturers. The pleaſant ſituation of

Seville, near the ſea, renders it one of the

moſt commercial towns of Spain. The

E. and W. India companies have their

houſes here, where they are obliged to re

giſter themſelves and their merchandiſe.

Their ſhips, indeed, ſtop in the harbour

of Cadiz, but their lading is carried thence

to Seville; and there all the gold and fil

wer is coined, there being above 600 men

employed in the mint. The country

about it is extremely fertile in corn, wine,

&c. and there is abundance of oil; for to

the W. of the river is a grove of olive

trees, 30 miles in length. The Spaniards

commonly ſay, &en no ba viſio Sevilla,

no ba viſio maravilla; He who has not

ſeen Seville, has not teen a wonder. It is

45 miles from the ſea, 112 W. of Grana

da, and 21 2 S. by W. of Madrid. Lat.

37. 32. N. lon. 5. 34. W. -

Sevinghampton, Wilts, near Highworth.

Sevingtºn, Kent, by the Stoure, 2 miles

SE. of Aſhford. Sevington, Wilts, N.

of Steeple-Aſhton. Sevington, Abbots,

Mary, and Michael, Somerſetſhire, near Il

minſter and South Petherton. Sevion, or

Serior, a river in Flintſhire.

Sevres, The Two, a department of

France, part of the late Poitou, ſo named

from two rivers, one of which flows W.

by St. Maixent and Niort into the Bay of

Biſcay, oppoſite the Iſle of Rhé, and the

other takes a NW. dire&tion, paſſes by

Cliſſon, and enters the river Loire, oppo

fite Nantes. This department lies W. of

the department of Vienne. Niort is the

capital.

Sevyn'vey, a river in Pembrokeſhire.

Sewalick, MoUNT, a chain of moun

tains in Aſia, ſtretching between Lahore

and Thibet. At Hurdwar, the Ganges

ſeems to force it's way through this ridge

into the plains of Hindooſtan.

Sewards, Kent, near Lees Court. Se

•wardſon, Eſſex, in the pariſh of Waltham

Holy-Croſs. Sewcot, Oxf. NE. of Iſlip.

Sewalley, Glouc. near Winchcomb. Sew

erby, Yorkſ, a traćt between Burlington

and Flamborough-Head, where a great

number of goats are kept. Sewſ?ern,

Leic. near Buckminſter. Sexhow, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, N. of Wharlton-Caſtle.

SeYssel, a town in the dept. of Ain,

divided into two parts by the Rhone,

which here begins to be navigable. It is

14 miles NNE. of Belley.

SFzANNE, a town in the department of

Marne, plundered and burnt by the Eng

liſh, in 1423 It is 27 miles NNW. of

Troyes, and 65 SSE. of Paris.

Sezey, Yorkſ. SE. of Thirſk. Shabu.

ry, Shropſ. on the Rodden, SE. of Wem.

Shackekwell, Middl. a hamlet of Hackney.

Shackleford, Surry, W. of Godalmin.

Shackleford, Surry, near Working. Shack

ſtones, Eſſex, E. of Chelmsford. Shad

brook, Suffolk. Shaddingfield, Suffolk, 3

miles from Beccles. Shadforth, E. of

Durham. , Shadoxberſ!, Kent, 3 miles

and a half S. of Aſhford. Shadwelf,

Shropſhire, SW. of Biſhop's Caſtle. Shad

well, Yorkſhire, NE. of Leeds.

*SHAFTsBURY, or Shafton, a town

of Dorſetſhire, feated on a high hill, diffi

cult of acceſs, except on the E. Water

is ſo ſcarce here, that they are obliged to

bring it from a great diſtance, in pails, or

on horſes. They enjoy, however, a whole

ſome air, and have a very fine proſpett.

It is 25 miles W. by S. of Saliſbury, and

ro2 W. by S. of London. Market on

Saturday.

Shakerley, Larc. NE. of Leigh. Ska

kerſon, Leic. NW. of Boſworth. Shakir

bury, Yorkſhire, S.W. of Rumbaldkirk.

Shalborn, Wiltſhire, near Great Bedwin.

Shakroſ, Derb. in the High Peak. Shal

den, Hampſhire, NW. of Alton. Shales,

Weſtmorl. on the Burbeck, W. of Orton.

Shaley, Yorkſ. NW. of Halifax. Skal.

fleet, Hants, Iſle of Wight, in Weſt Me

dima. Shalford, Eſſex, on Blackwater,

N.W., of Bocking. Shalford, Surry, a
mile from Guildford.

Shallaghan Bridge, in Donegal, Ulſter,

Shallee, in Tipperary, Munſter.

Shallington, Berks, E. of Farringdon.

Shallowford, NW. of Stafford, by the

Sow. Shalmsford and Shalmsford-Street,

Kent, near Chartham. Shamley-Green,

Surry, near Weſt Horſley.

Shanagolden, or Shanegolden, in Lime

rick, Munſter. Shanballymore, in Cork,

Munſter. Shane's Caſtle, in Antrin, Ul

ſter. Shane-Inn, in Kerry, Munſter.

iºn. or Shandrum, in Cork, Mun

Cr.

Shanfield, Suffolk, S. of Beccles.

Shangenagh, in Dublin, Leinſter.

Shankling, Iſle of Wight, near Bon

church. Shankton, Leiceſterſhire, 4 miles

from Harborough.

Shannon, the largeſt river in Ireland,

and one of the fineſt in the Britiſh Iſles,

rolling nearly from N. to S. zoo miles,

and expanding in it's courſe, in many

places, into deep and ſpacious lakes. It

riſes from Lough Lean, in the county of

Leitrim, and paſſing by Leitrim, Carrick,

Laneſborough, Athlone, Killaloe, Lime

rick, &c. runs into the Atlantic, between

Kerry Head and Cape Lean. From Li

merick to the Atlantic, it is navigable&
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the largeſt veſſels. At ſome diſtance above

Limerick, and a little below Killaloe,

there is a ledge of rocks which interrupts

the navigation of this fine river. Here,

however, there is a valuable eel and ſal

mon fiſhery; and from Killaloe to Car

rick-on-Shannon, near it's ſource, there is

an inland navigation, which promiſes the

greateſt advantages to the riſing proſperi

ty of Ireland.

Shannon Bridge,in Galway,Connaught.

Shannon-Bridge, in King's County, Lein

ſter. Shannon-Grove, in Limerick, Mun

ſter. Shannon. Park, in Cork, Munſter.

Shanraban, in Waterford, Munſter.

Shap, a village in Weſtmorland, at the

ſource of the Loder, between Orton and

Penrith. It had once a famous abbey,

built in 1119, of which little remains, ex

cept a tower and the ruins of an old

bridge. A more ancient and permanent

monument of human induſtry, appears in

ſome great ſtones, like pyramids, which

are placed in almoſt a direct line, for a

mile together, at 3, 12, and 12 yards diſ

tance, and are of ſuch immenſe weight,

that no carriages now in uſe could ſup

port them. It has been concluded, that

this was a place of druidical...
Shappinsha, one ofthe Orkney Iſlands,

lying NE. of Mainland, or Pomona, with

about 8o boats, moſt of which are em

fº in fiſhing. In the ſummer they

urn kelp, producing, in ſome ſeaſons,

upwards of 3ooo tons, bringing near zoool.

to the inhabitants.

Shapwick, Dorſetſ, near Blandford, on

the Stour. Shapwick, Somerſetſ. W. of

Glaſtonbury. Sbarwick-Hall, Lanc. NW.

of Ormſkirk. Shardington, Great and Lit

tle, Glouc. near Badgeworth. Shareſhill,

Staffordſh. 2 miles from Cannock. Shar

ington, Norfolk, W. of Holt. Sharlow,

SE. of Derby, near the Dove. Sharn

brook, Bedfordſ. near Balnhurſt. Sharn

burn, or Sherborn, Norfolk, E. of Snelſham.

Sharmcote, Wilts, NW. of Cricklade.

Sbarnford, Leiceſ. SE. of Aſton-Flamvil.

Sharnhull, Dorſetſ. near Knoll and Buck

land-Abbas. Sharp, or Thorncliff, Staff.

NE. of Leek. Sharpenho, Bedfordſ. N. of

the Sundons. Sharperton, Northumb. near

Harbottle-Caſtle. Sharpham, Somerſetſ.

near Glaſtonbury. Sharphill, Yorkſ. on

the Ouſe, SE. of Selby. Sharpnor-Caſtle,

Iſle of Wight, a mile W. of Yarmouth.

..Sharp's-Place, Kent, S. of Sevenoaks.

Sharſted, Kent, by Doddington. Shat

fham, Hants, near Titchfield. Shatteſ.

brook, Berks, W. of Windſor. Shatton,

Cumberl. near Cockermouth. Shatton,

Derbyſ. in the High Peak. Skaucomb, Iſle

of Wight, SW. of Weſtover. Shaufeet,

Iſle of Wight, SW. of Newtown. Shaw

ington, Cheſh. near Webbenbury. Shaw

ington, Shropſ. NW. of Drayton. Shau

ler, Iſle of Wight, by Newport-Haven.

Shaulſion, NW. of Buckingham. Shavon,

Northumberl. NW. of Alnwick. Shaw,

Berks, near Newbury. Shaw, Devonſ.

N. of Plympton. Shaw, Wilts, N. of

Swindon. Shaw, Wilts, in Melkſham

pariſh. Shawborn, Berks, S. of Hunger

ford. Shawcroſs, Derbyſh. in the High

Peak. Shatvāon, Northumb. W. of Aln

wick. Shawel, Leiceſ. S. of Lutterworth.

Shawford, Hants, on the Itching, 2 miles

below Wincheſter. Shawford, Herts,

NW. of St. Alban's. Shawford, Staffordſ.

SE. of Eccleſhall. Shaws, Cumberl. in the

pariſh of Lanercoſt. Shaxton, Leiceſ. E. of

Hog's-Norton. Shay Chapel, Lancaſ. SE.

of Rochdale. Sheabridge, Staffordſ. be

tween Whitmore and Newcaſtle-under

Line. Sheales, Kent, near Maidſtone.

Sheane, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

Sheap, a river in Down, Ulſter.

Shearhampton, Glouceſ in Henbu

pariſh. Shebbear, Devonſ. NW. of Ha

therleigh. Sheeles, Wilts, in the pariſh of

Mere. Sheen, Eaſt, Surry, a hamlet in

the pariſh of Mortlake, ſeated on an emi

nence near the Thames, between Rich

mond and Roehampton. Sheen, Weſt,

Surry, a hamlet in the pariſh of Rich

mond. Here Henry V. founded a convent

of Carthuſians, within the walls of which

Perkin Warbeck ſought an aſylum. An

ancient gateway, the laſt remains of this

priory, was taken down in 1770; and the

whole hamlet, conſiſting of 18 houſes, was

at the ſame time demoliſhed, and the ſite

of it made into a lawn, and added to the

king's incloſures.

Sheep-Bridge, in Down, Ulſter, over the

river Newry.

Sheep.coat, Middleſ. near the Bedfonts.

Sheephall, Hertfordſh. SE. of Stevenage.

Sheepſhead, Leiceſ. 3 miles from Lough

borough.

Sheep-Land, in Down, Ulſter, near

Gun's Iſland, in Strangford-Bay. Sheep's-

Head. Point, in Cork, Munſter, forms the

S. entrance of Bantry-Bay.

Sheepſhide, Herts, SW. of Biſhop's-

Hatfield."

Sheepwash, a town of Devonſhire,

12 miles S. of Biddeford, and 205 W. by

S. of London. Market diſuſed.

Sheepy, Great and Little, Leiceſterſhire,

S. of Hog's-Norton.

SHEERNess, a fort in Kent, ſeated on

the northern point of the Iſle of Sheppey,

at the W. Swale, or the principal*!
O
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of the river Medway. The buildings be

longing to it make a neat little town; and

there is alſo a yard, a dock, and a chapel.

Here is a fort built by king Charles II.

after the inſult of the Dutch, and in the

room of that demoliſhed at Queenborough,

with a line of cannon facing the water.

ſide, which contains good apartments for

the officers of the ordnance, navy, and

garriſon. An excellent ſpring was lately

diſcovered here, before which the yard

and garriſon were ſupplied with freſh wa

ter from Chatham. It is reckoned one

of the moſt unhealthy ſpots in the king

dom. -

Sheeſhy Mountains, in Cork, Munſter,

in the barony of Carbery.

Sheet, Hints, near Petersfield.

* SHEffield, a large and populous

town in the W. Riding of Yorkſhire, ſeat

ed on the rivers Don and Sheaf. It has

been noted ſeveral hundred years for it's

various hardware manufactories, which

conſiſt particularly of ſteel cutlery wares,

plated goods, and various tools. It has

been a ſtaple for knives, or whittles, and

files, above aco years. It is reputed to

excel Birmingham in this ſort of wares;

as that does this town in locks, hinges,

nails, and poliſhed ſteel. By the Don,

which is navigabie within five miles of

the town, it receives iron from Hull, and

conveys thither it's manufactures for ex

portation. It’s neighbourhood abounds

with coal. Here are alſo lead-works and

a ſilk-mill. It is in a hilly ſituation, and

is chiefly ſupplied with water by pipes

from the high ground. A new market

Place has been lately erected by the Duke

of Norfolk, on a commodious plan of

ſhambles, &c.; and a large and elegant

infirmary has been lately completed. In

the old parts of the town the ſtreets are

narrow : the new parts are more commo

dious; and the ſurrounding country af

foºds a rich and beautiful variety ofi.

fººpe. It is 34 miles N. of Derby, and

161 NW. by N. of London. A large

market on Tueſday, particularly for corn.

Fairs on Tueſday after Trinity Sunday,

and November 28th. -

Sheffield, Suſſex, by Fletching. Sheffield.

Mill, Berks, on the Kennet, 5 miles from

Reading. Sheffield. Place, Sºſſex, midway

between E. Grinſtead and Lewes.

SHE FFor D. See SHELFo R.D. *

Stefford, Magna, Berks, 4 miles S.E. of

Lambourn.

SHE F NAL, a town of Shropſhire, nine

miles NNE. of Bridgenorth, and 136

N.W. of London. Market on Friday.

- Sºeſºred, Suliex, W. of Fernhurſt.

Shelburgh, Yorkſhire, N. of Doncaſter.

She LE UR NE, a flouriſhing new town

of Acadia, in the province of Nova Scotia,

on the SW. coaſt. It is ſituated at Port

Roſeway, and extends, two miles on the

water-fide, and one mile back, with wide

ſtreets croſſing each other at right angles.

The harbour is deep, capacious, and ſe

cure. About a mile from Shelburne, and

ſeparated from it by a ſmall river, is the

Black-Town, containing about 12co free

blacks, that ſerved on the royal ſide dur

ing the American war. Lat. 43.46. N.

lon. 65. 15. W.

Shelburne, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Shelderton, Shropſ. SW. of Onybury.

Sheldeſley, or Sheldeſley-Waſh, and Shel

deſley, Great, or Beauchamp, Wurceſ. on

oppoſite ſides of the liver Teme, NE. of

Clithero. Shelfisks, Northumberl. S. cf

Alnwick. Sheldon, Derbyſ. in the High

Peak. Sheldon, Kent, by Deal. Sheldon,

Warwickſ. Wear Coleſhill. Sheldon, Wilts,

nea, Chippºcham. Sheldon Moor, Durham,

SW. of Biſhop. Auckland. Sheldºvich,

Kent, 3 miles S. of Fevel ſham. Shele, a

river in Northumberland, which runs into

the Tyne. Shele-Hall Northumberl. Sw.

of Dilſton. Shelf, Yorkſ. in the pariſh of

Halifax. Shelfhanger, Norfolk, N. of

Diſs. Shelfield, Staffordſh. NE. of Blex

wich.

SHE Lfor D, a town of Bedfordſhire, 9

miles S. of Bedford, and 41 N. of Lon

don. Market on Friday.

Shelford, Nottingh. 2 miles from Bing

ham. Shelford, Magna, Cambridg. N.W.

of Linton. Shefford, E. or Parva, SE.

of Shelford Magna. Shelaki, Shropi. NE.

of Knoking-Caſtle. Shelland. Sufioſk,

by Stow-Market. Shelley, Eſſex, conti

guous to Ongar, and only parted from

Fyfield by the Rothing. Shelly, Suffolk,

S. of Hadley. Shelley, Yorkſ. near Brad

ford. Shellow-Bowel, Eſſex, S. of the

Rodings, near Roxwell. Shelſey; ſee

Skeldeſley. Shelftwell, Oxfordſhire, S. of

Mixbury. Shelton, Bedfordſ. the moſt nor

thern village in the county. Shelton, Ner

folk, on the Waveney, near Taſborough.

Shelton, Nottingh. between Bingham and

Newark. Shelton, Shropſ. W. of Shrewſ.

bury. Shelton, Staffordſ. near Newcaſtle

under-Line. Shelton, Upper and Lºwer,

Bedfordſ, near Tilbrook. Shelvingborºw,

Kent, near Barham-Downs. Shekwingtºn,

E. and iſ'. Dorſetſ. in Portiſham pariſh.

Shelvock, Shropſ. between Shrewſbury and

Oſweſtry. Shelwich, near Hereford. Ski

wood, Surry, SW. of Ryegate. Shane,

Staffordſ. S. of Longnor. Shenfield, Eſſex,

adjoining Brentweed. Shengay, Camb.
-fa
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-

on the river Cam, oppoſite to Clopton,

N.W. of Royſton. Shemington, Glouceſ.

near Tewkeſbury. Shenley, Bucks, three

miles from Fennvistratford, in the road

fºom London to Cheſter. Shenley Brock

end, Bucks, in Shenley pariſh. Shenſion,

Staffordſ. E. of Walſal. Shenton, Leiceſ.

near Boſworth. Shenton, Shropſh. N. of

'Great Wenlock. Shenton, Shropſ. NW.

of Drayton. Shepardine, Glouceſ. on the

bank of the Severn, N. of Oldbury. Shefe

zweadow, Suffolk, between Beccles and

Bungay.

Thames, oppoſite to Walton. Shepewaſh,

SE. of Lincoln. Shepewaſh, Northumb.

on the Wanſbeck, between Morpeth and

the ſea. Shepherd's Biſh, Middleſex, be

tween Kenſington Gravel Pits and A&ton.

Shepherd's-Forſfall, Kent, near Sheld

wich. Shepherd's Heath, Cambridgeſh.

between Orwell and Foulmere. Shephoºve,

Hants, S. of Odiam. Shepiſłer, Devonſ.

near Mevychurch. Shepley, Durham,

near Eggleton. Shepley, Yorkſh. W. of

Barneſley. - -

Shepp ERD Isles, a cluſter of iſlands

in the S. Sea, to the ſouthward of Mali

collo. Lat. 16.58. S. lon., 168.47. E.

She PPEY, an iſland of Kent, in the

mouth of the Thames, ſeparated from the

main land by a branch of the Medway,

called the Eaſt Swale. It yields plenty of

corn, and feeds numerous flocks of ſheep.

In it are Queenborough and Sheerneſs.

Shepſtombe, Glouceſ: in Painſwick pa

riſh. Shepton, Dorſetſ. SE. of Bridport:

Shepton Bºauchamp, Somerſ. NE. of Il:

Inimiter. -

* Sheprox-MALLET, a town of So

merſetſhire, feated under Mendip-Hills,
has a conſiderable manufačture of ſecond

cloths, the principal material of which is

fine Engliſh wool. It is 17 miles S.W. of

Bath, and 114 W. of London. Market

on Friday. .

Shepton-Montague, Somerſ. S. of Bru

ton. Shepway, Kent, near. Maidſtone.

Shepway-Croſs, Kent, between Weſten

hanger and Hithe. Sherbarn, near Dur

ham. Sherbarn, Yorkſ. SW. of Scar

borough. Sherbarn ; ſee Sharnburn.

* SHEREOR N, a town of Dorſetſhire.

It is very pleaſantly feated and watered,

and is a large, well-inhabited place, 42

miles W. by S. of Saliſbury, and 1.8 VV.

by S. of London. ~ Markets on Tueſday

and Saturday. -

SHER born, a town in the W. Riding

of Yorkſhire. It is a well inhabited

place, has a famous free-ſchool, and is

feated at the confluence of the Wharfe and

Ouſe. It is 14 miles SW, ºf York, and

Sheperton, Middleſex, on the

181 N. by W. of London. Market on

Saturday. -

Sherborn, Glouceſ. 3 miles from North

Leech. Sherborn, Hants, near Eaſt Wor

tham. Sherborn, Oxfordſ. 6 miles from

Waitingford. Sherlorn, SW. of War

wick. Sherborn Monks, or Weſt, and St.

john's, Hants, N. of Bafingſtoke.

SHER Bo Rou GH, an Engliſh ſettlement

in Guinea, at the mouth of Sherborough

River, 1 co miles S.E. of Sierra-Leone.

Lat. 6.. 9. N. lon. 1 1. o. W. - -

Sherbroke, Derbyſhire, SE. of Bolſover

Caſtle.

. SHERBURNE, a town in Nantucket.

Sherielow, Bucks, in Amerſham pa

riſh. Shere, Surry, on the river Wey,

near Albury. Shereford, Norfolk, near

Fakenham. Sherenewton, Monmouthſhire,

W. of Chepſtow. Sherenton, E. of Glou

ceſter. Shcrºfty, Leiceſ. NE. of Lutter

worth. Sherfield, Hants, near Baſingſtoke.

Sherfield, Hants, W. of Rumſey. Sher

fort, Devonſ. by the ſea, S.W. of Dart

mouth. Sherford, Warwickſ. in Burton

Haſtings pariſh. Sherford Bridge, Dor

ſetſ. leads to Purbeck Iſle. Sheriff. Hales,

Staffordſ. NW, of Tong-Caſtle. Sheriff

atten, near York. -

Sheriff. Muir, a heath in Perthſhire,

near the Grampian Mountains, famous

for an undeciſive battle, fought here in

1715, between the royal army, under the

Duke of Argyle, and the Pretender's

forces, under the Earl of Marr. .

Sheriff, Naunton, Worceſ. N. of Per

ſhore. Shering, Eſſex, N.W. of Harlow.

Sheringham, Norfolk, by the ſea, W. of

Cromer. Sherington, Bucks, near New

port Pagnel. Sherington, Warwickſ. NE.

of Brails. Sherington, Wilts, near the

Will')ourn, E. of the Deverels.

Sherkin. Iſland, in Cork, Munſter, S.W.

of Baltimore-Bay. -

Shermanbury, Suſſex, W. of Twineham.

Sherotten, Durh. near Hartlepool. Sher

ſºon, Somerſ. W. of Somerton. Sherſion,

Wilts, S.W. of Malmſbury. Sherſion,

Yorkſ. E. of Wakefield. Sherſon Rock,

Glouceſ, in the Severn, near Auſt-Paſſage.

Sherwell, Devonſhire, NE. of Barnſtaple.

Sherwood, a celebrated and extenſive foreſt

in the W. pºt of Nottinghamſ. It is now

ſtript of it’s woods, but, in ſome parts of

it coal is obtained, Here are alſo ſeveral

Parks and fine ſeats.

Sherwood, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Shrte, a river in Kent, which runs into

the Medway, at Twyford Bridge. Shet

ford, Oxfordſ. near Swacliff. Sheve, or

Shelve, Shropſhire, near Stips rſion S-Hill.

She vio, k, Conw. near Trematon Caſtle.

- Să şi LAND,
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and 61. 11. N. lat.

Shetland, the general name of a cluſ.

ter of iſlands, which lie about 1oo miles

NNE. of Caithneſsſhire, between 59.56.

They are reckoned to

be 46 in number, beſides 4o ſmaller, called

Holms, which produce paſture, and as

many barren. The names of the principal

are Mainland, Yell, Unſt, Fula, and Phe

derſroy. The deſcription already given of

the largeſt, or MAINLAND, may be ap

plied to the others, as to the particulars

of the climate, inhabitants, &c. and the

ſame may be ſaid of the Orcades. In

all theſe iſlands the Aurora Boreales, or

Dancers, as they are called by the

inhabitants, are very remarkable. They

are the conſtant attendants of clear even

ings, and prove great reliefs amid the

gloom of the long winter nights. They

...; appear at twilight near the ho

rizon, of a dum colour, approaching to

ellow; ſometimes continuing in that ſtate

%. ſeveral hours, without any apparent

motion; after which they break out into.

ſtreams of ſtronger light, ſpreading into

columns, and altering ſlowly into ten thou

ſand different ſhapes,º: their colours

from all the tints of yellow, to the moſt

obſcure ruſſet. They often cover the

whole hemiſphere, and then make the moſt

brilliant appearance. There is no light

houſe in Shetland, nor is there any chart of

the country extant, that can be depended

upon. So many ſhips have been loſt on

the E. coaſt of Shetland, eſpecially within

the laſt zo years, that it may be of eſſential

ſervice to recommend the ere&ion of a

light-houſe, on Noſs, a ſmall iſland, E. of

Breſſay. Of theſe, ſome of the moſt re

markable caſes are the following.—In

1775, a Liverpool ſhip, only 2 men ſaved

out of 24. In 1776, the Ceres, of Lon

don, a Greenland ſhip, loſt with her whole

crew. In 1779, a Dutch Greenland ſhip,

loſt, only one of the crew ſaved. In 1789,

a Ruſſian man of war, of 36 guns, only

five men ſaved. In 1786, the Concordia,

a Daniſh Eaſt-India ſhip, with a valuable

cargo, outward bound, only 15 of the

crew ſaved. In 1789, a Dutch Greenland

ſhip, only five of the crew ſaved. Shet

land, with Orkney, forms one of the coun

ties of Scotland. Lerwick is the capital.

Shibden, Yorkſhire, NE. of Halifax.

Shibaen, Yorkſ. near Barden-Tower and

Chace. Shide, Iſle of Wight, in Weſt

Medina. Shidfield, Hants, in Droxford

pariſh.

* Shields, S. and N., two ſea-port

towns, one in the county of Durham, and

the other in Northumberland, remarkable

for being the mart where ſhips take in their

loading of coal, and where they make

large quantities of ſalt. They are ſeated

on the oppoſite ſides of the river Tyne,

where there are conſtantly immenſe fleets

of ſhipping, 10 miles E. of Newcaſtle.

SHIFNAL. See SHEF NAL.

Shifford, Oxfordſhire, between Bampton

and the Iſis. Shitbottle, Northumberl. be

tween Warkworth and Alnwick. Shil

brook, Cheſhire, SE. of Northwich. Shil

burnhaugh, Northumberl. near Yarrow.

Shildon, Devonſ. near Columbſtock. Sºil.

draw, Durham, W. of Lumley-Caſtle.

Shillelagh, in Wicklow, Leinſter; for

merly noted for it's timber and oak ſap

lings,

Shillingford, Berks, in Benfington pa

riſh. Shillingford, Devonſ. between Exe

ter, and Chudleigh. Shellingham, Corn

wall, near Trematon Caſtle. Shilling

Park, Suſſex, E. of Blackdown-Hill. Shil.

lingſton, Dorſetſ, near the Stour and Ham

bledon and Hodde Hills. Shillington,

Durham, NE. of Darlington. Shilton,

Berks, 2 miles from Burford. Shilton, De

vonſ, in Modbury pariſh. Shilton, Not

tinghamſh. S. of Newark. Shilton, Ox

fordſ. S. of Burford. Shilton, Warwickſ.

near Coventry. Shikvington, Northumberl.

SW. of Morpeth. Shimpling, Norfolk,

near Diſs. Shimpling, Suffolk, by La

venham.

Shin, Loch, a lake in the SW. part

of Sutherlandſhire, 12 miles long, and one

and a half wide. From it there iſſues a

rapid ſtream, which flows into the Frith

of Dornock.

Shinfield, Berkſhire, near Swallowfield.

Shingey-Hall, Cambridg: near Sawbridge

worth. Shingham, Norfolk, between Swaff.

ham and Downham. Shingle-Hall, Eſſex,

near Epping. Shingles, Iſle of Wight,

rocks in the ſea, off the W. cornet.

Shingley, Kent, in the pariſh of Goudhcrt.

Shinkley, near Durham, on the Wear.

Shinrone, in King's County, Leinſter.

Shinton, Shropſ. near Stotteſdon. Shiº

born, Kent, near Fair-Lawn. Shipda",

Norfolk, NE. of Walton. Shipham, S3

merſ. N. of Axbridge. Shiplake, Oxfordſ.

by the Thames, two miles S. of Henley.

Shipley, Derbyſ. near the Erwaſh, S. of

Codnor. Caſtle. Shipley, Northumberl. N.

of Alnwick. Shipley, Shropſhire, NE. of

Bridgenorth. Shipley, Suſſex,W. of Grin.

ſtead-Park. Shipley, Yorkſ, near the ſea,

N. of Hornſey. Shipley, Yorkſhire, N. of

Bradford. Shipley, Yorkſhire, S. of Al

mondbury.

* Shipton, or Shipston, a town in

Worceſterſhire,inſulated in Warwickſhire,

It is ſeated on the river Stour, 11 miles

s S&W,
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SSW. of Stratford-upon-Avon, and 83

N.W. of London. Market on Friday.

Shipton, Berks, near Abingdon. Ship

ton, Buckingh. near Quainton. Shipton,

Dorſetſ. 2 miles NE. of Burton. Shipton,

Hants, S. of Tidworth. Shipton, Shropſ.

NE. of Purſlow. Shipton, Shropſ. NW.

of Prior's Ditton. Shipton, Yorkſ. NW.

of Market-Wighton. Shipton, near York.

Shipton, NW. of York. Shipton, Moigne,

Glouceſ. 3 miles S. of Tetbury. Ship

ton-Montacute, Somerſ. near Wincaunton.

Shipton, Olave and Solace, Glouceſ. E.

of Doddeſwell. Shipton-under-Which

wood, Oxfordſh. NE. of Burford. Ship

ton upon Charwell, Oxfordſhire, NE. of

Woodſtock. Shirborn, a river in War

wickſhire.

Shircock, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Shirehampton, Glouceſ in the pariſh of

Weſbury on Trin. Shire-Head, Lancaſ. in

Amounderneſs, near the ſea. Shire-Oakſ,

Nottingh. a hamlet of Workſop. Shire

Oaks, Staffordſhire, between Walſal and

Lichfield. Shire. Oaks, Wilts, between

Box and Coldaſton. Shirland, Derbyſ. in

the pariſh of Alfreton. Shirley, Derbyſ.

SE. of Aſhbourn. Shirley, Surry, E. of

Croydon. Shirtlington-Hall, Northumberl.

S. of Beltingham.

Shi R vAN, or Schir vAN, a province

of Perſia, bounded on the N. by Dageſtan,

on the E. and SE. by the Caſpian Sea,

on the SW. by Erivan, and on the W.

by Georgia; about 150 miles in length,

and 90 in breadth. The ſoil is extremel

fertile. The inhabitants draw with buf

faloes inſtead of horſes, feeding them with

fenugreek. This country was part of the

ancient Albania. Scamachie is the ca

pital.

Shiftock, or shuffole, Warwickſ. NE. of

Coleſhil. Shitlington, Bedfordſ. near Flit

ton. Shitlington, Yorkſh. W. of Wake

field. Shitterford, Staffordſ. W. of Kid

derminſter. Shitleſtones Hill, Shropſhire,

NE. of Ludlow. Shitterton, Dorſetſ, in

the pariſh of Bere-Regis.

Shoals, Isles of, in N. America,

on the coaſt of New Hampſhire. They

lie very conveniently for the cod-fiſhery,

which was formerly carried on here to

great advantage; but the inhabitants are

now few and poor.

Shobden, Heref. N. of Pembridge. Shob

mal, Staffordſh. near Burton-upon-Trent.

3habrook, Devonſ. near Crediton. Shobury,

N. and S. two villages in Eſſex, near the

mouth of the Thames, and oppoſite the

Buoy of the Nore. Hence a point of land

called Shodbury-Neſs, projećts into the ſea.

Shoelach, Cheſhire, on the Dee, W. of

Malpas. Shoſlot, Iſle of Wight, in Eaſt

Medina. Shoſton, Northumberl. by the

ſea, S. of Bamburgh.

ShoGLE, a town of Syria, ſeated on the

river Orontes, over which there is a bridge

of 13 arches. It is a large, diſagreeable

place, but there is a good caravanſary,

where every traveller is ſupplied with a

competent portion of bread, broth, and

meat. It is 45 miles SW. of Aleppo.

Sholand, Kent, near Newnham. Shog

land, Surry, near Puttenham. Shooter's-

Hill, a village of Kent, ſituated on a hill

ſo called, 8 miles ESE. of London. From

this hill there is a fine view of London,

and into Eſſex, Surry, and even part of

Suſſex. The Thames alſo makes a mag

nificent, appearance from it. Shoot-ºp

Hill, Middleſex, near Kilburn. Shoplana,

Eſſex, contiguous to South-Church, Prit

tlewell, Sutton, and Barling. Shoreham,

Kent, by the Derwent, 4 miles N.W. of

Sevenoaks. *

* ShokehAM, a town of Suſſex, com

monly called New Shoreham, to diffinguiſh
it from the Old, which lies near it, and

is now much decayed. It is ſeated on an

arm of the ſea, and builds many veſſels,

but it has no ſafe harbour. It is 16 miles

NNW., of Newhaven, and 56 s. by w.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Shoreºwell, N. and S. Iſle of Wight, in

Weſt Medina. Shorland, Kent, by Eaſt

Church, N. of the Iſle of Sheppey. Short

land, Kent, in Pluckley pariſh. Shorlet

Wood, Shropſ, near Bridgenorth. Shor

ley, Heref. S. of Wigmore. Caſtle. Shor

ley, Northumb, on the South Tyne, near

Ebcheſter. Shorne, Kent, 3 miles and a

half SE. of Graveſend. Shortgrave, Eſ.

ſex, 2 miles from Saffron Walden. Short

ley, Warw. near Coventry. Shotenaen.

Kent, near Lees Court. Shotery, Warw.

W., of Stratford-upon-Avon. Shotley,

Derbyſ. near Wirkſworth. Shotley, Suf

folk, near Orwell-Haven. Shotover.Foreſ,

and Hills, on the E. and NE. ſides of Ox.

ford. Shotover Mill, Surry, near Haſle

mere. Shotteſbrook, Berks, near White

Waltham. Shotteſham, Suff, near Wood

bridge. Shotteſham, All-Saints, St. Bo

tolph, and St. Martin's, Norfolk, near Sax

lingham. Shotteſwell, Warwickſ. near

Warmington. Shotton, Durham, NW. of

Staindrop. Shottom, Durham, S. of Hard

wick. Shatton, Northumb. E. of Ogle

Caſtle. Shotton, Shropſhire, S. of wem.

Shotwich, and Shotwick Townlet, NW. of

Cheſter, on the Dee. Shouldly, Leiceſterſ.

near Grimſton and Saxilby. Showlſham,

Norfolk, SE. of Seechy. Shoyftwell, Suſſex,

N. of Burwaſh. Shranel, Worceſ. near

Eveſhag.
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and flamels.

*

Eveſham. Shrawarden. W. of Shrewſ

bury, near the Severn. Shrawley Wor

ceſterſ. W. of Of herſley, on the Severn.

Shrawton, Wilts, N.W. of Ston herge.

Shredicot, Stafford; NW. of P. mkridge.

Shrewley, Warw, in th/pariſh of Hatton.

* SH R Eaws R U R Y, a town of Shropſhire,

the capital of the county, ſo called from

the Saxon wort Scrobbeſberg, which fig

nifies a town built on a woody hil. It is

heautifully feated in a peninſula, formed

by the Seve, p, and is the chief mait for a

coarſe kind of woolien cloth made in

Mongomeryſhire, called Welth webs,

which are bought up in the country, and

dreſſed here, whence they are ſent for ex

portation, principally to America and

Flanders. Much of the Welſh flannel is

alſo bought at Welſhpool by the drapers

of this place, which is indeed a common

mart for all forts of Welſh commodities."

It is alſo famous for it's excellent brawn,

which is ſent to various parts of the king

dom. One great ornament of this town

is theŞ. one of the fineſt promenades

in England. It takes in 20 acres, is

ſhaded with a double row of lime trees,

and has a fine double alcove in the centre,

with ſeats. Here are about 2000 houſes,

and 12,oco inhabitants; and about 20 veſſels

are conſtantly employed on the river Sevein,

between Shrewſbury, Glouceſter, and Briſ

tol. Shrewſbury is veil lighted and paved,

and is 36 ºiles W. of Lichfield, and 160

NW. of London. Lat. 53.43. N. lon.

2.41. W. Markets for corn, cattle, and

proviſions, on Wedneſday and Saturday;

and Thurſday for Welch cottons, friezes,

Fairs, on Saturday after

March 15th ; Wedneſday after Eaſter

week; Wedneſday before Holy Thurſday;

July 3d ; Auguſt 12th ; October 2d.; and

December 12th.

SH R Ews E U R Y, a large and populous

town of New Jerſey, one of the oldeſt in

the ſtate; alſo a river of New Jerſey; and

a town of Pennſylvania. º

Shrigleigh, Cheſhire, in Macclesfield

Foreſt. Shripney, Suſſex, W. of Yapton.

Shrivenham, Berks, near Highworth, in

Wilts. Shropham, Norfolk, near Thetford.

SH 3 of s iſ IRE, or SA Lop, a county of

England, bounded on the N by Cheſhire,

and a detached part ºf Fiintſhire; on the

E. by Staffordſhire; on the SE. by Wor

ceite ſhire; on the S. by Herefordſhire;

on the SW. by Ra...of ſhire; and on the

W. by the counties of Montgomery and

Denbigh. It ext, nds upwards of 40 miles

in length from N. to S. and contains 15

hundreds, 16 market towns, 17o pariſhes,

and 615 villages. The air is ſalubrious,

and not very ſharp, except on the hills.

The ſoil is generally fruitful eſpecially in

tle northern and eaſtern parts, which pro

duce plenty of wheat and barley; but the

ſouthern and weſtern being mountainous,

are lºſs fertie, yet yield ſufficient paſture

for ſheep and cattle. There are mines of

lead, copper, iron, limeſtone, freeſtore,

pipe-clay, and inexhauſtible coal-pits.

Over moſt of the coal lies a ſtratum of a

blackiſh, hard, porous ſubſtance, contain

ing great quantities of bitumen, which

being ground to powder in horſe-mills,

and boiled in coppers of water, a bitumin

ous matter ſwims on the ſurface, that, by

evaportion, is brought to the conſiſtence of

pitch; or, by the help of an oil diſtilled

from the ſame ſubſtance, and mixed with

it, may be thinned to a fort of tar; both

theſe ſubſtanees ſerve particularly for

caulking of ſhips, as well, if not better,

than pitch and tar, it being leſs liable to

crack. The wool of many parts of this

county is remarkably fine. The princi

pal rivers are the Severn and the Tend.

The capital is Shrewſbury.

Shroughton, Northamptomſhire, 2 miles

E. of Ayng. Shroughton, or Ewrin

Courtney, Dorſetſhire, E. of Stourminſter.

Shrubb's Hill, Surry, in Egham pariſh.

Shrule, in Mayo, Connaught.

Shuckborough, Upper and Lower, War

wickſ. SE. and E. of Southam. Sbudely,

Glouceſ, near Winchcomb. Shugborough,

E. of Stafford. -Shullington, Suſſex, N. of

Michelgrove. Shurdington, Glouceſ. 5

miles from Cheltenham. Shurdington,

Little and Great, Glouceſterſ, near Badg

worth. Shurlach, Cheſhire, near North

wich. Shute, Devonſ. SW. of Axmin

ſter. Shutford, Oxfordſ. SW. of Banbu

ry. Shuthanger, Glouceſterſhire, a hamlet

in the pariſh of Tulming. Shutlingbaº

Hill, Cheſhire, in Macclesfield-Foreſt.

Shuttend, Staffordſ. near King's Swinford.

Shuttington, Warwickſ, near Seckington.

Shuttleworth, Lancaſ. NE. of Blackburn.

Shuttleworth, Lower, Cheſhire, 3 miles

from Macclesfield.

SIAM; a kingdom of Aſia, bounded on

the N. by that of Ava, on the E. by Cam

bodia and Laos, on the S. by a gulf of the

ſame name and Malacca, and on the W.

by the Bay of Bengal. It is 8oo miles

in length, and from zoo to 350 in breadth.

It is divided into the Higher and Lower,

and the ſoil produces plenty of rice, cot

ton, and a variety of fruits, different from

thoſe in Europe. The animals are alſo

particular to thoſe parts of the workſ.

Some French authors have extolled it as

the fineſt and richeſt country in the world.

The
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The inhabitants, both men and women,

go almoſt naked, except the wealthy, who

wear rich garments. The king ſhows him

ſelf but once a year to the common people.

He is proprietor of all the lands in the

country, and no one can buy any merchan

diſe till he has the choice of them. He

generally keeps a numerous army, among

which are 10oo elephants. It is a flat

country, which, in the rainy ſeaſon, is

overflowed; for which reaſon, moſt of the

houſes are built on pillars, and they have

no communication for ſome months but

by boats. It confiſts of cultivated and

uncultivated land, moſt of it being of the

latter, and covered with wood. There

are mines of gold, ſilver, tin, and copper,

and they have plenty of pepper, aloes, ben

jamin, and muſk. The moſt profitable

trees are thoſe which produce cotton, oil,

and varniſh. . The women are the only

merchants in buying goods, the men being

generally maintained by the induſtry of

their wives. The Europeans that come

there to trade, it is . generally take

wives for the time they ſtay, who are not

leſs in eſteem when the men are gone. The

mandarins, that is, the principal men who

daily attend the palace, are 3ooo in num

ber, and are whipt very ſeverely with ſplit
rattans for the leaſt fault. Even the la

dies are not exempted from this puniſh

ment; and they are ſo far from being

aſhamed of it, that they expoſe their backs

as they go along the ſtreets, to ſhow what

they have undergone, thinking it an ho

nour to be taken notice of by ſo great a

king. The inhabitants have large fore

heads, little noſes, plump lips, and black

ſparkling eyes. Both ſexes go barehead

ed, and the men are of an olive colour,

with little beards; but the women are of

a ſtraw complexion, and ſome have their

cheeks a little red. They have abundance

of wild animals in the woods, as elephants,

rhinoceroſſes, leopards, and tigers. Their

tane cattle are beeves, buffaloes, and hogs,

of which they have plenty about their

farms. Beſide which, there are large and

dangerous crocodiles, and ſerpents zo feet

long. Their temples and prieſts are very

numerous ; the latter are diſtinguiſhed

from the laity by an orange-coloured gar

ment, and they keep their heads, beards,

and eyebrows, cloſe ſhaved. The roofs of

their temples are gilded, and many of

their ſtatues, and other caſt works, are of

gold; yet they have ſought of late, in

vain, for mines either of gold or ſilver.

They have ſchools for the education of

their children, and there is ſcarce any

among them but what can read and write.

Siam, Odlam, Juthia, or Juda, is the ca

pital.

SIARA, a town and captainſhip on the

coaſt of Braſil, in lat. 3. 15. S.

Sibbene, Northumb. W. of Fetherſton

haugh. Sibberds, Ferris, Grove, and

Lodge, Oxfordſ, near Swacliff. 'Sibberſcot,

SW. of Shrewſbury. Sibbertſwood, or

Shebbertſwold, Kent, NE. of Elham.

Siser IA, a large country, comprehend

ing, in it's moſt extenſive ſenſe, all the

northern part of the Ruſſian empire, in

Aſia; but originally it denoted only the

S. part of the government of Tobolſki.

It is bounded on the E. by the Eaſtern

Ocean, on the S. by Tartary, on the W.

by Ruſſia, and on the N. by the Frozen

Ocean. It is about 3000 miles in length

from E. to W. and 12oo in breadth from

N. to S. The S. part produces all the

neceſſaries of life; but the N. part is ex

tremely cold, almoſt uncultivated, and thin

of people. The principal riches of Sibe

ºria conſiſt of fine ſkins and furs. Tobol

ſki is the capital town, where the viceroy

reſides. The inhabitants are of three

ſorts, Pagans, or the natives of the coun

try; Mahometans; and Ruſſians. The

former dwell in foreſts in the winter, and

in the ſummer, on the banks of rivers.

Their garments are the ſkins of wild beaſts.

They have bows, arrows, a knife, and a

kettle, in which all their riches conſiſt.

They make uſe of rein-deers and dogs, in

ſtead of horſes, to draw their ſledges.

They have ſeveral idols, which they are

ſometimes diſpleaſed with, and will either

beat or burn them. They all live in huts,

which they remove from place to place.

Thoſe in the ſouthern parts are not much

more polite; but they have horſes with

which they go a hunting, and their houſes,

though poor, are not ſhifted from place to

place. The Ruſſians ſettled here are much

the ſame as in their native country. . It is

through this vaſt traćt of land the Ruſſian

caravans travel every year, when they

carry their merchandiſe to China. The

principal rivers are the Oby, Lena, Irtyſh,

Yeniſei, and Okota. The weſtern part of

Siberia is compriſed in the Ruſſian govern

ments of Tobolſk and Kolyvan; all the

eaſtern part is contained in the govern

ment of Irkutzk; theſe are ſubdivided

into ſmaller diſtriSts. Siberia is the place

to which criminals, as well as perſons un

der the diſpleaſure of the court, are com

monly baniſhed from Ruſſia.

Silſºn, Huntſ, between Cheſterton and

Stamford. , Silſion, Leiceſ. SW, of Boſ

worth. Sibton, Suffolk, SW. of Yoxford.

Sibthorp, Huntingdonſ, SE, of Spaldwick.
R r Sibthorp,
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Sibthorp, Nottinghamſhire, between Shel

ford and Normanton. Sibton, Sheales,

Northumberland, S.W. of Hexham.

SicheM, or Richart, a town of Bra

bant, 14 miles NE. of Louvain.

Sicily, an iſland of the Mediterranean

Sea, almoſt in the form of a triangle, ter

minating in three points or capes; that

which is neareſt Italy, is called Capo del

Faro; that which regards the Morea, Ca

po Paſſaro; and the third, which points

to Africa, Capo-di-Boco. Sicily, is ſepa

rated from the kingdom of Naples by a

narrow ſtrait, called the Faro, 7 miles

acroſs; and as Meſſina is ſeated on it, it

is called the Faro-di-Meſſina. The two

kingdoms of Naples and Sicily have near

ly the ſame climate, and the produćtions

are much the ſame; but Sicily abounds

much more in corn, *:: in the

valleys of Noto and Mazara. The valley

of Demona has more foreſts and fruit-trees

than the two others. Sicily is divided

into the valleys juſt mentioned, called Val

di-Demona, Val-di-Noto, and Val-di

Mazara. It is about 156 miles in length,

and 35 in it's mean breadth. It’s pro

duce not already mentioned, is wine, oil,

ſilk, and excellent fruits. Sicily was ori

ginally planted by different colonies from

Greece, but the Romans became it's con

querors, and held it in ſubječtion till the

year 440, when the Vandals invaded this

iſland. Theſe were driven away by Beli

ſarius, and it became a part of the eaſtern

... empire till the year 828. It was then

conquered by the Saracens, who, in their

turn, were driven out by Roger, the ſon

of Tancred, a Norman prince, who took

the title of Count of Sicily, in 1980. His

fon Roger united Sicily with Naples, and

was crowned king of both Sicilies, in

1130. Charles, brother of St. Louis,

conquered it from the Norman princes;

but Peter, king of Arragon, claiming the

kingdom, was received by the Sicilians

with open arms, was crowned at Palermo,

and tranſmitted Sicily to his deſcendants,

Ferdinand V. united it with Naples. It

is governed by a viceroy, who reſides at

Paſermo.

Sickling. Hall, Yorkſhire, W. of We.

therby. Sicklingtan, Upper, Yorkſhire,

in Thornhill pariſh.

SiClos, a town of Hungary.

Sidbury, Devonſ. N. of Sidmouth. Sid.

bury, Shropſ. near N. Clebury. Sidcot,

Somerſetſ. 16 miles from, Briſtol, on the

road to Exeter. Siddington, Cheſhire,

SW. of Macclesfield. Siddington, Glouc,

a mile from Cirenceſter. Siddlehan,

Suſſex, N. of Selſey. Site, Glouceſ, ad

the only Furopeans here.

Brimpsfield. Sideakale, Warw.

near *:::::: Sidenham, Kent, in Lew- .

iſham pariſh. Sidenham, Oxfordſ. S. ºf

Tame. Sidenham, North, Devonſ. SE.

of Lifton. Sidenham, Saath, Devonſhire,

NW. of Taviſtock.

SideRoc Assa, a town of Macedonia,

32 miles ESE. of Salonichi.

Sidewood. End, Surry, near Biſley. Sid

ington, Mary and Peter, Glouceſterſhire,

by Cirenceſter. Sidlam, Surry, near Rye

gate. Sidley, Suſſex, near Bexill. Sid

manton, Berkſhire, near Newbury, Sid

manton, Hampſhire, near Kingſclere.

* Sidmouth, a ſea-port of Devonſhire,

with a ſmall market, 12 miles SE. of

Exeter, and 158 W. by S. of London.

It is a ſmall fiſhing town, but was Pretty

conſiderable before it's harbour was chok

ed up.

Silacy, Surry, near Awfold.

Suſſex, near Cuckfield.

SIDNEY Cove. See Jacksos, Post.

SID on, SAYD, or SEIDA, a ſea-port in

Paleſtine. It was anciently a place of

reat note, had an extenſive trade, and is

aid to be the place where glaſs was in

vented. It is now, however, like all the

Turkiſh towns, ill-built, and full of ruins.

It is, however, a place of conſiderable

trade, and the emporium of Damaſcus and

all the interior country. The French are

The exports

are ſilks, and raw and ſpun coitons. The

inhabitants are about 50oo. It is the re

fidence of a Turkiſh baſhaw, and is 55

miles W. of Damaſcus.

Sin RA, an iſland of the Archipelago,

lying between the Gulf of Napoli and that

of Engia.

SIDRA, a ſmall iſland, and a ſpacious

gulf on the coaſt of Tripoly, anciently

called Syrtis.

SIEGEBURGH, a town of Berg, Weſt

phalia.

S1EGEN, a town of Naſſau Siegen, Weſt

phalia, ſeated on a river of the lame naut.

SIENNA, a celebrated city of Italy, in

Tuſcany, capital of the Sienneſe, with a

famous univerſity. It is upwards of 4

miles in circumference, and ſurrounded by

an old wall. The Gothic cathedral is

coatedlwith black and white marble, with

in and without, and the Pavement is of

Moſaic work. The inhabitants are about

17,ooo; the houſes are of brick, and the

ſtreets are paved with the ſame. It is

adorned with a great number of palaces,

fountains, and ſuperb churches, and with

a nagnificent hoſpital. The great area

is round, and the houſes about it are of

the ſame height, ſupported by Piazzas,
3. under

Sidney,
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º

Coſmo I. duke of Florence.

under which the people may walk in all

weather. In the middle is a baſin, which

they can fill with water at any time, and

repreſent a ſea fight with ſmall veſſels.

The Italian language is taught bere with

ſuch purity, that a great many foreigners

frequent it on that account. Sienna was

formerly a free republic, tili conquered by

the emperor, Charles V. in 1554, whoſe

ſon, Philip II. king of Spain, ceded all

Parts, except the Sato-degli. Praeſidii, to

It is feated

on three eminences, in a fertile ſoil, 36

miles S. of Florence, and io 5 N. by W.

of Rome. Lat. 43. Io. N. lon. 11, 11. E.

Siennese, a duchy in Italy, on the

Tuſcan Sea, about 55 miles in length, and

as much in breadth. The ſoil is pretty

fertile, eſpecially in mulberry trees, and

there are ſeveral mineral ſprings. Sienna

is the capital.

Sie RRA Leone, a large and fruitful

country on the W. coaſt of Africa, ſo

named, according to ſome authors, by the

Portugueſe, on account of the mountains

on this coaſt abounding with a great num

ber of lions. Some extend it's limits

from the Grain Coaſt on the SE. to Cape

Verga or Vega on the NW. that is, be

tween 7 and 10 deg. N. lat. Others,

however, confine the country between Cape

Verga and Cape Tagrin.

SierRA Leone, called alſo RitoMBA

and Tagrin, a great river of Africa, in

the country of Guinea. It's ſource is un

certain; but it's mouth, in lat. 8. 15. N.

lon. 12. 30. W. is 8 miles wide. In the

open and plain country, on the banks of

this river, the heat of the ſun, before any

breeze ariſes, is almoſt intolerable; but as

a refreſhing gale conſtantly ſprings up

about noon, it renders the country very

ſupportable. In 1791, an act of parlia

ment was obtained, incorporating a com

pany, called the Sierra Leone Company,

for the expreſs purpoſe of cultivating W.

India and other tropical produćtions on

the banks of this river, on land purchaſed

of the prince of the country. The firſt

ſettlers amounted to about zoo white per

fons, beſide a number of free blacks from

Nova Scotia. The natives appeared to

be extremely friendly, and a few natives,

in 1792, had come to work for the colony.

On the ſetting in of the rains, about the

latter end of May, the ſame year, a confi

derable degree of ſickneſs and mortalit

prevailed, occaſioned chiefly by the.

ficiency of the temporary habitations,

which could not be completed before the

rains ſet in. Thirty-five white perſons

(of whom 14 were ſoldiers) and many of

the blacks, died of this ſickneſs. The

next year, the ſetting in of the rains was

not produćtive of the ſame fatal effects.

The coloniſts were in good health, were

all put into poſſeſſion of ſmall lots of land,

and a new town, on a regular and extend

ed ſcale, was begun to be built. Beſide

the Nova Scotia blacks, a large party of

the natives were at work for the company,

and the experiments in ſugar, cottom, &c.

appeared to be promiſing. The native

chiefs and people continue to be extremely

friendly; and the company's ſchools were

regularly attended by upwards of 30.o

children, who appear to have made full as

much improvement as is common in Eu

ropean ſchools under ſimilar circumſtances.

The rice, cotton, and other articles in the

company's plantations thrive exceedingly.

The colony appears to be gradually im

proving and advancing in every reſpe&t.

The river abounds in fiſh, but is much in

feſted with alligators. The adjacent coun

try produces abundance of millet and rice;

and the woods are filled with parrots of

various kinds, and other beautiful birds;

ſerpents are found, ſome of very large fize;

and numerous wild beaſts, ſuch as Jions,

tigers, elephants, wild boars, and monkeys.

SIERRA LEoNE, or MouNTAINs of

THE LIo Ns, mountains of Africa, which

divide Nigritia from Guinea, and are ſaid

to extend as far as Abyſſinia.

SueRRA MoRENA, mountains of Spain,

which divide Andaluſia from New Caſtile,

and a ſmall part of Eſtramadura. -

SIFANto, anciently Siph Nos, an iſland

of the Archipelago, to the W. of Paros. .

The air is ſo good here, that many of the

inhabitants live to the age of 120, and

their water, fruits, wild fowl, and poul

try, are excellent, but more eſpecially the

grapes. It is covered over with marble

and granite, and they have lead mines, and

yet it is one of the moſt fertile, and beſt

cultivated of theſe iſlands. The inhabit

ants employ themſelves in cultivating

olive-trees and capers, and they have very

good ſilk. They trade in figs, onions,

wax, honey, ſtraw hats, ſeſamum, and ca.

licoes. Here are 5 villages, and about

sooo inhabitants. Lat. 36. 37. N. lon.

25, 15. E. *

shºwſ, Herts, in Caldicote pariſh.

- SiGeth, a town of Hungary.

Sigelfthorp, Yorkſhire, by Hornſey

Mere. Sigh ll, Northumberland, SW. of

Seaton-Delaval. Sigſon, Yorkſhire, 2

miles from Northallerton.

Sigtuna and Sicrund, townsof Swe

den, in Upland. - -

SIGuesza, a town in Old Caſtile, with

R 1 a an
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an univerſity, conſiſting of ſeveral colleges,

founded in 1441; but the moſt conſider

able ſtructure is the cathedral. It is ſeat

ed near the ſource of the river Henares,

60 miles NE. of Madrid.

Silcheſler, Hants, NE. of Kingſclere.

Sileby. Leic. NE. of Mountſorrel. Siley,

Lincolnſ. N. of Alford. Silſburn, War

wickſhire, between Warwick and Alceſter.

SILESIA, a province of Germany, with

the title of a duchy. It is bounded on

the N. by the marquiſate of Brandenburg

and Poland, on the S. by Moravia and

Hungary, on the E. by Poland, and on

the W. by Lower Luſatia and Bohemia.

It is about 274 miles in length, and zoo

in breadth. The principal rivers are, the

Oder, Viſtula, Neiſſe, Bober, Queis, Op

}. and Elſe. A long chain of mountains

eparates Sileſia from Bohemia. There

are mines of gold and filver; but they

have not been worked for many years.

There are alſo ſome precious ſtones, but

too much time is required to obtain them.

The higheſt mountain of Sileſia is called

Zotenberg, ſituated in the principality of

Schweidnitz, and is 104 miles in circum

ference. The moſt conſiderable ſilver

mines at preſent are at Reitſtein, in the

principality of Brieg. There are alſo

mines of lead, copper, and iron, and quar

ries of various ſtones, beſides antimony,

ſaltpetre, ſulphur, alum, vitriol, quickfil

ver, &c. The Principal manufaāure is

linen cloth; and they have alſo ſome

woollen manufactories, and glaſshouſes.

They feed a great number of cattle, have

large ſtuds of horſes, and plenty of the

animals called game in the woods. They

have but few lynxes and bears, and fewer

wolves, becauſe they give a ducat a head

for every one that is killed. They have

a great many lakes, full of pikes, carps,

and other good fiſh ; alſo plenty of bees,

which produce a great deal of honey and

wax. They have wheat, bailey, oats,

millet-ſeed, and turnips, fuſicient for the

uſe of the inhabitants; in ſome places

they cultivate ſaffron; and the culture of

ſilk is likely to be carried to it's utmoſt

extent. Their wine is very poor, and

therefore they turn it moſtly into vinegar.

Sileſia is divided into the Upper and

Lower. In the Upper, the inhabitants

are generally Romaniſts, ſpeaking the Po

liſh language; and in the Lower, almoſt

all Proteſtants, and ſpeak their mother

tongue. Sileſia is divided into 19 princi

palities, and 7 free ſtates, without com

prehending the county of Glatz. The

greater part of this country was ceded to

the king of Pruſſia, in 1742, by the treaty

* - -
-

of Breſlaw, the empreſs reſerving to her
ſelf only the principality of Teſchen; the

part of the principalities of Troppau and

Jaggerndorf beyond the Oppa; the part

of the principality of Neiſſe bordering on

Moravia; and a ſmall diſtrict bordering

on Moravia; with ſome frontier towns.

Breſlaw is the capital of Pruſſian, and

Troppau of Bohemian Sileſia. -

Sifforth, Yorkſhire, E. of Pickering

Foreſt.

Sºlist RIA, or DR1stra, a town of

Bulgaria, ſeated near the Danube.

Silk, Lincolnſhire, S. of Sleaford. Sil

keffon, Yorkſhire, SW. of Barneſley. Sil

keſworth, Durham, SW. of Wearmouth.

Silland, Dorſetſhire.

SillaBAR, or CElleBAR, a ſea-port

of Sumatra, 30 miles SSE. of Bencoolen.

Sille-le-Guillaume, a town in the

department of Sarte, 18 miles N.W. of Le

Mans.

Silletb, Cumb. in Abbey Holm pariſh.

Silmifton, Suſſex. Silſden, Yorkſhire, near

Holden-Beck. Sifty, Yorkſhire, NW.

of Scarborough.

* Silſoe, or Siviſio, between Bedford

and Luton.

Silton, Dorſetſhire, near Mere, Siltex,

Dorſetſ. 2 miles and a half from Gilling

ham. Silton, Yorkſ. near Sigſton-Caſtle.

Silvermines, in Tipperary, Munſter, 77

miles from Dublin. Here are ſome lead

mines, with a mixture of ſilver, which,

with thoſe at Miltown, in Kerry, near the

harbour of Caſtlemain, are the only ones

in Ireland that are wrought to any confl

derable extent.

Silverſide, Cumberland, near Naworth

Caſtle. Silverſtreet, Herts, NW. of Theo

balds. Silverton, Devonſhire, near Brad

ninch. Silverton, Northamptonſhire, S. of

Whittlewood. Foreſt. Silvington, Shrop

ſhire, SE. of Brown-Clee-Hill.

SiM BIRsk, one of the 4x governments

of Ruſſia, formerly a province of the king

dom of Caſan. The capital of the ſame

name, is ſeated on the river Volga, 38o

miles ESE. of Moſcow.

SiM MeREN, a town and duchy in the

palatinate of the Rhine.

Simmington, Wilts, a mile SE. of Melk

ſham. Simondley, Derbyſ. in the High

Peak. Simondſborough, Dorſetſhire, near

Bridport. Simondſburn-Caffle, Northumb.

SW. of Swinburn-Caſtle. Simondfall,

Glouceſterſhire, in the pariſh of Wotton

under-Edge. Simondſide, Herts, by Hat

field. Simondſide-Hill, Northumberland,

NW. of Morpeth. Simon-Seat, York

ſhire, N. of Barden-Tower.

SiMon's, ST. Sce Frederica.

SIMONToxNYA,
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S1MonroRNYA, a town of Tolna,

Hungary, 32 miles SSW. of Buda.

Simonſton, Lancaſhire, near Hapton

Tower and Pendle-Hill. Simandſwood,

Lancaſhire, a foreſt SE. of Ormſkirk.

-Simpſon, Bucks, near Fenny-Stratford.

SI NA1, a mountain in Arabia Petraea,

in a peninſula formed by the two arms of

the Red Sea. The Mahonetans have it

in great veneration; and here the Chriſt

ians have a monaſtery, which formerly

contained a great number of monks, and

there were a great number of little chapels

and cells for hermits. The monaſtery is

ſurrounded by a high wall, and thoſe that

o in and out, are let down or drawn up

in baſkets. It is 144 miles ESE. of

Suez. -

SINCApo RA, a promontory at the S.

extremity of the peninſula of Malacca,

which, with the Malacca coaſt, form the

Strait of Sincapore. Lat. i. 1 o. N. lon.

to 3. 30. E.

SINDE. See INDUs and TAtta.

Sinderby, Yorkſhire, W. of Thirſk.

Sindrop, Northumb. SW. of Hexham.

SINDY, a province of Hindooſtan, bound

ed on the W. by Makran, a province of

Perſia; on the N. by the territories of the

king of Candahar; on the NE. by thoſe

of the Seiks; on the E. by a ſandy deſert;

and on the SE. by Cutch. It extends

along the courſe of the river. Sinde, or

Indus, from it's mouth to the frontiers of

of Moultan. Reckoned that way, it is

3oo miles long; and it's breadth, in it's

wideſt part, is about 160. In many par

ticulars of ſoil and climate, and in the ge

neral appearance of the ſurface, Sindy

reſembles Egypt; the lower part of it be

ing compoſed of rich vegetable mould,

and extended into a wide delta; while the

upper part of it is a narrow ſlip of coun

try, confined on the Perſian ſide by a ridge

...?. and on the other by a ſand

deſert, the river Indus, equal at leaſt to

the Nile, winding through the midſt of

this level valley, and annually overflowing

it. During great part of the SW. mon
ſoon, or our ſummer quarter, which is the

rainy ſeaſon in moſt other parts of India,

the atmoſphere is here generally clouded;

but no rain falls, except very near the ſea.

Indeed, very few ſhowers fall during the

whole year; and, at the time when Cap

tain Hamilton viſited Tatta, no rain had

failen for 3 years before. Owing to this,

and the neighbourhood of the ſandy de

ſerts, which bound it on the E. and on

the NW. the heats are ſo violent, and the

winds from thoſe quarters ſo pernicious,

that the houſes are contrived ſo as to be

occaſionally ventilated by means of aper

tures on the tops of them, reſembling the

funnels of ſmall chimneys. When the

hot winds prevail, the windows are cloſely

ſhut, by which the hotteſt part of the cur.

rent of that air (that neareſt the ſurface)

is excluded; and a cooler part, becauſe

more elevated, deſcends into the houſe

through the funnels. By this, alſo, vaſt

clouds of duſt are excluded ; the entrance

of which would alone be ſufficient to ren

der the houſes uninhabitable. The roots

are compoſed of thick layers of earth in

ſtead of terraces. Few countries are more

unwholeſome to European conſtitutions,

particularly the lower part of the delta.

The prince is a Mahometan, tributary to

the king of Candahar. He reſides at Hy

drabad, although Tatta is the capital.

This province was obtained, in 1739, by

Nadir Shah from the Great Mogul, and

retained by Abdallah, when he ſeized the

other provinces which compoſe the empire

of Candahar. The Hindoos, who were

the original inhabitants of Sindy, and

were reckoned, in Captain Hamilton's

time, to outnumber the Mahometans ten

to one, are treated with great rigour by

their Mahometan governors, and are not

permitted to erect any pagodas, or places

of worſhip; and this ſeverity drives vaſt

numbers of , them into other countries.

The inland parts of Sindy produce ſalt

petre, ſal-amoniac, borax, bezoar, lapis

lazuli, and raw ſilk. They have alſo ma

nufactures of cotton and filk of various

kinds; and they make fine cabinets, in

laid with ivory, and finely lackered. They

alſo export great quantities of butter, cla

rified and wrapt up in duppas, made of

the hides of cattle. The women wear

hoops of ivory on both their arms and

legs, and when they die, they are burnt

with them. They have large black cat

tle, excellent mutton, and ſmall, hardy,

horſes. Their wild animals are deer,

hares, antelopes, and foxes, which they

hunt with dogs, leopards, and a ſmall,

fierce creature called ſhiahguſh.

SincANfou, or SINGAN, a city of

China, of the firſt rank, capital of the

province of Chenſ. Next to Pekin, this

is the largeſt, and moſt populous, and

commercial city of China, and 3. for

ſeveral ages the ſeat of the Chineſe empe

rors. They breed up mules here in great

numbers, and ſend them to Pekin. Lat.

34. 46. N. lon. Io9. 13. E.

Singland, in Limerick, Munſter.

Singleſ:ale, Northamptonſhire, by Thor

ney C. oſs and Can Water. Singleton,

Suſſex, near E. and W. Dean. Singleton,
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Great and Little, Lancaſhire, N. of Mar

ton Mere and Moſs.

SInco, a town in Macedonia, on the

Gulf of Monte Santo.

SINGoR, a ſea-port of Siam, on the E.

coaſt of Malacca. Lat. 6.40. N.

SIN1cAGLIA, a ſea-port of Urbino, with

two harbours, 28 miles ESE. of Urbino.

Sinkleborough, Bucks, in the pariſh of

Great Horwood. Sinklees, Herts, near

Watford. Sinnington, Yorkſhire, near

Kirby-Moo ſide. Sinodun Hill, Berks,

on the Thames, near Brightwell.

SINope, or SI Nob, a tea-port of Kiu

taja, in Natolia, the birth-place of Dioge

nes, the famous cynic. The inhabitants

are Turks, who will not admit any Jews,

and the Greeks live in the ſuburbs. It is

ſeated on an iſthmus of a peninſula, in the

Black Sea, 280 miles E. of Conſtantinople.

SinTzhenM, a town in the palatinate ,

of the Rhine.

Sion, or Sitten, a town of Swiſſer

land, capital of the Vallais, feated on a

river of the ſame name, which ſoon after

falls into the Rhone. Here are 3 epiſco

al palaces, one above another. The

ſº. called Tourbillon, is old, ruin

eus, and deſerted. Near the ſecond, de

nominated Valeria, are the remains of the

old cathedral, and a few houſes belonging

to the canons. De Marjorei, the third, is

the preſent epiſcopal palace, an edifice of

ſtone, built in 1547; the apartments fur

niſhed with great plainneſs and fimplicity.

Sion was formerly the capital of the Se

duni, who inhabited this country in the

time of Julius Caeſar; and ſome Roman

inſcriptions ſtill remain to atteſt it's anti

quity. It's biſhop is a prince of the em

pire. It is 50 miles E. of Geneva.

Sion, a famous mountain of Judea, fi

tuated on the S. ſide of Jeruſalem.

Sion-Houſe, Middleſex, near the influx

of the Brent into the Thames, between

Brentford and Iſleworth. It is a noble,

fºuare, ſtone building, finely finiſhed and

furniſhed, now one of the ſeats of the

Duke of Northumberland.

Slout, Osior, or Sciot, a large and

populous town in Egypt, with a lake dug

near it, which ſerves to water the grounds.

It has ſeveral moſques, and is the ſee of a

Copti biſhop. It's ſituation on an artifi

cial mount, denotes it's occupying the ſite

of an ancient city, thought to be Nicopo

lis, where the wolf was accounted a ſacred

animal. Here are, accordingly, the ruins
of an ancient amphitheatre, and ſome Ro

man, ſepulchres. It is ſurrounded by

pleaſant gardens, and fine palm-trees that

bear the beſt dates in Egypt. This place

is the rendezvous of thoſe that go in the

caravan to Sennar, in Nubia. It is about

2 miles W. of the river Nile, and 157 S.

of Cairo.

SIPHANTo. See SIFANTo.

SIPHNo, a town of the iſland of Nan

fio, in the Archipelago.

Sipleigh, Devonſhire, on the river Dart,

near Aſhburton. Sifney. Bucks, in the

pariſh of Burnham. Sipſon, Middleſex,

in Harmondſworth pariſh.

SI RADIA, a town and palatinate of

Great Poland, 1oo miles NNW. of Cra

cow.

Sir Albert's Bridge, in Donegal, Ulfler,

120 miles from Dublin.

Sir H1ND, a very ancient city and diſ.

trićt of Hindooſtan, in Delhi. M. Con

damine ſays, that the art of weaving filk

was brought back to Conſtantinople, in

the 16th century, by the monks who re.

turned from Sirhind (or Serinde, accord

ing to him) : for, although the art was

brought into Europe under the Roman

emperors, it had again been loſt during

the confuſions that attended the ſubverſion

of the weſtern empire. Procopius, alto,

takes notice, that in the time of Juſtinian,

(the 6th century) filk was brought from

Serinda, a country in India. Sirhind is

150 miles N.W. of Delhi. Lat. 29. 55.

N. lon. 75. 15. E. -

SIR CHARLes HARD Y’s Island, in

the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Capt.

Carteret in 1767. It is low, covered with

wood, and pleaſant. Lat. 4. 4-1. S. lon.

153. 32. E.

St R CHARLEs SA UNDERs' Island,

in the South Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by

Captain Wallis in 1767. It is about ſix

miles long from E. to W. with a moun

tain in the centre. The natives were not

numerous, and appeared to live in a

wretched manner. Lat. 17. 18. S. lon,

151. 4. W. º

SIRIAN, a ſea-port of Pegu.

SIRINAGU R, a large, rugged country

of India, bounded on the N. and NE. by

the Thibet Mountains; on the S. by

Delhi and Rohilla; and on the NW by

Lahore. -

SIRINAGUR, the capital of a country

of the ſame name, in India, zoo miles

NNE. of Delhi. Lat. 3o. 59. N. lon.

78.45. E. -

Sirius Islann, in the South Pacific

Ocean. Lat. Io. 52. S. lon. 162.3a. E.

SIRMrch, anciently SIRMIUM, a town

and county of Sclavonia.

SIRoNc, or ŠE Ronge, a large town of

Hindooſtan, in Malwa, 132j NE. of

Ougein. º

:

Siſerge,
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Siſºrge, Weſtmorl. S. of Kendak Siſe

swell, Suffolk, S. of Dunwich. Siſingberſ!,

Kent, near Cranbrook, was anciently

written Saxenhurſt. Siſland, Norfolk,

near Lodden. Siſon Park, Rutlandſ. near

Grantham. -

SissAc, a town of Baſil, in Swiſſerland,

capital of the ſmall territory of Siſgow, 1 }

miles SE. of Baſil.

Sissopoli, a town of Romania, on the

Black Sea, 75 miles NE. of Adrianople.

Sisteron, a town in the dept. of the

Lower Alps, ſeated on the Durance, 3o

miles NE. of Apt.

Siffon, a village in Glouceſterſhire, 7

miles from Briſtol, ſituated in a pleaſant

vale, on a rivulet which runs into the

Avon. Tin ore has been found here;

and here is a manufactory of braſs, and

another of ſalt-petre. Sifton, Glouceſterſ.

in Kingſwood-Foreſt. . . -

Siszek, a town of Croatia.

Sithny, Cornwall, near Helſton.

Srri A, a town on the N. coaſt of Can

dia, near a bay of the ſame name.

SITTART, a town of Juliers. -

**SrrTrnchu RN, a town in Kent, 11

miles SE. of Rocheſter, and 40 E. by S. of

London, in the road to Canterbury.

Sivers, Mount, Yorkſhire, E, Riding,

near Acomb.

Sivray, or Civkoy, a town in the

dept.of Vienne, 25 miles S. of Poitiers.

“SrwAs, a city of Caramania.

• Sixill, Abbey and Grange, Lincolnſ. SE.

of Market Raiſin.

“Six-Mile Brfboe, a town of Clare,

in Munſter, 102 miles from Dublin.

* Sixmile-Bridge, in Limerick, Munſter.

Six mile-Craft, in Tyrone, Ulſter. "Six

mile-Mater, in Antrim, UHter. Six

mile-hºater; in Cork, Munſter. -

Sizun, a town in the depart, of Finiſ

terre, 7 miles' SE. of Landerneau.

Skakeltharp, Yorkſ. near Old and New

Malton. Skala Park, Yorkſh, w. Rid

ing, between Langſkethdale amd Nether
ie. --> *-* * . . . . . . . . . sº

- Skxt. Hott. See SchalHolt.

- Skałłngdam, Yorkſh, N. Riding, SW.

of Hinderwell. Skaneſion, Yorkſh. NE.

of New Malton. '

- SKARA. See ScARA, . . .

- Skargil, Yorkſ. S. of Barnard-Caſtle.

Skarth, North, Lancaſh. by the ſea, SW.

of Dalton. Caſtle. “Skawton, Yorkſ. Sw.

of Helmeſley. Skely, Yorkſhire, NE. of

Richmond. . -

SKEEN; a town of Chriſtiania, Norway,

remarkable for it's mines of iron and cop

per. It is 38 miles SSW. of Chriſtiania.

' ' Skeffington, Leiceſterſ, near Billeſdon,

Skeffing, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, near Bur

ſtal-Abbey. Skegby, Nottinghamſ. near

Mansfield. Skegby, Nottinghamſ. SE. of

Tuxford. Skegnes, Lincolnſhire, NE. of

Wainfleet.

... Skehee wrinky, in Cork, Munſter. Here

is a large cavern, which, when well light

ed up, has the appearance of a vaulted ca

thedral, ſupported by maſſy pillars; and

the ſtalaćtites, ſpars, or calcareous cry

ſtals, form a brilliant appearance.

Skelderſtew, Yorkſhire, in Cleveland.

Skeldick, Lincolnſhire, S. of Boſton.

SKELIG IsANDs, off the coaſt of Ker

ry, in Munſter. They are three in num

ber, and it is remarkable that the gannet

never neſtles on any place in the S. of Ire

land, but on one of theſe. A rock on the

N. coaſt of the kingdom has the ſame pe

culiarity, The Great Skelig is 3 leagues

from the ſhore, the others are but rocks of

marble; 6 or 8 miles W. of Bray-Head.

, Skell, a river in Yorkſhire, running into

the Youre, near Rippon. Skellflete, a ri

verin Yorkſhire, running into the Humber,

between Haxflete and Bromflete. Skel

lingthorp, 2 miles W. of Lincoln. Skel

merch,Weſt.N. of Kendal. Skelmerſ.

dale, Lancaſ. SE. of Ormſkirk. Skelton,

Cumberl. NW. of Penrith. Skelton, York

ſhire, oh the Humber, SE. of Howden.

Skelton, Yorkſ. on the Ure, NW. of Bo

roughbridge. Skelton, Yorkſ. on the ri

ver Marſk, W. of Richmond. Skelton,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, S. of the Foreſt of

Galtres. Skelton, NW, of York.

Skelton CASTLE, a town in the N.

Riding ofYorkſhire, between Kirkleatham

and rhe ſea. Market on Saturday.

“Skemmingrane, Yorkſ. NE. of Giſbo

rough. Skendleby, Lincolnſhire, NE. of

Spilſby. - -

SkeNectADY, a town in the ſtate of

New York, ſeated on the Mohawks' Ri

ver, 18 miles N.W. of Albany. -

Skenfrith-Caſtle, Monmouthſ. on the

Mynwy. Skern, a river in Durham, running

into the Tees, at Croſtbridge.3.
Northumberland, S. of Alnham. -

SkeNING. See Sch ENING.

SKERR1Es, a ſmall fiſhing-town, on the

coaſt of Dublin, in Leinſter, 17 miles from

the metropolis.' The Skerries-Iſlands, or

rocks, are three in number, and remark

able for producing great quantities of the

ſea weed from which kelp is made.

Sketby, a river in Merionethf. Skew

ers, Hants, near Baſing. Skewer and

Skiberio, Cornwall, S. of Helſton.

* SkibBeREEN, a town of Cork, in

Muntter, where the clothing trade, and

ſome of the linen manufactures, are carried
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cn. It is ſeated on the river Ilen, 1o miles

SE. of Bantry, and 161 from Dublin.

Skiborra, Saropſ. on the river Temde,

S. of Clun. Caſtle. Skidbrook, Lincolnſ.

S. of Saltfleet. Skidby, Yorkſ. near Hall.

Skiddaw, a mountain of Cumberland,

one of the moſt remarkable in the king

dom, being above a thouſand yards per

pendicular height from the .#: of the

Lake of Derwentwater. It is not diffi

cult of acceſs in ſome parts, and is cover

ed with graſs, ... gradually grows

coarſer in the aſcent. At the top, the at

moſphere is ſo rarified as to prevent vege

tation. The whole top is covered with a

looſe, brown, ſlaty ſtone. It is ſix miles

from Cockermouth, and Keſwick ſtands

near the foot of it. * … .

Skilgate, Somerſetſ. E. of Dulverton.

Skilteº, Warwickſ. NW. ofHenley in Ar

den. Skinburneſs, Cumberl. in Boulneſs

pariſh, near the ſea. Skinnand, Lincolnſ.

near Boothby. Skinninggrave, Yorkſhire,

near Whitby. Skiplan, Yorkſhire, near,

Kirby-Moorſide. Skippon, a river in Lan

caſ. running into the Wire, near Thorn

ton. Skipſey, Yorkſ by the ſea, N. of

Hornſey. "Skipton, Yorkſ, near Thirſk.

Skipton, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſeated on the river Aire, near

a navigable canal, in that rough, rocky

country, called Craven, 44 miles W. of

York, and 231 N. by W. of London.

Market on Saturday,

Skipwith, SE, of York, Skirbeck,

Lincolnſ, near Boſton. Skircotes, Yorkſ.

near Halifax. Skirid Vawr, Monmouthſ.

a rocky mountain near Abergavenny.

Skirk, in§. County, Leinſter.

Skirlow, N. and S. Yorkſhire in Hol

derneſs. Skirmingham, Durham, N. of

Darlington. Skirpenbeck, Yorkſhire, near

Wilton, Skirringham, Yorkſhire, on the

Derwent, ; of New Malton. Skirton,

near Lancaſter. Skirwith, Cumberl. near

Kirk Oſwald. Skorborough, Yorkſ. NW.

of Beverley. Skorton, Yorkſ. 4 miles E.

of Richmond. Skoulton, Norfolk, E. of

Watton. Skrekington, Lincolnſ. N. of

Fokingham. Skreleſly, Lincolnſhire, near

Horncaſtle. Skremby, Lincolnſ, NE. of

Spilſby. Skrenes, £º. near Chelmsford,

Skrimmerſion, Northumberl. 2 miles S. of

Berwick. -

Skull ºn Cork, Munſter, near Skibbe.

rten, Skull Harbour, in Cork, Munſter,

Skulthorp, Norfolk, NW. of Fakenham.

S}ºter y Cºtºcºl. near Solway-Moſs. ,

S. Y., an iſ..., , of Scotland, one of the

1. º. of the Weſtern Iſlands, or He

Prides. It is near 50 miles in length, and,

in vine places, above zo broad. The SE,
I

end of this iſland is ſeparated from Inver

neſsſhire (to which it belongs) by a nar

row channel, the narroweſt part of which,

cattle are made to ſwim acroſs. Here is,

notwithſtanding ſome mountainous tracts,

a great proportion of level ground, with

excellent paſturage. There are numbers
of deer, and ſºn kinds of game, in

this iſland, which abounds with limeſtone,

marble, &c. The baſaltic columns, re

ſembling the Giant's Cauſeway in Ireland,

are it's greateſt curioſity. A cave, at the

E. end of the iſland, afforded an aſylum,

in 1746, to the diſappointed Pretender,

and his faithful guide, for two nights.

Many thouſands of black cattle are annu

ally exported hence. Some ſmall horſes

are bred, and a great quantity of kelp

manufaātured here. Portree is the Prin

cipal place in this iſland.

Skjers, Yorkſ, near Halifax. Skytº,

Suffolk, N. of Mendleſham. Slad, Gion
ceſ. in Painſwick pariſh. Slad, or Slade,

Glouceſ a hamlet to Miſerden. Sladborº,

Yorkſ. W. Riding, near Bowland-Foreſt.

Slade, Devonſ. NE. of Plympton

Slade Bay, in , Waterford Harbour,

Munſter,

Slagthwait, or Slaworth, Yorkſ...near

Huthersfield. Slaitburn, or Slandºurº,

Yorkſ, near Barneſley. Slandbury, De

vonſhire, near Barnſtaple.

Slane, in Meath, Leinſter.

Slanford, Nottinghamſ. near Edwalton.

Slape, Dorſetſ. near Netherby. Slaptºn,

Bucks, NE. of Ayleſbury. Slapton, De

vonſhire, S.W. of Dartmouth. . .

SLATE, a peninſula of Skye, on the SE:

ſide of the iſland, terminating in a rugged
promontory, ca.led tº Fon of Siaº

Slaty Port, a little port of Carrickfer

gus-Bay, in Down, Ulſter, ſo called from

a ſlate-quarry which joins it. .

Slave-CoAst, a tračt in Guinea, on

the Atlantic, ſituated between the Gold

Coaſt and Benin, and comprehending the

diſtrićts of Ardra,Koto,Popo,and Whidah.

Slaugham, Suſſex, SE. of Horſham.

Slaughden Vale, Suffolk, near Alborough.

Slaughterford, Wiltſhire, S. of Caſtle

comb. Slaughterford, Upper and Ne
ther, Gij near Stow-in-the

Would. Slauſian, Leiceſ. S. of Hallaton.

SLAwkaw,or SchlakEnwALD,atown

of Elnbogen, Bohemia.

SLEAForp, New, ſo called to diſtin

guiſh it from Old Sleaford, in the neigh

bourhood, a thriving town in Lincolnſhire,

feated on a ſmall, rapid ſtream, which

drives ſeveral coru and fulling mills, &c.

near the town. It is 18 miles S. of Lin

coln, and 115 N. of London. Market on

Monday.
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Monday. It's markets on Monday after

Epiphany, Eaſter, and Whitſuntide, are

equal to ſome great fairs. Fairs on Plow

Monday, Whit-Monday, Auguſt 12th,

and Oétober 1oth.

Slealy, Northumberland, S. of Dilſton.

Sleape, Shropſhire, S. of Wem. Sleddale,

Along, Weſtmorl. NW. of Kendal. Sled

dale, Weſt, Weſtmorl. a mile and a half

from Shap. Sledmerl, Yorkſ. E. Riding,

W. of Kiſham. Sleelmere, Weſtmorl. N.

of Kendal. Sleep, Dorſetſ. near Corfe

Caſtle, 4 miles E. of Wareham. Slegil,

Weſtmorl. SW. of Appleby. Slekborns,

Northumb. near Bedlington. Sleningford,

Yorkſ. SE, of Maſham. Slepe, Shropſ.

on the river Terne, near High Ercol.

Sleswick, a town of Denmark, capi

tal of a duchy of the ſame name, contain

ing about 5630 inhabitants. It is an ir

regular town of great length. The houſes

are of brick, and, like all the other towns

in this country, reſemble, in neatneſs and

manner of building, thoſe of Holland.

The inhabitants dreſs alſo like the Dutch;

and many of them ſpeak their tongue,

though the uſual languages are the Ger

man and Daniſh. It is ſituated on the

Sley, which is now choked up with ſand,

60 miles N. of Hamburg. Lat. 54, 39.

N. lon. 9. 38. E.

! Sleswick, or South JUTLAND, a

duchy of Denmark, N. of Holſtein, from

which it is moſtly ſeparated by the river

Eyder. It contains ſeveral towns, and 1.5oo

villages, and has from time immemorial

been united to Denmark,but has ſometimes

been given to the brother of the reigning

king as a fief. In the laſt century, how

ever, the duke in poſſeſſion, attempted to

become an independent prince, but in 1720

it was recovered to the crown. The go

vernor and counſellors, reſide at Gottorp.

This duchy is about 72 miles in length,

and from 3o to 56 in breadth ; and is a

level, fertile, populous, and well-cultivat

ed country. Sleſwick is the capital.

Sleven, Cornwall, between Mounts.

Bay and Land's-End. Sieveſholm-Priory,

Norfolk, in Methwold pariſh.

Slidery-Ford, a little river in Down,

Ulſter, running into the inner bay of Dun

drum. Slieve-Bingan, Croob, Donard,

Na Boil-Trogh, Na Grideal, Neir, and

Sephin, or Snavan, mountains in Down,

Ulſter. Slieve-Bloom, a range of moun

tains, between the King's and Queen's

Counties. Slieve Carmen, a name given

to the mountains of Wicklow. Slieve

Miſs, a general name given to the moun

tains between the bays of Tralee and Caſ

tlemain, in Kerry, Munſter,

Slifield, Surry, near Epſom.

Sligo, a county of Ireland, in the pro

vince of Connaught, 32 miles in length,

and 29 in it's greateſt breadth; bounded

on the W. by Mayo; on the N. and NW.

by the Atlantic; on the E. by Leitrin;

and on the SE. S. and SW. by Roſcoin

mon and Mayo. It contains 39, pariſhes,

11,500 houſes, and 60,000 inhabitants.

Sligo is the only town of conſequence.

There are, however, ſome conſiderable vil

lages, in which the linen manufacture flou

riſhes. The ſoil is in ſome parts good,

in others coarſe, and towards the coaſt,

boggy.

* SLIGo, the capital of the county of

the ſame name, ſeated on a river that runs

into a bay of the ſame name, navigable

for veſſels of zoo tons, up to the quays.

The trade of the town is confiderable; the

number of houſes in 1788 was 916, and

the number of inhabitants 8ooo. It is 26

miles NNE. of Killala, and 94 NNW. of

Dublin. - -

Sliguff, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Slimbridge, a village of Glouceſterſhire.

The pariſh is zo miles in circumference,

and in it are about rooo acres of land

gained from the Severn. Slindon, Staffordſ.

on the river Sow, near the Offleys. Slin

don, Suſſex, near Yapton... Sline, Lancaſ.

between Lancaſter and Ken Sands. Slin

ford, Suſſex, near Horſham. Slingley,

N.W. of Durham. Slingſby, Yorkſ. NW.

of New Malton. Slipin, Durham, 5 miles

from Darlington. Slipton, Northamptonſ.

near Boughton and Drayton. -

SloniM, a town of Novogrodeck, Li

thuania. -

Sloore N, the capital of Weſtergoe,

W. Frieſland, near a large lake called

Slooter-mer, 3 miles from the Zuyder

Zee, and 18 N.W. of Stenwick. -

Slough, Bucks, 2 miles from Windſor.

Slow-Houſe, Suſſex, near Cuckfield. Slow

ley, Norfolk, S. of Wurſted. Slowley

Hill, Warwickſ, near Arley and Aſtley. .

Sluck, a town and duchy of Novogro

deck, Lithuania, ſeated on the river Sluck,

67 miles ESE. of Novogrodeck.

. … Sluce, Suſſex, near Pevenſey Haven.

Sluttelbu Rc, a town of Ruſſia, in

the government of Peterſburgh, ſeated on

the S. ſide of the Lake Ladoga.

Slutter, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Sluys, or Ecluse, a town of Dutch

Flanders, oppoſite the Iſle of Cadſant, with

a harbour, formerly capable of receiving

5oo veſſels, but has been daily growing

worſe, ſo as to be capable of receiving

ſmall veſſels only. It is 10 miles N. of

Bruges.

SMAL AND,

*
*

-
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SMALAND. See SMolaND.

Smalbarn, Northumb. W. of Elleſden.

Smalborough, Norfolk, SE. of Wurſted.

Smalbridge, Suffolk, near Neyland. Smal

feld, Surry, W. of Lingfield.

SMALKALD, a town of Hennenburg,

Franconia, noted for the league of Proteſt

ant princes, in 1531, when Dr. Luther

drew up a ſet of theological articles, which

were afterwards confirmed by the Proteſt

ant teachers. -

Smallberry-Green, Middleſex, between

Brentford and Hounſlow. Smallbrook,

Pſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Smallbrook,

Wilts, near Warminſter. Small. Dale,

Derbyſhire, in the High Peak. Small

Downs, Kent, between Thanet. Iſle and

Deal. Smalley, Derbyſhire, S. of Codnor

Caſtle. Small-Hithe, Kent, near Tenter

den. Smallmains, Kent, near Alkham.

Small-Wiſe, Staffordſhire, a hamlet of San

don. Smallwood-Hall, Staffordſhire, N.

of Needwood Foreſt. Smardale, Weſt

morland, SW. of Kirby-Steven.

SMARDEN, a town in Kent, by the

Medway, 1o miles SE. cf Maidſtone, and

46 SE. of London. Market on Friday.

Smart's Green, Glouceſterſ. in Nibley

pariſh. Smavis, Yorkt. near Tadcaſter.

Smedmore, Dorſetſ, in Purbeck Iſle, near

the Channel. Smartb, Kent, in Aldington

Pariſh. Smeeton, Leiceſ. near Kibworth.

Smercate, Warwickſ. in Bedworth pariſh.

Smerwick Willage and Harbour, in

Kerry, Munſter. Smerlagh-River, in

JKerry, Munſter.

Smeſtall, a river in Staffordſhire. Sme.

tenhan, Cheſhire, NW. of Congleton.

Sºmethcot, Shropſ. near Polverbach. Sme.

their, Lancaſ. N. of Bolton. Smethick,

Derbyſ. N.of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Smeth

swick, Cheſhire, near Sandbach. Smeth

‘wick, Staffordſhire, NW. of Birmingham.

&meton, Great and, Little, Yorkſhire, on

the Wiſk, N. of Northallerton. Smeton.

Åirk, Yorkſhire, SE. of Pontefraët. Smi

tham, Surry, S. of Croydon. -

&mithſborough, in Monaghan, Ulſter.

. Smithſby, Derbyſhire, near Aſhby-de-la

Zouch. Smith's-Hall, Eſſex, near Ston

don-Maſſey. Smith's-Hall, Kent, in W.

Farley. -

SM1TH's Is LAND, in the S. Pacific

Ocean, diſcovered by Lieutenant Ball, in

1796. Lat. 9. 44. S. lon. 161.54. E.

SMoi.AND, or SMALAND, a province

of Sweden, in which are 21 lakes, immenſe

foreſts of pine and fir, and ſome iron-mines.

The approach to the village is announced

by groves of oak, beech, and birch, and

numerous plots, or parterres, of arable

land among paſtures and rocks. An acre

of land has been frequently obſerved to be

laid out with alternate ſlips of rye, barley,

flax, and hemp ; the intervals between,

and around, ſown with graſs. In many

parts, the trees are cut down, and burnt in

order to manure the ſoil. This province

is too miles long, and 6o broad, and was

formerly governed by kings of it’s own.

Jt was formerly included in E. Gothland.

SMoLensko, a city of Ruſſia, capital

of the government of the ſame name. It

is ſituated on the Dnieper, and extends

over two mountains and the valley between

them. It is ſurrounded by walls 32 feet

high and 15 thick: the lower part of them

is built of ſtone, the upper of brick, and

their circumference is four miles and three

quarters. They are ſurmounted by towers

three ſtories high, placed at the angles, be

tween which are others of a ſmaller ſize;

and in the plain, the walls are ſurrounded

by a deep ditch and covered way. The

houſes, are moſtly of wood, and only one

ſtory. The city is divided through it's.

whole length by one ſtraight, paved ſtreet,

the others are circular, and floored with

planks. The alternate riſing and finking

of the walls, from the inequality of the

ground, their Gothic archite&ure, and

groteſque towers, the ſteeples riſing above

the trees, which conceal the houſes from

the fight, the gardens, meadows, and

corn fields, within the walls, all together

form a ſingular, piétureſque, and varied

proſpećt. Notwithſtanding it's extent, it

contains only about 4oco inhabitants, and

has no manufactures, but carries on, with

Dantzic, Riga, and the Ukraine, a pretty

conſiderable traffic inlinen, hemp, honey,

wax, leather, furs, timber, hides, bog's

briſtles, &c. It is 197 miles NE. of No

vogrodeck, and 230 NNE. of Kiow. Lat.

54.5o. N. lon. 31.22. E.

SMolensko, a government of Ruſſia,

on the frontiers of Lithuania. It coutains

White Ruſſia, properly ſo called.

SMow, a moted cavern on the N. coaſt

of Sutherlandſhire, between Cape Wrath

and Loch Eribol. It runs ſo far under

ground, that it's extremity, it is ſaid,

could never be explored.

- SMYRNA, or IsMir, a city and ſea

port of Natolia, ſituated on a ſpacious bay

of the Mediterranean. The commodiouſ.

neſs of the harbour has cauſed it to be re

built ſeveral times, after having been de

ſtroyed by earthquakes. It is the com

mon rendezvous of merchants from all .

parts of the world, eſpecially of Engliſh,

and the ſtaple of their merchandiſe. The

whole town is a continual bazar, or fair,

where nothing is wanted for clothing, ſuſ

- tºllances
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tenance, or pleaſure, as all the beſt com

modities of Europe and Afia are brought

hither, and ſold at cheap rates. The

Turks have 19 moſques, the Greeks form

2 churches, the Jews 8 ſynagogues, the

Armenians 1 church, and the Latins have

3 convents, There are 3 biſhops, one

Greek, another Latin, and the third Ar

menian. The ſtreets are more open, better

paved, and the houſes better built, than in

9ther towns of this part of the continent.

The ſtreet of the Franks is the fineſt in

Smyrna, ſtretching along the harbour, and

the European conſuls live in great ſtate

and magnificence. It is eight days jour

ney from Conſtantinople by land, 25 days

from Aleppo by the caravans, and 6 from

Satalia. º caravans of Perſia often

bring zoo bales of filk in a year, beſide

drugs and cloth. The other commodities

brought here, are thread made of goat's

hair, cotton, yarn, cotton in bags, various

kinds of drugs, and all ſorts of carpets.

Moſt of the trade here, as well as in all

Turkey, paſſes through the hands of the

Jews, the Turks never tranſačting #.

bargain with Chriſtians. The Engliſh

and Dutch fačtories have Proteſtant cha

pels; and taverns are as open here as à.

Europe. The territory about Smyrna is

fertile, with fine olive trees and vines; and

the wine is excellent. It 176 is miles

SSW. of Conſtantinople. Lat. 33.28. N.

lon. 27. 25. E. *

SNAckenburg, a large trading town

of Lunenburg Zell, ſubječ to the eleētor

of Hanover. It is 68 miles ENE. of Zell.

Snailwell, Camb. near Newmarket.

SNA1th, a town in the W. Riding of

Yorkſhire, of good trade, from the navi

gation to it in boats. It is feated near

the confluence of the rivers Don and Aire,

22 miles S. of York, and 174 N. by W.

of London. Market on Friday.

Snape, Suffolk, S. of Saxmundham.

Snape, Yorkſ. N. of Maſham. Snarebill.

Houſe, Norfolk, E. of Thetford. Snarford,

Lincolnſ. between Market-Raiſin and Lin

coin. Snargate, Kent, 4 miles N.W. of

New Romney. Snarſon, Leiceſ, between

Swepſton and Hog's-Norton. Snave,

Kent, 3 miles and a half NW. of New

Romney. Snave wick, Kent, near Snave.

Sneaton, Yorkſhire, near whitby. Sned,

Shropſhire, NW. of Biſhops. Caſtle.

SNeeck, a town in Weſtergoe, Weſt

Frieſland, near a lake of the ſame name, 8

miles S. of Franeker.

Sneem. Iſland, in Kerry, Munſter.

Snelland, Lincolnſ. S. of Market Raiſin.

Smellefton, Cheſhire, W. of Macclesfield.

::ffff; Bucks, near Wbaddon. Snel

-

ſºon, Derb. near Aſhborn. Shelfton, Rutl.

S. of Uppingham. Shenton, Nottinghamſ.

in the pariſh of St. Mary, Nottingham.

Smenton, Yorkſ. S. of Pickering-Foreſt.

Snepe, Northumb. NW. of Billingham.

Sneton-Thorp, Yorkſhire, between New

biggin. Hall and Robin-Hood's-Bay.

SNET'sHAM, a town of Norfolk, ſeated

on the little river Ingol, 10 miles N. by

E. of Lyan Regis, and 111 N. by E. of

London. Market on Friday.

SNrapin, a town of Brzeſc, Lithuania,

on the Pruth, capital of Poketia.

Snibſon, Leiceſ. SE. of Aſhby-de la

Zouch. Snidale, Yorkſ. SE. of Ponte.

fraët. Smileſworth, Yorkſ. S. of Stokeſ

ley. Snipehouſe, Northumb. S. of Aln

wick. Smitter, Northumb. a mile from

Rothbury. Smitterly, Linc. SE. of Kir

ton, in Lindſey. Snitterfield, Warw. N.

of Stratford-upon-Avon. Smitterley, Nor

folk, W. of Clay. Snitterton, Norfolk,

between Harpham and Lerling. Snodburſt,

Kent, partly in Chatham and partly in the

limits of Rocheſter. Snodland, Kent, by

the Medway, 4 miles and a half NW. of

Maidſtone. Snore Hall, Norfolk, near

the river Wiſſey, S. of Downham. Snore

ham, Eſſex, adjoining Lachington. Swor

ing, Magna and Parva, Norfolk, near

Walſingham. Snotterton, Durham, near

Staindrop. Snowdell Hall, Heref. near

the Golden Vale and the river Doier.

Snowden Pool, Staffordſ. W. of Patſhall.

SNowdon, a famous mountain of Car

narvonſhire, in N. Wales. It's name fig

nifies literally the Hill of Snow, from

ſnow and down. Eryri, the Welſh name,

is derived from Mynyd Eryrod, the Hilf

of Eagles. This is the moſt noted emi

nence in the whole region of the Welſh

hills : it's top, by way of eminence, is

termedy Wyddfa ; that is, the conſpicu

ous. On the top there are bogs, and two

lakes that abound with fiſh, particularly

the char and the guinard. Mr. Pennant

ſays, “ that the height of the mountain,

reckoning from the quay of Carnarvon to

it's higheſt peak, is 3568 feet. It was

held ſacred by the ancient Britons, as Par

naſſus was by the Greeks, and Ida by the

Cretans.” He found pieces of lava on

this mountain, and, on the ſummit, groups

of columnar ſtones, of vaſt ſize, lying in all

direétions. From the ſummit may be ſeen

a part of Ireland, of Scotland, and of

Cumberland, Lancaſhire, Cheſhire, and all

North Wales, the Iriſh and Britiſh ſeas,

and a vaſt number of lakes. Such a beau

tiful diſplay of nature, at once aſtoniſhes

and charms the beholder. -

Snowſhill, Glouceſterſ, near Broadway.

- Snukebank,
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Snukebank, Northumb. between Alnwick

and Rothbury. Snyte, a river which riſes

in Leiceſterſhire, and paſſing through Not

tinghamſhire, falls into the Dean at Shil

ton. Soak, Hampſhire, near Wincheſter.

Soa NA, or SUANE, a decayed town of

Tuſcany, in the Sienneſe.

Soane, a river of Hindooſtan, which

riſes on the ſouthern confines of Allaha

bad, iſſuing from the ſame lake, that is

the ſource of the Nerbudda, and after a

courſe of 1500 miles, falling into the

Ganges a few miles W. of Patna.

SoBERNhelM, a town of Sponheim, cir

cle of Upper Rhine.

Sobieslau, a town of Bechin, Bohe

mia.

Socheu, a town of China, in the pro

vince of Chenſi. Here is a temple dedi

cated to a blind man, ſaid to have been

one of the greateſt politicians in China.

Society IsLEs, a cluſter of iſles, diſ

covered by Captain Cook, in 1769, and ſo

named by him, becauſe they lie contiguous

to each other. They are ſituated between

the latitudes of 16. 10. and 16.55. S.

and between longitudes of 1.5o. 57. and

152. W. They are fix in number; name

ly, Huaheine, Ulietea, Otaha, Bolabola,

Mauroua, and Toobaee. The ſoil, pro

dućtions, people, their language, religion,

cuſtoms, and manners, are nearly the ſame

as at Otaheite. The ſoil is equally boun

tiful and fertile, and the inhabitants are

as luxurious and indolent. A plantain

branch is the emblem of peace, and chang

ing names the greateſt token of friendſhip.

Their dances are more elegant, their dra

matic entertainments have ſomething of

plot and conſiſtency, and they exhibit tem

porary occurrences as the objects of praiſe

or ſatire; ſo that the origin of ancient co

medy may be diſcerned among them. The

inhabitants ſeemed to be ſtouter than thoſe

of Otaheite, and the women were in gene

ral fairer and handſomer, though none were

cqual to, ſome individuals. Thoſe of

Ulietea, however, were ſmaller and blacker,

and much leſs orderly. Mr. Banks found

only eleven new plants; but he obſerved

ſome inſe&ts, and a ſpecies of ſcorpion he

had never ſeen before. Captain Cook put

on ſhore a Cape ewe at Bolābola, where a

ram had been left by the Spaniards; and

alſo an Engliſh boar and low, with two

goats, at Ulietea. If the valuable ani

inals, which have been tranſported thither

from Europe, ſhould be ſuffered to multi

ply, no part of the world will equal theſe

iſlands in variety and abundance of refreſh

ments for future navigators. Among

theſe iſlands are ſeveral excellent harbours,

*

the entrances into them, indeed, are but

narrow, yet, when a ſhip is once in, no

thing can hurt her.

Sock, Somerſetſhire, 3 miles from Yeovil.

Sackhorn, Durham, on the Tees, 4 miles

SE. of Darlington. Sockbridge, Wett

morland, on the Eimot, near Penrith.

Sockneys, Suſſex, near Burwaſh and Sale

hurſt, Sockſbury-Hill, Suſſex, NE. of Ro

therfield. Socomb, Kent, NW. of Wye.

Soconusco, a diſtrićt of Guatimala,

Mexico, S. of the diſtrićt of Chiapa, on

the N. Pacific Ocean. It is about 38

miles in length, and almoſt as much in

breadth. It is ſheltered from the N. winds

by high mountains, which renders the air

exceedingly hot, and the country is not

very healthful or fertile. The few Spa

niards who are ſettled here are very rich

Great quantities of indigo and cocoa-nuts,

however, are raiſed here, which are ſent to

all the other parts of Mexico.

Socorax A, an iſland in the Arabian

Sea, about 50 miles in length, and zo in

breadth. The capital, of the ſame name,

is ſituated on a river near the ſea, in lat.

15. 24. N. The natives are Mahometans,

with a mixture of Paganiſm. They trade

to Goa, with the produce of their iſland,

viz. fine aloes, known by the name of So

cotrine aloes; frankincenſe; ambergreaſe;

dragon's blood; rice; dates; and coral;

which are tranſported from thence to many

parts of India, and all parts of Europe.

The ſultan is tributary to the princes of

Arabia. The ſhore every where affords

ſafe anchorage and good ports, and there

are, in particular, two fine harbours;

where ſhipping ride ſecure from every wind

that blows. Lat. 12. 15. N. lon. 54. E.

Soda, a town of Hedjas, Arabia.

Sodbury, Durham, near Darlington.

. Sodbury, Chipping, a town of

Glouceſterſhire, with a conſiderable mar

ket for corn, and the greateſt cheeſe mar

ket in England, except Atherſtone in

Warwickſhire. It is 15 miles ENE. of

Briſtol, and 112 W. of London. Market

on Thurſday, Fairs on May 23d and

June 24th.

Sodbury, Little and Old, Glouceſterſhire,

a mile ENE. of Chipping Sodbury.

Sodom, formerly a city of Aſia, fitu

ated on a plain, now under water, in what

is called the Dead Sea, or Lake Alphaltites,

in Judea.

. Sodor, a little village in Icolmkill, one

of the Weſtern Iſles of Scotland, near that

of Mull.

Soest, a town of Mark, Weſtphalia. It

was formerly imperial, and one of the Hanſe

Towns, but ſince 1752 has belonged to the

king
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king of Pruſſia. Several of the ſucceſſors

of Charlemagne reſided here. It is 27
miles SE. of Munſter.

SofALA, or QUrterve, a§: of

Africa, bounded on the E. by the ſam

bique Sea, on the S. by Sabia, and on the

N. and W. by the ſtates of Monomotapa.

The inhabitants cultivate rice and millet,

and eat the fleſh of elephants, large and

ſmall cattle, and fiſh. They alſo make

beer of rice and millet, and other liquors

of honey, palm, and fruits. Honey is in

ſuch plenty, that a great part of it lies

negle&ted. All the coaſters are deſcended

from the Arabians, yet are commonly

black, there being few tawny or brown

among them. Many learned men affirm,

that Solomon had his gold from the mines

in this country, and that the country of

Sofala is the Ophir of the 2ncients, the

gold here being allowed to be fineſt and

ureſt in all Africa. It is governed by a

i. , tributary to the Portugueſe, who

j a fort at the principal town, which

is of the ſame name, and of great import

ance for their trade to the E. Indies. It

is feated in a ſmall iſland, near the mouth

of a river. Lat. zo. zo. S. lon. 37. 30. E.

Sofia, or Sophia, a city of Turkey in

Europe, capital of Bulgaria, built by the

Emperor Juſtinian, on the ruins of the an

cient Sardica. It is 164 miles WNW. of

Adrianople.

Sofroy, a town of Chaus, in Fez,

noted for a handſome moſque : the princi

pal commerce is in oil. It is 12 miles E.

of Fez.

Soono, a maritime province in Congo,

S. of the river Zaire. It is a dry, ſandy

country, abounding in ſalt. The inhabit.

ants are Chriſtians, converted by the Por

tugueſe. The capital is Banza Sogno, a

ſmall place; the Capuchins, however, form

a church here. -

SoHAM, a town of Cambridgeſhire,

ſeated on the river Cam, near Soham Meer,

which takes up 1 ooo acres of land. It is

celebrated for it's cheeſe, and is 5 miles

SSE, of Ely, and 70 N. by E. of London.

Market on Saturday. ... "

Soham Earl, Suffolk, near Soham.

Soic Nies, a town'of Hainault, on the

Senne, near a foreſt to which it gives name,

6 miles NNE. of Mons. -

Soilwell, Glouceſterſ. in Lidney pariſh.

Soissoss, an ancient city in the dept.

of Aiſne, ſo named from the Sueſſiones.

It contains about 12,000 inhabitants, and

was lately a biſhop's ſee, and the capital

of a diſtrićt called the Soiſſonois. The

environs are beautiful, but the ſtreets are

narrow, and the houſes ill-built. Under

the kings of the firſt race, it was the cant

tal of a kingdom of the ſame name. The

caſtle, however, here, though ancient, is

not that in which thoſe princes reſided.

It is ſeated on the river Aiſne, 30 miles

W. by N. of Rheims, and 6o NE. of Paris.

Solbe, Selby, or Selle, a river in the Iſle

of Man.

SoLEBAY. See Southwold.

Soler, Kent, in Barfriſton pariſh. So

*; Lincolnſhire, N. of Alford.

oLeure, or Solothur Ne, a town

of Swiſſerland, capital of the canton of the

fame name. It contains about 4ooo inha

bitants, and is ſeated on the Aar, which

here expands into a ſpacious river. It

was a principal town in the kingdom of

Burgundy, and frequently the reſidence of

it's kings. Among the moſt remarkable

objects of curioſity in this town, is a new

church, which was begun in 1762, and

finiſhed in 1772. It is a grand and ele

gant building, of the Corinthian and Com

poſite orders, and coſt at leaſt 80,000l.

though the revenues of the republic ſcarce

ly exceed 12,000l. a year. Soleure is the

uſual refidence of the French ambaſſador to

the cantons, and is 18 miles N. of Bern.

Lat. 47. 15. N. lon. 7. 20. E.

SolEURE, a canton of Swiſſerland,

which holds the eleventh rank in the Hel.

yetic confederacy, into which it was ad

mitted in the year 1481. It is ſituated

between the canton of Bern, and the can

ton and biſhopric of Baſil, and contains

about 50,000 inhabitants. It is 35 miles

in length, and from 12 to 24 in breadth.

The ſoil, for the moſt part, is exceedingly

fertile in corn; and the diſtrićts within

the Jura, abound in excellent paſtures.

The inhabitants export ſome cqrn, horſes,

cattle, and ſkins. The ſovereign power

reſides in the great council, which, com

priſing the ſenate or little council of thirty

fix, conſiſts of 162 members. The go

vernment is a complete ariſtocracy, and the

inhabitants are almoſt all Roman Catholics.

Soley, Wilts, in Chilton-Foliot pariſh.

SolFATARA, or LAGo-D1-BAGNI, a

lake of Italy, in the Campagna-di-Roma,

near Tivoli, formerly called Lacus Albu

lus. In this lake are floating iſlands,

which, however, are nothing but bunches

of matted ſedge and herbage, adhering to

gether by the bitumen which ſwims on

the ſurface of the lake, and the ſulphur

with which it's waters are impregnated.

Some of theſe iſlands are 12 or 15 yards

long ; the ſoil is ſtrong enough to bear

five or ſix people, who, by a pole, may

move to different parts of the lake, as if

they were in a boat. The water is chalky
21.2
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and ſulphureous; towards the ſurface

fearcely lukewarm, but deeper, very hot,

and continually boiling. Anciently the

waters of thisğ had a high medical re

putation, and now, bathing in it is recom

mended for cutaneous diſeaſes. -

SolFATARA, a mountain S. of the city

of Naples, in the Terra di Lavora, with

a cavity above a mile in length and breadth,

which ſmokes in the day, and flames in

the night. The king derives a conſider

able revenue from the nanufactures of ſuſ

phur, alum, and vitriol in this neighbour

hood. The ground is almoſt every where

full of ſulphur, and in digging ever ſo lit

tle a way into it, the ſoil will ſnoke. If

opened to a conſiderable depth, the earth

will be inſupportable from the heat and

exhalations. Here is alſo a lake full of

black, thick water, which ſeems always to

be boiling. - -

Solf witzBURG, or SylvisBoko, a

ſea-port of Blekingen, Sweden.

Solihull, a town in Warwickſhire,

6 miles W. of Coventry, and 107 NW.

of London. Market diſuſed.

So L1MAN, a town of Tunis.

SoLING EN, a town of Berg, Weſtphalia.

SolikAMsk, a town of Perm, in§.

famous for it's ſalt-pits and good horſes.

So LMs, a principality of Germany, in

the Weterau. The counts are divided

into ſeveral branches.

SolMs, or BURG SolMS, a town in

the circle of the Upper Rhine.

SoloMon Islands, in the S. Pacific

Ocean, ſaid to be in lat. about $ or 1 o deg.

S. lon. 16o W.

SoloR, an iſland in the Indian Ocean,

S. of Celebes, governed by it's own king.

Lat. 9. o. S. lon. 123.55. E.

Solso NA. See SALson A.

Soltau, a town of Lunenburg-Zell,

Lower Saxony.

Solvath, Pembrokeſhire, a ſmall har

bour or cove, ſurrounded with high and

barren rocks, near St. Davids. "

Solway FR1th, a large arm of the

ſea, between Cumberland and Kirkcud

brightſhire. The narrow part of it, at

Boulneſs, is ſafely forded at low-water,

with a guide, although the current be ex

tremely rapid.

Solway Moss, a large black moraſs,

in Cumberland, near the river Eſk, on the

borders of Scotland. It conſiſts of 16oo

acres of thin, peaty mud, with a cruſt too

weak, in theJ. ſummer, to ſupport a

man's weight. In December, 1769, be

ing ſwoln by rains, it burſt through the

ſhell of turf which covered it, and ſpread

a black ſtream, filled with maſks of peat,

over 4co acres of cultivated land in the

neighbouring valley, which it entirely fill

ed up. On this occaſion, large horns of

deer, and other ſubſtances were eješted.

Somborn. Upper and Lower, Hampſhire,

near Stockbridge.

SoMBRERE CHANNEL, a channel be

tween the Nicobar Iſlands.

SoMBR ERA, a ſmall uninhabited iſland

in the Weſt Indies. Lat. 18.40. N. lon.

63. 25. W.

Somegill, a river in Radnorſ. Somery,

Lincolnſ, between Horncaſtle and Alford.

Somerly, Linc. near Grantham. Somery,

Lincolnſ. near Gainſborough. Somery,

Lincolnſ. near Glandford. Bridge. Somer

cotes, Derbyſ. in Scarſdale, SE. of Alfre

ton. Somerfield, or Somerville, Kent, near

Selling. Somerford, Cheſh. near Congle

ton. Somerford, Hants, near Chriſtchurch.

Somerford, Staffordſ. on the Penk, near

Brewood. Somerford, Great, Wilts, SE,

of Malmſbury. Somerford, Little, Wilts,

on the Iſis, near Cricklade. Somerhill,

Kent, in Tunbridge pariſh, 3 miles from

Maidſtone. Somer Houſe, Durham, be

tween Darlington and Staindrop. Somer

ley, Suffolk, on the Yare, near Leoſtoff.

Somerley-Hall, or Somerleton, Suffolk, by

Heringfleet. Somerſall-Hall, Derbyſ. in

Scarſdale. Somerſall, Herbert and St. Pe.

ter's, Derbyſ, near Boylſton. Somerſcale,

Yorkſhire, near Barden Tower and Chace.

Somersetshire, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the N.W. by the Briſtol

Channel; on the N. by Glouceſterſhire,

from which it is divided by the Avon;

on the E. by Wiltſhire; on the SE. by

Dorſetſhire; and on the SW. by Devon

ſhire. It's length, from NE. to SW, is

65 miles, and it’s breadth, from E. to W.

between 30 and 4o. It contains 4o hun

dreds, 3 cities, 33 market-towns, and 482

ariſhes. The air, in the lower grounds,

is univerſally mild, and generally whole

ſome. The ſoil is various. The NE.

quarter is in general ſtony, and poſſeſſes a

lofty tract, called the Mendip Hills. To

ward the centre of the county, where it's

principal rivers unite, are fems and marſhy

moors of great extent. On the W. fide

is the ridge of the Quantock-Hills, with

many downs and open heaths; and in the

NW. corner, lies the black, ſteril region

of Exmoor. The S. part, toward Dorſet

ſhire, is high, but well cultivated; and

throughout the county, eſpecially in it's

SW. quarter, vales of the greateſt fertility

are interſperſed. The principal rivers are

the Parret, Ivel, Chevº, Thone, Brent,

Frome, and Avon. The Mendip-Hills

afford abundance of coal and minerals.

- Chedder
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living.

Chedder is celebrated for it’s cheeſes.

Catile, nearly equal in ſize to the Lincoln

fhire, are fed in the fine meadows about

the head of the Parret. The beſt gooſe

feathers for beds come from the Somerſet

marſhes; the unfeeling inhabitants, how

ever, often pluck the poor birds while yet

Red and yellow ocher are found

here, and cider is a common produćt of

this county; it has alſo a confiderable

ſhare in the manufa&ture of fine cloths,

druggets, ſhalloons, knit ſtockings, &c.

Somerſham, Huntingdonſ. among the

fens, NE. of St. Ives. Somerſham, Suf

folk, S. of Needham.

"SoMERto N, a town of Somerſetſhire,

-formerly a conſiderable place, from which

the county took it's name. The Weſt

Saxon kings had a caſtle here, the conſta

bleſhip of which was a conſiderable truſt,

for King John of France, who was remov

ed from Hertford Caſtle, and priſoners of

the higheſt rank were committed to it.

There is one county-jail at Ilcheſter, and

another at Somerton, and the aſſizes are

held at Wells, although generally in the

ſummer, alternately with Taunton and

Bridgewater. It contains, at preſent, 2.5o.

houſes, and about 1.5oo inhabitants in

the whole Pariſh. It is 13 miles S. by

W. of Wells, and 123 W. by S. of Lon.

don. Markets on Tueſday for corn and

cattle, and on every other Monday for lean

cattle. The beaſt markets are conſiderable.

Fairs on Tueſday in Paſſion Week, Tueſ.

day three weeks after ditto, Tueſday ſix

weeks after ditto, and Tueſday nine weeks

after ditto.

Somerton, Suffolk, NW. of Melford.

Somerton-Caffle, Lincolnſ. NE. of Beck

ingham.

near Winterton Neſs.

SoMM e, a department of France, ad

joining the dept. of the Straits of Calais.

It is ſo named from a river that riſes in

the department of Aiſne, and watering

St. Quentin, Peronne, Amiens, and Abbe

ville, enters the Engliſh Channel. Amiens

is the capital.

Sommercotes, N. and S. Lincolnſ. on

each ſide of Saltfleet. Sommeris, Bedfordſ.

2 miles NE. of Luton. -

SoMMIEREs, a town in the dept. of

Gard, with a manufacture of thick ſerges,

which bear it's name. It is to miles

SSW. of Niſines. -

SoNCINo, a town in the Cremoneſe.

So NDERSHAuse N, a town ofSchwartz

burg, Upper Saxony. In the armory of

the ruling prince, is an image of Paſirich,

one of the Wendiſh idols.

Sospaio, or SoNDERs, a town in the

Somerton, E. and W. Norfolk,

country of the Griſons, capital of the Val

teline. It reſembles a deſerted place, hav

ing little trade or buſtle. In 1620, here

was a dreadful maſſacre of the Proteſtants,

which began at Tirano, extended to all

the towns of the Walteline, and laſted three

days. It is built in a romantic fituation,

on both ſides of the Malenco, a rapid

torrent, which frequently overflows it's

banks. Sondrio is 15 miles SSE. of Chia

venna.

SoNERGoN, or SUNNERGAUM, a vil

lage, once a large city of Hindooſtan, and

the provincial capital of the eaſtern divi

fion of Bengal, before Dacca was built.

It is ſeated on a branch of the Burrampoo

ter, 15 miles S.E. of Dacca.

So N N EBURG. See SUN NEBU Rc.

SoNNENstEIN, a fortreſs of Meiſſen,

Upper Saxony, near Pirna. Near this

place, a Saxon army, of 17,500 men, had

encanped and intrenched in 1756, but

being unable to paſs the Elbe into Bohe

mia, were compelled by the Pruſſians, who

had blocked up the river at Ebenheit, to

ſurrender priſoners at diſcretion. º

SoN or A, a province of New Navarre,

N. America, ſituated on the coaſt of the

Gulf of California.

Soo Loo, an iſland of the Eaſtern Ocean,

fituated SW. of Mindanao, almoſt mid

way between that iſland and Borneo. It

is 30 miles long and 12 broad, and con

tains about 60,000 inhabitants, who are

governed by a ſultan. The natives are

Malays. It is a great mart, and the Eng

liſh Eaſt-India Company have a reſident

here. The principal production is ſago.

So PH1A. See SoFIA.

SophiaNIA, a town of Adirbeitzan,
Perſia.

Sopley, Hants, two miles from Chriſt

church.

So P Ron, or EDEN BURG, a town and

county of Hungary, 29 ſuiles S.W. of

Preſburg. -

Sopworth, Wilts, SW. of Malmſbury,

Sopwell, Herts, near St. Albans.

So RA, a town of Lavora, Naples.

So RA, a town of Ratibor, Sileſia.

Soranks, Kent, in Stanſtede pariſh. *

* Sor Aw, an ancient town of Luſatia,

with manufactures in cloth, and a conſi

derable trade in linen and yarn.

Sorbon NE, a village in the dept. of

the Ardennes, remarkable for being the

birth-place of Robert de Sorbonne, con

feſſor to St. Louis, who founded the cele

brated college at Paris, called after his

name. It is 6 miles N. of Rethel.

SoRIA, a town in Old Caſtile, near the

ſource of the Douro.

SoRoe,
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Sozoe, a town of Zealand, Denmark,

with a royal academy, or gymnaſium.

Sor RENTo, a ſea-port of Principato

citra, ſeated on the Bay of Naples.

Sospello, a town of Nice, in Pied

rnont.

setby, Lincolnſhire, NW. of Horncaſtle.

Satherton, Suffolk, near Blithborough.

Sotterley, Suffolk, near Beccles.

Sov'ANA, a town in Tuſcany.

Soubise, a town in the dept. of Lower

Charente, 3 miles W. of Rochefort.

Sough-Hall, near Cheſter. -

• Souillac, a town in the dept. of Lot,

32 miles N. of Cahors. -

Soulby, Weſtmorl. near Kirby-Steven.

Souldern, Oxfordſ. E. of Doddington.

Souldrop, Bedfordſ. NE. of Harrold. Sou

ley-End, Warwickſ. between Aſtley and

Bullington.

Sound, The, or OREso UND, a ſtrait

between Sweden and Denmark, through

which ſhips uſually ſail between the ocean

and the Baltic. It is about 4 miles broad,

and here the Danes take toll of the mer

chant-ſhips that paſs.

Sour, or SUR, a ſea-port of Syria, in

the pachalic of Saida, or Acre, near the

remains of the ancient and celebrated

Tyre. It is now a village, fituated on a

ninſula, which projećts fron the ſhore

into the ſea. This head of land is a ſolid

rock, covered with a brown, cultivable

earth, and forming a plain 8oo paces long,

by 4oo broad. The iſthmus joining the

plain to the continent is of pure ſea-ſand;

this difference of ſoil renders the ancient

inſular ſtate of the plain, before Alexan

der joined it to the ſhore by a mole, very

viſible. On this iſthmus, the village of

Sour is fituated. In one point of the pe

ninſula is a baſon, which was evidently a

port formed by art, but now ſo choked up,

that children paſs it without being wet

above the middle. Here are only 50 or 60

poor families, who live on the produce of

their little grounds and gardens, and a

trifling fiſhery. At the SE. corner are

the ruins of a Chriſtian church. It is 18

miles S. of Saida, and 8oNN.W. of Jeru

falem.

. So U Re, or SURE, a river which runs

from E. to W, through Luxemburg, and

falls into the Moſelle a little above Treves.

Souse, or Susa, a town of Tunis,

one of the beſt in the country, capital of a

Province of the ſame name. It is a place

of ſome trade for oil and linen, and has a

good harbour. It is 54 miles S. of Tunis.

Sourcheou, a city of the firſt rank,

in the province of Kiangnan, China, fitu

ated on a river which communicates with

r

the Lake Tai. It is extolled by the Chi

neſe as an earthly paradiſe, for the de

lightfulneſs of the adjacent country, &c.

The brocades and embroidery made here

are highly eſteemed.

Soutern Caſtle, near York.

SouTERRAINE, a town in the depart

ment of Creuſe, 12 miles W. of Guéret.

South, Suſſex, near Beachy-Head. South

Acre, Norfolk, near Caſtle-Acre.

*SouthAM, a town of Warwickſhire,

with a confiderable market for cattle, 3

miles SE. of Warwick, and $3 NW. of

London. Market on Monday. Fair on

July 1 oth.

Southam, Glouceſ. in Cleve pariſh, ren

Jered remarkable for the antique houſe be

longing to this tithing, which is a low

building, in the ſtyle of the age of Henry

IV. The hall floor is of painted brick,

brought from Hales-Abbey, in high pre

ſervation, on which are many curious de
vices.

* SouthAwpron, formerly called

HANTUN, a town of Hampſhire, ſituated

on a fine inlet of the ſea, called Triſſan

ton-Bay, or Southampton-Water, deep

enough for the largeſt ſhips. The two

principal rivers that flow into it (the It.

chen and the Teſt, Teſe, or Anton) admit

ſmall craft ſome way up the country. The

town is fituated between theſe two rivers.

It was formerly a port of great commerce,

and ſtill poſſeſſes a trade in French and

Port wines, and in the Newfoundland fiſh

ery, having a particular conne&tion, more.

over, with Guernſey and Jerſey. The

veſſels employed in foreign commerce are

about 30, and in the coaſting-trade up
wards of 1 co. Here are manufactures of

filk and carpets. It is a faſhionable place

of reſort for ſea bathing; and it was on

this beach that the Daniſh king Canute

gave that ſtriking reproºf to his flattering

courtiers; when the diſobedient tide waſh

ed his feet. Two miles from this town is

Woodmills, where there is a curious ma

nufactory of ſhip-blocks, from which the

royal dock-yards are ſupplied. South

jº is 12 miles SSW. of Wincheſter,

and 75 WSW. of London. Markets on

Tueſday, Thurſday, and Saturday.

SouTHAMPton, the county of.

See HAMPshire.

South Aſh, Kent, by Wrotham. South

brent, Somerſetſ. Southbridge, Norfolk,

N.W. ofHingham. Soutbbrook, or Waters,

Suſſex, W. of Sedgwick-Park. Southburn,

Yorkſ. NE. of Baynton. Southbury-Hill,

Wiltſhire, near Everley-Warren. South

Cary, Dorſetſ. a mile W. of Wareham.

South-Church, or Sea-Church, Fſſex, near

Prittlewell.
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Prittlewell, South. Comb, Dorſetſ, near

E. Lulworth. Southcot, Berks, near Read

ing. Southcot, Kent, near Eynsford. South

Downs, Suſſex, have a delightful proſpect

of the ſea, and a carpet road of 13 miles,

from Lewes to ºft. South

end, Eſſex, in Prittlewell pariſh. Being

the neareſt watering place to the metropo

Mis, it is now pretty much reſorted to,

for the purpoſe of ſea-bathing, handſome

accommodations for the company having

been erected. It is 44 miles E. of Lon

don. Southend, Glouceſterſ. in Nibley

Pariſh. Southend, Kent, 2 miles N. of

Chiſelhurſt. Southend, Lancaſ. near the

Pile of Foudray. South-Mead, Glouceſ

terſ. in the pariſh of Weſtbury-on-Trin.

Southernby, Cumberl. in the pariſh of Caſ

tle-Sowerby. Southernton, Lincolnſ. near

Dunnington. Southes, Suſſex, S. of Lewes.

Southfield, or Bank fee, Glouceſ in Long

borough pariſh. Sout/fleet, Kent, 2 miles

S. of Graveſend. Southgate, Middleſex,

a village on the verge of Enfield-Chace, 2

miles S.E. of Eaſt Barnet. South-Hams,

Devonſ a number of villages near Torbay,

noted for ſtrong, rough cider. South

Harting, Suſſex. Southaven-Point, Der

ſetſ. in Pool-Harbour. Southhoo. Hunt

ingdonſhire, near Great and Little Paxton.

Southill, Bedfordſ, 3 miles SW. of Big

gleſwade. Southill, Cornwall, N. of St.

Ives. Southlames, Suſſex, in . Eaſtbourn

pariſh. Southleigh, Oxfordſ, 2 miles from

Witney. Southmere, Norfolk, near Briſ

ley. South Minſler, Eſſex. Southald, Mid

dleſex, in Hayes pariſh. Southold, or Hole,

Cornwall, near Clovelly-Harbour. South

olt, Suffolk, SE. of Eye. Southorp, Glou

ceſterſ. on the river Leck, 5 miles from

Burford in Oxfordſhire. Southorp, North

amptonſ, near Ulford. Southorp, Somer

ſetſ. between ilminſter and Yeovil, South

over, Dorſetſ, near Frampton. Southover,

Suſſex, near Lewes. South Park, Suffolk,

in Hargrave pariſh. South Park, Surry,

NW. of Crowhurſt. Southrey, Lincolnſ.

on the Witham, S.W. of Horncaſtle. South

rey, Norfolk, near Holt. South-Sea-Caſ:

tle, Hampſhire, near Portſmouth, built by

Henry VIII. Southtown, Suffolk, near

Yarmouth.

SouthwARx, a town of Surry, which

may be conſidered as part of the metropo

lis, being ſeated on the oppoſite ſide of the

Thames, and under the juriſdićtion of the

lord mayor, who is it's bailiff, with a

ſteward and deputy bailiff under him.

Southwark is alſo one of the city wards,

-named Bridge Ward Without, and an al

derman is choſen to govern it. It is call

ed the Borough, by way of diſtinčtion, and

is a large and populous place, participat

ing confiderably in the commerce of Lon

don. The biſhop of Wincheſter had for

merly a palace here, with a park; when

there were 18 brothels along the Bank

fide, licenſed by that prelate, under cer

rain regulations confirmed by parliament.

The proſtitutes kept here were commonly

called Hincheſter geºſe. It is divided into

two parts, the Borough Liberty, govern

ed by the lord mayor; and the Clink, or

Manor of Southwark, under the juriſdic

tion of the biſhop of Wincheſter, who, by

his ſteward, keeps a court-leet and a court

of record on the Bank-ſide. A court of

conſcience is eſtabliſhed here, as well as

in London. Southwark contains 6 pa

riſhes, a new Romiſh chapel, many places

of worſhip for the Diſſenters of various de

nominations; ſeveral charitable. founda

tions, particularly thoſe two noble endow

ments, St. Thomas's Hoſpial and Guy's

Hoſpital, together with the Magdalen

Hoſpital; the Aſylum for Female Orphans;

the Freemaſon's School, a lately-erected

building, for the ſame purpoſe; the Phi

lanthropic Reform, &c. Beſide the King's

Bench and Marſhalſea priſons, and the

county Bridewell, a new county-gaol, with

a ſeſſion-houſe adjoining, has been lately

built. The court-houſe, at St. Margaret's

Hill has been alſo rebuilt.

Southwaite, Cumberland, near Keſwick.

Southwate, Lancaſ. on the Dudden, W.

of Fourneſs Fells. Southwaier, Suſſex.

South-weald, Eſſex, to which Brentwood

is a hamlet, is ſituated on an eminence

that commands an extenſive proſpect, 16

miles ENE. of London. South-week,

Glouceſterſ. in Tewkeſbury pariſh. South

week, Hants, 5 miles N. of Portſmouth,

with a fine view of the harbour, dock,

Iſle of Wight, &c. -

Southwell, a town in Nottingham

ſhire, with a collegiate church, called a

minſter, to which belong 16 prebends, or

canons, 6 vicars choral, an organiſt, 6 ſing

ing-men, 6 choriſters, 6 boys who attend as

probationers, a regiſtrary, a treaſurer, an

auditor, and a verger. The chapter has a

peculiar juriſdićtion over 28 pariſhes, to

moſt of which it has the right of preſenta

tion, beſides to others in Yorkſhire and

Lincolnſhire. It is lo miles NE. of Not

tingham, and 139 NW. by N. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday.

Southwick, Hants. Southwick, Suſſex.

Southwold, a ſea-port of Suffolk,

ſeated on a cliff, or point of land, near a

fine bay, at the mouth of the river Blythe

Here a much-eſteemed ſalt is made, and it

trades in herrings, ſprats, corn, &c. It is
S s almoſt
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almoſt ſurrounded by water, eſpecially at

every high tide. It is commonly called

SowLE, or Sole, and it’s bay, named

Soler AY, is remarkable for two famous

ſea-fights; one in 1666, between the Eng

liſh fleet, of 114 men of war and frigates,

and the Dutch fleet, of 103 men of war,

when the latter were defeated, with the

loſs of near 70 ſhips, 2 admirals, and 6ooo

men, while the Engliſh loſt only one ſhip.

The fight of 1672 was between the com

bined fleets of England and France, con

ſiſting of 101 men of war, and the Dutch

fleet of 91. The iſſue of the day was ra

ther uncertain; we loſt four ſhips and the

Dutch three. Southwold is zo miles S.

of Yarmouth, and 104 NE. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Southwood, Hants, between South-Sea

Caſtle and Thorney-Iſland. Southworth,

Lancaſ. N. of Warrington. Southy-Bank,

Lincolnſ. in Lower Holland.

Soutr A-Hill, the moſt elevated hill

in the mountainous ridge of Lammermuir,

in the N. part of Berwickſhire, in Scotland.

In former times, it was a noted ſea-mark.

In this dreary part of the country, there is

ſcarce a tree or a buſh, and few houſes or

villages: ſome ſucceſsful exertions, how

ever, have been made to improve the ſouth

ern fide of this mountain, near the village

of Channelkirk.

SouvigNY, a town in the dept. of Al

lier, 6 miles miles W. of Moulins, and

ro7 S. of Paris.

Sow, a river in Staffordſhire, running

into the Trent at Tixall. Sow, a river in

Warwickſ, running into the Avon. Sow

barrow, Cumberl. near Penrith. Sow

berthwate, Lancaſ. N. of Dalton, Sow

cam, Nottinghamſhire, N. of Mansfield.

softwe, Warwickſ. on the river Sow, NW.

of Comb Abbey. Sowerby, Cumberland,

near Grayſtock Caſtle. Sowerby, Lancaſ.

in Amounderneſs. Sowerly, Weſtmorl.

NE. of Kirby Steven. Sowerly, Yorkſ.

near Thirſk. Sowerby, Yorkſ. SW. of

Halifax. Sowery. Temple, Weſtmorl. near

Kirkby-Thore. Sowick, Lancaſ. NW.

of Preſton. Soºvland, Yorkſ. SW. of Ha

lifax. So wood, Norfolk, N.W. of Reedham.

Sowport, Cumberland, near Longtown.

So-wrton, Devonſ. SW. of Okehampton.

Sowterfield, Cumberland, NW. of Ireby.

SowTHAM, a town of Warwickſhire,

near Napton, in the road from Banbury

to Coventry. It is 6 miles SE. of War

wick, and 87 NW. of London. Market

on Monday.

Sowthorp, Lincolnſ. W. of Stainfleet.

Sowthorp, Lincolnſ. near Kirton, in Lind

ſey. Sowton, Devonſ, near Exeter. Sow

ton, Shropſhire, between Prees and Wem.

Sowton, or Southeram, Suſſex, near Lewes.

SPA, a town of Liege, Weſtphalia,

ſeated in a romantic valley, ſurrounded by

woody mountains, contains about 3Go

houſes, and is famous for it's mineral wa

ters. That called the Old Spa conſiſts of

miſerable cottages, and is properly nothing

but the ſuburb to the other. The houſes

of the New Spa are moſtly of wood, clé

faſhioned, dark, and ſmall, and yet, it is

affirmed, they can make 12oo beds for

ſtrangers. The inn, called the Czart ºf

London, is very large, the beſt in the

place, and moſt frequented. The chief

ſprings are called Pouhon, Saviniere,

Greiſbeeck, and Geronſter, to which Dr.

Lucas has added the Pouhon Pia, and Bar

riſar. The inhabitants are much employ

ed in making toys for ſtrangers, as the

town reſembles a fair, during the water

drinking ſeaſon. There are beautiful and

healthful rides on every fide, with great

variety of pleaſant walks. There are pub.

lic rooms for aſſemblies every night, and

balls two or three times a week. The

waters were diſcovered in 1326. It is 17

miles SE. of Liege.

Spade-Adam, Cumberl. near Beaucaſ.

tle. Spafforth, Nottinghamſhire, near

Newark.

SPAIN, a confiderable kingdom of Eu

rope, bounded on the N. by the Bay of

Biſcay; on the NE. by the Pyrenean

Mountains, which ſeparate it from France;

on the E. S. and SE. by the Mediterra

nean, and the Straits of Gibraltar; on

the SW. by the Atlantic; and on the W.

by Portugal and the Atlantic. It is about

7oo miles long and 50o broad. It con

tains the provinces of Old and New Caſ

tile, Andaluſia, Arragon, Eſtramadura,

Galicia, Leon, Catalonia, Granada, Va

lencia, Biſcay, the Aſturias, Murcia,

and Upper Navarre; ſome of which have

been ſeparate kingdoms. The air cf

Spain is dry and ſerene, except during the

equinoëtial rains, but jº, hot in

the ſouthern provinces in ſummer. The

vaſt mountains, however, that run through

Spain, are very beneficial to the inhabit

auts, by the refreſhing breezes that come

from them in the ſouthernmoſt parts, tho’

thoſe in the N. and NE. are, in the winter,

very cold. The ſoil is very fertile; but

there are large tracts of uncultivated

ground. The produce of the country is

fine wheat, barley, ſaffron, exquiſite ho

ney, ſilk, ſaltpetre, ſalt, barrillas,(a ſpecies

of potaſh) and even ſugar-canes. It pro

duces the richeſt and moſt delicious fruits

that are to be found in France and Italy,

- oranges,
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oranges,lemons, prunes, citrons, almonds,

raiſins, figs, dates, pomegranates, olives,

&c. Their wines are in high eſteem.

Wolves are the chief beaſts of prey that

inteſt Spain. Their wild bulls, which are

caught in Andaluſia, have ſo much fero

city, that their bull fights were the moſt

magnificent ſpectacle the court of Spain

could exhibit; this barbarous amuſement,

however, is now, in part, exploded. Their

domeſtic animals are horſes that are re

markably ſwift, nules, horned cattle,

which are but few, ſheep, &c. The wool

of the latter is ſuperior to any in Europe;

the beſt is that of Old Caſtile. Spain

abounds in minerals and metals, corne

lian, agate, jacinth, loadſtones, turquois

ſtones, quickſilver, copper, lead, ſulphur,

alum, calamine, cryſtal, marbles of ſeveral

kinds, porphyry, the fineſt jaſper; and

even diamonds, emeralds, and amethyſts,

are found here. Anciently it was cele

brated for gold and filver mines, but,

ſince the diſcovery of America at leaſt, no

attention has been paid to them. The

principal rivers are the Duero, Tajo, Gua

diana, Guadalquiver, Ebro, Guadalaviar,

and Segura. Spain, which, in the times

of the Goths and Moors, contained be

tween zo and 30 millions of people, is

now but thinly inhabited, to which va

rious cauſes have contributed; as the im

politic expulſion of the Moors, the emigra

tions to the colonies, the vaſt numbers and

celibacy of the clergy, and the indolence

of the natives. . It is ſuppoſed to contain

7, 5oo,ooo of inhabitants. The greateſt

part of the neceſſary artiſans are French,

as the natives diſdain to ſtoop to handi

crafts. The perſons of the Spaniards in

general, are tail; their complexions ſwar

thy; their countenances expreſſive. The

women are ſmall and ſlender, and poſſeſs

little of that beauty which reigns in their

novels and romances. The eſtabliſhed re

ligion of Spain is popery, and here the in

quiſition once reigned in all it's horrors;

but, although it ſtill exiſts, it has been

lately rendered, by the humane interven

tion of the royal authority, comparatively

harmleſs. Spain has 44 epiſcopal ſees,

and 24 univerſities. It was once the moſt

free, but is now one of the moſt deſpotic

kingdoms in Europe. They had once

their cortes, or parliaments, which had

great privileges; but, though not abſo

lutely aboliſhed, they have no part in the

government. They are aſſembled in

deed, occaſionally, (as at the acceſſion of

the monarch) but merely as an appendage

to the royal ſtate, without power, or

any other conſequence than what reſults

from their individual rank. Madrid is

the capital.

SPAIN, New. See Mexico.

Spaines-Hall, Eſſex, in the pariſh of

Finchingfield.

SPAitla, a town of Tunis, with Ro

man ruins of great extent and magnifi

cence. - -

SPALATRo, a ſea-port of the late Ve

netian Dalmatia, with a large, deep, and

well-frequented harbour. Here are grand

and extenſive ruins of a fabric of the em

peror Dioclefian. In 1784, Spalatro was

nearly depopulated by the plague. It is

ſeated on the Gulf of Venice, in lat. 44.

4. N. lon. 17. 31. E.

Spaldick, Huntingdonſhire.

* SPALDING, a town of Holland, in

Lincolnſhire, feated on the Welland.

From it's neatneſs, and the canals in the

ſtreets, it reſembles a Dutch town, and

veſſels of so or 60 tons, carrying coals,

corn, &c. can get up here with the tide.

Much hemp and flax is grown in the

neighbourhood. It is 20 miles N. by E.

of Peterborough, and 1 oo N. of London.

Market on Tueſday. See Holla No.

Spaldington, Yorkſ. N. of Howdon.

Spaldwick, Hunting ſonſ. NE. of Kimbol

ton. Spanby, Lincolnſ. N. of Fokinghani.

SPANDAw, a flouriſhing, populous town

in the Middle Marche, Brandenburg, fur

rounded on all ſides by moraſſes. Here is

a conſiderable foundry of arms. It is ſeat

ed at the confluence of the rivers Havel

and Spree, 8 miles N.W. of Berlin.

Spaniſh. Iſland, in Cork, Munſter, in the

Bay of Baltimore.

Spanish Town. See Jago, Sr. -

Spanſe-Hill, in Clare, Munſter.

Spargor, Cornwall, W. of Penryn.

Sparham, Norfolk, S. of Repeham. Sparſ

bolt, Berks, 5 miles from Wantage. Spar

/hot, Hants, N.W. of Wincheſter.

SPARTEL, CAPE, a promontory on the

NW. point of Barbary, at the entrance of
the Straits of Gibraltar.

Spartive Nto, CAPE, a promontory

on the coaſt of Naples, at the SE. extre

mity of Calabria Ultra. -

Spawnton, Yorkſ. NE. of Kirby Moor

ſide. Speak, Lancaſ. cn the Merſey, SE.

of Liverpool.

SPEAN, a conſiderable river of Inver

neſsſhire, which iſſues from Loch Lag

gan, and, flowing in a weſterly direction,

fails into the river Lochy, about a mile

below Loch Lochy.

Speichts Town, a ſea-port on the

NW. coaſt of Barbadoes.

Spelbrook, Hertfordſhire, S. of Stortford.

Speidherſ, Kent, 3 miles S.W. of Tun

S $ 2 bridge.
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bridge. Over, the porch of it's church,

cut in ſtone, are the arms of the Duke of

Orleans, who was taken priſoner at the

battle of Agincourt, by Richard Waller

of Gromebridge, at whoſe houſe he was

kept near 25 years, during which the

duke was a good benefactor to the church

of Speldherſt.

SPEllo, a town of Spoleto.

Spelmonden, Kent, near Horſmonden.

Spelwell Mount, Northamptonſ. near Da

ventry. Spen, Durham, on the Darwent,

oppoſite to Gibfide.

Spence River, in Down, Ulſter.

Speme, or Spenham-Land, the Spine of .

the Romans, Berks, on the Kennet, near ,

Newbury. Spennythorn, Yorkſ, near Mid

lam. Spernal, Warwickſ. N. of Cough

ton. Spetchley, 3 miles E. of Worceſter.

Spetſbury, Dorſetſ, near Blandford. Spe

ton, and it's Cliff, on the ſea, NW. of

Flamborough-Head. Spexhall, Suffolk,

near Haleſworth.

SPEY, a great and rapid river of Scot

lahd, which iſſues from Loch Spey, in In

verneſsſhire, divides the counties of Mur

ray and Banff for more than zo miles, and

enters the German Ocean at Speymouth,

3 miles N. of Gordon-Caſtle.

SPEzzia, or SPETIA, a town of Ge

moa, with a good harbour, ſeated on a

gulf of the ſame name, 42 miles SE. of

Genoa. -

Spice Is LANDs. See MoluccAs.

SPIEGELBERG, a town of Calenburg,

Weſtphalia, capital of a country of the

ſame name, 18 miles in length, and 10 in

breadth.

Orange, under the protećtion of the houſe

of Hanover.

SP1G No, a town of Montferrat.

Spigurnel, Warwickſ. near Milverton.

ſt Spike-Iſland, near Cork-Harbour, Mun

ci’.

SPILEM BURGo, a town of Friuli.

Spillhill, or Spilfill-Court, Kent, near

Stapleherſt. Spilſbury, Oxfordſhire, near

Chadlington and Charlbury.

SPILsBY, a town in Lincolnſhire, 17

miles N. of Boſton, and 132 N. by E. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Spindleſſon, Northumberl. near Bam

burgh. Spinkhull, Derbyſ. in Scarſdale.

Spinney-Abbey, Cambridgeſ, near Soham.

SPIRBAch, a town in the palatinate of

the Rhine, ſeated on a ſmall river of the

ſame name, which falls into the Rhine at

Spire.

Spike, a free and imperial town in the

palatinate of the Rhine, capital of a bi

ſhopric of the ſame name. It was burnt

by the French in 1689; and in 1693, the

-

It is ſubječt to the Prince of

Imperial Chamber was removed to Wetz

lar. In a diet held here, in 1529, the

Reformers firſt obtained the name of Pro

teſtants. It is 12 miles S.W. of Heidel

berg.

SPIRE, a biſhopric in the circle of the

Upper Rhine, about 50 miles in length

and 30 inthreadth. It is divided into two

parts by the Rhine, and is a fertile coun

try. Spire is the principal town.

SPIRITU-SANTo, a town of Braſil, in

the government of Rio Janeiro, with a

harbour. It is ſeated by the ſea-ſide, in a

very fertile country. Lat. 20. 30. S.

SPITAl, a town of Carinthia.

Spital Gate, Glouceſ. near Cirenceſter.

Spital, Cheſhire, near Boughton. Spittle,

• Northumberland, S. of Berwick. Spittle,

Northumberland, near Hexham. Spittle,

Yorkſhire, between Bulmer and Flaxton.

Spittle, Yorkſ. on Stainmore Foreſt.

SPITHE AD, a ſpacious road for ſhi

ping, between Portſmouth and the Iſle of

Wight, where the royal navy commonly

rendezvous in time of war.

Spittle in the Street, a village in Lin

colnſhire, between Gainſborough and Mar

ket-Raiſin, 1o miles N. of Lincoln. It

was part of the Roman cauſeway, leading

from London, by Lincoln, to the Hum

ber, which the people call the High firset,

it being thrown up to a great height, and

in ſome places ſeven yards broad. Here

are two #º, one called julian's Well,

and the other Caſtleton Well. Great num

bers of Roman coins have been dug up in

this village, and there are great founda

tions all around, whence it is conjectured,

that ſome Roman town ſtood by the high

way.

Spitzber GEN, or EAST GREENLAND,

the moſt northern country of Europe, con

fifting of an iſland, or iſlands, ſituated

between Greenland to the W. and Novº

Zembla to the E. The coaſt is beſet with

craggy mountains, and in the months of

June, July, and Auguſt, the ſun never

ſets; for the reſt of the year it is hardly

ſeen. In the valleys are large white bears,

white foxes, and ſome curious birds and

plants. The inland parts are uninhabit

ed, and the coaſts are only frequented for

the purpoſe of catching whales. Lat. 76.

3o. to 79.40. N. lon. 6. to 16. E.

Spixworth, near Norwich. Sfodden, a

river in Lancaſhire. Spoforth, Yorkſ. S.

of Knareſborough.

Spoleto, a city of Italy, capital of

Umbria, or the duchy of Spoleto. It

was formerly a large place, but, in 1793,

ſuffered greatly by an earthquake, and is

now thin of people. There are theº
º
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of an amphitheatre, a triumphal arch, and

an aqueduct. It is feated in a country

noted for good wine, 53 miles NNE. of

Rome.

Spoleto, anciently UMBRIA, a duchy

of Italy, in the States of the Church, E.

of the Orvietan, and the Patrimonio, about

40 miles in length and nearly as much in

breadth.

Spondon, SE. of Derby. Sponebed, or

Spoonhed, Glouceſterſ, in Painſwick pariſh.

Spons Hoſpital, Warwickſ. near Coventry.

Spaoner-Row, Norfolk, a mile and a half

S.W. of Windham. Spoonkill, Shropſ. S.

of Wenlock. Spoonley, Shropſhire, near

Drayton. Sporle, Norfolk, NE. of Swaff.

ham. Spraiton, Devonſ, near Bow. Spraſ.

fan, Cheſhire, near Kinderton. Spratton,

2 miles from Northampton.

SPREE, a river of Germany, which riſes

on the frontiers of Bohemia, croſſes Lu

ſatia, enters the marquiſate of Branden

burg, and after paſſing by Berlin, joins

the Havel at Spandaw.

Spridlington, 6 miles N. of Lincoln.

SPRINGfield, a town of N. America,

in the ſtate of Maſſachuſets, ſeated on the

E. ſide of Connecticut River, 7.3 miles W.

of Boſton.

Springfield, in Cork, Munſter.

Springfield, Boſwel and Richards, Eſſex,

near Chelmsford. Spring Head, Yorkſ.

near Hull. Spring Park, Glouceſ. 4 miles

from Durſley. Springthorp, Lincolnſ. E.

of Gainſborough. Sprotborough, Yorkſ.

NE. of Rotherham. Sprotley, Yorkſ. in

Holderneſs, S. of Burton-Conſtable.

SPRottau, a town of Glogau, Sileſia.

Sprowſton, NE. of Norwich. Sprow

fon, Suffolk, near Ipſwich. Sproxton, Lei

ceſterſ. E. of Waltham-on-the-Would.

Sproxton, Yorkſ. in Ridale, S. of Helmeſ

ley. Spruſion, Yorkſ. E. of Leeds. Spur

lefton, Devonſhire, near Plymſtock. Spurn

bead, Yorkſ, at the mouth of the Humber,

the SE. point of Holderneſs.

Spurreboy, in Limerick, Munſter.

Spurſiow, Cheſhire, NW. of Nampt

wich. Spurtwell, Northumberl. SW. of

Hexham. Sputt, a river in Weſtmorland.

Sputty, Denbighſhire. Spy-Crag, North

unberl. near Lowes-Foreſt. Spy-Park,

Wilts, near Chippenham.

SQUILLAce, a ſea-port on the S. coaſt

of Calabria Ultra, near a gulf of the ſame

Ilaine.

Squince Iſland, near Glandore-Harbour,

in Cork, Munſter. It produces a ſort of

herbage, which has a wonderful good ef

fečt on diſeaſed horſes.

Squire-Hills, Red and White, Northumb.

the former N. of Redeſdale, and the latter

near Cheviot-Hills. Sreven-Wood, North

umberland, in Herteſheved manor. Stab

bert, Eſſex, in N. Ockingdon pariſh.

STABLo, or STAv ELo, a town of Liege,

with a manufactory of leather.

Stackbouſe, Yorkſ. near Settle.

Stack's-Mountains, in Kerry, Munſter.

Stackworth, Cambridgeſ. S. of New

market. Heath. .

STADE, a town of Bremen, Lower Sax

ony, formerly an Hanſeatic Town, the ca

pital of a county, and the reſidence of it's

counts. It is now the ſeat of the regency

of the duchies of Bremen and Verden, as

alſo of the chancery, chief court of juſtice,

and confiſtory, under the Elečtor of Ha

nover, to whom it is ſubjećt, together with

it's territory. In 1712, the Danes took

it, after a bombardment, but, in 1715,

the Daniſh garriſon marched out, and was

replaced by the troops of Hanover. In

1755, conſiderable ſums were aſſigned by

the king of Great Britain, for the better

fortifying of this town, and theſe improve

ments were completed with all poſſible ſkill

and care. It is feated on the river Swinge,

near it's confluence with the Elbe, 21 miles

W. of Hamburg.

Staden, Derbyſ. in the High Peak.

STADTHAGEN, a town of Schauenburg,

Weſtphalia.

StafARDA, in Saluzzo, Piedmont.

StAFFA, an iſland of Scotland, one of

the Hebrides, a little to the W. of Mull.

It is a mile long, and half a mile broad.

The whole SW. end of this iſland is ſup

ported by ſtupendous ranges of baſaltic

pillars, moſtly above 50 feet high, and

ſtanding in natural colonades. Some of

theſe columns are above 60 feet thick, and

are formed almoſt into the ſhape of thoſe

uſed in archite&ture. Here is alſo a ca

vern, called Finma-coul, or Fingal's Cave,

which extends 250 feet under ground. It’s

entrance is a natural arch, more than 1oc

feet high. Hardly anything can be con

ceived more magnificent than fuch a ſpace,

ſupported on each ſide by ranges of co

lumns, and roofed by the bottoms of thoſe

which have been broken off in order to

form it. The caverm is lighted from with

out, ſo that it's fartheſt extremity may be

ſeen. Indeed, this iſland is every where

ſupported by baſaltic rocks and pillars,

much ſuperior in beauty and grandeur to

thoſe which form the Giant's Cauſeway

in Ireland. , -

* STAF for D, the county town of Staf

fordſhire, feated on the river Sow, and

near a navigable canal, which extends

through ſeveral counties. It has a free

ſchool, and a fine ſquare market-place, in
S $ 3 which
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which is a handſome ſhire-hall, and under

it the market-houſe. The ſtreets are large,

and many of the houſes handſomely built.

This town has greatly increaſed of late,

both in population and wealth, by the ma

nufacture of cloth. A county infirmary

was finiſhed here in 1772. It is 12 miles

NW. of Lichfield, and 135 NW. of Lon

don. Lat. 52. 53. N. lon. o. 2. W.

Market on Saturday. - -

STAFFoRD SHIRE, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the W. by Shropſhire

and Cheſhire, on the NE. and E. by Der

byſhire, and on the SE. and S. by War.

wickſhire and Worceſterſhire. It extends

in length about 54 miles, and in breadth

from 18 to 36. It is divided into 5 hun

dreds, which contain I city, 21 towns,

and 131 pariſhes. The principal rivers

are the Trent, Dove, Sow, Churnet, Stour,

Penk, and Manyfold. The air is reckon

ed pleaſant, mild, and wholeſome. The

middle and ſouthern parts are level and

R. and the ſoil is good and rich; the

. are hilly, and full of heaths and moors.

This county contains about 780,8oo acres,

of which 6co.coo are in a ſtate of cultiva

tion. Staffordſhire is famous for it’s potte

ries, it's inland navigations, and it’s found

ries, blaſt furnaces, ſlitting mills, and va- .

rious other branches of the iron trade.

The mines of coals, copper, lead, and iron

ore are rich and extenſive; thoſe of coals

are ſuppoſed to occupy a ſpace of 50,000

acres. There are alſo numerous quarries

of ſtone, alabaſter, and limeſtone. Staf

ford is the county-town. See CANAL,

THE GRAND TRUNk.

Stafford, or Stanford, Dorſetſhire, E. of

Dorcheſter, near Winterborne. Stafford

Wood, Surry, in Limpsfield pariſh.

StadiRA, a town of Macedonia, the

birth-place of Ariſtotle, whence he is call

ed the Stagirite.

STAGNo, a ſea port of Raguſa.

Stagno, Herts, in Paul's Walden pariſh.

Stagſden, 4 miles from Bedford. Stags

hawbank, Northumberland.

St Ain, a town in the Tyroleſe.

Stainter Hall, Yorkſ. SW. of Barneſ.

Jey. Stainborn, Yorkſ. S. of Knareſbo

ough Foreſt. Stainborough, Yorkſhire,

2 miles N. of Tankerſley. Stainbridge,

• Glouceſterſhire, in the pariſh of Cotes.

Stainburn, Cumberland, near Workington.

Stainby, Lincolnſhire, S. of Grantham.

S Al ND Rop, a town of Durham, 12

miles N.W. of Darlington, and 146 from

Lºndon. Market diſuſed.

Stainer Hall, Yorkſhire, near Selby.

* STAIN Es, a town of Middleſex, ſeated

on the river Thames, over which is an ele

gant ſtone bridge, of three elliptic arches.

Above the bridge, at Coln-Ditch, is Lon

don-Mark-Stone, the ancient boundary to

the juriſdićtion of the city of London on

the Thames, and bearing the date of 1286.

Staines is 17 miles W. by S. of London.

Market on Friday.

staineſty, Yorkſ. NE. of Yarum, near

the Tees. Stainefield, E. of Lincoln.

Stainfleet, Linc. near Gunthorp., Stain

forth, Great and Little, Yorkſ. NW of

Settle. Staingrave, Yorkſhire, near Hov

ingham. Stainham, Yorkſ. near Sheriff

Hutton. Stainington, Northumberl. near

Morpeth. Stainington, Yorkſ. SW. of

j. stainley, E. N. and W. Yorkſ.

near Rippon and Boroughbridge. Stain

more, Weſtmorland, NE. of Kirby-Steven.

Stainmore. Croſs, or Roz-Croſs, Yorkſ. N.

Riding, on Stainmore. Foreſt, a mountain

ous, ſtony tračt. Stainſion, Yorkſ. NE.

of New Malton. Staintan, Cumb. SW.

of Penrith. Staintan, Cumb. in Stanwix

pariſh. Stainton, Linc. Staintox, Weſtm.

in Heverſham pariſh. Stainton, Yorkſ.

near Staineſby. Stainton, Yorkſ. N. of

Midlam. Stainton, Yorkſ. E. of Rothe

ram. Staintom, Great and Little, Cumb.

in the pariſh of Dacre. ... Stainton, Great

and Little, Durham, 5 miles NE. of Dar

lington. Stainton-in- the-Street, Durham,

near Stretlam. Stairſ, Glouceſ. in Newn

ham pariſh. Stakes, Lanc. near Preſton.

Sra LaRIDGE, a town of Dorſetſhire,

remarkable for a manufacture of ſtock

ings. Here is an ancient croſs, 22 feet

high, on a baſe of 8 feet. It is zoºmiles

N. of Dorcheſter, and 111 W. by S. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Stalbridge Weſton, Dorſ.tſhire, 3 miles

NW. of Thornhill. Stalesfield, Kent, 4.

miles NE. of Lenham. Staley-Hall,

Cheſhire, on the Tame, NE. of Stopford.

Stalham, Norfolk, near Hickling.

STALIMENE. See LEMNos.

Stallingborough, Lincoln. W. of Grimf

by. Stallington, Staffordſ. near Fulford.

Stalming, Lancaſ. between Garflang and

the river Wire. Stambridge, Great and

Little, Eſſex, near Rochford. Stawer

ham, Suſſex, S. of Horſham. Stanfºrd,

Bedfordſhire, near Southill.

* St AMfor D, a populous and com

town of Lincolnſhire, ſeated on the river

Welland, which is navigable for barges.

It is an ancient place, has 5 pariſh churches,

and had formerly two colleges, called

Black Hail and Brazen Noſe. Some re

mains of theſe are ſtill to be ſeen, and par

ticularly the gate of the laſt, on which

there is a brazen noſe and a ring through

it. It's trade is chiefly in malt,**
ºil
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and freeſtone. It is 26 miles NNW. of

Huntingdon, and 96 N. by W. of Lon

don. Markets on Monday and Friday.

Stamford, Northumb. in Embleton ba

romy. Stamford, Yorkſ. near Hatfield

Chace. Stamford Bridge, Middleſex, be

tween Little Chelſea and Walham Green.

Stamford Bridge, Yorkſhire, on the Der

went, SW. of Wilton. Here King Ha

rold gave a ſignal defeat to the forces of

Harold the Norwegian, juſt before the ar

rival of William the Norman, in England.

Stamfordham, Northumberland. Stam

ford Hill, Middleſex, between Newington

and Tottenham.

St AMPALIA, an iſland of the Archipe

lago, 15 miles in length, and 5 in breadth.

It has very few inhabitants, and wants

freſh water. It is 60 miles NNW. of

Rhodes. -

Stanbach, Herefordſ, near the Arrow,

N.W. of Pembridge. Stanborn, Eſſex,

near Steple-Bumſted. Stanborough, Herts,

2 miles from Hatfield. Stanbridge, Bed

fordſhire, near Leighton-Buzzard. Stan

bridge, Hants, NW. of Rumſey. Stan

Bridge, Yorkſhire, in W. Riding. Stan

Bury, Yorkſhire, SW. of Keighley.

STAN chio, anciently Cos, a fertile

iſland of the Archipelago, about 12 miles

from the coaſt of Natolia, and 70 miles in

circumference. The capital, which is of

the ſame name, is a conſiderable town,

with a good harbour. Lat. 36.45. N.

Stancliff, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

.Stancombe, Glouc. in Hinchcombe pariſh.

Stand, Derbyſ, near Chatſworth. Stand

ard-Hill, Kent, S. of Newington, by Sit

tingbourn, on which, it is ſaid, Julius

Caeſar encamped. Standard-Hill, Suſſex,

now called Beacon-Hill, near Battle, where

William the Norman erected his ſtandard

of defiance, the day before his battle with

the Engliſh. Sandel, Oxfordſ, in Pirton

pariſh. Standen, E. and W. Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Sanden, Upper and Ne

ther, Bedfordſ. near Shitlington. Stand.

erwick, Somerſetſ. NE. of Frome. Stand

ford, Shropſ. 2 miles from Newport, in

the road from London to Cheſter. Stan

diſh, Glouceſterſ. 4 miles N.W. of Stroud.

Standiſh, Lancaſhire, N. of Wigan. Stan

diſh Morton, Glouceſterſhire, in the pariſh

of Standiſh. Standley, near Durham.

STANDoN, a town in Hertfordſhire, 3

miles NE. of Hertford, and 27 N. of

London. Market on Friday.

Standon, Staff, near Charlton. Stane,

Linc. S. of the Saltfletbies. Siame, York

ſhire, W. of Maſham. Chace. Staneland,

Yorkſhire, S. of Halifax, near the Calder.

STANE MoRe, a dreary diſtrict of

Weſtmorland, between Brough and Kir

by-Steven, part of it being in Bowes pa

riſh, in Yorkſhire. Here is a fragment

of Rerecroſs, ſet up as a boundary be

tween England and Scotland, when Cum

berland belonged to the latter kingdom.

Staatſgate, Eſſex, N. of Steple. Stan.

field, Linc. W. of Horncaſtle. Stanfield,
Norf, near Windham. Stanfield, Norf.

between Lytcham and Elmham. Stau

field, Yorkſhire, on the Calder, W. of Ha

lifax. Stanfield, Yorkſ. S. of Pontefraćt.

Stanford, Bedf. near Southill. Stanford,

Berks, near Farringdon. Stanford, Che.

ſhire, between Delainere. Foreſt and Qheſter,

Stanford, Kent, N.W. of Hithe. Stan

ford, Norfolk, near Langford. Stanford,
Northumberl. W. of Dunſtaburg-Caſtle.

Stanford, Nott, on the river Soar, oppos

ſite to Loughborough. Stanford, Somerſ.

Stanford, Worceſterſ. on the Teme, S. of

Orleton. Stanford, Biſhop's, Heref. SE.

of Bromyard. Stanford-Bridge, Cheſhire,

over the Weever, S. of Nantwich. Stan.

ford Bridge, Kent, SE. of Smarden.

Stanford-Bury, Bedfordſ. near Stanford.

Stanford-Dingly, Berks, near Theal.

Stanford. Hall, Northamp. near Lutter

worth. Stanford le Hope, Eſſex, between

Orſet and the Thames. Stanford-Rivers,

Eſſex, near Ongar. Stangartickſide, Camb.

near Harelaw. Stanger, Cumberl. on the

W. fide of Derwent Lake, in Croſthwaite

pariſh. Sanger, Cumb. on the E. bank

of the Cocker, 3 miles above Cocker

mouth. Here is a fine ſpa, little known,

and not much reſorted to. -

Stanhope, a town in Wereſdale, Dur

ham, 20 miles SSW. of Durham, and 264

N. by. W. of London. , Market diſuſed.

Stanhow, Norf. E. of Snetſham. Sta

midelf, Warw, in the precinéts of Wilne

cote. Stanigot, Lincolnſ. SE. of Market

Raiſin. Staninfield, Suffolk, between Bury

and Lavenham. Staninghall, Lancaſ. in

Amounderneſs. Staninghall, Norfolk, be

tween Wurſted and Norwich. Staningley,

Yorkſhire, between Bradford and Leeds.

Stank, Lancaſ. between the Leven Sands

and Walney Iſland. Stank, Yorkſhire,

NE. of Northallerton. Stank, Yorkſhire,

near Leeds. Stanlake, Oxfordſhire, near

Stanton-Harcourt.

STANLEY LEONARD, a town in Glou

ceſterſhire, 4 miles SW. of Glouceſter,

and 1 oš. W. by N. of London. Market

on Saturday.

Stanley, Cheſhire, SW, of Frodſham.

Stanley, Cheſhire, near Hooton. Stanley,

Derb. N. of Bolſover. Stanley, Lanc. N.

of Cartmel. Stanley, Staffold. S. of Chea

dle. Stanley, Warwickſ, uear Coventry.

S $ 4 - Stanley,
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Stanley, Weſtm. NW. of Kendal. Stan

ley, Wilts, W. of Caine. Stanley, Yorkſ.

near Wakefield. Stanley Grange, Derbyſ.

near Morley. Stanley, Kings, Glouceſ. 3

miles SW. of Stroud. Stanley, North,

Yorkſ. N. of Ripley. Sanley Ponteage,

Glouceſterſ. by Winchcomb. Stanley

Pontlarch, Glouceſ. in Toddington pa

riſh. Stanley's End, Glouceſ in the pa.

riſh of King's-Stanley. Stanlow, Staff.

E. of Knipperſley. Stanmore, Great,

Middl. 1o miles N.W. of London. Stan

more-Common, on a hill, is ſo very ele

vated, that ſome high trees here are a

landmark from the German Ocean. Stan

more, Little, or Whitchurch, Middleſex,

near Edgeware. Stanmore. Round. Houſe,

Middleſex, between Stanmore and Buſhy

Heath, Stanney, Great and Little, 3

miles from Cheſter. Stannington, North

umb. by Whalton. Stannington, Yorkſ.

W. Riding, in Ecclesfield pariſh. Stan

nog, Hants, near Titchfield-Bay. Stan

pit, Kent, near Dartford. Stanfty, Derb.

SE. of Cheſterfield. Stanfty, Yorkſhire, 2

miles from Stockton-upon-Tees. Stans

field, Suffolk, N. of Cläre. Stanſgarh, or

Stainſacre, Yorkſ. S. of Whitby. Stanſ.

gate, Eſſex, in Steple pariſh. Sanſhaw,

Glouceſ. in the pariſh of Yate. Stanſkope,

Staffordſ. 4 miles from Aſhburn. Stan

Jłed, Kent, NW. of Hithe. Stanffed.

Kent, 2 miles N.W. of Wrotham. Stan

fied, Suffolk, near Melford. Stanffed.Ab

bots, Herts, on the Lea, S. of Eaſtwick.

Stanffed-Bury, Herts, near Stanſted. Ab

bots. Stanfted Foreſ and Park, Suſſex,

near Raëton. Stanfied. Montfichet, Eſſex,

near Birchanger. Stanfted Street, Eſſex,

near Stanſted-Montfichet. Stanffed. Thele,

Herts, NE. of Hodſdon. Stanſwood,

Hants, in the New Foreſt. Stanthorn,

Cheſhire, NW. of Middlewich. Stantney,

Cambridgeſhire, near Ely.

STANToN, a town in Lincolnſhire, 16

miles ENE. of Lincoln, and 129 N. of

London. Market on Monday.

Stantan, Derbyſ, near the Trent, S. of

Burton. Stanton, Derb. W. of Kegworth.

Stanion, Derbyſ, between Dall and the ri

ver Erwaſh. Stanton, Herefordſ. on the

Arro, NW. of Pembridge. Stanton,

Lancaſ. SE. of Dalton, Stanton, North

umb. NW. of Morpeth. Stanton, Nott.

near Newark. Stanton, Shropſ. W. of

Albrighton. Stanton, Shropſhire, E of

Wem. Santon, Shropſ. NE. of Biſhop's-

Caſtle. Stanton, Staffordſ, near Wotton

under-Weever. Stanton, Wiltſhire, near

Highworth. Stanton, Wilts, near Biſhop's-

Canings. Stanton, Worceſ, near Ridmer

ley. Stanton, or Staunton, Glouceſterſ. 7

miles Sw, of Campden. Stanton, ºr

Staunton, Gloucet. 2 miles W. of Col

ford. Stanton, All-Saints, and St. Joan's

Suffolk, NE. of Ixworth. Stanton-Bru

denel, Leiceſterſ. 4 miles from Market

Boſworth. Stantonbury. Hall, Bucks, near

Stony-Stratford. Stanton-Chapel, Menm.

on the river Hothny. Stanton-Drew,

Somerſetſ. on the river Chue, which runs

into the Avon between Bath and Briſtol.

Here is a monument reſembling Stone

henge, conſiſting of a circle of ſtones 5 or

6 feet high; the diameter of the circle is

90 paces. Stanton-Fenny, Huntſ. SW. of

St. Ives. Stanton. Gabriel, Dorſetſhire,

on the coaſt, E. of Lime. Stanton-Hall,

Northumb. NW. of Morpeth. Stanton

Harcourt, 6 miles W. of Oxford. Stan

ton Harold, Leiceſ. 2 miles N. of Aſhby

de-la-Zouch. Stanton in the-Hole, Linc.

NE. of Market-Raiſin. Stanton in the

Stoner, Derbyſ. in the High Peak. Stan

ton, King's, Devonſ. near Newton-Buſhel.

Stantºn-Lay, Shropſ, on the Corve, N. of

Ludlow. Stanton, Long, 8 miles from

Cambridge. Stanton, Long, Shropſhire,

NW. of Prior's Ditton. Stanton-on-the

Would, Nott. N. of Plumtree. Stanfor

Prier, Somerſ. E. of Pensford. Station

&uinton, Wilts, between Somerford and

Caſtlecomb. Stanton, St. john, NE. of

Oxford. Stanton-under Barton, Leiceſ.

near Bagworth. Stanton-upon Hºye, He

refordſ. N. of Mockes. Stanton Wrvel,

Leiceſterſhire, S. of Hallaton.

STANTz, a town of Swifferland, for

merly capital of the canton of Underwal

den. It is 8 miles SE. of Lucern.

Stanºvile, or Park. Corner, Oxfordſ. in

Bix and Swincomb pariſhes. Stanwar

dins, Shropſ. SW. of Wem. Starrivay,

Eſſex, SW. of Colcheſter. Stanway,

Glouc. 7 miles SW. of Campden. Staa

well, Middleſex, 2 miles NE. of Staines.

Stanwick, Northamptonſ. N. of Higham

Ferrers. Stanwick, Yorkſ. 5 miles N.

of Richmond. Stanwix, Cumberl. near

Carliſle, on the oppoſite fide of the Eden.

Stanyone?Northamptonſ. SW. of Weldon.

tapeley, Cheſhire, SE. of Namptwich.

Stopenhill, Derbyſ. SE. of Burton. Stafe:-

Hill, Dorſetſ. near Hamperſton. Staple,

Kent, 3 miles S.W. of Sandwich. Staple,

Somerſetſ. NW. of Ilminſter. Stapledge,

Devonſ. near Thornbury. Stapleford, 5

miles SE. of Cambridge. Stapleford, E.

of Cheſter. Stapleford, Derbyſ. on the ri

ver Erwaſh. Stapleford, N. of Herts,

near the river Beane. Stapleford, Leiceſ.

3 miles SE. of Melton-Mowbray. Sta

pleford, Lineolnſ. N. of Beckingham. Sta

pleford, near Nottingham. Statlefºrd,

Wijts,
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Wilts, near Steple-Langford. Stapleford,

Abbots, Eſſex, near Ongar. Stapleford,

Tany, or Tawney, Eſſex, N. of Stapleford

Abbots. Staplegate, Kent, near Nack

ington. Staplegrove, Somerſetſhire, NW.

of Taunton. Stapleherſ, Kent, 4 miles

N. of Cranbrook. Staplehill, Devonſhire,

near Truſham.

Stapleflown, in Carlow, Leinſter.

Stapleton, Cumberl. near Beaucaſtle.

Stapleton, Glouceſ. 3 miles NE. of Briſtol.

Stapleton, 7 miles from Leiceſter.' Staple

ton, Somerſetſhire, near Martock. Staple

ton, Yorkſhire, SW. of Darlington. Sta

pleion, Yorkſhire, near Pontefraćt. Stap

Iey-Beacon, Suſſex, E. of Rotherbridge.

SrARA R Us A, a town of Novogorod,

Ruffia, S. of Lake Ilmen.

Starborrow, Kent, S.W. of Penſherſt.

Starborton, Yorkſ. W. Riding, between

fangſtrethdale and Netherdale. Starburgh,

Surry, E. of Crowherſt. Starch. Green,

Middleſex, between Shepherd's Buſh and

A&ton. Starcton, Warwickſhire, near

Stonely.

STARGARD, a town of Pruſſian Pome

relia, zo miles S. of Dantzick.

STARGARD, a town of Mecklenburg.

STAR GARD, a town of Upper Saxony,

capital of Hinder Pomerania, with a col

lege, good woollen manufactures, and a

confiderable trade. It is ſeated on the ri

ver Ihna, 18 miles SE. of Stetin, and 74

NE. of Berlin. Lat. 53.20. N. lon. 14.

18. E.

Starſton, Norfolk, N. of Harleſton.

Starton, Glouceſterſ. W. of Cheltenham.

START-Point, a promontory of De

vonſhire, in the Engliſh Channel, 14 miles

S. by W. of Dartmouth. Lat. 50. 9. N.

lon. 3.46. W.

STATEN ISLAND, an iſland of N.

America, which forms the county of

Richmond, in the ſtate of New York. It

is about 18 miles in length, and 6 in it’s

mean breadth, and contains upward of

3ooo inhabitants: in general the land is

rough, and the hills high. Richmond is

the only town of note. It is 9 miles

SSW. of the city of New York.

STATEN LAND, a barren, craggy iſland

lying on the SE. ſide of Terra del Fuego,

between which and this iſland are the

Straits of Le Maire. Lat. 55. S.

Statfold, Staff. W. of Tame and Tin

more. Stathe, Somerſetſ. on the Parret,

W. of Langford. Staſhes, Yorkſhire,

N.W. of Whitby. Stathorn, Leiceſter

ſhire, N. of Waltham on-the-Would.

STATo-DE-Gli-PRESIDII. See PR e

$1D11.

6TAro-DELLA. CHIESA, or STATES

!

Lauterbrunnen, in Bern,

, NW. of Guilford.

of the CHURch. See Pope, Domi

in Ions of The.

SrAv ANGER, a ſea-port of Chriſtian

ſand, Norway, 75 miles S. of Bergen.

STAUBBAcH, a famous cataraćt near

Swiſſerland,

which ruſhes down a precipice 930 feet

high.

STAv Elo. Sce 8TAB Lo.

Stavely, Derbyſhire, SE. of Dronfield.

Stavely, Weſtmorland, N.W. of Kendal.

Staverdale, Somerſetſhire.

Staveren, a ſea-port in W. Frieſland,

formerly a conſiderable town, but now

much decayed, the harbour being choked

up with ſand. It was auciently the reſi

dence of the kings of Staveren, or Frieſ

land, and is ſeated on the Zuyder-Zee, s
miles W. of Slooten.

Staverton, Devonſ. between Broad and

Little Hempſton. Staverton, Devonſ. 5

miles from Totneſs. Staverton, Glouceſ.

4 miles W. of Cheltenham. Staverton,

Northamp. W. of Daventry. Staverton,

Wilts, on the Avon, 2. #. from Brad

ford and Trowbridge. Slaughton, Surry,

Staumdon, Staff. W.

of Swinnerton. Staunton, Glouceſ. N. of

Winchcomb. Stawel, Dorſetſ. a mile

SE. of Nether-Compton. Stawley, So

merſetſhire, S.W. of Milverton. Staxton,

Yorkſ. near Pickering Foreſt and Harford

river. Steambridge, Glouceſterſ. in Painſ.

wick pariſh. Steambridge, Glouc. a ham

let to Biſley. Steanbridge, Glouc. in the

pariſh of Stroud. Steanford, Nottinghamſ.

on the Trent, near it's entrance into the

county. Stebbing, Eſſex, NE. of Dun

mow. Stedes, Berks, S. of the Kennet,

almoſt oppoſite to Theal. Stedham, Suſ

ſex, near Wolbeding. Steel, Northum

berland, E. of Billingham. Steel, Shrop

ſhire, S. of Whitchurch. Steel, Bridg

and Croſs, Suſſex, NW. of Rotherfield.

STEENBERG, a ſmall town of Dutch

Brabant, 5 miles N. of Bergen-op-Zoom.

STEENKirk, a village of Hainault, fa

mous for a battle fought here, July 24th

1692, between the confederates, under

William III. king of Fngland, and the

French, under the Duke of Luxemburg,

in which the latter were vištorious. The

allies, who were the aſſailants, loſt about

7ooo men, including the Earl of Angus,

General Mackay, Sir John Lanier, Sir

Robert Douglas, and other gallant offi

cers. The French loſt 3000 men, among

whom were the Prince of Turenne, the

Marquis de Bellefonds, Fermaçon, Tilla

det, and other officers of rank and merit.

The Duke of Chartres, then in his 15th

year; Louis de Bourbon, grand*:
o
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of the great Condé; and Arnaud, prince

of Conti, were in the French army It is

13 miles N. of Mons.

Steer wick, a town of Overyſſel.

Steep, Hampſhire, N. of Petersfield.

Sºcephalm, Somerſ. an iſland in the Briſtol

Channel, under Quantock-Hills. Steeple,

Dorſetſhire, in Pufneck Iſle, 3 miles from

Corfe. Steeple-Aſhton, Somerſ. Steeple

Barton, Oxfordſ. near Woodſtock. Stee

ple Leaſe, Dorſetſhire, W. of Steeple.

STEGE Burg, a town of E. Gothland,

feated on the Baltic, with a ſmall commo

dious harbour.

Stein, a ſmall, independent town of

Swiſſerland, under the protection of the

canton of Zurich, 15 miles W.of Conſtance.

STEINBAch, a town of Baden, Suabia.

Sre Is HE IM, a town of Mentz.

StellenBosch, a town and diſtriët in

the ſettlement of the Cape of Good Hope,

formed in 1670. The town contains

about 60 houſes.

Stelling, Kent, NW. of Eſham.

SreNAY, a town in the department of

Meuſe, ſeated on the river Meuſe, 21

miles N. by W. of Verdun.

Stenbury, Iſle of Wight, near Apple

durcomb. -

STEND AL, the capital of the Old

Marche, Brandenburgh.

Stene, Northamptonſ. near Brackley.

StEnfort, in Pruſſian Pomerania.

STENNIs, a village in the iſland of Ork

mey, between Kirkwall and Stromneſs.

Near this place ſome ſtones, of aſtoniſhing

magnitude, and 20 feet high, have been

erected, and there are many other huge

maſſes of ſtone in the neighbourhood, ſimi

lar to the celebrated ancient monument,

called Stonehenge, on Saliſbury Piain.

Stephen's, St. Cornwall, near Saltaſh.

Stephen'ſ, St. Cornwall, N. of Launceſton.

Stephen's, St. Herts, near St. Alban's.

Stephen's, St. or Hackington, Kent, a

mile N. of Canterbury. Stephen's, St.

Warw. near Tamworth. Stephen's-in

Framel, St. Cornw. NE. of Grampound.

Stephenton, Hants, SW. of Baſingſtoke.

Stepingley, and Park, Bedf. near Ampt

hill. Sieping, Magna and Parva, Linc.

SF. of Spilſby. Stefington, Dorſetſhire,

N.W. of Gunfield. Steple, Dorſetſhire,

S. of Wareham. Steple, Eſſex, W. of St.

Lawrence. Stefleford, Dorſetſ, near Be

minſter. Stepleton, Dorſetſ. E. of Stour

minſter. Sºepleton, Dorfetſ. SW. of Dor

cheſter. Stepleton, Shropſhire, between

Surewſbury and Church Stretton. Steple.

ton Coſile, Heref. near Preſtayne, in Rad

not ſhire. Stepney, Middl. E. of London,

but contiguous to it, called in the time of

the Conqueror, Stibenhede, or Stiben's

Heath. It's pariſh was of ſuch extent,

and ſo much increaſed in buildings, as to

produce the pariſhes of St. Mary, at Bow;

St. John's, Wapping; St. Paul’s, Shad

well; St. Mary, Whitechapel; St. Anne,

Limehouſe; St. George, Ratcliff-High

way; Chriſtchurch, Spitalfields; and St.

Matthew, Bethnal-Green; and yet it re

mains one of the largeſt pariſhes in the

bills of mortality, and contains the ham

lets of Mile-End, Old and New Towns,

Ratcliff, and Poplar. Sterbury-Hill, Eſſex,

a mile W. of Saffron-Walden.

STERNEERG, atown in the New Marche,

Brandenburg, 24 miles S.E. of Cuſtrin.

Stereſy, Yorkſ. SW. of Hovingham.

Sternaale, Earl's, Derbyſhire, in the High

Peak. Stern file, King's, Derbyſ. in Hart

ington pariſh. Sternfield, Suffolk, near

Saxmundham. Stert-Point, Somerſetſhire,

W. of Bridgewater. Bay.

STER Tzin GEN, a town in the Tirol,

with a manufactory of ſword blades.

STETTIN, a ſea-port town of Upper

Saxony, capital of Pruſſian Pomerania.

It had long a famous ſchool, which the

wars of Germany never diſturbed, and is

now a flouriſhing place for trade and ma

nufactures. It has alſo a dock for build

ing of ſhips, and is well fortified. The

inhabitants are about zo,ooo. It is feat

ed on the river Oder, 70 miles N. by E.

of Berlin. Lat. 53. 35. N. lon. 14.8. E.

STETTIN, a duchy of Pruſſian Pomera

nia, 12.5 miles in length, and from 17 to

25 in breadth; divided by the river Oder

into two parts.

Steton, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Keighley.

Steton, Yorkſhire, SE. of Skipton.

*Stev ENAGE, a town of Hertfordſhire,

12 miles N. of Hertford, and 31 N. of

London. Market diſuſed.

Stevenſºn, Berks, N.W. of Wantage.
Steverſion, Devonſhire, near Great Tur

rington.

STEve Nswap RT, or Fort St. ET1

ENNE, a fortreſs of Dutch Guelderland,

feated on the E. ſide of the river Maeſe,

over which there is an important Paſſage

at this place. In 1702, it was befieged

by the allies, under the Duke of Marlbo

rough, and taken after a ſhort reſiſtance

The garriſon, with a pieces of cannon,

was conducted to Namur. In 1715, it

was ceded to the States General by the

barrier treaty. It is 7 miles SSW. of
Ruremonde.

Steward's, Eſſex, in Rumford pariſh.

St EwART's Is LANDs, five iſlands in

the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered by Cap

tain Hunter, in 1791, and named by him
- tº
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in honour of Admiral Keith Stewart.

Lat. 8. 26. S. lon. 163. 18. E.

Stewartſ own, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

STEwART's Town, a town in Ayr

ſhire, Scotland. The inhabitants are

about 28oo, among whom are about 120

weavers. Here is alſo a manufactory of

bonnets and Quebec caps.

Steynborough, Iſle of Wight, in Eaſt

Medina.

* STEYNING, a borough of Suſſex, 15

miles W. of Lewes, and 51 S. by W. of

London. The ſmall church here is a cu.

rious, and moſt complete Norman built

ſtrućture, with Norman round zig zag

arches, Norman round headed, ſmall win

dows, and the roof, or vaulting, not of

ſtone, but rafter. Markets on Wedneſday,

and on the ſecond Wedneſday in every

month for cattle. Fairs on June 9th,

September 19th, and Oslober 1 oth. The

Michaelmas fair is very conſiderable for

Welſh and other cattle, ſheep, horſes,

hogs, wheat, ſeed, &c. and the others are

Pretty large.

STEY R, or STEYRe, a town in the

archduchy of Auſtria, with manufactures

of iron and ſteel, 44 miles S.E. of Paiſau.

Stibard, Norfolk, near Fakenham. Sti

êinton, Huntſ on the borders of Noth

amp. Stichal, or Stivichal, Warw. near

Coventry. Stichbrook, Staffordſ, near Lich

field. Stickford, Lincolnſ. SE. of Bul

lingbrook. Stickford, Warw. by Caſtle

|Bromwich. Stickland, Dorſetſ. SW. of .

Blandford. Stickney, Lincolnſ. between

Wildmore and Eaſt Fens. Stid, on the

Dove, SW, of Derby. Stidcot, Glouceſ.

in Titherington pariſh. : Stafford Clay,

Eſſex, a mile and a half from Grayes, E.

of Aveley. Stif key, St. John's and St.

Mary's, Norfolk, E. of Wells. Stile

&ridge, Kent, N.W. of Stapleherſt.

STIGLIANo, a town of Baſilicata, Na

Ples, famous for it's baths.

Stillingfleet, on the Ouſe, S. of York.

Stillington, Lincolnſhire, S. of Grantham.

Stillington, 7 miles from York.

Stillorgan, in Dubliu, Leinſter.

* Stilton, Huntingdonſhire, SW. of

Yaxley. It is noted for it's cheeſe, ſome

times called Engliſh Parmeſan, and is 75

miles from London. -

Stinchcomb, Glouceſterſ. 2 miles W. of

Durſley. Stinford, Dorſetſ. a mile NE.

of Dorcheſter. Stiperden, Yorkſ. SW. of

Heptenſtall. Stiperley-Park, Cheſhire,

near Lime-Park. Stiperſhill, Warwick

ſhire, near Poleſworth. Stipperſione-Hill,

Shropſhire, NE. of Chinbury.

STIRIA, a duchy of Auſtria, N. of

Carniola, and E, of Carinthia, divided

into Upper and Lower. Upper Stiria is

about 110 miles in length, and from 25

to 45 in breadth; Judenburg is the capi

tal. Lower Stiria is 80 miles in length,

and 48 in breadth; Gratz is the capital.

Though a mountainous country, the in

habitants raiſe great quantities of corn;

and here are mines of iron, which have

been worked theſe thouſand years. The

inhabitants of Cilley are Wends, and

ſpeak the Wendiſh language.

STIR LING, a town of Scotland, the ca

pital of Stirlingſhire. It is ſeated on the

S ſide of the Frith of Forth, on a hill,

which, riſing from the E. terminates

abruptly in a ſteep rock. On this rock is

an ancient caſtle, which was often the re

fidence of the kings of Scotland. The

outſide of the palace, which is now con

verted into barracks, is curiouſly encircled

with various groteſque figures. From the

caſtle is a fine view of the windings of the

Forth, which are ſo numerous, that the

diſtance from Stirling to Alloa is above

20 miles by water, although only 4 by

land. The church of Stirling is a mag

nificent Gothic ſtrućture, which ſerves for

two ſeparate places of worſhip. In this

town and it's neighbourhood, are manu

factures of carpets, coarſe ſhalloons, and

cottons; that of tartans, formerly pretty

flouriſhing, is on the decline. Stirling is

commodiouſly ſeated, being a paſs between

the N. and S. parts of Scotland. It is 39

miles N.W. of Edinburgh.

Sri R LING's HiRF, a county of Scotland,

bounded on the N. and N.E. by Perthſhire,

and Clackmannanſhire; on the E. by the

Frith of Forth, and the county of Linlith

gow; on the S. by Lanerkſhire; and on

the W. by Dumbartonſhire. The princi

pal rivers are the Forth, Carron, and Avon,

beſides which, the new canal from Glaſ

gow runs through this county to the Car

ron-mouth. It is about 36 miles in

length, and in it's greateſt breadth not

more than 13. The principal towns are

Stirling and Falkirk.

Stirrop, Nottinghamſhire, W. of Blithe.

Stirthill, Upper and Lower, Dorſetſhire,

in the chapelry of Shipton. Siirt with,

Durham, N. of Eggleſton.

Sri RU M, a town of Berg, Weſtphalia.

Stirnwood, Rutlandſ. W. of Uppingham.

Stifted, Hall, Eſſex, near Braintree. Stit,

Shropſhire, NE. of Stipperſtone's-Hill.

Stitchworth, 10 miles from Cambridge.

Stithians, Cornwall, NE. of Helſton.

Siituam, Yorkſhire, near Bulmer. Sto'ſ-

wood, Northumberland, near Widdring

ton-Caſtie.

Stocile M, a town of Liege, ſtated

ort
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en the Maeſe, 13 miles SSW. of Rurea

monde.

Stock, Glouceſ. in Littleton-upon-Se

vern. Stock, alias Herwerd Stock, Eſſex,

between Chelmsford and Billericay.

Srock ach, in Nellenburg, Suabia.

• StockBrince, a town of Hampſhire,

9 miles N.W. of Wincheſter, and 67 W.

by S. of London. Market on Thurſday.

Fairs on Holy Thurſday, July 1 oth, and

October 7th, for all cattle, eſpecially ſheep.

Stockbridge, Weſtmorl. in Barton pariſh.

Stockbridge, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, near

Bramwith-Ferry. Stockbury, Kent, 4

miles S.W. of Milton. Stock-Common,

Eſſex, E. of Ingateſtone. Stockel Yorkſ.

w. of Wetherby. Stocket, or Stocks,

Shropſ. near Elleſmere. Stock Hall, Eſſex,

near Matching. Stockham, Cheſhire, N.

of Rockſavage. Stockham, Nottinghain

ſhire, NE. of the Markhams.

Stockholm, the capital of Sweden,

in a ſituation remarkable for it’s romantic

ſcenery. It is built on ſeven rocky iſlands,

from one of which the city takes it's name.

Between theſe a communication is formed

by 12 bridges. A variety of contraſted and

beautiful views are formed by numerous

rocks of granite, riſing boldly from the

ſurface of the water, partly bare and crag

gy, and partly dotted with houſes, or fea

thered with wood. The harbour is an in

let of the Baltic: the water is of ſuch

depth, that ſhips of the largeſt burden can

approach the quay. At the extremity of

the harbour, ſeveral ſtreets riſe one above

another, in the form of an amphitheatre;

and the palace, a magnificent building,

crowns the ſummit. The arſenal contains

many curioſities. Except in the ſuburbs,

where ſome houſes are of wood, painted

red, the buildings are moſtly of ſtone, or

of brick, ſtuccoed white, and driven on

piles. A royal academy of Sciences was

inſtituted here in 1741 : here is alſo a

Royal Academy of Painting and Sculp

ture. In Stockholm are manufactures of

gloves, china, woollen, ſilk, linen, &c.

The inhabitants are about 6o,ooo. The

court formerly reſided at Upſal, but re

moved here in the lºſt century.

. Stockingfºrd, Warw. near Nun-Eaton.

Stockland, Dorſetſhire, W. of Membury.

Stockley, Wiltſhire, S. of Calne. Stockley,

Engliſh, Lucombe and Pomeroy, Devonſhire,

between Tiverton and Crediton. Stock

linch, Magdalen and Otterſey, Somerſet

{hire, N.P. of Ilminſter.

*Stockport, a town of Cheſhire,

ſeated on the river Merſey, and conne&ted

with the late extenſive inland navigations.

Standing on uneven ground, it is gºnerally

ill-built. It's population fluêtuates from

16 to 20,000, according to the ſtate of it's

manufactories, which are very confider

able, and include the buſineſs of cotton

and printed goods, with a few ſilk-mills,

and a ſhare of hat-making for the Lºn on

market. It is 7 miles S.E. of Mancheſ

ter, and 176 NNW. of London. Market

on Friday.

Srocks UND," a town of Dron:heim,

Norway.

* Stockton, a flouriſhing town of

Durham, with a handſome town-hall, and

ſpacious market-place. It is feated 3

miles from the ſea, on the Tees, over

which river there is a fine ſtone bridge of

five elliptical arches. Here are manufac

tures of ſail-cloth, of corduroys, thickſets,

and other articles in cotton, and of linen

damaſks, in which laſt branch ſome confi

derable improvements have been made

here. The ſhips built at this place are

admired for their beauty and ft ength;

abundance of fine ſalmon is caught in the

river, and carried by the fiſh-machines to

York, Leeds, &c. and, great quantities

of lead, corn, butter, and bacon are ex

ported in veſſels, which load at the three

quays before the town, for London, and

other places. Stockton contains about

3oo 5 inhabitants, and is a rember port of

Newcaſtle. It is a 1 miles S.E. by F. of

Durham, and 244 N. by W. of London.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Stockton, Heref. NE. of Leominſter.

Stockton, Norf. S. of Loddon. Stockton,

Shropſ. near Badger. Stockton, Shropſ.

N. of Chirbury. Stockton, Shropſ. E. of

Newport. Stockton, Warwickſhire, NE.

of Southam. Stockton, Worceſterſhire,

SW. of Aberley. Stockton-on-the-Moor,

...; near the Helmeſleys. Steck

‘well, Surry in the pariſh of Lambeth, SW.

of London. Stockwith, Nottingh. with a

ferry over the Trent, a hamlet of Miſter

ton. Stockwith, Eaſt, Lincolnſ. Nw, of

Gainſborough, and oppoſite Stockwith.

Stock-cood, Bedfordſhire, in Luton pariſh.

Stadha”, Oxfordſhire, near Chiſelhampton.

Stodmarſh, Kent, near the Stour, 5 miles

NE. of Canterbury. Stoford, Devonſ. in

Harford pariſh. Stofºrd, Somerſetſ. near

Barwick. Stogbach, Heref. SW. of Leo

minſter. Stoke, N. of Cheſter. Stoke,

Cheſhire, N.W. of Namptwich. Stołe,

Devonſ. E. of Newton-Buſhel. Stoke,

Devonſ. N. of Exeter. Stoke, or Eaſt.

Stoke, Dorſetſ. NW. of Wareham. Stołe,

Dorſetſ, near Melbury. Stoke, Glouceſ.

3 miles from Briſtol. Stoke, Hants, in

the pariſh of St. Maryborn. Stoke, Hants,

S. of Havant. Stoke, Herefordſ. E. of

Leominſter.
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Leominſter. Stoke, Kent, NE. of Rocheſ.

ter, near the Iſle of Greane. Stoke, Mid

dleſex, between Littleton and Laleham.

Stoke, Norfolk, SE. of Downham. Stoke,

Suffolk, near Nayland. Stoke, Norfolk,

between Saxlingham and Norwich. Stoke,

Nottinghamſ. on the Trent, by Newark.

Stoke, Shropſhire, between Newport and

Whitchurch. Stoke, Shropſhire, between

Ludlow and Tenbury. Stoke, Somerſetſ.

E. of Bridgewater. Stoke, Somerſetſ. near

incaunton. Soke, Somerſetſ. between

Bath and Bradford. Stoke, Suffolk, near

Clare. Stoke, Surry, near Guilford.

Stoke, Suſſex, N.W. of Chicheſter. Stoke,

Warwickſ. E. of Coventry. Stoke, Wilts,

W. of Bradford. Stoke, Wilts, E. of Sa

yernoke-Foreſt. Stoke-Albany, Northamp.

in the precin&ts of Rockingham-Foreſt.

Stoke-Archer, or Stoke-Orchard, Glouceſ.

in Biſhop's Cleve, pariſh. Stoke Aſh, Suf

folk, near Thwayt. Stoke-Bardolph, E.

of Nottingham, by the Trent. Stoke Be

ºvern, Northamp. between Towceſter and

Northampton. Stoke-Biſhops, Glouceſterſ.

near Briſtol. Stoke Biſhops, Hants, W. of

Biſhop's Waltham. Stoke Bliſs, Heref.

near the Sapys. Stoke-Bridge, Weſtmorl.

S. of Penrith. Stoke-by-Walion, Staffordſ.

SE. of Stone. Stoke-Canon, Devonſ, near

Pinhoe. Stoke Caſtle, Shropſhire, NW. of

Ludlow. Stoke. Chrity, Hants, E. of Bar

ton-Stacy. Stoke-Church, Devonſhire, S.

of Chard. Stoke-Climſland, Cornwall, 3

miles from Callington. Stoke-Dalberon,

Daborn, or Dabernon, Surry, between Cob

ham and Fetcham. Stoke-Dale, North

amptonſ, near Oundle. Stoke Damarel,

Devonſ. 2 miles N. of Plymouth. It lies

along the harbour of Hamoaze, and con

tains the royal docks, &c. to which it

owes it's population and extent.

Stoke, Dry, Rutlandſ, near Uppingham.

Stoke, Earl, Wilts, W. of the Lavingtons.

Stoke-Edith, NE. of Hereford. Stoke

Fleming, Devonſ. near Dartmouth. Stoke

ford, Dorſetſhire, a hamlet to Eaſt-Stoke.

Stoke-Gabriel, Devonſ. near Bury-Pome

roy. Stoke-Galliard, Dorſetſhire, W. of

Stourminſter. Stoke. Gaylard, Dorſetſ. 3

miles N. of Pulham. Stoke-Giffard, Glou

ceſterſhire, W. of Pucklechurch. Stoke,

Great, Little, and Harris, are hamlets of

this pariſh. Stoke-Giffard, or Rodney

Stoke, Somerſetſ. between Wells and Ax

bridge. Stoke Goldington, Bucks, SW.

of Oulney. Stoke-6olding, or Mansfield,

Leiceſterſhire, in Hinckley pariſh.

Stokegomer, a town ofSomerſetſhire,

12 miles N.W. of Taunton, and 152 W.

by S. of London. Market diſuſed.

Stoke Green, Berkſhire, near Windſor,

w

Stowey.

Stoke-Gregory, Somerſetſ. N. of Curry

Mallet. Stoke-Gurgy, Somerſetſ. N. of

Stoke-Hall, Cheſhire, near Stan

ney; Stoke-Haſ, Derbyſhire, in the High
Peak. Stoke Hall, Eſſex, near Althorn.

Stoke-Hamond, Bucks, NE. of Winſlow.

Stoke-Hill, N.W. of Warwick. Stoke

Lacey, Heref. S. of Bromyard. Stokeland,

Somerſ. between Shipton Mallet and Bab

ington. Stokeland, Somerſetſ, near Stoke

Gurcy. Stokeland Marſh, Somerſetſ. be

tween the river Parret and the Briſtol

Channel. Stoke Liberty, Eſſex, S. of Har

wich, includes Thorp, Kirby, and Wal

ton. Stoke-Line, Oxfordſ, near Hardwick.

Stoke Lodge, Glouceſterſhire, near Horfidel.

Stoke-Mandeville, Bucks, S. of Ayleſ

bury. Stoke Mary, Somerſetſhire, SE. of

Taunton. Stoken-Church, Oxfordſ. NW.

of Chipping. Wicomb. Stokenham, De

vonſ. NE. of Salcomb-Haven: a well-fre

quented fair on Good Friday. Stoke,

North, Hampſhire, near Thorney-Iſland.

Stoke, North, Oxfordſ. S. of Wallingford.

Stoke, North, Somerſetſ, between Landſ

down and Swinford Mills and Lock. Stoke,

North, Suſſex, NE. of Arundel. Stoken

Tinhead, Devonſ. E. of Newton-Buſhel.

Stoke-Orchard, Glouceſterſhire, near Calm.

Stoke-Pero, Somerſ. S. of Porlock. Stoke

or Stoke-Poges, Bucks, 2 miles N. of Ea

ton. Stoke-Priors, Worceſ. S. of Bromſ.

grove. Stoke Rivers, Devonſ. near Sher

well. Stoke Row, Oxfordſ. S. of North

Stoke, Stokerſion, Leiceſ. near Hallaton.

Stokeſey, Shropſhire, near Onybury.

STok Es BAY, a bay in Hampſhire, S.

of Goſport. -

Stokeſty, Norfolk, E. of Accle. ,

StokesLEY, a town in the N. Riding

of Yorkſhire, conſiſting chiefly of one ſtreet,

about half a mile long. It is a few miles

E. of Yarum, and 239 N. by W. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday. A large fair

for horned cattle, horſes, and linen, on the

Saturday before Trinity-Sunday.

Stoke, South, Lincolnſ. near Grantham.

Stoke, South, Oxfordſ. on the Thames, S.

of Wallingford. Stoke, South, Somerſetſ.

near Combhay. Stoke, Stoney, or Truffer,

Somerſetſ. 2 miles from Bruton. Stoke

Talmage, Oxfordſ. SW. of Tame. Stoke

ton, Wilts, between Saliſbury and War

minſter. Stoke-under-Hamden, Somerſetſ. *

near Odcombe. Stoke-upon Trent, Staff.

near Newcaſtle-under-Line. Stoke-Wake,

Dorſetſhire, SW. of Wolland. Stoke

wood, Dorſetſhire, 3 miles SE. of Yate

minſter. Stokeley, Durham, in Branſpeth

pariſh.

Stolberc, a town and county of Up

per Saxony, in Thuringia.

Stolhov EN,
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Srolhov EN, a town of Baden, in

Suabia.

Stolpen, a town of Meiſſen, Upper
Saxony. * w

Stomacre, Kent, near Othum. Stonall,

Upper and Lower, Staffordſhire, near Shen

ſton. Stonar, Kent, oppoſite to Sandwich,

near the Wantſum river. Stondon-Maſſy,

Eſſex, 2 miles from Ongar, towards Kel

edon.

* Stone, a town of Staffordſhire, feated

on the river Trent, 22 miles N.W. of Lich

field, and 14o N.W. of London. Market

on Tueſdav.

Stone, Bucks, N.W. of Ayleſbury.

Stone, Glouceſterſ. 2 miles S. of Berkeley.

Stone, Hampſhire, near Redbridge. Stone,

Kent, in Oxney Iſle, 4 miles SE. of Ten

terden. The ſea formerly came near it.

Stone, Kent, S.W. of Feverſham. Stone,

Kent, NE. of Dartford. Stone, Kent,

near Cranbrock. Stone, Somerſ. between

Wellow and Pensford. Stone, Worceſterſ.

SE. of Kidderminſter. Stone Afton, So

merſetſ. near the coal pits, between Men

dip and Midſummer-Norton. Stone-Bay,

Kent, between Ramſgate and the North

Foreland. Stone Bridge, Middl. over the

Brent, in the road from London to Harrow.

Stonebury, Herts, in Hormead pariſh.

STo N F by R Es. See CLYD e.

Stone Caſile, or Stonehouſe, Kent, by

Dartford. Stone Cliff, Kent, in Oxney

Iſle, S. of Stone. Stone-Dale, Yorkſhire,

N.W. of Swale-Dale. Stone End, Kent,

near Lyd, by the ſea. Stone-Ferry, Yorkſ.

over the Hull, N. of the town of Hull.

Stort hall, in Limerick, Munſter.

Stone. Hall, Eſſex, on the Roding, near

Redbridge. Stone. Hall, Northumberland,

NW, of Beltingham. Stoneham, Suſſex,

N. of Lewes. Stoneham Aſpol, Suffolk,

SW. of Debenham. Stoneham-Earl's,

Suffolk, SW. of Stoneham. Aſpol. Stone

harn, N. and S. Hants, on the river Itchen,

N. of Southampton. , Stoneham, Parva,

Suffolk, NW. St Stoneham-Apol.

Sto.NEHAv EN, or STo NEHive, a fiſh

ing-town of Kincardineſhire, with a good

harbour ſecured by a ſtone pier.

is a precipitous cliff, called Fowl's Cleugh,

which is remarkable for the reſort of the

birds called kittiwake, the young of which

are eſteemed a great delicacy. Here is a

manufacture of canvaſs, and ſome trade in

dried fiſh oil. This oil is obtained chiefly

from the dogfiſh, great quantities of which

are caught on this coaſt. Stonehaven is

14 miles S. by W. of Aberdeen.

S on EHENGE, fituated in Saliſbury

Plain, in a circular area of 4 or 5 miles

diameter, encompaſſed by the river Avon,
2.

Near it

and other ſtreams. This antiquity ſtands

on the ſummit of a hill, which riſes with

a very gentle aſcent. At the diſtance of

half a mile, it has a ſtately and auguſt ap

pearance, and advancing nearer, eſpecially

up the avenue on the NE. ſide, where the

remains are moſt perfect, it fills the eye in

an aſtoniſhing meaſure. It is encompaſſed

with a circular ditch; after this is paſſed,

...there is a ſpace of 108 feet to the work it

ſelf, which is 1 of feet in diameter. It

conſiſts of ſeveral ſtones of enormous ſize,

placed upon one another in a circular form;

many of them are really ſtupendous, and

cannot fail of filling the beholder with

ſurpriſe. The exterior circle, in it's per

fe&tion, confifted of 60 ſtones, 3o uprights,

and 30 impoſts, of which 17 uprights are

left ſtanding. About 8 feet from the in

ſide of this outer circle is another of 42

ſmaller ſtones, without impoſts, forming,

as it were, a circular portico. Of theſe

19 are left, of which 11 only are ſtanding.

Beſides this outer portico, which is 300

feet in circumference, there is an inner one,

which originally compoſed two-thirds of

an oval. On the inſide of this oval, there

is a leſſer one of 19 ſtones, of a pyramidical

form; theſe are z feet 6 inches in breadth,

1 foot and a half thick, and about 8 feet

high,º in height as they approach the

upper end of the incloſure. The ſpace

within it has been called the Adytum, or

Sanºum Sanºforum, where it is ſuppoſed

the prieſts entered, to offer their ſacrifices

on the altar at the upper end. This altar

is compoſed of a kind of blue, coarſe nar

ble, 2 o inches thick, 4 feet broad, and 16

feet in length. All the ſtones added toge

gether, with which this whole temple was

built, make juſt 14o. One ſtone at the

upper end, which is fallen down and

broken in half, meaſures, according to Dr.

Hales, 25 feet in length, 7 in breadth, and

at a medium 3 and a half in thickneſs.

The ſtones are ſuppoſed to be brought

from the Grey Weathers, upon Marlbo

rough Downs, but the difficulty in bring

ing them hither, and eſpecially in laying

them one upon another, is inconceivable,

as no mechanical powers now known, are

ſufficient to raiſe thoſe that lie acroſs, to

their preſent extraordinary fituation.

Stonehenge is 2 miles W. of Ameſbury,

and 6 NNW. of Saliſbury.

Stone-Hill, Kent, in Wilmington pariſh.

Stone Holm, Kent, in Dengy-Marſh.

Stonehouſe, Glouceſ. 4 miles W. of Stroud.

Stonehouſe, E. and W. Devonſ. near Ply.

mouth. Stonelinch, Suſſex, near Winchelſes,

Ston FLY, a town of Warwickſhire,

near Coventry, with a market on Thurſday.

- Stone-Platt,
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seriº, Kent, by Dartford. Sto

ºr, Kent, by Sandwich-Haven. Stone

iſe, Cumberland, in the pariſh of Weſt

ird. Stoneſty, Leiceſ. E. of Waltham

rould. Stonesfield, Oxfordſ. near Bien

im. Stoneſireet, Kent, a Roman way,

3m the Hithes to Canterbury and Stut

Il Caſtle. Stone-Street, Surry, the old

oman cauſey from Holmſdale to Suſſex

owns, through Dorking church-yard.

ine. Wall, Suffolk, near Codenham. Sto

y-Fen, Cambridgeſhire, near Wiſbeach.

Stoneyford, in Antrim, Ulſter. Stoney

•d, in Meath, Leinſter.

Stoney Morton, Worceſterſ. near Inkbo

ugh. Stonihurſt, Lancaſ. near Whaley.

wnland. Houſe, Suſſex, near Buckhurſt.

inley, Huntingdonſ. E. of Kirnbolton.

mley, Wiltſhire, S. of Clarendon Park.

nor, Oxfordſ. F. of Wallingford. Stony

inton, Leiceſ. SE. of Hinckley. Stopſ

, Bedfordſhire, in Luton pariſh. Stop

m, Suſſex, E. of Petworth. Store-Point,

evonſhire, E. cf Exmouth. Storeton,

reat and Little, Cheſhire, between the

ee and Merſey.

Stor MARIA, a principality of Holſtein,

miles in length, and 8 in breadth.

imburgh is the capital. -

3roRN Away, a growing, flouriſhing

wn of Scotland, capital of the Iſle of

wis, on the E. coaſt, with a harbour

2, ſpacious, and eaſy of acceſs. The

rnaway fiſhermen are famous for "iveir

luſtry and activity. Lat. 58. 24. N.

StokRINGto N, a town of Suſſex, near

ºrham. Mºrket on Wedneſday.

Storrs, or Storth's-Hall, Yorkſhire, near

mondbury.

STORTFORD.

R.D.

Storhºood, Yorkſ. SW. of Pockling

1. Stotfield, Durham, S.W. of Hartle

il. Stothy, or Stothy, Lincolnſ. NW.

Horncaſtie. Stotteſ, omb, Devonſ, near

mouth. Stotteſden, Shropſhire, E. of

wn Clee. Hill. Stotton, Dorſetſhire, in

way pariſh. Stouteſ, Northumberland,

W. of Ottelburn. Stoven, Suffolk, be

en Haleſworth and Benacle.

Touchto N, a town in Suſſex, NE. of

*on. Market diſuſed.

toughton Grange, Leiceſ. 3 miles SSE.

leiceſter. Stoughton, Great, Hunting

ſ.S. of Kimbolton. Stoughton-Green,

ntingdonſhire, 3 miles from St. Neots.

See Bishop's-StoRT

*ghton, Little, Bedfordſhire, N.W. of
hmead.

ſhire, S. of Great Stoughton.

l, near Worceſter.

SI ou R, a river which riſes in Somer

hire, and, after waſhing Sturminſter,

Stoughton-Moor, Hunting

Stoul

Blandford, &c. in Dorſetſhire, enters the

Engliſh Channel at Chriſtchurch.

Stour, a river which riſes in Shrop

ſhire, and running through Staffordſhire

and Worceſterſhire, falls into the Severn

at Stourport. -

Sºro UR, a ſmall river of Kent, which

riſes in the Weald, flows by Canterbury,

and enters the ſea below Sandwich.

STOUR, a river which forms almoſt the

entire boundary between Eſſex and Suffolk,

waters Clare, Sudbury, Nayland, and

Maning ree i and, being joined by the

Orwell from Ipſwich, forms the noble har

bour of Harwich.

Stour, a river in Dorſetſhire, which runs

into the Avon, near Canford-Lawn. Stour,

a river which riſes in Eſſex, and, running

through Herts, falls into the Lea at Haw

ſham. Stour, or Soar, a river in Leiceſ

terſhire, which paſſes by Leiceſter, Longh

borough, &c. and falls into the Trent at

Thrumpton, in Nottinghamſhire. It has

lately been made navigable from Lough

borough to Leiceſter. Stour, a river which

riſes in Oxfordſhire, and running through

Warwickſhire, falls into the Avon below

Stratford. -

* Stour BRIDGE, a town of Worceſter

ſhire, feated on the river Stour, over which

is a bridge, whence it has it's name. It

is noted for it’s confiderable glaſs and iron

works, and has alſo a manufactory of

cloth, and eſpecially fine frieze. The

clay which the glaſs-nakers melt the

metal in, is p-culiar to this place, and

is carried in great quantities to other glaſs

inanufactories. It is 22 miles N. of Wor

ceſter, and 124 NW. of London.

Sto U R BRIDGE, or StuRBIch, the

name of a common field, extending between

Cheſterton and Cambridge, for about half

a mile ſquare, noted for it's fair, which is

kept annually on September 19th, and cou

tinues a tortnight. It is ſurpaſſed by few

fairs in Great Britain, or even in Europe,

for traffic, though of late it be much leſ

ſened. The booths are placed in rows,

like ſtreets, by the names of which they

are called, and are filled with all ſorts of

trades. The Duddery, an area of 80 or

1oo yards ſquare, reſembles Blackwell

Hall. , Large commiſſions are negotiated

here, for all parts of England, in cheeſe,

woollen goods, wool, hops, upholſterers

and ironmongers wares, &c. &c. Some

t-nes 50 hackney coaches from London,

ply morning and night, to and from

Cambridge, as well as all the towns round,

and the very barns and ſtables are turned

into inns, for the accommodation of the

poorer people. After the wholeſale".
- nel 3
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neſs is over, the country gentry generally

flock in, laying out their money in ſtage

plays, taverns, muſic-houſes, toys, puppet

ihows, &c. and the whole concludes with a

day for the ſale of horſes. This fair is

under the juriſdiction of the Univerſity of

Cambridge. -

Stourden, Glouceſterſ. in Winterbourn

pariſh. Stourmouth, Kent, 4 miles NW.

of Sandwich. Stourport, Worceſ. 4 miles

S. of Kidderminſter, near the mouth of

the Stour. Here alſo a navigable canal

empties itſelf into the Severn. Stourpro

voſī, Dorſetſ. 4 miles S.W. of Shattſbury.

Stourton, Warw. SE. of Brailer. Stour

ton. Candal, ſee Candal. Slourton. Stour

ton, Wilts, or Stour-Head, near Hindon.

Stow-on-The Would, a town of

Glouceſterſhire, ſeated on a bleak hill, de

ftitute of both wood and water. It is 11

miles SSE. of Camden, and 77 W. by N.

of London. Market on Thurſday. The

fairs, on May 12th and Ośtober 24th, have

long been famous for hops, cheeſe, and

ſheep.

Stow, magnificent gardens, 2 miles

NW. of Buckingham. Stow, Cornwall,

in the Briſtol Channel, below Hartland.

Stow, Huntingdonſ. NE. of Kimbolton.

Stow, Monmouthſhire. Stow, Lincolnſ.

a mile E. of Fokingham. Stow, between

Lincoln and Gainſborough. Stow, Linc.

near Market-Deeping. Stow, Northamp.

near Weedom. Beck. Stow, Shropſ. W.

of Brumpton-Brian. Stow, NE. of Staf

ford. Stow-Bardolph, Norfolk, NE. of

Downham. Stow-Beden, Norfolk, between

Watton and Harling. Stowborough, Dor

ſetſhire, adjoining Wareham. Stowell,

Glouceſ. on the Coln, near Northleach.

Stowell, Somerſetſ. near Milbourn. Port.

Stowell, Some ſetſ. in Morlinch pariſh.

Stower, Eaſtover and Weſtover, Dorſet

ſhire, SW. of Shaftſbury, on oppoſite ſides

of the Stour. Stower Pain, Dorſetſhire,

near Blandford.

Srowey, NetHER, a town of Somer

ſetſhire, 12 miles N. of Taunton, and 145

W. by S. of London. Market on Tueſ

dav.

$ºwo, or Stowley, Upper and Nether,

Somerſ. between Stoke-Guerſey and Stoke.

Gomer. Stowford, Devonſ. between the

rivers Lid and Thruſhel. Stowghton, Sur

ry, NW. of Guilford. Stowick, Glouceſ.

a hamlet to Henbury pariſh. Stow-Lang

toft, Suffolk, near lxworth. Stow, Lons,

Cambridgeſ, near the Granſdens. Stow

Maries, Eſſex, N. of N. Fambridge.

Stow MARKET, a town of Suffolk,

feated, between the rivers Gipping and

Orwell, with a large manufactory of tam

mies and Norwich ſtuffs. It is 12 miles

NW. of Ipſwich, and 75 NNE. of Lon

don. Market on Thurſday.

Stow-Qui, Cambridgeſ. SW. of New

market. Stowting, Kent, 3 miles and a

half SW. of Eltham, had formerly a mar

ket. Stowton, Worceſterſhire, NW, of

Perſhore. Stoxfield, Northumberland, on

the Tyne, SW. of Prudo Caſtle.

* Str ABANE, a populous town of Ty

rone, in Ulſter, ſeated on the river Mourne,

1o 1 miles NNW, of Dublin.

Stradbrook, Suffolk, 5 miles from Har

leſton.

STRADellA, a town of Pavia.

* STRAdbally, a town of Queen's

County, in Leinſter, 38 miles from Dublin.

Stradbally, in Waterford, Munſter.

Stradone, in Cavan, Ulſter.

Stradſet, Norfolk, NE. of Downham.

Stradſhill, Suffolk, near Great and Little

Bradley. Strafford, Yorkſhire, between

Doncaſter and Rotheram. Straford, Dor

ſetſhire, E. of Dorcheſter.

Stragona, in Fermanagh, Ulſter. Straid,

in Antrim, Ulſter.

St RAllen, in Pruſſian Guelderland.

Stralsu ND, a ſea-port of Upper Sax

ony, capital of Swediſh Pomerania. It is

ſo ſurrounded by the ſea, that it is only

acceſſible by bridges, and has beſides very

good fortifications. The harbour is ſepa

rated from the Iſle of Rugen by a narrow

ſtrait. It is the reſidence of the king's

governor-general, and the place where the

war-office is kept, and the ſtates hold their

meetings. It is 40 miles NE. of Guſtrow.

Lat. 54. 17. N. lon. 13. 28. E.

Stramore Inn, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

Stramſhall, Staffordſhire, on the Taine

Water, N. of Uttoxeter.

Strand, in Donegal, Ulſter.

houſe Inn, in Sligo, Connaught.

Strand Green, Middl. by the Thames,

between Chiſwick and Brentford.

* STRANGfor D, a ſea-port of Ireland,

in the county of Down, ſeated on the W.

of the narrow entrance of Lough Strang

ford, 7 miles NNE. of Down, and $o N.

of Dublin.

STRANGFord, Louch.

STRANGforD.

Stranground, Huntingdonſhire, S. of

Peterborough. Sirangºward, Hereford

ſhire, W. of Pembridge. Strangwei,

Lancaſhire, near Mancheſter.

Stranmore, in Down, Ulſter, near Mo

mallen. Stranorum, in Antrim, Ulſter.

Stranorlane, in Donegal, Ulſter.

StranRaw ER, a horough of Wigton

ſhire, in Scotland, fituated on Loch Ryan,

with a manufacture of linens. It has a

harbour,

Strand

See Lough
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harbour, to which belong above zoo

coaſters and herring veſſels, of 100 tons

each ; ſome veſſels of a larger burden ſail

to the Baltic and Norway, for deals, iron,

&c. The inhabitants are upwards of

16oo. It is 8 miles W. of Glenluce.

Stranton, Durham, S. of Hartlepool.

STRANYcore, in Down, Ulſter. What

is commonly called the tide of Stranygore,

is occaſioned by the flood-tide coming in

from the north, and meeting with an in

jºins tide from the Bay of Carrick

$.

STRAsberg, a town of Stolberg, Upper

Saxony.

STRAsburg, a city of France, capital

of the department of Lower Rhine. It is

ſituated near the Rhine, and the river Ill

runs, through it, over which there are 8

bridges of communication. The bridge

over the Rhine is of wood, and 390o feet

in length. The inhabitants, excluſive of

the garriſon, are computed to be 60,000.

Here are 6 gates, and zoo ſtreets, which,

in general, are narrow; but the great

ſtreet, and two others, are regular and

handſome ; and the public buildings are

elegant. In the cathedral is a clock, of

admirable mechaniſm, which ſhews the

motions of the conſtellations, the revolu

tions of the ſun and moon, the days of the

week, the hours, &c. Another curioſity

in this cathedral is it's pyramidical tower,

uniting, in it's workmanſhip, delicacy

with ſolidity. Straſburg was formerly an

imperial city, but was taken by Louis XIV.

in 1682, and it's fortifications much aug

mented by Vauban. In one of the ſeven

Lutheran churches, is a ſuperb mauſo

leum of white marble, ere&ted to the me

mory of Marſhal Saxe. It is 549 feet

high, and is aſcended by 635 ſteps. It is

2.55 miles E. of Paris. Lat. 43. 35. N.

lon. 7. 51. E.

Stratfield Mortimer, Berkſhire, SW. of

Swallowfield. Stratfield Say, Hampſhire,

NW. of Hartley Row.

STRAtford, a town of Wicklow, in

Leinſter, ſeated on the river Slaney, 26

miles from Dublin.

Stratford, a confiderable village of Eſ.

ſex, ſeparated from Bow in Middleſex, by

the river Lea, over which is a bridge, ſaid

to be the moſt ancient ſtone one in Eng

land, having been built by Maud, wife of

Henry I. It is in the pariſh of Weſt

Ham, 4 miles ENE. of London.

* STRATFor D, FENNY, a town of

Buckinghamſhire, 12 miles E. of Buck

ingham, and 45 NW. of London. Mar

ket on Monday. -

* Stratford, Old, Northamp, on the Ouſe,

oppoſite to Stony Stratford. Stratfºrd,

Old, Warw. near Lapworth. Stratford

St. Andrews, Suffolk, SW. of Saxmund

ham. Stratford, St. Mary's, a confider

able village of Suffolk, near Dedham,

which has a ſhare in the woollen manufac

ture.

STRAtford, Stony, a town of Buck

inghamſhire, with a trade in lace-making.

It is ſeated on the river Ouſe, on the Ro

man highway, called Watling-ſtreet, 6

miles NW. of Fenny-Stratford, and 52

NW, of London. Market on Friday.

*STRATfor D-on-Avon, a town of

Warwickſhire, ſeated on the river Avon,

which is navigable up to the town in

barges. It is chiefly noted as the birth

place of Shakeſpeare, whoſe monument

ſtands near the furthermoſt corner of the

church. The chief trade is in corn and

malt. It is 8 miles SW. of Warwick,

and 94 NW. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

Stratford, Tony, Wilts, SW. of Sarum.

Stratford Water, near Buckingham.

STRAthAvon, a town and fertile little

tračt of Lanerkſhire, S. of Hamilton.

STRATHEARN, a fine vale of Perthſhire,

in Scotland, ſcreened on the N. by the

Grampian mountains, and on the S. by

the Ochills. It contains a great number

of villas. See FARN.

STRATH MoR E, an extenſive valley of

Kincardineſhire, and one of the fineſt tracts

in Scotland. It begins near Stonehaven,

and extends sw. Almoſt as far as Benis.

mond in Stirlingſhire. i

Strathmore, a river of Sutherlandſhire,

that falls into Loch Hope.

STRATHNA v ER, a diſtrićt of Suther

landſhire, in Scotland, which compriſes

the whole NE. part of that county. It

takes it's name from the river Naver.

STRATHspey, an extenſive valley of

Murrayſhire, giving name to a very ſtrik

ing and popular ſpecies of Scotch muſic.

Strathy, a river on the N. coaſt of Su

therlandſhire, which runs into the ſea, near

a promontory to which it gives name.

STRATToN, a town of Cornwall, 18

miles NW. of Launceſton, and 221 W.

by S. of London. Market on Tueſday.

Stratton, Bedfordſ, near Biggleſwade.

Stratton, Dorſetſ, near Frampton. Strat

ton, Glouceſterſ. a mile from Cirenceſter.

Stratton, Glouceſ. E. of Camden. Strat

ton, Norfolk, S. of Aleſham. Stratton,

Staffordſ. near Wolverhampton. Stratton

Audley, Oxfordſ. N. of Biceſter. Stratton,

E. and H/. Hants, SW. of the Candovers.

Stratton, Margareis, Wilts, near Swindon.

Stratton Mary and Mille, Norfolk, SW. of

T t the
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the Saxlinghams. Stratton-on-the-Poſſe,

Somerſe ſhire, near Kiſme, ſdon. Stration

Over, Somerſetſhire, near South Petherton.

Stratton Over, Wilts, SW. of Highworth.

STR AUBING, a town of Bavaria, on the

Danube, 22 miles S.E. of Ratiſbon.

Stravert Peel, Northumberl. S. of Belt

ingham. Strawberry-Hill, Middl, near

Twickenham, on the Thames, repreſents

an ancient abbey, late the ſeat of Horace

Walpole, Lord Orford. Strawton, Lin

coln. S. cf Granthair. Stretchley, Shropſ.

SE. of Wellington. Street, Somerſetſ. E.

of Giaſtonbury. Street, Somerſetſ. SW.

of Glaſtonbuiy. Street, Somerſetſ. near

Ford Abbey, Devonſhire. Street, Suſſex,

SE. of Dichling. Street, Wiltſhire, near

Devizes. Streetkey, Staffordſ, near Lich

field. Streethorp, Yorkſ. near Doncaſter.

Street Houſes and Street Lane, Yorkſhire,

near Leeds. Streglethorp, Lincolnſhire,

SC. of Beckingham. -

STR Elitz, a town of Mecklenburg,

Lower Saxony, giving name to a branch of

the houſe of Mecklenburg.

Strelly, NW. of Nottingham.

Sir R EN GNAs, a town of Sweden, in

Sudermania, with a celebrated gymnaſium.

It is ſeated on the lake Maeler, 30 miles

W. of Stockholm.

Stremixton, or Strinxton, Somerſetſ. W.

of Stoke Gurſey. Strenſhall, Yorkſ. near

Galtres-Foreſt. Sºrenſhall, Yorkſ. S. of

Doncaſter. Strenſham, Worceſterſ. SW.

of Penſhore; noted as the birth-place of

Mr. Samuel Butler, author of Hudibras.

Stretchley Devonſhire, N.W. of Modberry.

Strete, Eſſex, on the Crouch, oppoſite

Walfleet. Stretcſlon, Warw, in Monks

Kirby, manor. Stretford, Heref. E. of

Pembridge. Stretford, Heref. near Kin

nerſley. Strethall, Eſſex, N.W. of Saffrom

Walden. Stretham, and it's Mere, Cam

bridgeſ. SW. of Ely, at the conflux of the

Cam and Ouſe. Stretham, Surry, 3 miles

N. of Croydon, with a noted mineral

water, of a cathartic quality. Stretham,

Suſſex, on the Adur, between Breeding

and Henfield. Stretlam, Durham, near

Marwood. Stretcy, SE. of Bedford.

Stretley, Berkſhire, by the Thames, S. of

Moulsford. Streitenton, Suſſex, on the

river Lavant, near Chicheſter. Strettom,

Cheſh. N.W. of Malpas. Strettox, Del b.

SW. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Stretton,

Derb. 4 miles S. of Cheſter field. Stretion,

N.W. of Hereford. Stretton, between

Gainſborough and Lincoln. Stretton,

Rutl. Stretton, Staff. S.W. of Penkridge.

Stréttan, Staff. N. of Burton-on-Trent.

Stretton All, Shropſ. NE. of Church-Stret

ton. Stretton Baſkerville, Warw. N. of

Wolvey. Stretton Chapel, Cheſh. 4 miles

N. of Northwich. Stretton, Church,

Shropſ. 13 miles S. of Shrewſbury. Siret

ton Grantham, Heref, near Canon Frome.

Sº,'etton, Little, Shropſ. S. of Church Stret

ton. Srettons, Magna and Parva, SE. of

Leiceſter. Stretton under the Foſſe, War

wickſ. near Monks Kirby. Stretton-upon

Dunſmore, Warwickſhire, E. of Stortley.

Sretton upon the Roman Falſe Way, War

wickſ. SW. of Shipſton. Stretzvoc. Head,

JDevonſ. near Ottery. Strickland Hall,

Weſtmorland, W. of Appleby. Strick

land, Great and Little, Weſtmorland, S.

of Strickland Hall.

STRIMon, or EM Boli, a river of Ro

mania, which runs into the Gulf of Con

teſſa.

Strixton, Northamptonſhire, near Eaſton

Mawduit. Straat, or Strode, Glouceſ in

Tiddenham pariſh. Strade, Dº! ſetſhire,

W. of Netherby. Strogle Caffle, Mon

mouthſhire, 5 miles W. of Chepſtow.

Strokeſtown, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Sir RomA, a ſmall iſland on the coat of

Caithneſsſhire, in Scotland, once uſed as a

place of interment by the inhabitants of

ſeveral of the neighbouring iſlands. In

caverns of this iſland, entire uncorrupted

human bodies, that had been dead 63

years, or more, were formerly to be jound.

STRoMBERG, a town of Munſter; and a

town in the palatinate of the Rhine.

STR om Bolo, or STR on Goli, one cf

the Lipari Iſlands, anciently ST RosGYLE.

It is a volcano, which riſes in a conical

form, to the height of above 5oo fathems.

On the eaſt ſide, it has three or four little

craters ranged near each other, not at the

ſummit, but on the declivity, nearly at

two-thirds of it's height. The common

chimney is alſo on the declivity, although

always in the centre of the whole baſe.

It is inhabited, although thinly, notwith

ſtanding it's fires; but care is taken to

avoid the proximity of the crater, which

is yet much to be feared. “I was aſ

ſured,” ſays M. De Lue, “by an Eng

gliſhman, who, like me, had the curioſity

to viſit theſe iſles, that the fine weather

having invited him and his company to land

at Strombolo, they aſcended a volcano,

whoſe craters at that time threw out no

thing; but that while they were attentive

ly viewing them, unapprehenſive of any

danger, they were ſuddenly ſaluted by

ſuch a furious diſcharge, as to be obliged

to retreat with precipitation, and not with

out one of the company being wounded by

a piece of the ſcoria. Of all the volcance

recorded in hiſtory, Strombolo ſeems to be

the only one that burns without ceaſing.

Eina
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Etna and Veſuvius, often Jie quiet for

many months, and even years, without

the leaſt appearance of fire; but Strom

bolo is ever, at work, and, for ages paſt,

has been looked upon as the great light

houſe of theſe ſeas. The iſland is fertile,

and produces much cotton. Lat. 38.5o.

N. lon. 15.45. E. -

STRomness, a town on the W. ſide of

the iſland of Orkney, with an excellent

harbour, 9 miles W. of Kirkwall. -

ST Ron Goli, a town of Calabria Citra,

ſeated on a very high rock. - -

STRossA, one of the Orkney Iſles,

with two ſafe harbours, or road ſteads.

Stroud, Devonſhire, near Modbury.

*ST Roud, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

ſeated on the Stroud, a ſmall ſtream, whoſe

properties are peculiarly adapted to the

dying of ſcarlet and grain colours. It's

banks are crowed with the houſes of clo

thiers; and a navigable canal accompanies

it's progreſs to the Severn. This canal

has been lately extended to join the Thames

at Lechlade. See THAMEs. Stroud is

11 miles SE. of Glouceſter, and 1 oz. W.,

by N. of London. Market on Friday.

Stroud, a village of Kent, oppoſite Ro

cheſter, being parted from it by the river

Medway. Stroud, Surry, NW. of St.

Ann's Hill. Stroud End, Glouceſterſ. in

Painſwick pariſh. Stroud-Green, Middl.

in Hornſey pariſh. Stroud Green, Surry,

NE. of Croydon. Stroway, a river in

Monmouthſhire. Stroxton, Lincolnſ. near

Grantham. Strubby, Lincolnſ. between

Saltfleetby and Alford.

Norfolk, S. of Blowfield. Strutton, Surry,

near Croydon. Stubbington, Surry, near

Farnham. Stuhly Lane, Staffordſhire, S.

of Marchington.

Stuben, a town of Hungary, with

hot-baths, and mines of copper and ſilver

in the neighbourhood. -

Stubham Lodge, Yorkſ, near Ilkley.

Stuhhampton, Dorſetſhire, near Eaſtbury.

Stubley, Derbyſ. near Dronfield. Stubley,

Lancaſ. NE. of Rochdale. Stubton Heath,

4 miles from Lincoln Heath. Stuckley,

Bucks, between Winſlow and Leighton.

Studdy, Norfolk, near Holt. Studham,

Bedfordſ, near Market Street.

Herts, adjoining Kenſworth.

Cumb. in Kirkbanton pariſh. Studland,

Dorſetſhire, on Pool Bay. Studland Bay,

Dorſetſ. E. of Studland, is reckoned a ſafe

harbour to anchor in. Studley, Bucks, in

Ockley pariſh ; but part of it is in Ox

fordſhire. Studley, Devonſhire, NW. of

Tiverton. Studley, Oxfordſhire, NE. of

Wood Eaton. Studley, Warwickſhire,

SE. of Ipſley. Sudley, Wilts, near Calne.

Strumpſhaw,

Studham,

Studholm,

§ Yorkſhire, a mile from Rippon.

Stukeley, Great and Little, Huntingd.NW.

of Huntingdon. It was anciently called

Stivecle, or Stiff Clay, from the nature of

the ſoil. Stukeley, or Stivicle, Bucks, near

Monks Riſborough. Stukeſwold, Lin

colnſhire, NW, of Tatterſhall Chace.

STULINGEN, a town of Suabia.

STULwissE NBURG, a town of Hun

gary, 24 miles S.W. of Buda.

Stury, Yorkſhire, near Flamborough,

Sturmer, Eſſex, near Haverill, in Suffolk.

. STURMINSTER, or Stou RMINsTER

Newton, a town in Dorſetſhire, feated.

on the river Stour, 2 o miles NNE. of

Dorcheſter, and 111 W. by S. of London.

Market on Thurſday. º

Sturminſter Marſhal, on the Stour, 4.

miles E. of Sturminſter. Sturry, Kent,

by the river Stour, 2 miles NE. of Canter

bury. Sturſion, Derbyſ. NE. of Aſhborn.

Sturſion, Norfolk, 4 miles S.W. of Watton. A

Sturſion, Suffolk, N. of Yaxley. Sturt

low, Huntingd, in Bugden pariſh, Sturt

marſh, Kent, in Sheppey Iſle. Surton,

Lancaſ. N. of Garſtang. Sturton, Nott."

SW. ofGainſborough. Sturton, or Stour

ton, Wilts, W. of Mere, Sturton, and

Sturlon Caſtle, Staffordſ. on the river Stour.

Sturton, Yorkſ. SW. of Otley. Stourton,

Yorkſ. W. of Skipton. Sturton, Great,

Lincolnſhire, N.W. of Horncaſtle. Stut

fall Caſtle, Kent in Limme pariſh.

STutgARD, a city of Suabia, capital

of the duchy of Wirtemberg. The ſtreets

are narrow' in the town, and the houſes

generally of wood; but, there are fine

houſes, and wide ſtraight ſtreets, in one

of the ſuburbs. Here are the duke's pa

lace; an orphan-houſe, with rich cabinets

of curioſities, and handſome gardens; an

academy of painting, ſculpture, and archi

tecture, eſtabliſhed in 1701; and manu

faëtures of ſtuffs, filk-ſtockings, and rib

bons. It is ſeated near the river Neckar,

40 miles NW. of Ulm.

Stutteſbury, Northamptonſhire, NW. of

Brackley. Stutton, Lincolnſhire, NE. of

Louth. Stutton, Suffolk, near Brantham.

Suabia, a circle of Germany, bounded

on the N. by the circle of Franconia, and

the palatinate of the Rhine; on the W. by

the circle of the Lower Rhine and Alſace;

on the S. by Swiſſerland, and the Tyroleſe;

and on the E. by Bavaria. It compre

hends the duchies of Wirtemberg, the

margravate of Baden, the principalities of

Hoven-Zollern, Oetringen, and Mindel

heim; the biſhoprics of Augſburg, Con

ſtance, and Coire, with ſeveral abbeys and

free towns. The Duke of Wirtemburg
is direčtor. - -
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SuANA. See SoANA.

SUANes, SU ANI, or SUANETI, a poor

and ſimple people of Aſia, who inhabit

one of the four diviſions of the kingdom of

Imeritia. They ſubſiſt by raiſing cattle,

and by a little agriculture. Major Ren

nel ſuppoſes them to be the deſcendants of

a people of the ſame name and country,

who are mentioned by Strabo. They were

in his time, a formidable and numerous

nation, governed by a king, with a na

tional council of 3oo perſons. They are

ſaid to have collected a confiderable quan

tity of gold, by means of fleeces, which

they ſunk in their torrents ; a practice

from which Strabo derives the fable of the

Golden Fleece. " It is reported, that this

mode of collećting gold ſtill ſubſiſted

when the Turks were in poſſeſſion of

Mingrelia, and that the produce of a river,

called the Zgenis-ſkald, was farmed by

certain Jews of Conſtantinople. -

SuAqueM, a ſmall iſland in the Red

Sea, near the coaſt of Nubia, with a ſea

port of the ſame name, anciently called

TheoN SoTER. The iſland is ſituated in

a bay, the entrance of which is narrow, and

well ſecured from every wind, with five,

ſix, and ſeven fathoms water. A Turk

iſh baſhaw reſides here. Lat. 19. 20. N.

Stubberton, Hampſhire, near Biſhop's-

Waltham.

SUBRIAco, a town in the Campagna

di-Roma, 33 miles E. of Rome.

Suckholm, Nott. near Wirkſop. Suck

lebridge, Somerſ. Suckley, SW. of Wor

ceſter. Sudbarn, Suff. by Orford. Sud

borough, Northamp. NW. of Thrapſton.

Sudbroke, NE. of Lincoln. Sudbroke,

Monm. near Caldicot. Sudbroke, Surry,

2 miles from Kingſton. -

near Windſor. Sudbury, Derbyſ. 6 miles

from Uttoxeter. Sudbury, Devonſ, near

Sudmouth. Sudbury and it's Green, Mid

dleſex, at the foot ot. Harrow-Hill. Sud

bury, Glouceſ. in Tiddenham pariſh.

* Subbu RY, a borough of Suffolk,

ſeated on the river Stour, was one of the

firſt ſeats of the Flemings, who were

brought over by Edward III. to teach the

Engliſh the art of manufacturing their own

wool. It became, in conſequence, very

populous and opulent. It's trade is now

diverted, in great part, into other chan

nels, however, many kinds of thin ſtuffs

are ſtill made here, ſuch as ſays, perpetu

anas, bunting for ſhips' colours, burial

crapes, &c. The river was made navi

gable from this place to Maningtree many

years ago. It is 14 miles SSE. of St.

Edmundſbury, and 56 N.E. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Sudbury, Berks,

Sudbury Tenements, Glouceſterſhire, in

Winchcomb pariſh. Sudcote Steel, Yorkſ.

near Hull. Sudden, Dorſetſhire, 2 miles

S. of Owre Moigne. Suddington, Glou

ceſterſhire, near Cirenceſter.

SUDERMANIA, or SUDERMAN LAND,

a province of Sweden, S. of Upland and

Weſtmanland, about 62 miles in length,

and 42 in breadth. It is the moſt popu

lous and beſt cultivated part of Sweden,

having alſo a fertile ſoil, with fiſheries,

and mines of divers metals. Nicoping is

the capital.

Superoe, one of the Ferro Iſlands, in

the Northern Ocean, remarkable for a dan

gerous whirlpool near it, which is occa

ſioned by a crater, 61 fathoms deep in the

centre, and between 50 and 55 at the fides.

The danger at moſt times, eſpecially in

ſtorms, is very great; ſhips are irreſiſtibly

drawn in ; the rudder loſes it's power, and

the waves beat as high as the maſts, ſo

that an eſcape is almoſt miraculous; yet,

at the reflux, and in very ſtill weather, the

inhabitants venture in boats, for the ſake

of fiſhing.

Sudgrove, or Southgrove, Glouceſterſ.

Sudick, Durham, N. ofMonk-Wearmouth.

Sudley, Glouceſterſhire, a mileS. of Winch

comb. Sudmead, near Glouceſter.

Suez, a town of Egypt, ſeated at the

N. end of the W. gulf of the Red Sea,

called the Gulf of Suez, with a harbour.

This gulf is ſeparated from the Medi

terranean by an iſthmus, 12o miles over,

which joins Aſia to Africa. The town is

ſurrounded by a ſandy country, and is

without water. It is very much crowded

with people, when the Turkiſh galleys

arrive there. However, at other times, it

is almoſt deſerted, and the harbour is too

ſhallow to admit ſhips of great burden.

The commerce of Suez with Cairo is car

ried on only by means of caravans, but

ſeveral veſſels ſail annually between this

port and Jidda. It is 60 miles ESE. of

Cairo. Lat. 3o. 2. N. lon. 32.45. E.

Suffield, Norf. NW. of North Walſham.

Suffield, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Scarborough.

Suffolk, an Engliſh county, bounded

on the W. by Cambridgeſhire, on the N.

by Norfolk, on the S. by Eſſex, and on

the E. by the German Ocean. It extends

58 miles from E. to W. and 28 from N.

to S. It is divided into 22 hundreds,

containing 31 towns, and 575 pariſhes.

The air is very clear and healthy, even

near the ſea-coaſt. The ſoil is of various

qualities, but the country in general level.

That near the ſhore is ſandy and full of

heaths, yet abounds in rye, peas, turnips,

carrots, and hemp, with aumerous flocks
ot
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of ſheep. Copious beds of petrified ſhells,

called ſhell-marl, which are found in va

rious parts between Woodbridge and Or

ford, have for many years been made uſe

of for improving light land, and have libe

rally rewarded the agricultural labours in
thoſe parts. High-Suffolk, or the Wood

lands, which is the inland part of the

county, has a rich, deep clay and marl,

that yields good paſture-grounds, on which

feed abundance of cattle. That part

which lies on the confines of Eſſex and

Cambridgeſhire, affords alſo excellent paſ

ture; and about Bury St. Edmund's, and

to the N. and NW. it is fruitful in corn,

except towards Newmarket. It's princi

pal produce is butter and cheeſe; but as

the latter is only ſupplementary to the for

mer, it has gained, almoſt proverbially, the

chara&er of the worſt in England. Grain

of all ſorts, beans, and hemp, are grown

in this county, and a few hops not far

from Sudbury. They have an excellent

breed of draught lººk. the farmers are

ſkilful; and on the whole, this county,

with reſpect to agriculture, is one of the

moſt thriving in England. The principal

rivers are the Stour, the Waveney, Little

Ouſe, Larke, Deben, Alde, and Orwell.

Ipſwich is the principal town, but the

aſſizes are held at Bury St. Edmund's. *

Sufton, E. of Hereford.

SugARloaf-Hill, GREAT and Lit

Tle, two high conical mountains, -in

Wicklow, Leinſter. They are ſituated

near Bray, between Wicklow and Duh

Hin, about 12 miles from each of theſe

orts.

SuoelMessA, or SIGELMESSA, a town

of Morocco, capital of a diſtriët about 1oo

miles in length. It abounds in corn,

dates, and other fruits; and has mines of

iron, lead, and antimony. It is 72 miles

NNE. of Tafilet.

Sugnel, Great and Little, Staffordſ. N.W.

of Eccleſhall. Sugwas, near Hereford.

Suik, a large river of Munſter, which

riſes in Tipperary, is navigable for barges,

from Clonmel to the ſea; and for veſſels of

confiderable burden, from Carrick on Suir.

At Waterford it forms a deep and ſpaci

ous harbour, and below that city it unites

with the Nore, and paſſes on to the ſea,

3 miles below Waterford, forming a com

modious haven, deep enough for the largeſt

veſſels.

Sulbury, Bucks, E. of Winſlow: Sul

by, Northamptonſ. NW. of Naſeby. Sul

ford, Northamptonſ. near Haddon. Sul

grave, Northamptonſ. near Weedom. Sul

ham, Berkſhire, 4 miles W. of Reading.

Sulhamſted Abbots, Berks, on the Kennet,

oppoſite Inglefield. Sulemacha, Hert

fordſhire, near Elſtree.

Sully, a town in the dept. of Saone

and Loire; and a town in the dept. of
Loiret.

Sulmon A, a town of Abruzzo Citra.

SultaniA, a town in Irac Agemi,

built on the ruins of the ancient Tigrano

certa.

Sulton, Suſſex, W. of Arundel Foreſt.

Sultsbach, a town of Bavaria.

SU LtzBURG, a town of Suabia; and

a town of Bavaria. -

SUMATRA, an iſland of Aſia, the moſt

weſtern of the Sunda Iſlands, about 7co

miles in length, and 120 in it's greateſt

breadth. On the SE, it is ſeparated from

Java by the Straits of Sunda. It's gene

ral dire&tion is nearly NW. and SE. The

equator divides it into almoſt equal parts,

the one extremity being in 5. 33. N. and

the other in 5. 56. S. lat. No account

had been given of this iſland, by any Eng

liſhman, till the year 1778, when Mr.

Charles Miller publiſhed an account of the

manners of a particular diſtrićt, in the

68th volume of the Philoſophical Tranſ-,

actions. Theſe were the Bettas, a people

who live in the interior parts, called the

Caſſia country. They differ from all the

other inhabitants in language, manners,

and cuſtoms. They eat the priſoners

whom they take in war, though only in

terrorem, and not as common food, and

hang up their ſkulls as trophies in their

houſes. From this country, the greateſt

part of the caſſia that is ſent to Europe is

procured. It abounds alſo with the cam- -

phire trees, which conſtitute the common

timber in uſe; and in theſe trees the cam

phire is found native, in a concrete form.

It is remarkable, that in this ſtate it is

ſold to the Chineſe, at the price of 250l.

or 3ool. per cwt. but theſe dexterous artiſts

contrive to furniſh the Europeans with it,

at about a quarter of that price. In 1783,

Mr. Marſden, who had been ſecretary to

the preſident and council of Fort Maribo

rough, publiſhed a hiſtory of Sumatra,

with very copious particulars of the iſland.

He repreſents it as ſurpaſſed by few in the

beautiful indulgencies of nature. A chain

of high mountains, in ſome of which are

volcanoes, runs through their whole ex

tent; their altitude, though great, is not

ſufficient to occaſion their being covered

with ſnow during any part of the year.

Between theſe ridges are extenſive plains,

conſiderably elevated above the ſurface of

the maritime lands. In theſe, the air is

cool; and, from this advantage, they are

eſteemed the moſt eligible Portion of the

T t 3 country,
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country, are the beſt inhabited, and the

moſt cleared from woods, which elſewhere,

in general, throughout Sumatra, cover

both hills and valleys with an eternal

ſhade. Here too are found many large

lakes, that facilitate much the communi

cation between the different parts. The

heat of the air is far from being ſo intenſe

as might be expected from a country oc

cupying the middle of the torrid zone;

and it is more temperate than many re

gtons without the tropics, the thermome

ter, at the moſt ſultry hour, about two in

the afternoon, generally fluêtuating be

tween 82 and 85 degrees. Mr. Marſden

divides the inhabitants into Malays, Ache

neſe, Battas, Lampoons, and Rejangs; and

he takes the latter as the ſtandard of de

ſcription, with reſpešt to the perſons,

manners, and cuſtoms of the inhabitants.

They are rather below the middle ſtature;

their bulk in proportion; their limbs, for

the moſt part ſlight, and particularly ſmall

at the wriſts and ancles; and, upon the

whole, they are accounted gracelully form

ed. Their hair is ſtrong, and of a ſhining

black. The men are beardleſs; great

ains being taken to render them ſo, when

oys, by rubbing their chins with a kind

of quicklime. Their complexion is pro

perly yellow, wanting the red tinge that

conſtitutes a copper or tawny colour.

They are, in general, lighter than the

Mºſtces, or half-breed, of the reſt of In

dia; thoſe of the wealthier claſs, who are

not expoſed to the rays of the fun, and

particularly their women, approaching to

a degree of fairneſs. Some of the inhabit:

ants of the hilly parts ate obſerved to have

the ſwelled neck, or goiter; but they at

tempt no remedy for it, as theſe wens are

confiltent with the higheſt health. The

rites of marriage among the Sumatrans,

conſiſt ſimply in joining the hands of the

parties, and pronouncing them man and

wife, without much ceremony, excepting

the entertainment which is given upon the

occaſion. But little apparent courtſhip

precedes their marriages. Their manners

do not admit of it; the young people of

each ſex being carefully kept aſunder, and

the girls being ſeldom truſied frcm under

the wing of their mothers. The oppor

tunities which the young people have of

feeing and converting with each other, are

at the public feſtivals. On theſe occaſions,

the perſons, who are unmarried, meet to

gºther, and dance and ſing in company.

- The nen, when determined in their re

gards, generally employ an old woman as

their agent, by whom they make known

their ſentiments, and ſend preſents to the

female of their choice. The parents then

interfere, and the preliminaries being ſet

tled, a #. takes place. At theſe felti

vals, a goat, a buffalo, or ſeveral, accord

ing to the rank of the parties, are killed

to entertain, not only the relations and in

vited gueſts, but all the inhabitants of the

neighbouring country, who chuſe to re

pair to them. The greater the concourſe,

the more is the credit of the hoſt, who is,

generally on theſe occaſions, the father of

the girl. The cuſtoms of the Sumatrans

permit their having as many wives as they

can purchaſe, or afford to maintain ; but

it is extremely rare, that an inſtance oc

curs of their having more than one, and

that only among a few of the chiefs. The
children are nurſed but little, not confined

by any ſwathing, or baudages; and being

ſuffered to roll about the floor, ſoon learn

to walk and ſhift for themſelves. When

cradles are uſed, they ſwing ſuſpended

from the ceilings of the rooms. The Su

matrans are fond of the barbarous diver

fion of cock-fighting, taking great Pains

in rearing and feeding cocks, and never

matching the ſame colours; but a grey

againſt a pile, a yellow againſt a red, and

the like.". It rarely, happens...that both

cocks ſurvive the combat. The wild

beaſts of Sumatra are tigers, elephants of

a ſuperior ſize, rhinocerotes, bears, mon

keys, and even cats. The tigers prove to

file, inhabitants, both in their journeys,

and even their domeſtic occupations, moſt

deſtructive enemies. The number of Peo

ple annually ſlain by theſe rapacious ty

rants of the woods, is alrmoſt incredible.

Whole villages have been depopulated by

them. Yet, from a ſuperſtitious preju

dice, it is with difficulty they are prevail

ed upon, by a large reward which the In

dia Company offers, to uſe methods of de

ſtroying them; till they have ſuſtained

ſome particular injury in their own family

or kindred. Their traps, of which they

can make variety, are very ingeniouſly

contrived. Sometimes they are in the na

ture of ſtrong cages, with falling doors,

into which the beaſt is enticed by a goat

or dog it,cloſed as a bait; ſometimes they

manage that a large timber ſhall fall in a

grove, acroſs his back ; ſometimes he is

mooled about the loins with ſtrong rattans;

ſometimes he is led to aſcend a plank,

nearly balanced, which turning when he is

part the centre, lets him falt upon ſharp

ſtakes prepared below. Inſtances have

occurred of a tiger being caught by one of

the former modes, which had many marks

in his body of the partial ſucceſs of this

laſt expedient. The ſize and tºrsº
th:
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the ſpecies which prevails on this iſland is

prodigious. They are ſaid to break, with

a ſtroke of their fore paw, the leg of a

horſe or a buffalo; and the largeſt prey

they kill is without difficulty dragged

into the woods by them. This they uſu.

ally periorm on the ſecond night, being

ſuppoſed, on the firſt, to gratify them

ſelves with ſucking the blood only. Time

is by this d-lay afforded to prepare for

their deſtruction; and to the methods al

ready enumerated, beſide ſhooting them,

may be added that of placing a veſſel of

water, ſtrongly impregnated with arſenic,

near the carcaſe. The tiger having ſati

lated itſelf with the fleſh, is prompted to

aſſuage his thirſt with the tempting li

quor at hand, and periſhes in the indul

gence. Their chief ſubſistence is moſt

probably, the monkeys with which the

woods abound. . They are deſcribed as

alluming them to their fate, by a faſcinat

ing power, ſimilar to what has been ſup

poſed of the ſnake; and, ſays Mr. Marſ

den, “I am not incredulous enough to

treat the idea with contempt, having my

felt obſerved that when an alligator or

:crocodile, in a river, comes under an over

hanging bough of a tree, the monkeys, in

a ſtate of alarm and diſtraćtion, crowd to

the extremity, and chattering and trembl

ing, approach nearer and nearer to the

almphibious monſter that awaits to devour

them as they drop, which their fright ren

ders almoſt unavoidable.” Theſe alliga

tors likewiſe occaſion the loſs of many in

habitants, frequently deſtroying the peo

ple as they battle in the river, according

to their regular cuſtom, and which the

perpetual evidence of the riſk attending it,

cannot deter them from. A ſuperſtitious

idea of their ſanctity, alſo, preſerves them

from moleſtation, although with a hook of

ſufficient ſtrength, they may be taken

without much difficulty. The other ani

maſs of Sumatra are buffaloes, a ſmall

kind of horſes, goats, hogs which run

wild in the mountains, deer, bullocks,

and hog-deer. This laſt is an animal

ſomewhat larger than a rabbit, the head

reſembling that of a hog, and it's ſhanks

and feet like thoſe of the deer. The be

zoar. ſtone found on this animal has been

valued at ten times it's weight in gold;

it is of a dark brown colour, ſmooth on

the outſide, and the coat being taken off,

it appears ſtill darker, with ſtrings run

nºng underneath the coat ; it will ſwim on

the top of the water. If it be infuſed in

any liquid, it makes it extremely bitter ;

the virtues uſually attributed to this ſtone

are cleaning the ſtomach, creating an ap

petite, and ſweetening the blood. Of

birds they have a greater variety than of

beaſts. The coo-ow, or Sumatran phea

ſant, is a bird of uncommon beauty. They

have ſtorks of prodigious ſize, parrots,

dunghill fowls, ducks, the largeſt cocks

in the world, woodpigeons, doves, and a

great variety of ſmall birds different from

ours, and diſtinguiſhed by the beauty of

their colours. Of their reptiles, they have

ſerpents, lizards, flying lizards, and ca

meleon. The iſland ſwarms with infects,

and their varieties are no leſs extraordina

ry than their numbers. The principal

ſeeds ſown are rice and millet. They

have ſugar-cºnes, beans, peas, radiſhes,

yams, potatoes, pumpkins, and ſeveral

kinds of pot-herbs unknown to Europe;

and here are found moſt of the fruits to

be met in other parts of the E. Indies in

the greateſt perfection. Indigo, Braſil

wood, two ſpecies of the bead-fruit ree,

the beſt pepper in the E. Indies except

that of Cochin China, and the moſt im

portant article of commerce here; benji

min, coffee, and cotton, are likew, the

produce of this iſland. Here alſo is the

cabbage tree and ſilk cotton tree; and the

fore its contain a great variety of valuable

ſpecies of wood, as ebony, pine, ſandal,

eagle, or aloes, teek, manchineeſ, and iron

wood, and alſo the banyan tree. Gold,

tin, iron, copper, lead, ſulphur, arºenic,

and ſaltpetre, are alſo produced at Suma

tra. Bees wax is a commodity of great

importance here; and they have likewiſe

edible birds-neſts. There is plenty of

fiſh in their rivers. The Engliſh and

Dutch have factories on this iſland; the

principal one of the former being Fort

Marlborough, on the SW. coaſt. Suma

tra is divided into many petty kingdoms.

The original natives of Sumatra are Pa

gains; but it is to be obſerved, that when

the Sumatrans, or any of the natives of

the eaſtern iſlands, learn to read the Ara

bic charaćter, and ſubmit to circumciſion,

they are ſaid to become Malays; the term

Malay being underſtood to incan Muffal

//laº!.

SuMB1, a province of Angola, in Afri

ca, lying in about 11 deg. S. lat. and but

little known.

Sunbridge, Devonſhire, near Barnſtaple.

Summery, Leiceſtel it...re, near Cold-Orton.

Summer Court, Cornwall.

* SUMMER-Hill, a town of Meath, in

Leinſter, 20 miles from Dublin.

Summerly, Suſſex, S. of Burdham.

Summers, Bedf. E. of Luton. Summerton,

Oxf. near Fritweil. Summerſon, Suffolk.

SUN ART, a diſtrict cf Argyleſhire, re

T tº 4. - markable
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markable for numerous veins of lead,

which, however, are not very produćtive.

SUN ART Loch, an inlet of the ſea, in

Argyleſhire, which ſeparates the Iſland of

Mull from the diſtrict of Morven,

Sunbiggin, Weſtmorl. S. of Croſby-Ra

venſworth. Sunbrick, Lancaſhire, W. of

Ken Sands. Sunbury, Middleſex, between

Hampton-Court and Shepperton.

SU NEURY, a town of Georgia, in N.

America, with a ſafe and convenient har

bour. It is a pleaſant, healthy town, and

is the reſort of the planters from the adja

cent places of Midway and Newport, dur

ing the ſickly months. It is 30 miles

SSW. of Savannah.

SUNDA Is LAND's, in the Indian Ocean,

near the Straits of Sunda, The chief of

them are Borneo, Java, and Sumatra.

SUN D2 RB JN Ds, a traćt of country,

conſiſting of that part of the Delta of the

Ganges, in Hindooſtan, in Bengal, which

borders on the ſea. It is compoſed of a

labyrinth of rivers and creeks, all of which

are ſalt, except thoſe that immediately

communicate with the principal arm of

the Ganges. In extent it is equal to the

principality of Wales. “It is ſo com

pletely enveloped in woods, and infeſted

with tigers,” ſays Major Rennell, “ that

if any attempts have ever been made to

civar it (as is reported) they have hitherto

miſcarried.” Here ſalt, in quantities

equal to the whole conſumption of Bengal

and it's dependencies, is made and tranſ.

ported with equal facility; and here alſo
is found an almoſt inexhauſtible ſtore of

timber for boat building.

SUNDER BURG, a ſea-port of the Iſle of

Alien, Denmark.

SUNDER doo, a ſmall iſland and ſea

ort of Hindooſtan, on the Concan coaſt.

* SUNDER LAND, a ſea port in the coun

ty of Durham, ſeated at the mouth of the

river Wear, where it empties itſelf into the

German Ocean, is a populous, thriving,

well-built town. It's inhabitants are eſ

timated at 30,000. Coal is the ſtaple

commodity, of which 280,000 chaldrons,

Newcaſtle heaſure, are exported annually.

In one year, (1791) 4905 veſſels cleared

coaſtways, and 703 overſea, in all 5608.

Glaſs, bottles, lime, ſalt, grindſtones, co

Peräs, and pottery-ware, are alſo exported.

It has a handſome church, a large and ele

gant chapel of eaſe, a neat and large cha

pel for the Methodiſts, five Diſſenters’

meeting-houſes, an hoſpital for old ſeamen

or their widows; another for eight poor

women, a diſpenſary, and other public

buildings. For a long time the naviga

tion of this port was conſiderably imped.

ed, from the want of a ſufficient depth of

water, to admit ſhips of any conſiderable

burden to put to ſea with their whole lad

ing; to remedy which, ſuch veſſels were

obliged to take part of their cargo in the

open road; by which, the keel-men, who

bring down the coals, were often expoſed,

in ſudden ſtorms, to danger, by venturing

out to ſea with the remainder of their lad

ing; to obviate which inconvenience, and

the danger to which the veſſels are there

often expoſed, many of the largeſt ſhips

belonging to this port were obliged to take

in their lading at Shields. But this in

convenience is now very much remedied,

by recent improvements in the harbour,

and particularly the addition of a north

pier, by which the ebbing tide gains

greater force to ſcour the ſand, which

forms a bar at the entrance of the har

bour; the tide now flows 16 feet, and ad

mits veſſels of 300 and 4oo tons burden.

A bridge, has been lately erected acroſs

the river wear, thought to be the greateſt

curioſity of it's kind in the world... It is

not leſs remarkable for it's prodigious

height and extreme ſpan, than for the pe.

culiarity of it's conſtrućtion, being formed

of ſmall ſegments of caſt iron, joined in

ſuch a manner as to form a complete arch,

the ſpan of which is 236 feet, and will ad

mit of veſſels ſailing under it of 400 tons

burden, by only ſtriking their top-gallant

maſts. It is 1.3 miles NE. of Durham,

and 264 N. by W. of London.

Sunderlahd, Cumberl. 4 miles NE. cf

Cockermouth. Sunderland, Durham, by

Branſpeth Caſtle. Sunderland, Northumb.

by the ſea, N. of Dunſtaburgh Caſtle.

Sunderland, High, Yorkſ, near Halifax.

Sunderland. Point, Lancaſhire, on the coaſt

SW. of Lancaſter. Sunderland-Wick,

Yorkſhire, near Great and Little Driffield.

SUND1, a province of Africa, in Congo,

which lies along the river Zaire. It's ri

vers render it extremely fertile, and in the

mountains are mines of ſeveral metals.

The capital is of the ſame name. Lat. 4.

50. S. lon. 17. 55. E. -

Sundan, Upper and Lower, Bedfordſhire,

SW. of Stretley. Sundridge, Kent, :

miles and a half NE. of Weſtram.

dridge, Kent, in Bromley pariſh.

SUNDswall, a ſea-port of Medelpadia,

Sweden. Lat. 62.47. N. lon. 17. 5. E.

Sunger, Warw. S. of Claverdon. Sun

ger, Wilts, near Clarendon. Sunk-Iſland,

Yorkſ. in the Humber, SE. of Hull; two

miles long, and one and a half broad. Sun

ing, Berks, on the Thames, 2 miles NE.

of Reading. , Sanning-Hill, Berks, in

Windſor-Foreſt, near Bagſhot; it's".
C

Sun--

!
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cinal wells are efficacious in paralytic

caſes. Sunning-Mell, Berks, S.E. of Ba

fil’s Leigh. - -

Superior, the largeſt lake of North

America, and ſuppoſed to be the largeſt

body of freſh water on the globe. Ac

cording to the French charts, it is 1.5oo

miles in circumference. There are many

iſlands in this lake; two of them ale very

large, eſpecially Iſle Royale, which is 100

miles long, and in places 4o broad. The

ſurrounding coaſt is rocky and uneven.

Upward of 30 rivers enter this lake, ſome

of which are of conſiderable ſize. It

abounds with trout and ſturgeon; the

former weighing from 12 to 50 pounds.

Storms affect this lake as much as they do

the Atlantic Ocean. It diſcharges it's

waters from the SE. corner, through the

Straits of St. Marie, into Lake Huron.

Supino, a town of Moliſo, Naples.

SURAT, a ſea port of Hindooſtan, en

compaſſed on the land fide with two brick

walls, and ſaid to contain 3co,oco inha

bitants. It’s trade is very confiderable,

it being the great ſtore-houſe of the moſt

Precious produćtions of India ; and in

the city are as many different profeſſions

of religion as in Amſterdam; for there

are Mahometans of ſeveral fests, and many

ſorts of Gentoos. Mr. Niebuhr ſays,

that the Mahometans at Surat are not, by

far, ſo ſtrict as they are in Arabia, or in

other Turkiſh countries, nor are the diſ

tin&ion of tribes among the Hindoos who

reſide here ſtrictly obſerved. “ Theſe

Hindoos,” he continues, “are a ſet of in

duſtrious ſober people, and of ſuch fur

'priſing honeſty, that no Europeans have

ever had cauſe to repent the entruſting,

even their whole fortune, to the Banians,

who being born to trade, are employed

here as brokers, as the Jews are in Tur

key. The Hindoo women aſſiſt their huſ.

bands in earning their bread, and keep

themſelves ſo clean, that the European

women, who come to India, are obliged to

follow their example, or run the riſk of

loſing their huſband's affections. When

a child is born, a Bramin is to declare,

by aſtrological rules, whether the child is

come into the world in a lucky hour or

not. This done, he hangs a thin ſtring

over the ſhoulder of a boy, who wears this

diſtinčtive mark of his nation all his life

time. The Bramins fix the time for the

celebration of weddings; and alſo order

and announce the holy-days. Every Ba

nian is obliged, every morning, afterwaſh

ing and bathing himſelf, to have a kind of

ſeal impreſſed on his forehead, by a Bra

min; though this is the office of inferior

Bramins only. ... I ſaw, one morning, a

great number of them fit on the riverſide.

under the caſtle, where a number of girls

and women reſorted to bathe, and to ſay .

their morning prayers. Every one of theta

gave the clean clothes, which they intend

ed to wear for that day to one of theſe

prieſts, and then went into the river.

They afterward exchange their wet clothes

for the dry ones, publicly on ſhore, but

with ſuch a dexterity, that the moſt curi

ous obſerver could ſee nothing inconſiſtent

with decency. The Bramin, afterward,

dipped his thumb into ſome red colour,

and impreſſed it on the forehead of the wo.

men, who reciprocally marked the prieſt

again, though ſlightly, leſt his face ſhould

be daubed all over, by the great number

of markers. Laſtly, the perſon that is

figned, and in this manner conſecrated for

the day, keeps the colour-box in one hand,

ſays a ſhort prayer, gives the Bramin one

or two handfuls of rice, and then, with

her wet clothes on the other hand, returns

home.”—Beſides the Mahometans and

Gentoos, there are Jews and Chriſtians of

various denominations, at Surat. The

ſurrounding country is fertile, except to

wards the ſea, which is ſandy and barren.

Here is a fine garden, the property of the

Dutch Eaſt India Company, the aſpect of

which is rich and charming. Before the

Engliſh Eaſt India Company obtained

poſſeſſion of Bombay, the preſidency of

their affairs on the coaſt of Malabar was

held at Surat; and they had a factory

eſtabliſhed there. Even after the preſi

dency was transferred to Bombay, the fac

tory was continued. The Great Mogul

had then an officer here, who was ſtyled

his admiral, and received a revenue called

the tanka, of the annual value of three

lacks of rupees, ariſing from the rents of

adjacent lands, and the taxes levied at Su

rat. The tyranny of this officer towards

the merchants, induced the E. India Com

pany, in 1759, to fit out an armament,

which diſpoſſeſſed the admiral of the caſtle;

and, ſoon after, the poſſeſſion of this caſtle

was confirmed to them by the court of

Delhi. They obtained, moreover, the ap

pointment to the poſt of admiral, and

were conſtituted receivers of the tanka, ſo

that the Engliſh are, at preſent, the actual

ſovereigns of Surat, and engroſs nearly the

whole trade of the city. They keep the

nabob of Surat in a ſtate of dependance,

allowing him only an income on which he

may live ſuitably to his dignity. The In

dians are content with their new maſters,

and the merchants are no longer in danger

from the avaricious extortions of the na

bobs.
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bobs. It is ſituated on the confines of

Guzerat, about zo miles up the river

Tapty, and 177 N. of Bombay. Lat. 21.

zo. N. lon. 72.48. E.

Surbiton, Surry, near Kingſton. Sur

fleet, Eſſex, at the mouth of the Coln, N.W.

of Gunfleet. Surfleet, Lincolnſhire, on

Boſton Dike, near the Waſh.

Surgowny, in Armagh, Ulſter.

Suridlington, Lincolnſhire, SW. ofMar

ket-Raiſin. - -

Su RIN AM, a country of S. America, in

Guiana. It extends along the river Suri

nam, 150 miles in length, and 6o in

breadth; abounds in fruits, fiſh, game,

and fingular animals of various kinds.

The ſoil is, in general, abundantly fuit

ful in ſugar, cotton, tobacco, indigo, co

coa, gums, wood for dying, &c. The

woods are full of monkeys, and there are

likewiſe tigers, with parrots, ſcorpions of

'an amazing fize, and a great variety of in

ſe&ts. In 1674, this ſettlement, which

had been partly planted by the Engliſh,

was ceded to the Dutch by King Charles II.

in exchange for the province of New York.

Paramaribo is the chief town.” Lat. 4, 45.

to 6. N. lon. 53.40. to 56.25: W. "

SURINGIA, or Sursju, a ſea-port of

Niphon, in Japan, capital of a province of

the ſame name, with a caſtle, where the

emperors formerly refided. It is 170 miles

SSE. of Meaco. . . . -

• Surly, Nottinghamſhire, N. of Blythe.

Surlingham, St. Mary's and St. Saviour’s,

SE. of Norwich. Surrendon, Kent, NW.

of Aſhford." * . .

Sur R x, a county of England, bounded

on the N. by Middleſex and a point of

Buckinghamſhire, on the E. by Kent,

on the S. by Suſſex, and on the W. by

Hampſhire and Berks. It's greateſt length

s about 37 miles, and it’s breadth 26.

It is divided into 13 hundreds, containing

1 r market towns (including Southwark)

and 140 pariſhes. It is a healthy plea

fant county, and the value of eſtates in it

has advanced, of late years, beyond any

other part of England. The ſoil is very

different in the extreme parts from that in

the middle, whence it has been compared

to a coarſe cloth with a fine border: for

the edge of the eeunty on all fides has a

rich ſoil, extremely fruitful in corn and

graſs, particularly on the N. and W. to

ward the Thames; but it is far other

wife in the heart of the county, where are

wide traćts of ſandy ground and barren

heath, and in ſome places are long ridges

of hills, with warrens of rabbits and parks

for deer. However, we meet here and

there with ſome pleaſant ſpots interſperſed

in the middle of Surry, and it is not to be

doubted that a great deal of the waſte

ground might, by proper management, be

greatly improved. This county produces

corn, box-wood, walnuts, hops, and ful

lers earth; and near Darking grows a

wild black cherry, of which a very plea

fant wine is made, little inferior to French

claret. Beſides the produćts in common

with the neighbouring counties, Surry is

noted for the fineſt hops near Farnham,

aſparagus at Batterſea, and a large breed

of fowls at Darking. The manufactures

in ſtarch, tobacco, gunpowder, paper, vi

negar, calico printing, wax bleaching, &c.

are conſiderable. #. principal rivers

beſide the Thames (which is the boundary

of this county on the N.) are the Mole,

Wey, and Wandle. The lent aſſizes are

held at Kingſton, and the ſunner aſſizes

at Guilford and Croydon alternately. ..

SUR'sEE, a town of Lucerne, in Swiſ

ſerland, feated near the Lake of Sempach,

13 miles NW. of Lucern.

Sus, Sous, or Suez, a diſtrict of Mo.

rocco, bounded on the W. by the ocean,

on the N. by Mount Atlas, on the E. by

Darah, and on the S. by Nun. It is a flat

country, moſt of which produces corn,

ſugar-canes, dates, indigo, alum, cala

mine, and red copper; and alſo abounds

with cattle and camels. In the mountain

ous part the inhabitants are entirely free,

and are governed by their own ſcheiks.

The principal towns are Tarudant, Agu

adir, Toma, Teceut, and Meſia.

SusA, an ancient and ſtrong town of

Piedmont, capital of the marquilate of

Suſa. Here is, a rich convent, called the

Abbey of St. Juſt, and a triumphal arch

erested to the honour of Auguſtus Caeſar.

It is feated on the river Dora Repaira,

and is called the key of Italy, becauſe it

is the principal paſſage out of France into

Italy. It is at preſent ſmall and poor, and

is 25 miles WNW. of Turin.

SU's A. See Souse.

Susdal, a town of Hadimir, in Ruſſia,

capital of a duchy of the fame name. It

is built of wood, as are moſt towns in theſe

parts, and is 90 miles NE. of Moſcow.

SusqueHANNAH, a river of N. Ame

rica, which riſes in two branches, the

eaſternmoſt in the Mohawks country, New

York; and the weſternmoſt in the N. part

of Pennſylvania. Theſe branches unite

at Sunbury; after which it runs in a SE.

direction, enters Maryland, and being

joined by ſeveral other rivers, forms the

Cheſapeak.

Sussex, a county of England, bounded

on the N. by Surry, on the NE. and E.

- by
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by Kent, on the S. by the Engliſh Chan

nel, and on the W. by Hampſhire. It is

about 70 miles in length, and 24 in it’s

mean breadth. It is divided into 6 rapes,

and ſubdivided into 61 hundreds, contain

‘ing 1 city, 16 market-towns, and 312

pariſhes. The air of this county is very

various : along the ſea-ſhore it is thought

agueiſh; but it has a much greater effect

on ſtrangers than on the natives, who are

generally very healthful. In the Weald,

which is a rich deep ſoil, it is apt to be

foggy, yet not unwholeſome; but upon

the Downs the air is extremely ſweet and

healthy. The ſoil is likewiſe various ;

that of the Downs, and thence to the ſea,

is very fertile, both in corn and graſs, the

latter feeding large flocks of ſheep, whoſe

wool is remarkably fine. The middle of

the county abounds with meadows and

rich arable ground, and the N. ſide is

ſhaded with extenſive woods, that uſed to

ſupply fuel for the iron-works when they

were in a flouriſhing ſtate. This plenti

ful county, therefore, ſupplies numerous

-commodities, the chief of which are coin,

mait, cattle, wool, wood, iron, chalk,

glaſs, fiſh, and fowl. It is particularly

famous for it's wheaters, a ſmall bird, of

the ſize of a lark, not much inferior to an

ortolane, which is taken on the SE.

Downs in the following manner: a turf is

.cut up, about a foot long, and half a foot

broad; in the cavity is placed a ſnare of

horſe-hair, and the turf turned with the

graſs downward to cover the greateſt part

of the hele. . Theſe birds are naturally ſo

"timorous, that the ſhadow of a cloud, or

any-thing that moves on the ground,

- makes them fly into theſe little pits for

-ſhelter, where they are taken. With re

ſpect to manufactures, Suſſex is not diſtin

iguiſhed for any but that of gunpowder, at

Battel, and of needles and coarſe cloths at

Chicheſter. The principal rivers are the

• Arun, Adur, Ouſe, and Rother. Chi

cheſter is the capital. .

-: , Suffed, Norfolk, SW, of Cromer.

... Suste R, Schou stER, or Susa, ſup

poſed to be the ancient ShushAN, where

- the kings of Perſia had a palace for their

winter reſidence. Here are ſome manu

fačtures of ſilk, ſtuffs, and rich cloth. It

is 150 miles SSW. of Iſpahan.

SUSTEREN, a town of Juliers.

Suffon, E. of Hereford. Sutcomb, De

vonſ. Sutham, Berks, between Theal and

Pangbourn. Suthbury Hill, Wilts, be

tween Everley Warren and Luggerſhall.

SUTHER LAND SHIRE, a county of Scot

Jand, bounded on the N. and W. by the

North Sca, on the E. by Caithneſsſhire

and the German Ocean, and on the S. and

SW. by the Frith of Dornoch and Roſs

ſhire. It's gºateſt extent from E. to W.

is about 47 miles, and from N. to S.

ſomewhat more. Some parts of this

county, ſtill called foreſts, were anciently

covered with wood, but are now trackleſs

deſerts, deſtitute of trees; or bleak mown

tains, abounding with wild roes. In

theſe parts there are few inhabitants, and

no villages; but to the SE. along the

Frith of Dornoch, the country is populous

and well cultivated. Dornoch is the coun

ty town. - -

SUTHERLAND PRoper, a diviſion of

Sutherlandſhire, containing all the ſouth

ern part, as Strathnaver does the northern.

SUT R1, a town in the Patrimonio.

Sutterly, Ling. SW. of Alford.

terleigh, Devonſ... near Chumleigh. Sut

ton, Bedfordſ. near Potton. Sutton, near

Buckingham. Sutton, Camb. SW. of

Ely. Sutton, Cheſhire, near Frodſham.

Sutton, Cheſhire, on the Bollin, near Mac

clesfield. Sutton, Cheſhire, near Trafiord

bridge. Sutton, Cheſhire, near Elton. Sut

Sut

ton, Dorſetſ. N. of Weymouth. Sutton,

Edex, in Hornchurch. Manor. Sutton,

Eſlex, near Stapleford Towney. Sutton,

Hants, SE. of Burton Stacey. Sutton,

Hampſhire, SE. of Alesford. Sutton,

Hampſhire, SE. of Burton Stacy. Sutton,

Hampſhire, S. of Odiham. Sutton, 1ſle of

Wight, in W. Médina. Sutton, Kent, 5

miles NE. of Dover. Sutton, Kent, by

the Darent, 2 miles S.E. of Dartford. Suf

ton, Lanc. in Preſcot pariſh. Sutton, Lei

ceſ. SW. of Coſby. Sutton, Linc. by the

ſea, S.W. of Saltfleet by. Satton, Lincoinſ.

SE. of Holbech. Sutton, Lincolnſ, near

Beckingham. Sutton, Norf. near Hick

ling. Sutton, Northamp. by the Nen, W.

of Peterborough. " Sutton, or Sutton-in

Aſhfield, Nottinghamſhire, near Mansfield.

Surron, a town of Nottinghamſhire,

on the Trent, near Greſthorp, with a mar

ket on Monday. * -

Sutton, Nottinghamſ. near Grandby.

Sutton, Shropſhire, E. of Broſely." Sutton,

Shropſhire, near Bromwich Park. Sutton,

S. of Shrewſbury. Sutton, Staffordſ, be

tween Forton and Norbury. Sutton, Staf

fordſ. in Aldridge pariſh. Sutton, Suffolk,

on the Stour, SE. of Eaſt Bergholt. Sut

ton, Suffolk, SE. of Woodbridge. Sutton,

Surry, near Carſhalton. Sutton, Suſſex,

near Seaford. Sutton, Wilts, NE. of

Chippenham. Sutton, Yorkſ. on the Dar

went, oppoſite to New Malton. Sutton,

Yorkſ...4 miles NE. of Hull. Sutton,

Yorkſ. N. Riding, in Galtres Foreſt. Sut

ton, Yorkſ, between Boroughbridge and

- Bedall.
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Bedal. Sutton. Barne, Kent, in Borden pa

riſh. Sutton-Baſſet, Northamp. near Har

borough. Sutton-Bingham, Somerſetſ. *

miles S.W. of Yeovil. Sutton-Biſhop's,

Somerſetſ. W. of Stowey. Sutton-Bonning

ten, Nottinghamſ. N.W. of Normanton.

Sutton-Caſtle, Kent, in the pariſh of Sit

ton-Valence. Sutton Chart, Kent. Sut

ton Cheney, Leiceſ. S. of Boſworth.

. Sur ros-Colfield, a town of War

wickſhire, 6 miles NNE. of Warwick,

and 1 11 N.W. of London. Market on

Monday.

Sutton. Court, Middleſex, between Chiſ

wick and Strand. Green. Sutton-Court,

Somerſetſ, between Stowey and Stanton

Drew. Sutton-Courtney, Berkſhire, on the

Thames, near Abingdon. Sutton, Eaſt,

Kent, 4 miles S.W. of Leneham. Sutton

Guilden, Cheſhire, N.W. of Tarven. Sut

zon-Hall, Derbyſhire, near Bolſover Caſtle.

Sutton Hungrove, Yorkſ. SW. of Thirſk.

Sutton, Long, Somerſetſ. between Somerton

and Muchney. Sutton, Maddock or Mag

wa, Shropſhire, SW. of Brown-Clee-Hill.

Sutton, Magna and Parva, Cheſhire, W.

of Stanney. Sutton, Magna, Eſſex, ad

joining Rochford. Sutton, Magna and

Parva, Wilts, near Warminſter. Sutton

Mallet, Somerſetſ. W. of Morlinch. Sut

ton Mandeville, or Manſfield, Wilts, on

the Madder, E. of Wardour Caſtle. Sut

ton-Park, worceſterſ, in Tenbury pariſh.

Sutton-Parva, Warwickſ, near Sutton

Colefield. Satton Place, Surry, in Wok

ing pariſh. Sutton, St. Edmond's, St.

james's, St. Leonard's, and St. Mary's,

Lincolnſ. all in that part called Holland.

Sutton Sturmy, Worceſ, near Sutton Park.

Sutton-Valence, Kent, 4 miles and a half

SE. of Maidſtone. Sutton-under-Braylis,

Glouceſ. 7 miles E. of Campden, is iniu

lated in Warwickſ. Sulton under Whiffon

Cliff, Yorkſ. NE. of Thirſk. Sutton-upon

Lound, Nottinghamſ. NW. of Retford.

Sutton-upon the Hill, Derbyſ. SE. of Boyl

ſton. Sutton-Waldron, Dorſetſ. NE. of

Sturminſter. Sutton-Walleys, Herefordſ.

on the Lug, between Hampton Court and

Hereford.

Suza. See Susa.

Suz ANNE, St. a town in the dept. of

Maine, with a confiderable paper manu

fačtory. It is 17 miles E. ... ."

Swaby, Lincolnſ. W. of Alford. Swa

cliff, Oxfordſ. W. of Banbury.

Sivadlinbar, in Cavan, Ulſter, 7.4 miles

fºom Dublin. About half a mile from it

is a celebrated ſpa.

Swadlingcote, Derbyſ. SE. of Burton

upon-Trent.

* Swas FHAM, a well-built town of

Norfolk, with about 3co houſes, 15 miles

SE. of Lynn, and 94 NNE. of London

Market on Saturday.

Swaffham Bulbeck, Prior St. Cyrie, and

Prior St. Margaret, Cambridg. all W. of

Newmarket. Swafield, Lincolnſ. SE. of

Grantham. Swafield, Norfolk, between

Trunch and North Walſham. Swatºr,

Glouceſ. in Forthampton pariſh. Swaix

by, Yorkſ between Bedall and Thirſk.

Swainſborpſ four miles S.W. of Norwich

swainſion, Iſle of Wight, near Newport.

Swale, a river of Yorkſhire, which riſes

on the confines of Weſtmorland, and run

ning SE. paſſes by Richmond and Thirſk,

and falls into the Ouſe near Borough

bridge. Swale, E. and W. Kent, two

branches of Medway, running into the

Thames, the former below Shelneſs, the

latter at Sherneſs. Swale-Cliff, Kent, by

the ſea, 5 miles N. of Canterbury. Swale

ºneſ, Kent, W. of W. Swale, oppoſite to

Queenborough. Swaley, on the Darwent,

SW. of Derby. Swalland, Dorſetſ. near

Encomb, in Purbeck Iſle. Swallow,

Lincolnſ. NE. of Thongcaſter. Swallºw

Cliff, Wiltſhire, E. of Wardour.Caſtle.

Swallowfield, Berkſhire, near Okingham.

Swallwell, Durham, W. of Gateſhead.

SwallY, a ſea-port of Cambaya, is

Hindooſtan, 1.5 miles NNW. of Surat.

Swampton, Hampſhire, between Whit

church and Andover. Swanacote, Corn

wall, between Jacobſtow and Whitſtone.

Swanborough, Suſſex, SW. of Lewes.

Swanburn, Bucks, near Winſlow, and

Ayleſbury. Swanby, Yorkſ. near Wharl

ton-Caſtle. Swancot, Shropſhire, NE. of

Bridgenorth. Swanland, Yorkſ. SSW.

of Hull. Swanington, Leiceſterſhire, near

Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Swamington, Nor

folk, S. of Caſton.

Swan Iſland, in Down, Ulſter, fituated

near Down Patrick, in Strangford Lake.

Swanlow, Cheſhire, by Darnell Park.

Swanmore, Hampſhire, SE. of Biſhop's

Waltham. Swannage, Dorſetſ. near Pool.
Swanſcomb, Kent, 2 miles W. of Graveſ

end, near the remains of camps and forts,

ſuppoſed to be Daniſh. Here, it is ſaid,

the Kentiſhmen, with boughs in their

hands, like a moving wood, ſurpriſed Wii

liam the Conqueror, and throwing down

their boughs, threatened battle, if they

had not their ancient cuſtoms and fran

chiſes granted to them, to which he im

mediately conſented. But the fatt is

doubted, as it is firſt mentioned by Tho

mas Spot, a monk, who lived two centu

ries after William's arrival. It is certain,

however, that many Peculiar cuſtoms are

to be found in Kent; one of which is that

Qi
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º

of gavelkind, or the equal diſtribution of

landed property among all the ſons of a

faunily. *

* Swansey, or ABERTAw, a popu

lous town of Glamorganſhire, in South

Wales. It has a good port at the mouth

of the river Tawy, and exports great quan

tities of coals to Ireland and the ſouthern

coaſt of England; it has alſo a great cor

reſpondence with Briſtol and Worceſter.

Here are potteries, and great works for

the ſmelting of copper and lead ore. Ma

my ſhips have been built here, and it is

reſorted to for ſea bathing. It is 24 miles

WNW. of Cowbridge, and zo; W. of

London. Markets on Wedneſday and Sa

turday.

Swanſtern, Nottinghamſ, in Dunham

Manor. Swanſwick, Somerſetſ. N. of Bath.

Swanthorp, Hants, between Odian and

Farnham. Swanton, Norfolk, W. of

Melton-Conſtable. Swanton Ahhots, Nor

folk, W. of Wurſted. Swanton-Morley,

Norfolk, NE. of Eaſt Dereham, Swan

•wich, Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck Iſle, 2 miles

from Langton. Swanwick, Derbyſ, near

Alfreton. Swanwick, Hants, near Titch

field. Swarby, Lincolnſ. SW. of Slea

ford. Swardeſton, S.W. of Norwich.

Swarford, Oxfordſhire, NE. of Chipping

Norton. Swarkſion, Derbyſ. in the road

from Derby to Aſhby-de-la-Zouch, has a

bridge over the Trent, ſuppoſed to be the

longeſt in Europe, except that of Effeck

in Hungary, it having 39 arches. It ex

tends acroſs the meadows near a mile;

but the battlements are very low. Swar

land, Northumberland, in Felton Manor.

Swarºwotton, Hampſhire, N of Alresford.

Swaton, Lincolnſ. NE. of Fokingham.

Swatteragh, in Derry, Ulſter.

Sºwaveſey, Cambridgeſ. SE. of St. Ives.

Sway, Hampſhire, N.W. of Lemington.

Swebſion, Leiceſterſ. 2 miles from Hog's-
Norton.

Sweden, a large kingdom, in the N.

part of Europe; bounded on the N. by

Norway and Lapland; on the E. by Ruſ

fia; on the S. by the Baltic and the Gulf

ef Finland; and on the W. by Norway,

the Sound, and the Categate. It is the

largeſt ſtate in Europe, next to Ruſſia,

though geographers are not agreed re

ſpecting it's ſuperficial contents. The

whole kingdom is divided into five gene

ral parts; namely, Sweden Proper, Goth

land, Norland, Lapland, and Finland;

and each of theſe is ſubdivided into ſeveral

vinces. Sweden Proper contains Up

and, Sudermania, Nericia, Weſtmania,

and Dalecarlia. Gothland contains Oſtro

gothia, or Eaſt Gothland, Smoland, Weſt
I

rogothia, or Weſt Gothland, the Iſles of

Gothland and CEland, Wermland, Bohus,

Dalia, Scania, or Schonen, Halland, and

Blekingen. Norland includes Geſtrike,

or Geſtrikeland, Helſingland, Medelpadia,

Jemtland, Herjedalia, Angermania, and

W. Bothnia. Swediſh Lapland compriſes

Aſela, Hiemtland, Umeo, Pitheo, Luleo,

Torneo, and Kemi, Finland contains Fin.

land Proper, Eaſt Bothnia, Tavaſteland,

Nyland, Savolax, and that part of Ky

mene and Carelia, which Sweden has pre

ſerved. On the S. the longeſt day is is

hours 30 minutes; but toward the N.

there is continual day in ſummer, and

continual night in winter, for ſeveral

weeks ſucceſſively. In the province in

which Stockholm is ſeated, the ſpring and

autumn are ſcarcely to be perceived; for

the winter continues nine months, and the

ſummer, during the remaining three. In

winter the cold is exceſſive, and in ſummer

the heat is almoſt inſupportable, the air

being generally ſerene all that time. Not

withſtanding this, the Swedes live to a

great age. Thoſe places that are fit for

cultivation have ſcarce a foot of good

earth, for below it is all gravel; for which

reaſon they till the ground with a ſingle

ox, and one perſon may readily manage

the plough. All their rocks are quite co

wered with flowers in the ſummer time,

and their gardens have plenty of fruits.

The trees are early in bloſſoming, becauſe
the ſoil is fat and ſulphureous, which con

tributes greatly to the vegetation of plants;

but the apples, pears, cherries, apricots,

melons, and grapes, have not ſo good a

taſte as in the more ſouthern countries.

Their domeſtic animals are horſes, cows,

hogs, goats, and ſheep. The wild beaſts

are bears, wolves, foxes, wild cats, and

ſquirrels. There are alſo elks and rein

deer. They have ſeveral ſorts of fowls;

and partridges, woodcocks, and falcons,

in great plenty. They have rich ſilver,

copper, and iron mines. They export

boards, gunpowder, leather, iron, copper,

tallow, ſkins, flax, hemp, pitch, roſin,

and maſts; and import ſalt, brandy, wine,

linen cloth, ſtuffs, tobacco, ſugar, ſpice,

and paper. The inhabitants are of a robuſt

conſtitution, and able to ſuſtain the hardeſt

labour; and they have ſeveral public

ſchools and colleges, where arts and

ſciences are taught. Their houſes are ge

nerally of wood, with very little art in

their conſtrućtion. The roofs, in many

places, are covered with turf, on which

their goats often feed. There is ſcarcely

any country in the world where the wo

men do ſo much work ; for they till the

ground
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ground, thraſh the corn, and row the

boats on the ſea. Sweden was formerly

an elective monarchy, and afterwards the

moſt limited one in Europe, till the year

1772, when the late king gained the moſt

eſſential royal prerogatives, without, how

ever, being an abſolute monarch. This

prince was aſſaſſinated March 16th, 1792,

leaving his ſon Guſtavus heir, and his

brother, the Duke of Sudei mania, regent

of the kingdom. The inhabitants are

about 3,coo,ooo. The eſtabliſhed reli

'gion is the Lutheran. The capital is

Stockhohn. -

, Sweſling, Suffolk, NW. of Saxmund

ham. Sigel, Nether and Over, Glouceſ.

W. of Stow-on-the-Would.

Sw Ek Nick. See ZwoRN1ck.

Swetenham, Cheſhire, near Somerford.

Sauſt, a river in Leiceſterſhire and War

wickſhire. Swiftyate, a liver in Glou

celterſhire. Swill Court, Somerſetſ SW.

of Langpor. Swillington, Yorkſ. near

Leeds. Swillond, Suffolk, E. of Need

hain. Swin ridge, Devonſ. NW. of S.

J., altºn. S vinbrook, Oxfordſhire, E. of

Banford. Swinburn-Caſile, and Swin

cºrm, 1 title, No. humbell. near Kirkhea

tºn. Sº, incom.b, Oxfordſ. F. of Walling

foºd.

of Shºp. Swind, ry, Lincolnſ. N. of

Beckingham. Swindeſcheles, Northumb.

near . . ow.ck. Swindon, Glouceſterſ, a

mile N.W. of Cheltenham. Swindon, Staf

for 1. N.W. of King's Swinford.,

Sw, NDo N, a town of Wiltſhire, Io

mil, NNV. of Marlborough, and 83

W. of London. Market on Monday.

Swindon, York. on the Ribble, SE. of

Settle. Swine, Yorkſ. near Conſtable

Burton.

Swin FFLEET, a town in the W. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, ſeated on the Ouſe, to

the E cº Snaith. Market on Thurſday.

Swinehop, Lincoinſ. between Thong

caſter an Lou h. 3-winertow, Lincolnſ.

N. o. Beckingham.

Sw1N ERT on, a town of S affordſhire,

W. of Slone. Market diſuſed.

Swine ...ead, Hunting iºnſ. W. of Kim

bolton Swingſide, Cumbell. in Caldbeck

pariſh. Swine, tº d, Lincolnſ. NE. of the

Withams. Swiney, Shropſ. S. of Oſweſ

try. Swinfen, S ºfford. S. of Lichfield.

Swinford, in Mayo, Connaught.

Swinford, Kent, near Hothfield. Swin

ford King's, Stºffordſ. N. of Stourbridge.

Swinford, Old, Worceſterſ. a mile E. of

Sºur ridge. -

SE. or Eliam, Swinhow, Northumbell,

NW, of Sunderland.

3 windale W. Itmorl. in the pariſh

Swingfield, Kent, 3 miles

SwinnA, a little iſland of the Orkneys,

NE. of Mainland. See ORCAD Es.

Swinney, Glouceſterſ. in Nibley pariſh.

Swinford, Leiceſterſ, near the Kilworths.

Swineſhead, Linc, SW. of Boſton. Swisſ

head, Staff. near Standon, Swinfted, Linc.

Swinſion, Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina.

Swinthorp, NE. of Lincoln. Swinton,

Northumberl. in Veſey barony. Swinton,

Yorkſ. in the pariſh of Wath. Swinto 1,

Yorkſ. near Maſham. Swinton, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, on the Kemp Bank, above Mex

brough. Swire, Dorſetſ.W. of Abbotſbury.

SwissER LAND, or SwitzERLAND, a

large and populous country of Europe,

bounded on the E. by the Tirol and Au

ſtrian Suabia; on the W. by France; on

the N. by the Black Foreſt and a part of

Suabia; and on the S. by Savoy and Italy.

It’s greateſt extent, from E. to W. is

about 189 miles, and from N. to S. 14o.

Here are many lakes and rivers, and ſome

very fertile plains, which plentifully afford

the neceſſaries of life, although the greateſt

part of it may juſtly be conſidered as the

moſt elevated land in Europe. Swiſſerland

is divided into 13 cantons, excluſively of

their allies; their names are, Lucern, Uri,

Schweitz, Underwalden, Zug, F, burg.

Soleure, which are Romaniſts. The Pro

teſtant cantons are Zurich, Bern,

and Schaffhauſen. Glarus and Appenzel

contain both proteſſions of religion. The

mountains of Swiſſerland are commonly

called the Alps, over which there are four

paſſages to go into Italy from Swiſſerland.

The principal lakes are thoſe of Conſtance,

Geneva, Lucern, Zurich, Neufchatei, and

Bienne. The moſt conſiderable rivers are

allº,

the Rhine, the Rhone, the Aar, the Reuſs,

and the Inn. The principal riches of

Swiſſerland conſiſt of excellent paſtures,

in which they breed and fatten their cat

tle. As they leave out their cattle night

and day on the mountains, one would think

they would be devoured by the wild beaſts,

and yet it is quite otherwiſe; for, when

the beeves perceive a bear or a wolf, at a

diſtance, they form themſelves into a cir

cle, and are ready to receive the enemy

with their horms. As for the goats, and

chaumois, they feed in flocks on the moun

tains, and in the woods, and they place

centinels on all ſides; and when any dan

gerous animal draws near, a ſignal is given,

and they all get into a place of refuge,

where the ſavage beaſts dare not come.

The inhabitants are ſtrong, robuſt inen, and

form mel cenary troops, for which reaſon,

they are hired by ſeveral nations for the

military ſervice ; and even the Pope has.

2. his
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his Swiſs guards. The women are to

lerably handſome, have many good quali

ties, and are, in general, very induſtrious.

The peaſants retain their old manner of

dreſs, and are content to live upon roots,

herbs, milk, butter, and cheeſe; and there

are ſome of the mountaineers who uever

have any bread. . The manufactures of

Swiſſ-rland are conſiderable in linen, ſilk,

cotton, and woollen, leather, hats, gloves,

paper, pottery, clocks, watches, hard

ware, toys, &c.; beſides which, they ex

Port butter, cheeſe, cattle, ſheep, horſes,

and ſome wine, conveyed by 'packhorſes,

as the roads are often impracticable for

carriages. The imports are principally

grain, hemp, flax, wine, ſalt, and ſome

manufactures. The inhabitants are eſti

mated at 2,000,ooo. See the Cantons

under their reſpective names, and alſo

GLAcie Rs and Schw F1 rz.

* Swor D5, a town of Dublin, in Lein

ſter, 7 miles from the metropolis.

Swythamley, Staffordſ. NE. of Ruſhton

Spencer. Sºjilland, near Leiceſter. Syb

bertºft, Northamp. SW. of Harborough.

Syde, Glouceſterſ. NE. of Painſwick. Sy

denham; ſee Sidenhan. Sydjirond, Nor

folk; by the ſea, SE. of Cromer. Sylling,

St. Nicholas, Dorſetſhire, 2 miles S.W. of

Cerne-Abbas. -

SYDNEY BAY, a bay on the S. ſide of

Norfolk Iſland, in the S. Pacific Ocean,

formed by Point Hunter and Point Roſs,

which are a mile and three quarters diſtant

from each other, On this bay is formed

a ſettlement of Engliſh convicts.

SYDNEY Cove, the town or ſettlement

of convićts, begun to be erected in Port

Jackſon, on the coaſt of New South Wales,

in 1788. The ground about it was then

covered with a thick foreſt; but in 1790,

ſome good buildings had been erected.

The governor, lieutenant-governor, judge

advocate, and greateſt part of the civil

and military officers, were comfortably

lodged. The governor's houſe is built of

ſtone, and has a very good appearance,

being 79 feet in front. The lieutenant

governor's houſe is of brick, as are alſo

thoſe belonging to the judge and the com

miſſary. The reſt of the houſes are built

with logs and plaſtered, and all the roofs

are either covered by ſhingles, or thatched.

. The hoſpital is a good temporary build

ing. The ſoldiers were in barracks, and

the officers had comfortable huts, with,

ardens adjoining to them. The cove lies

open to the NE. and is continued in a

SW. dire&ion for near 10oo yards, gra

dually decreaſing from the breadth of 14oo

feet, till it terminates in a point, where it

receives a ſmall ſtream of freſh water. It

is perfectly ſecure from all winds, with

anchorage extending 2 ooo feet, up the

cove, and ſoundings, in general, of four,

five, fix, and ſeven fathoms, ſo that ſhips

can lie cloſe to the ſhore, for a conſider

able way, on both ſides. Metals of va

rious kinds abound in the neighbouring

ſoil. Lat. 33.50. S. lon. 151.28. E.

SYENE, a city of Egypt, on the Nile,

375 miles S. of Cairo. Here are columns

and pillars of granite, with other remains

of antiquity.

Syerſham, Northamptonſ. near Whittle

wood-Foreſt. Syerſſon, Nottinghamſ. SE.

of Southwell. Sylham, Berks, on the Ken

net, S.W. of Reading. Sylham, Suffolk,

by the Waveney, NE. of Eye. Sylum,

or Silham, Kent, in Raynham pariſh.

Symondbury, Northumberl. Symonward,

Cornwall, N.W. of Camelford. Synen

tºats, Yorkſ. E. of Wetherby.

SYRA, an iſland in the Grecian Archi

Felago, 12 miles S. of Andros.

SYRAcusA, an ancient and famous city

of Sicily, in the Val-di-Noto, with a fine

large harbour. It was almoſt ruined by

an earthquake in 1693. It is very ad

vantageouſly ſeated near the ſea, 72 miles

S. by W. of Meſſina. Lat. 37. 5. N.

lon. 15. 30. E. -

Syreford, Glouceſterſ. in Whittington :

pariſh. - - -

SYRIA, a province of Turkey in Aſia,

bounded on the N. by Diarbeck and Na

tolia; on the E. by Diarbeck and the De

ſerts of Arabia; which laſt alſo bound it

on the S. and on the W. by the Mediter

ranean. It abounds in oil, corn, ſalt,

and different ſorts of fruits, as well as

peas, beans, and all kinds of pulſe and

garden ſtuff; it affolds, alſo, the ſugar

cane, indigo, ſilk, wine, the cotton and

tobacco plant, with a multitude of other

uſeful and agreeable produćtions. Syria

is divided into five governments, or pacha

lics, Aleppo, Tripoli, Damaſcus, Acre,

and Paleſtine. -

SYRK, a town in the dept. of the Mo

ſelle, ſeated on the river Moſelie, 1.4 miles

SE. of Luxemburg.

Syſon'y, Leiceſterſ, near Melton-Mow

bray. Sywell, Northamptonſ. NW. of

Wellingborough. Syxford, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, on the Nyd, in Netherdale.

SzAsk, a town of Minſk, Lithuania,

TAAFE,
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AAFE, a rapid river of Glamorgan

ſhire, which enters the ſea at Car

diff. Upon this river, near Carphilly, is

a ſtone bridge, called Ponty Pryddal, of

a fingle arch, 14o feet in the ſpan, and 34

high, planned and executed by the un

taught genius of a maſon in this county.

TAas, a city of Yemen, Arabia.

TABAR1A, anciently Tibe RIAs, a town

of Paleſtine, 50 miles NNE. of Jeruſalem.

TAATA, a town of Egypt, about a

mile from the river Nile, and zoo miles S.

of Cairo.

TABAGo, a ifland in the South Sea, ſix

leagues S. of Panama, about four miles in

kngth and three in breadth.

AbaRcA, an iſland on the coaſt of

Barbary, with a coral fiſhery. Lat. 36.

55. N. lon. 9. 18. E.

TABAsco, a town of Mexico, capital

of the province to which it gives name.

It is ſeated on the Iſland of Tabaſco, in

lat. 17.40. N. lon. 93.45. W. Alſo a

river of Mexico.

TABAsco, a province of Mexico, hav

ing Yucatan on the E. Chiapa on the S.

Guaxaca on the W. and the Gulf of Mex

ico on the N. It is about 1oo miles in

length, but narrow, and is well ſtocked

with fruit-trees. The air is extremely

moiſt, and there are ſhowers daily for nine

months in the year.

Tablehurſt, Suſſex, between E. Grinſtead

and Aſhdown Foreſt. Tableigh, Upper

and Lower, Cheſhire, 2 miles from Knot

tesford.

TABLE MoUNTAIN, a mountain or

promontory of Africa, on the W. coaſt of

the ſouthern extremity, on which the caſtle

and town of the Cape of Good Hope are

fituated. The bay at the foot of it is call

ed Table-Bay.

TAbor, a town of Bechin, Bohemia.

TabristAN, a province of Perfia,

forming a part of Mezanderan.

Tachbroke, Biſhop's and Mallery, SE. of

Warwick. Tachbury, Hampſhire, W. of

Southampton-Bay. Tackley, Oxfordſhire,

NE. of Woodſtock. Tackley, Warwickſ.

in Fokeſhill pariſh. Tacolmeſton, Norfolk,

E. of Attleborough.

*TAdcAster, a town in the W. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, noted for the great plen

ty of limeſtone dug up near it; and there

is a large ſtone bridge over the river

Wharfe. It is 9 miles SSW. of York,

and 188 N. by W. of London. Market

on Thurſday.

Taddington, Derbyſ, in Bakewell Pa

riſh. Taddington, Glouceſterſ. in Stanway

pariſh. Tadiffhorp, Oxfordſ. W. of Chip

ping Norton. Tadilthorp, Glouceſterſ. NE.

of Stow-on-the-Would. Tadington, NE.

of Hereford. Tadley, Hampſhire, Sw. of

Silcheſter. Tadlow, Cambridgeſ. NW. of

Royſton. Tadmerton, Upper and Lower,

Oxfordſ. SW. of Banbury.

TADMor. See PALMYRA.

Tadwort, Surry, S. of Banſtead.

TAFAlA, or TAFAllA, a town of

Spain, in Navarre, 18 miles S. of Pam

peluna. -

TAFILet, a country of Morocco, ex

tending along the E. fide of Mount Atlas,

of which little account can be given, as

Europeans are not ſuffered to paſs through

it. It is a mountainous, ſandy country,

but produces a little wheat and barley by

the ſides of the rivers. The inhabitants

manufacture ſtuffs and carpets, and live

upon camels' fleſh and dates; they alſo

breed horſes, to ſell to foreigners; and

have oſtriches and dromedaries, which laſt

will travel 1oo miles in a day. The Arabs

live in tents, and the Beriberies, the an

cient inhabitants, dwell in ſcattered habi

tations, with cultivated grounds adjoining.

Tafilet is the capital, ſeated on the river

Tafilet, 140 miles ESE. of Morocco.

Taghmon, in Wexford, Leinſter.

TAGliacozza, a town of Abruzzo

Ultra.

TAGoast, a town of Sus, in Morocco,

14e miles SW. ofMorocco.

TAGodAst, a town of Morocco, 60

miles NE. of Morocco.

TAGU MADeRT, a town of Morocco,

in the country of Drah.

TahooRowA, one of the ſmalleſt of

the Sandwich Iſlands, lying off the SW.

part of Mowee, from which it is diſtant

three leagues. It is deſtitute of wood,

and the ſoil ſeems to be fandy and barren.

TAief, a town of Hedjas, Arabia, 43

miles E. of Mecca.

Tailleburg, a town in the dept. of

Lower Charente, 6 miles N. of Saintes.

Tain, or Team, a river in Staffordſhire,

running into the Dove near Uttoxeter.

Tainton, Glouceſterſhire, 4 miles S.E. of

Newent.

TAJo, anciently called TAGus, a river

of Spain, which has it's ſource in New

Cattile, on the confines of Arragon. It

runs through Old Caſtile and Eſtramadura,

paſſing by Toledo, Talavera, &c.; when

entering Portugal, it waſhes Santerin, be

low which it forms the harbour of Liſbon,

and 10 miles ſtill lower it falls into the

Atlantic
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Atlantic Ocean. This river was former

ly famous for it's golden ſands.

TAJoh, a town of China, in Chiangſ,

where there are magnificent temples, and

two very high towers.

TAIN, the principal town in Roſsſhire,

ſeated on the Frith of Dornoch, 12 miles

NNW. of Cromarty.

Taiping, a city in China, of the firſt

rank, in Quangfi.

TAIPING, a city in China, of the firſt

rank, in Kiangnan.

TAitchin, a town of China, in Set

chuen.

TAitong, a city of China, in Changfi.

TALAMone, a ſea-port of Tuſcany.

Takeley, Eſſex, near Stanſted.

TALAverA, a town of New Caſtile,

ſeated on the river Tajo, famous for it's

earthen ware.

TalAveruelA, a town of Spain, in

Eſtramadura, on the river Guadiana. -

Talgarth, Brecknockſhire, 10 miles

from Brecknock. Talkin, Cumberl. in

Hayton pariſh. Talk-on-the-Hill, Staf

fordſ. N. of Newcaſtle-under-Line.

*TALLAGh, a town of Waterford,

Munſter, 104 miles from Dublin. *

Tallagh, in Dublin, Leinſter, 3 miles

SW. of the metropolis. Near it is Tal

lagh-Hill, a mountain which affords a

beautiful proſpe&t of the ſurrounding

country, the city, harbour, and bay of

Dublin, with the peninſula of Howth, and
the Iriſh Channel.

Talland, Cornwall, a mile from Weſt

Looe. Talland Point, Cornwall, between

Fowey and the Looes.

TALLARD, a town in the dept. of the

Upper Alps, 47 miles S. of Grenoble.

Tallaton, Devonſhire, near St. Mary's-

Ottery: Tallentire, Cumberl. in the pariſh

of Bridekirk, near Cockermouth.

Talmont, a ſea-port in the dept. of

Lower Charente ; and a town in the dept.
of Vendee. -

Talſarne, Cardiganſ. Takvern, Corn

wall, E. of Falmouth-Haven. Talworth,

Surry, S. of Kingſton. Talybont, Carnar
vonſhire.

TAMALAME.ca, a town of St. Martha,

Terra Firma, on the river Magdalena.

TAMAN. See Phan acoRIA.

TAMAR, by Ptolemy called TAMARA,

a river of England, which runs from N.

to S. and after dividing Cornwall from

Devonſhire, forms the noble harbour of

Hamoaze.

Tamara Islands, on the coaſt of

Guinea, near Sierra Leone, where there

are refreſhments for ſhips, as well as gold

and elephants' teeth.

TAMARA, a ſea-port on the NW. coaſt

of the Iſland of Socotora, and the reſidence

of the king.

TAME, a town in Oxfordſhire, ſeated

on a river of the ſame name. Here is a

famous freeſchool, and a ſmall hoſpital.

It is 12 miles E. of Oxford, and 45 W.

by N. of London. Market on Tueſday.

Tame, a river which riſes near Winſ

low, in Buckinghamſhire, and runs into

the Thames at Dorcheſter, in Oxfordſhire.

Tame, a river in Staffordſ. Tamerton,

Cornwall, on the Tamar, SE. of Stratton,

a place of great antiquity. Tamerton Fo

liot, Devonſ. E. of Tamar, and N. of Ply

mouth. Tamborn, Staffordſhire, by the

Trent, NW. of Tamworth. Tamil,

Cornwall, E. of Camelford.

Tamlaghchurch, in Derry, Ulſter.

TAMING, a town of China, in the pro
vince of Petcheli.

TAMMEsBruck, a town of Thuringia.

Tamſuite, Cornwall, SE. of Padſtow.

*TAMworth, a town of Staffordſhire,

with one part in Warwickſhire, ſeated at

the confluence of the Tame and Anker,

near the grand navigable canal. It was

formerly the royal ſeat of the Mercian

kings, and has a confiderable trade in nar

row cloths, and other manufactures. It

is 8 miles S.E. of Lichfield, and 114 NW.

of London. Market on Saturday.

TANARo, a river of Italy, which paſſes

by Coni, Aſti, Alexandria, &c. and falls

into the Po, SSE. of Valenza.

Tanat, a river of Montgomeryſhire and

Denbighſhire. -

TANBof, a government of Ruſſia, S.

of the government of Vladimir. It's ca

pital, of the ſame name, is ſeated on the

river Zna, 228 miles SE. of Moſcow.

TANcos, a town of Portugal, in Eſ.

tramadura, ſeated on the river Tajo.

Tancrey Iſle, Kent, by Fordwich.

TANDA, orTANRAH, a town of Him

dooſtan, in Bengal, of which ſoubah it

was the capital in the laſt century. There

is little remaining of this place but the

rampart; and the period when it was de

ſerted is not certainly known. It is ſeat

ed on the E. ſide of the river Ganges, 12o

miles NW. of Dacca.

TANDAY, or SAMAR, one of the Phi

lippine Iſlands, ſeparated from the SE. end

of Luconia by a narrow ſtrait, and about

1 zo leagues in circumference. It is ex

tremely fertile in grain and European and

other fruits, and they manufacture Indian

mats of ſuch fineneſs, that a piece of fix

feet may be eaſily put into the pocket.

M. Pagés reckoned here 14 different ſpe

cies of figs, with a great variety of per
U u funes.
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, fumes. On the N. coaſt is a volcano. It is

ſubject to Spain. Lat. 12. 36. N. lon.

124.56. E.

*TANDER Ace E, a town of Armagh,

in Ulſter, in which the linen manufacture

is extenſively carried on. It is ſituated

within a mile of the Newry Canal, 61

miles from Dúblin.

Tanfield, Durham, N.W. of Lumley

Caſtle. Tanfield, E. and //. Yorkſhire,

E. of Maſham.

, TANGATABoo, one of the Friendly

Iſlands, in the S. Pacific Ocean, firſt diſ.

covered by Taſman, who called it Am

ſterdam, and viſited by Captain Cook, in

1773 and 1777. It is about 60 miles in cir

cumference. Lat. 21.9. S. lon. 174.46.W.

TAGERMUNDE, a town in the Old

Marche, Brandenburg, with a confidera.

ble trade in brewing, ſeated on the river

Elbe, where veſſels pay a toll; 24 miles

NW. of Brandenburg.

Tangiek, a ſea-port of Fez, in Africa,

at the W. end of the Straits of Gibraltar.

It was taken from the Moors by the Por

tugueſe in 1471, and given as a dower to

the Princeſs Catharine of Portugal, who

married Charles II. of England ; but that

improvident monarch did not think it

worth the expence of keeping, and there

fore, in 1684, cauſed the works to be

blown up, and withdrew the garriſon. At

preſent there are ſome batteries facing the

bay, in tolerable condition. The Bay of

Tangier is not very ſafe, when the wind

is in the W. having been encumbered by

the ruins of the mole and fortifications;

there is good anchorage, however, at the

eaſtern point, and the bay is ouiy danger

ous during the winter. It is 108 miles

NNW. of Fez, and 38 WSW. of Gib

raltar. - -

Taagley, Hants, near Andover. Tang

Iey, Oxfordſ. NW. of Burford. Tangley,

Surry, in Ognerſh pariſh. Tangmeer,

Suſſex, E. of Chicheſter.

TAN jo RE, a country on the coaſt of

Coromandel, included in the Carmatic,

about 95 miles in length and 50 in breadth.

It is watered by the river Cauvery, and is

governed by a rajah, who pays an annual
fubſidy of 160,000l., to the Engliſh Eaſt

India Company.

TANjor E, a city of Hindooſtan, capi

tal of the province of the ſame name.

The palace, which was originally a pa

goda, ſituated at the E. end of the town, is

a grand ſquare, defended by a wall, and a

wet ditch abounding in crocodiles. It is

ſeated in the Delta of the rivet Cauvery,

156 miles S. by W. of Madras. Lat. 1 o.

46. N. lon. 79. 12, E. . . . .

Tankerſley, Yorkſ, between Barneſley

and Sheffield, 2 miles E. of Wortley.

TANK1A, or TIN KIA-LING, a town of

Thibet, at the foot of Mount Langur,

which is ſaid to exhale ſuffocating fumes.

TANKRowal, an Engliſh factory in

Africa, on the river Gambia, 3o miles

E. of James Fort. .

TANNA, a conſiderable iſland in the S.

Pacific Ocean, and one of the New He

brides, the inhabitants of which are brave

and hoſpitable. There is a volcano in the

iſland, with ſome hot ſprings, and the

ſoil is very fertile. The inhabitants would

not ſuffer Captain Cook, nor his compa

nions, to penetrate far into the iſland.

Lat: 19. 30. S. lon. 169.46. E.

. Tannis, Herts, N.W. of Buntingford.

TANo Re, a ſea port of Calicut, on the

coaſt of Malabar. Lat. 1 o. 55. N.

Tanot, and Tanot Greater, rivers in

Montgomeryſ. Tanridge, Surry, SW. of

Oxted. Tanſley, Derbyſ. N. of Wirkſ

worth. Tanſover, Northamptonſ. NE. of

Oundle. Tamworth, Warwickſ. Dear

Umberſlade.

TAoo, the moſt ſouthern of the Friend

ly Iſlands, in the S. Pacific Ocean. It is

about 3 leagues in circuit, and of a height

ſufficient to be ſeen 12 leagues, with good

anchorage on the NW. fide. The SE.

ſide riſes, with great inequalities, in re

diately from the ſea; ſo that the plains

and meadows, of which there are ſome of

great extent, lie chiefly on the NW. fide;

and being adorned with tufts of trees, in

termixed with plantations, and interfected

by paths leading to every part of the iſle,

they form a beautiful landſcape.

TAoRMINA, anciently TAUR Us, a ſea

port of Sicily, feated on a rock, on the E.

coaſt, 30 miles S. by W. of Meſfina.

Tapleigh, Devonſhire, near Biddiford.

Taplow, Bucks, 1 mile from Maidenhead,

ſeated on a hill overlooking the Thames,

and diſtinguiſhed by it's majeſtic wood

lands, pićtureſque appearance, and hand

ſone villas. Tapton, Derbyſ. near Cheſ

terfield. -

TA pree, a river of Hindooſtan, which

riſes at Maltoy, 84 miles NNW. of Nag

pour, and paſſing through the Candeiſh

country, falls into the Gulf of Cambay,

a few miles below Surat.

TAR, or PAMlico, a river of N. Ca

rolina, which, flowing by Tarborough and

Waſhington, enters Pamlico-Sound, 42

miles S.E. of the latter town.

Tara, in Down, Ulſter. Tarab, or

Tarah-Hill, in Meath, Leinſter, 1.9 miles

from Dublin. The conventions, or par

liaments of Ireland, were held here, tri

cuuially,
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ennially, from the firſt to the fixth cen

tury.

, Tarannon, a river in Montgomeryſhire.

TARANTO LA, in Abruzzo Citra. This,

town has given name to the ſpiders called

tarantulas, whoſe bite, it has been ſaid,

was only to be cured by muſic and dancing.

TARAGALLA, a town of Darah, Africa.

TARARE, a town in the dept. of Rhone

and Loire, 1.8 miles WNW. of Lyons.

TAR Ascon, a town in the dept. of

the Months of the Rhone, feated on the

river Rhone, oppoſite Beaucaire, with

which it communicates by a bridge of

boats. It’s commerce confiſts in oil,

brandy, ſtarch, and ſtuffs, one fort of

coarſe ſilk, and the other of the ſame ma

terial and wool. It is 10 miles N. of

Arles. - -

TARAscon, a town in the dept. of

Arriege, with manufactures of iron. It

is ſeated on the river Arriege, 7 miles SE.

of Foix.

TARAzoNA, a town of Arragon, 43

miles NNW, of Saragoſſa. -

Tarbeck, or Tardebigg, Worceſterſhire,

N.W. of Bromſgrove. * * * *-

*TAR bert, a town of Kerry, in

Munſter, 124 miles from Dublin.

TARBEs, a populous town, the capital

of the dept. of the Upper Pyrenees, and

late the ſee of a biſhop. It is ſeated on

the river. Adour, 4.2 miles SSW. of Auch.

TARBorough, a town of N. Caro

lina, feated on the river Tar, 43. miles
NNW. of New Bern.

Tarent, a river in Dorſetſhire, which

riſes in Stubhampton, and gives name to

ſeveral villages it paſſes through, in it's

way to where it falls into the Stour; as

Tarent-Gunvil, Hinton, Cranford, Kain

ſton, Lauſſion, Monkton, and Ruſhton, all

NE. of Blandford.

TARENTAIse, County of, a barrem

tract, full of frightful precipices, in the

the dept. of Mont Blanc. Monſtier is

the capital. - * :

TAR Exto, anciently TARENTUM, a

city and ſea-port of Otranto, Napies, feat

ed on a peninſula. The harbour, which

once was excellent, is now choked up, and

will only admit fiſhing-boats. It is 60

miles WNW. of Otranto.

TARGA, a town of Fez, ſeated on the

Mediterranean, near an oyſter fiſhery. It

is ſurrounded by mountains and thick fo

reſts, full of monkeys, and is 92 miles

SF. of Tangier. - -

TARGo visco, or TER cov: sta, a

town of Turkey, capital of Walachia.

The waywode has a palace here.

TARIFFA, a ſea-port of Seville, in An

daluſia. It is a poor place, with a few

inhabitants, and is ſtated on an eminence,

on the Straits of Gibraltar, 17 miles

WSW. of Gibraltar.

TARKU, a town of Dagheſtan, feated

on the W. coaſt of the Caſpian Sea.

Tarleton, Glouceſterſ. E. of Minching

Hampton. Tarleton, Lancaſhire, between

Heſket and Marton-Mere.,

Tarnonbarry-Bridge, in Roſcommon,

Connaught, 64 miles from Dublin.

TARN, a department of France, NW.

of the dept. of Herault, and formerly a

part of Languedoc. : It takes it's name

from a river which riſes in the dept. of

Lozere, and having watered Miſhaud,

Alby, Gaillac, Montauban, &c, falls into

the Garonne, near Moiſiac. Caſtres is the

capital. -

TARO, a town of Parma, in the coun

try of Val-di-Taro, ſeated on the river

Taro. - -

Tarper'ey, Cheſhire, Tarraby, Cum

berland, N.W. of Carliſle.

TAR RAcox A, a town of Catalonia,

with a univerſity, under the Romans the

capital of a diſtrict called Tarraconenſis.

It was built by the Phenicians, and was

accounted very powerful in the time of

the Romans. There are many noble mo

numents of antiquity here. It is neither

ſo large nor populous; for though there

is room for zood houſes within the walls ;

which were built by the Moors, there are

not above 500, which are all built with

large ſquare ſtones. The archbiſhop is

metropolitan cf Catalonia, and diſputes

the primacy of Spain with Toledo. It has

ſome trade, and is feated on the Mediter

ranean, 38 miles WSW. of Barcelona,

and 240 E. by N. of Madrid.

TARREGA, a town of Catalonia.

Tarring, Suſſex. Tarſet-Caſtle, North

umberſ. a Roman, encampment near Bel

lingham. - º - - -

TARTARY, a country of Aſia, which,

taken in it's utmoſt limits, reaches from

the Eaſtern Ocean to the Caſpian Sea,

and from Corea, China, Hindooſtan, and

Perſia, to Ruſſia and Siberia. It may be

conſidered under three grand diviſions;

namely, Eaſtern, Weſtern, and Indepen

dent Tartary. The different tribes which

inhabit Eaſtern Tartary were formerly

called Mongul Tartars, a warlike,nation,

who, on the one hand, cºnquered Hin

dooſtan, under Jenghis Khan, and on the

cºther ſubdued China, in the 13th century,

and reigned there for too years. Chineſe

Tartary is divided into two parts, Eaſtern

and Weſtern. The greateſt part of this

country either belongs to the emperor of

U u : China,
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China, is tributary to him, or is under

his protection. Independent Tartary in

cludes all the country between Chineſe

Tartary and the Caſpian Sea, and contains

Turkei'an, Great and Little Bukharia,

Turcomania, Charaſin, Thibet, and ſome

countries inhabited by the Uſbecks and

Kalmucks. Weſtern Tartary includes the

remainder; moſt or all of which has been

conquered by the Ruſſians. For various

intereſting particulars concerning them,

ſee, in their reſpective places, the articles

Abkas, Circaſſia, Crimea, Coſſacks,

Georgia, Imeritia, Kalmucs, Kiſti, Leſ

guis, Mingrelia, Monguls, Oſſi, Samoy

cdes, Turkomans, and Uſbecs.

TARTAs, a town in the department of

Landes, 12 miles NE. of Dax.

TARUD ANT, a town of Sus, Morocco,

110 miles SSW. of the city of Morocco.

Tarvar, Cornwall, N. of Mountſbay.

Tarvin, or Tervin, 4 miles E. of Cheſ

ter. Taſborough, Norfolk, W. of Sax

lingham. -

Taſhiny, in Longford, Leinſter.

Taſley, Shropſhire, W. of Bridgnorth.

Tassau's upon, a city of Bootan.

TATE's Is LAND, an iſland in the S.

Pacific Ocean, firſt diſcovered June 29th,

1793, by Captains Bampton and Holt,

of the Hormazier and Cheſterfield, veſſels

employed in the ſervice of the Eaſt-India

Company, and ſo named, in honour of

Mr. Tate of Bombay. The inhabitants

are ſtout, well made, and woolly headed,

and reſemble the people of New Guinea in

ſtature and complexion. A party from

the ſhips, having landed, for the ſake of

procuring water, and to make obſerva

tions on the ſoil, produce, inhabitants,

&c. was at firſt received very kindly, to

all appearance, but afterwards, the natives,

watching their opportunity, murdered

Captain Hill, of the New South Wales

corps, and ſome of the ſeamen, cutting

their throats from ear to ear, and mangl

ing their bodies in a ſhocking manner. It

was with difficulty that the ſurvivors

made a ſhift to get on board their boat, by

frequently diſcharging their muſquets, at

the report of which the natives fled into

the woods. Thoſe voracious cannibals

were afterwards ſeen dragging the dead

bodies towards large fires prepared on the

occaſion, yelling and howling hideouſly at

the fame time. Lat. 9.28. S. lon. 146.

57. E.

Tatenell, Staffordſ. W. of Burton-upon

Trent. Tatenham, Wilts, 4 miles from

Marlborough. Taternal, or Totternhoe,

Bedfordſ. Nw. of Dunſtable. Tate:feld,

Surry, SE. of Chelſham. Tatham, E, of

Lancaſter. Tath well, Lincolnſhire, near

Louth.

TATTA, or SINDE, a town of Hindoo

ſtan Proper, capital of the province of

Sindy. It is ſeated on a branch of the ri

ver Sinde, or Indus, called the Ritchel

River. In the laſt century, it was exten

five and populous, and was a place of

great trade, poſſeſſing manufactures of

ſilk, wool, and cotton; and it was cele

brated for it's cabinet ware. Little of

theſe now remain, and the limits of the

city are much reduced. On the ſhores of

the Indus, above the Delta, conſiderable

quantities of ſaltpetre are made; and

within three miles on the NW. are mines

of iron and ſalt. The Indus, and it's

branches, admit of an uninterrupted na

vigation from Tatta to Moultan, Lahore,

and Caſhmere, for veſſels of near zoo

tons; and a very extenſive trade was car

ried on between thoſe places, in the time

of Aurungzebe ; but, at preſent, very

little of this trade remains, owing, it is

ſaid, to a bad government in Sindy, and

probably to a hoſtile diſpoſition of the

Šliks, the preſent poſſeſſors of Moultan

and Lahore. Tatta is 340 miles SSW. of

Moultan. Lat. 24.5o. N. lon. 67.37. E.

TATTAh, a town in Africa, fituated

on the frontiers of Darah and Morocco, in

the route from Morocco to Tombuštoo.

It is 150 miles SSE. of Morocco.

Tattenhall, Cheſhire, W. of Beeſton

Caſtle. Tatterford, Norfolk, N. of Rain

ham. Tatterſet; ſee Gatefend.

TATTER shALL, a ſmall tewn of Lin

colnſhire, ſeated on the river Bane, near

it's confluence with the Witham, in a ten

ny country. It is 12 miles N.W. of Boſ

ton, and 127 N. of London. Market on

Friday.

Tattingſion, Suffolk, Sw. of Ipſwich.

Tattington, or Tannington, Suffolk, N. of
Framlingham. Tatton, Cheſhire, N. of

Knottesford. Tatton, E. and H. Dorſetſ.

near Abbotſbury. -

TAvAstLAND, a very fertile province

in the middle of Finland, about 150 miles

in length and 1 oo in breadth.

TAvAstus, or KRoNeBorg, a town

of Finland, capital of the province of Ta

vaſtland. It is well fortified, and ſerves

for an arſenal and royal magazine. It is

44 miles NE. of Abo.

TAuchel, a town of Pruſſian Pome. .

relia, 44 miles SSW. of Dantzic.

Taud, a river in Lancaſhire. Tawe, a

river in Carmarthenſhire. Taverhan,

Norfolk, by the Yare, NW. of Norwich.

TAveRNA, a town of Calabria Ultra.

Tavira, or Tavila, a confiderable
- town
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town of Portugal, in Algarve, with a

good harbour. It is ſeated in a pleaſant,

fertile country, 100 miles W. by N. of

Cadiz.

* TAvistock, a town of Devonſhire,

ſeated on the river Tavy, or Tave. It

was once a flouriſhing place, famous for

it's ſtately abbey, where books were for

merly printed in the Saxon language, and

a ſchool erected to teach it; it is now di

vided into tenements. It is ſtill a large,

well-built place, and a ſtammary town. It

is 32 miles W. by S. of Exeter, and 206

W. by S. of London. Market on Satur

day.

Taukin, Cumberland, SE. of Brampton.

Taume, a river in Yorkſ, and Lancaſ.

TAUNtoN, a town of N. America, in

Maſſachuſets, ſeated on a river of the ſame

name, 29 miles S. of Boſton.

*TAUNTo N, a large and populous

town of Somerſetſhire, feated on the river

Thone, which is navigable hence to the

Parret, and ſo to Bridgewater. It has

been the principal ſeat of the manufacture

of coarſe woolien goods, ſuch as ſerges,

duroys, druggets, &c. though ſomewhat

decayed of late years. A ſilk manufacture

was introduced here in 1780. Large

quantities of malt liquor are alſo ſent from

this town to Briſtol for exportation. It is

a handſome, well-built place, conſiſting

chiefly of four principal ſtreets, with a

noble ſpacious market-place. The clec

tion of members of parliament here is very

ſingular ; every pot-walloper, i. e. that

dreſſes his own vićtuals, is entitled to vote;

ſo that the inmates, or lodgers, to qualify

themſelves, a little before the ele&tion

comes on, make a fire in the ſtreets, and

there boil their vićtuals. It is 31 miles

NE. of Exeter, and 140 W. by S. of Lon

º: Markets on Wedneſday and Satur

ay.

TAUNToN-DEAN, or the Vale of

TAUNTon, in Somerſetſhire, extending

about 30 miles in length, of remarkable

fertility.

TAUREAU, an iſland of France, in the

dept. of Finiſterre, lying at the mouth of
the river Morlaix. -

TAUR(cA, or TAUR IDA.

M. Ea.

TAURIs, or TABRIs. a city of Perſia,

capital of Aderbeitzan, the moſt conſider

able next to Iſpahan. It carries on a pro

digious trade over many parts of Aſia, in

cotton, cloths, ſilks, gold and ſilver bro

cades, fine turbans, and ſhagreen leather.

There are 3oo caravanſeras, and 2.5o

moſques. Here is a large ſquare, much

inore ſpacious than that at Iſpahan, in

See CRI

which the Turks, when in poſſeſſion of

this city, have frequently drawn up 30,000

men in order of battle. Sir John Chardin

eſtimates the inhabitants at 550,000, be

fides ſtrangers. It is ſeated in a plain,

ſurrounded by mountains, whence a ſtream

proceeds, which runs through the city. It

is 180 miles SSE. of Erivan, and 360

NNW. of Iſpahan. Lat. 38. 18. N. lon.

47. Io. E.

TAUR Us, or ARARAT, a great chain

of mountains in Afia, which begin near

the weſtern part of Natolia, and extend to

India. In different places they have dif

ferent names.

Tauton, North, Devonſ. NW. of Barn

ſtaple. Tauton, South, Devonſhire, E. of

Okehampton. Tavy, Mary's, Devonſhire,

on the river Tavy. Tavy, Peter's, De

vonſ. NE. of Taviſtock. Taw, a river

of Devonſhire, which riſes near the centre

of the county, flows to Barnſtaple, and

then turns weſterly and joins the Tow

ridge, at it's mouth in the Briſtol Chan

nel. ºft, and Tawton, Bi

ſhop'ſ, Devonſ. on the Taw, SW. and S.

of Barnſtaple. Biſhop's Tawton was the

firſt biſhop's ſee in this county, from

whence, after only two biſhops had refided

in it, it was removed to Crediton, and

then to Exeter. Tawy, a river of Breck

nockſhire and Glamorganſhire, which en

ters the ſea at Swanſey. Taxhall, Che

ſhire, N. of Macclesfield-Foreſt.

TAY, a fine river of Scotland, the two

ſources of which are near Tyndrum, in

Perthſhire. Flowing through Loch Tay,

it afterward waters Dunkeld and Perth,

and, joining the river Earn, falls into the

Frith of Tay.

TAY, FR1th of, an arm of the ſea,

which divides Fifeſhire from the counties

of Perth and Angus. It becomes narrow

toward it’s mouth, and at the Ferry

Town, in Fifeſhire, called Parton-Craigs,

it is not above a mile broad.

TAY, Loch, a lake of Perthſhire, in

Scotland, through which flows the river of

the ſame name. It is 15 miles long, and

in many parts above one broad. On the

12th of September, 1784, this lake was

ſeen to ebb and flow ſeveral times in a

quarter of an hour, when, all at once, the

waters ruſhed from the E. and W. in op

ofite currents, ſo as to form a ridge,

ſº the channel dry to the diſtance of

almoſt a hundred yards from it's uſual

boundary, When the oppoſing waves

met, they burſt with a claſhing noiſe, and

much foam : the waters then flowed out at

leaſt five yards beyond their ordinary ſi

mits. The flux and reflux continued graº

U u 3 dually
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dually decreaſing for about two hours. A

ſimilar motion was obſerved for ſeveral

days, but not to the ſame degree as on the

firſt day. The banks of this lake are fine

ly wooded; and it has a tufted iſland, on

which are the ruins of a priory, built by

Alexander I.

Taynton, Glouceſterſ. SE. of Newent.

Taynton, Upper and Lower, Lincolnſhire,

near H ºrncaſtle.

TAYoAN, a town of Aſia, capital of

the Iſland of Formoſa, in the Chineſe Sea,

with a harbour on the weſtern ſide. Lat.

23. 25. N. lon. Izo. 30. E.

TAY v AN, a town of Chanſ, in China.

Tch E KIANG, a maritime province of

China, S of the province of Kiangnan.

The principal trade conſiſts in ſilk ſtuffs.

TchER NIGof, a government of Ruſ

ſia, formerly a part of the Ukraine. It's

capital, of the ſame name, is ſeated on the

right ſhore of the Deſha. 4.

Tea, a river in Bucks. Team, Upper

and Lower, Staffordſ. between Cheadle

and Checkley. Teark, or Tork Dean,

Glouceſterſ. N. of Northleach. Tearn, a

river in Staffordſ. and Shropſ. Tearn,

near Shrewſbury. Teath, St. Cornwall,

S. of Tintangel. Tebay, Weſtmorl. on

the Lon, near Ruthwaite. -

TEBEstA, an ancient town of Tunis.

Tebworth, Bedfordſhire, in CBelgrave

pariſh.

TEBzA, a town and diſtrićt of Mo

rocco.

TEce UT, a town of Sus, Morocco,

with a manufacture of Morocco leather.

It is 150 miles S.W. of Morocco.

TÉckLE NBURG, a town and county of

Weſtphalia, ſubject to the king of Pruſſia.

TecoANTEP EcA, a conſiderable ſea

port of N. America, in Guaxaca, on the

coaſt of the S. Sea, with handſome build

ings. Lat. 15. 28. N. lon. 99. 15. W.

TEco RT, a town and country of Bile

dulgerid. Lat. 29. 35. N. lon. 7. 55. E.

Teculet, a ſea-port of Morocco, 45

miles W. of the city of Morocco.

Tedborn, St. Mary's, Devoni. on Fort

on, W. of Exeter.

TEDBURY. See TETT, U R Y.

Teddington, a village of Middleſex, ſeat

, ed on the Thames, 1 mile N.W. of K.ng

ſton.

TEDFL Ez, or DELLYs, a town and diſ

.trićt of Algiers, on the Mediterraneau,

with a plentiful fiſhery. It is 45 miles

E. of Algiers.

Tedford, Lincolnſ. NW. of Spilſby.

Tedington, Worceſterſ. E. of Tewkſbury.

‘Fednanbury, Herts, NE. of Sawbridg

worth. -

*

Ted Nest, a conſiderable town of Mo

rocco, capital of the diſtriºt of Hea, 1 is

miles WNW. of Morocco.

TED si, a town of Sus, Morocco, E. of

Tarudant, and 90 miles SW. of Morocco.
Ted, St. Mary's, Lincolnſhire, in the

part called Holland. Tedflon-de-la-Mer,

and Tedlon Wafers, Herefordſhire, NE.

Bromyard.

Tees, a river which riſes on the con

fines of Cumberland, divides the county

of Durham from Yorkſhire, and falls in

to the German Ocean below Stockton.

Tees, a river of Northumberland, run

ring into the German Ocean at Middle

borough.

TEFEssad, a town of Algiers, ſup

poſed to have been the ancient Tipſa, 32

miles SW. of the city of Algiers, noted

for it's mines of iron.

TEFFLI's, a town of Aſia, capital of

Gerogia. It is called by the inhabitants

Thilis-Cabar, (warm town) from the warm

baths in it’s neighbourhood. Though

it’s circumference does not exceed two

Engliſh miles, it contains 20,0co inhabit

ants; Armenians, Georgians, and Tar

tars. All the houſes are of ſtone, with

flat roofs, which ſerve, according to the

cuſtom of the Eaſt, as walks for the wo.

men. They are neatly built; the rooms

are wainſcotted, and the floors ſpread with

carpets. The ſtreets ſeldom exceed ſeven

feet in breadth; and ſome are ſo narrow as

ſcarcely to allow room for a man on horſe

back: they are conſequently very filthy.

The Armenians have eſtabliſhed in this

town all the manufactures carried on by

their countrymen in Perſia: the moſt flou

riſhing is that of printed linens. Here

are 1 Roman Catholic, 13 Greek, and 7

Armenian churches. Teflis is ſcated on

the river Kur, at the foot of a mountain,

1 2 5 miles SSW. of Terki. Lat. 41. 59.

N. lon. 47. 6. E.

Tefunt, Eves, or Over and Tefari,

Nether, Wilts, near Hindon.

TEGAN, a city of China, of the firſt

rank, in the province of Honquang. In

the territory of this place are a ſort of

worms, which make white wax like that

of bees. Lat. 31.2o. N. lon. I 12. 31. E.

TEGAZA, a town of Africa, capital of

a diſtrict in the county of Sahara, near

which is a mine of ſalt. It is about 323

miles from the Atlantic, and 4oo S. of

Cape Nen.

TH GERBY, a town of Fezzan.

Taghmolin, in Carlow, Leinſter.

... TEC Lio, a town in the country of the

Griſons, capital of a government of the

ſame name in the Walteline. It contains

2. about
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about 300 houſes, and is zo miles SW. of

Bormio.

TEHAMA, a ſandy belt, which nearly

encircles Arabia, beginning at Suez, and

extending to the mouth of the Euphiates.

It has been gradually produced by a re

ceſſion of the waters of the ſea, and is

ſtill extending it's limits. Hiſtory notices

ſeveral places as ſea-ports, which are at

preſent inland. This belt is entirely bar

ren, and preſents an unvaried pićture of

deſolation,

TEIGN, a river of Devonſhire, com

poſed of two branches, which riſe nearly

in the centre of the county, and, uniting,

enter the Engliſh Channel at Teignmouth.

Teign-Canon, Devonſ, near Hemiock.

TEIGN Mourh, a ſea-port of Devon

ſhire, reckoned part of the port of Exeter.

It has no market, but ſends ſome veſſels

to the Newfoundland fiſhery, and employs

ſeveral in the coaſting trade, eſpecially in

carrying tobacco pipe clay to Liverpool,

whence are brought back coal, ſalt, ear

then-ware, &c. It is ſeated at the mouth

of the river Teign, miles S. of Exeter,

and 282 W. by S. of London. A well

frequented fair on September 29th.

Teignton, Biſhop's and King'ſ, Devon

ſhire, on the liver Teign.

Teisse, a river of Hungary.

TELAMos E, a town of the State del

Preſidii, belonging to Naples; 1 o miles N.
of Orbitello.

Teleby, Lincolnſ. NE. of Market Raiſin.

TELEN HEAD, or ST. HELEN's HEAD,

called alſo HoRN HEAD, a noted pronon

tory in Donegal, Uſter. Lat. 55. Io. N.

lon. 8. 35. W.

Teleſcomb, Suſſex, NW. of Newhaven.

TELG EN, a town of Sudermania, on

the Lake Maeler, 15 miles S.W. of Stock

holm.

TEL Lich ERRY, a ſea-port on the coaſt.

of Malabar, where there is an Engliſh fac.

tory, 48 miles NNW, of Calicut.

Telford, Somerſetſhire, on the Frome,

E. of Philips-Norton. Teſſham, Suffolk.

TE LTsh, a town of Iglau, Moravia,

Teluddy, or Tehidy, Cornwail, on the

N. coaſt, W. of St. Ann's. Teme, or

Team, a river in Rºdnorſhire, Shropſhire,

and Worceſterſhire, running into the Se

vern, a mile below Worceſter.

TE MEND EFUST, or METAFUST, a

fown of Algiers.

TEM E Swa R, a town and important

fortreſs of Hungary, capital of a bannet,

and the ſee of a Greek biſhop. It was

taken by Prince Eugene in 1716. It is

teated in a molaſs, 52 utiles NNE. of Bel

grade. - :

*

Te MissA, a large town of Fezzan, in

Africa. Here the caravans from Tom

buctou, Mouzouk, &c. travel by way of

Cairo to Mecca, uſually provides the ſtores

of corn, dates, and dried meat, with other

proviſions, requiſite during a long journey

through a dreary and deſert country. It

is 12 o miles ENE. of Mourzouk.

Temple, Cornw. NE. of Bodmin. Tem

ple, Dorſetſhire, in the pariſh of Broad

Windſor. Temple, Hants, SE. of Alton.

Temple, Hertfordſhire, S. of Sacomb.

Temple, Kent, in Dartford pariſh. Tem.

ple, Leiceſterſ. W. of Boſworth. Temple

Bolſoil, Warwickſhire, near Killingworth.

Temple Brough, Yorkſ. on the Don, near

Coniſburgh. Temple Bruer, Lincolnſhire,

N.W. of Sleaford. Temple. Chelſin, Herts,

in Benjoy pariſh. Temple Comb, Somer

ſetſ, near Milburn-Port. Temple-Dunſley,

Herts, in Hitchin pariſh. Temple. Ewell,

Kent, N.W. of Dover, was one of the

chief manſions of the knights templars.

Temple. Houſe, in Sligo, Connaught.

Temple-Hurff, Yorkſ. NW. of Snaith.

Temple Martin, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Temple. Michael, in Waterford, Munſter.

Templemore, in Tipperary, Munſter.

Temple Newſom, Yorkſ. SE. of Leeds.

Teºplence, in Kerry, Munſter. Ten

ple-Patrick, in Antrim, Ulſter. Temple:

Patrick, in Down, Ulſter.

Temple. Sowerly, Weſtmorland, near

Kirkby-Thore.

Temple-Thirty, in Waterford, Munſter.

Templeton, Devonſhire, W. of Tiverton.

Templetown, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Tempo, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Tempſford, Bedfordſhire, near Great

Barford, between Biggleſwade and Eaton.

TENAsse RIM, a town of Lower Siam,

capital of a province which was formerly

a kingdom. It is 220 miles S.W. of Siam.

TENBURY, a town of Worceſterſhire,

ſeated on the river Teme, 1.5 miles W. by

N. of Worceſter, and i 50 NW. by W. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

*TENBY, a ſea-port of Pembrokeſhire,

with a convenient quay, a good harbour,

and a conſiderable coaſting trade to Ireland

and Briſtol. It is 7 miles E. of Pembroke,

and 233 W. of London. Markets on

Wedneſday and Saturday.

TENch’s IsLAN n, a well-inhabited

iſland in the S. Pacific Ocean, diſcovered

by Lieutenant Ball, in 1790. It is about

2 miles in circumference : it is low, but

entirely covered with trees, many of which,

are the cocoa-nut. The natives obſerved

in the canoes, that ventured to come ſome

what near the ſhip, were remarkably ſtout

and healthy-looking men; their ſkin per

U u + fectly
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fe&ly ſmooth, and free from any diſorder.

They were quite naked, and of a copper

colour ; their hair reſembling that of the

New Hollanders. Some of their beards

reached as low as the naval, and there was

an appearance of much art having been

uſed to form them into long ringlets, ſo

that it ſeemed to be the prevailing faſhion

on this iſland to keep the beard well

combed, curled, and oiled. Two or three

of the men had ſomething like a bead, or

bone, ſuſpended to a ſtring, which was

faſtened round the neck. The largeſt of

their canoes appeared to be about 28 feet

long, and made out of a large tree, with a

long outrigger. Lat. 1. 39. S. lon, 151.31, E. w

Ten DA, a town of Piedmont, capital

of a county of the ſame name.

Tendring, Eſſex, near Debden. Tend

ring, Eſſex, S.W. of Harwich. Tendring

Hall, Eſſex, NE. of Tendring. Tendring

Hall, Suffolk, near Stoke, by Neyland.

TeNepos, an iſland in the Archipe

lago, lying on the coaſt of Natolia, SE. of

Lemnos. It is about 21 miles in circum

ference, and it's muſcadine wine is the beſt

in all the Levant. On the N. coaſt is a

pretty large town, with a fine harbour.

Teneriff, one of the Canary Iſlands,

the ſecond in dignity, but the firſt in point

of extent, wealth, and fertility. It lies to

the W. of the Grand Canary, and is about

45 miles in length, and zo in breadth. . It

abounds in wine, different ſorts of fruits,

cattle, and game. One part of this iſland

is ſurrounded by inacceſſible mountains,

and there is one in particular, called the

Pike of Teneriff, which, according to Sir

Thomas Herbert, may be ſeen 1zo miles

off, in a clear day, Dr, Heberden eſti

mates the height at 15,396 feet above the

level of the ſea. The vertex, which ap

pears ſharp, and the exačt reſemblance to

a cone, is flat for the extent of an acre of

round, in the centre of which is a dread

ful volcano, Though it frequently breaks

out into flames, and ſmoke conſtantly

iſſues from it, there has been no eruption

from this mountain, ſince the year 1704,

when the port of Garrachica was deſtroy

ed, and the harbour filled up by the lava.

Nothing can be more delicately rich than

the ſoil, if the Spaniards would take the

trouble to cultivate it properly, communi

cating to grains, fruits, roots, &c. a pecu

liar elegance of flavour, unknown in other

countries. Wine is the only confiderable

article of foreign commerce, 40,000 pipes

being annually made here. The Spaniſh

cuſtom of dreſſing in black continues

amongſt the inhabitants. The laborious

works in this iſland are chiefly performed

by mules, horſes being ſcarce. Oxen are

alºo much employed There, to drag their

caſks along upon pieces of wood. Hawks

and parrots are natives of the iſland, as

alſo ſwallows, ſea-gulls, partridges, black

birds, and large flocks of canary-birds.

There are alſo lizards, locuſts, and three

or four ſorts of dragon flies. The air and

climate are remarkably healthful, and par

ticularly adapted to afford relief in phthi

ſical complaints. Lat. of the Peak, 28.

18. N. lon. 17. W.

TENERIFF, a town of St. Martha,

Terra Firma.

TENEssee. See BRoad TEN Esse.

Tenez, a town and diſtrićt of Algiers.

TeNezA, a town of Morocco, near

Cape Tenez, 43 miles WSW. of the city

of Morocco.

Tenham, Kent, near Sheppey Iſle.

Ten-Mile-Buſh, in Meath, Leinſter.

Ten-Mile-Houſe, in Wicklow, Leinſter.

Tennal-Hall, Staffordſhire, SW. of Bir

mingham.

TenNestApt, a town of Thuringia.

Tenſeke, Bedfordſhire, near Ampthill.

TENTcheou, a city of China, of the

firſt rank, in the province of Chantong.

It is built on the ſea ſhore, and has a con

venient harbour, and a ſtrong garriſon,

with a fleet of ſhips to guard the gulf.

* TENTERDEN, a town of Kent, where

the woollen manufacture was eſtabliſhed

by the Flemings, in the reign of Edward

III. It is 24 miles SW, of Canterbury,

and 56 E. by S. of London. Market on

Friday.

TenzegEzet, a town of Tremeſen.

Teolacha, an ancient town of Afri

ca, in Biledulgerid, ſeated in a country

abounding in dates, upon a river that Pro

ceeds from a hot ſpring.

TeRAMo, a town of Naples.

TERAsso, an ancient, but now almoſt

ruined town of Turkey, in Caramania,

with an archbiſhop's ſee. It was former

ly called Tarſus, and was the capital of

Cilicia. It is ſeated on the Mediterranean,

Lat. 37. Io. N. lon. 35. 55. E.

TeRAsson, a town in the department

of Dordogne, ſeated on the river Veſere, to

miles from Sarlet, Lat. 45. 5. N. lon. 1.

19. E.

TERceRA, one of the Azores, or

Weſtern Iſlands. It is very fertile in

wheat, and contains about zo,oco inha

bitants. Lat. 38.45. N. lon. 27. 1. W.

Tercet, Northumb. NW. of Billingham.

Terela, in Down, Ulſter.

Tereſent, Monmouthſhire, between the

river Stowey and the Rompney.
TERGA,
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TercA, an old town of Morocco.

TERGov 1st A. See TARGovIsco.

Terki, a town of Aſia, in Circaſfia.

Terladinas, Cornwall, W. of Penzance.

Terleſtoward, Lancaſ. S. of Marton-Mere.

Tarleton, Nottingh. between Nottingham

and Stanton-on-the-Would. Terley Coſ

tle, Staffordſhire, SW. of Muckleſton.

Terling, Eſſex, 4 miles W. of Witham.

TekMIN1, a town on the northern coaſt

of Sicily, famous for it's mineral waters,

and there is a fine aquedućt, with ſeveral

handſome buildings. It is ſeated on the

mouth of a river of the ſame name, in a

territory abounding in corn and good wine,

zo miles SE. of Palermo. Lat. 38.5. N.

lon. 13.44. E.

TERMoli, or TeRMINI, a town of

Naples. Lat. 41.59. N. lon. 15. 20. E.

TERMUYDEN, a ſmall town of Dutch

Flanders, to the NE. of Sluys.

TERNATE, an iſland of the Eaſtern

Ocean, the principal of the Moluccas. It

abounds in cocoa-nuts, bananas, citrons,

oranges, almonds, and other fruits proper

to the climate. There are alſo a great

number ofbirds of paradiſe. It is a moun

tainous country, and there are a great

number of woods, which furniſh many of

the animals called game. But it is of the

greateſt note for being a ſpice-iſland,

which produces cloves, and is in the poſ

ſeſſion of the Dutch. The inhabitants

are Mahometans, and very indolent. It

lies a little to the W. of Gilolo, and roo

miles E. of Celebes. Lat. o. 50. N. lon.

127. 4. E.

Terne, Yorkſhire, W. of Skipton.

Terneus, a town of Flanders.

TeRN1, an ancient and conſiderable

town of Italy, in the territory of the pope,

and duchy of Spoletto. The cathedral is

a magnificent ſtrućture, and the place con

tains about 12,000 inhabitants; but it

was much more confiderable formerly than

it is now. The famous cataraćt of the

river Velino is a mile from this place,

which is ſeated in an iſland formed by the

river Nera, on which account it was an

ciently called, Interamra. It is 15 miles

S. by W. of Spoletto, and 40. N. of Rome.

Lat. 42. 34. N. lon. 12.40. E.

TeRNova, an ancient town of Turkey

in Europe, in Bulgaria.

TeRRacina, an ancient town of Italy,

in the Campagna-di-Roma. It is greatly

decayed on account of it's unwholeſome

air. It was formerly called Anxur, was

the capital of the warlike Volſci, and the

principal church was originally a temple

of Jupiter. It is ſeated near the ſea, on

the ſide of a mountain, 46 miles S.E. of

Rome. Lat. 41. 24. N. lon. 13.15. E.
TERRA Del Fuego. See TIERRA

DEL Fuego.

TeRRA FIRMA, New CAstile, or

CAstile Del ORo, a vaſt extent of coun

try in South America, extending almoſt

from the equator to 12. 18. N. ſat. and

from 16. 26. to 8o. W. Jon. It is divid

ed into the following large diſtricts, which

are ſubdivided into ſmaller juriſdićtions:

Terra Firma Proper, or Darien; Cartha

gena, St. Martha, Rio de la Hacha, Ve

nezuela, Caraccas, New Granada, Paria,

Popayan, Quito, and Comana. It is ſub

jećt to Spain.

TERRA FIRMA PRoper.

Rien.

TERRA Nuova, a ſea-port on the E.

coaſt of Sardinia.

TERRIDon, Loch, an inlet of the ſea,

on the W. coaſt of Roſsſhire, indented

with many creeks and bays. -

TERRING, a town of Suſſex, ſeated on

the Downs, near the ſea, 24 miles E. of

Chicheſter, and 53 SSW. of London,

Market on Saturday. -

Terril's Paſº, in w. Meath, Leinſter.

Terring, Suſſex, SE. of Lewes. Ter

rington, Yorkſhire, S. of Hovingham.

Terrington, St. Clement and St. jºhn,

Norfolk, W. of Lynn.

TeRRouen, a town in the department

of the Straits of Calais, feated on the river

Lis, 6 miles S. of St. Omer.

Terry-Hogan, in Down, Ulſter.

Tertio-Dean, Hampſhire, N. of Biſhop's-

Waltham.

TER Ruel, a town of Arragon, ſeated

in a pleaſant, fertile plain, well watered

by ſtreams, and planted with gardens and

fruit trees, whoſe bloſſons perfume the

air. It ſtands at the confluence of the

rivers Guadalquiver and Alhambra, 75

miles S. of Saragoſſa, and 112 E. of Ma

drid.

Terver-Chapel, Lancaſhire, on the Dud

don, W. of Furneſs. Fells.

TEscheN, or Ti Essi N, a town of Si

leſia, capital of a principality of the ſame

name. The inhabitants carry on a trade

in leather, woollen ſtuffs, and wines; and

manufacture a particular kind of fuſee.

A treaty of peace was concluded here 1779,

between the emperor Joſeph II. and Fre

derick III. king of Pruſſia. It is 27 miles

SE. of Ratibor.

Tese GDELT, a town of Morocco, 9o

miles WNW. of the city of Morocco.

Tesino, a river of Italy, which riſes in

Gothard, and running through the Lake

Maggiore, falls into the Po, at Paria.

Tessel. Sce TEXEL.

See DA

TEST,
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Test, or Tese, a river which riſes in

the N.W. of Hants, and, watering Stock

bridge and Ramſey, falls into the Bay of

Southampton, at Redbridge.

Tºfterton, Norfolk, S. of Fakenham.

Teſlining, Merionethſhire, in N. Wales.

Teſion, Kent, on the Medway. Teſ; wood,

Hampſhire, NW. of Southampion.

TÉtbu RY, a town of Glouceſterſhire,

with a conſiderable trade: the market is

large for corn, cattle, cheeſe, malt, yarn,

wool, and proviſions. It is 25 miles ENE.

of Briſtol, and 99 W. of London.

Tetcote, Devonſhire, near Launceſton,

where the Claw joins the Tamar. Tether

ington, Glouceſterſhire, SE. of Thornbury.

Tetherton, E. and W. Wiltſhire, NE. of

Chippenham, and NW. of Calne.

TÉricaco, a large lake of Peru, in

Callao, above zoo miles in circumference.

*Teſworth, Oxfordſhire,between Thame

and Eºſington. -

Tettenhall, Clericorum and Regis, Staff.

NW. of Wolverhampton. Tetton, Che

ſhire, near Sandbach and Middlewich.

Teru AN, a town of Fez, in Africa.

The houſes have uo windows toward the

fireets, excep little holes to look out at;

for the windows are on the inſide toward

the court-yard, which is ſurrounded by

galleries; and in the middle is generally a

fountain. They are two ſtories high, flat

at the top, and the ſtreets very narrow.

The dreſs of both ſexes is much alike; but

nothing of the women is to be ſeed in the

fireets, except their eyes and naked legs,

which are never covered in this country.

When they are at home, they viſit each

other from the tops of their houſes. They

wear bracelets on their arms and legs, and

large ear-rings in their ears. The ſhops

in the city are very ſmall, being without

doors; and the owner, when he has opened

the ſhutters, jumps in, and ſits croſs-leg

ged on a counter, the goods being diſpoſed

in drawers round about him, and all the

cuſtomers ſtand in the ſtreet. It is feated

on the river Cus, 3 miles from the ſea,

and has a caſtle, which commands the

town. It is 1 ox miles N. by W. of Fez,

and 28 SE. of Tangier. Lat. 35. 27. N.

lon. 5. 26. W.

Tetworth, Huntingd. W. of Granſden,

TE v ERo NE, a river of Italy, which

riſes in the Apennines, 50 miles above

Tivoli, glides through a plain till it comes

near that town, when it is confined, for a

ſhort ſpace, between two hills, covered

with groves. Theſe were ſuppoſed to be

the reſidence of the Sibyl Aloumea, to

whom a temple here was dedicated. The

river moving, with augmented rapidity,

itſelf in the Tiber.

as it’s channel is confined, at laſt ruſhes,

at once, over a lofty precipice; the noiſe

of it's fall reſounds through the hills and

groves of Tivoli; a liquid cloud ariſes

from the foaming water, which afterward

divides into numberleſs, ſmall caſcades,

waters ſeveral orchards, and, having gain

ed the plain, flows quietly on till it loſes

The elegant form of

the Sybil's temple, indicates it's having

been built when the arts were in the higheit

ſtate of perfection at Rome. It is leated

on a point of the mountain, fronting the

grand caſcade.

Teverſall, Nottinghamſ. near Mansfield.

Teverſham,é. near Fen-Ditton.

Tº viot, a river which riſes in the

mountains in the SW. of Roxburghſhire,

and paſſing almoſt through the centre ºf

that county, meanders beautifully through

wide and fertile valleys, and unites with

the Tweed, near Keito.

TEvioTD ALE. See

S. Hi R. E.

TEURART, an ancient town of Fez.

TEUzAR, an ancient and conſiderable

town of Africa, in Biledulgerid, divided

into two parts by a river. It carries on a

good trade, and is ſeated in a country

abounding in dates.

Tew Dunſe, Oxfordſhire, N. of Steeple

Aſton. Tew, Great and Little, Oxford

ſhire, E. of Chapel-on-the-Heath. Tew

ing, Hertfordſhire, N.W. of Hertingford

bury, on the river Maran, or Mineiun.

*TE w8Esbu RY, a pretty large, beau

tiful, and populous town of Glouceſter

ſhire. It's principal manufacture is that

of cotton ſtockings. It is pleaſantly ſeat

ed at the confluence of the Severn and

Avon, 1o miles N. of Glouceſter, and 1 on

WNW. of London.

Tewkſbill, Shropſhire, NE. of North

Clebury.

TExEl, a town of the United Pro

vinces, in N. Holland, at the mouth of

the Zºyder-Zee, with a good harbour. It

is ſcated on an iſland, which is ſeparated

from the continent of Holland by a nar

row channel, through which mott of the

ſhips paſs that are bound to Amſterdam.

Lat. 53.8. N. lon. 4.51. E.

Tºy, They, or Teiſe, a river in Suſſex

and Kent, running into the Beata. Tey,

Great and Little, Eſſex, W. and NW, of

Tey-Marks. Tey-Marks, Eſſex, between

Coggeſhall and Colcheſter. *

TEYN, a town of Bohemia.

Teynton, Oxfordſhire, N.W. of Burford.

Tºynton-Drew, Devonſhire, NE. or CBeg

ford, where is a confiderable druidical

temple.

Roxburgh

|
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TEzar, an ancient and conſiderable

town of Fez, capital of the province of

Cuzi. It is well inhabited, and the Jews

carry on a conſiderable trade here. There

is a very large moſque here, being half a

mile in circumference. It is ſeated on a

ſmall river, 4.5 miles E. of Fez. Lat. 33.

40. N. lon. 4. 15. W.

Tezuco, a town of New Spain, ſeated

on the Lake of Mexico, 15 miles from the

city of that name. It is an inconfider

able place, though the capital of a large

government. Lat. 20. 5. N. lon. Ioo.

2 o'. W.

TEzeLA, an old town of Tremeſen.

TEzore, a town of Africa, in Fez.

THABor, a town of Bohemia, on a

ſteep mountain of the ſame name, ſur

rounded by walls, and of difficult acceſs.

Thackerinton, Northumberland, SW. of

Kirk. Whelpington. Thafrſion, North

umberland, in Eland manor. Thakam,

Suſſex, NW. of Stening. Thakthwaite,

Cumberl. in the pariſh of Caſtle Sowerby.

THAME, or TAME, a town of Oxford

fhire, with a well-furniſhed market on

Tueſday. It is 13 miles E. of Oxford,

and 45 NW. of London.

THAMEs, the fineſt river in Great

Britain, which takes it's riſe from a copi

ous ſpring, called Thames-Head, 2 miles

SW. of Cirenceſter, in Glouceſterſhire.

It has been erroneouſly ſaid, that it’s name

is Iſis, till it arrives at Dorcheſter, 15

miles below Oxford, which, being joined

by the Thame, or Tame, it aſſumes the

name of the Thames, which, it has been

obſerved, is formed from a combination of

the words Thame and Iſis. What was

the origin of this vulgar error cannot now

be traced, but poetical fiction has per

petuated it. “It plainly appears,” ſays

Camden, “that the river was always call

ed Thames, or Tens, before it came near

the Thame; and in ſeveral ancient char

ters granted to the abbey of Malinſbury,

as well as that of Enſham, and in the old

deeds relating, to Cricklade, it is never

Confidered under any other name than that

of Thames.” He likewiſe ſays, that it

occurs no where under the name of Iſis.

All the hiſtorians, who mention the incur

ſions of Ethelwold into Wiltſhire, in , the

year 905, or of Canute, in 1916, concur

likewiſe in the ſame opinion, by declaring,

that they paſſed over the Thames at

Cricklade, in Wiltſhire. It is not proba

ble, moreover, that Thames Head, an ap

pellation by which the ſource has uſually

been diſtinguiſhed, ſhould give riſe to a

river of the name of Iſis; which river, af

ter having run half it's courſe, ſhould re

aſſume the name of Thames, the appella

tion of it’s parent ſpring. About a mile

below the ſource of the river, is the firſt

corn-mill, which is called Kemble Mill.

Here the river may properly be ſaid to

form a conſtant current; which, though
not more than nine feet wide in the ſum

mer, yet, in the winter, becomes ſuch a

torrent, as to overflow the meadows for

many miles around. But, in the ſummer,

the Thames-Head is ſo dry, as to appear

nothing but a large deil, interſperſed with

ſtones and weeds. From Somerford the

ſtream winds to Cricklade, where it unites

with many other rivulets.

Kemsford, it again enters it's native

county, dividing it from Berkſhire at In

gleſh m. It widens confiderably in it's

way to Lechlade; and being there joined

by the Lech and Coln, at the diſtance of

1 38 miles from London, it becomes navi

gable for veſſels of 90 tons. At Enſham,

in it's courſe NE. to Oxford, is the firſt

bridge of ſtone; a handſome one of three

arches. Paſſing by the ruins of Godſtow

nunnery, the river reaches Oxford, in

whoſe academic groves, it's poetical name

of Iſis has been ſo often invoked. Being

there joined by the Charwell, it proceeds

SE. to Abingdon, and thence to Dolcheſ

ter, where it receives the Tame. Con

tinuing it's courſe SE. by Wallingford to

Reading, and forming a boundary to the

counties of Berks, Bucks, Surry, Middle

ſex, Eſſex, and Kent, it waſhes the towns

of Henley, Marlow, Maidenhead, Wind

for, Eton, Egham, Staines, Laleham,

Chertſey, Weybridge, Shepperton, Wal

ton, Sunbury, Eaſt and Weſt Moulſey,

Hampton, Thames - Ditton, Kingſton,

Teddington, Twickenham, Richmond,

Iſleworth, Brentford, Kew, Mortlake,

Barnes, Chiſwick, Hammerſmith, Put

ney, Fulham, Wandſworth, Batterſea, ,

Chelſea, and Lambeth. Then, on the

north bank of the river, are Weſtminſter

and London, and, on the oppoſite ſide,

Southwark; forming together one canti

nued city, extending to Limehouſe and

Deptford; and hence the river proceeds to

Gleenwich, Erith, Greenhithe, Gray’s-

Thurrock, Graveſend, and Leigh, into

the ocean. It receives, in it's courſe from

Dorcheſter, the rivers Kennet, Loddon,

Coln, Wey, Mole, Wandle, Lea, Rod

ing, Darent, and Medway. Though the

Thames is ſaid to be navigable 138 miles

above bridge, yet there are ſo many flats,

that in ſummer, the navigation weſtward

would be entirely ſtopped, when the ſprings

are low, were it not for a number of locks.

But theſe are attended with conſiderableex

Pence;

Approaching .
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pence; for a barge from Lechlade to Lon

don pays for paſſing through them, 13]."

1 5s. 6d. and from Oxford to London 12!.

18s. This charge, however, is in ſummer

only, when the water is low; and there is

no lock from London Bridge to Balter's-

Lock; that is, for 51 miles above bridge.

The plan of new cuts has been adopted,

in ſome places, to ſhorten and facilitate the

navigation. There is one near Lechlade,

which runs nearly parallel to the old river,

and contiguous to St. John's Bridge; and

there is another, a mile from Abingdon,

which has rendered the old ſtream, toward

Culham Bridge, uſeleſs. But a much

more important undertaking has lately

been accompliſhed, namely, the junction

of this river with the Severn. A canal

has been made, by virtue of an ačt of par

liament, in 1730, from the Severn to

Wall-Bridge, near Stroud. A new canal

now aſcends by Stroud, through the Vale

of Chalford, to the height of 343 feet, by

means of 28 locks, and thence to the en

trance of a tunnel near Sapperton, a diſ

tance of near 8 miles. This canal is 42

feet in width at top, and 30 at the bottom.

The tunnel (which is extended under Sap

perton Hill and Haley-Wood, making a

diſtance of 2 miles and 3 furlongs) is near

1 5 feet in width, and can navigate barges

of 70 tons. The canal, deſcending hence

134 feet, by 14 locks, joins the Thames

at Lechlade, a diſtance of above 20 miles.

In the courſe of this undertaking, the ca

mal from the Severn, at Froomlade, to In

gleſham, where it joins the Thames, is a

diſtance of more than 30 miles. The ex

pence of it exceeded the ſum of 200,oool.

of which 3cool. is ſaid to have been ex

pended in gunpowder alone, uſed for the

blowing up of the rock. This new canal

was completed in 1789, in leſs than ſeven

years from it's commencement. Several

canals are made, or making, to open a

communication between this river and

feveral parts of the kingdom; from Lon

don to Hertford and Biggleſwade; from

Brentford, by Uxbridge, Rickmanſworth,

&c. to join the Oxford canal at Braunſton;

from Weybridge, by Guilford, Godalmin,

Petersfield, &c. to the ſea, between Goſ

port and Southampton; to Baſingſtoke,

and from thence to Southampton-Water;

by the Kennet, to Hungerford; from

Abingdon to Lechlade; from Oxford to

Coventry; from Lechlade to Stratford

upon Avon ; and from Lechlade to the

Severn, below Glouceſter. The tide flows

up the Thames as high as Richmond,

which, following the winding of the river,

is 70 miles from the occan; a greater diſ

tance than the tide is carried by any other

river in Europe. The water is eſteemed

extremely wholeſome, and fit for uſe in

very long voyages, in which it will work

itſelf perfectly fine.

Thames, a river of N. America, in

the ſtate of Conne&icut, which enters

Long-Iſland Sound, 4 miles below New

London.

Thames Ditton, Surry, between King

ſton and Eſher. Thandſton, alias Fran

cion, Suffolk.

THANET, an iſland of Kent, compriſing

the NE. angle of the county. It is now ſt

parated from the main by the Stour, and a

rivulet. It produces much corn, eſpecially

barley, and alſo madder. The S. and W.

parts contain rich traës of marſh land.

The huſbandry of this iſle, and of E. Kent

in general, has long been famous. It con

tains the ſea-ports of Margate and Ramſ.

gate, and 8 other pariſhes.

Thanington, Kent, by the Stour, a mile

SW. ofCanterbury. Tharfield, Hertford.

ſhire, on a hill, NE. of Royſton. Tharºr,

Lincolnſhire, S. of Bourn. Tharſian, Nor

folk, SE. of Windham.

Thasos, an iſland of the Archipelago,

at the entrance of the Gulf of Conteſſa,

with a town of the ſame name, and a har

bour frequented by merchants. It was

anciently famous to a proverb, for it's rich

gold-mines. Lat. 4o. 59. N. lon. 24.

32. E.

Thatcham, Berkſhire, 2 miles NE. of

Newbury. -

Thaxted, a town of Eſſex, ſeated near

the ſource of the Chelmer, 20 miles NW.

of Chelmsford, and 43 NE. of London.

Market on Friday.

Theale, Berkſhire, on the Kennet, 4

miles W. of Reading.

THEBA1D, or SAID, a large country of

Upper Egypt, bordering on Nubia. It is

the leaſt fertile, and the thinneſt of people

of any province in Egypt, being full of

deſerts, and celebrated . the retreat of a

great number of Chriſtians, who lived here

in a ſolitary manner. It is now inhabited

by Arabs, great enemies to the Turks,

and thieves by profeſſion.

Thebarton, Suffolk, SW. of Dunwich.

Thebes, the ancient name of a city of

Upper Egypt, now called Luxor. It was

formerly celebrated for having too gates;

and there are now a great many magnifi

cent remains of the ancient city.

THEBEs. See THIV E.

Thecam, Northumb. NW. of Corenſide,

Theddingsworth, Leiceſ. NW. of Harbo

rough. Theddlefthorp, and Theddigºbar"

St. Helen'ſ and St. Andrew’s, Linc. near

Saltflect.
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Saltfleet. Thedilthorp, Linc. SW. of Salt

fleetby. T*:::::: Yorkſhire, near Bedal.

Thelesford, Warw. N. of Chalcot. Thel

metham, or Feltham, Suffolk, W. of Red

grave. Thelton, Norfolk, between Diſs

and Harleſton. Thelwall, Cheſhire, near

Warrington. Thenford, Northamp. near

Aſtrop. Theobald's, Herts, by the New

River, in Cheſhunt pariſh, 12 miles N. of

London. Here was a ſeat purchaſed b

King James I. and ſometime a royal refi

dence; and here Richard Cromwell paſſed

the latter part of his life very privately.

TheodosiA. See CAFFA.

Theram, Cornwall, NE. of Helſton.

Thereck, Cornwall, S.W. of Bodmin. The

reſby, Lincolnſhire, W. of Saltfleet-Haven.

Thereſthorp, Lincolnſhire, N. of Alford.

#:/. Lincolnſhire, SE. of Caſtor.

Therleſłouch, Derbyſhire, in the Peak.

TheRMIA, an iſland of the Archipe

lago, near the Gulf of Engia, 12 miles in

length, and 5 in breadth, abounding in

hot ſprings. The ſoil is good and well

cultivated, and they have a great deal of

barley, wine, figs, and fine filk and cotton.

Partridges are in , great plenty. The

principal town is of the ſame name, and is

the reſidence of a Greek biſhop. Lat. 37.

31. N. lon. 24.59. E.

Ther'verton, Devonſhire, NE. of Credi

ton. Ther-verton, or Thaverton, Devon

ſhire, N. of Exeter, and on the ſame river

is a great thoroughfare.

ThessAlY. See JAN NA.

* THETFor D, a town in Norfolk, for

merly the metropolis of the kingdom of

the Eaſt Angles; and in the 12th century,

the ſee of a biſhop, and a place of note,

with 20 churches, 2 of which now only

remain. It is ſeated on the Thet and

Little Ouſe, and the lent aſſizes for the

county are kept here. The river, which

here divides Suffolk from Norfolk, is na

vigable from Lynn-Regis. . The chief

manufačture is in woollen cloth and paper.

It is 30 mile SSE. of King's-Lynn, and

8o NNE. of London. Market on Sat.

Thetford, Cambridgeſhire, SE. of Ely.

Theydon, Bois, Garnon, and Mont, Eſſex,

are three villages in Epping Foreſt, W. of

the Rodings.

Thiber, or GREAT Thibet, a large

country of Aſia, confidered by moſt geo

graphers as part of Tartary, and extend

ing from the ſource of the Indus to the

borders of China, and from Hindooſtan to

the deſerts of Cobio. The length from E.

to W. is about 1500 miles, and the breadth

unequal and not known. This country

is one of the higheſt in Afia; it being a

part of that elevated tračt which gives riſe

I

not only to the rivers of India and China,

but alſo to thoſe of Siberia and Tartary.

It is, divided into three parts, Upper,

Middle, and Lower Thibet. The Upper

lies toward the ſources of the Ganges and

Burrampooter; the Middle is that in

which Laſſa, the capital, is ſituated; and

the Lower, that which borders on China.

Little Thibet is ſituated between Upper

Thibet and Caſhgur, and is rather a de

pendency of the latter than of Great Thi

bet. , Confidering the exceedingly rough
and ſteril ſtate .#: country of Thibet,

and the ſeverity of it's climate, from it's

wonderful elevation; it is aſtoniſhing,

Major Rennel obſerves, to find it's inha

bitants in a high ſtate of civilization;

their houſes lofty and built of flone; and

the uſeful manufactures in ſome degree of

improvement. All theſe advantages they

probably owe to their vicinity to the Chi.

neſe. The Thibetians are governed by

the grand lama, or delai lama, who is not

only ſubmitted to by them, but is alſo the

ſovereign pontiff ...)numberleſs tribes of

Tartars, in Chineſe and independent Tar

...; They are perſuaded that Fo, lives

in him ; that he knows, ſees, and under

ſtands all things, without aſking any queſ

tions, or receiving any information; and

that if at any time he does ſo, it is merely

for form's ſake, and in order to leave the

infidel and ill-deſigning no room to com

plain. In a word, they believe him to be

immortal, and endowed with all know

ledge and virtue. Every year they come

from different parts to worſhip, and make

rich offerings at his ſhrine. Even the

emperor of China, who is of a Tartar

race, does not fail to acknowledge the

lama, in his religious capacity, although,

as a temporal ſovereign, the lama himſelf

is, in ſome reſpećts, tributary to that em

*. The opinion of the moſt orthodox

hibetians is, that when the grand lama

ſeems to die, either of old age or infirmity,

his ſoul, in reality, only quits a crazy ha

bitation, to look for another younger or

better; and it is diſcovered again in the

body of ſome child, by certain tokens

known only to the lamas or prieſts, in

which order he always appears. In 1774,

the grand lama was an infant, who had

been diſcovered ſome time before by the

tayoſhoo lama, who, in authority and

ſančtity of charaćter, is next to the grand

lama, and, during his minority acts as

chief. The lamas, who form the numer

ous, as well as the moſt powerful body in

the ſtate, have the prieſthood entirely in

their hands; and moreover, they fill up

many monaſtic orders, which are held in

great
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great veneration among them. The refi.

dence of the grand lama is at Pateli, or

Putala, a vaſt palace, on a mountain, near

the banks of the Burrampooter, about 7

miles fron Laſſa. The religion of Thi

bet has, in ſome reſpects, a great affinity

to that of the Indian Branuins. The

Thibetians have a great veneration for

the cow, and highly reſpect alſo the wa

ters of the Ganges, the ſource of which

they believe to be in beaven. The Sun

miaſſes, or Indian pilgrims, often viſit

Thibet as a holy place; and the lama al

ways maintains a body of 2 or 3oo of

them in his pay. The temporal govern

ment of Thibet has not been always poſ

ſeſſed by the great lama. At the begin

ning of the latt century, Thibet was ruled

by a king, and the territories ſubject to

the great lama were not very large. The

ſort of Dellamacolla, which commands the

principal paſs through the Bootan Moun

tains, being taken by ſtorm by Captain

Jones, in 1773; the fame of this exploit

made the Thibetians ſend an embaſſy to

the Bengal government, and in 1774, the

Engliſh Eaſt India Company made a treaty

with the lama. •

Thickºroom, Staffordſhire, SE. of Lich

field. Thickley, E. and W. Durham, S.

of Biſhop Auckland. -

Thi ERs, a town in the dept. of the

Puy de Dome, famous for it's ſtatuary,

hardware, cutlery, paper, cards, &c. It

is 12 miles E. of Clermont. .

Thiºlicy, Lincolnſ. NW. of Horncaſ.

tle. Thiºlethorp, Norfolk, near Repe

ham. Thimum, Northumb. in Herteſhe

ved. Thington, or Fiºdon, Northamptonſ.

NV. of Higham Ferrers. Thing wall,

Cheſhire, near Woodchurch, between the

Lee and Merſey. Thintoft, Yorkſhire,

near Northalierton. -

T1:1 ox v i Ll E, a confiderable town in

the dept. of Moſelle, taken by the Prince

of Conde, in 1643, after the battle of Ro

croy. It is feated on the river Moſelle,

14 miles N. of Metz, and 195 NNE. of
Pa is. * , * * i

Thirkley, Yorkſ. near Thirſk. Thirkle

by, Yorkſ. NE. of Northallerton. Thirle

Øy, Yorkſ. S.W. of Hºlmeſley. Thirlºfty,
Yorkſhire, NE. of Thirik. Thirlºil

Caſtle, Northumberland, on the Picts

Wall, NE. of Brampton.

* THIRSK, a ſmall town in the N. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, with a ſpacious market

place. It is zo miles NW. of York, and

2 "o N. by W. of London. Market on

Monday.

Thirſion, E. and Iſ". Northumb. Sw.

of Warkworth. I lºſton, Rutlaudſ, in

the York road from Stamford. Thiffen

dale, Yorkſhire, SW. of York-Woulds.

Thiſłleton, Lancaſhire, NW. of Kirkham.

Thiſite worth; ſee Iſleworth.

TH1v E, or STIBEs, anciently THEBEs,

an ancient and celebrated town of Greece,

in Livadia, with a biſhop's ſee. It was

formerly very large, and yet is 3 miles in

circumference, but full of ruins, with

about 4 or 50oo Turks and Chriſtians in

it. It is now famous for a fine ſort of

white clay, of which they make bowls for

pipes after the Turkiſh faſhion. They

are never burnt, but dry naturally, and

become as hard as a ſtone. Here are z

moſques, and , ſeveral Greek churches.

The air of the country about Thebes is

thick and foggy. It is ſeated between

two ſmall rivers, ſuppoſed to be the Iſnie

nus and Dirce of the ancien’s, 28 miles

WNW. of Athens, and 290 SW. of Con

ſtantinople. -

Thoby, Eſſex, in Mountnaiſing pariſh.

THoiss EY, a town in the department

of Ain, with a handſome college, 13 miles

W. of Bourg, and 2 co SE of Paris.

Tholthorp, Rutlandſ. NW. of Stamford,

Thom As, Sr. an iſland of Africa, ly

ing under the equator in 8 deg. E. lon.

It was diſcovered in 1460, and belongs to

the Portugueſe. It is almoſt round, and

is about 30 miles in circumference. It is

an unwholeſome country for Europeans,

although the natural inhabitants often

complete a century. The ſoil is well-wa

tered and amazingly fertile, producing the

fruits of every denomination of the warm

climates, in the utmoſt perfestion, with

little labour or expence. It abounds alſo

with a variety of animals, tame and wild;

and an infinity of the feathered kind. The

rivers, as well as the ſurrounding ſea, are

ſtocked with an incredible variety of fiſh.

It confiſts chiefly of hills intermixed with

valleys, which are conſtantly filled with a

thick fetid fog. However, it agrees very

well with the cattle, which are larger and

finer here than on the Gold Coaſt of

Guinea.

Thomas, St. Cornwall, near Launceſton.

Thomas, St. Devonſhire, S.W. of Exeter.

Thoras, St. Herts, 2 miles from Ickland.

Thomas, St. near Stafford.

THoMAs, ST. a town of Cumana, S.

America. -

TH oxias, St. a town of Hindooſtin,

on the coaſt of Coromandel, 3 miles S. of

adras.

Thom As, Sr. an iſland of the W. In

dies, to the E. of Porto Rico, with a town

near a ſafe and commodious harbour. The

trade here, by illicit traffic, with French,

Engliſh,
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Engliſh, Dutch, and Spaniards, is confi

derable; and, from the great plenty of

money, proviſions are dear. One part of

the town, the Branderburg quarter, is a

ſettlement of F, ench refugees. The Da

niſh factory is a large building, contain

ing convenient warehouſes for the recep

tion of ſlaves, ſtowage of goods, &c. In

the harbour is a ſmall fort, without ditch

or out-works. It is 18 miles in cir

cumference, and belongs to the Danes.

Lat. 18. 22. N. lon. 64. 50. W.

Thomas Street, in Roſcommon, Con

naught. Thomaſown, in Tipperary,

Munſter. -

* Thom As row N, a town of Kilkenny,

in Leinſter, 58 miles from Dublin.

ThomoND, an ancient diſtrict of Ire

land, containing the preſent county of

C}are, in Munſter. -

. Thone, a river in Somerſetſhire.

THoNo N, a town in the dept. of Mont

Blanc, capital of Chablais, -ſeated on the

Lake of Geneva, 16 miles NE. of Geneva.

Thoraldby, Yorkſhire, on the Tees, S. of

Stockton. Thoreſty, Lincolnſ. near Bur

well. Thorganby, Lincolnſ. between Mar

ket-Raiſin, and Grimſby. Thorganby,

Yorkſ, between Cawood and Pocklington.

Thorington, Eſſex, N.W. of St., O.yth.

Tharington, Suffolk, S. of Blithborough.

‘Tharkley, Northumberl. W. of Newcaſtie.

Thorley, Iſle of Wight, in Weſt Medina.

. Thorley Hall, Hertfordſhire, with a cauſey

that leads to Bithop's-Stortford. Thor

manly, Yorkſ. SE. of Thirſk. . . Thormar

ton, Glouceſterſ. near Cirenceſter. Thorn,

Devonſhire, in Thornbury pariſh.

THoRN, a city of Weſtern Pruſſia, for

merly hanſeatic, and the chief city of Po

liſh Pruſſia. In 1793, the Pruſſian troops

took puffiſſion of Thorn, from which time

it has been annexed to the dominions of

that king. It is ſeated on the river Viſ

tula, over which is a remarkable bridge,

7o miles S. of Dantzick.' '.' ' -

Thorn, Devonſ. in Thornbury pariſh.

Thorn and Park, Yorkſ. W. of Scarbo

rough. Thornaby, Yorkſ. SE. of Stock

ton-upon-Tees. Thornage, Norfolk, SW.

of Holt. Thormalºy, Yorkſhire, SW. of

Midlan.

mouth of Chichelter Harbour.

rough, near Buckingham.

Yorkſhire, NE. of M ſham. Thornburn,

Northumb. E. of Yarrow. Thornbury,

Devonſhire, near Shepwaſh. Thornbury,

Glouceſterſhire, N.W. of Broomyard.

THORNBURY, a town of Glouceſter

ſhire, ſtated near the Severn, 24 miles

-SSW. of Glouceſter, and 121 W. of Lon

don. , Market on Saturday.

Thornbo

Thorway Iſland, Hants, at the

Thornborough,

Thornby, Northamp. near Cold Aſhby.

Thoracliff, Staff. NE. of Leek. Thorn

comb, Devonſ. NE. of Axminſter. Thorn

cot, Bedfordſ. near North Hill. Thornden,

Kent, between Whitſtaple, Hern, and

Swalecliff. Thornden, Kent, near Frendſ

bury. Thorndon, Suffolk, S. of Eye.

Thorndon, Warw, in Nether Eatington pa

riſh. Thorndon, E. and H. Eſſex, between

Brentwood and Horndon-on-the-Hill.

Thor NE, an improving town in the

W. Riding of Yorkſhire. It ſtands in

the marſh land, on the river Don. The

tui f-moor fens, to the E. and NE. of

this town, have been lately incloſed. The

marſhes alſo have been drained, and the

ground much ſunk, by a cut, 1o miles in

length, from this place to Gowle, or

Gowld. Hall. It is 31 miles S. of York,

and 166 N. of London. Market on Wed

neſday. '

Thorne, Lincolnſ, near the Dun, in Ax

holm-iſle. Thorne, Somerſ. has a bridge

over the Parret to Muchney. Iſland.

Thorne, Somerſetſ. near Yeovil. Thorne

Fawcom, Somerſ, near Taunton. Thorne,

St. Margaret's, Somerſ. SW. of Welling

ton. Thorner, Yorkſ. W. of Bramham

Moor. Thornerlet, Durham, N.W. of Ra

venſworth. Thornes, Staff. near Shenſton.

Thornep, Northamp. NE. of Peterborough.

Thorney, Nott. NE. of Normanton. Thor

nºy, Suſſex, near Selſey. Thorney-Ahly,

Camb. N.W. of Ely. Thorney Lanes,

Staff. E. of Paget's-Bromley. Thorney

Lee, Staff. N. of Marbrook. Thorney,

Magna, Iſle of Wight, in Weſt Medina.

Thornford, Dorſe: ſhire, 2 miles and a half

SW. of Sherborn. Thorngrafton, North

unub. near Beltingham. Thorngumbold,

Torkſ. S. of Headon. Thornham, Kent,

2 miles and a half NE. of Maidſtone.

Thornham, Lincolnſ. NW. of Glandford

Bridge. Thornham, Norfolk, SE. of St.

Edmund's Chapel and Point. Thornham,

Parva, Suffolk, near Eye. Thornham,

Tower, Northumberl. W. of Rothbury.

Thornhaugh, Northamp. near Wansford

Bridge. Thornhill, Dorſetſhire, W. of

Stourminſter. Thornhill, Staffordſhire,

NE. of Paget's-Bromley., Thornhill,
Yorkſhire, near Wakefield.

. Thor Nhill, a town of Dumfriesſhire,

where fairs are held, chiefly for woollen,

yarn, and coarſe woollen ſtuffs. It is ſi

tuated on the river Nith, 15 miles N. by

W. of Dumfries.

Thornholm, Yorkſhire, near Kilham.

Thornhope, Northumberl. near Kirkhaugh.

Thornley, Durham, between Durham and

Hartlepool. Thornthorp, Yorkſhire, S. of

New Malton. Thornthwaite, Cumb. near

Keſwick.
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Keſwick. Thornthwaite. Foreſ? and Hall,

Weſtm. SW. of Roſgill. Thornthwate,

Yorkſ. W. of Ripley. Thornton, Bucks,

between Stony-Stratford and Buckingham.

Thornton, Cheſh. on a branch of the Gowy.

Thornton, Durham, 3 miles from Stockton.

Thornton of Thorton, Dorſetſ. near Marn

hull. Thornton, Lanc. in Poulton pariſh,

in Amounderneſs. Thornton, Leiceſ. near

Bagworth. Thornton, Linc. near Horn

caſtle. Thornton and Thornton College,

Lincolnſ. SSE, of Barton upon-Humber.

Thornton, Northumberl. W. of Alnwick.

Thornton, Yorkſ. SW. of Pocklington.

Thornton, Yorkſhire, near Sheriff. Hutton.

ź."#. Yorkſ. SE. of Thirſk. Thorn

ton, Yorkſhire, near Malton. Thornton,

Yorkſhire, SE. of Pickering. Thornton,

Yorki. NE. of Yarum. Thornton, Yorkſ.

SW. of Bradford. Thornton, Yorkſ. near

Skipton, in Craven. Thornton, Biſhop,

Yorkſ. N. of Ripley. Thornton, Childer,

Cheſhire, E. of Neſton. Thornton, E.

and /. Northumberland, W. of Morpeth.

Thornton-Hough, Cheſhire, between theDee

and Merſey. Thornton in Lonſdale, Yorkſ.

W. of Langſtredale Chace. Thornton-in

the-Beans, Yorkſ. SE. of Northallerton.

Thornton in-the-Moor, Yorkſhire, NW. of

Thirſk. Thornton-in-the-Street, Yorkſ.

N. of Thirſk. Thornton Ruff, Yorkſ. SE.

of Aſkrig. Thornton Stewart, Yorkſhire,

E. of Midlam. Thornton Watlas, Yorkſ.

NE. of Maſham. Thornwood, Eſſex, W.

of the Lavers. Thorold's Hall, Eſſex, S.

of the Rodings. Thoroton, Nott. SE. of

Bingham. Thorp, Derb. SW. of Wirkſ

worth. Thorp, Dorſetſ. half a mile S. of

Notton. Thorp, Durham, N.W. of Stock

ton-upon-Tees. Thorp, Eſſex, near Ten

dring. Thorp, Leiceſ. SE. of Hinckley.

Thorp, Lincolnſ. near Wainfleet. Thorp,

Lincolnſ. W. of Tatterſhal. Thorp, Nor

folk, 6 miles S.W. of Yarmouth. Thorp,

near Norwich. Thorp, Northamp. NE. of

Thrapſton. Thorp, Northamp. a mile from

Oldwincle. Thorp, Nott. SE. of Gotham.

Thorp, Nottingh. a hamlet of Matterſey.

Thorp, Nott. by Newark. Thorp, Rutlandſ.

in Seyton pariſh. Thorp, Staff. NE. of

Tamworth. Thorp, Suffolk, in Aldring

ham pariſh. Thorp, Suffolk, N. of Ald

borough. . Thorp, Suffolk, NW. of Bil

derſton. Thorp, Suffolk, E. of Debenham.

Thorpe, Surry, near Egham. Thorp,

Warw. near Southam. Thorp, Yorkſhire,

NE. of Kilham. Thorp, Yorkſ. SE. of

Pocklington. Thorp, Yorkſ. near How

den. Thorp, Yorkſ. SE. of Bernard-Caſ

tle. Thorp, Yorkſhire, near Richmond.

Thorp, Yorkſhire, near Rippon. Thorp,

Yorkſ. NW. of Rotheram. Thorp-Abbot's,

Norfolk, SW. of Harleſton. Thorp. Acre,

Leiceſ. NW. of Loughborough. Thorp

Arch, Yorkſ. 2 miles frcm Wetherby.

Thorp-Arnold, Leiceſ. SW. of Waltham

on-the-Would. Thorp Baffet, Yorkſ. NE.

of New Malton. Thorp-Biſhop's, Yorkſ.

E. Riding. Thorp Black, Oxf. NE. of

Ameriden. Thorp Bulmer, Durham, NW.

of Hartlepool. º: Staff.

near Clifton-Camville. horp, Eaſt, Eſ

ſex, between Kelvedon and Colcheſter.

Thorp. Harris, Yorkſ. NW. of Rippen.

Thorp in-the Fallow, N.W. of Lincoln.

Thorp-Land Norfolk, S. of Great Wal

ſingham. Thorp, Little, Durham, near

Eaſington and the coaſt. Tharp-Ledge,

Eſſex, SE. of Tendring. Thorp, or Lºng

Thorp, Northamp. between Caſter and Pe

terborough. Thorp Lubnam, Northamp.

by Harborough. Thorp-Market, Norfolk,

N. of North Walſham. Thorp Meſſworth,

Northamp, near Kettering. horp on

the-Hill, Yerkſ. S. of Leeds. Thorp on

the-Mount, SW. of Lincoln. Tharp

Parva, Norfolk, SW. of Harleſton.

Thorp. Row, Yorkſhire, NE. of Maſham.

Thorp-Sachfield, Leiceſ. SW. of Melton

Mowbray. Thorp-Salvin, Yorkſ. SE. of

Rotheram. Thorp. Stapleton, Thorp juxta

Aquam, or Thorp. Hall, Yorkſ. W. Riding.

crp-Underwood, Northamp. near Roth

well. Thorp-Willoughby, Yorkſ. nearSelby.

Thorſet-Hall, Derbyſ, in the High Peak.

HouARs, a confiderable town in the

dept. of the Two Sevres, ſeated on the

river Thoue, 32 miles SSE. of Angers,

and 161 SW. of Paris.

Thowerſby, Nottingh. W. of Tuxford.

Thrandeñon, Suffolk, N.W. of Eye.

Thrapston, a town of Northampton

ſhire, ſeated on the river Nen, 18 miles

NE. of Northampton, and 75 NNW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

Thraſlowly, Yorkſhire, near Scarbo

rough. Thraxton, Norfolk, W. of Wat

ton. Threapland, Cumberland, a hamlet

in the pariſh of Torpenhow.

Three Castle HEAD, on the coaſt

of Cork, Munſter, near Mizen-Head.

Three Hills Island, one of the

New Hebrides, in the S. Pacific Ocean.

Three Lords, Carmarth. in S. Wales.

Three-Mile-Water, in Carrickfergus

Bay, in Down, Ulſter. Three-siſters,

three remarkable hills on the iſthmus be

tween Smerewick and Ferritor's-Creek, in

Kerry, Munſter.

Threlkeld, Cumberl. NE. of Keſwick.

Threſhfield, Yorkſ. W. Riding, on the ri

ver Wherfe, NW. of Barden-Tower.

Thriberg, Yorkſ. oppoſite to Rowmarſh.

Thirkby, Norfolk, W. of Caſtor. Thrim

£y,
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very deep.

by, Weſtm. in Morland pariſh. Thrin, a

river in Norfolk, running into the ſea near

Yarmouth. Thrinſion, Leiceſterſ. E. of

Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. Thrifthorp, Linc.

SW. of Market-Raiſin. Throcking, Herts,

near Buntingford. Throcklow, or Throple,

Northumb.W. of Morpeth. Throggy, a

river in Mºnmouthſhire, running into the

Severn at Trinity-Chapel. Throgmortoiſ,

Worceſterſ, in the pariſh of Fladbury and

Vale of Eveſham. Throp, Do! ſetſ, near

Piddleton. Thropton, or Throp'eton, Nor

thumberl. W. of Rothbury.

Devonſ. on the Thruſhel, NE. of Lifton.

Throſion, Upper and Lower, Durham, W.

of Hartlepool. Throwley, Devonſ. on the

Taw, N. of Chegford. Throwley, Kent,

4 miles S. of Feverſham. Throwley, Staff.

ne ºr Waterfall. Throxton, Nortnumberl.

V. of Rithbury. Thrumpton, Nott. at

the conflux of the Trent and Soar, SW.

of Nottingham. Thruſhel, a river in De
vonſhire.

Biſhop-Auckland. Thruſtfield, Staff. be

tween Molecop. Hill and Talk on-the

Hill. Thrafthorp, Lincolnſ. N. of Alford.

Thruxton, Hampſhire, near Weyhill.

THUIN, a town of Liege, feated on the

river Sambre, 8 miles SW. of Charleroy.

THULE. See FULA.

Thule, SouthERN, a part of Sand

wich Land, diſcovered by Captain Cook

in 1775. It is high and mountainous,

and was entirely covered with ſnow in the

beginning of February, which anſwers to

Auguſt in the northern hemiſphere. It

lies in lat. 59. 54. S. lon. 27. 4o. W.

which being the moſt ſoutherly land yet

diſcovered, gave occaſion for it’s name.

THUN, a town of Bern, Swiſſerland,

with a caſtle, where the avoyer reſides.

This is the place where they embark on

the river Aar for Bern, 10 miles from it.

It is pretty large, and ſeated at the NW.

extremity of the lake of the ſame name.

THUN, a lake in Bern, Swiſſerland,

about 4 leagues long and 1 broad. To

judge by the ſteepneſs of the lofty moun

tains by which it is bounded, it muſt be

The borders are richly varie

gated, and preſent ſeveral fine points of

view, greatly heightened by many ragged

rocks riſing boldly from the edge of the

water.

º THUNDER BAY, a bay, 9 miles broad,

at the NW. corner of Lake Huron, in N.

America; ſo called from the frequent

thunder that is heard there.

Thunderfield, Surry,

Thunderſley, Eſſex, near Walden. Thun

derſley, Eilex, S.W. of Rayleigh. Thun

dridge, Hertfordſ, 2 miles NE. of Ware.

near Horley.

Throſlelton,

Thruſſington, Durham, NE. of rivers.

Thunnock, near Gainſborough. Thurzaſ.

ton, Leiceſ. S. of Mountſorrel. Thureſø,

Cumberl. between Wigton and Carlfie.

Thurgarton, Nottingh. S. of Southwell.-

TH U R GAU, a bailiwick of Swiſſerland,

which lies along the river Thur, bounded

on the E. and N. by the lake, town, and

biſhopric of Conſtance; on the S, by the

territory of St. Gal; and on the W. by

the cantons of Zurich and Schaffhauſen.

It is the largeſt bailiwick in Swiſſerland,

as well as the moſt pleaſant, rich, and fer

tile, being extremely populous. The ſo

vereignty belongs to the eight ancient

cantons, who ſend a bailiff here in turn.

Frauenfield is the capital.

Thurgoland, Yorkſ. SW. of Barneſley.

THURING IA, a province of Upper Sax

ony, about 73 miles in length, and 75 in

breadth, containing 60 towns, and 674.

villages. It is fertile, abounding in corn,

fruits, and wood, and watered by ſeveral

It belongs moſtly to the elector

of Saxony.

Thurland, Lanc. a little above Hornby

Caſtle, on the ſame river. Thurlaſion,

Warwickſhire, SE. of Dunmore-Heath.

Thurlelar, Cornwall, near Stratton. Thur

lepot, Cumberland, near Keſwick.

* THURLEs, a town of Tipperary, in

Munſter, ſeated on the river Suir, which

divides it into nearly two equal parts, 7o

miles from Dublin.

Thurleſon, SE. of Derby. Thurleſion,

Devonſhire, near Kingſbridge. Thurley, 4.

miles from Bedford. Thurlmere, a river

in Cumb. near Keſwick. Thurlow, Mag

na and Parva, Suffolk, on the Stour, N.

of Haveril. Thurloxton, Sornerſ. NE. of

Taunton, Thurſion, Leic. NE. of Hinck

lev. %urrafton, NE. of Leiceſter.

Thurnly, SE. of Leiceſter. Thurnly,

Weſtm. N. of Shapp. Thurne, Norfolk,

E. of S. Walſham. Thurnham, S. of Lan

caſter. Thurning, Huntingd. near Great

Gidding and Luddington. Thurning, Nor

folk, NE. of Foulſham. Thurnſ: o, Yorkſ.

5 miles from Doncaſter. Thurrington,

Suffolk, N.W. of Dunwich. Thurrock, E.

and JW. Eſſex, near Gray's Thurrock.

Thurſby, Lincolnſ. E. of Alford. Thurſty,

Yorkſ. NE. of Midlam. Thurſly, Cum

berl. near Aikton. Thursford, Norfolk,

between Holt and Great Walſingham.

Thurſland, Yorkſhire, W. of Barneſley.

Thurſley Surry, in Witley pariſh.

THU R so, a ſea-port of Caithneſsſhire,

on the N. coaſt, with a conſiderable trade,

and a manufa&tory of woollen and linen

cloth. There is a ſalmon fiſhery at the

mouth of the river Thurſo, and the cod

fiſhtry alſo gives employment to many.

- X x Thurſtanzley,
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Thurſtaneſley, Dorſetſ. near Bridport.
Thurſtanton, Cheſhire, on the Dee, near

Hyle Lake. Thurſthorp, Lincolnſ. SE, of

Saltfleetby, by the ſea. Thurſton, Norfolk,

between Loddon and Yarmouth. Thurſion,

Suffolk, S. of Pakenham. Thurvaſion,

Upper and Lower, Derbyſ. NE. of Boyl

ſton. Thuffington, Leigeſ. E. of Mount

ſorrel. Thuſlau. Mere, a river in Cumb.

and Lanc. which runs into the Foſſe near

Crakeford. Thurton, Norfolk, between

E. Dereham and Windham. Thawaites,

Cumberl. in Millum pariſh, on the river

Dudden. Thwate, Cumb. W. of Pen

rith. Thuate, Norfolk, S.W. of Loddon.

Thwate, Yorkſ. E.of Keighley. Thwater,

Cumb. near Grayſtock-Caſtle. Thºvayt,

Norfolk, between B conſthorp and North

Walſham. Tºwayt, Suffolk, on the road

between Ipſwich and Norwich. Thwing,

Yorkſhire, N. of Kilham. -

TIANo, a town of Lavora, Naples.

Tibberton, Glouc. 4 miles S.E. of New

ent. Hibberton, Shropſ. W. of Newport.

Tibberton, NE. of Worceſter. Tibenham,

Norfolk, SE. of New Buckenham.

TIBER, a great river in Italy, which

riſes in the Apennine mountains, and in

the Fiorentino. It paſſes into the pope's

territory, waſhes Borgo de St. Sepulchro,

Citta-di-Caſtello, Todi, and Rome, Io

miles below which it falls into the Medi

terranean Sea, at Oſtia. Tivere is it's

modern name.

Tiberthwate, Lancaſ. N. of Fourneſs

Fells. Tiberton, Heref. N. of the Golden

Vale. Tiëſhelf, Derbyſ. NE. of Alfreton.

Tibthorp, Yorkſhire, N. of Bainton. Tich

burn, Hampſhire, SW. of Alresford. Tich

field, Tichfield Bay and River, Hampſhire,

near Southampton. Tich well, Norfolk,

W. of Burnham-Market.

Tick E L L, a town in the W. Riding

of Yorkſhire, 5 miles S. of Doncaſter, and ,

155 N. by W. of London, Market on

Saturday.

Tickencote, Rutlandſ. 2 miles and a half

from Stanford, with one of the moſt an

cient Saxon churches in the kingdom.

‘lickenhall, Derbyſ. SW. of Kegworth.

Tickenhall, Worc. near Bewdley. Tick

Ham, Yorkſ, near Sheriff. Hutton-Caſtle.

‘Tickmarſh, Northamp. NE. of Thrapſtºn.

Ticknam, Sonrieti. near Clevedon. Tick

fon, Yorkſ. NE. of Beverley. Tiddenham,

Clouceſte, ſ. near Chepſtow. Tiddington,

Warw. by Stratford-upon-Avon. Tide,

or Titi, a river in Cornwall. Tidering

fan, Cheſhire, in-Macclesfield Foreſt.

Tiptsw ELL, a town of Derbyſhire, ſo

called from a well that cºbs and flows at

ºncertain times, twice on thi ice an hour,

after great rains; but in dry ſummers it
entirely ceaſes. It is 22 miles N.W. of

Derby, and 158 NNW. of London. Mar

ket on Wedneſday.

Tidmarſh, Berks, a mile from Theale

and the Thames. Tºdminton, Worceſter

ſhire, S. of Shipſton on Stour.

Tido Re, an iſland in the Eaſtern In

dian Ocean, one of the Moluccas, 15 miles

SE. of Ternate, and W. of Gilolo. It

is 30 miles in circumference, and produces

cloves and flax. The Dutch have ſeveral

forts on the iſland, though it has a king

of it’s own. Lat. 1.6. N. lon. 126. o. E.

Tidwell, Devonſhire, in Budley Pariſh.

TIEL, a town of Dutch Guelderland.

TrenchAN, a town of Aſia, in Corea.

Tierkelly, in Down, Uliter, 2 miles NE.

of Rathfryland, where there is a good cha

lybeate ſpring.

TIERRA DEL-EsPIRITU-SANTo, the

moſt weſtern and largeſt iſland of the New

Hebrides, in the S. Pacific Ocean, being

60 miles in length, and 3o in breadth.

It was diſcovered by Quiros, and viſited

by Captain Cook, in 1774. The land is

exceedingly high and mountainous, and

in many places the hills riſe directly from

the ſea. Except the cliffs and beaches,

every part is covered with wood, or iaidº

out in plantations. Beſide the Bay of St.

Philip and St. Jago, on the north ſide of

it, the iſles which lie along the S. and E.

coaſt, form ſeveral good bays and harbours.

Lat. 16. o. S. lon. 166. o. E.

TiE RRA-DEL-FU E Go, ſeveral iſlands

at the ſouthern extremity of America, fe

parated from the main land by the Straits

of Magellan. They take their name from

a volcano on the largeſt of them. They

are all very barren and mountainous; but

from what Mr. Foſter ſays, in his voyage

to the South Sea, the climate does not ap

pear to be ſo rigorous and tempeſtuous as

it is repreſented in Anſon's Voyage. Upon

the lower grounds and iſlands, that were

ſheltered by the high mountains, he found

ſeveral ſorts of trees and plants, and a va

riety of birds. Among the trees was

Winter's bark-tree, and a ſpecies of ar

buºus, loaded with red fruit of the ſize of

ſmall cherries, which were very well teſt

ed. In ſome places there is alſo plerty

of celery. Among the birds was a ſpecies

of duck, of the fize of a gocſe, which ran

along the ſea with amazing velocity, beat

ing the water with it's wings and feet.

It had a gray plumage, with a yellow bill

and feet, and a few white quill feathers.

At the Falkland Iſlands it is called a lºg

g-rhead-duck. Among the birds are alsº

plenty of geeſe and falcons. The rocks
- cł
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of ſome of the iſlands are covered with

large muſcle-ſhells, the fiſh of which is

well flavoured. The natives of this coun

try are ſhort in their perſons, not exceed

ing 5 feet 6 inches at moſt, their heads

large, their faces broad, their cheekbones

prominent, and their noſes flat. They

have little brown eyes; their hair is black

and lank, hanging about their heads, in

diſorder, and beſmeared with train oil,

On the chin they have a few ſtraggling

ſhort hairs. Thoſe which Mr. Foſter ſaw

had no other clothing than a ſmall piece of

ſeal-ſkin, which hung from their ſhoulders

to the middle of the back, being faſtened

round the neck with a ſtring: the reſt of

their body was perfeótly naked. Their

natural colour ſeems to be an olive brown,

with a kind of gloſs, reſembling that of

copper; but many of them diſguiſe them

felves with ſtreaks of red paint, and ſome

times, though ſeldom, with white. Their

whole character is a ſtrange compound of

ſtupidity, indifference, and inactivity.

Their inſtruments for fiſhing are a kind

of fiſh-giggs. They live chiefly on ſeals’

fleſh, and like the fat oily part moſt.

There is no appearance of any ſubordina

tion among them; and from their indiffe

rence and inactivity, they ſeem rather con

tent than very happy.

Tiffield, Northamp. NE. of Towceſter.

Tighe, Rutlandſ. W. of Market. Overton.

TIGRE, a province in Abyſſinia, zoo

miles in length, and 12 o in breadth.

TIGR is, a river of Aſia, which riſes in

the mountains of Armenia, and paſſing

by Diarbekir, Moſul, and many other ci

ties and towns, unites with the Euphrates,

when both together fall into the Perſian

Gulf below Baſſora.

Tikeford, Bucks, near Newport. Til

brook, Bedf. N.W. of Kimboltón. Tilbu

ry, Eſſex, near Clare. Hall and the Yeal

dams. Till ury, Wilts, near Wardour

Caſtle. Tilbury, Eaſt, Eſſex, by the

Thames, to the E. of Tilbury Fort. It

is ſuppoſed to be the place where the em

Peror Claudius croſſed the Thames, in

Purſuit of the Britons. In this pariſh is

a ficki, called Cave Field, in which is a

horizontal paſſage to one of the ſpacious

caverns in the neighbouring pariſh of

Chadwell. Of theſe Camden has given a

ſketch in his Britannia; and he deſcribes

them as in a chalk cliff, built very artifi

cially of ſtone, to the height of ten fa

thoms. Derham meaſured three of the

moſt conſiderable of them, and found the

depth of one of them to be 50 feet, of an

other 70 feet, and of a third 80 feet.

Their origin is too remote for inveſtiga

the ſea.

tion. Tilbury Fort, lies more weſt, oppo

ſite Graveſend. It is a regular fortifica

tion, planned by Sir Martin Beckman,

chief engineer to Charles II. with battions,

the largeſt of any in England. It has a

double moat, the innermoſt of which is

180 feet broad, with a counterſ, aip, co

vered way, ravelines, and renailles. On

the platform are mounted 1 of cannon,

from 24 to 46 pounders each, beſides

ſmaller ones planted between them ; the

baſtions and curtines are alſo planted with

guns. On the land ſide are two redoubts

of brick; and here it is able to lay the

whole country under water. The founda

tion of this fort is laid upon piles driven

down in two ranges, one above the other,

which reach below the channel of the ri

ver, and the lowermoſt being p inted with

iron, enters the ſolid chalk rock which ex

tends under the Thames to the chalk hills

in Kent. Tilbury, Weſl, Eſſex, ſituated

on the Thames, N of Tilbury Fort,

where the four Roman proconſular ways

croſſed each other. In 630, this was the

ſee of Biſhop Ceadda, or St. Chadſ, who

converted the Eaſt Saxons. It is ſituated

by the marſhes, which are generally ſtock

ed with Lincolnſhire and Leiceſterſhire

wethers, which are ſent hither in attumn,

and fed here till Chriſtmas, and this is

what the butchers call right marſh mut

ton. In this pariſh is a celebrated ſpring

of alterative water, diſcovered in 1727.

Tilehurſt, Berks, W. of Reading. Tileſ:

worth, Bedfordſ, near Chalgrave. Tiley,

Dorſetſhire, in Great Mintern pariſh.

Tiley, Dorſetſhire, near Coſmore Common.

Tilford, Surry, SE. of Farnham. Tilgate

and it's Forf, Suſſex, between Crawley

and Slaugham.

TILL E Mont, or TIRLeMont, a vil

lage of Auſtrian Brabant, formerly a con

ſiderable place, but ruined by the wars and

by fire. It is ſeated on the river Geet, 9

miles SSE. of Louvain.

Tilingham, Eſſix, S. of Bradwell, by

Tillington, Staff. between Creſ. '

well and Stafford. Tillington, Suſſex, near

Petworth. Tilneſſon, Kent, 4 miles S. of

Sandwich. Tilney and Tiley Smeth, Nor

folk, in the marſh land. Tilney, Nºttingh.

on the Idle, N. of Redford. Tiſſey, or

Tildſy, Lanc. in the pariſh of Leigh. Tilſ.

head Wilts, 4 miles from E. Lavington.

Till. Houſe, Devonſhire, near Rock-Bear.

Tiſdown, Glouceſterſhire, near Durſley.

TIL's IT, a town of Pruſſian Lithuania.

Tiſº, Shropſ. SW. of Clebury. Til

fock, Shropſ. S. & Whitchurch. Tifton,
Cheſhire, N.W. of Malpas. Tilty, Eſ

ſex, on the Chelner, adjoining Brºxted.

X x 2. - Tilton
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paſtures.

, meadows.

tle here, that are all milk white, except

Tilton on the Hill, Leiceſterſhire, E. of

Billeſdon. -

Timahoe, in Queen's County, Leinſter.

TIMAN, a town and diſtrićt of S. Ame

rica, in Popayan, abounding in fruits and

It is 1 co miles from Popayan.

Lat: 1. 35. N. lon. 73.55. W.

Timbercomb, Somerſ. W. of Minehead.

Timber time, near Worceſter. Timberland,

Linc. W. of Tatterſhal. Timble, Great

and Little, Yorkſhire, SW. of Ripley.

TIMERYcottA, a town and fortreſs of

Golconda, 64 miles S.E. of Hydiabad.

TIMoLEAGUE, a decayed town of

Cork, in Munſter, on an arm of the ſea,

which formerly was navigable, but now is

choked up with ſand. -

Timolin, in Kildare, Leinſter.

TIMoR. See MoTIR.

TiMoR, an iſland of Aſia, in the In

dian Ocean, to the S. of the Moluccas,

and to the E. of the Iſland of Java; 1 zo

miles in length, and 37 in breadth. It

abounds in wood, wax, and honey; and

the Dutch have a fort and ſettlement here,

merely to keep out other nations, as the

profit of the commerce is not conſiderable.

Lat. 1 o. 24. S. lon. 124. E.

Timperley, Cheſhire, near Mobberley.

Timſborow, Somerſ. near Pensford. Timſ.

bury, Hants, N.W. of Rumſey. Tim

“worth, Suffolk, N. of Bury.

TINcHEBRAY, a town in the dept. of

Orne, 22 miles SSW. of Falaiſe.

Tinedale, Northumberland, a valley wa

tered by the North Tyne.

* TIN E HALY, a town of Wicklow, in

Leinſter, 38 miles from Dublin.

Timehinch, or Tinnebinch, in Queen's

County, Leinſter. Timehinch, in Callow,

Leinſter. - -

TI NevelLY. See-PALAM cott A.

Tinglaw, Yorkſ. NW. of Wakefield.

Tingrafe, Devonſhire, near Newton Buſhel.

Tingrave, Bedfordſhire, SW. of Ampthill.

Tingtºweezle, or Tinchtil, Cheſhire, ŠE. of

Micklehurſt. Tingwick, SW. of Buck

ingham. Tinham, E. and H. Dorſetſhire,

SW. of Corfe. Caſtle. Tinkead, Wilt

fhire, NE. of Weſtbury.

TINIAN, an iſland in the Indian Ocean,

and one of the Marians. It is about 12

miles in length, and 6 in breadth. The

foil is every where dry and healthy; and,

being ſomewhat ſandy, is the leſs diſpoſed

to rank and over-luxuriant vegetation.

The land riſes in gentle ſlopes from the

ſhore to the middle of the iſland, inter

mixed with valleys of an eaſy deſcent, and

beautifully diverſified with woods and

There are at leaſt 10, ooo cat

\

their ears, which are brown or black.

There are alſo a vaſt number of fow

which are eaſily caught, and the fleſh of

both are exceedingly good, befide plenty

of large, fierce, wild hogs, whoſe fleſh is

delicate food. In the woods are prodigi

ous quantities of cocoa-nuts, cabbage

trees, as alſo guavots, limes, ſweet and

ſour oranges, water-melºns, and bread

fruit. It grows on all parts of the

branches, is more long than round, being

covered with a rough rind. It is about

ſeven or eight inches long, and is fittet

for uſe when full grown, but not quite

ripe. There are alſo vegetables proper

for the ſcurvy; ſuch as water melon, dan

delion, creeping purſlain, mint, ſcurvy

graſs, and ſorrel. This iſland produces

alſo cotton and indigo, and would cer

tainly be of great value if it were properly

cultivated. There are now no inhabit

ants, but there were 30, ooo, who were

taken away by the Spaniards to other

iſlands, and particularly Guam, a little

before the arrival of Commodore Anſon,

in 1742. The climate is extremely health

ful, according to the author of Anſon's

voyage, from whom this deſcription is

chiefly taken; but according to Commo

dore Byron, who viſited this iſland in 1765,

it is unhealthful in the rainy ſeaſon.

There are no ſtreams, but the water of

the wells and ſprings is extremely good.

The principal inconvenience ariſes from

the number of muſkitoes, and other kinds

of flies; and there are likewiſe inſe&is

called ticks, which faſten upon the limbs

and bodies of men, and bury their heads

under their ſkins; with other venomous

reptiles and inſe&s without number. But

the worſt of all is, that the road is incon

venient, and, in ſome ſeaſons, there is lit

tle ſecurity for a ſhip at anchor. Lat. 15.

o. N. lon. 146. o. E.

Tinkleton, Dorſetſhire, SW. of Rere.

Tinſley, Glouceſterſhire, in Nimpsfield

pariſh. Tinmore, Staffordſhire, N.W. of

Tamworth.

TINMouth, a ſea-port of Northum

berland, feated at the mouth of the river

Tyne, 9 miles E. of Newcattle. It has

a caſtle ſeated on a very high rock, inac

ceſſible on the ſea-ſide, and well mounted

with cannon. There is a bar acroſs the

mouth of the river, which is not above

ſeven feet deep at low-water. There are

dangerous rocks about it, called the Black

Middins; but to guide the ſhips by night,

there are light-houſes ſet up, and main

tained by the Trinity-Houſe. Here are

ſeveral ſalt-works, but the principle arti

cle of trade is coals. This place is now

- * r much
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into two parts.

much reſorted to as a watering place dur

ing the ſummer months.

TINos, an iſland of the Archipelago,

to the S. of Andros, 17 miles long, and 8

broad. The riches of this iſland conſiſt

in filk, of which they have 16 ooo pounds

yearly; and the ſilk ſtockings and gloves

they make of it are remarkably neat. It

was lately ſubjećt to the Venetians. St.

Nicolo is the principal town.

- Tintern, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Tintern Abbey, and Little Tintern, Mon

mouthſhire, between Monmouth and Chep

- ſtow. Tintinful, Somerſetſhire, S. of Il

cheſter. “Tºnweil, 1&utlandſhire, on the

Welland, SVV. of Stanford.

Tis To, a river of Seville, Andaluſia,

whoſe waters are of a yellow colour, and

petrifying quality. No animals, except

goats, will drink out of this river, nor any

fiſh live in it's ſtream. It withers all

plants and trees on it's banks.

TINz. DA, a town of Darah, in Africa.

TI PERA, or T. PRA, a country E. of

Bengal, and bordering on Meckley; part

ly independent, and partly ſubject to Ara
Can.

TIPPERARY, a county of Ireland, in

the province of Munſter, 52 miles in

length, and from 12 to 31 in breadth ;

bounded on the NE. and N.W. by King's

County and Galway; on the E. by Queen's

County and Kilkenny; on the S. By Wa

terford and a part of Limerick; and on

the W. by Galway, Clare, and Limerick.

The ſouth parts are exceedingly fertile,

and well furniſhed with good buildings;

but the north is inclinable to be ballen,

and terminates in a row of twelve moun

tains, the higheſt in II cland, and called

Phelen-dhe-Madina. It contains 147

pariſhes, 30,700 houſes, and 169, ooo in

habitants. The river Suir runs through

all the length of it, from N. to S. The

moſt confiderable places are Clonmel, which

is the county town, Caſhel, and Carrick.

TIPPERARY, a town in the county of

Tipperary, Munſter, 9 miles SSW. of

Caſhel.

Tipton, Staffordſ. N. of Dudley Caſtle.

Tiptrey Houſe, Eſſex, SE. of the Braxteds.

TIRANo, a town of the Griſons, in

the Valteline, capital of the Upper Tetze

ro, and reſidence of the podeſta. From

the narrowneſs of the ſtreets, and number

of ruinous houſes, it's general appearance

is deſolate. The river Adda divides it

The chief trade is in

wine and ſilk. It is 17 miles S.W. of

Hornio. -

Tirawley, in Mayo, Connaught.

TIRE E, a ſmall but fertiſe iſland of

*

Scotland, one of the Hebrides, lying to

the SSW. of the Iſle of Col, and noted

for it’s marble quarry, and for a handſome

breed of little horſes. The number of in

habitants, who make annually about 245

tons cf. kelp, is eſtimated at 2416. Here

are 24 lakes, great and ſmall, which cover
about 600 acres.

TIR LExton T. See TilleMost. .

TIRN AU, a town of Hungary, zo miles

ENE. of Preſburg. -

TIR ol, or UPPER AUSTRIA, a coun

try of Germany, in the circle of Auſtria,

and part of the hereditary dominions of

that houſe. It is 150 miles in length,

and 12o in breadth, and contains 12 towns,

and Io villages, which have markets.

There are a great many mountains in this

country, and yet it produces as much corn

and wine as the inhabitants have occaſion

for. They have rich mines of gold, fil

ver, lead, and ſeveral ſpecies of precious

ſtones. The hunting of the chamois here

is ſomewhat dangerous, on account of the

rocks which they take to. In this coun

try are included the county of Tirol Pro

per, the biſhopric of Trent, and the bi

ſhopric of Brixen. Here are alſo profitable

ſalt-pits, and medicinal ſprings and hot

baths. It is bounded on the N. by Ba

varia, on the E. by Carinthia and Saltz

burg, on the S. by part of the late terri

tory of Venice, and on the W. by Swiſler

land and the country of the Griſons. In

ſpruck is the ...

Tirrel; Hall, Eſſex, by Dunmow. Tir

ringham, Bucks, on the Ouſe, NW. of

Newport. Tirthington, Northumberl. in

Bothall manor. Tiſhtiſt, Suſſex, N. of

Echingham. Tifted, E. and W. Hants,

between Alresfoºd and Selborn. Tijing

toº, Derbyſhire, N. of Aſborn. -

TITAN, or Lev ANT, an iſland of.

France, in the Mediterranean, the moſt

eaſiern of the Hieres. - * r *

Titching, Surry, near Frimley and Hor

fill. Titcomb, Wilts, N. of Chute-Foreſt.

‘t lºbby, Nott. S. of Bingham. Tithering

toº, Glouceſ, near Thornbury. Tither

fºgton, Wilts, E. of the Deverels. Tither

ley, E. and H. Hants, NW. of Rumſey.

Titherly, Dorſetſhire, near Chardſtock.

TIT icATA, or CHUculto, an iſland

in the biſhopric of Cuſco, and viceroyalty

of Buenos Ayres.

ſame name, which is upwards of 60 leagues

in circumference, and contains ſeveral other

ſinº'ler iſlands.

‘l itſey, Herefordſhire, on the Arrow,

N.W. of Pembridge. Titley, Northumber

land, in the barony of Wark. Titlington,

Northumberland, NW. of Alnwick.

X x 3 TITMANINGs

It lies in a lake of the
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TITMANING, a town of Saltzburg, in

Bavaria, ſeated on the river Saltza. It

was almoſt rendered deſolate by the plague

in 131 o, and was reduced to aſhes by

lightning in 1571; but it has been ſince

rebuilt. It is zo miles NNW. of Saltz

burg.

Titon, Northamptonſ, near Ravenſthorp.

Titſy, Surry, N. of Limpsfield. Titſhall,

Margaret and Mary, Norfolk. NE. of

Nºw Buckenham. Tittenhanger, Herts,

3 miles SE. of St. Albans. Tittenley,

Cheſhire, SE. of Combermere. Tittenſor,

Staffordſ. near Swinerton. Titting, Surry,

SE. of Guilford. Tittleſhall, Norfolk,

between Rainham. Hall and Mileham.

• TITU L, a town of Hungary.

* Tiverton, a flouriſhing town of

Devonſhire, noted for it's great woollen

manufaāture.

Twyford's Town, from two fords then

over the Ex and Leman, where are now

ſtone bridges. It has ſuffered greatly by

fire, having been almoſt burnt down ſeve

ral times, particularly in June 1731, when

200 of the beſt houſes were deſtroyed. It

is now built in a more elegant taſte, and

they have a new church erected by ſub

ſcription. It is 14 miles N. of Exeter,

and 161 W. by S. of London. Markets

on Tueſday and Saturday; alſo one on

Monday for kerſeys.

Tiverton, Cheſhire, near Beeſton Caſtle.

Tivinton, Cheſhire, W.; Congleton. Ti

‘viot, or Cheviot Mountainſ, on the bor

ders of England and Scotland.

TIUMEN, a town of Siberia, in the go

vernment of Tobolſk.

TI v IoT. See TEvior.

Tivoli, a town of Italy, in the Cam

pagna di Roma. It is now wretchedly

poor; it is however, of greater antiquity

than Rome itſelf, being the ancient Tibur,

or Tobur, which Horace ſays, was found

ed by a Grecian colony. It was the fa

vourite country reſidence of the ancient

Romans, as Freſcati is of the moderns.

Near the bottom of the eminence on which

Tivoli ſtands, are the ruins of the waſt

and magnificent villa built by the emperor

Adrian. Horace is thought to have com

poſed great part of his works in this fa

vourite retreat. In the market place are

two images of oriental granite, repreſent

ing Iſis, an Egyptian deity. Near Tivoli

is a celebrated caſcade, a Sibyl's temple, a

magnificent villa belonging to the duke of

Modena, and the remarkable Lake of Sol

fatara. Tivoli is feated on the river Te

verone, 17 miles N. by E. of Rome, and

zo NE. of Freſcati.

Tixall with it's Heath, 2 miles E. of

It was formerly called

Stafford. Tixover, Rutlandſhire, in Ket

ton pariſh.

TLAscALA, a town of Mexico, for

merly capital of a province of the ſame

name. When the Spaniards firſt arrived

here, it contained, according to Acoſta,

3oo,oco inhabitants, with a market-place

large enough to hold 30,000 buyers and

ſellers; but Gemelli, who was here in

1698, ſays, it was then become an ordinary

village. It is 62 miles SE. of Mexico.

TLAscALA, a province in the govern

ment of Mexico, bounded on the N. by

Guaſteca, on the NE. and E. by the Gulf

ot. Mexico and Guaxaca, on the S. by the

Pacific Ocean, and on the W. by Mexico

Proper. It is the moſt populous country

of Spaniſh America, the inhabitants being

exempted from all ſervices and duties to

the crown, in conſequence of having been

originally allies to Cortez in the corqueſt

of Mexico. The climate, ſoil, and pro

duce reſemble thoſe of Mexico Proper.

Tobago, the moſt ſouthward of the

iſlands in the Weſt Indies, and the moſt

eaſtward except Barbadoes. It is 32 miles

long from SW. to NE. and about 9 broad.

The climate is not ſo hot as might be

expećied from it's ſituation ſo near the

equator; nor does it lie in the track of

thoſe dreadful hurricanes which frequently .

deſolate the other iſlands. . It is agreeably

diverſified with hills and vales, and is

equal in lichneſs of ſoil and produce to

any of the iſlands in theſe ſeas. It was

ceded to the Engliſh by the treaty of 1763,

and to the French by that of 1733; but

it was taken by the Engliſh, April 13th,

1793. Lat. 1 1. I c. N. lon. 6o. 3o. W.

ToBAGo, LITTLE, an iſland near the

NE. extremity of Tobago. It is 2 miles

long, and a mile broad. -

cºerbunny, in Dublin, Leinſter. Tº

bercorry, or ſubbercorr, in Sligo, Con

naught. Tober, in Clare, Munſter. Tze

Head, a high promontory in Cork, Mum

ſter, a little to the W. of Caſtlehaven.

Torolsk, a conſiderable town of the

Ruſſian empi\e, capital of Siberia, and of

the government of Tobolſk. It is feated

at the confluence of the Irtyſh and Tobol.

It is inhabited by Mahometan Tartars

and Bucharians, who drive a great trade

on that river. The houſes are low ; the

Tartars that live round, this town for fe

veral miles are all Mahometans, and their

mufti is an Arabian: in general, they be

have very quietly, and carry on tome com

merce, but ºść no mechanic trades.

There are alſo a great number of Calºuck

Tartars, who ſerve as ſlaves. Aſ the

Chineſe caravans paſs through this town,

- - aird
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and all the furs furniſhed by Siberia, are

brought here, and thence forwarded to

Moſcow. The Ruſſians commonly ſend

their ſtate priſoners hither. It is 8oo

miles E. of Moſcow. Lat. 57. 30. N.

lon. 68. 18. E. *

To Bolsk, a government of Ruſſia,

which comprehends the moſt conſiderable

part of Siberia, including near 4.0 degrees

of longitude, and 23 degrees of latitude.

Toorige, Somerſetſ. W. of Taunton.

Tocar, a conſiderable city of Anaſia,

in Natolia, the reſidence of a cadi, a way

wode, and an aga, commanding a thou

fand janizaries, and ſome ſpahis. The

houſes are handſomely built, but generally

ſtand on uneven ground. The ſtreets are

pretty well paved, which is an uncommon

thing in theſe parts. There are ſo many

ſtreams, that each houſe has a fountain.

There are abošt zo,oco Turkiſh families,

4000 Armenian families, and 4oo families

of Greeks. Beſide the ſilk of this coun

try, they manufacture eight or ten loads of

that of Perſia, and make it into ſewing

filk. Their chief trade is in copper veſ

fels, ſuch as kettles, drinking cups, lan

terns, and candleſticks. They alſo pre

pare a great deal of yellow Turkey lea

ther. Tocat is the centre of trade in Na

tolia; for here the caravans arrive from

Diarbekir in 18 days, from Sinop in 6,

from Burſa in 20, from Smyrna in 27, &c.

It's territory abounds in fruit and excellent

wine, and it is 180 miles N.W. of Ezerum,

and 250 E. of Conſtantinople.

To CAYMA, a town of Terra Firſha, in

New Granada, ſeated on the river Para, in

a country abounding in fruit and ſugar

cates. Lat. 4. 3. N. lon. 73. 50. W.

Toccotes, Yorkſhire, N. of Giſborough.

Tocholes, Lancaſhire, S. of Blackburn.

TocKAY, a town of Hungary, in the

country of Zimplin, celebrated for it's

wine, which, for ſtrength and flavour, is

preferred to all the other wines of Hun

gary. Some diſtance from it are large

ſalt works. It is ſeated at the confluence

of the rivers Bodrog and Teiſſe, 90 miles

NE. of Buda. -

Tocklington, Glouceſ, in Olveſton pariſh

Tockwith, Yorkſ, in Bolton pariſh. Tod

bere, Dorſetſ. N. of Stourminſter. Tod

flewood, Northumberl. E. of Fetherſton

Haugh. Todenham, Glouceſ. 8 miles N.

of Stow-on-the-Would, and 6 from Camp

den. Todgmore Bottom, Glouceſterſ. in

Biſley pariſh. Todington, Glouceſterſ. NE.

of Winchcombe. Tod Law, Northumb.

near Elſden. Todmºrden, Lancaſ. N. of

Rochdale. Todwick, Yorkſ. E. of Shef.

field. Toſt, 5 miles from Cambridge.

Toft, Cheſhire, 2 miles from Tableigh.

Toft, Lincolnſ. W. of Bourn.

colnſ. on the Ankem, SW. of Market

Raiſin. Tojt, Lincolnſ. on the Dun, S.W.

of Barton-upon-Trent. Toft, Norfolk,

SE. of Watton. Toft, Warwickſ, near

Dunchurch. Tof Monachorum, Norfolk,

8 miles S.W. of Yarmouth. Toft Rees,

Norfolk, near Rainham Hall. Toft, Hºff,

Norfolk, N. of Thetford. Tointons, Upper

and Lower, Lincolnſ. SF.of Bullingbrook.

Tok EN BURG, or Too GE NBURG, a

county of Swiſſerland,º on the

abbot of St. Gal, as territorial lord, yet

with a reſervation of their rights and liber

ties. It lies among high mountains, be

tween Zurich and Appenzel, is fertile in

corn and fruit, and is divided into the Up

per and Lower.

Tokenham, Wiltſhire, S.W. of Wotton

Baſiet.

Top1, a town of Spoleto.

ToLe Do, a conſiderable city of Spain,

in New Caſtile, of which it was formerly

the capital, and anciently a Roman colony.

It is ſeated on a mountain near the river

Tajo, and has an ancient wall built by a

Gothic king, flanked with 1 oo towers.

It’s ſituation renders the ſtreets uneven;

they are alſo narrow, but the houſes are

fine, and there are a great number of ſu

perb ſtrućtures, beſide 17 public ſquares,

where the markets are kept. The fineſt

buildings are the royal caſtle, and the

cathedral ; which laſt is the richeſt and

moſt conſiderable in Spain. It is ſeated

in the middle of the city, joining to a

handſome ſtreet, with a fine ſquare before

it. Several of the gates are very large,

and of bronze. There is alſo a ſuperb

ſteeple extremely high, whence there is a

very extenſive proſpect. The Sagrariro,

or principal chapel, is a real treaſury, in

which are 15 large cabinets let into the

wall, full of prodigious quantities of gold

and ſilver veſſels, and other works. There

are two nitres of ſilver gilt, ſet all over

with pearls and precious ſtones, with

three collars of maſſy gold, enriched in

like manner. - There are two bracelets and

an imperial crown, dedicated to Mary the

mother of Jeſus, conſiſting of large dia

monds and other jewels. The weight of

gold in the crown is 15 pounds. The

veſſel which contains the conſecrated wa

ter is of ſilver gilt, as high as a man, and

ſo heavy, that it requires 30 men to carry

it 5 within it is ºrother of pure gold, en

riched with jewels. Here are 38 religi

ous houſes, with a great nnmber of churches

belonging to 27 pariſhes, and ſome hoſ

pitals. Without the town are the remains

X x 4 of
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Beminiter.

of an amphitheatre, and other antiquities.

It has an archbiſhop's ſee, a famous uni

verſity, and ſeveral manufactories of ſilk

and woul. The ſecret of hardening tword

blades, for which Toledo was tormerly io

famous, has been left, but is ſaid to be

again recovered. When one of theſe un

derwent the operation of tempering, if it

was in the leaſt notched by ſtriking with

it ſeveral violent blows on an iron head

piece, it was rejected. Two centuries

ago, the inhabitants were about zoo,009,

but now are ſcarcely 30,coo. Toledo is

32 miles SSW. of Madrid. Lat. 39. $o.

N. lon. 3 45. W. -

To LEN, a town in Dutch Zealand, in

an iſland of the ſame name, near B. abant,

from which it is ſeparated by a canal, io

miles in length, and 4 in breadth. It is

5 miles N.W. of Bergen op Zoom.

To LENT INo, a town of Arcona.

ToLF's BURG, a ſea-port of Riga.

Tolºſbury, Eſſex, nea: Mºlden. Tolºſhy,

Yorkſhire, N.W. of Stokeſley. Tole/bunt,

Darcy, Major, or Beckingham, and Militis,

or Knights, Eſſex, near Toleibury.

To LH U Ys, a town of Guelder land, on

the Rhine, 6 miles WSW. of Emmerick.

Here the French paſſed that river in 1672.

Taland, Some ſetſ. NE. of Wivellcomb.

Tollard Royal, Wiltſhire, near Cranborn

Chace. Tallaſion, Tollaton, or Tºrlºton,

Nottingh. near Bingham. Toiler Down,

Dorſetſhire. Tollerſwelme, Dorſetſ. near

Toler Fratrum, and Teller

Porcorum, Dorict ſhire, N.W. of Flampton.

Tollerton, Y. kſhire, in Galtres. Foreſt.

‘lollington, Lincolnt. W. of the Deepings.

‘lologhorton, in Waterford, Münſter.

Tollynafely in Galway, Connaught.

To LM Czzo, a town of Fruili.

To LNA, a town and county of Hum

gary, ſeated on the river Danube, 50 miles

S. of Buda. -

ToLoz A, a town of Spain, in the pro

vince of Biſcay, and capital of Guipulcoa.

It is not large, but is celebrated for it’s

feel manufactures, particularly of ſword

blades. It is 33 miles S.W. of Folitarabia.

Lat. 43. Io. N. ion. 2.5. W.

Tolpide, Dorſetſhire, near Tincleton.

Tolpuddel, Dorſetſhire, S. of St. Andrews

Milborn. -

To LU, a ſea-port of Terra Firma, in the

government of Carthagena. In the envi

rons is found the celebrated balſam to

which it gives name, being produced from

a tree like a pine. It is 60 miles S. of

Carthagena.

ToMAR, a town of Portugal, in Eſtra

madura, feated on the river Nabvan, 65

iniſts NNE, of Liſbon.

Torſe Ec, a town of Brabant.

ToME E R Larse, a ſmall iſland with a

town of the ſame name, on the N. coaſt

of France, lying on a ſmall guit, between

Avranches and St. Malo. This iſland,

and that of St. Michael, are every day

joined, at low water, to the mainland.

ToM Buctou, a populous kingdom of

Africa, in Negroland, repreſented as lying

to the SE. of the defert of Zahara, and W.

of the empire of Caſhnah. The houſes in

this country are built like bells, with walls

of hu. dies plattered with clay, and cover

ed with reeds. They are the ſame in the

city of Tombušica, except a magnificent

moſque of ſtone, and the royal palace, both

of which were beit after the deſign of a

Moor, who was baniſhed from Granada in

Spai. Here are great numbers of wea

vers of cottom cloth; and hither the cloth,

and other European merchandiſe, are

brought by carāvāns from Tripoli, Bar

bary, &c. and exchanged for ivory, ſlaves,

ſena, gold-duſt, dates, and oſtrich feathers.

The women have their faces covered, their

religion being Mahometaniſm. They have

great plenty of millet, wheat, barley, cat

tle, milk, and butter. Inſtead of money,

they make uſe of ſhells and ſmall bits of

gold. The king has a guard of 3cco

horſemen, armed with bows and poiſoned

arrows, b-ſides foot ſoldiers, who wear

ſhields and words. He generally rides on

an elephant. In the proceedings of the

African Aſſociation, this place is mention

ed as a luxurious, opulent, and flouriſh

ing city, ſubject to a ſevere police, and, as

ſuch, attracting the merchants of the moſt

diſtant ſtates of Africa. It is feated near

the river Niger, in lat. 19, 59. Nº lon. o.

ToMERAMBA, a town of Quito, in

S. America, where was a temple of the

Sun, whoſe walls, as the Spaniards affirm,

were covered with gold. It is 1zo miles

S. of Quito.

Ton:haggard, in Wexford, Leinſter.

Towſºn, Dorſetſhire, near Biandford.

To Msk, a town of Siberia, in the go

vernment of Tobolſkoi, and formerly the

principal city in Siberia, next to Toboiſk.

It contains about 2 ooo houſes, which, as

well as the public buildings, are principal

ly built of wood. he inhabitants carry

on a great trade, this town lying on the

great road through all the E. and N. parts

of Siberia. It is ſeated on the river Tom,

168 miles NNE. of Kolivan.

ToNDERN, a town of Denmark, in

Sleſwick, capital of a bailiwick of the

ſame name. It is ſeated on a bay of the

German Ocean, 37 miles N.W. of Sleſwick.

- Tcze,
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- Tone, a river in Somerſetſhire. Toneley,

Northumb. N.W. of Dunſtaburgh Caſtle.

ToNG ATA Boo. Sºe TANGATA Boo.

??nge, Kent, a mile and a half E. of

Milton. Tange, Leiceſterſ. near Stanton

Harold. Tonge, Yorkſ. SE. of Bradford.

Tonge Cºffle, S topſ. 3 miles from Shiff

mal. Tongham, Surry, N.W. of Putten

hain. Tongley Hill, Shropſ. near Clun.

To NGER EN, or ToNGR Es, a town of

Liege, 12 miles S.W. of Maeſtricht.

ToNG us 1ANs, a people of Siberia, near

the Sea of Okotſk, ſubject to the Ruſſians.

They chiefly ſubſiſt by gº-zing and hunt

ing of ſables, whoſe ſkins are very black.

To N N AY Bou'ro's N E, a town in the

depart. of Lower Charente, ſeated on the

river Boutonne, lo miles W. of Rochefort.

To N N A Y CHAR ENTE, a town in the

dept. of Lower Charente, ſeated on the

river Chai ente, 3 miles E. of Rochfort.

ToNNE INs, a town in the department

of Lot and Garonne, feated on the Ga

rorºne, 7 miles SE. of Marmande.

To N E R RE, a town in the department

of Yonne, 27 miles S. of Troyes, and 102
SE. of Paris. º

To NNING EN, a town of Denmark, in

Sleſwick, capital of a territory of the ſame

name. It is ſeated on the river Eyder,

near the German Ocean, with a commo

dious harbour, 2.5 miles S.W. of Sleſwick.

ToNºg is, a kingdom of Aſia, bounded

on the N. by China, on the E. and SE.

by China and the Bay of Tonquin, on the

S. by Cochin-China, and on the W. by

the kingdom of Laos. It is about 35o

miles in length, and 220 in it's greateſt

breadth, and is one of the fineſt and moſt

conſiderable kingdons of the Eaſt, as well

on account of the number of inhabitants

and the trade they carry on, as the excel

lency of the ſoil, and mild temperature of

the climate. The country is thick ſet

with villages, and the natives in general

are of a middling ſtature, and clean-limb

ed, with a tawny complexion. Their

faces are oval and flattiſh, and their noſes

and lips of a neat form. Their hair is

black, long, lank, and coarſe; and they

let it hang down their ſhoulders. They

are at great pains to dye their teeth black.

The country is ſo very populous, that

many labour under extreme poverty for

want of employment. The money and

goods brought hither by foreign ſhips,

particularly the Engliſh and Dutch, put

them in ačtion; but one third at leaſt of

the money muſt be advanced before-hand

by the merchants; and the ſhips ſtay here

till the goods are finiſhed, which is gene

rally five or ſix months. They are ſo ad
• *

dićted to gaming, that, when everything

elſe is loſt, they will ſtake their wives and

children. The garments of the Ton

quineſe are made either of filk or cotton;

but the yoor people and ſoldiers wear only

cotton or a dark tawny colour. Their

houſes are ſmall and low, and the walls ei

ther of mud, or hurdles daubed over with

clay. They itave only a ground-floor, with

two or three partitions, and each room has

a ſquare hole to let in the light. They have

ſtools, benches, and chairs; and on the

ſide of a table is a little altar, with two

incenſe pots thereon, which no houſe is

without. The villages conſiſt of 30 or42

houſes, ſurrounded by trees, and in ſome

places are banks to keep the water from

overflowing their gardens, where they

have oranges, betels, pumkins, melons,

and ſalad herbs. In the rainy ſeason they

paſs from one houſe to another, by wading

through the water, or by help of boat.

In the only city in the kingdom, called

Cachao, are about z o.o.o.o houſes, with

mud walls, and covered with thatch; a

few built with brick, and roofed with

pantiles. In each yard is a ſmall arched

building, like an oven, about ſix feet high,

made of brick, which ſerves to ſecure

their goods, in caſe of fire. The princi

... pal ſtreets are very wide, and paved with

Imail ſtones. The king of Tonquin has

three palaces in it, ſuch as they are; and

near them are ſtables for his horſes and

elephants. They buy all their wives, of

which the great men have ſeveral; but in

hard times the men will ſell both their

wives and children, to buy rice to main

tain themſelves. When a man dies, he is

buried in his own ground, and if he was

maſter of a family, they make a great

feaſt. The firſt new moon in the year,

that happens after the middle of January,

is a great feſtival; when they rejoice for

Io or 12 days together, and ſpend their

time in all manner of ſports. Their com

mon drink is a kind of tea, like Chineſe

bohea; but they make themſelves merry

with arrack. At their great entertain

ments, they give their viſitants arek, fold

ed up in a betel leaf, daubed over with

lime made into mortar. They have ano

ther great feaſt in May, or June, when

their firſt halveſt is got in. Their reli

gion, which is founded on that of China,

is Pagan, and yet they own a Supreme

Being; their idols have human ſhapes, but

in very different forms. They have like

wife ſome reſembling elephants and horſes,

placed in ſmall, low temples, built of tim

ber. The Chriſtian religion was eſta

bliſhed here in 1626, by the Jeſuit, Baldi

noty,
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dinoty; and in 1639, there were 8o,coo

converts, who had built zoo churches at

their own charge : it was utterly proſcrib

ed, however, in 1721, after ſeveral dread

ful perſecutions, attended with the impri

fonment, torture, and death, of the miſ

fionaries and their catechiſts. The lan

guage is ſpoken very much in the throat,

and ſome of the words are pronounced

through the teeth; it has a great reſem

blance to the Chineſe. They have ſchools

of learning, and their characters are the

fame, or like thoſe of China; and like

then they write with a hair pencil. They

have ſeveral mechanic arts, or trades, and

export great quantities of their manufac

tures, at which they are very dexterous and

ingenious. Their fruit-trees are ſaid to

excel all the reſt of Aſia, in the flavour

and beauty of their fruit; and their ele

phants are reckoned the largeſt and nimbleſt

in the world. The commodities are gold,

muſk, ſilks, calicoes, drugs of many ſorts,

woods for dying, lackered wares, earthen

wares, ſalt, aniſeed, and wormſeed. The

Jackered ware is ſcarcely inferior to that of

Japan, which is accounted the beſt in the

world. With all their merchandiſe, one

would expect the people to be very rich;

but they are, in general, very poor, the

chief trade being carried on by the Chi

mele, Engliſh, and Dutch. The goods

imported, beſide ſilver, are ſalt-petre, ſul

phur, Engliſh broad-cloth, pepper, ſpices,

lead, and guns. Tonquin, about ſeven

centuries ago, was ſubjećt to China, till

Din, a famous robber, threw off the yoke

of ſervitude, and placed the crown on his

own head. This independence has been

the ſource of imany cruel wars and miſe

ries, and the families on the throne have

becm already changed fix times. The

isſue of the laſt civil war was a treaty, by

which it was agreed, that the chouah, or

competitor of King Le, and his deſcend

ants, were to have the abſolute command

of the armies, with the greateſt part of the

revenues, while the bua, or ſovereign, was

to enjoy all the honours and external ſplen

der of royalty.

‘īoNSB E R G, a ſea port of Aggerhuys,

42 miles S. of Chriſtiania.

TooBo UA1, one of the Society Iſlands,

diſcovered by Captain Cook, about 5 or 6

miles over. Small as it appears, however,

there are hills in it of a confiderable ele

varion, covered with herbage, except a

few rocky cliffs, with patches of trees in

terſperſed to their ſummits. This iſland

is plentifully ſtocked with hogs and fowls,

and produces ſeveral kiuds of fruits and

ruvºs. Lat. 13.25. S. ion. 149. 23. W.

x

Toombs, a range of rocks, 3 or 4co

yards in extent, called by the Scotch, THE

Cloch AN, and ſituated in the Bay of

Carrickfergus, in Down, Ulſter. They

are covered at high-water; but at low

water they have the appearance of a range

of cabins along the ſhore.

Toome, in Antrim, Ulſter. Toomeva

ra, in Tipperary. Toomgraney, in Clare,
Munſter.

Tooting, Upper, Surry, in the road from

Southwark to Epſom. Tooting, Lower,

Surry, 2 miles S.W. of , Wandſworth.

Topa, Lincolnſ. near Torkſey. Topcliff,

Yorkſhire, N. Riding, ſeated on the river

Swale, on a conſiderable aſcent, 24 miles

N, of York. Topcliff, Yorkſ. NW. of

Wakefield. Topcroft, Norf. NW. of Bun

gay. Topesfield, Eſſex, NW. of the Hen

ninghams. Topefield, Middl. in Hornſey

pariſh. Top-Houſes, Cornw.in Leftwithiºl.

TopshAM, a town of Devonſhire, the

port of Exeter, where all the large ſhips

lie. It is feated on the river Ex, 5 miles

SSE. of Exeter, and 170 SW. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Topſireet, Herts, near Wheathamſtead.

To R, a ſea-port of Arabia Petraea, on

the Red Sea, thought by ſome to be the

ancient Elana. Lat. 28. 27. N.

ToRBAY, a fine bay of the Engliſh

Channel, on the coaſt of Devonſhire, a

little to the NE. of Dartmouth, formed by

two capes, called Bury-Point, and Bob's

Noſe. It is ſafe againſt weſteriy winds,

but a S. or SE. wind ſometimes forces

ſhips to put out to ſea.

ToREole, a town in the Tyroleſe.

Torbryan, Devonſ. SE. of Aſhburton.

Torbuck, Lancaſhire, SE. of Weſt Darby.

ToRcello, a town of Venice, feated

in a ſmall iſland, 3 miles N. of Venice.

ToRDFsillas, a town of Leon, with

a large and magnificent palace, feated on

the river Douero. It is 13 miles S.W. of

Valladolid.

ToRe AU, a town of Meiſſen, Upper

Saxony, with a caſtle, the ſtaircaſe ef

which is built in ſuch a manner, that a

perſon may ride up in a chaiſe from the

bottom to the top. There is a flouriſhing

ſchool here, and the inhabitants maintain

themſelves by brewing excellent beer,

which they ſend to other places by means

of the river Elbe, on which it is feated.

It is 27 miles ENE. of Leipfick.

ToRIGNA, a town in the department of

the Channel, with a caſtle near St. Lo.

Torkington, Cheſhire, between Nerbury

and the Goir-Water. Tarkſºath Pari,

Lancaſ. near Liverpool. Torſey, NW. of

Lincoln. Tarletan, Glouceſ, in the Pariſh

ci
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of Coats. Tarleton, Glouceſ. in Rodmar

ton pariſh. Torſin, Wiltſhire, 3 miles

from Holt. Tormarton, Glouceſterſhire,

4 miles S.E. of Chipping-Sodbury.

ToRMEs, a river of Spain, which riſes

in Old Caſtile, paſſes by Alva, Tormes,
Salamanca, &c. and fº. into the Douero,

a few miles below Miranda-de-Douero.

Tormount, Devonſhire, N. of Torbay.

Tok N.A., a town and county of Hiun

gary, 14 miles S.W. of Caſchaw.

ToR NEA, a town of Sweden, in W.

Bothnia, capital of a territory of the ſame

name, with a good harbour. It is ſeated

on the northern extremity of the Gulf of

Bothnia, at the mouth of the river Tornea.

The Laplanders, Ruſſians, and Norwe

gians, reſort hither to barter their ſkins

and other things, for what they want. It

is 42o miles NNE. of Stockholm. Lat.

65. 51. N. lon. 24. 17. E.

To RN 2A, a river which riſes in Lap

land, croſſes the lake of Tornea, and falls

into a gulf of the ſame name, at the town

of Tornea.

Tor Newton, Devonſhire, in Torbryan
ariſh. . -

ToRNova, a town of Venice.

To Ro, a town of Leon, 17 miſes E. of

Zamora.

Torpenhow, Cumberland, between Bo

thell and Brayton. -

ToRPERLEY, a town in Cheſhire, 9

miles SSE. of Cheſter. Market diſuſed.

Torr, a name given to ſeveral elevations

on Dartmore, in Devonſhire, and in other

#. of England; ſuch as Glanſtonbury

orr, in Somerſetſhire, and that abrupt

and frightful precipice, the Mam-Torr, in

Derbyſhire. Tºrr Abbey, Devonſhire, at

the bottom of Torbay. º -

ToR RELLA-D E-Mond R1, a ſea-port

in Catalonia, ſeated near the mouth of the

river Ter, on the Mediterranean, 1.9 miles

, E. of Gironme. - -

To R REjo N, a town of New Caſtile.

ToRREs, a ſea-port of Spain, in Gra

nada, 9 miles E. of Velez Malaga.

Tok Res-Novas, a town of Portugal,

in Eſtramadura, 12 miles E. of Santaen.

To R RES VEDRAs, a town of Portu

gal, in Eſtramadura, 17 miles NNW. of

Liſbon.

ToRRIGIA, a town of Genoa.

ToRRINGTo N, GREAT, a town of

Devonſhire, ſeated on the river Towridge,

with a manufactory in ſtuffs, and ſome

export trade to Ireland. It is 11 miles

S. by W. of Barnſtaple, and 194 W. by

S. of London. Market on Saturday.

Torrington, Little, Devonſhire, S, of the

Towridge, oppoſite Great Torrington.

*

Terrington, Black, Devonſhire, W. of

Hatherley. Torriſholm, Lancaſhire, be

tween Lancaſter and it’s ſands.

Torsil, or To RsHELLA, a town of

Sudermania.

Tortington, Suſſex, S. of Arundel.

To RT ol.A, an iſland of the Weſt In

dies, and the principal of the Virgin

Iſlands. It is about 18 miles long from

E. to W. and 7 in it's greateſt breadth.

It produces excellent cotton, ſugar, and

rum, and, within the laſt 17 years, has

undergone confiderable improvements.

Their fruits, of which they have no great

variety, are but indifferent, apples ex

cepted. The entrance into the harbour is

at the F. end of the iſland. Tortola was

firſt ſettled by a party of Dutch bucca

neers; theſe, in 1666, were driven out by

others, who took poſſeſſion in the name of

the king of England. Protestion being

afforded them, Tortola was ſoon after an

nexed to the government of the Leeward

Iſlands. Lat. 18. 30. N. lon. 63.40. W.

Torton, Suſſex, between Tortington and

Arundel. -

ToRToNA, a town of Milan, capital of

the Tortoneſe, 9 miles E. of Alexandria.

ToRTOs A, a large town of Catalonia,

with a univerſity, ſeated on the Ebro,

about 15 miles from it's mouth. The ca

thedral, the royal college of Dominicans,

and the convent of the Carmelites, are the

moſt remarkable public buildings. The

caſtle is a mile ſquare, but in a ſtate of de

cay, and only ſerving as a place of reſi

dence for a governor. In it's neighbour

hood are quarries, and mines of filver,

iron, alabaſter, jaſper of divers colours,

and ſtones with veins of gold. They have

a great deal of ſilk and oil, and very fine

potters' ware, which reſembles polcelain.

It is 77 miles S.W. of Barcelona.

ToRrugA, an iſland in the W. Indies,

about 36 miles in circumference, and un

inhabited. The E. end is full of bare,

rugged, broken rocks, which ſtretch a

little way out to ſea. Near this end is a

large ſalt-pond, within zoo paces of the

ſea, where the ſalt begins to -kern in

ſpring. There have been zo ſail of mer

chantmen here at a time for ſalt, who come

hither from May tö Auguſt. At the W.

end is a ſmall harbour, with ſome freſh

water; this part is full of ſhrubby trees.

There are a few goats on it, which live on

the coarſe graſs at the E. end; and the

turtles, or tortoiſes, come upon the ſandy.

bays to lay their eggs, whence this iſland

has it's name. They are of divers colours,

as blackiſh, balk brown, light brown,

dark green, light green, yellow, and

- ſpeckled,

ar
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fpeckled. This iſland was formerly much

frequented by the buccaneers. It lies near

the coaſt of Terra Firma, 40 miles W. of

the Iſland of Margaretta. Lat. 11. 30. N.

lon. 64. 50. W. º

ToRTuo A, an iſland of the Weſt In

dies, about two leagues from the NW.

end of the Iſland of St. Domingo. It is

about 40 miles in circumference, and has

a very ſafe harbour, but difficult of acceſs.

Lat. . o. 1 o. N. lon, 72.48. W.

Tortºvorth, Surry, W. of Lalam-Fer

ry. Torworth, Glouceſterſ. 4 miles W.

of Wotton-under-Edge. Tar-worth, Not

tinghamſhire, in Blithe pariſh.

Tosa, a ſea port of Catalonia, ſeated

at the bºttom of a bay, which makes a

good harbour, and where veſſels are ſhel

tered from all winds, except the SW. It

is a 3 miles SSE, of Girola.

Iºſeland, Huntingd. near Great Paxton.

Tosca NELLA, a town in the Patri

monio. -

Toffen, Great and Iitle, Northümber!.

SW. of Rothbury. Tºock, Suffºlk, near

Wulpit. Tote:ham, W. of Worceſter.

Totham, Great and J ittle, Eſſex, N. of

Mºlden. Tothea, a river in Cardiganſhire.

‘īothill, Lincoln'ſ NW, of Alford. Tºtley,

Perbyſ in Scarſdale, N.W. of Cheſter field.

‘īotmonºvºv, Staffordſ. nea, Draycot. Tot
- ºf-vi .'

nell, Dorſetſ. in Yateminſter pariſh.

* ForN Ess, a town of Devonſhire,

feated on the river Dutt, 8 miles from the

Engliſh Channel, with a manufactory of

ſerges. It is 27 miles SSW. of Exeter,

and 196 W. by S. of London. Markets

on Tueſday and Saturday.

Tottenham High Croft, a large village

of Middleſex, 5 iniles N. of London. It

is ſo called from a croſs, which was erect

ed here on the place where Queen Eleanor's

corpſe was reſted. It was formerly a co

lumn of wood, raiſed upon a hillock; but

was taken down about 2co years ago, and

the preſent ſtructure erected in it's ſtead,

by Dean Wood. In this pariſh are three

almſhouſes. Of one of them, for eight

poor people, it is remarkable, that it was

erected by Balthazar Zanches, a Spaniard,

who was confestioner to Philip II. of

Spain, with whom he came over to Eng

land, and was the firſt that exerciſed that

art in this country. He became a Pro

teſtant, and died in 16oz. A rivulet, call

ed the Moſel, which riſes on Muſwell

Hill, near Highgate, runs through the

principal ſtreet of this villºwe. Tottenham

and Park, Wilts, by Savermake-Foreſt.

Tottenhoe, Bucks, by whaddon. Tºtter

down, Somerfett. near Briſtol. Tºtteridge,

Herts, near Barnct and Whetſtone. Tot

tington, Lancaſ. W. of Rochdale. Tot

tington, Suſſex, near Stening. Totton,

Hants, at the bottom of Southampton

Bay. Tovel, Kent, near Maidſtone.

Toul, a town in the dept. of Meurthe,

lately the ſee of a biſhop. It is eated on

the river Moſelle, 10 miles W. of Nancy,

and 167 E. of Paris.

TouloMBA, a fortreſs of Hindooſtan,

in the province of Möultan, on the S. bank

of the Rauvee, 50 miles ENE. of Moul

talſ.

Tott LoN, a celebrated city and ſea

port of France, being the chief town of

the dept. of Var. Before the evolution,

it was the ſee of a biſhop, and beſides the

cathedral, and other pariſhes, contained 9

convents, a ſeminary, and a college. It

is divided into the Old Quarter and the

New Quarter. The firſt, which is very

ill-built, has nothing remarkable in it but

the Rue-aux-Arbres, which is a kind of

ccurſe, or mall, and the townhouſe; the

gate of this is ful mounted by a balcony,

which is ſupported by two termini, the

maſterpieces of the famous Pujet. The

New Quarter, which forms, as it were, a

ſecond city, contains, beſide the magnifi

cent works conſtrućted in the reign of

Lewis XIV. many fine houſes, among

which that of the late ſeminary is, beyond

compariſon, the grandeſt, and a ſpacious,

oblong ſquare, lined with trees, and ſerv

ing as a parade. The harbour, reſpea

ing theſe two quarters, is diſtinguiſhed

likewiſe by the names of the Old Port, or

the Merchant Port, and the New Port,

The Merchants' Haven, along which ex

tends a noble quay, on which ſtands the

townhouſe, is protected by two moles, be

gun by Henry IV. The New Haven was

conſtructed by Lewis XIV. after the de

ſigns of Vauban, as were the fortifications

of the city and harbours. In the front of

this haven is the ropehouſe, built wholly

of freeſtone, 62o feet in length, with three

arched walks, in which as many parties

of rope-makers may work at the ſame

time; and above is a place for the prepa

ration of hemp. The long fail-room, the

dock-yards, the baſins, cannon foundry,

armoury, working houſes for blackſmiths,

joiners, carpenters, lockſmiths, carvers,

&c. are all very extenſive. The galleys,

transferred from Marſeilles ſome years ago,

occupy at Toulon a ſecond baſin in the

New Port. Many of the galley-ſlaves are

artiſans, and ſome are merchants. They

no longer ſleep on board the gallies, but

have been lately provided with accommo

dations on ſhore, in a vaſt building, newly

erected for that purpoſe. The Old and

Nºw
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New Harbour lie contiguous, and com

municate with one another by a canal;

they have alſo an outlet into the extenſive

outer road, which is ſurrounded by hills,

and formed by nature almoſt circular. The

entrance on both ſides is defended by a

fort with ſtrong batteries. In 1707, the

Duke of Savoy and Prince Eugene laid

ſiege to this city, but without ſucceſs.

In 1721, it ſuffered greatly by the plague.

The inhabitants were induced to ſurren

der this city in truſt to the Engliſh, in

September, 1793; but the conſequences

were dreadful.-Their new friends, in

about three months, were driven out of

the place; and the precipitation with

which the evacuation was effected, cauſed

a great part of the Touloneſe ſhips and

property to fall into the hands of the en

raged and implacable republicans. Of

31 ſhips of the line, which the Engliſh

found at Toulon, 13 were left behind, 9

were burned at Toulon, and 1 at Leg

horn; and 4 Lord Hood had previouſly

ſent to Breſt and Rochfort with republican

ſeamen, whom he was afraid to truſt.

The inhabitants are computed at So,ooo.

Toulon is ſituated on a bay of the Medi

terranean, 27 miles S.E. of Aix, and 388

SE. of Paris. Lat. 43.7. N. lon. 5, 47. E.

Toulouse, a city in the dept. of Up

per Garonne, lately the capital of Lan

guedoc, the ſeat of a parliament, and the

ſee of an archbiſhop. It is the largeſt city

in France, next to Paris and Lyons, al

though it's population bears no proportion

to it's extent; containing only 60,000 in

liabitants. It was the capital of the Tec

toſages, who made ſo many conqueſts in

Aſia and Greece. It was next a Roman

colony, and was ſucceſſively the capital of

the Viſigoths (who deſtroyed the ſuperb

amphitheatre, of which there are ſtill ſome

remains, the capitol, and other Roman

monuments) and that of Aquitaine. The

ſtreets are moſtly broad, and the walls and

houſes are built of brick. The townhouſe,

a modern ſtructure, forms a perfect ſquare,

324 feet long, and 66 high. The prin

cipal front occupies an entire ſide of the

grand ſquare, lately called the Place

Royale. Communicating with the ocean

on one ſide, and with the Mediterranean

on the other, by the canal of Languedoc,

which joins the Garonne a little below the

town, Toulouſe might have been a very

commercial city; but the taſte of the in

Habitants has been principally for the

friences and belles-lettres. Of courſe,

here were two colleges, two public libra

ries, and three academies. The little

commerce of Toulouſe conſiſts in Spaniſh

wool and carpets, together with ſome ſlight

filk and woollen ſtuffs. The bridge over

the Garonne is at leaſt equal to thoſe of

Tours and Orleans: it forms the connau

nication between the ſuburb of St. Cy

prian and the city. The quays extend

along the banks of the Garome; and it

has been in contemplation to line them

with new and uniform houſes. Toulouſe

is 125 miles S.E. of Bourdeaux, and 356

S. by W. of Paris. Lat. 43. 36. N. lon.

1. 27. E.

Tou RAINE, a ci-devant province of

France, N. of Berry and Poitou, and di

vided into H gher and lower. The river

Loire runs through the middle. It is 58

miles in length and 55 in breadth, and is

watered by ſeveral rivers, very commo

dious for trade, and is, in general, ſo

pleaſant and fertile a country, that it is

called the Garden of France.

ToU R. D.E. Roussil LoN, a town in

the dept. of the Eaſtern Pyrenees, feated

near the river Tet, on a ſpot where once

flood a city, called Ruſcino. It is two

miles E. of Perpignan. *

Tou R-du PIN, a town in the dept. of

Iſere, 27 miles S.E. of Lyons.

Tou R-LA-V ille, a town in the dept.

of the Channel, near Cherburg, with a

manufacture of glaſs. -

TouRNAY, a conſiderable town of

Flanders, and capital of the Tournayſis,

has ſeveral fine manufactories, and is par

ticularly famous for good ſtockings. It

was taken by the allics in 1709, and ceded

to the houſe of Auſtria, by the treaty of

Utrecht ; though the Dutch put in a gar

riſon, as being one of the barrier towns.

It is ſeated on the river Scheidt, which

divides it into two parts, that are united

by a bridge, 14 miles S. by E. of Liſle,

and 135 N. by E. of Paris.

Tour son, a town in the dept. of Ar

deche, ſeated near the river Rhone, 24

miles SSW. of Privas.

To U R N US, , town in the dept. of

Saone and Loire, feated on the river Saone,

13 miles S. of Chalons, and zoz S. by
W. of Paris.

Tou Rs, a conſiderable city, capital of

the dept. of Indre and Loire, feated on

the Loire, and near the Cher. Over the

former is one of the fineſt bridges in Eu

rope, conſiſting of 15 elliptical arches,

each 75 feet diameter; three of theſe were

carried away by the breaking up of ice in

1789. This bridge is terminated, in a

line which croſſes the whole city, by a

ſtreet 24oo feet long, with foot pavements

on each ſide; and lined with fine buildings

recently erected. Under the miniſtry of

Cardinal
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Cardinal Richelieu, 27,oco perſons were

employed here in the ſilk manufačture; at

preſent, the whole number of inhabitants

is about 33,000. The red wines made

here are much eſteemed. Tours is 127

Iniles SW. of P.“is.

To Use RA, a town of Africa, in Bi

ledulgerid, feated in a country abounding

in dates, and dependant on Tumis. Lat.

32. 30. N. lon. 1 o. 55. E.

Touſy, Bucks, in Tame pariſh. Towa,

a river in Carmarthenſhire.

*Towcest ER, a town of Northamp

tonſhire, with a manufačtory of lace and

ſilk. It is 29 miles S. of Northampton,

and 6o N.W. of London.

Tueſday.

Towna villy, in Donegal, Ulſter.

Tow Ridge, a river of Devonſhire,

which riſes near the ſource of the Tamar,

and paſſing by Torrington and Biddeford,

enters the Severn at Barnſtaple-Bay.

Towes, Lincolnſ. W. of Louth. To

•win, Cornwall, E. of Grampound. To.

win, a river in Montgomeryſhire. Town,

Cornwall, W. of Padſtow. Town.Bo

rough, Kent, near Appledore. Townley,

Lancaſ. S. of Burnley. Town Place,

Kent, by Throwley. Townſtall, Devonſ.

near Dartmouth, has a tower 69 feet high,

that is a ſea-nark. To wre, Lincolnſ. N.

of Tatterſhal Chace. Towthorp, Yorkſ.

NE. of Wilton. Towthorp, N. of York.

Towton, S. of Nottinghain, on the Trent.

Tawton, Yorkſ. 33 miles S.E. of Tad

caſter, famous for a bloody battle between

the forces of the houſes of York and Lan

caſter, on Palm Sunday, 1461. The

Yorkills gained a complete vićtory, and

36,000 men fell in the battle and purſuit.

TowY, a river of South Wales, which

riſes in Cardiganſhire, enters Carmarthen

ſhire at it's NE. extremity, and, paſſing

by Carmarthen, enters the Briſtol Channel.

Towyn, Merionethſhire. Trablefield,

Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

TRAcHENBURG, a * ºn and princi

pality of Sileſia.

Tradion. Abbey, in Cork, Munſter.

TRAF A LGAR, a cafe, or promontory,

in Andaluſia, at the entrance of the Straits

of Gibraltar, 30 miles SSE. of Cadiz.

Lat. 36. 1 1. N. lon. 6. 1. W.

Trafford Bridge, NE. of Cheſter. Tra

ford, Lancaſ. SW. of Mancheſter. Tra

garden, Cornwall, NE. of Truro. Tra

garth, a liver in Brecknockſhire.

TRAJANApoli, a town of Romania.

TRAJET ro, a town of Lavora, Naples.

TRAINA, a town of Sicily, in the Val

di-Demona.

Trakierman Cove, in Cork, Munſter.

Market on

*TRALEE, the ſhire town of Kerry, in

Munſter. Confiderable quantities of her

rings are taken in the bay, which, how

ever, is ſo ſhallow, that veſſels of 5c or

60 tons cannot come within a mile of the

town. On the N. ſide there is a fine cha

lybeate ſpa. It is 144 miles SW. of

Dublin.

Tralong, in Cork, Munſter. Tramore,

in Waterford, Munſter.

TRA - Los-Montes, or TRAs -os

MostEs, a province of Portugal, lying

on the other fide of the Mountain of Ma

rao, with reſpect to the province of Entre

Douro e Minho, whence it has it's name.

It is bounded on the N. and E. by Spain;

on the W. by Entre Douro e Minho; and

on the S. by Beira, and a part of Leon.

The valleys are fertile in wine, oil, and

fruits, and abound in cattle. It contains

2 cities, 57 villas or towns, and 549 pa

riſhes, with about 135,800 inhabitants.

Tramnore, Cheſhire, S. of Liverpool

Haven. Tranly, Yorkſ. W. of Hull.

TRANchiN, a town and county cf

Hungary, abounding in mineral ſprings.

TRANcoso, a town of Tra-los-Montes.

TRAN ENT, a ſmall town of E. Lo

thian, between Haddington and Edin

burgh. It's chief dependence is on it's

coal-works, which have been carried on

for many years, even under the town, but

now extended to the circuinjacent country.

It is remarkable for a very ancient church,

ſaid to be built by the Pićts, and is about

9 miles SSE. of Edinburgh.

TRANI, a town of Naples, capital of

Bari, decayed ſince the harbour has been

choked up with mud.

TRANQUEBAR, a town of Hindooſtan,

on the coaſt of Coromandel, ſubjećt to the

Danes, who ere&ted a fortreſs here in 1621.

They had previouſly obtained a grant of

the town and a fertile territory, from the

rajah of Tanjore, for an annual rent of

about 7zol. The territory is confiderable,

and full of populous villages. It is feated

at the mouth of one of the branches of the

Cauvery, 56 miles S. of Pondicherry. Lat.

11. 1. N. lon. 79. 57. E.

Traffown, in Cork, Munſter.

TRANsylvani A, a country of Eu

rope, formerly annexed to Hungary;

bounded on the N. by Hungary, Poland,

and Moldavia; on the E. by Moldavia;

on the S. by Walachia and the bannat

of Temeſwar; and on the w: by Hun.

gary. It is ſurrounded on all parts by

high mountains, which, however, are not

barren, and the air is healthier than that

of Hungary. The inhabitants have a ſuf.

ficiency of corn and wine, and there are

rich
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rich mines of gold, ſilver, lead, copper,

quickſilver, and alum. It has undergone

various revolutions, but, fince 1722, has

been rendered hereditary to the houſe of

Auſtria. The inhabitants are a mixture

of Romaniſts, Lutherans, Calviniſts, So

cinians, Armenians, Greeks, and Maho

metans; to which may be added, Jews

and Cingars, who live in tents, and lead

a vagabond life like gipſies. It's form is

nearly oval; about 4oo miles in circum

ference. The principality is governed in

the name of the prince and nobility, by

the diet, which meets at Hermanſtadt, by

ſummons from the prince ; the govern

ment being wholly different from that of

Hungary.

Tranwell, Northumberland, in Morpeth

manor.

TRARsAch, a town of Spanheim, cir

cle of Upper Rhine, feated on the river

Moſelle. The town and fort were taken

by the allies in 1704. It is 22 miles

NNE. of Treves.

TRAPAN1, a town of Sicily, in the

Val-di-Mazara, with a harbour. It is a

trading place, famous for it's ſalt-works,

and fiſheries of tunnies and coral; it is

45 miles WSW. of Palermo.

Trapeſhill, Eſſex, between Epping Fo

reſt and Chigwell. Trapham, Kent, near

Wingham.

TRA Polizza, a town in the Morea.

TRAPPE, LA, a once-celebrated no

naſtery in the dept. of Orne, ſituated in a

large valley, ſurrounded by mountains.

The monks were famous for their autteri

ry, and keeping perpetual ſilence.

Tratton, Suſſex, near Portſmouth.

TRAVANcor E, a province of Hindoo

ſtan, extending about 90 miles along the

coaſt of Malabar, and bounded on the N.

by Myſore, and on the E. by the Carnatic.

It is ſubject to a rajah, who is an ally of

the Engliſh E. India Company. Travan

core, the capital, is 1 og miles SSW. of

Madura.

TRAve, a river of Holſtein, which

paſſes by Sedgberg, Oldeſloe, and Lubec,

and falls into the Baltic at Travenunde.

TRAveMUNDE, a town of Holſtein,

ſeated at the mouth of the river Trave.

It is the port of Lubec, to which it be

longs, and is 12 miles NNE. of that city.

In 1783, 951 ſhips ſailed from this port.

TRAUNSTEIN, a town of Upper Ba

varia, on the Traun; near which are

ſprings of ſalt water; alſo a town of Au

ſtria. - * *

Trautmant, a river in Cardiganſhire.

TRaw, a town of the late Venetian

IDalmatia, ſeated on the Adriatic, in a

2.

ſmall iſland near the main land.

miles W. of Spalatro.

Trawbridge, Devonſ. on the river For

ton, near Crediton. -

TRAYGUE RA, a town of Valencia.

Treales, Lancaſ. NE. of Kirkham.

Trebaffel, Cornwall, NE. of Boſcaſtle.

Trete jew, Cornwall, W. of Great Co

lumb. Treberack, Cornwall, W. of Ca

melford. Trebert, Shropſhire, S. of Clun

Caſtle.

TRF BIA, a river of Italy, which riſes

in the territory of Genoa, and falls into

the Po, a little above Placentia. Great

numbers of the Romans, commanded b

the conſul Sempronius, after their defeat

by Hannibal, were drowned in this river.

Treligh, Cornwall, near St. Ives.

TRE BIG No, a town of Turkiſh Dal

matia, lo miles NE. of Raguſa.

TREBIssacciA, a town of Calabria

Citra.

TR Erison D, or TARAposAN, a city

of Turkey in Afia, with a Greek archbi

ſhop’s ſee and a harbour, feated at the

fºot ºf a pretty ſteep hill. The walls are

almoſt ſquare and high embat led, and

though they are not of the firſt ages, they

probably it and on the foundations of the

ancieut incloſure which got this city the

name of Trapezium. They are built with

the ruins of ancient ſtructures, Qu which

are inſcriptions not legible, becauſe they

are too high. The town is not populous;

for there are more woods and gardens in

it than houſes, and theſe but one ſtory

high. The harbour is at the eaſt end of

the town, and the mole built by the Ge

noeſe is almoſt deſtroyed. Under the

Greek emperors, it was erected into a

principality, or empire. Alexis Cont

nenes took poſit flion of it in 12cA. In

1462, it was taken by Mahomet II. who

It is rº

carried David Commenes, and all his fa

mily, priſoners to Conſtantinople, where

they were moſtly put to death. It ſtands

on the Black Sea, 220 miles ENE. of

Erivan. Lºt. 41. o. N. lon. 4o. 25. E.

TRF Birz, a town of Iglau, Moravia.

TR E B N fºrz, a town of Oels, Sileſia.

Treborough, Somerſetſ. SW, of Nettle

comb. Treborow, Devonſ. N. of Houſſ

worthy. Treburget, Cornwall, near Mi

chelſtow. Trecarrol, Cornwall, SW, of

Launceſton. Tredack, or Trehac, Cornwall,

near Leſkard. Treddington, Worceſterſ.

on the Stour, N. of Shipſton. Tredeager,

Monmouthf. near Uſk. Tredegy, or 7. e

clºgy, Cornwall, near Camelford. Treat

ington, Glouceſterſ. 2 miles and a half SE.

of Tewkſbury. Tredonock, Monmouthſ.

3 m, les from Caerleon. Tredrifton, ‘...
- - waii,
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wall, near Bodmin. Trecaſtle, Brecknockſ.

Tre-Evan, or Treneraven, Herefordſ. near

Kyne-Church. Treford, or Trayford, Suſ

ſex, S.W. of Midhurſt. Trefrew, Corn

wall, near Swannacote. Trefrhiw, Car

marvonſhire.

TREF fu RT, a town of Heſſe-Rhinfels,

circle of Upper Rhine.

TREGAN No N, a town of Cardiganſhire,

feated on the rive, Tyvy, 15 miles SSE.

of Aberiſtwith, and 2 oz. W. by N. of

London. Market on Thurſday.

, Treganyan, Cornwall, SE. of Truro.

Tregarden, Cornwall, N. of Bodmin.

‘Iregare, Monmouthſ. N. of Ragland-Caſ

tle. Tregarget, Cornwall, on the coaſt,

N.W. of Camelford. Tregenno, Cornwall,

S. of St. Ives. Tregºrdon, Cornwall, S.W.
of Camelford. irºgonnock, Cornwall,

SW. of Port. Elliot.

TREGo NY, a town of Cornwall, with

a manufacture of ſerge, having only about

1 50 houſes, poorly built. It is ſeated on

the Fale, 1.4 miles NNE. of Falmouth,

and 245 W. by S. of London. Market

on Saturday.

Tregoodock, Cornw. near Launceſton.

Tregoihuan, Cornw. 3 miles from Truro.

Treguit, or Trequit, Cornw. E. of Pad

ftow-Haven. Tregull, Cornw. SE. of

Łęſkard. Trºgunnon, Corrw. by the ſea,

SE. of Truro. Trešan, Cornw. NE. of

Truro. Treharrew, or Trebarow, Cornw.

on the coaſt, S. of Tintagel.

TRE1LEBURG, a ſea-port of Schonem.

Treiſlick, Cornw. near Tregony. Tre

keºve, Cornw. N. of Leſkard. Tre/ank,

Cornw. SW. of Launceſton. Trºlaſe,

Cornw. E. of Padſtow-Haven. Treſa/k,

Cornw. SE. of Camelford. Trelawney,

Cornw. W. of the Lows. Treleck, near

Monmouth. Trºieſiick, Cornw. near Tre

gony. Treſſii.k, Cornw. near S. Allan.

‘Irelovo with, or Trelano-eth, Cornw. SE.

of Grampound. Trelo wren Park, Cornw.

near Helſton. Tremale, or , Trºmaly,

Cornw. NE. of Leſkard. Tremadart,

Cornw. SW. of Leikard. Treman on

Park, Hants, near Sidmanton. I rema

zon, Cornw. W. of Saltaſh, had a caſtle,

that was anciently the ſeat of the earls and

other chief governors of Cornwall. It is

now in ruins, and as thick tapeſtried with

ivy, as it was formerly with arras. Trem

broſe, Cornw. SW. of Heltord-Haven.

“I remene, Cornw. NW. of Launceſton.

TREME'sEN, or T. E.M.'s AM, a pro

vince of Algiers, on the Mediterranean.

It is above 370 miles in length, and 125

in breadth; is dry, barlen, and mountain

ous, except on the N. ſide, where there are

Plains abounding in corn, ſiuits, and Paſ

tures. The capital, of the ſame name,

which is inhabited by poor Arabs, Moors,

and Jews, is 50 miles S.W. of Oran, and

zoo SW. of Algiers. Lat. 34.40. N.

lon. 1. 29. W.

Tremhale, Eſſex, in the pariſh of Stan

ſted-Montfichet.

TREMITI, three ſmall iſlands in the

Adriatic, near the coaſt of Naples.

They are called Caprara, Tremite, or St.

Nicolo, and St. Domino.

Tremoly, Cornwall, S. of Carantock.

TRE Mouille, a town in the dept. of

Vienne, 32 miles ESE. of Poitiers.

TREMP, a town of Spain, in Catalonia.

Tremºworth, or Tremºvood, Kent.

Trendle, N. and S. Somerſ. near Taunton.

Treneglos, Cormw. near Half. Drunken

Downs. Trenegove, Cornw. NE. of Left

withiel. Trenowth, Cornw. SW, of Pad

ſtow. Haven. Trenowth, Cornwall, N. of

Leſkard. Trenſhow, Devonſ. near Comb

Martin.

TRENT, a city of Tirol, formerly in

perial; and famous for a council held here,

which began in 1545, and ended in 1563.

It contains no ſtreets exactly regular, and

the houſes are in general old. Here is a

large but antique palace, a cathedral, 3

pariſh churches, a college, and ſome con

vents. It is feated in a pleaſant, fertile

valley, on the river Adige, 67 miles NW.

of Venice,

TRENT, or the TRENTINo, a princely

biſhopric of Tirol, partly under the ſove

reignty of the houſe of Auſtria, although

the biſhop is a prince of the empire.

TRENT, a large river in England,

which riſes in Staffordſhire, iſſuing from

three ſeveral ſprings between Congletºn

and Leek. Flowing S. through Stafford

ſhire, it takes a NE. dire&tion, and enters

Derbyſhire, forming, for a ſhort ſpace,

it’s ſeparation from the counties of Lei

ceſter and Nottingham. It enters the lat

ter county at it's SW. extremity, and

thence croſſes obliquely to the E. forming,

toward the N. part, the boundary between

that county and Lincolnſhire, a corner of

which it crofles, and then falls into the

Humber below Burton Stather. Canals

are made, or making, to open a communi

cation between this river and various parts

of the kingdom; viz. from the mouth of

the Idle, below Gainſborough, to Bedford

and Cheſterfield; a cut to Lincoln, and

from thence to Tatterſhall, Horncaſtle,

Seaford, Boſton, and the ſea; from near

Nottingham to Cromford and Winſter;

from the mouth of the Derwent, cºne

branch through the counties of Derby,

Stafford, and Cheſter, to the Merſey, join

ing
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ing with another branch to Coventry and

Braunſton, where it meets with the canal

from Brentford; other branches extend to

the Thames at Lechlade, the Avon at

Warwick, the Severn at Worceſter, and

many others. The Trent is of itſelf na

vigable from Burton in Staffordſhire, but

has the inconvenience of being ſubjećt to

great and frequent floods.

" Trent, Somerſetſ. betwen Ilcheſter and

Milburn-Port. Trentham, Staff. on the

Trent, 3 miles from Newcaſtle-under-Line.

TRENTo N, a town of New Jerſey, of

which ſtate it is the largeſt town. It is

feated on the E. ſide of the river Delaware,

24 miles NNE. of Philadelphia. -

Trentwith, Cornwall, near Madern.

Treowen, or Traowey, SW. of Mon

Inouth. Trepton, Northumberl. in the

manor of Roubirie.

TREPTow, a town of Pruſſian Pome

rania, with a manufaëtory of ſtockings

and woollen ſtuffs. It is feated on the

Rega, which is here made navigable, 11

miles S.W. of Colberg.

Trerene, or Trereve, Cornw. near Phil

lack. Treriſe, Cornw. SW. of Columb

Magna. Treroſº, Cornw. W. of Fal

mouth Haven. Treſcot, Staff. on the ri

ver, Sneſtal, S.W. of Wolverhampton.

Treſeck, Herefordſ, between Acombury

and Roſs.

Trºſham, Glouc. in Hawkſbury pariſh.

TRESHAN is H. Isles, four fertile iſlands

on the W. coaſt of Scotland, between the

Iſlands of Col and Mull.

Treſilian, Cornw. at the bottom of Tre

wardreth. Bay. Treſmere, Cornw.by Half

Drunken-Downs. Treſnere, ‘Cornwall,

N. of Bodmin. Treſoro, and Treſunger,

Cornw. E. of Padſtow Haven. Treſ.

‘within, Cornw. E. of Phillack. Tretal

dock, Cornw. NE. of St. Columb. Tre

termane, Cumberl. near Aſkerton-Caſtle.

Trethilly, Cornw. E. of Falmouth. Haven.

Trethuiſe, Cornw. NE. of Truro. Tre

thune, Cornw. SW. of Padſtow. Tretire,

Herefordſ. near Michael Church. Treton,

Yorkſ. E. of Sheffield. Tretºwer, Breck.

nockſ. Trevabees, Cornw. SW. of Hel

ford-Haven. Trevacus, Cornw. SE. of

Tregony. Trevalgen, Cornw. NW. of

St. Ives. Trevalgy, Cornwall, S.W. of

Boſcaſtle. Trevaſiº, Cornw. S. of Truro.

Trevegay, Cornw. by Ruſhcarrock. Tre.

‘veloch Forſi, Shropſhire. S. of Oſweſtry.

Trevena, Cornwall, near Tintagel-Caſtle.

Trevenna, Cornw. W. of Padſtow-Haven.

Trevera, Cornw. near Padſtow-Haven.

TReves, or TR1ERs, a city of Ger

many, in the circle of the Lower Rhine,

capital of an archbiſhopric of she ſame

name, whoſe archbiſhop is an ele&tor, aſ.

ſumes the title of archchancellor of the

empire for the Gauls, and gives the firſt

vote at the eleētion of the emperor. The

chapter conſiſts of 40 canons, including

16 capitulars and 24 domicelli. It has 3

colleges, a cathedral, 3 collegiate and 5 pa.

riſh churches, as alſo 13 monaſteries and

nunneries, with a houſe of the Teutonic

Qrder, and another belonging to that of

St. John. Treves has greatly ſuffered

in the wars, and is now neither large nor

populous. It is ſeated on the river Mo

ſelle, over which is a ſtone bridge, in a

fertile country, abounding in wine. It is

reckoned one of the moſt ancient cities in

Germany, having been formerly a place

of note of the Treviri, and the capital of

all Gaul, in the time of Conſtantine the

Great. It is zo miles NE. of Luxemburg.

TREves, or Triers, an electorate of

Germany, in the circle of the Lower

Rhine, bounded on the N. by the eleētor

ate of Cologne; on the E. by the eſtates

of the Elector Palatine and of Naſſau; on

the S. by France; and on the W. by Lux

emburg and Lorrain. It is about 80 miles

in length, but the breadth is uncertain.

It is full of mountains and foreſts; but,

near the rivers Rhine and Moſelle, the ſoil

is fruitful, and the country populous.

Trevithin, Monmouthſhire, W. of Uſk.

Trevethock, Cornwall, NE. of Helſton.

TREvi, a town of Spoleto; and a town

in Campagna-di Roma.

Trevico, a town of Principato Ultra.

Trevigo, Cornwall, near Leſtwithiel.

Trevill, Cornwall, at the Land's-End.

Trevillock, Cornwall, by Grampound.

Trevillet, Cornwall, SE. of Tintagel

Caſtle. Trevine, Cornwall, W. of Truro.

TREvino, a town of Alava, in Spain.

TRevis ANo, a marquiſate of Italy, in

Venice, 24 miles in length, and nearly as

much in breadth. The ſoil is exceedingly

fertile, and appears like a continued gar

den; and they export cattle, ſilk, and

woollen cloth. Treviſo is the principal town.

TR Eviso, or TRE vigio, a city of

Italy, capital of the Trevilano, containing

17 churches, and 19 convents. It had

formerly a univerſity, which was transfer

red to Padua. It contains a great num

ber of handſome buildings, being the re

fidence of many noble families; and is zo

miles NNW. of Venice.

Trevithic, Cornwall, near Tregony.

Trevona, Cornwall, SW. of Tregony.

Trevour, Cornwall, between Great Co

lumb and Padſtow Haven. Trevouth,

Cornwall, near Great Columb.

TREwoux, a ſmall town in the depart

Y y II &nt
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ment of Ain. The moſt remarkable build

ings here are the late mint; the late par

liament houſe; the governor's houſe; an

hoſpital, founded by the woman De Mont

penſier; and the printing-office. The lat

ter is celebrated for the Literary Journals,

compoſed by the Jeſuits of the college of

Louis le Grand, entitled “Memoires de

Trevoux,” and for the “ Dićtionnaire

Univerſel, which is equally eſteemed, al

though that of the French Academy is

preferable with reſpect to the greateſt part

of the obje&s that are common to them.

Trevoux is ſeated on the river Soane, 12

miles N. of Lyons, and 188 S. by E. of

Paris. -

Trewardinock, Cornw. near Tregony.

TREwARDRETH-BAY, in Cornwall, on

the Engliſh Channel, W. of Fowey-Ha

ven. -

Trewargon, Cornw. N. of the Looes.

Trewath, Cornw. NW. of Leſtwithiel.

Trewen, Cornwall, NW. of Launceſton.

Trewen, Herefordſ. 5 miles from Aberga

venny. Trewerveneth, Cornw. near Pen

zance. Trewindle, Cornw. NW. of Ca

melford. Trewine, Cornwall, E. of Fal

mouth-Haven. Trewinck, Cornwall, be

tween Great Columb and Padſtow.

Trewket, Upper and Lower, Northumb.

SW. of Alnwick. Trewnard, Cornw.

near St. Earth. , Trewolf, Cornw. SW.

of Penzance. Trewoltbal, Cornwall, W.

of Helford-Haven. Treworgan, Cornw.

NE. of Truro. Treworgans, Cornwall,

between Penzance and the Land's End.

Treworgy, Cornw. 3 miles from Kilguth.

Treworđy, Cornwall, N. of Leſkard.

Trewſbury, Glouceſterſhire, in the pariſh

of Coats. Trewullock, Cornwall, E. of

Great Columb.

TREY SA, a town of Heſſe, circle of

Upper Rhine, 17 miles ENE. of Mar

purg.

TREzzo, a town of the Milaneſe.

Triago, Herefordſ. E. of Kynechurch.

TRIBSEES, a town of Swediſh Pome

rania, reckoned a paſs to Mecklenburg.

It is 22 ºiles S.W. of Stralſund.

TRI Eks. See TRE v Es.

TRI Est, a ſea-port town of Carniola,

ſituated on the ſide of a hill, extending to

the Adriatic, about which the vineyards

form a ſemicircle. The ſtreets are nar

row ; but there is a large ſquare, where

they keep the annual fair. The harbour

conſiſts of an inner and outer, and has

been conſiderably improved by the Em

preſs Maria Thereſa, who alſo declared

this place a free port; with an exception

of the articles of iron, ſteel, copper, quick

filver, ſalt, gunpowder, mirrors, and cry

ſtal. The inhabitants have a good trade

in ſalt, oil, almonds, iron, &c. brought

'from Lauback; and they make gºod

wines. It is 8 miles NNE. of Cabo-d’Iſ

tria. Lat. 45.56. N. lon. 14. 4. E.

Trill, Devonſ, near Exminſter.

Trillic, in Tyrone, Ulſter.

*TRIM, the ſhire town of Meath, in

Leinſter, 22 miles NW. of Dublin.

Trimdon, Durham, W. of Hartlepool.

Trim wenton, Cornwall, N. of Penzance.

Trimingbam, Norfolk, near N. and S. Rep

pis. Trimley, St. Martin's and St. Ma

ry's, Suffolk, near Orwell and Woodbridge

Havens. Trimply, Worceſterſ. in Kid

derminſter pariſh.

TRIncomAle, a ſea-port town of

Ceylon, on the E. ſide, with a harbour

reckoned the beſt and fineſt in the Eaſt

Indies. It is ſituated in a bay capable of

containing a thouſand veſſels, where they

may winter, careen, and refit, with entire

ſafety. The citadel, built by the Dutch,

has four baſtions, well ſupplied with ar

tillery; it is ſituated on a peninſula, and

commands the harbour. It was taken

from the Dutch by the Engliſh, in Janu

ary, 1782; retaken by the French in Au

guſt following; and reſtored to the Dutch

by the peace of 1783. It has been again

taken by the Engliſh ſince the commence

ment º: preſent war. Trincomale is

7o miles NE. of Candy. Lat. S. 45. N.

lon: 81.52. E.

Trincow, Cornwall, near Padſtow.

*TRING, a town of Hertfordſhire, 22.

miles W. of Hertford, and 3.1 WNW. of

London. Market on Friday.

Tringford, Herts, between Long Mar

ſton and Tring.

TRINIDAD, an iſland in the Weſt In

dies, ſeparated from Paria, in Terra

Firma, by a ſtrait about 8 miles over.

The ſoil is fruitful, producing ſugar, cot

ton, Indian corn, fine tobacco, and fruits;

but the air is ſaid to be unhealthy, the

iſland being often covered with thick fogs.

It is upwards of 70 miles in length, and

from 6 to 30 in breadth; and was diſco

vered by Columbus in 1498. The Engliſh

have lately taken this iſland, and yet con

tinue in poſſeſſion of it, having put in a

garriſon of their own troops.

TRINIDAD, a town of Guatimala, Mex

ico, on the South Sea. It is a very im

portant place, becauſe there is no other

harbour on this coaſt. It is 1 oo miles SE.

of Guatimala.

TRINIDAD, a town of Terra Firma, in

New Granada, ſeated on the river Magde

lena, 30 miles NW. of Santa-Fé.

Trinity, Cornwall, nearPºulº;
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W. of Trewardreth-Bay. Trinity-Chapel,

Derbyſ, near Alfreton. Trinity-Chapel,

Devonſ. on the coaſt, by Dartmouth.

Trinity-Chapel, Monmouthſ. oppoſite to

Auſt-Ferry, over the Severn.

Trinity-Pariſh, in Waterford, Munſter.

TRINo, a town of Italy, in Montferrat.

Trip, Somerſetſ, in Old Cleeve pariſh,

by Clatworthy. Tripall, or Trippall, a ri

wer in Northumberland. Triplow, Can

bridgeſhire, near Fulmer.

Tripoli, a city of Africa, in Bar

bary, capital of a territory of the ſame

name. It is pretty large, and has a har

bour, the moſt commodious of any along

this whole coaſt, except Alexandria. The

houſes are low and mean, and the ſtreets

narrow, dirty, and irregular. It was

formerly very flouriſhing, and has now

ſome trade in ſtuffs, ſaffron, corn, oil,

wood, dates, oſtrich feathers, ſkins, and

particularly Chriſtian ſlaves, whom they

take at ſea. At the W. end is a ſtrong

caſtle, fortified after the modern manner,

and furniſhed with ſome large cannon.

In 1685, Tripoli was bombarded by a

French ſquadron, under Marſhal d'Etrees,

and the government compelled to ſue for

eace. It is ſeated on the Mediterranean,

in a ſandy ſoil, 275 miles S.E. by S. of

Tunis. Lat. 32. 34. N. lon. 13. 12. E.

TRI poli, a country of Barbary, on the

Mediterranean, E. of Tunis and Biledul

gerid; and W. of Barca. It is about 600

miles from E. to W. but the breadth is

various. Some parts of it are pretty fruit

ful ; but that toward Egypt is a ſandy de

ſert. It had the title of a kingdom, but

is now a ſort of regency, at the head of

which is a dey, or bey, who is not merely

a titular vaſſal to the Porte, but really un

der ſubjection and tribute. They have

about 7 or 8 corſairs, which, though they

are moſtly ſmall gallies, poorly manned

and equipped, take a great number of

ſhips. Here are a number of villages,

very poor, and thinly inhabited; but few

cities or towns of conſequence.

TRIpoli, a town of Syria, on the Me

diterranean. The inhabitants are near

60,000, conſiſting of Turks, ſchiſmatic

Greeks, Latins, and Jews. All the houſes

have fountains belonging to them, with

orchards, where the nopal grows ſpontane

ouſly. The commerce is wholly in the

-

hands of the French, who have a conſul,

here, and three commercial houſes within

the town. They export coarſe filks,

ſpunges fiſhed in the road, exchanging

them for cloth, cochineal, ſugar, or Weſt

India coffee. The baſhaw farms the go

vernment from the Porte, on a leaſe of one

year only, at 750 purſes, or about 39,000l.

per annum. In the territory about it,

are a great number of mulberry-trees, and

other fruits. It is 130 miles S. of Scan

daroon, and 72 NW. of Damaſcus.

Trippils, Eſſex, near Woodford-wells.

Trippleton, Herefordſ. NE. of Brampton.
Brian.

TR1st, a ſmall, uninhabited iſland of

Mexico, on the S. coaſt of the Bay of

Campeachy.

Triſull, Staffordſ, on the Sneſtal Water,

by Wolverhampton. Triſwell, Nottingh.
SE. of Retford.

TRitchinopoly, a ſtrong town of

Hindooſtan, in the Carnatic, garriſoned

by Engliſh troops. It is 67 miles SSw.

of Tranquebar.

Trithall, Cornwall, N. of Helſion.

Tritlington, Northumberl. N. of Morpeth.

TrivenTo, a town of Moliſo, Naples.

Trobam, Glouceſ, a hamlet to Biſley.

Troja, a town of Capitanata, Naples.

Trois-Rivières, a town of Upper

Canada, which, under the French govern

ment, was the martorem porcum for furs.

and other Indian commodities. It is not

very populous, though the inhabitants are

wealthy, and the houſes large, and richly

furniſhed. It is ſeated on the river St.

Lawrence, 55 miles SW. of Quebec.

Trokenhole, Cambridgeſhire, W.of wiſ
beach.

TRoki, a town of Lithuania, capital

of a palatinate of the ſame name, 16 miles
W. of Wilna.

TRon, St. a town of Liege.

Trone, Berks, in Wantage pariſh.

TRopeA, a town of Calabria Ultra,

ſeated on a high rock, near the ſea.

TRoppau, a city of Sileſia, the ſeat of

the regency for the Auſtrian part; 4o

miles N. by E. of Olmutz. .

TRoppau, a principality of Sileſia,

divided between the houſe of Auſtria and

the king of Pruſſia.

TRopez, Sr. a ſea-port in the dept.
of Var, ſeated on theMiº. I 2.

miles SSW. of Frejus.

Troſton, Suffolk, S. of Fakenham.

Troffrey, Monmouthſ. N. of Uſk. -Trothy,

a river in Monmouthſ. Trotteſ liff, Kent,

2 miles NE. of Wrotham. Trotion, Suſſex,

near Petworth and Midhurſt. Traveryn,

a river in Merionetſhire. Troughºfen,

Northumberl. SW. of Elleſdon. Trout.

beck, a river in Cumberland. Troutbeck,

Weſtmorland, near Bowneſs, on the river

Troutbeck, which runs into the Winder

mere-Water.

*Trowbridge, a town of Wiltſhire,

with a manufactory of broad cloth, 23

Y y a miles
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miles 8w. of Marlborough, and 9° W.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Trowell, W. of Nottingham. Trowſe

Newton-Hall, 2 miles NE. of Norwich.

Troy, or Ill UM, an ancient and fa

mous city of Aſia, near the A chipelago,

at the foot of Mount Ida, and oppoſite the

Iſle of Tenedos. It is well known, at

leaſt in poetic fiction, for it's ten years

ſiege.

TRoy Es, a city in the dept. of Aube,

before the revolution, the capital of Cham

pagne, and the ſee of a biſhop. As the

ſtone in it's neighbourhood is too tender

to be employed in building, almoſt all the

houſes are of wood; which, nevertheleſs,

produce an effect pleaſing to the eye.

Among the objećts of curioſity are St.

Stephen's, the principal church, the pub

lic library of the late Cordeliers; and the

caſtle in which the ancient counts of

Champagne reſided. It's commerce, once

very flouriſhing, now conſiſts only in ſome

linens, dimities, fuſtians, flax, hemp, wax

chandlery, candles, and wine. It is ſeated

on the river Seine, 30 miles ENE. of Sens,

and 90 ESE. of Paris.

Troy, Houſe and Michel, S. and SW, of

Monmouth.

Trull, Somerſetſh. S.W. of Taunton.

Truly, Suſſex, E. of Stening. Trumping

ton, 1 miles from Cambridge. Trunch,

Norfolk, NE. of N. Walſham.

*TRURo, a town in Coinwall, with a

large, commodious quay for veſſels of
about 1oo tons. It has the benefit of the

coinage of tin, and the lord warden of the

ſtannaries holds his parliament here. It's

chief buſineſs is in ſhipping tin and copper

ore, found in abundance in the neighbour

hood. Truro is ſeated at the head of the

J’ale, 11 miles N. of Falmouth, and 257

W. by S. of London. Markets on Wed

neſday and Saturday.

Truſham, Devonſ. N. of Chudleigh.

Truſley, Derbyſhire, E. of Boylſton.

TRuxillo, a conſiderable town of

Spain, in Eſtramadura, 117 miles SW. of

Madrid.

TRUxillo, a town of Venezuela,

Terra-Firma.

TRUxillo, a rich and trading town

of Peru, in the audience of Lima, and

valley of Chimo. In it's pleaſant and fer

tile territory, are above 50,000 tributary

Americans. It is feated on a ſmall river,

near the S. Sea, 6 miles S. of Guanchaco,

it's port or harbour, and 300 miles NNW.

of Lima. Lat. S. 1. S.

TRUX11 Lo, a town of IIonduras, ſeat

ed on a gulf of the ſame name, with a

good harbour. It is built between two

rivers, and ſurrounded by thick groves.

Lat. 15. 20. N. lon. 85, 52. W.

Truxton withcºt, Hants, S.W. of Way

hill. Trylºy, Monmouthſ. N. of Aberga

venny.

Tschurski, a country ſituated on the

NE. extremity of Aſia, near the N.W.

coaſt of America, being bounded by the

Anadir on the S. The attention of the ma

tives, like that of the wandering Koriacs,

is confined chiefly to their deer, with

which their country abounds. They are
a hardy race of people, and are formida

ble neighbours to the Koriacs ºf both na

tions, who often experience their depre

dations. The Ruſſians have long endea

voured to bring them under their domini

on ; and though they have loſt a great

number of men, in their different expedi

tions to accompliſh this purpoſe, they have

never yet been able to effect it.

TshetsHEN. See Kisti.

* TU AM, in the county of Galway, in

Connaught, was once a city, but is now

reduced to a ſmall village. It is zo miles

NNE. of Galway, and 93 W. of Dublin.

TUBAoN, a town on the N. coaſt cf

Java. Lat. 6. o. S. lon. 111. 51. E.

Tubberdonny, or Tubberidony, in Gal

way, Commaight. Tubberbay, in Tip

perary, Munſter. Tubbermore, in Derry,

Ulſter. Tubbermurry, in Limerick, Mun

ſter. Tubberpadder, in Galway, Con

naught. Tubberpound, in King's Coun

ty, Leinſter. ...”. in Sligº,

Connaught. Tubberbrackin, in Galway,

Connaught.

TUbiNGEN, a town of Suabia, the ſe.

cond in Wirtemburg, with an univerſity,

a ſeminary for the ſtudy of the law, and a

college for the nobility. In the town

houſe is a very curious clock. Here the

ancient Palatines of Tubingen, whoſe

origin is unknown, had their pfalz, or pa

latium, which ſtcc on the ſpot of the

preſent caſtle. It is ſeated on the river

Neckar, 18 miles S.W. of Stutgard.

Tuct MAN, or TAcMA, a large pro

vince of S. America, W. of Paraguay, ir

the viceroyalty of Buenos Ayres. The

air is hot, and the earth ſandy. Mary

parts, however, are fruitful, and well cul

tivated; and the original natives, who

live in ſmall villages cloſe to one another,

are ſomewhat civilized by the Spaniards,

being covered with cotton and woollen

manufactures.

TUcuxo, a town of Terra Firma, in

Venezuela, in a valley of the fame name.

A river runs through the middle of the

valley ; the air is good, and the ſoil

abounds in ſugar-canes, cotton, and the

ueceſſinics
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neceſſaries of life. Lat. 7. 31. N. lon.

67. 4o. W. .

Tuddenham, Suffolk, near Ipſwich.

Tuddenham, Suffolk, SW. of Lackford.

Tuddenham, E. W. and N. Norfolk, E. of

Dereham, Tudſey, S. of Durham. Tud

dford, Hants, between Lymington and

Chriſtchurch.

TU DDINGto N, a ſmall town of Bed

fordſhire, with a ſmall market on Thurſ

day, almoſt diſuſed. It is 5 miles NW.

c; Dunſtable, and 37 N.W. of London.

Tuddington, Glouceſ between Winch

comb and Campden. Tuddington, or Ted

dington, Middleſex, on the Thames, ad

}."3 Hampton, a mile NW. of King

on. -

TUD ELA, a town of Spain, in Navarre,

ſeated on the river Ebro. It is 4.5 miles

N.W., of Saragoſſa, and 146 NNE, of
Madrid.

Tudeley, Kent, 2 miles SE. of Tun

bridge. Tudſham, or Tutſham Hall, Kent,

near Weſt Farley. Tudworth, North,

Wiltſhire, 6 miles NE. of Ambreſbury.

Tudworth, South, Hants, by North Tud

worth. Tudy, St. Cornwall, SE. of Pad

ſtow-Haven. Tue, St. Cornwall, SE. of

Tregony.

Tver, a government of Ruſſia, once

an independent ſovereignty, called the

Duchy of Tver, and afterwards compriſed

in the government of Novogorod. The

number of inhabitants in this diſtrićt has

of late increaſed very much. The coun

try produces plenty of grain, hemp, flax,

and vegetables. It's foreſts yield oak,

birch, alder, &c. and here are vaſt num

bers of wild and tame quadrupeds, with a

variety of birds, eagles, falcons, cranes,

&c. Beſide the fiſhes common to moſt

lakes and rivers, there is a fiſh which is

peculiar to the waters of theſe northern

regions. It is called the ſterlet, the aci

penſºr ruthenus, of Linnaeus, and is a ſpe

cies of ſturgeon, highly eſteemed for the

flavour and delicacy of it's fleſh, and for

it's roe, of which the fineſt caviare is

made.

Tv F R, a conſiderable commercial town

of Ruſſia, capital of the government of

the ſame name, and ſeated at the conflu

eace of the Tverza and the Volga, along

which are conveyed all the goods and mer

chandiſe ſent by water from Siberia, and

the ſouthern provinces toward Peterſburgh.

It is divided into the old and new town:

the former, ſituated on the oppoſite fide

of the Volga, conſiſts almoſt entirely of

wooden cottages: the latter having been

deſtroyed by a dreadful conflagration in

1763, has been much improved in being

rebuilt. The empreſs ordered a regular

and beautiful plan of a new town to be

made; enjoining all the houſes to be con

ſtructed according to this model. At her

own expence, ſhe raiſed the governor's

houſe, the epiſcopal palace, the courts of

juſtice, the exchange, the priſon, and ſome

other public edifices; and to every perſon

who engaged to build a houſe of brick,

ſhe off red a loan of 300l. for a year, with

out intereſt. The money which ſhe advanc

ed on this occaſion, amounted to 60, ocol.

and ſhe has ſince remitted one-third of this

ſum. The ſtreets, which are broad and

long, iſſue in ſtraight lines from an octa

gon in the centre. The houſes are of

brick ſtuccoed white, and make a magni
ficent appearance. The plan, when com

Pleted, was to compriſe two octagons, with

ſeveral ſtreets leading from them, and in

terſe&ting each other at right angles. Here

is an eccleſiaſtical ſeminary, which admits

6oo ſtudents. In 1776, the empreſs

founded a ſchool for the inſtruction of zoo

burghers' children; and, in 1779, an aca

deny was alſo opened in this town, for

the education of the young nobility of the

province, at the public charge. It ad

mits 12o ſtudents, who are inſtrućted in

foreign languages, arithmetic, geography,

fortifications, tactics, natural philoſophy,

muſic, riding, dancing, &c. Tver is 99

miles NNW. of Moſcow.

Tueſley, Surry, in Godalmin pariſh.

Tuffield, Oxfordſ. near Nettlebed. Tuffley

Court, by Glouceſter. Tuftes, Eſſex, near

Little Baddow and Malden. Tufton,

Kent, in Rainham pariſh. Tufton, Suſ

ſex, in Nordiham pariſh. Tugly, Leiceſ

terſ. N. of Hallaton. Tugford, Shropſ.

N.W. of Brown-Clee. Hill. Tuggel, or

Tughall, Northumberl. in Veſey barony.

Tullaghnaneeve; ſee Saintfield. Tul

lahane, in Leitrim, Connaught. Talla

more, in Antrim, Ulſter. Tullamore, in

Down, Ulſter.

*Tulla MoR p, a town of King's

County, in Leinſter. The river Tulla

more divides the town nearly into two

equal parts. It is 46 miles WNW. of

Dublin.

Tullanffawn, in Louth, Leinſter.

TULLEs, a town in the dept. of Cor

reze, before the revolution, the capital of

Lower Limoſin, and fee of a biſhop. It

is 37 miles SE. of Limoges.

Tully, in Rildare, Leinſter. Tullycar

bet, in Monaghan, Ulſter. Tullyo-donald,

in Donegal, Ulſter. Tullyvallen, in Ar

magh, Ulſter.

TULN, a town of Auſtria, near the

Wiemarwald, or Wood of Vienna. It is

Y y 3 feated
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feated near the river Tuln, 1.5 miles

WNW. of Vienna.

Tulrahan, in Mayo, Connaught. Tulſk,

in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Tumley, Linc. near Tatterſhal-Chace.

TuMbez, a town of Piura, Peru.

TuMel, a rapid river of Perthſhire,

which, after forming many beautiful ca

taraćts, ſpreads into a lake, called Loch

Tumel, and afterwards falls into the Garry.

Tummer, Somerſetſ. near Milburn-Port,

3 miles from Sherborn.

*TUN BRIDGE, a town of Kent, ſeated

on the river Tun, one of the five little

ſtreams of the Medway, over each of

which is a ſtone bridge. Here is a famous

freeſchool, founded by a native of the

town, in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

Tunbridge is 14 miles SSW. of Maid

ſtone, and 30 SE. by S. of London.

Market en Friday.

TUNE Ribce Wells, a town of Kent,

5 miles S. of Tunbridge, but in the ſame

Pariſh. It is much reſorted to in ſummer,

bn account of it's chalybeate waters. It

is ſeated at the bottom of three hills, call

ed Mount -Sinai, Mount Ephraim, and

Mount Pleaſant, on which are ſcattered

houſes, orchards, and gardens; and as

the country here is naturally wild, the ef

feet of the whole is romantic and pićtu

reſque. Here are the buildings requiſite

for the accommodation of the viſitants,

with a plentiful market, and ſhops noted

for their elegant turnery ware. About a

mile and a half from the Wells, are ſtu

pendous rocks, in ſome parts 75 feet

high, the mean height being 40; they

have the appearance of the hulks of large

men of war, ranged cloſe together. Sur

priſing cliffs and chaſms are interſperſed,

with narrow, gloomy paſſages that lead

through the midſt of them. The water

is a great deobſtruent and bracer, operates

by urine and perſpiration, and is efficacious

in cold, chronical diſtempers, weak nerves,

and bad digeſtion. -

Tunford, Hertfordſ. SE. of Wormley.

Tunford, or Toniford, Kent, near Then

ington.

TUNGEBADRA, a river of Hindooſtan,

which runs into the Kiſtnah, 7 miles E.

of Rachore.

TU NJA, a town and diſtrićt of Terra

Firma, in New Granada, 30 miles SW.

of Truxillo.

Tu N15, a city of Barbary, called by

Diodorus Siculus, Leucon Tuneta, and

capital of a kingdom of the ſame name.

It is ſeated on the point of the Gulf of Go

Jetta, about 10 miles from the piace where

the city of Carthage ſtood, it is in the

form of an oblong ſquare, and is 3 miles

in circumference, including the ſuburbs.

Here are five gates, and the houſes are

about 12,000. The bey's palace, where

the divan aſſemble, the great moſque, with

a few others, are the only buildings of

note. Here are ſeveral colleges and

ſchools, with doćtors of the Mahometan

law, partly maintained by the public.

The janizaries are quartered in barracks

The harbour, which has a very narrow

entrance, is defended by a caſtle and the

fortreſs of Goletta. In the city they have

no water, but what is obtained at a mile's

diſtance. Here are Engliſh, French,

Dutch, and other European conſuls. Tu

nis has long been famous for the mauu

facture of linen and woollen goods, and

the inhabitants are more intent on trade

than plundering and cruiſing. It is ſeated

To miles from the ſea, in lat. 36.42. N.

lon. Io. 16. E.

Tunis, a kingdom of Africa, bound

ed on the N. and E. by the Mediterranean,

and the kingdom of Tripoli; on the S. by

ſeveral tribes of the Arabs; and on the

W. by the kingdom of Algiers, and the

country of Eſab; extending zoo miles

from N. to S. and 120 from E. to W.

This country was formerly a monarchy;

but a difference ariſing between the father

and ſon, one of which was for the protec

tion of the Chriſtians, and the other for

that of the Turks, in 1574, the inhabit

ants ſhook off the yoke of both. From

this time it became a republic, under the

protećtion of the Turks; and a baſhaw

ſtill reſides here, although, in power and

influence, he is a mere cypher. The bey

ſhip is hereditary, and independent both

of the porte and the divan, but is ſeldom

filled up, when vacant, without violence

and bloodſhed. The air, in general, is

healthy, but the ſoil in the eaſtern parts is

but indifferent, for want of water. To

ward the middle, the mountains and val

lies abound in fruits; but the northern

part is the moſt fertile, pleaſant, and po

pulous, and hath the greateſt number of

cities, villages, and dowars. The envi

rons of Tunis are very dry, upon which

account corn is generally dear. However,

there are plenty of citrons, lemons,

oranges, dates, grapes, and other fruits.

There are alſo olive-trees, roſes, and odd

riterous plants. In the woods and moun

tains are lions, wild beeves, oſtriches,

monkeys, cameleons, roe-bucks, hares,

pheaſants, partridges, and other forts of

birds and beaſts. The moſt remarkable

rivers are the Guadilcarbar, Magrida,

Magerada, and Cars, In the city of

Tunis
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Tunis alone, are above 3ooo clothiers and

weavers. T. alſo bave a trade in

horſes, olives, oil, ſoap, and oſtriches eggs

and feathers.

Tunley, and Daneway, Glouceſ. ham

lets to Biſley. £jºb. near

Torbay. Tunſtall, Durham, near Stranton.

Tunſtall, Kent, near Sittingbourn, 2 miles

S. of Milton. Tunſtall, Lancaſhire, S. of

Kirby Lonſdale. Tunſtall, Norfolk, W. of

Yarmouth. Tunſtall, Staff. in Sugenthall

Manor. Tunſtall, Staff. N. of Wolver

hampton. Tunſtall, Suffolk, NE. of wood

bridge. Tunſtall, Yorkſ. NE. of Hea

don. #. Yorkſ." S. of Richmond.

Tuxfted, Derbyſhire, in the High Peak.

Tunwell, Herts, near Thundridge.

Tunyºuin, in Roſcommon, Connaught.

Tufham, Linc. near Horncaſtle. Tup

endens, or Tubbenden, Kent, in the pa

riſhes of Orpington and Farnborow. Tap

ton, Derbyſhire, near Cheſterfield, Tur

burſey, Cambridgeſhire, N. of Ely.

UR cKHE1M, a town in the department

of Upper Rhine, 3 miles W. of Colmar.

TURcom ANIA, that part of Armenia

which belongs to the Turks.

TURENNE, a town in the department of

Correze, 1.5 miles SSW. of Tulle.

Turfield, Bucks, near Wycomb. Tur

field, Glouceſ. E. of Chipping Sodbury.

Turform, or Twiford. Shropſhire, SE. of

Oſweſtry. Turger, Hants, W. of Ever

ſley. Turgh, a river riſing on the W. fide

of Montgomeryſ, and falling into the Ta

nat. Turghe, a river in Carmarthenſhire.

TURIN, anciently called TAUR INI, a

city of Italy, the capital of Piedinont, and

reſidence of it's ſovereign, the king of

Sardinia, with an univerſity. It is charm

ingly ſeated on a vaſt plain, at the conflu

ence of the rivers Doria and Po. It is

one of the handſomeſt places in Italy, but
the air is thick and moiſt in autumn and

winter, on account of the thick fogs. The

approaches to it are magnificent, and the

environs beautiful. Moſt of the ſtreets

are well-built, uniform, clean, traight,

and terminating on ſome agreeable object.

No inhabitant can rebuild or repair his

houſe but on an uniform plan,"laid down

by government, for the improvement of

the city. The Strada-di-Po, the fineſt

and largeſt in the city, leads to the royal

palace, and adorned with piazzas that are

at once beautiful and convenient. The

royal palace conſiſts of two magnificent

ſtructures, joined together by a gallery, in

which are ſeveral pićtures, ſtatues, and an

tiquities of great value.

rich and elegant, and the floors are curi

Quſly inlaid with various kinds of wood,

--—

The furniture is

and kept always in a ſtate of ſhining
brightneſs. The fortifications of Turin

are regular; and kept in excellent repair.

The citadel is a regular pentagon, confiſt

ing of 5 ſtrong baſtions, and is reputed

one of the ſtrongeſt in Europe. There
are fine walks on the ramparts, which re

quire two hours to paſs round them.

There are alſo very fine gardens on the

ſide of the river Po; and the houſe called

La Charité is remarkable, as there is

room for 3ooo poor people. The college

of the academy is very large and wei

built, and has a great number of ancient

inſtriptions. The chief trade of the city

and country is in thrown filk, which is

ſent to England and Lyons : ſome of it

they manufacture into excellent ſtockings,
and filk for furniture. Turin is the ſee of

an archbiſhop, and contains 11o churches

or chapels, ſeveral hoſpitals, and about

65,000 inhabitants. The French befieged

this city, in 1796, for upwards of 3 months,

but were totally defeated, and compelled

to raiſe the fiege by Prince Eugene and

the Duke of Savoy. Lat. 45. 5. N. lon.

7.45. E.

Turk Dean, Glouceſterſhire, 3 miles N,
of Northleach.

TURKestan, or Tu Raw, a country of

Aſia, bounded on the N. by deſerts, on

the E. by Kalmuck Tartary, on the s. by

Bukharia, and on the W. by Charaſi,

near 3oo miles in length, and not much

leſs in breadth. It is divided between two

Tartar khans, or chiefs.

Turkey, a very large empire, extend.

ed over part of Europe, Aſia, and Africa.

Turkey in Europe contains Beſſarabia,

Moldavia, Walachia, Bulgaria, Servia,

Boſnia, Romania, Macedonia, Janna, Li

vadia, Epirus, Albania, part of Dalmatia,

the Morea, and the iſlands of the Archi

pelago. Turkey in Afia contains the

countries of Irac-Arabia, Diarbeck, Cur.

diſtan, Turcomania, part of Circaſſia,

Natolia, and Syria, with Paleſtine. In

Africa, the Turks have ſtill a precarious

ſovereignty over Egypt and part of Nubia.

Conſtantinople is the capital of all Tur

key. In general the Turks are moderate

in eating, and lovers of reſt and idleneſs;

and by their haughtineſs, deſpiſe manu

fačtures, improvements, and traffic. Po

lygamy is allowed among them; but their
wives are no more than four in number.

They are charitable towards ſtrangers, let

their religion be what it will, and no na

tion ſuffers adverſity with greater patience

than they. The grand ſignior is abſolute

maſter of the goods and lives of his ſub

jects : he aſſumes th; titles of God upon

Yy 4 Earth ,
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Earth, the Shadow of God, the Brother of

the Sun and Moon, the Diſpoſer of Crowns,

&c. The grand vizier is the chief next

the emperor, with a ſalary of about 600,00o

dollars a year, excluſive of perquiſites.

Here, however, it may be obſerved, that

though the grand ſignior has ſuch prodi

gious power, he ſeldom extends it to thoſe

that live a private life, for theſe may re

main as quiet as in any other part of the

world. The Turks were originally a

Scythian, or Tartar nation, dwelling be

twixt the Black and Caſpian Seas, and

became firſt known in the 7th century,

when Herodius, emperor of the eaſt, took

them into his ſervice; after which the

Arabian and Saracen caliphs had particu

lar bodies of them for guards, and filled

their armies with them. Having gradu

ally got the power into their own hands,

ſeveral governors of this nation revolted

from the caliphs. In 1214, Schah Soli

man, prince of Nera, a town on the Caſ

pian Sea, paſſed Mount Caucaſus with

50,000 men, making himſelf maſter of ſe

veral countries and places in Leſſer Aſia.

His grandſon, Othman, called his people

after his own name. In 1453, Mahonet

II. took Conſtantinople, and reduced the

whole Grecian empire under his dominion.

The number of the janizaries, who are all

infantry, and the flower of the Turkiſh

forces, is generally 40,000. The navy is

laid up at Conſtantinople, near the arſenal,

and conſiſts of about 4o men of war, ex

cluſive of auxiliary and hired ſhips, and

galleys of 2, 3, and 4 benches of oars.

The Engliſh trade here has for ſome years

been greatly on the decline. In the iſlands,

the merchants are generally French. The

Turks believe in one God, and that his

great prophet is Mahomet. º

TURX MountAin, in Kerry, Mun

fter. It is ſituated near Killarney Lake,

and affords one of the moſt beautiful na

tural proſpects in the world.

Turlamore, in Clare, Munſter.

Turly, Lincolnſhire, NE. of Alford.

Turley and Haw, Glouceſterſhire, 4 miles

SW. of Tewkeſbury.

Turloughmore, in Galway, Connaught.

Turnaſion, Herefordſ. S. of the Golden

Vale. Tunbridge, Yorkſ. E. of Snaith.

Turnditch Chapel, Derbyſ, in Duffield pa

riſh. Turner's Hell, Herts, near the ri

ver Vellam and Flamſted. Turn, r's Hill,

Herts, between Waltham Croſs and Cheſ.

hunt Waſh. Turner's Hill, Suſſex. Tar

mer's Piddle, or Touer's Piddle, Dorſetſ. on

the river Piddle, 2 miles E. of Affpiddle.

Turnham, or Thurnham, Kent, 2 miles and

2.

a half W. of Maidſtone. Tarnham

Green, Middleſex, between Hammerſmith

and Brentford.

TURN Hour, a town of Brabant.

Turnhurſt, Staff. E. of Talk-on-the
Hill. Turaawood, Dorſetſ. W. of Bland

ford. Turnºverth, Dorſetſhire, 2 miles N.

of Winterborne Stickland. Turnºvorth,

Hants, between Odiam and Baſingſtoke.

Turpington, 3 miles from Cambridge.

Turrington, E. and W. Lincolnſhire, S. of

Market. Raiſin.

TuRs1, a town of Baſilicata, Naples.

Turſtale, S. of Durham. Turvey, Bed
fordſhire, S.W. of Stevington. Turvil

Court, Bucks, 5 miles from Henley-on

Thames. Turºſion, or Tinveſton, Bucks,

on the Ouſe, NW. of Buckingham. Tar

‘wick, Suſſex, S.W. of Midhurſt.

Tuſcan Paſº, between the counties of

Down and Armagh, in Ulſter.

Tuscany, a ſovereign ſtate of Italy,

ſituated between the Mediterianean, the

pope's territories, the Modeneſe, and the

ſtate of Lucca. It is about 1 15 miles in

length, and so in breadth, excluſive of

ſome parts diſtributed in the territories of

Modena, Lucca, and Genoa.

tered by ſeveral rivers, of which the Arno

is the chief. There are ſeveral mountains,

in which are found mines of divers ſorts,

ſuch as iron, alum, and vitriol. They

have alſo quarries of marble, alabaſter,

and porphyry, befides hot-baths and mi

neral waters. Many parts of it are fruit

ful in corn and wine, and produce plenty

of citrons, oranges, pomegranates, and

other fruits. The inhabitants apply them

ſelves to trade, and have eſtabliſhed divers

manufactories, particularly of ſilks, fluffs,

fine earthen-ware, and gilt leather. This

duchy is divided into three parts; name

ly, the Florentino, the Piſano, and the

Sienneſe, to which ſome add the iſlands.

Florence is the capital, which fee.

Tºſncre, Oxfordſhire, NE. of Fritwell.

Tuftons, Suſſex, E. of Rotherbridge.

TU I Aco RIN, a town in the Carnatic,

oppoſite the Iſland of Ceylon, where the

Dutch have a factory. It is 60 miles NE.

of Cape Comorin.

TUTE U R Y, a town of Staffordſhire,

affording a proſpect, from a hill in it's

neighbourhood, over the rivers Dove and

Trent, as far as Nottingham, beſide other

extenſive views. It is 5 miles E. of

Stafford, and 134 NW. of London.

Tuthill, Norfolk, near Thetford. Tat

hill, or Toothill, Yorkſ. between Brighouſe

and Huthersfield. Tutmell, Warw. near

Tarbick. Tuttington, Norfolk, between

Altſham

*

It is wa- .
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Aleſham and North Walſham. Tuttle

Street, Middleſex, between Forty Hill and

Waltham Croſs. º

* Tuxford, a town of Nottingham

ſhire, with a well-endowed freeſchool. It

is ſtated in a clayey ſoil, 13 miles N. by

W. of Newark, and 137 N. by W. of

London. Market on Monday.

TUY., a town of Spain, in Galicia,

feated on a mountain, near the river Min

ho, in a country affording the richeſt pro

ſpe&ts of gardens, orchards, vineyards,

and cornfields. It is 62 miles S. of Com

poſtella.

Tºwade, Kent, N. of Milton.

Tw E ED, a river of Scotland, which

riſes in Peeblesſhire, at Tweedſmuir,

croſſes that county, as alſo the N. parts of

Selkirkſhire and Roxburghſhire, and form

ing the boundary between Berwickſhire

and Northumberland, falls into the Ger

man Ocean at Berwick.

Twº E DA Le. See PE EB I. Esshi R.E.

Tweedmouth, Northumberland, near

Berwick.

Tw EED's MUIR, a mountainous and

heathy tract in Peeblesſhire.

Twemlow, Cheſhire, on the Dane, SE.

of Northwich. Twenge, Northumb. on the

Woulds. Twenge, or Thºwing, Yorkſ,

W. of Burlington. Tweſleton, Yorkſ.

N.W. of Ingleton. Twickhere, Devonſ.

near Merland. Twickenham, a fine vil

lage of Middleſex, ſeated on the Thames,

with many handſome villas. Some gun

powder and oil-mills are on a branch of

the river Coln, which flows here into the

Thames. It is 11 miles WSW. of Lon

don. Twicroſs, Leiceſterſ. SE. of Hog's

Norton. Twidall, Kent, near Gilling

harn. Twidnack, Cornwall, in Lalant

pariſh. Twiford, Berks, between Mai

denhead and Reading. Twiford, Bucks,

NE. of Biceſter. Twiford, Derbyſ. in

Barrow pariſh. Twiford, Dorſetſ. S. of

Shaftſbury. Twiford, Hants, 2 miles

from Wincheſter. Twiford, Leiceſ. NE.

of Bilſdon. Twiford, Norfolk, near Foul

ſham. Twiford Bridge, Kent, near Net

tieſted. Twiford, E. and W. Middl. near

Wemley Green and the Brent, between

Halſden Green and Perivale. Twigworth,

near Glouceſter. Twineham, Suſſex, E.

of Shermanbury. Twinſhed, Eſſex, E. of

Caſtle Heningham. Twining, Glouceſ.

3 miles N. of Tewkeſbury. Twitching,

or Tuchyn, Devonſ. NE. of South Moul

ton. Twitham, Kent, near Wingham.

‘I wiverton, Somerſ. 2 miles SW. of Bath.

Twinwell, Northamptonſ. between Thrap

ſton and Kettering. Twizell Caſtle, Nor

thumberland, near Grindon, S, of Nor

ham, and near the junčtion of the rivers

Till and Tweed.

Two-Mile Bridge, in Waterford, Mun

ſter. Two. Mile Water, in Wicklow,

Leinſter. Two Pot. Houſe, in Cork, Mun

ſter.

Two Waters, Herts, between King's

Langley and Berkhamſted. Twy, a river

in Cardiganſhire. -

TYBER ISLAND, at the mouth of the

river Savannah, in Georgia.

Tyd, St. Giles, Camb. N. of Wiſbeach.

Tyd, St. Mary's, Linc. on the bank of the

Nyne, SE. of Gedney. Tye Carbet, Eſſex,

NW, of North Ockenden. Tyes, Suſſex,

between Slaugham and Balcomb.

TYkokzin, a town of Bielſk, Poland.

Tyld Hall, Eſſex, between Lachingdon

and Althorn. Tylemouth, Northumb. S.

of Norham, where the Till falls into the

Tweed. Tylen, Yorkſ. N. of Doncaſter.

Tyly win, Carmarthenſ. 5 miles w. of

St. Clere, where was the palace of Hoel

Dha, the firſt ſovereign of all Wales.

Here he convened all his clergy, to frame a

ſyſtem of laws, in 942.

Tynagh, in Galway, Connaught. Ty

nan, in Armagh, Ulſter.

TYNE, the principal river of Northum

berland, formed of a ſouth branch, which

riſes S. of Aldſtone, in Cumberland; and

a north one from the hills on the borders

of Scotland. Theſe uniting a little above

Hexham, form a large river, which flow

ing to Newcaſtle, enters the German

Ocean at Tinmouth.

TYNE, a rapid river which riſes in the

S. part of Haddingtonſhire, waters the

town of Haddington, and enters the Gar

man Ocean to the W. of Dunbar.

Tyng, or Teing, a river in Devonſhire,

which runs into the Engliſh Channu at

Teignmouth.

TYNMoUTH. See TINMoUTH.

Tyone, in Tipperary, Munſter. Ty

rawly, a barony in Mayo, Connaugh".

TYRcon NEL, the ancient name of Do

negal, in Ulſter.

TYRe. See Sour, or SU R.

Tyringham, Buckinghamſhire, a pariſh

near Newport Pagnal.

TYRoNE, a county of Ireland, in the

province of Ulſter, 44 miles in length, and

about 30 in breadth ; bounded on the N.

and NE. by Londonderry, on the E. by

Armagh and Lough Neagh, on the S. and

SW. by Fermanagh and Monaghan, and

on the W. by Donegal. It contains ; ;

pariſhes, and about 28,700 inhabitants.

The ſoil varies exceedingly; in ſome parts

it is rich and fertile, in others rough and

mountainous, but in general cultivated.

- Near
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Near Dungannon are ſome collieries. The

aſſize town is Omagh. The bleach-greens

in it are principally ſituated in the neigh

bourhood of Dungannon, Cookſtown, and

Stewartſtown. The linen manufactory is

citimated at 257,4441. yearly.

Tyſºe, Warwickſhire, at the ſkirt of

Edgehill; had a market.

TYsted, in Alburg, N. Jutland.

TzARITzYN, a town of the Ruſſian

empire, in Saratof, on the river Volga.

V. A L

AAST, Sr. a town in the dept. of

the Channel, 14 miles ESE. of

Cherburg.

VAbres, a town in the dept. of Avei

ron, before the revolution, the ſee of a bi

ſhop. It has ſome manufačtures of ſerges,

dimities, and cottons, and is 30 miles SSE.

of Rodez.

Pach, Bucks, near Amerſham.

VAchA, a town of Upper Heſſe, circle

of Upper Rhine.

Wacherry, Surry, in Cranley pariſh.

VADA, a ſea-port of Tuſcany.

VADo, a ſea-port of Genoa.

WADSTEIN. See WADSTENA.

VAENA, a town of Cordova, in Spain.

VAJINGEN, a town of Wirtemburg.

WArsEAux, a ſmall iſland on the coaſt

of Louiſiana, between the mouths of the Miſ

fiſſippi and the Mobile, with a harbour.

VAIson, a town of France, in the Ve

nailfin, feated on a mountain, near the

ruins of ancient Vaiſon, which was one of

1he largeſt cities of the Gauls. It is 15

miles NE. of Orange.

VAL. See LAv Elp.

VALD AIA, a town of Ruſſia, in the go

vernment of Novogorod. It contains ſe

veral new brick buildings; and even the

wooden houſes are more decorated than the

generality of Ruſſian cottages. It lies

upon an agreeable ſlope, on a lake of the

fame name, and is 72 miles S.E. of Novo

gorod.

VALD AIA Hills, hills of Ruſſia, in

Novogorod, which, though of no confider

able elevation, are the higheſt in this part

of the country. -

VALD AIA, LAKE of, in Novogorod, is

about zo miles in circumference, and is

the largeſt in the country round the town

of Valdaia. In the middle of it is an

iſland containing a convent."

VAL-p1-DEMon A, a province in Sicily,

lying to the NE. part of the iſland, about

1oo miles long, and 20 broad. It means

the Valley of Demons, and is ſo called,

becauſe Mount Etna, which is placed

therein, throws out flames continually,

which oceaſioned ſuperſtitious people to

3 -

-
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believe that it was a chimney of hell,

Meſſina is the capital.

VAL-D1-MAzARA, the weſterly diviſion

of Sicily, ſo called from a town of the ſame

name. This province contains Palermo,

the capital of the whole iſland.

VAl-D1-Noto, a diviſion of Sicily, ſo

named from the capital town. It is fitu

ated to the SE. of the iſland, between Val

di-Mazara, Val-di-Demona, and the ſea.

VAL-OMBRos A, a celebrated monaſtery

of Tuſcany, in the Apennine mountains,

15 miles E. of Florence.

VALcKEN BuRC, a town ef Holland, 3

miles NW. of Leyden. -

VAlckow AR, a town of Sclavonia.

VALE of White HoRºse, a fertile

tračt in Berkſhire, extending from Far

ringdon to Abingdon, ſo called from the

repreſentation of a horſe, cut on the fide of

a hill, and occupying nearly an acre. The

chalky ſoil which is hereby denuded, is a

bright white, and is ſo ſtrong a contraſt

to the ſurrounding green turf of the hill,

that the figure may be ſometimes ſeen to

the diſtance of 12 miles. About midſum

mer every year, the people of the next Pa

riſh go and weed it, in order to keep the

horſe in ſhape and colour.

Wale Royal, Cheſhire, on the Weever,

E. of Delamere Foreſt.

VALE D1A, a ſea-port of Fez.

VALENGA, a town of Douro.

VALENcA p’Alcan rar A, a town of

Spain, in Eſtramadura, ſurrounded by

walls after the antique manner, and built

upon a rock, 20 miles SSW. of Alcantara,

Walence, Eſſex, near Dagenham.

Valence, a city in the dept. of Drome,

ſeated on the Rhone. Before the revolu

tion, it was the ſee of a biſhop, and capi

tal of a diſtrićt, called the Valentinois.

Valence is 30 miles N. by E. of Viviers,

and 335 S. by E. of Paris. -

Valence, a town in the dept. of Lot

and Garonne, fituated on the Garonne, 11

miles SSE. of Agen.

VALENc EY, a ſnall town in the dept.

of Indre, 21 miles N. of Chateaureux.

Valencia, a province of Spain, for

- - . . . . . inctly
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merly a kingdom; bounded on the E. and

SE. by the Mediterranean, on the N. by

Catalonia and Arragon, and on the W.

and SW. by New Caſtile and Murcia. It

is about 220 miles in length, and 54 in

it's mean breadth, and is one of the moſt

populous and pleaſant countries in Spain.

It is watered by 35 rivers, all of which run

towards the E. In the mountains are

mines of gold, filver, iron, alum, and fi

mopica, or blood ſtone : there are alſo

quarries of marble, jaſper, &c."

VALENcIA, a city of Spain, capital of

the province of the ſame name. It is a

large place, containing about 12,ooo

houſes within the walls, beſides thoſe in

the ſuburbs, and in the pleaſure gardens

round about it, which amount to much

the ſame number. It has an univerfity,

founded in 1492, and conſiſting of ſeveral

colleges. It was taken from the Moors

in the 13th century, who were all expelled.

The ſtreets are narrow and crooked, and

being unpaved, are impaſſable after rain.

The cathedral, which has a ſteeple 130

feet high, the palace of the viceroy, that

of Ciuta, the monaſtery of St. Jerome, the

exchange, and the arſenal are all fine

fºrućtures. It has ſeveral manufačtories

of cloth and ſilk, and there are ſeveral re

mains of antiquity. It is pleaſantly ſeat

ed on the river Guadalaviar, 20 miles

from the ſea, and 17o ESE. of Madrid.

Lat. 39. 23. N. lon. o. 1 o. W.

VALENcia, New, a town of Caraccas,

Terra Firma, 6 miles W. of the town of

Caraccas.

VALENcien Nes, a city of France, in

the dept. of the North, founded by the

emperor Valentinian. It contains about

2 o',coo ſouls. The Scheld, on which are

ſome fine ſluices, divides it into two parts.

It is a very important place : the citadel,

and the other fortifications, are the work

of Vauban. Theſe were conſtructed by

order of Lewis XIV. who took the town

by ſtorm, in 1677, after 17 days open

trenches; and it was confirmed to him

by the treaty of Nimeguen, in 1678. In

1793, it ſurrendered to the allied army,

commanded by the Duke of York, after a

ſevere fiege. The grand ſquare is hand

ſome; but the ſtreets are in general nar

row, dark, and crooked. Beſide lace, this

place is noted for manufačtures of woollen

ſtuffs, fine linens, and cambrics. It is 17

miles NE. of Cambray, and 1zo NE. by

N. of Paris.

VALENTIA, an iſland which forms a

fine harbour on the SW. coaſt of Kerry,

in Munſter. It is about 5 miles long,

hałf a mile broad, and of a ſufficient
- -: -

depth for veſſels to ſail through at any
time of the tide.

Valentine, a town in the dept. of

Upper Garonne. It is the uſual road in

to Spain, and is 2 miles S.W. of St. Gau

dens.

VALENZA, a town of Milan.

VALetta, a city of Malta, and the

capital of that iſland, built in 1566,

the grand maſter, Frederick John de Va.

letta. It has the happieſt fifuation ima

ginable, and is wonderfully ſtrong, both

by nature and art. It's walls are of large

ſquare ſtones, dug out of the rock, and

planted with a great number of batteries.

It is feated upon a peninſula, between two

of the fineſt ports in the world, which are

defended by almoſt impregnable fortifica

tions. That on the SE. fide of the city

is the largeſt; it runs about 2 miles into

the heart of the iſland, and is ſo very deep,

and ſurrounded by ſuch high grounds and

fortifications, that the largeſt ſhips of war

may ride here in the moſt ſtormy weather,

almoſt without a cable. This beautiful

baſin is divided into five diſtinét harbours,

all equally ſafe, each capable of containing

a vaſt number of ſhipping. The mouth

of the harbour is ſcarcely a quarter of a

mile broad, and is commanded, on each

ſide, by batteries that would tear the

ſtrongeſt ſhip to pieces before ſhe could

enter. Beſide this, it is fronted by a qua

druple battery, one above the other, the

largeſt of which is level with the water

edge. The harbour on the N. fide, though

only uſed for fiſhing, and as a place of

quarantine, is likewiſe well defended; and

in an iſland in the centre of it is a caſtle

and a lazaret. The fortifications of Malta

are indeed a very ſtupendous work. All

the boaſted catacombs of Rome and Naples

are trifles, compared to the immenſe exca

vations that have been made in this little

iſland. The ditches, of a vaſt ſize, are all

cut out of the ſolid rock, and extend many

miles. The Turks beſieged this city in

1656, but after many dreadful aſſaults,

were compelled to raiſe the ſiege, with the

loſs of 30,000 men. The inhabitants of

Valetta are about 2000.

VALette, a town in the dept. of Cha

rente, 10 miles S. of Angouleme.

VALL ADoi.ID, a city of Leon, capital

of a principality of the ſame name, with

an univerſity. It is embelliſhed with

handſome buildings, large public ſquares,

and fountains, and contains 11,ooo houſes,

with fine long and broad ſtreets. The

market-place, called E. Campo, is 70c

paces in circumference, ſurrounded by a

great number of convents. There is an

- other
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other ſquare in the middle of the city, ſur

rounded by handſome brick houſes, hav

ing under them piazzas, within which are

ſhops. All the houſes are the ſame height,

being four ſtories; and there are balconies

at every window of iron gilt. The town

houſe takes up the entire ſide of a ſquare.

The houſe of the inquiſition is an odd ſort

ef a ſtrušture, for there are no windows,

but a few holes to let in the light. An

academy of the belles lettres was eſtabliſh

ed here in 1752. It is feated near the

Done, o, 52 miles S.W. of Burgos, and 95

N. by W. of Madrid.

VAllApoll D. See MEchoAcAN.

WALLADoi, ſo, or CoMAYAGUA, a

town of Mexico, on the confines of Nica

ragua, in Honduras. Lat. 14. 30. N.

lon. 87. 2 o. W. -

VALLADoLip, a town of Mexico, in

Yucatan, 7.5 miles E. of Merida.

VALLADolid, a town of Quito, in S.

America, near the Andes.

WALLAIs, a county of Swiſſerland, call

ed in the middle ages Valeſia, extending

from E. to W. about 1oo miles, and from

N. to S. about 22. It is divided into

Upper and Lower Vallais, and is bounded

on the N. by the Canton of Bern, and the

Lake of Geneva; on the E. by Valmag

gia, and Locarno; on the S. by Milan,

Piedmont, and Savoy; and on the W. by

France and Piedmont. The Upper Val

lais is ſovereign of the Lower Vallais, and

contains ſeven independent dixains, or com

monwealths; namely, Sion, Goms, Brieg,

Vip, Leuk, Raren, and Siders. Of theſe,

Sion is ariſtocratical, and the others de

mocratical. They are called dixains, be

cauſe the Upper Vallais being divided into

ſº "en, and the Lower into three diſtricts,

each diviſion is a dixain, or tenth of the

whole. The Lower Vallais is divided

into bailiwicks. The Vallais contains

about 100,oco inhabitants, who profeſs

the Romiſh religion. The biſhop of Sion

was formerly abſolute ſovereign over the

greated part of the Vallais; but his au

thority is now limited. He has the ſole

power of pardoning criminals, and ſigns

all the warrants for executions.

ney is coined in his name, and with the

arms of the republic. In his acts, he

tigns himſelf Biſhop of Sion, prince of the

German empire, and count and praefect

of the Vallais; and the ſeven dixains torn,

conjºintly, with the biſhop, the republic

of the Vallais, all the affairs of which are

tranſacted in a diet, which conſiſts of nine

voices, and meets twice every year in the

Majoria houſe, at Sion. At this diet the

biſhop preſides. The republic is an ally

The no

of the thirteen cantons; having formed a

perpetual alliance with Bern in 1475, and

with the whole Helvetic body in 1 5-9.

The inhabitants of the Upper Vallais are

very much ſubjećt to goiters, or wens, that

grow from the throat, and often increas:

to an enorinous ſize. Idiocy alſo remark

ably abounds among them. A country

entirely incloſed within high Alps, and

conſiſting of plains, elevated valleys, and

lofty mountains, muſt neceſſarily exhibit a

great variety of fituations, climates, and

productions. Accordingly, the Vallais

preſents to the curious traveiler, a quick

ſucceſſion of proſpects, as beautiful as they

are diverſified : vineyards, 1.-h paſtue

grounds, covered with cattle, corn, fax,

fruit-trees, and foreſts, occaſionaily bor

dered by naked rocks, the ſummits of

which are covered by everlatting incw.

The ſtriking contraſt between the paſtoral

and the ſublime, the cultivated and the

wild, naturally affects the mind of an eb

ſerver with the moſt pleaſing emotions.

The productions of the Vallais vary alſo,

according to the great diverſity of climates,

by which this country is peculiarly diſtin

guiſhed. It has more than ſufficient wine

and corn for interior conſumption; and a

conſiderable quantity of both are yearly

exported; the ſoil in the midland and lower

diſtrićts being exceedingly rich and fertile.

In the plain, where the heat is colle&ted,

and confined between the mountains, the

harveſt is generally finiſhed in July; where

as, in the more elevated parts, barley is

the only grain that can be cultivated with

ſucceſs; and the crop is ſeldom cut before

November. About Sion, the fig, the

melon, and all the other fruits of Italy,

come to perfection. “ In conſequence of

this ſingular variety of climates,” ſays

Mr. Coxe, “ I #. in the ſame day,

ſtrawberries, cherries, plums, pears, and

grapes, each of them the natural growth

of the country.” There are no manufac

tures of any conſequence in the Vallais.

The people are accounted both ignorant

and indolent; ſo that they may be confi

dered, in regard to knowledge and in

provements, as much behind the Swiſs,

who are certainly an enlightened nation.

The peaſants, having few wants, ſeldom

endeavour to meliorate their lands, where

the ſoil is bad; nor to draw the moſt ad

vantage from thoſe that are fertile.

VAllemo NT, a town in the department

of Lower Seine, 1.6 miles N. by W. of

Caudebec.

VAL LENGIN, a town and county ºf

Neuciatel, in Swiſſerland, 3 miles NNW.

of the town of Neuchatel.

WALLERū
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VAllr Rs, a town in the department of

Indre and Loire, where there are mineral

waters. It is 12 miles WSW. of Tours.

VALLERY, Sr. a town in the depart

ment of Somme, and at the mouth of the

river Somme, with conſiderable trade, al

though it has no harbour. It is 10 miles

N.W. of Abbeville.

WALLERY-IN-CAUx, St. a town in

the department of Lower Seine, with a

harbour, 15 miles SSW. of Dieppe.

VAllier, St. a town in the dept. of

War; and a town in the dept. of Drome.

Pallopit, Devonſ. in E. Allington pariſh,

VALNA, a town of Andaluſia. -

ValogNE, a town in the department of

the Channel, noted for cloth and leather.

It is 8 miles from the ſea, and 158 W. by

N. of Paris.

VAlosa, a town of Turkey in Europe,

in Upper Albania, with a harbour.

WAlp ARAIso, a town of Leon.

VALPA R Also, a conſiderable town of

Chili, with a well-frequented harbour. It

is 75 miles N.W. of St. Jago, of which i

is the port. -

VAEREAs, a town in the department of

Drome, 18 iniles NNE. of Orange.

V als, a town in the department of

Ardeche, remarkable for it’s mineral

ſprings. It is 12 miles S.W. of Privas.

VALTE LINE, called by the inhabitants

VALLE-TELINA, a fine fertile valley of

• Swiſſerland, ſubject to the Griſons. It

extends about 50 miles in length, and from

8 to 20 in breadth, and is bounded on the

N. by the Griſons, on the E. by Bormio and

the Breffan, on the S. by Milan and the

Bergamaſco, and on the W. by Milan and

Chiavenna. It is entirely incloſed be

tween two chains of high mountains, and

is watered through it's whole extent by

the Adda. The Waltelines export wine,

filk, planks, cheeſe, butter, and cattle.

They have no manufactures. The num

ber of the inhabitants, who are Romaniſts,

is computed at 62,000. Here is no city,

but ſome conſiderable towns, and many

thriving villages. The whole country is

divided into 3 terzeros, or diſtrićts ; Sopra,

Mezzo, and Sotto ; or Upper, Middle,

and Lower. The reſpective capitals are

Tirano, Sondrio, and Morbegno.

ValveRDe, a town of Lima, in Peru.

VAlveRDE, a town of New Caſtile; a

town of Seville, Audalufia; and a town of

Leon.

VAN, a well-garriſoned town of Tur

key, in Curdiſtan, near the frontiers of

Perſia. It is a populous place, and ſeated

on a mountain. It is likewiſe a begler

beglic, under which there are nine ſangia

cates, or particular governments. The

Lake of Van, on which it is ſeated, is 4o

leagues in circumference. It is 150 miles

E. of Diarbekir.

Wandal, a river of Surry, running into

the Thames at Windſor.

VANDALIA, a duchy of Pomerania,

ſubject to Pruſſia. Stolpen is the capital.

VANDALIA, a country of Mecklen

burgh, in Lower Saxony. It contains

ſeveral ſmall lakes, and the principal

town is Guſtrow. -

WAN Die MEN's LAND, the SE. extre

tremity of New Holland, diſcovered by

Taſman, in 1642. Lat. 40. 30. S. lon.

148. E.

Wanerlen, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Pange, Eſſex, S. of Newenden.

VANNEs, a trading and populous town

in the department of Morbihan, with a

harbour, called Morbihan, by which it

communicates with the ſea, 3 miles diſtant.

The ſuburb is larger than the town, from

which it is ſeparated by walls, and a large

The principal trade is in wheat

and rye for Spain. They have a trade

alſo in pilchards and ſea eels. It is 56

miles SW. of Rennes, and 2.55 W. by S.

of Paris.

VAR, a department of France. It takes

it’s name fron a river which has it's ſource

in the county of Nice, and falls into the

Mediterranean, 3 miles W. of Nice.

VARAM toN, a town in the department

of Ain, ſeated on the river Ain, 1.4 miles

NNW. of Bourg. , , ,

VAR ENDoRf, a town of Weſtphalia.

VAR EN N Es, a town in the department

of Allier, 14 miles SSE. of Moulins.

VARENNES, a ſmall town in the depart

ment of Meuſe, and late province of Bar

rois. . Here Lewis XVI. his queen, filter,

and children, were arreſted, in their flight

from the Tuilleries, in 1791, and conduct

ed back to Paris. It is 13 miles N. of

Clermont.

VARNA, a conſiderable town of Bulga

ria, and capital of the territory of Drobugia,

with an archbiſhop's ſee, and a harbour near

the mouth of the river Varna, on the Black

Sea, 22 miles N. of Meſember, and 14.5

NW. of Conſtantinople.

VARzeY, a town in the department of

Yonne, 32 miles from Auxerre.

VASSER BU kc, a town of Munich, Ba

varia, feated on the river Inn, 28 miles E.

of Munich.

VAssi, a town in the department of Up

per Marne, 1o niles N.W. of Joinville,

and 115 E. of Paris.

Weſtern, Great and Little, Wilts, near

Luggerſhall,

- VATAN,

ditch.

*
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VATAN, a town in the department of

Indre, feated in a fine plain, 8 miles from

Iſſoudun.

VAUcoleURs, a town in the depart

ment of Meuſe, watered by the river Meuſe,

1o miles W. ofToul, and 1.5oE. of Paris.

VAUcluse, the name of one of the

fineſt ſprings in Europe, 8 miles from

Avignon, and near the town of Ath.

VAUD, PAY's DE, a pleaſant country

of Swiſſerland, in the canton of Bern. It

extends along the Lake of Geneva, riſing

gradually from the edge of that lake, and

is richly laid out in vineyards, corn-fields,

and luxuriant meadows, and chequered

with continued hamlets, villages, and

towns. lauſanne is the capital.

VAUDABLEs, a town in the department

of Puy-de-Dome, 5 miles from Iſſoire,

and 242 from Paris.

VAUDEMosT, a town in the depart

ment of Meurthe, ſeated in a very fertile

country for corn, 1.5 miles SE. of Toul,

and 18 SW. of Nanci.

VAupoſs, rhe VALLEYs of, lie in

Piedmont, in Italy, N. of the marquiſate

of Saluzzo, the chief town in which is Lu

cerna. The inhabitants are called Wau

dois, and alſo Waldenſes, from Peter

Waldo, the name of a merchant at Lyons,

who oppoſed the doćirines of the church

of Roine, in 1160. Being baniſhed from

France, he came here with his diſciples

The Vaudois underwent the moſt dread

ful perſecutions in the laſt century, and

particularly in 1655, 1656, and 1696.

VAUDREv ANGE, a decayed town in

the department of Meurthe, ſeated on the

river Stre, 3 miles N. of Sar-Louis.

Vaudy Abbey, Lincolnſ. at Grimſthorp.

Pauxhall, a village of Surry, and a pre

cinét of the pariſh of Lambeth, ſeated on

the Thames, and celebrated for it's gar

dens, which are laid out in a grand taſte,

with fine pavilions, ſhady groves, delight

ful walks, &c.

Ubarrow, W. ſtimorland, SW. of Ken

dal. Ubleſ!on, Suffolk, near Yexford.

UD EDA, a town of Jaen, Andaluſia, 3

miles E. of Jaen.

UBER LINGEN, a free and imperial city

of Suabia, ſeated in a bay of the Lake of

Conſtance, 9 miles N. of Conſtance. The

inhabitants export corn to Swiſſerland:

near it is a mineral ſpring. -

UBes, St. or SETuvA1, anciently

CEDoeRIGA, a fortified town of Portu

gal, in Eſtramadura, with a good harbour,

and about 1 o,ooo inhabitants. It is

noted for ſalt, confiderable quantities of

which are purchaſed by ſhips of the

northern nations; and on the coaſt is a

fine fiſhery. It contains 4 churches, z

hoſpitals, 1o convents, and an Academia

Problematica. Near it are quarries of

jaſper, of ſeveral colours, of which they

make pillars and images, which take a

very fine poliſh. It is ſeated near the

mouth of the river Sandao, 22 miles SSE.

of Liſbon.

Utley, or Upton, Somerſetſhire, SW. of

Stanton-Drew.

UBY, or Pulo UBY, an iſland in the

Indian Ocean, at the E. entrance of the Bay

of Siam, zo miles in circumference, and

#." good water and plenty of wood.

t lies at the S. extremity of Cambodia,

and is 10 miles W. of Pulo Condar.

Uckerby, Yorkſhire, E. of Richmond.

Ucker Mu ND, a town of Anterior Po

merania, ſeated at the mouth of the river

Ucker, near it's entrance into the Friſche

Haff. It is 29 mlies NNW. of Old Stetin,

and 15 S.E. of Anclam.

Uckfield, Suſſex, 8 miles from Lewes.

Uckington, Glouceſterſhire, in Elmſton P=-

riſh. Uckington, Shropſhire, N.W. of

Wrekin-Hill. Uday, St. Cornwall.

UDDev AllA, a ſea-port of Bahus, W.

Gothland, containing about 90oo inha

bitants, who export iron, planks, and her

§. It is 50 miles NNW. of Gothe

Org.

disco, a town ofSiberia, in Irkutzk,

ſeated on the SE. fide of the Lake Balkul,

on the road from Tobolſk to China, 11c3

miles ENE. of Irkutſk, and 214o ESE. of

Tobolſk.

Udimere, Suſſex, NW. of Winchelſea.

UDINA, or UDeNE, a town of Fruiſi,

containing about 16,ooo inhabitants. It

is 10 miles N. of Aquileia.

Vecht, a town of Weſtphalia.

VechT, a river of the United Pro

vinces, and the eaſtern branch of the

Rhine, ſeparating from it in the province

of Utrecht. It falls into the Zuyder-Zee.

Vecht, a river of Germany, which

has it's ſource near Munſter. It croſſes

the counties of Stenford and Bentheim,

and entering Overyſſel, paſſes by Haffelt

and Swartſluys, ſoon after diſcharging it

ſelf into the Zuyder-Zee, under the name

of Swart-Water, that is Black-Water.

Peepe, St. Cornw. 2 miles from Fowey.

VEER, a town of the United Provinces,

in Zealand, and in the Iſle of Walcheren,

with a good harbour, 3 miles NE. of Mid

dleburg.

VEGLIA, an iſland in the Gulf of We

nice, on the coaſt of Dalmatia, and to the

E. of Cherſo, with a good harbour. It is

the moſt pleaſant and populous iſland on

this coaſt, abounds in wine and ſilk,:
as
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has ſome ſmall horſes in higheſteem. The

only town is of the ſame name, and is

feated on the ſea, on a hill, 17 miles N. of

of Arba, and 110 SE. of Venice.

VEILL ANA, a town of Piedmont.

VEIRos, a town of Alentejo.

VEIT, St. a town of Auſtria.

Veit, or Vito, St. See FIUME,

Vela, a cape of Terra-Firma.

VELAY, a ci-devant province of France,

full of high mountains, covered with ſnow

the greater part of the year, but abound

ing in cattle. It now forms the depart

ment of Upper Loire.

VALDENtz, a town and county in the

palatinate of the Rhine. It is ſeated on

the E. fide of the Moſelle, 15 miles NE.

of Triers.

Welenryd, a river in Merionethſhire.

VELETRI, or Vell ETR1, a town of

Italy, in the Campagna-di-Roma, on the

reat road to Naples. Here are large

quares, adorned with fine fountains. It

is 12 miles from the ſea, 8 SE. of Albano,

and zo SE. of Rome.

Velez-pe-GoMARA, a town of Fez,

with a harbour, on the coaſt of the Medi

terranean. Lat. 35. Io. N. lon. 4. o. W.

Velez-MALAGA, a town of Granada,

ſtated in a large plain, near the ſea.

WELEz, a town of New Caſtile.

VE Lho. See Mo N Te-MoR o-Velho.

VElichi. See Delichi.

VELIKA, a town of Sclavonia.

, Veliki Ustiuc, a province of Ruſ

fia, in Vologda. Uſtiug, is the capital.

VElore, a town of the peninſula of

Hindooſtan, in the Carnatic, ſtanding on

3 hills, about 90 miles W. of Madras.

Pelveſtown, in Cork, Munſter.

Wen, Somerſetſhire, W. of Taunton.

VENA, or Mont1-DELLA-VENA, are

mountains of Carniola, on the confines of

Iſtria, to the S. of the Lake Czernic.

VENAF Ro, a town of Naples.

VEN AissIN, a ſmall territory of France,

on the Rhone, heretofore depending on the

Pope. It is pleaſant and fertile. Car

pentras is the capital town.

Venant, St. a town in the department

of the Straits of Calais, 27 miles S.E. of

Dunkirk, and 22 NW. of Arras.

VENAsque, a town of Arragon, ſeated

on the river Eſſara, in a valley of the ſame

name, and the river abounds in excellent

trout. It is 35 miles E. of Balbaſtro.

VENce, an ancient town in the depart

Inent of War, 8 miles from the Mediter

ranean, and 10 W. of Nice. -

Vendee, a department of France, ſo
called from a ſmall river of the ſame name.

- Fontenay-le-Compte is the capital.

VENDome, a conſiderable town in the

department of Loir and Cher, feated on

the river Loir, 30 miles NE. of Tours,

and 95 SW. of Paris.

VENEzu ELA, a pretty populous pro

vince of S. America, lying on a gulf of

the ſame name, about 50 miles in length.

It is bounded on the N. by the Gulf of

Mexico, on the S. by New Granada, on

the W. by the province of Rio-de-Hacha,

and on the E. by that of Cumana. Near

the ſea-coaſt are high mountains, the tops

of which are barren; but the valley is fer

tile, producing plenty of corn, rich paſ.

tures, ſugar, tobacco, and fruits. There

are alſo plantations of cocoa-nuts, and

gold is found in the ſands of the rivers.

They often have two crops of corn in a

year. Maracaibo is the capital. -

VEN Ezuela, a gulf of S. America, in

Terra Firma, communicating with the

Lake Maracaibo, by a narrow ſtrait.

VENice, a city of Italy, one of the

moſt celebrated in the world, and capital

of a republic of the ſame name, in the

Dogado, with a univerſity. It ſtands on

72 little iſlands, in the Gulf of Venice.

The approach to the city is marked by

rows of ſtakes on each ſide, which dire&

veſſels of a certain burden to avoid the

ſhallows. The lake on which Venice

ſtands, about 5 miles from the main land,

is a kind of ſmall inner gulf, ſeparated

from the large one by ſome iſlands, at a

few miles diſtance. Theſe iſlands, in a

great meaſure, break the force of the

Adriatic ſtorms, before they reach the Lan

guna, or Lake; yet, in very high winds,

the navigation of the lake is dangerous to

gondolas, and ſometimes the gondoleers

(as their watermen are called) do not trutt

themſelves even in the canals within the

city. This is not ſo great an inconve

nience to the inhabitants as might be

imagined; for moſt of the houſes have a

door opening upon a canal, and another

communicating with the ſtreet; by means

of which, and of the bridges, a perſon

may go to almoſt any part of the city by

land, as well as by water. The number

of the inhabitants is computed to be about

15c,coo. The houſes are built on piles.

Venice contains 70 pariſh churches, beſides

others; 54 convents of monks; 26 nun

neries; 17 rich hoſpitals; 18 oratories;

4o religious fraternities, with their cha

pels; 53 ſquares &c. The ſtreets, in ge

neral, are narrow ; and ſo are the canals,

except the Grand Canal, which is very

broad, and has a ſerpentine courſe through

the middle of the city. It is ſaid, that

there are sco bridges in Venice; but what

Paſs
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paſs for ſuch are only fingle paltry arches

thrown over the canals. The Rialto con

fiſts of a fingle arch, but a very noble one,

and of marble. It is built acroſs the

Grand Canal, near the middle, where it is

marroweſt, reſting on 12,ooo, elm piles.

This celebrated arch is 90 feet wide on

the level of the canal, and 24 feet high.

The beauty is impaired by two rows of

booths, or ſhops, which divide it's upper

ſurface into three narrow ſtreets. The

view from the Rialto is equally lively and

magnificent; the Grand Canal covered by

boats and gondolas, and flanked on each

ſide by magnificent palaces, churches, and

ſpires. But this fine proſpect is almoſt

the only one in Venice; for, except the

Grand Canal, and the Canal Regio, all

the others are narrow. Some of them

have no quays, and the water literall

waſhes the houſes. In rowing along theſe

wretched canals, there is ſcarcely one agree

able obječt to cheer the fight, and the

ſtench, which, at certain ſeaſons, exhales

from the water, is quite offenſive. The

only place where a perſon can walk with

eaſe and ſafety is in the Piazzi-di-St.-

Marco; a kind of irregular quadrangle,

formed by a number of buildings, all fin

gular in their kind; namely, the Ducal

Palace; the churches of St. Mark and St.

Geinimiano; the Old and New Procuraties,

a fine range of buildings, in which are

the Muſeum, the Public Library, and nine

large apartments belonging to the pro

curators of St. Mark. All theſe buildings

are of marble. The patriarchal church of

St. Mark, though one of the richeſt and moſt

expenſive in the world, does not firike the

eye very much at firſt. The archite&ture

is of a mixed kind, moſtly Gothic; yet

many of the pillars are of the Grecian or

ders. The outſide is incruſted with mar

ble : the infide, ceiling, and floor, are all

of the fineſt marble, as are the numerous

pillars; and the whole is crowned by five

domes ; but all this labour and expence

have been directed by a very moderate

ſhare of taſte. The front, which looks to

the palace, has five braſs gates, with hiſ.

torical bas-relievos ; over the principal

gate are placed the four famous bronze

horſes, ſaid to be the workmanſhip of

Lycippus; they were given to the emperor

Nero by Tiridates, king of Armenia: the

fiery ſpirit of their countenances, and their

animated attitudes, are perfe&tly agreeable

to their original deſtination, of being har

neſſed to the chariot of the ſun. Nero

placed them on the triumphal arch con

fecrated to him ; they were removed to

Conſtantinople, placed in the Hyppodrome

by Conſtantine, and remained there till

the taking of Conſtantinople by the French

and Venetians, in the beginning of the

13th century, when they were conveyed

to Venice. The treaſury of St. Mark is

very rich in jewels and relics. The ducaſ

palace is an immenſe building, partly

Gothic and partly modern, and noſtly of

marble. Beſides the apartmeats of the

doge, there are halls and chambers for the

ſenate, and all the different councils and

tribunals. The principal entrance is by

a ſpacious ſtair, called the Giant's S-air,

on account of two coloſſal ſtatues, in white

marble, of Mars and Neptune, placed at

the top. Under the portico are the gap

ing mouths of lions, to receive anonymous

letters, informations of treaſonable prac

tices, and accuſations of magiſtrates for

abuſes in offices. From the palace is a

covered bridge of communication to a ſtate

priſon, on the other ſide of the canal : Pri

ſoners paſs to and from the courts over

this bridge, which is named Ponte dei

Soſpiri, the Bridge of Sighs. The apart

ments of the ducal palace, as well as the

churches and convents, are ornamented by

Titian, Paul Veroneſe, Tintoret, Palma,

the Baſians, &c. with paintings which

far ſurpaſſes thoſe of Rome itſelf. Within

the palace is a little arſenal, which corn

municates with the hall of the great coun

cil. Here a great number of muſkets are

kept, ready charged, with which the re

bles may arm themſelves on any ſudden

inſurrečtion. The lower gallery, or Pi

azza, under the palace, is called the Bio

glio. In this the noble Venetians walk

and converſe: it is only here, a sº at coun

cil, that they have opportunities of mee:-

ing together; for they ſeldom viſit openly,

or in a family way, at each other's houſes;

and ſecret meetings would give umbrage

to the ſtate inquiſitors; they chuſe, there

fore to tranſačt their buſineſs on this pub

lic walk. People of inferior rank ſeidom

remain on the Broglio, for any length of

time, when the nobility are there. There

is an opening from St. Mark's Place to the

ſea, on which ſtand two lofty pillars ºf

granite. Criminals, condemned to iuffer

death privately, are executed between theſe

two pillars. The arſenal of Venice is a

fortification of between two and three

miles in compaſs : it is at once a dock

yard, and a repºſitory for naval and man

tary ſtores. Here the Venetians build

their ſhips, caſt their cannons, make their

cables, ſails, anchors, &c. The Venetians

have a flouriſhing trade in ſilk manufac

tures, bone-lace, all ſorts of glaſſes ºrd

mirrors, which make their Principal em

Ployments.
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ployments. The ſons are generally of the

ſame buſineſs as the father. The hand

ſome ſtructure, called Il Fontica-di-Tedeſ

chi, containing 50o rooms, is that where

the German merchants lay their commodi

ties. There are two academies of paint

ing, to which belong very ſkilful maſters.

Venice is 70 miles E. by N. of Mantua,

and 140 E. of Milan. Lat. 45. 26. N.

ſon. 12. Io. E.

Ve Nice, a republic of Italy, which

comprehends the following provinces; the

Dogado, Paduano, Vicentino, Veroneſe,

Breſciano, Bergamo, Cremaſco, Poleſino

di-Rovigo, Treviſana, Feltrino, Belluneſe,

Cadorino, and great part of Friuli and

Iſtria. To theſe may be added a part of

Dalmatia, the iſlands of Corfa, Zante,

Cephalonia, Paxu, Antipaxu, and ſome

others. In the 4th century, when Attila,

king of Huns, called the Scourge of God,

ravaged the N. part of Italy, many of the

inhabitants abandoned their country, and

retired into the iſlands of the Adriatic

Sea. As theſe iſlands are near each other,

they found means to join them together,

by driving piles on the fide of the canals,

and on which they built houſes, and thus

the ſuperb city of Venice had it's begin

ning. The government of the republic of

Venice is ariſtocratic, for none can have

any ſhare in it but the nobles. The doge

is elected by a plurality of voices, and

keeps his dignity for life, and they make

uſe of gold and filver balls, which are put

in a veſſel, and ſerve for ballotting. Thoſe

who draw nine golden balls firſt, eleēt 4o

counſellors, who draw 12 others. Theſe

elečt 25 other counſellors, who draw 9

golden balls. Theſe 9 elečt 40 counſel

lors, who draw 1 1. Thoſe that have the

11, chooſe 41 counſellors, who proceed to

the el -tion, till 25 votes, or more, fall

upon t. e ſame perſon, who is then declar

ed doge. After this ele&tion, they place

the ducal cap upon his head, upon which

he takes poſſeſſion of the doge's palace.

He never uncovers his head to any perſon,

becauſe he does not wear the cap in his

own name, but in that of the republic.

When there are any pompous formalities,

a nobleman carries the ſword, which is an

emblem of the ſupreme authority; but it

is not before the doge, but before the ſe

nate, to ſhew that the power is lodged in

them. . The office of the doge is to marry

the Adriatic Sea, in the name of the re

public, which he does, by dropping a gold

ring into it annually; to preſide in all

aſſemblies of the ſtate; to have an eye

over all the members of the magiſtracy;

and to nominate to all the benefices aunexed

to the church of St. Mark. On the other

hand, he is to determine nothing without

the conſent of the council; he is not to

open any letter addreſſed to the republic,

or that comes from the republic ; he is not

to receive any preſent; he is not to leave

the city without permiſſion of the ſtates; he

is not to chooſe an aſſiſtant; and he is never

to reſign his dignity. In ſhort, he is a pri

ſoner in the city, and out of it he is no more

than a private perſon. There are five coun

cils, the firſt of which is compoſed of the

doge, and ſix counſellors called the Signiora.

The ſecond is the Configlio Grand, or

Grand Council, in which all the nobles, who

are ſaid to be near zooo, have a voice. The

third is the Configlio-del-Pregadi, which

conſiſts of about 250 of the nobility. The

fourth is the Conſiglio-Proprio, whoſemem

bers are called Savii Grandi, or the Grand

Sages, which join to the Signiora, and

conſiſt of 28 aſſeſſors. This gives audience

to the ambaſſadors. The fifth and laſt is

Il Collegio-delli-dieci, and is compoſed of

1o counſellors, who take notice of all cri

minal matters; and the doge himſelf,

when accuſed, is obliged to appear before

them. There is no appeal from this council,
and it is a dreadful misfortune to be cited

before it. The Venetians are Romaniſts,

but they tolerate the Greeks and Maho

metans. The Proteſtants are not allowed

the public exerciſe of their religion; but

they are not otherwiſe moleſted. The

head of the clergy is the patriarch of Ve

nice, who muſt be a noble Venetian, and

is elected by the ſenate. This patriarch,

in conſequence of the policy of the ſenate,

has ſcarce any power over the prieſts and ,

monks, who are grealy corrupted. There

is another patriarch belonging to Venice,

whoſe authority extends over Friuli, Iſtria,

and moſt of the biſhops on the main land.

The tribunal of the inquiſition at Venice

is compoſed of the pope's nuncio, the pa

triarch of Venice, and the father-inquiſi

ſitor i, but as theſe had need of a bridle,

they have added three counſellors to the

number, without whoſe conſent they can

determine nothing. Their famous carni

val begins with the year, and continues till

Lent; all which time is employed in ſports

and diverſions. Then libertiniſm reigns

through the city, and thouſands of fo

reigners frequent it from all parts of Eu

rope. They all appear in maſks, which

no one dares venture to take off, and in

this diſguiſe they imitate the ſports of the

ancient Bacchanals; and the nearer Aſh

Wedneſday approaches, the more mad

they are. The principal ſpot of the maſ

querade is St. Mark's place, where there

Z z . are
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are ſometimes above 15,000 people ; and

it ſwarms with harlequins, jeſters, mounte

banks, rope-dancers, and puppet-ſhows.

Even the prieſts and monks enjoy the di

verſion of the carnival; but when the diver

fions of the carnival are over, nothing is

heard from the clergy, who are generally

accounted ignorant, but ſermons on repent

ance. Whatever degree of licentiouſneſs

may prevail among the Venetians, jea

louſy, poiſon, and the ſtiletto, have been

long baniſhed from their gallantry. The

oorer people of Venice diſplay ſome qua

ities very rarely to be found in that ſphere

of life, being remarkably ſober, obliging

to ſtrangers, and gentle in their intercourſe

with each other. The Venetians, in gene

ral, are tall and well-made ; they have a

ruddy brown colour, with dark eyes. The

women are of an eaſy addreſs, and have no

averſion to cultivate an acquaintance with

thoſe ſtrangers who are preſented to them

by their relations, or have been properly

récommended. The number of inhabit

ants in the city is eſtimated at 160,000,

of the whole ſtate at 2,500,ooo, and of the

annual revenue of the republic at 8,290,000

ducats. By a late remarkable revolution,

the ſovereignty of this celebrated republic,

which has now continued upwards of 1300

years, in abſolute freedom and independ

ence, is entirely, and for ever ſubverted.

. The French, without the ſhew of militar

enterpriſe, ſuddenly made themſelves maſ

ters of the city, while their troops were

diffuſing themſelves all over the Venetian

territory. Soon after, Dalmatia was taken

poſſ.ffion of by the emperor, and it is now

annexed to his dominions, together with

the city of Venice, and part of the late

Venetian eſtates in Italy, by the treaty of

Udina. The other part has become"an

acceſſion to the new Ciſpadane Republic.

VEN1ce, Gulf of, or THE ADRIA

T1c, a ſea between Greece and Italy, ex

tending from lat. 40 to 45. 55. N. It is

the ancient Adriaticum Mare, and is ſtill

called the Adriatic.

VEN Lo, a town of Ruremonde, in

Guelderland, formerly in alliance with the

Hanſeatic towns. The inhabitants are

moſtly Romaniſts. In 1702, this town,

with Fort St. Michael on the other fide of

the Maeſe, was taken by the army of the

allies, under the Duke of Marlborough.

It is ſeated on the river Maeſe, 25 miles

N.W. of Duſſeldorf. - '.

VEnos A, a town of Baſilicata, Naples;

9 miles NNW. of Acerenga.

Pent, a river in Cumberland, running

into the S. Tyne, at Alſton-Moor.

WFNTA-D E-CRuz, a town of Terra

Firma, on the Iſthmus of Darien, zo miles

N. of Panama. Here the Spaniards em

bark their merchandiſe, on the river Cha

gre, which they ſend from Panama to Porto

Bello. -

VENTRY. HAR Bour, in Kerry, Mun

ſter, on the N. ſide of Dingle Bay, from

which it is divided by a narrow iſthmus.

VERA, a ſea-port of Spain, in Granada,

32 miles S.W. of Carthagena.

VERA.CRuz, a ſea-port of Tlaſcala,

Mexico, with a ſecure harbour, on the

coaſt of the Gulf of Mexico. Here the

flotilla arrive annually from Spain, to re

ceive the produce of the gold and filver

mines, when this place becomes immenſely

rich. They hold a fair here annually,

which laſts many weeks, for the rich Eaſt

India goods brought over land from Aca

pulco, as well as the merchandiſe tranſ

ported from Europe. It is ſurrounded by

a wall, and the air is ſo unhealthy here,

that when the fair is over, there are few

inhabitants, except mulattoes and blacks.

There are ſuch crowds of Spaniards from

all parts of America, that they erett tents

for them while the fair laſts. It is 180

miles ESE. of Mexico. Lat. 19. 12. N.

lon. 97. 25. W.

VERA Cruz, Old, a ſea-port ofTlaſ

cala, Mexico, 15 miles NNW. of Vera

Cruz. Here Ferdinando Cortez landed

with soo Spaniards, when he undertook

the conqueſt of Mexico.

VER AcuA, aprovince of Mexico, ſo call

ed from a river of the fame name. It is

bounded on the E. by Darien, on the W.

by Coſta Rica, on the N. by the Atlantic,

and on the S. by the Pacific Ocean. It is

a mountainous and barren country, -

ed to the incurſions of the Indians. A

good deal of gold and filver is obtained

here. Conception is the capital.

VFRA-PAz, ; province of Mexico,

bounded in the §. by Yucatan and Chi

apa, on the E. by the bay and province of

Honduras, on the S. by Guatimala, and

on the W. by Soconuſco. It is about 1zo

miles in length, and 7o in breadth, and

abounds with mountains and thick foreſts

of cedar, full of wild beaſts, and yet there

are many fertile valleys, which feed a great
number of horſes and mules. There are

alſo many towns and villages of the native

Americans. The country is ſubject to

earthquakes, thunder, and 9 months rain.

The capital is of the ſame name, but it

is inconfiderable, and in lat. 15. 10. N.

lon. 9o. 54. W.

VERBERIE, a town in the department

of Oiſe, ſeated on the river Oiſe, Io miles

NE, of Senlis.

Pry,
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Pºrky, Yorkſhire, N. of Giſborough.

VER cell, a town of Piedmont, capital

of a conſiderable lordſhip. The inhabit

ants are about zo,ooo. Here are z cathe

dral churches, 12 others, 2 abbeys, 19

convents of both ſexes, 2 priories, 2 pro

voltſhips, 3 poor-houſes, and 5 hoſpitals.

It is 10 miles NNW. of Caſal, and 4o

NE. of Turin.

VERD, CAPE, a promontory on the

W. coaſt of Africa, 45 miles NW. of the

mouth of the river Gambia. Lat. 14.45.

N. lon. 17.28. W. - - .

VERD, CAPE DE, iſlands ſeated on the

Atlantic Ocean, about 4oo miles W. of

the cape of that name, and between the

14th and 18th degrees of N. latitude.

Thoſe which are inhabited are 10 in num

ber, lying in a ſemi-circle; their names

are St. Antonio, St. Vincent, St. Lucia,

St. Nicolas, the Iſle of Sal, Bona-Viſta,

Mayo, St. Jago, Fuego, and Bravo.

They are, in general, mountainous, and

the ſoil is often ſtomy and barren; never

theleſs, many parts produce rice, maize,

bananas, lemons, oranges, citrons, pome

granates, figs, and melons; grapes alſo

are gathered twice a year. The inhabit

ants catch and ſalt a great number of tur

tles, which they ſend to America; they

alſo manufacture leather and ſalt. Their

number is calculated at 1 oo,ooo. The

uninhabited iſlands are all ſtocked with

cows, goats, hogs, aſſes, mules, &c. under

their particular lords. They are ſubjećt

to Portugal.

VERDEN, a duchy of Lower Saxony,

having Bremen on the N. and W. and

Lunenburg on the E. and S. It extends

both in length and breadth about 24 miles.

It couſiſts chiefly of heaths and high dry

lands and foreſts; but there is good marſh

land on the rivers Weſer and Aller. In

1712, the Danes wreſted this duchy from

Sweden, and, in 1715, ceded it to the .

king of Great Britain, as ele&tor of Han

over; which ceſſion, in 1718, was con

firmed by the Swedes. This duchy has

the ſame regency with that of Bremen.

The inhabitants are Lutherans. -

VERDEN, the capital of the duchy of

the ſame name, in Lower Saxony, contain

ing 4 churches, and a Latin ſchool.

ſeated on the Aller, 40 miles NW. of

Hanover.

VER DUN, a town in the department of

Meuſe, noted for fine ſweetmeats. It is

feated on the river Maeſe, which runs

through the middle, 33 miles NNW. of

Toul, and 1.5oE. of Paris. - -

V ERDUN, a town in the department of

Upper Garonne, ſeated on the river Ga

It is

ronne, 18 miles NNW. of Toulouſe.

Were, a river in Hertfordſhire. Verer,

or Perſ?-Hotton, Dorſetſ. W. of Bridport.

VERMAND, a town in the department

of Aiſne, 6 miles W. of St. Quintin.

Before the revolution, it was capital of a

territory called the Vermandois.

VERMANToN, a town in the department

of Yonne, to miles S.E. of Auxerre.

Permiaſier, Dorſetſ. NE. of Sturminſter.

*VER Mont, one of the United States of

N. America, bounded on the N. by Cana

da; on the E. by the river Conne&ticut,

which divides it from New Hampſhire;

on the S. by Maſſachuſets; and on the W.

by New York. It is about 155 miles

long, and 60 broad, and is divided into

ſeven counties. A chain of high moun

tains, running N. and S. divides this ſtate

nearly in the centre, between the river

Conneéticut and Lake Champlain. The

height of land is generally from 20 to 3o

miles from the river, and about the ſame

diſtance from the New-York line. The

natural growth upon this mountain is

hemlock, pine, ſpruce, and other ever

greens : hence it has always a green ap

pearance, and, on this account, has obtain

ed the deſcriptive name of Vermont, from

the French Werd Mont, Green Mountain.

On ſome high parts of this mountain,

ſnow lies till May, and ſometimes till June.

The country is generally hilly, but not

rocky. It is finely watered; the ſoil is

very fertile, and there is not a better cli

mate in the world. The inhabitants have

very lately been eſtimated at 1oo,ooo.

The bulk of them are emigrants from

Connecticut and Maſſachuſets, The prin

cipal town is Bennington, but the aſſembly

generally hold their ſeſſions at Windſor.

VER Neuil, a town in the dept. of

Eure, feated on the river Aure, 22 miles

SSW. of Evreux, and 65 W. of Paris.

VERNeuil, a town in the department

of Allier, 1.5 miles S. of Moulins.

VERNoN, a town in the department of

Eure, on the Seine, 27 miles SSE. of

Rouen, and 42 N.W. of Paris.

Wernon, Cheſhire, S.W. of Sandbach,

VERo L1, a town in the Campagni di

Roma, containing 8 churches, and 3 con

vents; 8 miles S. of Alatri.

VERoNA, a city of Italy, in the late

territory of Venice, and capital of the

Veroneſe, fortified in the ancient manner.

The ſtreets are neither clean nor ſtraight,

and the houſes are mean ; but there is a

large, handſome ſquare, called the Piazza

d'Arini, and a good ſtreet called the Corſo.

The biſhop and governor have ſuperb pa

laces, but the moſt magnificent is that of
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Count Maffei. The town-houſe and the

opera-houſe are fine buildings; but the

moſt celebrated ſtrućture here is the ancient

amphitheatre built by the Romans, in

which are 44 rows of benches, of white

marble, ſtillentire, which will hold, accord

ing to Count Maffei, 22,184 ſpectators.

Little, however, of this valuable piece of

antiquity appears ancient, having been

carefully repaired from time to time at the

city's expence. In the Academy of the

Phil-Harmonics, is a large colle&tion of

ancient inſcriptions and monuments, in the

Hetrurian, Punic, Egyptian, Greek, and

Latin languages. It is ſeated on the liver

Adige, on which they tranſport linen, filks,

woollen, ſtuffs, &c. to Venice. Here are

4 ſtone bridges, the principal of which is

348 feet long. The inhabitants amount to

near 50,000. It is 62 miles W. of Venice.

VeRon Ese, a territority of Italy, lately

in Venice, about 47 miles in length, and

25 in breadth. It is one of the moſt fer

tile countries in Italy, abounding in corn,

wine fruits, and cattle. The Venetians.

became maſters of the city and territory,

in 1409

VER Nots, a town of Ruſſia, in the go

vernment of Rezzan.

VERRez, a town of Aoſta, Piedmont.

Werrian, Cornwall, 3 miles from Tre

gony, and N. of Gwyndrith-Bay.

VER'sAilles, a town in the department

of Seine and Oiſe, 12 miles S.W. of Paris.

In the reign of Lewis XIII. it was only a

ſmall village. This prince built here a

hunting-ſeat in 1630, which Baſſompierre

calls “ the paltry chateau of Verſailles.”

Although the ſituation was low, and very

unfavourable, Lewis XIV. built a mag

nificent palace here, which was the uſual

reſidence of the kings of France, till the

6th of October, 1789, when the late un

happy Lewis XVI. and his family, were

removed from it to the Tuilleries. The

buildings and the gardens are adorned

with a vaſt number of ſtatues, canals, foun

tains, &c. and the waterworks are much

admired. The great gallery is thought to

be as curious a piece of workmanſhip of

that kind, as any in the world : ºf...

chapel is no leſs admired for it’s fine archi

te&ture and ornaments. ... The gardens,

with the park, are 5 miles in circumfe

rence, and ſurrounded by walls. There

are three fine avenues to Verſailles, one of

which is the common road to Paris, the

other comes from Seaux, and the third

from St. Cloud.

VERT us, a town in the department of

Marne, 17 miles SW. of Chalons, and 78
E. cf Paris.

VERu E, or VERRUA, a town of Aſti,

Piedmont, ſeated on a hill, near the river

Po. It was taken by the French in 1705,

after a ſiege of ſix months, when it was

reduced to a heap of ruins. It was after

wards reſtored to the duke of Savoy.

Verviers, a town of Liege.

VERvINs, a town in the department of

Aiſne, noted in hiſtory for a treaty of peace

concluded here, in 1598, between H.W.

king of France, and Philip II. king of

Spain. It is 11o miles NNE. of Paris.

VeRULAM, the veſtiges of a Roman op

pidum or town, in Hertfordſhire, on the

Verlam river, oppoſite St. Alban's. In

the time of Nero it was a municipium, the

inhabitants of which enjoyed the privileges

of Roman citizens. By Tacitus it was

called Verulamium, and by Ptolemy Urala

mium. After the departure of the Romans,

it was entirely ruined in the was between

the Britons and Saxons; and nothing re

mains of it but the ruins of walls, teffe

lated pavements, and Roman coins, which

are ſtill ſometimes dug up. On the NE.

corner is a piece of the wall, 3 yards and

a half thick, compoſed of flints, and layers

of Roman bricks. The fite of it has long

ago been converted into corn-fields.

Verwood, Dorſetſhire, near Winborn

Abbas.

Veselize, a town in the department of

Meurthe, 15 miles SSE. ofToul, and 16a

SSE. of Paris.

Vesley, a town in the department of

Aiſne, 10 miles E. of Soiſſons.

VEsoul, a town in the department of

Upper Saone, 22 miles N. of Beſançon,

and 200 SE. of Paris.

Vesprin, a town and county of Hun

gary, 32 miles SSE. of Raab.

Vesuvius, a celebrated volcano of

Italy, in Naples. The firſt eruption of

this volcano was in the year 79 of the

the Chriſtian era, under Titus. It was

accompanied by an earthquake, which

overturned ſeveral cities, particularly Pom

peii and Herculaneum. This eruption

proved fatal to Pliny, the naturaliſt.

* Great quantities of aſhes and ſulphure

ous ſinoke,” ſays Dion Caſſius, “were

carried not only to Rome, but alſo beyond

the Mediterranean, into Africa, and even

to Egypt. ... Birds were ſuffocated in the

air, and fell down upon the ground; and

fiſhes periſhed in the neighbouring waters,

which were maade hot, and infected by it.”

Sir W. Hamilton mentions, that the erup

tion in 1767 was the 27th from the time

of Titus, ſince which there have been 9

others; thoſe of 1779 and 1794 being the

moſt violent and alarming. In this liń.
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5000 acres of rich vineyards were deſtroy

ed, and moſt of the houſes in the town of

Torre-del-Greco buried, or rendered un

inhabitable. Veſuvius is 6 miles E. of

Naples.

Vevay, a town and bailiwick of Bern,

Swiſſerland, with a manufacture of hats,

and a large trade in cheeſe. Here General

Ludlow retired on the reſtoration, and died

in 1693. It is ſeated near the head of the

Lake of Geneva, 1o miles SSE. of Lau

ſanne.

VeudRE, a town in the department of

Allier, ſeated on the river Allier, 17 miles

NNW. of Moulins.

VezelAx, a town in the department of

Yonne, ſeated on a mountain, zo miles S.

of Auxerre, and 117 S. by E. of Paris.

UFA, one of the 41 governments of

Ruſſia, formerly included in the govern

nuent of Orenburgh. It is divided into

the two provinces of Ufa and Orenburgh,

Ufa, a town of Ruſſia, capital of a

government of the ſame name, feated a
few miles below the mouth of the river

Ufa. It is 632 miles ESE. of Moſcow.

Uſcolomb, Devonſ. on the river Columb,

*o miles from Bradninch. Ufrot, Wilts,

NW. of Marlborough. Uffay-Park, Cum

berland, SE. of Ravenglaſs. Ufferton,

Durham, W. of Sunderland. Uffington,

£incolnſhire, near Stamford. Uffington, or

ton, Berks, near Wantage. Uſington,

Shropſhire, NE. of Shrewſbury. Ufford,

Northamp. near Stamford. Ufford, Suffolk,

NE. of Woodbridge. Uffton, Warw, be

tween Itchington and Offchurch. Ugbear,

Devonſhire, W. of the Avon, and SW. of

Brent. Ugboro, Cornw. near the Tamar,

3 miles from Modbury. Ugbrook, Devon

ſhire, 2 miles from Chudleigh. Near it is

a cave that runs a great way under ground.

UG Ento, a town of Otranto, Naples.

Ugford, Wilts, near Wilton. Uggeſ:

eomb, Dorſetſ, near Portiſham. Ugham,

Northumb. near the Lyn, NE. of Mor

peth. Ughterſhaw, Yorkſ. N. of Lang

ſtredale Chace. Ugleberb, Yorkſ. S. of

Whitby. Ugley, Eſſex, N. of Stanted

Montfichet, and E. of the Stort.

UGONGA, a town of Piedmont.

UGRocz, a town and caſtle in Hungary.

Ugſhall, Suffolk, W. of Eaſton-Neſs.

Ugthorp, Yorkſ. near Moulgrave. Caſtle.

ViADANA, a town of Mantua.

VIANA, a town of Spain, in Navarre;

and a town of Galicia.

VIANA, a ſea-port of Portugal, in Entre

Minho-e-Douro, containing 2 churches,

7 convents, an hoſpital, and about 7ooo
inhabitants. It is ſeated at the mouth of

the river Lima, 36 miles N, of Oporto.

ViANDEN, a town of Luxemburg, capi

tal of a county of the ſame name, which

comprehends 4o villages and hamlets.

VIAN EN, a town of S. Hºlland, on the

river Lech, 7 miles S. of Utrecht.

VIA TRA, a town of Ruſſia, capital of a

government of the ſame name, ſeated on the

river Viatka, 44o miles ENE. of Moſcow.

VIATKA, a government of the Ruſſian

empire, which was formerly a province of

Caſan. The capital is of the ſame name.
Vic, a town in the dept. of Meurthe,

12 miles NE. of Nanci, and 197 E. of Paris.

Vic Bico RRE, a ſmall town in the

dept. of the Upper Pyrenees, ſituated on

the river Adour, 12 miles N. of Tarbes.

Vic, a town of Catalonia, formerly

more conſiderable than at preſent; how

ever, it ſtill contains handſome buildings.

It is 30 miles NNE. of Barcelona.

Vice GRAD, a town of Hungary, on the

Danube, 9 miles SSE. of Gran.

ViceNTINo, a territory of Italy, lately

ſubjećt to the Venetians, about 40 miles

in length, and from 10 to 24 in breadth.

It is a pleaſant and fertile country, abound

ing in game, and is called the garden of

Venice. The wine is excellent, and the

butter and cheeſe very good. Here are

alſo great numbers of mulberry-trees,

which ſerve to nouriſh filkworms; and

there are mines of filver and iron, and

guarries of ſtone, almoſt as fine as marble.

Vicenza, a city of Italy, capital of the

Vicentino, with a biſhop's ſee. It is

adorned with ſeveral palaces, and has a

fine ſquare, with piazzas under the houſes.

There are ...,' other ſquares, and 57

churches, parochial and conventual, with

ſeveral good hoſpitals. The great altar

of the Dominican church is an auguſt

piece of Palladio's archite&ture. There is

an academy for the improvement of the

Italian language, whoſe members meet in

the Olympic theatre, a maſterpiece of

workinanſhip by the ſane ſkilful archite&.

The ſeats are diſpoſed in the manner of the

ancient amphitheatre. It is 31 miles W.

of Venice.

VIc-Fez FN's Ac, a town in the depart

ment of Gers, 15 miles NNW. of Auch.

Vichi, a town in the dept. of Allier,

ſeated on the river Allier, and famous for

the mineral waters near it. It is 3 miles

SW. of Cuſſet, and 1 So S. by E. of Paris.

Vico, a town of Principato Citra; two

towns of Lavora; and a town of Capita

nata; all in Italy; and a town of Corſica.

Vic-le-CoM PTE, a town in the dept.

of Puy-de-Dome, with mineral, ſprings
about a mile from it. It is 12 miles SSE.

of Clermont.

Z z 3 VicovAko ,
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Vicov.A.Ro, a town of Italy, in the
Sabina, zo miles ENE. of Rome.

VIPDIN, a town of Bulgaria, ſeated on
the Danube.

-

VIENNA, the capital of the circle of

Auſtria, in Germany, and of the whole
German empire, where the emperor re

files. The city itſelf is not large, and

contains about 60,000 inhabitants, being

limited by a very ſtrong fortification; but

the ſuburbs and town together are ſaid to

contain above 3oo,coo. The ſtreets, in

general, are narrow, and in part crooked,

and the houſes built high. Some of the

public buildings are magnificent; but

they appear externally to no great advan

tage, on account of the narrowneſs of the

ſtreets. The chief of them are the Impe

rial Palace, the Library, and the Muſeum :

the palaces of the princes Lichtenſtein,

Eugene, &c. No houſes without the

walls are allowed to be built nearer the

glacis than 600 yards; ſo that there is a

circular field of that breadth all round the

town, which has a beautiful and ſalutary

effect. The ſuburbs are not near ſo po.

pulous, in proportion to their ſize, as the

town ; as many houſes in the former have

extenſive gardens belonging to them, and

many families, who live during the winter

within the fortifications, ſpend the ſummer

in the ſuburbs. The ſecond floor of all

burghers houſes, is allotted for the recep

tion of officers of the imperial court, and

the owners can only purchaſe an exemp

tion, by paying a ſum of money for the

erection of barracks. Vienna contains 50

churches or chapels, and 21 convents.

The cathedral is built of freeſtone, is I 14.

yards long, and 48 broad, and the ſteeple

is 447 feet high. Here is a monument in

honour of Prince Eugene of Savoy. In
ſtead of a weathercock there is a black

ſpread eagle, over which is a gilded croſs.

Joining to this church is the archbiſhop's

Palace, the front of which is very fine.

Beſides the univerſity, containing a great

number of ſtudents, there is the academy

of Lower Auſtria; and the archducal li

brary, which is open every morning 3 or

4 hours to the public, contains 5 or 6coo

volumes, printed in the 15th century, with
a well-furniſhed and valuable colle&tion of

prints and uſeful modern books. The

academy of painting is remarkable for the

fine pićtures it produces. The imperial

cabinet is very rich in medals, and ſtill

more ſo in natural hiſtory. Proviſions are

brought here in great plenty and variety;

and wild hogs, ſtags, with cart-loads of

hares, pheaſants, and partridges may be

ſeen in the game market. Here is a ſort

of a harbour on the Danube, where there

are magazines of naval ſtores; and ſhips

have been fitted out to ſerve on that river

againſt the Turks. The manufactures of

this city are numerous, and the trade ex

tenſive. Vienna has been twice ineffettu

ally beſieged by the Turks, in 1589 and

1683. At the latter period, the fiege was

raiſed by John Sobieſki, king of Poland,

who totally defeated the Turkiſh army

before this place. Vienna is ſeated at the

place where the river Vien falls into the

Danube, near the ſite of the ancient Vin

debona. Lat. 48.13. N. lon. 16. 28. E.

Vie NNE, a city in the dept. of Iſere.

It is ſeated on the E. bank of the Rhone,

over which it had formerly a good bridge,

of which only ſome piers remain, that ren

der the navigation dangerous. It’s com

merce conſiſts in wines, ſilk, and ſword

blades, which laſt are highly eſteemed.

Near Vienne, on the banks of the Rhone,

are produced the excellent wines of Côte

Rotie; and the famous hermitage wines.

Before the revolution, it was the ſee of an

archbiſhop. In the 5th century it was

taken by the Burgundians, whoſe kings

made it their place of reſidence. Vienne

is 15 miles S. of Lyons.

Vienne, a department of France, join

ing on the W. to that of the Two Sevres.

Poitiers is the capital. It takes it's name

from a river which riſes in the department

of Correze, and falls into the Loire 5 miles

above Saumur.

VIENNE, UPPER, a department of

France, compoſed of the ci-devant Limou

fin. Limoges is the capital.

VIER RADEN, a town of Uckermark,

Brandenburg.

Vierzon, a town in the dept. of Cher,

famous for it's forges. It is ſeated at the

confluence of the Cher and Yevre, 17 miles

N.W. of Bourges, and 1 oo S. of Paris.

Viesti, a town of Capitanata, Naples.

VIGAN, a town in the dept. of Gard,

30 miles N.W. of Niſines.

VIG E v. Ano, a town of Piedmont.

V16 NAMost, a town of Liege.

Vigo, a town of Spain, in Galicia,

with a good harbour, feated on the Atlan

tic. It is 12 miles NNW. of Tay, and

26o WNW. of Madrid. Here, in 1722,

the , Engliſh and Dutch fleets, having

broken the boom laid acroſs the mouth of

the harbour, defeated a ſquadron of French

men of war, with 13 Spaniſh galleons under

their convoy. The Engliſh took 4 galeons

and 5 men of war, and, the Dutch 5 gal

leons and 1 man of war. Fourteen men

of war and 4 galleons were deſtroyed, and

a great deal of ſilver was taken. In 1719,
ut
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it was again taken by the Engliſh, who

relinquiſhed it, after raiſing contributions.

VIHIERs, a town in the dept. of Maine

and Loire, whoſe inhabitants have a great

trade in cattle. It is zo miles S. of An

gers, and 162 SW. of Paris.

VILAIN E, a liver of France, which riſes

in the dept. of Maine, waters Vitré, Ren

nes, Redon, &c. and enters the Bay of

Biſcay below Roche Bernard.

VILLA Bojil M, a town of Alentejo.

VILLACH, a town of Carinthia, whoſe

inhabitants trade with the Venetians.

Near it are the baths of Toplitz. It is

18 miles S. of Ciagenfurt.

VILLA-DE-Co N DE, a ſea-port of Dou

ro, 14 miles N. of Oporto.

VILLA-De-HortA, the principal town

of the Iſland of Fyal, one of the Azores.

It is ſeated on the weſtern coaſt, and has a

harbour, the beſt in the iſland, being land

locked on every fide except the E. and

NE. Lat. 38. 32. N. lon. 28. 36. W.

VILLA-D E-Mose, a town of Mexico,

in Tabaſco, ſeated on a river of the ſame

name, 30 miles from the ſea.

VILLA-DEL-REY, a town of Galicia;

and a town of Eſtramadura, both in Spain.

VILLA-Flo R, a town of Tra-los

Montes.

VILLA FRANCA, a ſea-port of Nice,

taken by the French in 1792.

VILLA-FRANCA, a town in the Vero

neſe, with a ſilk manufactory.

VILLA-FRANcA, the capital of St.

Michael, one of the Azores, the moſt an

cient town in the whole iſland, and at firſt

a free port. Before it's harbour lies an

iſland, about a mile in circumference, and

towards the ſea, the town is defended by

a fort and ſome other works. It contains

1813 hearths, and has 2 pariſh churches,

and z convents. -

Vi LLA-FRANCA, two towns in Old

Caſtile.

VILLA-FRANCA-D E-PANAP ss, a town

of Catalonia, near the ſea.

VILLA-HERMosA, a town of Valencia;

a town of New Caſtile; and a town of

Tabaſco, in Mexico.

VILLA-Nov.A, a town of Douro, ſeated

on the river Douro, oppoſite Oporto.

VILLA-NovA, a town of Chieri; a

town of Vercelli; and a town of Aoſta;

all in Piedmont.

VILLAPANDA, a town of Leon.

VILLA-REAL, a town of Portugal, in

Tra-los-Montes, capital of Comarca.

VILLA-REAL, a town of Valencia,

Villa Rica, a ſea-port of Mexico; a

town of Paraguay, Buenos Ayres; and a

town of Minas Geraes, Braſil,

Villa-Viciosa, a town of Alentejo,

with a palace and park, in which the

dukes of Braganza formerly reſided. It

ſuſtained a famous fiege againſt the Spani

ards, in 1667. A battle alſo was fought

near it, much about the ſame time, the ſuc

ceſs of which greatly contributed to fix the

crown of Portugal on the head of the

Duke of Braganza. In the ſuburb is an

ancient temple, originally built to the ho

nour of Proſerpine, as appears from the

inſcriptions. The ſoil about this town is

extremely fertile, and there are quarries of

...? green marble. It is 16 miles

SW. of Elvas, and 83 SSE. of Liſbon.

Villa-ViciosA, a ſea-port of Aſtu

rias, 30 miles NE. of Oviedo. -

Ville-Dieu, a town in the dept. of the

Channel, 12 miles NNE. of Avranches.

VILLE-FRANch 3, a town in the dept.

of Rhone and Loire, ſurrounded with walls

and ditches. It is 18 miles N. of Lyons,

and 233 S. by E. of Paris.

Ville-FRANch E, a town of France,

in the dept. of the Eaſtern Pyrenees, zz

miles ENE. of Puycerda, and 27 WSW.

of Perpignan. In one of the mountains

which ſurround this place, is a curious

CaVct n.

VILLE-FRANche, a town in the dept.

of Aveiron. It carries on a great trade

in linen cloth, and is feated on the river

Aveiron, 24 miles W. of Rhodez, and 26o

S. of Paris.

Ville-Juif, a town 4 miles S. of

Paris, on the great road to Lyons.

VILLEMUR, a town in the dept. of Up

per Garonne, ſeated on the river Tarne,

16 miles N. of Toulouſe.

VILLENA, a town of Murcia, near a

moraſs, from which they manufacture ſalt.

VilleNEuve, a town in the dept. of

Lot and Garonne, feated on the river Lot,

17 miles N. of Agen.

VILLENeuve, a town in the department

of Gard, ſeated on the Rhone, oppoſite

Avignon.

VILLEN Euve-DE-BERG, a town in

the dept. of Ardeche, 12 miles NNW.

of Viviers.

VILLERs. CoTERETs, a town in the

department of Aiſne, 11 miles S.W. of

Soiſſons.

VILLENGEN, a town of Auſtrian Sua

bia, in the Brigaw, between the ſources

of the rivers Danube and Neckar, 28 miles

E. by S. of Friburg.

VILMAN STRAND, a town of Ruſſia, in

the government of Viborg.

VilvoR.D.E., a town of Brabant, ſeated

Qn the Senne, 6 miles N. of Bruſſels.

WIN.cENT, CAPE, a promontory of

Z z + Portugal,
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Portugal, 25 miles W. of Lagos. Lat.

37.2. N. lon. 9. o. W.

VINcent, St. an iſland of the W. In

dies, 55 miles W. of Barbadoes. It is

one of the Caribbee Iſlands, and inhabited

by a race of people, of whom Dr. Robert

ſon gives this account : “There is a great

diſtinction in charaćter between the Carib

bees and the inhabitants of the larger

iſlands. The former appear manifeſtly to

be a ſeparate race. Their language is to

tally different from that of their neigh

bours in the large iſlands. They them

ſelves have a tradition that their anceſtors

came originally from ſome part of the

continent, and having conquered and ex

terminated. the ancient inhabitants, took

poſſeſſion of their lands and of their wo

inen, Hence they call themſelves Bana

ree, which ſignifies a man come from he

yond ſea. Accordingly, the Caribbees

ſtill uſe two diſtinét languages, one pecu

liar to the men, and the other to the wo

men. The language of the men has no

thing common with that ſpoken in the

large iſlands. The dialect of the women

conſiderably reſembles it. This ſtrongly

confirms the tradition which I have men

tioned. The Caribbees themſelves ima

gine that they were a colony from the

Galibis, a powerful nation of Guiana, in

S. America. But as their fierce manners

approach nearer to thoſe of the people in

the northern continent, than to thoſe of

the natives of S. America; and as their

language has likewiſe ſome affinity to that

ſpoken in Florida, their origin ſhould be

educed rather from the former than the

latter. In their wars, they ſtill preſerve

their ancient pračtice of deſtroying all the

males, and preſerving the women either

for ſervitude, or for breeding.” St. Vin

cent's was long a neutral iſland; but, at

the peace of 1763, the French agreed that

the right to it ſhould be veſted in the

Engliſh; who, in the ſequel, at the in

ſtance of ſome rapacious planters, engaged

in a war againſt the Caribbees, who inha

bited the windward fide of the iſland, and

who were obliged to conſent to a peace,

by which they ceded a very large tract of

valuable land to the crown. The conſe

quence of this was, that retaining their

reſentment againſt the Engliſh, they aided

the French in the redućtion of the iſland,

in 1779, who however reſtored it by the

peace of 1783. St. Vincent's is about 40

iniles in length, and 1 oin breadth. The

country is generally mountainous and

rugged : the valleys are, however, ex

tremely fruitful. It contains about 84,000

acres, every where well watered, of which

23,605 acres are poſſeſſed by Britiſh ſub

jećts; and as much more was lately held

by the Caribs. All the reſt of the coun

try has not been yet cleared, but retains

it's native woods. The ſoil is a black

mould upon a ſtrong loam, the moſt pro

per for the raiſing of ſugars; and indigo

thrives here remarkably well. The num

ber of inhabitants appears, by the laſt offi

cial returns, to be 1450 whites, and 1 1,853

negroes. The governor's ſalary is zocol.

ſterling; one half of which is raiſed with

in the iſland, and the other half is paid out

of the exchequer of Great Britain. Lat.

13. o. N. lon. 61. o. W.

VINceNT, St. a town of Beira; and a

ſea-port of Aſturia.

Viscent, Sr. a town of Braſil, in the

government of St. Paul, fituated on the

ſea-coaſt, 150 miles SSW. of St. Sebaſtiar.

VIN cent, St. one of the Cape de Verd

Iſlands, on the coaſt of Africa, about 30

miles in circumference. On the NW.

ſide of it is a harbour, accounted the beſt

in all the Cape Verd Iſlands, where ſhips

may wood and water, and wild goats may

be obtained. It is ſaid, alſo, that more

turtle is caught near this iſland, than round

all the reſt, and that it abounds with ſalt

petre.

WINceNT's-Rocks, St. Glouceſter

ſhire, E. of the Avon, and a mile and a

half NNw. of Briſtol. They are very

ſteep and rugged precipices, which conti

nue their courſe about 3 miles, and ſeem

to have been almoſt miraculouſly cleft

aſunder, to admit a paſſage for the river

Frome. The Avon flows between them,

and the tide riſes here 42 feet. At the

bottom of theſe rocks, near the water-fide,

riſes a medicinal hot ſpring, the taſte of

which is ſoft, milky, and grateful to the

ſtomach. It is ſucceſsfully preſcribed in

inflammations, hečtic coughs, immoderate

fluxes, and ſcrophulous and cancerous caſes,

Wine, Hants, near Baſingſtoke. Pine

yard, near Glouceſter. , Vineyard, Glou

ceſterſhire, near Tewkeſbury. Pineyard

Flory, Somerſetſhire, SW. of Taunton.

VINGoRIA, a Dutch ſettlement on the

coaſt of Concan, 22 miles NNW. of Goa.

Winniton, Devonſhire, NW. of Honiton.

VINTIMIGL1A, a town of Genoa, with

a ſmall harbour on the Mediterranean, 8

miles NE. of Monaco, and 7o SW. of

Genoa.

Wintners, Kent, in Boxley pariſh.

VIRE, a town in the dept. of Calvados,

with manufactures of coarſe woollen cloths.

It is ſeated on the river Wire, 27 miles

SW. of Caen.

VIRGIN ISLAND's, certain iſlands and

keys
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Breys in the W. Indies, ſituated in about

1 at. 18. 30. N. to the E. of Porto Rico.

They were called Las Virgines by the

$paniards, in honour of the 11,ooo Vir

gins of the Legend. They are about 30

in number, moſtly deſert, barren, and are

p. by the Engliſh and Danes. The

paniards, however, ciaim thoſe near Porto

Rico. In the firſt diviſion of thoſe poſ

feſſed by the Engliſh, is Tortola, the prin

cipal, to which belong Joſt Van Dyke's

and Little Van Dykes, Guana Iſle, with

Beef and Thatch Iſlands. In the ſecond

diviſion is Virgin Gorda, or Great Virgin,

called alſo Spaniſh Town, having two

good harbours; to this iſland belong Ana

i. or Drowned Iſland, Nicker, Prick

ey Pear, and Moſkito Iſlands, the Camma

noes, Scrub and Dog Iſlands, the Fallen

Gity (two rocky iſlets, cloſe together, at

a diſtance reſembling ruins) the Round

Rock, Ginger, Cooper's, Salt Iſland, Pe

ter's Iſland, and the Dead Cheſt. To the

Danes belong St. Thomas's Iſland, on

which Braſs, Little Saba, Buck Iſland,

Great and Little St. James, and Bird Iſland

are dependant; with St. John, to which be

long Lavango, Cam, and Witch Iſlands;

and they have alſo the Iſland of St. Croix.

VIRGIN1A, one of the United States of

North America, bounded on the S. by

North Carolina; on the W. by Kentucky;

on the NW. by the Ohio; on the N. by

Pennſylvania and Maryland; and on the

E. by Maryland, the Cheſapeak, and the

Atlantic. It is about 300 miles from E.

to W. and 180 from N. to S. The prim

cipal rivers are James, York, Rappahan

noc, Potomac, Roanoke, and Kanhaway,

Great and Little, all which are full of

convenient and ſafe harbours. There are

alſo many ſmall rivers, ſome of which are

capable of receiving the largeſt merchant

ſhips. In general, the land is tolerably

good, and capable of producing corn,

pulſe, cotton, flax, and hemp ; and, in the

marſh lands, rice has been lately cultivat

ed. The lands toward the mouth of the

rivers are generally low, and at preſent

well ſtocked with many ſorts of trees,

from 30 to 70 feet high. The land higher

up the rivers is generally level, and well

watered with ſprings; but there are here

and there ſome ſmall hills. That near the

ſea is generaliy ſandy, and without ſtones,

for which reaſon they ſeldom ſhoe their

horſes. The richeſt lands lie near the

branches of the rivers, and abound with

various ſorts of timber, ſurpriſingly large.

At the heads of the rivers are mountains,

valleys, hills, and plains, with different

trees; and indeed not many years ago, the

whole country ſeemed to be one continued

wood, with plantations here and there,

where the roots of the trees had been grub

bed up. The principal produce of Vir

ginia are tobacco, wheat, and Indian corn;

but the culture of tobacco has much de

clined of late, in favour of that of wheat.

Virginia is divided into 82 counties, and

has but few towns of conſequence; the

principal are Williamſburg, Norfolk,

Alexandria, and Richmond. The num

ber of inhabitants, in 1790, amounted to

747,61 o. The Virginians now manufac

ture about three fourths of their clothing,

and they have alſo manufactures of iron

and lead; but agriculture is the principal

employment.

* VIRGIN1A, a town of Cavan, in Ul

ſter, feated on Lough Ramor, in which are

ſeveral iſlands, 40 miles from Dublin.

Wirginſlow, Devonſ. SE. of Luffencote.

VIRToN, a ſmall town of Luxemburg.

Viset, a town of Liege.

Vise U, anciently V1son rium, a town

of Beira.

Vish NEI - Volotchok, a town of

Ruſſia, in the government of Tver. It is

ſeated on the river Zna, and is one of the

imperial villages enfranchiſed by the late

empreſs. It is renarkable for it's canal,

which connects the Tvertza and the Myſta.

The inhabitants, raiſed from the ſituation

of ſlaves to that of freemen, ſeem to have

ſhaken off their former indolence, and to

be awakened to a ſenſe of their commer

cial advantages. The town is divided in

to regular ſtreets. All the buildings are

of wood, except the court of juſtice erect

ed at the charge of the empreſs, and a few

brick houſes. It is 60 miles NNW. of

Tver. Lat. 57. 23. N. lon. 35. o. E.

VisiApou R, a conſiderable city of

Hindooſtan, the capital of a country of the

ſame name. It is now in the hands of

the Poonah Mahrattas. It is 136 miles

SE. of Poonah, and 234 SE. of Bombay.

Lat. 17. 26. N. lon. 75. 19. E.

VissogoRod, a town of Maſovia.

Uist, N. and S. two iſlands of the He

brides, on the W. coaſt of Scotland.

They are each about zo miles in length,

and of conſiderable breadth. Kelp is the

ſtaple commodity of theſe iſlands; and

they export annually, between them, 8oo

cows and young oxen. Here is abundance

of game and aquatic birds. *

V1st U LA, the largeſt river of Poland.

It riſes in Mount Crapach, on the N.

part of Hungary, paſſes by Cracow, San

domitz, Warſaw, Thorn, Culm, &c. and

falls into the Baltic below Dantzic.

WITER Bo, a town of Italy, capital:
thc
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the Patrimonio. It contains only 15,000

inhabitants, although the number of

churches, convents, and hoſpitals is 69.

Near it is a ſpring, ſo hot, that it will

boil an egg, and even fiſh. It is zo miles

S. of Orvieto, and 35 N. by W. of Rome.

VITRE, a town in the dept. of Ille and

Vilaine, trading in linen-cloth, knit ſtock

ings, and gloves. . It is ſeated on the ri

wer Vilaine, zo miles E. of Rennes.

VITRI-LE-BRULE, a village in the

dept. of Marne, 3 miles NE. of Vitri-le

François. It was formerly a conſiderable

town, but was taken (and, as it's name

imports, burnt) by Thibaut count of Char

tres, when many of the inhabitants were

burned, and great part of the town de

ſtroyed. It was alſo burnt, together with

6o villages, in 1422, by the Engliſh and

Burgundians. -

VII. RI-Le FRANÇors, a populous town

in the dept. of Marne, trading in corn.

It is well built, though the houſes are of

wood, and there is a fine ſquare. It is

feated on the river Marne, 15 miles SSE,

of Chalons, and 1co E. of Paris.

VirreAux, a town in the department

of Côte-d'Or, feated among mountains,

where there are quarries of marble. It is

21 miles W. of Dijon, and 9 SE. of Semur.

WITTori A, a town of Biſcay, in the

province of Alava. It contains 5 pa

riſhes, 4 convents, 3 hoſpitals, a college,

and a ſquare. The large ſtreets are bor

dered with trees, as a defence againſt the

heat of the ſun. The merchants here deal

in wool and wines, and particularly in

fword blades and other cutlery, which

they make in large quantities. It is ſeat

ed in a pleaſant plain, fertile in corn and

grapes, 32 miles SSE. of Bilboa.

VITTo RiosA. See CITTA. VITto

R1O.S.A.

Viv Ero, a town of Spain, in Galicia,

near the river Vivero, or Landrova, whoſe

mouth forms a good harbour on the At

lantic. It is 12 miles E. of Cape Ortegal.

Viviers, a town in the department of

Ardeche, feated among rocks, on one of

which the cathedral is built. It is ſitu

ated on the river Rhone, zo miles N. of

Orange. *

UKRAINE, a large country of Europe,

lying on the borders of Turkey in Europe,

Poland, Ruſſia, and Little Tartary. It's

name properly ſignifies a frontier. But

the whole of the Ukraine, on both ſides of

the Dnieper, now belongs to Ruſſia, and

forms a part of the government of Ekate

rinoſlav. The principal town is Kiof.

See CossAcks.

ULADislaw. See INowLadislaw.

UlcaM1, or Ulcux A, a country of

Guinea, N. of Adra, and W. of Benin.

Ukºffer, Derbyſ. on the Dºve, near Bur

ton-upon-Trent. Ulckhorn, Suſſex, by

Uckfield. Ulcomb, Kent, S.W. of Len

ham. Uldale, Cumberland, on the Elen,

near Ireby. Ulcºffer, Northumberland, in

the lordſhip of Woller.

ULEA, or ULABor G, a ſea-port of

E. Bothnia, 32 o miles N. of Aho.

| Uley, a populous village of Glouceſter

ſhire, with a manufačture of fine broad

cloth, 2 miles E. of Durſley.

ULIETEA, one of the Society Iſles, in

the S. Pacific Ocean. Lat. 16.45. S. ion.

15 1. 26. W.

Ullapooi, Roſsſhire, ſeated on the N. fide

of Loch Broom. Ullenhall, Warw. S. of

Umberſlade. Ulleſkelf, Yorkſ. S. of Tad

caſter. Uilington, Glouceſ. in Pebworth

pariſh. Ullock, Cumberl. 4 miles S.W. of

Cockermouth. Ulfly, or Ullſley, Cum

berland, S. of Penrith, near Uliiwater.

Ullswat ER, a lake, partly in Weſt

morland and partly in Cumberland, 12

miles N. of Ambleſide, and 14 SW. of

Benrith. It is about 8 miles long, is of

a ſufficient depth for breeding char, and

abounds with a variety of other fiſh.

Trout, upwards of 30 pounds weight, are

ſaid to have been taken in it. The navi

gators of this lake find much amuſement

by diſcharging guns, or ſmall cannon, in

certain ſtations. The report is reverbe

rated from rock to rock, promontory, ca

vern, and hill, with every variety of found;

now dying away upon the ear, and again

returning like peals of thunder, and thus

re-echoed, is heard ſeven times diſtin&ly.

ULM, an imperial city of Suabia, and

chief of that order in the circle, where the

archieves of the free towns in Suabia and

Franconia are depoſited. The inhabit

ants are Proteſtants. There is a good

college in this city; and in the cathedral,

which is a very lofty ſtrušture, are 63

copper veſſels full of water, ready for the

extinguiſhing of fire. It is large and well

fortified, and the town-houſe is a hand

ſome edifice. There is a handſome bridge

over the Danube, which greatly favours

the trade of the inhabitants in linen, fuſ

tians, hardware, and wool. The elector

of Bavaria became maſter of it in 17oz,

by a ſtratagem; but after the battle of

Blenheim, the Bavarians ſurrendered it by

capitulation. It is ſeated on the Danube,

where it receives the river Iller, 47 miles

SSE. of Stutgard, and 275 W. of Vienna.

Lat. 48.25. N. lon. Io. 12. E.

ULMEN, a town of Treves.

Ulpha, or Ouffa, Cumberland, in Milium

Paris,
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pariſh, on the river Dudden. Ulſzky, Lin

colnſhire, N. of Spilſby. Uſey, Lincoln

ſhire, between Great Limbergh and Bar

ton-on-the-Humber.

UlstER, a province of Ireland; bound

ed on the E. by the Iriſh Sea, on the N.

by the Northern Ocean, on the W. by

the Weſtern Ocean, on the S. by the pro

vince of Leinſter, and on the SW. by that

of Connaught, being about 1 16 miles in

length, and roo in breadth. The princi

pal rivers are, the Banne, the Loughfoyle,

the Swilly, the Mewry Water, and the

Maine. It abounds with large lakes, the

ſoil, in general, is fruitful in corn and

graſs; and there are plenty of horſes,

fheep, and beeves. The waters are deep,

and yield plenty of fiſh, particularly ſal

mon. The ſouthern parts of this pro

vince are rich, fertile, and well cultivated;

but the northern are hilly and mountain

ous. It includes within itſelf, by far the

greateſt part of the linen manufactory;

and contains the counties of Donegal, Der

ry, Antrim, Tyrone, Fernanagh, Cavan,

Armagh, Monaghan, and Down.

Ujihorp, Leiceſterſhire, N. of Lutter

worth. Ulting, Eſſex, near Malden.

ULTZEN, a town of Lunenburg, on the

Ilmenau. -

Ulversto NE, a thriving town of Lan

caſhire, in the hundred of Furneſs, called

by the country Ouſton. This town is the

port of Furneſs, fitting out 70 ſhips for

the coaſting trade, and has regular and

well-paved ſtreets. The principal inns

are kept by the guides, who regularly paſs

to and from Lancaſter, three times a week.

It is ſeated near the mouth of the Duddon,

18 miles NNW. of Lancaſter, and 267

NNW. of London. Market on Thurſday.

Ulveſ roſt. Abbey, Leiceſterſ. in Charn

wood Foreſt.

UMAGo, a ſea-port of Iſtria, lately ſub

jećt to Venice.

Umberſley, or Umberſlade, Warwick

ſhire, near Stratford-upon-Avon.

UMBRIA. See Spoleto.

UMBRIATIco, a town of Calabria Citra.

UMEA, a ſea-port of W. Bothnia.

Underbarrow, Weſtm. SW. of Kendal.

Underditch, Wilts, a hundred betweenAm

breſbury and Sarum. Underley, Weſtm.

on the Lune, by Kirby-Lonſdale.

UNDERswen, a town of Bern, Swiſſer

land, ſituated between the Lakes of Bri

entz and Thun, near the famous cavern of

St. Pat. It is 25 miles S.E. of Bern.

Underton, Shropſ. SW. of Bridgenorth.

UNDERwalde N, a canton of Swiſſer

land, and the ſixth in rank. It is bound

cd on the N. by the canton of Luceru,

and by the lake of the four cantons; on

the E. by the canton of Uri; on the S. by

the cantch of Bern; and on the W. by

the cantons, of Bern and Lucern. It

takes it's name from a large foreſt of

oaks, which is nearly in the middle of the

country, and runs from N. to S. It is

about 25 miles in length, and 17 in breadth,

and is divided into two parts, that above

the foreſt, and that below it; for this rea

ſon there are two councils, two juſtices,

and two land ammanies. It has no towns

nor bailiwicks; and the chief advantage

of the inhabitants ariſes from cattle, and

the fiſh taken in five ſmall lakes. The

people are of the Romiſh church; and the

grand council is compoſed of 53 members.

Sarnen is the principal place of the Upper

Vale; and Stantz of the Lower, and of

the whole canton. The Underwalders, in

conjunction with the ſtates of Uric and

Schweitz, ſhook off the Auſtrian yoke, in

1308; of all the people of Swiſſerland,

they are the moſt honoured and loved by

the other cantons, for their courage and

love of liberty, joined to a ſtrict concord,

and amiable ſimplicity of manners.

Underton, Shropſhire, S.W. of Bridge

north. Underwood, Derbyſhire, NE. of

Aſhborn. Underwood, Devonſhire.

UNGwAR, a town of Hungary, 46

miles NNE. of Caſchau.

UNITED PRoviNces of The NE

THERLANDs, a republic of Europe, con

ſiſting of ſeven provinces, and extending

from N. to S. not more than 150 miles,

and 1 oo in breadth from E. to W. They

are bounded on the W. and N. by the

German Ocean, and on the S. and E. by

Brabant and Germany. Theſe provinces

rank in the following order: 1. Guelder

land, ſubdivided into the diſtricts of Ni

meguen, Zutphen, and Arnheim; 2. Hol

land, ſubdivided into N. Holland, S. Hol

land, and W. Frieſland; 3. Zealand, ſub

divided into the part near the E. Scheldt,

and the part near the W. Scheldt; 4.

Utrecht; 5. Frieſland; 6. Overyſſel; and

7. Groningen. Beſides theſe provinces,

are the lands of the generalty, (including

Dutch Brabant, Flanders, and Limburg)

in which are the towns of Bois le-Duc,

Breda, Bergen - op-Zoom, Maeſtricht,

Venlo, Sluys, Hulſt, &c. This republic

(which is likewiſe called by the general

name of Holland) affords a ſtriking proof,

that unwearied and perſevering induſtry is

capable of conquering almoſt every diſad

vantage of climate and ſituation. The air

and water in this country are nearly equal

ly bad; the ſoil-produces naturally ſcarce

any thing but tuff; and the poſſeſſion ..
2. tº15
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this very ſoil is diſputed by the ocean,

which riſing conſiderably above the level

of the land, is prevented from overflowing

it, only by ſtrong and expenſive dikes.

Yet the labours of the patient Dutchman

have rendered this ſmall and ſeemingly in

iſignificant territory one of the richeſt ſpots

in Europe, with reſpe&t to population

and property. In other countries, poſſeſſ.

ed of a variety of natural produćtions, it

is not ſurpriſing to find manufačturers em

ployed in augmenting the riches of the ſoil;

but to ſee, in a country like Holland, large

woollen manufactures, where there are

fearce any flocks; numberleſs artiſts em

ployed in metals, where there is not a

mine; thouſands of ſaw-mills, where there

is ſcarce a foreſt; an immenſe quantity of

corn, exported from a country where there,

is not agriculture ſufficient to ſupport one

half of it's inhabitants, is what muſt ſtrike

every attentive obſerver with admiration.

Among the moſt valuable natural produc

tions of the United Netherlands may be

reckoned their excellent cattle; and large

quantities of madder are exported, chiefly

cultivated in Zealand. The moſt confi

derable revenue ariſes from the fiſheries;

but theſe are not ſo conſiderable as for

merly. The number of veſſels employed

in the herring fiſhery, in particular, is re

duced from upwards of zooo to leſs than

soo; and yet it maintains, even now, no

leſs than zo,ooo people. About roo veſ

fels are employed in the Greenland fiſhery,

and 140 in the cod fiſhery near the Dog

ger Bank, and near the coaſt of Holland.

The Dutch were formerly in poſſeſſion of

the coaſting trade and freight of almoſt all

other trading nations. They were alſo

the bankers for all Europe. But theſe

advantages did not continue to be ſo lu

crative, when the other European nations

began to open their eyes ſo far as to em

loy their own ſhipping in their trade,

and to eſtabliſh banks of their own. Not

withſtanding theſe dedu&ions, the Dutch

trade is ſtill immenſe; in conſequence of

their vaſt opulence, they ſtill regulate the

exchange for all Europe, and their coun

try is, as it were, the univerſal warehouſe

of the commodities of every quarter of the

globe. Among the monopolies of their E.

India Company, the ſpice trade has long

been the moſt valuable: it comprehends the

articles of cloves, mace, nutmeg, and cin

namon. The Java coffee is the beſt next

to that of Mecca; and other great branches

of this trade are rice, cotton, pepper, &c.

articles of great importance, but not in

the excluſive poſſeſſion of the Dutch.

They are the only European nation hi
I

therto permitted to trade direály to Ja

pan; but this trade is alſo on the decline.

Their W. India Company trades not only

to the Weſt Indies, but to the coaſt of

Guinea for ſlaves; and, diſtinét from this,

they have two companies, which trade to

Surinam and Berbice. The foreign poſ

ſeſſions of the Dutch, in Afia, previouſly to

the commencement of the preſent war, were

the coaſts of the Iſland of Java, the capital

of which is Batavia, the ſeat of the gover

nor-general of all their Eaſt-India ſettle

ments; ſome ſettlements on the coaſts of

Sumatra, Malabar, and Coromandel; the

greateſt part of the Moluccas or Spice

Iſlands; ſettlements, or fačtories, in the

Iſland of Celebes, at Surat and Petra, and

in the Gulf of Perſia; with Colombe,

Trincomale, &c. on the Iſland of Ceylon.

In Africa they had the Cape of Good

Hope, with George-de-la Mina, and other

fortreſſes and faStories in Guinea. In the

weſt Indies they had the Iſlands of St.

fuſtatia, Saba, and Curaçba; and in S.

America, the colonies of Iſſequibo, De

merary, Surinam, and Berbice, in the

country of Guiana. In Holland, the in

land trade is greatly facilitated by the nu

merous canals, which croſs the country in

every direétion. The number of manu
fa&tures eſtabliſhed in the United Provinces

is aſtoniſhing. Saardam, a village in N.

Holland, contains, for inſtance, about 903

windmills, partly cornmills, partly ſaw

and paper-mills, and mills for the making

of whitelead, &c. In former times, the

idutch were the excluſive poſteſſors of ſe

veral ingenious manufactures and arts; as

the refining of camphor and borax, the

cutting and poliſhing of diamonds, the re

fining of ſugar, &c. but, at preſent, theſe

myſteries, few of them excepted, are in

the hands of many other nations, to whoſe

commercial ignorance and want of induſ

try the Dutch were once indebted for im

menſe profits, which have decreaſed with

the cauſes; among the reſt, the woollen

manufactory has prodigiouſly decreaſed.

In a word, the Dutch trade is no longer in

it's ancient flouriſhing ſtate, to which,

even if the frugality and induſtry of the

nation had not been diminiſhed by too

great riches, the rivalſhip of other nations,

and the commercial knowledge of the age,

would never permit it to riſe again. All

ſects are tolerated in Holland; but, till

lately, none but Calviniſts could hold em

ployments of truſt or profit. Since the

great confederation of Utrecht, in 1579,

(See Netherlands) the Seven United

Provinces have been confidered as one po

litical body, united for the preſervation ºf
thr
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the whole. In 1581, the Hague was ap

pointed the place of meeting for the States

General, an aſſembly inveſted with the ſu

preme power of the confederation, and

compoſed of deputies choſen out of the

provincial ſtates. This power related to

the making war and peace, levying taxes,

&c. in their joint capacity; but as to in

termal government, each province was in

dependent, not only of the other provinces,

but even of the ſupreme power of the re

public. In the preſent diſputes on the

French revolution, the Dutch, at firſt, ap

peared hoſtile to the new republic, but ne

ver heartily co-operated with the allies.

The ſtadtholder was probably influenced

by the courts of Pruſſia and England, but

a party more powerful than his own were

his enemies, and, on the invaſion of Hol

land by the French, in the beginning of

1795, he thought proper, with his fa

mily, to take refuge in England. Since

then their form of government has been

modelled upon that of France, and they

now form a republic one and indiviſible. ,

UNItED STATEs of AMERICA, a re

public of N. America, conſiſting original

ly of thirteen provinces ſubjećt to Great

Britain, but which, on the 4th of July,

1776, by their repreſentatives in congreſs

aſſembled, made a ſolemn declaration of

independence, and were afterwards ac

knowledged free and independent ſtates by

the treaty of Paris, in 1783. They are

Maſſachuſets, New Hampſhire, Rhode

Iſland, Connecticut, New§. New Jer

fey, Pennſylvania, Delaware, Maryland,

Virginia, N. and S. Carolina, and Geor

gia. Only eleven of theſe ſtates acceded,

at firſt, to the new federal conſtitution,

but they were afterward joined by N. Ca

rolina and Rhode Iſland; and Kentucky

and Vermont having ſince been added to

them. The preſent number of the ſtates

that form this great American republic is

fifteen. See AMERICA. - -

UNNA, a town of Mark, Weſtphalia.

UNNA, a river of Croatia.

UNst, the moſt remote of the Shetland

Iſlands, extending beyond lat. 61. o. N.

It is 8 miles long and 4 broad, and con

tains about 300 houſes, and 1688 inhabit

ants. Fiſhing is an important branch of

buſineſs among the iſlanders, 80 tons being

taken on an average yearly. Rats, mice,

frogs, toads, and adders, are unknown

here.

Unſted, Surry, S. of Godalmin. Un

fon, Derbyſ. in Scarſdale.

UNTERseen. See UNDERswen.

Untbank, Cumberl. NE, of Kirk-Oſ.

wald, in Dacre pariſh. Unthank, Durham,

on the Wear, oppoſite to Stanhope. Un

thank, SW. of Durham. Uny, Cornwall,

near Lalant, N. of Market-Jew. Uny,

Cornwall, near Redruth.

UNza, a province of Ruſſia, the largeſt

diviſion of the government of Koſtrom.

Vof RDEN, a town of Paderborn ; alſo

a town of Oſnaburgh.

Voch ERA, a town of Pavia.

Vog LAB Ruck, a town of Auſtria.

VoID, a town in the dept. of Meurthe,

10 miles W. of Toul. . .

Voigtland, a territory of Upper

Saxony, moſtly ſubject to the elečtor.

Vogt was anciently a title in the empire,

which was diſcontinued towards the mid

dle of the 14th century. The learned are

not agreed as to what the name and dig

mity imported. -

Vol.Ano, a ſea-port in the Ferrareſe,

at the ſouthern mouth of the Po. - - -

WoLCANELLO, a ſmall volcanic iſland,

between Lipari and Volcano. º

Volcano, one of the Lipari Iſlands,

in the Mediterranean, lying to the S. of

the Iſland of Lipari. It is 12 miles in

circumference, and is a volcano, in the

form of a broken cone, but now emits

ſmoke only. Volcano, as well as all the

reſt of theſe iſlands, is ſuppoſed to have

been produced by an eruption from ſubter

ranean fire. The production of this iſland,

in particular, happened in the early time

of the Roman republic, and is recorded by

Euſebius, Pliny, and others. - - - -

WQLGA, the largeſt river in Europe,

which has it's ſource in two ſmall lakes,

in the government of Tver, in Ruſſia. It

begins to be navigable a few miles above

that town. . It is confiderably augmented,

here by the junction of the Tverza, which

is a broader, deeper, and more rapid river.

By means of the Tverza, a communica

tion is made between the Volga and the

Neva, or, in other words, between the Caſ

pian and the Baltic. This great river

waters ſome of the fineſt provinces in the

Ruſſian empire, paſſes by Yaroſlaf, Koſ

troma, Niſhnei-Novogorod, Caſan, Sim

birſk, and Saratof, entering the Caſpian

Sea, by ſeveral mouths, below Aſtracan.

Vol. HINIA, a palatinate of Poland, W.

of that of Kiow, about 180 miles in length,

and from 8o to 120 in breadth. It con

ſiſts chiefly of well-watered plains, pro

ducing a great ſurplus of corn. Roſemary,

aſparagus, &c. grow wild in the woods,

and can hardly be diſtinguiſhed from thoſe

cultivated in the gardens. Lucko is the

capital.

- WolkENMARck,
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Volken ºf Arck, in Carinthia.

VollexHov EN, a town and diſtrišt of

Overyſſel, near the Zuyder Zee. . . . . .

Volo, a ſea-port of Janna, or Theſſaly,

38 miles SE. of Lariſſi. . .

VolopſM1R, or VLADIMIR, a govern

ment of the Ruſſian empire, formerly a

province of Moſcow. The ſoil is ex

tremely fertile, and in the foreſts are in

numerable ſwarms of bees.

Volodi M1R, or VLADIMIR, a town of

Ruſſia, capital of the government of the

ſame name, and ſeated on the river Kliaſ

ma. It was once the metropolis of the

empire, and is 100 miles E. by N. of
Moſcow. -

Volocoa, formerly the largeſt of all

the Ruſſian European governments, as it

contained the provinces of Vologda, Arch

angel, and Veliki Uſting.

vided into the two provinces of Vologda

and Veliki-Uſtiug, and is a marſhy coun

try, full of foreſts, lakes, and rivers, and

noted for it's fine wool.

VolocoA, a town of Ruſſia, in the

government and province, of the ſame

name. The inhabitants trade in hemp,

natting, leather, and tallow. It is ſeat

ed on the river Vologda, 398 miles S. by

E. of Peterſburgh. " ' - -

Volta, a river of Guinea, which falls

into the Atlantic, 24 miles E. of Acra.

VolreRRA, a town of Tuſcany, con

taining 25 churches, chapels, or oratories,

and 20 religious houſes. It is a lonely,

mean place, and entire villages in the

neighbourhood lie in ruins. It is noted

for it’s medicinal waters, and is ſeated off.

a mountain, 32 miles S.E. of Piſa.

Voltur No, a river of Naples, which

falls into the Gulf of Gaieta.

VoltURARA, a town of Capitanata ;

alſo a town of Principato Ultra. -

Volvic, a town in the dept. of Puy

de-Dome, two miles SW. of Riom. Here

are immenſe quarries, formed by a current

of prodigious lavas, which furniſh mate

rials for buildings, and for the ſculptor. ..

Voor N, an iſland of S. Holland, be

tween the mouths of the river Maeſe.

Bill is the capital. This iſland, with
that of Goree and Overflackee, which are

near it, make the territory called Voorn

land, which was anciently part of Zealand.

Voo RN, an iſland and fort between the

rivers Waal and Meuſe, 9 miles NNE. of

Bois-le-Duc. - -

VoroNetz, a government of Ruſſia,

the capital of which, of the ſame name, is

ſeated on the river Voronetz, near it’s junc

tion with the Don, 256 iniles S. of Moſ

cow.

It is now di

Vosces, a department of France, in

cluding the S. part of Lorrain, which was

lately a province of the ſame name. It is

ſo called, from a large chain of mountains,

covered with wood, that ſeparate this de

partment from the departments of Upper

Saone and Upper Rhine. Epinal is the

capital.

Potherfield, Hants, S. of Alton.

Vouille, a village in the department

of Vienne, 10 miles N.W. of Poitiers.

Here Clovis gained, in 567, a battle

againſt Alaric, king of Viſigoths, (whom

he ſlew with his own hand) which ex

tended the dominions of the Franks from

the Loire to the Pyrenees.

Powelſcomb, Devonſ. NE. of Mod

bury, Upberry, Bedfordſ. in Pullox Hill

lº Upberry, Kent, a manor of Gil

ingham. Upburn-Denicot, Bucks, near

Beaconsfield. Upcerne, Dorſetſ. a mile

and a half NW. of Cerne-Abbas. Up

church, Kent, 3 miles and a half NW.

of Milton, and 5 from Chathan. Up

cote, Devonſ, in Cheriton pariſh. Up

ball, Eſſex, near Great Ilford. Upkall,

Herts, between Puckeridge and Albury.

Upham, Hants, NW. of Biſhop's-Wal

tham. Up-Hatherley, Glouceſ, a hamlet

to Shūrdington. Uphaven, Wiltſhire, 10

miles by w. of Marlborough. Up?iff,

Somerſ, near the paſſage to Wales, acroſs

the Briſtol Channel. Upholand, Line.

UPLAND, a province of Sweden, bound

ed on the N. and W. by Weſtmania and

Geſtricia; on the NE. by the Baltic; and

on the S. by the Malar Lake. It is about

70 miles in length, and 55 in it’s greateſt

breadth, is very populous, and fertile in

corn, and has mines of iron and lead.

Stockholm is the capital.

Upleadow, Glouceſterſ. on the Leden, 3

miles E. of Newent. Upleatham, Yorkſ.

N. of Giſborough. Up Lyme, or Nether

Lyme, Dorſetſhire, near Lyme Regis. Up

Laman, Devonſ. NE. of Tiverton. Up

miºffer, Eſſex, 1.5 miles E. by N. of Lon

don. Upnor-Caffle, Kent, near Frendſbury,

almoſt oppoſite Chatham-Dock, was built

by Queen Elizabeth, for defence of the

Medway. It's platform carries 37 guns,

that command two reaches of the river,

and defend all the ſhips that ride between

them and Rocheſter bridge. Upper Ot

tery; ſee Mount Ottery. Up Park, Suſſex,

in Harting pariſh. Upperleigh, Glouceſ.

in Weſtbury pariſh.

*UPPINGHAM, a well-built town of

Rutland, with a good free-ſchool, and an

hoſpital. It is 6 miles S. of Oakham, and

90 N. by W. of London. Market on

Wedneſday.

Uffingham,
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Uppington, Shropſ. NW. of Wrekin

Hill. Uprightly, Cumberl. near Carliſle.

UpsALA, a town of Sweden, in Up

land, anciently the reſidence of the ſove

reigns, and where the Heathen prieſts, in

the times of paganiſm, offered the greateſt

ſacrifices. It contains, excluſive of the

ſtudents, about 3000 inhabitants. The

groundplot is extremely regular. It is

divided into two almoſt equal parts by the

ſmall river Sala; and the ſtreets are drawn

at right angles from a central kind of

ſquare. A few of the houſes are built of

brick, and ſtuccoed; but the generality are

conſtrućted of trunks, ſmoothed into the

ſhape of planks, and painted red. The

roofs are covered in with turf; and each

houſe has it’s ſmall court-yard, or garden.

Upſala was formerly the metropolis of

Sweden, and the royal reſidence. The an

cient palace was a magnificent building,

until great part of it was conſumed by fire

in 1762. The cathedral, which is a large

Gothic ſtrućture of brick, has been ſeve

ral times greatly damaged by fire, and as

often repaired. The univerſity is the moſt

ancient in Sweden, and is the firſt ſeminary

in the North for academical education.

It's library contains many valuable books,

and near a thouſand manuſcripts. Among

theſe is the Codex Argenteus, ſuppoſed to

be Uphila's Gothic tranſlation of the Four

Evangeliſts; but it ſeems rather" to be

written in the language of the ancient

Franks. The Royal Society here is like

wiſe the oldeſt literary academy in the

North. Here is a botanical garden, of

which the celebrated Linné was ſuperin

tendant. The Swediſh geographers com

pute their longitude from Upſal. Upſala

is 3.5 miles NNW. of Stockholm. -

Upſall and Caſtle, Yorkſ. N. of Thirſk.

Upſetlington, Northumberl. near Berwick.

Upſhire, Eſſex, near Waltham-Abbey.

Upſiding, Dorſetſ. W. of Cerne-Abbey.

Upſtreet, Kent, in Chiſlet pariſh, W. of

Thanet Iſle. ---- - -

* Upton, a well-built town of Worceſ."

terſhire, ſeated on the river Severn." It

is 11 miles S. of Worceſter, and 109

WNW. of London, Market on Thurſ

day. .***

tºur. Berks, between Abingdon and

Eaſt Ilſley." Upton, Bucks, near Datchet

and Eaton. Upton, N. of Cheſter, be

tween the Dee and Merſey. Upton, Che

ſhire, near Overchurch and Woodchurch.

Upton, Dorſetſ, near Oſminton. Upton,

Dorſetſ. near Bridport. Upton, Dorſetſ.

2 miles from Hamworthy. Upton, Eſſex,

in Weſt Ham pariſh. Upton, Glouceſ. a

hamlet to Hawkeſbury. Upton, Glouceſ.

in Tetbury pariſh. Upton, Glouceſ, near

Badminton. Upton, Hants, N. of An

dover. Upton, Herefordſ. NE. of Roſs.

Upton, Huntingd. SE. of the Giddings.

Upton, Leiceſterſ, in Sibſton pariſh, sw.

of Boſworth. Upton, Lincolnſ. SE. of

Gainſborough. Upton, Norfolk, N. of

Accle. Upton, Northamptonſ. N.W. of

Peterborough. Upton, W. of Northamp

ton. Upton, Nottingh, in Headon piriſh.

Upton, Nottingh, E. of Southwell. Upton,

SE. of Shrewſbury. Upton, Somerſ ºf:

Nº. of Dulverton. Upton, Warwickſ.

near Ratley. Upton, Warwickſ. E. of

Alceſter. Upon, Yorkſ. NP. of Barneſ

ley. Upton-Biſhops, Herefordſhire, NE. of

Roſs. Upton-Chenay, Glouceſterſ. near

Bitton. UptonÉ. or Little, Shropſ.

SW. of Bridgnorth. Upton-Dring, Yorkſ.

in Holderneſs, NW. of Hörnſey. U. ton

Grey, Hants, SW. of"Odiam. Ubian

Helion, Devonſ. N. of Crediton." Upton,

Higher, Devonſhire, in Columpton pariſh.

Upton, St. Leonard's, 3 miles SE. of Glou

ceſter. Upton-Lovel, Wilts, SE. of Hºeſ:

bury. Upton Noble, Somerſetſ.' bºween.

Frome and Bruton. Upton'Fine, Divorſ.

N. of Exeter. Upton Scudamore, Wüts,

N., of Warminſter. Upton Sºft,
NE. of Worceſter. Uptºn ſºariº, 'wor

celterſhire, between Drºitwich, and Bromſ:

grove. Upware, embridgeſ w.ºfsg:

ham. Upway, near Dorcheſter. Upwell,

Cambridgeſhire, near Wiſbeach. Upwoºd;

Huntingdonſ. W. of Ramſey. - “.

URABA, a province of £an Firma,

on a gulf of the ſame name, in the govern;
ment of Carthagena, E. of the province of

Darién. ' *** * * * * : , , ,

URAL, a river of the Ruſſian empire,

in Aſia, which riſes in Mount Caucáſus,

and watering Uralſk, in the province of

Orenburg, falls into the Caſpian Sea, by

three mouths, below Gurief. -

URALIAN Cossacs, a people that in

habit the Ruſſian province of Orenburg,

in Aſia; on the S. fide of the river Ural.

Theſe Coſſacs are deſcended from thoſe

of the Don; they profeſs the Greek reli.

gion; but there are a kind of diſſenters

from the eſtabliſhed religion, whom the

Ruſſians called Roſkolniki, or Separatiſts.

and who ſtyle themſelves Staroverſki, or

Old Believers: they conſider the ſervice ºf

the eſtabliſhed church as profane and fa

crilegious, and have their own prieſts and
ceremonies. The Uralian Coſſacs are all

enthuſiaſts for the ancient ritual, and ſeein

to prize their beards more than their lives.

The river Yaik however, is now called

Ural; the Yaik Coſſacs are denominated

Uralian Coſſacs; and the town of Yaitſk,
Uralſk.
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Uralſk. The Uralian Coſſacs, enjoy the

right of fiſhing on the coaſt of the Caſpian

Sea, for 47 miles on each ſide of the river

Ural. Their principal fiſhery is for ſtur

geons and beluga, whoſe roe ſupplies large

quantities of caviare; and the fiſh, which

are chiefly ſalted and dried, afford a con

ſiderable article of conſumption in the Ruſ

In conſequence of theſe fiſh

eries, theſe Coſſacs are very rich.

URALsk, a town of Ruſſia, in the go

vernment of Caucaſus, feated on the river

Ural, 328 miles NNE. of Aſtracan. Till

the year 1774, it was called Yaitſk. See

the preceding article.

‘URANIENBu RGH, was formerly a mag

nificent caſtle of Denmark, in the little

Iſland, of Huen, in the Sound. It was

built for Tycho Brahe, who called it Ura

nienburgh, or the Caſtle of the Heavens,

and who here made his obſervations; but

it is now in ruins.

URBANEA, a town of Urbino.

URBINo, the capital of the duchy of

Urbino. The houſes are well built, and

great quantities of fine earthen ware are

made here. It is 18 miles S. of Rimini,

and 1zo NE. of Rome. -

URBINo, a duchy of Italy, in the pope's

territory, on the Gulf of Venice. It

is about 55 miles in length, and 45 in

breadth, Here is great#, of fiſh and

me; but the air is not very wholeſome,

nor is the ſoil fertile. Urbino is the ca

pital. º -

Urchfont, Wilts; NE. of Eaſt Laving

ton. Urchingfield, S.W. of Hereford.

Urcote, Glouceſ. S. of Thornbury.

URGANtz, a town of Aſia, in the

country of Charaſm, on a river which

runs into the Lake of Aral. It was for

merly a very confiderable place, having

been four miles in circumference; but it is

now greatly reduced. Lat. 42. 55. N.

lon. 59. 25. E.

URGEl, a town of Catalonia, ſeated on

the river Sagra, 60 miles W. of Perpig

nan, and 78 N. by W. of Barcelona.

URI, the moſt ſouthern canton of Swiſ

ſerland, and the fourth in rank. It is

bounded on the N. by the canton of

Schweitz, and the Lake of the Four Can

tons; on the E. by the Griſons, and the

canton of Glarus; on the S. by the baili

wicks of Italy; and on the W. by the

canton of Underwalden and part of Bern.

It is about 60 miles in length and 28 in

breadth. Altorff is the capital. The

people are Roman Catholics, and were

formerly free, under the juriſdićtion of the

empire. Albert I. however, aiming at

their entire ſubjećtion, placed a ſevere

vogt over them, whoſe name was Geszler,

who, among other irritating procedures,

ſet up a hat on a pole, at Altorff, with

orders that the ſame tokens of regard

ſhould be paid to it as to his own perſon.

William Tell openly refuſed to comply

with this mark of ſlavery, and ſoon after,

viz. in 1308, effected an union between

the three cantons of Uri, Schweitz, and

Underwalden, for ſhaking off the Auſtrian

yoke, which, in 1315, was improved in

to a perpetual alliance.

URI, Lake of, in Swiſſerland. See

WAldstAETTER-SEE.

Urlingford, in Kilkenny, Leinſter.

Urmſon, Lancaſ. SW. of Mancheſter.

Urpeth, Durham, N.W. of Lumley-Caſtic.

URQUHART, a town of Roſsſhire.

Urſwick, Lancaſ. S. of Ulverſton.

USBec TARTARY, a country of Weſt

ern Tartary, S. of the country of the

Kalmucs. Theſe Tartars are divided in

to ſeveral tribes, governed by their reſpec

tive khans; but formerly they were under

one ſovereign, and were accounted the

moſt powerful of all the Tartarian naticns.

Their principal khans pride themſelves in

being deſcended from Tamerlane, whoſe

birthplace was the ancient city of Samar

cand. The Uſbecs, in their perſons, are

ſaid to have fairer complexions and neater

features than the Kalmucs. Their reli

gious profeſſion is Mahometaniſm ; and

they differ, in general, very little from the

people of the northern provinces of Hin

dooſtan. That country is ſupplied hence

with the moſt ſerviceable horſes, camels,

and other cattle.

. Uſborn, Great and Little, Yorkſ. near

the Ouſe, SE. of Boroughbridge.

Usedo M, an iſland of Pomerania, ſeat

ed at the mouth of the river Oder, on the

Baltic, 30 miles in length, and irregular

in breadth. It is ſubjećt to Pruſſia, and

has a town of the ſame name, ſituated on

the SW. coaſt.

UseRche, a town in the dept. of Cor

reze, 16 miles NNW. of Tulle, and 217

S. of Paris. - -

Ushant, an iſland of France, on the

coaſt of Finiſterre, about 12 miles from

the continent. It is 1o miles in circum

ference, and contains ſeveral hamlets, a

caſtle, a ſmall port, and about 7oo inla

bitants.

* Usk, a town of Monmouthſhire, ſeat

ed on the river Uſk. It is a large place,

with well-built ſtone houſes, 141 miles

W. of London. Market on Monday.

Usk, a river of S. Wales, which riſes

on the W. ſide of Brecknockſhire, and wa

tering the towns of Brecon, Crickhowel,

Abergavenuy,
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Abergavenny, Uſk, and Caerleon, enters

the Briſtol Channel below Newport.

Uſk, in Kildare, Leinſter.

Uſkelt, Yorkſ. near the river Wharfe,

NE. of Sherborn. Uſlett, Yorkſ. by the

Ouſe, NW, of Burton-upon-Trent.

USNeach, a mountain in Weſt Meath,

Leinſter, on which fires were kindled by

the Druids, in honour of Beal, or the Sun.

It was the grand Bealtinne of the northern

parts of Leinſter, where the ſtates aſſem

bled, and held judgment on criminals, when

ſuch as were accounted worthy of death,

were burnt between two fires of Beal.

This ſeems to have given riſe to the ac

count of the Druids offering up human

vićtims as ſacrifices, Children, alſo, and

cattle, were made to paſs between theſe

fires by way of purification.

Ussel, a town in the dept. of Correze,

30 miles NE. of Tulle.

U/elby, Linc. NW. of Market-Raiſin.

Uſhaw, W. of Durham.

USTIANo, a town in the Mantuan.

Uſings, Bucks, between Winſlow and

Ayleſbury.

Ustiug, a town of Vologda.

Uſion, Berks, on the Kennet, between

Silham and Aldermaſton. Uſway, a ri

wer in Northumberland, which runs into

the Cocket, below Whitfide. Uſworth,

Durham, W. of Hilton-Caſtle. Utkinton,

Cheſhire, a mile from Torperley.

UTREcht, a large and celebrated city

of the United Provinces, capital of a pro.

Yince of the ſame name. It is of a ſquare

form, and about 3 miles in circumference,

without it's four ſuburbs, which are con

ſiderable. The ſteeple of the cathedral is

very lofty, and the handſomeſt in the

United Provinces. There is a great num

ber of churches and hoſpitals. The ſtu

dents of the univerſity, which is very fa

mous, wear their ordinary dreſs, and board

in private houſes in the town, as there are

ſcarcely any endowed colleges in Holland.

All the avenues to this city are handſome,

and the environs are full of gardens, walks,

and groves, which, added to the purity of

the air, render Utrecht one of the moſt

agreeable places for reſidence in theſe

j. and accordingly a great many opu

ent families reſort hither. In July, 1672,

the French made themſelves maſters of it,

when Louis XIV. entered the city in ſtate,

accompanied by the Duke of Orleans and

the Duke of Monmouth; but on the 13th

of November, the Duke of Luxemburg,

who had been appointed governor, aban

doned the city and the whole province,

after having compelled them to pay450,000

livres. This town is famous for the treaty

of union, ſigned in 1579, between the Se.

ven Provinces, which laid the foundation

of the republic; as likewiſe for the treaty

of peace concluded here, in 1713, between

the allies and France. It is ſeated on the

ancient channel of the Rhine, 18 miles

SSE. of Amſterdam, and 27 NE. of Rot

terdam. Lat. 52. 7. N. lon. 5.8. E.

UTRecht, one of the Dutch United

Provinces, ſurrounded on all fides by

Holland and Guelderland, excepting one

ſmall ſtrip of land to the northward, and

bordering on the Zuyder Zee. The air is

very łºń, here; nor are there any in

undations to fear, as in other provinces;

the ſoil is moſtly rich meadow, though,

in many parts, full of turf grounds, and

the country is pleaſant. The length of

it is not above 30 miles, and the breadth

is no more than 20, although it contains

7o towns and villages. The number of

Calviniſt miniſters is 79, who hold a ſy

nod once a year at Utrecht. The Roman

Catholics have above 3o churches. There

are but few Lutherans, Remonſtrants, and

Anabaptiſts.

Utterly, Lincolnſ, 3 miles from Louth.

* Uttoxeter, a large town of Staf

fordſhire, with a bridge over the river

Dove, that leads into Derbyſhire. Here

is a great number of iron-forges, and it's

market is the greateſt in this part of Eng

land, for corn, cattle, hogs, ſheep, but

ter, and cheeſe. By the late inland navi

gations, it communicates with all the

midland counties. It is ſeated among ex

cellent paſtures for breeding and fattening

cattle, 13 miles NE. of Stafford, and 136

NW. of London. Market on Wedneſday.

Fairs on May 6th, and July 31ſt.

UtzNAch, a town of Zurich, which

belongs, however, to the cantons of Gla

rus and Schweitz, who appoint a bailiff

alternately.

Vurnºwey, a river of Montgomeryſhire,

which runs into the Severn near Melverly.

*Uxbridge, a town of Middleſex,

which, though it is a hamlet to Great

Hillingdon, is governed independently by

two bailiffs, two conſtables, and four head

boroughs. The Colm runs through it, in

two ſtreams, and over the main ſtream is

a ſtone bridge, that leads into Bucking

hamſhire. Near it is a navigable canal,

which communicates with the Thames at

Brentford. A treaty was carried on here

between Charles I. and the parliament, in

1645; but it was broken off. The houſe

in which the plenipotentiaries met, at the

lower end of the town, is ſtill called the

Treaty-Houſe. Near this town are the re

mains of a camp, ſuppoſed to be Britiſh.

3 A Uxbridge
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Uxbridge is 15 miles W. by N. of Lon

don. Market on Thurſday.

Uxendan, Middleſex, E. of Harrow-on

the-Hill. Uxmore, Oxfordſ. NW. of Hen

ley-upon-Thames.

UzedA, a town of New Caſtile, 3o

miles N. of Madrid.

Uzel, a town in the dept. of the North

Coaſt, with a confiderable trade. It is 17

miles S. of St. Brieux.

Uzes, a town in the dept. of Gard,

ſeated in a country abounding in corn,

oil, ſilk, cattle, and good wine, 12 miles

N. of Niſmes,

W A D

AADBRIDGE, or WADE

BRIDGE. See WAREBRIDGE.

WAAG, or VAG, a river of Hungary,

which riſes in the Carpathian mountains,

paſſes by Leopoldſtadt, and falls into the

Danube, oppoſite the Iſland of Schut.

WAAL, or WAhal, a river of the

United Provinces, one of the outlets of

the Rhine, which branches off from that

river at Schencken Schans. It runs from

E. to W. through Guelderland, paſſes by

Nineguen, Tiel, Bommel, and Gorcum;

and joining the Maeſe, paſſes by Dort, and

falls into the German Ocean below Briel.

After both rivers have formed one ſtream,

(near Gorcum) it is ſometimes called

Merwe, and ſometimes Meuſe.

Wablington, or Warblington, Hampſhire,

E. of Havant. Wabridge, and it's Foreſt,

Huntingd. NE. of Spaldwick. Iſaburn,

and it's Hall, Yorkſhire, NW. of Conſta

ble-Burton. Wachinny, and Park, Iſle of

wight, in w. Medina.

WAchte NDoNck, in Guelderland, on

the river Niers, 7 miles NE. of Venlo.

Wackerfield, Durham, NE. of Staindrop.

Wackton, Herefordſ. NW. of Bromyard.

hadborough, Worceſterſ. 3 miles NW. of

Perſhore.

WADDAhs, a ſavage people of Aſia, in

the Iſland of Ceylon.

Waddenhoe, Northamptonſ, on the Nen,

SW. of Oundle. Waddeſdon, Bucks,

near Winchington. Waddeſley, Yorkſ.

N.W. of Sheffield. Waddiker-Hall, Lan

caſ. N. of Garſtang. Waddingham, St.

Mary's and St. Peter's, Lincolnſ, near

Kirton-in-Lindſey. Waddington, 3 miles

S. of Lincoln. Waddington, Yorkſ. on the

Ribble, near Bowland-Foreſt. Waddon,

Dorſetſ, in Bradpole pariſh, a little to

the S. of Outhfrancis. Waddon, E. and

IV. Dorſetſhire, near Abbotſbury. Wade,

Hants, by Havant.

WADEBRIDGE. See WAREBRIDGE.

Wadefoſi, Cornwall, NE. of North Pe

therin. Wadehurſt, Suſſex, S.W. of Lam

berhurſt-Common. Wadels, a river in

Herefordſ. Hadelton, Shropſ, on the Ony,

W A K

NW, of Ludlow. Wadenhall, Kent, near

Stelling and Petham. Wade's-Mill, Herts,

on the Rib, 2 miles N. of Ware. Wad

ley, Berks, near Farringdon. Haden,

Surry, in Croydon pariſh. Wadſhelf, Der

byſ.W. of Cheſterfield.

WADstenA, a town of E. Gothland,

on the Lake Wetter, 2 o miles SS. of

Linkioping. -

jºu, Yorkſ. NW. of Halifax.

Wadworth, Yorkſhire, SW. of Don

caſter.

WAEs, a territory in Flanders, extend

ing from Ghent to Yſendick, along the

river Scheldt. There are fine meadows,

and good paſtures, with plenty of corn and

flax, beſide horſes that are in high eſteem.

St. Nicholas and Rupelmond are the Prin

cipal places.

Wagen, Yorkſhire, N. of Hull.

WAGENINGEN, a town of Guelder

land, on the Lech, 7 miles W. of Arnheim.

WAGR1A, a territory in the NE. part

of Holſtein, between the Baltic and the

Trave. It is about zo miles in length

and 15 in breadth.

WAIGAtz, ſtraits between Nova Zem

bla and the continent of Ruſſia.

Waight Court, Iſle of Wight, in Weſt

Medina.

WAINFLEET, a town of Lincolnſhire,

ſeated on a creek near the ſea, with ſeve

ral trading veſſels belonging to it, and an
excellent freeſchool. It is 14 miles NNE.

of Boſton, and 130 N. of London. Mar.

ket on Saturday.

Waitby, Weſtmorl. near Kirby-Steven.

Wait with, Yorkſhire, near Richmond.

Makebridge-Hall, Derbyſ. NE. of Wirkſ

worth.

*Wakefield, a large, well-built

town, in the W. Riding of Yorkſhire,

ſeated on the river Calder, which has been

made navigable hither from Caſtleforth,

and from hence to Eland and Halifax. The

Principal trade is in white cloths and tam

mies. It conſiſts chiefly of three ſpacious

ſtreets, and is 28 miles S.W. of York,

and 184 NNW, of London, Markets on

Thurſday
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:

Thurſday and Friday; the latter for wool
len cloth.

Wakehurſt, and it's Park, Suſſex, E. of

Worth-Foreſt. Wakering, Magna and

Parva, Eſſex, near Shobury. Wakerton,

or h’akely, Herts, SW. of Buntingford,

and half a mile S. of Berkſden. Waker

ley, Northamp. by the river Welland, N.

of Rockingham-Foreſt. Jºake's, or El

ton's Tower, Somerſetſ. in Briſtol Channel,

near Clevedon. Waketon, Great and Lit

tle, Norfolk, near Long Stratton, between

Schole and Norwich. Wakthwaite, Cum

berland, N. of Keſwick.

WALAchia, a province of Turkey in

Europe, bounded on the N. by Moldavia

and Tranſylvania; on the E. by Beſſara

bia and the river Danube; on the S. by

Bulgaria; and on the W. by Tranſyl

vania, the bannat of Temeſwar, and the

Danube. It is 280 miles in length, and

a 5o in it's greateſt breadth. It abounds

in excellent horſes and cattle, and there are

mines of ſeveral kinds. The ſoil is very

fertile; and there are good paſtures, with

wine, oil, and all manner of European

fruits. The inhabitants, who are chiefly

of the Greek church, are wretchedly ig

norant; and the higheſt attainments of the

eccleſiaſtics ſeldom go beyond reading and

finging well, and knowing the ceremonies

of the church. Walachia is governed by

a prince, often elected by the people, and

ſtiled waywode, deſpot, or hoſpodar. He

is a vaſſal of the Ottoman Porte; his year

ly tribute generally amounting to about

60,000 ducats.

Walberton, Suſſex, S.W. of Arundel.

JWalberry, Eſſex, near Hallingbury. Wal

Abottle, Northumb. in Thraſterton manor.

Walbridge, Somerſetſ. over the Frome,

leads into Wilts.

WALcheREN, an iſland of the United

Provinces, the principal of Zealand. It

is ſeparated from the iſlands of N. and S.

Beveland, by the E. Scheldt, and from

Dutch Flanders by the W. Scheldt; being

ſurrounded on the other ſides by the Ger

man Ocean. It is about 13 miles in

length and 8 in breadth, and, lying very

low, is ſubjećt to inundations, but is pret

ty fruitful, and has good arable and paſ

ture lands. The capital of this iſland, and

of the whole province, is Middleburg.

Malcot, a village in Lincolnſhire, on

the borders of the fems, within one mile of

Folkingham. It has a chalybeate ſpring,

formerly much frequented. Walcot, Wor

ceſ. 2 miles NE. of Perſhore. Walcote,

Leiceſterſ. E. of Lutterworth. Walcote,

Lincolnſ. SW. of Tatterſhal. Walcote,

Lincolnſ, near the Trent, N, of Burton,

Walcote, Norfolk, near Happiſburgh. Hºal.

cote, Norfolk, near Diſs and Burſton.

h'alcote, Oxfordſ, near Charlbury. Wal

cote, Shropſ. near Chirbury. Walcote,

Shropſhire, SE. of Biſhop's-Caſtle. Wal

cote, Shropſ. W. of Wellington. Wal

cote, Somerſetſ. at the entrance of Bath

from Wilts. Walcote, Warwickſhire, in

Haſelar. Walcote, Warwickſ, a hamlet

of Granborough.

WALcouRT, a town of Namur, ſeated

on the river Heure, between the Maeſe

and Sambre. In 1689, Mareſchal d'Hu

mieres, deſirous of celebrating the feaſt of

St. Louis by a vićtory, attacked the allies,

under Prince Waldeck and the Earl of

Marlborough, near this place; but after a

fight of about two hours, was obliged to

retire with great loſs. It is 9 miles S. of

Charleroy.

WALDBURG, a caſtle and county of

Suabia.

WAldeck, a town in the circle of

Upper Rhine, capital of a county of the

ſame name. It is 18 miles WSW. of

Caſſel.

WALDEck, a county in the circle of

Upper Rhine, S. of the biſhopric of Pa

derborn, about 24 miles in length and zo

in breadth. The country abounds in cat

tle and grain, though it is ſomewhat

mountainous and woody; and there are

mines of iron, copper, quickſilver, and

alum. It contains 13 towns and a mar

ket village, and is ſuppoſed to bring in

above 1oo,ooo rix dollars to the prince.

*WAlde N, SAFFRoN, a town in Eſ

ſex, ſeated among fields of ſaffron, which

is here cultivated, though not ſo much of

late as formerly. Dr. Stukely, deſcribing

this town, ſays, it is the moſt beautiful

ſituation he ever met with. It is 27 miles

NW. by N. of Chelmsford, and 42 N. by

E. of London. Market on Saturday.

Walden, Yorkſ. W. of North Cave.

Walden, King's and St. Paul's, Herts,

near Hitchin.

WALDENBURG, the name of ſeveral

towns in Germany.

Waldern, Suſſex, W. of Warbleton.

Walderſhare, Kent, 4 miles and a half S.

of Sandwich. Walderſwick, Suffolk, nea:

Southwold. Walderton, Suſſex, near the

Merdens. JWaldingfield, Magna an:

Parva, Suffolk, between Sudbury and Bil.

leſton. Waldinzwells, Yorkſhire, SE. o.

Rotheram. Waldſh, Dorſetſ, near Brid

port. Walditch, Dorſetſ. a mile N. of

Baunton.

WALDKIRch, a town in Auſtrian

Suabia, in the Briſgau.

h'aldridge, Durham, SW, of Lumley

3 A 2. Caſtle,
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Caſtle. Waldridge, Bucks, in Dynton

pariſh. Waldringfield, Suffolk, on the

Deben, S. of Woodbridge.

WAldschUT, a town of Suabia, one

of the four Foreſt Towns, and ſubject to

Auſtria.

WALDs.TAETTER SEE, or LAKE of

The Four CANtoNs, one of the fineſt

lakes in Swiſſerland, with reſpect both to

it's extent, being zo miles in length, as

to the ſublimity and variety of the ſcenery

it exhibits. It conſiſts of three principal

branches, called the Lakes of Lucern,

Schweitz, and Uri. The upper branch,

or Lake of Lucern, is in the form of a

croſs, and is bounded towards the town

by cultivated hills ſloping gradually from

the water, contraſted on the oppoſite ſide

by a maſs of barren and craggy rocks.

Mount Pilate, one of the higheſt moun

tains in Swiſſerland, riſes boldly from this

lake. Towards the E. of this branch,

the lake contraćts into a narrow creek,

ſcarcely a mile acroſs. Soon after, it again

widens, and we enter the ſecond branch,

or Lake of Schweitz; with the canton of

Underwalden on one ſide, and that of

Schweitz on the other. Here the moun

tains are more lofty, and infinitely varied;

fome covered to the very ſummits with the

moſt lively verdure, others perpendicular

and craggy; here forming amphitheatres

of wood; there jutting into the water in

bold promontories. Near Brumen is the

third branch, or Lake of Uri, which takes

a SE. dire&tion; the ſcenery the moſt ſub

lime imaginable. It is a deep and nar

row lake, about 9 miles long, bordered

on both fides by rocks uncommonly wild

and romantic, and, for the moſt part, per

pendicular, with foreſts of beech and pine

growing down their ſides to the very edge

of the water.

Wales, a principality in the W. of

the Iſland of Great Britain, comprehend

ing 12 counties; namely, Angleſey, Car

narvonſhire, Denbighſhire, Flintſhire, Me

rionethſhire, and Montgomeryſhire, in

North Wales; Brecknockſhire, Cardigan

£hire, Carmarthenſhire, Glamorganſhire,

Pembrokeſhire, and Radnorſhire, in South

Wales. This country is, for the moſt

part, mountainous, but it's produce ſuffi

cient for the maintenance of the inha

oitants. It is the country to which the

Ancient Britons fled, when this iſland was

invaded by the vićtorious Saxons. They

are now called Welſh, and continue to

preſerve their ancient language. The weſt

ern part is bounded by St. George's

Channel and the Iriſh Sea; the ſouthern

by the Briſtol Channel; the northern by

the Iriſh Sea; and the eaſtern by the coun

ties of Cheſter, Salop, Hereford, and

Monmouth. It contains 751 pariſhes,

and 58 market-towns. The air is clear

and ſharp, the cattle ſmall, and proviſions,

in general, good and cheap. Wales is par

ticularly remarkable for goats, which na

turally delight in hilly countries; for fuel,

they uſe wood, coal, and turfs. It is wa

tered by many rivers, the principal of

which are noted in the different counties.

Wales was long governed by independent

kings, till their laſt prince, Llewellvin,

being vanquiſhed and ſlain, in 1283, Ed

ward I. reduced the whole country under

the Engliſh dominion. He alſo inveſted

the principality in his ſecond ſon, Edward,

who afterwards becoming heir of the Eng

liſh monarchy, the eldeſt ſon of the kings

of England have ever fince been created

Prince of Wales. In the reign of Henry

VIII. the government and juriſprudence

of Wales were modelled according to the

Engliſh form, and the inhabitants admit

ted to the enjoyment of all the Engliſh

rights and liberties, particularly that of

ſending members to parliament, a knight

for every ſhire, and a burgeſs for every

ſhire-town, except Merioneth.

WAles, New North, a country of

N. America, W. of Hudſon's Bay.

WALEs, NEw SouTH, a coun of

N. America, extending 150 leagues along

the SW. coaſt of Hudſon's-Bay, and ſub

jećt to Great Britain. See HUDsox's-

BAY, and LABRADor.

WAlFs, New South, the eaſtern

coaſt of New Holland, extending from

lat. 43.49. to 1 o. 37. S. being the NE.

and SE. extremities of that vaſt iſland.

This coaſt was firſt explored by Captain

Cook, in 1770; and a deſign was formed,

in conſequence of his recommendation, to

ſettle a colony of convićts at Botany-Bay,

in lat. 34. o. S. Captain Arthur Phillip

being appointed governor of the intended

ſettlement, as well as commodore on the

voyage, ſailed from Portſmouth, 1787, on

board the Sirius frigate, accompanied by

the Supply tender, three ſtoreſhips, and fix

tranſports, which had on board a detach

ment of marines, and 778 convićts, of

which 220 were women. He arrived at

Botany-Bay on the 18th of January, 1788;

but finding this bay very ineligible, in

many reſpects, for a colony, on farther

exploring the coaſt, he fixed upon Port

Jackſon, about three leagues and a half N.

of Cape Banks; and here the ſettlement

was begun, to which he gave the name of

Sydney Cove. With reſpe&t to the coun

try, a vaſt chain of lofty mountains runs

- nearly
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nearly in a N. and S. direétion, farther

than the eye can reach, about 60 miles in

land. The general face of the country is

pleaſing, diverſified with gentle riſings and
ſmall winding valleys, covered, for the moſt

part, with large ſpreading trees, affording

a ſucceſſion of leaves in all ſeaſons. A

variety of flowering ſhrubs, almoſt entirely

new to an European, and of exquiſite fra

grance, abound in thoſe places which are

free from trees; and, among theſe, a tall

ſhrub, bearing an elegant flower, which

{mells like Engliſh may, is peculiarly de

lightful, and perfumes the air to a great

diſtance. The trees, according to Captain

Tench and others, are of ſo bad a grain,

that they can ſcarcely be uſed for any pur

Poſe. This, however, has been aſcribed,

in Governor Phillip's voyage, to their be

ing uſed in an unſeaſoned ſtate. They yield

Yaſt quantities of red gum, which was

found a cure for the dyſentery. It is of an

acrid quality, and therefore requires to be

given along with opiates. The tree which

yields it is of a very confiderable ſize, and

grows to a great height before it puts out

any branches. The gum itſelf is uſually

£ompared to ſanguis draconis, but differs

from it in being ſoluble in water, which

the ſanguis draconis is not. It may be

extracted from the wood by tapping, or

taken out of the veins when dry. here

is likewiſe a yellow gum, which has the

ſame medicinal qualities, but in an inferior

Jegree. It is properly a refin, being entire

ly inſoluble in water. It greatly reſem

bles gamboge, but has not the property of

ſtaining, and is produced by a low, ſmall

plant, with long graſſy leaves. The ſtem

is ſtrong and light, and is uſed by the na

tives for making their ſpears. The reſin

is generally dug up from the ſoil under the

tree, not collećted from it, and may per

haps be the ſame which Taſman calls gum

ac of the ground. . It has been tried by

Dr. Blane, phyſician to St. Thomas's

Hoſpital, in London, who found it very

efficacious in the cure of old fluxes. Many

of the plants of this country have been

imported into Britain, and are now flou

riſhing in perfection, not only in the royal

botanical garden at Kew, but in many

private colle&tions. Of the few eſculent

plants, are a kind of bean reſembling the

coccos of the W. Indies, a ſort of parſley

and purſlain; two ſorts of yam, the cab

bage-tree, and a palm-tree, whoſe nuts

are very good food for hogs; with a ſpe

cies of cherry-tree, a wild fig, and another

tree, whoſe fruit is not unlike a pine-apple

in appearance. With reſpešt to the cli

mate of this country, it appears not to be

diſagreeable: the heat has never been ex

ceſſive in ſummer, nor is the cold intolera

ble in winter. Storms of thunder and

lightning are frequent; but theſe are com

mon to all warm countries. The quadru

peds hitherto diſcovered are principally of .

the opoſium kind, of which the moſt re

markable is the kanguroo. There is alſo

a ſpecies of dogs, very different from thoſe

known in Europe. They are extremely

fierce, and cannot be brought to the ſame

degree of familiarity with thoſe we are ac

quainted with. Some of them have been

brought to England, but ſtill retain their

native ferocity. , Theſe dogs, which are

the only domeſtic animal they have, re

ſemble the fox-dog of England. In their

language, theſe animals are called dinge;

but all other quadrupeds, without excep

tion, they name kanguroo. There are

many beautiful birds, of various kinds;

among which, the principal are a black

ſwan, it’s wings edged with white, it's

bill tinged with red; and the oſtrich, or

caſſowary, which frequently reaches the

height of ſeven feet, or more. Beſides

theſe, there are various kinds of ſea and

water fowl, ſoland geeſe, pelicans of an

enormous ſize, gulls, ſhaggs, &c. with

pigeons, quails, herons, cranes, hawks,

eagles, bats, and many other land birds.

Several kinds of ſerpents, both harmleſs

and noxious, large ſpiders, centipedes,

ſcolopendras, and lizards, have likewiſe

been met with; together with a few in

ſe&ts, the principal of which are the moſ.

quito and three or four ſpecies of ants,

ſome as green as a leaf, which build their

neſts upon trees in a very ſingular manner.

They bend down ſeveral of the leaves,

each of which is as broad as a man's hand,

and glue the points of them together, ſo

as to form a purſe; the viſcus, uſed for

this purpoſe, is an animal juice, which na

ture has enabled them to elaborate. Their

ſting is ſcarcely leſs painful than that of a

bee. There are likewiſe many fiſhes,

which are not known in Europe; and on
the ſhoals and reefs are incredible numbers

of the fineſt green turtles, gigantic cockles,

lobſters, oyſters, and crabs of various

kinds. Some very large ſharks have

been ſeen in Port Jackſon, and two

ſmaller ſpecies, one named the Port Jack

ſon ſhark, the other Watts's ſhark. The

latter, notwithſtanding it's diminutive

ſize (the mouth ſcarcely exceeding an

inch in breadth) is exceſſively voracious.

One of them having been taken in, and

flung down upon the deck, lay there quiet

for two hours; after which, Mr. Watts's

dog happening to paſs by, the fiſh ſprung

> * * > upon
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upon it with all the ferocity imaginable,

and ſeized it by the leg in ſuch a manner,

that the animal could not diſengage itſelf

without aſſiſtance. The inhabitants of

New S. Wales go entirely naked; and

, though pleaſed at firſt with ſome ornaments

that were given them, they ſoon threw

them away as uſeleſs. It does not appear,

however, that they are inſenſible of the be

nefits of clothing, or of ſome of the con

veniences of which their new neighbours

are in poſſeſſion. Some of them, whom

the coloniſts partly clothed, ſeemed to be

pleaſed with the comfortable warmth they

derived from it; and they all expreſs a

great deſire for the iron tools which they

ice their neighbours make uſe of. Their

colour is rather a deep chocolate than a

full black; but the filth with which their

ikins are uniformly covered, prevents it's

true colour from appearing. At ſome of

their interviews with the coloniſts, ſeveral

droll inſtances happened of their miſtaking

the negroes amongſt the coloniſts for their

own countrymen. Notwithſtanding their

diſregard for European finery, they are

fond of adorning, or rather deforming

their bodies with ſcars, which have an

uncommon, or rather hideous appearance.

Sometimes the fleſh is raiſed ſeveral inches

from the ſkin, and appears as if filled with

wind; and all theſe ſeem to be reckoned

marks of honour among them. Some of

them perforate the cartilage of the noſe,

and thruſt through it a bone as thick as a

man's finger, and five or ſix inches long.

This hideous kind of ornament, humor

ouſly called by the ſailors their ſprit-ſail

Jard, ſo effectually ſtops up both noſtrils,

that they are forced to keep their mouths

wide open for breath, and ſnuffle ſo when

they ſpeak, that they are ſcarcely intelli

gible even to one another. Their hair is

generally ſo much clotted with the red

gum already mentioned, that they reſemble

a mop. They paint themſelves with va

rious colours, and ornament themſelves

with beads and ſhells, but make no uſe of

the beautiful feathers procured from the

birds of the country. Moſt of the men

want one of the foreteeth in the upper

jaw, which alſo appears to be a badge of

honour among them. It is very common

among the women to cut off two joints of

the little finger; which, confidering the

clumſineſs of the amputating inſtruments

they poſſeſs, muſt be a very painful opera

tion. . The New Hollanders appear ex

tremely deficient in the uſeful arts. Of

the cultivation of the ground they have

no notion, nor can they be prevailed upon

to cat bread or dreſſed meat. Hence they

depend entirely for ſubſiſtence on the fruits

and roots they can gather, and the fiſh

they catch. They frequently ſet fire to

the graſs, in order to drive out the opoſ

ſums, and other animals, from their re

treats; and they have been obſerved to ſet

decoys for quails. They ſometimes con

trive to kill the kanguroo, and even birds

of various kinds. As all theſe reſources

however, muſt be at beſt precarious, it is

no wonder that they are frequently diſ

treſſed for proviſions. Thus, in ſummer,

they would eat neither the ſhark nor the

ſting-ray; but, in winter any thing was

acceptable. A young whale being driven

on ſhore, was quickly cut in pieces and

carried off. They broiled it only long

enough to ſcorch the outſide ; and in this

raw ſtate they eat all their fiſh. They

broil alſo the fern root, and another, the

ſpecies of which is unknown. They bake

their proviſions, moreover, by the help of

hot ſtones, like the inhabitants of the

iſlands in the Southern Ocean. Their

chief ſubſiſtence, however, is fiſh ; and

when theſe happened to be ſcarce, they

were wont to watch the firſt opportunity

when the coloniſts hauled the ſeine, and

often ſeized the whole, though a part had

formerly been offered or given them.

They ſometimes ſtrike the fiſh from the

canoes with their ſpears, ſometimes catch

then with hooks, and alſo make uſe of

nets, which are generally made of the

fibres of the flax plants, with very little

preparation, and are ſtrong and heavy;

the lines of which they are compoſed be

ing twiſted like whipcord. Some of them,

however, appear to be made of the fur of

an animal, and others of cotton. The

meſhes of their nets are made of very large

loops artificially inferred into each other,

but without any knots. Their hooks are

made of the infide of a ſhell very much re

ſembling mother-of-pearl. Their canoes

are nothing more than large pieces of

bark tied up at both ends with vines; and

confidering the ſlight texture of theſe veſ.

ſels, we cannot but admire the dexterity

with which they are managed, and the

boldneſs with which they venture out to

ſea in them. They generally carry fire

along with them in theſe canoes, to dreſs

their fiſh when caught. When fiſhing

with the hook, if the fiſh appears too

ſtrong to be drawn aſhore by the line, the

canoe is paddled to the ſhore; and while

one man gently draws the fiſh along, an

other ſtands ready to ſtrike it with a ſpear,

in which he generally ſucceeds. There is

no good reaſon for ſuppoſing them to be

cannibals; and they never eat animal ſub

ſtancts,
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itances but raw, or next to it. Some of

their vegetables are poiſonous when raw,

but deprived of this property when boiled.

A convićt unhappily experienced this by

eating them in an unprepared ſtate; in

conſequence of which he died in 24 hours.

If bread be given to them, they chew and

ſpit it out again, ſeldom chufing to ſwal

dow it. They like ſalt beef and pork ra

ther better; but they could never be

brought to taſte ſpirits a ſecond time.

Their huts are formed in a very rude and

barbarous manner. They conſiſt only of

£ieces of bank laid out together in the

form of an oven, open at one end, and

very low, though long enough for a man

to lie at full length. They alſo take ſhel

ter in the caverns with which the rocks

abound, and in the trunks of large trees,

which they excavate by means of fire.

The cuſtom of going naked does not inure

them ſo to the climate as to make them

inſenfible of the injuries of the weather.

The coloniſts had repeated opportunities

of obſerving this, by ſeeing them ſhivering

with cold in the winter time, or huddling

together in heaps in their huts, or in ca

verns, till a fire could be kindled to warm

them. It ſeems probable, however, that

ſome knowledge of the arts will ſoon be

introduced among them, as ſome have been

feen attentively conſidering the utenſils

and conveniences of the Europeans, with

a view, ſeemingly of making ſimilar im

provements of their own. It has alſo

been obſerved, that in ſome things they

poſſeſs a very great power of initation.

They can imitate the ſongs and language

of the Europeans almoſt inſtantaneouſly,

much better than the latter can imitate

theirs by long pračtices. Their talent

for imitation is diſcernible alſo in their

ſculptures, repreſenting men and other

animals, every where met with on the

rocks; which, though rude, are very ſur

priſing for people who have not the know

ledge even of conſtructing habitations in

the leaſt degree comfortable for themſelves,

or even clothes to preſerve them from the

cold. In their perſons, they are ačtive,

vigorous, and ſtout, though generally

lean. They have a quick and piercing

fight, and their ſenſe of ſmelling is very

acute. One of them having touched a

piece of pork, held out his finger for his

companion to ſmell, with ſtrong marks of

diſguſt. The only kind of food they ea

gerly accept of is fiſh. Few of the wo

men, comparatively ſpeaking, have been

ſeen; and ſuch of the females as have

been ſeen, have ſoft and pleaſing voices;

and ſtem to be very chaſte; and notwith

ſtanding their barbariſm, ſeem not to be.

The men.entirely deſtitute of modeſty.

gº; diſplay great perſonal courage on

the appearance of any danger. No en

counters between parties of the natives

themſelves have been obſerved, though,

from ſome circumſtances, it appears that

wars are carried on among them. They

have more than once been ſeen aſſembled,

as if bent on ſome expedition. An officer,

one day, met 14 of them marching along

in a regular Indian file through the woods.

each man having a ſpear in one hand, and

a ſtone in the other. A chief appeared at

their head, who was diſtinguiſhed from

the reſt by being painted. They paſſed

on peaceably, though greatly ſuperior in

numbers to the Engliſh. On another oc

caſion, they offered no hoſtilities, when aſ

ſembled to the number of zoo or 3oo, and

meeting the governor attended only by a

ſmall party." With all their courage,

however, they are much afraid of a muſ

ket, and almoſt equally ſo of a red coat,

which they know to be the martial dreſs

of the Europeans. The miſchief which

they have hitherto done has been exerciſed

only on ſome of the ſtraggling convicts,

moſt of whom, probably, have been the

agreſſors. Though they allow their

beards to grow to a confiderable length,

it does not appear that they confider them

as any ornament, but rather the contrary.

Some young gentlemen belonging to the

Sirius, one day met an old man in the

woods with a beard of confiderable length,

which they let him know they could rid

him of, ſtroaking their chins, and thus

intinating the ſmoothneſs of them. At

length he conſented; and one of them tak

ing a penknife from his pocket, and mak

ing the beſt ſubſtitute for lather he could,

performed the operation with ſuch ſucceſs,

that he ſeemed highly delighted. In a few

days he paddled along fide of the Sirius,

pointing to his beard; but he could not by

any means be prevailed upon to enter the

ſhip. On this a barber went down to

him, who again freed him from his beard,

at which he expreſſed the utmoſt ſatisfac

tion. They ceitainly burn their dead;

which, perhaps, has given riſe to the ſtory

of their being cannibals. Governor Phil.

lip obſerving the ground to be raiſed in

ſeveral places, cauſed one of theſe tumuli

to be opened, in which were found a jaw

bone half conſumed, and ſome aſhes. From

the manner in which the aſhes are depoſit

ed, it appears that the body has been laid

at length, raiſed from the ground a little

ſpace, and conſumed in that poſture, being

afterward lightly covered with mould.

3. A 4 They
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They are ſo honeſt among themſelves,

that they leave their ſpears, and other im

plements on the open beach, in perfect

ſecurity of their remaining untouched.

They are very expert at throwing their

javelins, and will hit a mark with great

certainty at a conſiderable diſtance. To

produce fire, they take two pieces of dry,

ſoft wood; one a ſtick about nine inches

long, the other flat. The ſtick they ſhape

into an obtuſe point at one end; and

preſſing it upon the other, turn it out

nimbly, by holding it between both their

hands, as we do a chocolate-mill; often

thifting their hands up, and then mov

ing them down upon it, to increaſe the

preſſure as much as poſſible. By this

method, they get fire in leſs than two

minutes, and from the ſnalleſt ſpark they

increaſe it with great ſpeed and dexterity.

Theſe people are more numerous than was

at firſt imagined; though ſtill the number
of inhabitants muſt be accounted few in

compariſon to the extent of the country;

and there is great reaſon to believe that

the interior parts are uninhabited ; as

from their great uſe of fiſh, it ſeems neceſ

ſary for them to live principally on the

coaſts. The juriſdićtion of the governor

of New South Wales, extends from 43.49.

to 1 o. 37. S. lat. From the ſea-coaſt it

extends weſtward as far as lon. 135. E.

and thence proceeding in an eaſterly direc

tion, includes all the iſlands in the Pacific

Ocean, within the above-mentioned lati

tudes. See BotANY BAY, HollAND

NEw, Pokr Jackson, and SydNey

Cove.

Waleſty, Lincolnſ. near Market Raiſin.

Waleſly, Nott. SW. of Tuxford. Hale

ton, Cumberi. near Lanercoſt. Walfield,

Cheſhire, near Congleton. Walfleet, or

Woolfleet, a bank in Eſſex, noted for oy

ſters. It is ſituated at the mouth of the

river Crouch towards Foulneſs Iſle. Wal

ford Glouceſ. W. of Preſton-upon-Stour.

Walford, Herefordſ. S. of Roſs. Walford,

Heref. N. of Brompton Byan. Walford,

Shropſ. W. of Albrighton. Walgrave,

Northamp.between Northampton and Ket

tering. Walgrave, Berks, in the pariſh

of Bray. Walgrave, Yorkſ. near Scar

borough. Walham, or Wadham Green,

Middleſex, between Little Chelſea and Ful.

ham. Walham, Nottinghamſhire, SE. of

Blith. Walham Mead, near Glouceſter.

Walhampton, Hants, near Lymington.

WALKENRIED, a town of Klettenburg,

Upper Saxony.

Walker, Northumb. on the Tyne, NE.

of Newcaſtle. Walkeringham, Nott. SE.

of Miſterton. Walkern, Hertfordſ. E. of

Stevenage. Welkham, or Waycomb, So

merſetſ, near Wells. Walkhampton, De

vonſhire, SE. of Taviſtock. Walkhamfied,

Surry, near Godſtone. Walkingham,

Yorkſ. SW. of Boroughbridge. Walk

ington, Yorkſhire, near Beverley. Wall,

Northumb. N. of Hexham. Wall, Staff.

S. of Lichfield. Wall, and Marſh, Kent,

near Romney. Wall Grange, Staff. on

the Churnet, between Cheadle and Leek.

Walland, Glouceſterſhire, near Briſtol.

Wallborough, Hants, near W. Woodhay.

WALLENBURG, a town of Baſle, Swif

ſerland, 15 miles NNE. of Soleure.

Wallendon, Devonſhire, near Meth.

WALLENstADT, a town of Swiſſer

land, incorporated into the bailiwick of

Sargans, but enjoying many diſtinét privi

leges. It derives it's importance from

the paſſage of the merchandiſe tranſported

from Germany, through the Griſons, to

Italy. It is ſeated at the E. end of a lake

of the ſame name, 1.5 miles NW. of Coira.

WALLENstADT, a lake of Swifferland,

about 9 miles in length, and two inbreadth.

It is bounded by high mountains, except

to the E. and W. the ſcenery of which

is uncommonly wild and pićtureſque. On

the ſide of the canton of Glarus, the

mountains which form it’s borders are

cultivated; enriched with wood or fine

meadows; and ſtudded with churches,

cottages, and ſmall villages; the Alps of

Glarus riſing behind, their tops covered

with ſnow. On the other fide, for the

moſt part, the rocks are groteſque, craggy,

inacceſſible, and perpendicular; but here

and there a few cultivated necks of land

are formed at the edge of the lake, and at

the bottom of theſe rocks, exhibiting a

beautiful contraſt to the barrenneſs above

and round them. Numberleſs waterfalls,

occaſioned by the melting of the ſnows,

fall down the ſides of the mountains from

a conſide able height, and with an almoſt

inconceivable variety. This lake is ex

ceedingly clear, deep, and cold.

Wallerſ ot, Cheſhire, near Vale Royal.

IWalley, Nottinghamſhire, near Holbeck

Woodhouſe. Walliborn, Shropſhire, NE.

of Minſterley.

*WALLING Ford, a town in Berkſhire,

ſeated on the Thames, over which is a

flately ſtome bridge, above 3oo yards long,

with 19 arches and 4 draw bridges. The

principal trade is making of malt. It is

a place of antiquity, having been fur

rounded by a wall a mile and a half in

circumference. It made a good figure in

the times of the Danes and Saxons, and

had a ſtrong caſtle, now demoliſhed, which

was often belieged in the barons wars. It

his
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has a free-ſchool, and a handſome market

houſe, in which the magiſtrates keep the

ſeſſions; and is 14 miles NNW, of Read

ing, and 46 W. of London. Markets on

Tueſday and Friday.

//allington, Herts, a mile NE. of Bi

grave. Wallington, Norfolk, near Down

ham.

Kirk Whelpington. Wallington, Surry,

in Carſhalton pariſh. Wallingwells, Not

tinghamſhire, N.W. of Workſop. -

WALLkill, a river of N. America, in

New York. See DRow N E D LANDs.

WALLoons, a name formerly given to

the inhabitants of a conſiderable part of

the Netherlands.

Wallop, Upper, Middle, and Lower,

Hants, on the river Wallop, near Stock

bridge. Wallop, Upper and Lower,

Shropſhire, near Cauſe Caſtle. Halla

point, Devonſhire, NE. of Kingſbridge.

WALLot, or WALLESEA ISLE, Eſ.

ſex, in the river Crouch, W. of Foulneſs

Iſle. The water here is brackiſh ; on

which account the inhabitants fetch what

they uſe from the other ſide of the creek.

It is 5 miles long and 1 broad, and is

fecured from the ſea by a wall of earth.

Wall-End, Northumberl. 3 miles from

Newcaſtle-upon-Tyne. Wall. Town, Nor

thumb. near Thirlewall Caſtle, near the

Pićts-Wall, which, a little to the W. of it,

is in the greateſt perfection: it is 3 yards

high, and has 16 regular courſes, and at

one part are 16 of the facing ſtones entire.

Wall.Town, Northumberl. on the Pićts

Wall, N. of Ovingham. Walmer, Kent,

S. of Deal, ſeparated from it's coaſt by a

narrow channel. H/almer, Glouceſterſ. in

Weſtbury pariſh. Walmeſley, Lancaſhire,

NW. of Bury. Walmesford, Northamp

tonſhire, on the river Nen, oppoſite to

Stibbinton, in Huntingdonſhire.

WALNEY, an iſland on the N. part of

Lancaſhire. It is 9 miles in length, but

hardly 1 in breadth; abounds with ſea

gulls, and ſerves as a bulwark to the hun

dred of Furneſs, againſt the waves of the

Iriſh Sea. It has 2 or 3 ſmall villages and

a chapel.

Walpo, a town and county of Sclavo

nia, on the river Walpo, 20 miles NNW.

of Eſſeck.

Walpole, Suffolk, near the river Blithe,

S. of Haleſworth. Walpole, St. Andrew's

and St. Peter's, Norfolk, in the marſh

land between the Ouſe and the Nyne.

WALsAll, a town of Staffordſhire,

with manufactories of nails, bridle-bits,

ſtirrups, ſpurs, bellows, &c. It is 15

miles S. of Stafford, and 116 NW. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

JWallington, Northumberland, E. of

Walſham in the Iſillows, Suffolk, be

tween Buddeſdale and Wulpit.

WALSHAM, NoRTH, a handſome town

in Norfolk, with a plentiful market on

Thurſday. It is 10 miles N. of Norwich,

and 123 NNE. of London. South Wal

ſham is much nearer to Norwich, and NE.

of it.

Walſhcroft, Lincolnſhire, gives name to

a hundred N. of Market-Raiſin.

H'al'ſ own, in Cork, Munſter.

WALs, NGHAM, a town in Norfolk,

famous formerly for a monaſtery, which

had a ſhrine of the Virgin Mary, almoſt

as much frequented as Thomas à Becket's,

at Canterbury. Eraſmus, who viſited it,

in his time deſcribes the chapel as “bright

and ſhining all over, by the refle&tion of

the tapers on heaps of jewels, gold, and

ſilver.” It is 25 miles N.W. of Norwich,

and 1 16 NNE. of London. Old Wal

ſingham lies to the NE. of it. Market on

Friday.

Haffoken, or Popenhoe, Norfolk, in the

marſh-land, SW, of the Walpoles. Wal

worth, Hants, NE. of Fareham. Waff.

‘worth, Herts, NE. of Hitchin.

WALTENBUch, a town of Wirtem

burg, Suabia.

h'alterſion, Dorſetſhire, near Piddleton.

H'alterſion, Heref. NE. of Trewin. Wal

tham, Kent, 3 miles E. of Wye. Wal

tham, Kent, near Hinkſell. Waltham,

Lincolnſhire, S. of Grimſby.

WALTHAM-ABBEY, a town of Eſſex,

with manufactures of printed limens, pins,

and gunpowder. It is feated on the river

Lea, which here forms ſeveral iſlands, 12

miles N. by E. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

* WALTHAM, or Bishop’s We,L

THAM, a ſmall town of Hampſhire, 8

miles S. of Wincheſter, and 65 S.W. of

London. Market on Friday.

WAlthAM-on-The-Would, a town

in Leiceſterſhire, with a ſmall market on

Thurſday. It is 16 miles NNE. of Lei

ceſter, and 1 13 N. by W. of London.

Wallham, Magna and Parva, Eſſex,

N.W. of Chelmsford. Jº altham, North,

Hampſhire, SE. of Overton.

* WALTHAM, West, or WALTHAM

CRoss, a town, partly in Middleſex and

partly in Hertfordſhire, ſeparated by the

river Lea from Waltham-Abbey. A

ſmall market on Tueſday.

Waltham, h’hite, Berks, 3 miles from

Maidenhead. Welthamſlow, Eſſex, on the

river Lea, contiguous to Layton, and 5

miles NE. by E. of London. Walton, a

village in Surry, feated on the Thames,

ovel which it has a handſome bridge, 8

miles
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miles w. of Kingſton. Walton, Bucks,

near Beaconsfield. Walton, Cumb. NW.

of Royſton. Walton, Cumb. near Staple

ton and Bewcaſtle. Walton, Derbyſ, near

Alfreton. Walton, Derbyſ. W. of Cheſ

terfield." Walton, N. of Dorcheſter. Wal

zon, Eſſex, under Naze-Point, S. of Har

wich. Walton, Glouceſ. near Tewkeſbury.

H'alton, Glouceſterſ. in Deerhurſt pariſh.

Jº'alton, Herts, NE. of Datchworth. Wal

zon, Huntingd. near the Saltreys. Walton,

Lanc. on the Derwent, a mile from Preſ

tom. Walton, Lancaſ. near Weſt Derby.

#'alton, Leiceſterſ. near the Swift, E. of

Lutterworth. Walton, Northamp. NW.

of Peterborough. Walton, Shropſ. N. of

Chirbury. HWalton, NE. of Shrewſbury.

A'alton, Shropſ, near Bridgenorth. Wal

fon, Somerſ. near the Briſtol Channel, be

tween Portſhead and Clevendon. JWalton,

Somerſ. SW. of Glaſtonbury. Walton,

Staff. near Baſwick. Walton, Staff. near

Stone. Walton, S:off. near Chebſey. JWal

ton, Suffolk, on the Orwell, SE. of Ipſwich.

#'alton, Yorkſ. near Wetherby. Ji'alton

Cardiffe, Glouceſ. a mile SE. of Tewkeſ

bury. Walton D’Eyeville, Warw. near

Welleſburn. Walton, E. and l'alton

Prior's, or W. Norfolk, N. of the Marſh

land. Walton, Grange, Staff. SW. of

Gnoſtall. #'alton Hall, Derbyſ. E. of

Whichnor. Walton Head, Yorkſ. W.

Riding, near Kirby Overblow. Iſaltcz

Hill, and Place, Surry, E. of Leatherhead

Downs. Walton-Lee, Surry, near Chert

fey. Walton Mauduit, Warwickſ. N. of

Walton D’Eyeville. Walton, Nether and

Upper, Cheſhire, on the Merſey, near

Warrington. Walton on-the-Would, Lei

ceſ. near Loughborough. Waltrith, Linc.

on the Trent, NW. of Gainſborough.

Walwarn, a river in Cheſhire, running

into the Lee above Copenhall. Walwick,

Cheſters and Grange, Northumberl. on the

Tyne and Pićt's Wall, near Simondſburn.

Walworth, Surry, between Newington

and Camberwell. Walworth, Durham,

near Heighington. Wambridge, Shropſ.

NE. of Weijington. Wambrook, Dorſetſ.

2 miles N. of Chardſtock. Wamaen and

it's Heath, Bucks, between Woburn and

Newport Pagnel. Wammingore, Suſſex,

NW. of Lewes. Wampul, a river in

Cumberl. running into the Eden, below

Kirkbride. Wampul, Cumb. in Aketon

pariſh. Wamſon, Northumb. on the Tyne,

V. of Tinmouth Caſtle. Hamborough,

Surry, between Guilford and Alderſhot.

# amºorough, Wilts, 2 miles E. of Swin

dom. Wandle, a river of Surry, riſing

near Carſhalton, and falling into the

Thames at Wandſworth. //antlybury,

Camb. near Gogmagog Hills. Wanj.

worth, a large village of Surry, frated on

the river Wandle, near it’s confluence with

the Thames. The art of dying cloth has

been praćtiſed at this place for inore than

a century; and there are ſtill two dyers

here, one for ſcarlet. There are alo ſt

veral manufactories; namely, for boiting

cloth, the printing of calicoes and kery

meres, and the whitening and preſſing of

ſtuffs. Here are likewiſe oil, iron, and

white-lead mills, vinegar works, and ex

tenfive diſtilleries. It is 5 miles SW. by

W. of London. Wanford, Yorkſ. E. of

Bainton Would. Wangay, Eſſex, near

Barking.

WANGEN, a free town of Suabia, tºad

ing in paper and hardware.

WANGEN, a town in the department of

Lower Rhine, 12 miles W. of Straſburg.

Mangford, Suffolk, on the river Wang,

NW. of Southwold. Wanlip, Leiceſ. an

the river Soar, S. of Mount lorrel. JP'an

lºckhead, a village in the N. part of Dum

friesſhire, ſituated near the lead mines,

with a conſiderable number of ſmelting

houſes. Hanſbeck, a river in Nerthumb.

Wanſdike, or Woden's Dyke, a ditch that

runs from near Bath, over the Downs, to

Great Bedwin; and from E. to W. over

Saliſbury Plain, for many miles together;

caſt up as a boundary, by the W. Saxons,

againſt the infurſions of the Britons. It

is a ſtrong earthen rampart, with a broad

ditch on the S. fide. Wanſley, Nott. NE.

of Codnor Caſtle, in Derbyſhire. Warſ.

ley, Dorſetſ, a mile and a half NW. of

Beminſter. Hanſlead, Eſſex, on the ſkirts

of Epping-Foreſt, 6 miles NE. of London.

lºanſied, Hants, NE. of Titchfield. Wan

fraw, Somerſetſhire, 5 miles S. of Frome.

JWanſwell, Glouceſterſhire, between Berk

ley and Slimbridge.

* WANTAGE, a town of Berkſhire,

feated on a branch of the river Ock, 11.

miles S. by W. of Oxford, and 6o W. of

London. Market on Saturday.

Hanteſien, Suffolk, S. of Tunfisl.

Wantſum, an arm of the river Stour, in

Kent. Wapenbury, Warw. Sw. of Dun

more Heath. Wapingthor, Suſſex, NW.

of Stening. Wapley, Glouceſ. 3 miles

SW. of Chipping Sodbury. Wapley,

Yorkſ, between Giſborough and Maul

grave Caſtle. Wappenham, Northamp

tonſhire, near Towceſter. Wapture,

Suſſex, near Fletching.

WARADIN GRos, a town and county

of Hungary, 66 miles N. of Temeſvar.

WAR AD1N. See PETERwarAdiN.

WARANGole, (the Arinkill of Fe

riſhta) a town of Golconda, formerly the

- capital.
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capital. The fite of it is ſtill evident

from the old ramparts, which are amaz

ingly extenſive. A modern fortreſs is

conſtrućted within it. It is 45 NNE. of

Hydrabad.

WARBERG, a ſea-port of Sweden, in

Halland, 34 miles S. of Gottenburg.

Æ'arbleton, Suſſex, 6 miles N. of Arun

del. Hºarbneſs, Eſſex, near Harwich.

WARBord, a town of Paderborn.

JWarborn, Hants, in the New Foreſt.

IWarborow, Oxf. near Dorcheſter, War.

&oys, Huntingd. between Ramſey and So

merſham. Warbrick, Lancaſ. in Amoun

derneſs. Warburton, Cheſhire, on the

Merſey, W. of Altringham. Warcop,

Weſtmorl. on the Eden, SE. of Appleby.

Ward, Hants, SW. of Rumſey. Wardal,

Cumberland, in Seabraham pariſh.

WARDE, a town of Jutland, 18 miles

N. of Ripen, feated near the mouth of a

river of the ſame name.

JWarden, Bedfordſhire, near Southill.

Hºarden, Kent, in Sheppey Iſle, N. of Fe

verſham. Wardendale, or Stonehill, Kent,

in Wilmington pariſh. Warder, or Hºar

Jour-Coſile, Wilts, 2 miles NE. of Shaftſ

bury. Wardale, Cumberland, in the pa

riſh of Plumland, and near the beacon of

Moothay. Watch and ward were kept

here in former times, to guard againſt the

inroads of the Scots.

WARDhuys, a ſea-port of Daniſh Lap

land, feated on the Iſland of Wardhoe,

near the continent. It has an old fort

where the governor reſides, and a ſtreet of

cottages, inhabited by fiſhermen. It is

1oo miles SSE. of the North Cape.

IWardington, Oxfordſ. NE. of Banbury.

Wardley, Rutlandſhire, W. of Uppingham.

Wardley, Yorkſ. SW. of Halifax. War

dom, or Wardrew, Northumb. on the ri

ver Irthing, NW. of Thirlwall-Caſtle.

* WAR e, a town in Hertfordſhire, ſeated

on the river Lea, by which 5ooo quarters

of malt and corn are frequently ſent in a

week to London, by barges, which return

with coal. In 1408, this town was de

ſtroyed by a great inundation; and ſluices

and wears being made in the river, to

preſerve it from future floods, Camden

ſuppoſes that it hence derived it’s name.

It is 21 miles N. of London. Market on

Tueſday.

Ware, Devonſhire, near Biddiford.

JWare, Upper and Lower, Somerſetſhire,

SW. of Axbridge.

WAREBRIDGE, WAADBRIDGE, or

WADEBRIDGE, a town in Cornwall, noted

for it's bridge over the river Camel, which

is the largeſt in the county, having about

zo arches. It is 5 miles NNW, of Bod

1.

min, and 242 W. by S. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

WAREHAM, a town of Dorſetſhire, an

ciently Britiſh, ſeated near the mouth of

the Frome, where it falls into Pool Har

bour. It was formerly a large place, with

8 churches, which are now reduced to 3,

as it's once-noted harbour is choked up.

The inhabitants, who are about 11oo,

trade in tobacco-pipe clay, ſtockings, iron,

and coals. It is 9 miles WSW. of Poole,

and 114 W. by S. of London. Market

on Saturday.

Warehorn, Kent, 5 miles and a half S.

of Aſhford. IWareley, Devonſ, between

Taviſtock and Plymouth. Hareley Hall,

Worceſ. NE. of Hales Owen, in Shropſhire.

Harelow, Derbyſ. in the High Peak, near

Tideſwall. Wareſley Park, Huntingdonſ.

near Granſden. Wareton, Nottinghamſ.

on the river Snite, S. of Bingham. T War.

field, E. and H. Berks, between Sunning

hill and Billingbear. Wargrave, Berks.

2 miles S. of Henley. Warham, All

Saints, and Magdalen, Norfolk, near

Wells. Warham Bridge, Yorkſhire, on

the river Were, 5 miles from Stockton.

Warham-Mary, Norfolk, near Lynn.

Waring's Ford, in Down, Ulſter, on a

branch of the river Lagan. Waring's

Point, in Down, Uliter, about a mile NW.

of Roſtrevor. It is the entrance into the

river Newry, or Narrow-Water, where

coals that come down the canal are ſhipped

off. Two ferry-boats here maintain a

communication between this county and

that of Louth; and near it a ſalt-work

has been erected.

WARINGstowN, a town of Down, in

Leinſter, where the linen manufacture is

carried on to great advantage.

WARKA, a town of Maſovia.

Wark, or IWerk. Caſile, Northumb. by

the Tweed, near Simonſburn. Warkleigh,

Devonſ. SW. of South Moulton. Wark

ton, Northamp. NE. of Kettering. IPark

worth, Northamptonſhire, near Banbury.

WARKworth, a borough town of

Northumberland, ſeated on the river Co

quet, with a very confiderable ſalmon

fiſhery. Near it is a quarty of much

eſteemed ſtone. It is 5 miles SE. of Aln

wick.

Warlegon, Cornwall, E. of Bodmin.

Warley, Yorkſ. 3 miles W. of Halifax.

IVarley, Great and Little, Eſſex, near

Burntwood. Warley Wigorn, Worceſ. in

Hales Owen pariſh, ſurrounded by Staf

fordſhire, between Birmingham and Dud

ley. Warlingham, Surry, 5 miles S. of

Croydon. Warmedon, NE. of Worceſter.

h'armfield, Yorkſ, NE, of Wakefield.

- Warmingcamp,
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Warmingcamp, Suſſex, between Angmer

ing and Burpham. ... Warmingcham, Che

ſhire, on the Wheedle, S. of Middlewich.

Harmingfold, Surry, W. of Awfold.

Warminghurſt, Suſſex, N. of Waſhington.

Warmington, Northamp. NE. of Qundle.

Warmington, Warwickſhire, a mile NE.

of Edgehill.

* WARMINster, a town in Wiltſhire,

trading pretty largely in corn, malt, cheeſe,

wool, and cloth. It is ſeated on the river

Deveril, 22 miles NNW. of Saliſbury, and

97 W. by S. of London. Market on Satur

day. Fairs on April 11th, Auguſt 1 oth,

and September 12th.

Warmley, Warwickſhire, near Sutton

Colfield. Warmſandale, Derbyſhire, in

the High Peak. Warmſworth, Yorkſhire,

near Doncaſter. Warmwell, Dorſetſhire,

SE. of Dorcheſter, near Winfrith. Warn

borough, N. and S. Hampſhire, SE. of

Bafingſtoke. Warnell, Cumberland, be

tween Ireby and Inglewood. Foreſt.

WARNEMUNDE, a town of Mecklen

burg, at the mouth of the Warne, where

veſſels bound to Roſtock pay a toll, which

formerly amounted to So,ooo rix-dollars,

now to about 6000. It is 9 miles N. of

Roſtock.

WARNetoN, a town of Flanders, on

the Lyſs, 5 miles S. of Ypres.

. Warnford, Hants, NE. of Biſhop's-Wal

tham. Warnford, Northumb. W. of Sun

derland. Warngoch. Chapel, Monm. NE.

of Abergavenny. Warnham, Suſſex, NW.

of Horſham. Warf/flow, Cornw. near Tre

neglos. Warren, a river in Shropſ. War

ren, Somerſ. near Langport. Warren, So

merſ. between Biſhop's Chew and Chedder.

Warrenſiown, in Meath, Leinſter.

Warrenton, NE. of Worceſter.

rington, Bucks, in Oulney pariſh.

rington, Cornwall, near Launceſton.

* WARRINGToN, a populous town of

Lancaſhire, with large manufactories of

fail cloth, ſacking, huckabacks, pins, &c.

Glaſs. houſes and copper ſmelting furnaces

are likewiſe eſtabliſhed here ; and the cot

ton trade is now gaining ground. Large

quantities of potatoes are annually export

ed. It is ſeated on the Merſey, 18 miles

E. of Liverpool, and 183 NNW. of Lon

don. Market on Wedneſday.

WARSAw, a large city of Poland, the

capital of that country, and of the pro

vince of Maſovia. It is ſurrounded by a

moat and double wall, and conſiſts of the

Old and New Town ; and two ſuburbs,

Kraka and Praga. The general diets,

Provincial aſſembly, and court of judica

ture, were held here. This city and it's

fuburbs occupy a vaſt extent of ground,

JWar

JWar

and are ſuppoſed to contain between 6a

and 70,ooo inhabitants, among whom are

a great number of foreigners. The whole

has a melancholy appearance, exhibiting

the ſtrong contraſt of wealth and poverty,

luxury and diflreſs, which pervades every

part of this unhappy country. The ſtreets

are ſpacious, but ill paved; the churches

and public buildings are large and magni

ficent; the palaces of the nobility are nu

merous and ſplendid; but the greateſt part

of the houſes, particularly in the ſuburbs,

are mean and ill-conſtrućted wooden hovels.

In it’s laſt ſiege by the Ruffians, in 1794,

it is computed that 30,000 Poles periſhed

either by the ſword, or in the flames; the

ſuburb of Praga having been ſet on fire,

and nearly the whole of it reduced to aſhes

by the mercileſs Ruſſians, ten hours after

all reſiſtance had ceaſed. It is now ſub

jećt to Pruſſia, and is ſituated on the Viſ

tula, which is as broad here as the Thames

at Weſtminſter, but very ſhallow in ſum

mer. Lat. 52. 14. N. lon. 21.6. E.

Warſbrough, Yorkſ. W. Riding, a mile

from Stainborough. Warſlow, Staffordſ.

between Sheen and Butterton. º:

Nottingh.between Workſop andMans

WARTA, a town of Poland, in the pala

tinate of Siradia, on the river Warta.

WARTENBurc, two towns of Sileſia;

a town of Ermeland, Pruſſia; and a town

of Auſtria.

Warter Priory, Yorkſhire, NE. of Pock

lington. Wartbel, NE. of York. Wart

ley Hall, Staffordſhire, near Birmingham.

Wartling, Suſſex, near Hurſt Monceaux.

Wartnally, Leiceſterſhire, SE. of Dalby on

the Would. Harton, near the Weever,

SE. of Cheſter. Warton, Cumberi. N. cf

Ireby. Warton, Heref. near Leoninſter.

I/arton, Lancaſ. in Kirkham pariſh, near

the mouth of the Ribble, on a lake called

Ware. Warton, Lancaſ. near the influx

of the Decker, into the Ken Sands. War.

ton, Lincolnſ. NE. of Gainſborough. War

ton, Northumb. W. of Rothbury. Hºar

ton, Yorkſ. near Wilton and Yorkſwould.

Hartre+º, Lancaſhire, near Liverpool.

Warwick, Cumberland, NE. of Carliſle.

* WARwick, a large town of War

wickſhire, the capital of the county.

Here is a caſtle, formerly the ſeat of the

earls of Waiwick, which ſtands on a rock,

4o feet higher than the Avon, but even

with the town on the N. ſide. It is an an

cient and neat town, fituated upon a rocky

eminence, near the river Avon. The

houſes are well-built, and the ſtreets,

which are ſpacious and regular, all meet in

the centre of the town. At each end of

the principal one is an ancient gate. It
li

i
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is adorned with a good free-ſchool and a

market-houſe, and is 93 miles N.W. of

London. Lat. 52. 20. N. loº. 1. 36 W.

Markets on Wedneſday and Saturday.

VW A R wicksHIRE, a county of Eng

land, bounded at it's northern extremity

by a point of Derbyſhire, on the NW. by

Staffordſhire, on the NE. by Leiceſter

ſhire, on the W. by Worceſterſhire, on

the E. by Northamptonſhire, and on the S.

by Glouceſterſhire and Oxfordſhire. It's

extent from N. to S. is about 47 miles,

and about 35 from E. to W. where wideſt.

It is the moſt central county in the king

dom, and ſomewhat of an oval form, is

divided into 4 hundreds and 1 liberty, and

contains 1 city, 13 market towns, 158 pa

riſhes, and 38o villages. The air is mild,

pleaſant, and healthy, and the more ſo, fince

the woodlands have been thinned by the

great conſumption of wood in the iron

works; the woodlands being now con

verted to tillage and paſture. The north

ern part of the county, called the Wood

lands, is divided from the S. called the

Feldon, by the river Avon; but the ſoil

of both is rich. This county produces

corn, malt, wood, wool, cheeſe, coal, and

limeſtone. The principal rivers are the

Avon, Tame, and Arrow. The canals

that paſs through this county are, one from

the Wedneſbury and Dudley coal and lime

works, to Birmingham, and from thence

to Fazeley and Fradley Heath, to join the

Staffordſhire Grand Trunk, extending

from Fazeley to Atherſtone, Bedworth, and

Coventry; one reaching from that at Long

ford to Braunſton and Oxford; one from

Birmingham to Worceſter; one branching

out of the Worceſter, one way to Dudley,

&c. and the other to Stratford-upon

Avon ; and one from Birmingham to

Warwick. Warwick is the county town.

Haſdale, Yorkſ, near Kirby in Cleve

land. J/aſtale, Cumberland, at the foot

of Copeland-Fells, 2 miles N. of Eſkdale.

Waſh, a river in Rutlandſhire, which runs

into the Welland above Stamford. Waſh

born, Great, Glouceſterſ. 7 miles NNE.

of Tewkeſbury. Haſhbrook, a river in

Yorkſhire, which runs into the Wharfe,

near Oley. Hºaſhbrºok, Glouceſ a ham

le: in the pariſh of Winſton. Haſhbrook,

Suffolk, 3 miles W. of Ipſwich. Waſhen

&urg, near Lincoln, S. of the Witham.

WASHes, a large eſtuary, of Lincoln

ſhire and Norfolk, which is under water

when the tide is in, and paſſable by travel

lers when the tide is out, though not with

out danger. King John loſt his baggage

here in going to Lincolnſhire.

haſ field, Devonſhire, near Tiverton.
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Taſhford, Devonſ. in Wemworthy pariſh.

l/aſhford, Yorkſ. E. of Knareſborough.

Waſhingley, Huntingdonſhire, near Stilton.

hº'oſhington, Derbyſhire, in Scarſdale, W.

of Alfretoll. Waſhington, Durham, on

the Wear, W. of Sunderland, and 8 miles

N. of Durham. Waſhington, Suſſex, NW.

of Stening.

WASHINGToN, the name of ſeveral

counties in the United States of N. Ame

rica; namely, in Rhode Iſland; in New

York, of which Salem is the capital; in

the S.W. corner of Pennſylvania, the capi

tal of the ſame name; in Maryland; in

Virginia; in N. Carolina; in S. Caro

lina; in the diſtiict of Charleſton ; and in

Georgia, the capital of which is Golphin

ton; alſo a town in Kentucky, on the Ohio.

WASHINGToN, a town of N. Carolina,

formerly called Bath; it is ſeated on the

river Tar. -

WASHINGTon, a town of N. Ame

rica, in Georgia, and county of Wilkes.

Near it is a medicinal ſpring, which riſes

from a hollow tree, the inſide of which is

covered with a coat of nitre, an inch thick;

and the leaves around the ſpring are in

cruſted with a ſubſtance as white as ſnow.

The waters have been found beneficial in

rheumatic caſes, and are ſaid to be ſo in

all diſorders ariſing from humours in the

blood.

WashiNcton, a city of N. America,

now building for the metropolis of the

United States. It is ſeated at the junction

of the rivers Potomac and the Eaſtern

Branch, extending about 4 miles up each,

including a tract of territory ſcarcely to

be exceeded, in point of convenience, ſalu

brity, and beauty, by any in the world.

This territory, which is called Columbia,

lies partly in the ſtate of Virginia, and

partly in that of Maryland, and was ceded

by thoſe two ſtates to the United States

of America, and by them eſtabliſhed to be

the ſeat of government, after the year

1800. The pian combines not only con

venience, regularity, elegance of proſpect,

and a free circulation of air, but every

thing grand and beautiful that can be in

troduced into a city. It is divided into

ſquares or grand diviſions, by ſtreets run

ning due N. and S. and E. and W. which

form the groundwork of the plan. How

ever, from the capitol, the preſident's

houſe, and ſome of the important areas in

the city, run diagonal ſtreets, from one

material object to another, which not only

produce a variety of fine proſpests, but re
move the inſipid ſameneſs which renders

ſome other great cities unpleafing. They

were deviſed to connect the ſeparate and

moſt
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moſt diſtant objećts with the principal, and

to preſerve through the whole a recipro

city of fight. Theſe great leading ſtreets

are all 160 feet wide, including a pave

ment of 10 feet, and a gravel walk of 30

feet planted with trees on each fide, which

will leave 8o feet of paved ſtreet for car

riages. The reſt of the ſtreets are, in ge

meral, 11o feet wide, with a few only 90

feet, except North, South, and Eaſt Capi

tol Streets, which are 160 feet. The dia

gonal ſtreets are named after the reſpective

ſtates compoſing the Union, while thoſe

running N. and S. are, from the capitol

eaſtward, named, Eaſt Firſt Street, Eaſt

Second Street, &c. and thoſe W. of it

are, in the ſame manner, called Weſt Firſt

Street, Weſt Second Street, &c. Thoſe

running E. and W. are from the capitol

northward named, North A Street, North

B. Street, &c. and thoſe S. of it are called

South A Street, South B Street, &c. The

ſquares, or diviſions of the city, amount

to 1156. The reëtangular ſquares gene

rally contain from 3 to 6 acres, and are

divided into lots of from 4o to 80 feet in

front, and their depth, from about 11o to

3oo feet, according to the ſize of the

ſquare. The irregular diviſions produced

by the diagonal ſtreets are ſome of them

ſmall, but generally in valuable ſituations.

Their acute points are all to be cut off at

4o, feet, ſo that no houſe in the city will

have an acute corner. All the houſes

muſt be of brick or ſtone. The area for

the capitol (or houſe for the legiſlative

bodies) is ſituated upon the moſt beauti

ful eminence in the city, about a mile from

the Eaſtern Branch, and not much more

from the Potomac, commanding a full

view of the city, as well as a conſiderable

extent of the country around. The pre

ſident's houſe will ſtand upon a riſing

ground, not far from the banks of the Po

tomac, affording a fine water proſpe&t,

with a commanding view of the capitol,

and ſome other material parts of the city.

Due S. from the preſident's houſe, and due

W. from the capitol, run two great plea

ſure parks, or malls, which interſe&t and

terminate upon the banks of the Potomac,

and are to be ornamented at the fides by a

variety of elegant buildings, houſes for fo

reign miniſters, &c. Interſperſed through

the city, where the moſt material ſtreets

croſs each other, are a variety of open areas,

formed in various regular figures, which

in great cities are extremely uſeful and

ornamental. Fifteen of the beſt of theſe

areas are to be appropriated to the differ

ent ſtates compoſing the Union; not only

to bear their reſpective names, but as Fro

per places for them to erect ſtatues, obt

iiſks, or columns, to the memory of the:

favourite eminent men. Upon a ſmall

eminence, where a line due W. from the

capitol, and due S. from the prefident's
houſe, would interſett, is to be erested aft

equeſtrian ſtatue of General Waſhingtºn,

late prefident of the United States. At

the junction of the rivers, a tort is to be

erected, to include an arſenal and naga

zines. Places are marked out for other

public buildings; as a marine hoſpital,

with it's gardens; a general exchange, and

it’s public walks; a city hall, churches,
colleges, market-houſes, theatres, &c.

The prefident of the United States, in lo

cating the ſeat of the city, prevailed upon

the proprietors of the ſoil to cede a cer
tain portion of the lots in every ſituation,

to be ſold by his direčtion, and the Prº

ceeds to be ſolely applied to the Public

buildings, and other works of public ut

lity within the city. This grant will

produce about 15,000 lots, and will te

ſufficient, not only to erect the Public

buildings, but to dig a canal, conduct wa

ter through the city, and to pave and light

the ſtreets, which will ſave a heavy tax

that ariſes in other cities, and conſequent

ly render the lots confiderably more valu

able. The Eaſtern Branch of the Poto

mac is one of the ſafeſt and moſt commº

dious harbours in America, being ſuffici

ently deep for the largeſt ſhips, fºr about
4 miles above it's junction with the Poto

mac, while the channel lies cloſe along the

edge of the city, and is abundantly capa

cious. This river contains 30 and 35

feet to near the upper end of the city,

where it is 18 and zo feet deep. The

city, being fituated upon the great Poit
road, exactly equidiſtant from the northern

and ſouthern extremities of the Union, and

nearly ſo from the Atlantic Ocean to th:

river Ohio, upon the beſt navigation, and

in the midſt of the richett commercial ter

ritory in America, commanding the met

extenſive internal reſources, is by far the

moſt eligible ſituation for the reſidence ºf
congreſs; and it is now preſſing forward,

by the public-ſpirited enterpriſe, not only

of the people of the United States, but all,

of foreigners. The inland navigation of

the Potomac is ſo far advanced, that craft

loaded with produce now come down that

river and it’s ſeveral branches; from up

ward of 180 miles to the great falls, which

are within 14 miles of the city. The
canals at the great and little falls, with

their locks, are now completed ; the navi
gation is entirely opened between tide

water and the head branches of the Pº

totalſ:
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tomac, which will produce a communica

tion by water between the city of Waſh

ington and the interior parts of Virginia

and Maryland, by means of the Potomac,

, the Shannandoah, the South Branch, Ope

can, Cape Capon, Patterſon's Creek, Co

noochegue, and Monacſy, for upward of

zoo miles, through one of the moſt heal

thy, pleaſant, and fertile regions in Ame

fica, producing, in vaſt abundance, tobacco

of ſuperior quality, hemp, Indian corn,

-wheat, and other ſmall grain, with fruit

and vegetables peculiar to America, in vaſt

abundance. The lands upon the Potomac,

above the city of Waſhington, all around

it, and for 60 miles below, are high and

dry, abounding with immunerable ſprings

of excellent water, and well covered with

large timber of various kinds. A few

miles below the city, upon the banks of

the Potomac, are inext uſtible mountains

of excellent treeſtone, of the white and red

Portland kinds, of which the public edi

fices in the city are now building. Above

the city allo, upon the banks of the river,

are immenſe quantities of excellent coal,

lime,tone, and marble, with blue ſlate of

the beſt quality. The Tyber, which is

the principal ſtream that paſſes through the

city, is to be collected in a grand reſervoir,

beſide the capitol, whence it will be car

ried in pipes to different parts of the city;

-while it's ſurplus water will fall down in

beautiful caſcades, through the public gar

dens weſt of the capitol, into a canal.

. The plan of this city was formed by Ma

jor L'Enfant. Moſt of the ſtreets were

, marked out, and the ſquares divided into

lots, in 1792, ſince which time, ſome thou

ſands of workmen have been conſtantly em

ployed. It is roo miles S.W. of Philadel

phia. Lat. 38. 53. N. lon. 77. 15. W.

Waſing, Berkſhire, near Aldermaſton.

Waſperton, Warw. on the Avon, a little

below Barford. Waſal Hill, Worceſterſ.

a mile and a half from the Severn. Waſ:

ſand, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, near Hornſey.

WAssen Bu Rq, a town of Juliers.

WAsser au Ro, a town of Bavaria; and

a town of Suabia. -

Waff, Glouc. a hamlet in Hawkeſbury.

Waſtal Foot and Waſal-Head, Weſtmorl.

on the Burbeck, S. of Raſgill and Shap.

, Waſts, the name of ſeveral places in North

umberland, eſpecially in Readſdale, and N.

Tinedale, and the adjacent mountains.

WATchet, a town of Somerſetſhire,

on the Briſtol Channel, with a harbour,

and a few coaſting veſſels, which ſupply

the glaſs-houſe at Briſtol with the aſhes of

ſea-weed, of which abundance is burnt

here for that purpoſe. They alſo export

limeſtone and alabafter, great quantities of

which fall down the cliffs, by the waſhing

of the ſea. It is 14 miles NNW. of

Bridgewater, and 153 W. by S. of Lon-,

• don. Market on Saturday.

Matchfield, Berks, near Shrivenham.

WAteeoo, an iſland in the S. Pacific

Ocean, about 6 miles long and 4 broad,

diſcovered by Captain Cook. It is a

beautiful ſpot, with a ſurface covered with

verdure, and compoſed of hills and plains.

The ſoil, in ſome parts, is light and ſandy;

but, farther up the country, a reddiſh caſt

was ſeen on the riſing grounds, where the

iſlanders build their houſes, which are

long and ſpacious. The manners of the

people of this iſland, their general habits

of life, method of treating ſtrangers, lan

guage, religious ceremonies, &c., greatly

reſemble thoſe that prevail at Otaheite.

Lat. 20. 1. S. lon. 15. 15. W.

Waten-Lath, Cumberl. S. of Keſwick.

Water, Cumberl. near Langholm. Water

Beach, Camb. W. of Newmarket. Water

comb, Dorſetſ. a mile N. of Wormwell.

hater-Crook, Weſtmorl, on a curved part

of the Ken, a little below Kendal. Water

den, Norf. NE. of Houghtón-Hall. Wa

ter-Eaton, Oxf. on the Charwell, S.W. of

Iſlip. Waterfall, Staff. S. of Grindon,

where the river Hampſe, or Hans, falls

into the ground, and does not reappear

till it enters the river Manifold, about half

a mile off. Waterford, N, of Hertford.

*WATERfond, a city and ſea-port of

Munſter, in Ireland, capital of a county of

the ſame name. The ſtreets are narrow,

and the air is not very healthy; but it has

an excellent harbour, fituated extremely

well for trade, and ſhips of great burden,

may ride at the quay. It ſtands on the

Suir, which is a broad, deep, and rapid

river, 5 miles above it's junětion with the

Nore and Barrow. The white glaſs and

other manufactures, are in a flouriſhing

ſtate. Upwards of 7o ſail of ſhipping are

employed in the Newfoundland trade.

For many weeks together, upwards of

3ooo hogs are killed weekly ; and of but

ter, there have been exported from 60 to

7o,obo caſks per annum. The quay is

above half a mile in length, and of a con

ſiderable breadth. Packet-boats ſail now

regularly between this port and Milford

Haven. It is 8 miles N. of St. George's

Channel, and 75 S. by W. of Dublin.

Lat. 52. 18. N. lon. 7.8. W.

WATERford, a county of Ireland, 38

miles in length, and from 8 to 24 in

breadth ; bounded on the S. by St. George's

Channel; on the W. by Cork and a part

of Tipperary; on the N. by the river

Suir,
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Suir, which ſeparates it from Tipperary

and Kilkenny; and on the E. by,Water

ford Haven, which parts it from Wexford.

• It contains 34 pariſhes, about 18,796

houſes, and 1 Io,coo inhabitants; and

though in general mountainous, with here

and there frightful rocks and precipices, is

a fine country, fertile, pleaſant, and rich.

h’aterfriffon, Yorkſ. N. of Pontefract.

Watergall, Warwickſ, near Itchington.

Jºatergraſs-Hill, in Cork, Munſter.

JWaterhead, Devonſhire, a creek near

Dartmouth. Waterleigh, Glouceſterſhire,

in Nibley pariſh. Waterman's Manor,

Eſſex, near Matching. Water Oakley,

Berks, near Bray. Water. Orion, War

wickſhire, on the Tame, in Aſton pariſh.

Waterperry, Oxfordſ. NE. of Whately.

•WATERsAY, one of the Weſtern Iſlands

of Scotland, one mile S. of St. Uiſt.

H%terſham, Yorkſhire, on the Wharfe,

SW. of Wetherby. Waterflock, Oxfordſ.

NE. of Whateley. Bridge. Waterſupton,

Shropſ. SW. of Newport. Waterton Hall,

Yorkſ. SE. of Wakefield. Water. Yate,

Northumberland, N.W. of Simondburn.

Halford, Dorſetſ, a mile and a half from

Bridport, in Netherby pariſh. Watford,

Northamptonſhire, W. of Daventry. Wat

ford, Somerſetſhire, NE. of Taunton.

* WATFord, a town of Hertfordſhire,

ſeated on the river Coln, 7 miles S. by W.

of St. Alban's, and 14 NW. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

H'ath, Lincolnſhire, N. of Ludburgh.

Hauh, Yorkſ near Rippon. Wath-upon

Don, Yorkſ. N. of Rotherham. Wather

millo, k, Cumberland, in Grayſtock pariſh.

Hathinpool Cumberland, in Aikton pariſh.

H'athorp, N ºthampionſ. near Stamford

Bº, on. ...}}<rland, Weſtmorland, on the

Ken, near Kendal. Watlas, Yorkſ. N. of

ſaſham. Hatleſsorough SW. of Shrewſ.

bury. Hºotlefiºt, Iſhattiſfield, or Watch

field, Suffolk, S.W. of Botteſdale.

WATI, No ST RE Eºr, one of the Preto

rian, or Conſular highways, made by the

Romans. It began at Dover, ran to St.

Alban's, Dunſtable, Towceſter, Ather

ſton, and Shrewſbury, and ended at Car

digan in Wales. It is yet very firm, in

ſome counties, for ſeveral miles, eſpecially

in Shropſhire, Staffordſhire, and Warwick

ſhire; and is called by the inhabitants, in

different parts, by the names of Street

Way, High-Dike, High Ridge, Forty

foot-Way, and Ridge-Way. *

H/atling-Street, Shropſhire, near Wel

Jington, on the Roman way of that name.

iſ atlington, Norfolk, near Sechy. Wat.

liºſton, Suſſex, N. of Battel.

\\ AT LINGros, a town in Oxfordſhire,

14 miles SE. of Oxford, and 4o NNW.

of London. Market on Saturday.

Hartringbury, Kent, a miles S. of Weſt

Malling. Waifanºvell, Derbyſhire, W.

of Alfreton. Wattal, Nottinghamſhire,

near Greyſley-Caſtle.

WATT EN, a town in the department of

the North, ſeated on the river Aa, 5 miles

N. of St. Omer's.

Watteſham, Suffolk, NE. of Bildeſton.

Wattle Bridge, in Fermanagh, Ulſter.

Wattleſbury, 7 miles W. of Shrewſbury.

WAT ron, a town of Norfolk, 13 miles

SSW. of Norwich, and 9° NNE. of Lou

don. Market on Wedneſday

Watton-Abbey, Yorkſ. E. Riding, near

Baynton. Watton Wood Hall, or at Stear,

4miles N. of Hertford. Wavendan, Bucks,

near Newport. Waveney, a river of Suf

folk, which, for a ſpace, ſeparates this

county from Norfolk, and runs into the

Yare near Burgh Caſtle. Waver, a river

in Cumberland.

WAvere N, a town of Brabant, on th:

Dyle, 12 miles S. of Louvain.

H'averley-Abbey, Surry, SE. of Farm

ham. Waverton, S.E. of Cheſter. - Wa

verton, Cumberland, in Brumfield pariſh.

Waverton, Warwickſ. NE. of Poleſworth.

Warbottle, Northumb. on the Pićts Wall,

NW. of Newcaſtle. Warburth-wett,

Cumberland, near Ravenglaſs. Waswer's.

Moor, Warwickſhire, NE. of Coughton.

Waxham, Norfolk, E. of Hickling. Wax

bam, Yorkſ. on the coaſt of Holderneſs.

Waybergthwate,Cumberland, near Bootle.

Wayborn, Norfolk, E. of Clay. Haytrid,

Suffolk, SW. of Harleſton in Norfolk.

Wayford, Somerſetſ. SW. of Crewkern.

Wayland-Hood, Norfolk, on the left hand,

between Watton and Merton; is com

monly called Wailing Wood, from a tri

dition of it's being the place where the

two children, celebrated in the pathetic

old ballad of the Babes in the Wºod, were

murdered by their uncle. Wayleigh, Che

ſhire, SE. of Stopford. Waymer-Caffle,

Herts, near Biſhop's-Stortford. Way

mards, Heref. N.W. of Pembridge. Way

meſłope, Northumb. in Thornton manor.

Haybury, Bucks, a mile W. of Staines.
h'aynton, Devonſ. on the river Dart, W.

of Torbay. Waytown, Dorſetſ. a mile S.

of Netherbury. Weald of Suffex and Kent,

a woody tract on the S. parts of them, ex

tending from Winchelſea to the top of

Riverhill towards Tunbridge; a perfett

garden in the ſummer, but unpleaſant and

ſwampy in the winter. Weald Harrºw,

Middleſex, at the foot of the hill, tewards

Buſhy. Heath. Weald, North, Eſſex, near

Epping, contiguous to Bowinger. Aº:
Sºut r
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South, Eſſex, W. of Brentwood. Weap

Ham, Suſſex, S.W. of Loxwood.

*azz, Norfolk, N.W. of Stoke. -

WeAR, a river in the county of Dur

ham, which riſes in the W. part, and

takes it's courſe along a fine valley, by :

Stanhope, Walfingham, Auckland, Dar

harn city, to the German Ocean, below .

Sunderland. , - -

JPearmouth, Biſhop, Durham, to the SW.

of Sunderland. It has a manufactory of

ſail-cloth. Wearwouth, Durham, at the

-N. mouth of the Wear,º Sunder

land. -

becauſe, before the diſſolution it belonged

It is alſo called Mon Wearmouth,

-to the monks. -
---tº

JWears End, Herefordſ. SW. of R66.

Jºeary-Hall, Cumberland, near Egremont.

Heaſam, Lanc. in Amounderneſs. Wea

ºver, Devonſ, near Columpton. Weckºve,

Northamp, SE, of Towceſter. Hºdding

ton, Warwickſ. E. of the Anker, a mile

above Caldecote. Wedding well, Derbyſ.

in the High Peak. Wedgnock, Warwickſ,

S. of Kenilworth." It's ſpacious pºrk is

the oldeſt in England, next to that at

Woodſtock. Hºdgwood, or betwood,

Staffordſ, NW, of Eccleſhall. Hºedºre,

Somerſetſ. 5 miles S. of Axbridge. Weiß.

neſbury, or Weedſury, Staffordſ. on the

Tame, near Darlaton. Wednesfield, Stati

fordſhire, betwee: Bloxwich and

hampton. Iſºetem, Bucks, 2 miles fron

Ayleſbury. Hedon-Beck; Northamptonſ,

SE. of Daventy. Weedon-Pinkney, St.

Loys, and Wºffº, Northamptoni. W. Ard

SW. of Toweſter. Week, Hants, NE. of

Andover. Hºek, Iſle of Wight, in W.

Medina, Wºk, Somerſetſ. NW. of Mił.

born-Port, "Week, Somerſetſ. SE of Stair:

ten. Drew. Week Lawrence, Somerſetſ.

Nw. of Qurchill. Weekly Northa;p-

tonſhire, NE. of Rothweł Week, St.

Mary's, tornwall, SW of Strättöp,

Heejing.coſº, SE, of Safford.' ...".

WEERſ, a town of Liege, id miles W:

of Ruramond. The allies took it in fºoz,

when hy deſtroyed the caſtle. ----

3 ºff, Warwickſ.-SW. of Auleefter.

12, Lancaſhire, -

%. * IPeeton, Yorkſhire, E.

of they. Hºetwood Bank, Northulhber

lau, a mile NE. of Wooller. Weever,

Ceſhire, S of Vale Royal. 1 *-

WEEv. R, a river which riſes in the

... part ºf Shropſhire, runs by Namptwich

croſs theſhire, and receiving the Dane at

Nortwich, enters the eſtuary of the Merſey.

It islavigable to ſome miles above North

wiſ. .

%ford, Staffordſhire, S. of Lichfield.

WEiEstadt, a town of Spire, circle

*

-

Wear- .

ołver.

NW. of Kirkham, in

"Wº Fiji,

t Upper Rhine, 20 miles SE, ºfHºl.
urg. - - * * * * - .w "i" -- :

Weightenhagºwn ºf fºg,
on the Rintz, circle of Upper Rhine...it'

WEIDEN, a town of Suſsbach,*
... ſºighton, Yorkſhire, 7, niles W. of
Wetherby. • * i. . . . . ºtiº

Weighton-Market, a finakptºn

in the E. Riding of Yorkſhire, rºmiſis

ESE. of York, 7 Market on weddeſday,

* Whil,animperial town of Wirtembu §a

* Weilburg, a town, capital...

ty in the circle ºf Upper Rhine. In the

printe'sjºi. apāif

ments, and meat it are fine gardens, a

large Renagerie, a chapel, &c. All the

roads near the town lie in a direct line

and are planted on both ſides with rows w;
trees, t , ºd 19.” * 1: . º: **** º

4- Weilhelm, aºf witHºurg,

and a town of Bavaria. . . .''”

... WEIMAR, a town, capital of a princt.

pality in Upper Saxony...with a palace,
where the dike reſides." Thi palace.com:

tains, among other things, a ſpécious º:

a valuable library, and a gallery of pairſ.

ings; it is 46 miles'ssw.of Łęipić; ;

- Wºgartin, a town in the palatinatt

of the Rhine; and a town of Šuabia. º.

ºfINHEIM, a tewt' in the palatimate

o' the Rhine, 5 miles E. of Worms, *

... Weiselsiusof, a fortreſs of weſt
Pruſſia, on the Viſtula, below. Dantzick,

*Weissemburaº'seewissºurg,

... Weissemburg, an imperial town ºf
Franconia; 48 miles W. of Ratiſbon, 7

... Whigseºuse, a town of Erzgeburg,

Upper Saxony. ... º' Tº

... Weissemburg, or Alba Julia, Se:

ALBA'Julia. . . . . . . ; ' ' '

*WeissEMBukd, or stulweisseM.

AvRG, a town- of Hungary, 34 iniks w;

ºf Buda. It was formerly the place of

doronation of their king, iſ generally."
theirº ", º,* ! º,

toWeissEnriºts, a town of Thurih.gia;

18 mileswsw.º. T - - º

pper Saxony,
-“Weissessee, a tow#6t

in the centre of Thufingia. , - - -

Helº Abbey, Nottingh, a mile and a

half S. of Workſop. Near it is a park,

finely woºded, and well ſtored with deer,

Welhéry, Herts, w, of Hitchin. ' ºy,

Leiceſ. N. of Melton Mowbray. Hºhor,

Lincolnſ. NE. of Beckingham, methorn,

Norfolk, SE. of Eaſt Dereham. Hºlborº,

Yorkſ. SW. of New Maltén, Hºlbºrn,

Yorkſ, near Kirby-Morefide. helºry,

Yorkſ, between Northallerton and Yaruń.

Welby, Lincolnſhire, NE. of Grantham.

H/elcºmb, or Woolacoºb, Devonſhire, S. of

Hartland-Point. Welcº, Warwickſ. by

3 B -
Stratfºrd
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Stratford-upon-Avon. Weld, Eſſex, near

Harlow. Weld, Hants, W. of Alton.

Hºrld, Herts, S, of Shenley. Weld, Ox

fordſhire, near Bampton. Weldon, North

umberland, SE. of Rothbury.

... WELDoN, GREAT, a town in North

amptonſhire, with a handſome market

houſe, and a ſeſſions chamber over it. It

is ſituated in Rockingham. Foreſt, 86 miles

NNW.of London. Marketon Wedneſday.

.../eldon, little, Northamp. near Great

..Weldon. Wele-Hall, Yorkſ, on the Ouſe,

.N. of Selby. Welford, Berks, N. of New

bury. Welford, Glouceſterſ. a hamlet in

, Kempsford pariſh. Helford, Glouceſ. 4

miles S. of Stratford upon-Avon. Wel

ham, Leiceſ. NE. of Harborough. Wel

Bam, Yorkſ, a mile S, of New Malton. ...

ºil, Kent, the water between Sheppey

Iſle and the mainland. , Hell, Kent, near

"Northfleet. Well, Lincºlnſ. S. of Alford.

Well, Yorkſ. W.of Maſham. Welland,

Devonſhire, NE. of Collumpton. Wel.

land, Worceſterſhire, S.W. ºf Upton.

WellAND, a river which ariſts in

Northamptonſhire, ſeparates that county

from Leiceſterſhire, Rutlandſhire,and Lin.

Colnſhire, and paſſes by Market-Harbo

rough and Stamford, from which laſt olace

it is navigable, by locks, to the Waſh,

jº. . . . . 2

Hell-Court, Kent, near Cuckſtone

Well-Court, Kent, near Littlebourn. Well

End, Bucks, NE. of Great Marlow. Wel

leſburn, Hoftings, and Mountfort, S. of

Warwick. #elley, Nottinghamſ.SW, of

Tuxford. Well-Hall, or Place, Kent, near

Eltham. #'elling, Kent, at the foot of

Shooter's-Hill, in the Dartford road.”

* Wellingborough,...a... town igf

Northamptonſhire, ſeated on the weſtern

bank of the river Nen. It has, a great

trade in corn, and a conſiderable manufaç

ture of lace, and is reckoned the ſecond

town in the county. It is 12 miles NE.

of Northampton, and 68 N. by W. of

london. Market on Wedneſday.,,0, 8,

Wellingham, Norfolk, S. ºf Rainham

Hall. %. Suſſex, N., of Lewes.

Hellingbore, Lincolnſhire, near Welborn.

Hellington, Herefordſhire, E. of Webley,

'ellington, Suſſex, 2 miles N. of Lewes,

.* Wellington, a town of Shropſhire,

ſeated near Wrekin Hill, 12 miles E. of

Shrewſbury, and 152 N.W. of London.

Market on Thurſday. - - a

WellinGron, a town of Somerſet

ſhire, with a manufactory of ſerges, drug

gets, &c. and a conſiderable pottery. It

is ſeated on the river Tone, 7 miles SW.

of Taunton, and 147 W. by S. of Lon

don. Market on Thurſday.

Jºellame, or Welham, Nottingh. near E.

Redford. Wellop, Kent, near Hith. Wel

Iop, a river in Northumb. Wellop, Weſtm.

on the Eden, NW. of Appleby. Hellºw,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Wellºw,

Somerſ. NW. of Philips Norton. Hel

low, Somerſetſ. 5 miles S. of Bath. Wel

low, E. and W. Hants, near Rumſey.

Mellr, in Wexford, Leinſter. Wells, in

Carlow, Leinſter.

, “Wells, a fiſhing town on the N. coaſt

ofNorfolk, exporting malt and corn to Hol

land, and importing the Dutch pottery.

It has a good harbour, and a deep chan

nel, and is ſituated between Clay and

Burnham, 121 miles NNE. of London.

Market diſuſed.

* Wells, a city of Somerſetſhire,

ſeated at the foot of a hill, has it's name

from the wells and ſprings that are about

it. Though but a ſmall city, the ſtreets

are broad, and it is well inhabited. The

cathedral, beſide which there is only one

pariſh church, is a ſtately pile, and the

market houſe is a neat ſtrućture, ſupported

by pillars. Here are confiderable manu

factories of knit worſhed ſtockings and

bone-lace. The number of houſes is

about 6po, and the inhabitants are about

4009. When the ſee is vacant, the biſhop

is choſen by an equal number of delegates

appointed by each of the churches of Bath

and Wells, and he is inftalled at both

laces. Beſides the biſhºp and dean, there

elong to this church 27 prebendaries and

59 minor canons, with no want of ſpiritual

tourt men, pročtors and other officers.

The fummer aſſizes for the county are held

here alternately with Taunton and Bridge

water. It is 16 miles S. of Briſtol, and 112

SSW. of London. Markets on Wedneſ

day and Saurday. -

WELLs, a town of Auſtria.

g"Welshpool, a corporation town of

Montgomeryſhire, ſeated on the fiver Se

veºn, in a rich, Yale. It is the principal

trading town in the county, being the great

market for flannels, and the houſes rein

general, well built. The affaes fo the

county are held in the town-hall. The

caſtle, called Powis-Caſtie, is built t a

reddiſh, ſtone, on an eminence, and w=

formerly of great ſtrength, beauty, ai

extent. It is 19 miles S. by W. 7

Shrewſbury, 7 N. of Montgomery, and 16

NW. of London. The market, which is

conſiderable for cattle and proviſions, is on

Monday. Fairs on the ſecond Monday in

March, the Monday before Eaſter, \une

5th, the firſt Monday after June 12th,

September 12th, and December 16th.

Well Street, Kent, near Weſtrºi.

JF eſnº,
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Welney, Cambridgeſ. in the Fens, between

Littleport and Upwell. Welowbridge

Park and Wells, Staffordſhire, N. of Blore

Heath. Welſborough, Leiceſ. W. of Boſ

worth. Welton, Lincolnſ. NE. of Spilſby.

Welton, N. of Lincoln. Welton, Lincolnſ.

W. of Louth. Welton, Northamp. near

Daventry. Welton, Northumb. NW. of

Newcaſtle. , Welton, Somerſetſ. near Mid

ſummer-Norton. Welton, Yorkſhire, near

the Humber, W. of Hull. Welton, York

ſhire, E. of Beverley. Welverton, or

Wolveſton, Durham, N. of Stockton, hel

wick, Yorkſhire, NE. of Spurnhead.

* Welwyn, Hertfordſhire, on the river

Mimram, 25 miles N. by W. of London,

in the road to Bedford.

WEM, a town in Shropſhire, ſeated on

the river Roddon, near it's ſource. It is

a ſmall place, with a large market on

Thurſday for cattle and proviſions. It is

9 miles N. of Shrewſbury, and 164 NW.

of London.

Wembury, Devonſhire, a mile and a half

NE. of Plymouth. Wendon, Somerſetſ.

NW. of Bridgewater. Wemley. Hill and

Green, Middleſex, S. of Harrow. Wem

worthy, Devonſhire, SW, of Chimleigh.

Wendeon, Cornwall, on the Cober, W. of

Penryn. JWenderton, Kent, near Wing

ham. Wendeſley, Derbyſ. N. of Wirkſ

worth. JWendlebury, Oxfordſhire, SW. of

Biceſter. Wendon, Lowth, Great, and

I.ittle, Eſſex, S.W. of Walden.

*WENDov ER, a town in Bucking

hamſhire, 7 miles SE. of Ayleſbury, and

35 W. by N. of London. Market on

Tueſday.

h'endy, Cambridgeſ. near Shengay and

Wimple. Wenford-Eagle, Dorſetſhire,

between Weymouth and Bridport. Weng,

Bucks, near Newport-Pagneſ. Wenham,

Great and Little, Suffolk, on the river Bre

ton, near Bury. Wenhafton, Suſſex, SE.

of Haleſworth. Wenington, Huntingdon

ſhire, SE. of Saltrey-Grange. Wenling,

Norfolk, W. of Eaſt Dereham.

WENlock, GREAT, or Much, a town

in Shropſhire, noted for limeſtone and to

bacco-pipe clay. It is 12 miles SE. of

Shrewſbury, and 147 NW. of London.

Market on Monday. -

Henlock, Little, Shropſ. E. of Wrekin

Hill. Wenne, Cornwall, SE. of Columb.

... WENNER, the largeſt lake of Sweden,

in W. Gothland, to the NW. of the Lake

Wetter, being about 80 miles in length,

and from 20 to 32 in breadth.

JWennington, Eſſex, adjoining Rainham.

Hennington, NE. of Lancaſter, on the

river Wenning. Wenſley, Yorkſhire, in

the N. Riding, near Midlam. Wenſley

Dale is extenſive, has the river Ure run

ning through it, affords romantic pro

ſpects, abounds with game, and yields a

variety of minerals. In this vale Henry

Jenkins was born in 1500, and died in

1670.

WENSYssel, a town of N. Jutland, 18

miles N.W. of Aalborg.

h'ent, a river in Yorkſhire, running into

the Don, oppoſite Marſhland. Wentbeck,

a river in Northumberland. Wentbridge,

Yorkſ. has a bridge over the Went, be

tween Doncaſter and Tadcaſter. Went

nor, Shropſhire, near Church and Little

Stretton. Menton, Rutlandſ. near Cotteſ

more. Wentſum, a river in Norfolk.

Mentworth, Cambridgeſhire, SW. of Ely.

h'entworth, Yorkſ. 3 miles NW. of Ro

theram. Near it is Wentworth Houſe,

the magnificent ſeat of Earl Fitzwilliam,

ſituated in a beautiful park, 8 miles in

compaſs. The ſtables are ſuperior in ſize

and grandeur to any in the kingdom.

WEobly, a town in Herefordſhire,

chiefly noted for fine ale. It is 8 miles

NW, of Hereford. Market on Thurſday.

Wepham, Suſſex, near Burpham.

WERBEN, a town in the Old Marche,

Brandenburgh, at the confluence of the

Havel and Elbe. -

Werden, Lancaſhire, S. of Preſton.

WeRDEN, a town of Mark, Weſtphalia.

WER DENBURG, a town of Glarus, in

Swiſſerland, capital of a bailiwick. It is

zo miles ENE. of Glarus.

Terdley, Lancaſhire, SE. of Boltou.

Here, Devonſhire, in Topſham pariſh.

Were, Somerſetſhire, S.W. of Axbridge.

Wereham, Cheſhire, on the Weever, 2.

miles W. of Northwich. Weremouth,

Northumberland, in the lordſhip of Bothal.

herington, Northamptonſhire, on the Car

Dyke, N. of Peterborough.

WeRle, a town in the duchy of Weſt

phalia, 13 miles WSW. of Lippſtadt.

WERMELAND, a province of Sweden,

in W. Gothland, bounded on the N. by

Dalecarlia; on the E. by Weſtmania and

Nericia, on the S. by the Lake Wenner

and the province of Dalia, and on the W.

by Norway; being about 180 miles in

length, and 12o in breadth. It is a fer

tile and pleaſant province; diverſified by

mountains, rocks, hills, and dales, clothed

with foreſts of birch, poplar, mountain

aſh, pine, and fir; and abounding with

lakes, which are extremely , beautiful.

They are from 4 to 40 miles in circum

ference; ſome ſo narrow as to appear like

broad rivers; others of a ...; ſhape;

their ſhores, in ſome parts, ſteep and rocky;

in others gently ſloping, but always fea

3 B 2. thered
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thered with hanging wood to the margin

of the water; the roads delightfully wind

ing through the dark foreſts which over

hang the impending precipices, and over

fhadow the water. Numerous rivulets

flow from theſe lakes, and form, ſome

times, ſmall pictureſque cataracts. The

chief cecupation of the inhabitants is min

ing, ſmelting, &c. together with fiſhing,

and a little agriculture. Their trade con

fiſts moſtly in maſts, planks, timber, the

bark of birch trees, &c. In the chief

river Clara, or Stor Elbe, is a profitable

ſalmon fiſhery. .

WERN, a town of Munſter, Weſtphalia,

... WERNIGER ope, a town and county of

Upper Saxony. --

WERNI : z, a river of Sunbia, which

falls into the Danube near Donawert.

h'erray, a river in Cardiganſ.

rington, Devonſ on the borders of Cornw.

4 errow, Hants, in the Iſle of Wight.

VVER THE IM, a town of Franconia,

capital of a county of the ſame name, 2 o

miles in length, and nearly as much in

breadth. It is ſeated at the confluence of

the rivers Turbur and Maine.

, WERwick, a town of Flanders, on the
Lys, .3 miles S.W. of Menin. t

Hºrwin, Cheſhire, N.W. of Delamere

Foreſt.

... Weſcot, Surry, SW. of Darking.

WE5 El, a town of Cleves, near the

confluence of the Rhine and the Lippe.

WE's EN BURG, a town of Mecklenburg.

WesER, a conſiderable river of Ger

many, which riſes in Franconia, being

then called the Werra, and receives the Fuld

at Munden, in the duchy of B, unſwick.

Then it obtains the name of Weſer, waters

Hamelen, Minden, and Hoye ; when it

joins the Aller, and after running by Bre

men and Carleſburg, or Carlſtadt, falls into

the German Ocean.

It’ſºot, Surry, S.W. of Darking. Hºſ.

ſel, Northumb. near Tylmouth. Weſſen

,ham, St. Peter's and All Saints, Norfolk,

SW. of Rainham-Hall. Heſſenton, Glou

cetterſ. near Campden. JW ſington, North

umberland, NE. of Heddon-on-the-Wall.

Jºſi Acre, Norfolk, on the river Nar, W.

of Caſtle-Acre. //eſłal, Glouceſ. in Chel

tenham pariſh. Weft-Almer, Dorſetſhire,

a mile from Charborough. Weſt Bere,

Kent, 3 miles NE. of Canterbury. Weſt

born, Suſſex, near Raćton. Weſtborn

Greer, Middl. near Paddington. Hºftho

rough, Lincolnſhire, N.W. of Grantham.

JWeſtbroke, Dorſetſ. in Upway pariſh, near

Ridgehill. Iſºftbrook, Berks, SW. of

Newbury. Hºffbrook, Kent, near Oſpring.

Hºffbrookley, Herts, S.E. of Berkhamſtead.

Hºlbury, W. of Buckingham, lºftbury,

-

comb, Kent, near Greenwich.

Pºey---

Glouceſterſ. 2 miles NE. of Newnham.

ſºftbury, Hants, W. of Eaſt and Weſt

Mean. Weſtbury, Kent, near Watring

bury. Hºftbury, Kent, near Oriation.

Iſeſilury, Shropſhire, between Shrewſbury

and Welſhpool. Hºffbury, Somerſ.tſhire,

N.W. of Wells.

WestBu Ry, a town of Wiltſhire, with

a manufacture of coarſe broad cloth. It

is 26 miles N.W. of Saliſbury, and 121

W. of London. Market on Friday.

Weſtbury, Yorkſ, rºar Sheffield. Iſºft

bury-on-Trin, Glouceſ. 2 miles NW. of

Briſtol. Hºefly, Lancaſ... in Amounder

neſs, W. of Kirkham. Weſłły, Lircolnſ.

near Bafingthorp. Hºff Chickerill, Dor

ſetſ. near the Channel, on the river Fleet.

#eſ Cliff, Kent, N. of Dover. Hºff

Hºffanº,

Sºmerſetſ, near Batcoinb. Hºft Cºffice,

near Shrewſbury, on the Severn. Pººjica?,

Bucks, in Waddeſdon pariſh. If first,

Devonſhire, S. of Ilfracomb. Heſicci,

Glouceſterſ. 4 miles SE. of Stow-on-the

Would. Hºeffcot, Surry, in Darking Pa

riſh. Weſtcot, Warwickſ. near Ratley.

IWeſtcot, Wiltſhire, near Swindon. Heft

court, Hants, NE. of Alton. Hºftcours,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Wºº

Court, Kent, near Detling. Wºff-Ceart,

Kent, near Gillingham. Hºeft-Cºrri,

Kent, near Sibbert's-Wood. Wºff Cºurt,

Kent, near Upchurch. Heft-Court, Ox

fordſ, near Benſington. If effactºr, De

vonſhire, between Weſtcot and Ilfracomb.

Jºſied, Surry, in Compton pariſh. Hºff

End, Middl. between Kilburn and Hamp

ſtead. IWeſ?-End, Middl. near Greenford.

Iłºſł. End, Surry, near Eſher. Heft-End,

Surry, near Cobham. Heft End, Yorkſ.

in Eaſtington pariſh. Weſlenbanger, Kent,

near Stanford.

Wester As, or WesterAHs, a town

of Sweden, capital of Weltmania, the tee

of a biſhop, and the reſidence of a go

vernor. It is a large, ſtraggling town,

compoſed of wooden houſes, and contains

the ruins of an ancient palace, formerly

inhabited by the kings of Sweden. Here

is a weighing-houſe for metals, from

whence a vatt quantity of iron, copper,

and braſs, dug in the neighbouring mines,

are exported acroſs the Lake Maeier

to Stockholm. The cathedral, which

is built of brick, is celebrated for it's

tower, eſteemed the higheſt in the king

dom. Weſterahs is 36 miles WSW. of

Upſal.

Western URG, a town and lordſhip

in the circle of Upper Rhine, ſubject to

the counts of Limange.

Hºffery, Leiceſ, near Fleckney. Weſt

er-Compton, Somerſetſ, a mile from Shep

- - tººl
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Hºeft-Hall, Yorkſ. E. of Skipton.

ton-Mallet. Weſterdale, Yorkſhire, near

Cleveland. Hºeſterfield, Suffolk, near Ipſ.

wich. -

WestER HAM, a town of Kent, ſeated

on the river Darent, which riſes from nine

ſprings near this town. Here Gen. Wolf

was born and buried. It is 14 miles NW.

of Tunbridge, and 22 SSE. of London.

Market on Wedneſday.

West ERN IsLAN ps. See Azores

and HE BRIDEs. . -

It'eſterland, Devonſ, in Marledon pa

riſh. Jºſierleigh, Glouceſ. 3 miles SW.

of Chipping. Sodbury.

West ERN TERRITor Y, a vaſt coun

try in North America, comprehending all

that part of the United States which lies

N.W. of the river Ohio, extending to the

Lakes on the N. and the Miſſiſſippi on the

W. It contains 1 1,000 ſquare miles,

equal to 153,04.o.o.o.o acres; from which,

if we deduct 43,040,ooo for water, there

will remain 220,000,oco of acres, belong

.ing to the federal government, to be ſold

for the diſcharge of the national debt. Vrony of Kendal. Wºff. Mill, Herts, a .

Wºffhouſes, Yorkſhire, N. of Skale Park.

Hºſhington, Glouceſterſ, in Camden pariſh.

Weſtland, Rutlandſ, near Coteſmore. Weſ.

tleton, Suffolk, between Yoxford and Dun

wich. hºſlley, Devonſ, near Biddeford.

Hºſſley, Shropſ. between Longdon and

Condover. Weſley, Suffolk, W. of Bury.

Weſley, Waterleſ, 10 miles E. of Cam

bridge. Hºffmancot, Worceſterſ, a ham

let to Bredon.

WESTMAN1A, or WESTMANLAND, a

province of Sweden Proper, between Su

dermania, Geſtricia, Nericia, Upland, and

Wermeland; being about 1 oo miles in

length, and 70 where broadeſt. It abounds

in copper and iron mines, and the trade in

theſe metals is the moſt conſiderable in all

Sweden. The deſcription already given

of the face of the country in Wermeland

will equally ſerve for this.

Heffnarden Hill, a ſmall village in

Suſſex, which was totally conſumed by fire

in 1777. Weſlmark, Hants, by Peters

field. Weſºmeſter, Weſtmorl. in the ba

This country, which is intended to be di- mile from Ware. Wºff Mill-Bury, Herts,

vided into ſeveral new ſtates, is affirmed

to be the moſt healthy, pleaſant, commo

dious, and fertile ſpot on the American

continent, that is yet known to Europeans.

Weſlerton, Durham, near Biſhop Auck.

land. Weſterton, Suſſex, NW, of Chicheſ.

ter. Hºjterton, Yorkſ. N. of Wakefield.

WEsteRwald, a diſtrićt of Wette

ravia.

WEsterwick, a ſea-port of Smaland,

with a manufa&ture of cloth, and a briſk

trade in ſhip-timber and naval ſtores. It

is 60 miles N. of Calmar.

Weſ Farbon, Kent, near Harrietſham.

JWeſtfield, Eſſex, near Coggeſhall. Weft

field, Norfolk, near E. Dereham. Hºeffield,

Somerſetſhire, near Wellington. Hºtfield,

Suſſex, 5 miles N. of Haſtings. Hºſfield,

Suſſex, 6 miles W. of Winchelſea. Hºff

gate, Kent, in Thanet. Iſle. Weſtgreen,

Middleſex, near Tottenham-High. Croſs.

Hºfhaddon, Northamptonſ. 6 miles NE.

of Daventry. Weſt Hall, Cheſhire, at High

i.eigh. Hºff-Hall, Cumberl. near Aſkør.

ton-Caſtle. Weſ? Hall, Dorſetſhire, near

Folke. Weſt Hall, Eſſex, near Packle

ſham. Hºft Hall, Lancaſ, near Dalton,

Hºeff. Hall, Staffordſhire, near Eccleſhali.

hºrſ. Hall, Suffolk, near Haleſworth.

I/ºff

Ham, Suſſex, between Pevenſey-Marſh and

the ſea. hºſl Halks, Kent, near Kingſ

north. Weſ. holme, Dorſetſ. near Stoke.

#eſ!hope, Shropſhire, W. of Diddleſbury.

Heffhorp, Suffolk, S. of Boteſdale. //eſ.

thorp, Notting. in Southwell pariſh. Hºft

**ſa, Cumberland, in Kirkbride pariſh.

º

º

*

on the river Rib, 2 miles N. of Braughing.

WEST MEATH. See MEATH, West.

WestMinst ER, a city of Middleſex,

the reſidence of the monarchs of Great

Britain, the ſeat of the parliament and of

the high courts of juſtice, and, conſtitut

ing, with London and Southwark, the me

tropolis of the Britiſh empire. On the diſ

ſolution of it's famous abbey, in 1541,

Henry VIII. erected it into a biſhopric,

appointing the county of Middleſex (Ful

ham excepted) for the dioceſe. It had,

however, but one prelate, for Edward VI.

tranſlated the ſee to Norwich. The abbey,

dedicated to St. Peter, is now a collegiate

church, the dean of which is always the

biſhop of Rocheſter. See LoND on.

Iſºflºniſion, Suſſex, near Chiltington.

#'eſhmoor, Somerſ. near Barrington.

WestMoR LAND, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the NW. and N. by

Cumberland; on the E. and SE. by

Yorkſhire; and on the S. and SW. by

Lancaſhire. It’s extent from NE. to S.

is 40 miles, and it's breadth about 24.

It is generally divided into four wards,

which contain 11 market towns, 32 pa

riſhes, and about 70,oco hºuſes. The air

is clear, ſharp, and ſalubrious. The ſoil

is various ; that on the mountains is very

barren, while the Lowlands, called the Ba

rony, or Bottom of Weſtmorland, are ter

tile, producing good corn and graſs, eſ

ecially in the meadows near the rivers.

}. the hilly parts, on the weſtern borders,

it is generally believed there are vaſt quan

tities of copper ore, and veins of gold ;
3 B 3 - ione
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ſome mines of copper are worked, but

moſt of the ore lies ſo deep, that it will

not anſwer the expence. This county

yields the fineſt ſlate, and abundance of

excellent hams are cured here. The prin

cipal rivers are the Eden, the Lone, and

the Ken. It has alſo ſeveral fine lakes,

the principal of which is Winander-Mere,

the bottom of which is one continued rock.

In the Foreſt of Martindale, to the S. of

Ulls-Water, the breed of red deer ſtill

exiſts in a wild ſtate. The earl of Tha

met is hereditary ſheriff. Appleby is the

county-town, but Kendal is the moſt con

fiderable one, for ſize, trade, and popula

tion.

Meſinath, Cornwall, N. of the Looes.

Weſtming, Bedfordſ. S. of Ampthill. Weſ.

ton, Berks, NE. of Hungerford. Weſton,

Cheſ. near Rock-Savage. Wefton, Cheſ.

E. of Namptwich. Weſton, Dorſetſ, in

Corſcomb pariſh. JWeſton, Glouceſ. ad

joining Campden.º: SE.

of Ba ingſtoke. Weſton, Hampſhire, near

Micheldever. Wefton, Hampſhire, SE. of

Southampton. Weſton, Heref. near Roſs.

Iſºſton, Hertf. near Baldock. Hºefton,

Iſle of Wight, in W. Medina. Wºffon,

Linc. SW. of Whiplode. Weſton, Norf.

SW. of Attlebridge. JP'eſton, Northamp.

near Corby. Wºſion, Northamp, near

Weldon. Weſton, Nott. between Tux

ford and Carleton. Wºffon, Shropſ. near

Bridgnorth. Weſton, Shropſ. S. of Prees.

Heſion, Shropſ. SW. of Wem. Weſton,

Shropſhire, between Stow and Walford.

JWeſton, Somerſetſ. near Bath. Weſton, So

merſ. near Portbury. Weſton, Sounerſetſ.

SE. of Bridgewater. Weſton, Staff. Nw.

of Swinerton. Weſton, Suff, near Barn

ingham. Wºffon, Suffolk, S. of Beccles.

Weſton, Surry, in Albury pariſh, near

Boxhill. Weſton, Wilts, near Saliſbury.

Weſton, Yorkſhire, S. of New Malton.

Weſton, Yorkſ. NW. of Otley. Weſton

Bampfield, Somerſetſ. near Queen-Camel.

Heſton Begger, N. of Hereford. Weſton

Birt, Giouceſ. 3 miles S.W. of Tetbury.

JWeſton-Chapeſ, Shropſhire, S. of Brown

Clée-Hill. Weſton Colvil, Camb. E. of

Gogmagog-Hills. Hºſton Coyney, Staff.

near Careſwell. Weſton Flavel, near

Northampton. Weſton-Green, Surry, in

the pariſh of Thames-Ditton. Weſton-in

Arden, Warw. near Bulkington. Weſton

in the-Thiſtles, Warwickſ. near Cheriton.

Hºſan-jones, Staff. near Norbury. Weſ.

tºa, King's, Glouceſ in Henbury pariſh.

//eſton-Lawrence, Glouceſ. N. of King's

Weſton. Hºſton, North, Oxfordſ. 3 miles

from Tame. Weſton, Old, Huntingd. E. of

Brington. Weſton-on-the-Green, Oxfordſ.

near Biceſter. Weſton, Patrick's, Hants,

SW. of Odiham. Weſton, South, Oxfordſ.

E. of Efington. Weſton-Suhedge, Glouc.

a mile W. of Campden. Weſton ſubter

Hetheley, Warw. S. of Wetheley-Wood.

Weſton-ſºper-Mare, Somerſ. near the Se

vern, between the Flatholms and Steep

holms. Weſtonton, Glouc. in Marthfield

pariſh. Hºeſton-Turvill, Bucks, near

Ayleſbury. Weſton under-Liſzard, Staff.

near Blimhill. Weſton-under-Peniard,

Herefordſ. NE. of Roſs. Weſton-under

Wood, Bucks, near Oulney. Weſton an

der-Wood, NW. of Derby. Weſton-upon

Avon, Glouceſ. 4 miles W. of Stratford

upon-Avon. Weſton-upon Trent, SE. of
Derby. "ſ;..."; Staff. N. of

Ingeſtre. Weſton-Worth, Dorſetſ. a mile

SW. of Worth, in Purbeck-Iſle. Weſton

Zoyland, Somerſ. Weſtover, Hants, in

the New Foreſt. Weſtover, Iſle of Wight,

in W. Medina. Weſtport, Wilts, near

Malmſbury. Weſtparley, Dorſetſ. 6 miles

SE, of Winborne.

Westphalia, one of the circles of

Germany. bounded on the E. and S. by

the circles of Lower Saxony and Upper and

Lower Rhine; on the W. by the United

Provinces; and on the N. by the German

Ocean, and circle of Lower Saxony. The

air is cold, but the ſoil produces paſtures

and ſome corn, though there are a great

many marſhes. The horſes are large, and

the hogs in high eſteem, eſpecially the

hams, known by the name of Weſtphalia

hams. The principal rivers are the Weſer,

the Embs, the Lippe, and the Roer. It

contains the ſovereign biſhoprics of Ofra

burgh, Munſter, and Paderhorn, the ab

beys of Corvey, Stablo, Eſſen, and Ver

den, the principality of Minden, the coun

ties of Ravenſburg, Tecklenburg, Rit

burg, Lippe, Spiegleberg, Schawenburg,

Hoye, Diepholt, Delmenhorſt. Oldenburg,

Embden, or Eaſt Frieſland, Bentheim, and

Mark; the cities of Cologne and Aix-la

Chapelle; the town of Dortmund; and

the duchies of Juliers, Berg, and Cleves,

with ſome ſmaller ſtates and ſigniories.

The diets of the circle are uſually ap

pointed at Cologne, but the archives are

kept at Duſſeldorf.

Westph Ali A, THE Duchy of, in

the circle of Lower Rhine, S. of Muniter

and Lippe, it is about 40 miles in length.

and near 3o in breadth, and is a mountain

ous country, full of wood, but moderate

ly fertile. It is under the government of

3. Brilon is the capital.

* West PoRT, a ſea-port of Mayo, in

Connaught, ſeated on Clew-Bay.

West RA, one of the Orkney Iſlands.

WE's TRA ºt.

i
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WestRAM. See Westerham.

Jºeſtrip, Glouceſterſ, near Tetbury.

EstroGothiA. See GoTHL AND.

Meſtrop, Northamptonſhire; ſee Aſtrop.

wº. Wilts,. Highworth.%
Tirebarn, Dorſetſ. in Purbeck-Iſle, 2 miles

W. of Steple. , Meſ ſºard, and it's Fo

3. Cumb. SW. of Carliſle. Weſt well,

ent, 3 miles N. of Aſhford. Weſt:well,

Oxf. near Burford. Weſtwick, near Cam

bridge. Weſtwick, Durham, SE. of Bar

nard-Caſtle. Weſtwick, Hertfordſ. near

Hemſtead. Weſtwick, Norf, near Lynn.

Weſtwood, Dorſetſhire, in Purbeck-Iſle.

JWeſtwood, Worc. near Droitwich. Weſt

•wood, Linc. in Axholm Iſle. Weſtwood,

Northumberl. on the Till, E. of Wooler.

JWeſtwood, Surry, NW. of Guilford."

Jºeſtwood, Wilts, near Bradford. Weten

Hall, Cheſ. near Torperley. Weterſlades,'

Northumb. NW. of Tinmouth. Wethele,

Cheſ. on the river wever, W. of North

wich. We'verthorp, Yorkſhire, NW. of

Kilham. We'very, a river in Brecknockſ.

We'verſley, Middleſ. between Harmondſ

worth and Cowley. IWexcomb, Wilts,

SE. of Savernake. Foreſt. z

Wexford, a county of Ireland, in

the province of Munſter, 29 miles in

length, and 20 in breadth, bounded on:

the N. by Wicklow; on the E. by St.

George's Channel; on the S. by theAt

lantic Ocean; and on the W. by Carlow,

Waterford, and Kilkenny. Though not

mountainous, it contains a large propor

tion of coarſe, cold land, and ſtiff clay,

yet many parts are fertile in corn

graſs. It contains 199 pariſhes.

... *Wexford, a ſea port of Ireland, ca

pital of a county of the ſame name. Ad

joining it is the barony of Forth, the in

habitants of which, deſcendants of an an

warw. W. of Arrow. Wetheral, Cumb. Cient Britiſh colony, retain their native

near Carliſle, formerly a monaſtery.

WetER, a lake of Sweden, in E. Goth

land, to the SE. of Lake Wenner. It is

about 70 miles in length, and from io to

zo in breadth. º

We reRAviA, or WettERAw, a

country of Germany, between Heffe and

the river Maine, and ſo named from the

river Wetter. The northern part is call

ed Weſterwald.

* WetheRBY, a town in the W. Rid

ing of Yorkſhire, feated on the river

Wharfe, 14 miles S. by W. of York, and

18o N. by W. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

Wetherden, Suff. E. of Wulpit. Weth

eringſet, Suffolk, near Mendleſham. Weth.

erley, Leiceſ. SW. of Boſworth. Wetherſ.

dale, Suffolk, SE. of Harleſtofi.

Wethersfielp, a town in the ſtate

of Connecticut. It is noted for raiſing

onions, and is 4 miles S. of Hartford.

H'ethersfield, Eſſex, E. of Thaxted.

l/ethihill, Somerſ. S. of Dunſter. IWethi

ton, NE. of Shrewſbury. I'eting, All

Saints and St. Mary, Norfolk, between

Thetford and Methwould. , Wettleton,

Shropſ. NW. of Ludlow. Wetton, Staff,

near Grindon. Wetwang, Yorkſ, E.

Riding, between Wilton and Kilham,

l/etwood, Northumb. in Veſey barony.

Wetwood, Yorkſhire, near Leeds.

Wetzlar, an imperial town in the

circle of Upper Rhine. Here are held the

meetings of the imperial chamber, which

were removed hither from Spire, in 1693.

It is 45 miles E. of Coblentz.

Wevelºfield, Suſſex, 12 miles S. of Eaſt

Grinſtead. Wever, a river in Cheſhire.

Wever, a river in Devonſhire. Waveham,

language, manners, and -many fingular

cuſtoms, till this day. Wexford was once

reckoned the chief city in Ireland, being

the firſt colony of the Éngliſh, and is ſtill

a large, handſome town, with a beautiful'

and commodious harbour, but not deep

enough for large veſſels. Much woollen

cloth is manufactured in the town and

neighbourhood. The inhabitants are about

9006. It is ſeated at the mouth of the ri

ver Slaney, 63 miles S. of Dublin. Lat.

52. 18. N. lon. 6. 29. W.

H/exham, Bucks, between Beacons

field and Colebrook... . . . … r

Wexio, a ſea-port of Sweden, in Smo

land, leated on the Helga Lake, which

contains a group of woody iſlands. This

town, though a bi 's ſee, is exceeding

ly finall: the houſes are moſtly of wood.

It is 50 miles W. of Calmar.

Wey, a river of Dorſetſhire, which runs

into the ſea at Weymouth. Wºy, a river

of Surry, which riſes in Hampſhire, wa

ters Guilford, and enters the Thames at

Weybridge, which is 4 miles SW. by W.

of Hampton-Court, It is navigable to

Guilford and Godalmin, and a canal has

been lately inade from it to Bafingſtoke in

Hampſhire. 3. * * '' -

Weybill, Hants, 3 miles W. of Ando

ver. A fair on O&ober 1 oth, reckoned

the l in England for ſtore ſheep, Suſ

ſex, and Kentiſh hops, Wilts, Somerſet,

and Glouceſter cheeſe, leather, &c,

*Weymouth, a town of Dorſetſhire,

ſeated at the mouth of the Wey, and in

corporated with Melcomb-Regis, with

which it communicates by means of a

drawbridge. It's port is injured by the

ſand, from which circumſtance it's trade,
3 & 4 which
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which was once conſiderable, is now much

reduced; a few ſhips, only being ſent to

Portugal and Newfoundland. There is,

however, a great reſort of company hither,

for the purpoſe of ſea-bathing, for which

it is excellently fitted by it’s remarkably,

fine beach, and the ſoftneſs of it's air.

A few plain and ſtriped cottons are made

here. Markets on Wedneſday and Friday.

See MELcomb-REGIs. . . . -

... Mºhaberley, Warw, in Stonelry pariſh.

Whaddon, and it's Chace, near the Ouſe,

NE. ºf Buckingham. Whaddon, Camb,

near Royſton. Whaddon, 4 miles S. of

Glouceſter. Whaddºn, Wilts, near Melk

ſham. Åhaddon, Wilts, near Alderbury.

Phalay, Derbyſhire, near Bolſover-Caſtle.

#'hale, Weſtmorland, in Lowther pariſh.

Whaleſborough, Cornwall, near Stratton.

Whaley, Lancaſ, near Preſton. Whalton,

Northumb. near Ogle-Caſtle. Whalton,

1.34g, Leiceſterſ. NW. of Loughborough.

#haplade. Drove, Lincolnſ, in Holland,

amoug the fems. , 8/harby, Northumberl.

N.W. of Hexham, .3/harfe, a river of

Yorkſhire, falling tuto the Ouſe near Tad

caſter, Whariſon, Durham, SE. of Bar

nard, Caſtle, ſh/harlton, Yorkſ. SW. of

Stokeſley. Hºharmly-Hall, Yorkſ. SE.

of Halifax. 2 HWharnford, Staffordſhire, N.

of Leek. Hºharram-ºn-the-Street, and

#"harram-Piergy.Yorkſhire, SE, of New

Malton. Wharrington, Durham, SW. of

Wearmouth. Hºbarton-Hall, Weſtmorl.

S. of Kirby-Steven. Whafton, Yorkſhire,

3 miles from Richmond, . Whatcot, War

wickſ. W. of Tyſoe. Whatcroft, Che

thire, SE. of Northwich. . . . .

ºf Whateley, Oxfordſ. near Water-Perry.

- Whatfield, Suff. N. of Hadley. What

Hey, Eſſex, near Raleigh. Whatley, So

merſ. NW, of Frome. , Hºhailey, War.

wickſhire, NW, of Atherſton. Whatton,

Nottinghamſ. SE. of Bingham. Wheat

croft, Derbyſ. in Scarſdale. }heathamp

#on, Wilts, on the edge of Saliſbury-Plain,

towards Calne. Wheathampſtead. Herts,

N. of St. Alban's. The church is of the

ºathedral faſhion, and ſeems the oldeſt in

# county. In it are the remains of the

opiſh image, called the Rood, which is

turned into the clerk’s deſk. Wheathill,

Somerſetſ. 5 miles from Bruton and So

merton. Wheatley, Yorkſ, 2 miles N. of

Duncaſter. Wheatley; Hill. Durham, be

tween Durham and Hedlam. Wheatley,

N. and S. Nottingh.cnear Claerborough.

Włłeaton-Aſton, Shropſ.-SE. of Wenlock.

#heeler, a dyer in Denbighſ. Wheeloch,

Çhenon Lic river Wheeloch,near Sandbach.

*Aelbech, S. of Shrewſbury. Wheldrake,

$8, of York, A helors, Eſſex, near Bent

ley. Hºheler-Street, Surry, NW. of God

almin... Whelham-Green, Herts, near Cel

ney-Hatch. Whelp-Caſtle, ruins near Kir

hy-Thore, in Weſtmorland. Whelpington,

Weſ?, Northumberl. near Kirk-Whelping

ton. Wheltham, Magna and Parva, Sut

folk, SE. of Bury. h"benby, Yorkſ. S.

of Hovinghaun. Whepſtead, Suffolk, S.

of Bury. Wherſed, Suffolk, near Ipſwich.

Hºherwell, Hants, near Andover. Hºf

ton, Derbyſ. in the High Peak. Wheſize,

Middleſex, between Friarm-Barnet and E.

Barnet. Whetacre, All Saints and St. Pr

ter's, Norfolk, W. of Layftoff. Whet

acre, Upper and Lower, Warwickſhire,

N. of Bourn. Whetſton, or Whitſteator,

SE. of worceſter. Whetſton, S.W. of Lei

ceſter. Hºhettal, Shropſhire, SE. of El

leſmere. Whettle, Shropſ. E. of Brown

Clee-Hill. Wheyle, Herefordſ. NE. of

Leominſter. Whichbury, Wilts, S. of Sa

liſbury. Whichcot. Chapel, Shropſ. N. of

Ludlow. Whichnor, Staffordſ. NE. of

Lichfield. Which wood-Foreſ?, Oxfordſh.

between Charlbury and Burford. #'kick

les with, Lancaſhire, on the Irwell, SW. of

Mancheſter.

Whidah, a kingdom of Guinea, on

the Slave Coaſt, extending about 1o miles

along the ſea, and 7 miles within land.

It is a very populous country, well fur

niſhed with large villages; and there are

ſo many ſmall ones, that they are not

above a muſquet-ſhot diſtant from each

other. Some are the king's, ſome the

viceroy's villages, and others are built and

peopled by particular lords, and become

hereditary in their families. The houſes

are ſmall, round at the top, and encom

paſſed with mud walls, or hedges. The

trees are tall, ſtraight, and diſpoſed in re

fº. preſenting to the eye fine

ong groves and avenues, clear of bruſh

wood and weeds. All the Europeans, who

have been here, ſpeak of the country with

rapture, and extol it as a perfect paradiſe.

The fields are always verdant, and being

planted with beans, potatoes, fruits,

and roots, and covered with a multitude

of houſes, form one of the fineft proſpetts

in the world. The natives ſow again the

very next day after they have reaped.

The women brew the beer, dreſs the vic

tuals, and ſell all ſorts of commoditics at

the market. Thoſe that are rich employ

their wives and ſlaves in tilling the land,

and they carry on a conſiderable trade with

the produćt, as well as in ſlaves. The

natives exceed all other negroes in civili

zation, induſtry, and vigilance, and em

ploy themſelves in ſeveral kinds of manu

w * *.

faćtures. They ſpin cotton yarn, weavety ip y fins

*
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upon-Tyne.

- Brighthelmitone.

fine cotton cloth, make calabaſſes, wood

en veſſels, plates, diſhes, &c. and do

ſmith's work in greater perfection than,

any other people on the coaſt. The rite

of circumciſion is uſed here, but they are

not able to tell whence it is derived. Their

principal idols are ſnakes, and particularly

the fetiche, a ſnake with a large, round,

beautiful head, a ſhort, pointed tongue,

reſembling a dart, and a ſharp, ſhort tail;

it is adorned with beautiful colours, on a

light, grey ground. It is ſlow and ſolemn

in it's pace, except when it ſeizes on it's

prey, when it is quick and rapid. They

have a mortal antipathy to venomous ſer

pents, attacking them wherever they find

them. They are amazingly tameiand fa

miliar, the natives and Europeans han

dling and playing with them, without

dread or apūrehenſion of danger. When

+he Engliſh firſt ſettled in Whidah, a ſai

ior, juſt arrived, found a ſnake in the ma

gazine belonging to the factory, and kill

ing it, without ſcruple, threw it on the

bank. The negroes, who ſoon diſcovered

the ſacrilege, and had it confirmed by the

acknowledgment of the Engliſh, aſſem

bled ail the inhabitants of the province,

and maſſacred the factors to a man; con

fuming their bodies and goods in the fire

they had ſet to their warehouſe. They

have oxen, cows, goats, ſheep, hogs, tur

keys, ducks, and hens, which laſt are ex

tremely plentiful. There are many ele

phants, buffaloes, tigers, ſeveral kinds of

deer, and a ſort of hares. The fruits are

citrons, lemons, oranges, bananas, tama

rinds, &c. and they have vaſt numbers of

palm-trees, from which they obtain wine.

The king of Whidah, who is only their

chief, reſides at Sabi, or Xabier, in the

province of the ſame name. Their trade

conſiſts of elephants' teeth, wax, honey,

and the perſons of men. The Engliſh fac

tory is zoo miles NE. of Cape Coaſt Caſ

tle, within land. º

Whidbeck, Cumberl. S. of Ravenglaſs.

h'Fiddy-Iſland, in Cork, Munſter, lies

oppoſite to Bantry, and is a pleaſant ſpot,

of a triangular form, having a good deer

park, plenty of rabbits, an excellent ſoil,

and ſome good orchards.

lºbitenly, Linc. S. of Market Raiſin.

JWhikhan, Durham, S.W. of Newcaſtle

Whilden, Suſſex, NE. of

JWhillan's-Rocks, in Down, Ulſter, on

Crois-Iſland, between the mouths of

Larne and Glenarm Bays.

#hilton, Northamp. 3 miles from Da

ventry. Aſ himple, Devoni. near St. Ma

ry's-Ottery. Whimberough, Norfolk, S. of

Eaſt Dereham. Whinſell, weſtmorl. near

Grayrigg ºn the pariſh of Kendal. Whin

field. Hall and Park, Weſtm. between Or

ton and Kendal. Whippingham, ſle of

Wight, in E. Medina. Whipſnade, De.

vonſ, near Markºt. Street. Whifty, Sw.

of Lincoln. Hºhiſton, Northamptomſ. near

Gryndon.

ridge. Whiſton, Staff. between Cheadle

and Waterfall. Whifton, near Worceſter,

H'hiſton, Yorkſ, near Rotheran. If hit.

bach, Shropſhire, near Biſhop's-Caſtle.

h/hitbeck, Cumber!. a mile W. of Whit

cham. Whitborn-Lºſard, Durham, S. of

Shields. Whitborn-Palace, Heref. on the

Teme, W. of Worceſter. Whitty, Nw.
of Cheſter. - * * -

"Whitby, a ſea-port in the N. Riding

of Yorkſhire, commodiouſly ſeated near

the mouth of the river Eſk. It is a conti

derable town, building many ſhips for the

coal-trade, and employing many others in

the expert of coals, canvas, butter, tallow,

hams, bacon, and fiſh. It is a tide-haven,

almoſt dry at low water, neither has it any

river communication with the inland coun

try. . It is much frequented by colliers,

and has at leaſt 1oo veſſels belonging to it,

of io9 tons, or more, burden. Several

ſhips are ſent hence to the Greenland fiſh

ery. On December 24, 1787, at midnight,

an alarming event took place here. By

the ſhrinking of ſome of the high ground,

or cliff, an eſplanade, 3oo yards lcrg and ,

8o in breadth, on which a regular ſtreet

had been built, ſince the year 1761, was

overturned and overwhelmed. The build

ings were 80 feet above the margin of the

ſea, founded on a ſtrong, new-built quay.

One hundred and ninety-ſix families became

dettitute of houſe, fire, or food; but the

doors of the humane were thrown open,

and every comfort adminiſtered. One per

ſon, whoſe rental amounted to 1 ool, annu

ally, could no more find the place where

his property ſtood. In the neighbourhood

are large alum works. It is so miles NE.

by E. of York, and 243 N. of London.

Market on Saturday.

Whitcham, or Whittingham, Cumberl.

near Millum-under-Blackcomb. Whit.

cheſter, Northumb. Whitchford, Warw.

near Long Compton. Whitchurch, Bucks,

near Wing. Whitchurch, Devonſ. SE. of

Taviſtock. Whitchurch, Dorſetſ. W. of

Prid port. Whitchurch, Dorſetſhire, E. of

Milueton. Whitchurch, Durham, NE. of

Biſhop Auckland. * *itchurch, Herefordſ.

between Monmous and Rºſs. Whit

church; ſee Stanmore, Little. Jº hitchurch,

Oxfordſ. near Maple-Durham.

* WHITchuRch, a town of Hamp

I ſhire,

H'hiſton, staff. W. of Penk

-
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ſhire, containing about 1oo houſes, with

a manufacture of ſhaloons, ſerges, &c. It

is 24 miles NE. of Saliſbury, and 58 W.

by S. of London. Market on Friday.

* WHITCH U Rch, a large and popu

Ious town of Shropſhire, in whoſe church,

among other monuments of the Talbots,

is one of the firſt earls of Shrewſbury of

that name. His name ſtruck ſo much ter

ror in France, that he was ſtiled the Eng

Jiſh Achilles; neither durſt any man en

counter him fingle-handed. It is zo miles

N. of Shrewſbury, and 164 NW. of Lon

don. Maiket on Friday. -

Whitchurch, Somerſ. between Pensford

and Briſtol. Iſhitchurch, Warw. on the

Stour, near Alderminſter. Whitchurch,

Wilts, SE. of Clarendon-Park. Whit

church, Wilts, near Malmſbury. Whit

church, Yorkſ. 3 miles from Leeds.

l/bitchurch, in Waterford, Munſter,

IWhitchurch, in Cork, Munſter.

lſº hitcliff, Dorſetſ. near Swanvich-Bay.

Woitecloſe, Cumberland, S. of Gilſland.

1/hitcomb, Dorſetſ. 2 miles S. of Stafford.

IWhitcomb, Somerſetſ. SW. of Ilcheſter.

iſ hitect, Shropſ. S. of Norbury. Iſhit

cot, Evan and Kiffet, Shropſ. near Ciun

Caſtle. Whit, own, Somerictſh. H hite

barns, Hertfordſ. near Furneaux-Pelham,

11 bitel read Hill, Middleſ. in Tottenham

pariſh. White Caſtle, Monn). between

Michael-Chuich and Monmouth. iſ hite

Chapel, Devonſ. near Rawſton and Ny

met. Whiteden, Suſſex, near Buckhurſt.

Wàiſedowu, Surry, between Dal king and

Guilford. iſ hite End, Glouc. near Aſh

elworth. Iºhitefield Caſtle, Northumberſ.

nea, Little Cheſters. If lite Gate, Cheſ.

S. of Vale Royal. II hitehall, Camb.

near W beach, White Hart-Foreſt; ſee

Białemore.

* WHITEHAv EN, a large, populous,

and improving town of Cumberland, with

a good artificial harbour, defended by a

long pier. It has it's name from the

white cliffs near it, both to the N. and S.

which ſhelter the harbour from tempeſts.

It contains about 16,ooo inhabitants, and

employs near 3oo ſhips. Ship-building,

and the accompanying manufactures of

ropes, ſail-cloth, &c. are carried on here

very extenſively, and there are alſo cop

peras works, which yield conſiderable

profit; but the working of the coal-mines

forms the principal bulineſs of the place. fi

Theſe are ſunk to the depth of 130 fa

thoms, and carried to a vaſt diſtance un

der the ſea, where veſſels of large burthen

ride at anchor. From theſe a great part

of Ireland, and other places, are ſupplied

with coal, fiom which the proprietor,

Lord Lonſdale, derives a revenue of about

16,000l. a year. A good deal of buſineſs

is alſo done in the foreign and coaſting

trade from this port. In 1566, it had but

ſix houſes, and one fiſhing-boat; and, in

1582, it had only 12 ſmall veſſels. White

haven is ſeated chiefly in a valley, between

two ſteep hills, and is 13 miles SW. of

Cöckermouth, and 305 NW. of London.

Market on Thurſday.

Whitehaugh, Staffordſ. SE. of Leek.

lºbitebill, Cumb. in the Holm. White

Hill, Surry, near Godſtone.

Whitehorn, a town of Wigtonſhire,

in Scotland, -

IWhite-Horſe-Hill, Berks. White-Horſe

Hill, Wilts. White-Houſe, Durham, 3

miles from Darlington. White-Ladies,

Shropſ, near Tong-Caſtle. , iPhite-Lady

Aſton, SE. of Worceſter. Whiteley, North

umberland, W. of Warkworth.

White-Mountains, the higheſt part

of a ridge of mountains in the ſtate of

New Hampſhire, in N. America. They

extend NE. and SW. to a length not yet

aſcertained. The, height of theſe moun

tains, above the adjacent meadow, is rec

koned, from obſervations made in 1784,

to be 5,500 feet; and the meadow is 3,500

feet above the level of the ſea. The inow

and ice cover them nine or ten months in

the year, during which time they exhibit

that bright appearance from which they

are denominated the White Mountains.

From their ſummit, in clear weather, is a

grand view, extending 60 or 7o miles in

every dire&tion. Although they are 72

miles within land, they are ſeen many

leagues off at ſea, and appear like an ex

ceedingly bright cloud in the horizcn.

Their higheſt ſummit is in lat. 44-deg. N.

l/bitenorth, Dorſetſ. two leagues from

Weymouth. Whitepariſh, Wilts, NE.

of Downton. Whiterigg, Cumberland, in

Torpenhow pariſh.

White SEA, a bay of the Frozen

Ocean, in the N. part of Ruſſia, on the E.

ſide of which ſtands the city of Archangel.

IPhiteſide, Yorkſhire, on the Swale, W.

of Richmond. White Smith. Suſſex.

Whitewater, a river in the 1ſle of Man,

which runs into the ſea at Douglaſs.

, (Whiteway, Eaſt, Dorſetſhire, in Pur

beck Iſle, N.W. of Bradel. Whitfield,

Derbyſhire, in the High Peak. Whit

eld, Dorſetſ. in Whitechurch pariſh.

JWhitefield, Glouceſ. in Deerhurſt pariſh.

Whitfield, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina.

Iſhifteld, Northamp. NE. of Brackley.

l/bitfield, Northumb. NE. of Kirkhaugh.

Iſhitefield, Oxf. near Tetſworth. Hºhit

field-Hall, Northumb. by the river Allen,

3 Whitfºrſ,
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Whitford, Worceſterſ. near Bromſgrove.

Whitgift, Yorkſ. near Marſhland. Whit

groºve, N. of Stafford. Whitherſ, Kent,

near Marden. Whiting Furſh, Devonſ. in

Aleſbear pariſh. Whitkirk, Yorkſ. near

Ileeds. Whitland, or Forge, Carnarthenſ.

5 miles W. of St. Clere. Whitlaton,

Cumb. near Alſton Moor. Whitlaw, or

Whitlath, Northumberl. near Tinmouth.

Whittlebury, Northamp. in Whittlewood

Foreſt, about 9 miles in length, of which

the firſt duke of Grafton was appointed

hereditary ranger, in 1685. Whittle in the

JWoods and H/hittle Welſh, Lanc. near Chor

ley. JPhuley, Berks, S. of Reading.

Iſbitley, Warw, near Coventry. Whitley,

Warw. near Henley in Arden. Whitley,

Wilts, in Melkſham pariſh. Jºhitley,

VVorceſ. near the Severn, 5 miles from

Bewdley. Hºbitley, Yorkſ. E. of Ponte

fraćt. Whitley and it's Park. Surry, SW.

of Godalmin. H'hitley Bach, Somerſetſ.

near Benager. IWhitley Caſtle, Cumb. at

the-conflux of the Alon and Tyne. Whit

Iey Caſtle, Northumberl. NW. of Alſton

Moor. Whitley Hall, Yorkſ, near Al

mondbury. , IPhiley-Houſe, Wilts, N. of

Caln. Whitley Shealt, Northumb. E. of

Alſton Moor. Whitley, Upper and Lower,

Cheſhire, 4 miles from Northwich. Whit

marſh, Warw. 6 miles NW. of Southam.

Jºhitminſter, Glouceſterſ. 5 miles W. of

Painſwick. Whitmare, Staff. on the ri

wer Sow, S.W. of Newcaſtle under. Line.

JP'hitºore, Warw. a woody, mooriſh traćt

between Coventry and Nuneaton. Whit

mey, Heref. on the Wye, SE. of Michael

Church. Hºhitridge, Cumb. in Boulneſs

pariſh, near Solway Frith. Jºhitridge

1.ees, Cumb. in Aketon pariſh. Whiſſand,

Norfolk, near Swaffham. Whitſand-Bay,

Cornwall, at the Land's End. Iſhiiſtury,

Hants, N.W. of Fordingbridge.

WH itsu N Is LAND, one of the New

Hebrides, in the S. Pacific Ocean, about

30 miles long and 8 broad. It was diſ

covered by Captain Wailis on Whitſun

day, 1767. Lat. 15.44.S. lon. 168. 25. E.

h’htſhable, Kent, 5 miles N. of Can

terbury. Whiſlanton, Somerſetſ. SW. of

Giºvi. IVhiſſion, Cornw. near Stratton.

}{'hifton, D. vonſ. W. of Exeter. Whit

ſon, Monmouthſ. NE. of Newport. Haven.

ºhitte‘ham, Cumb. SE. of Ravenglaſs.

Whittel, Northumberl. SW. of Alnwick.

Whittonditch, Wilts, NE. of Marlborough.

Whittenſion, Northumb. SE. of Cholier

ton. Hºhittenſton, Staff. in Kinfare pariſh.

*hittingham, Lancal. in Anounderneſs.

Iſhittingham, Nor humberl. W. of Aln

wick. Whittingham Hall, Suffolk, W. of

Haleſworth. h'bittington, Derbyſ. N. of

Cheſterfield. Whittington, Glouceſterſ. 5

miles SE. of Cheltenham. Whittington,

Lanc. S. of Kirby Lonſdale. H%itting

ton, Shropſ. NE. of Oſweſtry. Hºhitting

ton, Staff. near Lichfield. Whittington,

near Worceſter. Hºhittington Grange,

NE. of Leiceſter. Ił'hittinflaw, Shrop

ſhire, SE. of A&ton Scot. JWhittle, Der

byſhire, in the High Peak. Whittle, Lan

caſhire, near3.

WhitlesBY MERE, a large lake of

Huntingdonſhire, well ſupplied with tench,

pike, perch, and eels. It is formed by a

branch of the Nen, SE. of Peterborough.

The country about it is unhealthy by ſea
ſon of the ſens; but affords abundance of

turf for firing, and ſome rich paſture.

Whittlſey, St. Andrew's and St. Mary's,

Camb. in the Great Bedford Level; Whit

leſey Dyke runs between them, and is a

large village. Whitton, Durham, NW. of

Stockton. Whitton, Northumb. SW. of

Alnwick. Whitton, Shropſ. SE. of Lud

low. Whitton, Suffolk, near Ipſwich. If hit

on, Whitton Dean, and Whitton Place,

Middl, near Twickenham. Whitton, and

JWhitton Neſs, Lincolnſhire, on the Hum

ber, NE. of Burton Stather. Whitwain,

Northumb. in Langley Manor. Whit-web,

Middl. near Waitham Croſs. Whitwell,

Derbyſ, in Scarſdale. Whitwell, 2 miles

from Durham. Hºhitwell, Iſle of Wight,

in E. Medina. Whitwell, Norfolk, S. of

Repeham. Whitwell, Rutlandſ. E. of the

Vale of Catmoſe. Whitwell, Weſtm. near

Great and Little Aſhby. Whitwell, Yorkſ.

E. of Sheriff. Hutton. JWhitwick, Leiceſ.

E. of Aſhby-de-la-Zouch. H hitworth,

Durham, S. of Brandſpeth Caſtle. Whix

all, Shropſhire, W. of Prees. Whixley,

Yorkſ. NE. of Knareſborough. Whor

End, Glouceſ, in Nibley pariſh. Whorle

ton, and it's Moor, Northumberl. N. of

Pićts-Wall and Newburn. Whorney Place,

Kent, S.W. of Rocheſter. Wibberſon,

Bedf. NE. of Wilden. Wihden, Glouceſ.

in Tiddenham pariſh. Hºiberton, or lº'il

bºrton, Lincolnſ. near Boſton. Wiborne,

Cumb. on the road between Keſwick and

Ambleſide. Jºi'ſey, Yorkſ. near Brad

ford. JViltoft, Warw. in the pariſh of

Cleybrook, in Leiceſterſhire. Hºiburn

bury, Cheſhire, SE. of Namptwich.

WIBUR G, a government of Ruſſia, be

ing the province iately called Ruſſian Fin

land, which was compriſed in Carelia.

It has Finland on the W. and the Lake

Ladoga and the government of Olometz

on the E. Beſides paſtures, the country

produces rye, oats, and barley, but not

ſufficient for the inhabitants. It formerly

belonged to the Swedes, and was ceded to

- the
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the Ruſſians, partly by the peace of Ny

ſtadt in 1721, and partly by the treaty of

Abo in 1743. This province retains

moſt of it's ancient privileges, with ſome

occaſional modifications, which have been

neceſſarily introduced under the new go

vernment. In the governor's court, buſi.

reſs is tranſaćted in the Swediſh, German,

and Ruſſian tongues. The peaſants talk

only the Finiſh dialeå but the inhabit

ants of the towns underſtand Swediſh alſo,

and many of them German. Lutheraniſm

is the eſtabliſhed religion; but the Greek

worſhip has lately been introduced by the

Ruſſians.

Wrburg, a ſea-port of Ruſſia, former

fy the capital of Carelia, and now of the

government of Wiburg. A few houſes

are conſtrusted with brick; but the great

eſt part of wood. They ſell planks, tar,

tallow, &c. chiefly to the Engliſh, and

import wine, ſpices, and ſalt from France

and Holland. The inhabitants are about

90oo. It is ſeated on the N. ſide of the

Gulf of Finland, 67 miles NNW. of Pe

terſburgh. -

W15uRd, a city of Denmark, capital

of N. Jutland, the feat of the provincial

court, which is held here every two months,

and the reſidence of a governor. It is

about 2 miles in circumference, and com

tains 3 pariſh churches. It is feated on a

lake, called Aſmid, 95 miles N. of Sleſ

wick, and 11 o NNW. of Copenhagen.

ſickam, 16 miles from Cambridge.

17'ichampford, Worceſterſhire, SW. of

Eveſham. Withampton, Dorſetſhire, near

Morechurch. Wichenden, 5 miles from

Worceſter. Wichford, Cambridgeſhire,

W. of Ely. Wichling, Kent, 2 miles N.

of Lenham.

Wick, a ſea-port and royal burgh of

Caithneſsſhire, containing about I ooo in

habitants. It is 13 miles S. of Dunſbay

Head.

Pſick, Cornwall, NE. of Boſcaſtle.

#'ick, Eſſex, SW. of Witham. #'ick,

Glouceſterſ. SW. of Marſhfield. Hºick,

Somerſetſ. near Bruton. Wick, Somerſ.

near Wells. Wick, Surry, W. of Guil

ford. Hick, Worceſterſhire, near Perſhore.

JWickamford, Worceſ. between Eveſham

and Willerſley, in Glouceſterſhire. Wick

Cocket, Eſſex, near St. Oſyth. Wick Waryn,

Worceſ, near Perſhore. hºicke, Shropſ.

S.E. of Wellington. Wickelford, or hickſ:

fºrd, and More-Hall, Warw. S. of Alceſ.

ter. Hicken, Camb. near Burwell. Wick

enfield, Bucks, near . Stony Stratford.

J%ickeridge, Glouceſterſ. near Aſhelworth.

Hºcker/lack, Weſtmorl. near Shap. Wick

Jºrd, Eſſex, on the Crouch, SE, of Ramſ

den. Wickham, Berks, near Welford.

JWickham, Eſſex, N.W. of Malden. JPic:-

&am, Hants, on the Beer, near Biſhop's

Waltham. Wickham, Herts, near Little

Hadham. Wickham, Kent, a mile E. of

Fordwich. Wickham, Kent, in the pariſhes

of Cuckeſten and Straud. Wickham, Linc.

near the Waſh, N.W. of Quaplod. Hick

ham, Lincolnſ. SW. of Louth. Wickhar,

Northumb. 3 miles from Newcaſtle. Wick

ham, Oxf. near Bloxham. Wickham, Suſ

ſex, in Claytongariſh, 8 miles fron Lewes.

}}'ickham, Yorkſhire, NE. of New Malton.

Wickham and Abbey, Yorkſ, near Picker

ing Foreſt. Hickham, or Child’s Hick

ham, Glouceſ. 6 miles W. of Campden.

Wickham Ronant, or Bonhunt, Eſſex, N.

of Rickling. Wickham Brook, Suffolk,

E. of Great and Little Bradley. Hick

ham, Eaſt, Kent, NE. of Bexley.

WickhAM MARKET, a town of Suf.

folk, feated on the river Deben, 4 miles

N. of Woodbridge, and 82 NE. of Lon

don. Market diſuſed.

h'ickham, St. Paul, Eſſex, hear Wick

ham Bonant. Wickham Skeyth, Suffolk,

Sw. of Eye. Wickham, Hºff, 1o miles

SE. of Cambridge. Wickham, Hºji, Kent,

adjoining to Hayes. Wickhampton, Nor

folk, W. of Tunſtal. Ifickhouſe, Middl.

near Oſterley. Hickhouſe, Middl. rear

Hackney. Wickins, Kent, in Chating

pariſh. Wickins, Northamptonſhire, SW.

of Stony Stratford. Wicklewood, Norfolk,

near Windham. Hickley, Northampton

ſhire, near Boughton.

Wicklow, a county of Ireland, in

the province of Leinſter; bounded on the

N. by the county of Dublin, on the E. by

the Iriſh Channel, on the S. by werford

and a part of Carlow, and on the why

Kildare and Carlow. It is 36 miles in

it's greateſt length, and from 15 to 26 in

breadth. It contains 58 pariſhes, about

11,550 houſes, and 58 ozo inhabitants.

Much of it is mountainous and wºody,

with a mixture of rocks and bogs, yet at

fording beautiful and romantic views :

the valleys, however, are fertie and well

cultivated. In the hills rich veins of cep

per and other minerals are found," and

lately conſiderable quantities of gold have
been diſcovered.

* Wicklow, the capital of a county

of the ſame name, in Ireland; ſeated cn

the ſea ſide, with a narrow harbour, at the

mouth of the river Leitrim. It is re

markable for having the beſt ale in the

kingdom, which, with other proviſions

ſent to Dublin, forms the principal part

of it's trade. About a mile and a half to

the SE, is Wicklow-liead, on which there

ast
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are two light-houſes. It is 24 miles 88E.

of Dublin.

/?'ickner, Norfolk, near Wollerton.

Jºick Riſington, Glouceſterſhire, S. of

Stow in the Would. Wickſtreet, Gou
ceſterſhire, in Painſwick pariſh. Jłºcł"f

End, and Odbury, Glouceſterſhire, near

Wickware.

WickwARE, a corporate town of

Glouceſterſhine, 17 miles NE. of Briſtol,

and 1 1 1 W. of London, Market on

Monday.

JPickwick, Glouceſterſ. a hamlet in the

pariſh of Frampton Cotterel. Wickwick,

Glouceſterſ. SW. of Chipping Sodbury.

Jºickliff, Yorkſ. SE. of Barnard Caſtle.

A/icoler, Lane. near Coln. Widoro' Hill,

Herts, N. of Hodſdon. Widdington, Eſ.

ſex, near Debden. Widdington, a mile

SE. of Worceſter. Widdan Friars, SW.

of Dorcheſter. Hiddop Head, Yorkſhire,

near Burnley in Lancaſhire. IWiddring

fort, Northumberl. between Warkworth

and Newbiggin, Hidehay, Berks, S. of

Hungerford. º

WIDEHope, or Withop, Cumberland,

in Lorton pariſh, an extenſive, mountain.

9us, and woody traćt, with ſeveral ſmall

hamlets, ſcattered about in different parts

of it. It extends 4 miles from Cocker

mouth, nearly in a dire&t line towards

Keſwick. The lofty Skiddaw, and the

beautiful Vale of Baſfingthwaite, on one

fide, and it's lake with the diſtant hills of

Borrowdale on the other, falling off to the

horizon, form, from the heights of Withop,

a moſt grand and beautiful proſpect.

Widemouth, Cornwall, W. of Stratton.

Widerton, or Wierton Houſe, Kent, near

Boughton Monchelſea, or Quarry. Hid

fard, S. of Cambridge. Widford, Eſſex,

W. of Chelmsford. Widfºrd, Glouceſ.

2 miles E. of Burford, a pariſh entirely

ſurrounded by Oxfordſhire. Widford,

Herts, a mile N. of Hoddeſdon. Widhill,

Wilts, SE, of Cricklade. Widial, Herts,

near Buntingford. Widkirk, Yorkſhire,

E. of Leeds. Widleigh, Hants, between

Southwick and Havant. Widmer Pole,

Nott. between Stanton and Willoughby.

IWidmore, Kent, near Bromley. Widneſs,

Lancaſ, near Weſt Darby. Widon, Nor

thumb. SW. of Haltwiſtle. Widrington,

Northamptonſhire, between Peterborough

and Crowland. Widworthy, Devonſhire,

E., of Honiton. Hierſdale and Foreſt, a.

wild ſolitary tract SE. of Lancaſter.

WIELicskA, a village of Cracow, Po

land, now compriſed within the Auſtrian

kingdom of Lodomeria. It is celebrated

for it's ſalt mines, which lie 8 miles SE,

of Cracow. In theſe inexhauſtible mines,

are ſeveral ſmall chapels excavated in the

ſalt, in which maſs is ſaid in certain days

of the year. One of theſe chapels is above

3o feet long, and 25 broad ; an altar, a

crucifix, with various ornaments and ſta

tues, are all carved out of the ſalt. The

inmenſe ſize of the different excavations

or chambers, with the ſpacious paſſages

or galleries, the chapels above-mentioned,

and a few ſheds built for the horſes, which

are foddered below, have given riſe to the

exaggerated accounts of travellers, that

theſe mines contain ſeveral villages, inha.

bited by colonies of miners, who never ſee

the light. There is certainly room for

ſuch purpoſes, the mines being of ſtupen

dous extent and depth, and dry as a room,

without the leaſt damp or moiſture. There

is, however, one ſmall ſpring of freſh wa

ter, which runs through the mine; but

the miners have no ſubterranean dwellings,

and do not remain below more than 3

hours at a time, when they are relieved

by others. Theſe mines have been work.

ed above 6co years. Before the partition

of Poland, in 1772, they furniſhed a con-"

ſiderable part of the revenue of the king

of Poland, who drew from them an aver:

age profit of about 3,5co,ooo Poliſh flo

rins, or 97,2221.4s. 6d. ſterling, -

WielUN, a town of Poland, in Siradia,

• * W1G AN, a large and well built town

of Lancaſhire, ſeated on the river Douglas,

with manufactures of cotton, rugs, blan

kets, linen, and with pit-coal and iron

works. That elegant ſpecies of coal,

called Cannel, is found in plenty and great

perfeótion in it's neighbourhoºd. The

Douglas is made navigable to the Ribble;

and it is joined by a canal from Liver.

pool. Wigan is 30 miles S. of Lancaſ.

ter, and 196 NNW. of London. Markets

on Monday and Friday. -

: Pigany, Cumberl. in Aketon pariſh.

Wigborough, Great and Little, W. and

N.W. of Merſey Iſland. Wigden, So

merſetſ. N. of Yeovil, higºffhorp, Nor

thamp. NE. of Thrapſton. Wiggenbolt,

Suſſex, on the river Arun, oppoſite to

Hardham, iſ iggſley, Nott. E. of Tuxford,

Wiggy, Surry, NE. of Ryegate. Wig

gin, Huntingd. N. of St. Ives, Higgin

Moor, Huntingd. NE, of Ramſey. Wig

ginton, Herts, on a hill, between North

Church and Tring, Higgington, Oxf.

near Hook Norton. Higgington, Staff. N.

of Tamworth, Wigginſhall, Warw. Sb.

of Sutton Cofield. Higginthorp, Yorkſ.

N. Riding, near Bulmer Foreſt. Wig.

gintºn, NW, of York. Higgleſworth,
Yorkſ. S. of Settle. Higgold, Glouceſ

terſhire, a hamlet NE. of Cirenceſter.

Hºskill,

-
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Wighill, Yorkſhire, on the banks of the

Wharfe, E. of Wetherby.

Wight, an iſland on the S. coaſt of

Hampſhire, from which it is ſeparated by

a channel, two or three hours ſail from

Portſmouth, though only about a mile

over from Hurſt Caſtle. It was called by

the Brions Guith, and by the Romans

Veči is, or Vecta. It is about 21 miles in

length, and 13 in breadth, containing 5

towns, 3o pariſhes, and about 22,ooo in

habitants. It is nearly divided into equal

parts by the river Mede or Medina, which

riſes near the ſouth coaſt, and falls into

the Channel near Cowes. Acroſs the

iſland, from E. to W. runs a ridge of

hills, forming a tract of fine downs, with

a chalky or marly ſoil, which feed a great

number of fine fleeced ſheep. Rabbits,

hares, partridges, wild and tame fowl,

&c. are alſo very plentiful here. In the

N. parts the land is chiefly paſture; in

the S. chiefly arable, producing, it is

thought, as much corn in one year, as is

equal to the conſumption of eight. The

variety of proſpects which this iſland af

fords, it’s mild air, and the neat manner

in which the fields are laid out, render it a

very delightful ſpot. It is devoted almoſt

ſolely to huſbandy, having no manufac
tory but that of ſalt, and a great reſource

of the London market for malted barley.

Among it's exports are a pure white to

bacco-pipe clay, and a fine white cryſtal

line ſand, uſed in the manufacture of glaſs.

The ſea is continually incroaching on it

on the S. parts, and abandoning it on the

NE. fides. Newport is the principal town.

Iſightfield, Glouceſ. in Deerhurſt pa

riſh. iſ ſightlingham, SE. of Norwich.

is ightmere, Staffordi. N. of Burton-upon

Trent. Iſighton, Norfolk, S. of Wells.

Wight Heſel, Yorkſ. NW. of Sheffield.

lſ ight-wick, Staff. near Wolverhampton.

11 gleſion Moor, Durham, near Darlington.

Hºglºſe, Wilts, near Everley Warren.

Higmere, Kent, NE. of Elham. lºg

more, Herefordſ. near the Lug. Iłºgmore,

S.W. of Shrewſbury. Wignell, or h’igen

hall, Norfolk, in the Marſhland. Wignell,

St. Mary's, St Peter's, St. Magdalen,

and St. Margaret's, are four pariſhes on

the W. ſide of the Ouſe, SW, of Lynn.

Wigſell, Kºnt, near Hawkhurſt. Hisſion,

Great and Little, S. of Leiceſter. Wigtoft,

Lincolnſhire, E. of Dunnington.

W1GTo N, a neat town in Cumberland,

feated among the moors, 12 miles S.W. of

Carliſle, and 3 c.4 NNW. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

W. Gron, a ſea-port of Scotland, the

county town of Wigtonſhire, containing

about 1.coo inhabitants.

manufactures of plaid and flannel.

32 miles W. of Dumfries.

Wigtonshire, a county of Scotland,

ſometimes called UPPER, or West GAL

LowAY. It is bounded on the N. by

Ayrſhire, on the E. by Kirkcudbright

ſhire, and on the S. and W. by the Iriſh

Sea. It's greateſt extent, in any direction,

does not exceed 27 miles. The N. part,

called the Moors, is naked and mountain

ous. Great numbers of ſheep and black

cattle are raiſed here; and they have a

ſmall breed of horſes peculiar to this diſ

trićt, called galloways, which are very

ſtrong and gentle. It is well watered

with lakes and ſtreams, and has ſeveral

commodious creeks and harbours.

Wigwall, Derbyſ. near Wirkſworth.

IVikam, Lincolnſ. E. of Market Raiſin.

Wike, Shropſhire, NE. of Great Wenlock.

H'ike, Shropſ, near Sheffinal. It’ike, Suſſex,

near Chicheſter. Wike, Yorkſ. NE. of

Halifax. Wike, Yorkſ. S. of Harwood

Caſtle. IWikeham, Leiceſ. NE. of Wal

tham-on-the-Would. Hºiken, Norfolk,

near Garboldiſham. IViken, Warw. a

hamlet to Coughton. Wiken Aſh, Noriolk,

SE. of Lynn. Hikenly, Lincolnſ. S. of

Market Raiſin. Hikerſley, Yorkſ. near

Rotherham. Wikerſley, or Wikeley, Yorkſ.

near Rippon. I'lkey, Shropſ. S. of Bag

geley. Wikin, Leiceſ. near Hinkley. Wi

lam, Northumb. W. of Newcattle. jjil

baſion, Northamp. SW. of Rockingham

Foreſt. Hºillees, Suflex, near Arlington.

Wilberfoſe, Yorkſ. W. of Pocklington.

Wilherry, Wilts, between Newton-Tony

and Ambreſbury. Wilbraham, Great and

Little, 7 miles NE. of Cambridge. Hil

brighton, Staff. near Moreton. Willar

ton, Camb. S.W. of Ely. Iſilkarian, or

!/ilberton; ſee Wiberton. Wilburton

Rode, Linc. between Wiberton and the ſea.

h'ilbury Hill, Herts, near Hitching. Iſil

by, Northamp. SW. of Wellingborough.

li'ily, Suffolk, near Stradbrook. Pily

* Norfolk, near New Buckenham.

Wilcherºwode, Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle.

l/ilcot, Oxf. S. of Charlbury. Wilcot,

Shropſ. near Shrawarden Caſtle. Izikot,

Wilts, E. of Alcannings. Wilden, 4 miles

NE. of Bedford. Hilderſley, Shropſ. W.

of Longnor. Hilderneſs, Kent, near Seven

oaks. Wilderton, Kent, near Throwley.

WildEshAusEN, a town and diſtrist

in the duchy of Brunſwick, Lower Saxony.

Wildſtoke, Dorſetſ, in Whitchurch pa

riſh. Hildſworth, Linc. on the Trent,

W. of Kirton, in Lindſey. iVilford, Ner

thamp. by the Avon, N.W. of Naseby.

Wilford, a hamlet of Clifton, by Notting

ham.

Here are ſome

It is
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ham. IV.ilgate, or Polgate. Green, Kent,

in Throwley pariſh.

V1 LRoxiieRs, in Wilna, Lithuania.

Willyly, or Wilſby, Lincolnſ. near Bul

lingbrook. Willaſton, or Wolloſton, Che

ſhire, between Hooton and the Dee. IWil

laſton, Cheſhire, near Namptwich. Wil

Laſton, Magna, Shropſhire, near Wigmore.

Willen, or ſilley, Warw. NE. of Newn

ham Padox. Willenhall, Staff. near Wal

ſall and Wolverhampton. Willerºy, Yorkſ.

on the river Harford, S. of Scarborough.

Willerſby, Yorkſ. NW. of Hull. IViller

Jey, Glouceſterſ. 3 miles W. of Campden.

l/illeryey, Heref. SW. of Weobley. Pil.

He/borough, Kent, a mile and a halt SE. of

Aſhford. Iſillesford, Linc. near Ancatter.

WILLIAM, FoRT. See CalcuttA. .

William, FoRT, in Inverneſsſhire, of

a triangular form, with two baſtions, is

ſituated on Loch Eil, where it bends to

ward the W. It is 45 miles N. of Inve

rary.

WILLIAMsBURG, a town of Virginia,

and formerly capital of that ſtate. . It is

ſituated between two creeks; one falling

into James, and the other into York Ri

ver. The diſtance of each landing place

is about a mile from the town, which,

with the diſadvantage of not being able to

bring up large veſſels, and want of enter

riſe in the inhabitants, have occaſioned

it's decay. Here is a college deſigned for

the education of the Indians, but which,

on account of their averſion to learning,

never anſwered the purpoſe. It is so

miles ESE. of Richmond. Lat. 37. Io.

N. lon. 76.50. W.

WilliaMsTADT, a ſea-port of S.

Holland, ſituated in an iſland upon a part

of the Maeſe, called Buttervliet. It is

one of the keys of Holland, being defended

by 7 baſtions, and a double foſſe. It was

beſieged by the French in the ſpring of

1793, but meeting with a vigorous reſiſt

ance from the garriſon, aſſiſted by the Eng

liſh with gun-boats, they were compelled.

to retire with loſs. It is 12 miles SSW.

of Dort.

Hilliamſºot, Oxfordſ. N. of Banbury.

Williamſon, Northumb. near Kirkhaugh.

Williamſthorp, Derbyſ. SE. of Cheſterfield.

lº'illiamſirip, Glouceſterſ. near Coln St.
Alwins. William's or Willimot's lWick,

Northumberl. near Beltingham. Willime,

Bucks, SW. of Newport. Willingdale,

Doe and Spain, Eſſex, near the Rodings.

Willingford, Staffordſ. NE. of Lichfield.

Willingham, Camb. E. of St. Ives. Wil

lingham, Camb. E, of Gogºnagog-Hills.

Willingham, Linc. SE. of Gainſborough.

Willingham, on the river Witham, E. of

Lincoln. Wilingham, Suff. S. of Beccles.

Willingham, N. and S. Linc. E. and SE

of Market Raiſin. It'illingſworth, Staff.

in Sedgley pariſh. Willington, SE. of

Bedford. Willington, or liftimington,

Camb, in the Iſle of Ely. Ił'illington,

Cheſhire, near High Leigh. JWillington,

Derbyi. N. of Burton-upon-Trent. I'il

lington, Durham, SW. of Brandſpeth Cat

tle. Willington, Durham, 2 miles S.E. of

Biſhop's Aukland. IVillington, or Willy

tom, Lincolnſhire, S. of Kirton in Lindſey.

//illington, Northumberland, W. of Tim

mouth. Willington, Suſſex, N. of Cock

mere. Haven. I/illington, Warwickſhire,

near Shipton-upon-Stour. IWillion, Herts,

S. of Baldock. Iſilliſham, Suffolk, be
tween Needham and Bildeſton. t

WILLis' Island, at the N. end of

S. Georgia, in the S. Pacific Ocean.

WILLISHAw, a town of Lucein, Swiſ

ſet land, 15 uniles NNW. of Lucern.

l/illiton, Somerſetſhire, S. of Watchet.

H'illoford, Cumberland, where the Pict's-

Wall croſſes the river Irthing. Willough

by, Lincolnſhire, near Alford. Willough

by, Nottinghamſhire, N. of Newark.

WILLouGHBY, a town cf Warwick

ſhire, feated on a canal, near the conflux

of the Leame and Avon, E. of Lemington

Haſtings. This town has lately aſſumed

a commercial appearance, from the num

ber of new buildings riſing on the banks

of the canal, and the magazines of coal

and limeſtone laid up here for ſale. It is

14 miles S.E. of Coventry, and 77 N.W. of

London. Market on Tueſday. t

l/illoughly-on-the-Would, Nottingh, on

the S. borders of the county, near the

Foſſe-way. l/illoughly, Scots, or IPater,

Lincºlnſ. N. of Fokingham. Hºlloughty,

Silk, Lincolnſ. S. of Sleaford. It illoughly

l/aterleſs, Leiceſterſ. near Countillhorp.

IWillowbeck, a ſtream in Yorkſhire, running

into the Swale at Cundal. Hiſlow}ridge,

Staffordſ. formerly a faſhionable reſort, on

account of it’s wells. Wilſdon, Middleſex,

between Paddington and Harrow on the

Hill. Iſilly, or l/illeley, Shropſ. near

Bridgenorth. Willy, Surry, in Chaldon

pariſh. Willy, a river of Wilts, which

runs into the Upper Avon, a little below

Saliſbury. Willy, Wilts, on the river

Willybourn, near Heiteſbury. IP'ilmer

flon, Somerſetſhire, betweeu Lath and

Farnborough.

WILMINGTo N, a town of N. America,

the largeſt in Delaware, 22 miles SW, of

Philadelphia. -

WilminGTo N, a town of N. Carolina,

ſituated on the E. branch of Cape Fear

river, 7.6 miles SSW. of New Bern. -

Wilmington,
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ſºilmington, Kent, a mile SW. of Dart

ford. Wilmington, Kent, near Sellindge.

MWilmington, Kent, near Boéton Aluph.

JWilmington, Shropſ. W. of Stiperſtone's-

Hill. Wilmington, Suſſex, near Eaſtbourn.

Hilminſon, Devonſ. in Taviſtock pariſh.

WILNA, a large city, capital of Lithu

ania, in a palatinate of the ſame name,

with a univerſity. The houſes are moſtly

built of wood, and there are upwards of

40 churches. It is ſeated at the confluence

of the rivers Vilia and Wilna, 21.5 miles

NE. of Warſaw.

milmall, Staffordſ. near Wolverhampton.

Wilne, Magna and Parva, Derbyſhire, in

Sawley pariſh. Willicote, Warwickſhire,

a hamlet of Tamworth. Wilſbury, near

Monmouth. Wilfºrd, Lincolnſhire, near

Ancaſter. Wilford, Wilts, E of Devizes.

JPilºford, Wilts, near Stonehenge. Hºilſ.

bar:fied, SE. of Bedford.

Wils Hov EN, a town of Lower Bavaria.

Tlſick, Yorkſhire, N.W. of Tickhill.

I/ilſley, Derbyſ, near Aſhby-de-la-Zouch,

WilsNAch, a town of Prignitz, Bran

denburg. .

Willed Hall, Yorkſhire, in Holderneſs,

near Burſtwick. Wilſlern, Herts, a ham

ſet of Tring. Hºi!?horp, Yorkſhire, S. of

Burlington. Hilfthorp, W. of York.

Wilſon, Leiceſterſhire, N., of Bredon-on

the-Hill. Hiſthorp, Lincolnſhire, between

Stamford and Bourn. º

Wilton, the county town of Wilt

flire, ſeated at the conflux of the Willy

and Nadder. It had formerly, according

to Leland, 12 churches, though now it has

only one. Here are manufactories of ta

peſtry, carpets, and thin woollen ſtuffs,

Near it is Wilton. Houſe, the magnificent

and elegant villa of the Earl of Pembroke;

the buildings of which were deſigned by

Holbein and Inigo Jones. It is celebrated

for the family portraits by Vandyke, and

a moſt valuable colle&tion of pićtures, an

tique ſtatues, buſts, &c. It is 5 miles

NNW. of Saliſbury, and 85 W. by S. of

London. Market on Wedneſday.

Wilton, Herefordſ. a mile W. of Roſs.

Hilton, Norfolk, near Hockwold. Wilton,

Somerſetſ. near Taunton. Wilton, Wilts,

S..of Great Bedwin. Wilton, Yorkſhire,

near Pickering. Iſilton, Yorkſhire, NW.

of Giſborough. 'ilion Biſhops, York

ſhire, N. of Pocklington.

WILTSHIRE, a county of England, ſo

called from the town of Wilton, once it's

capital. It is bounded on the E. by Berk

ſhire and Hampſhire, on the W. by So

merſet and Glouceſter, on the S. by Dorſet

and part of Hants, and on the NW. and

N, by Glouceſterſhire. It's length from

N. to S. is near 54 miles, it's greateſ:

breadth from E. to W. 34. The air is

healthy, and though ſomething ſharp on

the hills in winter, it is mild during that

ſeaſon in the vales. The land in the

northern part is generally hilly and woody,

but very fertile; here being made that

kind of cheeſe which is much eſteemed,

and known as North Wiltſhire. In the

ſouthern it is rich and fertile. In the

middle it chiefly confiſts of downs, that

afford the beſt paſture for ſheep; and in

the valleys, which divide the downs, are

abundance of corn-fields and rich meadows,

In ſome places is found knot-graſs, near

zo feet in length, with which hogs are fed,

eſpecially about Market Lavingten. It's

chief commodities are ſheep, wool, wood,

and ſtone; of this laſt there are excellent

quarries at Chilmark, where ſome ſtones

are zo yards in length, and 4 in thickneſs,

without a flaw. The chief manufactures

are conſiderable; few towns being with

out one, moſt generally in the clothing

trade. The principal rivers in Wiltſhire

are the Upper and Lower Avon, the Nad

der, Willy, Bourne, and Kennet. This

county contains one city, 24 market. towns,

and 304 pariſhes, and is divided into 29
hundreds. --

Hilverton, SE. of Worceſter. Irº,

Wiltſhire, w. of Stapleford. Winº,

Eſſex, SE. of Walden. Himbledon, Surry,

on a fine heath, 7 miles S.W. of London.

On the common, near the village, is a

round camp, made by the Danes; as alſo

a well, the water of which is never known

to freeze. At Wimbledon are ſome cop

per-mills, a manufačtory for printing ruli

coes, and another of japan ware. Wint

bledon, Yorkſhire, near Helmeſley. Hir

boldeſley, Cheſhire, S. of Middlewich.

himboſham, Norfolk, N. of Downham,

A/imerling, Hants, between Fareham and

Portſmouth. Wimingſwold, or hºsterſ.

wold, Kent, near Nonington. #'iniº,

or I/imandley, Magna and Parva, Herts,

SW. of Baldock. Wimmerly, Lancaſhire,

3 miles, from Garſtang. Pimmington,

Bedfordſhire, N. of Harold.

WiMondham, or WINDham, a town

of Norfolk, noted for making ſpoons, ſpin

dles, foſſets, and other wooden wares. It

is 9 miles SW. of Norwich, and roo NE.

by N. of London. Market on Friday.

WIMPFEEN, a free town of Surabia.

Wimple, Devonſ. Wimple-Hall, Cam

bridgeſ. 5 miles from Royſton. Wixºſtes,

Warwickſ. in Whitchūrch manor. Wire

ſlow, Cheſhire, NW. of Macclesfield.

Wimſton, Hants, NW. of Southampton.

himſvold, Leiceſ, NE, of Loughborough.

* WIMEogri
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*WIMBORN Misste R, a town of

Dorſetſhire, ſeated between the rivers

Stour and Allen, with a noble church, the

only one in the county, in which cathedral

ſervice is performed. It is 6 miles N. of

Poole, and 1 oz SW. of London. Market

on F, iday. -

* Minhorn, Abhas, Allhallows, All Saints,

and St. Giles, Dorſetſhire.

WIN.cANTo N, a town in Somerſetſhire,

24 miles S. of Bath, and log W. by S.

of London. Market on Wedneſday.

JP'inceby, Lincolnſ. 3 miles S.E. of Horn

caſtle. it'inch, E. and IV. Norfolk, near

Lvnn. Wincham, Cheſh. near Northwich.

h'incham, Somerſetſ. W. of Crewkern.

Winchco MB, a town in Glouceſter

ſhire, 16 miles NE. of Glouceſter, and 93

WNW. of London. Market on Saturday.

WINchelse A, a town in Suſſex, one

of the Cinque Ports. It was built in the

reign of Edward I. when a more ancient

town of the ſame name, which had 18 pa

riſh churches, and was diſtant about 3

miles, was ſwallowed up by the ſea, in a ter

rible tempeſt. The new town being ſacked

by the French and Spaniards, and deſerted

by the ſea, ſoon fell into decay, and is now

dwindled to an inconfiderable place, hav

ing but about 70 houſes. Three of the

gates are ſtill ſtanding, but much decayed:

they are 3 miles aſunder. Winchelſea is

2 miles SSW. of Rye, and 67 SW. of

London. Market diſuſed.

* Winchester, a very ancient city of

Hampſhire, called by the Britons, Caer

Gwent, and by Ptolemy and Antoninus,

Venta Belgaum. It is about one mile

and a half in circumference round the

walls, through which there are 6 gates,

and ſuburbs leading to every one of then:

it is a town of little trade or manufacture.

It contained formerly 32 pariſh churches,

but at preſent only ſix, beſide the cathe

dral, which is a large and beautiful ſtruc

ture. In it were interred 13 Saxon kings

or queens, whoſe bones were collected by

Biſhop Fox, and put into 6 little gilded

coffins, in a wall on the S. ſide of the

choir. Theſe, however, in the civil wars,

were diſperſed and tumbled out of the

clieſts, and reſtored, without diſtinction,

after the reſtoration. On a fine eminence,

overlooking the city and adjacent country,

is the ſhell of a palace, built by Sir Chriſ.

topher Wren for king Charles 11. It

was never finiſhed, but in the late wars was

fitted up for the reception of priſoners of

war, and is now converted into barracks.

Near this place is St. Mary's College,

founded by William of Wickham, for a

-

warden, ſo ſcholars, io fellows, 3 chap
*** - - - - -

-
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lains, 3 clerks, a ſchoolmaſter, uſher, or

ganiſts, and 16 choriſters; the ſcholars are

educated for New College, Oxford. The

epiſcopal ſee is ſo rich, that when Ed

ward III. would have preferr. d it's biſhop,

Edenſen, his favourite, to the ſee of Can

terbury, he refuſed it, ſaying, that though

Canterbury was the higher rack, Win

cheſter was the better manger. A county

infirmary has been eſtabliſhed here, ſup

ported by voluntary contribution. In the

road to Southampton, is the the hoſpital of

St. Croſs, founded by a biſhop of this ſee,

for a maſter, nine poor brethren, and four.

out-penſioners. All travellers, who call.

at this hoſpital, have a right to demand

ſome bread and beer, which is always

brought to them. The maſter is gene

rally a dignitary of the church, the ap

pointment being very lucrative. It con

ſiſts of about 500 houſes, has one pretty

broad ſtreet, but the reſt are moſtly nar

row; the houſes are indifferently built,

and it's wall of flint is greatly decayed.

It is ſeated on the river Itching, 16 miles

E. of Saliſbury, and 63 SW of London.

Lat. 51. 5. N. lon. 1. 21. W. Markets

on Wedneſday and Saturday.

Wincheſter, Old, Northumb. 7 miles w.

of Newcaſtle. Winchet Hill, Kent, in

Goudhurſt pariſh. Winchfield Hants,

NE. of Odian. Winchington, Upper and

Lower, Bucks, W. of Ayleſbury. Winch

more-Hill, Middleſex, near Edmonton.

Hinckley, Devonſ. 2 miles from Tawton.

Winckton, Hampſhire, nar, Chriſtchurch:

JWinko Bank, Yorkſ. W. Riding, N. of

the Don, oppoſite Templeborough. Win

cot, Glouceſ, a hamlet to Clifford Cham

bers. Wincot, Glouceſ. in Queinton pa

riſh. Windall, Norfolk, near Gillingham.

WINDAw, a ſta-port of Courland, at

the mouth of the river Wetaw, on the

on the Baltic, 70 miles N.W. of Mittaw.

I/indegap, in Waterford, Munſter.

If inder, Lancaſhire, by the Ken Sands.

WINDERM FR E. WATER, or WINAN.

DER MERE, the moſt extenſive lake in

England, lying between Weſtmorland and

Lancaſhire, and exhibiting a very great

variety of beautiful proſpects. It is about

15 miles in length from N. to S. but in

no part broader than a mile. Oppoſite

Ecclefrig-Crag, it is 222 feet deep. It is

famous for it's fine char, and abounds alſo

with trout, perch, pike, and eels. This

lake is frequently interfected by promon

tories, which render it’s ſhores very wind

ing, and it is ſpotted with iſlands. Among

theſe, the Holme, or Great Iſland, on an

oblong tract of 30 acres, with a good

houſe on it, croſſº, the lake in an oblique

3 C line,
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line, ſurrounded by a number of inferior

iſles, finely formed and wooded. They

make together a kind of Ai chipelago. In

navigating it upward, from the Great

Iſland, the extremity appears fingularly

grand, it's parts meat and pictureſque ;

and the view of the ſurrounding ſcenery,

from Cove to Kirkſton, is aſtoniſhingly

ſublime and beautiful.

Winderton, Warwickſhire, in the pariſh

of Brailes. Winderwath, Welimoi land,

on the Eden, NW. of Appleby. H'ind

gate, SE. of Durham. Windgates, North

umberland, SE. of Newbiggin.

WINDHAM. See WiMoNDHAM.

WIND1sch GRATz, a town of Stiria.

Windleſham, Surry, near Bagſhot.

Windleſton, Durham, near Biſhop Auk

land. Windley, 4 miles from Derby.

JWindmill, Kent, near Appledore Wind

mill Hill, Berkſhire, near Hinton. Wind

ridge, Durham, SE. of Biſhop-Aukland.

Windridge, Herts, SW. of St. Albans.

Windruſh, a river in Oxfordſhire, which

runs into the Thames above Langworth.

WIND SHEIM, an imperial town of

Franconia.

Windſor, Cornwall, S.W. of Columb.

* Windsor, New, a town of Berk

fhire, ſituated on the ſide of a hill, near

the Thames. It conſiſts of ſeveral ſtreets,

and is well paved and lighted. The

town hall is a brick ſtrućture, with arcades

of Portland ſtone, erected in 1686. Wind

for is celebrated for its magnificent caſ

tle, built originally by William the Con

queror, rebuilt by Edward III. and en

larged by ſucceeding monarchs. It is

ſeated on a hill, which riſes on a gentle

aſcent. On the N. ſide of the caſtle is a

fine terrace, made by Queen Elizabeth,

and enlarged by Charles II. who carried

it round the E. and S. ſides. It is faced

with a rampart of fleeſtone, and is the

nobleſt walk in Europe with reſpect to

ſtrength, grandeur, and it's beautiful pro

ſpećts. The palaces in France and Italy

have nothing to be coinpared with it ; the

terrace next the ſea, in the outer court of

the ſeraglio at Conſtantinople comes the

neareſt to it. From the Round Tower,

which is much more elevated than the reſt,

is an extenſive view to London, and into

the counties of Berks, Middleſex, Eſſex,

Herts, Bucks, Oxford, Wilts, Hants,

Surry, Suſſex, Kent, and Bedford. The

royal apartments are adorned with many

valuable paintings, particularly with the

celebrated cartoons of Raphael, which

were formerly at Hampton Court, . Here

is the royal college of St. George, con

fiſting of a dean, 12 canons, 7 minor

canons, and 18 alms or poor knights.

St. George's Chapel,erected by Edward III.

in 1377, in honour of the order of the

garter, is a beautiful ſtructure, in the

pureſt ſtyle of Gothic architecture. Op

poſite to the SE. fide of the cattle, is a neat

modern-built manſion, called the Queen's

Lodge, which is the royal reſidence in ſum

mer; and below this, is the Lower Lodge,

for the accommodation of the youngºr

branches of the royal family. Adjoining

the Queen's Lodge is the Little Park,
which extends round the N. and E. fides

of the caſtle, and forms a beautiful lawn,

about 3 miles in circumference. But on

the S. fide of the town is a much larger

park, called the Great Park, which is ſaid

to be 26 miles in circumference. Windſor

is 22 miles S. by W. of London. Mar

ket on Saturday.

WIND sor Forest, an extenſive foreſt

in the E. part of Berkſhire, about 50 miles

in circumference. It contains ſeveral vil

lages, of which Wokingham, or Oking

ham, near the centre of the foreſt, is the

principal; and though the ſoil is generally

barren and uncultivated, it is finely diver

ſified by hills and dales, woods, lawns, and

delightful villas.

Windſor, Old, Berks, on the Thames,

to the SE. of New Windſor. Hineſfºrd,

Some ſetſ. SW. of Carhampton. Jºint

flow, SW. of Monmouth. Hinfarthing,

Norfolk, S. of New Buckenham. His

field, or Winford-cum-Felton, Somerſetſ.

W. of Pensford. Winfield, Wilts, SW.

of Trowbridge. Winfor? Eagle, Dorſetſ.

a mile SE. of Little Toiler. Jºinforter

Court, Herefordſ. on the Wye, near Whi:-

hey. Hinfrith, Dorſetſ. W. of Wartham.

h'ing, Bucks, near Aſcot. Wing, Rutl.

3 miles from Okeham. Wingali, Lincolnſ.

near Kiiton in Lindſey. Hingale, Staff.

between Leek and Flaſh. Hºngerswºrth,

Derbyſhire, 3 miles S.W. of Cheſterfield.

Wingfield, N. and S. Derbyſ. near Alfre

ton. ffingfield, Kent, in Wrethan pariſh.

Wingfeld, Suffolk, N. of Stradbrook.

* }}'ingkan, Kent, by the Stour, 3 miles

SE. of Fordwich.

Wingham Barton, Kent, near Sandwich,

Wingrave, Bucks, NE. of Ayleſbury.

H'ingſly, Lincolnſhire, near Horncaſtle.

h indi all, Hampſhire, N. of Wincheter.

Winingham, Cheſhite, on the Pever, nea:

Northwich. Jºinington, Shropſ. Nw. cf

Cauſe Caſtle. In this pariſh was boin, in

1433, Thomas Parr, who lived to the age

cf 152 years. Winington, Staffordſ. near

Aſhley. Minkhorn, Nottingh. N. of South

well. Winkfield, B. ks, 2 miles from S---

ningwell. Winkfield, Eaſt, Berks, in the

Forcă,
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S.E. of Eyneſbury.

Foreſt, 5 miles from Windſor. Winkley,

Yorkſhire, W. of Rippon. Winlayton,

Northumb. near Newcaſtle. Wimmelay,

Lancaſ, near Garſtang. Winmore in-El

met, Yorkſhire, 4 miles NNE. of Leeds.

h'innelraw, Northumberl. NE. of Kirk

haugh. Winneſley, Heref. NE. of Weobly.

WiNNicza, in Braclaw, Poland.

Winnington, Cheſhire, near Northwich.

Winnow, Cornw. 5 miles from Launceſ

ton. Winruſh, Glouceſterſ. near North

Leche. Winſbury, Shropſ. neal Chirbury.

WINschoteN, a town of Groningen.

h'inſcale, Cumberland, between White

haven and Cockermouth. Winſcomb, So

merſetſhire, NW. of Axbridge. hiſtol,

Devonſhire, by Torrington.

WinsEN, 2 towns of Lunenburg Zell.

h'inſgell, Cumberland, SE. of Kirk Oſ

wald. Winſham, Somerſetſ. SE. of Chard.

Winſhill, Derbyſ. by the Trent, in Burton

pariſh. Winſlade, Hants, 2 miles from

Baſingſtoke. Winſley, Shropſ. E. of Cauſe

Caſtle. Winſley, Wilts, near Bradford.

* Winslow, a town in Buckingham

ſhire, 7 miles N.W. of Aileſbury, and 50 -

- WNW, of London. Market on Thurſday.

Winſon, Glouceſterſ. in Bibury pariſh.

h'inſtanley, Lancaſhire, SW. of Wigan.

JP inſted, Yorkſhire, near Patrington.

WINstER, a town of Derbyſhire, with

innumerable cottages, ſcattered on the ſide

of a hill. Here is no market, but a meet

ing for the ſale of proviſions on Saturday.

It is fituated near rich mines of lead, 7

miles N.W. of Derby, and 144 NW. of

London.

Winſter, Weſtm. near Crook. IWinſion,

Devont, near Modbury. Winſton, Durham,

4 miles below Barnard Caſtle, towards

Darlington. Winſon, Glouceſ. 6 miles

NE. of Cirenceſter. Winſion, Glouceſ.

in Bibury pariſh. Winſton, Norfolk, near

the Gillinghams. Winſton, Suſſex, S. of

Debenham. Winteley, Cheſh. S. of Sand

bach. Winterborn, Berks, in Cheveley

pariſh. Winterborn, Yorkſ. SE. of Settle.

Aºinterborn, or Wherry, a river in Dorſet

ſhire. Winterborn Abbas, Aſhton, Monk

ton, Came, Clenſton, Farringdon, Her.

ringſton, Howton, Kingſton, Maurward,

Muſton, Quareſton, St. Martin, Sta

p/eton, Strickland, Thomſon, Whitchurch,

and Zelſton, Dorſetſhire. Winterborn,

Cherborough, Danſºy, Earls, Gunner, and

Stoke, Wilts. // interborn, Glouceſ, near

Pucklechurch. Winterdine, Worceſ. near

Bewdley. Hºintering, Yorkſhire, S.W. of

Arkendale. Winteringham, Huntingdonſ.

Winteringham, Lin

colnſhire, in the N. angie, near the Hum

ber. Winterſhill, Hants, near Biſhop's-

Waltham. h’interſlow, Dantly, E. and

h'. Wilts, N. of Clarendon Park.

WiNTERTH UR, a town of Zurich,

noted for a manufačture of beautiful ear

then-ware, particularly white; together

with painted ſtoves. It is 15 miles NE.

of the city of Zurich.

H/interton Baffit, Wiltſhire, NW. of

Marlborough.

WINTERTon Ness, a cape of Norfolk,

5 miles NNW, of Yarmouth. The town

of Winterton, near it, which is ſituated in

a ſoil reckoned the fatteſt in England, and

the eaſieſt to be ploughed, declined on the

advance of Yarmouth. Market diſuſed.

Winthorp, Lincolnſ. on the coaſt NNE.

of Wainfleet. Winthorp, Nottinghamſ. on

the Trent, NNE. of Newark. Witney

Hartley, Hants, near Hartley-Row. Wii

ton, Hants, 3 miles from Chriſtchurch.

Winton, Hants, near Ringwood. Hinton,

Suſſex, N. of Cuckmere. Haven. Winton,

Weſtmorl. in the pariſh of Kirby Steven.

JWintrig, Northumb. NW. of Widdring

ton-Caſtle. Wintrington, Lincolnſ, near

Wintringham. Winwick, Huntingdonſ.

near the Giddings. Winwick, Lancaſ. N.

of Warrington. Winwick, Northamptonſ.

E. of Thrapſton. Winwick, Northamp

tonſhire, a mile SW. of Cold Aſhby.

Winyard, Durham, near Butterwick.

h'ippedfeet, Kent, in Thanet Iſle. Wiral,

or Wirehal, Cheſhire, is a traSt between

the Dee and the Merſey, from Cheſter to

the ſea. It is 16 miles long and 8 broad,

and was once a foreſt.

Wirksworth, a town in Derbyſhire,

ſituated among hills, which abound with

lead ore, and with furnaces for ſmelting

it; which is generally done by large wood

fires. Here is a barmoot court, conſiſting

of a maſter and 24 jurors, to determine

diſputes among the miners. It is 8 miles

N. by W. of Derby, and 135 NNW. of

London. The market, which is the

greateſt for lead in England, is on Tueſday.

h'irley, Magna and Parva, Staff. near

Watling-Street, and the ſource of Walſal

Water. IWºrſwall, Cheſh. E. of Malpas.

WIRTE M BURG. See WURTEMBURG.

Mirtwood, Dorſetſhire, SE. of Horton.

H'irwin, on the Merſey, N. of Cheſter.

WisbAD EN, a town of Naſſan Saar

bruck Uſingen, circle of Upper Rhine,

noted for the Heideniſche Maur, or Hea

then I/all, which runs through the town,

a work of the Romans. -

* Wis a EAch, a town of Cambridge

ſhire, of the beſt trade in the Iſle of Ely,

ſending annually to London, in barges,

about 52,ooo quarters of oats; 1 ooo tons

of ſeed oil, preſſed fiom mills in it's neigh

3 Cz bourhood ;
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bourhood; 80co firkins of butter, &c.

and bringing back various commodities

for the ſupply of the county. It is 18

miles N. of Ely, and 89 N. by E. of Lon

don. Market on Saturday.

WisBY, a town of Sweden, on the W.

coaſt of the Iſland of Gothland. It was

formerly one of the Hanſe Towns, and a

very ancient ſtaple, frequented by Nor

mans, Greeks, Engliſh, French, and other

nations. It’s maritime laws were famous,

and adopted in all the ports of the Baltic.

It is 88 miles SSE. of Stockholm.

WiscHB AcH, a town of Stiria.

Wiſcomb, Devonſhire, in the pariſh of

South Leigh. Hiſedale, Yorkſhire, E. of

Kirby-Lonſdale. -

Wiſham, Lincolnſhire, NW. of Louth.

Wiſhanger, Glouceſ. in Miſerden pariſh.

Jºſław, or Wiſhall, 6 miles S. of Not

tingham. Wiſhaw, Warw. N. of Curd

worth. Wiſhby, SW. of Lincoln. Wiſh

erhorn, Hampſhire, NW. of Baſingſtoke.

Wiſhford, Great and I.itle, Wilts, N.W.

of Saliſbury.

Yorkſhire. Wiſley, Surry, near Byfleet.

Wis loch, a town in the palatinate of

the Rhine, 14 miles E. of Spire.

Wis MAR, a large, well-fortified town

of Mecklenburg, with a good harbour on

the Baltic. Here is a court of juſtice for

Swediſh Anterior Pomerania. . It is 36

miles E. of Lubec.

Wiſhington, Lincolnſ, near Horncaſtle.

WissEMBURG, or KoRN WEISSEM

BURG, a town in the department of the

Lower Rhine, ſituated on the Lauter.

Strong lines of defence are fixed from this

town to the Rhine, E. of Lauterburg. In

1793, the French were driven from them

by the Pruſſians, but ſoon after they

obliged the Pruſſians to abandon them.

It is 12 miles SSW. of Landau.

Wiſſenden, Rutl. 2 miles and a half W.

of Market Overton. Wijet, Suſſex, near

Haleſworth. Iſiſingſett, Norfºlk, SE: of

Rainham Hall. Wiſtanton, Cheſh. NE.

of Namptwich. Wiſſanton, Shropſ. E. of

Biſhop's Caſtle. Wiſieron, near Hereford.

... Wiston, a ſmall corporate town of

Pembrokeſhire, 10 miles N. of Pembroke,

and 235 WNW. of London. Market on

Wedneſday.

Wiſion, Norfolk, near Clay. Wiffon, or

Wigſion, Nottinghamſ, in Chaworth pariſh.

Wiſion, Suff, on the Stour, near Neyland.

Wiſion, Suſſex, N.W. of Stening. Hiſtow,

Huntingdomſ. SW. of Ramſey. H iſław,

Leiceſ, near Market Harborough, Wiſ.

row, Yorkſ. near Selby. JWiſwell, Lanc.

near Whaley. Witchingham, St. Faith's

and St. Mary's, Norfolk, S.E. of Repeham.

Wiſk, or Wirſk, a river in

Witchley, Heath, Rutlandſ, between Ketton

and Timewell. Hitchwood, a foreſt in

Oxfordſ, between Burford and Charlbury.

Witcomb, Somerſetſ. SE. of the Avon, op

poſite to Bath. Witcomb, Somerſetſ. N.

of Eaſt and weſt Harptree. Witcomb,

Somerſetſhire, near Martock. Witcort, 6

miles S.E. of Glouceſter.

Witepski, a town of Polotſk, Lithua

nia, ſeated on the Dwina.

* WITHAM, a town in Eſſex, feated on

the great rcad to Harwich, 8 miles NE.

of Chelmsford, and 37 NE. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

WITHAM, a river of Lincolnſhire,

which paſſes by Grantham to Lincoln,

where it becomes navigable, and turning

SE. enters the German Ocean below Boſ

ton. It is a ſhallow ſtream, famous for

it's pike. From Lincoln it has a com

munication with the Trent, by means of

a navigable canal, called Foſsdike, cut by

King Henry I. which is ſtill of great uſe

in conveying away the corn, wool, and

other commodities of the country.

JWitham, Berks, on the Tharnes, 3

miles W. of Oxford. }}'itbarn, Hants, N.

of Andover. JWitham, N. and S. Lincolnſ.

near the ſource of the river Witham.

Witham-on-the-Hill, Lincolnſhire, SW. of

Bourne. Withcall, Lincolnſhire, SW. of

Louth. Withcock, Leiceſterſ. near Laund

Abbey. Witheſhaw, Cheſhire, NE. of

Altringham. JPitheridge, Devonſ. E. of

Chimleigh. . Witheri.gton, or Wodringtºn,

Northumb. an ancient caſtle near the ſhore.

Hitheringſ y, Yorkſ. E. Riding, in the S.

bailiwick of Hornſey. Witherne, Lincolnſ.

N.W. of Alford. Pithersfield, Suffolk,

NW. of Haverili. Witherſlake, weſtmorl.

near Brigſter Park, and Levins Bridge.

Ilºitherſpan, Eſſex, near High Ongar.

Jºi herſtone, Dorſetſhire, near Beninſter.

JWitherwick, Yorkſ. in Holderneſs, S. of

Hornſey. Hºfelds, Fſſex, near Great

Iſford. Withioll, Cornwall, NW. of Bod.

min. If itiall, Herts, N. of Buntingford.

JWithibrºck, Warwickſ. in the pariſh cf

Monk's Kirby. If ithicomb, Devonſ. Nw.

of Aſhburton. Withicomb, Somerſetſ. near

Carhampton. Withicomb Rawley, Devonſ.

between Powderham Caſtle and the ſea.

H'ithford, Magna and Parva, NE. of

Shrewſbury. Witſiham, Suffex, near Buck

hurſt. Hithill, Cumberl. NE. of Scaleby.

Withington, NE. of Hereford. Hºtbisg

ton, Glouceſterſ. on the Coln, 6 miles SE.

of Cheltenham. H'ithington, Upper and

Lower, Cheſhire, near the Peovers. Witk

inton, Staffordſ. W. of Uttoxeter. Hºtki

fool, Sonerſ. SW. of Dunſter. Hºerr,

Lincolnſ, near Thorvºy. Withy Bridge,

- Glouc.:-
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Głouceſ in Bodington pariſh. Withy Hill,

Somerſeſ. SW. of Williton, Hitley,

Surry, SW. of Godalmin. Hitley, Great

and Little, Worceſterſhire, at the foot of

Woodberry-Hill.

Witlich, a town of Treves.

l/itneſham, Suffolk, near Ipſwich.

* WITNEY, a populous town in Oxford

ſhire, noted for it’s manufacture of the

fineſt white blankets, and other thick

woollens, called bear ſkins and kerſeys;

alſo for it's trade in carding, ſpinning, &c.

It is 8 miles NNW. of Oxford, and 64

WNW. of London. Market on Thurſd.

//iton, Worceſterſhire, in Wick pariſh.

WitsENHA UseN, a town of Heſſe

Rhinfels, circle of Upper Rhine.

WITTEMBERG, a town in the ele&to

rate of Saxony, with a famous univerſity,

in which Martin Luther, who lies buried

in the chapel belonging to the caſtle, was

profeſſor. It is not large, but has a con

fiſtory, or court of juſtice, and is the place

where the general aſſemblies of the circle

are held. The old cattle, or citadel, was

formerly the electoral reſidence. It is

ſeated on the river Elbe, 55 miles NNW."

of Dreſden.

JWittenham, Little, Berks, near Benſing

ton. JWittenham, Long, Berks, W. of

, , Dorcheſter.

WiTTENSTEIN, a town of Livonia.

Wittering, Northamptonſ, near Thorn

haugh. Wittering, E. and W. Suflex, in

the peninſula of Selſey. Wittleſford Bridge,

7 miles S. of Cambridge.

WITTMUND, a town of Embden coun

ty, in E. Frieſland.

JWitton, Cheſh, by Northwich. Witton,

Durham, near Nevil's Croſs. Witton,

Durham, 3 miles W. of Biſhop Aukland.

Witton, Heref. near Llanwerdime. Witton,

Huntingdonſ. near Houghton. . JWitton,

Norfolk, E. of North Walſham. Witton,

E. of Norwich. Witton, Worceſ. NE. of

Bromſgrove. Hitton-Caſtle, Northumb.

near Newcaſtle. Witton-cum-Preeze, Lan

caſhire, near Blackburn. JWitton, E. and

JW. Yorkſ. 2 miles from Midlam. Witton,

Long, Nether, and Shields, Northpmberl.

NW. of Morpeth. Witton, Upper and

Lower, Warwickſhire, N. of Birmingham,

JWitriſham, Kent, in Oxney Iſle. Witty

Green, Oxfordſhire, near Ramſden. -

WiveLscoMB, a town in Somerſet

ſhire, with a conſiderable manufactory of

coarſe woollens, &c. It is 20 miles N.

by E. of Exeter, and 155 W. by S. of

London. Market on Tueſday.

JWivelyield, Suſſex, N. of Dichling.

Wivenhoe, or Weunoe, Eſſex, 3 miles from

Colcheſter, of which it is the harbour.

near Langarr.

Hiverby, Leiceſ. SW. of Waltham-on

the-Would. Wiverſy, Berks, near Sun

ning. Wiverton, Nottingh. on the Snite,

Iſive ford, Wilts, near

Hiveſtone, Suffolk, NW.

of Mendleſham. Hºi-vill, Oxfordſ. W. of

Henley-on-Thames. Wixo, Suff. W. of

Stoke, by Clare. Wize, a river in Cumb.

which runs into the Waver, in the Holm.

WLodsIMIERz, a town of Volhynia.

WoAHoo, one cf the Sandwich Iſlands,

lying to the NW. of Morotoi, at the diſ

tance of 7 leagues. From the appearance

of the NE. and NW. parts, it is the fineſt

iſland of the group. Scarcely any thing

can exceed the verdure of the hills, the

variety of wood and lawn, and rich culti

vated valleys, which the whole face of the

country diſplays. It contains about

60,000 inhabitants. Lieutenant Hergeſt,

commander of the Dædalus ſtoreſhip, who

had been ſent from England, in 1791, to

New S. Wales, and thence to the S. Pacific

Ocean, with a ſupply of proviſions for the

ſloop Diſcovery, Vancouver, then on a voy

age of diſcovery, was here ſurpriſed and

killed by the natives, together with Mr.

Gooch the aſtronomer. Lat. 21.43. N.

lon. 157. 51. W.

* WoBURN, a town in Bedfordſhire,

formerly famous for it's abbey, which is

now a country feat of the Duke of Bedford,

Rtuated in a fine large park, walled round.

Woburn was burnt down, June 19th,

1724, but has ſince been neatly rebuilt.

It has a free-ſchool, and a charity-ſchool,

founded by a Duke of Bedford. Near it

is found great plenty of fuller's earth; and

here is a manufacture of jockey-caps. It

is 12 miles S. by W. of Bedford, and

42 NNW. of London. Market on Friday.

Hºobury, Shropſhire, near Bridgenorth.

Wodell, Yorkſhire, W. Riding, between

Wharnſide Hill, and the N. Riding.

Hºodenſborough, Kent, near Sandwich.

Near it is a remarkable eminence, ſuppoſed

to have been raiſed by the Saxons, as a

pedeſtal for their idol Woden, which ſtood

upon it. Iſºodinancote, Suſſex, SE. of

Stening. - - -

WodNANY, a town of Prachatitz, Bo

hemia. -

WoER DEN, a town of S. Holland, on

the Rhine, 8 miles S. by W. of Utrecht.

Wogham, Suſſex, N. of Lewes. Wag

mel, E. and JW. Devonſ. near Aſhburton.

Hokey, or Okey, Somerſetſ. S. of Mendip

Hills, within a miles of Wells. On the

N. ſide of it is a dark, diſmal cavern, call

ed Wokey Hole, about 200 yards in

length, which contains ſeveral curious

the Deverels.

pieces of nature's workmanſhip; a kitchen,

3 C3 a ball,
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a hall, a dancing-room, a cellar, and other

admirable reſemblances, in the natural

rock. The breadth is in ſome places fix

fathoms, in others not above one or two.

The roof, in the higheſt part, is about 8

fathoms from the floor, but in ſome places

ſo low, that a man muſt creep, to paſs

through.

woking, a town of Surry, between

Guilford and Weybridge, 24 miles SW.

by W. of London. Market on Tueſday.

WokiNGHAM. See OKINGHAM.

Holºſion, Staffordſ. E. of Penkridge.

Wolaw, a town and principality of

Sileſia, with a woollen manufactory.

Wolbeding, Suſſex, near Midhurſt. Wol

borow, or Jºadboror:w Park, Worceſ. W.

of Perſhore. Wolcomb, Dorſetſhire, near

Sherborn. Wolcomb Matravers, Dorſetſ.

a mile N. of Melbury Bubb. Wolcot,

Somerſetſ. near Bath. Woldham, Kent,

by the Medway, 2 miles and a half SW.

of Rocheſter. Iſoldingham, Surry, E. of

Wallingham. Wolfardiſworth, Devonſ.

near Hartland. Wolfe Newton, Mon

mouthſhire, N. of Strogle. Caſtle.

Wolf E N BUTTLE, a conſiderable town

of Brunſwick, capital of a principality of

the ſame name, which conſtitutes a part of

the duchy of Brunſwick. In the chateau,

the reſidence of the dukes, is a library,

containing 120,000 volumes of printed

books and manuſcripts; alſo a cabinet of

curioſities relating to natural hiſtory. In

the principality are 18 towns, 386 villages,

and 17 tees and convents. It is 24 miles

E, of Hildeſheim.

WolfERDIK E, an iſland of the United

Provinces, in Zealand, between N. and S.

Beveland.

#olferlaw, Herefordſ. N. of Bromyard.

Wolf's perc, a town of Carinthia.

Wolford, Magna and Parva, N.W. of

Long Compton.

WolGAST, a town of Swediſh Pome

rania, with a harbour near the Baltic. It

is 30 miles SSE. of Stralſund.

jºolgate Green, Kent, in Throwley

pariſh.

WolkENSTEIN, a town of Erzgeburg,

Upper Saxony.

Wolkowisk, a town of Novogrodeck,

Lithuania.

Wolland, Dorſetſ. a mile SW. of Ibber

on. Hollaſcomb, Upper and Nether, De

vonſ. S. of Ilfracomb. Wollaton and

Wollaton Hall, the ſeat of Lord Middleton,

near Nottingham. Hollavington, Somerſ.

between Sedgmore and Huntſpill. Wol

Iavington, Suſſex, near Petworth.

WollER, a town in Northumberland,

much reſorted to, in the ſummer months,

by invalids, to drink goat's whey and

milk. It is 14 miles S. of Berwick.

Market on Thurſday.

Wollerſhill, Worceſterſ. S. of Perſhore.

Wollerton, or Wolterton, Norfolk, N. of

Aylſham. Wolleſworthy, Devonſ. N. of

Crediton. Wolley, Derbyſ, in Scarſdale,

NW. of Alfreton. Wolley, Devonſ. in

Upcot pariſh. Wolley, Somerſetſ. near

Bath. Wolley, Yorkſ. NW. of Barneſley.

Wollin, a ſea-port of Pruſſian Pome

rania, at the mouth of the Oder, capital of

an iſland of the ſame name. It is Io miles

S. of Cammin.

Holmagum, Iſle of Wight, in W. Me

dina.

WolmAR, in the government of Riga.

Wolmarſion, Somerſetſ. near N. Pether

ton. Wolmer Foreſ?, Hants. Wolzer

Green, Herts, by Datchworth. Wolriffºrt,

Somerſ. in Crewkern pariſh. Woipºam

cote, or Ovencote, Warw. near Willough

by. Wolſeley, Staffordſ. near Rugeley.

WolsiNghAM, a town in the county

of . Durham, in a country abounding in

coal and lead mines. It is 16 miles SW.

of Durham. Market diſuſed.

}olfington, Northumb. near Ogle-Caſtle.

H'olſłanton, Staffordſ. NE. of Newcaſtle

*::::::::. Wojſlanwood, Cheſhire, near

the Copenhalls. Wolffenholm, Lancaſhire,

NE. of Bury. Wolſton, Berks, near Of.

fington. Holſton, Hants, near Southamp

ton. Wolſton, Shropſhire, near Knoking.

Holſton, Shropſ. E. of Biſhop's Caſtle.

Wviſion, Great and Little, Bucks, by Stony

Stratford. Wolſtrop, Glouceſterſ. near

Quedgley. Wolterton, Norfolk, near

Aylſham. Wolthorp, Northamptonſ. near

Stamford. Wolton, Kent, near Weſtwel.

Welvercote, N. of Oxford.

* WolveRHAMPToN, a large and Po

pulous town in Staffordſhire, chiefly noted

for it's iron manufactory, confifting of

locks, hinges, buckles, corkſcrews, and cf

kate years, japanned ware. The ſtreets

are, for the moſt part, broad and paved.

It communicates with the navigation of

all the inland counties, and is 13 miles S.

of Stafford, and 124 NW. of London.

Market on Wedneſday.

JWolverley, Worceſ on the Stour, near

Kidderminſter, and the canal which joins

the Severn near Stourport. Wolveráil,

Warw, in Bulkington pariſh. Wolver

fton, Suffolk, near ſpſwich. Wolvertus,

or Wolverington, Bucks, near Stony-Strat

ford. Wolverton, Iſle of wight, in W.

Medina. Wolverton, Kent, near Folk

ſtone. Wolverton, or Wulterton, Norfolk,

on the coaſt, SW. of Snetſham. Wolver

ton, near Warwick. Wolves, Weſt, Suſ

r
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Surry, 2 miles S. of Wimbledon.

ſetſ. near Bere Regis.

tween Nottingham and Southwell. Wood

ſex, N. of Stening. Wolveton, N.W. of

of Dorcheſter.

WolveY, a town of Warwickſhire,

fituated near Hinckley, N. by E. of Shil

ton. Market on Wedneſday.

Homborn, Staffordſ. SW. of Sedgley.

Wombwell, Yorkſhire, SE. of Barneſley.

l/ombºwell. Hall, or Wimble, Kent, in the

pariſh of Northfleet. Womeſtegh, Dorſetſ.

a hamlet in Wotton-Fitzpain. Womenſ.

wold, Kent, near Canterbury. Womerſ:

ley, Yorkſhire, near Pontefract. iPonder,

Bedfordſ, near Woburn. Wondy, Mon

mouthſ, near Caldicote. Wonſton, Hants,

near Micheldever. Woocot, or Hoodcot,

Mood,

Devonſ. E. of Modbury. Wood, Devonſ.

near Columbton. Wood, Devonſ. near

Woodleigh. Wood Baſtwick, Norfolk,

NW. of S. Walſham. Woodberry, Dor

Woodborough, be

borough, Wilts, E. of Biſhop's Cannings.

WooDBRIDGE, a town in Suffolk, feat

ed on the river Deben, with very ſafe and

deep water, but the bar is difficult and

uncertain. A good corn trade is carried

on here, and it is famous for refining ſalt.

It is ſituated about 6 miles from the ſea,

and 7 NNE. of Ipſwich, and 76 NE. of

London. Market on Wedneſday.

Woodburn, E. and W. Northumberl. on

the Read, SE. of Corfenfide. Wood'ury,

Devonſ. 9 miles SE. of Exeter. Wood

cheſter, Glouc. S. of Stroud, 2 miles from

Minchinghampton : here is a manufacture

of ſilk, and of fine broad cloth. Mood

church, Cheſhire, between the Dee and

Merſey, 3 miles from Liverpool. Wood.

church, Kent, 3 miles E. of Tenterden.

'oodcock Hill, Middl. in the pariſh of

Harrow. Woodcot, Hants, between Wood

hay and Overton. Woodcot, Hants, near

Whitchurch. Woodcot, Nott. in Skegby

pariſh. Woodcot, Oxf. near Henley-upon

Thames. Woodcot, near Shrewſbury.

Iſoodcot, Shropſ. near Shefnal. Hoodcot,

Worceſ. in Bromſgrove pariſh. Woodcote,

Surry, near Wimbledon. Woodcote, Up

per and Lower, Warw. SE. of Coventry.

Woodcots, Dorſetſ. 2 miles from Sixpenny

Henley. Woodcroft, Northamp, between

Peterborough and Stamford. Woodcroft

Hall, Durham, on the Wear, SE. of Stan

hope. Woode, alias Woodchurch, Kent,

in Thanet Iſle, 5 miles N. of Sandwich.

Wood-Eaton, on the Cherwell, 3 miles N.

of Oxford. Wooden, Northumb. on the

coaſt, S. of Aylmouth. Wood End, Bedf.

SE. of Tudding on. Wood End, Glouc.

in Twining pariſh. Hood. End, in Dim

mock pariſh. Wood. End, Glouceſ, in the

pariſh of Hill. Wood. End, Herts, near

Ardley-Bury. Wood-End, Herts, near

Flamſted and Bury. Wood. End, North

amptonſ. NW. of Towceſter. Wood. End,

Staffordſ. in Needwood-Foreſt. Wood End,

Staff, near Shenſton. Wood End, Staff.

near Walſall. Woodenton, Wilts, W. of

Uphaven. Wooderlin, Glouceſ. in Nibley

pariſh. ... Woodfold, Kent, near Yalding.

Woodford, in Galway, Connaught.

hoodford, Cheſhire, between Preſtbury

and Stopford. Woodford, Dorſetſ, on the

river Frome, between Frampton and Bin

don. Hoodford, Glouceſ. in Berkley pa

riſh. Woodford, Northamp. a mile SW.

of Thrapſton. Woodford, Northamp. near

Bifield. Woodford, Somerſetſ. by Wells.

Woodford, Eſſex, in Epping Foreſt, 8 or 9

miles NE. of London. Woodford, Great

and Little, Wilts, 4 miles from Sarum.

h'oodford. Sirangeways, Dorſetſhire, E. of

Dorcheſter. Woodgreen, Herts, a mile W.

of Cheſhunt. Woodgreen, Middleſex, near

Tottenham - High - Croſs. Woodgrove,

Kent, in Oxney Iſle. Wood-Hall, Cumb.

near Cockermouth. Woodhall, Eſſex. in

Arkſden. J'oodhall, Herts, N. of Hat

field. Wood Hall, Middl. NW. of Pinner.

Hood-Hall, Yorkſhire, near Biſhopſdale

Chace. Wood Hall, Yorkſ. W. of Wes.

therby. Hoodham, Surry, near Chertſey.

Woodham-Ferris, Fſſex, E. of the Han

ningfields. Woodham. Mortimer and Wa

ter, or halter, Eſſex, adjoining Haſeleigh.

I/ood. Hatch, Surry, near Ryegate. Wood

hay, Cheſhire, SW. of Namptwich. Wood

bay, Eaſt, Hants, on the boiders of Berks,

towards Neuburg. Woodhay, Weſt, Berks,

SE. of Hungerford. Woodhead, Cheſhire,

at the ſource of the Merſey. Woodhead,

Rutlandſ, near Brig-Caſterton. Woodhide,

Dorſetſ. in Purbeck Iſle, between Dunſhay

and Afflington. Woodhorne, Northumb.

near the coaſt, N. of Newbiggin. Wood

bouſe, or hoodborrow, Notr. S. of Sher

wood-Foreſt. Wood Houſe, Derbyſ. near

Stubley. Wood-Houſe, Derbyſ. in the

High Peak. Wood-Houſe, or Heath Houſe,

Hants, near Petersfield. Hood Houſe, ſile

of Wight, in E. Medina. Hood Houſe,

Leiceſ. near Loughborough. Hood Houſe,
Northumb. SE. of Harbottle-Caſtle. Woºd

Houſe, Northumb. S. of Alnwick. Wood

Houſe, Shropſ. E. of Oſweſtry. Wood

Houſe. Staff. NE. of Stone. Wood. Houſe,

Staff. S. of Patſhall. Wood Houſe, Staff.

near Womborn. Wood. Houſe, weſtmorl.

near the Ken, 4 or 5 miles below Kendal,

h'ood-Houſes, Cheſhire, SW. of Frodſham.

Wood-Houſes, Shropſ. E. of Wellington.

Wood Houſes, Shropſ. NE. of Whitchurch.

JP'ood-Houſes, Staff. N. of Needwood-Fo

3 C + reſt.
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A cc. Land, Derbyſ, in the High Peak.

Hood Land, Devonſhire, near Auburton.

Hood Land, 1)-vonſ, on the Yalme, a li:-

tle above Yaluneton. Iłood Land, Devonſ.

near Torrington Parva. Wood.Land,

Dorſetſ. S. of Cranborn.

to the VV. of Ringwood, under an aſh tree,

the Duke of Monmouth was taken after

the battle of Sedge more. The tree is in

ſcribed with the names of ſeveral who have

viſited the ſpot. Wood Land, Glouceſ. in

. Almondſbury pariſh. Hood. Land, Kent,

N.W. of Wrotham. JWood Land, Warw.

on the borders of Wolcetterſhire and Staf-.

Wood Land, Wilts, NE. of .fordſhire.

Marlborough. Wood. Land, Wilts, near

Mere. Wood-Land Chapel, Lancaſ. in

Fourneſs Felis.

. Somerſ. and Wilts, near Frome. Wood.

Land-Houſe, Kent, N. of . Blackheath.

//oodlaw, S. of Warwick. Woodley, De

vonſ, between Brent and Kingſbridge.

JWoodley, near Oxford. Woodmancote,

Hants, near the Candovers. . Woodman

cote, Glouceſ. in Durſley pariſh. IVood

mancote, Glouceſ. in Cieve pariſh. Wood

manſione, Surry, near Bantted, 2 miles from

Carihalton. J'oodmercote, Glouceſterſ. in

N. Cerney pariſh. Hood. Newton, Nor

thamptonſ, near Fotheringay. Park. Hook

oaks, Herts, in Rickmani worth pariſh.

Wood. Plumpton, Lanc. in Amounderneſs.

JWoodredon, Eſſex, near Waltham-Abbey.

hoodriſing, Norfolk, NE. of Skoulton.

Wood Row, Wilts, near Melkſham.

Wood's Corner, Suſſex, SW. of Brightling.

Hoodſetton, Staffordſ. between Sedgley and

Tipton. Woodſetton, Staff. SW. of Ec

cleſhall. Woodſetts, Derbyſ, in the High

Peak. Hoodſham, Bucks, W. of Ayleſ

bury. Hoodſide, Cumb. in the pariſh of

Weſtward. Woodſide, Durhan, near Ry

ton. Woodſide, Helts, S. of Hatfield.

: Hoodſide, Lanc. near W. Darby. Wood.

ſide, Surry, NE. of Croydon. Hoodſide

Green, Kent, N. of Lenham. Hoodſom

Hall, Yorkſ. near Almondbury. Wood.

Jpring, Somerſetſ. on the Briſtol Channel,

oppoſite to the Flatholms. Wood. Stan

way, Glouceſterſ. in Stanway pariſh.

* Woodstock, a town of Oxfordſhire,

with a manufacture of deel chains for

watches and excellent gloves. The pa

lace and park here were, for many ages,

the reſidence of the kings of England; but

in 1705, the honour and manor were ſet

tied, by parliament, on John, the firſt duke

of Marlborough; to perpetuate the me

mory of his victories over the French, and

particularly that at Blenheim. A fine

Iſood-Houſes, staff, near Yoxall.

Hood Hurſt, Hunting i. near Somerſham. .

In this manor, .

Norwich.

Wood. Land, E. and W. .

palace was alſo erected here, at the Public
charge, called Blenheim Houſe, with

apartments, gaileries, offices, gardens, &:-

in a very grand and ſumptuous ſtyle. , it

is 8 miles NNW. of Oxford. Market

on Tueſday.

iPodſtone, Huntingdonſ. near Peterbo
rough. Woodſtreet, Dorſetſ, a mile iron

Binion. I'cºd Thorp, Derbyſhire, S. of

Cheſterfield. Wood Thorp, Lincolnſ. N.W.

of Alford. Wood-Thorp, Nott. S. of

Sherwood-Foreſt. IVoodton, 7 miles Iron

Woodton, Staff. near Eccleſial.

H'ced Jºalion, Huntingdonſ. SE. of Co

nington. Woodyates, or Weſt-Hºod, after,

Dorſetſhire, near S. albridge. Hººlºſton,

Northamp. 3 miles S. of Wellingborough.

j}ool, Dorſetſ. on the river Frome, W. of

Waleham. Hoolcomb-Bíngham, Doi ſetſ.

NE. of Bridport. Woollaſion, Glouceſ. 4.

miles NE. of Chepſtow, in Monmouthſhire.

Iſailey, Huntingd. N. of Spaldwick. Hººl

mington, Dorſetſ, near Chardſtock. Hºck

pery, Devonſhire, near Biddifold.

Woo 1. PIT. See W U LP IT.

Hºthorp, Linc. SW. of Grantham,

famous for having given birth to the great

Sir Iſaac Newton. JP'oolſtone, Glouceſ. 4.

miles W. of Tewkeſbury. Hoeiſtºre,

Lanc., near Warrington. . Hºogſton Hall,

Eſſex, near Chigwell. Woolthorp, SE. of

Hereford. Woolverſion, Suffolk, on the

Orwell.

Woolwich, a town in Kent, ſeated

on the river Thames, noted for it's large

docks and yards, being, in point of ſemi

ority, the mother dock of the royal navy;

as alſo for it’s magazines of great guns,

mortars, warlike ſtores, warren, elabora

tory, &c. A royal academy alſo is eſta

bliſhed here, for the inſtructing and quali

fying of candidates for the office of military

engineer. Theſe are called Cadets, and

are under the dire&tion of a governor,

lieutenant-governor, and maſters in each

blanch of literature and military ſcience.

For ſome years paſt, two or three hulks

have been moored off this town, for the

reception of convićts, to the number ſome

tinës of 4.co. It is ro iniles E. of Lon

don. Market on Friday.

Hooſºfton, Shropſ. .N. of Alſtretton.

Wooton, Heref. W. of Weobly. Hºrize

Abbas, Dorſetſ. on the borders of Devoni.

Wooton Glanville, Dorſetſ. 3 miles SW.

of Pulham. |}|operaen, Northumberl. in

the baromy of Wark. Worbarrow, or

I/orthbarrow Bay, Dorſetſhire, in Pur

beck Iſle, near Belkington.

WoRcest ER, a town of N. America,

in the ſtate of Maſſachuſets, and the ſhire

town of a county of the ſame name. It is

2 it:
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the largeſt inland town in New England,

and is 34 miles W. of Boſton.

* Wo Rcester, a city of Worceſter

ſhire, capital of that county, ſeated on the

river Severn, over which is a beautiful

ſtone bridge, erected in 1770. The prin

cipal manufactures are of horſe-hair cloth,

broad cloth, gloves, and elegant china

ware. Here are 9 pariſh churches, 3

grammar-ſchools, 7 hoſpitals, an infirma

ry, a water-houſe, and a well-contrived

quay. On September 3d, 1651, King

Charles II. at the head of a Scotch army,

was defeated in and near this city, and

the vanquiſhed were almoſt all either killed

or taken priſoners, and ſold to the Ame

rican plantations. It is 1 18 miles WNW.

of London. Lat. 52. 1 1. N. lon. 2. 14.

W. Markets on Monday, Wedneſday,

and Friday; and a conſiderable hop mar

ket on Saturday. Fairs on the eve of

Palm Sunday, the Saturday after Eaſter,

Auguſt 15th, and September 19th.

Worceſler-Park, Surry, between Malden.

and Nonſuch.

WoRcester SHIRE, a county of Eng

land, bounded on the N. and NW. by

Shropſhire and Staffordſhire, on the E. by

Warwickſhire, on the W. by Hereford

... ſhire, and on the S. and SE. by Glouceſ

terſhire; extending about 30 miles from

N. to S. and 20 from E. to W.

divided into 7 hundreds, containing 1 city,

to market-towns, and 152 pariſhes. The

air is very healthful, and the ſcil in the

vales and meadows very fertile; particu

hills have generally an eaſy aſcent (except

the Malvern-Hills, in the SW. part of

the county) and feed large flocks of ſheep.

The other hills are the Licky, near Bronſ.

grove, toward the N. and the Bredon

º: Hills, toward the S. . A number of rivers.

..) and rivulets water the fine meadows, and
t give them a richneſs that is imparted to.

º the butter and cheeſe. Here is plenty of

º fruits of moſt ſorts, eſpecially pears, which

-: are in many places found growing in the

ºf hedges. The chief commodities are coal,

with which this county abounds; corn,

hops, wool, cloth, cheeſe, ſalt, cider, and

perry, the latter in great reputation. The

principal rivers are the Severn, Avon,

Temd or Teme, Stour, and Arrow.

WoRcuM, a town of W. Frieſland,

ſeated on the Zuyder.Zee, 18 miles SSW.

- of Lewardin. . The harbour is blocked

up with ſand, but the inhabitants carry on

a confiderable trade by means of their

canals.

IFordºñºld, Worceſ. in Great Malvern

larly the rich Vale of Eveſham. The

pariſh. Word. Foreſ, in the w. part of
Suſſex.

WoRDINGBERG, a ſea-port of Den

mark, on the S. coaſt of Zealand, oppoſite
the Iſland of Falſter.

Wordſall, Lanc. on the Irwell, SW. of

Mancheſter. Wordley, Staff. N. of Stour

bridge. JP'ordwell, Suffolk, N. of Cul

ford. Hore, Siuropſ. on the Topoſa hill,

in Mackleſton pariſh. Horgret, Dorſetſ.

a mile SW, of Wareham. Worington,

Devonſ. N.W. of Litton. JP'ork, Lincoinſ.

near Burnham, in the Iſle of Axholm.

* WoR ki NGTox, a ſea-port of Cum

berland, feated on the S. ſide of the river

Derwent, near it’s mouth. The harbour

will admit veſſels of conſiderable burden,

and large quantities of coals are conſtantly

exported to Ireland. The number of ſhip.

ping employed here is about roo. A little

up the river, there are extenſive iron works

and a fine ſalmon fiſhery. Workington is 7

miles W. of Cockermouth, and 357 Nw.

of London.

//or'ſborn, a river in Northumberland.

* WoRksop, a town in Nottingham

ſhire, near the canal from Cheſterfield to

the Trent. It is 24 miles N. of Notting

hain, and 146 N. by W. of London. The

market, which is noted for pienty of n.alt

and licorice, is on Wedneſday.

It is !/orla'y, Linc. on the river Ankam,

N. of Glandford-Bridge. Iſorld's End,

Berks, S. of Eaſt Iſley. fºlds. E.,

Herefordſ. NW. of Marcley-Hill. Iſºziº,

Somerſ, near Weſton-ſuper-Mare. If or

lºſton, Cheſhire, near Námptwich. It or.

lingham, Suffolk, near Beccles. Hºrliºz.

tº, Suffolk, near Millenhall. Hºrlington,

E. and W. Devonſ, on the Dart, between

King's Hemet and Witheridge. }; cr

lingworth, Suffolk, S. of Sºradbrook.

H'orºlºridge, Herefordſ. near Devereux.

JForzaggay, Norfolk, near Swaffham. Wor.

mºſley and it’s Grange, Herefordſ. SE. of

Večbly. Iſorrhill, Derbyſ, in the High

Peak. Hºorningford, Eſſex, on the Stour,

E. of Haiſted. Wormingtºn, Glouc.

miles N. of Winchcombe. Warmington.

Grange, Glouc. in Didbrook pariſh. JWor

misſter, Somerſ. near Wells. Wormleigh

'ton, Bedf. SE. of Potton. Wormleighton,

Warw. NE. of Fenny Compton. Worn

Iey, Herts, contiguous to Cheſhunt, and a

mile S. of Broxburn. H/crmley, Oxf. near

Stokenchurch. War/nnall, Bucks, be

tween the Chiltern Hills and Ayleſbury.

WoRMs, a biſhopric in the circle of

Upper Rhine, ſurrounded by the lower

palatinate, about 10 miles in length along

the Rhine. The biſhop is a ſovereign

prince
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Prince of the empire. The city is free and

imperial, and the magiſtrates are Lutheran.
It is ſeated near the weſtern banks of the

Rhine, zo miles NW. of Heidelburg.

Wormſell, Kent, near Boughton-Mal

herb. Wormwood Common, Middl. be

tween Paddington and Acton-Wells.

Worndon, Northamberl. near Mouſewell.

Worpleſdon, Surry, on the banks of New

River, E. of Henley Park. Worrall,

Yorkſ. NW. of Sheffield. Hºorſall, Yorkſ.

on the Tees, W. of Yarum. Worſtorough,

Yorkſ. 2 miles from Barneſley. Worſlam,

Suſſex, W. of Haſtings. Worſley, Lancaſ.

near Chatmoſſe and Wigan, where begins

the Duke of Bridewater's Canal; ſee Ca

mal. Worſley's Tower, Iſle of Wight, in

W. Medina.

Worsted, a town in Norfolk, re

markable for the invention, or firſt twiſt

ing, of that ſort of woollen yarn or thread,

which from hence is called worſted. Here

is alſo a manufacture of worſted ſtuffs,

and of knit and wove ſtockings. It is

12 miles N. by E. of Norwich, and 12o

NNE. of London. Market on Saturday.

Worſhhorn, Lancaſ. in Whalley pariſh.

Worſlon, Lanc. NE. of Clithero. Worſion,

N. of Stafford, JWorth, Devonſ. in Waſh

ington pariſh. Worth, Dorſetſ. SE. of

Crambourn. Worth, or JP'orde, Kent, a

mile S. of Sandwich. Worth, Suſſex, in

Worth Foreſt, E. of Ifield. Worth, E.

and W. Dorſetſhire, S., of Corfe-Caſtle.

Worth. Francis, Dorſetſ. on the river Birt,

in Netherby pariſh. Worth-Maltravers,

Dorſetſ. 2 miles S.W. of Langton, in

Pulbeck Iſle. JWortham, Suffolk, near

Bºddeſdale. Wortham, E. and W. Hants,

near Alton. Worth. Caſtle, Hants, W.

of Portſmouth. Worthen, Shropſ. near

Aſton Pigot. Worthing, Nofolk, near

Hoo and Swanton. Worthington, Lanc.

near the Dowles, N. of Wigan. Worth

ington, Leiceſ. near Stanton-Harold. Wor

thy Downs, Hants, near Wincheſter.

Worting, Suſſex, W. of New Shoreham.

Wortley, Devonſ. between Rowborough

and S. Moulton. IWortley, Glouc. in the

F. of Wotton-under-Edge. Wortley,

orkſ. near Wentworth, on the banks of

the Don. Wortley, Yorkſ. in the pariſh

of Leeds. Wortliham, Devonſ. N. of

Lifton. Worton, Middl. in Iſleworth pa

riſh. Worton, Wilts, near the Devizes.

Worton, Lower and Upfor, Oxfordſ. near

Deddington. Wortwell, Norfolk, near

Harleſton. Worvil, Shropſ. NE. of Bridge

north. Woſaken, Cheſhire, in Malpas pa

riſh. Wotton, SW. of Bedford. Wotton,

Berks, near Abingdon. Wotton, Cornwall,

NW. of Saltaſh. Wotton, near Glouceſter.

Wotton, Hants, W. of Baſingſtoke. Hº.

ton, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Hat.

ton, Kent, 3. NE. of Elham. Hºar.

ton, Lincolnſ. NE. of Glandford-Bridge.

h'otton, Norfolk, near Saxlingham. Wit

ton, S. of Northampton. Wotton, Haziº,

or Hatton at Stone, Herts, W. cf. Saw

comb, Walton, Oxf. near Tame. Watsº,

Shropſ. E. of Oſweſtry. Wotton, Somerſ.

near Pilton. Wotton, Suſſex, E. of Dich

ling. Wotton, Suſſex, near Pevenſey-Marſh.

Wotton-Abbots; ſee Wotton-Abbas.

WorroN-BAsset, a town in Wilt

ſhire, 30 miles N. by W. of Saliſbury,

and 89 W. of London. Market on Friday.

Wotton Courtney, Somerſ. 4 miles from

Minehead. Wotton Fitzpain, Dorſetſhire,

near Lyme. Wotton Glanfield, Dorſeſ.

near the Vale of White Hart. Hafta...,

Great and Little, Lanc. SE. of Liverpool.

Wotton, Lower and Upper, Surry, 5 miles

from Darking, near the bottom of White

Down. Iſotton, N. and S. Norfolk, N.

of Lynn. Wotton, North, Dorſetſ. S. of

Sherborn. Wotton, North, Somerſ. NF.

of Glaſtonbury, by Sedgmoor. Hºian

Rivers, Wilts, near Savernake-Foreſt.

hotton's. End, Glouceſterſ. in weſterleigh

pariſh. Hºotton, South, Somerſetſhire, S.

of Glaſtonbury.

* WottoN-UNDER-Edce, a town in

Glouceſterſhire, ſeated under the bills,

with a conſiderable woollen manufaāture.

It is 18 miles S. of Glouceſter, and 123

WNW. of London. Market on Friday.

Iſotton under-Weaver-Hill, Staff. Hº:-

ton-Underwood, Bucks, near Bernwood

Foreſt. . //oughton, Bucks, near Stony

Stratford. Would Newton, Linc. W. of

Ludburgh. Would Newton, Yorkſ. N.

of Kilham. Woulſworth, Glouceſ. E. c.

Wotton-under-Edge. Wrabneſs, Eſſex,
W. of Harwich.

WRAGBY, a town of Lincolnſhire, 3

miles NE. of Lincoln. Market ca

Thurſday.

Wragby, Yorkſ. Sw., of Pontefrast.

Jºramplingham, Norfolk, NW. of Wind

ham. Wrangle, Linc. S. of Wainfleet.

WRATH, CAPE, a vaſt promontory of

Sutherlandſhire, which forms the NW.

point of Britain. It is the dread of ma

riners; for againſt it's rugged and lofty

cliffs the rapid tide burſts with incredible

furv.

Wratting, Great and Little, Suffolk, N.

of Haverill. Hºratting Taiſow, Suffolk,

W. of Little Wratting. Haiting, Wei,

Camb. 7 miles from Newmarket. Wraºw

hy, Linc. near Glandford-Bridge. Wrax.

ball, Upper and Lower, Dorſetſ between

Cerne-Abbey and Beminſter. Wraxła,

Somer.
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Somerſ, near Briſtol. Wraxhall, North,

Wilts, between Marſhfield and Chippen

ham. Wraxhall, South, Wilts, N. of

Bradford. Wray, Lanc. in Amounderneſs.

ºrayſbury, Bucks, on the Thames, oppo

lite Egham. An iſland in the river, and

in this pariſh, is ſtill called Charter Iſland;

for in this iſland, it is ſaid, the Great

Charter was ſigned by King John, al

though his conſent was extorted in Runny

Mead. Wrayſholm-Tower, Lancaſ. S. of

Cartmel, by the Ken Sands. Wrechwick

Green, Oxf. near Amerſden. Wreckle

ſham, Surry, near Farnham. Wrekin. Hill,

Shropſ. E. of Shrewſbury; the higheſt

ground in the county, well adorned.

Wrekton, Yorkſ. W. of Pickering. Wren.

bury, Cheſhire, on the Weaver, SW. of

Namptwich. Wreningham, Great and

Little, with Nelonde, Norfolk, near Wind

ham. Wrentham, Suffolk, S. of Henſted.

*renthorp, Yorkſhire, near Wakefield.

*rentnall, Shropſhire, near Penderbach.

lºrentuge, Somerſ. near N. Curry. Wreſ.

fall, or Wreſhill, Yorkſ. on the Derwent,

NW. of Howden. Wreſt-Houſe, Bedf.

near Silſoe. Hºreſtlingworth, Bedf. SE.

of Potton. Preiham, or Hºrotham, Eaſt

or Great, North or Heſt, and Thorp or

Little, Norfolk, hamlets SW. of Shrop

ham. Wreton, Cheſhire, N. of Kinderton.

Wretton, Norfolk, W. of Stoke.

*WRexhAM, a town in Denbighſhire,

the moſt populous one in the county, and

indeed in all N. Wales. Wrexham is of

Saxon origin, and retains the language

and appearance of an Engliſh town. Here

is an ancient Gothic church, whoſe lofty

ſteeple, for curious archite&ure, is reckon

ed one of the fineſt in England. Here is

a confiderable manufacture of Welſh flan

nels, and a large cannon foundry. It is

ſeated on a river, which falls into the Dee,

in a country affording plenty of lead, 11

miles SSW. of Cheſter, and 188 N.W. of

London. Markets on Monday and Thurſ

day. Fairs on March 23d, Holy Thurſ

day, June 6th, and September 19th.

Wribbenhall, Worceſ. a hamlet to Kid

derminſter. Wriggleton, Somerſ. between

Philip's Norton and Rodſtoke. Wright

bold, Linc. S. of Dunnington. Wright

ington, Lanc. NW. of Wigan. Hºrine

ford, or Wrinehill, Staff. 4 miles W. of

Newcaſtle-under-Line. Wringworthy,

Devonſhire, in Mary-Tavey pariſh.

WRINTo N, a town in Somerſetſhire,

ſeated among the Mendip Hills, 9 miles

NNW. of Wells, and 125 W. of London.

Market on Tueſday.

Writtle, Eſſex, a mile from Chelmsford.

Wrockerdine, Shropſhire, near Wellington.

WRothAM, a town in Kent, 11 miles

NW. by W. of Maidſtone, and 24 SE.

by E. of London. Market on Tueſday.

Wrotham-Park, Middl. near Barnet.

Wrotteſley, Staff. Nw. of Wolverhamp

ton. Wroughton, Wilts, S. of Swindon.

WRoxeter, a town of Shropſhire, 5

miles S.E. of Shrewſbury, on the Severn.

It was known to the Romans; is ſaid to

have been built by the Britons, was 3

miles in circumference, and is ſuppoſed to

have ſuffered much by the Saxons. Traces

of a bridge over the river are yet diſcern

ible, when the water is low ; as alſo of a

wall 3 yards broad; and a deep trench,

outſide, with which the town was formerly

environed.

Wroxhall, Wawickſ. a mile SW. of

Honiley, near Old Stratford. Wroxham,

Norfolk, on the Bure, NE. of Rackheath.

Wroxton, Oxf. a mile NW. of Banbury.

hºrungey, or horngey, Norfolk, near

Shouldham. Wrynoſe-Hill, a mountain of

Cumb. remarkable for it's 3 ſhire ſtones,

about a foot from each other, viz. one is

in this county, one in Lancaſ. and the

third in Weſtmorl. Wulfall, Wilts, near

Great Bedwin. Wulfencott, or Overcote,

Warwickſ. near Willoughby. Wullerton,

Shropſ. SE. of Prees. Wulley, Durhan,

NW, of Branſpeth-Caſtle.

WULP1T, or Woolpit, a town in

Suffolk, in the road between Buty and

Ipſwich, 8 miles E. of the former, and 79

NE. of London. Market on Thurſday.

A horſe fair, which laſts for a week, from

September 16th.

Wulfºot, Derbyſ. NW. of Wirkſworth.

Wulfthorp. Nottingh. in Lowdham pariſh.

Hulſton, Cornwall, in St. Ives pariſh.

Hºuſton, Durham, N. of Stockton. iPul

ſton, or Wolſton, Warwickſ. SE. of Co

ventry. Hiſłey-Caſtle, Cumberl. W. of

Abbey-Holm. Wulveſ:ote, or Iſoſcote,

Warwickſ. near Granborough. Hºurney,

a river, in Montgomeryſhire. Wurſpur,

Yorkſhire, S. of Burton Grange.

WuRTEMBu Rd, or WIRTEMBURG,

a ſovereign duchy of Germany, in Suabia,

S. of the palatinate of the Rhine, and the

territories of Spire, Hohenloe, and Hall.

It is 65 miles in length, and as much in

breadth, and the river Neckar runs almoſt

through the middle of it from S. to N.

Though there are many mountains and

woods, yet it is one of the moſt populous

and fertile countries in Germany, produc

ing plenty of paſture, corn, fruit, excelleut

wine, timber, and ſilk. There are alſo

mines and ſalt-ſprings, with plenty of fiſh

and game. The duchy contains 68 cities

and large towns, 1zoo market-towns, vil

lages,
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by W. of Bamberg.

lages, and hamlets, and about 48,000 in

habitants. The caſtle of Wurtemburg,

which gives name to the duchy, lies 4

miles E. of Stutgard, the capital.

WuRTzºu Rc, a city of Franconia,

capital of a biſhopric of the ſame name,

and the refidence of the biſhop. It was

anciently the refidence of certain dukes of

Thuringia. It contains an epiſcopal pa

lace, a cathedral, ſeveral collegiate and

pariſh churches, abbeys, and convents, a

univerſity, and a hoſpital, in which are

generally 4oo poor men and women. It

is feated on the river Maine, 4o miles N.

Lat. 49. 4o. N.

lon. Ic. 33. E.

WuRTzbu Ra, a biſhopric of Franco

nia, about 76 miles in length, and 58 in

breadth, divided into 50 bailiwicks. The

foil is very fertile, and produces more

corn and wine than the inhabitants con

fume. The territories of the biſhop com

prehend above 4oo towns and villages, of.

which he is ſovereign, being one of the

greateſt eccleſiaſtic princes of the empire.

Hyberſon, Bedf. in the pariſh of Eaton

Jºych, Dorſe: , 3 miles N. ofSocon.

Corfe, crº Pool, Bºy. hych, Dorſetſ.

near the harbour of Bridport.

Wyck, part of the city of Maeſtricht,

on the E. ſide of the Meuſe.

WYcK-TF DU E RSTE DE,

Utrecht, 13 miles S.E. of that city.

*WYcomb, CHIPPING, or HIGH

"Wyco MB, a town of Buckinghamſhire,

• mills,

feated on the river Wyck, on which, and

on the Loddon, are many coln and paper

It is 12 miles SSE. of Ayleſbury,

and ; 1 NNVV. of London. A large corn

market on Friday.

ſtycomb, Hºff, a village of Bucks, 2

miles W. of Chipping Wycomb.

WYE, a town in Kent, ſeated on the

river Stour, ſo miles SSW. of Canterbury,

and 56 ESE. of London. Market on

Thurſday.

WYE, a river of S. Wales, which iſſu

ing cut of Plynfimmon Hill, very near the

ſource of the Severn, croſſes the NW. cor

ner of Radio ſhire, giving name to the

town of Rayadergowy, or the Fall of the

Wye, where it is precipitated in a cata

raēt. Then flowing between this county

and Brecknockſhire, it croſſes Herefºrd

ſhire, and dividing the counties cf Glou

a town of

ceffer and Monmouth, falls into the St.

vern below Chepſtow. This river is na

vigable almoſt to the Hay, and a canal is

made to form a communication between it

and the Severm, from Hereford to Glou

ceſter. The romantic beauties of the

Wye, which flows in a deep bed, between

lofty rocks clothed with hanging woods,

and here and there crowned by ruined caſ.

tles, have employed the deſcriptive powers

of the pen and pencil, and often attract

the curioſity of travellers.

Hºye, a river in Derbyſhire, which riſes

in the NW. part of the county, above

Buxton, and flowing SE. falls into the

Derwent below Bºkewell. Jºye Down,

Kent, is part of a ridge of hills, beginning

at Chatham and ending at the ſea, between

Folkſtone and Hythe. Hºyerton, Kent,

near Maidſtone. Hºyham, Lincolnſ. Hear

Ludburgh. Hyke, Dorſetſ. a mile from

Gillingham. Wyke, Dorſeti. in Haitock

pariſh. Hyke-Regis, Dorſetſ. near Mel

comb, and the ferry to Portland Ife.

Jºykes, Eſſex, near Beckingham. Wytes,

Suffolk, near Ipſwich. Hykin, Warwick.

NE. of Coventry. -

WYL, a town of St. Gall, Swiſſerland,

capital of a bailiwick. It is 16 miles

SSW. of Conſtance.

Hyley, Eſſex, SE. of Wivenhoe. Hj

mondham, Leiceſ. S. of Waltham-on-the

Would. -

WYMo N n ºf A Mr. See WIND HArt.

WYNAND E R ºf ER E. See WINDERM. Ert.

WYN END ALE, a town of the late Au

ſtrian Flanders, where General Webb, in

1708, as he was conveying a great ſupply

of ammunition and proviſions to the army

before Liſle, was attacked by 24,233

French ; but though he had only 6eco

men, he defeated the enemy, and arrived

ſafe at Liſle.

Hynniton, Cornwall, SE. of Mount's-

Bay. Hyºffer and Hyre, rivers in Lan

caſhire.

WYRE, a river of Luxemburg.

hºredale, Lancaſ. a lonely village near

Wyredale. Foreſt, at the fource of the

Wyre. H3 re. Foreſ?, Worceſ. near Bewd

ley. IP3 re-Hill, or Hall, Middleſex, near

Edmonton. Wythington, Glouceſ. near

Dowdeſwell. Hºython, Yorkſhire, N. of

Headon, in Holderneſs. Hyverton, Nor.

folk, SW, of Clay.

XACCA,
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X. daluſia, ſeated near the river Guadiana,

ACCA, or SiAccA, a ſea-port of a little N. of St. Lucar.

Sicily, in the Valley of Mazara, XEREs-De-LA FR on TERA, a town of

leated on the SW. coaſt. It is 41 miles Seville, Andaluſia, famous for it's excel

SSVV. of Palermo. lent wines, corruptly called ſherry. It is

X A G U.A., a large bay on the S. coaſt of ſeated near the river Guadaleta, 15 miles

the Iſland of Cuba, one of the fineſt ports NNE. of Cadiz.

in America. It is 1.5 miles in circumfe- XEREs-D E-LA-FR onTERA, a town of

rence, and is ſurrounded with mountains, Mexico, in the province of Zacatecas.

which break of the force of the winds. XEREs, Nov A, a town of Venezuela,

Lon. 81. zo. W. Terra Firma.

XA LAPA, a town of Tlaſcala, Mexico, XERIL, a conſiderable river of Spain,

which is ſaid to give name to the purga- which riſes in Grenada, and empties itſelf

tive root, called jalap, or xalap. into the Guadalquiver, about 6 miles be

XALIsco, a town of Mexico, capital of low Ecija.

a province of the ſame name. XER U M ENHA, a town of Alentejo, 36

XA Lisco, a province of Mexico, in the miles E. of Evora.

audience of Guadalajara, and W. of Me- Xicoco, an iſland of Japan, about 93

choacan, about 150 miles in length, and miles in length, and near as many in

the ſame in breadth. breadth, S.W. of Niphon, and NE. of

XATIv A, formerly a flouriſhing town of Xino. It has ſeveral convenient harbours,

Spain, in Valencia, but ſiding with Charles and there are many towns within the iſland.

III. in 1707, Philip V. ordered it to be XicoNA, a town of Valencia, 15 miles

demoliſhed, and a new town to be built, N. of Alicant.

called St. Felipe. It is 29 miles S. of XucAR, a river in Spain, which riſes

Valencia. in New Caſtile, and paſſing by Cuenza.

XAvie R, Isla ND of. See AGRIG- Alarcon, &c. in Valencia, runs into the

- n AN. Mediterranean, about 24 miles S. of the

XER es-DE-BAD AJoz, a town of Spain, city of Valencia.

in Eſtramadura. XudNogRod, a town of Croatia.

XERES-DE-GUADIANA, a town ofAn
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yºgº, Hants, NE. of Wincheſ. Tanwath, Weſtmorland, S. of Penrith,

ter. Yafford, Yorkſhire, near Northal- near the conflux of the Loder and Eimot.

lerton. Tamworth, Glouceſ. a hamlet to Haſleton.

YAIK, a river of Ruſſia. See URAL. Tapton, Suſſex, S.W. of Arundel. Yar

YAik Cossacs. See URALIAN Cos- borough Caſtle, Wilts. Yarburgh, Linc.

sACS. 2 miles W. of Thornton. Yarcomb, De

YAITsk. See URALsk. vonſ. W. of Chard. Yarcomb, Some ſetſ.

Yakutsk, a town of Ruſſia, in the go- near Whitſtanton. Yardbury, Devonſ. near

…” vernment of Irkutſk, on the Lena. It Honiton. Yardley, Herts, S.W. of Bunt

... contains between 5 and 6oo houſes, and ingford. Tardley, Norf. NE. of Loddon.

has a wooden fort. It is 960 miles NE. Yardley, Somerſ, near Wokey. Yarºſley,

of Irkutſk. Staff. near Talk on-the-Hill. 1 ardley,

Taldham, Kent, in Wrotham pariſh. Worceſ. in the NE. part, adjoining King's

Yalding, Kent, 4 miles S. of Weſt Mal- Norton. Yardley, Chace and Haſlings,

ling. Northamptonſ, near Caſtle. Aſhby. Pard

YALE, a town and diſtrist in the Iſland ley-Gobbins, Northamp. N.W. of Stony

of Ceylon, 56 miles SSE. of Candi. Stratford. Yardop, Northumberl. N.W. of

ral neton, or rampton, Devonſ. on the Harehaugh. Yardſwick, Cheſhire, W.

river Yalme, SE. of Plymouth. of Sandbach. -

Yaneton, or Heanton, Devonſ. NW. of YARE, a river of Norfolk, which riſes

Barnſtaple. near the NW. part of the county, and

YAnotchtou, a city of China, of the paſſes by Norwich, whence it is navigable

firſt rank, in the province of Kiangnan, to Yarmouth, below which it falls into
- the
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the German Ocean. It is noted for plenty

of ruffs.

, rareſthorp, Yorkſ. W. of New Malton.

Tarkhill, Herefordſ. between Stretton and

Hereford. Yarlet, N. of Stafford. Yar

lington, Somerſetſ. W. of Wincanton.

*YARMourh, GREAT, a confiderable

ſea port of Norfolk, feated on the river

Yale, by means of which, it has the ex

port and import trade of Norwich, and va

rious places in Norfolk and Suffolk. It's

harbour will not admit ſhips of large bur

den; but it is extremely convenient for

buſineſs, the veſſels lying in the river,

along a very extenſive and commodious

quay, planted with trees. It's foreign

trade is chiefly to the Baltic, Holland,

Portugal, and the Mediterranean. It alſo

ſends ſhips to the Greenland fiſhery. The

home fiſhing is carried on at two ſeaſons;

that for mackarel in May and June, and

that for herrings in October and November.

Of theſe laſt, 50,000 barrels are generally

taken and cured in one year; about 1.5o

veſſels, of forty or fifty tons burden,

being annually employed in the fiſhery.

The herrings are chiefly cured here by

ſalting, and then drying them in wood

ſmoke; when, under the name of red her

rings, they are either conſumed at home,

or exported to Spain, Italy, and other

ſouthern countries. Yarmouth is much

frequented in the ſeaſon as a place for ſea

bathing. The town conſiſts of about 1500

houſes, and there are a few pretty wide

ſtreets, and a ſpacious market-place; but

they are chiefly very narrow, are called

rows, and are juſt wide enough for their

little carriages to paſs through. Theſe

carriages are a kind of ſledge, or very

ſmall cart, drawn by one horſe, and cal

culated entirely for theſe narrow ſtreets.

A lofty ſteeple here ſerves as a landmark

for thoſe at ſea; but which ever way it

is viewed, it appears crooked. Off the

mouth of the harbour is a bar, which pre

vents the entry of ſhips of large burden;

and the roads, E. of the town, within the

dangerous ſands and banks of the offing,

are much frequented, though noted for

frequent ſhipwrecks. Yarmouth is 22

miles E. of Norwich, and 123 NE. of

London. Markets on Wedneſday and Sa

turday.

YARMouth, a borough of the Iſle of

Wight, in Hampſhire, ſeated on the north

weſtern part of the iſland, on the ſea ſhore.

It is 8 miles NNW. of Newport, and 99

SW. of London. Market on Friday.

Farneſcomb, Devonſ. SE. of Biddeford.

Yarnfield, Staff. S.W. of Stone. Yarnton,

3 miles from Oxford, in the road to Wood

ſtock. Yarnton-Hall, Warw, near Bir.

mingham.

YARoslaf, a government of Ruſſia,

W. of the government of Koſtrom. It's

capital, of the ſame name, which is noted

for the manufacture of Ruſſia leather, is

ſeated at the confluence of the river Volga

with the Kotoroſ., 14o miles NNE. of

Moſcow.

Tarpoll, Heref. near Croft-Caſtle. Yar.

row, jarrow, or Gyrwi, Durham, on the

Tyne, 5 miles E. of Newcaſtle. 12rrow

Haugh, Northumberl. on the N. Tyne, E.

of Emmot-Haugh. Yary, Devonſ. near

Membury.

*YARUM, a town in the N. Riding of

Yorkſhire, ſeated on the river Tees, over

which is a handſome ſtone bridge, and

which is navigable for ſmall craft to the

ſea. It is 4 iniles SSW. of Stockton, and

38 N. by W. of York. Market on

Thurſday.

Tarwell. Lodge, Northamp. E.of King's

Cliff. Yarwich, Northumb. near Hexham.

Yaſon, Herefordſ. S. of Weobley. Fate,

Glouc, a mile W. of Chipping Sodbury.

2 ateley, Hants, near Blackwater. Yate

minſter, Dorſetſ. 3 miles N.W. of Stoke

wood, near the river Ivel. rateftary,

Wilts, NE. of Calne. 12ttelton-Hill,

Glouceſterſ. S. of Newent. Patting fºr,

Berks, between E. Ilſley and Theal.

17tton, Heref. N. of Roſs. 22tron, He

ref. on the Lug, SE. of Wigmore Caſtle.

7 atton, Somerſ. SW. of Briſtol. 12ter

land, Iſle of Wight, in E. Medina. Yax

ham, Norfolk, S. of Eaſt Dereham.

YAxlEY, a town in Huntingdonſhire,

where barracks have been lately erected

upon a large ſcale. It is 14 miles N. by

W. of Huntingdom, and 78 N. by W. of

London. Market on Tuefitay.

2 axley, Suffolk, NW, of Eye. Meadº,

Yorkſ. W Riding, in Giſley pariſh. Yeal

dam, Great and Little, Eſſex, N. of Caſ

tle-Heningham. Yeanworth, Glouceſterſ.

W. of Northleach. Yearnswood, Upper

and Lower, Shropſ. on the Severn, NE. of

Clebury. Yeaſtborp, Yorkſ. near New

Malton. Yedding-Green, Middleſex, NE.

of Hayes. Yedingham, Yorkſh. on the

Harford River, SE. of Pickering. Yedreſ.

ton and Yelderſley, between Aſhborn and

Derby. Yeldon, Bedfordſ. near Shelton.

Telford, Oxfordſ. between Bampton and

Witney.

YELL, one of the Shetland Iſlands, N.

of that called Mainland. It is zo miles

long and about 7 broad, and has ſeveral

ood harbours. The inhabitants live com

fortably, having plenty of fuel, and catch

ing immenſe quantities of ſmall fiſh.

1?iliºs,
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Telling, Hunting. near the Papworths.

2^ellington, Northumberl. near Skirnwood.

2 elſted, Kent, near Stockbury. Yelvertoſt,

Northamptonſhire, N. of Daventry. Yel

“verton, Norfolk, between Norwich and

Loddon.

YEMEN, a diviſion of Arabia, ſur

rounded by the Red Sea, and the pro

vinces of Hadramaut, Nejed, and Hedjas.

It is parcelled out among different ſove

reigns, ſome of them confiderable princes,

as the iman, who reſides at Sana; others

are called ſheiks, if chiefs of large vil

lages; and hakins, if of ſmall ones; who

are however perfectly independent. Cof

fee is almoſt the only article exported.

7-zidor, a river in Staffordſhire.

YEN is E1, a large river of Siberia, which

riſes near Chineſe Tartary, and running

from N. to S. enters the Frozen Ocean,

E. of the Boy of Oby. t

YEN1s eisk, a town of Siberia, in the

government of Toboiſk, and province of

Tomſk. It is ſeated on the Yeniſei, and

contains three churches, a monaſtery, a

nunnery, and an exchange, and pays an

annual tribute of ſkins to the crown. Lat.

57. 46. N. lon. 92, 35. E.

1?nloade, or Evenlode, a river in Staff.

7enſton, Somerſetſ. between the Cadburies

and Stalbridge.

Y ENTch Eou, a city of China, of the

firſt rank, in the province of Tchekiang.

2-0, Devonſhire, in Allington pariſh.

2?overin, Northumb, in Glendale. Yeo

•verin. Hill, Northumberl. W. of Wooler.

It is a ſteep and lofty mountain, one of

the NW. Cheviots; on it's ſummit and

ſides there appear ſeveral works of remote

antiquity, imputed to the Druids. It is

thought to have been a ſacred mount uſed

in fire worſhip.

* Yeovil, a town in Somerſetſhire,

with a conſiderable market on Friday for

corn, cheeſe, hemp, flax, and proviſions,

and a manufacture of leather gloves. It

is ſeated on the river Ivel, 4 miles S. of

Ilcheſter, and 123 W. by S. of London.

Terdeſley, Cheſ. NE. of Macclesfield.

Terely, Yorkſ. between Pickering-Foreſt

and the ſea. Yereſley, Yorkſh. SW. of

Hovingham.

YEso, a town of Perſia, in Irac-Age

mi, on the road from Kerman to Iſpahan.

It has a ſilk manufactory, and the inha

bitants make the fineſt carpets in the

world. It is zoo miles E. of Iſpahan.

2?ſington, Northumb. in the lordſhip of

Wooler. Yeſtley, or Iſtley, SE. of Ox

ford. Yetminſler, Doſſetſ, w. of the

Vale of white. Hart. Yeveley, Derbyſ. in

Súilley pariſh, 1 eveney, Middleſ, W. of

–

Stanwell. rockleton, S.W. of Shrewſbury.

Yokeſlete, Yorkſ. on the Humber, SE of

Howden. Yokenth wate, Yorkſ. W. Rid

ing, on the Wharfe, near Langſtrethdale

Chace. Toke's-Court, Kent, in Frinſted

pariſh. Yolands, Kent, near Godmerſham.

Yolgrave, Derbyſ. in the High Peak. Yon

dover, Dorſetſ. near Beminſter.

YonNE, a department of France, N.

of the dept. of Nievre. It is ſo called

from a river that riſes in the dept. of

Nievre, paſſes by Chateau-Chinon, Au

xerre, and Sens, below which laſt it falls

into the Seine. Auxerre is the capital.

*York, an ancient city of Yorkſhire,

of which it is the capital. It has alſo

been conſidered as the capital of the North,

and, in point of rank, as the ſecond city

in the kingdom; but it is now ſurpaſſed

in wealth and populouſneſs by many of

the more modern trading towns. The

minſter is reckoned the moſt elegant and

magnificent Gothic ſtructure in the king

dom, Lincoln perhaps excepted. From

it's top is ſeen a vaſt extent of country,

particularly the open Wolds to the E.

ſtretching almoſt to the ſea. It is divided

by the river Ouſe into two parts, which

are united by a ſtately ſtone bridge of five

arches. The caſtle, built by William the

Conqueror, is now a county priſon for

debtors and felons. Among the charita

ble foundations is an aſylum for lunatics,

by much the fineſt and pleaſanteſt in Eng

land. The river Ouſe is navigable to this

city for veſſels of 70 tons burden, al

though it is 60 miles from the ſea. The

title of lord was firſt annexed to the office

of mayor by Richard II. This city has

juriſdiction over 36 villages and hamlets,

W. of the Ouſe, called the Liberty of

Dinfty. It's members claim a ſeat in the

Houſe of Commons, next to the citizens of

London, upon what is called the privy

counſellor's bench. York is 197 miles

N. by W. of London. Lat. 53.59. N

lon. 1. 1. W. Markets on Tueſday,

Thurſday, Friday, and Saturday.

YorkshiRE, the largeſt county in

England, bounded on the N. by Weſt

morland, and the biſhopric of Durham ;

on the E. by the German Ocean; on the

S. by Lincolnſhire, Nottinghamſhire, and

Derbyſhire; on the SW. by a ſmall part

of Cheſhire; on the W. by Lancaſhire;

and on the NW. by Weſtmorland. It

extends 90 miles from N. to S. and 115

from E. to W. This county is divided

into three Ridings; the N. ki. coin

taining 12 wapentakes; the E. 7 ; and

the W. 12. It contains 1 city, 6o mar

ket-towns, 563 pariſhes, and 2339 vil

lages.
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iages. The air and ſoil of this extenſive

county vary extremely; the E. Riding,

on account of it's neighbourhood to the

German Ocean, is more inclined to hu

midity than the other ridings; but this.

inconvenience decreaſes in proportion as

the country recedes from the ſea. How

ever, where the air is moſt indifferent, the

foil is moſt fruitful; for on the hilly parts

of this riding, eſpecially in what is called,

the York Wolds, the ſoil is generally bar

rem, dry, and ſandy; great numbers of

lean ſheep are therefore ſold hence, and

ſent into other counties to be fattened for

the market. The W. Riding enjoys a

ſharp, but healthy air, and the land, on,

the weſtern fide, is hilly, ſtony, and not

very fruitful; but the intermediate valleys

conſiſt of much good meadow-ground, and

alſo paſture for the largeſt cattle. Much

flax is grown here, and large plantations

of licorice, about Pontefračt. On the

fide next the river Ouſe, the ſoil is rich,

producing wheat and barley ; and, in it’s

worſt parts, very good oats. . It’s other

commodities are iron, coal, jet, alum,

horſes, and goats. Here the clothing

manufačtures principally flouriſh. The

N. Riding, in general, exceeds the other

two in the ſalubrity and coldneſs of the

air. The worſt parts breed lean cattle ;

but on the fides of the hills, in the valleys,

and plains, it produces good corn, and

rich paſtures for large cattle ; in the diſ

trict of Pickering, which forms the NE.

corner of Yorkſhire, and conſiſts of a very

extenſive, ſecluded, and fertile vale, is a

foſſile marl, produced by a petrifying

fpring, very beneficial for improving land.

Rape and potatoes are grown here in great

quantities. Richmºndſhire, on the NW.

of this riding, was formerly a county of

itſelf; here many lead-mines are worked

to great advantage. In Yorkſhire, like

wife, are the diſtricts of Cleveland, Hol

derneſs, and Craven. The principal rivers

of Yorkſhire are the Northern Ouſe, and

thoſe which fall into it, as the Don, the

erwent, the Calder, the Aire, the

Wharfe, the Nyde, and the Youre, all

which terminate in the Humber, which

falls into the German Ocean, between,

Yorkſhire and Lincolnſhire. Here are

likewiſe the Tees and the Hull.

Yokk, New, one of the United States

of America, bounded on the SE. by the

Atlantic Ocean; on the E. by Connecti

cut, Maſſachuſets, and Vermont; on the

N. by the 45th deg. of lat, which divides it

irom Canada; on the N.W. by the river

St. Lawrence, and the Lakes Ontario and

Erie; and on the SW. and S. by Penn

ſylvania and New Jerſey. It is about

350 miles long, and 3oo broad, and is di

vided into 13 counties. New York, in

general, is interſe&ted hy ridges of moun

tains running in a NE. and SW. direc

tion. Beyond the Allegany Mountains,

however, the country is pretty level, of a

fine rich ſoil, covered, in it's natural fate,

with various kinds of trees. Eaſt of theſe

mountains it is broken into hills, with rich

intervening valleys. The hills are thickly.

clothed with timber, and, when cleared,

afford fine paſture. The valleys, when

cultivated, produce wheat, hemp, fix,

peas, graſs, oats, and Indian corn. Of

the commodities produced from cºlºure,

wheat is the ſtaple, of which in menſe q an

tities are raiſed and exported. Tº beſt

lands in this province, which ſix along

the Mohawks River, and W. ... the Al

legany Mountains, are yet in a ſtate of

nature, or are juſt beginning to be ſettled.

This ſtate abounds with ſeveral fine rivers

and lakes. The number of inhabitants, in

1771, was 148, 124 whites, and 19 333

blacks; total 168,ooz. The capital is of

the ſame name.

York, New, a city of N. America,

capital of the ſtate of the ſame name. It

is ſituated at the SW. point of an iſland,

at the confluence of Hudſon and Eaſt Ri

vers, and is about four miles in circumfe

rence. The fituation is both healthy and

pleaſant. Surrounded on all fides by wa

ter, it is refreſhed by cool breezes in ſum

mer, and the air in winter is more temper

ate than in other places under the ſame

parallel. York-Iſland is fifteen miles in

length, and hardly one in breadth. It is

joined to the main by a bridge, called

King's-Bridge. The channels between

Long and Staten Iſlands, and between

Long and York Iſlands, are ſo narrow as

to occaſion an unuſual rapidity of the tides,

which is increaſed by the confluence of

the waters of Hudſon and Eaſt Rivers.

This rapidity, in general, prevents the

obſtruction of the channel by ice. There

is no baſin or bay for the reception of

ſhips, but the road where they lie in Eaſt

River is defended from the violence of the

ſea by the iſlands which inter jock with

each other, ſo that, except that of Rhode

Iſland, the harbour of New York, which

admits ſhips of any burden, is the beſt of

the United States. A few houſes here are

built after the old Dutch manner, but the

Engliſh taſte has prevailed almoſt a cen

tury. In time of peace, more commercial

buſineſs is done here than in any other

Pºit
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port in the United States. The number

of inhabitants, in 1786, was 23,614.

Lat. 40.43. N. lon. 74.5. W.

York-Town, a ſmall town of Vir

ginia, ſituated on the S. ſide of York Ri

ver, 13 miles E. of Williamſburgh.

Tork holds, a heap of hills in the mid

dle of the E. Riding of Yorkſhire. York

ton, Shropſ. NE. of Albrighton.

Yorcheo U, a city of China, of the

firſt rank, in the province of Houquang,

ſituated on the Tongting Lake.

*You GHALL, a conſiderable town of

Ireland, in the county of Cork. It has a

very commodious harbour,and a fine, well

defended quay. It is feated at the mouth

of the river Blackwater, 25 miles N. by E.

of Cork. -

Youle, a village in the E. Riding of

Yorkſhire, 12 miles below York, at the

conflux of the Don and Humber. Here

is a remarkable dike, called Youle Dike,

10 miles long. Here are a ſort of perſons

called Triers, becauſe, with a long piece

of iron, they ſearch into the ſoft, boggy

ground, for ſubterraneous trees, which

they ſometimes meet with of the fir kind.

They often meet with trees large enough

to furniſh timber for building, and the

ſmaller trees they ſplit into laths, or cut

into chips or ſplinters.

Toulſion, Devonſ. in Sherwell pariſh.

Toung’s Manor, Kent, by Chilham.

YouRE, a river in Yorkſhire, which

being joined by the Swale, below Borough

bridge, both theſe rivers conſtitute what

is called the Ouſe. On this river is the

magnificent cataraćt, called Ayſgard

Force, the water falling nearly half a

mile upon a ſurface of ſtone, worn into

infinite irregular cavities, and incloſed by

bold and ſhrubby cliffs. According to

Dr. Pococke, who viſited Egypt, it ex
ceeds the Cataraćt of the Nile.

1%xford, Suffolk, between Saxmundham

and Haleſworth. Yoxhall, Staffordſh. 4.

miles N. of Lichfield; had formerly a
market.

YPREs, a town of Flanders, with a

confiderable manufactory in linen, of an

excellent fabric, and every year, in Lent,

there is a well-frequented fair. In 1242,

the number of inhabitants, for the moſt

part weavers, amounted to zoo,ooo. By

the ſeverity of the Duke of Alva, the prin

cipal manufacturers were driven to Eng

iand, from which time, tha; branch of

trade has declined. The chatelany of

Ypres contained about 30 viliages, and

ſent deputies to the ſtates of Flanders.

-

By the treaty of Utrecht, it became a

Dutch barrier town, and though taken by

the French in 1744, was reſtored at the

peace of Aix-la-Chapelle. It is feated on

the river Yprelee, is miles NNW. of

Liſle, and 138 N. of Paris.

YRIEx, St. a town in the dept. of

Upper Vienne, 20 miles S. of Limoges.

YseN Dick, a town of Dutch Flanders,

8 miles E. of Sluys.

Yssel. See Issel.

Ysselburg, a town of Cleves.

Yssengeaux, a town in the dept. of

Upper Loire, 10 miles NE. of Le Puy.

YstAD, a ſea-port of Schonen, Sweden,

from whence a packet ſails to Stralſund.:

YTHAN. See EithAN.

YucataN. See JucATAN.

Yverdun, a town of Bern, Swiſſer

land, in the county of Vaud, capital of a

bailiwick of the ſame name, 1.5 miles in

length, and containing 25 pariſhes. In

the Theodoſian table, it is called Caffrum

Ebredunenſe, and the Romans maintained

here a prefectus barcariorum. It is ſeated

at the head of the lake of the ſame name,

34 miles SSW. of Bern.

YveRDUN, LAke of.

CHATEL.

Yvetot, a town in the dept. of Low

er Seine, 5 miles NNE. of Caudebec.

. YvicA. See Ivica.

Y UMA, or LoNG IsLAND, one of the

Bahama Iſlands, 50 miles in length, and

of unequal breadth.

YU Metos, a cluſter of ſmall iſlands

among the Bahamas, about zo miles W.

or S.W. of Yuma.

Yun-NAN, a province of China, S. of

Setchuen and Thibet. It contains 21

cities of the firſt rank, and 55 in the ſe

cond and third, and is well watered with

rivers and lakes, which render it ver

See NEU

fruitful. Gold is very often found in the

ſands of the rivers, and probably there are

mines of the ſame metal in the mountains

of the eaſtern part. There are alſo copper

mines, ſeveral ſorts of precious ſtones, be

ſide muſk, benjamin, lapis lazuli, and ve

ry fine marble, ſome of which is painted of

divers colours. They have alſo excellent

horſes, which are ſtrong and vigorous,

but low; as alſo very ſmall deer, which

are kept for their amuſement. -

YuNNAN, a city of China, of the firſt

rank, capital of a province of the ſame
name.

YuNNING, a city of China, of the firſt

rank, in the province of Honan.
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SSW. of Manheim.

ZAbolA, a town of Tranſylvania.

ZABURN. See SAvERN. E.

ZAcArecas, a province of Mexico,

having New Biſcay on the N. and Guaſte

ca on the E. The capital, of the ſame

name, is 240 miles NNW. of Mexico.

ZAGAtullA, a town of Mechoacan,

Mexico, 130 miles S. of the city of Me

choacan.

Zael-Monachorum, Devonſhire, SE. of

Okehampton.

ZAFRA, in Spaniſh Eſtramadura.

ZAGARA, a famous mountain of Liva

dia, near the ancient Thebes, in Boeotia.

It was formerly called Helicon, and is al

moſt always covered with ſnow.

ZAGRAB, in Auſtrian Croatia.

ZAHARA, a town of Andaluſia.

ZAHARA, or The Desert, a vaſt

country of Africa, ſtretching from near

the Atlantic Ocean on the W. to Barca

and "Nubia on the E. and from Biledul

gerid on the N. to Nigritia and the river

Senegal on the S. It comprehends a ſpace

of about 600 miles from N. to S. and

1800 from W. to E. The inhabitants are

a mixture of wandering nations proceeding

from Arabs, Moors, Portugueſe refugees,

&c. ſubjećt to a number of petty princes.

The commodities are camels, horned cat

tle, horſes, dates, the fat and feathers of

oſtriches, and the gum Senegal.

ZAIRE, a large river of Africa, which

paſſes through the kingdom of Congo, and
falls into the Atlantic Ocean, between the

6th and 7th deg. of S. lat. -

ZAMoRA, a town of Leon, on the

Douro.

ZAMroRA, a town of Guadalajara, Mex

ico; and a town of Quito, S. America,

180 miles SSW. of Quito. -

ZAMoRA, a town of Algiers.

ZAMosk1, a town of Bełcz, Poland.

ZANFARA, a town of Negroland, ca

pital of a country, 170 miles ENE. of

Wangara.

ZANGUEBAR, a country of Africa,

little known, ſituated on the eaſtern coaſt,

between lat. z. o. N. and 18. o. S. in

which the Portugueſe have various ſettle

ments. The inhabitants are partly of the

Z.

Zº a town of Spire, 21 miles

Romiſh faith, and Mahometans, but moſtly

Pagans. The Bedouin Arabs breed cat

tle, and live on the fleſh and milk, while

the Zanges, or negroes, feed on wild

beaſts and fowl, which ſwarm all over

theſe parts. Throbghout the whole coun

f

try, are mines of gold, eaſily got, by the

help of which the indolent natives purchaſe

neceſſaries from other parts; but, on this

very account, they are extremely jealous

of letting ſtrangers penetrate into the in

land country. The principal territories

are Melinda, Mongala, Moſambique, Ju

bo, and ſome others. The Portugueſe

trade with the natives for ſlaves, ivory,

gold, oſtrich-feathers, furs, wax, and

drugs. .

ZANhacA, a diſtrićt of Zahara, in

Africa, bordering on the Atlantic.

ZANTE, an iſland of the Mediterrane.

an, near the coaſt of the Morea, 17 miles

SE. of the Iſland of Cephalonia. It is

about 12 miles in length, and 6 in breadth;

it's principal riches conſiſt in currants,

with which it abounds. Here are alſo

fine peaches, weighing eight or ten ounces,

cucumbers, figs, and oil. The houſes

are low, on account of the frequent earth

quakes, for ſcarce a year paſſes without

one; but they do no great damage. The

grapes are called currants, becauſe they

were chiefly cultivated about Corinth.

This iſland lately belonged to the Vent

tians, and in it there are about 50 vil.

lages, but no other large towns than

Zante, which is feated on the eaſtern file

of the iſland, and has a good harbour.

The Engliſh and Dutch have each a fic

tory and conſul here. Lat. 37.53. N.

lon. 21. 3. E.

ZANzib AR, an iſland of the eaflem

coaſt of Africa, near the coaſt of Zangut

bar. Lat. 6. o. S.

ZARA, a city of the late Venetian Dal

matia, capital of a county of the ſame

name, with a ſafe, capacious harbour,

It is ſeated on a ſmall peninſula, joined to

the continent by an iſthmus only 25 paces

in breadth. On the ſide of the citadel the

fortifications are confidered as almoſt im

pregnable, being defended by very drºp

ditches hewn out of the rock. Near the

church, which the Greeks call St. Helia,

are two handſome fluted columns, of the

Corinthian order, ſuppoſed to have been

part of an ancient temple of Juno. The

circumference of the walls extends twº

miles, and the number of the inhabitants

is about 60co. In the caſtle the proved:-

tor, or governor of Dalmatia, reſided.

Lat. 44. 22. N.

ZARNATA, a town in the Morea, 12

miles S.W. of Miſtra. -

ZARNAw, a town of Sandomirº, Po

land.

ZASLaw, a town of Volhinia.

ZATMAR,
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ZATMAR, a town of Hungary, 56

miles NNW. of Coloſvar. .

ZAtoR, a town of Cracovia.

Zborow, a town of Poland, in Gali

cia, 63 miles E. of Lemburg.

Zealand, an iſland of Denmark, in

the Baltic, almoſt of a round form, and

about 700 miles in circumference. It is

bounded on the N. by the Schaggerack;

on the E. principally by the Sound ; on

the S. by the Baltic ; and on the W. by

the Great Belt. The coaſt is much in

terſected by large bays; and within the

country are ſeveral lakes, which, together

with the rivers, abound in fiſh. In moſt

parts is plenty of wood, except towards

the centre of the iſland, where turf is ge

nerally uſed for fuel. It is the largeſt of

the iſles of Denmark, and exceedingly fer

tile; producing grain of all ſorts, and in

great plenty; and abounding with excel

Jent paſture. It is particularly famous

for it's breed of horſes. Copenhagen is

the capital.

ZealAND, one of the Seven United

Provinces of the Netherlands, ſeparated

by the ſea on the N. from the iſles of S.

Holland; by the Scheldt on the E. from

Brabant; by the Hont from Flanders;

and on the W. it is bounded by the Ger

man Ocean. It comprehends 8 iſlands,

3 of which are pretty large. Their names

are Walcheren, Schowen, S. Beveland,

N. Beveland, Tolen, Doveland, Wolfer

dike, and St. Philip. There are likewiſe

.6 or 7 others, of little importance. The

inhabitants defend themſelves from the en

croachments of the ſea by their dikes,

which, the bottom, are generally 25

German élls in breadth, and are ſo wide at

top, that two carriages may paſs abreaſt.

In high tides and ſtormy weather, the

waves, however, often force a paſſage, and

even flow over them. The inhabitants,

in general, are extremely wealthy, being

maintained by their plentiful fiſheries, and

trade with foreign nations. The ſoil is

, fruitful in theſe iſlands, but the air un

healthy for ſtrangers, though not for the

natives. The river Scheldt, having paſſ

ed by Antwerp, divides it into two, and

holds, as it were, the iſles of Zealand be

tween it's arms. One of theſe runs eaſt

ward, and the other weſtward, which laſt

the fiſhermen call Stont, or Hont.

ZEALAND, New, in the South Pacific

Ocean, was firſt diſcovered by Taſman,

in 1642.

from lat. 34. o. to 43. o. S. and entered

a ſtrait but being attacked by the na

tives, ſoon after he came to an anchor, in

... the place to which he gave the name of

, ter.

He traverſed the eaſtern coaſt ,

Murderer's-Bay, he did not go on ſhore.

He called the country Staten Land, in

honour of the States-General, though it

has been geuerally diſtinguiſhed in our

maps and charts by the name of New

Zealand, From the time of Taſman, the

whole country, except that part of the

coaſt which was ſeen by him, remained

altogether unknown, till the year 1779,

when it was circumnavigated by Captain

Cook, who found it to conſiſt of two

large iſlands, ſeparated by the ſtrait

above-mentioned, which is 4 or 5 leagues

broad, and to which he gave his own

name. Theſe iſlands lie between lat. 34.

o. and 48. o. S. and lon. 166. o. and

18o. o. E. Along the coaſt many ſmall

iſlands are formed, and it is indented by

deep bays, affording excellent ſhelter for

ſhipping, and abundant ſupplies of wood
and water. There are alſo ſeveral rivers

capable of receiving large veſſels, in which

the ſpring-tide riſes near ten feet perpen

dicularly. Of the two iſland, the ſouth

ernmoſt is for the moſt part mountainous

and barren. As far inland as the eye can

reach, nothing appears but mountains of

ſtupendous height, conſiſting of rocks that

are totally naked, except where they are

covered with ſnow; but the land bordering

on the ſea-coaſt is clothed thick with wood,

almoſt down to the water's edge. The

northernmoſt iſland has a much better ap

pearance ; it is, indeed, not only hilly,

but mountainous; yet even the hills and

mountains are covered with wood, and

every valley has a rivulet of excellent wa

The ſoil of theſe valleys, and the

plains, of which there are many overgrown

with wood, is, in general, light, but fer

tile; and it is ſuppoſed, that every kind

of European grain, plants, and fruits,

would flouriſh here with the utmoſt luxu

riance. The winters are milder than in

England, and the ſummers not hotter,

though more equally warm. There are

foreſts of vaſt extent, full of the ſtraighteſt

and largeſt timber, fit for buildings of any

kind. The trees are chiefly of two ſorts;

one as large as an oak, diſtinguiſhed by a

ſcarlet flower, the wood of which is hard

and heavy ; another remarkably tall and

ſtraight, of which, probably, very fine

maſts might be made. Among other trees,

, is a ſpecies of philadelphus, which grows

on the eminences that jut out into the ſea,

the leaves of which may be uſed as tea,

and might be an excellent ſubſtitute for

that oriental plant. Wild celery, and a

kind of creſſes, grow plentifully in almoſt

every cove. Yams, ſweet potatoes, and

cocoas, are alſo raiſed, by cultivation.

3 P 2. Captain
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Captain Cook, in 1773, planted ſeveral

ſpots of ground with European garden

feeds; and, in 1777, in ſeveral of theſe

ſpots, although totally neglected, and over

run by weeds, were É. cabbages,

onions, leeks, purſlain, radiſhes, muſtard,

&c. and a few fine potatoes, greatly im

proved by change of ſoil. The only quad

rupeds are dogs and rats: the former are

domeſtic, and for food; and the latter,

though not numerous, ſeem alſo to be

eaten. The birds, like the vegetable pro

dućtions, are almoſt entirely peculiar to

the country; and though it is difficult to

follow them in the woods, on account of

the underwood and climbing plants, yet a

#. by remaining in one place, may

oot as many in a day as will ſerve for

ſix or eight others. Captain Cook intro

duced European poultry, and, on his laſt

viſit, had the ſatisfačtion to find them in

creaſed, both in a wild and domeſtic ſtate,

beyond all danger of being exterminated.

Their creeks ſwarm with fiſh, which are

not only wholeſome, but equally delicious

with thoſe of Europe. Captain Cook ſel

dom came to an anchor, but his men

caught enough, with hook and line only,

to ſupply the whole ſhip's crew, and when

they fiſhed with nets, every meſs in the

ſhip ſalted as much as ſupplied them when

at ſea ſome time after. The rocks are

furniſhed with great quantities of excel

lent muſcles, one ſort of which meaſures

above a foot in length, and with great va

riety of other ſhellfiſh. The men are ſtout

and fleſhy : but mone of them corpulent,

like the indolent and luxurious inhabitants

of Otaheite and the Society Iſles; and they

are alſo exceedingly vigorous and ačtive.

The women, in general, are ſmaller than

the men, poſſeſſing few peculiar graces of

form or perſon; and chiefly diſtinguiſhed

by the ſoftneſs of their voices. The bodies

of both ſexes are marked with black ſtains,

ralled amoco, which is the ſame as tat

towing at Otaheite. Their dreſs is alſo

the ſame; it conſiſts of an oblong garment,

about five feet long and four broad. They

bring two corners of this garment over

their ſhoulders, and faſten it on the breaſt

with the other parts, which covers the

body; and about the belly it is again tied

with a girdle of mat. They ornament

their heads with feathers, pearl ſhells,

bones, &c. The women, ſometimes,

wear necklaces of ſharks teeth, or bunches

of long beads made of bones or ſhells.

Their houſes are miſèrable lodging-places,

and their only furniture is a few ſmall

baſkets, in which they put their fiſhing

hooks and other trifles. Their food con.

fiſts chiefly of fiſh, with which, inflend ºf

bread, they eat the root of a kind of fern,

which they ſcorch over the fire, and then

beat with a flick till the bark, or dry

outſide, falls off. Beſide theirdogs, they

alſo contrive to kill birds; and in moſt

parts of the northern iſlands, they have

ſweet potatoes, cocoas, and yams; but, in

the ſouthern, nothing is raiſed by culti

vation. Their cookery confiſts wholly in

roaſting and baking, which latter is per

formed in the ſame manner as at Otaheite.

The women eat in common with the

men, and but little ſubordination, or diſ

tinëtion of rank, is obſerved among them.

From Cape Kidnappers, in lat. 39.43.S.

for upwards of 8o leagues to the north

ward, the people acknowledge one ſove

reign, called Teratu, and under him ſeve

ral ſubordinate chiefs, who probably ad

miniſter juſtice, and to whom great reſpºt

is paid; but whether his authority be hº

reditary or delegated, is uncertain. This

i. of the coaſt is much the moſt popu

ous; tillage, weaving, and the other art:

of peace, being here beſt known, and mcº

practiſed. The canoes are more decorated,

the plantations more numerous, and the

clothes and carving finer, than any wher:

elſe. In other parts, they are ſcattered

along the coaſt, in fingle families, or in

larger tribes, and each in a ſtate of perp

tual hoſtility with all the reſt. From their

ſcanty ſtock of vegetables, if their fiſhing

ſhould fail, they have no reſource againſt
abſolute famine. Upon the whole, there

is little room to doubt that theſe people

are cannibals.

Zebid, a city of Yemen, Arabia.

Zeczec, a kingdom of Africa, ſituat

ed to the W. of Zamfara.

Zeiton, a town of Theſſaly, 50 miles

SSE. of Lariſſa.

Zeitz, a town of Naumburg, Upper

Saxony, with a college.

Zeil, a town of Lower Saxony, and

capital of a duchy of the ſame name,

which devolved to the houſe of Hanover,

by marriage with the heireſs, the male line

failing, in 1705. It is ſurrounded by

ditches and ramparts, on which are plant:

ed cheſnut and lime-trees, and is a ſmall

town, with a few artificers and manufac

turers, particularly in gold and filver.

The houſes are old, and of a mean appear

ance; but the high courts of appeal for all

the territories of the eleētoral houſe of

Brunſwick Lunenburg are held here.

Here alſo is the provincial houſe for the

diets of the principality. The other pub

lic edifices are the Guildhall, the Riding

Houſe, the Mews, and the Anº

.

-*
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The caſtle, which is ſituated near the

town, and is walled and moated in, was

formerly the refidence of the dukes, and

was repaired by order of the king of Great

Britain, for the reſidence of his unfortu

nate fiſter, the queen of Denmark, who

died here. It is feated on the river Aller,

40 miles S, of Lunenburg.

ZELL, a town of Salzburg, Bavaria,

ſeated on the Zeller See; and a town of

Hammerſbach, Suabia.

ZEMBLA, NovA, a large iſland, lying

in the Northern Ocean, to the N. of Ruſ

ſia, from which it is ſeparated by the Strait

of Waigate, about 500 miles in length,

and from 1oo to zoo in breadth. It was

firſt diſcovered by the Engliſh in 1553.

It's inhabitants, are chiefly wild beaſts,

particularly white foxes, bears, elks, rein

deer, and rabbits; yet a few human be

ings have been ſeen here at times. The

country produces nothing but moſs, and a

few arctic plants. Sea-cows abound on

the coaſt, and ſea-fowl flock there to lay

their eggs. In 1596, a Dutch veſſel was

caſt away on the coaſt, and the ſhip's com

pany were obliged to winter here; they did

not ſee the ſun from the 4th of November,

to the beginning of February, and had

great difficulty to keep themſelves from

being frozen to death. Lat. 71. to 78.

deg. N. lon. 53.45. W, to 72.49. E.

Zennen, Cornwall, near St. Burien's.

ZENtA, a town of Hungary, on the

river Theiſſe, where Prince Eugene, in

1697, obtained a ſignal vićtory over the

Turks, commanded by the emperor, Muſ

tapha II. in perſon. Twenty thouſand

Turks were killed, 10,000 wounded, and

3ooo taken priſoners. It is 52 miles N.

of Belgrade.

Zerbst, a town of Anhalt Zerbſt,

Upper Saxony, with a caſtle, where the

princes commonly refide, and a college.

It is famous for brewing good beer; and

here are manufactures of gold and ſilver.

It is 44 miles SSW. of Potſdam.

ZE REA, a town of Farſiſtan, Perſia,

18 miles NNE. of Schinas.

ZrA, an iſland of the Archipelago, an

ciently called Ceos and Hydrafla, SW. of

Andros, and 12 miles E. of Cape Co

lonmi. It is 15 miles in length, and 8 in

breadth; is well cultivated, and abounds

in moſt of the neceſſaries of life. They

have here a ſort of oak, whoſe fruit, call

ed velani, is the beſt trading commodity

of the iſland, being exported for the uſe of

dyers and tanners. The principal town,

of the ſame name, reſembles an amphi

theatre, and contains about 2500 houſes,

all flat at the top. Moſt cf the inhabitants.

are Greeks, and have a biſhop.

ZiRic-Zee, a town of the United Pro

vinces, in Zealand, and capital of the Iſle

of Schowen. It was the ancient reſidence

of the counts of Zealand, and formerly a

tº. of conſiderable conſequence. The

arbour is now filled up with ſand; it is,

however, large and populous, and is 13

miles SSW. of Briel.

Zittau, a town of Luſatia, ſubject to

the elector of Saxony. The principal bu

fineſs of the inhabitants is brewing beer;

but there are above too clothiers, and in

the neighbouring villages above 10oo

weavers. The merchants of Zittau trade

with thoſe of Prague and Leipſick, and

extend their commerce as far as Holland.

Here is a library, the fineſt in all Luſatia,

which is open twice a week; and at a ſmall

diſtance from it, is the orphan-houſe. It

is ſeated on the river Neiſs, 17 miles S. of

Gorlitz.

ZNAIM, a town of Moravia, 58 miles
SW. of Olmutz.

ZoAkA, an iſland of Barbary, with a

; harbour, 60 miles NNW. of Tri

poit.

Zoblitz, a town of Erzgeburg, Up

per Saxony. -

Zof FINGEN, a town of Berne, Swiſ.

ſerland, the principal place of a bailiwick,

24 miles NNW. of Lucerne.

Zoll ERN, a caſtle of Suabia, which

gives name to the principality of Hohen

Zollern, which is 37 miles in length, and

17 in breadth, and is a very fertile coun

try. The prince is hereditary chamber

lain of the empire. It is 10 miles S. of

Tubingen. -

Zolnok, a town of Hungary, on the

Theiſſe, 48 miles S.W. of Debreczin.

Zons, a town of Cologne.

Zoques, a diſtrićt of Mexico, in Chi

apa, bordering on Tabaſco. It produces

plenty of filk and cochineal.

Zor NDo RFF, a village in the New

Marche, Brandenburg, near Cuſtrin.

Zout PAN, a curious ſalt lake in the

country of the Hotientots, ſituated a few

miles N. of Point Padron. It is a plain,

much above the level of the ſea, and be

tween three and four miles in circumfe

rence. At ſome ſeaſons of the year, it is

formed into an entire maſs of fine white

ſalt, with a hard cruſt, exactly reſembling

ice, which, at a diſtance, has a very ſtrik

ing appearance. -

ZUFELA, a town of Africa, in Fezzan,

fituated in a fertile diſtriët, in which the

remnants of ancient buildings, fountains,

ciſterns,

w
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ciſterns, and vaulted caves, exhibit ſuch

veſtiges of ancient ſplendour, as will pro

bably attraśt, and highly reward, the at

tention of future travellers. It is 60 miles

E. of Mourzouk.

ZuG, a town of Swiſſerland, capital of

a cantom of the ſame name; ſeated on a

beautiful lake, in a fertile valley. It con

tains two churches, a convent, a town

houſe, arſenal, corn magazine, college,

hoſpital, &c. Oſwald, a Saxon king of

Northumberland, in the 7th century, is

the tutelar ſaint of this place. Zug is 12

miles NNE. of Lucern.

ZUG, one of the cantons of Swiſſer

land, bounded on the E. and N. by Zu

rich; on the W. by Lucern; and on the

S. by Schweitz; about 1o miles long, and

nearly as much in breadth. The govern

ment reſides in a council, which meets an

nually in the town of Zug, where every

male of 16 years of age is poſſeſſed of a

vote, and where all public poſts are con

ferred. The inhabitants are Romaniſts.

ZUG, a lake of Swiſſerland, 8 miles

long and 2 wide, named from the town on

it's coaſt.

ZUllichAw, a town in the New

Marche, Brandenburg, with a woollen

manufačture. It is 37 miles S.E. of Frank

fort on the Oder.

Zulpha, a town of Perſia, a ſort of

ſuburb to Iſpahan. It contains about 4ooo

houſes, and is peopled with a colony of

Armenians, who were brought into Perſia

by Shah Abbas, from an ancient town on

the Aras. It is an archbiſhop's ſee, and

contains ſeveral churches and monaſteries.

Zulpigh, a town of Cologne.

Zurich, a city of Swiſſerland, capital

of a canton of the ſame name, fituated at

the northern extremity of the lake of Zu

rich. It is one of the beſt-built cities in

this country, but the ſtreets are narrow,

and the houſes high. Zurich was the firſt

town in Swiſſerland, that ſeparated from

the church of Rome, being induced there

to by the arguments of Zuinglius. ,

Among the charitable foundations in this

town are an orphan-houſe; an hoſpital for

incurables; that for the fick of all nations,

which uſually contains between 6 and 7oo

patients; and the Allmoſen-Amt, or

foundation for the poor, which puts out

children as apprentices, and diſtributes

money, clothes, and books to poor per

ſons, not of the town only, but of the

canton, to the amount of upward of 50ool.

a year. The arſenal is well ſupplied with

cannon, arms, and ammunition, and con

tains a reſerve of muſkets for 30,ooo men.

They have manufactures of muſlims, cot

tons, limens, ſilk handkerchiefs, &c. The

inhabitants, in 1780, amounted to 12,559.

It is 4o miles S.E. of Baſle. Lat. 47. 22.

N. lon. 8. 30. E.

Zu Rich, one of the 13 cantons of

Swiſſerland, about 50 miles in length and

3o in breadth. It is bounded on the N.

by Schaffhauſen and a part of Suabia; on

the S. by Schweitz and Zug; on the E. by

Thurgaw and the county of Tockenburg;

and on the W. by the county of Baden.

The civil war between the magiſtrates and

people of Zurich, in 1335, nearly reduced

that city to ruins; but the former being

baniſhed, the citizens, in 1337, eſtabliſh

ed a new form of government. The exiles,

after ſeveral fruitleſs attempts, were re

admitted: but, engaging in a conſpiracy

againſt the citizens, were diſcovered and

put to death. In conſequence of this, the

nobles in the neighbourhood took up arms,

and Zurich, for protećtion, formed an al

liance with. Lucern, Uri, Schweitz, and

Underwalden, and was admitted a mem

ber of their confederacy in 1351. The

four cantons yielded the pre-eminence to

Zurich, a privilege it ſtill enjoys, being

the firſt canton in rank, and the moſt con

ſiderable in extent, both of territory and

power, next to that of Bern. This can

ton abounds in corn, wine, and excellent

paſture; but, as there is not a ſufficient

ſupply of corn for interior conſumption,

the deficiency is chiefly ſupplied from Sua

bia. There is alſo a granary maintained

at the public expence, where, in ſeaſons of

ſcarcity, corn is ſold confiderably cheaper

than the market-price. In 1784, it con

tained 174,572 inhabitants, including

thoſe in the capital. The people are di

vided into thirteen tribes; and the legiſ

lative authority is veſted in a council of

200, or rather of 212 members drawn

from theſe tribes. This council compriſes

the ſenate, or little council (compoſed of

50 members) which has a juriſdiction in

all civil and criminal cauſes.

Zurich, a lake of Swiſſerland, in the

canton of the ſame name, near 1 o leagues

in length and one in breadth. It is of an

oblong form, and the borders are ſtudded

thickly with villages and towns. The

adjacent country is finely cultivated and

well peopled; and the S. part of the lake

appears bounded by the ſtupendous high

mountains of Schweitz and Glarus; the

ſcenery is pićtureſque, lively, and diver

ſified. .

ZurITA, a town of New Caſtile. .

Zutphen, a confiderable town of the

United Provinces, capital of a county ºf

the ſame name. It was taken by the
Frºntº
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French in 1672, under Philip, Duke of

Orleans, only brother of Louis XIV. and

abandoned by them in 1674, after having

previouſly deſtroyed the fortifications. It
is ſeated at the confluence of the rivers

Berkel and Yſſel, 9 miles S. by E. of De

venter, and 55 E. by S. of Amſterdam.

Lat. 52. Io. N. lon. 6. 12. E.

Zutphen, a county of the United

Provinces, ſeparated by the Yſſel from

Guelderland. Otho I. of Naſſau, acquired

this county in the 11th century, by mar

rying the heireſs of Geliach, Count of

Zutphen; fince which time it has ever

been annexed to Guelderland.

Zuyder-Zee, a great bay of the Ger

man Ocean, which extends from S. to N.

in the United Provinces, between Frieſ

land, Overyſſel, Guelderland, and North

Holland. It is ſo called from it’s ſitua

tion toward the S.

Zwallock, or Swallock, Cornwall, SW. -

of Camelford.

T H E

ZwamMERDAM, a town of Holland,

on the Rhine, 10 miles ESE. of Leyden.

Zwickau, a town of Erzgeburg, Up

per Saxony, ſeated on the river Mul

daw.

ZwinceNBURG, a town of Heſſe

Darmſtadt, circle of Upper Rhine, zo

miles N. of Manheim. -

Zwoll, 'a town of the United Pro

vinces, in Overyſſel, and in the diſtrićt of

Zallant. It is large and rich, and a canal

begins near this place, which extends to

the river Yſſel. Here was formerly an

Auguſtine convent, in which Thomas à

Kempis, otherwiſe called Hamerken, liv

ed 71 years, and died in 1471, at the age

of 91... It was formerly an imperial and
hanſeatic town, and is ſeated on the river

Aa, between the Yſſel and the Vecht, 15

miles N. of Deventer.

ZwoRNick, a town of Boſnia.

ZYToMi ERz, a town of Volhinia, 7o.

miles NNW. of Kiof.

E N D,

DiRECTIONS to The bin DeR.

The map of the World to front the title; the others may be diſtributed before their

reſpective deſcriptions.
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